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THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO.
84 Horton Street Bristol, Conn.

Pacific Coast Branch

^ Phil B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St,, San Francisco, Cal.

The Grand Old Sport
FISHING is back—at the very head of the list. 1919 will

iSteelFishin^Rods greatest fishing year ever known. Millions of civil-

ians, who have carried financial and managerial burdens of

the war, will find relief and rest and new strength with Bristol Rods and

Meek Reels in the great outdoors, in Pool and Stream and Lake and Bay.

Hundreds of thousands of soldiers and sailors accustomed to being out of doors,

but compelled to go back to their old indoor life, will take the first opportunity to get

back into the open. How they will get out their Bristol Rods and Meek Reels and

put them together, and see that they are all in perfect condition, and handle them with

fond anticipation—impatient of the long delay before they can start on their trip.

Bristol Steel Fishing Rods and Meek Reels have been of¥ to the war lOO per cent. American. Every

part of the Horton factory was given over to war work gladly and willingly. Everything we had

was at the service of the government. But now that the war is over, we are back on the pleasant work

of building Bristol Rods and Meek
Reels, which are cherished by so many

millions of good Americans, because of

the happy times which they have had

and the renewed good health which

they have acquired from the use of

these perfect tools of the grand old

sport of fishing.

Buy them of your sporting goods dealer. If he doesn t

have them, and doesn't seem anxious to get them for you,

you can buy them by mail of us at catalogue prices. Write

for illustrated Bristol and IMeek catalogue, mailed free.

Meek
and'Blue Grass’*

Reels



ON THE TRAIL OF THE CLUB FOOT BEAR
A STORY OF BIG GAME IN THE CASCADE AND SISKIYOU RANGES WHEN ELK. DEER,
BEAR AND BIG TIMBER WOLVES ROAMED THE FORESTS PRACTICALLY UNDISTURBED

A S this is the first story I have writ-

ten for Forest and Stream, I will

just say for the benefit of the read-

ers that these stories are written from
actual experiences in hunting big game
for over twenty years in the Cascade and
Siskiyou Range, when elk, deer, bear, and
big timber wolves were roaming the for-

est practically undisturbed except by my-
self and dogs. During half of this time I

had with me Trailer, who was supposed
to be, and no doubt was, one of the best

bear and cougar dogs on earth. He often

treed two cougar in one day, and three

and four bear in a day, a feat that is

seldom done by any dog, and this he often

did alone, without a helper. These facts

are well known by any amount of people

in Southern Oregon. As it is claimed
that a cougar will kill on an average of

fifty deer a year, it will be easy to see

that Trailer saved the lives of a great
number of deer to say the least.

I never allowed Trailer to run deer,

only when wounded; and you can believe

me when I tell you that whenever I drew
blood, and sent Trailer after a deer, I

was sure to get it. And when Trailer
struck a bear or cougar track that was
fresh it was nearly a sure shot that it

would be climbing a tree in a short time.

In those days I used to go on hunting
trips of several days’ duration, taking
'.long pack horses, and often had to dry
or jerk the meat, as it would be too heavy
to pack in fresh. Often I went alone, but
at times I was accompanied by some
friend who wished to take an outing. On
the hunt that I intend telling you about
in this story I had with me a man by the
name of Templeton, who had never hunt-
ed big game before, but who afterwards
became quite a hunter and was with me
on a number of occasions when we had to
handle our Winchesters pretty lively. He
was a very excitable man, as you will find
out when you read this story. I will call

him Temp for short as that is what I al-

ways called him in those days.
I had heard of an immense grizzly that

was ranging in the region around Mt.

By JOHN B. GRIFFIN

Pitt. Occasionally it would take a stam-

pede and get over in the Buck Lake coun-

Ly and kill a few sheep and sometimes a

cow, or a big steer, and then hike back to

his old stamping-ground north of Four
Mile Lake, and would not show up in that

locality for quite a while again. The
sheep belonged to a man named Reddick,

who tried all kinds of plans to trap him,

but the old scamp was too foxy to be
trapped. He probably had been in a trap

before, as he had a crippled foot and

The old scamp was too foxy to be trapped

made a peculiar track which gave him
the name of the Club Foot Bear.

I received a letter from Reddick offer-

ing me one hundred dollars if I would
come and kill the bear. At the time he
wrote Old Club Foot had swooped down
and killed a big four year old steer and
he wanted me to come at once. So Temp
and I started out one morning with our
outfit of horses and dogs. Trailer and
Ranger, and before noon the next day we
landed at Reddick’s camp on Buck Lake
prairie where the steer had been killed.

That afternoon he went with us and

showed us where the steer lay. The bear
had not been there for a day or two; how-
ever, we could follow his tracks and
found he had gone north toward Black
Butte. The trail led us through a big
burn for three or four miles where it

was easy to follow, but after a while we
struck the timber and brush. Then it

was all off, and w’e went back to camp.
After holding a consultation with ReT

dick, we came to the conclusion that he
had gone back to his old range. So the
next morning we packed up and struck
out for Four Mile Lake, at the foot of old
Mt. Pitt, and the hunt was on for the
trail of the Club Foot Bear. Our route
lay through a level timber country for
several miles, as we avoided the high hills

and swung in by Lake of the Woods, and
that night made our camp on Grouse
Creek, where the grass was high as a
horse’s back and huckleberries grew by
the bushel. The next day we laid oyer
and took a scout out around the side of
old Mt. Pitt, east of camp, but failed to
find any sign of the Club Foot Bear.

I told Temp that probably he was tak-
ing it easy and it would be three or four
days before he would get back to his old
range probably. As there were lots of
huckleberries on the hill east of camp, we
concluded to give the bear a round-up for
a few days, and then go on one and make
another camp near where the old Club
Foot ranged. So next morning we were
off bright and early. I took Trailer with
me, and took a route nearly northeast
from camp, and Temp went nearly east,
which would put him on the lower side of
the hill from me, as we thought that
would be the best thing to do in case
Trailer should start a bear. The country
was covered with open pine timber, with
scattering brush all through it, and was
an ideal place for deer. I had not gone
more than two miles from camp when
out jumped two big bucks within forty
steps of me and bounded off through the
timber. The Winchester came to my
shoulder in double quick time, and catch-
ing a bead behind the shoulder of the one

•Contents Conyrisrht, 191S, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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that was in the lead, I pumped away and
had the satisfaction of seeing him spring
high in the air, run a few yards and fall.

This disconcerted the other one, and after

running a short distance he stopped to

look back. This was easy, as it was only
about seventy-five yards. I caught the

bead and fired, and down he went with a

bullet a little high behind the shoulder.

One was a sixpronged buck and the other

nine on one and ten on the other. I

dressed them, hung them up as best I

could and started on and had gone no
more than half a mile when Trailer

struck a bear track that was fresh, and
away he went, yelping at every jump. I

followed slowly along, thinking perhaps
he would overtake and tree it near where
Temp was, as it went in that direction.

I

COULD hear him going, going, for

quite a while, and finally he passed
over a ridge and out of hearing. I

stood still and listened a while, and then
started on down in that direction. All of

a sudden I heard him again, this time
coming back towards me. I got up on a

log now and waited. I could hear him
coming nearer, nearer, all the time, and
in a minute I saw the bear coming just as

straight as a line right to me. When he
got up to within one hundred yards.

Trailer had got near enough so that he
was in sight of him. Now he quit bark-
ing and came on like the wind to overtake
him. It was a pretty sight to see them
come. The big black fellow lumbering
along straight to his doom, as he was
close enough now so that I could fill him
full of bullets before it would be possible

for him to get away especially with a dog
behind him that had never failed to get

his game, and was gaining on him at

every jump. On he came and as he gotl

closer I held my gun on him ready to

pull the trigger if he ever made a turn.

But he did not know that I was there
and just as he got up and was pausing
within ten steps of me Trailer overtook
him, and, making a lunge, caught him by
the ham and give him a yank. Around
he went, and struck viciously at Trailer,

but the dog let go and got out of the way.
The bear turned to go, and Trailer came
full tilt to get him again. Just then I

fired and he sunk right down in his

tracks. Trailer was coming so fast that

he lit on top of the bear’s back, and grab-
bing hold, commenced to shake at him,

but old Buin was done for and the scrap
was over.

But another was coming which I little

dreamed of when I was dressing this

bear, which did not take long. I picked

up my gun and started down the slope

,
thinking that perhaps I would run across

Temp down in that direction. In this I

was not mistaken, for I had not gone
more than a mile when, bang, went a gun
off to my right. I threw up the horn
which I always carried and gave it a toot,

and I heard Temp hollering for me to

come. I sent Trailer and followed up as

fast as I could, and when I got there I

found Trailer and Temp at the foot of a

big fir; upon looking up the tree I saw
two cub bears, one about half way up,

and the other away near the top. He
told me that he had shot at the old one

and missed, and she had run off leaving

the cubs. I asked him what kind of a

bear it was, and he said she was a big

brown one. He was awfully excited and
was in for shooting them out without any
ceremony; but I cautioned him not to be

in a hurry, for I knew that in his present

excitement he couldn’t hit a barn door,

lo he waited a while but finally got so

eager to shoot that I told him to go ahead.

But I warned him—“Let me tell you
something. Temp. If you make a bad
shot on them cubs and cause one of them
to squall we will have a fight on our
hands just as sure. For the old one will

come just as sure as she hears.”

He said he didn’t care; he w'anted to

kill them. He had never killed a bear in

his life.

“All right,” I said. “Go to it.”

He pulled up to shoot, and I saw he

was shaking like a leaf, so I said, “Hold
on. Temp. Wait until you get over that.’'

But he paid no attention and bang, went
his gun, and the cub commenced to squall.

I called to him to look out, and/ ran over

to a tree about thirty steps away, and
stopped with my gun ready. We did not

have long to wait, for she came sure

enough, and like a cyclone. Trailer met
her just as she dashed into the opening,

straight for Temp. She passed the dog,

but he was too quick for her, and sprang

at her, seized her by the ham, swinging

her clear around, and let go to get out of

her way. Just then I shot, striking her

in the shoulder, breaking it. By this time

Temp had got turned around and got his

gun into action, putting a bullet through

her body. Trailer kept working on her

hams, and we kept pouring the bullets

into her until she rolled over. Temp now
had only four cartridges left, and com-

menced to shoot at the cubs, but missed

every time. I was going to shoot them
out then, but he begged me to let him
have my gun, as he had never killed a

bear. So I gave him my gun, and after

shooting eight times he brought them
down at last and was happy.
We now had four bear and two bucks

on our hands, so we had a job of packing

in the next morning. During this time

As he strides through his native woods. Bruin’s leisuerely. lumbering gait is not without a certain regal dignity
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Temp killed a five point buck and it took

all that day to get them in and skin them

and two days more to get the meat jerked

so we could handle it. Then we sacked it

and hung it in trees where it would be

safe until we came back, for we were on

the trail of the Club Foot Bear, and were

bound to give him a round before we quit.

WE broke camp the next morning

and landed, at Four Mile Lake at

noon. There we met with two

hunters who told us they had just come

through from the head of Red Blanket

and had seen elk signs near Summit

Springs as they came along, but being

short on provisions, they did not stop to

hunt them up. This set Temp wild as he

had never seen an elk, and as this was

in the vicinity of where the Club Foot

Bear ranged, it was just what we were

looking for. So after dinner we set out,

and after traveling a few hours we came

to a nice place where the grass was high

as the backs of our horses, and nice run-

ning water; an ideal place to camp, under

a large spreading maple tree. We spent

the balance of the day fixing up the camp,

as we did not know how long we would be

there; for we were in a country where

big game abounded, and where seldom

a white man had ever trod. So we in-

tended to make the most of it while we
were there.

I told Temp we would start out in the

morning and go in diiferent directions to

size up the country and get an idea of

how the ground lay; for it might be of

great benefit to us in case we had to fol-

low a bear that would not climb. So next

morning I struck out through the timber

in a northwest direction and Temp bore

off about north or northeast.

I hiked along through a level timbered

country for perhaps two miles, when sud-

denly I came to a small prairie of per-

haps four or five acres, and on the oppo-

site side the hills showed up and the tim-

ber was scattering, with thick patches of

buck horn brush. I had seen a number of

deer tracks as I came along, but had seen

no game that was worth shooting at, so I

made up my mind that I would go across

the prairie and take up the mountain on

the other side. So I started out and as

soon as I got in the open ground I began

to see elk tracks. Before I got to the

other side of the opening I saw great

holes pawed out where they had been ly-

ing and big trails leading out into the

timber. I followed one of these trails for

about two hundred yards, when all at

once I saw where a big band of elk had

come in to the trail and gone on up the

hill. It was no trouble to follow them, so

I hurried on after them, feeling sure they

were making for some high ground on ac-

count of flies, which were very bad in the

open prairie. I could tell by the tracks

that they were taking it easy, as now and
then they would nearly all be out of the

trail feeding on browse; but it would not

be long until they were back in the trail,

and going again. Finally the trail led

me out of the timber on to a ridge that

was covered with low buckhorn brush. I

followed up this ridge for probably a

mile, then they turned down around the

side of the hill and crossed a deep gulch

and on over the next ridge. As I ap-

proached the top I was very cautious, and
stood and looked a long time, but there

was not an elk anywhere t" be seen.

There stood an immense bull elk

I

NOW went on across this gulch and
climbed up to the top of the next ridge.

Here they had scattered around some
and worked along up the ridge for a short

distance and turned down again. In

front of me the brush was high so I

could not see across on the opposite side,

so I kept on up for sixty or seventy-five

yards to where the short buck brush was,

and, upon looking over, there on the op-

posite side just above the edge the thick

brush stood an immense bull elk, not over

one hundred yards from where I stood,

and not another elk in sight.

Say, believe me, that was a sight that

made my heart leap for joy, for in those

days I was a dead shot and did not have
a thought that he could get away. He
held his head straight up with his big

horns back astride of his shoulders, and
they were big ones too. If you will be-

lieve me, there were seven on one and
eight on the other. I thought to myself,

as I thought a great many times when
my dogs were fighting a bear, how many
there were who would give a thousand
dollars to stand where I stood and have
the chance that I did to kill that elk

—

it would have been worth the money.
It was a big mark, but I drew my bead

carefully behind the shoulder and pulled.

At the crack of the gun he lunged for-

ward. The Winchester cracked again

and another bullet went crashing through
him ; but it was not really necessary.

The first had done its work, passing
square through the butt of the heart, and
he reeled and fell, never to rise again.

But down below the brush was thrashing
and crashing, and the whole band was
tearing down the canyon toward the tim-

ber at a tremendous rate.

I ran down a few yards and got sight

of one of the hind ones, and bringing the

gun to my shoulder I caught a bead and
fired. The elk was out of sight in little

or no time, but when I went down I found
blood. I followed up and after a while

it left the bunch and took off to itself,

and I concluded to go back and take care

of the one I had. It was a big job to take

his entrails out and get him in shape, but
I got through with in due time and start-

ed to camp. It was a long hike and the

sun was down before I got half way. I

was hurrying to get to camp when I

suddenly heard the long lonesome howl of

a big gray wolf. I listened a minute and
not hearing an answering howl I hurried
on again. In a few minutes I heard him
again and far back. I was sure now
that he was following me, as my shoes

had gotten bloody from the elk. I began
to study what to do, for I knew if he
followed along like that others might fall

in, and it would place me in a dangerous
position, as the only chance would be
to climb. I was thinking fast as I hiked
along when I happened to look out to one
side and saw a large tree that had fallen,

and the point lay the way I was going.
I hurried and went a little past the top,

then ran back and walked back to the
butt of the tree, which lay high off from
the grounded and waited.

I looked to see that the cartridges were
in the barrel and, dropping the muzzle of

the gun, I stood ready with my thumb on
the lock and my finger on the trigger. I

did not have to wait long for he soon
came in sight, a long, lanky fellow, trot-

ting slowly along, and every few yards
would stop and stick his nose in the air

and give a long mournful howl, then he
would listen, but no answer came. I was
listening too. Then on he would come.
I could have shot him, but did not want
to take any chances on missing him, for
he had to pass in thirty steps if he stuck
to my tracks. Closer and closer he came,
and when within fifty yards I could hard-
ly resist the temptation to shoot, but
smothered it and waited. Now he was in

forty yards and stopped. He did not howl
this time, but stood a few seconds and
listened, then came on. Just as he got
opposite me he stopped and sitting back
on his haunches gave one of the most dis-

mal, hair-raising howls I believe I ever
heard. While his nose was in the air I

brought the gun up and drew a fine bead
on his head; and just as he started up,

while the sound was still reverberating
through the woods, I pressed the trigger.

The bullet caught him just at the butt of

of the ear and over he went with feet

straight in the air for a few seconds,

then commenced to kick around lively for

a while and straightened out dead.
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I

WENT over and took a look at him,

and lit out for camp, arriving a little

bit after dark, tired and hungry. Temp
had been there quite a while and had sup-

per ready, but was very much excited.

He had run across the track of the Club
Foot Bear and was so eager to tell me all

about it that did not think to ask me if

I had killed anything. So while we ate

he told me how he had been traveling

through the woods and came to a prairie

covered with high grass, and near the

middle he ran onto a spring or hole of

water, and there had been a bear there

only a short time before, as the water
was still muddy. When he went on out

he left a trail of water and mud for a

short distance, and then Temp could see

his track plain, and it was sure enough
the track of old Club Foot. Right there

and then Temp turned back as he had no
desire to come in contact with a grizzly,

for he had heard they were ferocious

beasts and would fight at the drop of a

hat. I told him this was a fact as I had
tried them, but that is another story.

He was right in for starting out the

next morning. But I told him we couldn’t

do that as I had another Job on hand. He
wanted to know what it was, and was as-

tonished when I told him about killing

the elk and wolf and wounding another
elk. I told him we would take the horses

and dogs and go to where the big buck
was, and leave the horses and take the

track of the wounded elk and follow it

up. This suited Temp fine, for he stood

as good a chance to get a shot in as I did.

In the morning we saddled up, taking
five head of horses and arrived about
nine o’clock where the big elk lay. We
tied our horses up and took up the trail

of the elk. When the dogs smelled the

blood they were eager to go, but I wasn’t
ready yet. I had Temp put a string on

Ranger and keep him back, then I let

Trailer slow track the elk for a long

way across gulches and over ridges and
finally we came to where he had been
lying down, but was up and gone. We
followed to the top of a ridge and upon
looking down discovered that the gulch

was very brushy, so I decided to let the

dogs go ;
but before I did so I sent Temp

back down the ridge with orders to shoot

like the dickens if it came his way. I

waited so as to give him plenty of time

to get there, then I slipped the rope off

Ranger’s neck and told them to go. And
away they went down into the head of

the gulch, and I heard the brush begin to

crash, and away went the elk down the

mountain side, and both dogs right after

it, yelping at every jump.
Temp heard them coming and was on

the alert. He did not have long to wait
as the elk soon came by on the opposite

side of the gulch, and old Temp began to

string bullets after it, and as luck would
have it hit it once so that the dogs soon

overtook it and then the fight commenced.
I ran down the hill as fast as I could

and overtaking Temp we hurried on down
and soon came in sight. And such a
sight! To see two of the finest trained

bear dogs, almost, on earth, fighting a
wounded elk. It was simply wonderful
the way those dogs would get around
and seize it by the ham, and get out of

the way of its hoofs. I will not try to

describe it, but will say that after we had
stood and watched them quite a while I

told Temp to watch his chance and put a

bullet behind its shoulder and end it,

which he did, and the fight was over.

I sent Temp back after the horses
while I skinned it and got it ready to

pack. It was only a two year old and we
packed it on two horses. When we got
to the other one it took us quite a while
to get it ready, but we finally got loaded
and racked out for camp. We did not
bother about the wolf and arrived at
camp just about dark, hungry as wolves,
and happy as clams.

Temp wanted to start right out the

next morning after old Club Foot,

but I said, “No, we are going to cut

this meat up and salt? it tomorrow and let

the dogs rest up, and the next day we
will go.” I told Temp if he thought we
were going to have a picnic when the
dogs got after old Club Foot he was bad-
ly mistaken, as I was sure he would put
up a great fight and we would have to get

a good ready on. Well, we stayed in

camp all next day. Got the meat all
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cut up and salted, and the next morning
filled the Winchesters with cartridges,

our pack sacks with grub and were off.

It took about an hour to get to the prai-

rie where Temp had seen the sign and
upon going out to the wallow we found

he Had been back. Trailer and Ranger
took up the scent and were off pell mell

after him, and the chase was on; out

across the prairie and up the hill on the

other side and over the hill and out of

hearing. We hiked out for high ground,

and when we got up on top we could hear
them away down below us, and we could

tell by the sound of their voices that they

had overtaken him, and the fight was
raging fast and furious. I told Temp to

go straight down the ridge until he got

entirely below them and wait. Temp
lit out on a run, and after waiting a

while I struck out and in probably twen-
ty minutes I was close enough to shoot,

but could not see them on account of

brush. I kept moving up closer and
closer when all at once I heard old Club
Foot go crashing through the brush down
the hill toward the creek. I ran now as

fast as I could in hopes of getting to see

them as they went up the hill on the op-

posite side, and sure enough up he came
after stopping at the water a few min-
utes, with both dogs going after him sav-

agely. First one w'ould catch him by the

ham, but as he swung round to deliver a

blow the dog would let go and get out

of the way, and the other dog would do
the same. Now was the time for me to

get in my work, and the Winchester be-

gan to crack. Once, twice, three times,

down he went, and the dogs piled in on
him. But he was up in no time and scat-

tered them right and left. Just then I

heard Temp’s gun begin to crack and
down the hill came bear, dogs and all,

straight toward me. I began to pour the

lead into him, as it was evident now that

he was going to try to get to me. I

called to Temp to give it to him, and as

he was above him he could do good exe-

cution. But down in the creek he came,

and as he climbed the bank I commenced
to put bullets into his breast, and he
rolled back and began to chew the bushes,

and soon rolled over dead.

Temp was literally wild with delight

and hugged first one dog and then
the other, declaring over and over

that they were the best on earth. All

we could do now was to take the hide and
head of the bear, which we proceeded to

do, leaving the feet on the hide to show
that it was really the Club Foot Bear.

This wound up our hunt, and I will say
to the reader if you wish to see some of

the teeth out of the mouth of old Club
Foot, and also the horns of the elk, come
to my house near Kerby in Southern Ore-
gon, and I will show them to you.

HUNTING THE WILD PIG IN ARIZONA
SO GREAT IS THE SPORT OF ITS PURSUIT THAT THE AMERICAN PECCARY
OR WILD PIG SHOULD HAVE LEGAL PROTECTION AS A GAME ANIMAL

By
J. G. BROWN

HOW good it feels after a week at

the desk to don khaki, shoulder

the old rifle, shake off all cares

and worries, and trudge over mesa and
foothill where both animal and plant

life are alike untamed! What a bless-

ing to have game to hunt! And how
little is the blessing appreciated ! These
thoughts and many more surged through
the mind of the writer as he traveled

swiftly over a mountain road early one

morning recently on the way to a pig

hunt. The January air was crisp and
exhilarating, the road smooth, the ma-
chine running like a clock, and every-

thing conducive to high spirits. In front

the mountains loomed indistinctly through
the purple morning haze; in the rear

the sun, although not yet risen, tinged

the very crests of the ranges with a

golden halo. Out of the town a short

distance a Mexican wood hauler was
just breaking camp by the roadside. The
coals were still glowing where he had
boiled his coffee before harnessing his

patient little team of burros. Farther
on, the machine passed two blanketed

Indians jogging along in a dilapidated

buggy drawn by a more dilapidated

horse, the brave sitting “humped up” on
the seat and his squaw crouching di-

rectly behind him in the bed of the rig.

Rabbits, both jack and cottontail, hop-

ped across the road from the foothills

on the left toward the valley on the

fight, on their way for a morning sip at

the creek and a sly feed in some far-

mer’s barley field. Still farther on a

bevy of quail ran swiftly in the same
direction.

Before we realized it we passed Nine-
Mile Water Hole and entered the pass
in the Tucson Mountains. A sharp turn
to the north, a half mile over the dry
bed of the Santa Cruz, a short ride

through barley fields just turning green,

and we were on the mesa road leading

to our destination. Burro Canyon in the

Tortillita Mountains.
The road over which we traveled was

crossed by numerous sandy washes where
the machine cut down and then stopped,

necessitating a little shoulder work on
the part of the hunters, until the driver

bethought himself of the skid chains,

when things went along smoother. How
an eastern hunter would have enjoyed
that road through giant cactus and mes-
quite and palo verde parks, with rabbits

and quail scurrying to cover, and oc-

casional long-tailed road runners speed-

ing across the way! Vander got in

some revolver practise, but did little

more than scare the jackrabbits into

rigid immobility, or into wild, cavorting

leaps. Five miles of this country
brought the party into the foot hills.

Here the chollas cactus plants with sil-

very, glistening, densely-clustered spines

formed small, dwarf-forestlike patches
in the more level spots; mesquite and
palo verde became more frequent and
larger in the arroyos, and the giant cac-

tus extended out over the foot hills.

O NCE during the conversation one

of the men noticed a movement
behind a clump of brush that was

so unlike that of rabbits or young cattle

or any of the other foothill life, that he
remarked its occurrence; but he had just

caught the movement out of the tail of

his eye, nothing more was seen, and it

was soon forgotten. Shortly afterward
the road dropped down into a broad wash
and the party realized that the Canyon
was not far away. The wash was like

the dry bed of a river with banks five

or six feet high. Here and there were
large, green-trunked palo verde trees

growing in the moist soil of the wash,

whose banks were lined with a dense

patchy growth of cat’s claw, mesquite,

and prickly pear. Suddenly at a dis-

tance of fifteen or twenty rods ahead
a grayish-black object crossed the wash
at a lumbering gallop, followed by an-

other, and still another. Commotion
reigned in the car. Wade, who was sit-

ting with Rob in the front seat, was
steadying a large canteen of water be-

tween his feet, and now his feet were
entangled in the carrying strap delaying

both men in their endeavors to get out.

Vander, dressed in. a long overcoat, was
riding with his feet underneath a good-

sized box of “grub,” while the writer,

likewise apparelled, was held down by a

suitcase containing a field camera and
some canned goods. In the general

scramble Wade reached terra firma first

and got one shot as the last pig, number
seven, crossed the wash and disappeared
with the rest of the herd in the brush.

The machine was now abandoned and the

hunt began, but the herd had disap-

peared as completely as if the earth had
swallowed it up. The tracks could be
followed for a short distance, but they
finally became indistinguishable in a maze
of burro and cattle tracks. So the party
returned to the machine to recover

breath, eat lunch, and make plans for
the remainder of the day.

After lunch, which by the way,
was rather abbreviated, Vander
and Wade took the east side of

the wash and proceeded away from the

mountains in the direction from which
we had approached, for we believed that
the movement seen in the bushes before

the wash was reached on the way out
had been made by pigs that belonged
to the same herd. Rob and the writer
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took the west side of the wash with the

hope of starting the vanished herd. In

attempting to follow the tracks the lat-

ter became separated after circling to-

ward the mountains, and the writer de-

cided that Rob, and probably the other

men also, were by this time tramping
up the canyon

;
therefore he hurried

along about fifty feet above the canyon
bed on its sloping wall. A herd of wild

burros that had been watching his move-
ments from a distance and listening in-

tently with long ears erect, scampered
precipitately down into the wash fol-

lowed by an avalanche of rock and
gravel. None of the party was in sight

and he thought that the chances of get-

ting a shot at a pig were slim, for the

others would alarm any game that hap-

pened to be ahead. Suddenly a shot

rang out a half mile ahead, apparently

just around a curve in the canyon. This

confirmed the writer’s fears. However
he determined to keep a sharp lookout,

and accordingly mounted a high rock

nearby. Shortly after the third shot

broke the quiet an object with that

telltale lumbering gallop came into sight

far in the distance, backed into a clump
of bushes, and turned its head in the

direction of the alarming sound exactly

like a barnyard hog. Adjusting* the

sights carefully the writer let go at the

tusker. With the report of the rifle the

pig bounded forward and galloped wildly

out of sight. Although there were small

hopes of seeing the brute again a fresh

cartridge was pumped into the chamber
ready for a second shot if he should enter

an open space between the clumps of

cat’s claw. After a few seconds the pig

reappeared as suddenly as he had dis-

appeared, this time about two hundred
yards distant. Just on the bank of a
narrow wash he paused, and the writer
blazed away again for a spot just back
of the pig’s head. The instant the rifle

cracked the pig lunged forward into an

impenetrable thicket of thornbush con-

taining heaps of driftwood carried down
by freshets, and much to the disappoint-

ment of the hunter, failed to emerge.
One of the most disturbing things that
can happen to the writer is to have rea-

son to think that an animal has been
wounded and left, but although an hour
was spent in search the boar was not
to be located.

In the meantime excited shouts farther

up the canyon told of bagged game.
Some one shouted “Two pigs: a young
sow and a yearling boar.” “Who got
them?” “Wade.” “Might have known,”
was the comment. “The greenest hunter
always has the luck.” But the comments
were in fun. A part of the hunter’s
task remained however, that was any-
thing but fun, for two of the party
especially. The game must be dressed

and carried into camp. Now the Amer-
ican wild pig is really a peccary, and
you realize the difference at once when
you begin dressing operations. As one
of the party remarked, a peccary seems
to be second cousin to a skunk until

the scent bag is removed. This interest-

ing piece of anatomy is located on the

back about a fourth of the distance from
rump to head. It is about three or four
inches long, oval in outline, and has
an aperture near the center in the end
of a small, wart-like elevation. The
bag is removed easily by cutting the

hide around it, and until this is done
the strain on the olfactory nerves of

the operator is certainly anything but
mild. While the writer attended to the

yearling Wade attacked the young pig.

Much to the amusement of the party
he had quietly plugged his nostrils with
some cotton, and protected in this way
he proceeded to remove scent bag and
entrails. Thus lightened, the game was
hung on a palo verde pole and carried

slowly into camp by two of the men,
while the others hurried on ahead in or-

der to have coffee ready. And maybe
that coffee didn’t taste good!

At supper Wade told how he had dis-

covered the herd. He had become sep-

arated from his hunting partner and had
finally posted himself on a large rock.

From this vantage point he saw the herd
down below him rooting up something
in the valley below. The something
proved to be the large brown roots of

canaigre, a Rumex somewhat like the

yellow dock of the north. His first shots

had killed the young pig, but the boar
was considerably harder to get.

I

N conclusion it may be said that the

wild pig or peccary of Arizona, New
Mexico and Texas ranges southward

into Central America. Its color is dark

grey with a lighter, band-like streak over

the shoulders. It is about three feet

long. An interesting deviation from pig

characteristics is the birth of but two
young to a litter. Books state that the

collared peccary seldom lives in herds,

but hunters tell of seeing a hundred or

more together in the mountains of north-

ern Mexico. When cornered, or when one

of the herd is wounded, the peccary be-

comes dangerous. Many stories are told

of fatal attacks on hunters, and quite

recently in the region visited on the hunt
just described a drove treed a hunter

and kept him aloft until he decimated its

numbers with his magazine rifle. Dur-

ing the winter and early spring the pec-

cary is to be found in washes in the foot-

hills where it finds an abundance of

canaigre and other roots
;
during the re-

mainder of the year its habitat is at a

higher elevation. The flesh of young pec-

cary is much like veal. In the judgment
of the writer this animal should be pro-

tected throughout that part of its range
which lies within the United States by

a closed season during its breeding time

and a limit to the number that may be

killed in one season.

The wild pigs were slung on a palo verde pole and carried slowly into camp, where the camera was brought into play
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NIGHT SHINING AMID FLORIDA SWAMPS
MOLLY COTTONTAIL LIGHTS UP WONDERFULLY AT DUSK AND COONS BECOME

BELLIGERANT. BUT THE WISE OLD ’GATOR IS ONLY A PINK DIAMOND IN THE BEAM

By THOMAS TRAVIS. CHAPLAIN, A. E. F.

Vines and long streamers of moss hang from the palms

I

F you have ever ridden

through a forest of

giant fern and palms lit

by the search-light of a

quiet, purring machine
that slid along a winding
lonely road where the wild

game lay revealed, you

will at once feel what
night shining in the Flor-

ida wilderness is like. If

you have not ever done

this, then I despair of ever

making you feel the amaz-

ing beauty and joy and
thrill of it. Recall a trip

up the Hudson by moon-
light, with the searchlights

of the boat playing over

forest-clad hills and shim-

mering streams, picking

up a quiet cottage here or

a strolling couple there.

Recall the halo of light

boring with picturesque

and mysterious beauty

into the night-life, with the silent moths

fluttering through the beam, or a skim-

ming bird leaping startled as the glow

smites him. Substitute for these more

common objects, strange, fairy-like palms

woven with vihes, long-leaved pines

through which the light bores in a golden

mist, strange flowers, gorgeous butter-

flies, forests hanging thick-coated with

orchids; and, instead of quiet houses and

strolling couples, put into the scene brist-

ling racoons, a sly possum, great ibis

and buzzards, whooping cranes, or lurk-

ing alligators, and you have some idea

of what nightshining in Floridian for-

ests and prairie is like.

It took us some time to arrange, but

at last we found an old hunter who had

the necessary apparatus and the intimate

knowledge of the country which night

trips involve. Also, we started out mod-
estly to shine rabbits first, till we had
caught the trick. It was all new to us.

But we soon had the knack, and with a

carbide lamp fitting to the head like a

miner’s lamp so that every move we
made put the light just where we could

see, started out, with instructions to

look not for rabbits, but for little pink-

ish-green eye-glints.

W E set forth long before dusk, to get

into the right ground by dark.

And one of the prettiest sights I

have ever seen was one right on the way
we took. Along the log road ran a dry
ditch, and here, not two hundred yards
from the negro cabins of the “box chop-
pers.” we came across a covey of some
twenty-five quail, bunched, and running
slowly along the ditch, for all the world
like cunning browm broilers, picking
grubs and flies as they went, till we were
within fifteen feet of them, when they

rose with a whirr and went skimming off

to the palms in a grouping that would

make any hunter’s eyes dance with de-

light. We did not try to shoot them.

Further along, and while it was still

light, we came across a skunk, Lem stand-

ing it in the sparse grass of a little clear-

ing. It was interesting to watch the

setter work Mr. Skunk, for his black and

white nibs seemed in no way concerned

about our nearness, or in any hurry to

escape. He ambled along with the cock-

sureness of a two-gun man who knows
he is heavily armed and knows that you

know it too. But when a shot from a

twenty-two pistol went “bump,” just

ahead of his nose, he gave one startled

jump, and slid under a long pine log.

Lem cocked his eye at us, to see if we
really thought we wanted such a smelly

beast, and when he saw we did, he got

busy in a most businesslike way. No
panic or yelping at all, and no excitement.

First he ran to the end of the log, tilted

a little, and peering under located from
that direction just where pussy was.

Then he made a short detour, and came tT

the off side of the log. repeated his glance

under, and jumped the log to our side.

Then with one swift dip he sneaked Mr.
Skunk out by the back of the neck, gave
him one swift shake, and dropped him
dazed a dozen feet away, where we quick-

ly shot him between the eyes. It was all

over in much less time than it takes to

read this. And a more business-like ac-

tion on the part of a dog I have rarely

seen. There was not a single wasted
move. And wise old Lem, the Florida

Cracker, just did the trick—so. Just
like that!

Now I was telling this to an old skunk
hunter up North here, and he asked if we
got scented. I replied “No, net in the

least.” “Well,” said he,

“I have caught hundreds

of skunks, man and boy,

and I have caught them

with traps, shot them,

and never yet got a

skunk without being more

or less scented. I used to

wear not a rag of my or-

dinary clothes. I changed

every stitch and had just

one old suit to skunk in.

And I never yet got a

skunk without scenting.”

Well, we got three of

them, all three put up and

stood by the pointers, and

we never got scented at all.

We did not even mind the

skinning, which in two
cases was done right away,

and in the other, when
we got home. We just

skinned them, put the skin

in a can with a tight lid,

washed our hands in the

ditch with sand for soap, and smelled

nothing more than a faint skunk smell.

“Um,” said the old chap, “I don’t un-

derstand that at all. It may be the dogs

standing them had something to do with

it; or it may be a Florida skunk is differ-

ent, or it may be your scent centers were
paralyzed by the musk. For that some-
times happens. But anyhow, I never got

a skunk without considerable scenting.”

Will some old veteran tell me his ex-

perience? I say we got three and no

particularly unpleasant scenting. I put
one of them in a palm tree, intending to

leave it there till I came back. But iir

less than thirty seconds the buzzards

were after it, and I had to drive them
away to save the pelt. I could smell it

plainly down wind at fifty yards. But
neither the dogs nor the men were
scented, and with one of the skunks,

Robin Hood, the liver-and-white pointer,

had a running scrap. Robin headed the

s'lcunk from its hole. It raised its tail

and rushed at him. Robin ran back, and
as the skunk started again for its hole,

the dog headed him off' again. And so

on, give and take for five minutes, while

I watched to see what would happen.
Robin had never to my knowledge seen

a skunk before, so it could not have been
masterly handling like Lem’s that pre-

vented him getting “His’n.” However,
such are the facts, and I’d like an expla-

nation from anybody who has one.

S
O, to the shining. For the dark drew
on suddenly, and we lit the lamps.

The stars were shining brilliantly up
in a dark, blue tropic sky. The soft

fragrance of orange blossoms spread on
the warm, balmy air. And a low mist
began to gather in the clearings. Where
the lights shone on a palm grove, with
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its trailing vines and carved boles hung
with orchids, the sight was like some
tropic opera scene. It would not have
surprised us one bit to see a group of

dancing fairies come swinging through

the fronded avenues to the music of wild

drums, and the trampling of elephants

or tigers. Imagination runs wild in the

midst of such romantic surroundings and
the impossible becomes the expacted.

As it was, however, the game was
much more prosaic, we were to practice

on rabbits in the early part of the night.

And let me say right here, that though
I am fairly familiar with Molly Cotton-

tail, I never saw her quite so alluringly

lit up as that night. In the first place

those out of line of the beam could see

nothing. Here and there sparkled tiny

green lights like glow worms or fireflies.

But always the guide, grunting, “Spi-

ders,” passed on. Till at last he paused,

—and pointed out a rabbit,—two pinkish

green glimmers, that lay still and glowed.

“Aim right between them,” said he,

passing the twenty-two rifle. And in

sheer faith I aimed and pulled.

Up in the air bounded a rabbit, to fall

again with a thump. The first shot

chanced to be a success, as indeed all the

rest were ;
for rarely was the target more

than fifteen feet away, though in some
cases it was just a drifting shadow paus-

ing for an instant e’er it melted among
the palmettos and was lost to view
in the darkness whence it came.

After a few trials I found I could

actually see the rabbit itself. Some-
times head on, when the two eyes

were visible, surrounded by a halo

of soft fluff, as the light picked up
Molly sitting there in the thin

grass. Sometimes it was only one

eye, with the shadow bunnie sitting

back to us with its head turned to

watch. Again, it was a lengthwise

target, Molly stretched out like a

cat, with her hind feet out straight

behind her, ears cocked, and nose

twitching as she calmly watched
the light. At every shot of the

rifle, it seemed as if Molly just

sneezed violently, jammed her nose

down, and bounced in the air, so

swiftly did those little bullets do

their work.

So, seeking out the little meadows
or clearings among pine and palm,

where only dry buffalo grass grew
sparsely, we worked our way to the

edge of the forests, and the line of

prairie. And always as we went,

the twinkling eyes, Molly sitting in

her form, or hopping like a shadow
among the deserted orange groves.

Soon we had enough for our

needs, so after that it was sheer

fun to see how close we could get

before Molly jumped. Ofter we
could get within five feet, but at

the least noise, you saw a fleeting

shadow of fluffy fur bounding away
with magic silence, the white spot

jumping and bobbing away across

the clearings, as you unconsciously

followed the course by the gleam of

the headlight. Perhaps the lady
rabbit thoroughly enjoyed her short

career in the limelight.

I

T was at this time that the old trapper
headed us for the “Coon” grounds.

^
Out on the prairie were little shallow

swamps, most of them scarcely a foot

deep at the worst, and many of them
mere damp spots where frogs and other

swamp creatures gathered. Also there

was a peculiar land crab, different ffom
our fiddler, because this was not salt

water. They burrowed in the sand and
cast up a ridge of white under-layer

sand for all the world like a big worm
cast on the golf course. And all about

these ponds were regular paths filled

with coon tracks.

It was these ponds we circled, shining

the lights through the sparse grass and

,
reeds

;
and it was here we picked up our

first ’coon. Also, let me say right here,

’coon shining is a different proposition

from luring Molly Cottontail. Mr. Coon,

even here in the wilds, is exceedingly all

there. We would pick up a pair of eyes,

and you could at once tell the difference

by the color. The ’coon eyes were green,

decidedly electric green, and were either

farther apart or seemed so, than the

bunny’s. Also, when you shined a ’coon

it did not follow that you got the hide

—

not by a long shot. Just one glimpse,

and then they faded out into nothingness

—a faint splash, or quiet “Plop” in the

mud as the case might be, and Mr. Coon
was off and out of danger.

The dogs work easily in the open clearings

cut at least l got a good sight of one,

sitting up there with a frog in his paws,
sWabbing it around in the shallow water
as though he were determined to wash
its skin off. We could distinctly hear
him before we shined him. And when the
beam fell on him, he sat there in an atti-

tude of mild curiosity and surprise, hold-
ing on to his frog as though to ask why'
we disturbed him at his supper. Also,
this was too long a shot for a twenty-
two in my hands, so I took the shotgun
and swung on him just as he jumped.
He was a medium-sized ’coon with the
cunning face markings, but his tail was
not so round and bushy as it seemed in
the first flare of the beam.

Several other eyes we picked up, under
the low brush and palms, always in moist
ground or on the edge of swamps. But
this was not at all like rabbit shining.
Mr. ’Coon seemed, for all Uncle Remus
says, considerably more wide awake and
on to his job than Br’er Rabbit. One in-

stant we got the eyes, shining weirdly
above the weeds, the next, absolute blank,
with no sound or rustle to tell us where
he had gone. It was surprising to a de-
gree to experience this fact, that the ’coon
could get away without any of us seeing
more than a single good shine of his
iridescent green eyes.

At last we caught one fair and square
in the open, on a sand spit at the edge

of an irrigation ditch. And it

chanced that some of us were on
one side and some on the other.
So Mr. ’Coon ran along the ditch
and made for a clump of live oak
and palms.

After him we raced, as fast as
one can over a rough prairie in the
dark, and to his undoing he took to
the trees. If there was no hole
there in the massive live oaks, he
was ours sure, for the clump did
not cover more than a quarter acre,
and we had excellent lights. Also,
we had let the dogs loose the mo-
ment he took to his legs.

I

WISH it were possible to put
right here a colored photo of

that scene. I can only ask you
to imagine a grove of tall palms
and live oaks, with clean sand for
the ground, with tall vines stream-
ing dowTi from the branches hung
with orchids just coming to red
bud. And the massive, gnarled
oaks with long beards of Spanish
moss waving in the cool breeze, and
all of it lit by the search lights of,

brilliant carbide. Picture the dogs
leaping frantically at the bole of

the tallest tree, whose top, stream-
ing with moss beards, lifted itself

far above the palms to the star

spangled sky, and you have the
scene—all except the ’coon. He
was somewhere in that bearded
giant top. But at last we located

him, not far up either, but peering
with queer, elflike face, and white
fangs down on us from the crotch

where a huge branch swept forth.

In a moment the lights were all

focused on him. But before we
could get the guns to bear, he was
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Nothing is more fascinating than Southern woods where sunlight steals through

off again, up farther, till as we followed

him on with the beams of light we saw
him, a furry ball, up in the high branches,

with eyes shining green and his hair on
end, or so it seemed. He was a long shot

where he was, and a hard one. But the

old trapper winged him with a twenty-

two rifle shot, and down he came crash-

ing through the branches, to make one
flying leap out in the dark, where we
heard him land among the big fans of a

cabbage palm, with a rattle like a cow
tramping through dry fodder.

Now Robin Hood the pointer was hav-
ing his first ’coon hunt, and evidently

enjoying himself to the limit. He fairly

screamed his delight in frantic barks and
wild leaps up the tree trunk. He was
sure to the tip of his tail that he wanted
that ’coon till I shined the lights in the

palm top at which Robin was barking.

There was Mr. ’Coon, evidently not badly
hurt either, and fighting mad; for far

from trying to hide, he was coming down,
snarling, almost spitting fury from his

green eyes and bristling fur. And he
came straight on down, till Robin gave
one frightened gasp and ran.

I never saw a dog change his mind so

quickly, and, indeed, I didn’t blame him.
I had always thought that ’coons were
sort of sly, cunning, peaceful citizens till

I saw this old he come down after the

dog. Also I love my old pointer, and
didn’t want him to tackle the beast. To
tell the plain truth, I was scared some
too; for he came right down on my side,

and with no shadow of flinching, spitting

fire from his green eyes, and looking

huge in the carbide light. So I let go
swiftly, one barrel after the other, with
my shotgun, and Mr. ’Coon dropped
dead. . . . Then I felt sorry to down
a valiant soul like that by sheer brutal

machinery. He ought to have had the
privilege of dying like a warrior—in hot
clinch with the dogs. I am convinced that
he would have made Liberty steak
of old Robin; still, there are some things
a sportsman hates to do, and I just hated
to shoot that spitting ball of sheer pluck.
But when I examined his teeth, and his

muscular body, and his heavy fur, I real-

ized that he was an easy champion over
an inexperienced pointer, scarcely beyond
his pup’s age. I may add in explanation,
that I have his hide now, and the old

trapper declared it was the huskiest ’coon

he had seen for many moons.

After that, we didn’t have much
luck. And as it was getting late,

we decided to make for home. You
will remember that I mentioned the mist

that gathered over the clearings. Well,

it was here on the prairie just about head
high, and I had an interesting argument
with the old trapper, who declared he

knew exactly where we were, and not

only that, but knew every stick and tree

about there. It is always interesting to

match instinct with a testing machine,

and I happened to have two, right in

front of me, my pocket compass, and the

north star,

“Which way is home?” I said.

“Right there,” and the old trapper

pointed northeast.

“Which way do you think is home?” I

asked of our other friend.

“That way,” and he pointed due west.

The old trapper scorned him. “Why,
Boss,” he said, “I tell you I know every

bit of ground and tree and ditch here

for miles. I’ve walked over them from
‘kaint see’ to ‘kaint see,’ and many a time

at dark.”

“Well, now,” said I, “think out just

where we ought to be, considering all

our turnings and twistings, and tell me
what direction by compass camp lies.”

“Southwest,” came the answer.
“And which way is southwest?”
“Right there,” and the trapper still

pointed northeast.

Even when the compass was held in

the carbide gleam he still insisted he was
right. Positively he knew by feeling

just where he was. “But there is the

north star, and by that you are pointing

northeast as the way home.”
It made no difference, he clung to his

statement. And I could not but agree
with him so far as feeling was concerned.

So we all sat down, smoked a pipe with
our eyes shut, then got up and focussed
on the north star, thus getting our sense
of direction righted. And immediately,
feeling agreed with star and compass, we
went straight home. Again another il-

lustration of the value of a compass in

strange country.

I

T was almost midnight when we rolled,

dead tired, into our bunks. But next
night we were over the prairie again,

this time eight miles away, on the banks
of a small river running through an un-
ending swamp. Far as the eye could

close tree trunks over masses of flowers

reach from the height of the log road
trestle, swamp. And such swamp—cov-

ered with growth and water hyacinth it

looked solid. But Robin Hood found out

it wasn’t, for jumping right off the bank
into it, he plumped through the dense
growth and out of sight in black water.
After that he stayed on undoubtedly
solid ground.
As we stood there in the gathering

dusk, bellowing like great frogs’ voices

came to us. In fact I thought they were
frogs, till an old settler asked me if I’d

seen the ’gators.

“No, not yet.”

“Well, you hear them.”
And then I realized that this froggy

noise all around us was the sure enough
bellowings of ’gators.

It would seem that any man would be
able to recognize an alligator when he
saw it, wouldn’t it? Well, here is what
happened to me. Right within sight of
that trestle I waded into a shallow part
of the swamp after some ducks. I downed
one or two, and started in to retrieve
them. Every once in a while as I stepped
along in hip boots, a swirl like a giant
bass makes, would go off right within a
yard of me. And I mentally registered
a purpose to come in here fishing. With
my eye lifted for an instant from the
dead duck, floating on the weeds, I turned
back to it. It had gone. The same thing
happened to the second one. And in two
hundred yards of that slow tramp
through the shallow swamp over a dozen
such swirls went out from beneath my
feet. It was only next day that I realized
I had been unconsciously stepping among
gar pike and 'gators. And here is how I

found out. Cummings, the Veteran, and
I were shooting duck in Indian Mound
pond, a small lake right off this big
swamp. And duck after duck, thus
downed neatly, simply disappeared, with-
out rhyme or visible reason. I was telling
the camp boss about it, and he simply
grunted, “ ’Gators.”

Of course I was sceptical, but on my
next trip to the pond I took particular
notice. We downed two pair of ducks,
and there they were floating crumpled
on the surface. We retrieved the nearest
one, and went on to the next in a slow-
moving, heavy punt. The duck simply
disappeared, and the third. Just as I
came alongside of the fourth, the duck

(continued on page 38 )
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HUNTING COMPANIONS -AN APPRECIATION
YOUR OLD HUNTING CHUMS ARE AN ASSET YOU SHOULD CHERISH AND IF
THEY PASS OUT OF YOUR LIFE YOU WILL [NOT EASILY REPLACE THEM

By WILLIAM BARBER HAYNES

D IU yoii ever gO fisBliI'g or hunting

with a new acquaintance and notice

how dead the trip was conip'ared to

one made with an old pal? Perhaps you

didn’t know why the trip fell below pai*;

Surely the new friend did his best to be
agreeable. Now what the trip lacked was
reminiscence, the golden memories, that
arise when old pal goes with old pal.

As the canoe swings around the point

bf the island it is fine to say “Jim do you
bemember that day, in the snow, when
the bluebills decoyed like mad?”
Jim smiles because he can’t help it and

says, “Yes.” “Remember how near we
were to losing the point blind.” “Just
barely beat Matt to it after the wind
swuing out of the south to the west and
made it good.” Then for an hour you
don’t need to catch anything, or kill any-
thing, as the mind’s eye pictures the gray
«day whisking a little spit of snow along
the ice fringed marsh, when this thing

befell you and Jim.

There is the big bend of the channel
that coils through our pet marsh. On
rounding this point I would say to one
companion, “I’d like to have a chance
again, like we had here once on yellow-

legs,” and Bennie would grin and say,

“You mean the day you couldn’t shoot.”

“The day I was leading them too far,”

I would answer. “You know a jacksnipe

lead on a yellowleg isn’t unhealthy for

the big fellows. Anyway as I remember
it, we ate yellowlegs a-plenty for supper.”

To the curly headed chum I would deli-

cately insinuate, that if a person would
only lead a redhead just right, the big

point blind would be a good place for high
incomers. Whereas the curly headed one
would again bid me rub it in, as I had
only wiped his eyes that one time in ten

years’ trying.

To five different chums that one spot

would inspire memories of triumphs
through which it is good to live.

A ll through our lakes there are spots

that inspire these treasures from
memory. Bright spots, that lay

along the road like wheat within the chaff

and just by way of showing that the

rose is not without its thorn, there are

places that remind you of how much of

a fool a duck hunter can be sometimes.
Three fellows I know, can remember

how forty-two Canada geese fanned the

air to rise over a fringe of oaks over our
favorite bind when we, who know almost
where they lit, had disposed ourselves

elsewhere.

Often I have imagined the sensation

of having been there at this right place

with the geese only eighty feet overhead.
I always do well at this, never getting

less than five in imagination. Thus you
see that time heals all wounds, and who
will aver that the rose is not worth th^'

thorn? Which leads me to remark that

your old hunting chums are an asset that
you should cherish and if they pass out
of your life you will never easily replace
them. Congenial spirits are hard to find.

The chances are that the people you
\gould like to replace them with have old

chums themselves that they prefer to go
with because of these very associations

that you were not a party to.

So then you can listen to us three old

chums talk, as I am broiling some snipe

in the fireplace at the home camp.

“Time was when you thought I was
crazy to try and broil a bird in a fire

place. Remember how you kicked, when
I tried it the first time on a bluebill, over
at the point shanty. Awful fat bluebill

he was, and the only one we had, on one
of those off days. So I picked him, and
broiled him on a stick over the coals.”

“ ‘Trying to spoil a duck,’ says you;
‘but I went right ahead.’ When I put
them on the table I said, ‘Guess I’ve spoil

him all right,’ but the smell of that roast

duck spoke richly of what was in store

for us and I remember it to this day.”

That bluebill was cooked Maryland
style, a bit raw as to the center, but we
went on record that he was the best duck
we had ever tasted. Many a duck we
have roasted in the fireplace and in an
open fire since then.

“I like a duck that has lots of taste

to him,” ruminated Pardner.
.“Take a fat ruddy duck now, he has as

much more taste than other ducks as a

big fall mushroom, broiled in butter, has
over these little white rubber plugs they

Nothing cements friendship like camp life

call mushrooms and serve on steaks.”
“This thing of bearing game home in

triumph is a large part of the fun of
going hunting.”

“It’s the natural thing to do. It’s just
what a savage would do.”
“Once I saw a boy with two nice mal-

lards. Proudly he held his ducks, wait-
ing for the train, and smeared on his
clothes was the yellow mud marks that
said that he had crawled far across a soft
cornfield in the getting.

“Several local hunters, less successful,
awaited the train. I saw one of Akron’s
rich men edge close to the boy and begin
talking business.

“Earnestly talked Mr. Rich Shooter.
Earnestly the boy’s head shook its nega-
tive answer.
“On the train I asked the unsuccessful

tempter, ‘Didn’t he want to sell them?’
“ ‘Naw, he didn’t. I even at the finish

offered him a $10 bill for the pair and he
wouldn’t play. Said he was going to
take them home and eat them. No won-
der people die in the poor house when
they turn down easy money like that.’
“Mr. Moneybags had simply tried to

thwart the natural law above outlined.”
“Mr. mused pardner. “He’s

that fat man, isn’t he? A fat man is usu-
ally great on game and fish subsequent
to its recrudescence on the table.”
“To a sinewy type of man the pursuit

is the thing. The chase and the playing
of the game is the big item. ‘Wait a bit,
we will get another chance,’ he says to the
fat man, who responds, ‘Aw, let’s cut it

out and ga back to the shanty and cook
up a feed.’

“To the fat man the result is the main
tent, but the sinewy, or raw boned type
of man, will snatch a bite and return to
the chase.”

“Well, then,” said Pardner, “what sort
of a fish course are you going to serve
with that ruddy duck ‘and mushrooms?”
Whereat my mind roamed the coasts

of our country. Before it flitted mental
pictures. “In Seattle I would call for
rock cod ; in Boston I would suggest blue
fish; on the upper Great Lakes the vote
would run heavy to whitefish planked on
birch slabs, while the epicure from the
Gulf Coast would say ‘Pompano.’
“The Philadelphian, being used to the

fundamental error in construction of
Delaware shad, would insist on having it,

bones and all.

“But for me, having tasted them all,

I pronounce a brook trout better than
any; and there is only one better fish

than a brook trout.” Whereat we all

three in unison exclaimed “Bluegills.”
Yes, bluegills. Not the big, brawny

bluegills of the Great Lakes, or the over-
grown brand from the larger lakes, but
the bluegill from the little sweet-water
lakes that twinkle in the sunshine among

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 41 )
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A HOLIDAY HUNT FOR A TURKEY DINNER
INFRACTIONS OF TURKEY-HUNTING ETHICS ARE RARE EXCEPT AT CHRISTMAS
TIME. WHEN A BIRD ON THE TABLE IS WORTH TWO AMONG THE TREE TOPS

By OSCEOLA

C
HRISTMAS week was dull. Heavy

rains had fallen for several days

prior, making our flat woods very

wet for tramping and we did not get

out until the Saturday after Christ-

mas. Even then we found the lower

places in the road and much of the

timbered river swamp afloat. About a

week before Christmas we had been

up the Wakulla river for a look at

the birds and while we found some

sign, the scratching was close down

by the river and not very fresh and

rather scarce. Maternal cares kept

Fanny at home and Tom’s dog was

not entirely dependable so he and I

concluded to hunt together unattended.

I drew on my long wading boots and

Tom went in old shoes as his boots

leaked badly. Crossing Boggy Branch

we found the creek over bank and

quite deep. To save a detour I packed

Tom and the two guns across, but soon

after he was so wet that I announced

“toting” was too much of a luxury for

him and he splashed along, often well

up to his knees in water. Going in

towards the river we separated, agree-

ing to meet along a ridge a half-mile

farther up. It was still dull, cloudy

and foggy and I got astray and found

myself close down by the river several

times when I should have been much
farther out in the woods.

There was no glimpse of the sun and

our southern woods are not dependable

to steer a course by the moss. I found

plenty of old sign but no show of recent

visits from the big birds.

The woods were unusually quiet; I saw
one or two squirrels—a Phoebe swinging
her tail derisively. A crow cawed away
up in the woods and far down the river

an occasional shot was heard, some one

after ducks I judged.

Along the river and in the low wet
stretches the cypress trees hung in myri-
ads of short brown tassels. Flowering
in December seemed rather early but evi-

dently the abundance of warm rain had
started them. I could see no other evi-

dence of fresh plant growth.

1

FINALLY managed to get out from
the river although it seemed to re-

quire quite an effort of will power to

force myself from that section. While
I knew perfectly well my general posi-

tion, it seemed that the tendency was to

keep in touch with a known landmark
rather than risk wandering in a big river
swamp and doubtless soon get entirely
bewildered, as has frequently happened
right where I was then hunting under
similar weather conditions. Presently I

struck the dry ridge and following it up
soon heard Tom’s whistle and joined him.
He had also found plenty of sign but

nothing real fresh. We ate our lunch

Tom had shot a fine big turkey hen

and again separated to meet if either

fired, or if no game was found then to

come together higher up where a road

makes in towards the river.

I now went farther out from the river

on somewhat higher ground and quickly

found an abundance of fresh sign. Un-
der some oaks the leaves were whirled

and scattered as if by a rake and pal-

metto berries were evidently being sought
most eagerly. In one place I wondered
if I had not scared off the birds but
could find no tracks in the mud of a

nearby slough and felt sure none had
flown away at my approach.

Within a half-hour of our separating
I heard Tom’s gun and found he was
not over 200 yards from me, right out
towards the river. I heard no thud of

a falling bird, and after waiting two
or three minutes for any stray turkeys
to fly or run my way and seeing none,
I worked over towards Tom’s locality.

Presently I heard him calling, perhaps
100 yards distant and quickly seeking
shelter of a small cedar bush and two
or three palmetto “fans” I laid low.
Tom continued calling for a half hour

at brief intervals and then I found he
had moved on. I followed and after two
more stops when he moved and called I

overtook him and found he had shot a
fine big turkey hen. He said he had
been making his way easy and decided

to try calling not really expecting any

response, but as he too had found

much real fresh sign he thought the

birds might be near and he would

get a response. His call bone proved

choked and he stood up to hunt for

another in his hip pocket when he

saw a turkey fly down to the ground

from a fallen tree-top about 75 yards

distant. She must have had her back

to him and may have heard his effort

to call; at any rate, when he dropped

to the ground and made a single call

with the second bone she came around

the tree-top in full view on a trot

with head down and never stopped

until he picked up his gun and dropped

her at not over 30 yards. Of course

I remonstrated at such unsportsman-

like shooting, but Tom says he is too

much of a “cracker” to wait for a

bird to get up off the ground for

when he hunts he wants the game.
Now Tom is a fisherman all the year

round and only hunts at odd times

during the winter—at holiday times

and between fishing trips—and a tur-

key now and then is a big help to a

scanty larder with seven months to

fill, so I couldn’t bear down very

hard on him for an infraction of

hunting ethics. He had seen no other

birds and we now returned to near
where he had shot and called for

some time but with no answer. Then
we went nearer the river and called, on
down the river and again out into the

woods, frequently stopping for ten to

fifteen minutes at a time for calling,

and hoping to come up with the bunch;
for we felt sure from seeing so much
sign there was a good big bunch of birds

in the neighborhood.

T he sun was getting well down the

line of the tree trunks by this time

and we decided we must give it up
for the day and so worked off homeward
through the heavy woods.

Live oaks and pines make up for the

most part these heavy-timbered river

swamps, with some sweet gum and other

sorts of oaks in the dryer sections,

cypress and tupelo close down by the
river and along the streams, and cab-

bage palmetto trees scattered throughout
the whole area but most abundant in

the lower places. Not a great deal of

thick undergrowth usually, but at inter-

vals a lot of small cedars and small
growth that make traveling uncomforta-
ble; while on the higher, dryer parts
great patches of scrub palmetto grew
from two or three to six or eight feet

high, often cutting off the view com-
pletely and compelling a detour.

Coming out towards a “bend” or even-
ing that cut well down into the swamp,

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 40)
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By W. LIVINGSTON LARNED

Mr. king and His Party Continue
Their Trip Along the Florida

West Coast, Hunting and Fishing, as

Occasion Permits. They Near the Egret
Rookeries and Meet Up with Johnny
Billy, the Seminole Brave, Who Escorts

Them to Dr. Cypress Tiger’s Abandoned
Farm Up Lossman’s River.

F '"T^ARP0N lake is a very famous body of

I water, for, while it is no more than four

miles long and two wide, its placid six

feet of wonderfully clear fishing ground is the
^ V ^ abiding place of finny record-breakers. It is

really a continuation of White Water Bay and
is therefore tanged with salt. Shrewd ex-

ponents of the rod and reel revel in the marvels of this mystic
lake, bordered on all sides by very beautiful natural scenery.

Since Harney River is the main southern outlet of the Ever-
glades, the Gulfward trend brings with it much of the interior

tropic grandeur. There is a fiow, at times, of easily fifty feet

per minute as the clear, fresh water runs to meet the salt. And,
farther down, at the mouth of the Harney, with Shark River op-

posite, the mangroves separate into myriads of islands. During the

stormy period, as Gulf hurricanes sweep madly up the two streams,

these thicket isles are awash, the tide varying from *
three to four feet. It rises to six feet, under stress of

wind and wave, whereupon the little shoals and island

beaches, composed of marl, sluiced down by the endless

wash of the rivers, are concealed from sight.

Tarpon Lake is tarpon paradise for fishermen.

Monsters are caught there, and there are nearly always
fishing crafts tucked away under the cool shadows of

the mangroves. Our Gulf voyagers were fortunate in
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Hendry admitted that they could not

go far enough to secure deer on their

own, and after a final exchange of local-

isms with the negro, they retraced their

steps, arriving at camp at eight o’clock.

Every mile of the way interested John,
who felt well repaid for the expedition.

Thickets were alive with strange birds,

and ’gators croaked along the shallow,

murky waterways. Swarms of insects

droned upon the heavy, steaming air.

Mr. King had filled several pages of

his diary with interesting data. Having
gone in the launch to the headwaters
of the Harney, he was surprised to find

visiting the place when it was deserted.

Dawn found the calm waters unbroken

by boat of any kind. Several ducks

winged against the bright sky and a

wood ibis stood sedately upon a fallen

log. One lone heron, spotlessly white,

flapped lazily past the camp.

During the night Mr. King had spread

a net, for mosquitoes were bad, but of

excitement there was none. The rest that

was needed so badly was theirs, in all

its serene fulness.

J

OHN Jr. and Hendry decided to go

on a short expedition out from camp
in search of deer, while Mr. King

made a scientific study of the country.

It was just such a trip as the boy hun-

gered for and the guide insisted that he

could not live another day without veni-

son. Indians had told him, said Hendry,
that deer could be found in the vicinity

of the Harney, and as the ’Glades were
approached.
That it was a Sabbath morning may

account for the ill fortune of the ex-

pedition. Some sportsmen are supersti-

tious. Certain it is that Hendry, late

that night, observed solemnly as he set

about cooking supper: “No day for gun
or fish hook. Deer in church.’’

The two of them, taking the glade boat,

poled up the river and out of Tarpon,
in the general direction of the ’Glades.

Saw grass began to appear, and large
areas of flat, marshy ground, dotted oc-

casionally with tiny hammocks that were
one solid mass of close-knit myrtle and
cypress foliage.

Finally the boat was drawn up on the
shore of a larger hammock and they
alighted. For an hour Hendry did his

best to stir up big game. They had come
out from behind a cluster of trees, when
lazy coils of smoke a half mile beyond
attracted their attention. The guide was
on the alert in a moment and seemed
much perplexed.

“Indians?” queried John, his voice a

bit tremulous.

Hendry shook his head.

“Woods on fire, then?” John persisted.

But again the guide shook his head.

He made straight for that haze of dusty

smoke, his misfit jaws clicking.

W HAT they found was an old negro

in the act of drying or smoking
venison, which was all new to

John. The dirty flap of a tent had been

poled up into place, both as a protection

from the light breeze and a scoop for

the smoke. From a sturdy cypress pole,

stuck in the ground between the two
outer supports, a fine carcass was sus-

pended .... the carcass of a buck. The
wood fire nearby sent dull rolls of arom-
atic smoke over and into the meat—

a

process old in the ’Glades.

The negro confided that he had come,

with three white hunters, from Loss-

man’s River way, primarily after tarpon

but the day previous, while reconnoiter-

ing out from the Lake, they had run

upon deer. Three had been brought

down, a fine old buck and two smaller

specimens. His companions were down
the Harney after gasoline. It was Hen-
dry who explained to John that the veni-

son was being “buccaned.” Buccaneers
of the old Spanish days in that terri-

tory probably were so called because they

had smoked all meats, in order to pre-

serve them. Florida guides still use the

old Spanish term to describe an ancient

process. An old box, half filled with
camping equipment and a tin over the

fire, in which coffee brewed, indicated

that the sportsmen intended to try their

hand at the new game for some days
to come.
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indications of oil on the surface. Eager
for a discovery of this kind, he carried

his investigations further, ferreting

around alligator holes and small tri-

butary streams, far back in the man-
grove nests. Iron oxide, yes, but the

“oil” proved to be only a mysterious
result of decayed vegetable matter.

J

OHN caught his first big tarpon a

few hundred yards from shore, in

the lake. Hendry helped him, for

the fight lasted a vigorous half hour.

It was a fish of which he well might be

proud and Hendry assured him that he
had equitted himself like a veteran while

handling the rod.

“We must be getting on,” advised Mr.
King, “Lossman’s River by night. On
our way back we will have a day or

so of tarpon fishing. Let’s get the real

work over first.”

It was necessary to cross around into

Shark River again, when the mouth of

the Harney was reached, for the tanks
must be filled with gasoline. This they
secured at the Tannic Works dock. It

was afternoon when they bore up the
coast, taking it rather leisurely, as
Hendry did not know the course. Four
small rivers emptied into the gulf, and
once they stopped near a sand bar for
oysters. Such oysters, too!

Then came the broad vista of Rodger’s"

River, opening in a boquet of hammocks

:

Lossman’s Key, hugging the shore line,

like some immense marine animal, with
green back and yellow fins, and finally

Lossman’s River, that home of Florida
enchantment, about which so little is

really known. The Mae ran her nose
up beneath another mangrove retreat,

and Hendry built a fire on shore, over
which venison was cooked. The rascal

had saved this as a surprise, for the
negro out from Tarpon Lake had given
him several prime cuts, and Hendry had
secreted it until this moment. He had
said he could not live another day with-
out venison .... his life was saved.

M onday was destined to bring

many exciting adventures. It

was a fair day and a fine one,

with the most delicate of ocean breezes

blowing. It was necessary to secure

information about Lossman’s and navi-

gating the river, for Mr. King had heard
in advance that it was literally swarm-
ing with islands, treacherous shoals,

narrows and blind alleys.

As day advanced, they could see a

point not a half mile distant, around
the bend, from where they had an-

chored, and there were unmistakable
signs of habitation. It proved to be a

bedraggled fishing post, populated by
“low white trash” at the time engaged
in the unlawful practice of salting mullet

against the season. Despite rulings to

the contrary, the fish were packed in

barrels in salt and sent to Key West
and this during the spawning season.

Mr. King cautioned both Hendry and
John Jr. to be very careful. Not a
word must be said to excite suspicion.

They must not appear curious. Mind-
ing one’s own business here was wisdom.

John Jr. thought only of fishing,

he was at it both day and night,
and never tired of the infinite

variety and beauty of his catches

Mr. King discusses the game trails

with an old friend at the Shark
River dock. They are pointing
to bird rookeries on the other side

of the narrow stream

Years ago. Governor Catts ordered a

cruiser to patrol this section and to see

that the mullet were protected, but the

patrol was eventually disbanded and now
—now the dirty little sloops put in at

the dirty little docks and tarpulin-cov-

ered hogsheads were spirited aboard in

the night. The beaches were covered

with nets, hanging out to dry. They re-

sembled giant cob webs that had been

spun during the night. A rather surly

man answered such questions as were
put to him, w'ith frowning indifference

that bespoke his inherent suspicion.

“What did they want up Lossman’s
River, anyhow?”
“Property to survey a long ways dis-

tant .... it had nothing to do with this

section of the country.”

“How long did they intend to remain?”

“Only long enough to do the job ....
and right glad they would be to return

to Miami .... it was a thankless task.

Who would ever want to farm up there

on the outskirts of Big Cypress and the

’Glades?”

“You’ll have to watch yourself,” was
the final grunt, “only one good channel.

Hard on boats. Only one side of the

river navigable. Sand bars as thick

as mosquitoes. So many mangrove is-

lands that the man who found the river

couldn’t get out of it.”

H endry, who had managed to talk

in whispers to one of the fishermen,

came back with the interesting in-

formation that contract labor was used

and that when a chap thought he had

enough of it and decided to leave, he was
shot if he became too insistent.

The voyagers were beginning to sense

the real character of the country.

On the opposite shore loomed another

point, and Hendry was for zig-zagging

across without delay. “I think get ban-

anas and vegetables there,” the guide

suggested, “man tell me it no worked
now .... nobody there much. Garden.

Pick some fresh grub .... we need

greens. Soup. Go see.”

“I christen it ‘Banana Point,’ ” cried

Mr. King, “there must have been three

hundred trees here a few years ago.”

As they were making the boats fast,

however, John called his Father’s atten-

tion to the fact that a man had put out

from the opposite shore in a motor boat.

It was the same fellow Mr. King had
interrogated only a short while before.

“He watch us,” muttered Hendry.

“That’s exactly what he’s doing,” added

John.

The motor boat eased up along-

side, even before they had gone ashore.

“Anybody live on the point?” Mr. King
asked.

There was a shake of the head.

“Looks as if there was fresh vege-

tables in the garden and fruit. Any
objection to our picking some?”
“Not if you pay for it,” the other

responded, “that’s my joint .... I used

to be there. Whafcha want?”
The suspicious guardian of Banana

Point went with them up through the

overgrown paths to a weather-worn pal-

metto hut that topped the slight incline.

Some fair potatoes were dug from the

poor soil; three Indian pumpkins cut

from gnarled vines, and a bunch of green
bananas. The garden was not as pro-

ductive of stores as they had imagined.
All the while their companion kept close

tabs of what was being done and exacted
a cash remuneration.

This young renegade, with his lower-

ing brows and curt manner went back

to his motor boat only when the Mae
and her occupants left the dock at Ba-

nana Point. He was still unconvinced

as to a REAL mission of the visitors.

They saw him,, for a full half hour after-

ward, standing in his craft, at the dock

across the river, watching; his soiled

hand scooping his eyes, as the sun beat

over a shaggy, uncouth head.
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A S the Mae put out into what, by

grace of good will, they called a

“Bay,” all simultaneously spied a
strange object. It was eight o’clock, and
the sun was so brilliant and dazzling that

they could not be sure of their own eyes.

Hendry immediately used the glasses.

Instantly he gave a grunt of satisfaction

and surprise.

“John Billy!” was his exclamation.

“Seminole?” asked Mr. King.

“Good Indian,” the guide nodded, “I

know Billy. I once live in Cow Creek
country. Married Cow Creek squaw.”
Hendry shrugged his shoulder in disgust

at the very memory, “met John Billy

there .... long time* ago. Thirty years.

Only once, twice I see him since. I leave
squaw. John Billy glad, for squaw bad
woman. He never like her, either. We
get Billy pilot us up Lossman’s. That
a good idea.”

“But will he do it?” inquired Mr. King.
John’s gaze was fastened upon the queer
object in mid-stream. As the Mae
brought them nearer, he saw that it was
a beautifully modelled cypress canoe, per-
haps twenty-eight feet in length and sup-
plied with a sail that scudded it along
rather daringly. This leg-o-mutton of
soiled cotton cloth was tied on a make-
shift mast with buckskin thongs.

It was reared at least twelve feet in
air, and presented a rather odd appear-
ance. The Seminole, attired in the out-
landish costume of his tribe, sat astern
with a paddle, at overboard steering.
His canoe was pretty well loaded with
a cargo of sundries from a trading post.

But the moment the Indian looked up,

as Hendry hailed him, a light of sudden,
sure recognition illuminated his dull eyes.

“You HENDRY!” said he, without a
moment’s hesitation.

The two grasped hands and made signs
over their respective boats. Whereupon
a conversation took place that was com-
posed of parts of a half dozen mongrel
’Glade tongues.

“He says he will go with us ... . far
’nuff,” said Hendry.

“Splendid!” Mr. King exclaimed, “we
have been aground on the oyster bars
at least five times already .... we need
a guide. Where was he going?”
“Up one of the rivers from Harney,”

said Hendry, who was acting as inter-
preter, “he say he has been Chockolos-
kee island for supplies. Goes one time
every years .... no more. Take deer
skins, coon, otter, 'gator skins ....
they give him supplies in exchange. Fif-
ty pounds rice .... grits .... flour.
Some cartridges, shells, new beads for
squaw.”
The trading post at Chockoloskee, of

which we shall learn more later on, first
hand, dates back to before the great Se-
minole wars. There are remnants of a
fort on the island and quite a settle-
ment of white men. Mr. King recalled
this fragment of West Coast history.

H endry and Johnny Billy continued
to talk in voluble gutteral tones.
They were rehearsing the past.

“He says he no been to Miami in twen-
ty-five years,” translated Hendry, “his

birthday not long ago .... sixty-five

year. Feel young.”

And the Indian looked it! He was
vigorous of build, strong, active and
bright of eye. A life in the open, hunt-

ing and fishing, had thrown a sort of

magic halo of Health over his bronzed

body. These good points were elabor-

ated by his characteristic Seminole cos-

tume .... the bright-colored tunic, ex-

posed chest, and bare legs and head.

Johnny Billy was of some account in

the region, for, upon the death of Cypress
Tiger, he became chief of his particular

tribal unit, situated on an island at the

headwaters of Lossman’s River, or some-
times found on hunting expeditions out
from Harney and Shark. Some very
famous chiefs knew Lossman’s as their

Here we see the gate house and
dismantled remnants of Dr. Cy-
press Tiger’s one-time home on
the outskirts of the ’Glades. Great
game country surrounds it, but
superstitious natives never dis-

turb the great Seminole’s last

crumbling, vine-covered shrine

A veteran of the ’Glades was
smoke-curing a fine venison car-
cass by a process peculiar to the
’Glade folk for many generations

primitive home .... Billy Buck Harney,
Johnny Billy and the illustrious Tooth-

pull Tiger, Son of Cypress Tiger, all of

South Seminole tribes. Billy reigned su-

preme over perhaps thirty sturdy bucks

and women and children, to the aggre-

gate of seventy-five.

At 1 P.M. Billy had brought them
safely into the still waters of Dr. Tiger’s

Lake. John was beginning to experi-

ence the mystery and thrill of a far

country. For a reason he could not quite

analyze, he found himself talking in sub-

dued tones. Echoes were intimately

clear and resonant. Swinging overhead
and above the tops of cypress, mangrove
and cabbage palm, there were birds of

every Florida kind. Here would the

rifle prove a handy weapon! They could

have filled the boats with duck, heron,

wild turkey and crane in an hour. It

was obvious that the party had at last

stepped across the line between average
Gulf sport and a forbidden realm of en-

chantment. As for the waters ....
they were constantly rippled and sent

into widening silver circles by the play-

ful fish that swept eagerly to the sur-

face after falling insects.

And Hendry gTinned at John and
John smiled at Hendry. Translated, this

exchange of mutual gratification meant:
“Here we will get out the rod and the
flies and all our paraphernalia. It will

be fishing such as no human ever en-
countered before!”

E
very mile of the way up had been

touched with beauty and unspoiled

romance. Lossman’s is nothing

more or less than a channel of three-

fourths of a mile at its extremity in

length, opening into a flowerful bay,

shallow, shadowed and humming with

the low songs of wild life.

They were all hungry by this time

and the Mae was nosed up, until her

bow left the water on the low, smooth
beach of Dr. Tiger’s Shell Mound plan-

tation. Was there ever a more pictur-

esque .... a more ghostly place! This

immense shell mound foundation formed
an island abutting the mangrove and
cabbage palm shore, and it was over-run

with the living things that Tiger had
planted and that lived on, after his sad

death. There was the ruins of what
had once been a snug shack, back from
the shore, but rains and summer heat
had warped the planks or started dis-

integration. An Indian might have sore

need for fire wood, but all this island

rendezvous of a much-loved person was
sacred. Time might claim it ... . hu-
man hands never!

Mr. King and John stood rather
breathlessly at the open door of the old

shack. Earth there was for floor, and
heavy flat fans of fern glorified it.

Upon a broken shelf there were bottles

.... low, sinister glass jars, long since

empty, but once filled with those swamp
concoctions which the Indians believed
would bring eternal health. The odor
of dead world sprang up heavily from
dark corners, and little yellow and green
lizards raced at their feet.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36)
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WHEN AND HOW TO USE BAITS IN TRAPPING
THE MAJORITY OF THE METHODS EMPLOYED BY BEGINNERS ARE AT FAULT BECAUSE
THE WRONG DECOY IS SELECTED OR THE RIGHT ONE IS IMPROPERLY ARRANGED

By GEORGE J. THIESSEN

T he professional trapper uses de-

coys. So does the amateur, only

too often and not in the right way.

An examination of the sets made by

young trappers during the past few
years reveals the fact that they actually

decrease their chances of success by em-

ploying lures. Most instances showed

clearly that attractors were employed

when not needed; that is, traps placed

in position where even the best baits

would make fur bearers suspicious. Par-

ticularly was this true of attempts to

catch mink and raccoon. Further, fully

seventy per cent of the methods employed

by beginners disclosed that either the

wrong decoy was selected or if the right

one, improperly arranged. Sometimes
both faults were apparent. With prac-

tically all raw furs in good demand and
the pelt hunters using their money to

buy, so far as possible. Liberty Bonds,

War Savings and Thrift Stamps, a few
suggestions on baits and their use will

prove of value.

Success in trapping, like that of any-

thing else, depends largely upon the

knowledge had of it. Too often is it

true that the trapper will start out with

a few homemade or steel traps to

get hides of animals he knows nothing
about. The best preparation for the pelt

hunter is to study the habits of the fur

bearers he would take; know where to

look for them; how they get their food;

what they eat— in fact a hundred and
one things which only experience will

^

bring. As proof of this statement, it is

well known that the professional taker
of skins does not let an opportunity go
by to learn his trapping grounds thor-

oughly, including the location of dens and
runways. Every sign tells a story to

those who can read it. Old trappers can
tell instantly by the tracks and other
indications whether an animal is trav-

eling, feeding or seeking its burrow. Not
a thing eludes the trained senses. And
when the time comes, all these little

details which escape the eye of the young
pelt hunter is used to advantage by the
experienced.

T he best time to study fur bearers
is early in the fall. At this sea-

son they are most active, preparing
their winter quarters and storing up
food. A good flash-light will help too,

for with it the beginner can locate tracks
under shelving banks, in dark holes and
runways, which otherwise might be
passed by. The hours put to such use
will bring big returns.

Generally speaking, all of the small
animals eat flesh with the exception of

the muskrat. This lives on vegetables.

Although some claim it will gnaw meat,
my experiments have never proven the

assertion. The ’coon can be lured with

The sets must not be neglected

either kind of a bait. Since speciflc lures

will be discussed later for each of the

commoner fur bearers, it is not neces-

sary to go into details now.
Attractors may be divided into two

kinds: natural and artificial. Of the

former there are the foods ; of the latter,

scents and other devices designed to at-

tract attention. Briefly, the natural de-

coys will be given

:

Skunk: This fur bearer prefers bloody
meat, especially if fresh. The carcasses

of muskrats are good, too. If rabbit

is employed, it is best to rip open the

belly so the entrails protrude. Dead
poultry even if decayed sometimes is

worthy of trial. Mice and small birds

do not, as a rule, give good results.

Avoid crows, hawks and owls.

Civet Cat: Like the previous animal,

fresh bloody meat is good. The other

baits mentioned are recommended, too.

Small birds if plucked are excellent. Rot-

ten fish may be employed also.

Raccoon : Like its larger brother the

bear, the ’coon always seems hungry. It

likes honey, especially if in the comb.
Small fish—fresh, canned and smoked

—

are excellent attractors. Clams, corn

and similar are often employed.

Opossum : Small birds of the reed va-

riety when plucked give good results.

Sardines, those put up in oil, are very
effective. The head of a smoked bloater

is recommended. The skin is good, too;

in fact a waste which is better than the

flesh. This is true in other cases.

Mink: In most cases the flesh of mus-
krat and rabbit is best. Small rather

than large pieces are recommended.

Fish, mussels, crabs, and similar, can

be used also. Some consider the head

of a chicken an ideal lure, but in my
experiments I have found most of the

others mentioned more effective.

Weasel: The head of a rabbit ar-

ranged naturally, fresh meat and blood,

can be depended upon. Muskrat flesh

is a good decoy also.

Muskrat: Parsnips head the list of

natural baits, because of the pungent

odor. Carrots, turnips, potatoes, beets,

corn—in fact almost any of the vege-

tables—are used by professionals. One

of the best trappers I knew employed

apples almost exclusively. Sometimes he

switched to cabbage and pumpkins.

Whenever a decoy of any kind is se-

lected, with one exception for taking

raccoon, it should be placed near the set

in such a position that the fur bearer

in investigating will be caught. The

bait must not be on the trap for the

ordinary methods. However, the ’coon

being inquisitive will investigate bright

objects in the water, invariably reach-

ing for them with a paw. Pelt hunters,

therefore, often fasten a piece of bright

tin or a piece of looking glass to the pan

of a trap, concealing the rest with moss

or water-soaked leaves. This instance is

the only one where bait ought be so

arranged. Experiments with the method

has convinced me that in ordinary usage,

it may be dispensed -with entirely.

One of the best artificial scents for

flesh-eaters may be made by chopping up

fish and letting them rot in an open-

mouthed jar. When after muskrat, cut

up a beaver castor and let it soak for

several days in alcohol. Castorum—the

other name for castors—can be had at

almost any drug storer. Fur firms are

able many times to supply it also. One
gland is sufficient for a whole season

with the average pelt hunter. Only a

few drops of the liquid are necessary as

a decoy.

T here are many patent baits upon
the market. Some of these are

very good and others worthless.

Regardless of the claims of the manu-
facturers, none are magic compounds
which will actually drag animals into

traps. If one cannot get furs without

them—if his sets are crude—success need

not be expected with even the best at-

tractor. And let me say for them that

were I to go on a line, there is any one

of a half dozen I might select and

get results. There are others I would

not use. Experiments covering several

years in a number of locations, convinced

me that the so-called scent actually re-

pelled. I have in mind a demonstration

in Iowa w’here one lure would draw
mink from their regular runway, fifteen

or twenty yards almost without fail.
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Another advertised product gave no re-

sults, whatever. When used within a few
feet of a runaway, the fur bearers did

not travel it for days afterwards. Test

after test was made with the same re-

sult. Hence, it is evident in buying de-

coys that one must know what to select

and what to let alone. Some baits are

made to sell rather than draw fur bear-

ers. Remember this when tempted to

part with the price of them.

Never use an attractor unless the set

cannot be made without it. The begin-

ner imagines that unless he has some
kind of lure he will not catch fur. While
it is admitted that competition is keen
among pelt hunters, that farms and vil-

lages supply considerable food for the

animals, most of the methods employed

by professionals call for little or no bait.

And in connection with this, I might add

that those who have had no experience

taking hides seem to imagine that the

bigger the decoy, the more successful

they will be. To illustrate, one Michigan

trapper invariably used not less than one

muskrat for each mink set, but as soon

as he employed an eighth or a tenth, his

catch increased. Of course what is true

in this case would not be for skunk and

civet. In fact the carcass of a steer

might prove better than any part of it.

One must, as stated before, know the

habits of the animals he would trap be-

fore he can make an intelligent selec-

tion of decoys.

Laughable as it may seem, one ambi-

tious pelt hunter had carefully saved

pieces of bacon rind and securely wired

them to the pans of his traps. Best of

all he was after foxes, one of the very

hardest animals to draw, with lures

which, as he soberly assured me, were

permanent for the season. No amount

of explanation would convince this no-

vice that his methods were entirely

wrong. It is safe to assume that he has

never flooded the raw fur market.

A piece of white paper or cloth a

few inches above the water, will

often attract the muskrat. I have

known this decoy to get hides when all

others failed.

Those who have their trapping grounds

to themselves often make a practice of

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 44)

DUCK SHOOTING ON THE MEXICAN BORDER
THE FIRST FLIGHT OF DUCKS SOUTH CONSISTS OF OUR iSMALL

FRIEND. THE BLUE-WINGED TEAL, AND THE SPOON-BILL

By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHN A. CONSIDINE

Crawford’s Ranch in Fresno Canon, on Marfa-Lajitas road

T he duck
season op-

ened here
October 16th,

and as you
might expect I

was out bright

and early to

welcome the

birds. I h a V e

noticed for the

past month a

number of ducks

sitting on the

ponds, and fly-

ing south over

this country in

great numbers.

A great many
ducks, thou-

sands of them
in fact, have
passed over this

range country

going south into

Mexico, and
quite a few of them make this country,

between the Southern Pacific Railroad

and the Rio Grande, one of their stop-

ping places in their long flight from the

north to Central Mexico.

The artificial tanks and ponds used

for watering cattle on the range at pres-

ent are covered with various species of

ducks, mostly all varieties of teal, blue-

wing, greenwing and cinnamon teal,

quite a number of sprigs and what is

knowm in this country as a grey duck.

The grey duck is about the size and
confirmation of a mallard. There are a

few mallards in but not in any great

numbers, though we expect to find more
in later on in the season.

As is usual in this country, the first

flight of ducks south consists of our
small friend the blue-winged teal and the

spoon bill. Quite a few of these are now
in on the lakes and ponds in the district.

Having seen a great number of ducks

HIS account of duck shooting
in Texas is part of a personal

letter from Lieut.-Col. Considine.

Its interest to sportsmen and the

fund of timely information it con-

tains warrant this presentation of
it to our readers.— [Editors.]

that come through here, and noting them
on the various ponds, etc., and having
located about where I wanted to hunt,

on the afternoon of the 16th I got out

my trusty gun, called to my old Ches-
apeake, jumped in a car and lit out from
Marfa in the direction of the river. I

went down in the general direction of

Terlingua, Texas, on the old Antelope
Springs road for about ten miles, and
then cut across country to a large lake

(for this country) where I had several

times seen as many as a thousand birds

at one time. I

arrived at the
lake and as
there was no

cover there, I

went over far-

ther to a small

dip in the hills

where the re-

cent rains had

formed a small

lake about two
hundred yards
long and fifty

yards wide. In

the centre of

this small pond

was a high em-

bankment with
bushes growing
all around it,

forming one of

the best natural

blinds I have
ever had the

pleasure of

shooting from on any trip after birds.

I sent the car back and a friend who
was with me took station on the big

lake, and I remained on the small pond.

This large lake was about a mile from
the small lake or pond where I intended

shooting.

I set out my decoys and got ready for

business. About ten minutes after

everything was ready, I heard my friend

firing on the large lake, and about two
minutes afterwards a big flock of sprig

swung over the hill, came up to the de-

coys as prettily as anyone could wish,

and I opened my 1918 duck season by
making a double. The old dog, all dur-

ing the preparation, wisely followed

every movement, assisted me in locating

the decoys, and when everything was
set for the shooting, came in and lay

down at my feet. He saw the ducks
coming as soon as I did, and it was really

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 47)
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THE FIRST REQUISITE OF THE ANGLER
SOME BAITS ARE SO USEFUL AND OTHERS SO INDISPENSABLE THAT A
COMPREHENSIVE LIST IS OF SERVICE TO THE SALT WATER ENTHUSIAST

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

O NE of the prime requirements of

the angler at all times is bait.

This applies as well to the fresh

water disciple as to his more heavily

tackle-burdened brother, the enthusiastic

angler of the surf and shore.

In the latter sport there are so many
baits which are useful, and some at times

so indispensable, that a list with com-

ment thereon may be of service to the

novice. It is well to remember in all

cases the nearer, to natural conditions

the lure can be presented the greater

the chances of success. There are some
varieties of bait which cannot be used

in its whole form, and must be cut in

pieces, yet there are some ways better

than others even in this service.

The Shedder Crab

F
irst in importance as a bait in salt

water fishing is the shedder crab.

There is not a fish native to our wa-
ters or which comes to them, which will

not take at times take this bait. So well

is this fact known that many men of ex-

perience will not go out on a trip with-

out a supply of this commodity on hand.
Even when other baits seem to be more
desirable, such as the quest of the blue-

fish when mullet or menhaden are ordi-

narily the killing proposition, still as a

reserve in emergency, the shedder is

somewhere in the “kit.” To the experi-

enced this bait needs no description nor
any directions as to how it should be pre-

pared. There are many however who
know little or nothing of where they may
be procured or how to prepare them for

the hook. They can usually be purchased
at the better bait supply stores in all

cities near the coast and ordinarily are
sold for about one dollar per dozen. Fre-
quently, if the fisherman is near the soft

crab gatherers who ply their work in all

the shallow waters of the rivers and
bays, the shedder may generally be had
from them at about one-half the for-

mer price. Still the chances of this are

so uncertain and the endeavor ordinarily

so great that it is more satisfactory to

get them at the store where the quality

can generally be depended on; for there

are many tricks in this trade, and the
novice may walk away from the un-
scrupulous tradesman’s stall with a box
of fine looking crabs only to find when
endeavoring to use them that there is

not a genuine shedder in the lot. If

the purchaser has any doubt as to what
he may get, he can easily test for him-

self the condition of the crab by taking

the extreme point of the shell between
the thumb and forefinger and, if under
a gentle pressure of the finger on the

under shell it gives way, the crab is in

good condition, and may safely be taken.

This is a never failing test, and one
which is always used by the man of ex-

perience. If on the other hand the shell

will not readily break through by gentle

pressure, it is useless, and will be found
impossible as a bait.

The term shedder is aptly applied, and
when properly handled the entire shell

can be removed as easily as the shell

from a hard-boiled egg, leaving the body
of the crab intact, a good solid bait, to

be cut in sections as will appear later

on. In preparing them care must always
be exercised or the hands will suffer from
the nipper claws which are ever ready
for business, and a good healthy crab
can inflict a wound which is not to be

despised. The proper way is to take

them up in the left hand from the back
and by a quick motion gather in the

right hand one of the nipper claws and
with the same motion remove the claw,

which will always come loose with a
smart wrench; the other claw can be re-

moved in the same manner, after which
the crab is harmless and can be handled
with impunity. Then with handle of a

knife or a pair of shears—the latter

should be always a part of every “kit”

—tap the under shell smartly until it

cracks much the same as an egg shell

into small parts which can be removed;
then turn the crab over, going through
the same detail with the top shell until

all is removed. The claws which have
been previously removed can be cleaned

in the same way and they always are

an important part if of good size. When
baiting for striped bass or channel bass
half of the crab should always be used.

First, string the claw portion on the hook
much the same as a worm, passing it up
beyond the hook and onto the'shell. As
large hooks are always used for these

fish such a portion will be found not

too large and it makes a most attrac-

tive portion. If the side fins or feelers,

as they are termed, are left on, so much
the better, as they add to the attraction

of the bait. In fishing for weakfish,

kingfish or croakers, as well as many
other fish, the crab can be cut in much
smaller portions and serve equally well.

Always remember to cut the meat cross-

wise of the body as this is the direction

of the grain or strands of the flesh and
it will stay on the hook much better

than if cut in the opposite direction.

There is on the side of the crab opposite

from the mouth, under the shell, a dark
flap-like portion known as the “apron.”
This should always be retained, and when
placing the crab on the hook the point
should be passed through this portion,

as it is very tough and causes the bait

to hang to the hook well. And—as a
warning—never accept from a dealer a
dead crab. If he tells you they are just

as good as the live ones, he is not honest
and will deceive you in other matters as

well. The only crab which is a “good
crab” is the one which peels readily, and
the one you kill yourself when ready
for use. When out fishing always keep
the grass ^hich is on the crabs well

moistened, not soaking wet, as this last

condition has a tendency to smother them.
Upon your return put them at once in

the bottom of an ice box or other very
cool place, and always where it is dark.
By following these directions crabs can
be kept several days in good shape.

Bloodworm or Whiteworm

Next in importance to the crab in

the angler’s bait category is the
bloodworm or whiteworm, as it is

frequently called—why the latter name
is difficult to understand, as it in no way
describes the subject. On the other hand
the name bloodworm is quite comprehen-
sive as the worm is at all time congested
with blood and is never white.

This worm, as well as the crab, may
be had at all bait stores and is a special
favorite with many fishermen at all sea-
sons. It is, however, in great demand
during the early season for use around
the inlets in bass fishing, as they appar-
ently feed much on this during the early
spring, and also the autumn months. As
a trolling bait it is paramount; used in
connection with a spinner it is the most
deadly of all lures to the striped bass.
This applies of course to boat work, troll-

ing around points where rocks and wrecks
are to be found in inland waters, with
ends of the worms hanging free from the
hook and just lead enough to keep the
spinner and worm well down in the wa-
ter. If bass are to be had this method
will prove most availing. The king-
fish also take this bait greedily, and at
times no other bait will be noticed by
them. While at times weakfish will con-
descend to come to this offering, still it
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IS an exception when they do so. It is

also an important bait for the small

flounder and is in much demand in the

winter months by the early fishermen

who go in quest of this fish. The blood-

worm is found at the bottoms of all the

rivers and bays of our middle Atlantic

states in the alluvial strata and is taken

by means of specially designed forks.

Millions of dozens are sold annually and

many men make good incomes from the

pursuit and sale to dealers.

The Skimmer Clam

He will have them surrounded and sure

in his own mind of the prize, but if

slow in motion the fish will leap the cork

line, and like a flock of sheep each one

following its leader leave the discomfitted

netter empty handed. They are a beauti-

ful, silvery fish, and when prepared prop-

erly greatly surpass the ordinary sardine

in flavor.

The Sand Eel or Sand Launt

A S a favorite bait when procurable

the species stands high; in fact, its

only demerit is the lateness of the

season in which it presents itself. Were
it an earlier visitor it is much to be
questioned if the mullet would have any
claim to superiority. The fact that it is

never with us until very cool nights are
in season is an argument that does not
favor its general use. It grows to a
length of ten inches, but is rare of that
size. About six inches, of the thickness
of a stout lead pencil is the most com-
mon size; the belly of a silvery white-
ness and back of a livid green make a
combination of colors of great harmony.
Its peculiar habit of burying itself in

the wet sand on the bars as the tide

recedes, there to remain until the ris-

ing tide calls it forth again, is undoubt-
edly how its name originated. It is in-

teresting to walk across those places and
to see tiny creatures spring from the
earth at your feet and as instantly dis-

appear. More interesting, however, is

the sight when in the water untold mill-

ions are swimming in vast schools, the

water fairly quivering, and from below

the larger fish rushing here and there

gathering in the helpless launt while in

the air myriads of small gulls or terns

with discordant cries feed on them in-

cessantly, dipping to the water’s edge

and circling away with its victim in its

bill. After the arrival of the launt, if

the weather remains at all favorable it

becomes a favorite bait for the use of the

beach fisherman in taking weakfish and
plaice as well as the occasional bluefish

that sometimes wanders near.

The Mossbunker or Menhaden

N O list of baits would be com-

plete without including the

mossbunker, as it is so uni-

versally termed. It is a good at-

traction for many of our finest

fishes, and is largely used in all

the offshore fisheries. It is the ex-

clusive bait for the bluefish fleets,

thousands of bushels being used

annually. It is, however, its use

as a bait for beach fishing which
is of interest here. To use, a sharp
knife must be brought into play,

and the fish cut lengthwise, dis-

carding the head and back bone,

then a cross section of about one

inch in width is to be placed on
the hook. As the flesh is rather

soft a piece of thread to wrap
a few turns about the whole bait

assists materially in keeping it on
the hook. If possible throw all the

waste portions to sea as they make
a slick and attract the passing fish.

It is always a good blue-fish bait

and one that can usually be de-

pended on for the taking of the

channel bass. In fishing for the

latter a very liberal portion should
be used, as much as the hook will

hold, as this fish is ordinarily quite

tardy in coming to a feast which
is not abundant. I have seen many
of these fish taken when all other
baits were passed by, only those

using menhaden being successful.

In former years striped bass fish-

ing at Block Island and Cutty-

hunk was conducted entirely with
this bait. What the favorite lure may
be at this date I cannot say.

The Squid or Inkfish

I

T is only within recent years that this

bait has held any prominence in the

angler’s estimation. While it may
have been used for a long time by the

offshore boats working among the rocks

in quest of seabass, it has not had more
than ten years of special notice among
surf fishermen.

While of course it has been known for

an indefinite time among those wise in

sea lore, it has never been accepted as

a particularly good attraction until re-

cent years. That it enters largely into

the food economy of the bass, weakfish
and the mackerel family is to be believed,

and it is at times a most welcome ad-

dition to the anglers “kit.” Some of

the largest bass ever taken along the
(continued on page 42)

T his is perhaps too well known

to need much of a description

as it is to be found much of

the time along the beach front

where it is washed in by the tides

and where it becomes the prey of

scavenger birds as well as the fish-

erman who, other baits failing,

turns to this when in quest of bass.

At times this is one of the best

possible baits to be had. Many
times have I fished when nothing

would be noticed by His Striped

Majesty but the humble skimmer.

It is much used by the deep sea

fishermen for codfish and other

bottom feeding fish.

The Mullet

A S a bait fish the small surf

mullet is supreme. This fish

must not be confused with

the striped or southern mullet

which occasionally comes to us in

the autumn and is an important

food fish. The species which is un-

der discussion reaches a length

rarely exceeding five inches and is

most pronounced in character. It

appears along the seaboard as ear-

ly as July, but is much more abun-
dant during August and Septem-
ber. It ordinarily enters all the

tidal streams along the coast, and
is pursued by all the carnivora of

the sea. Its life is one of con-

tinual pursuit by every free swim-
ming fish in our waters. Bluefish,

weakfish and bonito are ever on
its trail at the surface, while the

ubiquitous plaice are continually

striking it from below. The striped bass
in the autumn feed ravenously on it at

times; and it is then that the angler in

turn gets back at the bass when he dis-

covers them feeding in that manner, by
trailing the metal squid rapidly through
the school. The fish mistakes the metal
for the mullet and so falls a victim to

his rapacity.

In surf casting for the bluefish the
mullet is used when possible, as it is

of a size to be used whole by passing
the hook in at the mouth, then down
the body, and then through near the tail.

At night weakfish take the mullet read-
ily and great catches of them have been
made on this bait; in fact, all the strongly
carnivorous fishes of the coast are in

pursuit of it. The mullet is taken by
means of casting nets as well as the
hauling seines and it is amusing to watch
the not-too-well-posted hand endeavor to
gather in the mullet with the drag net.

The old time fisherman was versed in bait-lore
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FISHING BY THE FRIENDLY FIRESIDE
WHEN WINTRY WINDS BLOW, THE ANGLER DREAMS OF THE FAR-DISTANT
OPENING DAY AND PLANS NEW ATTACKS ON THE STRONGHOLDS OF THE TROUT

T hose who know what it feels like

to have the fishing virus enter their

blood during the winter and who,
along holiday time, prefer to gaze into

the depths of the friendly fire, seeing

a certain pool where that big one will

be lying in a few months, instead of

reading the daily horrors in their paper,

will find very little instruction—but per-

haps a slight interest—in reading what
I have to say. Rather will those poor
unfortunates who have never caught a
trout, nor planned how they should catch
others, find perhaps something herein

to lead them to a better life, that of—

I

sincerely trust—a fly fisherman.

Those of us who hunt certainly find

pleasure in taking good care of our guns
and exercising our dogs; we who camp
love to overhaul our duffle, patching the

tent, sharpening up the ax, making mar-
velous new sleeping and cooking con-

traptions; but those of us who fish for

trout—we never have time enough to

overhaul our tackle properly! There are
new windings to be put on this rod, and
that one is to have an agate guide; the

fly that the “big fellow” really would
take best must have a different hackle
from the March Brown, and our stock

of Whirling Duns looks rather played
out, so they must be retied; there are
some bad spots in this leader, and the

landing net needs a bit of patching. Oh

!

if any one should ever get through fuss-

ing with his tackle—which he never will

—there are so many different ways of

fishing that eddy just above the big

round rock, and the place where the

current has cut under the left bank by
the leaning oak. These and many other

battlefields must be thought over, and
the best plan of attack decided on—only

to be changed when we finally fish them.
You who have never fished for trout,

if you have read this far without giving
up in disgust, must see what a lunatic

a fly fisherman can be. Here I am in

the middle of December wondering
whether Emerson Hough is right about
that buck tail for high water in the

streams, and whether I shall make my
first cast in a certain little pool just

above the white bridge with his much
praised buck tail—on the first of next
April, mind you!—or whether a Silver

Doctor sunk about ten inches will turn
the trick. And my favorite rod has just

been set up and gone over carefully in

preparation for that April day’s fishing.

Now I wager that there are a thousand
other men in this country tonight who
are not only thinking about whether
they shall go to this stream or that
one on the oj ening day, but are revar-

nishing their rods, tying leaders and
flies, paraffining lines, and gazing wist-

fully at fishing catalogues. In other
words, mine is not an isolated case of

By VIRGINIUS

the trout fever; it is prevalent in a vio-

lent form throughout the country.

W HY is there such a gripping fasci-

nation in fly fishing, and what is

this fascination? I hardly know;
it consists in so many things that a list

of them might become tedious. If you
are at all curious about it, try it, and
the answer will be plain even if you
too cannot find words for that answer.
I have spoken of fly fishing several

times; if you would know the real pleas-

ure and beauty of catching trout, be-

come a fly fisherman, and leave bait fish-

ing to those who fish for food instead

of pleasure. When I started to write I

made up my mind I would not take sides

on any of the “great arguments”—dry
fly versus wet, upstream versus down,
and so on, and I hardly feel that I have
broken my decision when I say “leave

bait fishing for those who fish for food.”

We all fish for food at times, and when
the camp needs trout for lunch and flies

are not attractive, by all means use bait,

so that we may not be forced to fish

our flies all afternoon on empty stomachs.

I suppose there must be something
delightful about deciding whether to use

this worm or that one to try to catch

some big speckled fighter on, but I know
it is delightful to open the fly book and
wonder whether a dark Montreal or a
Coachman will prove most enticing to

that same big fellow. And there must
be some satisfaction in being able to

chuck a baited hook into the current so

that it will be carried down to a hungry
trout, but the satisfaction there is in

dropping a dainty fly just where it will

do the most good—about twenty-eight

feet from you near that patch of foam
—is something I can vouch for. Fur-
thermore the joy at landing a trout must
be something fiendish to repay a bait

fisherman for tearing most of the trout’s

entrails out when he releases his hook;
I know that a fly fisherman’s joy is not
marred by removing his fly from the un-
feeling lip of his adversary. Well, I

suppose it is really unnecessary to en-

large on this subject; surely it is if you
will only try fly fishing.

S
O many better men than I have de-

scribed the outfit necessary for the
tyro that I almost feel it would be

superfluous for me to do so; I will con-

tent myself with a few “don’ts” con-

nected with the purchase of such an out-

fit. And the greatest of these is “Don’t
buy a cheap outfit.” That is not a very
encouraging remark, is it? It is not as
bad as it sounds however. I have met
men on a trout stream with rods that
must have cost all of ;pi.50; they also

had every other item that is devised for
the use and pleasure of a trout fisher-

man. If necessary do without a fly-

book, and a creel and a leader box, ap^
a dry-fly atomizer, and several other

things, but GET the best rod you pos-

sibly CAN afford! ! Almost any medium
priced enameled line (if there is such
a thing) will be strong enough to hold

any trout you will catch, but the same
cannot be said of leaders. Cheap flies

may look just as good to you as ex-

pensive flies, but I am satisfied that a

trout can tell the difference in the price

better than the most expert fishing

tackle dealer. If you cannot afford to

buy three dozen good flies, try one dozen
or half a dozen. You can be just as

economical as you please when it comes
to a reel, but get one large enough to

hold the line you just purchas::d. I

started out to tell you some “don’ts,” but
I see it developed into “do’s”; so do buy
the best rod, leaders, and flies that you
can, and skimp on the other items.

A hat band or an envelope will serve

as a fly book; an envelope or a little

tin box will do for a leader box; an
old wet towel or a handful of grass in

connection with a coat pocket makes a

serviceable creel; and so on through all

the things that we would like to have
and can’t afford to have if we get a

good rod. Never fear, however, when
the virus gets into your blood it will not
be a question of what you can afford

to spend; it gradually develops into

patching an old suit instead of buying
a new one, so that you can become the
owner of an imported double-tapered
line, or some new fly-box with little

clips that keep your dry-flies just as

they should be kept.

A nd now a word as to the time
when we become thoroughly im-
bued with the fly-fishing disease.

Our first impulse is to become rabid
partisans in the “great arguments.”
Don’t! Every kind of trout fishing; up-
stream and down stream, dry-fly and
wet-fly, fishing the rise and fishing the
stream, all these are the best way at the
proper moment. The fisherman who em-
ploys them all, is the best fisherman.

I have recently become the proud pos-
sessor of a very beautiful volume on
trout fishing—the most elaborate volume
on this subject it has been my good for-

tune to see—and my distress at finding
several chapters taken up with bicker-
ing about wet-fly and dry-fly men, and
what this man said and that man said
and the dictionary meanings of their
words—well it is a rank shame that a
man with the talent, knowledge, and
experience that the author of this book
has should incorporate such trivial stuff

in such an otherwise authoritative work.
When you become an accomplished fly

fisherman I beg of you not to add your
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bit to the one unfortunate rift in the

big family of sportsmen and gentlemen

who compose the trout fishing company
of the world. Have your discussions

and wax warm in the defense of your

theories, but always remember that all

the methods are good and all are right.

You may most enjoy wet-fiy fishing and

I dry-fiy fishing, and we each have a

sneaking feeling that our own method is

really the only best way, but as we both

fish both ways successfully let us not

become enemies over the matter.

room for a back cast quite as long as

you wish, shooting the line helps to over-

come this. I believe also that it is much
easier to cast a light fiy in this way;
your fly cannot slap down on the water
if you shoot your line. This may not

be the “cure-all” that I consider it, but

I assure you it is worth looking into.

Another thing that is not mentioned
in the books is what I call “feeling your
line” on the back cast. By this I mean
that just before your line straightens

out behind you, if you move your rod

for a minute and then, rushing on, cast

there a few times, as if they were afraid

that some one might catch up with them,

and cast a fly in some water ahead of

them. The consequence is that neither

they nor any one else gets any fish.

Still another very unfortunate thing

to do is to stop near the stream in a

place where a man is casting, in such
a position that the fish may see one;

this is often done by some admiring
person who would not be rude intention-

ally for anything in the world
;
however.

In midwinter the angler dreams of the many different ways of fishing that eddy just above the big round rock

A S to learning how to cast—well, I

tried to learn from books, and
spent a whole winter practising

faithfully; my results were very indif-

ferent. One day I went fishing with an
expert, and I learned more in the first

ten minutes of watching him than I had
learned out of a half a dozen books.

However, what I learned from the books

became more and more useful as I

watched my expert friend. I could tell

you what motions to make in order to

cast, but I could not make you feel that

indescribable rhythm

—

if that is the

word—that makes you put the life into

your rod at just the right instant so

that the line will fly out easily, and carry

the extra five feet you hold in your left

hand through the guides, allowing the

fly to drop lightly on the water. Why
is it that the authorities do not lay more
emphasis on “shooting the line”? This

means that you hold a loop of the line

in your left hand (if you cast with your
right) and just as the line straightens

out in the air in front of you, release

the line in your left hand, allowing

the weight of the rest of the line to

carry it out through the guides. It is

surprising how much line can be shot

out this way; and where there is not

tip just a little bit forward you will

feel the line pull on it; that is the in-

stant when the forward cast should be-

gin. A good caster does this without

realizing it, as you will notice if you
watch him carefully. The forward move-
ment of your tip should be barely per-

ceptible, and should not take place until

you think the line is almost entirely

straightened out behind you.

J

UST a word in conclusion about the

etiquette of the trout stream. If you
think it is wise to be polite and gen-

tlemanly in the drawing room, let me
assure you it is doubly desirable to be
scrupulously so on the trout stream. I

have seen the most shocking behavior
when fishing on certain streams and the

most delightful good manners on other

streams, and the day’s pleasure is very

closely connected with this matter. For
instance, on one stream I know of it is

a very common occurrence for one to

be quietly casting over a pool, when sud-

denly some unseen hand will swing a
baited hook out into the water just where
one is fishing; a man that perpetrates

an action of that kind is no better than
a swine. Other people will go crashing
along the bank of a stream casting here

to the man who is trying to catch the

fish, this is very annoying. Always be

thoughtful of the other angler.

If you know some stream well from
having fished it many times, and meet
some stranger on it, tell him what flies

are considered most taking, and either

show him or direct him to the best pools

and riffles on the stream. If he has not

the proper flies, and you have several

of them, you may rest assured that it

will pay you to give him one, or even

more, if you can. I have been the re-

cipient of such favors on a trout stream,

and I have also done like favors for

others. The best place to learn trout

fishing is on the stream with a brother

angler, and if you are generous and
polite your opportunities for learning

will be many.
Try to remember that there are plenty

of trout in the world for all of us, and
when you have helped the other man
catch his, you will enjoy catching yours

all the more. Let us all try to make
our streams pleasanter places, and make
trout fishing the most gentlemanly and
sportsmanlike pastime, by being true dis-

ciples of Izaak Walton—the most per-

fect angler of all time—and helping to

make others so by our good examples.
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JOHN LYON

J
OHN LYON, associate editor of Forest and
Stream, a Lieutenant in Machine Gun Company

116th Virginia Infantry, was killed in action in

France, October sixteenth.

John Lyon was twenty-five years of age, the son of

Frank Lyon, a Washin^on attorney, whose home is

at Lyonhurst, Virginia. He was a graduate of the
high schools of Washington, a student of the Uni-
versity of Virginia and did his first newspaper work
on the Alexander county Monitor, which was owned
by his father. From the Monitor he went to the
Washington Times and later joined the editorial staff

of Forest and Stream, and soon became an im-
portant factor in the affairs of the magazine.

His writings in the various positions which he oc-

cupied attracted the attention of older journalists,

and a brilliant future was predicted for him in his

chosen work, for he was a keen observer and a skill-

ful analyst, whose natural brilliancy of style was al-

ways tempered by that kindly sympathy for the feel-

ings of all humanity which distinguishes writers
who extend their sphere of influence in the world
of letters.

John Lyon hated war. His mind revolted from its

brutalities and its savagery. He was not attracted
by its glory or its fame but he was unflinchingly loyal

to the call of patriotism—spontaneously responsive
to every call of justice and ready to champion the
rights of Humanity.
When word came that the Teutonic hordes were

pouring over the borders of Belgium and France,
John Lyon sailed. He served in the American Am-
bulance corps. Returning to America he joined the
forces that were sent to the Mexican border. When
the American Expeditionary Forces went overseas
he declined a commission and enlisted as a private,

and was successively advanced to the rank of Lieu-
tenant.

John Lyon was indeed a worthy son of Virginia

—

a state of noble traditions and of educational insti-

tutes dedicated by Jefferson and Lafayette to the
cause of human liberty.

Beneath the gentle, courteous reserve of John Lyon
there burned the fires of an immortal loyalty to all

that is high and noble. He loved life, but more than
he loved life he loved Human Liberty. Had he
willed to die he would have chosen the place where he
lies—the fields of France where for two thousand
years men have poured out their hearts’ blood in the

cause of Civilization.

AN IDEAL OF LIFE

^HE new year opens up with the assurance of
^ Peace and a promise of Prosperity. It also pre-

sents obligations born of the lessons which the Great
War has brought home to us. We have learned
among other things that the world will not tolerate

tyranny or bad sportsmanship.
The slaughter which the war has entailed has bom

into human consciousness a sense of Justice and
loyalty to Right which finds expression through every
channel of human activity.

Forest and Stream readers have always raised
their voices against “Hunism” in relation to wild
life and in the years have led many movements for
the protection of our natural resources—too many
to enumerate here. The now famous Audubon So-
ciety was inaugurated and for several years wholly
supported by Forest and Stream. The Migratory
Bird Law came as the result of the thought and
effort of our editors. The preservation of Yellow-
stone Park as a pleasure ground for the nation was
the work of this magazine which for twelve years
conducted a systematic campaign against a powerful
syndicate that sought to exploit the natural beauties
of the region for personal gain.

Glacier National Park is another monument to

the untiring endeavor of Forest and Stream to

establish and maintain this wonderful work of na-
ture as a National Park. In all these constructive
enterprises Forest and Stream, its readers, its con-
tributors ^nd its editors have worked together whole
heartedly and we feel will continue to do so.

There is much to be done abroad, but let us not
forget that there is much to be done at home in

preserving and protecting our natural resources.

We must remember that we are not “given dominion
over all the earth” in order that we may ruthlessly
plundei’ and appropriate, but that we may above all

protect and preserve the beauties and bounties of
nature.

The War has emphasized the great mistake of
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wastefulness. Peace cannot thrive among a people

where there are hearts that are wanton in their

waste, where the rights of the generations that are

to come are unconsidered.

The sportsman is as careful to observe all the

unwritten as well as the written laws of sport as

he would be careful to observe the code of honor

between himself and his fellow-men. There is an

unwritten code of honor that outranks that between

man and man. It is the sense of Honor that a man
demonstrates when he refuses to take an unfair

advantage of even a wild animal.

Many things can be done toward developing

sports. Weapons can be improved, equipment de-

veloped, and shooting practiced until marksman-
ship is certain, thus eliminating the chance of

wounding without killing the wild things. In some
of the boys’ schools throughout the country the prac-

tice of trap-shooting has been instituted and it is

an excellent thing. It teaches a boy control of his

muscles; steadies his nerves, make his aim sure;

disciplines his tendencies to waste because it im-

plants in his mind a sense of decision and directness

which aids in preserving time and material.

The debt we owe to Nature is almost beyond our

power to repay. Nature has stored up fuel for

our comfort; minerals for our use; even jewels for

our adornment. She warms with her golden sun-

light, and her fruits and grains furnish us with
sustenance; her trees shelter us; her rivers and
forests yield their bounty that we may be housed
and fed. To despoil nature needlessly is the worst
kind of vandalism.

Nature teaches us love and faith and truth be-

cause Nature is always reliable. Have we not seen

year after year from frozen earth’s dark bosom the

tall green grasses rise, the fairest flowers bloom?
Nature proclaims the integrity of the universe
through her laws of grovTh ; her recurring seasons ;

her rhjThmic flow of time and tide. And Nature
gives us beauty so great that neither poets’ words
nor artists’ brush can depict it.

The nature festivals that have come down to us
through all the ages, and are reflected in modern life

by days of rejoicing and of thanksgiving connect
us with the Past through a common love—the love

of Nature the Great Mother feeding her children
from the fullness of her bosom.

This is the ideal of life which Forest and Stream
has always stood for. It is the policy of construc-
tion which the New Order demands. The Old Order
—symbolized by Hunism—has vanished. The New
Order has come; it is parented by the larger vision
which lives not for itself alone but for the race
that is to be.

Forest and Stream points to the fact that this
ideal has always been our aim. As long as we have the
commendation and the support of our readers as we
have had in the past in our effort to preserve and
protect the blessings and beauties of Nature, we will
continue to voice the “call of the wild”—not as a
vandal ground, but as a play-ground. For one thing
is ceii;ain—the superman when he shall arrive will
be a nature man, a lover of forest and stream.
May the year be filled with healthy joy; with

love and service to Life.

THE SALE OF TROPHIES
HE suggestion that laws be passed forbidding
the sale of the heads of game animals has called

forth considerable criticism from some readers.

To those who sell such trophies and to some of

those who wish to buy them, the passage of such laws

appears a hardship. In a way it is, but in civilized

society people are obliged to submit to many restric-

tions of their liberty, because such restrictions make
for the greater comfort of their fellowmen. Even
today, throughout the United States multitudes of

people regard it as a real hardship that they are not

rtee to purchase game to eat; yet to a majority of

those interested in game protection it has seemed
imperative that the sale of game should be forbidden,

to the end that its destruction may no longer be

profitable to the market shooter and the market
dealer.

Mounted heads of big game make attractive orna-

ments for the home and such heads are often pur-

chased to hang on their walls by men who never

saw the animals in life and who care nothing for

hunting. If the demand for such heads was suf-

ficient, no doubt men would go out to kill game
animals for the sole purpose of selling their heads.

For many years past men have made it a practice

to kill elk for no better reason than that each elk

furnishes canine teeth which are marketable. One
autumn, a good many years ago, in British Columbia,
we saw a pile of thirty-five magnificent sheep heads
that had been killed the winter before by a local

hunter to sell to taxidermists. He had not got around
to skinning and cleaning the heads when warm
weather came and the whole lot spoiled and he made
no profit. The flesh, if we recollect aright, he said

he had brought down to feed to the neighbors’ hogs.

Still a good many years ago, the only herd of wild
buffalo remaining in the United States was almost
exterminated by a man who, it was generally be-

lieved, had been hired by a taxidermist to kill these

animals for their heads. At this time it was said

that buffalo heads were worth $300 each.

Only a few years since heads of the giant moose
were killed in Alaska for shipment to taxidermists,
and it became necessary for the United States Gov-
ernment to forbid the export of such heads from the
territory.

One characteristic of a good sportsman is that
he considers the rights and pleasures of his fellow-

man as well as his own rights and pleasures. We
believe that while it may cause some hardship and
some waste of trophies to forbid the sale of game
heads, nevertheless, such laws will be for the greatest
good of the greatest number, and these are the peo-
ple to be considered.

AN AFTER-THE-WAR CASTING TOURNAMENT
pr ROM British anglers comes the suggestion of a big

International Fly and Bait Casting Tournament
as one of the Peace celebrations. At that time there
will be many anglers from America and in fact, the
whole civilized world, in England and on the con-
tinent, and a tournament somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of London would attract many lovers of the
sport of casting. Forest and Stream approves
very heartily of the idea and we would be glad to
hear the opinions of our readers. The preparation
of an international tournament is a matter of sev-
eral months, and if the idea is to materialize it is

high time for something to be done. We should be
happy to register the names of any who would like
to support the movement. The contest would be open
to all lovers of the sport.
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AT HOME WITH THE BLUE-EYED SHAGS
THE CRESTED CORMORANTS ARE THE FISHERFOLK OF THE FAR SOUTH AND EKE
OUT A PROSPEROUS EXISTENCE AMONG ICE-BOUND. ROCKY. WINDSWEPT SHORES

Among the few kinds of birds which
have adapted themselves to the

severe conditions of life along Ant-

arctic ocean fronts is a group of white-

breasted, blue-backed, crested cormor-

ants. Long of wind, strong of wing, and
capable of climbing and walking upright

along slippery ledges of coastal cliffs, the

cormorants are at home in three ele-

ments. They are par excellence the fish-

erfolk of the Far South, and so well

fitted have they proved themselves to

eke out a prosperous existence in the

lands of gales, ice, and rock-bristling

shores, that they have spread their range
clear around the southern end of the

world, until some representative of the

group has come to inhabit each one of

the chain of islands that encircles the

Antarctic. All of these cormorants are

characterized by a ring of bright blue,

naked skin about the eye, whence the

common name. Blue-eyed Shag.

At the Bay of Isles, in blustery South
Georgia, I met the Blue-eyed Shags in

the southern spring of 1912. The wild

fjords of this arm of the sea are bounded
by steep and icy mountains, but the bay
itself is dotted with low,' fiat-topped

islets on which an ice-cap never forms,

and which are kept clear of new snow
by the denuding violence of the wind.
On the precipitous faces of these isles

the shags build their homes.

About the last of December (the

June of the Antarctic), I made the

difficult landing on the lee side of

the smallest islet in the Bay of Isles,

and scrambled up the face of its rocky

wall. It consisted of a rugged little pile

of strata, tipped on edge, channeled by

many gorges and pools into which the

waves surged, swashing back and forth

the long strands of kelp and other sea-

weeds. On the plateau at the top of the

cliff the rock proved to be covered with

thick black soil, and a luxuriant growth

of tussock grass, which was swarming
with those minute and lowly-organized

insects, the “springtails” or Collembola.

A pair of Antarctic pipits (the southern-

most of songbirds) inhabited the islet,

and also a few burrowing whale-birds

{Prion) ; but the principal residents were
the shags, whose nests lined the rocky

and grassy ledges all over the northerly

or sunny face of the islet’s declivity.

The courtship of the shags seemed to

be progressing while the nests were build-

ing. I saw one pair standing side by

side on their unfinished home, and curts-

r HE Natural History Depart-

ment has been for nearly half

a century a clearing-house for in-

formation of interest to all. Our
readers are invited to send any
questions that come under the head

of this department to Robert Cush-
man Murphy, in care of Forest
AND Stream. Mr. Murphy, who is

Curator of the Department of Na-
tural Science in the Brooklyn
Museum, will answer through these

columns .— [ Editors. ]

Photo by Robert Cushman Murphy

At top, brooding female, showing
the tremulations of the throat;

center, two newly hatched young,
lying characteristically flat on their

backs; below, female shag with
same young birds at the age of

forty-nine days

eying. They would put their cheeks close

together, bow down their heads and necks,

then, twisting their necks, put the other
cheeks together in the same way, and
curtsey again. After this graceful min-
uet had been continued for several min-
utes the male would launch off on a

short, exuberant flight, from which he
would soon return to resume the love-

making.
The nests were steep-sided, truncated

cones of mud and withered tussock grass,

with a rather deep depression. Some
were situated on the tops of dead tus-

sock hummocks, others on the shelves of

lichen-covered rock, with long icicles

overhanging them. Many contained sets

of two or three greenish eggs, others

young birds just hatched or a few days
old, and still another held three full-

grown fledgings which had lost nearly
all their down. Both parents seemed to

be together at all of the nests. I lifted

off one female, which had been brooding
with her wings spread, and discovered

a blind, black, and unclad shaglet, the

eggshell from which it had just crawled,

and another egg not yet broken open. It

was impossible to keep either parent
away from the nest, although the male
was less brave than his mate. Both were
very gentle, not attempting to defend
themselves

;
they merely watched me

sharply with their close-set, blue-rimmed
eyes. The only note that they uttered

was a low croak. They kept their bills

parted, however, the mandible and throat
trembling violently, just as w’hen one’s

teeth chatter. When I tossed them aside

in order to see the nestling, they would
fly back immediately, and the female
would plump right into the nest. The
ugly baby, the cause of all this solicitude,

acted as though it were in a violent tem-
per. Perhaps it was cold. It kicked

about so that I could scarcely photograph
it, rolling its belly upward, jerking it-

self around the nest cavity, squeaking
loudly all the while.

A FEW days later I visited the islet

again. The shags still seemed to

be enraptured lovers, for they
were all together in pairs and were twist-

ing and curving their sinuous necks with-

out cessation. Most of the eggs had
hatched. Some of the nestlings w’ere

just beginning to sprout their ducky
down, and horribly ugly little monsters
they were, with their black bodies, pink
throats, blue bills, and Hottentot tufts

all over their shiny turtlish forms. They
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were well guarded by their parents, how-

ever. I saw one pair attack and bite the

neck of a neighbor which had alighted

on their particular crag. I noted again

that the females were more unselfish and

devoted than the males and seem entirely

fearless.

The females, which clung so tenaci-

ously to the nests, their mandibles trem-

bling as they watched me, were exqui-

sitely gentle creatures. The males al-

ways stood on the far side of their mates

so as to avoid possible danger, but the

brooding mothers allowed me to stroke

their backs without moving. The color-

ing of these birds was as rich as could

be imagined-—glossy blue, violet, and me-

tallic green on the upper surface; im-

maculate white on throat and breast. A
line of pure white feathers extended also

along the inner border of the wing. The

wart-like excrescences above the bill were

of a deep chrome yellow, and, the iris

was brown, surrounded first by a choco-

late cornea and then by the cyanine blue

of the lid. I offered a small dead fish

to one brooder. It was accepted imme-

diately, but was dropped again, doubt-

less because it was stale.

I

T was many days before I once again

visited the shag colony. All through

the midsummer month of January,

however, we saw the birds from the ship

as they plunged from their rocks into

the kelp for fish, or swam about among
the areas of floe ice. When rising into

flight, they kicked heavily along the sur-

face for a considerable distance. They

flew in string formation, a dozen or more

together, and often spread their broad

feet to serve as an adjunct to the tail,

particularly when stopping headway.

Their flight seemed to be more or less

aimless, for they traveled in circles, as

a rabbit runs.

Finally, on February 16, I climbed the

shag rock for the last time. The young-

sters had begun to acquire greenish quills

and white breasts, and were wandering
away from the nests among the high tus-

sock hummocks. They had a low, mel-

low whistle which they repeated over and
over, swelling out their throats. The
breeding ledges were foul with decayed
fish remains and excreta. The parents
were rather less confident than when the

young were more helpless, but the fe-

males as usual showed less timidity than
the males.

In March, the end of summer, when
we pointed our good ship’s prow north-
ward toward warmer seas, many of the
adult shags were still caressing and
curtseying on their cliff-built homes.

R. C. M.

THE RING-NECKED SNAKE

M r. HOWARD K. GREEN, of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., was turning over rocks

for bass bait at Greenwood Lake,
N. Y., when he uncovered a snake that

was new to him. “The unfamiliar creep-

er,” he writes, “found coiled under a small

flat stone, on high ground two hundred
feet from a small stream, was ‘battleship-

gray’ in color, less than a foot longj^ and

S
CARCELY larger than sparrows, ex-

cept for their longer wings, these are

the smallest of our shore-birds. They

are also the most abundant and the

least wary, and are often the constant com-

panions of the gunner waiting in a blind

for larger birds. At times they will come

nicely to the decoys set out for larger birds,

and at other times seem to pay no attention

to them. The two species are difficult to

separate in life and are known to baymen

on Long Island indiscriminately as Oxeyes.

The Semipalmate is a little the larger of

the two, its colors paler, grayer, less brown.

Perhaps the easiest way to tell the two

apart in life is by the color of the legs.

which vary from yellow to dull green in the

Least, appearing darker and blackish in the

Semipalmate. Though frequently found
mixed together in the same flocks, when
one learns to distinguish the two it is sur-

prising to find how different their habits.

Though some of their notes are similar,

the common loud flight call of the Least,

kreep, is quite different from that of the

Semipalmate, chrruk. The Semipalmates

are the stronger fliers, the flocks being

more given to wheeling about in the air.

They are also the more active on the

ground, and scatter less when feeding.

possessed a pretty orange-colored band
across the back of the neck—just back of

where head and body join.”

This serpent was undoubtedly the Ring-

necked Snake (Diadophis punctatus), a

species distributed from southeastern Can-
ada to Florida, and westward from the

Atlantic seaboard to Michigan, Ohio, and
Tennessee. It is by no means a rare snake,

but is almost exclusively nocturnal in its

habits, and is rarely seen unless it is acci-

dentally unearthed. Its feeding habits are

beneficial from an agricultural standpoint,

and of course it is perfectly harmless and

Both species feed on the marsh as well as

on the flats (and occasionally on the beach)

but the Semipalmates do not scatter

through the grass so as to be flushed one

at a time as the Least often do. Moving

north in the spring, Semipalmates are often

present in numbers a week or two after

the Leasts have gone( that is, into June,

and they do not return in the southward

migration until a week or two later than

the other species, or as late as the twen-

tieth of July. Speaking in general for the

vicinity of New York City, they outnumber

the Leasts about two to one, and this is

generally true on the fresh water meadows
inland as well as coastwise.

The Western Sandpiper, Pacific coast

representative of the Semipalmate, is

strangely enough not infrequently found

associated in small numbers with its eastern

relative, on the Atlantic coast. It may be

recognized by its much longer bill, decided-

ly exceeding the head in length. In

southward migration the fresh-plumaged

young of this species are whiter about the

head than the eastern bird, and have, more-
over, diagnostic brick-red or rusty tinges

in the plumage ; but the more or less worn
adults scarcely differ in color from the

other species.

inoffensive. Mr. Green’s specimen was
probably a young one, although even the

adults seldom exceeded two feet in length.*

Considerable variation is shown by the

ring-necked snake. Some of them are

nearly black, and the ring is often buff or

whitish instead of orange. In most Long
Island examples, moreover, the ring is only

one scale, or one scale and a half, in width,

while specimens from New England usually

have strongly marked rings three scales in

width.

Near New York this snake has frequent-

ly been found in woods adjoining bogs.
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From An Old Hunter

L ast winter Forest and Stream pub-

lished a bunch of letters from out-

doormen, telling various methods of

keeping the feet warm in cold weather.

I did not see among them mention of

an old-fashioned cure for cold feet that

I have known ever since I was a boy. It

is simply to sprinkle a plentiful dose

of cayenne pepper in the shoes before

inserting the feet in them, so that the

pepper comes between the socks and the

leather. I have never known this to fail

and it is a very easy remedy to try.

I do a little trapping now and then

and sometimes I shoot a skin when I am
not expecting any fur. I have found

that a good dressing of wood ashes well

rubbed into the raw skin will keep it in

fair order until it can be better cured

with salt. This is a handy thing for

fall campers to know, for it is not a

pleasant thing to find some amateur
trapper has used up all the camp supply

of salt on some little worthless skin.

Joe Jennings, Detroit, Mich.

A Real Oilskin Waterproof Coat

H ere are details of making a real

oilskin or waterproof coat guaran-

teed to turn water in the severest storm.

Get a good, strong twill (white pre-

ferred) butcher’s long coat, two sizes

larger than ordinary fit preferred, so as

to allow plenty of room. First attend

to the pockets. There may be too many,
or some without flaps, and, unless pro-

vided with flaps, the water will accumu-
late in the pockets. Have it washed to

clear out all dressing.

Now get half a gallon of best boiled

linseed-oil and half-pint of driers, mix
the two together, and paint the outside

of the coat with the mixture, working
it well into the seams, but not too much
oil. Now hang up to dry in open air

or a room with good draught. It will

take two to three weeks to dry thor-

oughly. Then give another coat of oil

and allow this to dry, and another coat
of oil and allow to dry.

• Should a black coat be required, mix
lampblack in the last coating; for khaki,
use ochre.

In this way you can make overalls,

waders, leggings, and sou’-westers.

A good black dressing, and one that is

thoroughly recommended, is boiled oil

and lampblack, one quart; white of five

eggs; one ounce of beeswax. Melt all

together and paint as before, allowing
each coating to dry thoroughly. This is

the main point in making oilskins.

With a little scheming a lining or

storm cuffs can be added and a coat fit

for anywhere or any storm can be made.
J. W. Matthews,

Wigan, England.

Knife Knowledge

W E moderns have but a vague idea

of the variety of uses to which
knives were put in ancient times.

Before the Christian era, the Chinese
used them even as money. Their cur-

rency, or at least a part of it, consisted

of a blade and handle resembling our
modern silver dining-table knife. It was
called tao coin, or knife-money, and bore
the inscription “to exchange for mer-
chandise.”

Perhaps one of the oddest knives ever
seen is the one used by the natives of

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “going light” have been adopt-
ed by the United States Army; his

canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen ivill

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

Editors.

Central Africa. A side view of it re-

minds one of a large sun-perch
;
it cuts on

each side, like a double-bitted axe, and
its handle is made for two hands.

It is a far cry from that primitive half-

axe knife to the neat, serviceable hunting
knife of today. The modem American
sportsman smiles at the comparison,
fondles the sheath at his belt, and con-

gratulates himself on the possession of

an all-purpose knife.

But is there such a thing as an all-pur-

pose knife? Hardly. When one counts up
all the uses to which a hunter puts his

knife, he must see that no one blade
could answer for all—except in a crude
way. Generally speaking, a hunter can
foresee the principal uses for a knife,

and if these are not too many can choose
one that will answer; but it will not be
equally good for all these uses, and may
be decidedly unsuitable for one or more
of them.

Hunting knives are not so expensive

that a man need confine his possession to

one blade. The average sportsman can
afford several; and if his activities in

forest and field are at all varied, he will

find an assortment decidedly convenient.

I have never favored the substitution

of a knife for a belt axe. It is true that
you can buy a brush knife that will stand
nearly anything. You may cut out a
trail, cut off a deer’s skull and antlers,

etc.; but for some uses of an axe no
knife will quite answer, and there is sel-

dom reason why it should, since a belt

axe is an important part of a hunting
outfit. A typical brush knife with sheath
weighs something over two pounds, and
this sheath usually has to be made to

order, costing from $2 to $3.

The bowie type of knife is not as pop-
ular as formerly. The later made knives
have an indefinable balance and comfort-
able “feel” in the hand that the knives
of yesterday lacked. Perhaps the main
thing that relegated the bowie was the
waning of "its popularity as a weapon.
No knife is dependable in fighting large
animals, but it took the sporting world
a long time to learn it. In a large per-
centage of cases a rib will deflect the
blade, and it is not uncommon for a man
to hurt himself with the knife worse than
he does the animal. Still the 5% -inch

bowie blade remains popular with many
hunters, and if they find it satisfactory it

certainly is the knife for them.
All hunters have to have a knife for

skinning, whether they have any other or
not. This need not be heavier than a
large jack-knife. The blade should be
thin and about 5 inches long, handle 4%
inches. Of course, it should have the
rounded point so desirable in skinning,
and the blade must run through the han-
dle and be riveted. No hunter w’ho han-
dles pelts can afford to be without a skin-
ning knife, especially w'hen it costs, with
sheath, not more than $1.50.

The real skinning knife is a trifle long
and slender for general-purpose use, but
there is a knife on the market that has
most of the skinning knife’s virtues, and
considerably ipore strength. The blade
is a half inch shorter, and enough thicker
to carry strength for prying, or breaking
sticks, bones, etc., with the back. Near
the handle the back of the blade is check-
ered, w'hich gives the thumb a good grip.

The folding knife has many good
points. One sportsman W'ho favors this

style says that he finds the 4-inch blade
best, and that it should have a bone saw
on the back. The blade should lock, but
the lock must be flush with the handle.
Most sportsmen concede that for all-

round camp use, the army and navy knife
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is unexcelled. It has two good blades of

different size, a can opener, a corkscrew,

and a screwdriver. The latest ones, I

think, are even more complete.

Knives should be kept sharp, clean and

bright; and when not in use the sheath

is the place for a knife. Observance of

this rule will save many accidents.

L. E. Eubanks, Seattle, Wash.

To Kill Insect Specimens

I
HAVE quite a collection of butter-

flies and other insects which I collect

in the summertime as a vacation hobby.

A good way to kill them is to sprinkle

a little strong dry mustard in the box
with them. This acts very quickly and
is always to be obtained.

C. H. Wi'NDSOR, Ithaca, N. Y.

Shifts and Expedients

'^HIS is the way I clean my rifle when
baggage is limited, to save weight.

The rifle must be a take-down or one
that can be cleaned from the breech. Say
the barrel is 30 inches long, I get a one

piece wire cleaning rod with bristle end,

I cut this down three inches longer
than half the barrel length, that is 18

inches. Then with a piece of fine emery
cloth I work the rod down slick and
smooth and close to the end I file notches.

Now in cleaning my long black powder
rifle, I scrub thoroughly with hot water,
using the bristle end inserted in one end
as far as it will go, then in the other
end. For drying I make a loop in the
middle of a length of cuttyhunk fishing

line, tie a loop in one end and wrap a
thin piece of lead around the other end
for a weight. In the loop in the middle
I put drying flannel and the string can
be pulled either way through the barrel.
For oiling the inside of the barrel I tie

a patch of thin muslin on the end of
the notched rod, after first wiping the
rod perfectly dry. The inside can be
greased just as it was washed, first one
half and then the other. This is a make
shift that is reliable.

STRIP OF Old felt hat sewn into top)
'F SHEATH TO HOLD KNIFE IN PLACE.-—

^

I made a good knife sheath out of a
piece of leather cut shield shape and
folded down the middle. The outer edges
were held together by three rivets.

Length of sheath to correspond with

length of blade and at the top of the

sheath inside I sewed a piece of old

felt hat; this keeps the knife in the

sheath when you bend over. In the back

of the sheath I cut two slits to let my
belt pass through. This is a good sheath

for the family or camp bread knife, as a

sharp blade should never be without some
sort of protection. If you have nothing

better wrap the blade in a piece of pa-

per before packing it- with other cutlery.

A dull bread knife is an abomination, as

is any dull blade in camp.
There are many ways of caring for a

gun in camp, but I never found any-

thing better than the old idea of two
crotched sticks driven in the ground at

the right distance apart, depending en-

tirely on the length of the weapon. They
can be whatever height is desired but
have them high enough so that the damp-
ness of the ground cannot affect the gun.

Do not make the mistake of thinking

that because a gun is in its case it is

always allright under any weather con-

ditions. If the weather is damp for a

few days take the gun out and look care-

fully for rust, for nobody is infallible and
you may not have oiled the weapon as

thoroughly as you think.

.IiM Ferguson, Englewood, N. J.

To Wash Fish Kettles

WE all know how the odor of fish

penetrates everything with which
it comes in contact, and that kettles or

frying pans in which it has been cooked
frequently pass the odor on to the next
article of food cooked in them, unless

especial care be taken. In camp we
usually get enough of fish without flavor-

ing other things with it. In a traveling

camp one can scrub the pan with sand
and then heat thoroughly until dry, but
when in a permanent camp the follow-

ing method is better : Let the kettle soak
in cold water to which has been added
a little dry ammonia or washing soda.

This comes put up in handy packages
that can safely be carried anywhere.
Then wash clean, set on the stove with
cold water and a little washing soda, and
let the water boil gently a few moments.
This will freshen it and remove all odor.

W. C. Hovey, Gloucester, Mass.

A Snowshoe Harness

W E often see some brother’s idea of

a snowshoe harness so I will do my
bit and the enclosed is the idea. The
fault we find with most harnesses is

with the buckles or tieing. This affair

has neither and is readily adjusted. To
put on the shoe drop it down sideways

to you, put your foot through the loops,

pull them up over the heel, turn the

foot and shove the toes under toe strap

and they are on to stay. To remove
them do the same things on the reverse.

This outfit will not ball up and gives

you full control of your feet. The best

shoes I ever found are made by a man
in Maine. They are not only pleasing

to the eye but will stand far more abuse

than a pack mule. Snowshoes are to

the man of the north like the life boat

to the sailor, and no little care should

be exercised in selecting the proper kind

of the proper stuff to stand the grief

of the trail. Jay Lee, Wn.

Cure for a Sticky Line

T he following is the cure for a sticky

line that I received from an English
friend some months ago. In these days
of difficulty in getting tackle and the in-

creased cost thereof, the tip, I hope, will

help some of your readers to get a little

extra service out of their lines. Coil the

line into a box or tin with a lid. Put in

about half a teaspoonful of talcum pow-
der (a face or toilet powder). Put on

lid and shake the box or tin to distribute

the powder over the line. Then pass the

line through finger and thumb to force

the powder into the dressing. Repeat if

any stickiness remains. The line can be

used immediately. It is about eight

months ago since I treated a sticky line,

and I have fished with it since. The line

is now free of all stickiness, and there is

no appearance of any harm having been

done to the line. The powder when thus

applied to the line is, I believe, non-solu-

ble. If any of your readers try the tal-

cum, I hope they will let us know the

result.

R. J. B., San Francisco.
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THE BORING OF SHOT GUNS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
HAVE seen much trifling discussion

about the boring of shot guns. I am
a victim in this respect myself. I have

an old pattern 12-gauge 28-inch Ithaca

with Hght barrel full choke and left

nearly open. I took the gun to a gun-

smith and had the right barrel bored

out full cylinder. I call it the “game
getter.” Now the right barrel spits out

half the load on the ground about
twenty yards from the gun and the rest

of the load goes on and does the work.
It is a good piece of hardware, but with
a leather cheek pad (it has a 3-inch

drop and almost no comb) and %-inch
of American walnut glued onto the end
of the stock, it is not handsome.

I have a Sauer $125 grade ejector,

12-gauge, bought on condition that the

right barrel should be made “improved
cylinder.” They had my money and the
gun was sent down 14-gauge at the
muzzle. Had it weighed one pound more
it would have been a good gun on ducks.
Its weight is 6% pounds. I took the
advice of a dealer and had it bored out-
cylinder. Since then it won’t make a
pattern with No. 8 shot at 20 yards

!

Incompetency and irresponsibility are
rampant and $1.50 gross is sufficient in-

ducement to a gun store man to ruin
your $100 gun. If you have a gun which
shoots too close do the work yourself.
Split a rod a foot long down about 5
inches; insert a wedge; wrap it 3 inches
over the split part with cloth; oil this
well; cover it with emery dust and turn
it in the muzzle of the gun. Shoot it

half a dozen times. Put on more wrap-
ping and try it again. Sometimes this
can be done with a clothes pin—don’t
hold me responsible.

My advice is never take all the choke
out of a 28-inch 12-bore. I had a 30-
inch 12, cylinder bore, which shot per-
fectly.

Everyone should know that the secret
of the value of a choke is that it retards
the wad. It has been demonstrated that,
at 2 feet from the muzzle, the photo-
graph of a load from a cylinder barrel
shows the wad driven into the load; the
load about % inch long and mushroom-
ing over the edges of the wad. The wad
thus acts as a “spreader” and scatters
the load. Photo of load from choked gun
under same conditions shows the load
1% inches long with the wad following
behind completely separated from the
load. The lesson is that the wad is what
spoils the shooting of the gun. If the
wads were burned up just as the charge
leaves the muzzle the cylinder bore would
shoot nearly as close as the choke. The

shorter the barrel the more imperative

is the necessity for some choke.

My theory is that in a longer barrel

the shot charge bounces off the wad by
its own inertia, when fairly started, as

it gets going, thus freeing itself very

slightly from the wad—just as a ball

bounces off a brassey when you go

through with a full swing.

I would like to see an experiment tried

with, say, 36, 33, 30, 28 and 26-inch bar-

rels. Thus we would find out the ideal

length of cylinder barrels and the neces-

sary choke for ordinary short ones. And
we would know whether the hypothesis,

that, as the load proceeds the relation

between shot and wads changes, is cor-

rect.

As regards our old bored-out guns

—

can anything be done with them? I

am looking for a metallurgist who can
tell me whether he can produce an alloy

which can be plated into the last three

inches of the muzzle thick enough and
strong enough to allow a reboring to the

gauge required. I know of a 4-bore,

single barrel, where the owner cut six

inches off the muzzle, cut a thread on
the barrel and screwed a choked piece

on it from another gun, and the gun did

good service.

What is the next new thing in bor-
ing? I have put the suggestion up to

the two greatest American firms and am
awaiting their reply.

W. M. E., Baltimore.

GROUSE IN MICHIGAN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

YOU might be interested to know
that the ruffed grouse are un-

doubtedly on the increase in this section.

There is a closed season on them this

year and if weather conditions are favor-
able during breeding season next spring
and next year is also made a closed sea-

son, there will be good chances for this

fine bird not to become simply a mem-
ory.

E. Church, Houghton, Mich.

A SILENT COMPANION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

J
UST think of hunting and fishing with
a fellow since the days of Rowland

Robinson and never speaking to him. A

chap may have gathered in a life time

quite a number and variety of old friends

with whom he has caught various kinds

of fish or hunted different kinds of game,
and as he recalls them one by one he
finds a warm spot for them all—each and
every one whose companionship has con-

tributed to make memorable a day in

the woods or on the water. Such friends

are all the good sporting magazines, old,

tried, and dependable companions with
whom month by month I have hunted
and fished these many years. Of them
all you are the oldest. From boyhood I

have hunted and fished with you. You
have taken me to all parts of North
America with side trips to the tropics.

You have taught me, exposed my faults

and advised me in correcting many of

them. You have consoled me in my per-
plexities and disappointments. And yet,

ungrateful though it may seem, I have
never until now replied to thank you or
express my appreciation.

It is all of thirty-five years since I

began using my first shotgun and de-
vouring Forest and Stream whenever I

could find it. That was some years ago,
but before I close I must tell you about
that first gun.

I found it, abandoned by a departed
tenant in the shed of a house belonging
to my father. At least I had a gun of
my own. The fact that there was no
hammer was fully compensated by the
discovery nearby of an old fashioned
cobbler’s hammer head. A stick for a
handle and it was complete. I could find
shot, caps and paper at home—only one
difficulty to surmount. Father’s powder
was not accessible and orders not to touch
it were strict. A happy thought—there
was blasting powder, used to break up
bowlders and split logs, in a tin canister
in the store room. Too coarse? Well,
there was the coffee grinder in the shed
of the vacant house where the gun was
found. Everything coming my way now.
The old gun was cleaned with the long
ram rod under the barrel—a strong blow
at the muzzle showed the tube to be open.
A small handful of powder well shaken
to fill the tube—some paper on top

—

a half handful of shot—more paper—

a

few kernels of powder pricked into the
tube, a cap, and hammer in hand we
march out to shoot the first bird or beast—not particular what kind—large or
small. New difficulties ! Muzzle wobbled
two feet each way. Further expedients
required. A crotched stick solves the
problem. And now we go forth to hunt.
First victim a night hawk on a fence,
range 40 to 50 feet. Crotch is set up,’

gun mounted, hammer extracted from
pocket and banged do^^m on cap. Puff!!
Gun goes off—night hawk also. Air full
of burning particles of powder and pa-
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per. Keen disappointment, but renewed

determination. More practice and then

after several failures down comes a

sparrow. We get closer to our game
and shoot a “chipmunk.” Then a “red-

der,” and an appetite which thirty-five

years has failed to appease was created.

I had a good time with that old gun,

more than I’ve ever had with my good
old Parker and that is saying something.

All that fall I carried it when hunting
up the cows, until my father discovered

my cache in a dry place under a ledge

beyond the lane where I could conveni-

ently get or leave it together with my
munitions and not expose it by carrying
it through the lane.

Dad was a true philosopher. “Guess
the boy is bound to have a gun anyway
and I might as well let him use my
light one,” he decided.

So he gave me his light muzzle loader

and instructed me in its care and use,

and from that day he had only to look

in the corner to know whether I was
“hunting” or not. Thus with reluctant

paternal consent and with remonstrat-
ing maternal protests I became a de-

voted follower of Nimrod of old.

Your health. Forest and Stream.
This should compensate for thirty-five

years’ of silence and merit thirty-five

more.

Yours sincerely,

F. T. W., Wakefield, Mass.
Such an interesting letter ought to be

our lot more often than once in thirty-

five years. Your early experiences with
fire arms recall vividly some of our own.
It is a wonderful thing for a boy to have
a “Dad’' who is a “true philosopher.”
The danger a boy runs from a real gun
properly cared for is mostly nil, but
there must be a special Providence who
protects youngsters from the dangers of
makeshift weapons. Glad to hear from
you again.— [Editors.]

THE WOODCOCK’S WHISTLE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
N your October number, Mr. Wilber,
in his article on woodcock, brings up

the much-disputed question as to how
the woodcock makes the whistling sound
often heard, as they take to wing.
Many articles have been written in the
last twenty-five years and still as far
away as ever from any positive proof.

More than twenty years ago I had
demonstrated to me how at least one
woodcock made the noise. The bird in

question had been hurt in some way and
picked up before it had revived enough
to fly away. It was placed in a store

show window as a curiosity, as few peo-
ple outside of sportsmen have any knowl-
edge whatever of the woodco'ck.

I secured this bird that I might lib-

erate it on his native heath—that could
be found a short distance away—and
carried him along the street, having both
wings closely pinned to the body with
my right hand and left hand underneath,
giving him no chance for wing action or
body motion. Without a struggle or
quiver of the body, it gave out the whistle
through the mouth or throat.

I have often thought of giving this

experience, knowing it would only likely

happen once in a life time and then only

to a very few. To me it was positive

proof of how the whistle was made and
so long as this one showed the way, it

would be fair to assume the others do the

same.

J. M. Dinsmore,
2804 Woodland Avenue,

Kansas City, Mo.
The question of the tvoodcock’s whistle

is almost as much and widely discussed

as that of the grouse's druyn. Glad to

hear your opinion and experience in the

matter.— [Editors.]

ALABAMA ANGLERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
I HAVE long been a reader of your
journal and have at times noted men-

tion of catches of channel bass, which is

commonly called here in southern water
red fish, larger ones are called bull reds.

I have just returned from a trip on
Mobile Bay at Coden, Ala., and am en-

closing you kodak pictures of catch made
Saturday, October 19th, 1918—37 Bull
Reds weighing from 20 to 35 lbs. each.

Party reading from left to right: Jack
R. Connor, Birmingham, Ala.; E. L.

Warner, Coden, Ala.; E. L. May, Tus-
caloosa, Ala.

;
Duncan May, Montgomery,

Ala.; Kirk L. Robb, Birmingham, Ala.
Yours very truly.

Jack R. Connor,
Birmingham, Ala.

A. C. A. CONSTITUTION AMENDED
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I

'HE American Canoe Association
would appreciate it if you would

publish the following amendment to the
constitution, in your next issue:

Article IV, Section 2 (Present Read-
ing)—Associate Members: Ladies may
be elected Associate Members by the Ex-
ecutive Committee when proposed by a

member of that Committee, provided

they are of the immediate family of an

active member and have attended at least

two general camps. Practical canoeists

only are eligible and they may be elected

only after publication as provided for

active members. The Associate Mem-
bership may be revised at any time by
the Executive Committee.
Change This to Read: Ladies may be

elected Associate Members by the Execu-
tive Committee, when proposed by a
member of that Committee, provided they
are of the immediate family of an ac-

tive member and have attended at least

two camps—either general Association

or Division camps. Practical canoeists

only are eligible. The Associate Mem-
bership may be revised at any time by
the Executive Committee.

Thanking you for your oo-operation

on this, I am.
Yours very truly,

Oscar S. Tyson,
Rear-Commodore, Atlantic

Division. A. C. A.

INFORMATION, PLEASE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I WOULD like to have the experience
^ of the boys who fish, in regard to

wormy bass (I always skin all bass same
as I do catfish, I believe they keep better

and the meat is much sweeter) and I

find quite a few are infested with worms,
which lay just under the skin.

This I find is usually in bass caught

in the streams, and I have found no
one who can tell me any thing about it.

There is getting to be more respect

for the Law in this part of the state,

and we do not have so many violators;

in other words the fisherman are getting

to be sportsmen and not fish hogs.

I think it is the duty of every fisher-

man to appoint himself as a Deputy

Fish and Game Warden, and report all

violators, be it his own brother. Let us

have game and fish, and in order to do so

we must look at it from a true sports-

man’s view, not a question of meat, but

recreation, true sport, good fellowship,

and getting close to Nature. It will teach

us to love our Creator more, and soften

our hearts to all mankind.
Wishing Forest and Stream success,

H. E. Bindley, Terre Haute, Ind.

THE FISHfIN GULF WATERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
AM a reader of Forest and Stream
and wish to say that I thoroughly en-

joy reading it.

I especially enjoyed reading in Oc-

tober issue about the sheepshead. I am
a great believer in outdoor life and spend

most of mine fishing. I have caught lots

of sheepshead in the waters around Mo-
bile and here on Dog River within a

stone’s throw of our club. There is a

fine meal in store for the one who can

catch this fish and I do not know of

any other that is better.

Let me suggest that an article written

on the fish in the gulf waters would be
very attractive to your readers. I am
not a writer, by the way, however I do
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know of the various kinds of fish around
here.

Our club is situated on the Dog River

about two miles from the mouth or where
it enters Mobile Bay and that point is

only about tw'enty miles from the gulf.

The water around the club is fresh from
November until June and from then on

it is more or less salty. Just across

the river from our club site two creeks

enter the river, fresh water and quite

clear. Around this vicinity we catch the

following fish: black bass, bream, perch,

croakers, sheepshead, speckled trout,

white trout, red fish, cat fish. At the

entrance of Mobile Bay and the gulf and
Mississippi Sound we catch tarpon, mac-
kerel, cavallier, pompano, black fish,

drum and a few others that I cannot re-

call at present.

I thought it a wise suggestion to let

you know that we have a fish country
here and that the readers of Forest and
Stream would like to read about our own
country in some future issue of your
publication.

E. Steele Partridge,

Mobile, Ala.
The article on the fish in gulf waters

is in our files, Mr. Partridge, await-
ing its opportunity to enlighten and in-

terest our readers. Watch out for
it! Thanks for your letter.— [Editors.]

FROM A SOLDIER’S MOTHER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T T is with regret I will have to ask
you to discontinue sending me For-

est AND Stream. On account of failing

eye sight I am not able to read myself
and my sons have all left home. But
I want to say there have been no mag-
azine we enjoyed as much as we did

Forest and Stream during the years
that my boys have grown to manhood.
Am enclosing a picture of my son Amo
(who is now in Italy with the American
Expeditionary Forces), with three wild
geese that he shot on a little slaugh
on our own farm right here in Du Page
County, only 22 miles from Chicago. He
was only seventeen years old at the time
and believe me he was a very proud boy.
Thanking you for past courtesies,

Mrs. D. H. Uhlhorn,
Dorners Grove, 111.

This letter from a soldier’s mother has
given us deep satisfaction. We are re-

producing her boy’s picture herewith. It

gives us pleasure to know that he has not
been deprived of the enjoyment of read-
ing Forest and Stream, although he has
been at the front. Ever since America
entered the war wd have been supplying
the Y. M. C. A. Overseas with as many
copies of Forest and Stream as they
could handle and there has been hardly
a hut but has had our paper to cheer
the leisure hours of the boys.— [Editors.]

FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T THANK you very much for the For-

EST AND Stream Conservation button
which I received all right and I will try
to merit the wearing of it.

My catches up to the present have
been mainly “perch” and “sunnys” and

it has occurred to me that there might
be others who were not too successful

in capturing game fish—some like my-
self, who would like to know just how
to do so, but are lacking in knowledge
and in experience; hence, if the success-

ful contestants, or better still, all those

who really deserve honorable mention
by having taken bass say of six pounds
or over, would write a brief description,

a few hundred words would do, telling

of the places fished, the conditions of

wind and water, location of the stream
or lake with respect to weed beds, depth

of water, sand or gravel bars, and other

conditions under which their prizes were
captured, and these could be printed for

the guidance of the rest of us it could

be of inestimable help to all novices who
have no other teacher and would help

us in learning how to turn the trick.

Thanking you for the conservation but-

ton which I prize not only for itself,

but for what it represents at this par-

ticular time, I am.
Yours very truly,

Martha S. Bates,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Arno Uhlhorn, now in Italy with A. E. F.

AN APPRECIATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A llow me to congratulate you on

your November cover. It is a dan-

dy, but you can’t go wrong with Ost-

haus pictures. Only wish I could meet

him and thank him for the pleasure he

has given me. The first of his pictures

I remember was a steel engraving that

I saw in St. Louis, years ago, called

“First Lessons,” I think; a setter bitch

and her pups, teaching the pups to point;

doutbless you know it.

A friend’s unbroken young setter came
into the house a day or two ago, car-

rying with great pride a three-quarter

grown ruffed grouse, or partridge as

they call them here. It made a fine

broil for supper last evening.

A week ago looking out of my window
I saw a covey of 23 quail run across

the road, through our hedge and down
in our rose garden, first I have seen

this year.

Did Osthaus paint a head of a setter,

black, white and tan like the one on your
cover, with a grouse in his mouth? I

think I have seen one somewhere and
thought it might have been on Forest
AND Stream.
Our shore birds and ducks have been

a failure this fall and a great disappoint-

ment to all the “wise gunners.”
Success to the Forest and Stream.

H. Lindley, M.D.,
“Northwood,” Center Marshfield, Mass.
Thank you for your appreciation of

the November cover. We are rather
proud of our covers, ourselves, and feel

gratified by the many proofs given vs
that our readers appreciate the best art
in outdoor subjects.

A picture similar to the one you men-
tion was reproduced on the cover of
Forest and Streiam issue for April,
1917. This painting was by Percival
Rosseau.—[Editors.]

BETRAYING KING CAT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N the November issue Mr. W. L. Mac-
Ilrath delightfully crowned the catfish

king of the corn-belt states. He may be
King Cat, fairly enough, but no king can
rule securely without an army and navy.

Missouri is one of the provinces of the
Corn-belt Kingdom and the thoughtful
powers that be have a fully mobilized
army and navy well trained and equipped
to uphold the honor and dignity of His
Majesty, the King.
Now, fully realizing the necessity of

having a combination of strategy and
fighting ability in commond of his forces.

King Cat has placed Admiral L. M. Bass
in charge of his deepwater dreadnoughts.
Rear Admiral S. M. Bass commands the
gang-hook torpedo boat destroyers. Col-

onel Jack Salmon leads the “devil-dog”
marines, while back in reserve is General
Trout watchfully waiting with his ever
ready Rainbow Division.

Yes, our king is well equipped to meet
any invasion by land or water if King
Caster, President Fljnnan, or the old dip-

lomat, Secretary Stillfisher, cares to at-

tempt it, and now with open disloyalty

to King Cat the enemy is to be informed
of the whereabouts of his dreadnoughts
and destroyers.

Through wild, wonderful scenery tum-
ble and flow sparking, dancing invita-

tions to the angler who harkens to the

call of the wilderness. Here he will learn

that no gamer bass exist than can be
found in the waters of our own Ozark
Mountains. Creeks, small and large;

rivers, big ones ;
and lakes, calm and

deep; all stocked with game fish by na-

ture and the government. These waters
in the heart of the mountains offer the

most ideal outing imaginable.

The bait caster, the fly-rod expert and
the lover of “still” Ashing will find this

a paradise. The caster who prefers

shore-line work will find an abundance of

strikes that will test his skill to the ut-
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most, for boulders and other obstacles

must be evaded in leading the battler into

the deep water of the eddies.

These deep, quiet pools are frequently

a mile in length, with rugged walls of

i
rock hundreds of feet high rising sheer

1
from the water’s edge on one side or the

1
other. The bluff side changes from bank

I to bank with every eddy as the river

j

twists its way through nature’s great
Elysium, and connecting these eddies are

I
rapids, wild with savage laughter, where

' the water goes roaring and tumbling to

I

the pools below.

I

In these rapids and in the whirl at the

I

foot of each the fly man and the caster

meet their match. A small-mouth bass
I hooked here will fill the angler’s soul with

j

wild, ecstatic joy. Nowhere do they

!
strike more viciously nor fight with great-

I
er desperation. Performing like an out-

law broncho, going high, wide and hand-
some, they will force the angler to show
a full box of tricks to save rod or line.

The old desperado may finally be brought
alongside apparently docile and submis-
sive, but that will be a time for caution.

The broncho most likely to turn your
saddle into a hurricane deck is the wall-

1

eyed brute that turns his head and eyes

I

you indifferently as you reach for the

I
stirrup. So with the bass of the rapids.

I If the seemingly out-fought rascal turns
a lazy eye on you look out for heroics

—

I he’s a strategist as well as a fighter as

I many an angler finds to his cost.

,

Much light and often heavy tackle is

I

useless in these wonderful, tumbling rap-

I

ids, as anglers have frequently had heavy
}

tackle snapped by some ravenous old

“grand-daddy” that could not be even
brought within sight. But that only adds
to the call of the rapids.

Floating out of this turmoil through a
channel of swift but quieter water you
will find bank willows dipping into the
stream at the lower end of high, clean
gravel bars, and occasionally there will

be great, deep pockets of “dead” water
behind the down-stream end of bars be-
tween them and the bluffs which line the
eddies. In these pockets and among the
willows which arrest the side currents lie

the voracious large-mouth bass known
there as “line-sides.” Just lead one of
these catapulting monsters out of his lair

with light tackle if you hanker for the
joy of taming a submarine volcano.

For the “still” fisherman or the fly

artist there is a lake, some twenty-odd
miles in length, that will provide him
plentifully with large perch, giant crap-
pie—the two pound kind, and both va-
rieties of the bass.

Some may say that “bass is bass,” but
having tried them north, east, south and
west, at dawn, in daylight and at dusk
with every known fly or lure, sneaked up
on ’em in the dark with luminous bait,
fought and “wrassled” with ’em under
about every favorable and adverse con-
dition, there is but one conclusion; King
Cat’s forces in the waters of these
mountains immortalized by Harold Bell
Wright in his “Shepherd on the Hills”
furnish the gamest, craftiest, wickedest
fighting bass that ever swam.

Yours truly.

Geo. D. Hurley, Kansas City, Mo.

THE NIPIGON TROPHY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
DO not know whether you are ac-

qainted with the fact that the Can-
adian Northern, this year, donated a
trophy for the largest speckled trout

(brook) caught in the Nipigon waters,

which are now world-famed for their

1918 Nipigon Trophy, Won by W. W.
Butler, of Montreal, Canada

trout fishing, and are annually visited

by a large number of Americans. In

view of Nipigon’s popularity with Amer-
ican disciples of Sir Isaac Walton, I

feel sure, that the following letter from
W. W. Butler, of Montreal, the winner
of the trophy, would be of interest to

readers of Forest and Stream.
Mr. Butler writes:

“My friend. Dr. K. Y. James and
myself entered the Nipigon on Thursday,
the 8th of August. We made the vari-

ous encampments up the Nipigon with
very satisfactory success and results, but
more particularly at Camp Cincinnati
where I secured the big fellow on a
No. 18 single Cincinnati hook and coc-

cotouche about two inches long. I struck
him about seven o’clock in the evening
in very swift water, but worked him
over towards the western shore intoi

quieter water, where I landed him about
twenty minutes afterwards. Antoine
Buchard, an old and well known guide
on the river, was my head guide and
in the canoe with me at the time, and
on landing this fish he remarked ‘he is

a big one.’ He weighed 6% pounds and
measured 23 inches length and 15% in-

ches in girth. I also secured one five

and one six pounder just above Virgin
Falls, and two 4% pounders at other
places along the river, as well as many
smaller trout.

“Fishing is my favorite recreation,
although I enjoy motoring, hunting and
a little golf, of which I would like more,
but occupying the position of Vice Presi-
dent and Managing Director of the Can-
adian Car & Foundry Company, Limited,
and its three subsidiary companies and
having under my charge something over
8,000 men, gives me very little time for

recreation, and the time so taken I al-

ways devote to fishing, in so far as pos-

sible.”

The competition for the trophy was a

hard fought one, and Nipigon waters

are visited by anglers from all parts of

the continent.

R. Creelman, Winnipeg, Man.

A LONG LOST FRIEND
To the Editor of FOREST AND Stream ;

A t this time I should like to say

that I have enjoyed Forest and
Stream very much the past year. Art-

icles by the older gunners and riflemen

are of especial interest to me. I have

especially enjoyed those by Widgeon on

the hunting that used to exist on the

eastern coast. Also I think I have found

a long lost friend in Captain Roy S. Tin-

ney, at least when I attended Prep

school in New York too many years ago,

I knew a chap by this name that was
nuts about guns. I have been for a long

time going to write him and see if this

is the same Roy Tinney. If it is he

will certainly hear from me some day.

If he happens to be handy just ask him
if he recalls the time we tried out his

new Colts automatic, over in the Jersey

woods, I certainly do.

I am western bred, born and raised,

and have a very western viewpoint, I

suppose; yet my father sent my brother

and myself to school in New York and
we acquired an appreciation for the east-

ern woods and waters
;

each issue of

Forest and Stream brings to me mem-
ories of the happy days long gone by
spent as a spindling boy in the good old

staid east.

Allyn H. Tedmon, Pueblo, Colo.

TRAPPING TIPS WANTED
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A ny tips on lion or cat trapping will

be appreciated by me. I am trying

out everything I come across as they

are hard to thin out. They have killed

about all of the deer in this vicinity.

C. E. Cherry,
Cherry Creek, Arizona.

Personally we have never had any ex-

perience in this work, but we undoubt-
edly have among our readers many who
have, and are publishing your request

in hopes that it will draw forth some
communications on that subject that will

prove valuable to you.—[Editors.]

THE SPORTING PARSON
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
WAS very much interested in my
November number of Forest and

Stream, and in your story of the All-

America Bird Dog Championship. The
“sporting parson out in Kansas,” is the

Rev. P. R. Knickerbocker, a very warm
personal friend of mine who now lives

here in El Paso. I hunt with him a
great deal and there is no better sports-

man living, and what he doesn’t know
about pointers and setters and their

breeding, is not worth knowing.
G. C. T. Pelham,

El Paso, Texas.
(several letters are held over)
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THE TYRO’S PRIMER
CERTAIN TERMS. PHRASES AND IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
USED BY MILITARY RIFLEMEN ARE DEFINED AND EXPLAINED

By CAPTAIN ROY S. TINNEY

(CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH''

Funny thing
happened
the other morning in the Pullman dressing

room. You know there is always one
youth who tries to conceal that it’s his

first Pullman trip by getting dressed be-

fore six and then sitting in the dressing

room for two hours, smoking, and taking

up room needed for bags and suit cases.

One of these pests recently added light

conversation to his other offences.

“I see you use *Mennen’s Shaving Cream,”
he said to me. ‘‘I was reading an ad about
it yesterda5', written by a wise guy named
Jim Henry. He’s a hot-air artist aw’right.
Is the stuff any good.^”

Then he caught sight of my name en-
graved on my bag, and the dressing room
became less crowded immediately.

Since the Boss made me start writing these
ads, over a million men have become addicts
to Mennen’s, and I suppose ten million have
become familiar with my name from seeing it

so often; yet I doubt if a hundred people,
outside of my customers, know that I am Jim
Henry, Mennen salesman.

It’s a big satisfaction, though, to know that
each morning a million men build up a creamy
Mennen lather without rubbing in with fingers;

using cold water if they like—and lots of it;

and then enjoy the sort of shave that gives
one a hunch that it’s going to be a pretty
good day after all.

“Jim Henry” may not mean much to you,
but Mennen’s Shaving Cream will mean pleas-

ant shaves for the rest of your life if you will

send 12c. for one of my demonstrator tubes.

Target Terms
Possible—A full score—to eat up the

target. To obtain every point the target

can give—every shot a bull’s-eye. On
military targets the bull counts five

points and a “ten-shot possible” is ex-

pressed “50 X 50,” fifty points scored out

of a possible score of fifty. On the deci-

mal targets used for civilian competitions

the bull counts ten points and a “possible”

is indicated, “100x 100.” When express-

ing a score in numerals the first number
shows the number of points made and the

second number the highest possible score,

for example, 42 x 50 or 82%, the score a

man must average to qualify as an “Ex-
pert” over the “Militia” or Outdoor
Small-bore Qualification Course pre-

scribed by the National Rifle Association.

Bull’s-eye—The black circular division

in the center of the bull’s-eye target.

Sighting Bull—The circular black spot

on the decimal and reduced military tar-

gets made large enough to permit being

seen through the sights without eye-

strain. The size of this aiming point is

based upon the laws of optics and bears

no relation to the graduations upon the

target. Scoring Btdl—The center of the

sighting bull, indicated by a fine white

circle invisible from the firing point. A
bullet must either cut or strike inside

this hair-line of white to count as a bun’s

eye. For example: The quarter-size re-

duction of the military “A” target,

known as the “A-4,” has a three-inch

“sighting bull” and a two-inch “scoring

bull” counting “5”; and the standard

small-bore, decimal target for 100 yards

has a six-inch “sighting bull” and a two-

inch “scoring bull” counting “10.”

Nipper, also known as a Wart on the

Bull
,

—A shot that just cuts or touches

the edge of the scoring bull, and while it

counts 5 or 10 points, as the case may be,

the larger part of the bullet hole is in the

first ring, so that the print made by the

ball just nips the bull and stands out like

a wart.

Pin-wheel—A shot striking almost or

exactly in the center of the bull’s-eye.

Group—The cluster of shot holes made
on the t.arget. The accuracy of arms and
ammunition is usually determined by
groups of ten consecutive shots fired at

the various standard ranges; i. e., 100,

200, 300 or 500 yards and the group is

measured in three ways: (1) By a circle

indicating the maximum spread, the di-

ameter of this circle being determined by
the distance from center to center of the

two shot holes that are the greatest dis-

tance apart. A “two-inch group,” means
that the entire ten shots are inside of or

upon the circumference of a two-inch cir-

cle. (2) By a rectangle that will include

every shot fired. This figure shows
whether the greatest deviation was ver-

tical or horizontal. (3) By the “mean-
absolute-deviation” from the center of

impact. This is a mathmatical calcula-

tion that gives the exact degree of accu-

racy displayed and can not be expressed
in a mere definition.

On the target—To get on the target or

find the target. When sighting in a new
rifle the most difficult thing is to so ad-

just the sights that the bullet will strike

somewhere inside the target frame and
on the paper, permitting the marker in

the pit to spot the shot with a spotter or

disk. Once this is accomplished the final

correction of the sight adjustment is a

comparatively simple matter.

Sight in—To adjust the sights of a
rifle so it will hit where it is aimed over

a given range under the existing condi-

tions of wind, atmosphere and ammuni-
tion. This must be done by the shooter

himself as the difference in eyes renders

a standard sight adjustment impossible.

Disk—A long stick with a circular disk

on the end, used by the marker in the pit

for signaling the results of the hits on
the target. The bull’s-eye of the military

target counts “5” and a hit there is sig-

naled by placing a ivhite disk over the

shot hole against the black of the bull.

A “4” or “center” is signaled by a red
disk; A “3,” also known as an “inner’’

or a “magpie,” is signaled by a black-

cross painted upon a circular white disk,

and a “2” or “outer” is signaled by a cir-

cular black disk.

Spotter—The man who, during slow

fire, observes the target, usually through
a telescope, and calls out the value and
position of each hit made. Usually the

result of each shot is announced orally

and recorded on the black board or score

card, and sometimes the spotting is

graphically indicated at the firing line by
pins stuck into a wooden target placed

there for the purpose. The term spotter

is also applied to an octagonal or circu-

lar cardboard disk, white on one side and
black on the other, and pierced in the

center by a wire or pin. When the target

is pierced by a bullet it is drawn into the

pit and the spotter is placed over the

shot hole so that when the target again

rises into view the exact location of the

last shot fired is indicated by the spotter.

If the shot is in the bull the white side of

the spotter is exposed, if outside of the

bull the black side is tow'ard the firing

line.

(TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH)

(Mennen Salesman

)
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Fish Stoijf
\Cbntest A

$200 WORTH

GIVEN
TO THOSE WHO CAN TELL
THE BEST FISH STORIES

For the Best Fish Story ------ $50.00 Worth
For the Next Best Fish Story - - - - 35.00 Worth
For the 2 Next Best Fish Stories - - - 25.00 Worth
For the 4 Next Best Fish Stories - - - 10.00 Worth
For the 5 Next Best Fish Stories - - - 5.00 Worth

Thirteen Prizes in all to be selected from our 1919 Catalog,

issued about iVpril i, 1919.
* These stories may be true or not. They may be whoppers
or actual substantiated facts. They can be curious or funny

or exciting. Put they must be about fish and fishermen. Let

yourself go and tell them in your own way. Send as many
as you like, but no story must exceed 700 words. Short stories

are preferable, however.

CONTEST CLOSES APRIL 1, 1919
INIanuscripts cannot be returned.

In the event of more than one person send-

ing in the same story the one telling it best

will be given the preference.

Address all stories to

Abbey & Imbrie Contest Editor
c/o Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

10-15-17 Warren St., New York

NOTE CAREFULLY

Write on one side of paper only.

No fees of any kind are necessary

to compete. Contest is open

to everyone.

We are to be sole judges in

awarding prizes.

Winning stories are to become

our sole property for publication

in booklet.
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ITHACAS
WIN

15 State Champion*
ships this year.

This is
Dr. F. H.
Allen,
Staples,
Minn .,

the am-
a t e u r

champion
of Minne-

sota for 1918.

He could not
have won with
any gun but an
ITHACA.
Any man

can shoot an
ITHACA
better.

Catalog
FREE.
Double hammer*

less eruns, f
$32.50 up.

Single trap ffuna*
$100.00 UPa

Address
Box 25

Target and Trap Shooting
12th Annual Mid-Winter Tournament
Pinehurst Gun Club, January 20th and 25th

Unusual interest will center this season at Pine-
hurst, North Carolina, in Trap and Target Shoot-
ing. A variety of events for amateurs are
scheduled.

$7,000.00 in money and prizes
Weekly Trap-Shooting Tournaments start Dec. 17th, 1918

Excellent Quail shooting cn the great preserves.
Weather

—

during the winter—like early Fall in
New England.

THE CAROLINA HOTEL Now Open
Golf, Riding, Racing. Motoring, Tennis

For full information address

:

LEONARD TUFTS
282 Congress Street, Boston or General Office

fillFllUKi!
El" NORTH CAROLINA

35c
Poilpald

For all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or aheld with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New perfectioo

Pocket Package

U a matchless combination.
Hportsmen have known It lor

years. lh*al«rH reil NYOIL at

15c, aiid35c. Bend hh the name
of a live one who doesn’t neU
NYOIL with other nere^iiarlee

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(arrew top and screw tip) con-
taluini; 8H oaoees postpaid

for 35 cents.

WM. F. NTE, New Bedford, Mass.

^ ir

it

S
PORTSAIEN, outdoor ath-

letes and men in all pur-

suits requiring vigorous

foot-work have learned a valu-

able shoe-lesson from the not-

able performance of the Mun-
son U. S. Army Shoe during

the war.

it

The famous foot-form shoes
it that capably carried the feet of it

the American soldiers through
the heavy strain of trench work
and cross-country marching in

^ France proved their supremacy
for all kinds of strenuous wear,

jj

Herman Shoes are made on
jj

^ this same U. S. Army last. ^
They give men in all branches i

of active life the opportunity to

enjoy the full, normal efficiency
1

is of their feet and to indulge their is

individual desires for fine leath-

ers and lOO per cent. wear.

Sold in 8,000 retail stores. If you
is are not near one, we will fit you is

I

,
correctly and quickly through our
MAIL ORDER DEP’T at Boston

JOS. M. HERMAN SHOE CO.

I

810 Albany Bldg.

B O S T O X , M A S S .

liiiiiiMiiiiiiiiDlllbiiiMini^

J. KANNOFSKVcMi,

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
fishing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special
requirements of the modern angling sport.

Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,

perfectly jointed and balanced. In the
Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS ROD COMPANY,
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

UP LOSSMAN’S
RIVER

(continued from page 17)

I

T was Johnny Billy who, seated on the

Mae’s hatch, related the story of Dr.

Tiger. When this good Indian was a

young man, he left his Everglade home
and went to school at Carlisle. He
would be progressive .... he would lift

himself high above the sordidness of his

environment .... he would return some
day and prove a benefactor to his race.

They said of the young Seminole, that

the lips of the Great Open called to

Doctor Tiger in a brief span. He
learned his trade of medicine and with
many closely guarded boxes and cases,

trailed back down the coast and up
Lossmann’s River, then a rarely trav-

ersed stream in a vast, virgin territory.

But his tribesmen were on every hand.
And Doctor Tiger built a shack in the

solitudes of Fifth Lake, later to be
named for him. Here, on a shell island,

a recluse, he lived a life of usefulness.

Indians for miles about came to Dr.

Tiger when they were desperately ill,

or had their younger friends call for

medicine. Often, at twilight, after days
of travel, the cypress canoes would steal

solemnly across this hidden lakes, bear-

ing the limp forms of Indian children.

And Dr. Tiger never refused aid.

Finally, in 1912 breath and the di-

vine spark left his weary body. For
Doctor Tiger died of consumption, a
martyr to his own w’onderful ideal.

“Johnny Billy says .... this place
make him very sad,” declared Hendry,
“he know Dr. Tiger .... love him much
.... something makes him think of

things his ancestors tell him .... first

came Spanish—and they fight Indian
.... then come English—they fight

Indians .... then come America w’hite

man .... and they fight Indians, w'orst

of all. Sometimes fight each other ....
His great grandfather came in big boat
apd land at St. Augustine .... old fort

San Marco. Johnny Billy says that
Everglades dry up like sponge with no
water and then last Seminoles die. May-
be E-shock-e-tom-e-see (The supreme
Ruler or White Man’s God) fight Indi-

an too.”

But suddenly the drooping figure on
the hatch was raised to a supreme height
and the proud head reared upward, and
Johnny Billy, in all his tribal pride and
dignity, motioned that he must be on
his way.

They gave him money, and a jug of

wyomee and a new pocket knife, and
he put off in the cypress canoe. Both
dark hands flattened upon Hendry’s
palm, as he looked him full in the eyes.

There was much of the kindred spirit

in these two .... and a Seminole
never forgets.

In silence, John, Mr. King and the

guide stood at the farthest extremity

of the shell mound, watching . .

watching, until Indian and canoe had
melted into shadowland far across Dr.

Tiger’s Lake.

(to be continued next month)
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S
AVAGE has been making for the United |

States and the Allies many thousands of |

Lewis guns, large numbers of three-inch
|

rapid-fire naval guns, thousands of truck frames
|

for our army transports, and many other products I

absolutely essential to the winning of the war. 1

Our customers have been very patient under
|

the necessary cessation of peace-time manufac- |

turing. We ask your indulgence further only
|

until we can take the steps necessary for trans- I

ferring our enlarged facilities to peace-time
|

production.

By April you will be able to buy at your dealer’s the .32

Savage Automatic Pistol, the .22 Savage Hi-Power and
i

the famous .250-3000 Savage Sporting Rifles. Our other ]

and new lines will be supplied as fast as they can be put
j

into prod uction.
|

Savage ideals will neverchange. ButSavage production,
,|

with our new and greater equipment and personnel, will
|

be much greater than has hitherto been possible. [

Savage Arms Corporation
Sharon, Pa. Utica, N.Y. Philadelphia, Pa.

General Offices: 50 Church Street, New York
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HADDON HALL
ATLANTIC CITY

ALWAYS OPEN

RIGHT ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK

Appeals particularlj- to cultivated

people who seek rest and recreation

at the Sea Shore, Summer or W inter.

From every section of the country

such guests have come to lladdon
Hall for 40 years—and come back
again and again—it is so satisfying,

so free from ostentation, so comfort-

able and sufficient. Every facility is

offered young and old for enjoyment.

step and you are in the surf. Fascinat-
ing shops and a thousand amusements
are offered along the famous Hoardwalk.
Privileges of fine golf and yacht clubs.

Rooms are comfortable and attractive

—

there is delightful music—and always in-

teresting people.

Make reservations—write for

illustrated folder.

LEEDS & LIPPINCOTT

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

2504 Clarendon Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WE WANT ALL KINDS OF FURS

FOX, BEAR,BEAVER, LYNX,

MUSKRAT,
^^9I^MARTEN,MINK,EI?
C" L K^ WEIL PAYS THE MOST

Remits Quickest. Pays
Holds shipments 6 daya It flesfred.

vaSrla Furs are high. Big money trapping
this year. Our large Illustrated Trapper’s Guide
Sent Free. Frequent price-lists keep you posted.

Trapsand Bait. In business 50 years. Biggest

house. AskanyBank. Ca.shquoted lorhidcs.

W.aD.xo JP.Pn “TheOldSquareDealHouse.
Weil Bros.« to.. Capital Sl.OOO.OOO. Paid. .

Bor20‘l, Fort Wayne, Ind., U. S. A
Traf This Year. Great Chance. Everybody^Wrile.^

only 3Sc

GfirtYoiirQwfiHidrj
WITH THIS

\\ SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
I If 70U can COMB your hair you can cut your

I
' own hair with this marvelous invention. Cuts

f,
the hair any desired length, short or lontf.

Ik Docs the job as nicely as any barber in quarter
l?iC^*^^^^*the time, before your own mirror. You can cut the
y’/h-wri children's hair at home in a jiffy. Can be used as an

ordinary razor to shave the face or finish around temple or neck.
Sharpened like any razor. I^ts a lifetime. Saves its cost first

time used. PRICE ONLY 35c, postpaid. Extra Blades 5e each.

JOHNSON SMITH « CO.. Dept 719 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

rays of LIGHT in d^k. The darker the better. Easi^ ap-

tilled. Anyone can do it. Three sizes—25c, 60c and $E postpaid.

JOHNSON SMITH a CO, Dept. 7 19 . 64 West Lake Street. Chicago

»l>t STstTCTRlT!

Raise Hares For Us
Immense profits easily and quickly made
We furnish stock and pay $2.00 each and
>exprcc.gag« when three months old. Con-
tracts, booklet, etc.. 10c. Nothinti free.

Thorson Rabbit Co., Dept. 9, Aurora.

Colorado.

ShipVbur
7URS
Today To

UNSTEN
We want millions of muskrat, skunk,

coon, mink, opossum, fox,wolf—even rabbit
skins— and will pay spot cash, highest
prices! Funsten’s reliable grading gets you
every cent of value in your furs. We never
promise impossible prices and then cut
down on the grade. What your furs are
worth is what we pay—and we pay infulL
Check sent you within 24 hours.
Write for Free Shipping Tags and Trap-

pers’ Guide, Market Reports, etc.

Fnnsten Bros.& Co.
International Fur Exchange

769 Fansten Building

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Indian Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

Made of Genuine Moose Hide

lUen’s Sizes. 6 to 11. at $4.25
Ladies’ or Boys’ Sizes,

2 to 6 at $3.50
Sent prepaid on

receipt of price.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.

We make the finest Buckskin Hunting
Shirts in America. Carry in stock the larg-

est assortment of Snow Shoes in the country-

Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-

hide Gloves and Mittens. Our Wisconsin

Cruising Shoes have no superior as a hunting

shoe. Send for Free Catalog to-day.

m* 112 Main Street
Metz & ScnloerD, oshkosti.wis.

Thousands of trappers know that

they get the best of treatment hy
.shipping to me. I pay the very

highest market quotations, my
price list is simple, is never mis-
leading. and you get your money
by return mail. Read this:

“It’s a pleasure to deal with a firm like voure.
I gret every cent my furs are worth, and have
received such nice checks from you, that 1 am
telling my friends here that they will do wel
to get in touch with you."’

IRVING TRUST
Send me a shipment and be convinced. Satisfaction guaranteed.

TO-DAY write for price list, grading slip and abippiog tags.

Louis Brimbeag
Depl 1201 50 West 26'"ST, Newark City

Set

Solid GoldlotldCOld

Send Your Name and We’ll

Send You a Lachnite

comes merely aepoaiv *•*- v»ic». . ___
ring for 10 full days. If you. or »f any of *]9|
ft from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy it

—send U3 $2.60 a month until $18.76 has been paid.

A Send yoor name now. Tell os which of the
TVrilt; AUUxty poiu rol l rinrs illustrated above you wish

(ladies* or men's). Bo sure to send finger size* ^
Harold Lachman Co., 12 N. Michigan Av.,Dept. 7061 Chicagi^

lUVAOTI
Wo will pay $600.00 reward to anyone who

permanently dim the brilliancy of tho

RAJAH im. diamond without destroying

RAJAH Im. Diamonds
They stand all diamond ^e^-fire, acid. Bio

and glass cutting. Their bnlhaney is e^r-
.nal. Guaranteed for a lifetime. SetInBoUj
gold, and sent 30 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL
1°you can tell it from . reV dlmmond
it. Send today for oar Oeantiful, FREE

lllirntrated jewelry catalog in coiore. Write now. ^.uiraco ILL.
KRaWh A REED. 159 N. Stato St., DapU 201 .

CHICAGO. ILL.

!
NIGHT SHINING AMID

I

FLORIDA SWAMPS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11)

being at the prow of the boat and the

light right for the dark waters, I saw
the ’gator rise without a ripple, much as

a salmon will take a fly without breaking
the surface. I saw the barred sides and

I
the clear outline of Mr. ’Gator, but I

j

beat him to it by a yard, for as the boat
swept over him there came the familiar

surge, this time with a splash, and pud-
! die, as it happened in the swamp before.

I knew then that the camp boss had said

sooth—these were ’gators, without doubt.

We bagged a seven-foot one on the edge
of a deep irrigation ditch. My comrade
had wounded it with a charge of buckshot
fired from an old-fashioned, rusty gun,
and it lay there dazed. One of the range
riders rode up just at that moment when
I raised my gun to fire. He opined that
I could not kill the ’gator with a shot-

gun. But, just for fun, I pointed the

left barrel ’gator-way and turned her
loose. That load tore the whole upper
part of the skull away, leaving a semi-

circular hollow as big as your fist. In

one sense it didn’t kill the ’gator; for

we dragged him a mile to dry land and
skinned him while he clawed to the end.

We cut out his tail from the carcass, and
that moved. We carted the fragment of

tail all day in my hunting coat pocket,

and that night as we fried it, it wiggled
in the pan!

Again, I say, this is simple fact. And
any man who has killed eels or catfish

will not doubt it. A ’gator is very tena-

cious of life, but just the same, a charge
of buckshot fired at close range from a

modern choke-bored barrel will simply
plumb ruin any ’gator. It tears a terrific,

jagged hole right through the tough hide.

Where my comrade’s buckshot fired at

the same range were flattened inside the
skin, these went right on and split even
the head bones to fragments.

B
ut come back to night shining. Im-
agine that vast swamp covered with
weeds and water hyacinths, with

here and there open, black water. Imag-
ine mile after mile of everglade, and the

clear carbide lights shining out in the

mysterious tropic swamp. Here a mud
hen scuttles across the light. There a

sleeping bunch of ducks
;
again, herons of

half a dozen kinds hop sleepily along,

or a great whooping crane flutters and
rattles through the beam. Till there, you
see a big, rose-colored diamond flinging

back the sparkle of the beams, and
through the halo of light, what do you
think that is? Just a floating chip of

dark wood, with another about eighteen

inches behind it. That’s all I ever saw
of a floating ’gator.

Now turn your best barrel loose, and
with a mighty roar that reverberates

through the night and swamp the gun
speaks out its death note. But all you
get that night is the splash and threshing
of a smitten reptile, for he sinks. But
the magic of the swamp enthralls you.

Winding in and out, seeing the wild life

flutter or fly before you. Hearing the

night sounds, all strange to the unused

I

ear, feeling the mystery and beauty of
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it all. Only when you retrieve next day,

one out of every half dozen, do you real-

ize what a real old he ’gator can be. I

wanted to swim in the cool water during

the hot hours of the day. A header from

the trestle seemed just about right. After

seeing the eloquent smile of a dead ’gator,

I was curiously glad I had resisted my
temptation for a bath.

Still we did find places where we would

see and retrieve. In the shallows or in

the irrigation ditches stretching across

swamp or prairie. Here a big pink dia-

mond, apparently the size of a duck egg,

shines out in the beam. I tried to follow

one up close to see how near I could get.

But Mr. ’Gator is by no means asleep.

Sometimes we could get within a few

feet, usually not nearer in the open than

twenty feet. The least noise, and the

red diamond simply disappears. No
sound or ripple or splash, the ’gator

just ducks under what bit is out. For if

you will remember, his frog eyes pro-

trude, the tip of his nose also, and per-

haps a little bit of his head. But even

of a huge ’gator fioating so, you see no

more than you could cover altogether

with your two hands. It is at the pink

diamond you shoot. And here in the

ditches small ’gators, four, five to

seven feet long, were rather common, and

small ’gator steak tastes like fish, a mix-

ture of halibut and scallops. As a food

article ’gator is fish, and not half bad at

that. As a game bird, he is a pink dia-

mpnd shining with mysterious light in a

magic beam that cuts fairy swathes of

light in a semi-tropic swamp of wonder-

ful beauty. As a tourist’s sight, he is a

log lying in the mud and sunlight. But
if you ever chance to get him on a fishing

line, as one of our crowd did, then he is

the most interesting cuss you ever han-

dled in a small tippy boat.

All things considered—shining by
night is a fairy experience, not so

much, in fact, not at all, for the

dead bag, but for the mystery and loveli-

ness of the night and forest and stream.

Many such days and nights we had

around the camp. Vividly as I sit think-

ing, the scenes come before me. Yet
when on the last day I came out on a

hand car, in a twenty-mile race w'ith our

first rainstorm since the freeze-out, it

seemed again a dream somehow come
true. And when after two nights in the

sleeper, I dropped off at the home place

and waded knee deep in snow, I remem-
bered the sendoff and smiled. For we
started out in a snoring Winter gale, and
came back in one. But between those

two storms lay an enchanted month
among the palms and orange groves, with
the whirr of quail wings, the song of

mocking birds, the “quit, quit” of turkeys,

the bellow of ’gators, and the spitting fire

from the ’coon’s eyes. And as I sit with
old Lem dreaming beside me while I

write this—I register a determination
that come what may, I must have another
month some time among the palm and
orange groves ofHvild Florida.

Send us accounts of your hunting and
fishing experiences. We can use them.
Our Lettters, Questions and Answers
pages are open to all.

Riglit">from-tlie-Start Sliootmg
No otker sport compares witk sKooting in its prompt

and unforgetful reward of a rigkt start in it.

Xke koy wko learns to skoot rigkt immediately ke-

gins to see kis possikilities, to realize tke tremendous

advantage ke kas over tke kandicapped skooter ke

always would kave keen kad ke learned wrong.

Recognition of tke importance of R.ight-irova.-tke-

Start skooting is tke foundation of Remington UMG
service.

for Shooting Right

Your toys interest in firearms tinges on kis amtition to develop into

an all-round man.

Start tim off rigkt in tis skooting tkere is no premium to pay and
muck for kim to gain.

He will tkank you all tis days for putting tim on tte patk to distinc-

tion—for steering kim clear of tkose elusively tenacious kad kakits in tke

swift and necessarily sukconscious kandkng of a gun wLick plague so

many skooters wko got tke wrong start.

Our Service Department will introduce kim to R/pAt-from-tke-Start
skooting, and pass kim along to tke National Rifle Association qualified

to try for tke O'fficial decoration for Junior T^arksman.
Tkis IS tke only official decoration of its kind. It is autkorized ky tke

U. S. Government.

As ke learns tke value of rigkt metkods, we kelieve ke likewise will

learn to appreciate rigkt equipment, and settle down as one more of tke

many tkousands wko prefer Remington UMC.
Boys— ^^rite at once for tke Four Free Remington Rfght-irom^
tke-Start Booklets on Skooting, and mention this advertisement

'TJie Remington Arms Union kdetallic Cartridge Company, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the ^X^orld

WoolwortK Building New York
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GUNS
Fishing Tackle

Send for Catalog 77

Showing Fall and Winter Sporting Goods

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 and 304 BROADWAY NEW YORK

I

The last word on the subject and the supreme American authority

The AMERICAN RIFLE
By Lieut. Colonel Townsend Whelen

I
definitive work by the supreme Ameri-
can authority on the subject, the only

work on its subject in existence, on the

^ American rifle in all its phases : histor-

ical, ballistic, design, operation, practical

use, etc. Written from the civilian, not the mili-

tary, standpoint, and in a clear, untechnical style,

the book is pre-eminently practical and is designed

to give the reader every scrap of available in-

formation on the subject of the selection and use

of the rifle.

The work is most complete. It opens with a

history of the rifle and its development in Amer-
ica. Then follows a chapter on the A B C of

Ballistics, which is written for the beginner, and
a chapter on the nomenclature and classification

of American arms. By a reading of these two
chapters the beginner is prepared to understand
and appreciate the remainder of Part I, which is

devoted to the semi-technical subjects of rifle

design, construction, etc. The aim in this portion

of the work is to make the subject simple and
practical.

Part II of the work is devoted to practical rifle

shooting. It is a handbook for the rifleman, by
following which he can quickly become skilled in

the use of his favorite weapon. The system given

is that used by all successful riflemen in America.
‘The American Rifle” is a lifework which has

been steadih- tinder consideration for the last

fifteen years. It is a work for every sportsman’s
library and it will find a wide public also among
military men and civilians generally. The book
has over 300 illustrations from photographs and
diagrams.

Royal £00, 637 pages. Illustrated

At bookstores or from the publishers

THE CENTURY CO.
353 Fourth Avenue New York City

RIFLEMEN!!!
Do you use a hunting or

target rifle? Does your rifle

club shoot with the Krag or

Springfield rifle? Are you in-

terested in reloading ammuni-
tion, and do you wish to get

the very best ballistic results

from youf arm? Do you wish

to know the best rifle for each

particular kind of shooting? Do
you wish to know just exactly

what has been accomplished

with your favorite arm, and

exactly what you can e.xpect

from it in killing power, ac-

curacy, reduced loads, and ac-

curacy life? The American
Rifle zvill tell yon all about

these and many other matters

in a correct, truthful and prac-

tical zvay.

Price $5.00

1

Free Information on How to do Tanning
W. W. WEAVER

CUSTOM TANNER AND DRESSER OF FURS
READING, MICHIGAN.

MANIKIN FORMS, Easy Methods to mount deer
heads Natural to Life, Wall Mounts, Very Light,

Open Mouth Heads for Rugs.

Papier Knche Specialties Co.,

Reading, Michigan.

j A HOLIDAY HUNT FOR
A TURKEY DINNER

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13)

we came to a long line of this scrub and
turned to avoid it. We had passed all

of the numerous signs of the turkeys

and had been saying that probably the

bunch must have made off towards the

river, perhaps crossed to the other side,

as they frequently do when alarmed,
when we saw a flutter at the point of

a narrow bunch of palmettos about thirty

yards ahead of us. Tom ran directly

in and attempted to force through the
thick, leafy growth while I ran out to

get a better view below the point just

in time to see a single turkey rise and
go off up through the pines. A great
live-oak sent out wide spreading
branches just in front of him and long
gray moss was swaying in most grace-
ful festoons from above. What was
more in evidence just then to my eyes

was a glorious big bird getting away
at a fearful rate and into mighty thick

cover up among the tree-tops. The right

barrel spoke as he swung into the oak
top and while I knew I had it on him,
as I pulled, too much bark flew from
the oak limb to feel very sure of seeing

the bird come down. I wondered why
Tom had not shot for he was rather
closer to the bird than I was, but it

transpired that as he went into the

palmetto patch he became tangled in a

heavy bamboo briar and was out of the
chase for the time being.

Gazing very longingly at the bird

as he came out past the big oak
limb and pendant moss I thought

there was still a chance for me before
he closed from sight in the thicker tree

tops. Just a narrow opening showed
and he was headed right for it.

Of course it wasn’t two seconds, but
it seemed much longer until I knew he
would show up in that opening; and
while it was a long shot, the left was
full choked and he had some of the 4’s

in his neck and head in time to stop

his course before he got clear of that

live-oak.

It seems almost incredible how such
a heavy body can acquire such speed
in so short a time with wings of such
shape. There is no sudden whir-r-r-r

of wings when the bird arises, as in the

case of quail and grouse, and seemingly
only a little tremor or fluttering as

they go off; but they are no laggard,
as will be found when it comes to stop-

ping them in full flight.

This one proved to be an old gobbler,

a beautiful specimen and in prime order.

Of course he was not of the company
we had hunted earlier in the day, for

during the winter sdason the gobblers

are found singly or in small flocks—some-
times two or three together.

We found a few places where this one

had been scratching near where we first

saw him and he must have been hungry
for his supper to have permitted so close

an approach. Rarely indeed is one taken
unawares on the ground except in late

winter and early spring when thej' are
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gobblin}?, and even then it takes a most
skillful hunter to get within shot after

they have flown down from their night’s

roosting place. Far easier is it to walk
on an old fellow just before sun-up as

he sends forth his far-sounding love notes

from a pine limb knowing that the mem-
bers of his harem are within hearing of

his mellowed call. Here his mind may
be so fully occupied with conjugal affairs

that for the time he may neglect things
more earthy and so fall an easy victim.

HUNTING
COMPANIONS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12)

the lazy Ohio hills.

“Yes, they are the real bluegill, with a
flavor unlike and different from other

bluegills,” agreed Pardner.
“The others are nice fish, though. Do

you remember that big bluegill fry we
had over in Canada when we camped in

a pup tent on the Teal Bay Sandbar?
That was a three day fish fry for you.”
“How about the six days of fried

muskellunge and bass, up in the Kawar-
thas, in that same pup tent?”

“Well,” said Pardner, “a beef steak
begins to taste mighty good after fish for
six days.”

Whereat I remembered the story of

Captain Vreeland as he told it to me
down in Florida. I quote the Captain:
“There used to be an old fellow here

that ran a tourist’s boarding house. He
would agree to keep his guests for two
weeks, but no longer. However willing

to stay they were, the old man would
make them pay up and go at the end
of two weeks.

“ ‘But we want to stay longer than two
weeks,’ chorused one party, ‘why must
we go before we are ready?’
“Whereat the old man explained as

follows: ‘All we feed guests here is fish

and canned stuff. Now, most people can
stand that for a week. Some of them
can stand it two weeks, but any man
who can stand it to eat fish for over two
weeks, is a damn hog and I won’t have
him around.’ ”

A BOOK OF ADVENTURES
yi^RITTEN by a sportsman for sports-^ men and sportsmen’s sons is “Tom
and I on the Old Plantation,” a new book
by Archibald Rutledge, whose literary
gift and deep understanding of outdoor
life have made him well known to the
readers of Forest and Stream.
The book is a series of incidents relat-

ing to the life of two half-grown boys
at their father’s home in South Carolina,
told with the keen insight of an experi-
enced sportsman and softened by the
glamor of loving memory. It tells how
their natural instinct of the chase was
developed and perfected into a true sense
of fain play by the intelligent direction
of a father who held the highest tradi-
tions of sportsmanship.

It is not in any way a book for boys
only, for it appeals to the boy that lies
near the surface in every outdoorsman.
It can be obtained from the Book Depart-
ment of Forest and Stream at the pub-
lishers’ price, $1.35 in cloth binding.

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
are so cool and yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. Tliese pillows tmve

removable wash covers and are SANITARY—
VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when deflated can be carried in your

pocket The only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 16—$2.25. 16 x 21—$2.75, 17

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A.

Satisfaction is guaraJiteed or money refunded.

Catalog Free.

“METROPOl ITAN AIR GOODS’*
ESTABLISHED 1891

Made Only By

Athol Manufacuuring Co., Athol, Mass.

And let us do your head mounting, rug,
robe, coat, and glove making. You never
lose anything and generally gain by dealing
direct with headquarters.
We tan deer skins with hair on for rugs,

or trophies, or dress them into buckskin
glove leather. Bear, dog, calf, cow, horse
or any other kind of hide or skin tanned
with the hair or fur on. and finished soft,

light, odorless, and made up into rugs,
gloves, caps, men’s and women’s garments
when so ordered.

Get our illustrated catalog which gives
prices of tanning, taxidermy and head
mounting. Also prices of fur goods and
big mounted game heads we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated

Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S NEWFOUNDLAND

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
Is a monthly magazine, crammed full of
Hunting^ Fishing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game laws, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. National
Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a gun cluh, how toi build a rifle range.

^
No book or set of books you can buy will

give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year’s subscription to the National Sports-
man. Special information furnished to subscrib-
ers at all times, Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown

above, are reproduced on heavy art paper, size

9 X 12. in strikingly attractive colors, from
original oil paintings by well-known artists.

They make appropriate and pleasing decora-
tions for the den, camp, or club-room of any
man who likes to hunt or fish. Price of pic-

tures alone 25c. We will send you this set

of pictures, FREE OF CHARGE, on receipt
of $1.00 for a year’s subscription to the Na-
tional Sportsman Magazine.

: ORDER BLANK
: National Sportsman Magazine, 220 Colura-
; bus Ave., Boston, Mass.:
r Enclosed find $1.00 for a year’s sub-
: scription to the National Sportsman, and
: the set of 8 outdoor pictures.

: Name
: Address
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Photograph taken from Caproni Trlplane

showing Hotel Chamberlinand_^__^ ’

The Show Place for

Aviation in America—
is Langley Field, but a few miles from the Hotel
Chamberlin. This famous hotel—one of the finest

resort hotels in the Western Hemisphere—looks out
upon Hampton Roads and the New Naval Training
Base, and has Fortress Monroe with its various mili-

tary activities for its nextdoor neighbor.

Imagine the delightful social life at this great center
of Military, Naval and Aerial Activity. There are
superb opportunities for motoring, tennis, sea bathing
the year round and golf on the Hotel’s own eighteen-
hole course.

Every Bath and Treatment given at European Spas is

duplicated by the Medicinal Bath Department.

Don’t forget how close at hand Old Point Comfort
really is—fare much less than to the far south resorts.

Send for Booklet, “Golf” with Colored Aeroplane
Map of the Golf Course and other illustrated booklets.
Address

:

George F. Adams,
Fortress Monroe,

Manager
Virginia

New York Offices: Bertha Ruffner Hotel Bureau, McAlpin Hotel
Cook’s Tours or ’*Ask Mr. Foster** at any of his offices

Don’t Wear a Truss
• ROOKS’ APPLI-
ANCE, the modern

scientific invention, the
wonderful new discovery
that relieves rupture will

be sent on trial. No ob-
noxious springs or pads.
Has Automatic Air Cush-
ions. Binds and draws
the broken parts together
as you would a broken
limb. No salves. No
lies. Durable, cheap.
Sent on trial to prove
it. Protected by U. S.

Patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed
free. Send name and
address today.

C. E. BROOKS, 185 State Street, Marshall, Mich.

Catch Fish,
I

Eels, Mink, Muskrats aud
other fur-bearing animals

I in large numbers, with the
New, Folding, Galvanized STEEL WIRE TRAP*
Catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes.*Wrlte for price list, and free booklet on
• 2? known for attracting all kinds of flsh.
J*F*Gre^ory» 3319 Oregon Ave«, SuLoaU.Ho

Would Not Part
u1thitfor$10,000’
writes an enthusiastic, grateful cus-
tomer. “Worthmorethanafarm,”says
another. So testify over 100,000 Men
andWomen who have worn it.

The Natural Body Brace
Develops erect, graceful figure. Brings
comfort, health, strength and pep.

MAKES^YOU FEEL GOOD AND LOOK GOOD
Replaces and supports misplaced internal organs;
reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens shoulders;
relieves backache, curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, etc.,
in both .exes. Writs today tor illustrated booklet, meas-
urement blank and our very liberal free trial proposition.
HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural fiody Brace Co.

323 Bash Bl^., Salina, Kan. ^

Al.Ibss Pork Rind Miniio)^

Oriental Wiqgler $12?
Little Egypt Wiggler 75V

forkRind Strips 3yja r.
^

THE FIRST REQUISITE
OF THE ANGLER

(continued from PAGE 21)

New Jersey coast have been a result of

this bait. It has one special merit:

When going on an extended trip where
there is the possibility of other baits-

becoming hard to procure, a pailful of

this, cleaned and salted, will often prove
of the utmost value, as it becomes quite

firm in brine, and will keep indefinitely.

Channel bass take it freely as well as
almost every other species of fish.

Shrimps

I

T would not be proper to pass by with-

out mention this valuable subject. Its

merits are well known to all bay and
river fishermen, but to the surf caster

it is of no value as it will not remain
on the hook. On making the cast the

energy put into the cast always whips
away this soft specimen and is never

considered in this category. Mussels

too are fair bait under certain cpndL
tions, still much the same is to be said

of them.

IT PAYS TO TRAP
WHAT buyers who attended say was

the largest fur sale the world has

ever known, both as to quantity of furs

sold and the financial results was held

in St. Louis during October.

In the six days it lasted sales totaled

$6,004,000, or an average of more than

$1,000,000 daily. In addition, transac-

tions among the buyers totaled more
than $2,000,000 and it is estimated that

more than $10,000,000 was involved in

the week’s trading.

Sixty-four kinds of fur- known to deal-

ers from every part of the world, were
listed in the 350 page catalogue of the

sale. They comprised more than 3,500,-

000 pelts, divided into 110,000 lots for

the convenience of buyers. Every state

in the Union, every province in Canada,
and twenty-five foreign countries con-

tributed to the catalogue. Each pelt had
to be checked, entered, graded and cat-

alogued. St. Louis gradings and lottings;

are quoted and accepted as standard

j

wherever furs are bought and sold.

The demand for all kinds of furs was
unprecedented during the entire week, a
demand that was voiced by dealers from
all parts of the world and from every
class of trade and many varieties sold

for record prices. Muskrat, a fur that

sold a few years ago for a few cents

a pelt, sold as high as $2.25, while a
record price of $11 for skunk was
reached. Another fur that sold higher
than ever before was lynx, the record

skin bringing $85. It was later sold for

^the benefit of the Red Cross and brought
$1250. Fisher sold as high as $102 and
marten at a top price of $81.

Buyers and brokers say the record

prices made in all but two or three of

the furs may not stand long. They look

for prices to increase rather than to

diminish. The opportunity for the small
trapper to make considerable money was
never better than at the present time.
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ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

SMAXE-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in youpg srnall-

mouth black bass commercially in the United

States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-

Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry VV.

Beeman, New Preston, Conn.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—COMPLETE TAXIDERMY OUT-
fit. .25 Stevens. Bargain. S. Fryer, Vandergrift
Heights, Pa.

FOR SALE—HUNTING AND FISHING LEASE
in the Province of Quebec, 28 square miles, three

good trout lakes, good cabin boats, cooking uten-

sils, blankets, etc., annual rental $100 per year.

Box 935. Pembroke, Ont.

GUNS & AMMUNITIONS

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF
old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison .\ve.. New York City.

TWENTY-TWO AUTOMATIC RIFLE. THIR-
ty-two Smith & Wesson six-inch barrel, blue steel.

Boaz brood bitch. Seventeen Jewel Elgin watch
for Twenty pump gun or steel duck boat. W. W.
Warfield. Clarksville. Tennessee.

irtfNTING KNIVES

A SHARP HUNTING KNIFE IS HARD TO
find, but listen, one that will ST.'\Y SHARP is a

prize. We make a hunting knife that is SHARP
and will stay sharp. Your money back if not
satisfied. Write for circular. Old File Cutlery
Co., Havana. III.

LIVE STOCK

ANGORA KITTENS—Handsomest in Maine.
$.3 each. John Ranlett, Rockland, Me.

FOR SALE—GREY SQUIRRELS $1.50 EACH;
Chipmunks $1.00; Coons, $5.00. W. S. Hodgen,
Campbellsville, Ky.

FOR SALE RABBITS, RATS, CAVIES- CA-
naries, ferrets, pigeons, etc.; pets and animals
bought, sold and exchanged; write me; inclose
stamp. H. Edward Powers, Walton, Ky.
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FOR SALE—SILVER BLACK, PATCH, AND
Red Foxes. T. R. I.yons, Waterville, N. S.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

FOXES—PAIR GUARANTEED, AND PROVEN
breeders, two litters. Male high-grade silver, cross

female; price $350, and others. Polar Star Silver

Fox Co., Townsend, Del.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME. I

furnish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2 each, and buy all you raise at 30 to 00
cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents for

complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. Frank E.

Cross, 6433 Ridge, St. Louis, Mo.

WILD DUCKS, DECOYS, BREEDERS. CALL-
ers. Gray Mallard, $3.50 pair; $2 each extra hen.
English callers, $7 pair; pairs only; extra drakes.
E. Breman Co., Danville, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS

ALL KINDS SAFETY RAZOR BLADES
sharpened. Better than new. 35^ a dozen. All
work guaranteed. Prompt attention given. Flack
& Company, South Bend, Indiana.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de-
tails Free. Press Syndicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo.

GOES’ LIQUID POISON CAPSULES KILL
animals on spot. Goes’ Luring Bait attracts them.
Thirteenth season in market. Free circulars
when mentioned this paper. Edmund Goes, Mil-
waukee, Wis.. Station C.

^

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal. Mo.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. CASH
or royalty. A^am Fisher Mfg. Co., 195A, St.

Louis. Mo
PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS

BEAUTIFUL 8 x 10 ENLARGEMENT MADE
of your favorite dog from small photo or film.

Send 50d P. O. Order to J. McGurk, 1015 Gratiot
Avenue. Detroit. Michigan.

PHOTO FINISHING

MAIL US 15c. "WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15if for 6 prints; 8x10 mounted
enlargements, 35^; prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co.. 220 Bell Ave.. Roanoke,
Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN. $5.00 MONTHLY: SEVEN
acres fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North Fifth,
Kansas City, Kans.

160 ACRES FINE RANCH PROPOSITION,
terms—Also Fish Farm, Black Bass. Frank Spaf-
ford. Shell Lake, Wis.

CALIFORNIA ATTRACTIVE 6 ROOM BUNGA-
low in mountains; 4 miles from steam and electric
lines; 60 miles from San Francisco; auto roads.
Climate perfect, 300 acres, part cultivated, good
timber; soil will produce anything; perfect water
system. Big money in prunes; ideal conditions for
turkeys. Salmon and mountain trout in season;
fine hunting. Large living room with open fire-
place. Interior very attractive; bathroom, two
toilets, sanitary conditions perfect. Stone cellar,
large barn and out buildings. School on grounds,
$8,500. Terms. Margaret Haager, Oakville, Napa
Co., Cal.

SITUATION WANTED

GENTLEMAN — EXPERT, AMATEUR
sportsman, fisherman, outside games. Woodcraft
&c., desires situation as private secretary or com-
panion. Can do nearly anything. Correspondence
solicited. Secretary, P. Q. Box, 392, Halifax. N.S.

KENNEL MART
MISCELLANEOUS

AIREDALES, COLLIES, BULL AND IRISH
terrier pups, poodles, etc., $10,00 and $15.00. Large
stock, quick sales, small profits. Consult me before
buying elsewhere. Leo Smith, 309 Barrow St.,
Jersey City, New Jersey.

FOR SALE—ENGLISH BULL TERRIOR DOGS,
six months old, out of Queen “Bess” of the
Quivere Kennel breed, and sired by Haymarket
Borden, one of the famous Haymarket Terriers.
If interested in something good, write me. J. C.
Daum, Nortonville, Kansas.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
111 .

MANGE CURE, LIQUID SULPHUR, CURES
mange on all animals. Simple to make and easy
to use. Formula, $1.00. Fink, 4153 Wyoming,
St. Louis. Mo.

MANGE. ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Ark.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^. stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Ky.

^>UG DOG—FAWN. TWENTY MONTHS OLD;
imported stock; perfect beauty; unusually bright.
Price $50. Mrs. Geddes, 19 Vassar Street, Wor-
cester, Mass.

BIXTY-MINU’rE WORM REMEDY FOR
Dogs—A vegetable compound administered with
food. Harmless. Results guaranteed. Prepaid,
8 doses 50c.; 18, $1.00; 50, $2.00; lOO, $3.50.
Chemical Products Co., Box 1523, Minneapolis,
Minn.

TRAINED BEAGLES, RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox-hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, dogs, setters,

pointers, pet, farm dogs, ferrets, guinea pigs, fancy
pigeons, rats, mice, list free. Violet Hill Kennels,
Route 2, York, Pa.

SPANIELS

COCKER, SPANIELS, HIGHEST QUALI’TY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive

auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

54 size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Mo.

INDIAN BASKETS—WHOLESALE AND RE-
tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cali-

fornia.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS START EASY IN COLD WEATHER
with our new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gal-

lon. Use cheapest gasoline or half kerosene.

Increased power. Styles for any motor. Very

slow on high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to

agents. Money Back Guarantee. 30 days’ trial.

Air Friction Carburetor Co., 550 Madison, Day-

ton, Ohio.

business opportunities

MAKE DIE-CASTINGS, SKETCH, SAMPLE,
Booklet and Proposition 12^. R. Byrd, Bo

227, Erie, Pa.

BUTTERFLIES

WANTED—NAME AND ADDRESS IN ANY
country outside of United States of person to

collect butterflies for me. Will trade one pair

of $9 Ground Gripper shoes for 100 specraens.

No duplicates in lot. W'ritc at once. E. W.
Burt, 32 West St., Boston, Mass.

II Every month thousands of ||

II Sportsmen, some of them in the ||

II towns, some on the farms, and ||

II others at the end of “blazed ||

II trails” read FOREST AND ||

II STREAM. They are men after ||

II your own heart, they like the ||

II things you like, and most of ||

II them are ready to buy, or sell ||

II or trade, guns, rifles, rods, reels, ||

II telescopes, cameras and other ||

II things that Sportsmen use. ||

II A nominal charge of five ( 5 ) ||

|| cents a word will carry your ||

|l message to our army of readers. ||

mimiitmiiiMiiiiumnNiiiiiiimiimimiMiiiiiminiiiimiiiiiimimiiiimiiiiiimminiiiK

LIVE STOCK

FOR SALE—SILVER BLACK FOXES OF
pure strain, guaranteed. S. E. Cannon, Sum-
merside. Route No. 1, P. E. Island.

PEDIGREED NEW ZEALANDS, BELGIANS.
Flemish Giants and Utility Rabbits. Fine Heal-

thy Stock. Forest City Babbitry, 1810 W. State

St., Rockford, 111.
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Central Parli West—
74th and 75th

Streets

Overlooking Central Park’s most pictur-

esque lake

Especially attractive during the Fall

and Winter months. Appeals to fathers,

mothers and children.

Rooms and bath— $2.50 upwards.

Parlor, bedroom and bath— $4.00 per day and upwards.

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.
Please Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Ownership Management— Edmund M. Brennan.

BiiiMiiiiiimuiiiinnimnmimminiiiiimmmimiii

E L.EEDS COMPANY^ |
EimiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniuiiiiiiimmimiiiiiiminiMiimimiiimiimiiiiiilia

Fish For Uncle Sam Contest
The complete story of Forest & Stream’s
*‘Fish For Uncle Sam” prize contest,

together with announcement of prize-

winners, will be published in our next
issue.

FOREST & STREAM :: {Publishers)

HOW TO USE BAITS
IN TRAPPING

(continued from page 19 )

feeding the fur bearers months before

a set is made. When this is done, the

animals get used to coming to the places

for what they want to eat and in a way,
seem less shy of man and human odor.

Consequently, when traps are located,

good catches can be expected.

There is no bait to compare with that
made by taking the generative glands
of the animals—both male and female
may be employed, but the latter is pref-
erable—and squeezing the contents into

alcohol. But a small quantity of the pre-

servative is needed. While the attractor
is best when the sacs are obtained dur-
ing the mating season, they can be used
nicely other times as well. The glands
from the mink can be made into bait for
the mink; those from the muskrat for
the muskrat. I do not mean that other
animals will take no notice of a differ-

ent kind of odor from their own, but as

a rule, it is best to have a single decoy
for each.

Crows, hawks and jays, are worth-
less as attractors for the smaller animals.

It seems to matter little whether they
are plucked or not. Even the skunk and
civet avoid them unless very hungry.
Meat which has frozen and thawed

several times, loses its power to draw
fur bearers, especially the smaller ones.

So far as possible, decoys should be kept

fresh. It is not necessary, however, to

change them each morning, but after

they have been left for a week or ten

days, fresh baits are recommended. In

placing these, it is well to note care-

fully the signs which may be nearby.
Perhaps the set itself ought to be moved
to a different location. The observing
pelt hunter can tell by the tracks and
other indications.

T he one who uses lures, either na-
tural or artificial, must keep con-

stantly experimenting. What is

good for one animal in a place, might
not be in another only a short distance

away. Again, in the fall of the year
a carrot could be best for muskrat; two
months later in the same place a potato.

So far as possible, one must employ com-
mon sense in his selection of attractors.

For instance, if raccoon have access to
fields of corn the best results could not
be expected with it for a bait.

Not only is it an art to know when
to use a decoy and what to employ, but
how to arrange it. To illustrate, it is

not necessary to have a piece of musk-
rat flesh staked along a slide for mink.
The meat will cause tbem to be suspici-

ous and in a place where fur could be
expected, no catches made. In the case
just mentioned, the draw was of the

right kind but unnecessary.

Another illustration comes to my mind
which serves to show that for the more
cunning animals at least, great care
ought to be observed in having the at-

tractor appear natural as to location.

Suppose the trapper is after raccoon and
has made up his mind to conceal a set
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I
near a small log extending into shallow

I water. The beginner would be apt to

I
put a fish on top of the log, but the ex-

perienced pelt hupter would arrange the

bait with sticks so it appeared it washed
there, ready to feed the animal. Details

must not be slighted if one expects big

pay for the time spent on his line.

When arranging meat lures for mink,

it is best to have it above the water. If

craw-fish are selected, anchor them
I
among stones in riffles where the fur

bearers naturally expect to find them.

When the head of a rabbit is employed
for weasel, place it so as to give a lifelike

appearance.
Never leave boot marks around traps.

Eradicate them so far as possible. For
mink and raccoon, human smell may be

destroyed by dashing water over that
I with which the hands have come in con-

tact. However, remember if a scent is

used, it must be placed last of all, otber-

: wise one will wash it away.
Rain affects most of the artificial baits.

A heavy downpour will cause even the

I

best to be worthless, for the odor van-
ishes. Let me add, too, an injunction

^ never to pour such decoys on the ground.
A twig dipped in the mixture is ideal.

S
OME trappers skin the animals they
catch while covering their line. This
saves them carrying the heavy and

in many cases, soaked carcasses. How-
ever, when this is done, never leave them
for the others to feed on, for if this is

done, baits will not prove as effective as
they otherwise would. Once in a while,

I however, it is a good idea to locate small
' bits of flesh at promising spots to see

whether they are disturbed or not. In
case they are, likely places for sets can
frequently be had.
The young pelt hunter often does not

stop to consider that meat too near houses
may draw dogs and cats instead of fur
bearers. Again, crows and hawks fre-

quently molest flesh when it can be plain-

ly seen. It is best to cover such attrac-
tors lightly with brush or weeds. When
this is done there is less chance of it

being stolen.

UNLAWFUL TO KILL THESE BIRDS

T he Federal migratory bird treaty
act regulations prohibit throughout

the United States the killing at any time
of the following birds:

Band-tailed pigeon
; common ground

doves and scaled doves; little brown,
sandhill, and whooping cranes; wood
duck, swans; curlews, willet, upland
plover, and all shore birds (except the
black-bellied and golden ployers, Wilson
snipe or jacksnipe, woodcock, and the
greater and lesser yellowlegs)

; bobolinks,
catbirds, chicadees, cuckoos, flickers, fly-

catchers, grossbeaks, humming birds,
kinglets, martins, meadow larks, night-
hawks or bull-bats, nuthatches, orioles,
robins, shrikes, swallows, swifts, tana-
gers, titmice, thrushes, vireos, warblers,
waxwings, whip-poor-wills, woodpeckers,
and wrens, and all other perching birds
which feed entirely or chiefly on insects;
and also auks, auklets, bitterns, fulmars,
gannets, grebes, guillemots, gulls, herons,
jaegers, loons, murres, petrels, puffins,

shearwaters, and terns.

The publishers of Forest and Stream
desire to inform the public that it is

impossible for them to assume re-

sponsibility for satisfactory transac-
tions between buyers and sellers brought
in contact through these columns.
This applies particularly to dogs and

live stock. In transactions between
strangers, the purchase price in the
form of a draft, money order or cer-

tified check payable to the seller should
be deposited with some disinterested

third person or with this office with
the understanding that it is not to be
transferred until the dog or other
article that is the subject of negotia-

tion has been received and upon ex-

amination found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

AIREDALES OF QUALITY: TWO MALES,
two females. XVhelped -August 2nd, 1918 by
Champion Normanton Tipit, out of Morna of

Cralan, both sire and dam being by International

Champion Tinturn Tip Top. Large husky in-

dividuals, the kind you are looking for. Avo-
court Kennels, Lock Box 75. Newton. N. J.

FOR SALE—PEDIGREED FEMALE AIRE-
dale terrier, born July 27, 1916, $15. Edward Eg-
genberger, Greeley, Pa.

WASHOE AIREDALES HAVE A NATIONAL
reputation for gameness, intelligence, and high

standard of appearance. Puppies rich in the

blood of champions, guaranteed workers, and out

of the foundation stock of our kennels, now for

sale. Washoe Kennels, Anaconda, Mont.

WASHOE AIREDALES—SPECIAL OFFERS—
Two bitches in whelp, one of them imported, vet-
eran hunters and real airedales, $50 and $35, wortli

double. -Also three open bitches that have made
"airedale history at $25 to $40. Am cutting down.
Washoe Kennels. Anaconda. iMont.

BEAGLES

BEAGLES PUPPIES, WINNERS AND
trained dogs; $5.00 to $15.00. Seven days trial.

M. W. Baublitz, Seven A’alleys, Pa.

COLLIES

THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN
this country for their age sent on approval.
Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, la.

GUN DOGS

CHESAPEAKE PUPPIES — NATURAL RE-
trievers—Whelped from the best retrieving stock.

Fine Specimens, (eligible). Barron & Orr, Box 17,
Mason City, Iowa.

FOR SALE—ENGLISH SETTER, TWO YEARS
old. Thoroughly broken on quail and pheasants.
Price $100. I Emery Ranck, Lancaster, Pa.

LLEWELLIN, ENGLISH, IRISH SETTER
pups and trained do-gs, also Irish Water Spaniels,
Chesapeake Bay Retriever, Pointers both in pups
and trained dogs. Inclose stamps for price lists.

Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa.

HOUNDS

BOYS—I HAVE A TEAM OF REAL COON-
hounds. Will train your dog with them and
guarantee satisfaction for $20. Avery Hollis, New
Light, La.

COON—FOX—RABBIT HOUNDS—SETTERS
and Pointers—big game hounds. Price list

Jas. H. Grisham’s Kennels, Wheeler, Jliss.

SALE OR EXCHANGE—FOX HOUNDS, 6
months. Fox Terrier bitches, 20 months. What
have you? Stamp. Geo. Inskeep, Promise City,
Iowa.

SOUTHERN FARM COON HOUND KENNELS,
Class .A. .A. dog for sale, $10. Edward G. Faile,

White Plains, N. Y.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers Crackerjack Rabbit Hounds. Ten
days trial at fifteen. Dogs just beginning to trail

at $9. Also choice coon, skunk and oppossum
hounds.

THE

ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF

SPORT
Four Mag-nificent 7^/^" x 10*4" Volumes

Each Weig-hing' Over Four Founds
Twenty-nine Exquisite Plates (5" x 8") in Color

More Than Eighteen Hundred Illustrations

Every Branch of Sport or Pastime Comprehen-
sively Covered by Expert Authorities.

Printed on Fine Quality of Book Paper
Handsomely Bound in Cloth or Leather

Only Twenty Sets Available

Unquestionably the greatest work on the subject
of sport, pastime, recreatire life, and natural his-
tory ever published.

Tliis work goes beyond mere description of indi-
vidual subjects. It tells the angler all about fish

and fishing. It covers every species of fish from
trcut to whale. It describes every form of equip-
ment—It tells the hunter everything pertaining to
guncraft. woodcraft, dogs, camping and equipment
in addition to haunts and habits of big and little

game.—It tells how to manage a canoe and how
to build one,—It tells the photographer everj'thing
that is knowm about his camera.—It describes
everything fully and completely that may con-
tribute to a proper realization of the joys and
pleasures derived from every known sport or
pastime.

The following titles suggest the scope of treatment
recorded in this wonderful work. If the particu-
lar form of sport or recreation that you personally
enjoy is not included. in the list given, it is in-
clude<l in this great’ encyclopedia of sport, as
notliing has been overlooked.

Aeronautics. Ammunition. Angling. Archery, Ath-
letics. Automobilism. Base Ball. Big Game. Bil-
liards, Broad Swords. Camping, Canoes, and Ca-
noeing. Cave Exploration, Coursing. Cricket, Cro-
quet. Curling. Decoys. Deerstalking. Dogs, Driving,
Foot Ball. Game Laws. Golf. Guns, Hockey. Hunt-
ing. Lacrosse. Lawn Tennis, Military Sports. Moun-
taineering. Obsolete Sport. Polo. Racing, Rackets.
Rowing, School Games. S«a Fishing, Shooting.
Skating. Swimming. Steeple Chasing. Tennis. Vet-
erinary Work and Yachting.

There are only twenty sets of THE EN’CTCI.O-
PEDIA OP SPORT available. These won't last

long. The price for a complete set of four vol-

umes bound in cloth is $20.00—bound in leather
with full gilt edge and stamping $25.00. Price
includes delivery to any point in the United States
or Canada. Tour money back if the supply Is

exhaust^.

Send in your order now. Possession of a set of
these books places within your reach what is

positively the greatest work of its kind ever pub-
lished.

FOREST & STREAM,
,

Book Dept., 9 40(h St., New York City
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Fullest Pleasure from
Your Boating

Convert your
r o w-b oat or
canoe into a
power- boat!
Send for this

book. It tells

you how. And
it bristles with
valuable e n -

gine informa-
tion, too.

Inboard Outboard

Portable, easily-
attachable, L - A
outboard engines
afford the joys of
motor boating at
little cost. A gen-
erous JO Da^'s’ Trial
lets you try out
L-A Engines at our
expense.

LOCKWOOD-ASH
MOTOR CO.

1911 Horton Ave.,
Jackson Mich.

Cfck~2io20HJt

Finest Ski Made
Own a Pair and Enjoy tlie

Glories of the Snow and ('ut

Down Doctors' Bills, \Vo>men

and Girls as well as Men and
Boys are enthusiastic Skiers.

In Norway and Sweden Ski-

ing is the sport of Kings and
Queens. Princes and Princesses

and in this country it is the

"King” of Wintej^ Sports.

Write for Interesting Catalog.

Northland Ski Mfg. Co., Ellis & Hampden Ave.

Russell's “Ike .
alton -

Study that cross-section-four
layers of leather between you S
and the trail give full protec- —
tion without extra weight of H
stiff sole- leather sole. The »
lightest boot ever made for hard W
service. Stands the gaff—and m
keeps your feet dry. Special

"
clirome waterproofed cow-hide, M
chocolate color, with sole piece ^

of wonderful Maple Pac hide ^
that outwears sole leather. ^Note our patent “Never W
Rip” watershed seams— ^

> stitches to lead water
in to your ^ ^
foot.

^ "

It's ihd boot for still hunters, bird hunters, hshermen
and all-around “hikers.” Made to your measure, any
height.

Write for Complete Catalogue —Free

W. C. RUSSELL MOCCASIN CO.
Berlin, Wis.

GOOD HUNTING AT
MODERATE COST

Newport Springs Camp Cottages, Newport, Fla.

Quail, wild turkey, deer, ducks and -geese in

abundance. Charming location on St. Marks river,

twenty miles from Tallahassee, near Gulf of Mex-
ico. Season Opens Nov 20th.

Sulphur swimming i)ool. Water beneficial for

rheumatism and indigestion. Ideal winter climate.

For particulars address Nathaniel Brewer, Jr.,

Newport. Florida.

From Patterns and printed
instructions. Save 3-8 cost.
Work Easy. Materials fur- •

njshed. Also finish coats.

Send for Catalogue Ph
and prices.

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat Co. 611 Perry St., Albion, Mich

AMERICAN GAME BIRDS
By Chester A. Reed

Is a book written especially for sportsmen as a concise guide

to the identification of game birds to be found in this country.

Over one hundred species of game birds are faithfully de-

picted by the colored pictures, and the text gives considerable

idea of their habits and tells where they are to be found at

different seasons of the year. These illustrations are repro-

duced from water-color paintings by the author, whose 'books

on birds and flowers have had the largest sale of any ever

published in this country. They are made by the best known
process by one of the very first engraving houses in the

country and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen

in any hook. The cover is a very attractive and unique one,

a reproduction of leather made from the back of a boa con-

strictor with set-in pictures of game birds. Price, 6o cents.

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.)

9 EAST 40th STREET NEW YORK CITY

!
AMENDMENTS TO
BIRD TREATY ACT
The United States Department of Ag-

riculture announces the promulga-
tion of amendments and additions to the

Migratory Bird Treaty Act Regulations.

Hereafter the open season for black-

bellied and golden plovers and greater
and lesser yellowlegs in Texas will be

from September 1 to December 15. An-
other change prescribes a daily bag limit

of 50 sora to a person in addition to the

bag limit of not to exceed 25 for other

rails, coots, and gallinules.

An amendment of Regulation No. 6 has
the effect of removing the limitation on
the number of birds that may be trans-
ported within a State during the Federal
open season. The export of migratory
game birds is limited to two days’ bag
limit during any one calendar week of

the Federal season. Persons must com-
ply with State laws further restricting

the shipment or transportation of migra-
tory birds.

An amendment to paragraph 2 of Reg-
ulation No. 8, which is of great interest

to breeders of game, permits migratory
water fowl raised in domestication to be
killed by shooting during the respective

open seasons for waterfowl, and the sale

thereof subject to State laws; but after

March 31, 1919, such waterfowl, killed

by shooting, can not be sold or purchased
unless each bird, before attaining the

age of 4 weeks, shall have had removed
from the web of one foot a portion there-

of in the form of a “V” large enough to

make a permanent well-defined mark,
which shall be sufficient to identify it as

a bird raised in domestication.

Another amendment provides that the

plumage and skins of migratory game
birds legally killed may be possessed and
transported without a Federal permit,

provision is also made for the issuance of

special permits authorizing taxidermists

to possess, buy, sell, and transport migra-

tory birds.

Two new regulations have been added.

Regulation No. 11 provides for the issu-

ance of permits authorizing persons to

sell migratory game birds lawfully killed^

and by them lawfully held in cold storage

on July 31, 1918. Such birds may be

sold under permit until March 31, 1919.

Another new regulation is as follows;

“Nothing in these regulations shall be

construed to permit the taking, posses-

sion, sale, purchase, or transportation of

migratory birds, their nests and eggs

contrary to the laws and regulations of

any State, Territory, or District made for

the purpose of giving further protection

to migratory birds, their nests, and eggs

when such laws and regulations are not

inconsistent with the convention between

the United States and Great Britain for

the protection of migratory birds con-

cluded August 16, 1916, or the migratory
bird treaty act, and do not extend the

open seasons for such birds beyond the

dates prescribed by these regulations.”

This regulation is a restatement of the

substance of section 7 of the migratory
bird treaty act, and is intended to remove
the confusion and uncertainty that ex-

ists in regard to the effect of the Fed-

eral law and regulations on State game
laws.
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DUCK SHOOTING ON THE BORDER
(continued from page 19)

a pleasure to see the dog tense all over,

his eyes shining, and his ears pricked

up as much as to say “Here they come,

let’s open the season right.” At the

crack of my double the dog lit twenty

feet from the bank, and proceeded to re-

trieve both ducks at once, which is rather

remarkable when you figure the size of

the sprig duck and the mouth of a Ches-

apeake. However, he seemed to under-

stand the exact procedure, because he

first picked up the whole body of the

first bird in his mouth and then tried to

pick up the other bird. Finding this

would not work, he dropped the first

bird, went over and picked up the sec-

ond bird and brought it over to where

the first bird had fallen. He then tried

to pick up both birds in his mouth, and

in his attempt tried to put the bodies

of both birds in his mouth at once with-

out success. He then dropped both birds

and looked at me in a wise sort of way,

and barked several times. I encouraged

him and all of a sudden he seemed to

get the idea for he picked up the head

of the first bird in his mouth and then

the other, and came trotting into the

blind as proud as could be, wagging his

tail and seeming toi say “It was a hard

proposition, but we figured it out.”

F or about an hour, my friend and I

kept the birds busy working back and

forth between our two ponds, and it was
very excellent shooting.

I have always said that the teal duck

is, next to the mud hen, the most fool-

ish of wild ducks that fly, and desiring

to prove this again to my entire satis-

faction, I permitted a flock of about ten

teal to alight in my decoys. I rose up
without firing, let them see me when
they were only about fifteen yards from
me. They immediately took to the air,

circling up to the far end of the pond
about one hundred yards when I took

cover, they circling the pond twice, and
lit back in the decoys about fifteen yards

from me. I jumped up again and fired

on them when they left, flew about a

mile, then turned around and came right

back to the decoys again, upon which I

fired dropping one. I just put this little

digression in to show the action of teal

ducks in the range country here. All

the other ducks are as wary in this sec-

tion as in other places with the possible

exception of the spoon bill who is more
or less wooden headed, like the teal.

As I said before, I quit shooting after

about an hour, having twelve ducks, and
wanting to get home for the evening.

My friend came back from thg big lake

with fourteen birds, and we started back
for Marfa, after having had a very en-

joyable shoot. It was enjoyable indeed

to me because it was the first opportu-

nity I had had to get out and do any
duck shooting in the last three years.

• There are plenty of birds in this sec-

tion now but not nearly as many as there

will be in November and December. We
passed four coveys of Mexican blue quail

on the road going in, each covey having

from twenty-five to fifty birds. We did

not disturb them as the season on them

is not yet open. Previous to this I had

seen a number of coveys of young birds,

just able to fly. Right in close to Marfa,

the quail shooting I do not believe will

be especially good on account of the long

drouth just broken by this fall’s rain.

However, down towards the Rio Grande,

between Candelaria and Bouquillas, I be-

lieve therel are any number of coveys of

blue quail, in fact, I have received re-

(
ports that they are very thick.

Interspersed amongst the coveys of

blue quail one often encounters what is

known in this country as a fool quail.

They approximate the Bob White in

color and size, having a sort of checkered

breast. These quail will lie at your feet

until almost stepped on, and will then

fly a very short distance. They are

practically the only quail in this coun-

try on which a man can work a dog and

not drive him crazy.

Down towards Glenn Springs and Ter-

lingua in the Chisos Mountain country

I have seen numbers of deer signs and

also quite a number of deer. I am sure

that when the season opens, I will be

able to go into this country and be al-

most certain of bringing back a buck.

Tbe ranchers in this country tell me that

in the low foothills of the Chisos Moun-
tains, which are about eighty miles south

of Marathon, Texas, there are numbers
of black tail deer, and up on the Chisos

themselves any quantity of white tail

deer. In fact, a Mr. Daniels who has
a goat ranch up on the top of the Chisos

Mountains requested me to come up and
hunt there as the white tail deer were
eating up the salt set out for his goats
practically as fast as he could put it out.

It is a beautiful trip from Marfa to

the vicinity of Glenn Springs by auto-

mobile, travelling about one hundred and
forty miles through all kinds and de-

scription of country. Leaving Marfa
one takes the road following the railroad

track to Alpine, a small town twenty-
six miles east of Marfa on the S. P.

railroad. Passing through range coun-
try, etc., over Paisono Pass, the highest
point on the S. P. Railroad between New
Orleans and San Francisco. The alti-

tude is approximately five thousand feet.

Arriving at Alpine, one goes south on
the road towards Terlingua, going
through the foothills across wide open
flats covered with grazing Herford cat-

tle, passing through innumerable dry ar-

royos, and now and then encountering
a running spring. Along this road one
encounters the familiar figure of the
Mexican freighter hauling his supplies

from Alpine to the Chisos Mining Com-
pany at Terlingua, Texas. The freighter

is a picturesque Mexican having a large
wagon drawn by ten or twelve small
burros, the Mexican riding one of the
wheelers. All along the road one en-
counters their camping grounds where
they lay up for the night, and where
they feed and graze their stock.

About thirty-five miles out south of
Alpine, one begins to encounter the flat

I
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U.sTARMf&NA^^^^^
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN
Complete outfitters and dealers in govern-

ment goods—from an army hat cord to a

battleship.

5,000 useful articles for field service, camp-
ing, outing, etc., in Army Officers* price list.

344—sent on receipt of 3 cents postage.

ARMY& NAVY STORE CO., Inc.
Largest Outfitters No inflated prices

Army & Navy Building
245 West 42nd St. New York City

j
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TROUT GALORE
If you are interested in a trout fishing

proposition that will carry you over

many miles of streams and lakes,

seldom if ever fished before, teeming
with fine specimens of the “Font-

inalis,” write to

ED. L. WALTON
Kempville, Yarmouth Co., Nova Scotia

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail. To first

pupils in each locality, we’ll give a $20 superb Violin. Mandolin,

Ukulele, Guitar, HawaiianGuitar, Cornet or Banjo absolutely free

Very small charge for lessons only expense. We guarantee succes*

or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write at yce—no obligation.

SLINGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 4811 CHICAGO, ILL.

1919 OLD FISHERMAN’S CALENDAR
Send for one of these interesting calendars and
try it out thoroughly. Contains the Fishing Signs
for 1919 arranged in graphic form for easy un-
derstanding by all. It is the only Calendar
granted a copyright by the Library of Congress
for the annual re-arrangement of its figures. Send
25<} for one to-day to
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“MEAT FIBRINE” FOR DOGS
Its value during cold weather

Colder weather means keener appetite! Therefore more food at

this season is necessary and your interest in your dog’s welfare

will lead you to give him a sustaining and strengthening diet.

SPRATT’S DOG CAKES

AND PUPPY BISCUITS

Contain “Meat Fibrine”
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DENT'S CONDITION PILLS

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes inat-

terated, bowels disturbed, urine high

colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,

that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are

recovering from distemper or are

afifected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing

j

to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
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I

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us

and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—

4
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dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10
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and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding
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Middleboro, Mass.
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IS THIS WORTH THE PRICE?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing. Teach
him what whoa; means. No long trailing rope or
spike collar. Our field dog control is not cruel.

Can he carried in pocket and attached instantly
to dog’s collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field broken in a
week. Works automatically—principal South
American Bolas. Sent postpaid with full direc-
tions for $2. Testimonials and circular sent on
request.
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NEW PRESTON, CONN.

Oorang Airedale

Terriers
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All - Round Dog
Choice Stock for Sale

Six Famoas Oorangs at Stud

Oorang Kennels
Dept. H. La Rue, Ohio

country and innumerable patches of

rocky desert country. Interspersed be-

tween these desert sort of patches are

little arroyos, some of which have a
few cotton wood trees. About sixty

miles south of Alpine, you leave the main
road cut off to the southeast on what
we term the Red Bluff road. The Red
Bluff road follows down through a val-

ley which varies in width from a quarter
of a mile of two miles, and in places

makes excellent grazing country. Other
places you find rocky and sandy.

About fifteen miles on the Red Bluff

Road you encounter the first foot hills

of the Chisos Mountains, and from then

on it is a continuous up and down until

you arrive at a point about a mile north

of Point Gap. From then on the road
runs through a practically level country
covered with chapparal and brush.

About twenty miles from Glenn
Springs, one encounters the Glenn
Springs-Marathon road, and from here
on down the country is rolling with
some steep grades. About twelve miles

out of Glenn Springs you pass a little

schoolhouse set up on a hill at a place

kno\vn as Dugout Wells. On one of my
trips through the coutnry, I asked the

school teacher how many students she

had and she said it varied from seven
to twelve, but that she expected one
rancher’s family was going to move out,

and then she would only have about four
or five students. It struck me as quite

a remarkable thing as showing the ex-

tent of our educational system in this

little schoolhouse way up in the moun-
tains, only one house near it, and the

children coming from distances up to

twelve miles.

At Glenn Springs, one finds a wax
factory, the wax being made from boil-

ing a weed known as Candelilla. The
weed is boiled in a solution of sulphuric

acid, which causes the scum to rise to

the surface. This scum is scraped off,

dried and hardened into wax. I under-

stand a great deal of this wax is used

in coating insides of shells for ourselves

and the Allies, and also in the making
of phonographic records.

The Chisos Mountains are as rugged
and rough as one could wish, and one

finds innumerable white tail deer and

just below the mountains in the foot-

hills any number of the larger black

tail species knowm to this country.

THE FOREST SERVICE HELPS

T he Forest Service of the United States

Department of Agriculture is mobiliz-

ing the country’s forest resources by
finding out what kinds and grades of wood
are suitable for wartime’s special require-

ments ;
training inspectors of wood mate-

rials; improving timber specifications; and

investigating and testing material, process-

es, and products used in manufacture of

war supplies derived in whole or in part

from wood. It is also stimulating the pro-

duction of meat, wool, and hides on Na-

tional Forest ranges; co-operating with

stockmen to lower losses from poisonous

plants ;
aiding the Fuel Administration to

increase fuel supplies through use of wood;

and is teaching the conservation of natural

resources.
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Pacific Coast Branch

THE PHIL B. BEKEART CO.

717 Market St. San Francisco, Cal.

SteelFishingRods
i'lEEK and’ Blu^ Grass”Reels

You need a complete rest. You don't know how tired you are. The excitement of the war
has kept you going. Your reserve strength may be gone. You may be on the verge of a break-

down. Plan a fishing trip. Make it long enough so that you can “let down” clear to the bottom,

and then build up clear to the top ready for the hard work of reconstruction. You will need all

your strength and patience and good judgment to make the most of this after-the-war readjust-

ment.

“Bristol” Rods and Meek Reels are your friends—true friends. They help regain the most
precious things in the world—your own good health, happiness and enthusiasm. No other sport

brings such complete pleasure and contentment.

The practical fishing kit has at least five “Bristol” Rods—
I- A 5^4 oz. fly rod, like 29, at $6.50; or a heavier fly rod, like 8, at $4.50 to $6.25; or the

De Luxe “Bristol” fly rod, silk wound, at $25.00;
2. An all-around trolling, bait and still-fishing rod, like ii, at $4.50 to $6.75;

3. A light bait casting rod, like 33, at $12.00; or the De Luxe “Bristol” bait casting
rod, silk wound, at $25.00;

4. A muscallonge, pickerel, pike and weak fish rod, like 21, at $6.75 to $8.50;

5. An adjustable telescopic fly rod, like 38, at $4.50 to $5.50; or an adjustable telescopic

bait casting rod, like 36, at $6.85 to $9.25.

If you go out after tuna, tarpon and shark, you need a heavy rod, like “Bristol” 26, at $12.00

to $14.00.

Meek and Bluegrass Reels are perfect companions for “Bristol” Rods or any fine fishing

equipment. They last a life time. Prices range from $10.00 to $32.00.

“Bristol” Rods, ]\Ieek and Bluegrass Reels are for sale by sporting goods dealers everywhere,
or can be ordered by mail at catalogue «».-

prices, provided your local dealer does
not seem anxious to accommodate you.
Write for illustrated catalogue, mailed
free on request.

THE HORTON
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

84 Horton Street

BRISTOL CONN. -=^4^



HUNTING THE IRISH RED DEER
THE WILD DEER OF THE IRISH MOUNTAINS IS A GLORIOUS ANIMAL. WHOSE BEAUTY
AND EXTREME WARINESS MAKE HIM A NOTEWORTHY OBJECT OF A HUNTER’S AMBITION

By SIR THOMAS H. GRATTAN-ESMONDE M. P.

The author, ready for a day on the moors

F
or several years I have been
reading Forest and Stream

I

with its fascinating stories of

North American hunting. These
I

stories appeal to me all the more
,

strongly, inasmuch as I too have
felt the irresistible call of the
wilds. I have followed your forest

tracks; navigated your lakes and
; rivers; climbed your mountains;
' “called” your moose; and hunted
' your deer and caribou. And as

j

one who has lived the life best
I worth living—the life of the hunter

in many countries, I appreciate the
service your admirable magazine

! has rendered, and will I trust long
' continue to render, to the cause

of real genuine sport.

The primeval hunting instinct is

I

not the monopoly of any race or
I

of any country. It is the attribute
of the best types of manhood, even
in our super-civilized days. The
hunter, whatever his nationality,
belongs to the most widely distrib-

1 uted brotherhood of men in exist-

ence; a brotherhood whose natural

j

inclination leads them to help and
I

to inform one another. And there-
1 fore I think, that your readers may

care to know something of one kind
I

of hunting in my country, which
I can compare for interest and dif-

ficulty with anything of its na-
ture in the world. We have
neither moose, nor Virginia deer,
nor caribou in Ireland; but in our
wild Irish red deer we have a glorious
animal, whose beauty and extreme wari-
ness make him a noteworthy object of a
hunter’s ambition.

’ Unhappily he is very scarce and is be-
coming scarcer. Rut in the mountains
of Kerry and in the Western district of
Mayo he is still to be found in his prim-
itive state. And it is into this latter
region that I shall ask those of your
readers, who covet an Irish red deer’s
head, to follow me. The stalk is not an
easy one, but it is well worth the effort.

O UR headquarters are a comfortable
stone-built cottage, named Altna-
brocky (in English, The Hill of the

Badgers), standing in the centre of a

wide stretch of bog, or barren, as they
would call it in Canada, on a bend of

the little river of the same name. We
have laid in a stock of provisions of

the usual Canadian type; and we have
besides a plentiful supply of turf for
fuel, cut from the barren outside.

The party consists of the keeper, or

guide, William McAndrew, a thorough

sportsman; a friend of mine, a

notable fisherman, whose chief con-

cern however is with trout and
salmon, so I leave him to his fish-

ing and he leaves the deer to me;
and Mrs. McAndrew, the keeper’s

wife, an estimable lady, who un-

dertakes our housekeeping, and
whose excellent potato-cakes (a

kind of scone or damper), are tri-

umphs of art.

The river is about 100 yards
off. We have to ford it every time

we get to the moor. If the water
is too high, we cross it on the

back of an admirable donkey,
whose main occupation seems to be
carrying people across and back
again. When the donkey grows
tired of playing Charon, he wan-
ders off and until he reappears
there is no crossing the river dry-

shod. Sometimes there is no cross-

ing the river at all. It has grown
to the size of a flood with the rain

from the hills, and its brown swirl-

ing waters are nearly up to the

cottage door. Then, as after a
South African rain storm, we must
wait until the water runs away.
When we cross the river we find

ourselves on an undulating barren,

that stretches away miles and
miles to the North and East; while
to the West it rises to Sleive Cor,

a gaunt grey hill some 2000 feet

high, or rather to his foothills,

about five miles away. Sleive Cor
was a volcano some time or other. He
has three craters with high semi-circular

cliffs behind them, about halfway up
his flank. Each of these craters has its

lake, and each lake its differing type
of trout to tempt the angler.

TWO of these lakes have waterfalls,

emptying themselves right down the

sheer faces of the cliffs. Their
silver threads are plainly visible from
the cottage when the sun shines on them.
The foothills were evidently thrown out

Copyr.cht, 1919, by Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
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»f the craters when the volcano was
active aeons ago; and^from their feet
the barren slopes down to the river,

looking quite even and smooth, until you
come to walk it. Then you find that it

runs in gradual undulations, with oc-

•asional “ corries ”

or fissures, down,
which streamlets

drain into the main
river below.

The wide brown
expanse is abso-

lutely bare. There
is not a tree to be

seen anywhere.
Not even a bush.

No cover of any
sort except in the

corries, where the

banks on each side

of them give some
shelter from the

furious winds that

sw'eep over the

region and enable

the long heather to

grow, with a rare

stunted alder or

willow. A more
difficult deer-stalk-

ing country, or one
more calculated to

try the mettle of a
hunter, it is impos-

sible to conceive.
When the deer come down from the up-

lands they hide in the corries by day.

There they get all the feed they want,

and all the shelter they need. You can’t

see them, unless they come up to the

corrie edges, to feed or sun themselves.

But they can see you miles away over

the moor, or wind you with their mar-

vellous noses, as you follow the corries

up or down. Hence deer-stalking in West
Mayo is the real thing, no nonsense or

artificiality about it. You must work
and use your wits; and you must work
hard if success is to reward you.

These barrens are very wet; but the

walking is sound except over “tussocks,”

i. e., places where the turf is cracked

and fissured in all directions to a depth

of two or three feet, and where you must
step from tussock to tussock with a scant

foothold on each. There are occasional

bog-holes, or “shakes” or “muskegs.”

But you can see them and keep out of

them, more or less. The walking is in-

teresting, too, as on all these Irish bogs.

You have a wide view of the far-flung

barren to the East, in every shade of

brown and purple; merging into grey and
blue in the far distance. To the South,

Nephin More, the highest mountain in

Mayo, and his brother, Nephin Beg, stand

out prominently. There are lesser hills,

too, with many names, between them
and Sleive Cor. And there are scores

of lakes, little and big; their largest

Lough Conn, the greatest of the Mayo
lakes, 12 or 15 miles away.
The famous mountain Croagh Patrick

is visible to the South, from the upper
crest of Sleive Cor, about 20 miles off.

And Blacksod Bay, a vast Fjord running
in from the Atlantic, would be about the

same distance to the West. With this

sketch of the lie of the land, we proceed
to stalking the Irish red deer.

'
i

H aving forded the river MeAndrew
and I usually made for a knoll on
the moor, about a mile due west of

the cottage. Thence we spied out the

land with our glasses, to locate a deer
if possible. The first day we spied a

hind, on the edge of a corrie to the

North; so we came back and made a long
swing to the right, until we struck the

corrie about 1% miles from where we
thought she was. I should explain that
I never shoot hinds or does, either at

home or abroad, but it is often useful

to stalk a hind, failing to spot a stag,

as he may be somewhere near her.

We struck the corrie and followed up
its bed until we saw the hind again with
a second hind and a fawn, about 300
yards away. We crawled on, until we
could get no further, for she spied us as

we crossed a bend of the stream. Up
went, her head with its long ears ! We
stopped motionless and she looked at us.

We remained motionless, so as not to

stampede them, on the chance of a stag
being near them. They were a pretty
sight, on the edge of a little cliff with
the stream below. Yellow bracken and
green rushes, and brown moor and pur-
ple heather, made a charming setting,

with the blue sky overhead, for the grace-

ful bodies and bright red-orange coats

of the dear, as the sun shone full upon
them. They were very suspicious how-
ever, and after looking at us for some
minutes and sniffing the air to get our
wind, they trotted up the corrie and dis-

appeared. We followed up the stream
and presently a hind appeared, and then
another, on the moor to our left, coming
towards us, and then just behind them,
a great stag came majestically into view.

He was a superb creature. He looked

quite black with the sun behind him and
carried a great head with conscious pride.

The sun was right in my eyes. All I

could distinguish was the dark massive
frame with the branching antlers above

it. I tried to count his points, but failed.

There was a shimmering halo all about

him. McAndrew touched my arm and
whispered: “That’s the Black Stag!” It

was an exciting
moment.

I should explain

that round the turf

fire at the cottage,

in the evenings,

when discussing

our campaign over

our pipes, McAn-
drew had told me
that there were two
stags on Altna-

brocky immeasura-
bly beyond the rest

in size and beauty.

One he called the

Red Stag and the

other the Black
Stag. They both
carried good heads
and w'ere both ex-

tremely shy; but

the Black Stag was
amazingly so, and
only appeared at

long and rare in-

tervals. H e h a d
been in the moun-
tains for years, but
condescend-

ed to show himself very seldom. And
as my special luck would have it, here he
was, within range more or less, on our
first day out! The deer were some way
off; farther than I would care to shoot
at in ordinary circumstances. They were
moving round our left and must wind us
immediately. But it was the “Black
Stag.” I might never see him again! I

chanced the sun and the distance, tried

a lon^ shot and missed! The big stag
plunged into the corrie and disappeared
with his company. When I saw him
again a few minutes later he was a mile
away making for the hills.

N ext day we went South tow'ards

Nephin Beg, traveling down wind
so as to come back along the foot-

hills with the wind in our faces. We
came to the corrie where the badgers
live and give their name to the district;

when round the side of a mound opposite

I saw a stag’s antlers. But he had
winded us and was moving away. We
crossed to where I had seen him and
tracked him to another ravine farther

on. There he turned up its bed to the

right up-wind. This was all right; so

we ate our biscuits and had a smoke.
We then worked up the corrie to close

where it ended near the last of the

Sleive Cor lakes; turned north and
walked along the face of the hill to a

corrie issuing from the second, or middle
lake. We spied up and down, as well as

we could, saw nothing and pushed on.

We came to another corrie. McAndrew
was above me. I was negotiating a

stretch of tussocks when he shouted to

me to look across the ravine. There was
our stag moving away on the other side

of it to the left. I shot the bolt of my

Our headquarters, Altnabrocky Cottage in County Mayo, Ireland
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rifle, took a hurried glance along the

sights, pressed the trigger. Miss-fire!

Out with the cartridge. In with an-

other. Bang! Missed! Out with the

empty shell. In with another. Miss-

fire again! The stag by this time was
round the corner, unscathed. We picked

up his trail and followed him. He was
in a hurry and easily traced; his hoof-

prints showing deep in the soil. As usual

he ran up wind and we followed him
across the face of Sleive Cor until we
came to a valley, that branched West
into the range. By this time he had
recovered from his panic. He was walk-

ing now and we could only track him
with difficulty. So we climbed to the

top of a mound and searched the coun-

try with our glasses. By and by we
picked him up, about two miles off, go-

ing leisurely down to the moor. We
followed down after him; keeping him
in view from time to time, until he

reached the open country. We could see

him through the glasses, as we followed

him from hill to hill, moving steadily

across the flat; stopping to pick the

grass, or to scratch his head with his

hind hoof, and then moving on again.

There was no chance of a shot at him
now. The light was going. So we
stood and watched. On he went. Sud-

denly, like a great beetle, a black figure

rose out of the barren. “The Black
Stag again,” said McAndrew. He must
have been lying on the moor. Our stag

moved away to the left, still going down.
The other stood and watched him. Then,
about half a mile to the left, another
beetle rose up. A red one this time. It

was another stag. Number one seemed
to be a friend of his and he moved
leisurely towards him, the Black Stag
standing like a sentinel all the time.

Then hinds and fawns began to appear
in all directions on the flat. It was

nearly night now so we left them in

peace and made our way home.

The Fisherman had returned with a

fine basket of trout and was rather in-

clined to crow over us. But we for-

gave him and partook of his catch with
relish. We could afford to bide our time.

N ext day a furious storm came
down, with sheets of rain and hail.

So we stayed indoors and burnt
tobacco and turf; grateful for an ample
supply of both.

The following day was not much bet-

ter but we sallied out. This time we
went to the Northeast, to a new spying
point; and through a hail shower, I

picked up two hinds and a stag, with
the glass. They were in a very awkward
position from our point of view, but in

an ideal position from theirs. They were
where two corries joined. The hinds
were at the junction of one arm of the

Y
;
and stag a little way up the other

arm on lower ground. If we went in

the direction of the hinds, the stag would
wind us. If we tried to stalk the stag,

the hinds would see us and give him
the alarm. These hinds are wonderful
sentinels; quite as alert as the doe cari-

bou, or the cow moose, if not more so.

As it was a case of Hobson’s choice, we
decided to test the vigilance of the hinds.

So we swung round to the foot of the

corrie and crept up it. All went well,

until the inevitable happened. The hinds
saw me coming up to the junction of

the Y and scampered off. I made as

fast as I could to the ravine where the
stag lay; but as I got there, he disap-

peared round the corner. We followed

on right up to the foot-hills again and
there we saw the deer half way up the

mountain. So that ended that hunt.

We then went North up wind to the

next corrie and followed its course for

a couple of miles. Then, turning a cor-

ner, I saw a hind. I dropped and
crawled backwards, until I got under the

corrie bank. But the hind had seen me
and taken fright. When I saw her next,

still in the corrie, she had another hind,

and a stag with her. They were mov-
ing off. I chanced a snap shot at the

stag. I could just see his head through

a bunch of bracken and missed him.

That ended that day’s hunting.

Next day the weather improved some-

what and we started off to our first spy-

ing place. We saw a stag to the right

of us and two hinds a long way to the

right again. The wind and the situation

were more favorable to us in their case,

in the event of their having a stag in

their company. So we decided to try

our luck with them. We made a good

job of it. I got within 80 yards of them,
before they discovered me. But their

stag was absent, though I found where
he had been polishing his horns quite

recently on an apology for a bush at

a spring close by.

W E then worked back to our first

lookout. Our stag was still

where we had seen him in the

morning. But he was a long way off

and he might not be there when we got
there. “He may be the Red Stag after

all,” suggested the untiring McAndrew.
And that decided me. It was blowing
a regular gale and abominably cold, but
we hardened our hearts and off we
started. After about an hour’s smart
walking, we got round to the back of

the knoll, where we judged he lay. The
knoll was arrow-shaped behind and the
problem was how best to approach him.
It was blowing more furiously than ever
in icy whirlwinds. I decided, fortunately

as it turned out, to go over the centre

of the knoll, instead of creeping round

A herd of tame Irish red deer on a gentleman’s estate in Ireland; such deer are never hunted
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it. So we moved forward again. I

scrambled through a wide belt of most
uncompromising tussocks and crept up

the back of the knoll. When at last 1

peeped over the top, the stag was below

me, less than a hundi'ed yards to my
left. Had I tried to approach him
the other way he would have seen me.

And, before he realized anything of my
proceedings, my bullet had gone through

him. He gave one or two convulsive

kicks, as he lay on the ground. That
was all. I doubt if the beautiful animal

had any pain in his passing.

And now a curious thing happened.

Just as I fired, another stag rose out of

a corrie I had not noticed, about 1,000

yards away from the far end of the

knoll on which I stood. He had heard

the shot perhaps and wanted to know
what was going on. Anyhow he came
straight towards me and right down
wind. I threw myself flat and presently

I sa\v the tips of his antlers through

the heather, approaching the extremity

of the little hill. I waited until I saw
the antlers turning to the left and then

I knew that he was changing his course.

So I sprang to my feet and saw him
passing round the end of the knoll. It

was a lovely shot. But talk about wind

!

It was blowing so hard that when I

put my carbine to my shoulder I could

hardly hold it. The foresight bobbed

about like a cork in a mill-race. I fired

one shot, which went over, I think. Then
I scrambled to the top of the knoll and
gave him another, which splashed up
the water under his body, as he dived

into the corrie and vanished. I followed

him for about half a mile and got

glimpses of him once or twice in the

distance ;
but he was making hot-foot

for the hills and night was coming on.

So I returned to my dead stag and found

McAndrew contemplating him with evi-

dences of complete satisfaction.

“You’ve got the Red Stag all right,”

was his greeting, when I came up.

“That’s him and no mistake.” So, after

all, that stalk was worth the trouble.

We then took off the stag’s beautiful

orange coat with our pen-knives; an op-

eration McAndrew did not believe pos-

sible. He had left his hunting knife at

home. He was still more incredulous

when I told him, that I meant to take

off the stag’s head with my pen-knife.

He said that an axe was necessary. But
I performed the operation very quickly.

It is quite simple when you know how.

McAndrew carried the head, but we left

the carcass to be brought in later. We
were back to our tea and our turf fire,

as the pale moon rose in the stormy sky.

This time we triumphed over the fisher-

man and he was pleased as we were.

F
or the next two days we were
weather-bound. Rain came down in

torrents, with occasional storms of

hail that clattered on the roof like the

discharge of machine-guns. The moun-
tains were blotted out and we were cut

off from the visible world by a grey
pall of vapor. The river rose and lapped

at our doorstep ;
and the angry gale

battered at our windows and banged at

our doors, as if all the ghosts of all the

away from corries or cover of any kind,

due west of where we lay and about 3,000
yards off. I turned on the glass and
there right enough was the Black Stag
lying against a little bank of black turf.

This was the third time I had seen
him and there was no mistaking his

peculiar color and his ebon antlers.

There he was. But the question was:
How on Earth to get at him?

H e had chosen his resting-place with
consummate skill. There was no
cover within half a mile of where

he lay. The wind had changed a little

since the morning and was now' a point
more North. This was in our favor to

some extent. But, on the other hand, if

we went towards the hills too far, he was
certain to get our wind. And it w'as very
difficult to distinguish the spot where he
lay. How'ever, I marked a crack on the
crest of Sleive Cor, straight over the
stag from where we were, that would
give me a sort of a bearing later on;
and we decided on a wide turning move-
ment from the left. It looked rather a
forlorn hope; but there w'as

j
nothing

else to try. We, therefore, came back
from the mound to the corrie behind us;

crossed it and bore away South to an-
other corrie, that ended as well as w’e

could judge about three-quarters of a
mile from where the Black Stag lay.

When we reached this corrie we fol-

lowed its windings until we were about
south of our quarry. Then we climbed
up on the moor and I guessed at our
position from the rough bearing I had
taken on the crest of Sleive Cor. We
found later that I was not very far out
in my reckoning. But the wind had

changed again meantime and
. had fallen back to the West.
V This made things more difficult.

\ Fortunately, however, the moor
* rose in a gentle swell just

where we left the corrie; so we
Wj crept up to the sky-line and

JB tried the glass. There was
nothing to be seen! The moor

flB seemed flat and unbroken for at

^ least two miles in front of us.

W I could see the cleft on Sleive

Cor aw’ay to the left and our
knoll far away to the right and I knew
the Black Stag w’as somewhere to our
right front, but we could see nothing!
The two miles of country in front of us
looked as if it could not afford cover
for a rabbit, much less for such a lordly
monarch of the moor as the Black Stag.
Y'et he could hardly have absented him-
self from the universe, so there he must
be, perhaps at that very moment close

enough to spy us with his keen eyes,

and already planning a noiseless retreat
from the presence of his enemy. It would
not do to waste precious moments in

indecision We could not depend too long-

upon the Black Stag’s desire to rest. -At

any moment he might rise and go aw’ay.

mighty huntsmen of ancient days, deer-

slayers of bygone ages, had gathered
furiously around us in rage at our in-

trusion on their domain. There was
nothing for it but to remain indoors.

On the third morning the storm abated
and the wind shifted to the West. It

was still raining; but after two days in

the house we felt it time to tempt For-
tune once more. McAndrew and I

started out. We crossed the swollen
river with the valiant aid of our friend

the donkey and went North along the
bank. Presently the rain stopped. A
little later with the help of our glasses,

we made out a stag and two hinds about
a mile to the Northwest. But it was
not the Black Stag and we had no
thought for any lesser game. So we
bore away still northward until we came
to a corrie, running back to the hills.

I saw the track of a stag by the stream
and later came to where he had been
rubbing his horns on a small shrub. We
decided to follow up the corrie. After
scrambling and paddling along for about
20 minutes, I saw a stag’s antlers about
200 yards off, moving away. So we
crawled on. And presently up sprang
the stag. But he was not the Black
Stag. He carried a small head. So I

let him go.

By this time we were half-way up to

the foot-hills. We continued along the

corrie for another mile or so. We were
now on higher ground and looking back,
I could see the deer we had spotted
earlier. They had now winded us and
were moving about uneasily. But we
had no concern for them now. The Black
Stag alone occupied our minds. Away
to our right was a hog-backed mound,

about 1,000 yards from where
we stood. I suggested going
up there to spy and away we

• went. When we got thei'e, a

E sleet shower came on. I

I^ curled up in the heather and
W had a smoke. McAndrew
H swept the country with the

m glasses. He reported one

The Red Stag

hind about miles to the east. Then
the sun came out. I thought I could

distinguish something like a big boulder

in a small patch of black bog, in the

middle of a wide stretch of moor, far

So we decided on a flank march to the

right. Whatever happened, the stag
could not wind us. Off we went ob-

liquely for two or three hundred yards.

We could see nothing on the apparently
flat moor with the naked eye, so we
stopped and tried the glass again. Me-
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Andrew had the glass, when suddenly

he said: “I can see the top of his horn.

Sir.” I tried to find the horn and at

last I found it and the tip of the other

antler as well. We marked the spot by

a tuft on the bog and then we
held council. The more we ex-

amined the ground the more
difficult our object appeared. In

fact its accomplishment seemed

quite impossible. There was
not even a scrap of cover any-

where. However, there was no

use in sitting there, doing noth-

ing and as the ground fell away
somewhat on our right, I crept

down about another 50 yards.

There I found another little

hump in the bog and crept up
it and spied for the stag

again. At last I saw him!

wonderful eyes! For me, it was one

of those moments of rapture that only

the hunter knows. The uncertainty of

it! The excitement of it! Admiration
of this thing of beauty! Desire for its

posses-
sion ! Pride \
in a diffi-

cult ach-

ievement all but accom-

plished! And yet uncer- ^

tain of accomplishment!

There is no analyzing our

feelings in these indescrib-

able moments. To have

lived them is enough ! The
wonderful eyes saw noth-

ing. Down sank the ant-

T
HERE were his antlers right enough,

about 500 yards away, and no

I
cover between us! So I tried what

I have found successful with caribou

1
more than once: I started straight for

I

the stag, glass in hand, warning Mc-

I
Andrew to follow and to do just as I

j

did. I had covered about 100 yards,

j

when the antlers moved. I threw my-
! self down flat. McAndrew behind me
1 did the same. Up came the antlers! We
flattened ourselves on the wet bog. Up
came the antlers! I could see their

I splendid curve, like a lyre against the

i sky. They turned sideways; then full

again, and again sideways. The Black

I

Stag was searching the moor with his The Black Stag

I

lers in peace. I rose to my knees. There

were the antlers, but no part of his body

was visible. McAndrew had crept up to

me by this.

“How far do you make him?” I whis-

pered. “150 to 200 yards. Sir,” he whis-

pered back. I set my sight at 150; got

to my feet, bent myself double, and made
straight for the antlers. Up sprang the

Stag! Bang! went my rifle! Away he

dashed! Bang! went my rifle again.

The Stag pitched on his head.

“Glory be!” exclaimed McAndrew. But
the Black Stag was not done yet! Up
he struggled to his feet and dashed off

to the left, down a slight incline. I

pressed the trigger again. Miss-fire!

The Stag disappeared. I threw out the

bad cartridge; jammed home another;

turned over the safety-bolt of my car-

bine and ran for all I was worth to

where the Stag had vanished. It was
the opening of a little corrie, and as t

ran along its edge I saw the Stag below
me, about 80 yards off and evidently in

difficulties; but making gamely for the
hills. I shot at him again and ran along:

the near bank, but could not see him for

a moment. When he next came in view
he was moving slowly. The noble beast

was evidently spent. Another shot and
down he came. A memorable stalk was
over. Presently we started for the cot-

tage; I with the skin, McAndrew with

the great head. It took a full hour’s

steady tramping to reach home. We
were tired, but triumphant. The Black
Stag had four bullets through him.

Our Irish red deer die hard.

THE RETURN FROM THE HUNT
IT SOMETIMES HAPPENS THAT THE HUNTER EXPERIENCES THE HARDEST WORK AND
HAS THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURES WHILE COMING ,OUT OF THE WILDERNESS

By JOHN P. HOLMAN

Many have been the stories told of

the delights of the hunter in the

I seeking of game—of the joys of

, the chase and the struggles he undergoes
in getting into the game country. This
is a story of the return from a hunt, as

; it so happened that on this particular
1 trip we experienced the hardest work
and had the most exciting adventures
while coming out of the wilderness.

I We had been hunting Ovis Dalli—the
1 white sheep of the North—in the moun-
tains at the head of Killey River, Kenai

j
Peninsula, Alaska, had secured our quota

j

and were making an early morning start

j

for the bottomland. Our party consisted

1 of Malcolm S. Mackay—my companion
on many adventures—two guides, Ben

]
Sweasey and Andy Simons, two packers,

I Walter Lodge and Tom Finnigan, and
1 myself.
I Ben had been my particular guide on

[

the sheep hunt and in view of the fact
I that this was fated to be his last hunt in

the land he loved so well—he was
;

drowned shortly after our return in ful-

i filling a dangerous duty for the sheriff

of Seward—I like to dwell upon the traits

of character that endeared him to ul all.

He had been twenty years in Alaska
: leading the rough, hard life of the wil-

HOSE of our readers who re-

member Mr. Holman’s story

“Among the White Sheep of the

North,” in last June’s issue of For-
est AND Stream tvill welcome this

narrative of the return from that

I

hunt. It will be published in two
parts and though continuing the \

theme of Mr. Holman’s former tale,
j

it is complete in itself and of uru- •!

j

usual interest to the lover of far-

\

away places. [EDITORS.]

derness as dog-musher, trapper and
guide. Ben was calm in temperament
and very resourceful; he looked on life

with the true philosophical mind and
took a quiet enjoyment in his surround-
ings. His droll chuckle over some amus-
ing incident along the way bespoke a

depth of dry and genuine humor. He
was wonderfully alert in all his actions

and possessed a patience that was truly

marvelous. He loved the wild creatures

and the environment in which they lived

—his greatest joy was to wander away
from camp during the long northern
evenings and search the mountain slopes

for bear; the big Brownies ever held his

attention and he always seemed to be
able to locate one of those immense brutes
feeding in some far away draw or slide.

Andy, who had led Mackay many a long
and interesting chase in quest of the wily
sheep, was also steeped in the ways of

the open; he knew all the experiences of

the rugged life of the Alaskan and was
full of humor and the joy of living.

Walter was quiet in temperament and
strongly imbued with the spirit of indo-

mitable courage—could carry his own
weight if necessary uncomplainingly for
miles—was resourceful to a degree and a
wonderful hand at the cooking of food.
Tom Finnigan was the giant of our party
and the youngest in years, witty as his
name implied and bubbling over with
youth and exuberance of spirits. A truly
congenial and happy time we had had to-

gether; and now we were strung out
along a steep trail—picking our way
through the long grass wet with the
heavy dew of early fall.

Many days of relentless toil were
behind us—the fever of the hunt
had spent itself and the contempla-

tion of a leisurely journey back to civili-

zation stimulated our senses with delight.
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Each new vista, as the trail unwound,
seemed to fit into the mood of the mo-
ment. The sunlight sifted through an
occasional vent in the mountains and
shone with dazzling brightness on the

great patches of snow that lingered on
the higher peaks. The air was fragrant
with the scent of wet earth and fresh

with the coolness of the late night. Wild
cranberries dotted the bushes with crim-

son and the alder leaves were fringed

with yellow that shone like pale gold.

Far above us the barren slopes of rock
strewn wastes were lightened by occa-

sional patches of scarlet bunch grass, all

glorious in the morning sunlight. The
spell of the wilderness lay like balm upon
our spirits and w'e were happy in its

quiet beauty. Finally we left the open
spaces and entered the timber. After
viewing for so long wide tracks of high,

open country one descends into the nar-

rowed vision of timbered places with a

sense of relief.

The deep twilight of the woods
stretched away on all sides and the roar

of Killey river became ever louder as we
dropped down the trail toward its banks.

We passed many a likely place for bear-
great rock slides covered deep with the

moss of centuries revealing gaping caves

and alder thickets, the barbed-wire en-

tanglements of the fighting Brownie; we
had passed many a tree-trunk marred
with deep scratches higher than a man’s
head and had seen footprints in the soft

places along the trail, so we were ever

alert for a coveted glimpse of game.
About noon we came out on the river

and followed it down stream to where it

joined Benjamin Creek. Here we decided

to pitch camp and rest for a few days,

hunt bear and maybe find a moose whose
horns were sufficiently tanned and of a

size to tempt capture. As yet the moose
we had seen while on our sheep hunt all

had horns that were still in velvet and
Andy said they would not be suitable for

trophies for some time to come.

A fter we had put up the tent and
eaten lunch Walter and Tom went
back up the trail to our last sheep

camp to bring down some things we had
left and the rest of us spent a lazy after-

noon about the camp. The next day
we crossed the river and Mackay and
Andy started up on the mountains to

hunt for bear, while Ben and I took an-

other direction with the same object in

view. We had not gone very far before

we spied two black bears feeding high

above timber-line, so we altered our

course and began to climb rapidly in

their direction.

It was a stiff climb, but in an hour or

two we came out at timber-line, but saw
nothing of our two bears. They had evi-

dently gone down while we were going

up, so we rested a while on a pinnacle

of rock and began to study the country

round about. Presently we observed a

lynx creeping stealthily along within easy

gun-shot, but as the fur was poor and
the law was good we let him depart in

peace. A little later we discovered a

wolverine. He was loping along about a

hundred yards away, traveling fast, with

a long, rangy stride, stopping every once

in a while to take in the country, swing-

ing his head in a jerky fashion, tongue
hanging out, then lowering it again 'with
a quick motion and continuing on his

way. It was interesting to watch one
of these strange animals without being
observed by him, as they are very timid

and seldom seen by man. “They are

great travelers,” said Ben, “always going
some place in a hurry.” During the rest

of the day we wandered about on a table-

land of wide extent, looking across to the

land of our sheep hunt, and picking out

with our glasses little groups of white
dots which we knew were sheep, moving
slowly about in the sunshine.

The long trail stretched ahead

WE ate lunch by a little spring of ice-

water, which gurgled from beneath
a snow field. I picked up a caribou

horn, white and weather beaten, quite

rare to find now on the Kenai as the

caribou, which once were so prevalent

throughout this peninsula, have all mi-

grated to another land. We also noted

an absence of small game—the friendly

ptarmigan and the usually inexhaustible

hare, were very scarce.

It was quite , windy and cold on the

plateau so we started downward toward
camp. While resting along the way Ben
caught sight of a black bear moving
about at the edge of timber about a quar-

ter of a mile below us so we started down
after him in a hurry.
When we entered the thick timber we

moved more cautiously until we had de-

termined the course the bear had taken
and then decided that a still-hunt was
the proper means to adopt in bagging our
quarry. So we picked out a sheltered

spot among the rocks w’hich commanded
a fairly good view of the adjacent ground
and waited patiently for the bear to make
his appearance. We had not very long
to wait before Ben pressed my arm and
at the same moment I saw the alders part
about a hundred yards away and a black
bear came lumbering into view. I quietly

raised my rifle and at its sharp report
there was a great commotion in the un-
derbrush with much squealing.

We ran forward to the spot where the

bear had disappeared and found him
mauling up the ground in an angry rage.

Another shot quieted him in short order
and we soon had him ready for skinning.

He was fairly good sized and had a
wonderfully glossy coat for that time of

year. We managed to remove the pelt

and, taking as much of the meat as we
could carry, tramped the few remaining
miles to camp in rare good humor. We
found Andy and Mackay preparing sup-

per, so we slung the bear hide over a limb
and rescued our share of the meal.

M ackay and Andy had seen some
moose on their trip but both agreed

, that it would be at least two weeks
before their horns were fully tanned, and
as the great brown bear were protected

by law from shooting until October first

and the black variety didn’t offer enough
sport, we decided to break camp in a day
or so and make for Seward. The next
day we spent about camp and on the ad-

jacent mountains, observing many moose
and an occasional brown bear moving
about just above the timber-line—thanks
to the alert eyes of Ben who was ever on
the lookout for a sight of one of these

great brutes. Early the following morn-
ing we shouldered our packs and took the
trail for the outside. Toward noon we
reached the summit, and by a little emer-
ald lake of glacier water we found the

cache and stopped for lunch. We ate all

the remaining eggs in our supplies

—

about eight to the man as it worked out

—and drank a pot of coffee.

As we lay resting afterward we ob-

served with much interest two sheep, a

ewe and a lamb, feeding quite low down
by a long snow slide above us, and swing-
ing our glasses out over the wide valley

we had just left we were able to pick out

a number of moose scattered at different

points over the bottomland below. They
were feeding quietly; only an occasional

swing of the head as they warded off the

flies which no doubt swarmed about them
enabled us to detect their position. Usu-
ally they were standing by one of the

little lakes which abound throughout that

region and make the Kenai such a won-
derful habitat for game. One old bull

was lying down in the long wet grass of

a swamp not very far below us, dozing
away the long noontide hours in placid

contentment. We were loath to leave

such an enchanting scene of wilderness

life
;
but a long trail stretched ahead

and the mountains were casting warning
shadows, so we adjusted our packs once
more# and turned our backs on the great
valley of lonely beauty. We crossed a
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For luncheon we ate all the remaining eggs, about eight to the man

tableland of barren tundra and late in

the afternoon began to descend toward
Skilak Lake—slipping and sliding down
the last few miles to camp. Here our

1 back-packing ended and a long journey
by water stretched ahead.

B
en began immediately to tinker with

his outboard motor and get the boat

in order for the long trip across thir-

teen miles of lake, twenty miles of tur-

bulent river, which, unfortunately, would
. be flowing in the wrong direction, and

another twenty-three mile lake trip to

the new Government railroad.

Mackay and I examined our sheep

heads which were hanging in noble array

beneath the cache and congratulated our-

selves on the success of the trip. Next
morning before the mists of night had
cleared from the face of the water we
put out on our voyage and skirted the

shore to the chugging monotone of the

motor, which was echoed back to us from
the fog-wrapped hills. At one o’clock we
had reached the river and wound our way
up one of the branches which formed its

mouth as far as the motor could push
against the current and then landed and
cooked our lunch. From now on we
would be obliged to line the boat up
stream against a strong and treacherous

current—the water was very high and
ran like a mill-race along the shore.

Mackay and I kept in touch with the

boat from the bank and helped the men
over the rough places, but the glorious

struggle was theirs to the utmost and
they seemed to revel in the fierce breasting

of the stream—wading sometimes waist
deep and leaning over until the water al-

most ran down their throats, with the

smile of triumph on their faces as the

boat gained inch by inch against the

power of the current.

When the sun had set we tied the boat
to the bank, wrung out our clothes,

poured the water from our shoe-pacs,

built a fire and dried out as we munched
our supper. Then, as the night was clear,

we spread our sleeping bags under the
friendly stars and while the moonlight
sifted through the spruce trees we rested

tired limbs and aching muscles. Nature
worked her great restorer and the waters
of the river rushed by in ceaseless roaring
throughout the night.

TWO more days brought us to Cooper
Creek Landing near the mouth of

Kenai Lake. The last was a day of

hard exhausting labor—lining the boat
up through some narrow canyons whose
sheer rock sides afforded scant foothold,
and the high swift water pulled with
great power against the heavy boat—but
our splendid men overcame all the ob-
structions that beset them and brought
us through with never a sign of weaken-
ing, though the odds seemed sometimes
unsurmountable. Nighttime brought re-
ward in rest and food and the zest with
which they tackled the bean pot proved
that they had earned their dinner.
Jimmie Kyle came down to visit us

and invited us to spend the night at his
mining camp, a short walk up Cooper
Creek, but we rigged up the tent and
slept by the murmuring water. The next
morning proved to be one of rare beauty

with not a cloud in sight, and we made
an early start for Kenai Lake, arriving
at Victor Gombard’s cabin at its mouth
about ten o’clock. Here we donned dry
clothes and when Ben had adjusted the
motor to his satisfaction we put-putted
away toward open water.
We figured that we would make the

other end of the lake where the railroad

ran in about four or five hours. Well
satisfied that all the hard work of the
trip was far behind us we lay back on
our duffle bags in placid comfort, content
to watch the ripple of our wake and
dream of all the delights of civilization

that were waiting just ahead.

A ll went well for a mile or two and
then we noticed that the sky was
beginning to cloud up, a little breeze

began to blow and the smooth surface of

the lake was beginning to ripple, just
enough to make us feel a little uneasy as

to the future. It was not long before the
sky became completely overcast and the
breeze stiffened quite perceptibly. We
chugged along, shipping seas, getting
drenched by spray, but rather enjoying
the sudden change in the weather until a
tell-tale miss in the even song of the

motor gave a new trend of thought for
our imagination to feed upon. As if in

answer to our questioning thoughts it

suddenly did as we expected—stopped
as dead as a piece of iron. We were com-
pelled to resort to man-power as a means
of locomotion. We were heavily laden

—

deep in the water, and the storm had set-

tled down to a steady blow with accom-
panying high seas and rolling combers,
white with anger and slapping our little

craft with furious dashings. Ben was
spinning the flywheel of the motor with
patient persistence while we pulled, two
men to the oar, in frantic endeavor to

keep the boat moving against the forces

of nature. The motor seemed to have re-

alized at last that Ben would have kept
on spinning it forever and so responded
with a good grace to the inevitable just
in time to overcome the pressure of the
hosts arrayed against us, and we steered
into the lee of an island and finally landed
behind a cliff, out of the wind.

We climbed the cliff and looked up
the lake along the course we had in-

tended to take, but such a scene of wild
commotion met our eyes—a rolling, toss-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 88)
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A RECORD SHOT
THE LAST LONE GOOSE FLEW BACK TO THE DECOYS.

AND SO CAME TO BAG THE ENTIRE FLOCK OF NINE

By WIDGEON

I

WAS'alone in the

blind, a brisk
breeze was blow-

ing, a dry northeast-

er, and the limpid

waters of the bay
were ruffled. In the

channels occasional-

ly a white cap could

be seen, and from the distant beach came
to my ears the muffled roar of the surf.

From the eastern side of the island be-

hind me came the faint tap—tap of a

hammer, where “Hank” and his son

“Scouse” were building a woven wire

enclosure near the shack, for the live de-

coys. Before me under the declining sun

lay the waters of the beautiful Barnegat
and on the western horizon, the dark

green line of the pines of Ocean County.

The three of us had enjoyed a good

morning’s shooting, but since ten o’clock

the birds had not been flying, and I had
been left with the decoys. These decoys,

by the way, are worthy of more than

passing mention. We had with us on this

trip, the usual assortment of painted

wooden decoys, and seven geese and ten

ducks in live decoys. Four of these geese

are trained birds from North Carolina,

and three of them wild wing-tipped birds,

caught in the bay. One of these, a mag-
nificent gander, is the best decoy I ever

shot over, seldom tugging or struggling

at his chain, and never calling except to

his kind. The ducks are crosses, or hy-

brids, of wild mallards and black ducks,

headed by “Black Jake,” a lordly drake

with dusky body and dark green head,

and “Mammy,” a pure wild mallard duck.

Five of these decoys are kept tied and
five are loose. It is a pleasure to watch
their antics, such diving and splashing

and quacking as they make, often the five

will swim away to a distance of a hun-

dred yards or more and then at a rasping

call from “Jake,”
who is always kept
tied, they will fly

back and come
tumbling pell mell

into the decoys, and
woe to the wild

bird who sees them
at this time, for he
will decoy as tame
as a chicken.

TO those who
are in the
habit of shoot-

ing from the Bar-
negat sneak-box,

our blind would be

a luxury. A box
sunk in the reeds

on the point, large

enough to accom-
modate three shoot-

ers, with a com-
fortable seat, and in cold weather an oil

stove. This is shooting “de luxe” com-
pared with the old style.

The whispering of the wind through
the reeds, the gentle splashing of the
waves, combined with the genial rays of

the sun, had lulled me into a reverie and
my thoughts go back to the days of long
ago, for over fifty years I have spent my

vacations and leisure hours beside the

waters of this bay I love so well. First

as a boy of thirteen years, shooting snipe

at John Dorset’s, and for many years

after on the broad bars at Uncle Jakey
Herbert’s

;
in succeeding years, duck

shooting at Chadwick’s and Ortley’s, with

the loved companions of my early youth

and manhood. Many are the goodly bags
of game I have taken up the beach in

those years, and many a royal day’s sport

have I enjoyed. Those dear comrades,

so full of life and enthusiasm, where are

they now? All are gone into the Great
Beyond, and I alone am left behind.

S
UDDENLY I am aroused from my
day dreams by the clarion call of the

“wild gander;” with extended neck

and looking toward the beach, he shows
every sign of excitement and now all the

geese decoys are calling loudly. Then
faintly behind me from the east, comes
the answering “Honk-honk.” Twisting
around in the blind, I see high in The
heavens a flock of geese, nine of them
but so far away they look no larger than
black birds. They hear my decoys, and
setting their wings in the curve so dear
to the sportsman’s eyes, they begin vol-

planing down from their dizzy height;

but the wind drifts them to the south and
by the time they are low enough, they are

fully a half-mile down the bay and my
decoys have stopped calling. 'They then
begin flying up the bay looking for the

geese they had heard and I try in every

The decoys in action off Stooling Point

way to start my geese up again, but they
are dumb, and finally, greatly to my dis-

appointment, the flock alights squarely in

front of the blind and about a quarter of
a mile away, and then resting and feed-
ing, they slowly drift with the wind and
tide down the bay.

As I sat watching them, a low voice
behind me said, “Mr. A. where is the

flock of geese? We
saw them from the

shack.” It is Hank
and Scouse, who
have returned to

join me in the blind.

“Why, there they
are down near the

bridge, don’t you see

them? See their white breasts flashing

in the sun. Hank,” I added, “I don’t

like the way your decoys are put out. I

always like to have one on the bank out

of sight of the others to keep them talk-

ing. I believe even now, if you should

bring one back in the reed, it would start

them honking and the flock would yet

come to us.”

“All right,” says Hank, “We’ll try it,”

and wading out in the water, he picked

up the nearest decoy, a little goose, put-

ting her under his arm he carried her
in and placed her behind the blind. Al-

most at once her mate began to call, and
soon they were all honking loudly.

Hank came back to the blind and be-

fore he was fairly seated, Scouse cried

“Here they come;” and sure enough, the

flock was on the wing and coming our
way. Low we crouched, and on came the

geese; and heading up in the wind, they
lit about one hundred and fifty yards be-

yond the decoys and began at once to

swim in. Nearer and nearer they came
and now the wild gander put in his fine

work. I wish I could produce in cold

type, his coaxing, caressing call, “Come
on in

;
come on in, the water’s fine. Come

on,” but when they came to about ten
yards of the outside decoys, they stopped
and then I took time to glance at my
shooting companions.
Now Hank, while a veteran lat field

and trap shooting, had killed his first

and only goose over decoys in January,
1916, and Scouse had never killed

one, I noticed
Hank’s square jaw
was set and he
grasped his trusty
gun, with a firm
hand, and I felt

sure he would give
a good account of

himself
; and then

I saw the boy. His
knees were shak-
ing, his lips quiver-

ing, and he showed
every symptom
of “buck fever.”

Reaching out my
hand, I grasped his

leg and said slow-
ly, “Keep cool,
don’t get excited,”

and he froze at
once and became as

steady as a veter-

an. Hank h’ a d
been chosen captain of the squad and I

waited for the word to shoot.

“Don’t you think we had better take
them. Hank?”—“Wait a minute or two
and let them get closer.” “Gee!” whis-
pered Scouse, “Ain’t that old gander a
buster, see him stretch up his neck. I’ll

bet it’s longer than my arm.”—“Better
take them Hank before something
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scares them.”—“All right then, whenever
you are ready.”

The geese had come no closer, but had
changed their position somewhat,
I could not shoot from where I sat.

Slowly I drew my gun back and care-

fully parting the grass over of the

: blind in another place, I made ready for

the shot. The old gander and goose had
moved a little to one side and lapping,

made a good shot for Hank, while the
I seven goslings had lined up beautifully

for Scouse and me.
“Are you ready?” “Yes.” “One, two,

three,” BANG! Immediately we were on

our feet, and for a second I thought they

were all done for; then very heavily one

rose from the center, to be immediately

cut down by Scouse’s second barrel. Then
one badly hurt rose to the left to be

dropped by Hank, then one rose slowly

The pleasure of carrying them in

to me to drop again at the report of my
gun, and now seven geese were on the
water all apparently dead and two in

the air, one of them hard hit.

Hank and Scouse sprang from the
blind to gather the birds and I watched
the remnant of the flock. They flew out
over the channel and then the wounded
bird turned and started back, followed by
the other.

“Down Hank! Down Scouse! They
are coming back.” Hank was by this

time in the water among the duck de-
coys and Scouse on the bank, they both
crouched down, meantime I had hurriedly
slipped in a couple of shells and was
ready. Back they came, the “cripple”
decoyed beautifully, and with curved
wings came in right over the decoys.
The little gun came to my shoulder and
at its sharp crack the long black neck
dropped backward, the broad wings fold-
ed and with a resounding splash the
eighth goose was down. We fired our
other barrels at the remaining goose, but
it was out of range and now while every
^n was empty, with feeble honkings.
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one of the “dead” geese rose and with

hanging legs started to fly away.
“Stop him; Stop him! No use, never

mind he can’t go far.” Weaker and
weaker it flew and after going a few
hundred yards, dropped again and at

once the remaining goose lit beside it.

Now Scouse gets out the boat and after

a short row, gathers the cripple, the

other merely swimming away.

The dead geese having been gathered,

there is great rejoicing at the blind.

After a short war dance, with elaborate

ceremony, a small libation is poured to

the goose shooter’s gods, and after look-

ing over and hefting the dead birds,

which were very large and fat, quiet once

more reigns. We are now watching the

remaining goose, which honking mourn-
fully, is slowly drifting down the bay
with the tide.

“Hank,’ I said, “If we keep low and
quiet, I believe that goose will come back
to us before sun down.” Slowly the sun
sank in the west. Our decoys kept call-

ing from time to time, and then Scouse
who had been watching cried, “Here she

comes,” and the lone goose in the failing

sunlight came into her doom, and at the

crack of Hank’s gun, joined her mates
who had gone before, and so came to bag
the entire flock of nine.

I

T was a beautiful sunset, the western
sky was aglow with all the glorious

changing colors of the rainbow. No
artist’s brush could do it justice. To me,
the sunsets viewed from the shooting

points in the shooting season, are a joy,

a wonder, and a revelation.

As the sun’s red disc disappeared be-

hind the distant pines, we began taking
up the decoys. This is an interesting

sight, especially to a novice. “Black
Jake” is taken up and placed in a crate

on the meadow bank, and at once all the

other ducks swim to the shore, and wad-
dling to the crate, with prodigious
quackings, crowd around and insist on
being placed inside with “Jake.”

At last all is done. Hank with the
decoys and seven of the geese in the boat
rows around the shore, while Scouse and
I take the path across the meadow to the

shack; Scouse with his two geese slung
over his shoulder, as happy as a lord.

He said he would not miss the pleasure
of carrsnng them in for a hundred dol-

lars. As we walked along, Scouse said,

“This has sure been some day for me.
I didn’t want to say anything in front of

Dad, but Mr. A. if you hadn’t put your
hand on my leg, and told me not to get
excited, I surely would have blown up,

but that just steadied me.”
When we reached the shack the geese

were tied in pairs, again admired and
hung on the side of the house, with the
ducks we had shot in the morning.

And now with rubber boots replaced
by comfortable slippers. Hank and
I reclined before the glowing fire,

and fought our battles over again, while
Scouse, who is an excellent cook, pre-
pared the supper, and such a meal!

Surely that bountiful supper made a
proper ending to a red letter day. So
after a brief period I went to bed, leaving

‘Scouse,” now a veteran in the World
War, proudly wearing the blue and gold

chevrons, and whose deadly precision

with the machine gun helped hurl back

the Hun at St. Mihiel and Belleau Wood

Hank and his son to enjoy the fragrant

weed, and the last thing I remembered,

before sinking into the arms of Morpheus,

was Scouse saying, “Just think of it

Dad, a whole flock of nine geese killed

without a miss. We couldn’t do it again

in a hundred years, that surely was a

record shot.”

Hank at the door of the shack
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HUNTING MERRIAM WILD TURKEY
AIDED BY TURKEYFOOT THE APACHE, THE SCIENTIST SECURES
SEVERAL FINE SPECIMENS OF THIS RARE BIRD FOR A MUSEUM GROUP

By H. H. SHELDON

Group of Merriam wild turkey in the Colorado Museum of Natural History

I

N the United States
there are four varie-

ties of wild turkeys,
all sub-species of the
Mexican wild turkey,
from which our domestic
fowls descended. The
common wild turkey is

found from the New
England states west
to Kansas and Ok-
lahoma. The Flor-

ida turkey is an in-

habitant of the re-

gions of the Gulf

Coast and Florida.

These two forms are

not noticeably differ-

ent in coloration, and
to the casual ob-

server would pass

as one and the

same bird. The
western forms
known as the Rio

Grande, ranging
in Texas and
northern Mexico,

and the Merriam wild turkey, whose
range of distribution is limited to New
Mexico, Arizona and possibly a few
points along the southern border of Colo-

rado, are also much alike, but differ from
the eastern forms in size and color, be-

ing slightly larger and showing a con-

spicuous rump patch of huffy white

tipped feathers, with the tail band the

same, while in the eastern birds the white

is replaced by chestnut. These are the

distinguishing characters and the most
noticeable occurring in the four forms.

The following account of hunting the

Merriam wild turkey is taken from my
notes of a biological survey in the state

of Colorado, in the interest of the Colo-

rado Museum of Natural History, at

Denver, and while the number of turkeys

secured, was in excess of a bag for one

hunter (from the sportsman’s point of

view) I might explain that for scientific

reasons it was very necessary to repre-

sent the species by several specimens of

both sexes and different ages.

During the summer I had made fre-

quent inquiries concerning the possible

existence of wild turkeys in the state.

They had for a number of years been re-

garded as extinct within the border of

Colorado, where at one time and within

a score of years past they were com-

paratively abundant in the country they

frequent^, which was chiefly west of

the Continental Divide. The earliest

records, however, tell of turkeys inhabit-

ing the greater portion of the state west

of the plains, in all of the yellow pine

and pinon forest areas, but they were
hunted and trapped to such extremes in

the early days that now they are found

only in the most isolated wildernesses of

the semi-arid regions of the southwest.

D uring the latter part of November
news reached me that turkeys were
to be found close to the line of New

Mexico at a point some sixty miles away,
and I at once made preparations to make
a trip to the said turkey country.

I was fortunate in securing the services

of Mr. Jess Ewell, an apt linguist of the

Apache tongue, and to whom I am in-

debted for making the hunt successful, in

consequence of his acquaintance with the

natives and knowledge of the country
traversed. So one frosty morning, in

November, Jess and his team of hardy
bays trotted into my camp and soon after

we were wending our way through the

big spruce timber and aspens, down the

Navajo River and to the lower and semi-

arid country in New Mexico.

Upon reaching an Indian village the

whereabouts of one Lucas Turkeyfoot
(an Apache, named for his prowess as a

turkey hunter and known by Jess as the

one Indian who would locate the turkeys
for us) was investigated, and we for-

tunately found him though some hours
later. A rapid conversation took place

between the Apache and his friend Jess

which consisted of a mixture of Mexican
and Apache, and with occasional inter-

mittant pauses in which the writer re-

layed through Jess an offer for the In-

dian’s services, an agreement was finally

made and Turkeyfoot promised to meet
us on the following morning at a given

point some twenty miles away; with as-

surance that he would overtake us at the

end of the trail, before we had breakfast
next day, and lead us into the turkey
country.

We then proceeded
through a delightful coun-
try of yellow pine forest

and sage brush flats, typical

of a large area of New
Mexican scenery. At even-

ing our trail encircled a lake

from which a flock of

green-winged teal rose and
flew directly over us,

the 12-gauge hurriedly

pulled out of its place

in the pack, was
slapped together

and we managed
to get two of

them which later

made a very ap-

propriate feast—
for this day was
the last Thursday
in November and
very keenly we
enjoyed our
Thanksgiv-
ing dinner of

roast duck and
sweet potatoes

and hot biscuits (a la Dutch oven), to-

gether with a goodly supply of appetizing

accessories including that always de-

licious “camp coffee.” How good it all

tasted in that cold-dry, sharp November
atmosphere of the southwest, and I, too,

enjoy the mental picture of the camp sit-

uated under those big pines with a pitchy

log fire crackling out its friendly

warmth. My big mountaineer companion
caused me to chuckle at his droll sayings

long after we had crawled under the

heavy canvas “tarp” to sleep—that first

night on the ground under the stars.

It was seven next morning when the

odors of bacon brought the long-haired

Apache galloping into camp and he was
not at all slow to desert his pony and
partake of the white man’s grub. Turkey-
foot was in every sense of the term “a
good scout,” and after a hearty break-

fast he fell right into the work attached

to breaking camp and it was only a mat-
ter of minutes that we were hooked up
and making our way to the not far dis-

tant turkey country. Riding ahead on

his little broomtail bronco Turkeyfoot
led us over some rough and uneven
country that he knew by heart. Porcu-

pine spring, the only water in the region,

was the point of termination of our
journey and we were just a short dis-

tance from that anticipated camp site

when I noticed the Indian a few rods

ahead was scrutinizing the ground in an
interested manner—and reached him to

find that turkeys had recently been in

the vicinity. To see their tracks in the

soft earth under the pinons helped con-

siderably to stir up my anxiety for the

coming hunt and we hurried on to make
camp preparatory to a little scouting
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around before dark in hopes of locating

: some fresh signs.

It was 3 o’clock when we made camp

I

and an hour later, after devouring a mis-

cellaneous assortment of food, I gave the

sign to “Turkeyfoot” and he led the way
to the region of the tracks we had seen.

After a considerable time we came upon
some fairly fresh tracks and a little later

the Indian pointed to some fresh scratch-

ings under the pinons where a number
of the big wary birds had been feeding

on th€( pinon seeds, and the earth was
still damp and showed contrasty dark

patches amongst the brown litter of the

pinons. In fact, the spot had been so

recently frequented by turkeys that it

seemed as though they must be near
enough for a shot, but as quietly as we
approached that particular spot, those

turkeys had in some way learned of our

coming and were doubtless far away
from the place when we arrived. But
I was not disappointed for I hardly ex-

pected to see turkeys that night. Fresh
proof of their being in the vicinity of

camp was as much as I hoped to find

and I returned at sundown well satisfied

with the results of the investigation.

The night was cold and clear and by
the warmth of the fire we fell into

a good sleep which lasted until 5:30

next morning, at which time the cold

had commenced to penetrate. Driven to

fast work by Jack Frost, we soon had
coffee bubbling at the outer embers of a

hot fire, and after consuming a hearty
breakfast, I left for the country of the

turkey tracks. Visions of a flock of wild

turkeys running through the ravines of

sage brush and yucca, or, a calling hen
perched on some pine log in the scatter-

ing oak brush, or, perhaps, a bunch of

them scratching for pinon seeds some-
where in that great forest of pinons were
ever before me as I worked from canon
to canon—listening, watching and search-

ing for fresh signs that might turn my
mental pictures into realities. After
several hours of this kind of hunting
(and at a moment when I was commenc-
ing to wonder to what country those tur-

keys had migrated), from some uncer-
tain direction I heard the call of a turkey,
so far away in fact that I had to listen

intently for some time until I was able

to locate the actual direction. It was
certainly a hen turkey calling—“Ouoit-
oit-oit-oit-oit” on rising scale—just that
old familiar bam yard call, but yet how
different it sounded, and what a thrill it

gave me, in that wilderness so far from
anything domestic.

Carefully studying the country I began
a well guarded approach offered by a low
ridge running parallel to the ravine in
which I figured the calling hen was lo-

cated. After some little maneuvering I

got to where the calls were distinctly
clear, and near enough to commence some
careful sneaking; so I made my way to
the top of a low lying ridge studded with
lofty yellow pines and intermingled with
patches of scrub oaks, and which afford-
ed me a well concealed outlook. Again
went the call, this time somewhere below
me on the opposite side of the ridge.
After a little more sneaking I made out
several dark forms through my screen of
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oak brush. The flock was about 200 yards

away, and I made my way on hands and
knees slowly and very quietly to the last

patch of brush that remained to keep me
from being seen. This accomplished, I

found myself still considerably out of

range, about 125 yards from the flock,

which was feeding and scratching about

under some pinons at the base of a small

ravine. They looked so contented in their

attitudes and unconscious of the near
enemy that I wondered if they were as

wild as their name implied, until pres-

ently the cause of the appearance of

safety was explained by the long neck

of an old hen protruding above the top

branches of a pinon; this wary bird was
acting as sentinel for the flock.

A good-sized pine tree about 40 yards
down the slope was the only cover of-

fered to make a closer approach and
though I knew I would still be out of

range (even if I could reach the tree

without being seen by the old bird on
guard) an 80-yard chance with heavy
loads was worth trying for rather than
making a wide detour with loss of much
time and very likely the turkeys; so get-

ting the old sentinel bird in line with the

big tree I crawled from the thick cover

into the open, and if those turkeys had
been elephants I don’t believe my desire

to reach that tree in the hope of getting

a shot would have been any keener than
it was during that 40-yard crawl. How-
ever, the tree was reached in safety and
the old bird from her elevated position as-

sured me with a few short calls that I

got away with the stalk okeh. Then
peering out from the tree just a few
inches from the ground I got my first

good view of the big birds as they
scratched among the deep litter under
the pinons. At times one would dart
out from the flock to catch some flying

insect and their movements as a whole
were noticeably rapid and their bodies

lithe and slender, in comparison to the

heavier and fuller-bodied farm fowls.

I watched them fully ten minutes,

studying their movements and enjoying
the sight to the utmost, but wishing that

I was 30 yards nearer for I felt satisfied

that I would fail utterly at that long
range of at least 80 yards. Finally they
commenced to work slowly from me on
down the ravine and with a preconceived
plan I rushed at full speed toward them
and got 25 yards nearer before some of

them saw me and I stopped for a shot

at the nearest turkey. At this moment
I saw a flash of turkey here and there
and then four of them which had evident-

ly not detected me, bunched together un-
der a pinon in a hesitant manner, seem-
ingly uncertain which way to make their

escape, and taking advantage of that
brief moment I let drive with the left

barrel well up on their necks. Two of
them went down and I could see them
flopping over the ground from a sidelong
glance as I ran out to the right to get
a shot at the remainder of the flock.

They went running up to the top of the
opposite ridge, and before they reached
it to take wing, the right barrel brought
down another and the excitement of my
first meeting with wild turkeys had end-
ed. They proved to be an old hen and
two young birds of the year, and being
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the first wild turkeys I had ever carried

to camp, I did not mind the three-mile

tramp with such a load but rather en-

joyed the weight of their bodies and sight

of their beautiful plumage hanging from
either side of my shoulder.

WE smoked by the fire late that

night, and hit on a plan suggested

by the Apache that we work a new
country next day, providing it did not

snow in the meantime, the latter being

preferable. The sky looked threatening

and we had pitched the little tent in an-

ticipation of the first snow of the season.

A long sound sleep made the awakening
next morning somewhat of a surprise

when we found our feet unusually warm
covered with a blanket of snow which had

drifted into our open cylinder tent. A
new aspect had taken effect of our sur-

roundings. In a few hours the rich colors

of autumn had changed to a winter scene

of black and white. Four inches of snow
had fallen in the night, and we wasted

no time in getting a fire and breakfast;

and when the inner man was warmed up
we set out again to hunt the elusive tur-

key, this time however, by the fascinating

method of tracking. But contrary to the

expectant long hike through snow to find

the first tracks, after not more than one-

fourth mile from camp a series of calls

rattled out that brought us up short, and
we commenced to sneak through the

pinons in the direction of the sound, and

presently came on the tracks of five and

followed them silently in the soft snow.

Turkeyfoot in the lead suddenly

stopped and motioned me that they were

not far ahead and before we realized it,

were in sight of them. The Indian’s rifle

cracked and then I banged into one as it

hopped into the air to sail down a deep

canon. We both scored, though I had
only winged my bird and was obliged to

chase it some distance down the canon
before killing it with a second shot. The
two turkeys, both hens, were hung up to

a pine limb and we separated in hopes of

finding the other three birds, which had
gone down the canon on wing. Sometime
after I came upon the tracks of a single

turkey and followed it over a puzzling

course for an hour or more when it finally

came to an end, and a few wing tip marks
in the snow and several tall pines about

a hundred yards away was a very sugges-

tive clue as to where this turkey had
made to, and while I was figuring out a

means of approach, out he flew from the

top branches and sailed with hardly a

wing beat far out of sight.

This concluded my morning hunt and
I returned to find Turkeyfoot wait-

ing for me with the good news that

he had found where a flock of turkeys

had followed along a ridge intent on mak-
ing to the high, rough country to the

north, and that the tracks gave evidence

of there being at least 30 birds in the

bunch. We ate a hearty lunch and made
for the upper country, Turkeyfoot leav-

ing me to make a detour of the ridge to

see if they had crossed a certain big

canon into a country where we hoped
they would not go. I was out about an
hour when I struck the tracks of the big

(continued on page 89)
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In search of Game up

West Coast Waterways,

Three Explorers of a Lit-

tle-known Land, Encoun-

ter Strange Fish, Animals

and Men. The Earlier

Stages of a Remarkable

Trip that Ended in Egret

Rookery Perils.

By W. LIVINGSTONILARNED
Drawings by the Author

|T should be understood that Mr. King and his party
were now entering upon a mile-stone of their jour-

ney that promised genuine thrills. Parts of Flor-

ida have never invited either tourist or sportsman.
There are definite reasons for this: inaccessibility,

arduous navigation, uncharted rivers, of which there

seem to be an amazing number, and the certain

knowledge that these water-lanes give wild refuge to

men who have sinned against society. The brigand
at heart or the murderer by actual practice have
kinship with Lossman’s and Chokoloskee. Only the

^ Seminole feels absolutely at home there—and he
iji never talks. White men swing wide of a course that

r ' is apt to take them where there is no returning. The
tortuous rivers and creeks, with their shallows and
sand bars and confusing vegetation, form a per-

petual, yet ever-changing mosaic puzzle. Strangers are not
wanted here. A new face is a marked face. And always, day or

night, the shining barrel of a fifle is slid through damp wet
leaves, at the approach of boats.

It is different on Shark River, farther down. Tarpon Lake is

now open game country. Sportsmen take the trip around to it

without thinking very much of it, one way or another.

They all agree on one significant point, however. Up these

silent, sinister rivers and upon the shadowy, haunted lakes,

there is a mystery beyond description. We have mentioned before

that the members of the King Party found themselves speaking in

whispers. This is true. You sense an indefinable something that

sets your pulse jumping. Is it apprehension, fear, awe? Is it

the ever-present and indescribable murmuring of an unseen pres-

ence back in the mangroves? Is it the sight of ugly, repulsive, river

things—snakes and alligators and slimy, gliding, wriggling bodies

that never “stay put”?

There on Dr. Tiger’s Lake, even in early afternoon, John and

his Father were oppressed. The memory of a thousand Spanish

and Indian tragedies stalked in and out among the moss-grown
trees of the bank. There was no human habitation, with the sin-

gle exception of Dr. Tiger’s miserable shack on the shell mound. A
sheet of tranquil water rippled and danced as tarpon nosed out to

the surface or hideous gar chased shining mullet.

Two raccoons came pattering down a fallen log and

sat there, unembarrassed, unafraid. They were as

immaculate and as well-groomed as Fifth Avenue
fashion plates. In a single half hour’s trip around

the lake, John saw no less than forty of them. Once

fEARNED

I
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and cypress scrub were represented in

abundance, together with cabbage palms

of gigantic size, black and red mangrove,
an occasional live oak and tiny commu-
nities of wild lime and cus-

tard apple. Mr. King jotted

down, as well, varieties of .j"

pigeon wood, button wood,

sweet bay, dogwood and even

gum eliami. \

Reaching upward, through • >

these hammock and shore \

monarchs, was a bewildering

number of ferns and vines— \
'^}§

the Virginia creeper, jungle

vine, sword fern, palmetto, ' '

moon vine, resurrection \
^

plant, to say nothing of yel-

ghostly decayed trees.”

Mr. King glanced at

his watch. It was half

two—and a glori-

0 u s ,
drowsy, indolent

afternoon.

“We will equip the

small boat for a trip to

the interior up one of

BgaSffVj the small creeks,” he an-

swered, “there should be

plenty of deer and Hen-
dry will never be able to

~ I sleep on borrowed veni-

^ RrrrEI ^

^
I

certain observa-

I
tions for my diary and

AJlJN ... secure samples of soil

and limestone. John Billytold Hendrythat
there were pine lands to the North. The
discovery of such lands would be im-

portant. It is not popularly supposed

that the pine will flourish out there.

Take along your rifle and plenty of am-
munition. Hendry has the boat ready

now, if I am not much mistaken.”

This was true and they entered a

writhing tropic creek that led from the

eastern end of Tiger Lake. It was some-
thing like fifty feet wide here and from
six to ten feet in depth, and ran in a

northeasterly direction for a quarter of

a mile, finally diverging to the North,
shallowing as it went.

It was perhaps a mile from the Lake
that John begged his Father to bide a

while, while the lines were made ready.

Here the beautiful creek was from twelve

to eighteen feet in depth and twenty-five

feet wide. At one point, as they looked

dowTi into the clear water, they could

see a hroad limestone ridge, silhouet-

ted against the murky bottom. Here
there was a perceptible current of no
less than four miles per hour.

The shores were all that they had
grown to expect—and more. Cypress

a good sized deer ran out upon an open

area, reared its beautiful head, and was
off like the wind. The ducks grew tire-

some, there were so many of them and
their colors so variegated. Ibis and coot

and the ever-present heron were singular-

ly proof against fright. This was their

land. Bom of it, and seldom disturbed,

they viewed these three voyagers with

a nonchalant indifference.

John Billy, the Seminole who had pil-

oted them this far, was gone. They were
alone—impressively alone.

“If it’s just the same to you. Father,”
observed John, Jr., “I would rather pitch

camp somewhere else. Dr. Tiger’s death
house gives me the creeps. It is full of

poison bottles, bats, frogs, lizards and
ugly thoughts. If we remained here over
night, I rather think the old doctor him-
self would return from his Happy-Hunt-
ing Grounds and play spook under the

THE VENOMOU/
COPAL /NAKC

low, scarlet and royal blue flowers—or-

chids that flamed against the dark green
—Tillandsia Fasciculata, wild vanilla

and limp colorful clusters of pale purple
air plants that baffled classification at

that distance.

Not once did they see a “burn” or the
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There was constant fascination to the lit-

tle, tortuous, narrow streams, coming from
nowhere and finally lost in the wonders of

Dr. Tiger’s Lake

They found the crumbling remnants of an
old Indian settlement on one of the ham-
mocks. Still fastened to a tree branch was

the crude grinder for meal-time

clearing of an old camp sight. It was
absolutely primitive, untrodden—remote
from the Universe of Man.
The boat was anchored and Hendry, as

eager as a boy, began to arrange his lines.

He had made sure there were black bass

and sporty two-pounders, and it was not

too much to hope that small pan fish

could be had in abundance for the sheer

sport of boy and line.

Hendry brought in five sizable bass the

first half hour, with poor John’s record

absolutely cold. It was then that both,

who had their backs turned to Mr. Kjng,
were suddenly startled by the loud report
of a rifle near at hand. Mr. King had
fired. As he stood up astern, he shouted:—“It was a cat. A splendid buff and yel-

low boy, with eyes like agates. He came
out—yonder—beside that bunch of vines.

I’m not sure but I think I got him.”
The anchor was raised and they poled

slowly up the bank where it was shallow.

When a foot or two from the mass of

Moon vines and palmetto, the scuffling

and grinding told them that the cat at

least had not made a clean escape.

“Push her to the bank—I’ll jump
ashore and see what’s happened,” whis-
pered Mr. King. Hendry was grinning
and John’s eyes were particularly bright.

They could not see over into the marshy
ground because of clusters of ferns and
saw grass.

It was then that the riddle found a
solving. This same clump of ferns part-
ed, and a dark body lumbered out, its legs

working with a sort of mechanic, rhyth-
mic precision.

“Gator!” grunted Hendry.
“What a Granddaddy!” John, Jr.,

gasped.

It was a very large specimen; with
mud-caked skin, scarred and peeling. The
singular part was that this big alligator
dragged the wild cat with him, blood
streaming upon the ferns and grasses.
He had doubtless been asleep in a bog
under the cjrpress trees and dinner had
tumbled over almost into his hungry
jaws. Not even the report of a rifle on
the silent air could divert him from a
quick get-away, plus grub.

Both Hendry and Mr. King blazed at
the scuffling ’gator. The latter, disgusted
at three misses, threw down his rifle and
used a revolver. They were near enough
for it. But something went wrong. The
’gator sank to the muddy bottom, munch-

complete his observations and scientific

soil-rummaging for the property owners
before dark. A hundred yards on, the

creek shallowed out and scattered into

many branches, penetrating the Ever-

glade area like a system of marvelous
arteries. Mr. King determined to inves-

tigate one of these weird water-ways, and
the pole was used in the shallow water,

while Hendry, seated forward, hacked a

clear path, when the overhanging man-
groves interlocked and prevented further

progress. It was ’Glade country; they

could tell this by the character of the

soil—^black, spongy, fibrous and laden

with brilliantly green growths.

You who are fond of duck hunting,

fishing and an occasional panther, cat or

wild hog, should look up this far place, if

the spirit of Adventure is in you. To set

forth its real charms or to properly ex-

press it in words seems quite fruitless.

Between Dr. Tiger’s Lake and the Gulf
there is a danger trail. We grant you
that. And the creeks into the Ever-
glades, from that mystic body of water
where a hero lived and died, are strange,

uneven trails in a romantic setting. But
it is all worth the effort and the peril!

Once there, you experience a sense of in-

finite pride. It is an achievement—

a

sporting conquest!

What are the whipped streams of your
usual haunts? They seem oddly inade-

quate after this Gulf trip. Bass! Ah,
but bass from noiselessly moving waters
that dance with the splendor of mirrowed
nature. It resembles a stage setting for

some outlandish motion picture scenario.

Nothing is quite real. There is so much
game—so many birds in such fantasic

variety. Yellow and black crested night
herons look as if they had been freshly

painted by an artist in a lavish mood.
A snowy egret, like a lady’s kerchief, flut-

ters down from loops of moon vine—and
is gone. Curlews that you have never
seen before—not even in books—stalk

sedately past, their heads cocked on one
side and a single bead-black eye staring
at you rather contemptuously. The hunt-
ers are few. A trap is almost unknown.
Turtles are as thick as the very ferns

that drape their shimmering backs. We
wish to stress the observation that this

is an entirely NEW sort of hunting and
fishing. You find yourself rather more
inclined to sit and look than to drop a line

or fire a rifle. Cold steel becomes a spe-

Here the bass were hungry

ing his precious morsel. A scarlet, eddy-
ing whirlpool was all that remained, and
rippling water against the side of the
small boat.

“The old reprobate!” grouched Mr.
King, “he absconded with a real prize.

I’m pleased to see, however, that my first

aim was good. I think I killed my cat as
clean as a whistle.”

Hendry, out of sheer pique, brought
down a Louisiana blue heron, and two ad-
mirable water turkeys. The former was
wanted for mounting purposes by John.
Time was passing too rapidly for another
try at the bass, as Mr. King wished to

The author many miles out on the new
Tamiami Trail Canal road. He carried
along in the machine a complete hunt-
ing and fishing equipment and could stop
at a moment’s notice, also carried med-
icine kit and could doctor any ill, from
gun wound to moccasin bite. Mr. Lamed
intends to cover about a thousand Flor-
ida miles this winter and will collect data
for a third Forest and Stream Story
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Our friends had come prepared to himt like “ regular fellers ” and came back loaded down with deer and turkeys

cies of desecration. Things are more
beautiful than you imagined they could

be anywhere on earth.

But we must hurry on, with fragment-

ary notes of the remaining days up Loss-

man’s River, for our real sportsman’s

story lies further northward still. It

should be remembered that* Mr. King was
not here for the pleasure of it. He had

not been sent out from Miami to hunt

or to fish. For the time being, at least,

these must be incidentals. In his quiet,

unobtrusive way, he had been studying the

“lay of the land.” His little red book

was beginning to show pages of baffling

maps, drawn with a hard pencil, in a cop-

per-plate technique, at once comprehen-
sive and ingenious. He had taken speci-

mens of soil and of rock. He had fol-

lowed the courses of many rivers and
weighed the future worth of tractless

miles, half under water. With his glasses

to his eyes and his note book on his

knee, he would sit for hours, sweeping an

open stretch, where hammock and man-
grove jungle joined the flat monotony of

the Everglades.

It was while they were far up the nar-

rower stream that one of those sudden
rain storms came beating down through
the live oaks and cypress. The steam
oozed up from the black earth and solid

sheets of water came glancing through
the undergrowth. As speedily as possi-

ble Hendry rigged up a tarpaulin cover

for the boat and all three huddled under
it, disliking the thought of soaked gar-

ments. But the rain did not stop and the

afternoon waned and darkness came un-
heralded. It was agreed that they would
camp just where they were, at the end of

a tiny mangrove island, until morning.
It cleared by eight o’clock and a fire was
lighted on shore, after much difficulty.

Hendry, however, was an adept at this,

whether wood was wet or not. They
roasted the birds and made a decent meal
of them, together with such picnicing
odds and ends as the guide had shrewdly
hidden on board.

And such a night! The great hollow
infinity of dripping leaves and utter dark-
ness hedged them in on all sides. The
’gators croaked and bellowed and the
water moccasins played in the creek.
Coons busied themselves on the outer
lines of the flickering, hissing fire. A cat
called—called in a human way—far up
amongst the live oaks.

In the morning, the bass were wrapped
in leaves and royally cooked for break-
fast. Then they poled down stream and
selecting a more navigable body of water,
went a distance of three miles into the

Everglades. Now they caught their first

glimpse of the big pine hammock men-

Here was real hunting and real sport by
men who had learned their lesson in Big
Cypress and who made every day
Thanksgiving Day, if turkey-meat is at

all significant

tioned by John Billy, rising rather aus-

terely from the flat reaches of saw grass.

It was impossible to go further in the
larger boat, so the glade skiff was un-
leashed and they all piled in, intent on
a visit to this isolated hammock that had
never appeared on a map.

It was two miles across—further than
they thought at first sight, and hard
going, what with the soggy sloughs and
the lanes that were cluttered with saw
grass, but they finally made it, and pull-

ing the skiff up on shore, waded through
the muck to more firm ground.
Hendry made a discovery.

“Indian camp been here,” said he, “big
one. See path—see lime trees and wild
orange.” This was based on the shadow
of a path or trail that led, not from the

very edge of the hammock, but from a se-

creted point fifty feet inland, and wound
its circuitous length under the wildest

sort of jungle brush. It required a

Hendry eye to know that there ever had
been a trail. He forged ahead, slashing

with his machete and occasionally whack-
ing in twain some giant vine as thick

through as his wrist.

Nor were the guide’s reckonings in er-

ror. An abandoned Seminole village was
found some distance further on, gone

into decay, yet still possessing interest for

the trio. Nature had outlived the primi-

tive dwellings, for there were no less

than twenty sturdy lime trees, bearing

fruit, of a kind and the guavas were dis-

covered in greater abundance. There
were guava trees of startling size—four-

teen inches, perhaps, at the base, and
palm, oaks, cabbage palm and fig.

What a place for a habitation!

“Why do they keep moving all the

while?” John demanded, “you’d think

they’d stay here, after clearing the

ground and planting lime, orange, fig and
guava trees.”

Hendry shook his head solemnly and
observed :

—“No Indian always stay in one
place. Go. Nobody know why. Some-
time Head of Tribe die. Then everybody
leave. No stay.”

Small souvenirs were collected, and a

venomous rattler shot on the outskirts

of the hammock, just after Hendry had
leaped backward to avoid its fangs. He
stopped long enough to save the skin and
roll it compactly for John’s collection, for

it was a beauty.

By easy stages, the party returned to

the boat, lifted the glade skiff aboard and
without further stops, eased back with
the current into Dr. Tiger’s Lake. It was
nightfall and they turned in early.

(continued on page 92)
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FREEDOM’S ARK—THE CANOE
THE CANOEIST PROPERLY EQUIPPED FOR A CRUISE
IS THE MOST INDEPENDENT CREATURE ON EARTH

By FOREST HARLOW

( ( '"T^ HE happiest animal,” to quote an
old writer, “is, methinks, the
snail; for he carries his house

upon his back and abides for the night
wherever night finds him.” But for a
real “happy animal” commend me to the
canoe cruiser, who in many particulars
has it “all over” the snail. Briefiy ex-
plained, the properly equipped canoeist
is the most independent creature on
earth. He not only carries with him, in
the narrow confines of his craft, shelter
and food, but the craft itself is of such
order that it carries him safely on the
water while he can carry it easily on the
land. In it he can travel as fast as he
pleases and as far as inclination urges
him; his strength and the length of time
at his disposal are the only factors limit-
ing his efforts.

As for a canoeing season, in its broad-
est sense there is no canoeing season.
Taking it by and large, the whole year
is the canoeist’s season; if not in one
part of this vast country, then in an-
other, the canoeist may cruise from year’s
end to year’s end. Even in those sec-
tions where the seasons are sharply de-
fined, the canoeist may pursue his sport
from May to November with much en-
joyment and little inconvenience except
from wet weather, which may be en-
countered at any time. Rain is merely
an incident on
a real canoe
cruise, un-
pleasant p e r -

haps; but it

can be so well
prepared for,

especially i f

one has a
decked c r u i s-

ing canoe that
it is a neglig-

able evil.

The canoe
nas been scom-
fully called

“the poor
man’s yacht.”
Well, why not?
You wish to go
on a vacation;
you would quit
the city and
its crowded
streets and get
out into the
open; a month
at a place
where all you
wish is served,

as one might
say, on a plat-

ter, is entirely

too expensive;
camping out is

monotonous to

some people

who crave a change of scene; a cruise
at sea would be ideal but the cost pro-
hibits that also, and a motor trip has
the same objection. Be not discouraged,
lovers of the Great Outdoors, it was for
you and your ilk that the canoe was cre-

ated and if you would realize your out-
door dreams you have but to read on a
little farther and learn what it means to

go canoe cruising.

I

N this world nothing is obtained with-
out money. Having indulged in that
platitude, let us find its application in

regard to canoeing. It is probably the

cheapest form of recreation to be en-

joyed. Naturally, a walking trip could

be arranged at less initial expense, but
with the present high cost of shoe leather

it might after all be cheaper to buy a

canoe; and the comfort of padding lazily

on, close to the shaded banks of some
wayside river, is immeasurably greater
than trudging along the dusty highway
beside the stream, carrying your outfit

on your protesting back. So let us meet
the financial side squarely and may be

its terrors will vanish.

The cost of the outfit can be arranged
to suit the intending canoeist’s purse.

The amount that must be expended to

secure a really good canoe and outfit is

not exhorbitant, and once obtained it will

last for several years if a little care is

exercised in keeping everything in the
best of order. A trifling amount of
money expended each year will pay for
necessary repairs and combat the rav-
ages of time and the elements.

W HAT sort of people make the best

canoe cruisers? That vast major-
ity of people, who, having a small

amount of leisure time, wish to make the

most of it; who love the outdoors, and
find their best enjoyment in a few days
spent close to* nature, surrounded by the

peace and quiet of the woods and fields,

entertained by the rippling streams and
the songs of birds at dawn and twilight;

who wish to conserve their strength and
vitality during their leisure time, instead

of dissipating it; who know how to build

up their health by natural means—not

medicaments, but sunshine, fresh air,

pure water and plenty of it, both inside

and out, and sound, refreshing sleep.

These people make the best canoe cruis-

ers for they feel that by means of the

canoe they are able to enter into their

rightful inheritance.

The boys just back from overseas will

find in canoeing the form of recreation

most adapted to their newly acquired

ideas of life. The hours spent in camp
life, tenting out under the stars, bivouac-

ing by the open
fire, up and
away at dawn
—these have
wrought an
unrest in the

fibres of their

nature that
will make it

hard to settle

back into the
well - ordered
routine of
business and
of convention-
al life. Canoe
cruising is the
ideal form of

recreation for
our returned
boys; it offers

all the freedom
from conven-
tion, all the
good - fellow -

ship of army
or navy life,

without its

burdensome re-

straint. The
Golden Rule is

the one law
laid upon the
canoe cruiser.

To any per-
son who wishes
to get everyBy means of the canoe the Lover of the Outdoors comes into his inheritance
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penny’s worth from the few dollars he

, has to invest in recreation, canoeing and

I
cruising offers more pleasures and more

,
advantages than any other sport. To

I
prove the truth of this assertion, buy a

canoe and choose your odtfit, take cam-

era and fishing tackle—leave your rifle

at home, unless it is a little twenty-two

for target practice—and when the sight

of the first green leaves of spring im-

pels you irresistibly into the open, take

your week-end outings in a canoe. Spend

your vacation exploring some stream

with which you are unfamiliar, or cruise

nearer home if you wish. Provided you

have been wise in your choice of a canoe

and outfit, you will not only be well satis-

fied with the cruise, but you will be the

owner of everything necessary for future

cruises—except the commissary—and all

for the same money you would have paid

for a much more elaborate but less satis-

factory vacation spent in some neigh-

boring mountain or seaside resort.

Many people may not at first realize

the great advantages of a canoe

over a rowboat. A canoe can safely

follow a rowboat anywhere; but let the

keelless craft take the lead and the row-

boat is left ignominiously in the lurch at

the mouth of some shallow stream where
the canoe floats like a lily on the surface.

Because the canoe has no keel it is some-

times thought to be unsafe or “cranky.”

This is no more true of canoes than of

boats—if either is unduly cranky be sure

it is from a fault in the construction.

Naturally, care must be exercised in get-

ting in and out—one must place the en-

tering foot squarely in the center—and
sudden lurches must be avoided, but if

one keeps a low seat there is no danger
of capsizing. The erroneous belief, held

by many persons ignorant on the sub-

ject, that a canoe must be cranky and
dangerous, is being gradually eliminated

by the co-operation of the manufacturers
in combining the maximum of beauty and
strength with the minimum of weight
and instability. Do not be afraid of a
canoe—the feeling of security that comes
with the perfect adjustment of physical

balance to the motion of the craft reacts

upon the mind and makes for sanity

and mental poise.

The oarsman is a back-looker; the
canoeist is a futurist. He looks ahead,
faces and overcomes every threatened
danger, chooses his course to a nicety

through foaming rapids, or among angry
whitcaps; and he can rest himself en
route by paddling on one side or the
otker or by shifting from the sitting

to the kneeling position. For hunting
or fishing the canoe is the watercraft
unequalled, for it floats as noiselessly

as a leaf and there is no noise of the
paddle in skillful hands.

Canoes are practically unsinkable be-
cause of their immense buoyancy. The
amount of wood in a canoe, if contained
in a solid block, would be more than
sufficient to support a man in the water.
So a man in a canoe carries a life pre-
server always with him—the canoe it-

self. If fitted with air tanks in bow
and stem, safety is still further assured,
and a sponson canoe cannot be sunk.

S
O here we have our canoeist—self-

contained in his small craft, “the

poor man’s yacht,” ready for a

cruise of a day or a summer with equal

facility, his outfit snugly compact, but so

complete that when night overtakes him
he has but to make fast his painter to a

friendly tree at the water’s edge, take

out his tiny alcohol stove, cook his simple

meal, roll up in his blanket and sleep, like

the snail, in the midst of his house, lulled

by the myriad murmurs of the night

into a sleep as sweet as that of Mr.
Moneybags, out in mid-stream in his

palatial motor cruiser or steam yacht.

If you are hampered and restricted

F
or several years the hunters of

Canton, S. D., have held an annual
crow hunt, and competition be-

tween the rival teams—the Get Them
All’s and the Never Miss ’Ems—has

been high and hotly contested. It has

been impossible for an event of such

wide significance long to remain localized

and the Du Pont Powder Company has
inaugurated a National Crow Shoot, ex-

tending throughout the current year,

governed by regulations and rewarded by
trophies presented to the mightiest slay-

ers of the black-winged marauders.
The destruction of the crow is a matter

of great importance to sportsmen as well

as to farmers. The havoc wrought in

the corn field is self-evident; the depre-

dations on the coveys are noticeable only

through results and in many cases the

dwindling numbers of game birds are

caused more often by the voracious crow
than by disease.

A young crow while in the nest will

consume an amount of food equal to

three or four times its own weight, and
only a small part of this food consists

of insects. Most of it is made up of the

eggs and the young of other birds, which,

if left alive, would be of benefit in the

protection of crops.

Insatiable egg eaters, they scour the

fields, hedge-row, thickets and orchards
for nests of birds and even for the eggs
of the barnyard fowls. They follow the

wild ducks to their nesting grounds in

the far North to feast on the eggs and
young. Prairie chickens suffer severely

from their depredations and the pheasant
preserves are the frequent victims of

their marauding habits.

In its bulletin, the Bureau of Biological

Survey says; “The destruction of nes-

tling birds of highly beneficial species is

not to be condoned and constitutes one
of the strongest arguments against the

crow. On game farms, preserves and in

suburban districts where it is the desire

to foster small birds, the crow popula-
tion must be within limited numbers.”

All this is the raison d’etre of the

National Crow Shoot, whose clever

slogan is “Conserve the Grain; Protect

the Game; Remove the “Caws.”

by small streams in your vicinity, re-

member that there is more satisfaction

in the successful negotiation of a seven-

teen-foot bend by an eighteen-foot canoe

than there is in miles of straight pad-

dling down some large uncompanionable
river. To be intimate and within touch

of the earth and yet to move with the

greater freedom of mobile water is the

chiefest charm of canoe cruising.

Your first cruise will convince you that

here at least you are your own master.

You realize that fishing may lure, hunt-

ing may attract, but canoeing compels,

and the charm never lessens but grows
greater year by year.

T he crow has the universal reputa-

tion of being a wise, wily and wary
bird. Yet it is surprising how

easily they are fooled by anyone who can

properly manipulate a crow call. In-

deed, the calling-in and shooting of

crows by an expert is a revelation to

many, who all their lives, have known
and hated these black marauders of the

fields and woods. The crow call is a

small wood instrument resembling a

whistle and can be purchased from al-

most any sporting goods dealer or hard-

ware store for from 75c to $1.00.

Preparatory to calling in the crows,

the shooter should conceal himself care-

fully and remain as quiet as possible,

for the crow has wonderful eyesight.

Many crow hunters even try to wear
clothing that will not contrast sharply

with the environment. In using the

crow call it is desirable to try to imitate

the cry of a young crow in distress and

to indicate to the older crows that their

young aite being attacked by some other

bird, upon which they will immediately

start flying toward the point where the

caller is concealed. It is important to

kill the first crow shot at as otherwise

the crow will give a warning call that

will alarm all the other crows in the

neighborhood and they will not approach

again for some time at least. The birds

should be fairly close in, not over 35 or

40 yards, in order to insure a kill with

a choke bore gun.

Among other methods suggested for

luring the crows within range, the fol-

lowing may be recommended. A stuffed

owl with movable wings placed up in a

tree and operated by cords brought down
through rings to the concealed shooter,

used in conjunction with a crow call, has

proved effective in many instances. If

a wounded crow is captured it will serve

as an excellent decoy for attracting other

crows. One farmer writes that by plac-

ing a large piece of meat or the carcass

of some animal in a field and then getting

under cover at a distance of 40 or 50

yards he has seen from 50 to 75 crows
gather around the meat and has been
able to kill ten or more with a single

(continued on page 94)

"CAW! CAW! CAW!”
THE NATIONAL CROW SHOOT OF 1919 IS A NOVEL COM-
BINATION OF SPORT AND CONSERVATION MEASURES
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AFTER BASS WITH FLIES
A BASS BUG IS A WEIRD CREATURE. RESEMBLING NOTHING
THAT CREEPS OR FLIES, BUT IT CERTAINLY GETS RESULTS

All the signs

were pro-

pitious. Several
warm days had mel-
lowed the brisk fall

weather, until the

nights were getting

less cool. The moon
was young, near the

half, so the nights were dark except

the early evening hours, and last but
not least, there were some clouds in

the northwest and my rheumatism told

me there was going to be a change in the

weather and maybe rain. Now I don’t

know whether you other fellows believe in

such things, but I admit I do and I have
especially noticed that they “bite” just

before weather changes.

Our party was soon made up—five in

all, with three fishing and two looking for

squirrels. The three of us were equipped
with 4% ounce rods. No. 1 Automatic
reels, and quite an assortment of so-

called bass bugs, which are cork bodied,

impossibly large flies.

After a run of an hour and a half in

the cars we arrived at Medina Lake,
which was our objective. The cedar cov-

ered hills lay as smoothly as the surface
of the lake itself for scarcely a breeze
was stirring. Billy and I took the lighter

boat and proceeded to fish our way to

camp while the rest of the party came
along later in the larger boat. Hardly
had I pushed off from shore when Billy

made his first cast and was immediately
connected with a pounder, which came
out of the water three or four times and
then started to dig into the moss which
grew upward from the bottom .three or

four feet. By the time we reached our
camp ground a mile below, we had fifteen,

all about the same size, a foot long.

Arriving in camp we made things
ready for the night, gathered our fire-

wood, spread the cooking outfit handy to

the fire, and soon had supper sizzling in

the pan. Fish? Well, I guess—one-

pounders, fresh killed, split into halves,

rolled in corn meal, and fried slowly over
the glowing coals till each piece was a

warm brown and done to a turn—a few
strips of crisp fried bacon by way of

trimmings—about three slices of toast

apiece, done over those same coals on a

broad fork, and buttered. Then spuds,

black coffee and a pot of Boston straw-
berries, cooked at home and still warm.
To finish, a jar of homemade fresh fig

preserves and a package of sweet cakes
such as are sold by every grocery store.

I claim that meal can’t be beat at the

finest restaurant in little old New York.

S
UPPER cleared away, Billy and I de-

cided to try an experiment in night

fishing with white flies. So we pad-

died off from shore and began casting, I

using a large fly with white wings and
tail, red head and aluminum colored

By NOA SPEARS

body, while Billy’s had a yellow head and
body. We had never tried these before

so were really surprised when our first

cast was rewarded with a hard strike and
a nice fish was soon landed.

The water was dead calm and not a

fish jumping, but between 9.30 and 11.30

with only half a moon shining we had
at least one hundred and fifty strikes.

A great many of these missed entirely

and we concluded it was due partly to

the fish seeing the white hair of the

wings or tail but not seeing the body of

the fly, hence they struck short of the

hook which depends from the body, and
partly because we could not see the fish

rise so quickly as in daylight and failed

to strike in time to set the hook.

We landed two that weighed two and
one-half pounds each, six that weighed a

pound or slightly more, and fifteen or

twenty others ten to twelve inches long,

which we sent back to grow up.

The water was down about two feet

from standard and we have usually had
better fishing when it was at this stage

—

particularly seeming to get more big

ones. Billy and I have a pet theory that

the bigger ones lie in certain favored

places, such as rocky ledges, by stumps
and especially in the deep pockets in the

moss and when the water is higher they

do not see the flies or if they see them,

will not rise to them beyond a certain

distance. Then we also believe that their

food supply is somewhat diminished as

the shore line contracts and they are just

naturally hungrier in low water—but of

course that’s just a couple of notions of

ours and if Mr. Bass could explain he’d

He immediately connected with a pounder

likely as not spring

a new one on us that

would prove how lit-

tle we really know
about his commis-
sary or his habits.

There is one thing

we have wondered
over a little and that

is how we ever get the bass interested

in the flies at this time of the year when
he is living principally on crawfish. The
crawfish are at the bottom, even in deep
water, and Mr. Bass must go burrowing
around into the moss looking for them,
so how does he see the flies eight or ten

feet above him?
Nevertheless he does or rather he did

the day I’m talking about and before five

P. M. the next day we had taken over

one hundred black bass and a few rock
bass, though we call ’em “goggle eyes”

in "Texas. All that measured under
twelve inches were slipped back into the

water and we had fifty-four to put in the

ice box when we packed for home. The
one-pounders made up the bulk of the

catch and gave the best account of them-
selves in the fighting, but the half dozen
two-pounders added materially to that

pardonable pride one takes in showing
his string at the end of the day and re-

marking nonchalantly, “Oh, they were
striking pretty good.” Of course there

was one real dandy—in fact it isn’t quite

a perfect day unless there is one—and
Billy got ours in a real spectacular man-
ner worth the telling. It was just after

lunch, about two-thirty, and I was pad-

dling him slowly along over a rocky shelf

grown well with moss and he was making
long casts out past the edge of the shelf

over water twelve or fourteen feet deep

and retrieving his fly in little supposed-

to-be-buggish jerks. Usually he’d get a

strike where the shelf met the channel

though not always. After he’d gotten

three or four small ones he got a heavy
strike with but little display about it

and the fish went for bottom out in the

deeper water. I knew it was a big one

and he remarked that he had on the big-

gest one of the day. After about two
minutes deep play the line relaxed and
Billy said “He’s off”; but at that instant

I saw a big fish coming through the

water toward the boat and he was throw-

ing up a wake as high as your hand is

wide. In a flash that fly rod took a nose

dive and then bucked to right and left like

he was dropping a couple of thousand

feet “out of control.”

Well, to make a long story stop, Billy

landed him in about four minutes with-

out using a landing net. He was twenty-

two inches long and weighed six pounds.

Then we began to decide what had

really happened and agreed on this ver-

dict. The first fish was a smaller one

and got rid of the fly in some fashion

while he was deep in the channel and the
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bigger one was looking on and likely as

not trying to take the tempting morsel

away from number one while the battle

went on—I’ve watched this happen many
times when using these flies—and when
number one succeeding in spitting out the

fly, number two, the big one, made a

grand rush for it and beat his own pre-

vious record over the same course.

The most unusual feature of the trip

was that they did not strike readily in

the day time at any of our “bugs” except

a rebuilt bug, having a pomegranate col-

ored body, grey tail and snow white buck-

tail wings. It looked like nothing living

or dead, and Billy and I concluded it was
just a case of visability and that it got

’em because it got their eye by its size

and light colors.

S
PEAKING of bugs—do you know the

manufacturers of certain patent

bugs? I do not, but I know their

products and here’s a tip to the two of

them, which if they’re receptive they’ll

use. One man’s are the most lifelike and

best wearing—but the other fellow’s are

larger and will get bigger flsh and more
flsh in deep, dark, or cloudy water. But

—one of these bugs will last about one

day in use.

Now no real sportsman begrudg'es the

fifty cents they cost each, but he hates to

see his bug that is getting the fish going

to pieces cast by cast till it has gone down
so in bulk that it no longer attracts. The
use of real bucktail hair seems to over-

come this trouble and tying with waxed
dental floss prevents slipping when dry.

I suppose one reason they wear out

quickly is that being bulky, though light,

it is difficult to cast them with a single

back and forward cast and almost every

cast must be worked out with three, four,

or even five false casts, so that one finally

drops the fly forty-five to fifty feet away
from the boat. The big fish are most
often caught on long casts and after re-

trieving the fly slowly until within fifteen

or twenty feet of the boat, fully half the

fish that rise will apparently see the boat

and miss taking the fly. A line heavier

than usual seems to assist in getting

these big flies farther out. Oh, yest of

course I make some of my own—weird

creations—and possessing not a single

stroke of art, but they appear attractive

to the fish and most atrocious to my wife.

who always jumps when she gets hold of

one unexpectedly when emptying the

pockets of my fishing clothes. They’re

easy to make when you’ve learned how
and I will tell you how in the next issue.

J

UST as the sun dipped behind a cedar

covered bluff, we began to transfer

our luggage from the boat to the car

and in five minutes were climbing out of

the canon toward the good road home.
As we topped the last hill overlooking

the lake its waters shown like molten
copper as the slanting rays of Old Sol

filtered through those same clouds in the

west which had been one of the harbin-

gers of good luck that we felt at the

outset of the trip. The “change” was in

the air but still deferred, and we all

wished we might spend another day cast-

ing the big “bugs” for the big bass.

A few more miles and the lights are

switched on, the mantle of night seems
suddenly thrown about us and the events

of the day glide into memories—memories
fraught with all the glamor and glorious-

ness that only the man who goes to the

woods and waters for companionship can
really understand.

THE LEOPARD OF THE LAKE
THE PICKEREL IS DISTINGUISHED BY ITS EXTREME VORACITY AND HUNGER
SEEMS TO BE AT ALL TIMES THE PARAMOUNT ISSUE WITH THEM

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREIST AND STREAM

I

T is with some misgivings that I pre-

pare a short article on the pickerel

—not because my conceptions are not

clear enough to me, but there has been

in the years past so much confusion in

relation to its proper classification and

just what its relations to other closely

allied species are, that there should be

a distinct line of demarkation made and
a thorough understanding had of this

important angler’s favorite.

To many, in fact to the majority of

people the name “pike” is all embracing
and includes the entire family of this

species, when as a matter of fact there

are very strong lines of distinction, and
save in the general contour of body, the

fish are quite dissimilar. There is, how-
ever, one characteristic which is all-em-

bracing and is no doubt one of the rea-

sons why the average fisherman does not

distinguish between the varieties, viz.,

the extreme voracity of all the family,

and no matter where the specimen may
be taken the same propensity exists.

T he “pike” family is one of the old-

est of which man has record, and
in some of the varieties is native to

all the northern and temperate zones.

The most extravagant stories are extant

in old volumes of the size and voracity

of this fish as well as to the extreme
age to which some of the old specimens
have attained; these records, however,
are of not much interest save us curios-

ities at this date. It is rather the knowl-

edge as to where and how this superb
fish may be obtained that claims more
attention, as well as to make clear the

distinctive differences which exists. The
family embraces the muskellunge, the

“banded pickerel,” the “brown pickerel”

or “pond pike,” and the very important

“chain pickerel.” The latter is the fish

that most anglers will meet with in

nearly all the Atlantic coast states; it

holds the anomolous position of being a

“pike” while the true pike is never a

“pickerel.” The contour of body, as well

as the fin assemblage, is identical in all

the species with the exception of the

jaws, which in the pickerel are upper
and lower, almost of the same length;

while with the muskellunge and the pikes

the upper jaw is much the shorter and
fits into a groove in the lower jaw, when
closed, in much the same manner as some
of the crocodiles. Again, the markings
on the pikes are either bands or mottled

effects, while on the pickerel the succes-

sion of well defined links resembling a
chain are never absent and are one of

the distinguishing features. This gave
rise to the name, and in Colonial days it

was given the distinguishing name of

“federation pike” as these links are usu-

ally thirteen in number along the central

line, and are black, while the body is

usually of a yellowish green shading to

nearly white on the belly.

While the average angler in from a

trip will say he has had a good day
with the pike and has taken maybe a

half-dozen, the chances are strong that

he has not taken one, particularly if he
has been fishing near the seaboard any-
where from Maine to the Gulf waters.

While pike do exist in many of the waters
where pickerel are met with, they are so

small as a rule that they are usually

termed “jack” and are thrown back into

the water. If the fisherman was at all

observant his entire catch would reveal

that pickerel were on his string.

Another important feature belong-

ing to this fish is that he alone of

all his tribes visits salt water and
that is why I have included it among
these sketches. If there are any other

of his relatives that have this habit I

have never met with it, neither have I

ever heard that such was the case. While
it is regarded as strictly a fresh water
fish, and can and does live where it can-

not reach brackish water, still it is more
abundant in streams where they empty
into rivers and bays and is to be met
with far below salt water limits. This

is particularly true of Barnegat Bay. I

know of no stream which empties into

that important body of water which is

not prolific of the pickerel. The Metede-
conk river. Cedar creek, Tom’s river and
all the adjacent streams are at the

proper season the best of localities for

the sport. I have fished over all the
above mentioned waters for many years
and, as a matter of fact, do not permit
a season to pass without one or more
trials over the grounds that have been
mentioned. In my boyhood days I have
seen these same streams netted and tons

of pickerel taken, always drawing the
nets where the streams entered the salt

water bodies. Of course in those days
there were no restrictions on netting and
the slaughter of these fish was at times
prodigious; and I would not be at all
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surprised that if close observation was
made it would be found the same condi-

tion prevailed in many of the coast states

besides New Jersey—that is, that many
of the streams emptying into the arms
of the sea hold innumerable numbers of

these fish. I would not argue, however,

vision is legitimate and welcome prey as
well as young ducks, frogs and a great
variety of other objects. In the stom-
achs of large specimens rats have been
found and hunger seems to be at all times
the paramount issue with them. I was
once fishing with a friend in a lake ad-

marked traits and habits. They appar-
ently enjoy lying concealed behind some
cover such as a bunch of water grass,

spatter-dock or lily-pads, or when they
are to be found watching motionless for

any unsuspecting thing to approach,
when with the swiftness of light they will

that they run to the ocean proper. I

have no knowledge that they do; but

they do trade down and into brackish

water when opportunity affords and it at

those points where they are met with

in the best of condition.

T he pickerel is not at all fastidious

as to what he may get to eat and
when hungry will strike at almost

any moving object. Any of the smaller

fish which come within his range of

jacent to the ocean when he caught a
large pickerel which had gorged a cat-

fish. Its sharp spike-like rays were ex-

tending through the sides of the pickerel,

and would seem to 'have caused such suf-

fering that no desire for food would have
been present; but there was the evidence
which could not be doubted, the fish was
feeding while in this deplorable condition.

In my early days I lived where these
fish were most abundant and had many
opportunities to be witness of their

flash out and gather in the quarry. The
victim has but little chance for escape,

once the murderous teeth are fastened
into its flesh. I have often seen the

largest fish lie in such quarters abso-

lutely motionless, save the occasional al-

most unperceivable motion of tail or fin,

just enough to keep their position and
frequently with the head just at the sur-

face of the water, and while yet in my
teens I often shot them in that position.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 84)

THE KILLING OF THE OUANANICHE
ONE OF MANY ANGLING IDYLS FROM A COMPANIONABLE BOOK THAT TEMPTS YOU
OUT-OF-DOORS AND KEEPS YOU THERE. “MACNHILD. A TALE OF PSYCHIC LOVE”

( ( UT tell me, do you really have the

If fish of the Grande Decharge in

Lake Sunapee?”
“Yes, we have been planting them herr

for years, and if one takes a fancy to

your spoon, Magnhild, you will realize in

an instant that you are fast to the gamest

of all American fresh water fishes. Now
release the click, which checks the line

from running out too freely when a fish

is fast, by pushing up that button, and

let the line pay slowly out as I row, and

Miss Barrett will be ready with the land-

ing net to help you. I am sorry it is not

larger. We came out after bass. I was

not expecting to show you the points of

salmon fishing. There, I guess you have

enough line out, I should judge about 100

feet. So push down the button and re-

store the click, and keep your thumb on

the handle of the reel so that if a fish

strikes, he will strike against something

solid and be securely hooked.”

“Oh ! I see.”

“And don’t hold your rod straight out,

at right angles to the course of the boat,

but slant it toward the stern. There

now, if a fish strikes, you have the best

chance of holding him without shivering

your rod or breaking your line, and he

doesn’t get so much spring that the hook

will fail to fasten.”

They had rowed a quarter mile or more

over the ground where the doctor had

expectations, when suddenly the rod was

Courtesy of The Gorham Press, Boston.

BY DR. JOHN D. QUACKENBOS

almost twisted out of Magnhild’s hand
by the strike of a lusty fish.

“Give him line!” shouted the doctor,

“take your hand off the reel handle, it’s

a big one”; and as Magnhild obeyed the
instruction, the reel whirred merrily as

the fish dashed away on the top of the

water in a quick succession of leaps. But
he failed to break his hold.

“Now check him, and reel in! Reel
swiftly! Thank Heaven, he is making
for the deep water, for there he is much
more manageable. Now he is coming
toward you with a rush! Reel with all

your might! Well done! Keep on reel-

ing. He is heading for the boat. His
game is to cut under it and part the line.

I’ll foil him there. He is taking your rod
right under the water. Hold on to it

tight. Now give him line, as I force the

boat ahead. Aha! he found only water
for his purchase and he is thoroughly
maddened. Be prepared for ”

“Oh! Doctor, what a magnificent
spring,” cried Rhoda, as a bar of living

silver shot into the air, showering water
drops into her face while the boat darted
ahead. A second prodigious leap! The
salmon cleared the water by four feet

and turning a somersault in the air

alighted on the bottom of the skiff—but
only an instant did he keep company with
the astonished occupants. A flash and a
splash, and he was out of sight; but in

his rapid descent, the line noosed the

bamboo handle of the little bass-net

Rhoda was holding in readiness, jerked

it from her startled grasp, and it sped
away across the water in the wake of the

frenzied fish.

“A ten pound ouananiche!” cried the

doctor, “and he did not catch us napping.
Keep your hand off the reel now, for he
is ugly and may run one hundred and
fifty feet if the net does not incumber his

movements.”
“How he goes. Doctor, and I love to

listen to the music of the reel.”

“No time for music now, Magnhild.
Check him a little, and be ready, for at

the end of his run he will make his leap

paramount”; and verily as the doctor

spoke, the salmon flung himself into the
air, lifting the little net which had run
out with the line and was midway be-

tween fish and fisher, a foot above the

water, at the same time disengaging it so

that it floated fifty feet from the boat.

“What shall I do now?” implored
Magnhild, “and we have no net to take
him in with.”
“He is making for deep water. Reel

him in cautiously, slowly, and if you are
fortunate enough to exhaust him I will

show you how to lift him into the boat
without a landing-net. We have to de-

pend on our wits in the woods, when mod-
em appliances are lacking.”

“But, Doctor, you can’t lift that fish

out of the water with that delicate lead-
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er,” interrupted Rhoda impetuously.

“Good philosophy, Miss Barrett. Face
your fish, Magnhild, and be ready. He
hasn’t exhausted his ways and means of

defense. He is deliberately heading for

those sharp rocks over there by the point

in hope to cut the line on one of them.

He well knows every one, and you must
turn him. Nothing like giving him the

butt. Remember how it turned your
trout up the brook, but don’t check this

fish too violently lest you tear the fly

from his delicate mouth.”
“Indeed, I do remember,” and Magn-

hild at once suited the action to the word.

After a series of vicious tugs, suggesting

that he had been there before, shaking
the taut line as a terrier shakes a rat, the

giant fish, always met by the give

of the pliant rod, changed his in-

tention, and again drove up on

the tantalizing line. But the doc-

tor was prepared for this move,

and three or four of his powerful
strokes sent the boat well ahead
while Magnhild reeled, so the sal-

mon failed to get the slack he
counted on and which by experience

he knew meant freedom.
Thwarted in this movement, the

desperate fish next bolted across

the boat’s course for the open lake

at a rate of speed that fairly made
the water hiss as the tense line

sped through it.

“Hold him tight, Magnhild,” di-

rected the doctor. “Now, quick,

take your hand off the reel han-
dle, he is making for the deep wa-
ter where he will probably sulk.

Now press your thumb against the

line on the spool so that he will

not get it too easily and lose his

head again, and rise to the sur-

face to jump. We have the ad-

vantage so long as we can keep
that fellow in deep water. Now
he is up to his old tricks again,

following the line of least resist-

ance and doubling on you. Reel

quickly and show him you are not
asleep. And don’t-reel-your-line-

all-up-on-one-side-of -.the - cylinder,

else your check-mate is in sight. Look
out for that; spread your line as evenly
as you can over the spool. And we must
follow the fish out into the lake a little,

so as to relieve the strain on the line.”

“Why, he has stopped running. Doctor,

and hangs like a dead weight on the line.

What is he doing, and what shall I do?”

“He is sulking. And that will give

you time to take breath and prepare for

his next move. Just hold him steady, for

he is right dovm under the boat now, in

water fifty feet deep. Take deep breaths

and rest your arms. When you get ready
to renew the fight—and you must not

give him too much time to recover his

nerve—twitch him. That’s right, a little

more savagely. It doesn’t stir him, does

it?”

“Not in the least.”

“Wen, I’ll teach you a trick that sel-

dom fails. When hunting, we sometimes
strike the trunk of a hollow tree with a

stone, to start a squirrel out of his hole,

and it usually succeeds. If you will ap-

ply this same principle to the present sit-

uation, you will probably scare your fish

into another rampage. Tap the butt of

your rod above the reel plate quite forc-

ibly with your knuckles. Keep on doing
it. Doesn’t he respond? A little harder
then, so that he can feel the vibrations

through the tense line. He is on the move.
He does not understand it. He never had
a minnow in his mouth that stung him so

cruelly and quivered like that. He has
made up his mind to change his quarters,

and so long as he will stay down and ex-

haust himself by runs near the sandy
bottom, we shall find no fault.”

“I think I am good for such runs if

the tackle only holds.”

“The tackle is all right, Magnhild.
There are two things I never economize

John D. Quackenbos, A.M., M.D.

in—medicine and fishing-tackle. Life

may be lost by an insufficient or hypothe-
cated cheap dose. Big fish often cut ac-

quaintance because of a flaw in leader or

line. You are playing him very properly.

Watch your line and spread it evenly
over the reel-barrel, recovering it as tact-

fully as you can. But when you get him
near the boat, be extra careful! When
he sees us, he will make a supreme effort

to escape.”

“Oh ! look at that beautiful silver fish,”

cried Rhoda, as she peered into the blue
water and saw the salmon steered toward
the surface by the shortening of Magn-
hild’s line. “He is partly on his side and
how it gleams !”

“Be wary now, Magnhild,” continued
the doctor. “These landlocks are incarna-
tions of energy, and perhaps he has just

let you lead him along so that he can take
in the whole situation, but without any
intention of surrender. Besides, this

means a rest for him. I have seen a
salmon jump out of the boat while the
successful angler sat admiring its charms

as it lay apparently dead on the bottom
board. A flash of purple-blue and silver,

and he was gone to his captor forever.

We have no net, remember, and that fish

must be thoroughly asphyxiated before

I attempt to take him in out of the wet.

I believe he is getting ready for a final

frantic dash; so handle the reel with your
lightest touch as you gingerly take up the
line, and don’t hesitate to let him have
everything his own way when he starts.

I do not dare to try my landing scheme
yet, he is far from giving in—and there
he goes!”
The reel fairly screamed as the great

fish tore through the water. “What a
magnificent cut for the depths. But you
notice, he did not break. He is losing his

spirit fast. The next time you
bring him up perhaps I can lift

him in.”

“His run is shorter. Doctor, and
less spirited. He is giving up. Oh!
I am so afraid I shall lose him.”
“The surest way to lose your fish

after such a glorious battle is to

lose your head. Don’t be distrust-

ful, else you mey unconsciously re-

lax your vigilance and forfeit your
prize. Reel him slowly and delib-

erately up toward the boat. Do
you see him coming?”
Magnhild stood up, the better to

obey the final instructions.

“Yes, I see a white shadowy
streak away down in the water.
He is on his side. You can see
him now, can’t you. Doctor?”

“Yes, swing the tip of your rod
as you stand there, toward the bow
and over my head. He is coming
completely played out. Bring him
over a little nearer—no fear of
rushes now,” and as Magnhild
drew the fish within arm’s length,
the doctor, with a dexterity ac-

quired by long practice, slipped his
hand under the salmon, balanced
it nicely in his palm, and before
it had time to realize what was
doing, lightly tossed it into the
boat. The moment the fish touched
the carpeting, he realized dimly

that he was* out of his element and be-
gan instinctively to curl himself for a
jump, when the doctor shouted, “Cover
him quick with your skirts, girls! Be
game, throw your skirts over him, or
he may fling himself out of the boat!”
The order was automatically obeyed,
and the great fish leaped to his death
against the restraining folds of under-
muslin. Then the doctor unloosed the
fly, and to make assurance doubly sure
struck him a sharp blow on the neck
with a wooden mallet he carried for the
purpose, and the three gazed for a
moment in mute admiration at the lis-

some figure of one of the gamest of
his race.

“And now I’ll weigh him for you,” said
the doctor, producing from a drawer
under the seat he occupied a brass fish-

balance, and hooking it in the upper jaw
noted the index go dovra to 9 lbs., 14
ounces.

“Magnhild, you are a true fisher-maid,”

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 84)
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COLONEL THEODORE ROOSEVELT

A S this issue goes to press the country is saddened
by news of the death of Colonel Theodore Roose-

velt, probably the most widely known sportsman in

the world. Colonel Roosevelt always cherished a

great affection for Forest and Stream, as it was
the paper for which he wrote the first of those stories

of hunting and adventure which have become fa-

miliar as far, and farther, than English is read.

When this paper was reorganized, the meeting to

elect the present Governing Board was held at Col-

onel Roosevelt’s home at Oyster Bay.
An ardent sportsman, a fair antagonist, a forceful

personality, has gone from among the walks of men.
As long as men’s spirits thrill at tales of the Chase
and the Great Outdoors, and as long as the printed
page endures, this great-hearted personality will

continue to speak to generations of sportsmen yet

unborn.

A YEAR OF THE AUDUBON SOCIETY

THE annual report of T. Gilbert Pearson, Execu-
tive Head of the National Association of Audu-

bon Societies, just being issued is a concise document
covering a wide range of activities. In the past
year, Mr. Pearson, at the request of the United
States Food Administrator, went to the southern
coasts to investigate a wide complaint that the brown
pelican was destroying valuable food fish and should,

therefore, be exterminated. By visiting all the peli-

can colonies from Mexico to Key West, he learned,

on the contrary, that these birds, of which he esti-

mates there are only 65,000 adult specimens, prey
almost exclusively on fish not eaten by man and
which are destructive to the young of the fish ordi-

narily offered in our markets.
The sea gulls, accused of despoiling the sheep

ranges on the islands off the coast of Maine, were

found, after careful study, to be a material aid to
increasing the vegetation in those regions.

Valuable contributions to our knowledge of the
practical uses of birds were made through the Asso-
ciation’s Department of Applied Ornithology in
charge of Mr. H. K. Job. At his experimental bird
farm at Amston, Connecticut, Mr. Job has made im-
portant investigations and has also distributed in-

formation to neighboring land owners, and spread
facts through his lectures and writing, as well as
through the publications of the organization. Read-
ers will recall the interesting account of the wild
fowl farm at Amston, published in the May issue of
Forest and Stream.
The Association has been active in saving the

Klamath and Malheur Bird Reservations in Oregon
and California from being dismantled and drained
on the plea that the land was needed as ranches. It

was shown that the birds which found refuge there,

especially in the breeding season, justified the pro-
tection afforded them as the winged conservators of
grain and fruit crops.

With the passage of the Enabling Act of the Mi-
gratory Bird Treaty, the means for shielding the
birds from destruction on their way from the United
States to Canada has been greatly increased and
with the coming of peace, the champions of the wild
life of the forests and thickets, will have both federal
and state legislation to aid them.

Despite the many demands made by the war, the
Association and its affiliated societies in all parts of
the country, have made steady progress. The at-

tention which has been focused upon the economic
factor in bird protection brought into the organiza-
tion one hundred and sixty-one Life Members, the
largest number ever received in one year in its

history. This meant an addition of $16,100 to the
much-needed permanent endowment fund, $10,000
of which was invested at once in bonds of the Third
and Fourth Liberty Loans.
The Junior Classes, which are devoted to the study

of bird life under the direction of teacher volunteers,

did not increase as much as usual owing to the many
needs of the War Stamp and Red Cross Funds and
other worthy causes connected with the war.
The fiscal year closed, however, with an additional

150,000 American boys and girls enrolled in the

6,297 classes of the Association distributed through-
out the Union. The work of instructing the younger
generation in the ways of birds and in nature obser-

vation was made possible, in a large measure,
through the generosity of the late Mrs. Russell Sage,
General Coleman DuPont, George Eastman, and a
benefactor, unknown even to the officers of the As-
sociation, whose subscription was $20,000 for this

purpose.
The Sustaining Membership now numbers 3,890

persons, who pay an annual subscription of $5 each.

The total receipts for the year were $121,535.28.

The movement toward the erection of a perma-
nent building with museum and administrative

offices will be urged during the coming year.

DIED A SOLDIER’S DEATH
^HE Audubon Association met a great loss in
^ the tragic death of an ornithologist of its staff,

Mr. Walter Freeman McMahon, familiarly known
as “The Bird Walk Man,” who was killed in action

while on duty as a soldier in France. His keen ob-

servation of nature made him useful as a scout, for
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no camouflage concealing enemy machine gun nests,

nor disguised snipers, could deceive him. He was
shot finally by a German sharpshooter, but not until

he had lead many a successful foray against the hid-
den foes. Arrangements will be made for continu-
ing his work with the Audubon Association as a
memorial to him, if the necessary funds can be found.

Mr. McMahon was a frequent and valued contri-

butor to the natural history department of Forest
AND Stream and has made many friends among its

readers who will keenly miss their friend.

THE NATURE WORSHIPPERS

VJ^HAT real Sportsman is there whose very mind™ and body do not thrill to the Flying Wedge of
geese, honking its way through the sky to its nesting
place, far away? The whirring rise of the quail

covey rings some deep, vibrating chord, stirring him
as not even grand opera music stirs. No drum made
by man throbs, to him, with such gripping beat as
the drum of the ruffed grouse.
The first flight of woodcock across the frosted full

moon stirs his soul as with mystic thrill of solemn
religion. And no fire worshipper in days gone by
ever loved the miraculous flame as your sportsman,
lying in dreams where the camp fires glow in wilder-
ness of palm or pine or spired spruce, where the wild
children, feathered or furred, or glistening with
wondrous scales, whisper or ripple their night songs
to the skies.

If there be any ardent Nature Worshipper it is

that genuine sportsman, lying in the reed-hidden
boat, in the lagoon just back of the dunes where the
great ocean booms, where, through the weaving
mists of dawn the mystic rustle of wings come> while
the glory-light rolls up, avant courier of the red ball

of the sun, dyeing the world of waters and wild reed,

sand and dune of ocean, with colors of flaming jewels
where the wild duck throngs on his great migration.
Your real sportsman is in fact a true Nature Wor-

shipper, for his whole being, body and mind and
soul ring and respond.
He knows Nature, not alone with his head, but

with his eyes and heart, his emotions and his in-

stincts. And always he is a sane idealist. And
that means he is a religious man too, in the funda-
mental sense of that term.

Creedless he may be and often is ; but his soul is

alive. He is a Nature Worshipper. And for that
reason. Nature tells him things she reveals to no
other with like charm and convincing power.

A WORD FOR THE CANOE
D ARRING the raft, the canoe is probably the most^ ancient form of floating craft. Long before the

mechanically complicated process of rowing with
oars braced in oarlocks was discovered, the primitive

savage threw his weight against a pole pushed into

the river bed and found out that the log on which
he stood went in the direction in which he wished
it to go. It was probably a surprised aborigine who
discovered that water also had sufficient resistance

to a pole to move the craft, and in this humble man-
ner the noble art of paddling may have been bom.
From earliest days to the present there has been

a fascination in the canoe, for the craft has held its

ancient, simple form in the face of mechanical in-

ventions which have been applied to other primitive

articles. Its lightness, its facility of motion, the

intimacy with Nature which one feels when sus-
pended over a limpid pool, close to its surface, with-
in reach of its substance, separated by only the mer-
est shell of wood from the mobile water and yet held
as safely and securely as though the craft were of
staunchest steel—these things make for a love of
canoeing and cruising that is inherent in mankind.
The sport appeals to all ages. Probably the young-

est canoeist of whom we have record was Moses of
Biblical repute, who when a mere infant was set

afloat by a discerning mother in a canoe of sorts,

in which, so History tells us, he floated to a life of
ease and luxury, even becoming the equal of kings.

All good canoeists have experienced that sensation..

Good fortune still attends the lover of the sport of

canoeing, for his are the treasures of health, sound
sleep, good appetite and digestion, and a contented
mind.

It is a fact often noted among outdoor people that
one never tires of canoeing. The pleasure of each
summer’s cruise will be as great as the delight you
felt at the conclusion of your first outing. It will

never decrease, for the infinity of places to be visited

—of streams to go up or down until they become
known and loved highways—of camping wherever
you will and for as long as you list—^these com-
ponent parts of the pleasure of canoeing give a sweet
savor to memory and a piquant zest to anticipation.

JOHNNY. GET YOUR GUN!

IT IS generally recognized that the crow is not onljr
^ an arch enemy of the farmer but is also a serious-

menace to the breeding and propagation of game.
The crow’s record is like its coat—about as black as

black can be. In the interest of the conservation of
grain and the protection of game and insectivorous

birds, you are invited to take an active part during
1919 in a National Crow Shoot, the chief purpose of

which is to wage war against these pests, particu-

larly in sections where they are numerous.
It is estimated that every year insects cause a loss

of millions of dollars to the farmers, truck raisers

and fruit growers. The farmers are the producers^

and whatever loss they sustain aifects every con-

sumer in the country. Song birds are the natural
enemies of all insect life—song birds alone can keep-

in check the ravages of insects. Crows destroy birds,

birds destroy insects, insects destroy crops—there-

fore, kill the crows and save the crops.

It is certain that some concerted action on the part
of farmers and sportsmen to reduce the number of

these pests will conserve a large quantity of grain
and thus prove an important factor in meeting
America’s obligation to feed the world during these
critical years, at the same time giving practical sup-
port to the protection and propagation of game in

this country. It is for this purpose that the National’

Crow Shoot, which is mentioned elsewhere in these-

columns, will be conducted during 1919.

AN INVITATION

CEND us a postal card of fishing news or experience
or incident. Our columns are always open, and

their interest depends upon the number and diversity

of communications which appear there. No other
journal in this country begins to give the amount
and variety of literature printed here from month
to month. It is the ambition of those in conduct of

Forest and Stream to increase its value and inter-

est to the American sportsman.
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ANTELOPES OF LOWER CALIFORNIA
THE PRONGHORN IS A DISTINCTIVELY NORTH AMERICAN ANIMAL, IN
SWIFTNESS OF FOOT SURPASSING ANY OTHER NATIVE MAMMAL

O F all mammals, the pronghorn is

most distinctively North American,
for it is the sole representative of

a family of ungulates found nowhere else.

In its anatomical structure it combines

certain characteristics of the deer, the

wild cattle, and the true antelopes. It

is the only hollow-horned ungulate that

periodically sheds the sheaths of its

horns; another unique feature is the ab-

sence of dew-claws on its feet. It is a

splendid example of a highly-specialized,

essentially plains-living creature, and all

observers agree that in swiftness of foot

it surpasses any other native American
mammal. Pronghorns formerly ranged

over practically the entire western half

01 the United States, northward well

into Canada and southward in Mexico

to the edge of the tropics.

The interesting letter from Dr. George

Bird Grinnell, in the December Forest

AND Stream, with reference to the au-

tumn migration of the pronghorn, and

the accompanying editorial on “The
Vanishing Antelope,” make it appropri-

ate to call attention to the fact that a

considerable though rapidly diminishing

number of pronghorns still exists in the

northern part of the Mexican State of

Lower California. These pronghorns be-

long to a distinct geographical race or

subspecies, described, in 1912, as Anti-

locapra americana peninsularis by Mr.

E. W. Nelson, the Chief of the U. S.

Biological Survey. The form of antelope

inhabiting the United States and Canada
is known as subspecies americana, while

that of the Mexican tableland is called

mexicana, making three races of this

unique and highly interesting game
animal on the continent.

Within ten years pronghorns were
abundant in the arid basins of northern

Lower California, but they have now
been shot down to a poor remnant, along

with the splendid Cocopah mountain

sheep and other mammals that yield

meat or trophies. Pronghorns in par-

ticular, judging from their history in

our western states, .seem literally to

wither away before the onslaughts of

hunters, their exceedingly delicate ad-

justment to a rather limited environ-

ment, and consequent non-adaptability,

doubtless contributing much toward their

speedy extermination. Nelson predicts

a brief and unfortunate future for the

Ixjwer Californian race, and, in a ter-

ritory as yet without game laws, the

fulfillment of his prophecy is more likely

to be hastened than delayed.

r HE Natural History Depart-
ment has been for nearly half

a century a clearing-house for in-

formation of interest to all. Our
readers are invited to send any
questions that come under the head

of this department to Robert Cush-
man Murphy, in care of Forest
AND Stream. Mr. Murphy, who is

Curator of the Department of Na-
tural Science in the Brooklyn
Museum, will answer through these

columns.— [Editors.]

The pronghorn antelope

I

N the spring of 1915 I had the pleasure
of making an expedition into the lit-

tle-known desert sinks of northern
Lower California, between the delta of

the River Colorado and the peninsular
escarpment, for the principal purpose
of obtaining specimens of pronghorns
and other desert-living creatures that
were desired for use in the Brooklyn

Museum’s exhibit of desert life. My
companion in the field work was Mr.
R. H. Rockwell, chief taxidermist in

the Museum, who subsequently mounted
the animals collected.

We began our actual hunting on April

2, 1915, on the desert slopes west of the
Pattie Basin. We had ended our out-

ward journey the night before, and had
made camp in the heart of the ante-

lope country, seven miles from the near-
est water-hole. Starting by starlight

and moonlight on the morning of the 2d,

we were off with the guide. Captain
Funcke, just as the first faint streak of

orange lined the crest of the Pinto Moun-
tains. The sun rose red and sparkled
on the heights of San Pedro Martir,

and for a brief while the desert was
like a garden of cool, sweet odors. The
perfume came mostly from a lavender
“four o’clock” (Abronia villosa), but
was mingled with the delicate scent of

a small white primrose, a tall desert

“Easter lily,” and a score of other flow-

ers, yellow, white, red, and purple.

Mocking-birds were singing their best

from every mesquite; a pair of croak-

ing ravens circled over us; various liz-

ards, just warming into activity, scut-

tled hither and thither. We spread out

abreast about two hundred yards apart,

keeping a sharp lookout ahead. The
country was fairly open—with ironwood
and mesquite along the washes, and
groves of creosote bush stretching down
towards the basin. In most places we
could see around us for three or four
hundred yards, sometimes even farther.

Walking was difficult, owing to the fields

of volcanic pebbles on the mesa, and the

soft sand in the arroyos. The heart-

shaped tracks of antelopes were visible

everywhere, but were mostly old. Fin-
ally we came upon the track of a single

buck which had apparently passed with-

in a short time, and a few minutes later

I spied the animal some distance in ad-

vance. I had scarcely time to crouch,

before it started off on.a lope, and, after

we had trailed it about two miles, we
gave it up and sought a new trail.

Antelopes begin to feed early in

the morning, and cover the ground
rapidly while they graze; but be-

fore the sun is high they almost invari-

ably lie down to rest. If a band is dis-

covered while feeding, the animals do
not always run away at sight. They
may instead stand and watch with curi-

osity, or they may even come forward
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to investigate at close range. The last

is what happened at our second meet-

ing. I saw a troop of seven or eight

bucks and does in the distance, and while

we were stalking them, a beautiful buck,

taking us perchance for a new kind of

pronghorn, came cantering towards us,

stiff-legged and proud. He stopped

eighty or ninety yards away from Cap-

tain Funcke, who on bended knee, was
watching him along his rifle barrel.

During the eleven days that followed,

I saw a total of about sixty pronghorns,

most often singly, but sometimes in

groups of two or three. Only once, as

related above, we saw no fewer than

eight in one band, two or more of which
were bucks; and on another occasion

Mr. Rockwell killed a doe that was in

company with four other animals. All

that we encountered, with one exception,

were hopelessly wild

—as wary, indeed, as

even such shy un-

gulates could well
be. Moreover, they

seemed to absent
themselves for days

together from large

tracts of country

through which we
had hunted but once

or twice. Under
such circumstances,

our opportunity for

coming into close
contact with them
was very limited.

Yet it seems worth

while to record such

scanty observations

as I was able to

make, together with

brief data gleaned

from the experience

of Captain Funcke,

who, in 1912, col-

lected the type speci-

men of the penin-

sular subspecies.

A FACT of particular interest with

regard to the Lower California

pronghorn is that the season of

the birth of its young seems to be three

or four months earlier than the nor-

mal period for antelopes along the Mex-
ican border of the United States. Dur-

ing our hunting in Pattie Basin, April

1-12, 1915, we frequently observed the

tracks of does and fawns together. On
April 4, our Mexican horse wrangler

shot a fawn which he found sleeping

among the creosote bushes. Three days

later Captain Funcke collected two oth-

ers of approximately the same size as

the first.

The three fawns were very nearly

half-grown. It was evident that they

had all been weaned, for their stomachs
were filled with finely-chopped, bright

green, fleshy leaves, the whole mass be-

ing in a thick fluid state. I examined
this pabulum carefully, and found only

fragments of succulent leaves, with no
trace of grass.

Captain Funcke felt quite certain that

our three fawns had been born not later

than the middle of February, which he

said was the normal time of year for

the Lower Californian subspecies. If

one were to judge by analogy with the

fawns of white-tailed deer, the young
antelopes would have been called at least

three months of age. Now throughout
the western United States, and wher-
ever antelopes occur along the Mexican
border, June is the month in which most
of the young are born. Only rarely are

the fawns known to have come into the

world as early as May, although the

birth season may be greatly extended at

its later end. Dr. Mearns, for instance,

once observed near the Mexican line a
doe antelope with two small fawns on
September 23, and he took both large

and small fetuses from females killed

in June.

Owing to the size and probable age
of,our fawns, the circumstances under

which they were taken, and the corro-

borative evidence of such hoof-prints as

we saw, there can be little doubt that
they had been merely temporarily left

to themselves. The doe antelope’s cus-

tom of leaving her fawns in hiding,

usually at some little distance from one
another, while she forages for herself,

is well known. Hofer, in Forest and
Stream for August, 1899, describes with
what watchfulness and subtlety a doe
returns to the place where her young
are patiently awaiting her, concealed
rather by their own quietness than by
any cover. He states that the fawns
go down on their knees, like lambs, to

suckle, and that if the family becomes
alarmed while the youngsters are nurs-
ing or playing, they “drop, as if shot,

never stopping to fold a leg under them,
but flattening themselves on the ground.”
It was in just such a “frozen” posture
that our Mexican found the first victim.

In February, according to Captain
Funcke, the Lower Californian antelope
does are harried continually by the pesti-

ferously abundant coyotes, which try to

steal the young fawns. The tactics of

a doe in defending her family from a

dog are sympathetically described by
Hofer, but no doubt an antelope mother
would put up a more desperate fight

against coyotes alone than against a dog
in the presence of its human master.

The ecologic significance of a birth

season four months earlier at the south-

ern end of the Colorado Desert than
along various parts of the Mexican bor-

der is still to be divined. Doubtless,

however, it has a close relation to the

growing season of the annual plants,

and is secondarily connected with the

extraordinarily hot, dry summer climate

of the northern Lower Californian des-

erts. The difference in the time of this

most important of all functions must,
of course, affect the antelope’s whole
life history. It must relegate the rutting

period to early summer, instead of Sep-

tember or October
as in the western
United States; fur-

thermore, it might
be expected to have
an effect upon the

season of molt.

L
ittle specific

information ap-

pears to have
been published re-

garding the food
plants of the prong-
horn antelope. Cat-

on, the author of

“The Deer and An-
telope of North
America,” writes
that the wild herds
live on “ buffalo

gras s,” and that

captive specimens in

his deer-park grazed
freely upon standing
blue grass, and also

ate hay. Dr. Homa-
day, of the New York
Zodlogical Park,
found the antelopes

in the Pinacate section of Sonora cropping
a species of desert plantain (Plantago)
that grew in the lava fields. The Lower
Californian animals undoubtedly subsist

throughout most of the year upon vari-

ous kinds of sun-cured vegetation, but
during the brief spring season of verdure
they seem to prefer tender leafage. Al-

though desert bunch-grass, called by the
Mexicans “guayeta,” was common in

scattered patches on the lower slopes of

Pattie Basin, I looked in vain for evi-

dence that the antelopes had fed upon
it. Captain Funcke maintained that
they ate no grass at any season of the

year. The foliage of the trailing, lav-

ender-flowered “four o’clock,” Abronia
villosa, which grew in sandy parts of

the Pattie Basin, was a favorite for-

age. Another plant that they crushed
and mouthed, apparently for the mois-
ture it contained, was the desert broom-
rape, Orobanche multiflora, a parasite on
the roots of other species. We found
many of its flowering heads, uprooted
and chewed, in the wake of browsing
antelopes. Captain Funcke informed me

(CONTNUED ON PAGE 88)

Courtesy of the Brooklyn Museum.

Mounted group of Lower California Pronghorns in the Brooklyn Museum
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For Blistered Feet

I
HAVE often read of using soap as

a preventive of blisters, but have never

known how to apply it. An old relative

of mine, when questioned, said the socks

should be woolen, if possible, and that

the common yellow bar soap should be
coated on the inside from the ankles
down, and that the application should be
repeated for two or three days, by which
time the feet would be hardened. I did
not take much stock in the idea but I tried

it, and on a long hike last summer I was
the only one who did not suffer from foot
troubles. This woolen socks were used
and roomy, but not too large shoes; a

shoe that is too large will ruin the foot

almost as quickly as one too small.

R. L. Howard, Pittsburg, Pa.

Concerning Fly Dope
'TX) write, at this time of year, on the

subject of dope may not be quite

apropos, but the man with the long head
makes a note of anything useful he
comes across, against the future, while
he of the long ears passes by anything
that does not concern the immediate
present.

A good dope was advocated by one
of your correspondents several months
ago. Let us call it the Three C’s. Here
is the formula:

2 parts oil of citronella,

2 parts spirits of camphor,

1 part oil of cedar.

Nearly forty years ago I began using
a certain dope while fishing in the Ad-
irondacks, and have been using it, as

occasion required, ever since. Let us
call it the Fisherman’s Friend. Here
is the formula:

9 parts castor oil,

8 parts sweet oil,

2 parts carbolic acid,

1 part oil of pennyroyal.

The past summer, owing to a very
backward spring in the high lands of

Maine, the usual aerial pests were un-
commonly late in appearing, so that
when my wife and I arrived at a certain

camp in Piscataquis County on August
1, we found the mosquitoes still lively

and most worthy representatives of the

old scratch. Fortunately, dope was not
lacking, and it was immediately brought
into requisition and well tried out. We
found both the dopes already mentioned
very effective and about equally repel-

lent to the mosquitoes. After we got

matters on a running basis, I found that
my wife pinned her faith exclusively to

the Three C’s, while I just as tenaciously

clung to the Fisherman’s Friend. The

reason is not far to seek, the former
being considerably more agreeable to the

besmeared one, while the latter is a good
bit more durable, one application of it

brings, I should say, more than equal

to three applications of the Three C’s.

However, both are effective and can be
recommended.

I had been told that a little oil of

eucalyptus in a saucer standing near
one’s bed would give one a night free

from the attentions of mosquitoes. We
tried it last summer and it did not work
at all for us.

E. B. U. (Commodore), Maryland.

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “going light” have been adopt-
ed by the United States Army; his

canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

Editors.

Duck Food Collecting

F or many years there has been a

movement gradually gaining strength
for better laws and better facilities for

game preservation. An interesting part
of this development is the one devoted to

the betterment of feeding grounds. A
glance at a map showing wild fowl mi-
gration will show that the birds follow

each year the same routes and that these

routes are largely determined by the

presence of food.

A few weeks ago I visited a game pre-

serve and was astounded by the extensive

business carried on in duck foods. Seeds
and bulbs were being collected by tons

for shipment to all parts of the country.

The plant maintains a superintendent
who has general charge of the collections,

a modern office for the handling of cor-

respondence, a laborator yfor the prepa-
ration of educational exhibits, and an
advertising manager. The proprietor

spends most of his time on the road giv-

ing personal attention to the matter of

planting and preparation of soil.

In addition to the business of food

collection, several hundred mallards are

raised for decoys. These are shipped to

private clubs for use during the hunting
season.

As a sportsman I was glad to feel that
at last the sentiment is spreading for

better game conditions. It means that
the pot-hunter will soon be a matter of
past history in America. I hope to see

more written on this subject and a more
active campaign conducted toward better-

ing conditions for wild fowl.

The variety of foods was of interest

to me. I confess I did not realize there

were so many important foods for ducks.

Among the varieties collected were
wapato bulbs, cress, celery, lotus, rice,

millet, chupas, and coontail. Different

foods were used for deep and shallow
waters.

An attendant told me that several

states through the departments of con-

servation had employed the service of
experts to give advice and surpervise

planting of foods. This means that the
movement is more than local and will

affect the hunting over large areas. It

also means that the whole country is

awakening to the fact that more than
the limiting of a day’s kill is necessary
to give protection.

With the co-operation of the maga-
zines it is certain that those interested in

wild life will soon make it impossible for

those inclined to repeat the tragedies of

the past.

Raymond E. Manchester, Wisconsin.

Make Your Own Duck Decoys
"^HIS is a message to the brother duck

hunters who want some “knittin’

work” for the winter evenings and who,
incidentally, want to lessen in another
way, the high cost of shooting.

It is a simple process for the manufac-
ture of duck decoys for the different va-

rieties of latter season birds, viz., blue-

bills, whistlers, red heads, mallards, etc.

In the vicinity of hunting grounds,

there are usually to be found condemned
and discarded cork lifebelts. (If some
old “salt” does hold them for a price, usu-

ally a plump Havana with a bright red

band or a well turned boost will do the

trick.) In each section of the life pre-

servers you will find, after ripping off

the canvas, a solid, rectangular block of

cork. Place two of the blocks firmly to-

gether and drive through them five pine
or cedar, wedge-shaped pegs of small di-

ameter. This makes one solid block and
constitutes the body of the decoy. With
a sharp, long-bladed knife or keyhole
saw shape the cork to the desired size

—

length and width—lea\nng the bottom
flat.
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The head may also be made of cork,

but being' the part that gets the banging
about, it is much more satisfactory to

make it of wood. Use a piece of two x
four soft pine with clear grain. Saw
roughly the shape of the head and work
down with a sharp knife, being particu-

lar to leave the neck long enough. It

can be cut down at the last if necessary.

The diagrams give the general shape and
size of body and head, but dimensions de-

pend upon the size of cork blocks.

Having the head and body, now comes
the highly important task of putting

them together. With a half-inch bit,

bore an inch and a half into the body
(where the neck is going to fit on) and
the same distance into the neck. (A vise

is almost necessary for the latter pro-

cess.) Now, whittle out a peg of pine
three inches long and one-half inch in di-

ameter, with flanges or barbs at one end.

Pour a little shellac into each hole and
immediately insert the peg, putting the
barbed end into the cork. If your work
is well done, the head will set firm on
the body. NOTE: You can tilt the head
by changing the angle of the hole in the
body; you can have the duck looking
ahead, to the right or to the left, de-
pending on how the peg is inserted.

The duck is now in rough shape. It

is enough to use putty around the neck
joint and at the seam where the two
pieces of cork come together. A friend
of mine uses putty to “smooth up’’ the
bird, all over, but this gets you no better
results—it, of course, does satisfy your
asthetic sense.

About the painting, you will have to

exercise your own discretion. Let me
say here, by the way, no brother need

be discouraged through supposed lack of

artistic ability. I have seen some mighty
finished articles by fellows who could not,

on a wager, paint a fence sign in legible

fashion. If you are in doubt as to the

markings of the different varieties of

ducks, go to the attic and bring down
some of the dust covered “boys” or con-

sult some authentic colored plate or con-

fer with a brother sportsman. I find

that a foundation of black serves best

for the different kinds. Do not be afraid

to outdo the white. Use glossy paints.

Balance the duck with a piece of flat

lead, as usual. The cork will require a
third more than wood. Put in the screw
eye or staple at the bottom front, use
brass-headed tacks for eyes—set fairly

low in the head—and you have a duck as

much a game-getter as the best, costing

you not more than two bits.

And think of the good time you’ve had
puttering around!
But the real big, satisfied, feeling will

come in the nip of next season when, en-

tertaining some fellow hunter you slap

yourself on your inflated chest and say,

“Behold the workmanship of an artist!”

Then hear him exclaim, “You don’t say
so!” (Meaning what?)
You will be surprised how expert you

become after the apprentice lot. You
will doubtless produce some specimens
which you will display—if your wife will

allow it—on, the mantle shelf along side

of that painting by Michael Angelo or

the marble bust of Lincoln, as master-

pieces of workmanship.
Here’s success to your efforts!

Gordon J. Platt, Vermont.

For Suspicious Travelers

I
HAVE had occasion to travel consid-

erably and it has been my misfortune

to be obliged to put up at many indif-

ferent country hotels. Some of these

were not at all clean and inviting. I

make a practise of carrying a small box

of powdered alum and if the bed in which

I am to sleep does not look inviting or

looks a little suspicious, I sprinkle the

alum powder freely between the sheets

and around the pillow. I never have any
unpleasant nocturnal visitors. This is

not exactly a fishing or hunting hint, as

the “birds” in question are not included

as game fish or animals or even as bait,

but many sportsmen who have had sim-

ilar* unpleasant experiences will be glad

to know of this reliable preventive.

M. M. Todd, Boston, Mass.

To Keep Cobbler’s Wax Soft

D oubtless all of us who make or

mend our own tackle have suffered

more or less from the mean ways of

cobbler’s wax—in summer it is like soup,

in winter granite. It adheres to your
fingers, whilst declining to do so upon
the desired object; and in winter, when
you want to dress flies, it becomes all

but hopeless. Yet I, for one, confess to

finding no efficient substitute, and lately

have found a way of softening its hard-

ness. The usual plan for this is to keep

the article in water, which upsets, mak-
ing a mess of the table, and of the op-

erator a “dem moist unpleasant body”;

or to put it in your breeches pocket, and
forget all about it.

Now this may be avoided by keeping

it in a box with a tiny bit of camphor,
which keeps the surface so soft that a

bit of old glove on its face will be found

sticky enough to wax thread. I find the

best boxes are those small iin boxes

in which throat tablets, matches, etc., are

sold. The ends are simply turned down,

not soldered, so that if desired they can

be bent down to allow of waxing stouter

cords. I have also tried mixing cam-
phor with my wax, but like the simpler

plan better.

I find a pricker made from an old

salmon h’ook (straightened) very use-

ful, especially where a whip-knot has to

be made on a broken thread of silk; the

barb acts like that of a crochet needle.

M. Q., London, Eng.
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AL CAN GET THEM
To the Editor of Forset and Stream;

A L is my pal. He is an old man. A1
must be sixty-five years old but he

still likes to fish and sometimes he catches

a few. One Saturday he caught three

bass and Hicker and I got not one strike,

which proves conclusively that A1 is a

great fisherman.

It happened that I arrived in my home
village Friday night, Nov. 8th, with the

thought of going fishing Saturday upper-,

most in my mind. I found A1 and he
told me that he had just three minnows
in his live box of the variety known in

our locality as stone-skips. I believe they
are better known as sand perch.

“What you want is stone-skips,” A1
had told me; so Saturday morning I

started out with minnow bucket, light

split bamboo rod and line equipped with
the tiniest hooks I had in my possession,

in search of the wily stone-skip. My
efforts were rewarded with any amount
of shiners and chubs but not one stone-

skip did I succeed in capturing. Then
and there I made a mistake; I doubted
ATs judgment and decided that chubs
and shiners would answer my purpose.
We started fishing at about two o’clock

—Al, Hicker and I—in a deep hole

formed at the junction of the large and a

smaller creek. Al hooked on a stone-skip,

Hicker a shiner, and I a chub. Al and
Hicker were on a point at the north side

of the small creek and the east side of

the large creek. I was on the south side

of the small creek at its mouth.
Al caught a small bass in a short time

and soon after caught another of about a
pound and a half weight. Then he
wanted one of us to use his last remain-
ing stone-skip, which, of course, we re-

fused to do: he put it on his hook and
made another cast and almost immediate-
ly had another strike. He missed this

one but retained his minnow which was
badly lacerated.

“That’s a pike,” remarked Al. “I

didn’t let him have it long enough. Watch
me get him this time.”

The badly crippled stone-skip ,was
taken again. Al let him take out the line

until he stopped; he started again and
stopped, and on the third run Al made a

mighty heave with his old cane pole.

In spite of all the years Al had fished

and as many fish as he has caught, he
still becomes very much excited when he
hooks a big one, and resorts to primitive

methods. Such was the case on this oc-

casion. With the pole clutched firmly in

his right hand and the butt lodged
against his stomach he pulled the line in

with his left hand and held jt in his

mouth until he could reach out to pull in

some more. In this manner the fish

which proved to be a four-pound, six-

ounce small mouth bass, was led in to

LETTERS
QUESTIONS,

AND ANSWER
shore and hauled up on the bank where
it promptly dropped off the hook and
flopped back into the water.

Hicker was wearing hip boots and
standing in the water just where the fish

flopped in. Of course Al had made fran-
tic efforts to regain it but in vain. Hicker
grabbed at the fish as it went into the
water and by great luck succeeded in

getting one finger under its gills and
threw it back to a safe distance on the

bank.
As the stone-skips were all gone and

we had failed to get any strikes on the

other minnows, we decided to go home.
The large fish was put on the scales at

the general store and as mentioned before
weighed four pounds and six ounces.

Al said “We will call it a five-pounder”
and if you were to ask him about it now
he would tell you that he caught a five-

pound small mouth bass.

Donald C. Collom, Pennsylvania.

A PRESERVE OF THE PRONGHORN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
V/OUR editorial and the communication
^ from Geo. Bird Grinnell (December
number) interest me greatly, for the rea-

son that I am one of the survivors of

the day in Wyoming Territory when the
antelope (1873-6) covered the Laramie
plains and the Medicine Bow ranges in

herds of thousands, and when the valley

of the Yellowstone in Montana was un-
inhabited by white men but still the
habitat of the beautiful antelope.

While “Civilization” has pre-empted
nearly all of the old ranges and criss-

crossed and bisected them with railroad

tracks and brought schools and churches,

it seems to have neglected a duty it owes
to God and to mankind, for had it been
what the name implies it would have
made a demonstration that would leave

a brighter page in history.

In the early 70’s while in camp in

Western Nebraska one day I saw slowly
threading his way along a grass-grown
trail that had been used by generation
after generation of his sires, a bull buf-

falo. He was totally blind, his old hide
was full of gore marks and in some
places hairless, giving it the appearance
of being tanned.

Several of us, afoot, followed him and
soon stood within a few feet of him. He
knew we were there and stood quietly

with his old nose a few feet from the
ground while, with his stubby and well-

worn tail he tried to drive a swarm of

flies from his scabby back.

“What’ll we do with him, fellers,” said

Bowleg Robinson—“kill him?”
“Not by a damned sight,” replied an-

other of our party, “leave that to some
lavender-legged skunk from the zone of

civilization east of the Missouri River.”

So the veteran of many battles was
allowed to go his way with his rotten

and worthless hide, possibly to be gored
to death by Texas cattle that were being
driven upon the splendid range.

To me it seems almost a miracle to

hear that there are any antelope left,

even in Western Oregon. If, as reported,

there are several thousand head, it is

not too late to protect them, and I sug-

gest a vigorous campaign with both State

and Federal authorities, led by Forest
AND Stream and its large family of lov-

ers of nature and out of doors.

The man who kills a protected animal
in Yellowstone park goes to the peni-

tentiary, if caught, consequently the

crime is seldom if ever committed. Why
shouldn’t there be a reserve for the

dwindling herds of the beautiful prong-
horn? There is plenty of range left for

a government preserve, and it can be
made as safe for this fine animal as

Yellowstone park.

William Francis Hooker, New York.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T O say that I am an interested reader
of your magazine would be putting

it rather mildly. I c|n hardly wait for

each issue to come out. I would be will-

ing to pay four times the price if it was
published four times a month.

I am one of those unlucky fellows who
gets the call of the forests and streams,

and gets it hard too, and often; but on
account of pressure of business am often

denied the privilege of answering the call.

There is a bunch of kindred spirits

with whom I have gone to our camp up
on the Rangeley Lakes in Maine when-
ever I could possibly get away, for the

past fifteen years. Many of us take
Forest and Stream, and I assure you
that when we can’t be there ourselves,

your magazine is an excellent substitute.

I am much taken with the picture on
your letter heads and front pages of the

Forest and Stream. Many a wild deer

hunt, or hour-long tussle I have had with
the “big one” on my line, while sitting by
my fire of an evening, my eyes staring

into that picture, but my heart far away
up among the spruce clad hills, following

fancy’s elusive ways, after the wily ones,

until my head droops in slumber and I

crawl off to bed without once turning to
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the real stories in the magazine.
Gentlemen, I wish to make a sugges-

tion, not thinking to improve your paper,

for it could not be improved upon, but
because of something I and some of my
friends would like.

The many accidents and near-accidents

which occur in the Maine woods would
often be avoidable if the chances of such

things ever happening were presented to

the hunter’s mind.
If you could give your readers a col-

umn or two in which you would print an
outline of accidents that occurred or were
avoided, how it happened, how it came
near happening, etc., it might bring be-

fore the reader’s mind possibilities that

had never occurred to him before, and
might save someone the necessity of

undergoing the experience, as we did, to

teach him how to avoid such occurrences.

Request your readers to write of actual

happenings only, and just as it came
about, substituting fictitious names of

persons and places only, as some of these

experiences will still be painfully fresh

in the minds of some of the victims.

While of course others (those that came
out all right) can only bring a smile when
referred to.

If by so doing you can save discomfort
or a bad scare for someone, or perhaps a
life, I think you will be well repaid for

the use of a column or so.

If you act upon this suggestion I sin-

cerely hope you will receive many inter-

esting contributions.

Chas. L. Burns, Maine.

We believe with Mr. Bums that many
accidents would he avoided if people
sensed the dangerous causes. These col-

umns are open to any of our readers who
have something to tell us along the lines

of the above suggestion.— [Editors.]

THE PASSING OF “TILLIE”
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
AM writing the obituary of “ Tillie,”

who opened her eyes to the world just

eleven years ago. She was a native

daughter of the State of California, and
was born on the magnificent cattle ranch,

“Paso Lee Rancho,” owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur K. Lee. This ranch is lo-

cated in Sonoma County, a few miles

north of Geyserville.

Arthur Lee is a wealthy New Yorker
who prefers riding a cattle range to a

promenade up Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Lee
shares her husband’s tastes and is a

skilled horsewoman. Their ranch is a

hospitable haven of rest for bankers, doc-

tors, judges and lawyers who want a

short respite from the rush and whirl
of a great city. Their ranch is also the

haven of rest for all game. Seldom
is a deer hunt allowed on their property.

One June evening, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
were taking a stroll after dinner—and
who should walk up to them with no
sense of fear but “Tillie.” She had been
cruelly abandoned and was looking for

a home. “Tillie” at that time was a

fawn just about three weeks old. Arthur
Lee carried “Tillie” home under his arm
and in no time “Tillie” was having a

good supper from a nursing bottle. All
that summer “Tillie” lived in the or-

chard—and then in the late fall she

heard the call of the wild, and dis-

appeared.

But next spring she was back again

to “Paso Lee Rancho” and was a favored
guest. For eleven years “Tillie” has been
a summer boarder of the Lee ranch and
every day about dusk she would come
doviTi the hill to be fed. If you would
not bother her fawns too much she would
let you feed them too. She would bring
her two fawns down just at twilight with
a proud air. You could pat her neck
and back all you wanted to, while you
fed her stale bread or potato peelings.

But make one move to touch the fawns
—and in a fiash the trio were gone.

“Tillie” was always adorned with a

bright piece of ribbon by Mrs. Lee—so

that even doe shooters would respect her
motherhood. She was cut up once or

twice by barbed wire but nothing serious

happened to her until recently. “Tillie”

was missing and a searching party in-

stituted. She was found cold in death

“ Tillie ” and her fawns

not a quarter of a mile from where she
first found her foster parents. “Tillie”

was given a decent burial and a tomb-
stone has been placed over the grave

—

and she is at rest on the “Paso Lee Ran-
cho” which meant so much to her in her
life.

Sidney P. Robertson, California.

NATURE’S REQUIEM
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T WENT home the other night, pulled

off my shoes, traded them for a pair
of slippers, got comfortably settled in a
big chair by the open fire, and fell to

pondering on the passing of years.

The blare of trumpets acclaimed each
coming New Year—toast and song and
revelry by night welcomed the new king
—but never a word of the Old Year;
and here was I—living in the last days
of one that was dying, and dying fast.

Out of doors I could hear the wind
hustling the falling snow here and there.

covering the unsightly spots, blotting out

the scars of earth that the Old Year’s
glassing eyes might close in peace.

I fell to wondering how the Old Year
felt about dying—it had lived its allotted

time, did it grieve to go?
At its birth the time of its passing had

been decreed; so unlike the various life

that quickened its existence, it knew to

the hour its final decease.

Was the Old Year leaving a heartache,

was there sadness and a longing for a
few more days of life, or did the world
make merry only over the days to fol-

low? Was it off with the old—on with
the untried new?

So on the morrow I would see how the

Old Year felt about it; it was to be the
last day. And then the question came:
Where could I get the nearest to old

'18?

Not in the crowded walks of this great
city; here there would be no sorrow;
the bells too quickly would peal out tid-

ings of the new king’s birth. No; I

would watch in the shadow of the pines,

near to nature’s heart, and mourn alone

with her at the midnight hour.

So on the following evening just as the

shadows crept in and settled on the busy
streets, I started for the woods, the pines

and solitude. Out through the paved
walks of the city, just as the lights be-

gan to show, just as the day of toil was
ending. How cold it was, how blue the

sky with its dancing stars—worlds that

had illumined the birthdays of centuries.

At last I was out of the city, the woods
stood sentinel on either hand, the white

carpet was laid, the moon furnished the

shadow dancers, as the wind played a

weird tune; and moved to the music, the

birch and maple balanced to their shadow
partners on the snow.

I climbed the fence at the roadside

and struck out across the field, resolved

to climb the mountaiik side showing dark

against the sky. Just here in this little

clump of birches one day last fall, a

woodcock met an untimely end; it was
such a woodcock as artists put on can-

vas. How different the spot looks by
moonlight. I was standing just where
the old dog pointed that day when the

leaves were falling. There in front of

him the woodcock flushed; I could almost

hear again Ae whistle and the wings

—

but alas! it is now but a memory of ’18.

I climbed the hill and stopped under
a giant pine who had stood so well his

winter vigil that the snow found no
chance to thrust beneath his guard, and
the ground was bare. Beneath me, lights

of the city twinkled in answer to the

stars. The little lake shown like an
opal at the foot of the mountain. Not
a sound broke the stillness of the night,

and save for the sad faced moon, looking

down, I knew of no mourner but myself

for the Old Year.

Woods and fields where my dogs and
I had spent red-letter days lay at my
feet. I could see here a spot and there

another where the heart had quickened.

I could almost fancy the dull boom of

the double barrels as the bird went on.

I heard the music of the hounds on a

far away hill, and I followed my own
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footsteps homeward with the red pelt.

And ’18 was dying; these were but
memories. What of 1919? It was a
hazard of fortune. Then from field I

turned to fireside, and my heart failed

me. How could I let the Old Year go?
Only I could see the faces that saw the

year begin—comrades of forest and
stream, companions of camp-fire and
trail—gone %vere they across the Great
Divide. What to them or I was the

coming of the New’ Year?
Then through the haze I saw the still

white faces, heard the roar of a thousand
guns, saw the wreck and ruin of a hun-
dred battlefields; w'ould the bells of the

new’ born year bring perpetual peace?
But now as I wondered the shadows fled.

The moon hid her fair face behind a

cloud. I heard the sharp bai’k of a fox

and the guttural call of a swamp bit-

tern, the pond at my feet flung to my
ears a dull boom as the ice settled, and
a sudden chill came on the air as the

forest sighed, moved by a gentle breeze.

I took out my watch, the hour stood

midnight. I knew the Old Year was
dead and as if to mock, the jangling

bells from the great city, told me the

child was born. The Old King was dead
—a year of life to the New King.

Edward Wilbur, New York.

THE VALUE OF OUTDOOR BOOKS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream ;

Hunting and fishing has been the

favorite hobby of mine ever since I

was big enough to use a ram-rod, or

twine a worm around a hook, and I have
read books and magazines ever since I

learned to read; but it’s just within the

last two years that I awoke to the fact

that I was missing, what would be to

me, the most interesting things I could

read—books and magazines devoted ex-

clusively to entertaining and educating
us in the very sport that so many of us
love so well.

I am one of that large class of hunters
who, by force of circumstances, or other

reasons, hunt year after year over almost
the same ground, and give very little

thought or study to game outside of our
limited territory; except, to live in hope
that some day the opportunity may come,
and we can get into the big woods and get

some real hunting.
In the short time that I have devoted

to reading outdoor books and magazines,
I have found they are a source of educa-

tion that enlarge our possibilities of

pleasure, and open new fields of enjoy-

ment for us in our old game covers.

Last fall, while out with a friend

shooting quail, we had a covey scattered

on a low, swampy piece of ground, and
we were taking our turn shooting first,

when it was a single bird. The dog came
to a point beside a small pool of water,

and we started toward him, and when we
were within about fifteen steps of him a

slow-flying bird arose. It was my turn

to shoot; I fired, and it fell.

We walked over to it and I picked it

up. I didn’t know what it was. My
companion, who was older than I was,
and, like myself, had hunted mostly

around home, didn’t know what it was
either. I carried it around with me

awhile, and then took another look at it

and threw it away.
Near a stream, in some woods where I

go fishing sometimes, I have at different

times flushed a swift, erratic flying bird,

but I never knew what it was.
In a book that I got from Forest and

Stream’s Book Department some time
ago, I find both these birds described

;
the

first was a rail, the other a woodcock,
and neither is mentioned in the Synopsis
of Game Laws, printed on the back of my
hunting license—they are almost total

strangers in this part of the country.
Here I had, through ignorance, thrown
away a perfectly good rail, and it would
have been worth more than the price of

the book to me to have known at the time
what it was—not the value of it, but the

pleasure of knowing it was a game bird.

There are other ways in which we are
benefited

;
we learn to be more observant

of animal life, and that the pleasure of

the hunt doesn’t always depend on the

amount of game we are able to slaughter.

I can take my .22 rifle and my rabbit

hound and have an evening’s sport let-

ting the hound chase one rabbit around.

Of course I usually get the rabbit be-

fore dark, which makes the evening’s

sport a complete success.

These are just instances illustrating

that by reading “our” magazines we can
get better acquainted with the animals
and birds that we meet, and that they
educate us up to a higher standard of

sportsmanship and a greater need for the

preservation of our game. If every per-

son that owns a gun received and read
each month a sporting magazine or two,

he would consciously or unconsciously

become a better sportsman, and the game
supply would be safe for years to come.

We shotild like to give credit for the

above article, but the last page became
separated from the body of the letter and
we can only hope that the writer will

apprise us of his name and address so

that we may thank him in another issue.

The letter is very gratifying to us as it

bears out a belief of ours. Books of

sports are useful and necessary to the

sportsman. We all like to look at the

world of outdoors through other people's

eyes.— [Editors.]

WHO OWNED THIS PIGEON ?

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
AM enclosing leg bands taken from a

carrier pigeon that was picked up ex-

hausted on the Hudson River, midway be-

tween Ossining and Rockland at 4 P. M.
on September 23, 1918. It was still alive,

but very weak and did not survive the

night.

J. H. Carpenter, Ossining, N. Y.

The bands enclosed in Mr. Carpenter's

letter were one of aluminum marked 18

(enclosed in a diamond-shaped figure) , L.

M—1470; also a narrow band of brass

marked 3189. Some feathers were also

enclosed in the letter, showing the bird

to have been buff-colored and white.

We should be very glad if the owner of

this bird will write to Forest and
Stream, and we unll return the leg bands

to him. No messages were found on the

bird. [Editors.]

WHAT IS A GAME FISH
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T O settle an argument, will you kindly

give us an opinion on the following

question :

A contends that a game fish is one

that puts up a game fight. B contends

in the eyes of the Fish and Game Laws,

any fish that is protected by law and an

open and closed season thereon, is a game
fish, that the fighting propensities of the

fish have nothing to do with it.

This question has been discussed con-

siderably in the Elks’ Club here and we
are referring it to you for settlement.

W. W. Menchel, New Hampshire.

Realizing that our Benevolent Brethren

merit the best and most authoritative

opinions that can be obtained, we sub-

mitted this question to several angling

experts who are well known to the read-

ers of Forest and Stream. Their an-

swers, which are varied and interesting,

are given below. [Editors.]

DEFINITION OF A GAME-FISH
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N the Game and Fish Protective Laws
of the various states a game-fish is

considered one that is usually caught

with hook and line, and one that takes

a natural or an artificial bait.

From the angler’s viewpoint a game-

fish has quite a different meaning, which

I have elsewhere expressed as follows:

“In co-ordinating the essential attrib-

utes of game-fishes, each inherent trait

and quality must be duly and impartially

considered. Their habits and habitat;

their aptitude to rise to the artificial

fly; their manner of resistance and

struggle for freedom when hooked; their

finesse and intelligence and their excel-

lence as food must all be taken into ac-

count and duly weighed.”

Dr. James A. Henshall,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

GAME FISH AND OTHERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

The term game as applied to objects

of pursuit has of late years been made
to embrace a number of animals and fish

far in excess of the original ones.

Strictly speaking game fish are fish of

the salmon family only, all others come
under the head of “Pike and other coarse

fish.”

The terms used in venerie are very

ancient and were used long before the

discovery of the American continent with

its numerous forms of game, totally un-

,known to those who originally specified

just exactly what game consisted of.

It is impossible to draw the line be-

tween game fish and other kinds of fish

without offending the susceptibilities of

some. A man who had fished for and

caught numbers of black bass would be

highly indignant if you told him he had

only caught “coarse fish” and not game
fish, whereas the same man might pos-

sibly regard catfish as anything but

game fish.

The origin of the term game lies

somewhere in the time of the feudal

system. Certain animals of the chase

were reserved for the pleasure of the
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princes and nobles. It was a capital

crime for a peasant to kill a deer. As
time went on the right to kill game
ceased to be an exclusive privilege of

the nobility, anyone who owned the land,

or the hunting rights thereon, could

obtain the power to kill game by pay-

ing for a license.

Fish

—

i. e., the salmon family, were
protected in a similar manner, and con-

sequently they were regarded as game
fish as distinguished from the non-game
fish

—

i. e., those for whose capture no

license was needed.

A more liberal method of classifying

game fish would be to include all fish

whose capture is regarded as a means of

sport and not as a source of profit.

R. L. M., California.

THE MEANING OF GAME
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A ny number of words have divers,

and sometimes diverse meanings.
The dictionary informs us that there are

two distinct meanings of the word spelled

“game”; in fact there are two different

words, adjective and noun, with related

meanings. Game (adjective) means a

“resolute unyielding spirit”; and it also

means (noun) “any kind of sport” or
endeavor pursued primarily for pleasure.

Such endeavors are naturally pursued
in a resolute manner in the desire to win
any contest, and the more resolute are
the opposed contestants the closer and
more satisfactory is the contest, or game.
Further, as applied to fish, animals or
fowl, any such protected by the game-
laws are technically “game”—if not such
as are characterized by a fighting spirit,

they are such as the law recognizes as
liable to be pursued for sport’s sake. In
most cases, the prime reason for any
living thing’s pursuit for sport is its

fighting spirit. A “game fish” is any
whose considerable pursuit for sport’s
sake is generally recognized; it may or
may not be unusually “game” or spirited
in resisting capture.

George Parker Holden, M.D., N. Y.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GAME
FISH
T0 the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A SIDE from the technicality of this
ancient and rather ambiguous ques-

tion there is but little room for argu-
ment.

If we are to accept literally the argu-
ment of B that the protection of law
can or does change the nature of a
species, then we must of necessity grant,
that the taking of a bull pout or brook
sucker if protected constitutes as thrill-

ing a victory as the landing of Fontinalis
or the lordly salmon. If legislation con-
vinces B that this is true then he per-
force must be content with the humbler
species of fish and argue himself into the
belief that the majesty of the law has
changed the leopard’s spots.

Then, hypothetically—if we admit his
contention at all—should for any reason
the fish and game laws cease to be opera-
tive, by the force of his logic there
would be no such thing as a “game fish”
in the angler’s category and those of us

who have really hugged to our very
bosoms the belief that there was a dis-

tinction and a difference must disavow
our allegiance and bow down to all the

humbler species as being the equal of

all the higher orders.

B may technically hide behind the con-

tention that this applies only to “fresh

water” varieties—I know nothing of his

accomplishments or experiences as an
angler. If on the other hand no fish

can be a “game fish” save those around
which the protection of the state is

thrown then the battling bluefish is de-

throned and the striped bass and chan-

nel bass go into the discard, as no law
has yet affected them save in the case

of the striped bass in inland waters. And
what a trial B would have, to be sure,

convincing thousands of old timers after

an hour’s intense fight with the bronze

back channel bass that it wasn’t “game”
which made the contest,

“ ’T was think-

ing made it so.”

In controversion of B’s argument from
the angler’s standpoint I submit that un-

“Ofiicial notice of amendment to “Rule
B” of the By-Laws of the American Ca-
noe Association

—

That Rule “B” be amended by striking

out the words— cent” in the third

line and substituting therefore the words
—“2Yz cents,” the Rule then reading as

amended

:

“A member who at any one camp has
paid the full value of a site containing a

floor may re-rent and occupy the same
by paying 2)4 cents per square foot for

all floor space covered by tent, fly or
awning, with a minimum charge of One
Dollar ($1).”

Guy L. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

AN ADOPTED SQUIRREL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A m sending enclosed a snapshot of a
squirrel, two weeks old, and from

its fourth day until the present it was
raised on the doll’s milk bottle in the

picture.

Harold Carter, New Jersey.

The squirrel took to the bottle at the age of four days

told years of legislation would never
cause the brook sucker or like variety

to attain the eminence of the black bass
nor cause that marvel of scale and fin

to sink to the level of the other.

The angler then must of necessity sus-

tain the contention of A, that any fish,

no matter what the variety, which puts
up a “game” fight is a “game” fish,

matching its cunning and strength to

the point of exhaustion against the an-

gler’s ability; and it is this test and
this alone which determines its charac-
ter. We cannot learn it from picking

its bones; neither will Solons ever legis-

late “game” qualities into or out of a fish.

Leonard Hulit, New Jersey.

A. C. A. BY-LAWS AMENDMENT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
AM sending you the following notice

of an amendment to the By-laws of

the American Canoe Association, which
the rules require to be published two
weeks prior to its consideration by the

Executive Committee.
Will you kindly publish the same in

the next issue of Forest and Stream

—

UNFAMILIAR HUNTING GROUNDS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
AM a reader of Forest and Stream
and I thought a few lines as a hunter

of Canadian grounds would be of inter-

est to some of your readers, I spent
several years in the Parry sound dis-

trict and devoted all my spare time to

outdoor life. I was located on the French
and Pickerel rivers and I must say that
a better hunting ground there never
was. For the hunter of big game it is

an ideal spot. There are deer by the
thousand, both of the red deer and the
spike horn, moose, bear, wolves, fox, and
many other wild animals. I have shot
some beautiful specimens of deer in these
regions, with as many as nineteen points
to their horns. I made a study of the
deer during my stay there and I learned
many things in connection with their

habits, haunts, feed, etc. Few American
hunters visit this district, but the tour-
ists are beginning to love our North-
land for the fine fishing they get there.

W. C. Whittington,
Canadian Military Police Corps, Ont.
(SEVERAL LETTERS ARE HELD OVER)
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Decoy!
I always leave a tube

of Mennen’s sticking

out of my bag in a Pull-

man dressing room.

“Use Mennen’s Shav-
ing Cream, eh?’’ some
man always asks, “Is it

any good?’’
“Try it!'* I say. “Builds

up a lather in three minutes
with the brush only—don’t

rub it in with your fingers

— cold water is as good
as hot.”

About the only time I

ever saw a man on a Pull-

man smile before breakfast

was just after he had shaved
with Mennen’s for the first

time.

Trade Msrk

i^^RHflRD

tMennen Salesman)

THE TYRO’S PRIMER
CERTAIN TERMS, PHRASES AND IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
USED BY MILITARY RIFLEMEN ARE DEFINED AND EXPLAINED

By CAPTAIN ROY S. TINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

(CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH)

A Bolshevik—To get the flag, to be

flagged out, to signal a shot via insulting

wig-wag. When the marksman misses

the entire target the miss is signaled by
waving a red danger flag, usually called

the “powder flag,” across the face of the

target from side to side. Sometimes this

signal is executed with the red disk.

Creepin’-in—To creep into the bull’s-

eye by a succession of conservative sight

adjustments. An old timer will first get

a “2,” then a “3” followed by a “4” and
finally a bull. This is the best way to

sight in as the first off shot may be due

to an error in holding.

Ricochet.—A bullet which rebounds

after striking the ground, or any ottier

obstacle or surface, and continues its

flight. Ricochet shots that strike the

target count exactly the same as direct

hits. If any amateur range officer tries

to tell you otherwise, just assure him
his education has been neglected and

refuse to accept such a ruling.

Sighting Shots.—Abbreviated “S. S.”

—The trial shots which precede the

scores fired in a competition, qualifica-

tion or test course to enable the rifle-

man to determine the proper sight ad-

justment and point of aim.

Bobbing or Disappearing Target.—

A

target which is temporarily exposed to

view for a stipulated number of sec-

onds, the time of appearance and dis-

appearance being regulated in the pit.

Such targets are used for Rapid Fire,

Skirmish Runs, Surprise Fire and Com-
bat Practice.

Key Hole.—A hole in the target made
by the bullet passing through it side-

wise. Such a performance is conclusive

evidence that something is radically

wrong with either your gun or ammuni-
tion; it is usually caused by a defective

cartridge.

Tipper.—A bullet that shows a ten-

dency to “key hole” but does not strike

flat, nor does it make a perfect print.

Bullets that strike that way are never

accurate, so locate the difficulty as soon

as possible.

Score.—A group of five, ten or twenty
consecutive shots, exclusive of sighting

shots, fired in individual practice, com-
petition or a qualification course. The
term score is also used to express the

total number of points made in any se-

ries of shots, as the result of a skir-

mish run. The term string is frequently

used as a synonym for score.

Score Cards.—Blank forms, usually on

cardboard, issued to the riflemen for the

purpose of keeping a record of their

hits. Bugs keep their scores in a book
specially gotten up for that purpose and
embellish each score with miniature tar-

get and no end of technical information,

called “dope,” relative to the arm, etc.

Blow Up.—To lose your tailboard, to

become nervous toward the end of a

good string and ruin the score in the

last few shots, a species of “buck fever”
—i. e., a touch of nerves that frequently

attacks the best of us during a compe-
tition or when after game, the rifleman’s

equivalent for “stage fright.”

Butt.—The hill or embankment used

to stop the bullets after they have passed
through the targets. The plural Butts
is used to designate collectively the

shooter, and ?. shot directly over the

bull’s-eye is termed a “4” (“3” or “2”

as the case may be) at 12 o’clock. A
parapet erected to protect the markers,
the pit where the markers work, the tar-

gets, the frames upon which they work,
known as the Carriers, and the Butt,

or backstop, used to catch the bullets.

Gallery.—A room or enclosure where
the firing is done over short ranges upon
reduced targets, usually with small-bore

rifles such as the .22.

Clock.—A term employed to indicate,

by means of the divisions on the dial

of a clock, the location of a hit on the

target or the direction from which the

wind is blowing. For example: In call-

ing out the position of a hit, the dial

or face of the clock is vizualized to oc-

cupy the front of the target facing the

shooter, and a shot directly over the

bull’s-eye is termed a “4” (“3” or “2”

as the case may be) at 12 o’clock. A
low shot is at 6 o’clock, a shot to the

right at 3, or to the left at 9 o’clock,

and so on around the dial, thus giving

the rifleman a convenient and simple

means of designating the exact direction

of the error made.
When speaking of the direction of the

wind, the dial of the imaginary clock is

supposed to be lying flat on the ground
with the target placed at 12 o’clock and
marksman firing at it from 6 o’clock.

A 12 o’clock wind is one that blows from
the target toward the rifleman, a wind
from the right is a 3 o’clock wind, etc.

One of the first things the Tyro must
do is make himself absolutely familiar

with this system of “calling” the hits

and the wind as it is universally used

on all ranges and everyone is presumed
to know it.

(to be continued next month)
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lOtAL
PREMIER^

ARROW

SELBY LOADS
SUPERIOR GRADE

BLACK SHELLS
AJAX

FIELD

^Winchester
LEADER

'T X THEN you go to the traps or into the game

Y/y/ covers for a day’s sport you use the shell

which experience has taught you is best

adapted to your needs. To get the best results you
stick to your favorite shell just as you do to your
favorite gun.

You should be just as carefid about the powder that this shell contains.

Thatthepowder plays an important part in yourshooting is obvious.

In this connection you can’t do better than select and stick to

HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDERS
INFALLIBLE "E.CT

The next time that you buy
shells, look on the top wad for

the name Infallible or
E. C. as well as on the base

for the name of the shell. You
should have no difficulty in

getting: shells loaded with either

one of these powders for they are

found in any one of the four-

teen standard shells listed here.

Hercules Smokeless Shotgun

Powders can be relied upon to

give you the same service at all

times. Their qualities are not

affected by time or weather

conditions and they will always

give high velocity, light recoil

and even patterns.

HERCULES POWDER CO.
53 W. 10th Street

Wilmington Delaware

HIGH GUN
TARGET

NITRO CLUB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE

Winchester
REPEATER
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ITHACA
WON 1«

W. J. Weaver won IK

1

the 1918 amateur
championship of

Rhode Island.
This was the
third consecu-
tive year he has
won his State

championship.

He couldn't

make this won-
derful record
‘with any gun
but an ITHACA.

Catalog free.

Double hammerless
guns, $32.50 up.

Single trap guns
$100 up.

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN CO.
k ITHACA, N. Y.

LargeGamePreserve
For Sale

Robinson Crusoe’s Island Outdone!

St. Vincent Island, Fla.,

in the Gulf of Mexico, containing over

13,000 acres of pine forest, fresh water

lakes, grassy savannahs, wild boar, native

Virginia and Osceola deer, also imported

Indian deer, wild cattle, turkey, millions

of ducks and all varieties of fish. The
Island with bungalows, hunting lodges,

yachts, boats and vehicles for sale to

close an estate. Easily protected. Many
thousands acres of finest pine trees.

Booklet sent on request. For informa-

tion inquire R. W. Pierce, 663 Main
Street, Buffalo, New York.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

o£ Yesterday

I
N the good old days be-
fore the War, when men

shot game instead of ene-

mies, American sportsmen
swore by the B.S-A. rifle.

The unique B.SJV. “Lever
cocked” air rifle and the

B.S.A. .22 calibre target

and sporting rifles, famed
for their intense accuracy,

were particularly favored

by American rifle connoi-

seurs.

During theWar one great Amer-
ican munition maker usea
B.S.A. .22 rifles exclusively in

testing daily output.

The War enhanced the already
splendid reputationoftheB.S.A.
for reliability, accuracy and pow-
er (when power was wanted).
Millions of B.S.A. rifles were
made for Allied land, sea and
air forces.

It was the amazing B.S.A. ex-
perimental work and machining
alrill which made the Lewis

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
fishing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special
requirements of the modern angling sport.

Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,

perfectly jointed and balanced. In the
Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS BOD COMPANY,
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
lo the New Perfectioo

Pocket Package

it a matchlesa combination.
HporUmen l>Ave kuown it h>r

yMin* Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. aiul35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send

you a daiidy^ handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-

talnliiK 8>ii ooDcei postpaid

for 35 cents.

WBl f. NTE, New Mini. Mast.^

For35c
Poatpaid

I

THE KILLING OF THE
I OUANANICHE
j

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 71)

I

cried Rhoda, throwing her arms around

I

her friend in the impetuosity of her con-

gratulations. “How you have kept us on
the anxious seat, and how we enjoy your
triumph! What an avocation to make
one forget herself!”

“And I too most heartily congratulate
you, my clever pupil. You do me proud-
You have so adroitly outwitted the prince
of finny diplomats. And I know you are
committed to the spiritual interpretation

of the sport. For who but a lover of the
angle can conceive of the choking thrill

which accompanies the rush of a ouana-
niche—who else, that erethism, short-

lived, unearthly, that electrifies every
nerve in your frame as you twist the steel

into his jaw and feel him fast—that con-

centration of delight in the struggle that
follows, wherein the noblest fish that God
has made matches his brute intellect, per-

haps his manifold experience, against
your reason and art, wherein your wand-
like split bamboo gracefully responds to

his desperate leaps for life, and arches in

perfection to his wild circles. Who but
an angler knows of the sweet calm that
follows victory, as you tenderly place

1
your dying captive on the skiff bottom,
and wearied by the excitement sit down
to watch his brilliance fade, with the

i

feeling that if your life were forthwith to

1 end, you have not altogether lived in

I
vain.”

THE LEOPARD OF
THE LAKE

(continued from page 70)

The pickerel has always been an ob-

ject of eager pursuit to the angler and
many methods are followed in taking
them. “Skittering” with a bamboo pole

and just enough line to handle nicely is

one plan, either walking along the bank
or casting from a boat, keeping it just

far enough from the bank or lily-pads

to make action easy and using a piece

of pork rind or other lure to attract the

fish. This is at all times laborious w'ork

and does not partake of the finesse of

still fishing, which is much more in vogue
at the present time. The requirements
are a good bait casting rod such as is

used in black bass fishing, a small but
free running multiplying reel and a ra-

ther fine line, a 4-0 Carlisle hook of the

best quality. The hook should have the

gut snell wrapped with the finest of wire
to prevent the ravages of the teeth, as

they are needle like and most formidable,

and just enough lead should be used to

carry do\vn the bait, which should be a
good sized live minnow. A small barrel-

shape cork float is in order, as it offers

less resistance to the water when the

strike is made than is the case with
the ordinary egg-shape float. In this

manner of fishing the pickerel rarely

takes the bait with a rush; more gen-

erally toying with it as if in play and
it is necessary to allow the fish full play

with its whim, as to strike at once would
be to permit the complete escape of the

fish. Even when the float has entirely
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F
or more than a year you’ve bought

|

your guns collectively, as members of I

the nation. i

And you asked us for Lewis Machine Guns

—

nothing but Lewis Machine Guns— all we
could make. And you got them and used them
—in uniform—under the stars and stripes.

And you’ve won the war. So now we can go
back to making your hunting rifles and pistols

again for you as individuals—for your private, per-

sonal needs in civil life

We’re working hard to get you the guns that
you’ve unselfishly and patriotically waited for so
long.

And the .32 Savage automatic pistol and the .22

Savage Hi-power and .250-3000 Savage rifles will be
ready by April.

Savage Arms Corporation
Sharon, Pa. Utica, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa.

General Offices: 50 Church Street, New York
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FIX THAT PUNCTURE
IN ONE MINUTE

r
That puncture can be in a rubber or leather

boot or sho«, a can\'as boat, a hot water bag, or any ar-
ticle of rubber—and in less than a minute you can have it

'

fixed up snug and tight, absolutely water-proof with

M^BLE'S REPiiURO^
No cement used. Cannot come off. Cannot hurt the 1

foot. The two plates are concave. Lower plate has al
. threaded pivot, which protects thru hole in upper plate!

and the two are held tightly together by a flush nut.
* Metal key, furnished with each Repairer, is used

to tighten up the plates. 3 sizes: K inch diamet-
'

er, 10c; 1 inch, I5c; 1 x IK inch, 20c.

Catalog of Marble*j Specialties
lor Sportsmen free upon

request,

MARBLE ARMS & MFC. CO.

526 D«Ita Ave. Gladstone. Mich,

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WEWANT ALL KINDS OF FURS

FOX. BEAR.BEAVER, LYNX,

MUSKRAT.
^^‘W^MARTEN.MINK.ET?

WEIL PAYS THE MOST

Remits Quickest. Paysi
^ Bolda Bhlpmenta 6 daya If desired, I

I \/a9ri. Furs are high. Big money trapping!
I this year. Ourlarge Illustrated Trapper’s Guide!
I Sent Free. Frequent price-lists keep you posted. I

I
Traps and Balt. In business 50 years. Biggest!
house. ® Ask any Bank. Cash quoted for hides. I

"TheOldSquareDealHouse. I
I VTeill>rOS.aU>., capital Sl.000 .000 . Paid. <*1

[Box209; Fort Wayne, Ind., U. S. A,|
Trp This Yeif. Greit Chuce. EreryMy Write.

,

ONLY 35c k Ag«nts Wantad

WITH THI*T ^

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
,

If you can COME your hair you can cut your
own hair with this marvelous invention. Guts
the hair any desired length, short or long.

^Does the job as nicely as any barber in quarter
* time, before your own mirror. You can cot the
Iren’s hair at home in a jiffy. Can be used as an

ordinary razor to shave the face or finish around temple or neck.
Sharpened like any razor. Lasts a lifetime. Saves its cost first

time used. PRICE ONLY 35c, postpaid. Extra Bladss Sc each.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO„ Dspt 720 *. 54 W. Lake St„ CHICAGO

Make your Watches, Clocks, etc., visible by night. Emits
rays of LIGHT in dark. The darker the better. Easily ap-

plied. Anyone ran do it. Three sizes—25^ 60c and $1, postpaid, t

WHNSON SMITH & CO„ DepL720 • West Lake Street. Chicago

COOPERS CAMPS
THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST
SQUARE TAILED TROUT. 0. K. HUNTING

IDEAL VACATIONLAND.

. BOOKLET ON REQUEST

CAPT. G. W. COOPER, EAGLE LAKE, MAINE

Raise Hares For Us
Immense profits easily and quickly made.
We furnish stock and pay $2.00 each and
iPxpressage when three months old. Con-
tracts, booklet, etc., 10c. Nothing free.

Thorson Rabbit Co., Dept. 9, Aurora,
Colorado.

TO"

892 Fourth St, Old Town, Me.

SetSet

Solid Goldsolid Gold

Send Your Name and We’ll

Send You a Lachnite
T*VON'T send a penny. Just send your name and say-. “Send me^ a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10
trial.'* We will send itprepaid right to your home. When It

comes merely deposit $4.75 with the postman and then wear me
ring for 10 full days. If you, or If any of your friends can tell

It from a diamond, send it back, cut If you decide to buy it

—send ua $2.6C a month until $18.76 baa been paid.

A VaHov Send yonr name now. TetT as which of the
vvilftt; solid gold rings illustrated above yon wish
(ladies' or men’s). Be sure to send finger size. ^
Harold Lachman Co., 12N. Michigan Av.,DepL7062Chkaeo.B<L 3

Indian Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

Made of Genuine Moose Hide

Men’s Sizes. 6 to 11. at $4.25
Ladies’ or Boys’ Sizes,

3 to 6 at $3.50
Sent prepaid on

receipt of price.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.

We make the finest Buckskin Hunting
Shirts in America. Carry in stock the larg-

est assortment of Snow Shoes in the country.

Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-
hide Gloves and Mittens. Our Wisconsin
Cruising Shoes have no superior as a hunting
shoe. Send for Free Catalog to-day.

Metz & Schloerb, ^olhkoshfwu.*

Thousands of trappers know that
they get the best of treatment by
shipping to me. I pay the very
highest market quotations, my
price list is simple, is never mis-
leading. and you get your money
by return mail. Read this:

“It’s a pleasure to deal with a firm like voi
1 get every cent my furs are worth, and have
received such nice checks from you, that I am
telling my friends here that they will do wel
to get in touch with you.”

IRVING TRUST
Send me a shipment and be convinced. Satisfaction guaranteed.
TO-DAY write for price list, grading slip and shipping tags.

Louis Brimberg
D«pl 1201 50 West 26"ST.NewYork City

O utdoor life made the Yanks
the physical marvels they were
in the late war. Stamina, mus-

cle and resourcefulness these are the
result of life in the open. Canoeing
is king of outdoor sports.

What’s a camp without an "Old
Town”—a dependable carry-all and
constant companion. Old Town
Canoes are built sturdy to rough it

in rapids, yet light enough to re-

spond to the slightest touch of the
paddle—easily portable. Shapely in
line—a craft to be proud of—and
entirely safe.

"Paddle Your Own Canoe—and be
sure it’s an Old Town.” Write for
catalog. $51 up. Dealers everywhere.

Old Town Canoe Co.

disappeared it is well to allow a few
moments to elapse before making the

strike, as the pickerel invariably turns
the bait around so it can be gorged head
foremost. When the strike is made it

should be firm but not rapid; the rod
should be brought up and when resistance

is felt, then drive the hook home. With
tackle such as described the sport is of
high order as the pickerel puts up strong
resistance and makes runs to right and
left in rapid order, springing from the
water frequently and withal making a
very interesting fight. Ordinarily the
best time for a trial at these fish is

early in the morning or between sunset
and dark, as it is during these periods
that they take the hook freest.

SURF ANGLING

A ll of the old officers were re-elected

^ at the annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Surf Angling Clubs, held re-

cently in New York City. Representa-
tives of all of the clubs along the coast

from Long Island to Florida were pres-

ent. The officers for the coming year are

Dr. F. C.. Raynor, Anglers Club of New
York, president; J. Egbert Newman, Bel-

mar Fishing Club, vice-president; Claude
E. Holgate, Ocean City Fishing Club,

secretary-treasurer. Board of Govern-
ors, J. S. Pettit, Anglers Club of New
York; John D. Ritchie, Asbury Park F.

C. ; W. A. Welsh, Anglers Club of Ocean
City; W. A. Robinson, Belmar F. C.;

Howard Kain, Long Island C. C.; Dr.

Carleton Simon, Midland Beach F. C.;

Churchill Hungerford, Ocean City F. C.,

and Dr. S. H. Lipschutz, St. Petersburg
Tarpon Club.

Several changes were made in the rules

covering surf casting tournaments. The
definition of what constitutes profession-

alism was more clearly outlined than the

rule previously existing, as follows;

“A professional is one who is a teacher

of casting for pay; or one who acts, or

has acted within a period of one year
prior to the tournament, as a paid guide

;

or one who makes use of his own or a
fellow caster’s ability for advertising.”

Rules outling the method of preferring
charges, and for the reinstatement of

those who had previously been profes-

sionals were left to a committee consist-

ing of Churchill Hungerford, R. H. Cor-
son and C. E. Holgate to draft.

Casting dates for 1919 were alloted as

follows

:

May 25, Long Island C. C. at Grant
City, S. Is.

June 15, Midland Beach F. C. at Grant
City, S. Is.

August 2, Asbury Park F. C. at North
Asbury.
August 9, Ocean City Cup Contest and

club events at Ocean City.

August 16, Belmar F. C. at Belmar.
Dates for tournaments of the Anglers

Club of Ocean City and the St. Peters-

burg Tarpon Club are to be left to these

clubs to select. The tournament of the

Florida organization will probably be

some time in March, during the height

of the tarpon season, when anglers are

there from all parts of the country.

C. E. H.
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TAKE AN ANERIGAN
KANPKOOK STOVE
As part of your equipment on every outing.
It’s the Ideal Camp Stove for every outdoor
occasion. Makes auto tourists independent of
hotels. Puts comfort and satisfaction into
camp life which is otherwise lacking.
The Kampkook has two powerful burners and
burns common gasoline. Set up and going in a
minute's time: no trouble, no delay, no danger.
Keeps pans and kettles clean ; no odor.smoke or
dirt. Handy and compact; folds into steel case
when notin use, measuring 14^^x8x3j^ inches;
weighs 8 lbs. Also sold with Kampoven for
broiling and baking.

Every sportsman and auto-
mobile owner needs the
Kampkook. Sold by sport-

ing goods dealers
everywhere.

Write for attractive
literature,

AMERICANGAS
MACHINE CO.
807 Clark St.

Albert Lea, Minn.

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France hare died fighting our battles.
The women and children of Fiance are left to bear the
burden.

$8tt.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month.
$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-
dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.

Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-
tically and personally, our ally, France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. When a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how’ much it means tliere.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.
3.00

*' " *'
1 mo. 73.50 *' “ " 2 yrs.

Date

I pledao
I

$36.50.... for a ^9^ aced .... In Us

mi’self > home for years

* I 5 for children In their own
) homes for .... years

I enclose herewith $ in payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in
payments.

CROSS OT’T THE PAUA-
GRAPES YOU DON'T ACCEI»T

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address *

Checks should be drawn to "THE FATHT-'RDESS
CIIILDREaV OF FRANCE COM^VUTTEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Trea.surer, DA\'1D R. FOKGAN, Room
741 Fine Arts Building, Chicago.

Finest Ski Made
Owm a Pair and Enjoy the

Glories of the Snow and ('ut
Down Doctors' Bills. Women
and Girls as well as Men and
Boys are enthusiastic Skiers.

In Norway and Sweden Ski-
ing is the sport of Kings and
Queens. Princes and Princesses
and in this country it is the
"King" of Winter Sports.

Write for Interesting Catalog.

NORTHLAND SKI MFG. CO.,

Ellis & Hampden Ave., St. Paul. Minn.

Know
Your
Birds

NEARLY

300
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

AMERICAN

BIRD GUIDE
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Birds of Prey—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game birds and birds of prey to

be found in this country.

About three hundred species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their habits and tells where they are to be

found at diflferent seasons of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color paintings by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best

known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-

try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, a reproduction of

leather with set-in pictures.

PRICE $1.00 Delivered Anywhere in the United
States, Canada or Mexico — $1.50 Elsewhere.

SEND YOUR ORDER IN NOW

FOREST AND STREAM
BOOK DEPARTMENT

9 EAST 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Money back

if supply is

exhausted.

Let Us Tan Your Hide
And let us do your head mounting, rug,

robe, coat, and glove making. You never
lose anything and generally gain by dealing
direct with headquarters.
We tan deer skins with hair on for rugs,

or trophies, or dress them into buckskin
glove leather. Bear, dog, calf, cow, horse
or any other kind of hide or skin tanned
vvith the hair or fur on. and finished soft,
light, odorless, and made up into rugs,
gloves, caps, men’s and women’s garments
when so ordered.

Get our illustrated catalog which gives
prices of tanning, taxidermy and head
mounting. Also prices of fur goods and
big mounted game heads we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
are so cool and yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. Ttiese pillows have
removable wash covers and are SANITARY—

•

VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when deflated can be carried in your
pocket. The only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 16—$2.25. 16 x 21—$2.75, 17

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A-
Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.
Catalog Free.

^‘METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS’'
ESTABLISHED 1891

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co., Athol, Mass.
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No. 2,

Marksmen Scries,

Painted for

Remington VMC,

by

F. X. Leyendecker.

Rifle Skooting and Education

THE RETURN FROM
THE HUNT

(continued from page 57)

ing, white crested waste of water—that

we decided to make camp and wait until

it blew itself out. About nine o’clock

we heard the sound of a motor coming
down the lake, the steady throbbing of a
powerful engine. It proved to be a

fellow named Bunce who lived at Roose-
velt on the Government Railroad and ran
a freight boat on the lake. We welcome

'

him with open arms and engaged him to

tow us the rest of the way to the railroad

in the morning. The next day broke in

fitful manner with the gale still blowing
and the seas running madly—white
capped and furious. Ben went out with
Bunce to reconnoiter and came back in

an hour and said we could make it all

right, so Bunce towed us out into the

very teeth of the storm. When we got

within a mile or two of our destination,

it began to rain, driving into our
faces with a sting and, a roar. Bunce
stood at the wheel and took it like

a man as the boat rocked and tossed be-

neath him. Our boat was jerked along
behind through the blinding maelstrom
and finally landed us safely around the

point of land by the Cabin. We soon
had a fire going in the stove about which
we gathered in grateful anticipation of a
cozy afternoon indoors. The rain thun-
dered in solemn monotone on the roof

and we looked out of the low windows
across the mist shrouded lake with feel-

ings of entire satisfaction. “Let her
rain,” said Ben, as he lay back in a bunk
with an old magazine and settled down
for a quiet smoke.

(to be continued next month)

An eJucation witkout a course in sliootin^ is not complete— it is

like citizenskip witLout a vote. More tkan ever before, our

bigb schools, preparatory schools and colleges are recognizing this.

And here again Remington UMC free service can he and^is

consvJted and used to advantage.

for Shooting I^ghi

What IS heing done to promote this most typically American, manly and

necessary sport in the high school or college in your community ?

Our Service Department will provide the right information on how to start

or revive a high school or college rifle cluh, how to get it recognized by the

National Rifle Association and keep it going.

It will introduce the new cluh to the proper channels through whicL
Government assistance, including equipment and instruction, may he obtained.

And it will supply all necessary standard targets, free of charge.

With the right start, we believe appreciation of right equipment and adop-

tion of Remington UMC will follow naturally, as has been the case so many
thousands of times.

School principal, head masters, faculty heads, rifle coaches and secretaries of secondary school

and college rifle cluhs—^Vrite at once for a free copy of the Remington /^fpAt-frora-the-

Start Handbook for rifle club officials and blank registration card for free target service.

The Remington Arms Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Inc .

Largest Nlanufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the \Forld

WOODWORTH BUILDING. NEW YORK

THE PRONGHORN
(continued from page 75)

that he had also seen the animals eat-

ing leaves of the ironwood (Olneya
tesota )

.

During feeding hours the adult prong-

horns lie down to rest a dozen times

a day, always starkly in the open, ten

or twenty yards from cover, doubtless

from fear of the pumas (Felis im-

procera) which sometimes prowl down
from the hills. At noon of the hot-

test days we found the antelope’s fresh

beds in the most unshaded situations.

Captain Funcke said that through the

night, too, they slumber only in exposed

places, and by daybreak they begin to

browse. Usually we w’ere able to dis-

tinguish fresh tracks from those several

hours old by the moistness of the drop-

pings, which would be found at rather

frequent intervals in depressions that the

antelopes had scratched in the soil.

Although pronghorns are known to be

able to drink bitter alkaline w'ater, and
are said to repair periodically to reg^

ular watering places, there can be little

doubt that those of northern Lower Cali-

fornia do not drink at all during the

greater part of the year. Like the desert

kangaroo rats, and many other animals,

they have “xerophilous” specializations,

and obtain all their necessary moisture

from vegetation. R. C. M.
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HUNTING MERRIAM
WILD TURKEY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 61)

flock and followed them for another hour

over much rough country until they be-

came so fresh that I expected any mo-

ment to come in sight of the bunch.

The sun was getting low and I left my
cover and proceeded up the base of

the canon in the direction of the

ridge with the ultimate view of returning

to camp. After flve minutes of walking

my attention was directed to a swish of

wind overhead and I looked up to see two

turkeys sailing across the canon. Just

before they got to the pinons I sent both

barrels after them, which brought one

bird down and I saw it sneak away up

through the pinons. I followed as best

I could over the rough rocky slope of

the canon, and after some time gained

the ridge at a point where I expected

it had crossed. Suddenly a sharp call

of alarm from the oak brush near me,

put me to attention, and vainly did I try

to locate that bird. Then I advanced a

few paces and the sound of my footsteps

brought him out in the open, about 30

yards from me. I could just make it out

in the fading light, then killed it with a

charge of No. 2 shot.

We swapped three varieties of lingo

for some time that night and I enjoyed

the story of Turkeyfoot’s meeting with

the turkeys, as translated by Jess. He
had killed two flne specimens, a young

gobbler and an old hen. The collection

now numbered eight, and as they hung

there under the big pine, viewed through

the smoke and light of the Are—beneath,

a carpet of snow and a background of

forest black of a winter’s night; above,

white streaks of clouds set in a starry

sky—and blending so well with it all, my
two weatherbeaten companions, content-

edly absorbing the warmth of the Are, the

Indian’s long hair in strings down either

side of his bronze hued face, it was a

scene that I sometimes enjoy bringing to

view, especially when the environment of

the city gets too oppressive.

WE awoke next morning to find that

a little skift of snow had fallen,

and after a later breakfast than

usual prepared for my last hunt and

effort to get an old gobbler w’hich, up
until this time, we had not secured. The
new snow covering the old tracks made
the outlook promising and I made in a

direct line from camp with the intention

of cutting across the turkey country and
following the first tracks I might strike.

I left camp to the w-est and the lower

country while TurkejToot ro(^ away on

his buckskin pony to the north where he
had hunted the day before. I had gone
some distance, crossing the tracks of sev-

eral animals, bob cats, coyotes, weasels

and porcupines—even the tuft-eared gray
squiri'els had been making their little

marks in the snow, for the morning was
perfect and much of the smaller variety

of wild life was in evidence. Then, un-
expectedly, appeared the tracks that I

had come to know so well and which al-

ways put me on the alert. Well defined
in the fresh snow were those of a single

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Came. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout hshing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a 'monthly magazine, crammed full of
Huniing, Fishing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game laws, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. N.^tional
Sportsman- tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.

No book or set of books you can buy will
give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year’s subscription to the. National Sports-
man. Special information furnished to subscrib-
ers at all times. Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown

above, are reproduced on heavy art paper, size

9 X 12. in strikingly attractive colors, from
original oil paintings by well-known artists.

They make appropriate and pleasing decora-
tions for the den, camp, or club-room of any-
man who likes to hunt or fish. Price of pic-

tures alone 25c. We will send you this set
of pictures. FREE OF CHARGE, on receipt
of $1.00 for a year’s subscription to the Na-
tional Sportsman JIagazine.

ORDER BLANK
National Sportsman Magazine, 220 Colum-

bus Ave., Boston, Mass.:
Enclosed find $1.00 for a year’s sub-

scription to the National Sportsman, and
the set of 8 outdoor pictures.

Name
Address

GUNS
Fishing Tackle

Send for Catalog 77

Showing Fall and Winter Sporting Goods

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 and 304 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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Hotel
Chamberlin

^NATCH a couple of days away from
the grind, grab your golf clubs, of

course, and come on down, or up, as

the case may be, to Old Point Comfort, and
try your game on the Eighteen Hole Coif
Course, which is i)art of Hotel Chamberlin.

You can get here easily—most likely it’s

only “over night” from where you are,

either by boat or rail.

The Golf Course is one of the finest ever;
designed and laid out by authorities on the
‘Royal and Ancient” Game — convenient to the
hotel, and, being owned by The Chamberlin, it

is managed in a way which will suit yon. You
can, also. Tennis, Horseback or Motor. The air

and sun is just right to make yon enjoy the
famous real Southern Cooking, and, as yon know,
this is all in addition to the location of Hotel

Chamberlin, at Old Point Com-
fort, with its advantages of

Army, Navy and Social Life.

This, also, is the place to

take “ The Cure,” with every

sort of Bath Treatment at

your command.

You will be interested incur
special booklet on “ GOLF,” as

it contains the first Aeroplane

Map of a Golf Course ever

published in America.

Address Geo. F. Adams, Manager, Fortress Monroe^ Virginia

Don’t Wear a Truss
TO R O O K S ’ APPI.I

ANCE, the modern
pcientific invention, the

wonderful new discovery
that relieves rupture will

he sent on trial. No ob-

noxious springs or pads,

lias Automatic Air Cush-
ions. Binds and draws
the broken parts together
as you would a broken
limb. No salves. No
lies. Durable, cheap.
Sent on trial to prove
it. Protected by U. S.

Patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed
free. Send name and
address today.

C. E. BROOKS, 185 State Street, Marshall, Mich.

Deliveredv?u'FREE
Your choice of 44 styles* colors
•and sizes io the famous line of
^'RANGER*' bicycles, shown in
f{^l color io the big new Free Cats*

log. We pay all the freight charges
from Chicago to youx town.

30 Days Free Trial
^Yicycle you select, actual riding test

n your own town for a full month.
Do not buy until you get onr great
new trial offer and low Factory*
Direct*To*Rider terms and prices.

TIBFC lamps, horns, pedals.
I lllbw single wheels and repair

,

parts for all makes of bicycles at
half usual prices. No one else can
offer such values and such terms.
SEND NO MONEY but write today
for the big new Catalog. It*a free.

CAIICYCLE COMPANY
CAll Dept*K234 Qhicaso

mtMP
Agmntm
WsnfA

Uncle Sam Fish Contest
Owing to the delay in receiving the decision of

all the judges in the I'ish for Uncle Sam Prize
Contest conducted by FOREST AND STREAM
during 1918, final announcement of awards must
be delayed until our next issue.

FOREST AND STREAM
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

1919 OLD FISHERMAN’S CALENDAR
Send for one of these interesting calendars and
try it out thoroughly. Contains the Fishing Signs

for 1919 arranged in graphic form for easy un-

derstanding by all. It is the only Calendar
granted a copyright by the Library of Congress
for the annual re-arrangement of its figures. Send
25i for one to-day . to

0. F. CALENDAR.
Box 1466 H. Sta. Springfield, Hass.

bird. Soon another turkey joined it

and a little farther on still another, until

they had increased by three and four at

a time until I was following the tracks

of about fifteen turkeys, and now I had
commenced to find where they had
scratched away the snow.

I continued very cautiously to follow

the winding trail in the snow made by the

big birds and kept well under the protec-

tion of the pinons. I had just followed
over a little rise and down into a ravine
skirting the edge of the pinons when
about sixty yards ahead in the timber,
an old hen evidently on guard stretched

up her neck and evinced every sign of

being aware that something materially
unnatural was coming her way. I didn’t

want that hen, at least at that moment,
and “froze” to avoid her notice. To the
left of her, about 10 yards, the flock was
feeding, though I could not see them on
account of being lower down in the ra-

vine. The old hen was now getting un-
easy, and I was fearful that she would
spoil my chances then and there for get-

ting her lord and master. “Put-put”
went her warning note of danger, which
took immediate effect on the flock. A
commotion was taking place among the

startled birds. I scurried through the

timber toward them unseen, paying no
notice to the old hen which was now
dodging at full speed through the pinons.

Gobblers seemed very scarce and I had
no time to make certain the identity of

the sexes, as they swiftly disappeared
through the pinons (in fact, the whole
scene was enacted in such haste that the

story without the details would amount
to a matter of seconds, from the moment
when the old hen gave out her warning
notes). My first shot killed a hen, the

second brought down two of them as they
came together; then slipping in another

shell (which I had in hand for just such

an occasion) I broke the legs of “the old

gobbler” just as he was disappearing

around a patch of oak brush, having
passed me with the rest of the flock.

,

This terminated the actual hunting
of the turkey hunt. I returned to

camp with four more beautiful speci-

mens, not the easiest pack to carry to be

sure, but the load was wild turkeys and
not duffle, so I didn’t think much about it

being a task. Turkeyfoot had returned

without having seen any fresh signs and
as the day was still in its infancy, Tve hur-

riedly packed up our fine material for the

proposed group—which consisted not

alone of turkeys but in addition several

large bundles of decorative plant life,

shrubs, trees and other accessories which
all helped to eventually make a lasting

reproduction of a group of wild turkeys

in their natural haunts.

Our return to the railroad was accom-
panied by snow storms and blizzards and
the little party had taken on a decidedly

weather-worn appearance when we
reached it. “Turkeyfoot” had ridden his

pony through it all. His black hair about
his face streaked with clinkers of ice, w’as

a contrasting picture to his otherwise

ghostly appearance with blanket covered

with snow. We left him thawing out by
the big stove at the agency at Dulce,

where the turkeys and other material

were shipped.
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ANTiaUES AND CUEIOS

CALIFOENIA GOLD, QUAETER SIZE, 27c;

Yz size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100
years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,
King City, Mo.

INDIAN BASKETS—WHOLESALE AND RE-
tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cali-

fornia.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS START EASY IN COLD WEATHER
with our new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gal-

lon. Use cheapest gasoline or half kerosene.
Increased power. Styles for any motor. \'ery
slow on high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to

agents. Money Back Guarantee. 30 days’ trial.

.Mr Friction Carburetor Co.. 550 Madison, Day-
ton, Ohio.

BOAT BUILDING

BUILD YOUR OWN FISHING BOAT FROM
paper model and patterns which I make to order.

Model shows exact shape; full-size patterns of

necessary parts makes building easy. Best out-

board model. Address Draftsman, 441 Day Street,

Galesburg, III.

BUTTERFLIES

WANTED—NAME AND ADDRESS IN ANY
country outside of United States of person to

collect butterflies for me. Will trade one pair

of $9 Ground Gripper shoes for 100 specimens.
N'o duplicates in lot. Write at once. E. W.
Burt, 32 West St., Boston, Mass.

FISH FOE STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in young small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United
States. Vigorous young bass in_ various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
.Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Conn.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—HARPERS’ MONTHLY MAG-
azine, .lune, 1862, to Nov., 1881, incl. ;

thirty-nine
volumes, bound half green Morocco; perfect con-
dition. This includes all the scarce Civil War
issues. Also a set of Chamber’s Encyclopaedia,
ten vols., with the four vols. of the American
additions, fourteen vols., total, bound half Mo-
rocco, perfect condition. If interested in a bar-

gain, write John M. Geddes, 331 High St., Will-
iamsport. Pa.

FOR SALE—MOUNTED DEER HEADS AND
birds from north woods. Photos free. G. E.
Link, taxidermist, 'Phillips, Wis.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

3>i-HP. “FERRO” MOTOR BOAT ENGINE;
excellent condition; brand new cylinder. Will
trade for good 20-ga. pump gun. Fred J. Ernst,
Washington, Mo.

SALE OR EXCHANGE—8-FOOT ALLIGATOR
I shot last March at West Palm Beach, Fla.

;
in

perfect condition, mounted, raised on front legs
with mouth open; has eighty teeth; trade re-

peating rifle, shot gun and revolver; alligator in
New Jersey. Address .\ligator. Box 10, Forest
AND Stream, 9 East 40th St., New York City.

WANTED—TO TRADE $110 VICTROLA AND
records. What have you? $60 cash takes it: guns
must be in .\-l condition. Jno. F. W’hitehurst,
2116 Kunfer Lane. Cincinnati. Ohio.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF
old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison .Ave., New York City.

t\ iiuiliuial Lllaigc classified messages to our army
of readers on farms, in the towns and cities, and at the
end of blazed trails.

GTTNS AND AMMUNITION

E. E. GRADE. LEFEVER 12; SINGLE-’TRIG-
ger; auto ejector; Krupp barrels; right cylinder;
left full 28x14x3"; 7 lbs.; Silvers pad; cost $115.
will take $75; a gentleman’s arm. Trotter, 25
Lemon St., Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE—WINCHESTER .22 MODEL,
1906, finish worn, otherwise perfect, $12.75; .38

Winchester, 1873, good condition, $12.00; .56-50

Spencer carbine, good condition, with 45 cart-

ridges, $9.50; particulars for stamp. Harold Sin-
clair, Charlottesville, \ a.

GUN BARGAINS—A FEW HIGH-GRADE LE-
fever 12 and 10 gauge sample guns, $32.50 up. H.
L. Green, Lake Street, Ithaca. N. Y.

REBLUE OR BROWN YOUR GUNS, RIFLES,
etc., at home at small cost, guaranteed recipe, same
as factories use 50(*. Stamps or money order.
E. J. Simon, D. 1 Dane, Wis.

WANTED—COLT MILITARY, .38 AUTO-
matic; also Bisley or single-action army, 32.20;
state price, condition, description. Ted Bow-
man, Knoxville. Iowa.

WANTED—REMINGTON AUTOMATIC SHOT-
gun, modified choke barrel

;
please state price

and condition. L. B. .\nderson. Winter Haven,
Florida.

WILL ’TRADE .22 COLT AUTOMATIC OR 20-

gauge Winchester pump, both new condition, for
.95 Winchester, .35 calibre or make offer.. Spahr,
Y. M. C. A.. New Castle, Pa.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

FANCY POULTRY FOR SALE; 30 VARI-
eties; catalogue free. Herman Blumer, Ber-
ger, Mo.

FOR SALE—PAIR GENUINE SILVER BLACK
foxes; imported from Northern Canada; sure
breeders; $500. L. T. Hayden. Box 192, Web-
ster. Pa.

FOR SALE—SILVER BLACK, PATCH. AND
Red Foxes. T. R. Lyons, Waterville, N. S.

HARES, RABBITS, RUFUS RED AND GREY
Belgians, Flemish and checkered giants. New Zea-
lands, breeding Dutch, Belgian yards. Kinder-
hook, N. Y.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME. I

furnish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2 each, and buy all you raise at 30 to 60
cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents for
complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. Frank E.
Cross, 6433 Ridge, St. Louis, Mo. '

THE METROPOLITAN PET STOCK YARDS,
Roslindale, Mass., the country’s largest winners,
offer Belgian hares. New Zealand Reds, Flemish
Giants and Giant Crosses; several bred does $5
to $10 each. Guinea pigs, heavy in young, $2
each; unrelated boars, $1.50 each. Deiclce’s cavy
book best published; price, $1. Send for circular.

WILD DUCKS, DECOYS, BREEDERS, CALL-
ers. Gray Mallard, $3.50 pair; $2 each extra hen.
English callers, $7 pair; pairs only: extra drakes.
E. Breman Co., Danville. 111.

MISCELLANEOUS

A’rTENTTON ! PROSPECTIVE FUR FAR-
mers. If you have not the capital to start a ranch
write us; information free. Fur Breeders Asso-
ciation. Box 698, Omaha, N eb.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de-
tails Free. Press S;mdicate. 529, St. Louis. Mo.
FISH LURE—RECEIPT TO MAKE YOUR

own dope, 25(j. “Shure get ’em.” P. O. Box 185,
San Francisco, Cal.

MAKE DIE-CASTINGS. SKETCH, SAMPLE,
Booklet and Proposition 12^. R. Byrd, Box
227, Erie, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wated for ]>ublication. Literary Bureau, ll'.i.

Hannibal. Mo.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. CASH
or royalty. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195A, St.

Louis. Mo
PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 15c. WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15<i for 6 prints; 8x10 mountetl
enlargements, 35<‘; prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke.
Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN. $5.00 MONTHLY: SEVEN
acres fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North Fifth,

Kansas City, Kans.

30 ACRES LAKE SHORE, SPORTSMAN’S
Paradise, splendid Minnesota park region; for
quick sale, $400. Farmer, Lake Shore Specialist.

530 Metropolitan Life Building, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

A DESIRABLE SOUTHERN PLANTATTON
for sale on historic Roanoke Island, N. C. ;

wild

fowl, fish, oysters and crabs in abudance; a bar-

gain for a quick buyer. For full particulars ap-

ply to W. J. Griffin, Elizabeth City, N. C.

TOBACCO

LEAF TOBACCO, HOMESPUN, TWO YEARS
old, aged in bulk; best chewing or smoking. 3

lbs., $1.50; 6 lbs., $2.85; 10 lbs., $4.50; post-

paid. Address W. G. Adams Tobacco Company,
Paris, Tenn. Reference, Commercial Bank.

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLIES

TRAPPERS, MY BOOK ’TELLS HOW TO
grade each and every fur-bearing animal in the
U. S. and Canada for size and color. Tells
where to sell and get dealers’ price. Book, 50c;
names, 50<f. F. Gent, Rockford, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEAGLES, PUPPIES, BRED FROM BEST
of hunters, cheap; broken hounds and farm dogs;
square deal. M. W. Baublitz, Seven Valleys. Pa;

DACHSHUNDE KENNELS—WEIDMANNS
heil. G. R. Rudolf, Cuba, Mo.

HAVE GIVEN FIVE DOGS FIELD TRIAL
records in open trials. This season I train shoot-
ing dogs that remain broken. A trial will con-
vince you. Edw. D. Garr, LaGrange, Ky.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur.
III.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Ark.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon atid Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^. stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Ky.

PENWOOD KENNELS, REG. OF SPARROW’S
Point, Md., announce for sale a fine selection
of Russian W’olfhounds, Great Danes, Irish Ter-
riers. and Irish Wolfhounds: matured stock and
puppies of all ages on hand.

TRAINED BEAGLES, RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox-hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, dogs, setters,
pointers, pet, farm dogs, ferrets, guinea pigs, fancy
Route 2, York, Pa.
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Hotels
I INDIAN RIVER and I

ROCKLEDGE
ROCKLEDGE, - - FLORIDA

1 175 miles below Jacksonville, in the midst of the famous Indian River orange
|

I groves. Ideal climate, flowers and sunshine. A great deal of money has been
|

I spent on the hotels making them equal to the best in the state. Fine hunting.
|

I Fishing has always been good at Rockledge; now it should be the best in
|

I Florida as there has been a new inlet opened to the ocean just below Rock-
|

1 ledge. Any flshennan will know that this means wonderful fishing. One of the
|

I great attractions is the golf course. Boating, motor boating, clock golf, dancing,
|

S billiards, pool. 1
i ACCOMMODATES 400. WHITE FOE CIRCULAE |

W. W. BROWN, Manager
I Summer Season: GRANLIDEN HOTEL, Lake Sunapee, N. H.

|
iiii;iiiii;m;:iiimiiiiiimiiiii

Central Parli West—
74th and 75th

Streets

Overlooking Central Park’s most pictur- ’

esque lake

Especially attractive during the Fall

and Winter months, .\ppeals to fathers,

mothers an'd children.

Rooms and bath— $2.50 upwards.

Parlor, bedroom and bath— $4.00 per day and upwards.

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.
Please Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Ownership Management — Edmund AI. Brennan.

THE GULF RANGERS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 65)

AC six the Mae and her tow were

bound down Lossman’s, under fair skies.

John dropped over a line, trolling as they

went. But progress was impeded by the

tide and by engine trouble. Do you re-

call we said, early in our narrative, that

the Mae developed several kinds of pip?

She sparked about as regularly as a man
with asthma. Parts of the water jacket

*had rusted and there were leaks galore.

Cold water was being pumped into her

cylinders in a way that threatened to baf-

fle even Mr. King, who knew the old craft

by heart. No wonder she balked!

We find the Mae, her engines complain-

ing, en route to Chockoloskee and Marco,

on the morning of the 21st. Never were
there more dangerous reefs. Even Hen-
dry’s steel nerves and quiet self-posses-

sion were necessary every mile of the long

way. Oyster bars by the legion were
dodged. Between Clam Point and Snake
Key the voyagers resolved to get revenge

on those bars. They put in at one of the

clean-shaven islands and swooped down
upon a bed, eating luscious bivalves in

their own juice, direct from the shell.

The Mae, in traveling this far, h.' s

passed Porpoise Point, Alligator Fo’at
and Cove, Seminole Point and Turkey
Key. When they were opposite Manatee
and the mouth of Chatham Bend River,

Mr. King would not stop. There were
stores to be secured at Marco—and gas-

oline and engine parts. It is not likely

that they realized then the adventures

waiting for them up Chevalier Bay. For
it was here, really, that our story begins.

What has been told is a sort of happy-go-
lucky prelude.

It was dark w'hen the Mae coughed up
to Chockoloskee, searching out the chan-
nel. Both Hendry and Mr. King missed

it and they anchored outside for the

night. A letter of instructions from home
was waiting at the Chockoloskee post of-

fice. That afternoon Hendry and John
did some deep sea fishing and later had
the doubtful pleasure of examining some
REAL game that had been bagged by a

party of seasoned hunters. They had
spent a week back in the cleared pine

tree ground, well equipped for the ex-

pedition, and were going over to Marco
on a last lap.

It made Hendry insanely jealous _to see

the old buck suspended from a pole be-

tween two pines. A few feet further

on, four* others invited attention and as

for wild turkey—mere snap shots can-

not do them justice. This exceedingly

courteous party, having an experienced

chef and cooking apparatus to do the job

properly, brought over a great pan-full

of cooked meat, both deer and turkey and
as it was piping hot, it made a supper
of true sportsman form.
“They spend much time in Big Cy-

press,” grunted Hendry, “no wonder they
get deer and Turkey. Come here and
smell out right place.”

Another morning brought dense fog
to further complicate matters. They had
slipped into shelter for the night but
getting out was a more difficult problem.

Twice the Mae grounded and twice they
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backed her off. Was there no outlet to

the bar? Had sand washed in during

the night? Through momentary rifts in

the fog, they could see hundreds of oyster

banks.* An island that slid into the pei-

spective was covered with mulberry trees,

maroon with fruit. The Century plant

was observed, and trees that leminded

Mr. King of Mexico. It was necessary

to “kill time” until the tide raised, and

John was for landing on the island with

Hendry for a look around. Twenty steps

into the brush, John shot a fat and sassy

coon.

Although wounded, the shrewd little

customer feighed death and when the

boy made a a grab for it, up came the

small head and out sprawled the active

feet and for five minutes coon and John

thrashed around the underbrush, first one

on top and then the other. Hendry, who

was always on guard where his young

charge was concerned and who seemed to

have taken an extravagant liking for

John, Jr., came to the rescue.

Soon they were off again, along a wide

and deep river, dotted with fishing boats

of every description and early in the

afternoon. The Mae reached safe harbor

at Marco. This rather thrifty little

community is not unknown to sportsmen,

although it is frankly off the beaten path

of travel. In point of fact, as Captain

Collier of Marco so loved to say;
—“We

are clean away from civilization.” Three

times a week came the mail boat from

Fort Myers and a colony of phlegmatic

fishermen plied their trade.

Captain Collier was the King Pin of

.the Island of Marco. His influence was

far-reaching and his holdings many. He
owned the hustling little hotel—he con-

structed neat houses and leased them

—

he ran a gem of a general store that was
well stocked with the things that sports-

men crave, and everywhere, the- groves

of grape fruit and Avacado testified to

his progressiveness. Marco must depend i

—or did—upon the rains from heaven for i

water, and it was Captain Collier who
put down a 490 ft. well, to the sparkling

'

sulphur-tanged supply beneath the island.

By ten o’clock, the Mae, in much
better condition, was sniffing and snort-

j

ing down the coast to Caximbas Pass,

with fair weather and happy skies giving

her benediction. How they met up with
j

the mysterious sixty-foot two-masted
|

sharpie— how coincidence took them I

aboard and how John, Jr., in rummaging
|

around helow deck, discovered something
that made them all shiver, is reserved for :

next month.
“Shooting up the rookeries” became a

significant phrase from that hour on.

And how plausible were the smug gentle-

men aboard. You will want to sit in

the dimly lighted cabin with these Gulf
Rangers, and sample the dish delectable,

“Stingray Flipper.” You will want to

follow the course of that same sixty-

footer, and become personally acquainted
with the fat gentleman with the red beard
who snatched John, Jr., away from an
open hatch, just as his eyes were begin-
ning to strike fire. We warned you that
our story really began somewhere in the
neighborhood of Chatham Bend River.

'

(to be continued next month)
j

THE KENNEL MART

The publishers of Forest and Stream
desire to inform the public that it is

impossible for them to assume re-

sponsibility for satisfactory transac-

tions between buyers and sellers brought

in contact through these columns.

This applies particularly to dogs and

live stock. In transactions between
strangers, the purchase price in the

form of a draft, money order or cer-

tified check payable to the seller should

be deposited with some disinterested

third person or with this office with

the understanding that it is not to be

transferred until the
^

dog or other

article that is the subject of negotia-

tion has been received and upon ex-

amination found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALE

A HIGH-CLASS REGISTERED AIREDALE
Bitch in whelp to Champion Tinton Tip Top:

great bargain. Caswell Kennells, Toledo. Ohio.

REGISTERED AIREDALE-PUPS BY CHAM-
pion Tinton Tip Top. Big boned, Jnisky farm
raised puppies of quality. Caswell Kennels, To-

ledo, Ohio.

WASHOE AIREDALES HAVE A NATIONAL
reputation for gameness, intelligence, and high

standard of appearance. Puppies rich in the

blood of champions, guaranteed workers, and out

of the foundation stock of our kennels, now for

sale. Washoe Kennels, -\naconda, Mont.

BEAGLES

TRAINED ENGLISH BEAGLES FOR SALE,
male and female. George Rothley, Lowell. Ohio.

COLLIES

THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN
this country for their age sent on approval.

Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, la.

GUN DOGS

BEAUTY, WHITE AND BLACK. SPAYED,
registered, kind, four years old, broken but re-

trieving; I have killed my limit; fifty dollars.

Charles Garrett, Schenectady, N. Y.

CHESAPEAKE PUPPIES — NATURAL RE-
trievers—Whelped from the best retrieving stock.

Fine Specimens, (eligible). Barron & Orr, Box 17,

Mason City, Iowa.

FOR SALE—FOXHOUNDS, BEAGLES, RAB-
bit, coon and skunk hounds. Hillside Kennels,
Toughkenamon, Pa., Box 56.

LLEWELLIN, ENGLISH, IRISH SETTER
pups and trained do’gs, also Irish Water Spaniels,
Chesapeake Bay Retriever, Pointers both in pups
and trained dogs. ' Inclose stamps for price lists.

Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa.

HOUNDS
FOR SALE—HIGH - CLASS WALKER FOX

hounds. Broken right and can deliver the goods
in any company. Price, reasonable. Stamp for
reply, .‘\rthur Sampey, Springfield, Mo.

THE IMPROVED WOLF AND RED FOX
hound bred for sheep and gameness. Those are
catch dogs. Edw. D. Garr, La Grange, Ky.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers Crackerjack Rabbit Hounds. Ten
days trial at fifteen. Dogs just beginning to trail

at $9. Also choice coon, skunk and oppossum
hounds.

SETTER WANTED
IRISH OR LEMON AND WHITE SETTER

pup or dog not more than two years old. Must
be exceptionally fine dog and registered in Amer-
ican Kennel Club, or eligible for such registry.

Write particulars. -\ddress H. C. Baxter, Brun-
swick, Maine.

SPANIELS
COCKER, SPANIELS, HIGHEST QUALITY

English and .-\merican strains; hunting, attractive

auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

FOR SALE—A GOOD SQUIRREL DOG.
Water Spaniel bitch; she is a topnotcher, good
stayer: bargain. Stamp for reply. Forest Craven,
Moores Hill, Ind.

Announcement to FISHERMEN

!

SPECIAL OFFER
Half-year subscription, six beautiful

numbers, together with a splendid re-

production on heavy plate paper, 7x10
inches of

50 Colored Trout Flies

Exquisitely and accurately colored. A
charming gift or decoration, valuable

as a standard and useful on the stream.

Contains no advertising. Plate of

trout flies, alone, 25 cents.

THE

AMERICAN ANGLER

Clip Th is Coupon and Mail

The Only All^Angling Magazine
It contains well written and beautifully illustrated stories
by and for anglers. It covers every phase of angling;
how to get the most sport near home, hints for amateur
tackle makers and stories of the famous angling waters
of America by men who have “been tliere." Gen-
erous space is given
to the new fly, bait
and surf tourna-
ment casting. Salt
water angling is

adequately treated.
Angling humor is

delightfully illus-
trated. It will in-
crease your skill,

keep you informed
and make you
laugh.

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
1412 Broadway, New York

Enclosed is $1.00 for six months' sub-
scription and plate of trout flies as per
your special offer.

Address
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SlMPORTEDHOSeYi”
for Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear 8

W ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR f|
MEN AND WOMEN V|

V- t A Finest Scotch Wool So<»V8 in White,
Ka\ y. Heathers, Black, Oiay, Brown,

i

tiroen. Khaki, White withcoloredclock^ *• CA !

& Iary:e assortment of fancy paivw’ns, a pair <

1 e Men’s Finest Scotch Wool Golf Stock-
|

in?3, in Green* Gray, Brown and
]

5
Heather, either plain or fancy turnover tops,

]

with or without feet (with instep strap), g gQ |

OA Women’s FinestScotchWool Stockinss, '

i\U. in White, White with colored clocks.

s

e

I Stewart Sporting Sales Co. M
g 423 FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St.,) N.Y. Q

Oxford, Green, Heather and White ribbed O f|A
'

Cotton with colored clocks, a pair « . • • .
'

Connlete line Golf* Tennis and Sport eqnipmenU Q
Mail Orders given prompt attention. Sent

" Q
prepaid, insored anywhere in U. S. A, M

To the Big House
That PaysBigMoney
Ship us yourmuskrat, skunk, coon, mink,

rabbit furs, etc., and get your share of the
most money ever paid to American trap-
pers and shippers! Get correct grading. :

unlimited market, prompt payment, and
{

highest ponces. Don’t hoard furs. Ship
NOWl Free Trapper’s Guide.

LOUIS RHEADK NATURE LURES
4th season. 1919—Made stronger—Last longer—More deadly
than ever. Heretofore, the maker of nature lures trusted
entirely to personal tests of them. So many appreciative
letters are received, anglers may be interested in the fol-

lowing sample from an eminent M.D. fishing In Maine:
"Dear Sir: Enclosed find five dollars, for which please
send me assortment of nature lures for trout. 1 used
the lures this summer and had the grandest sport of

my life, taking onanahiche with them on two- trips.

I used them at one pool where flies, worms, and live

bait were being li.sed, and brought to net more fish

!ha.n four other rods. I lost my last feather minnow
this week and wish to be prepared for next season."

Send for new illustrated leaflet with additional tested baits.

LOUIS RHEAO, 217 Ocean Ave.. BROOKLYN. N. Y.

ARE NOW

Fullest Pleasure from
Your Boating

pinboard dr*Outboard

Portable, easily-
attachable, L - A
outboard engines
afford the joys of

motor boating at

little cost. A gen-
erous 30 Days’ Trial
lets you try out
L-A Engines at our
expense.

LOCKWOOD-ASH
MOTOR CO.

1911 Horton Ave.,
Jackson Mich.

Convert your
r o w-b oat or
canoe into a
power- boat!
Send for this

book. It tells

you how. And
it bristles with
valuable e n -

gine informa-
tion, too.

2&’4 Cfck~-2io20HJt

Russell’s Famous y

Never-lea!A’'~ •
Boot for I^ Sportsmen

DUILT to stand the

caff of heavy scr-

ice viithont tirine the feet.

Soft and light—and as water-

proof as leather boots can be
made. Water can’t possibly sneak
in through our special never-rip

"watershed" scam (patented),
joining toe-pieces and’vamp.

Made of black, chrome, flexible

cowhide. Worn by experienced
campers, fishermen, hunters,

hikers and all outdoor men
who know real boots

when they see
them, ^’ou'll

^ swear by I

Write
for Catalog

—Free

DUSSELL’S‘‘Never-Leak”
t ' Boots are built for business ^^
and guaranteed to give complete satis-

” h
faction—they make good, or back comes
your money. In any height. Soles hob- I
nailed or smooth. Made to your measure.

||

W. C. RUSSELL MOCCASIN CO.
Berlin* Wisconsin **f

Books by Theodore Roosevelt
Evory American wilt want Theodore Roosevelt’s books. The demand will be exceptionally heavy, and we ad-

vise our readers to order such books as they may need from the following list at once.

"Ranch Life and the Hunting Trail." Illustrated by
Frederic Kemington. $2.50.

"The Wilderness Hunter." Three editions: 4 vols. at

$.50 each, 2 vols. at $1.50 each, and 1 vol. ed. at

$2.50.
"Winning of the West." Three editions: 4 vols.. each

$2.50: C vols., each $1.50, and 6 vols., each $1.50.

"Hunting Trips on the Prairie. $.50.

"Hunting Trips of a Ranchman." Tliree editions:

f»ne vol. $2.50;. 2 vols., each $1.50, and 2 vols.,

«.‘aeh $.50.

"Hunting the Grizzly." $.50.
episodes from "The Winning of the West” $.90.

"Outdoor Pastimes of an American Hunter." $3.00.

"African Game Trails." $4.00.

"Through the Brazilian Wilderness." $3.50.

"Book-lover’s Holidays in the Open." $2.00.

"Good Hunting: In Pursuit of Big Game in the

West." $1.00. '

Theodore Roosevelt and George B. Grlnnell "American
Big Game Hunting." $2.50.

Theodore Roosevelt and George B. Grlnnell "Hunting
in Many Lands." Each $2.50.

"Stories of the Great West." $.60.

Tlieodore Roosevelt and E^lmund Heller "Life His-

tories of African Game Animals." $10.00.

Tlieodore Roosevelt and T. S. Van Dyke. D. O. El-

liot ami A. ,T. Stone. "The Deer Family.” $2.00.

Prices mentioned include postage to any part of the United States or Canada.

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING CO., (Book Dept.) 9 EasI 40lh Si, Ne» Totk City

“CAW! CAW! CAW!”
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 67)

shot. Crow shooting in the winter when
snow is on the ground is good sport.

I

N view of the fact that conservation
is

^
the purpose of this v ar against

the crow, the trophies offered in this

contest do not represent any great mone-
tary value. No incentive at all is really

needed to get farmers and sportsmen to

kill as many of these destructive pests
as possible—and besides it is the spirit

of competition rather than the value of
the prizes that makes for a successful
contest, particularly when results are
helping Uncle Sam feed not only this

country but also many of the nations
of Europe.
To every contestant in the National

Crow Shoot who during 1919 shoots
twenty-five (25) crows will be awarded
a triangular bronze lapel button.
To the two bronze trophy winners in

each state (or province in Canada) who
shoot the largest number of crows dur-
ing 1919 will be awarded respectively
the following trophies, each to be en-

graved with the total number of crows
shot by the contestant:

1st State Prize, Gold Trophy Button.
2nd State Prize, Silver Trophy Button.
To the three gold trophy winners who

shoot the largest number of crows dur-
ing 1919 will be awarded respectively

the following trophies, each to be ap-

propriately engraved:
1st National Prize, Gold Trophy Cup.
2nd National Prize, Silver Trophy Cup.

_

3rd National Prize, Bronze Trophy
Cup.

Conditions of the Contest
1. Anyone in the United States or

Canada, is eligible to take part in the

National Crow Shoot.

2. The National Crow Shoot will be
conducted to conform strictly to the Fed-
eral State Game Laws and nothing con-

tained in our offer is to be construed as

urging anyone to violate any game law.

Each individual should inform himself
with regard to his local game laws before

taking part in this contest.

3. To receive credit in the contest

crows must be killed with a shotgun or

rifle.

4. Evidence of crows shot is to be
furnished by contestants in the form of

a signed statement, countersigned by an
ammunition dealer, upon forms furnished
for the purpose. It is expected that the

contestant will furnish the dealer with
evidence of his kills in the form of bills

or feet of the crows shot. The state-

ment forms will be supplied to dealers

and contestants upon request.

TO PROTECT RUFFED CROUSE

O WING to the great scarcity of ruffed

grouse, now seriously threatened

with extinction, efforts are bein^ made in

a number of States to close the season on

this species for a term of years. Upon
petition the game commissioners of Mich-

igan and Pennsylvania have closed the

season by regulation, and in New York
the season was shortened to one month.

Protective legislation, if enforced quickly

and rigidly enough, will save the grouse.
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GONE TO THE DOGS!
SOME PHASES OF THE OPEN QUESTION AS TO THE
SUPERIORITY OF CONFORMATION OR TEMPERAMENT

By JAY RIPLEY

^ r HAT is there to type or confor-

mation?” I often ask myself.

Conformation of the right kind

I is most desirable, but I have never seen

it assure bird sense, nose and other re-

I

quirements that go to make a perfect

I
shooting dog. Sometimes a beautiful dog

; will appeal despite its shortcomings in

the field, but in my eyes all homeliness

,
vanishes when the dog crimps on point.

No dog was ever ugly on point! They

may assume any pose, but when they

have the birds to a certainty, they attain

the loftiest standard of beauty.

Families are noted for their ideal con-

formation, though not one of them wins

in tl.e field, and families that have but

little in the way of looks make good in

competition. All field dogs of great

range and steam are built to perform the

work. They may be sheep-headed and

snipy-faced but they are created or con-

strucud for that.

As much of a part as conformation

plays we have another thing to contend

with in the selection of dogs, and that

is^ temperament. I am of the opinion

that in the early days of the creature’s

existence man plays a huge part in de-

veloping it. Were it not so, it would be

inconceivable how some individuals have

such rank-dispostioned dogs. A great

dog will assert himself despite a cull

master; but it has amused me to see how
dogs become as fixed in certain habits,

and to a. degree absorb them from their

owners.

Some dogs like 'to be cuddled perpetu-

ally; and I am positive most sensible

dogs like petting when at rest. But try

to pet the real classy dog in the field by
stopping him when he has already

warmed to work, and you instantly ob-

serve that he thinks it wrong just then,

and like Maupassant’s Tallow Ball, it is

not a suitable time.

Every field dog is possessed of some
peculiarity. With some it is a dislike

for loud noise other than that emanating
from a gun. There was a dog of my ac-

quaintance that was deathly afraid of a
cow, and would circle half a mile away
to evade one, but in sight of other ani-

mals he was brave. One persisted in

bringing me every young pig and young
sheep or goat that he could find. He was
so gentle that none of them were hurt.

M .YNY setters and pointers are dom-
inated by family traits. Thus we
see many natural retrievers, and

their get have this talent. Another it is

the faculty of marking birds so accu-
rately that it appears almost uncannily
accurate. I knew a big rangy pointer
that was a wonder at marking birds. He
never broke at shot, but often he ad-
vanced over a rise after gun fire to see
where the birds flew. Nine times out of
ten he was correct in marking them;
though I would have been willing to

wager with anyone that the birds had
dropped in a different part of the cover.

Not every dog is possessed with the

gift of telling when birds that fly off are

hit. Nearly every dog that is a retriever

will go on, if permitted, after a hard-hit

bird that barely manages to scale the

weed tops. But one dog I have in mind
showed rare discernment in this. On
every hunt he has suddenly broken shot

and proceed after the birds to the brush,

invariably returning with a quail in his

mouth. I do not know how frequently

I have watched a covey with careful

scrutiny when he made the dashes.

Sometimes I saw a feather fall, a leg

drop, but as numerous, however, were the

times when my eyes failed to discover any
evidence of the bird being hit; yet this

dog broke shot and brought a bird. Other-

wise he was not particularly great on

quails. He had been worked on chickens

in the North and false pointed so badly,

it became very annoying.

Dog owners have ready excuses for the

dog that false points. One man told me
it was inherently a pointer trait, a week
elapsed and another confided to me that

it was a setter trait. Both were excel-

lent judges of the act, as each claim sd

it as an exhibition of over-keeness of

nose. As for me I have seen but three

dogs in twenty years’ shooting experi-

ence that had never false pointed.

Nothing tantalizes me as badly in quail

shooting as a false pointing dog. A good
looking dog in my mind can be soon

transfigured into a dub by repeatedly

performing this act. The one-dog man is

for the most part to blame. Even though
his young dog is not born with a defective

nose, it becomes so by route of his offi-

ces. The city lot is a fertile ground for

developing false pointing, by stopping

the dog on sparrows, pigeons, anything
that has wings. My personal belief is no
dog should ever be made to stop on any-
thing but a game bird, and then only
after the animal has attained age. The
precocious youngster that points steadily

at four months and afterward, is event-

ually turned into a slow pottering fellow

without the vim and snap essential to

a high class performer. If he is not suf-

ficient inborn hellishness to chase a quail

at a merry clip for once before he is a
year old, he really needs attention.

The dog owner I have in mind was the
one-dog man. On visiting him in the
city, I was regaled with prodigious tales

of his dog’s stanchness. Every Sunday
he had put him down in the sunurns and
had given him runs. Perhaps certain
days he found a quail, and at other times
none. My, how stanch he was! Was he
coming shooting with me? Why cer-

tainly! But he confessed that he de-
tested to hurt my feelings; it would,
however, be a good idea to chain up my
dogs while he was there. Living in the
country, though my self hunting rowdys

I
uXarmy&navygoods I

! UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT I

i FOR OFFICERS A.\D ENLISTED MEN
|* Complete outfitters and dealers in govern- !

I
ment goods—from an army hat cord to a

j
' battleship. !

I
5,000 useful articles for field service, camp-

|
? ing, outing, etc., in Army Officers’ price list.

'

I 344—sent on receipt of 3 cents postage.
|

j
ARMY& NAVY STORE CO., Inc. i

! Largest Outfitters No inflated prices |

I Army & Navy Building I

245 West 42nd St. New York City !

TROUT GALORE
If you are interested in a trout fishing

proposition that will carry you over
many miles of streams and lakes,

seldom if ever fished before, teeming
with fine specimens of the “Font-
inalis,” write to

ED. L. WALTON
Kempville» Yarmouth Co.» Nova Scotia

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail. To first
pupils in each locality, we’ll give a $20 superb Violin. Mandolin.
Ukulele, Guitar. Hawaiian Guitar, Cornet or Banjo absolutely free
Verysmall charge for lcssonsonlye.vpeDse. We guarantecsucces*
or DO charge. Complete outfit free. Write at once—no obligation.

SUN6EBUN0 SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Oepl. 4B0 CHIC.4G0, ILL

ARADISE
Located on chain of six Lakes.

^ Black Bass, Pickerel. Mackinaw
Trout, Musky fishing in ^lich. In a network of Trout
Streams (all varieties). Finest Bathing Beach. Perfe.'t

Sanitarj' conditions. Stone and Bungalow Dining
room. Write for booklet. H. 0. SMITH, Beliaire. Mich.

THOUSANDS OF WILD DUCKS
can be attracteii to the lakes, rivers and

f

»onds nearyou if you plant the foods they
ove—WILD celery; Wild Rice ^
Duck Potato, etc. Wild Duck
attractions my specialty..
Used by largest preserves ^
and clubs. Write for Infor
•nation and prices

TERRELL, Naturalist
Dept H-42 Oshkosh, Wis.*

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels
OF BERRY, KENTUCKY

offer for sale Setters and Pointers, Fox and Cat
Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds, Coon and Opos-
sum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear
and Lion Hounds also Airedale Terriers. All
dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge
the quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. 60-page, highly illustrated, interesting
and instructive catalogue for lOt* in stamps or
coin.

“Where QUALITY meets PRICE to SATISFACTION of buyer”

DOGS -ALL BREEDS
AIREDALES A SPECIALTY

Z6 years in the line means something, and is a
guarantee for SERVICE

NEW YORK KENNELS 113 East 9fh Sf„ New York
From Patterns and printed
instructions. Save cost. »
Work Easy. Materials fur*
nished. Also finish coats. r

Send for Catalogue
and prices.

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat Co.

BUILD o w^'n steel boat

611 Perry St.. Albion, Mich.

MANIKIN FORMS, Easy Methods to mount deer
heads Natural to Life, Wall Mounts, Very light.

Open Mouth Heads for Rugs.
Papier Mache Specialties Co.,

Reading. Michigan.

Free Information on How to do Tanning
W. W. WEAVER

CUSTOM TANNER AND DRESSER OF FURS
READING, MICHIGAN.
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“MEAT FIBRINE” FOR DOGS
Its value during cold weather

Colder weather means keener appetite! Therefore more food at

this season is necessary and your interest in your dog’s welfare

will lead you to give him a sustaining and strengthening diet.

SPRATT’S DOG CAKES

AND PUPPY BISCUITS

Contain “Meat Fibrine”

and you are acting in youV own and your dog’s best interests by
insisting on SPRATT’S.

Write for samples and send 2c stamp for catalogue

SPRATT’S PATENT, LIMITED, Newark, N. J.

San Francisco; St. Louis; Cleveland; Montreal

DENT'S CONDITION PILLS

If your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes niat-

terated, bowels disturbed, urine high

colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,

that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are

recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or sc.ne

debilitating disease, there is nothing

to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us

and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree

blanks are free for postage—4 cents a

dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,

a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages

fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

"

WANTED—Pointers and setters to train;

game plenty. For sale trained setters, also

some good rabbit hounds. Dogs sent on trial.

Dogs boarded. Stamp for reply. 0. K. Ken-
nels, Marydel, Md.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

IS THIS WORTH THE PRICE?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing. Teach
him what whoa; means. No long trailing rope or
spike collar. Our field dog control is not cruel.
Can be carried in pocket and attached instantly
to dog’s collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field broken in a
week. Works automatically—principal South
American Bolas. Sent postpaid with full direc-
tions for $2. Testimonials and circular sent on
request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

were every day on birds, they could not
hope to cope with this champion. He had
his setter broken to a queen’s taste, so

he told me ; he stopped anywhere at com-
mand, and was steady to wing and shot

on any game.

The steady • to wing on anything
amused me. For it recalled one of

my young dogs a few years back

—

my steady mainstay now—whose early

days were exhibitions of speed between
him.qelf and quails. And I am yet

amazed how some of the birds ever beat

him to cover. One consolation was, they

seldom got there much in advance.

That Fall it was a handsome, meek-
looking, little setter that he brought to

the farm. She was nicely put up. But
I never saw her make a step vdthout

glancing at her master to see if she was
doing it properly. From the second she
was in the field she pointed.

He took me by the arm, backed off and
asked me to observe the style of her point.

Then he withdrew a few paces absorbed

in contemplation. Despite all this she

had not had a bird flushed in front of

her.

From eight in the morning until four
in the afternoon is a wait of considerable

duration on a dog to find a quail in a
neighborhood, too, where birds were in

abundance, and their roosts were visible in

every field and thicket. The wisitor’s dog
failed abominably, not a bird did she find.

It would by far have been better had
we depended on walking them up. With-
al my companion never surrendered his

faith, and his admiration was as keen as

at the break of dawn. Presently the day
was drawing to a close. The dog had
begun to range ahead of us fully forty

feet. She stopped, flung her head high

and stopped in a perfect pointing atti-

tude. She had become a thing of won-
drous beauty. Her nostrils quivered with

elation.

“Keep still, she has them now,” her

master confided in low tones, as though
the secret were too great for mortal ears.

“Where?” I asked, and was moved to

add through churlishness: “I don’t see

any use of making it a secret. It is no

disgrace for her!”

He was impervious to my sarcasm. In

advance of me he trod gingerly. “Come,”
he whispered, beckoning with his hand.

“She still has them!”
We both kicked in the sedge twenty

times, walked around her, shouted. I did

not even get my gun ready so interested

was I in the find. Nothing could be
raised, and the dog refused to budge.

Unable to account for this unparalleled

feat of stanchness, we sought other

causes.

The city hunter fell to his knees, feel-

ing around in the dry grass. Then his

eyes glimmered at her achievement. She
had found at last! not birds; for he held

aloft for my obser\*ation a dead mole.

And she would have been still pointing

had he not dragged her off.

1I7ILL some reader %vho owns a copy
Fr of Hammond’s “ Training vs.

Breaking” kindly loan it to this office?

It will be returned uninjured or a copy
* of the new edition substituted.
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Lures that they like
The Emerson Hough Fly and the Pacific Coast
Trout Fly—two South Bend Bucktail Flies which
have proven their merit in catches like above.

The Emerson Hough designed by the prominent
sportsman of that name, is a favorite and one of
the most deadly flies ever produced.

^

The Paoiflc Coa.st Trout Ely has proven an /
unusual killer for gamey trout in far west- /

The Emerson waters. Both are made with or with- /
Hough Fly out single gut snell. Spinners e.vtra. /

Get “The Days of Real Sport” Free

Fully illustrated by Briggs, the famous /
cartoonist a “back to the boyhood
/days" .story of fishing. Describes
full line of trout and other lures.

/ South
Bend

Bait
Company

' 10281 Colfax Ave.,
South Bend, Ind,

The Pacific
Coast Trout Fly

South Bend Balt Go.
10281 Colfax Ave.,

South Bend, Ind. '

Send me 4th Revised Edition
of "The Days of Real Sport.’’

Here^s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping
or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the

camping subject in a thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:
The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense’’
In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for
Hunting Outfits). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal
Packing. What to Do If Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The
Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED
[ clO-TH COVER

Forest & Stream,(K)9 E. 40th St., New York City

Are You A Duck Shooter

Do you love to stand in the bow of your
skiff as it is pushed through the wild rice

and drop the ducks that get up within
range; or, if you live by the big waters,
do you enjoy sitting in the blind while
cold winds blow and ice forms at the edge
of the shore, watching the sky and waiting
for something to come to your decoys? If

you love these things, if you will bear
work, exposure and hardship to get a shot,

you need.

American
Duck Shooting

By

GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

It gives descriptions and portraits of all

the ducks and geese known in North.

America; tells where they are found; the

various methods practiced in shooting them;
describes the guns, loads, clothing, boats

and dogs employed in their pursuit, and
generally is far and away the most com-
plete, useful and entertaining volume on
the subject that has ever Tjeen pubii^ed. It

covers the whole field of North American
wild-fowl shooting.

The book is profusely illustrated. Not
only has it ornithologically exact portraits

of 58 species of swans, geese and ducks,
but it has eight half-tone reproductions of
some of our best-known wild ducks from
the paintings of the great naturalist, Audu-
bon, a number of full-page sketches by
Wilmot Townsend, whose drawings of wild-

fowl are inimitable, many cuts of duck
boats and batteries, and fifty vignettes in

the text, which add to its beauty and its

usefulness. It is a complete, illustrated

manual of this fascinating sport.

A new edition of this volume, containing
added matter, was published July 1, 1918.
The work is an essential part of every gun-
ner’s library.

Illustrated, buckram, 627 pp.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

Forest and Stream Pub. Go.

9 E. 40th Street NEW YORK

“Kinks” is full of good stuff—ideas furnished by true

sportsmen. There are helpful hints for hunters, hikers,

campers, fishermen and vacationists—new ways of saving

time and money—simple stunts that every man ought to

think out for himself—hut doesn’t. It tells how to fix up
emergency “rigs” when the “store stuff’ fails or is left

hehind. .\nd almost every “Kink” is illustrated so plainly

that every picture makes your fingers fairly itch to try

the stunt yourself. ^
Send us $3.00 and secure a copy of “Kinks”

together with a full year’s subscription to

Forest & Stream. Price of “Kinks” alone, $1.50.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 E. 40th SL, New York City

Send your name and address for free copy, forty-eight page outdoor book catalogue.

FOREST AND STREAM BOOK DEPARTMENT
9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

A BOOK OF BOOKS

BUNGALOWS. CAMPS AND
MOUNTAIN HOUSES

Containing a large rariety of designs by many
architects, many of which are suitable only for

summer use while others are adapted for perma-
nent residence. Camps, hunting lodges and log
cabins are also presented, suggesting designs for
vacation dwellings in woods and mountains.

Compiled by <

WILLIAM PHILLIPS COMSTOCK
With an article by

C. E. SCHERMERHORN. A.A.I.A.. Architect

Price. $2.00.

FOREST & STREAM (BOOK DEP*T)
9 East 40th Street, New York City
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Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you ever

had.

The Aerothrust will do all the rowing and let

you do all the fishing. Could anything be fairer

than that?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all

the backache and hand-blisters out of that long

pull against the wind or current to where “they

are bitin’.”

The Aerothrust is an improvement on ever}'

other type of detachable motor. Here’s why:

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punish-

ment from submerged rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, >ou never have to worr}' about depth

of water. If you scratch bottom your propeller

is in the air out of harm’s way. The Aerothrust

will take you anywhere it’s damp!

Third, you will get greater speed under all

Ask your dealer or zorii

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Excl

kinds of conditions than with the underwater
propeller.

Fourth, you are independent of piers and docks
for landing—just run her nose right up on the

beach.

Fifth, when fishing you can navigate shallow
streams without roiling up the water.

for illustrated booklet.

we Canadian Jobbers. Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO.
517 Washington Street LA PORTE, IND.

A Practical Book on the Popular Fresh Water Game
Fish, the Tackle Necessary and How to Use It

By DIXIE CARROLL
National Sportsman" and Fishing Editor of "The

Chicago Herald," President of "The American Anglers’ League"
Net $2.00. Postage Extra

Detroit Free Press: “Mr. Carroll describes the habits and ‘fads’
fresh water game fish; tells about baits, lures, and tackle;

adds facts that cover fishing conditions in different seasons, all in
conversationally breezy and informing fashion.’’

A book of Fish and Fishing, written In a "pal" to "pal'i style from actual
nsning eipeiiences. The basses, muskellonge, pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike
and trout treated in a thorough manner as to habits and peculiarities. Baits
and lures that attract game fish, and how to use them. Simple and expert
meth^s of bait and fly casting. Ihe reason for each piece of tackle and
how td use it. The fighting acUons of game fish from strike to landing net.
Seasonable facU that affect the fishing conditions. Information that will be
round invaluable to the beginner and the experienced angler.

Send for your copy now or BETTER YET send $4.00 for a
two years’ subscription to Forest and Stream and we’ll mall a
copy of this book

Log Cabins and Cottages
(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and Furnish Them
By

WILLIAM S. WICKS
The most popular book on the subject ever written.
Full explanations how to build cabins of all sizes with
directions and numerous illustrations. Everything
from a shack to the most pretentious Adirondack
structure, is included.

Pictures and plans of fireplaces; how to build chim-
neys; rustic stairways, etc.

PRICE, $1.50

FOREST & STREAM, (Book Dept.)
9 East 40th Street NEW YORK CITY

Forest and Stream Publishing Company
9 East 40th Street New York City
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BIGGEST BOOK BARGAIN EVER OFFERED

TEN{ Smashing good outdoor books by
that vigorous and fascinating
writer, Stewart Edward White

}for $5.00
These books handsomely bound in light green silk cloth with gold stamp-

ing would be cheap at $20.00 per set. There are only five hundred sets avail-
able for distribution, and these will not last long as without any question this

offer is the biggest book bargain ever available. The ten volumes consist of

3734 pages; the set weighing twelve pounds— nothing better could be given
for a holiday present than this splendid set of notable books.

A SNAPSHOT OF EACH VOLUME
“The Claim Jumpers”

lie had been pampered and petted since his
birth. Sick at heart of the life he was leading,
he went into the West, to manage a mining
camp.
One day he met her. She was the daughter

of a low boozer and a woman of no account.
But for her he forgot his work; for her he near-
ly lost the mines to a gang of claim jumpers;
for her he nearly dragged his manhood to

depths of disgrace.

“The Land of Footprints”
Of all the books on Africa, this is the most

delightful. It sweeps aside the staple African
story which concerns itself only with rhinos,
•lions, and native guides, and discovers a new
Africa, simply by finding the real one. Home-
life which one does not associate with Africa,
is told of interestingly.

“The Blazed Trail”
With nothiiiK to his name hut the clothes he

wore, three dollars in his pocket and heart of
oak, he plunired into the timberland of the
lower Peninsula. The world had been bitter

and he wanted to forget.
The fight began. It was his big fight against

nature, himself, and the other men.

“The Silent Places”
In a canoe he paddled away into the wilder-

ness from the Hudson Bay post. He had his
orders to bring back a renegade Indian to jus-
tice. Painfully, slowly, on and on he pushed
his way along the Trail, with its grim terrors
of the North and giant vistas of snow country.

“Camp and Trail”
Here is a book for the wilderness traveler

—

for the camper and the tramper. It is a woods-
man’s manual. It gives you all of the practical
information you should have before starting
for the woods, streams or lakes on your vaca-
tion. White tells you from his lifelong experi-
ence about common sense in the wilderness,
what to wear and take with you. the camp out-

fit, the cook outfit, what to cat and how to cook
it, what to carry on a horse and how to pack
it. how to select a canoe: and other things you
must know when you go into the real woods.

“Arizona Nights”
A book of W estern yarns and character por-

trayals, that flash by the reader as though
“caught in the films.” Mr. \Vhite gives a view
of life on Arizona cattle-ranches which is in-

stinct with vitality and love of that out-of-door
existence which he knows so well.

“The Rules of the Game”
Bobby Orde was a vigorous football type of

fellow who had made a sad failure of office

routine. So he went into the California Si-

erras with their great forests and wonderful
natural resources, and there he found his niche
in managing men.

“The Riverman”
• This is a stirring anti virile successor to “The
Blazed-Trail.” Jack Orde was a river-boss and
was making good. Life to him was a wonderful
adventure. It was full of the big outdoors; of
smashing timber: logs that boomed down the
river: of sleeping and tramping in the cool, pine-
scented air.

“Blazed Trail Stories”
Of the younger American writers, few de-

serve so well the recognition extended to them
as Stewart Edward W'hite. There is a strong,
clean virility about him that seems to go well
with the atmosphere of his chosen scenes—the
tonic breath of northern forests, the fragrance
of balsam, the wide freedom of limitless avenues
of trees, of unbroken expanses of snow. In
some respects, Mr. W'hite’s short stories are
more enjoyable than even his longer books. To
be sure one gets in them ratherless of nature
and woodcraft: but on the other hand, one
gets a greater number of vivid, rapid portraits

of the sort of men who live their lives close to

nature.

“The Westerners”
As a baby she traveled across the prairies to

the foothills of the Rockies, where under the
care of Jim Buckley her parents made camp in

the sacred groves of the Indians. Blooil was
flowing. Settlers everywhere were in danger.
Custer was attacked and wiped out.

One day there came among the Indians a

half breed who had a debt to settle with Jim
Buckley—a debt of spite. It was soon over.

Her father and mother were killed, and she
kidnapped and taken far to the south.

Don’t fail to take advantage of this truly remarkable offer. The books will

be supplied while they last at $5.00 per set. If the supply is exhausted when
your order is received money will be returned, otherwise the books will be
shipped to you express charges collect.

FOREST & STREAM, Book Dept. No. 9 E. 40lh St., New York City

Here’s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need it you zf^

going camping or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own
Book” treats the camping subject in a

thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:

The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire.
“Horse Sense” In The Woods. Comfort in

Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for Hunting
Outfits). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoe-
ing. Animal Packing. What to Do If

Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout.
Pointers for Anglers. The Rifle in the
Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED
PAPER COVER 50 CENTS
CLOTH COVER $1.00

FOREST and STREAM (Book Dept.)

9 East 40th Street, New York City

WOODCRAFT
By NESSMUK

No better book
for the guidance
of those who go
into the wild for
sport or recrea-
tion was ever
written. No one
ever knew the
woods better than
“Nessmuk” or
succeeded in put-

ting so much val-

uable information
into the same
compa.ss. Camp
equipment, camp
making, the per-

sonal kit, camp
fires, shelters,

bedding, fishing,

cooking, and a
thousand and one kindred topics are
considered. Cloth, illus., 160 pages.

Postfaid, $1.00.

rfc T* * years subscription

r n r r forest & stream at the
1 It 1j Li REGULAR YEARLY R ATE OF $2.00

No Extra Charge for Canadian Orders

For more than forty-five years, FOREST
& STREAM has studiously cultivated and
vigorously promoted a healthful interest in

outdoor recreation and in the natural
sciences. It founded the Audubon Society,

and has been the people’s champion in

many important activities looking to the
development and preservation of our Na-
tional Park System and to wild life in

general.
Throughout its long career of public

usefulness, FOREST & STREAM has_ been
and still is the recognized authority in its

field.

Price 20c a copy: Subscription price $2.00 a year.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO.
9 EAST 40th STREET - - NEW YORK, N. Y

.

Fr«m Patterns and printed
instructions. Save cost.
Work Easy. Materials fur-
nished. Also finish coats.

Send for Catalogue ”
and prices.

BUILD o STEEL BOAT

F. H Darrow Sled Boat Co. 6*' P^rry St., Alhion, Mich-
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BOOKS for ANGLERS
To satisfy that ever present

desire for the joys of River,

Lake or Stream—We offer a

choice selection of Books for

Anglers.

THE ANGLER’S LIBRARY
American Fishes (G. Browne Goode) $3.50
American Trout- Stream Insects and Nature
Lures (I»uis Rhead) 3.00

Anglei^s Workshop (Frazer) l.OQ

Angler's Guide ((Tiarles Bradford) 1.00

Angler's Secret, The (Cliarles Bradford) 1.00

An Angler's Reminiscences (Chas. Hallock)... 1.50
Artificial Flics and How to Make Thera 1.00
Bait Angling for Common Fishes (Louis Rhead) 1.50
Ha.ss. Pike, Pen’h, etc. (James A. Heiishall).. 2.25
Basses. The Fresh Water and Marine (Louis
Rhead) 3.00

Big Game Fishes of the S. (Holder) 2.15
Big (tame at Sc*a (Holder) 2.25
B(»ik of I'i.sh and Fishing (Louis Rhead) 1.50
Book of the Black Bass (HenshaTl) 2.00
B« ok of tbo Tarpon (Dimock) 2.00
Complete S<’icnce of Fly Fishing and Spinning

iFrtsl (i. Shaw) 6.00
Ctmipiele Angler (Walton) Lang Edition .75
Cjjmplele Angler (Walton) Major Edition 1.00
Completi? Angler (Walton) Gilt Edition 2.00
Dffirmiru'd Angler (Charles Bra<lford) 1.00

Dictionary of Flies (Shipley) $1.00
Familiar Fish. Their Habits and Capture (Eu-

gene McCarthy) 2.00

F'avorit© F'ish and Fishing (Henshall) 1.50

F'ish Life (Prof. Pycraft) 1-00

F’ish Stories (Holder and Jordan) 2.00

Fishing in American Waters (Genio C. Scott). 2.50

Fine Art of Fishing (Camp) 1.00

Fishing Kits and Equipment (Camp) 1.00

Fishing With Floating Flies (Camp) l.Oo

Foou and uanie I’lslies ( Jordan-Everman) 5.00

Lake and Stream Game Fishing (Dixie Carroll) 2.0o

Men I’ve F'ished With (Mather) 2.50

Modem F'^sh Culture in Fresh and Salt Water. 2.00

My Angling Friends (blather) 2.50

Practical Dry Fly Fishing (Gill) 1-50

Salmon Fisher, The (Charles Hallock) 1.00

^Imon, Story of the (('rawford) 50

Science of Fishing (Lake Brooks) 1-00

Small Mouthed Bass (London)
Spdckled Brook Trout (Louis Rhead) 3.00

Trout Fly Fishing in America (Soutliard) 7.50

Trout Lore (O. W. Smitli) 2.00

All books are cloth bound and prices given include

delivery charges to any address in the TJ. S. or Canada.

FOREST & STREAM (Book Department) 9 East 40th St., N. Y. City

1ft Finoet Scotch Wool So^Va in White.A” NttW. Heathers, Black, Gi»:y, Brown,
|

& large aHsortment of fancy pauv.'ns, a pair

Nn Men'aFincst Scotch Wool Golf Stock- I

1«9 tojrs, in Green. Gray, Brown and
'

Heather, either plain or fancy turnover tops, ’

with or without feet (with inctep etrap),
J JQ |

in White, White with colored clocks,
|

Oxford, Green, llcatherand'W’hileribbed O AA
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair '

Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment, '

Mail Orders given prompt attention. Sent
R prepaid, uisored anywhere in U, S. A,

K Stewart Sporting Sales (^o.

Q 425 FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St,) N.Y.
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Michigan Blvd. at 13th St.

CHICAGO
Comfort, true hospitality and effi-

cient service at moderate rates.

Room -with detached shower, $i a

day; with private bath, $1.50 to

$2.50

Finest Ski Made
Own a I'air and Enjoy the

Glories of the Snow and (hit
Down Do<’tors’ BUB. Women
and Girls as well a.s Men and
Boys are enthmjiastic Skiers.

In Norway and Sweden Ski-
ing is the sport of Kings and
Queens. Princes and Princes.sts
and in this country it is the
“King" of Winter Sports.

Write for Interesting Catalog.

NORTHLAND SKI MFC. CO.,

ElMs &. Hampden Ave., St. Paul. Minn.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

“I like you, Jim, but

your Cream is no good,”

said a traveling salesman friend of mine
the other day—and he meant it. Claimed
he had been giving Mennen’s Shaving
Cream a fair trial for a week, and it fell

short of my claims about 105%.

“Try it once more,” I said. “And I'll

buy you a dinner if you haven’t changed your
mind.”

I watched him carefully. He squeezed out
enough cream for three shaves and brushed it

for 39 seconds by the watch, using a scant

brushful of water.'

“Wash it off!” I said. “You are making
paste—not lather. Start all over.”

Then I took charge.

He started with about one-half inch of
cream and all the water his bnish would hold.

As soon as a lather was whipped up, he kept
adding water until he had built a lather as light

as beaten whites of eggs. He worked this

lather in nvM the brush for three full mi.iutes.

Say ! I wish you could have seen the

expression of dawning appreciation that showed
in his eyes as the old scythe began to sing

through tile stubble.

“Gosh! Jim,” he said, after the first

over, “I haven’t had such a shave since that

old darky head barber at the Planters' Hotel

retired, fifteen years ago.
’ ’

I’m elling this story because it w'ould be

too bad for anyone to lose a life-time of jdeas-

ant Mennen shaves by getting prejudiced at

the start because of a wrong method of using it.

Candidly, our files contain a few letters

complainitig -eHoovA. Mennen’s, but our shipping

receipts show that every morning considerably

more than a million men use Mennen’s

—

right—and li.ke it.

Addresa,

Name.

Send
12c.

for my
Demon-
strator

Tube.
J. H.

JIM HENRY,
House of Mennen,
42 OrangeSt.,Newark, N.J.

Dear Jim:

1 promise to follow instructions
—plenty of water—no rubbing: with
/infers. Send me a demonstrator
tube. 1 enclose 12 cents.
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THE SCOURGE OF THE PRAIRIES
TRAPPING WOLVES, LYNX AND COYOTES IN THE FOOTHILLS OF^THEJ ROCK-

IES IN THE INTEREST OF FOOD CONSERVATION AND GAMEj^PROTECTION

By "BOB WHITE"

1

HAVE known Bert for years. In

spite of his rather checkered career

as “wolfer” for the Cattlemen’s As-

sociation of Wyoming, hunter, trapper,

range rider, forest ranger, and one time

“rustler,” I have found him to be a very

trustworthy companion, both in camp and

on the trap line. There is a trace of

Indian blood in him, that of the Utes,

the tribe that, under the chieftainship

of the great Ouray, roamed the plains

of Colorado in the long ago. The last

remnant of the tribe now lives on its

reservation at Ignacio, in the southern

part of the state.

As “wolfer” for the cattlemen in the

Jackson’s Hole and Bad Lands Country

of Wyoming, Bert has the distinction of

being one of the most expert t»appers

for that great destroyer of live stock

—

the gray timber wolL It is said that

one of these wolves will destroy a thou-

sand dollars’ worth of stock in a single

season. No wonder, then, that these cat-

tlemen are willing to pav a man $60.00

per month, which includes a cabin, grub,

team, and, in fact, everything “found.”

Besides, the Associatic i pays from $25

to $60 for each wolf caught, while the

state pays nearly as much. The hide of

the wolf is worth from $10 to $15, which
brings the trapper very near $100 for

each wolf caught. Some of these trap-

pers have made as high as $300 in a

single month. These cattlemen are quick

to recognize a good trapper, and, as they

spend money freely, a good trapper is

always welcomed among them. The
United States Biological Survey has
done everything in its power to stamp
out the depredations of this great

scourge of the plains, and, while it has
had quite some success by scattering

poisoned bait in the places they infest,

they have learned that these wolves soon
become suspicious of meat that has been
poisoned, refusing to be tempted by it.

Trapping has been found the most suc-

cessful method, while locating their dens.
In the breeding season, destroying the
young, is also extensively followed. A

wolf gives birth to six to ten pups at a

time. For each pu^ scalp the state pays

a bounty of $10, as do the cattlemen’s as-

sociations. It is not unusual for these

“wolfers” to crawl into a den and pull

the pups out alive, first shooting the

mother. In case the dtn is too small to

crawl into, dynamite is resorted to. Bert

Bert “ skinning the cat

tells me that one time he made $80 in

an hour, getting eight pups from a den.

No wonder, then that I accepted his

invitation to spend a month with him
at his cabin in the foothills, in the

shadow of Cheyenne Mountain. He had
been trapping there for several weeks
before I had the chance to join him, and
had been having fairly good luck. But
it was not the gray wolf of Wyoming
that he was after. They are very scarce

in this particular part of Colorado.

Contents Cooyrieht, 1919 by Forest and Stream Publlsliliig Co.

W HILE Wyoming has the wolf to

contend with, Colorado has the

coyote (prairie wolf). The coy-

ote is much smaller than the gray wolf,

being about] the size of a shepherd dog,

and is supposed to be a cross breed

between a wolf and a dog. They are one

of the hardest animals to catch, old trap-

pers claiming they are “slicker than a

fox,” and harder to trap than the wolf,

or even the fox. While there is, or was
a bounty on the Colorado coyote, none
is paid, as the state fund for that pur-

pose was depleted long ago. Hence the

trapper receives what the hide is worth
from the fur dealers, receiving no re-

compense from the ranchers, as they are

not organized as they are in Wyoming.
However, a good trapper can make from
$25 to $75 per week on coyotes.

The first morning after my arrival I

went with him to look at his traps. He
had a line of about ten miles in a circle.

The nearest trap was about a half mile

from the cabin, then others at intervals

of a quarter to a half mile apart, grad-
ually drawing further from the cabin,

then, as the circle grew, gradually draw-
ing nearer the starting point. This is

the favorite method of the expert trap-

per. While he had a hundred and fifty

traps set, it must be remembered that,

then trapping for the wolf or coyote, it

takes two or three traps at each “set”:

sometimes four are used. If a coyote
was held by a single trap, there are a
great many chances in favor of his es-

caping, as they make a terrible struggle
when the trap springs. In order to re-

duce this chance to a minimum, the traps
are wired together, all firmly secured to
an iron stake driven in the ground.
When three traps are set, it is called
a “triangle”; when four are used, it

is called the “square set.” When the first

trap springs in its struggle the coyote
naturally gets another foot in one of
the other traps, when there is no chance
of escape. In most cases, Bert caught
them by two legs, and I have seen one
caught by both front feet and one rear.
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T was a long, hard trip that morning,
but I was well repaid for it. A coyote
and a lynx were the result of the

morning’s catch. When the weather was
not too cold, Bert would skin the catch
on the spot; however, if it were too cold,

he would throw it over his shoulder and
continue on the “line.” It must be re-

membered that a coyote weighs any-
where between thirty to fifty pounds.
But that is nothing to him. I have seen
him return with three coyotes over his

shoulders at a time
;

I have seen him
carry a stove weighing a hundred
pounds a mile without a single stop to

rest. He can pick a log from the ground
and shoulder it, and carry it a hundred
yards

—

a log that the writer could not
lift clear of the ground. He glories in

his strength; told me he never saw a
day of sickness in his life; says that
outdoor life, the sunshine and the moun-
tains are his medicines—the simple tonics

that God made for his people—and for

my people. I inherit a love for the

freedom of the out of doors. I never
felt better than I do now after a month
spent thus. Pure mountain air, sunshine
and exercise is all that the “run-down”
city man needs!

I have kept a diary of the events that

occurred during my stay at the cabin,

which are of great value in writing this

article. I remained there two weeks,

and, while I accompanied Bert to hit

traps nearly every other morning, I gen-

erally remained at the cabin, attending

to the cooking, dishwashing, water car-

a pocket gun. The thrill, the expectancy
of getting a shot at big game, as well
as the possibility of an attack, makes
the blood tingle through one’s veins.

T O the East of the cabin the great
plains spread as far as the eye can
reach. From the roof there is an

unobstructed view, and it was my habit
to climb up and watch Bert as he visited

his traps, using powerful bioculars. In
case he made a catch he would signaj
me, then I would hasten to where he was,
then, after taking a picture of the catch.

the bright and varied colors of the moun-
tains, their summits crowned with a
diadem of snow, is something that I can-
not give adequate expression to. In my
younger days I was considered a good
singer. Right there, with no one within
five miles of the cabin, was the place to

cultivate that reputation. A favorite

song of mine is “Bring Back My Darling
to Me.” Never a day went by but what
that song echoed through those ancient
hills and valleys. Bert told me that one
morning he heard me singing three miles
away. A word will repeat itself a dozen

Bert, the half-breed, and his catch of two weeks

The trapper’s camp in the foothills of the Rockies

Tying and the many other things asso-

ciated with life in the mountains. I

usually kept the table well supplied with

rabbit meat, as they were quite plentiful

in the scrub oak that surrounded the

cabin. It must be remembered that rab-

bit hunting in the West is different than

ii\ the East. Here one is liable to come
across a bear, mountain lion or lynx,

and, for that reason, the hunter must
be prepared for just such an emergency.

Besides carrying my sixteen-gauge shot

gran, the right barrel loaded with No.

5 shot, and the left with BB, I

carry an old .46, and a lighter .38 as

would return to the cabin. To the west

the view is shut out by the rugged
Rockies, old Cheyenne mountain looming

high above the others, forming an un-

broken chain reaching into New Mexico.

I studied those great mountains every

(lay, and every time that I looked they

seemed changed. Far to the south, from
the roof of the cabin, one can see the

Sangre de Cristo Range, in New Mexico.

(Sangre de Cristo is Mexican meaning
“Blood of Christ.”) The view is in-

describable! Would that I were a poet.

Great spruce and pine, garbed in their

eternal green, broken here and there by

times ere it dies away into silence.

During those two weeks at the cabin

we caught seventeen coyotes and two
lynx. Conditions were not favorable, so

Bert finally decided he would move out

to what is known as the “Little Bad
Lands,” fifteen miles east of Colorado
Springs. This place is all that its name
implies. Some great upheaval of Na-
ture had thrown great mountains of

loose rocks together, leaving deep canons
and arroyos in every direction. These
rocks formed natural refuges for the

lives of the hunted. We left the cabin

in the mountains and arrived at the

“Little Bad Lands” the fifth of Febru-
ary. We were fortunate in securing bet-

ter quarters here, as we were given the

use of a small house and bam by a

homesteader who had moved to town for

the winter. It took Bert several days
to get all his traps out. The next morn-
ing I climbed to the summit of a great

pile of rocks where I could watch him
visit what traps he had put out the day
before. It seemed as though nothing
had been around them, as I failed to get

the usual signal. I sat there about an
hour and saw him disappear behind a

huge rock about two miles away. As
soon as he reappeared I got the signal

to come with the camera. Now, I knew
enough of trapping to tell me that there

was no coyote in that trap, as they are

mostly caught on the plains, hardly ever

among the high places, so I came to the

conclusion that it was either a mountain
lion or a lynx. That was just what I

wanted, as coyotes had become common-
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places. It was a hard walk and climb

to reach him, but I finally did, gasping
for breath.

“I gotta beeg snoshu rabbit, lie cair-

ful, doan mak a nois, go slo, foar I doan
no how fast I got ’im.”

“Snoeshoe rabbit! Thunder! There’s

rabbits all around here. No use for me
coming all this way for a rabbit’s pic-

ture.”

I was mad, sure enough^—the first time
that I ever had cause to be mad at him.
However, to please him (please an In-

dian and you are solid with him) I con-

sented to take a picture. But, instead

of a rabbit, it was the largest lynx I

ever saw, in fact the first one I ever

for the “price,” but not for the “swipe”
part of it. Stock stealing in the West
is quite common, especially sheep. It is

called “rustling.” I thought nothing of

the incident, but had good cause to re-

call it that night.

I was completely tired out, and as

soon as I had washed dishes, went to

bed. It was eight-thirty, and I thought
it funny that Bert did not retire. I spoke

to him about it, and he told me that he

was going up the arroyo to bait one of

his “sets,” adding that he would be back
in a half hour. I fell asleep soon after

he went out; awoke at midnight, but he
had not returned. In a way, I was
worried; then worry gave away to sus-

on a long, fruitless chase after other

“rustlers,” as sheep and cattle stealing

had been going on quite freely for some-
time. After a lengthy word-picture,

filled with visions of being “pinched,” a
heavy fine or ninety days in the county
jail, I finally succeeded in getting him
to release the sheep. In the morning I

saw no signs of it, and supposed that

he had turned it loose. However, when
I went to the barn after potatoes, there

was the sheep neatly dressed in the latest

style of the butcher’d art. For two
weeks we had mutton at every meal, and
in every conceivable style.

He walked five miles with that sheep

across his shoulders. Just what hap-
pened to him, and how he got it, I am
telling in his own words. (He is well

educated, but a poor speller, and speaks

rather brokenly, which is characteristic

of the Indian-American.)

“I get to sheep corral alrite. Dem
dam dogs bark an’ com for me, an’ I

kick um. I had roap ’round neck of

sheep, then Mex come after me, ’an I

drap it. I tell Mex I want buy sheep,

an’ how mutch. Mex he say: ‘Yu got-

tum firewatter?’ I say, ‘No, but sum
two moons.’ Then Mex say, ‘Giv me five

dollar, an’ yu take ba-baa.’ Then I get
mad an’ pull gun on Mex, an’ mak him
throw up bans, then I put two dollar in

him pocket, pik up sheep an’ cum hoom.’’

Knowing that, as a rule, these Mex-
ican sheepherders are poorly paid, and
that their love for whiskey is so great
that they have been known to give a
sheep for a quart of it, or the price of
a quart, I took his story for granted.The author with wolf and coyote, a morning’s catch

Returning from the traps after a successful night

saw in a trap. It was a good joke on

me. I laughed; Bert laughed. That
lynx was in an awful rage; glared at us

in malignant hatred. It would crouch,

then spring toward us, all the while mak-
ing terrible, cat-like screams. I suc-

ceeded in getting one fairly good picture,

but spoiled another, as, when I snapped
the camera the second time, it made a

leap toward me, and thinking it had
escaped from the trap, I jumped to one
side, sliding several feet down the hill.

When it was developed the picture

showed nothing but Colorado’s famous
blue skies. After it was skinned I re-

turned to camp and prepared dinner.
Bert returned about two o’clock, having
caught 2 coyote besides the lynx.

A S soon as we finished dinner, we
cranked “Lizzie” and drove five

miles south where we found the

carcass of a cow that had died a short

time ago. (Old carcasses are the best

bait for coyote.) Bert chopped off as

much flesh as he needed, then putting it

in the car, started for camp. On the
way back we passed a great herd of

sheep; there were at least twelve hun-
dred in that bunch. Three Mexicans
were guarding them, assisted by the in-

evitable Mexican sheep dog. Bert told

me that he liked “mudden” better than
any kind of meat, adding that he’d like

to “swipe” one for our own use, as we
had both grown tired of rabbits. I told
him to stop and go and buy -one from
the herder, as I was willing to stand

picion—I saw mutton stew for dinner.
At two-thirty I was awakened by a great
racket. There was Bert—in the middle
of the room—across his shoulders—was—a fine young sheep. The Indian blood
in him had overcome that of his white
brother. I had to laugh; I tried to con-
trol myself but could not. He made a
most comical sight standing there with
that sheep kicking. Then I was mad, for
I am Deputy State Game Warden, and
am in league with the El Paso County
Vigilante Society. Only two weeks pre-
vious to this the Sheriff had been out

A FEW days after the episode of the
sheep, I was compelled to return
to the city. Bert remained a few

days longer, having poor luck, so he
pulled his traps and returned to the
cabin at the foot of Cheyenne mountain,
where he intends to remain until the
end of the trapping season.
He has received word from one of the

largest stockraisers in the Jackson’s
Hole Country in Wyoming, to report for
work as range rider for the summer
roundup, then, in the fall, he will have
his old position as “wolfer” back again.
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Ben, one of Nature’s noblemen Clearing away the driftwood No barrier was insurmountable

THE RETURN FROM THE HUNT
THE SECOND PART OF A TALE OF AN ALASKAN JOURNEY THROUGH STORM AND
FLOOD WHERE THE HAZARD OF ADVENTURE LURES WITH ITS MAGIC SPELL

By JOHN P. HOLMAN

Andy had lately added a wing to

his Cabin—a big, bare room in

which were strewn a half dozen

immense brown bear skins and many
odds and ends of an Alaskan guide’s

outfit, and we amused ourselves with

these for an hour or two until Walter

had cooked a mess of potatoes he had

dug from a patch in front of the Cabin.

“Bill planted them on my ground so

I guess I can claim half of the crop,’’

said Andy, as he helped us to a gener-

ous share.

“As long as the patch holds out we
won’t starve anyway,” said Walter as

he put the old bean pot on the table

and filled our cups with coffee. We had

left a good part of our remaining sup-

plies with Bill Kaiser at the fox ranch

in order to lighten our boat for the river

trip and had brought along just enough

to last us for the few days we thought

would have taken us to reach Seward,

so any unexpected delay would neces-

sitate considerable shortening of our ra-

tions. We figured that the rain would

soon be over and we looked for a train

to come along at any time which would

take us to town, so we ate, drank and
were merry until the gloomy, wet after-

noon blended into a dismal night.

We drew lots for the two bunks in

the cabin which fell to Andy and Mackay
and the rest of us distributed ourselves

over the floor on the bear skins. I slept

on a giant Brownie with fur at least

six inches deep and so wonderful a bed

he made that I soon forgot all about

the storm and when I opened my eyes

again a thin, wan dawn was break-

ing over a wet and sodden world.

Rain was stlll pattering on the roof

and beating against the windows.

Walt was already up and busy at

the stove. The door opened and Tom
came in with his arms full of' wood
which he flung down by the stove to

dry and remarked that “it sure was
raining.” “You’re damn right,” said

Andy, as he gazed out of the window
by his bunk, “and the lake is rising,

too—see that old stump down there al-

most under water? That was ten feet

from the edge of the lake when we
came in yesterday.” Sure enough, the

i

ETURNING from a success-

ful hunt for bighorn sheep in

the mountains of the Kenai Pen-

insula, Alaska, Mr. Holman’s

party is delayed by engine trouble

and a had storm, as told in the last

I

issue. After great danger and I

I
many hardships they arrived at

I

Andy’s cabin, on Kenai Lake, near

\

the new Government Railroad.

water was rapidly creeping toward the

cabin. Inch by inch the flood was ad-

vancing while the roar of Victor Creek

could be heard above the din of the rain

—belching a great body of muddy water

far out into the lake. Huge trunks of

trees, broken branches and all manner
of drift-wood swung outward on the

strong current while huge boulders went
grinding over and over in the shallow

parts of the stream near the shore with

the rumble of thunder. “No train to-

day,” said Tom, “if this rain keeps up
God help the Government Railroad.”

After breakfast Mackay and I ven-

tured out into the storm and walked

up the track to Mile Twenty where a

section gang was quartered and learned

that there had been several washouts

along the line, but that a train was
expected about noon, so we went back

to the cabin, packed all our outfit into

the boat and took it around to the sta-

tion-tent just as the long screech of a

locomotive echoed among the fog-wrap-

ped hills. A train pulled in but the

conductor told us he was going to take

it on to Mile Fifty-four and would not

be back until three o’clock the next

morning, so we went back to the cabin

with our boat-load and settled do'wn to

another long afternoon of waiting, while

the rain came down harder than ever

and the lake crept closer and closer to

the cabin. Late in the afternoon we
tramped to the station again and learned

that the train would not be back until

sometime the next day as another wash-
out had occurred and they didn’t know
when they would have it fi^ed. Tom
got too restless to wait any longer and
got a ride on a hand-car or speeder

with a section hand who was going over

the track to Seward while the rest of

us went back to the bean pot, the spuds
and our Brownie skins for another night.

Andy drove a stake at the water’s edge,

twenty feet or more from the cabin,

and when we turned in about nine o’clock

the water had crept up eight inches

more—and was still going strong.

I

N the morning the rain seemed to be
coming down harder than ever. All

restraint had been cast to the winds
and it settled down, earnestly, conscienti-

ously, and stubbornly, to pour. An-
other trip to the station elicited the

information that the wires were do'wn

and they didn’t know where the train

was or when she would arrive, but
thought probably she would come along
sometime during the evening, so we de-

cided to move all our belongings over
to the station and wait there so as to

be on hand when she did arrive. Ac-
cordingly, we packed our trophies, sleep-

ing bags and other duffle to the tent by
the track during the afternoon and com-
posed ourselves in patience to wait. Aft-
ernoon drifted into night and nothing
happened but the rain—that happened
with relentless consistency. The tent

began to leak and pools of water formed
on the floor. “Why wasn’t I born a
duck!” said Andy, as he moved about
in search of a dry place to sit. In the
middle of the tent stood a big drum
stove which Ben said might as* well be
working.
A chill had begun to creep into us

from the black and sodden night. When
we had burned the few pieces of dry
wood that were lying about, Ben, with-
out a moment’s hesitation, began to tear
up the railroad ties that formed the
floor. “As long as the floor lasts we
will keep warm,” he said, as he opened
the stove door and thrust in a tie. We
began to dry out a little and Walt
found a candle some place which added
to our complacency; then he fashioned
a lantern out of a tin can with which
to signal the train if it ever should
appear. Every hour or so we would
look outside and strain our eyes through
the darkness toward a little light at
Roosevelt, about three miles up the track.
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The train stalled at Mile Twenty Destruction wrought by the flood Victor Gombard’s picturesque cabin

and try to imagine that there were two

—one emanating from the head-light of

a locomotive—but only the wind and the

rain were astir and the continued pelt-

ing on the roof was conducive to slum-

ber. Andy had already succumbed to

the power of Morpheus, so we worked
out a two-kour shift at watching and
Walt took up his station by the tent door

while the rest of us unrolled our beds

and gave way to sleep.

About midnight we were awakened by
the cry “Here she comes, boys” and we
came back to life with a jerk. Sure
enough we could see a little light, bleared

by the rain and mist, but a light, never-

theless, creeping nearer and nearer and
by the time we had our shoe-pacs on
and our beds rolled up we could hear
the engine puffing and snorting up the

grade.

Out we filed into the wet night, piled

all our stuff by the track and Walt
bravely waved his sputtering lantern.

“Spot the coach,” yelled the conductor
as the heavy train came to a stop in

front of our tent and we climbed aboard
at last. We stowed all our duffle in the

freight car and distributed ourselves

among the crowd of men that were hud-
dled in the seats of the day-coach in

attitudes that expressed sheer exhaus-
tion. Slowly we crept along through the

darkness—rumbling and swaying on the
uneven track—the engineer evidently

feeling his way along in a manner that

denoted caution. A half-hour of this

and the train slowly came to a standstill.

“This is as far as I will take her to-

night,” said the engineer, a burly Scotch-
man of determined mind. “You can’t

run a train on the water and I’ll be
darned if I can sde any track.” So we
waited patiently for the dawn—the

lights in the coach went out and the

rain beat against the windows in no
uncertain manner.
About six o’clock daylight was strong

enough for us to see that we were in

Ihe middle of a vast stretch of rushing
water—the track and wheels of the train
were entirely submerged and the water
was gurgling about the cars in a way
that bid fair to undermine us at any
moment, so the engineer cautiously
backed the train to higher ground. Wal-
ter said we were close to Mile Seventeen
where he had a cabin and suggested that
we walk back there and see if we could
rustle some breakfast. Accordingly we
left the train and plowed through the
mud and rain until we found a trail

leading down from the railroad into a
grove of cottonwood trees where stood
the little cabin.

A THIN wisp of smoke coming from
the chimney told us that it was oc-

cupied and presently we entered

and found a man called Windy Wagner
standing by the stove cooking breakfast,

while two other fellows, Louis Bell and
Victor Gombard, were just getting up.

They welcomed us royally and Windy
insisted on making a great stack of hot

cakes which, with fried eggs and bacon,

mush and coffee, made the most wonder-
ful breakfast I have ever eaten. All

the while Windy talked and laughed and
made us feel as though he was having
the greatest time of his life in cooking

for us. It was the spirit of the true

Alaskan, always ready to share what-
ever they had, and to help whoever came
along. While we were eating, Victor

Gdmbard said he was going down to the

lake to see if his boat was all right and
he returned in a little while with the

report that the train had backed up a

couple of miles farther and that a big

landslide had come down and covered

the track many feet deep with rocks,

trees and mud only a moment after the

train had passed.

He said he thought the whole moun-
tain was giving away by the noise it

made and had run all the way back to

the cabin to warn us. After an hour
or two we decided to look up our train

again, so we ventured forth and walked
up the track through torrents of rain,

feeling our way over the sunken ties

until we reached the point where the
slide had occurred and then we faced a
tough proposition— the great slide

blocked our way completely and was of

such a soft consistency that we could
find little foothold and could only cross

by jumping from rock to rock or pre-
cariously walking on the fallen tree

trunks. All the while wet earth was
slipping on every side—new slides start-

ing far above us which necessitated care-
ful watching in order to keep from be-
ing buried alive. Luck held true, how-
ever, and we worked our way along over
the huge mountain of debris to the com-
paratively clear track beyond and finally

reached the train in safety.

T he engineer had backed it up al-

most to Mile Twenty from which
we had started so blithely the night

before—and there it stood puffing quiet-
ly, completely cut off by the landslide
in one direction and a washed out bridge
on the other. So we went back to Andy’s
cabin again and dug a few more spuds
for dinner. We found that the lake
was still rising—Andy’s stake was al-

most submerged and the water was lap-

ping hungrily at the doorstep of the
cabin. The lake itself was filled with
immense pieces of drift-wood—great
trees torn whole from forests far up
in the mountains were whirling around
and round in the maelstrom of conflict-

ing currents that made the lake a vortex
for a hundred streams—some of them
rising far up in the region of eternal

snow and fed by glaciers that the con-

stant rain had losened.

Pot-holes and ice-jams had given way
on every mountainside and added a
heavy burden to the swollen streams—

a

deluge of water that bid fair to swamp
the entire country and the leaden skies

showed no sign of let up.

“Noah had nothing oij us,” said Ben,
as he tied Andy’s canoe to the door latch
of the cabin, “we may need you, old boy,
before the night is over,” he added, with
a whimsical grin. So we were back
once more in our old quarters. Walt
had gone to Howard Long’s cabin, about
a mile away, to get a piece of bear meat
and when he returned we had a cozy
fire burning and the spuds were ready
to eat.

As we turned in that night we no-
ticed a little water leaking in around the
door-sill and the rain was beating
against the windows with renewed fury.
“It’s a good thing we are not on Kenai
River now,” said Walter. “You’re damn
right,” said Andy, as he pulled away
on his pipe in quiet contemplation of
our snug quarters. Walt blew out the
light and we settled down to sleep. I

shared Mackay’s bunk as it was farther
off the floor than my bear rug and it

somehow looked better to me. About
one o’clock Mackay sat up in the bunk
and struck a match along its side.

“Well, I’m darned if we aren’t all

afloat!” I heard him exclaim through
the fog of sleep that still held me. Sure
enough, the water was half up to our
bunk and everything on the floor of the
cabin that could float was bobbing
around like torpedoed ships. Mackay
reached over on the table and lit the
lantern and at the same moment Walter
came plowing through the water from
the annex where he had been sleeping
on some boxes and said it was “too damn
damp” for him, Ben was standing on
the edge of his bunk pulling on a pair
of boots; Andy grunted from a pile of
blankets on the far side of the bunk
and wanted to know what all the disturb-
ance was about, but when he compre-
hended the situation he agreed with us all

that the time had come to move. Accord-
ingly we made a bridge of boxes to the
stove and Walter got the fire going with.
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some wood he had stowed away in the

oven the night before. We soon had a hot

breakfast of bear meat and pan cakes

to begin the day’s adventures on, eating

it astride our bunks—on the top of the

table—every place in the cabin that

showed a dry spot held a hungry man
munching away for dear life.

All the while Walter was busy mak-

ing more cakes on the stove before the

water would rise high enough to put

out the fire. By the time we had finished

breakfast and had washed the dishes and

tied every perishable thing to the rafters

the water was knee-deep everywhere.

Ben waded out in his boots and got the

canoe which he shoved as far into the

door as it would go and we climbed

aboard.

A SOLEMN looking dawn was just

spreading over the east as we put

out on the black waters—the cabin

looked like the ark of old moored in an

arm of the lake. Through the dim light

we could make out the direction we ought

to take to reach land and Ben steered

us between the stumps with dexterous

care. Rain was splashing down with

ceaseless drenching—raising little dots

of silver on the water—each drop of lake

water seemed to spring to meet the rain

drop and, mingling, added to the flood.

Victor Creek had become a thing of

terror—huge trees, two feet in diameter,

were tossed about like toothpicks in

the racing tide, the railroad bridge that

crossed it near Mile Twenty was piled

high with wreckage, a great mass of

driftwood growing ever larger as the

great body of wild water brought down
its burdeh of logs and underbrush. Men
were busily eiig^aged in frying to break

the dam, blasting out the piles to let

the water through and the constant

boom of dynamite sounded like the thun-

der of big guns; the bridge itself was

t-wisted and bent under the immense

strain, but the rails were holding like

bands of steel. We landed near the

railroad track and saw how hopeless

it was to expect any assistance from

the water stalled train, so it didn’t take

us long to decide to make for Seward

twenty miles away. We left all our lug-

gage on the train and paddled around

to Howard Long’s cabin where Andy
wanted to leave some of his belongings.

Long told us that the Snow River bridge

between us and Seward had gone out

and he didn’t see how we could make
Seward unless we crossed the lake and

skirted the other side around the river.

Ben looked out across the wild ex-

panse of criss-cross currents that lay

between us and the other side and seemed

to muse for a few moments on the great

mass of snags, trees and drift-wood

swirling around in countless eddys.

Finally he turned and said he thought

we could make it if the outboard mo-

tor wouldn’t buck, and we all agreed

it was worth a try anyway. Long made
some coffee as a parting gift which we
drank in libation to the Gods of Chance

and we shoved off on our voyage across

the seemingly boundless lake.

Ben took the rudder and steered us

with a master hand through the float-

ing forests of driftwood that seemed to

block our way at every turn. The light

canoe was pretty well down in the water
with five heavy men seated in it; but

it responded to the motor with wonder-
ful alacrity and we sped along joyously

toward the dim shore beyond. The Au-
tumn coloring had been freshened by the

constant rain and stood out in great

splashes on the mountain sides, scarlet

maples flashed their flags of war
throughout the vast swamplands newly
created by the flood. We passed many
little islands of crimson bush, which
seemed to radiate their color on the

water and made our pathway glow with
beauty. High overhead a troop of whis-

tling swans were winging southward,
their trumpet notes sounding faintly

from afar. Droves of ducks were cir-

cling ahead of us in constant flight, well

satisfied with this wet mood of nature.

Floating trees took on strange shapes.

Holman and his black bearskin

spreading out their full-leafed branches

on the water like long-oared galley ships

of old. Deep whirlpools sucked and tug-

ged at us as we passed within their

spheres of action. Great logs scraped

their sharp and spear-like branches

along the frail sides of the canoe and

startled us with many a sudden lurch

which made us realize what an upset

would mean in such an angry sea; but

it was the hazard of adventure that had

brought us to this far away land of un-

expected things and we were tasting now
its magic spell.

We got across alright and skirted the

other shore into the mouth of Snow River

as far as we dared to breast the un-

certain current and then ran the canoe

ashore on the farther bank and dis-

embarked with grateful thanks to a ben-

evolent Providence that had guided us on

our voyage.

We carried the canoe high up on the

bank and fastened it securely to a tree

and then struck out through the wet un-

derbrush toward the railroad, which, as

near as we could judge, was about five

miles distant.

I

T was a watery journey, to say the

least. Underfoot, thick moss, sat-

urated to the limit by the steady rain,

offered scant foothold and we sank in

at every step almost to our knees, while

the dHpping branches of alder slapped

us with showery persistency as we
wormed our way along mile after mile,

blindly groping through a wilderness of

swamps and jungle. “It’s a great life,”

said Ben, “if you don’t weaken.”
We made the railroad at last, coming

out by Snow River bridge, or what once

passed as such—the twisted timbers and
half submerged rails, hanging pileless

in many places, could not be termed a

bridge any more—the storm had cer-

tainly done about as much damage as

it could to the new Alaskan Railroad.

We rested a few moments, emptied our
shoe-pacs of water and then started

down the track at a good pace for Sew-
ard.

The mile posts slipped gradually be-

hind us as we plodded onward—walking
gingerly over many high trestles that

spun a web of steel above many a roar-

ing cataract and made us dizzy as we
stepped from tie to tie and saw the

empty space between. About three

o’clock in the afternoon a wonderful
thing happened—the leaden sky began
to show signs of clearing, just a faint

glimmer of blue appeared and it stopped
raining. Great clouds of vapor rolled

up from the valleys round about and
giant mountain-tops began to pierce the

mist. Yes, it was really clearing off,

“Just as I was beginning to grow webbed
feet,” said Ben.

At last the glorious sunshine burst

suddenly on the scene filling the world
with bright illumination—turning the

far-flung clouds to gold. It gave new
impetus to our lagging feet and brought
to weariness a sense of strength.

W E journeyed cheerfully down the

iron trail through vistas of tran-

scendent glory—snow crowned
mountains paling pink in the flush of a

marvelous sunset—all the world aflood

with light. As we wound down into the

valley signs of great damage done by
the flood began to appear at frequent

intervals. In some places whole moun-
tain-sides had slipped downward carry-,

ing giant trees and huge boulders from
their former abodes and depositing them
in gigantic heaps along its path. In

many places the railroad track vanished

into deep lakes of muddy water—some-

times we had to wade over ties sus-

pended by the iron rails—all signs of

underpiling swept away. About a mile

from Seward we found an abandoned
hand car lying by the track which we
soon put into commission and rolled into

town on the wings of the wind—but a

sad looking town we found awaiting us.

The little glacier stream which usually

(CONTINtTED ON PAGE 132 )
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SHOOTING DUCKS AT OCRACOTE
YOU WILL HAVE A MOST RESTFUL AND ENTERTAINING TIME LYING IN YOUR

LITTLE COFFIN. WITH ENOUGH EXCITEMENT TO KEEP YOU INTERESTED

By W.R. BROWN

The coffin and the decoys ready for action

F one wishes to become accus-

tomed in the pleasantest manner
possible gracefully to occupy a

coffin, it can be done while shoot-

ing ducks at Ocracote. Said cof-

fin is nothing more or less than

one of a pair of shooting floats

built side by side beneath a flat

top, with flaps of burlap on frames

to float on the three windward
sides to keep the crest of the waves

from breaking into the boxes, and

the whole anchored where it is

shallow and sunk to the level of

the water, apparently right out to

sea and surrounded on all sides by

a huge fleld of the most natural

decoy geese, brant and ducks im-

aginable.

To be exact, your coffin or float

will be off the coast of the little

island of Ocracote in Pamlico

Sound just south of Cape Hat-

teras, where some of the best

shooting on the Atlantic coast can

be had. The town itself is a most

picturesque little Ashing village,

situated on a long spit of sand

that runs parallel to and sixty miles

from the coast of North Carolina, and

forms that easterly point of the South-

ern States around which sailors cauti-

ously navigate, and are not disappointed

in their expectations of a stormy sea.

In the sheltered bay of Pamlico Sound

the water fowls stop on their way South

to find a haven of rest and feed on the

wild rice and celery which grow on the

shallow shoals of the Sound in great

abundance a few feet below the surface

of the water. Particularly after a storm

they congregate in immense numbers

from the month of September to Feb-

ruary, and morning and evening one can

see great flocks of them sweeping up

from the horizon like smoke clouds open-

ing and shutting, or skimming along the

surface of the water in long flies and

filling the air with quacks and whirs.

This is particularly the home of the

brant, one of the larger and more de-

licious of the ducks. Long lines of wild

geese in their curious “V” shaped for-

mation trail overhead with hoarse honks.

Flocks of beautiful white swan are seen

headed for the South, and occasionally

in the coldest weather the canvas-backs

come down from their favorite haunts
in Chesapeake Bay.

In various places on the surfaces, long

low black lines show where the flocks

alight, with here and there a glimpse of

white breast or tail where the birds are

feeding and diving to uproot' the suc-

culent roots from the bottom.

O NE comes over from the small citv

of Beauport on a mail packet which
touches from island to island and

eventually reaches Ocracote just as the

sun goes down, and finds a little fishing

village around a half moon shaped bay,

surmounted by a tall white light house
and flanked on one side by a Govern-
ment lifesaving station and on the other

by wharves and fishing houses. Little

cottages nestle among diminutive and
picturesque cedars which have been
gnarled, twisted and stunted by the fre-

quent gales, with tops that bend pa-

tiently away from the open sea. Thick-
ets of evergreen bearing red berries

somewhat like holly form protection for

small gardens of vegetables,. particularly

delicious sweet potatoes, and here and
there one notices with surprise small
fresh water ponds which fill from hid-

den springs, coming at least a hundred
miles under the sea. One is also sur-
prised to find here abundant pasture
the year around for small herds of half
wild ponies, cattle and sheep that wade
across the sand spits from one island
to another and browse upon the short
salty grass.

Behind the cottages rises the spire of a
church, and as one approaches in the
late afternoon, all the white buildings,
the light house tower and church spire
are suffused with a rosy light, and make
a picture of the snug haven town as
sung by the Ancient Mariner.

O UR party was fortunate to stop

with one of the native guides who
make hunters comfortable in their

clean and attractive little homes, and
after a royal dinner of oysters, roast

duck, sweet potatoes and other delicacies,

we tumbled early into our feather beds

on account of the early start to be taken
the next morning, and were lulled to

sleep by the roar of the great

sea beating on the treacherous

sand bar two miles away. Dur-

ing the hunting season many of

the native fishermen put their

boats, decoys and shooting boxes

at the service of guests for a rea-

sonable figure, and take them into

their clean and hospitable little

houses, and one is truly cared for.

The method of hunting is as fol-

lows: One is awakened about four

A. M. to eat a substantial break-

fast by candle light, after which

he'is taken out of the little harbor

to the shoals in the guide’s mo-

tor boat trailing a scow behind

which is filled vdth decoys, the

shooting box and <jther parapher-

nalia. The shoals are a mile or

two off the coast. Here the wa-

ter is found only two or three feet

deep, and all members of the party

being provided with hip boots, they

disembark and take a hand in an-

choring the shooting box and

weighting it down with iron de-

coys flush with the surface of

the water. The shooting box as we
said before consists of nothing more or

less than two coffins side by side in a

flat oblong top surrounded by three flaps

of burlap on frames resting on the sur-

face of the water to break the waves so

that they will not splash in. About two
hundred decoy ducks, geese and brant

are thrown out all around the shooting

box, kept in place by strings and weights,

and on the outer edge of these attached

more securely by their legs a half dozen

wild geese which the evening before were
feeding quietly on the little fresh water
pond in front of the guide’s house. These
geese seem to enjoy the proceeding as

they have an opportunity to swim about

within a narrow radius and feed upon
the bottom and honk vigorously when-
ever wild ducks fly overhead, and serve

to call them in. Usually once or twice

in a season our guides tell us some ex-

cited hunter will forget their location

and serve them as he does the wild game,
to their discomfiture and his chagrin;
but I imagine that in such a case rep-

aration is generously and quickly made,
as was done in the case of the green-
horn who was hunting moose in the
Maine woods with a native Indian. At
the proper time and moment a bull moose
was seen passing within gun shot and
the inquiring hunter looked to the In-

dian for a signal to fire, but the Indian
sadly shook his head. Immediately be-

hind the bull came a cow moose and the
Indian appearing abstracted, the hunter
killed the cow moose in fine form. Upon
discovering his error, it being against
the law to shoot a cow moose, the In-

dian remarked, “Some hunter when kill

cow moose give Indian guide five dollars.”
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T he decoys being ready, you and one

of your guides climb in and lie

side by side on your backs with
your guns across your laps and conveni-

ent boxes of cartridges at your feet.

The little motor pushes off and re-

treats to a convenient hearing distance

a quarter of a mile away. For a time

you lie flat, concealed by the iron decoys

and peep furtively over the side to note

the approach of any game. The flocks

that fly high see into the box and sheer

off out of range, but others that see

the decoys from the far horizon and de-

cide to alight to join them in feeding,

swing low at some distance away, espe-

cially if one of the hunters kicks up once
or twice with his rubber boot in imita-

tion of ducks standing erect and flapping

their wings. The live ducks honk loudly

and finally the flock takes the water close

to the decoys with a rush and splash
without detecting your presence in the

box. At the moment of their arrival

both you and your guide sit upright in

your box and blaze away at the rising

birds according to a prearranged order,

in which each fnan shoots, the one on
the left taking those farthest to the left

and the man at the right those behind.

Shots at the right or over one’s head are

extremely difficult in a sitting position

to become proficient in, but it can be

done, as was proven time and again by
your expert companion. A bag of four

or five out of a flock is not uncommon
to an expert with a repeater. One. and
one-eighth ounces of number four shot

with three and one-quarter drams of

ballistite powder is preferred for gen-

eral use on large and small water fowl.

Killed and wounded birds are secured by
wading after them in the shallow water,

and if they fly too far away before they
can be gathered in, a system of signals

which has been arranged with the mo-
tor boat brings it quickly to the rescue.

Little game that is severely wounded
escapes, and the guide usually sees to it

that little of the game needs further at-

tention after he has shot. Bags are

limited by law for each day’s shooting

to reasonable numbers, and no market
fihooting is now permitted.

L
ying still in the box does not prove
as cold as one might expect, as the

sides break the wind and one goes

warmly clad. In rain, however, even

with oil skins on, one’s face is well

washed and other parts of the body nicely

soaked, if the hunting proves, as it usu-

ally does at such times, exciting; but

relief can be had at any time by call-

ing in the small motor boat and repair-

ing to the warm cabin where hot coffee

and sandwiches are available.

The way your guide can tell at a

glance the species of bird approaching
when far on the horizon, and usually

whether he is intending to come within

range, is uncanny. Your guide will also

imitate calls of the various birds to bring

them down when they fly high.

You will have a most restful and en-

tertaining time lying in your little coffin

out to sea, with enough excitement all

day to keep you keenly interested. If

you wish more exercise, the hunting is

good along the shore of the little island

for snipe and plover. All told you will

find the little island of Ocracote an ideal

resort for a tired business man if you
are in any way proficient with your gun,

and in any event your guide sees to it

that you have something to take home
to the questioning family and friends.

A COMPLICATED FOX HUNT
••HAMLET WITH THE DANE LEFT OUT” BEST DESCRIBES
THIS CHASE ACROSS FROSTY NEW ENGLAND FIELDS

By RICHARD BULLOCK

I

N September, with a brother sports-

man I bought a fox hound from an
old hunter in Connecticut who was no

longer able to hike. We paid thirty-five

dollars for the dog, knew we were get-

ting a good one, but did not think him
anything fancy. My friend, a farmer by
profession, who had the care of the dog,

was anxious to exhibit him in the Wor-
cester North Agricultural Fair. We did

so. Sankey, for that was his name, took
a blue ribbon, a special ribbon, won a
silver cup, and five points towards a
championship. His value immediately
increased by leaps and bounds until we
were offered one hundred and fifty dol-

lars for him. We decided, however, that
as he was the only good dog we had ever
owned, and had cost us so little, we would
keep him in the hope of future sport.

During October and November, in or-

der to improve my health, I stayed at
the Harvey Hale farm in New Hamp-
shire, for two periods of two weeks each.
This farm, a real old New England
homestead of the finest type, is most
richly endowed by nature. Situated on
a high hill, with Emerson Pond to the
east and Grassy Pond spread out on
the west, together with Mount Monad-
nock at its most attractive distance, the
combination of land and water affords
scenery of rare beauty. Sunrise and
sunset, in themselves a treat, were en-
hanced by the sight of numerous flocks

of ducks, and occasionally of geese, which
stopped in their flight to the sunny south
to rest and feed in the ponds.

“ Sankey,” the best dog we ever owned

M y second visit, just previous to

Thanksgiving, found the best of

the hir'd season passed, and the

flight of ducks almost at an end. Re-

alizing that such would be the case, I

took with me my hound Sankey, since

fox hunting promised to be the most
likely source of amusement. Many a

night, earlier in the fall, I had heard
the barking of foxes, while more than
once, at daybreak or at dusk, I had
seen them mousing in the fields immedi-
ately surrounding the buildings. Their
tracks were everywhere. No question
but that they were very plentiful! Be-
fore leaving home, I had had forty-nine

minds as to whether or not I should
risk taking the dog, owing to past sad
experience in similar ventures.

The first morning after my arrival

was clear, with little wind and a light

white frost, ideal for pestering Mr. Fox.
Harvey and I set out soon after break-
fast and had been gone less than three-

quarters of an hour in the direction of
Hubbard Pond, so-called, when the dog
took a fresh track and was soon driv-

ing finely. Shortly he passed out of
hearing, and, as the doctor’s orders al-

lowed me only moderate exercise, Harvey
and I dropped down in the lee of a stone
wall where we could enjoy the welcome
sunshine and await developments. I had
just remarked to Harvey that I had
walked as far as I was going to—was
going to play a waiting game. After
some twenty minutes, we once more heard
the dog, faintly, and knew that the game
had made a turn. Soon he came nearer,
packing the supposed fox hard. Then,
when within good hearing, he suddenly
changed tongue and barked “in.” I had
been told that when a fox “holed up,”
Sankey would stay not more than five
minutes before starting in search of his
master. He kept on barking, however.
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1

in a way that made me rather anxious.

I felt certain that he had a wildcat up
a tree or that there was some other

unusual circumstance. We accordingly

hurried down in the direction of Hub-
bard Pond, judging from the sound that
he was on the nearer shore. That morn-
ing, at the house, it happened that Mr.
Hale and I had discussed the dangerous
ice conditions, for the water on the vari-

ous ponds was skimmed over in protected
places along the banks. He had often
heard, he said, of a fox running out on
such new ice, knowing perhaps that it

would bear his weight but allow a dog
to break through, and drown.

P
RESENTLY we realized that the
barking came from the opposite
side, and on pushing through the

last fringe of brush, could see much
splashing of water. Excitement straight-
way reached a high pitch. We figured
that the dog was
a “goner.” What
wouldn’t I have
given for my bi-

n o c u 1 a r s! The
pond being large,

with long and ir-

regular coves,

there was no pos-

sibility of our get-

ting around to the

dog’s assistance in

less than several

hours. We did the

next best thing,

ran around the
first cove as fast

as the country
would permit and,
on reaching a sum-
mer camp, lost no
time in breaking a

padlock, grabbing a

boat, and in put-

ting out with a

broken paddle and
a pole for imple-

ments. In the
meantime, I had
shouted occasion-

ally to the dog,
calling him by
name, thinking
thus to reassure

whipped the dark blue waters, while in

the western distance Mount Monadnock
loomed forth boldly. Our progress across

was naturally slow, for the boat was flat-

bottomed, and the stiff breeze more
against than with us. Every few sec-

onds, as the waves smacked the square
sides, a dose of cold spray wet our knees

and legs. Yet there was no time to lose.

Any minute, one well directed stroke

of those knife-edged hoofs and Sankey
would have followed his last trail! The
buck was plunging fiercely in his strenu-

ous ice-breaking efforts. Every now and
then his forequarters showed for an in-

stant. If the splashing, flying spray in-

dicated aught, some battle was under
way. So we dug the water desperately,

while language too played its part.

P
erhaps a third of the distance to

the ice sheet had been covered when
a sudden stillness impressed our

bound he cleared the high bank. In-

stantly, the ready automatics poured

forth seven barrels of buckshot, the sole

effect of which was to hasten his flight.

Four or flve great jumps along the crest

and he dropped behind the protecting

ridge. To break a connecting channel

through the ice sheet that would admit
us to land, seemed easy; but when we
made the attempt, the boat struck with

a solid bump. Mr. Hale got his stout

pole into action and gradually worked
an opening for some four or flve boat

lengths. The ice, all of an inch thick,

was giving unexpectedly strong resist-

ance. For the first time, too, we re-

alized that the craft was leaking badly,

and this, together with the amount of

water already shipped, brought the gun-
wales uncomfortably hear the pond level.

The thought of the old tub’s foundering
was at best a chilly one. A glance ahead,
thirty yards to go, a moment’s hesita-

tion, and we re-

versed action,
heading for the

home shore. We
could not hasten
hence made port
none too soon.

Hubbard Pond, the scene of the complicated fox hunt

him and let him
know we were coming. When we had
shoved out several rods, our first un-

obstructed view of the farther shore

gave us a thrill. There, like the branches
of a small, scraggly tree, were the an-

tlers of an eight-or-ten-point buck show-
ing just above the water well out from
the shore; but neither before, nor then,

could we see the dog on land or in wa-
ter; yet his continual “ ’ow, ’ow, ’ow,”

testified that he was on the job. Tac-
tics changed abruptly. We made back
to land, snatched up guns dropped in the
first rush, dug deep into many pockets
for all available buckshot, and started out.

The wilderness setting about the pond
was of a sort that one might find in

the heart of the Maine woods. There
was no sign of human habitation save
the lone camp site. Pine and hemlock
of heavy growth bordered the pond in

solid ranks. A chill, crisp wind now

minds. The dog had ceased barking!

Could it be ? We stood up, strained

our eyes—the commotion was at an end.

Straightway, vengeful thoughts spurred

us on. Within the next few minutes, the

buck, previously up to his neck swim-
ming, reached bottom; now his whole
body showed above the surface. Stand-
ing broadside, head turned in our direc-

tion, he appeared exhausted. Again,
what wouldn’t I have given for my
old .44, which I often carried; but a fox

hunter on business bent must limit him-
self to strict essentials. By that same
token, no camera was at hand. One hun-
dred and fifty yards still intervened, a

third of which distance was open wa-
ter. Would fatigue plus curiosity hold
him until we pulled within range? Not
a chance! That deer was a firm be-

liever in “safety first.” Once started,

it took him but a twinkling to gain
the water’s edge, when with a single

E
quipped
with better

paddles, extra

poles, and with a

boat free of water,

we recrossed the
stretch at faster

speed, when re-

newed energy and

more clever man-
oeuvres forced a

passage. Then we
began taking notes

and much of the

story was simple

reading.

The buck, hard
pressed by Sankey,

had laid his course

for Hubbard Pond,

with the intention

of swimming across

to evade pursuit.

His approach had
been by a narrow

neck of land, or spit, that reached well

out from the main shore-line. Com-
ing to the pond bank, he found a hun-
dred yards of ice between him and the

open water. There was no turning
back save to confront the dog. He chose

to face other music, made the plunge,

and smashed his way for fifty yards to-

ward freedom. A mass of hair still

floating on the field of action bore wit-

ness that the sharp ice edges had not

curbed his courage. All this was clear

—but what of Sankey? No sign of him
on shore, no answer to our calls! Could
it be that fear of punishment at our
approach had caused him to retreat?

Surely, with that buck hemmed in be-

fore his very eyes, he had never left.

Could the deer have pushed him under
in such way that, coming up beneath the

ice, he had struck off in a wrong direc-

tion to find the surface? Or had a single

(continued on page 1.38)
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By W. LIVINGSTON EARNED

Doivn from Marco to Caximbas,
and Among the Mangrove Keys
of the Gulf Coast. What is a

Fisherman to Do When Barra-
cuda Gets the Groupers? Man-
eater and Hammer-head Para-
dise. Three Adventurous Cruis-

ers Fall in with a Mysterious

Craft and a Still More Mysteri-

ous Crew and Secure Definite

Proof That Someone is “Shoot-

ing Up ” the Egret Rookeries.

T O the members of the little party,

there was always picturesque value

to the adventurous caraval that,

having cruised successfully from Miami,

down the East Coast, through the Keys
and far up to Marco, in the Gulf, on

the opposite side of Florida, was now
jauntily headed for perhaps the most

highly seasoned pages of its sporting

diary.

Repairs had been made to the Mae at

Marco and she was towing her small

charge with old-time assurance. Hen-
dry, a monument of Iantern-jawed com-

placence, still kept to the wheel, with

Mr. King ready to relieve him as oc-

casion demanded. John, Jr., wa^ as

active as a monkey, shifting from the

larger craft to the smaller when the

mood happened to strike him or when
trolling took his fancy.

The weather was as near perfect as

fair skies, sunshine and pure, clean air

could make it and the uneventful trip

to Caximbas Pass was negotiated in

short order. Who could believe that it

was December 24th and that on the mor-
row Christmas would light its candles

over the universe of man ! The fine

sloping beach shimmered in the sun and

they were fast approaching the mouth
of the river, with a view of the town
of Caximbas, like a fairy village in a

magic sea, set high upon its quaint shell-

mound bluff. This curious formation of

shells

—

there are those who contend that

Indians threw them there in the fever-

ish search for pearls, five hundred years

ago—reaches a height of fifty feet as

it rises back of the shabby little town.

For there is not much to Caximbas

—

a dozen or more houses and the

smells and care-free abandon of

a fishing community. Now and again,

the dredges come in from the Gulf, with

their loads of dripping clams and Cax-
imbas cans them for the trade. Other-

wise it is desolate, uninhabitated—an
oasis, as it were, between the upper
regions of civilization and thejbustling

progressiveness of the Keys. The term
oasis is used advisedly, for wmle there

are few humans, the scenery isibeautiful.

N OW the boat ran in between two
large mangrove islands and the

mainland, with Key Romano, some
seven miles in length, a profitless realm
of shiny beach and mangrove thickets

over and through which the gulf waters
wash with the coming and the going of

the tides.

As soon as the Mae was clear of the

last swamp-land and the open water in-

vited, Mr. King took the wheel, while

Hendry and John went to the launch

for trolling. It was too fine a fishing

ground to allow this opportunity to pass.

Lines and spoons were rigged for

grouper, of which there were any num-
ber. Ten minutes had not passed be-

fore Hendry caught a five-pounder but

the tug on the cord suddenly eased and
the guide ripped out a cuss that did the

situation justice.

“Barracuda got him,” Hendry growled,

kicking the seat in his anger.

All that remained of the grouper was
a jagged head. Sharp teeth had done

the trick with speed and despatch.

Shortly afterward John had a similar

experience. Another five-pound grouper
fell prey to either hammer-head shark

or barracuda. And so it went, time

after time, and hour after hour. Not
once was a whole grouper brought to

the surface. The Mae seemed to be

traversing a rather shallow area, in

which grass grew luxuriantlv and oc-

casional beds of marl raised high enough

to be dangerous.

“We fish barracuda
then,” grunted Hendry,

“catch him and I hammer
his head in with hatchet.”

whereupon he lapsed into

another spell of fancy

cussing that had enough

Seminole mixed with it to

give it veneer for young
ears.

And then Hendry pre-

pared two two-hundred

yard lengths of sash cord

each with its chain-held

string of three large four-

inch hooks. He had

smuggled a fat mullet on

board from Marco, in ex-

pectation of some such

emergency, and long

strips of the fish were
fastened on the hooks.

“More trolling?” John
inquired, as Hendry made
the sash cords fast to the

launch seat, with a few
feet of play to spare at

their feet, “you could
catch a whale with this

rig.”

And it was John who
actually caught the first

barracud a—a fifteen-

pound flash of dark steel

blue in the sunlight. Poor
John was not expecting

that sudden and tem-
pestuous yank. The play

of cord caught one foot

and the boy was slammed
over against the side of

the launch with a force

that might have resulted

painfully had not Hen-
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The Egret is on the verge of extinction. Read what our native authorities have to say:
“Tourists who went to Florida prior* to 1880 have told me of prairies white with Egrets, of

bushy islands glistening in the sun-like snow banks. Now you may look for miles along a lake
shore and perhaps in the distance see a solitary Egret, which as your approach, with a frightened
squawk takes wing a rifle shot away. The rapid extermination of these plume-bearing birds i-i

startling evidence of man's power in the animal world. At his word a species is almost im-
mediately w’iped out. of existence. I have heard a plume hunter boast of killing three hundred
Herons in a 'rookery' in one afternoon. Another proudly stated that he and his companions had
killed one himdred and thirty thousand birds-—Herons, Egrets and Terns—during one Winter.
THE DESTRUCTION OF THESE BIRDS IS A BLOT ON FLORIDA'S HISTORY."

And again:

—

“The curse of these birds was the beautiful plumes or 'aigrettes' which they wear only in
the nesting season and which, for this reason, have often been called the 'Bridal' plumes. The
story of the destruction of these herons for their plumage is perhaps the most disheartening and
certainly the saddest of any connected with the killing of wild biMs in this country. The herons
and egrets nest in large colonies and the men employ^ by the feather dealers to obtain the
plumes, visit these colonies when the nesting season is at it's height and when ihe mother love
of the parent birds is so strong that no amount of shooting will make them leave the place.
Here, usually with small, noiseless rifles the herons are shot down as they come in from the
feeding ground with food for their young, as they sit upon their nests, or sometimes as they
come in attracted by a wounded comrade tieti to a stake in the swamp as a decoy. 'Ihe plumes
are then stripped from their backs and the bodies left to rot. Sad as this is. it is by no means
the saddest part of the story. The young birds which occupy the nests at this season and which
are of course entirely dependent on their parents for food, are left to starve to death after
pitifully calling, sometimes for days, for their parents who lie in the swamp beneath with their
backs tom out. that women may wear the looted plumes in their hats."

dry caught him. Mr. King saw what
had happened and slowed down the en-

gine, while the two of them played with
that fighting-mad barracuda. The Mac
swung slowly around, and Hendry’s
teeth clicked as he braced himself and
brought in John’s prize.

“Wow!” shouted John, “he’s first

cousin to a man-eater. Look at those

teeth.” He ended with a gurgle of dis-

may as the guide delivered a blow with
a hatchet that took some of the fight

out of the big fish.

“See mouth,” Hendry suggested, hold-

ing it wide, and still convulsively jerk-

ing, “sometime barracuda pulled in boat
and cause lots trouble. Big teeth—like

shark—long—make ugly wound. I see

barracuda break man’s wrist when he
thrash around. Crunch—very bad!”
And then John’s delighted companion

demonstrated how the three hooks did

their work. That whirling strip of mul-
t had been irresistible, but the last

k had saved the day. It was seldom
at they went further than the second.

M r. king called a halt to further

fishing, despite its allurements.

They must make Round Key be-

fore nightfall and the afternoon was
waning. In any event, despite the bad
luck at grouper fishing, the barracuda
made up for the first disappointment
and John, Jr., yielded to the call of the

next camp.
But the Mae's engine began to mis-

behave again, shortly after the new
start. Marco had provided new spark
plugs and other requisites. That hole

in the leaky cylinder, caused by rust,

had never been adequately repaired. A
new cylinder was really the only answer
to the problem and Marco did not keep
such a thing in stock. In order to make
any headway at all, Mr. King saw it

would be necessary to ^le out the old

break and plug it with a larger peg
of cypress. Cypress swells, when wet,

and until it bums out, is not a bad
makeshift.

Things went monotonously and at four
o’clock they were rolling pretty well in

the roughening water, with no hope of

an early get-a-way. It was then that

they had their

first glimpse of

the “Spoonbill,”

of Key West.
Around from
behind the but-

ton-like mass that was Round Key,
dimly seen to the southeast, came a boat.

As she slowly approached, they made her
out to be a sixty-foot, two-masted shar-

pie, traveling under her own power, with
sails reefed. She was dirty white in

color and was totally unlike any craft

they had seen along the Gulf Coast.

Hendry, grease from head to foot,

stood up astern, and watched her, with
an expression of quiet interest. Mr.
King and John were equally engrossed.

What was it about this newcomer, that

gave her marked individuality? They
could not put it in words, yet they

sensed it the mcmient she began to take

definite form against the yellowing sky.

Now she was off their starboard and
obviously making for the Mae on a direct

line. When within a hundred feet, she

stopped and a short, stockily-built man
could be seen atop the cabin, waving his

hands.

“Hello .... Hello, there!” a voice

sounded across the water.

An answering call was given.

“Any extra gasoline?” inquired the

stout person on the cabin of The Spoon-
bill

“Two freshly-filled drums,” was Mr.
King’s reply.

“Can we get five gallons from you
.... it’s an emergency need.” continued
the stout gentleman. “All out.—or near-
ly so. It would be a real favor.”

“We’ll let you have the gasoline for a

return-favor,” said Mr. King, “engine
trouble here .... hole in cylinder that

lets in water. Can you tow us over to

the lee of Round Kev? Don’t want to be

caught ^
here at
night.” ;

The an-

k

swer was a

prompt
o n e . The small
power boat they had
been towing behind

The Spoonbill was
seen to put off and
in a moment or so it

came alongside, with
a tow-line. The oc-

cupant was a study in char-

acter. This man, whom they
had not seen before was an-

gular, abominably dressed

and with hair and beard that

had not been clipped in many
months. He was a veritable

hermit; bronzed and weather-
beaten. Methodically he
tossed up the line and Hen-
dry made it fast. A can had
been brought for the gas-

oline. Obvious it was that

the stout person was taking
no chances. Hendry did the

honors and away sped the lit-

tle power boat. Not a dozen
words had been exchanged.

“I wouldn’t call him ex-

a c 1 1 y hospitable,” sniffed

John, “wonder who he is and
where he came from. That’s

a grand make-up. If he had
a cutlass and a sash he’d be
a pirate.”

t
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Craw Fish! Well rather. And they make the common lobster of everyday com-
merce look like fiddlers. There is no sweeter meat in the Gulf Waters

Mr. BLing looked up but did not reply.

Hendry was rubbing his chin and
thinking in the usual Hendry way.

T hus it transpired that the Mae was
towed under the lee of Round Key
at sunset, where she dropped an-

chor in comparatively shallow water.
Much to their surprise, the larger craft

also anchored, not a hundred feet away.
There was nothing to take them ashore,

for the Key was merely a barren, unin-
habitated island of cabbage-palm, but-

tonwood and mangrove.
Hendry prepared a corking good sup-

per of barracuda—the meat is dark and
appetizing, and this, with plenty of cof-

fee and biscuits made in the little “dutch
oven” that was set astride the fire pot.

And Hendry could make biscuit!

At eight o’clock a wonderful moon
suddenly bobbed up from the upper
fringe of the Big Cypress. It haloed

water and land with a mystic, thrilling

coat of silver.

“Suppose we go over and see our
friends across the way,” suggested Mr.
King, “they might have some mechanical
solution for our leaking cylinder prob-

lem. It’s worth a try.”

All three crawled into the launch and
they were soon alongside the “mystery
ship,” as John was inclined to call it.

Only the lights in her double cabin were
visible. But the noisy launch had
brought some one on deck.

“Hello-o-o!” came that same drawling
voice.

“Are visitors welcome?” inquired Mr.
King, “we thought you might give us

some advice .... about the leaky cyl-

inder.”

A momentary, reluctant pause, and
then—

“Sure.”
Down all three stepped into the dimly

lighted cabin—a large and roomy one,

equipped for long cruises. John had time

to note, with some surprise, as he de-

scended the hatchway steps, that the out-

side top of that cabin was tacked solid

with coon skins. There were dozens of

them, expertly arranged to dry.

And such a cabin!

Piles of skins of cat, coon and even
deer. Cases filled with stuffed tropic

birds. Shelves that groaned with queer
bottles and sinister black tin boxes. One
giant glass container held no less than
fifty pounds of powdered arsenic. There
was alum and bulbous wads of cotton

and mechanical contrivances that looked

oddly surgical in their sleek metal trays.

Forward there were two dishevelled

bunks. Of food there was a-plenty—
cans and bags and boxes of it in end-

less array—a perfect treasure trove of

supplies.

John was hypnotized by the odor and
the contents of that cabin. He sensed

the art of the taxidermist and the ad-

venturous spirit of the true sportsman.

Romance tinged the very air.

It soon became apparent that The
Spoonbill could not assist them in an
engine way. Flynt, who was the Cap-
tain and the Mate and the Chief En-
gineer and any number of other things

about this strange boat accompanied
Hendry to the Mae and had a look at

the obstinate cylinder, but he shook his

head emphatically. As they were leav-

ing, the guide ran back to Mr. King’s

kit bag and extracted something which
he put in his side pocket with extra care.

Upon their return, they found that

John, Jr., had been made superlatively

happy. Tipley, owner of The Spoonbill,

had picked out a very beautiful pink

spoonbill—a nearly perfect specimen

—

and presented it to the boy with his com-
pliments, plus instructions in taxidermy,

and a handy set of blow-pipes, drills with
spiral ratchets, etc., for bird eggs.

I

N the meanwhile, Mr. King, who had
been a bit suspicious from the very
first glimpse of that Round Key shar-

pie, had listened, without asking ques-

tions. No one asks questions up these

rivers and in these waters. It is one of

the things that is distinctly not done.

Those who have been there will tell you
that the speediest way to get yourself

disliked, is to hang out a question mark.
The reason is fairly obvious. The men
of this locality are, as a rule, “wanted
for something.” There are Key West
renegades, and Florida crackers with a
price on their heads and, here and there,

a man of intelligence from some un-

known place, who, for reasons best known
to himself, wishes to be dead in the eyes

of the world.

Mark Tipley belonged (o the latter

class. Mr. King had not talked with him
ten minutes before he saw that the long

beard and the shaggy growth of hair
and the almost filthy clothes, were but
the crust of a remarkable character.

Tipley had a splendid command of lan-

guage, was an interesting talker and had
traveled far.

He allowed it to be understood that,

with Flynt, a Key West fisherman and
guide, he was spending a year along the

gulf, collecting specimens, for purely
scientific purposes. The appearance of

the cabin certainly bore this out. It was
like the quaint shop of a professional

taxidermist. Mr. King made mental note
of the fact that they were long on coon
skins.

Tipley was an expert at skinning, cur-

ing and mounting. He had many speci-

mens to illustrate his handiwork, and gave
John an hour’s careful talk on the sub-

ject. This, of course, quite won over the

boy, who had a natural aptitude for tax-

idermy and was eager to take home many
trophies of the trip to his mother and
sister. The pink spoonbill, along with
many others in the cabin, had been shot

We seemed to have run into a World of

Sharks. Here and there, a passing
cruiser would hoist captured monsters as

proof that overboard bathing might not
prove healthy sport

>
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Even to experienced fishermen, the whip
ray remains a constant marvel. It’s

markings are strangely beautiful and as
may be seen, they grow to great size

up Nine-mile lake, so Tipley explained.
The innumerable coons had been trapped
by Captain Flynt, who went out each day
along the Mangrove island beaches, and
set them for the value of the pelts.

“Worth more than otter,” was Flynt’s
laconic observation. And again Mr. King
wondered. No scientific society would be
particularly anxious to receive a con-

signment of coon skins ! The circum-
stances were strangely conflicting.

And once Captain Flynt had said The
Spoonbill came from Long Key. Tipley
had mentioned Key West. Fl3mt, how-
ever, although he looked like Rip Van
Winkle and had the manners of a pirate,

knew everything there was to know about
fishing and trapping, and Hendry mooned
up to him in a jiffy, making him talk a
perfect streak. John, too, was eager to

hear some of these stories of Big Cypress
adventure.

There against the cabin wall, was a
splendid deer skin. It made Hendry’s
eyes glitter with envy. Captain Flynt
said that he had shot it far up Turner
River, beyond the cypress strands. No

—

there were no deer near the gulf.

It was remembered that the jug of
rum received in exchange from Johnny
Billy was under one of the seats in the
launch, and Mr. King secured it, offer-

ing liberal cupsful to Tipley and the
Captain. This act broke the last bar-
riers of mysterious reserve. And as the
surveyor told of his mission to survey
ground in the Everglades and along Big
Cypress, Tipley waxed eloquently talk-
ative. Suspicion was allayed.

Nothing would do but that Flynt
should serve some of his famous “Sting-
ray Flipper.” They had caught one that

morning and there was a pot of the

thick, full-flavored chowderish mixture,

ready to heat. It tasted bully good.

Even John, who was not much for

“queer” concoctions was forced to admit
that “Flipper” from stingray was de-

licious.

I

T was ten o’clock when meal and stories

were finished, and then Tipley made
a chance remark that ended almost

as Hendry had planned.

“If I give you a pair of scissors will

you cut my hair?” asked the owner of

The Spoonbill, “I can’t stand this mop
any longer. Saw myself in a mirror this

morning and it gave me a shock. We
look like a couple of mangroves hung
with moss.”
“Sure I’ll act barber,” assented Mr.

King, “but why use scissors when there

is something superlatively better. I have
a pair of very professional clippers on
the Mae—take them along for my beard.

I’ll get those and make a good job of it.”

Hendry dipped into his pocket and pro-

duced the clippers.

He afterwards declared that he had
intended using them on Captain Flynt,

whether asked or not. John laughed un-

til he cried, watching the operation. Tip-

ley was given a pretty decent beard trim

and hair cut, but when The Spoonbill’s

barber reached Flynt, he solemnly left a

ridge of hair in the middle of the Cap-
tain’s head similar to famous Zip, of

the Bamum & Bailey circus. But Flynt

seemed unaware of the trick that had
been played upon him. When Mr. King
finished, the floor of the cabin was one
mass of hair—some of it red, for Tipley’s

beard was picturesquely auburn.
As they were preparing to leave, John

did a little rummaging on his own ac-

count. He lifted one of the locker seats

beneath the bunks, having detected a
feathered foot protruding. In the shal-

low space there were bodies—gorgeous
white, fluffy birds.

“Oh Gee!” was his sudden exclama-
tion.

Tipley turned in a second. So did

Flynt. The latter made a running jump
to the boy’s side and yanked down the
top of the locker. It was all accom-
plished before anyone quite realized the
significance of the act.

“Better stay out of there!” warned Tip-
ley, “I keep poisonous chemicals in that
locker—and there are birds in it, too

—

birds that have been dead too long.”

“I think you should keep your fingers

out of things,” reprimanded Mr. King,
frowning at the boy.

“It’s all right—don’t mind,” said Tip-

ley, master of the situation, “but I didn’t

want him to have a finger burned off

or an eye put out. Where are you fel-

lows going tomorrow?”
“Turner River,” said Mr. King.
“Why not try the Thickehunahatchee

for deer?” suggested Tipley, whereat
Captain Flint nodded, and Hendry grunt-

ed his approval, “it’s Christmas! Make
it a celebration. We will have some fresh

venison and perhaps a turkey or two.

That is real game country. The boy
will get all the fishing he wants—and
perhaps we shall secure something
worthy of saving for his collection.”

“We’re on!” replied Mr. King, on the

spur of the moment.
He accepted the invitation for more

than one reason.

They cruised about for a half hour
in the moonlight, for never was there

fairer Christmas Eve than this. Not a
breath of air stirring and the tufted

cabbage-palms, water oaks, buttonwood
and mulberry trees of Round Key sharp-

ly defined, against the starry sky. Hen-
dry’s pipe had an inviting, aromatic per-

fume and he was crooning to himself

as he stood at the wheel. They went
far up the shore and slowly back to the

Mae. She rested snugly under the lee

of the island, her one light shining a>

welcome.

And there beyond, ghostly in the moon-
light, was that othe^;, boat, a dull, grey
mass, unrelieved by so much as a glim-

mer.

John and his father were tucked away
(continued on page 140 )

Fishermen like best to lazily cruise in and out and around the fantastic button-balls
of islands that are characteristic of this coast. And every island has it’s fringe of

oysters, it’s game and it’s fishing nooks
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LAKE ERIE HUT FISHING
ONE OF THE MOST ALLURING OF WINTER SPORTS WHICH IN-

CIDENTALLY COMBINES RECREATION WITH FINANCIAL GAIN

By JEFFERSON WILLIAMSON

The huts are made of the lightest materials to enhance their portability

F
ishing
in huts far

out on the

midwinter ice of

Lake Erie is a

novelty among
pastimes that is

growing rapidly

in popularity.
For several years

this style of fish-

ing was carried

on purely as a

commercial prop-

osition, but such

is no longer the

case. Piscatori-

ally inclined busi-

ness and profes-

s i o n a 1 men of

Cleveland, Toledo,

Detroit and other

cities have found
it to be one of the

most alluring of

sports and are in-

vading the field

in increasing
numbers each

winter.

The originator

of hut fishing is

said to have been
Frank Shirley, a
boatbuilder and
skipper residing

in Lakeside, Ohio,

a short distance

west of Cleveland.

He is accredited

with being the father of “Piketown,”

which is probably the largest of the hut

fishing colonies on the southern side of

Lake Erie. Last winter “Piketown”

consisted of some 300 huts, about eighty

percent of which were used by commer-

cial fishermen and the rest by men who
liked the sport and did not care a rap

about the money there was in it. And
last year, incidentally, there was extra-

ordinarily big money in it—net profits

ranging anywhere from $25 to $75 a day.

At 15 and 16 cents a pound, undressed,

the catch has to be considerable to total

$75, as a simple process of mathematics

easily demonstrates. The prices were

higher last winter due to the war, with

its resultant conservation of meats, and

this provided an eager market for all

the fish that could be caught.

j

T he favorite hut fishing grounds are

at Monroe Piers, Mich., a few miles

south of Detroit, at Toledo Beach,

about eight miles south of Monroe Piers,

and the shoals in the vicinity of Put-

in Bay. But the fishing is done more or

less almost anywhere on the southern

side of the lake

—

Ballast Island, Starve

Island, Middle Bass, Rattlesnake, Green

Island, these are but a few of the haunts
of the fishermen.

The fishermen go out anywhere from
half a mile to more than two miles off

shore. You will find venturesome ones
out two and a half miles on the steamer
lane in what is known as the South Pas-
sage, where the water is thirty feet deep
or more. But as a rule, the average
fisherman is content to remain closer in-

shore. The fishing is satisf3dng there
and the risks are fewer.

The fishing generally begins in Jan-
uary, after the low December tempera-
tures have hardened the ice to a thick-

ness of from six to eighteen inches and
continues until the end of February or
as late as the middle of March. It all

depends on the condition of the ice, and
that, in turn, of course is dependent on
the weather.

The shanties, or huts, in which the

fishing is done generally are six feet

long, four wide and seven high. They
are made of the lightest of materials to

enhance their portability. On a two-by-
one-inch wooden framework canvas is

tacked, sometimes burlap bags, some-
times tin sheeting. But the ideal cov-

ering is canvas. There is a door, of

course, and a
small window,
but the window is

kept heavily
blinded while the

fishing is being
done. The fisher-

man uses it only

when he wants to

peer out occasion-

ally for one rea-

son or another.

But while he is

fishing he must
have darkness,

absolute darkness.

In this darkness

the fisherman sits

on a stool and
peers down into

the hole he has
cut through the

ice. This hole

should be about
15 inches wide
and 24 to 30 in-

ches long, chipped
away slantingly

underneath so the

fisherman can see

the approach of

the fish before it

reaches the hole

proper. It is so

clear in the dark-

ness that the sand
bottom is visible

and the antics of

the cannibalistic

pike as they grab
for the decoy can be observed clearly

in every detail. Any moving object can
be seen clearly in the water. The prin-

ciple is the same as that of the Catalina

Island glass bottomed boats.

There is one other requisite in the

construction of the hut. Its canvas roof

must have a chimney, for ventilation, a
chimney say about a foot high, with a

raised hood. This ventilator is an ab-

solute necessity as will be seen farther

on.

When the fisherman has located his

hut, the first thing he does is to bed

its base with snow. This helps to an-

chor it, assures its stability against the

forty-mile breezes that are quite com-
mon on Lake Erie in midwinter. It also

adds to the interior warmth of the hut.

But warmth is an easy problem, for

each hut is provided with a diminutive

stove, usually oil burners, which make
the hut so cozy that the fisherman per-

spires in his shirt sleeves.

In addition to bedding snow around
the base of the hut, the fisherman usually

takes extra precautions to see that his

structure will “stay where it is put,” by
anchoring it with light ropes and wooden
pegs driven into the ice.
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T he huts are hauled to the scene by

horse and cart, or by auto delivery

wagon, and they are moved from

one location to another on the ice by the

same means, for it is seldom that a fish-

erman remains a great length of time

on any one spot. As .long as the fish

keep running he remains, but when the

run seems to have stopped he goes to

another position. The habits of the fish

regulate the habits of the fishermen.

The fishing is done both by spears, or

gigs, and by hook and line, short drop

lines or handlines. Pike are speared;

pickerel, yellow-ringed perch and sun-

fish take the line, with live or frozen

minnows as the bait. Spearing and
hooking may be done simultaneously

through the same hole. The perch and
sunfish run in schools. One may catch

a bushel of them in a very short time,

and then again the catch may be only

a few in a day. Their weight ranges

from one to four pounds. But invariably

the bulk of the catch is perch and sun-

fish, despite the' steady regularity with

which the fisherman may be able to plant

his spearpoint between the ribs of the

voracious pike.

Pike, perch and sunfish are caught at

short distances out from the shore; the

fisherman must go farther out to get

pickerel, out to 28 or 30 feet of water.

Quite often bass are caught, too, but
these must be thrown back into the wa-
ter because it is illegal to catch them.
The bass generally are found in deep
water, usually where*there is a current.

I

T is the pike fishing that furnishes

the greatest amount of excitement and
requires the greatest amount of skill.

The fisherman uses wooden minnows,
which he prefers to whittle out himself.

The shop minnow seldom, if ever, suits

him. There are old-timers in the Put-in

Bay district who spend many hours of

their spare time in the fall and summer
whittling out these minnows and experi-

menting with them in a tub of water,
for the minnow must be made to do cir-

cus stunts, to dance like a jack-on-a-

stick at the end of a piece of cord. When
the whittling is completed, the minnows

are sandpapered, a bit here, a bit there

until they reach a state of perfection

satisfactory to the fisherman. The min-

nows one fisherman cuts out for him-

self never would do for another fisher-

man. Each has individual whims about

the manner in which the decoy should

behave in the water. There is no swap-

ping of products, no dependency on one

another except that one man might listen

to another’s suggestions, then ignore

them or accept them as he saw fit.

When the whittling and sandpapering

is completed the minnows are painted a

shade resembling a live fish, or some dark

color. The minnows are about six in-

ches long. Each fisherman generally

has a collection of them—the one he

used last summer, the one he made this

summer and others he has had for a

varying number of years. The spirit of

improvement on one’s own handiwork
is a constant stimulus to steady annual
output. The casual fisherman, out only

for the sport of the thing, gets his de-

coys either from these hardy native sons

or buys them in a sporting goods store,

and all things considered, gets along

just as well with them, I dare say. At
least, he is generally satisfied with the

results.

The decoy minnow must be kept on
the move. Attaching it to a cord the

fisherman drops it into the water to a
depth of about two feet. There he keeps

it darting around in a circle. And he
poises his spear, which is of the five-

tined type. The pike gets inquisitive

about it. At lightning speed he darts

forward and strikes the minnow, and
goes by. A minute or two later he
comes back slowly, to find out what sort

of strange animal he has encountered.
He noses his way slowly. Spear poised,

the fisherman nails him. The aim is

generally amidships, so that if the aim
is poor, or the pike starts his getaway
for some reason earlier than usual, the

spear has a moment’s more time in which
to impale him. The barbs of the tines

hook under his bones and hold fast. His

doom is sealed.

Some of the fishermen put a three-

gang hook on the minnows to bother the

pike a moment until they have time to

spear him, for the spearing must be done

with tremendous rapidity. But the old,

practised fisherman wants none qf the

three-gang hook.

L
ast winter, the fishermen said, was
the best in the history of the sport.

On one day, with the “wind from

the west when fish bite best,” 200 pike

were taken in each of two huts near

Lakeside, and big catches were general

throughout the season. Five pounders

were not uncommon and very few of

the pike weighed less than two pounds.

The biggest pike of the season weighed

six and one-half pounds and measured
four feet, a veracious fisherman asserts.

It is a poor fisherman who cannot get

at least twenty-five pike a day. Com-
mercial fishermen grew rich on the kill

last winter. Their market was steady

and certain, and in many cases *they did

not even have to take the trouble to

deliver their catches. Automobiles run-

ning out over the ice constantly took

up all the supply they had and paid

them spot cash if demanded. These prof-

its lured many newcomers to the field,

made many commercial fishermen out of

men who combined business with pleas-

ure—men from the little towns and cities

along the lake, postmasters, storekeepers,

lawyers, doctors, all sorts and conditions

of men who tried their luck for two or

three days at a stretch or two or three

weeks, whenever they could spare the

time from their regular pursuits.

The cost of the hut, spear, lines and
all other requisites ranges between $30
and $40, and are easily obtainable, par-
ticularly in the villages in the Put-in
Bay neighborhood.

Among these appurtenances not thus
far mentioned is a small scoop net with
which to pick up the scum ice that may
have been ground away somewhere, or

(continued on page 140)

I

The hut in the foreground is one of the best types, warm, and comfortable in the coldest weather
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MAKING YOUR OWN BASS BUGS
A PLEASANT OCCUPATION FOR THE WINTER EVENINGS THAT LINKS
MEMORIES OF LAST YEAR WITH ANTICIPATIONS OF THE COMING SEASON

. By NOA SPEARS

Having hinted quite broadly in a pre-

vious article on bass fishing with

homemade floating flies that I

would not be averse to revealing the mys-

teries of the construction thereof, the

editor has been unkind enough to take

advantage of my weak moment—but I

trust the result may help some brother

of the rod to while away his winter even-

ings, while the wife knits another sweater

for the boys who are still over there and

the kids are roasting apples and pop-

ping corn before the fire.

The accompanying illustrations show

as best I can the various steps in the

making, but pictures, however good,

never explain, at least to me, just how
each step was taken and many essential

points cannot be illustrated.

The first step should be to prepare the

colored shellacs with which to paint the

bodies, which are of cork and do not

take oil paints and varnish well and dry

too slowly.

Get half a pint of white shellac dis-

solved in alcohol and one ounce each of

yellow, red, white and b^own dry paint

colors, and a small amount of the dry

powdered aluminum. Then take a one-

ounce clear glass stoppered bottle for

each color you intend to make and pour

them half full of the shellac. Add color

and shake well until all the color is well

mixed with the shellac. Enough color

should be used to give good covering

quality, otherwise too many coats are

required. Light colors require more of

the pigment then darker colors. If you

get it too thick a little alcohol will thin

the mixture and should they evaporate

alcohol will restore them perfectly. A
medium heavy body is easier to apply

than one too thin as it runs off and
requires more coats to produce strong

colors.

The yellow and red may be blended

in another bottle to produce a good, deep

orange, and other similar mixtures can

be produced by experimenting. Always
keep the glass stoppers in the bottles

tight to prevent evaporation.

A small, cheap bristle brush, say %-
inch in diameter, will serve to apply the

shellacs, as a good brush is soon stiffened

anyhow and the painting is rather crude

because shellac doesn’t “work” like

paint. Dipping is good if your bottles

have wide enough mouths and a hat pin

serves well to carry the bodies while

being dipped.

Next get a small flat-nose plier, a

pair of straight manicure scissors

as delicate as possible, a dozen

sneck hooks, size 3/0 or 2/0 as you pre-

fer, a couple of dozen No. 3 extra long

corks as free from pores and defects as

possible, a couple of sheets each of 0

and 00 sandpaper, and 2 spools of waxed

dental floss. The sneck hooks may be
changed to some other style if not ob-

tainable, but be sure to select a hook
with a large eye, rather stiff shank, yet

not too heavy, and of best quality. Car-
lisle’s are too light and springy, O’Shaugh-

nessy’s are too blunt and heavy, while
Pennell’s have a turned down eye which
spoils them to loop the leader through,
even if the eye were big enough.

With the pliers bend the offset out

of the sneck hooks as a straight set

hook works best on these flies. Take
one of the corks and with a sharp pocket

knife trim off the edge of the larger end,

cut a slice off one side to form the belly,

then trim the smaller end so the cork

appears as in illustration No. 2. Smooth
up the entire cork now, so it will finish

nicely, using whichever grade of sand-

paper works best on the materials.

Next cut small notches about ^-inch
deep across belly to simulate the natural
segments on a real bug, and a notch

around the entire body at what would be

the neck of the bug, so your body then

looks like illustration No. 3.

Stretch across your desk, or elsewhere

out of the way, a piece of string to hang
the bodies on while they are drying after

each coat of enameling.

Take some common pins and bend their

heads over so they make hooks or han-

gers—using the pliers for this. These
with the bodies impaled upon the points

will hang nicely and the bent pins also

make a handle to use while applying

the shellacs or enamels. Impale the bod-

ies at the small end so the excess shellac

will gravitate to the large end which is

A photograph illustrating the successive steps in making bass bugs
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the head, as this end gets the brunt of

all weeds, brush and other wearing fric-

tion when in use and the enamels wear
off first on the head, unless made thicker

on that part of the body.

After as many bodies are made and
ready for painting as you want, in-

sert the pin hangers and apply two
or three coats of colors as you choose,

allowing each coat to dry well, especially

the last.

While the coats are drying prepare
the hooks by tying on the “tails.” For
this I use the long hair from the tails

of deer, squirrel, coons, fox or skunks,
or any other that is long and wiry. Quite
a range of color may thus be had in

natural hair and the selection or blend-
ing is entirely optional with you.
The best way to keep the hair in shape

for handling is to leave it on the skin,

either dried or tanned and then select

and cut off each time with the manicure
scissors just the amount you wish to use.

This keeps the end even in a natural
way and prevet^nts getting the colors all

jumbled up.

When you have selected a small bunch
of hair, gather its outer ends in a neat

bundle so you can grasp it between thumb
and forefinger, cut it away close to the

skin, work out all the short hairs and
fur by blowing them away while holding

• the hairs by their outer ends, then tie

on as hereafter described.

When the cork bodies are well dried

a hole must be made through endwise,

to pass the hook through. This hole

should be started at the large end and
below the center, so the finished fly will

have more weight below than above and
consequently float with back up and hook

down. The hole should emerge near the
small end in the belly portion.

The best way I have ever found to

make this hole is to bore it with a dent-
ists’ drill using a bur size Nos. 6 or 7,

which is about ^-inch in diameter, but
if you can’t find a dentist who will ac-

commodate you, a hot wire about the
size of a coarse hairpin would burn the
hole neat and smooth. If you prefer
the cork body can be cut in half end-
wise before enameling, a groove made
for the hook and the two halves tied

together at the neck and near the tail

after the hook with tail tied on has been
placed, but this is more trouble and less

neat than the bored hole.

The hole should be enlarged slightly

at the tail end, so the slight bundle made
in tying the tail hairs to hook will find

room without stretching or splitting the
cork. This back end should be split out
about %-inch after the hole is bored,

using the manicure scissors, and leaving

the body appearing like illustrations

Nos. 5 and 6, on the opposite page.

T ying the tails on hooks is done best

as follows: Cut off about 12 inches

of the waxed dental floss, and tie

a loop that will, when drawn tight, be
a knot, leaving one end long and one
short.

Lay this loop at hand and select and
cut off the hair to be used. Remove
short hairs and place around hook, so

the loop may then be slipped over hook
shank and hairs and drawn tight. Wrap
the hair tightly on shank for half an
inch, as smoothly as possible and tieing

in hard knot. Illustration No. 7 shows
this completed.

Next apply shellac to the wrapped por-
tion and insert eye of hook in tail end
of body and push gently through until

the tied portion is inside of body and
eye of hook is protruding from head, as
shown in figure 8. The point of hook
should be turned dovmward and a coat
of shellac added to help keep the hook
in position.

Let this coat of shellac dry before ty-

ing on the wings.
When ready to add the wings cut the

groves or notches on the side of neck
so the cork is again exposed, as the flare

of the wings depends on your drawing
the thread deep into these notches and
the enamel prevents the cork readily giv-

ing to the pressure.

Cut off about 18 inches of the waxed
dental floss and tie it tightly around the
neck in the groove, leaving one end long,
and making the knot either on back or
belly side. Select and cut off hair for
each wing and have them paired as to
length, color, mixture, etc. Place hair
in position on one side of fly, pass the
long end of thread around neck groove
over wing and tie tight. Then pl^e
other wing and with long end wrap six
or eight turns around the neck groove,
drawing tight on first turns till desired
flare is obtained. Tie in hard knot and
trim off ends of thread and hair close,

using the manicure scissors. Shellac the
wrapping and head, several coats, using
a different color from the body if you
wish. I use a light color or white on the
heads, as it aids in watching the fly as
you retrieve it when fishing.

As a finishing touch go over the whole
body with some of the uncolored shellac
as it adds brilliancy and gloss and is

more water-proof than those containing
colors.

Tying the wings on will be the hardest
at first, but a few trials will make your
fingers more deft, and teach you how
to get the set to the wings that makes

(continued on page 136)

Different types of bass bugs; several have seen active service
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SAVE NEW JERSEY’S PHEASANTS!

"THE following communication has been received

from the American Game Protective Association

:

“Disturbing rumors are afloat with regard to an

attempt to remove protection from ringneck hen

pheasants in New Jersey. The flve-year closed sea-

son on these birds expires this year. It should be,

by all means, renewed. If it is not, years of devoted

and successful work on the part of Mr. Duncan
Dunn, superintendent of the New Jersey state game
farm, will go for naught. New York has been pro-

ducing more ringnecks than New Jersey, as it has

three state farms, and its breeding operations have

covered a longer period of years, yet a proposal

to remove the protection afforded the female of the

species would And the sportsmen of that state in

arms instanter.

Here is an opportunity for the newly-formed New
Jersey State Sportsmen’s Association. It is also

taken for granted that the Board of Game Com-
missioners will act vigorously in this matter. Every
sportsman in New Jersey should file his protest at

once, both with the board and his representative in

the legislature, too. It will take only about two

years to make the ringneck a memory in New Jer-

sey, if protection is removed from the hen. To
take such action when years of intelligent stocking

are beginning to bear fruit would be suicidal. New
Jersey sportsmen should arise in their might and
protest.”

If it is the desire of the sportsmen of New Jersey

further to propagate the ringneck pheasant it is

highly important that the protection of the hen bird

be continued, but while on this subject it should

be stated that the sportsmen of this country have

never been and are not at present united on the de-

sirability of introducing foreign game birds into

American coverts. Many experienced and able stu-

dents of game conservation believe that all of our

efforts and money should be devoted to the propaga-

tion of native birds, and many believe that the scar-

city of native birds in sections of the country where
the ringneck pheasants have been introduced is due
largely to the carniverous and predatory habits of

these wily Orientals.

A SPORTSMEN’S MEMORIAL TO A GREAT LEADER
yHE National Association of Audubon Societies and
^

its affiliated State Organizations, Bird Societies

and Sportsmen’s Clubs, throughout the country, will

at once begin the work of providing for the ultimate
erection of a notable work of art to be known as the

Roosevelt Memorial Bird Fountain.
There is not the slightest doubt, but wffiat the

lovers of out-of-door life will combine to support
this tribute to our great fallen leader. Colonel
Roosevelt was the most forceful champion of wild
life conservation the world has ever produced. He
exposed the school of sham nature writers and drove
them to cover under the stinging appellation of na-
ture fakers. He encouraged by example, by influ-

ence and by contributions the work of scientific

natural history study. As President he established

the principle of the United States Bird Reservations
and by executive order created thirty-eight of these

federal bird sanctuaries. As a hunter he taught the
world lessons in straight, clean sportsmanship.

T. Gilbert Pearson, the Secretary of the Audubon
Society, who originated the idea, has been given the
approval of Mrs. Roosevelt.

It is understood that the most eminent sculptors

in America will present plans for the fountain which
when completed will be not only the most unique
but one of the handsomest works of out-of-door art

in the world. Its location will be decided upon later.

A National Committee of nature lovers and sports-

men has been formed to advance the project. Sug-
gestions and subscriptions should be sent to Mr.
Pearson at the offices of the Association, 1974 Broad-
way, New York City.

TO DOMESTICATE THE MUSK-OX-
yHE return of Mr. Stefansson from the far north,
^ where he has done such splendid work in explora-

tion and made so many discoveries of new lands and
new people, is a matter for congratulation, not only

to the Canadian Government that sent him out, but
to all of us in the United States. What Mr. Stefans-

son has done, the great distances that he has traveled, .

the new islands and new animals that he has dis-

covered have been told of briefly in the daily net^^s-

papers and need not be repeated here. A matter
of great interest to naturalists and hunters alike is

the fact that in Isachsen Land he discovered a race

of caribou, hardly more than half the size of the
Barren Ground caribou of the Coppermine River
country, which in its turn is much smaller than the

animal of the woodlands, the one best known to

American sportsmen.
A matter of still wider interest is Mr. Stefansson’s

announcement of a belief that the musk-ox may be
domesticated, and may be reintroduced in portions

of Northern Alaska. It is well understood by zo-

ologists that at a point not very distant in time

—

perhaps within a hundred years—the musk-ox was
found in some numbers on the west side of the Mac-
kenzie River and Dr. R. M. Anderson, we believe,

found among the Esquimaux living in Alaska a musk-
ox robe still in use, which was reported to have been
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taken in Alaska by the father of the man who owned
it and who sold it to Dr. Anderson.

Mr. Stefansson is reported to have declared that

the musk-ox is easily handled, that it can be driven

by men on foot, and he believes that it would be prac-

ticable to round up a herd of musk-oxen in the Barren

Grounds and slowly and quietly drive them westward
to a permanent range in Alaska.

It is understood that one of the large owners of

reindeer in Alaska purposes to try to arrange with

the Canadian Government to exchange a large num-
ber of reindeer for a much smaller number of wild

musk-oxen. Reindeer in Alaska have thriven won- .

derfully well and have greatly increased in numbers.

There is no evident reason why they should not do

as well to the east of the boundary lines as they

have to the west, and if they do flourish in Canada
they will provide to the people of that far northern

country a domestic food animal of great value. So

too if the musk-ox can be taken into Alaska and held

there under domestication there is good reason to

think that it will do well, will increase in numbers
and will add to the resources of northern Alaska an

important item of subsistence and a valuable fur.

The matter is one of great interest. While there

is perhaps no reason to suppose that the musk-ox
in British America is likely immediately to become
extinct, it is still true that its range is constantly

contracting. It is an unsuspicious animal and easily

killed ; and, notwithstanding the* effort made by the

Canadian Government to protect it, its future is still

uncertain. The experiment of domesticating it sug-

gests great possibilities.
*

WILD ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA
'T'HE National Geographic Society has compiled in

^ book form two very interesting and authoritative

articles that appeared in separate numbers of the

National Geographic Magazine concerning the

mammals of North America. Mr. Edward W. Nel-

son, chief of the United States Biological Survey,

has written introductory articles on both the larger

and smaller mammals and a concise and accurate

account of the habits and life histories of each

species. Mr. Nelson is eminently fitted for the writ-

ing of just such a work as he has spent a life-time

in close study both in the field and in the laboratory

j

and is thoroughly conversant with his subject. The
text is supplemented by 64 pages of illustrations in

I
color from original paintings by that inimitable

artist-naturalist, Louis Agassiz Fuertes, which in
' itself lends distinction and credit to the work. It

also contains numerous track sketches by Ernest
I Thompson Seton, which are invaluable to the close

I student of animal life. The whole makes a very
impoi'tant book of reference and one that essentially

belongs in the library of every sportsman and lover

of wild life. It is available only through the offices

of the National Geographic Society, Washington,
D. C. We take great pleasure in bringing this

book to the attention of our readers and heartily

congratulate the National Geographic Society on the
manner in which it has treated such an important
subject. It is in line with the high standard of
work produced by that society which has added so
greatly to the increase and diffusion of geographic

I

knowledge throughout the world—treating the most
comprehensive subjects in a manner that even a
child can understand and with a charm and accuracy
that stimulates the interest of the deepest student.

ON BEHALF OF THE DOG
"V^HEN hostilities ceased some 18,000 dogs were
^ on the western front, fighting to make the

world unsafe for dachshunds.
The Dog Owners’ Association of England, there-

fore, says the Thrift Magazine, is planning to have
diplomas awarded to dogs that distinguished them-
selves as good soldiers during the war.

This is a movement worthy of commendation for

there are many things to be said in behalf of the

dog. He is brave, honest and loyal. He is never
a coward, a cheater or a liar. Even in the height

of flea season he is a consistent optimist, not only

looking on the bright side of life at all times, but
possessing a happy sense of humor.
He can grin, smile or laugh. He is a good fellow.

He knows how to take a joke. You can hit him
with your fist hard enough to jar his back teeth

loose, and if you do it with a smile he will respond
by laughing heartily with his tail.

The dog is a real gentleman because he is equally

at home in any company. It does not embarrass
him even when thrown in the presence of persons
he has never met before in a social way. With equal
adaptability, he can romp with the children, go
hunting with the big boys, or sit quietly at home
with the old folks and help them mediate in their
lonely hours.

If bom in poverty and obscurity he will never
desert those he loves and cherishes for gayer scenes
or the blandishments of more affluent associates.
Even the blind and helpless beggar, shivering on a
windswept corner, knows his dog would not forsake
him if all the millionaires in the world went parad-
ing by with their arms fairly loaded with dog bis-
cuits, raw bones and alley cats.

It is pleasing to learn that the soldier dog is going
to get a diploma. He will accept it with modesty
and gratitude depicted in every wag of his tail.

THE HILLS
"T'HE hills have the power of ruling the mind. They

have influenced men and civilizations from gen-
eration to generation. They effect the thought;
overawing us with power and appealing to our rev-
erence. The higher we climb the everlasting hills,

breathing their bracing air and enjoying the pan-
orama of beauty beneath and beyond, the younger
and stronger we feel, and the nearer to God and to
heaven. There is that message in the mountain
gloom and mountain glory which controls the spirit

that comes under its influence.

It will not be long now ere we bid farewell to the
office, the shop, or the study. The time of exodus
is approaching. The call of the hills cannot be de-
nied. They call, and we must away! There is an
affinity between souls and hills. They represent
heights we ought to attain for man was made for
the highlands.
The hills call unto us to look away from all those

things which oppress and blind us, and as we lift

up our eyes to their purple summits, their beauty
and brooding strength suggest a power and a peace,
without which, life is as barren as the ribs of death.
The hills carry us to the clouds; the clouds to the
azure spaces of the skies; and the skies beyond to
the stars, until our vision climbs the altar-stairs

which,

“Slope through darkness up to God.”
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NOTES ON LONG ISLAND SHORE BIRDS
SOME AUTHENTIC INFORMATION ON THE HABITS
OF THESE RESTLESS DENIZENS OF MARSH AND MIRE

BY J. T. NICHOLS

The Krieker or Grass Snipe

T he Krieker is a medium sized or

small shore bird, formerly more
abundant than at present, though

still found on our meadows in spring

and fall in moderate numbers. It may
be recognized by its dark, heavily

streaked breast, contrasted with its white
belly. It alights on mud flats or among
the marsh grass and the members of a

flock scatter and move about rather slug-

gishly on the ground. Its notes are

husky, only one of them approaching a

whistle, kerr. A kerr note resembles the

common flight call of the Semipalmated
Oxeye, but is harsher, and a short chep,

chep is sometimes heard when the birds

are in flocks of their own kind. The
Krieker does not respond well to de-

coys. Individuals are frequently found
in large flocks of the smaller Oxeyes, or

associated with larger birds.

The book name for this species is Pec-

toral Sandpiper, an allusion to the habit
of the male during its breeding season
in the far north, of inflating its throat
and breast like a pouter pigeon. In most
shore birds, the females are materially
larger than the males, but in this one the

reverse is true, the males being larger.

HE Natural History Depart-
ment has been for nearly half

a century a clearing-house for in-

formation of interest to all. Our
readers are invited to send any
questions that come under the head

of this department to Robert Cush-
man Murphy, in care of Forest
AND Stream. Mr. Murphy, who is

Curator of the Department of Na-
tural Science in the Brooklyn
Museum, will answer through these

columns .

—

[Editors.]

Stilt Sandpiper or Green-Leg

H OW well I remember an August
morning several years a^o, when
two of us started early enough be-

fore dawn to cross the bay and have
our snipe decoys set by sunrise along

the marshes behind the beach doons. Or-

dinarily this meant a prolonged wait for

passing shore-birds in our blind of

bushes, but on this day, even before the

last decoy was placed, the flocks began
to come in. In size, flight, and notes,

the birds resembled so closely the Lesser

Yellowleg, ordinarily the commonest

large shore-bird along these marshes,
that it was not until the first of them
were in our hands that we realized we
were dealing with another species, the

Stilt Sandpiper. They came so rapidly

that my companion’s bag-limit would
have been shortly reached had he not

ceased shooting them to signal out the

few larger birds which were traveling in

their company.
This species is ordinarily uncommon,

a few individuals only being found each
year, often in flocks of the Lesser Yellow-
leg, but occasionally, for no known rea-

son, it occurs in large numbers. It has
a Somewhat longer bill, shorter legs and
darker colors than the Yellowleg, is a
little smaller, and its legs are olive green
instead of bright yellow. Its note re-

sembles very closely the “whew” or

“whew whew” of the other species, but
is hoarser.

Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs

The two Yellowlegs are our common-
est large shore-birds, tall, slender

species, whose long yellow legs and
white tails, flashing conspicuously when-
ever they alight or take wing, will serve

to differentiate them from the others.

(continued on page 134)

From mounted specimens. Courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History.

Lesser Yellowleg, Greater Yellowleg, Krieker or Pectoral Sandpiper, and Stilt Sandpiper
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A LESSON IN FAITHFULNESS
THE TATE OF A MAN AND HIS DOG ON THE LONELY, WINDSWEPT MARSHES OF
THE CHESAPEAKE WHERE WILDFOWL FILL THE AIR WITH SWISH OF WINGS

By A A. HUTTON

A Chesapeake Bay dog in action

The December
moon, nearly

full, and well

risen, was pouring

a flood of silver

light down over

the old city of An-
napolis. A light

snow, which had
fallen the day be-

fore, lay glistening

on the roofs, along

walls and in scant

soiled ridges in the

streets. The air
was sharp and

frosty, and off in

the west there lin-

gered a faint glow

against which the

bare branches of

the trees showed in

a lacy fret-work.

Two men carry-

ing guns and ac-

companied by a dog, were walking briskly,

along Duke of Gloucester street toward

the bridge over Spa creek where the street

terminates. They were bound for the shore

of the bay where they hoped to find wild

geese, the marshes along the Chesapeake

being the haunt of many wildfowl at this

season. These men had a hut on the

shore a mile or two from the city, where
they could have shelter at times while wait-

ing for a chance at the birds, and this hut

was their immediate destination.

The man who owned the dog was Ned
Hunter, his companion’s name was Jim
Ryerson, and the dog himself was a splen-

did specimen of a special breed known as

“Chesapeake Bay dogs,” a large water-

spaniel, bred expressly for this kind of

sport. This dog, Tony by name, was the

size and build of the ordinary Newfound-
land, not over-large, and of a perfect dead

grass color from the tip of his nose to

the end of his tail.

“We ought to be having good sport to-

night,” remarked Jim as they struck the

bridge. “It’s as clear as a bell.”

“Yes,” replied Hunter, glancing up and

down the wide creek, “but there’s lots of

broken ice. A man on the wharf—came
in a little while ago with Tibbs’ oyster

pungj'—says the bay’s full of it.. How-
ever, we’ll get ’em if we find ’em, won’t

we, Tony boy?”
Tony cocked an intelligent eye at his

master and ambled along with a cheerful

air.

“That dog has never failed me yet,” con-

tinued Ned; “he always brings in a shot

bird.”

“They do get lost sometimes, though,

where no dog can find ’em,” said Jim.

“Well, of course, one might drop too far

out for him to see, but if Tony gets a

bird he never lets go. I’ve known him to

stay a half-hour out in broken ice, but he

always brings in the bird if it’s there.”

W ITH such conversation they beguiled

the way and were soon leaving the

suburb on the opposite bank of the

creek, and striking out into the open coun-

try. Here there was more snow, crunching
crisply underfoot, clinging in light masses
to pine and cedar, and piled delicately on
every weed and spray. Over all the magic
radiance of moonlight. Here, the shad-

ows sharp and dark upon the snow, beyond,
along field and wood, by hollow and hill-

side, soft mysterious gray and purple, and
afar, growing clearer as they neared it, a

line of silver that meant the bay. Soon
the cabin they were bound for stood in full

view, somewhat off the road, the path lead-

ing to it curving on gently down a slope

to the water’s edge. Over to the left lay

a marsh, on the right the shore line ended
abruptly in irregular, steep bluffs.

“Here we are,” remarked Jim, and pres-

ently they were inside the cabin which con-
sisted of a single room with one window
and a fireplace; and contained a few pieces

of rough furniture. Hunter struck a

match and lighted a lantern which he took
down from a nail, placing it on the table,

and beside it several parcels which he took
from his coat pockets. '

“There,” he said, “that will do for later

on when we have a fire. Now we are ready
for action.”

Extinguishing the lantern they stepped

out into the moonlight again, and took the

path down the slope. Skirting the marsh
theV proceeded cautiously and some ten

minutes later caught sight of birds at a

little distance.

“They’re getting up,” said Jim in a

whisper, raising his gun. Both men fired

at the same moment and three birds fell

as the flock rose

with a mighty
whirr and were
out of range be-

fore J i m’s gun
cracked again,

vainly.

“Bring ’em in,

Tony,” said Ned
and the dog sprang

out on the frozen

marsh, returning

presently, d r a g-

ging a great bird.

He laid it at his

master’s feet and
plunged back
again among the

reeds.

“S w a n,” said
Ned, picking up
the bird. “A
whopper, isn’t he?
Here comes Tony
with another.”

“The third one was only wounded,” said

Jim; “there it is out on the ice fluttering

along. We’ll lose that one, I reckon.”
“Not much,” replied Ned. “The dog

will get it. Here, Tony, go bring it in.”

T he dog just depositing the second
bird, glanced up at his master, then
following the direction of his hand

toward the water, saw the fluttering bird

and was off like a shot. The bird was on
the broken ice in-shore, but as the dog ap-
proached fluttered on and on, the dog pur-
suing. The two men walked on down to

the little strip of beach which eftded on
the right at the foot of a bluff. Here they
stood intently watching the chase, which
drew farther and farther away until both
dog and bird were finally lost sight of be-
hind the bluff. Up and down they walked,
talking while they waited. Twenty min-
utes passed; a half-hour.

“Where do you s’pose he is?” asked Jim
at length. “Think he’s made shore below
there?”

‘“He can’t make it for about six miles

down,” replied Hunter. “I know this

shore like my own back yard, and there

isn’t a landing place except just this side

the Ridge. He’ll come back this way if

the current and wind aren’t too strong
for him. The wind’s getting up.”

He buttoned his coat up close to his

throat, stuck his hands into his pockets,

and again they tramped up and down. An-
other half-hour passed, there was no sign

of the dog and Ryerson was growing
steadily more disgruntled.

“Why the devil didn’t he give it up and
come back ?” he grumbled. “Then we
could have followed the birds up the marsh
and had some sport. The chances are now
he’ll never make shore. He’ll get swamped

(continued on page 143)
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A MEMORY AID

1
FOUND these verses in an English

fishing paper and though they are

by the well-known American angler,

Fred Mather, they are unknown to me.

Because of the information which they

contain in an easily remembered form

I am sending them to you.

“The little-mouth has little scales,

There’s red in his handsome eye.

The scales extend on his vertical fins,

And his forehead is round and high.

“His forehead is round and high, my boys.

And he sleeps the winter through;

He likes the rocks in the summer time

—

Micropterus dolomieu.

“The big-mouth has the biggest scales.

And a pit scooped in his head;

His mouth is cut beyond his eye.

In which is nary a red.

“In his eye is nary a red, my boys,

But keen and well he sees;

He has a dark stripe on his side

—

Micropterus salmoides.”

L. H. C., Maine.

A NEW FLY “DOPE”

L ast, summer while in camp I ran

out of citronella, which I have al-

ways used as a fly “dope.” The black

flies were very bad and I tried as a sub-

stitute some camphorated oil which was
in my medicine kit. It worked very well

and the odor would be more acceptable

to some people than that of citronella.

Personally, I like citronella but some dis-

like the odor very much. I told of my
discovery to a friend and he said that

a camphor repellent is often used in

other countries but that the oil is mixed
with a little glycerine oil to make it

thinner and more easily applied.

C. R. Blount, Portland, Me.

CLOTHING FOR WINTER SPORTS

Many people like to get outdoors and
enjoy the bracing air of winter.

Unless one is properly clothed there is no

pleasure in winter sports. I think there

is no sadder sight than to see a man or

woman trying to enjoy skiing or snow-

shoeing, clad in garments that are in-

sufficient protection against the cold.

That is my reason for writing these hints

as to proper clothes for outdoors in win-

ter.

A. Undb®wear. Wool is best. Hot
or cold, wet or dry, it is in the long run

most comfortable, and surest against sud-

den chill. It is worn by explorers in the

Arctic with no other garment but a

windproof outer suit, and in the tropics

in spite of the heat. But it is expensive

—it cannot be had for less than $3.00 a

garment. All cheaper contain cotton, and
the fuzzy, thick “woolen” underwear at

$1.00 to $2.00 contain so much cotton that

it is better to wear ,thin all-cotton and
save money and comfort. For the thicker

a cotton shirt, the more chilly water it

will hold, without holding in the heat of

the body. Therefore, either get real wool
or wear thin cotton under a good flannel

outer shirt.

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “going light" have been adopt-

ed by the United States Army; his

canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

Editors.

B. Socks. Use thick “woolen” socks.

Pure wool socks are almost unobtainable,

but if one wears enough of the ordinary

sort they’ll do. Three pair is the usual

thing when on the trail. One pair will do

in ordinary winter temperature, but the

man who habitually wears only one pair

will some time be desperately uncomfort-

able, and may get frost bite. Carry an
extra pair.

C. Shoes. For skiing. With the usu-

al binding a heavy boot with stiff sole is

absolutely necessary. Nothing else will

give the required control. Have the heel

built or hollowed out so that the heel

strap will not slip off. Get the shoe large

enough to go over three socks. Oil fre-

quently. For snoeshoeing, the rubber

shoepac is best, because most waterproof.

Any high moccasin will do. Boots with

leather heels ruin the web of a snoeshoe.

D. Mittens. Carry two pairs of

woolen mittens and an unlined leather or

cotton mitten big enough to go on over

one of the woolens. One pair of woolens

is a reserve, for one pair is nearly always

wet through by noon. The leather or

cotton mitten is worn over the woolen in

extreme cold or cold wind, takes the wear
of the ski-pole, and keeps the snow out of

the weave of the woolen. In warmer con-

ditions it can be worn without the woolen.
If it can be fitted with a cuff to pull over
the shirt sleeve it will save much discom-
fort from intrusive snow. Gloves are

too risky in low temperature—never take
them.

B. Shirt. Wear a good flannel shirt.

If one buys of a reliable firm and pays
about five dollars he should get satisfac-

tion. Cheaper ones have too much cotton

and tear too easily. It should have big
pockets with button flaps. Heavy shirts,

mackinaw or other, are too hot for most
men, although there is something to be
said for the combination of thin cotton

underwear and a mackinaw shirt.

F. Trousers. The ordinary khaki
$2.00 trouser gives satisfaction for winter
work, when woolen underwear is worn.
It is windproof, dries quickly, wears well,

and sheds snow. Any old trouser will do,

of course, but it is apt to lack at least

three of these qualities. Army style

breeches look smarter, but have no other
advantage for winter wear. They are
apt to be chilly where they fit closely.

Those who wear cotton underwear may
prefer the part wool trousers, such as
those much used by loggers, to be had at
any country store.

G. Outer Garments. The outer gar-

bent for winter sports should keep out
wind and shed snow. Cotton does both.

Ordinary woolen materials do neither. A
sweater is a sieve to a bitter wind

;
snow

sticks to it and melts. European ski-run-

ners use a coat of close-woven cotton.

Alaskans use the parka, a loose outer
shirt of canvas or denim. An ordinary
khaki coat will serve. The mackinaw
coat is too heavy to carry. In still air,

no matter how cold, no thick outer gar-

ment is needed as soon as one is fairly

under way, provided a woolen shirt is

worn. The coat or wind-shirt will often

be worn in the pack, and on short trips

may be left behind. The sweater is need-

ed only for long stops in extreme cold

and at night. An extra flannel shirt is

often used as the outer garment and
serves fairly well.

H. Head Covering. Some ear protec-

tion must always be ready. The woolen

helmet is sufficient for most conditions.

Toques or skating caps are too scant and

too loose in the weave.

Several health hints may be worth sug-

gesting. Beware of frost bite. If the

face looks white in one spot is is probably
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frozen. Do not rub with snow, is so

often suggested. The tender skin may
be broken and a bad sore result. Rub
gently with the bare hand or apply soft

snow very gently with a light patting

motion. Keep away from heat and avoid

sitting close to the fire when in camp.
Second only to frost bite is the danger of

eye-strain, or “snowblindness,” caused by
the glare of the sun on the dazzling snow.

It is very uncomfortable and is sometimes
the cause of lasting trouble. Pale amber
glasses cut out the irritating rays and
interfere with vision much less than do

the old-fashioned smoked glasses former-
ly in use.

N. L. Goodrich, New Hampshire.

HOW I CAUGHT A SWARM OF BEES

ONE warm summer evening I saw a

swarm of bees buzz through the air.

As I watched it carefully, it seemed to

have alighted at a point not very far

from where I stood. Immediately I went
in search ; and was delighted to find that

the swarm had settled on a branch of

an apricot tree, about ten feet above

the ground. It appeared in shape and
size exactly like an ovoid punching bag.

The bees were apparently asleep, for

hardly one was seen flying, and the

majority were not even stirring.

Although I knew very little about the

bee-hive psychology, I pondered on the

ways and means to capture this. Finally

I decided to try an impromptu formula.

Having returned home, I equipped my-
self with sting-proof armour like a

knight of old on the eve of battle: First.

I tied the bottoms of my trousers with
strings, a la mandarin, to prevent any
flank attack from this quarter; next I

put on a heavy overcoat and two pairs

of gloves; and, lastly, I helmeted the

top-piece with a broad rimmed sombrero,
shrouding it with a mosquito net, the
ends of which I tucked away between
the lapels of the overcoat. Thus attired

I felt myself in\mlnerable. In the way
of weapons, I took a smudge pot, a prun-
ing saw, a ladder, a rope about twenty
feet long, a box about 2x3x1 feet open
on one of the broad sides, and another
box about 2x1x1 feet with a one-inch
hole in one corner. I also took a friend
to assist me.
Having reached the war zone, I first

carefully adjusted the ladder opposite
the bees, and tied one end of the rope
to the branch on which the swarm hung,
and swung the rest of the rope over
another branch just above so that, when

the bee branch was cut, it would swing
from this high branch, thus minimizing
the disturbance, and I let my friend hold

the other end of the rope. This ar-

rangement being finished, I began to

saw. Some of the bees seemed angry
at being disturbed and attacked me;
but being well-protected, I soon finished

the job. The whole swarm now swung
loose on the rope, which my friend slow-

ly lowered to the ground. I took the

larger box and quickly had them cov-

ered. It was all buzzing and turmoil in-

side, as they crashed into each other in

the darkness. Next I set the smaller box
close by, and made a kind of hall-way
from the large box to the one inch hole

in the small one. Then lighting the

smudge pot, I pumped smoke into the

large box from the other side. Soon the

bees, seeing the escapeway from the

smoke by way of the hallway, began to

migrate into the small box.

It was a long job to transfer the whole
swarm, as the bees slowly moved across

in double and triple files, like sheep going
into a cattle car. But the job was done;
the swarm was a captive in a neat little

box.
,

T. Takai, Seattle, Wash.

WHICH IS YOUR GOOD EYE?

A lmost all persons^, with few excep-

tions, have at least one eye which
doesn’t see straight. A good many rifle

shots wonder why they invariably shoot

either to one side or the other, when they
know they have been aiming directly at
an object. This is because they use but
one eye. For instance, if they use their
right eye to aim with, they shut their left

and vice versa. If they have been shoot-
ing off the mark, it is quite evident in
nine cases out of ten that the eye they

were using is their poor eye. Trap
shooters have discovered that if they use

both eyes at once this tendency to shoot

off the mark is lessened as the- focus is

apparently corrected.

A method of testing to find which eye

is the good eye is to stand facing an ob-

ject, say a bird, tree or similar object

if out doors, a light, picture, etc., if in

doors, and pointing/ steadily at it with
one finger, the arm being outstretched

and both eyes open, alternately close

each eye. It will be found that, when
aiming with the good eye, the finger will

be dead on the mark, whereas, if it

should be the poor eye, the finger will

be pointing several inches to one side.

Frank M. Harth, New York.

TRAP FOR MOLES

A CORRESPONDENT recently in-

quired the best method of trapping

moles. This little animal is seldom

trapped in this country, but in France
there are still trappers who make a

specialty of their capture for the sake

of the skins.

The best mole trap is the old-fash-

ioned one still used by professional mole

catchers. A hazel wand is stuck in the

ground and bent over to form a spring

for the trap, which is made thus: The
lid is a small piece 6f ash (6x3x14 in.)

with a hole in each comer, in which
are inserted the ends of two pieces of

split hazel, bent so as to form an arch
at each end of the trap just wide enough
for a mole to pass through when it is

set in the run. A piece of thin brass

wire is then inserted in such a way as

to form a noose at each end, pressed
close against the wooden arches and con-

nected with a bit of whipcord, one end of

which is attached to the hazel wand,
and the other brought down through a
hole in the lid for attachment to the
brass wire. This hole .must be large

enough to allow the knot at the end
of the cord to pass through it, and it

is then held in its place by a very small
piece of wood, called the trigger, shaped
like an inverted A. This plugs the hole
and prevents the knot from slipping
through until the mole pushes against it

on passing through the trap. As soon
as the trigger is displaced the upward
spring of the hazel wand pulls up the
wire noose, which holds the mole firmly
against the under side of the lid and
kills it. A little study and experiment
will probably enable the reader to eon-
struct a trap along these lines.

J. C. T., Boston.
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OREGON TRAILS
To the Editor of Forest and Stredvm:

WE have a splendid hunting and out-

ing country out here which a great

part of the world appears to have never

found in its ramblings. We have one of

the best game counties in the U. S. for

deer and bear—Coos County, Oregon, and
some of the finest salmon, salmon-trout

and brook-trout fishing to be found. To
illustrate, last fall I caught over a ton

of fine Chinook and Silverside salmon on
one 35c salmon troll attached to a 60c

line—not much class for tackle but it

certainly brought results. We Hoover-
ized by salting and sending it to friends

and relatives who are begging us to go
again this year.

I should like to tell your readers about
the many pleasant and interesting trips

I have taken here in the great fir and
spruce forests after deer and bear, or

on the sea shore after the beautiful

agates which are abundant and can be
found after sea fishing has filled the

camp larder with the many varieties that
live along our coast. It is a pleasure to

have the inside office man get a breath of

the woods and sea that has grown to( be
my chief pastime and play ground.

Ashley L. Houghton, Ore.

ARDENT SPORTSMEN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

'

I

‘HE Reverend Felix O’Neil, pastor of
A our local Catholic church, and an
ardent sportsman, ‘recently shot and
killed a full-grown specimen of Canadian
lynx, or bob-cat. It is the first ever seen

in this vicinity so far from its home;
hundreds have viewed it. I should say
it weighed 65 to 75 pounds. Its mouth
and feet indicate years of growth—front
legs the size of a man’s wrist—a beauti-

ful cat, but I would let it howl before

I would get up in the night and sub-

due it.

Your old sporting editor, Bernard Wa-
ters, and my humble self were brought
up, or grew, on adjacent farms in Can-
terbury, Conn., as kids, schoolmates and
chums. Later I had to go out in the

world and hustle and lost track of Ber-
nard only to hear of his death twenty
years later. My schoolbooks are full of

drawings of dogs by him—always dogs
—and I can remember the first two hound
pups a man in Jewett City gave him,
and that was his start. I could tell you
how we boys, wanting to go hunting one
day, ran a lot of his father’s blasting

powder through an old coffee mill to

adapt it to his old smooth bore.

C. W. CoMiNS, Connecticut.

This letter from Mr. Comins is of great
interest to us, as we were great admirers

of the late Bernard Waters, and were

LETTERS,

.
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warm friends. He was a remarkable

character—very peculiar in some re-

spects, hut he had a large number of

very devoted fmends .

—

[Editors.]

SAVING THE GAME BIRDS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

O WING to the scarcity of Game Birds

in Connecticut 'this year, it seems

quite sure that the Legislature may pass

a law for a close season.

From my own experience, I am thor-

oughly convinced it is not the hunters

that are killing off our native grouse

nearly so much as it is the vermin.

Old trappers and hunters tell me that

there are more skunks, hawks, owls and

coons this year in Connecticut than they

ever remember, and my object in writing

to you is to get copies of your magazine,

in which you have published articles,

showing that by the extermination of

vermin, and possibly the planting of the

late bearing berry buehes or apple trees,

that our game birds have materially in-

creased, wherever this has been done.

All of my shooting friends and myself

feel that if a law could be passed, which
would put a large enough bounty on all

kinds of vermin, our native game birds

would be plentiful again, afid we think

that it may be wise, after further study,

to send out reprints of all the articles

that have appeared in your magazine to

all sportsmen in the State, and make
them realize that if some thing is not
done at once our native game birds will

be only a memory.
Charles Sheirwood, Conn.

We most thoroughly agree with your
opinion that vermin destroy more game
birds than do sportsmen, and legislation

aimed at the destruction of skunks,
hawks, crows and owls is the best method
of saving the game.
We ate glad to publish your opinion in

Forest and Stream, for it is only by an
exchange of views on this subject that

public interest is aroused. [Editors.]

A. C. A. NOTES
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I

T is my intention to bring before the

next meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee certain changes in the Constitu-

tion and By Laws relative to removals
and expulsions of officers or members of

the American Canoe Association. I

therefore would appreciate it if you would
publish in the next issue of your paper
the following proposed changes:
Amend Article XIII of the Constitu-

tion, t^ird and fourth lines, by striking

out the words “Executive Committee”
and substituting “Board of Governors.”
Amend Chapter XII of the By Laws

by striking out the 6th, 7th and 8th lines

and that portion of the 9th line including

the word “held,” and substituting there-

fore “two-thirds of all the members of

the Board of Governors,” adding in ad-

dition the following sentence— “Any per-

son may be dropped from the list of mem-
bers by an affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the members of the Board of Govern-
ors if in their opinion the best interests

of the Association will be served there-

by. This would make the whole Article

read as follows:

“Chapter XII. — Expulsion. — Any
member who is guilty of ungentlemanly
conduct, or disobeying the rules or orders

of the Association, or any of its oflBcers

or committees, or of racing for money,
shall be liable and may be expelled from
the A. C. A. by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of all the members of the

Board of Governors, but a copy of the

charges and proof shall be sent to the

person proposed to be expelled, and he
shall have twenty days to file his answer
and proofs with the Commodore. The
charges, answers and proofs, in full,

shall be laid before the members of the

Board of Governors. Any person may be
dropped from the list of members by an
affirmative vote of two-thirds of the

members of the Board of Governors* if in

their opinion the best interests of the

Association will Ije served thereby. In

case the Commodore is the person pro-

posed to be expelled, the duties in this

chapter assigned to him shall be per-

formed by the Vice-Commodore of the

Division in which the Commodore re-

sides.”

Oscar J. West, Commodore, A. C. A.

AN INVITATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I

HAVE just finished reading my Jan-
uary number of Forest and Stream,

and wish to express to you the real pleas-

ure I get out of reading your magazine.
I discovered Forest and Stream only

about a year ago, but have since become
a regular member of your family.

I enjoyed the writing about “Night
Shining Amid Florida Swamps,” by
Thomas Travis, Chaplain, A.E.F., very
much, for I have many times in the six-

teen years of my life in Florida en-

joyed just such a night hunt.

I am reading with much interest, “The
Gulf Rangers,” by W. Livingston Lamed,
for twice I have had the pleasure and
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thrill of a trip among the islands on
our west coast, and many times a hunt
in the Big Cypress and Everglades. I

returned only two weeks ago from a

trip to the Big Cypress where we got

plenty of deer and turkey and I enclose

a small print of a nine-point buck we
were able to bring home intact, my lit-

tle son, Leslie Jr., is holding him by
the horns.

Florida abounds with fresh water lakes

filled with black bass, and I would in-

vite the readers of Forest and Stream
to come here for a winter puting.

L. B. Anderson, Florida.

A RABBIT SKIN BLANKET
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
WOULD like to have some further

information about making rabbit skin

blankets and as you published a short

article about them some months ago, I

am in hopes you can give it. Recently

I wrote to another mag-
azine, but the only informa-

tion they could give was
practically the same that

was published in Forest
AND Stream some months
ago. I would like to know
several things about the

blankets and they are these

:

1.

Are they made from a

certain kind of a rabbit or

are they made from any
kind of rabbit skins?

2.

Will you describe how
they are made in such a

way that any one reading
the article can make one

himself?

3. Where can one buy
these blankets or quilts and
what is the best size?

“An Old Friend.”

Rabbit skin blankets are

made from the skin of the

snowshoe rabbit. The pelt ^
is tanned—some prospectors

only rub alum on them—and then

trimmed to the shape of a square. It

takes about 200 hides to make a good
size blanket. These hides are then

sewed together, generally by the squaws
who live near the Hudson Bay stations,

into rectangular shape, about seven feet

long by six wide. Two Hudson Bay
Company’s four-point wool blankets are

then placed one upon each side of the

rabbit skin and stretched while the rabbit

skin is allowed to remain as loose as

possible. The edge is strongly sewn all

around. This is said to make the warm-
est bed a man can get. This is the white-
man’s method of making the blanket.

The redskin prefers to cut his rabbit
skin in a long strip commencing at the

edge (after trinvming legs, heat, etc.)

and cutting in a circle to the center.

Strips are cut about an inch in width,
then the squaw stretches it from tree to

tree until diry. When several are pre-
pared they are sewn together end on end
like old fashioned carpet rags, until a
sufficient length is obtained, when the
squaw proceeds to weave them into a
blanket, somewhat like a basket weave.
A variation of this method is a sort of

knitting stitch in which the strip is

threaded by thumb and finger through

the preceding row of loops.

The redskin cuts his blankets about

four feet square and stretches them
same as the other way when sewing to-

gether. We do not see how he manages
to keep warm in his little blanket; per-

haps he wants an extra light pack and
so will forego a little warmth. A blanket

built the first way will weigh about 25

pounds and makes a nice pack for a
good-sized dog on a hunting or prospect-

ing trip. The Indian method makes a
much lighter blanket, but it is much less

durable.

We doubt if one could purchase such a
blanket, although it might be done
through one of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany’s posts. It is likely that any kind
of rabbit skin would make a good blanket.

It might be worth trying if one could
get enough skins. [Editors.]

thicken it somewhat and prevent its

speedy evaporation. Glycerine is a

heavy liquid and absorbs water upon
exposure and thus prevents the mixture

from evaporating. To keep it from
spoiling, preserve it with some bichloride

of mercury, dissolve in a little warm
water. Allow this dope to stand a few
days, shake it up and scatter a few
drops on weeds or ground some 8 of 10

inches back of the place you select for

your trap. A number 4 newhouse is

about right size for this varmint. Con-

ceal your trap very well—if possible

near a cougar trail. Don’t forget to

smear some of the mixture on your

gloves or shoes to conceal the human
odor.

If you want a very speedy and effec-

tive method of removing cougar in dou-

ble quick time, by all means use dogs.

For dogs, a pack of 6 foxhounds and 3

full-blood Airedales makes an ideal com-
bination for this sport.

The Airedale is the scrap-

piest thing on four legs and
proves a dangerous foe.

L. S. R.

nine-point buck from the Florida Big Cypress

TRAPPING COUGARS

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A LLOW me to present my wishes for
CA a happy and prosperous New Year,
with success to Forest and Stream.

Mr. C. E. Cherry, of: Arizona, desires
some information on mountain lion trap-
ping. I enclose herewith a few “secrets”
of my beloved granddaddy, who was a
hunter and trapper of no mean ability.

He saw service with the Hudson Bay
Company and was a government trapper
in the Yellowstone National Park where
these critters are a real menace to game.

In the first place, Mr. Cougar (or
mountain lion), as he is usually called,
is an extremely wary critter and a great
rambler. If you have caught one cougar
proceed as follows: Remove the whole
anal part of the animal, or better still

(if you know some anatomy) and know
where to find the gall and anal glands—remove these and mix with the ani-
mal’s urine. By the way, these glands
lie on either side of the vent and look
like small pieces of bluish fat. Place
this concoction in a bottle and use one^-

quarter the amount of glycerine to

To the Editor of

Forest and Stream:

I

N your January number
Mr. Cherry of Arizona

wants information about
trapping lions that are get-

ting the deer. My method

of trapping these varmints

is as follows:

I take a trail to center

of a thicket, there I hang

a freshly killed rabbit about

five inches from the ground

and directly over the trail.

I run my knife through the

rabbit’s lungs and pull down

to make blood flow. Now I

set two No. 4% traps in

trail, about ten feet apart,

on either side of rabbit, and

bed them down. Brush out all sign.

Mr. Lion is not a bit afraid of human
scent. A sbt of this kind is nearly al-

ways sure to catch him. If he does not

step on pan coming over, do not be un-

easy, because he is sure to back up a

few feet and crouch. You will get him

sure this move.
I hope this will help to end Mr. Cher-

ry’s troubles.

R. J. L., Iowa.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

Why do rabbits have such a large bunch

of white fur at the end of their tails which

makes such a conspicuous mark for the

hunter and dog? I think Nature designed

it purely as a protection for the young.

When the mother and young are feeding

and she hears or sees danger approaching

she stamps the ground with her feet and

runs to the safest place she knows. The
young immediately' follow her white flag

through the darkest of places. I have

often seen the flash of her white tail on

real dark nights and I have no doubt the

little rabbits have no difficulty in follow-

ing her to places of safety

T. C. Homiller, Washington, D. C.
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THE LOOKOUT’S WATER TANK
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
AM sending you a photo of the
method we used to pack a large water

tank, 14 miles by trail, up to a lookout

station called, “Stormy Lookout,” in the

Chelan National Forest. Where the

trail was full of

switch backs, we
packed the tank
on a horse and
when we came to

a straight piece

of trail we
hauled it on
s h a 1 V e s . The
tank weighed 125

lbs. and held 300
gallons of water.
It is filled the

first of July when
the lookout first

goes on duty and
it usually keeps
until the middle
of September,
when he leaves.

The average fire

season is July
and August. It

took three men
four days to pack
this tank up to the top of Stormy Moun-
tain, an elevation of 7,219 feet above
sea level.

C. H. Foster, Washington.

, TITLE OF SPORTSMAN
To the Editor of FOREST and Stream:
T N these days the term “sportsman” is

often applied quite indiscriminately to

any person who procures a rod or gun
and goes in pursuit of game. Some there

may be, even, who do not know that in

olden times this title had to be won by
certain well defined qualifications. In

days not long past the title of a “Scot-

tish sportsman” could not be claimed
until a person had secured a wild swan,
as well as a stag, an eagle, a seal, and
a salmon. J. P. H., New Jersey.

FROM AN OLD SUBSCRIBER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I have 13 bound volumes of Forest and
Stream, beginning in 1874, Volumes 2,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19.

Do you know of anyone that would like

to purchase some?
J. B. Pardoe, N. J.

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

J ET us all try to make our streams
E' pleasanter places, and make trout

fishing the most gentlemanly and sports-

manlike pastime."—VIRGINIUS.
More than one beautiful thing rose be-

fore the inward eye as I read, “Fish-
ing by the Friendly Fireside,” in your
January issue. Perhaps there are those
who would call such an article senti-

mental; and the author of it, a vision-

ary. Fortunately, however, he does not
hand over the fairest moments and moods
of life to that mixture of irresponsible

feeling and unprofitable emotion that

sentimentalism connotes. Life is not
only enlarged and refreshed by going
forward: it is enlarged and refreshed al-

so by going backward. Never mind what
the old song says about “Once in the

dear dead days beyond recall.” The
dear days are not dead—they never die.

They come back to us again and again.

The truth is, the dearer they were as

we lived through them the more fresh

and vivid is their companying with us

again.

Many years ago there was placed in

my hands a little volume, the title of

which was “Lorna Doone.” Once each

year I open .its covers and give myself

over to the c^pipanionship of John Ridd.

He has shown me the Bagworthy River,

and very graciously introduced me to the

maid he loved. Angling surely cast its

spell over this stalwart hero. It has
surprised me that the poor fellow was
never criticised for using a spear with
w'hich to catch his roaches and trout.

Make no mistake about it; he used it

with consummate skill, and never left

one to rot upon the bank.

To the right, on top of one of my
book-cases are six splendid rods. There,

too, are reels, lines, leaders and files.

What a comfort it is to take them down
and look them over! This little four-

ounce rod swiftly despatched a pounder
in swift water. That “five and a half

ouncer” was steadfast and true while
struggling in a brushy backwater^ with
a trout that would not obey

I am back again at the side of my
favorite stream. No doubt it is frozen
from bank to bank by this time. But
I am living over the August days. What
rod will be chosen to begin? With trem-
bling hands the slender lengths are
jointed, reel fitted and leader stretched.

But here is the problem—which fly? One
thing is certain: only one fly—wet or
dry—will grace the delicate cast. But
why call to remembrance that experi-

ence which is so agonizing, yet delight-

ful? After all, it was a Spent Gnat!
Then carefully the way is made to the

pool beneath yonder spreading tree! . . .

I did not know him, and the unchar-

itable question arose: “What right had
he fishing my stream?” Nothing was
left but to sit down and watch him. He
used the finest tackle and knew how
to manipulate rod and line, for his fly

lighted like thistle-down upon the am-
ber - colored sur-

face. Nor did he
have long to wait

before his fly was
sucked below and
the fight was on.

It took but a few
minutes before
the trout was
landed: a sixteen

incher ! Turning,

he noticed me and
came and sat
down by my side

and talked the

matter over. He
said, “I have
heard of you.
They told me I

should find you
up here.”

For an hour or

more we sat to-

gether rejoicing

in the beauty and
freedom of the open, forgetting the

crowded marts; content that nature
should have her way with us. His

favorite rod was a cork-handled, all-

bamboo of three and one-half ounces.

The reel light, and held a fine tap-

ered line, size C. The fly— a Pink
Lady. He never used but one, and
when he lost a fish he seemed to re-

joice. I found that he came to the

woods to recuperate, for deep waters had
gone over his soul. Quietly he spoke of

his “golden boy” now resting in Flan-

der’s Field. “Nature and God,” he re-

marked, “have the healing touch.” Thus
did I meet an angler; a man reverent

and religious. He studied to be quiet.

We took that day eighteen trout, and
returned to the valley as the sun was
sinking behind the distant hills.

In retrospect are these words writ-

ten. Spring and summer are yet to

come. We are all looking forward to the

time when the first cast will be made
and the first prize landed. As we go

fortlT let us remember what was done

amiss in the year that is no more, and
resolve to attain unto the true spirit of

an angler.

“0, sir, doubt not but that angling

is an art.”

Rev. James A. Fraser, N. Y.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I

HAVE just learned that at one of our

division meets the displaying of a

Vice-Commodore’s flag by an ex-Vice-

Commodore caused some comment.
On October 26, 1901, the Executive

Committee passed resolutions amending
the By-Laws with regard to cap insig-

nia of ex-Commodores. I am suggest-

ing something exactly similar for the

flags and also cap insignia for all officers

and not simply ex-Commodores.

Packing water up “ Stormy Lookout ”
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Will you kindly publish this letter and
the following amendments to the By-
Laws in the next issue of Forest and
Stream ?

Chapter V (Page 16 of 1917 Year
Book). Add the following paragraph:
The flags of ex-oflScers to be the same
as those of active officers except that they
shall have the year of office shown in

numerals not less than one inch high
along the hoist of each flag.

Chapter X. Add to paragraph of res-
olutions passed October 26, 1901 (page
18 of 1917 Year Book) : That worn by
other ex-officers shall be the same as by
respective active officers except that the
year of office shall be shown below the
insignia.

Oscar S. Tyson,
Rear-Commodore, Atlantic Div., A.C.A.

ANYBODY ELSE?
T0 the Editor of Forest and Stream :

a fishing trip early this fall I
N-' had a somewhat strange experience.
It was at Dickie’s Lake, which is situated
in Hastings County, Ontario. While
trolling for lake trout I found that when
a fish was taken from the water it made
a strange moaning sound, somewhat like
the cooing of a dove, but not quite so
loud. It was a little uncanny, and did
not add to the sport. Mr. Bruce Powers,
of Trenton, was with me and he stated
that he had heard the sound before from
the fish in this lake. The
fish were much darker in

color than is usual in the
lake trout and would
weigh two to three pounds.
I would like to know if

any other fishermen have
had similar experience.

W. R. Wood, Canada.
Personally we have never

heard the coo of a fish,

and can shed no light on
the incident; but we hope
that some other sports-

man who may have had
experience with vocal
fishes will now dare to

speak up.— [Editors.]

A RAINBOW'CHASER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

WHILE reading your periodical from
time to time I often notice a story

of a “catch.” However, I do not see

very many from Montana, although we
are proud to say there are many fine

places for fishing in our State. On July

9th, I caught, so far as there is any
record of, the largest rainbow trout

ever caught in the State. Taking this

into consideration thought perhaps you
could use a picture of it.

,

You know those hot days, when the
cement walks bum through your shoes,

and heat waves curl up from the pave-
ment, which makes a fellow wish he
was standing waist deep in some cool

mountain stream, puffing his jimmy pipe,

and casting his fly out on the riffles.

July 9th was just such a day and it

didn’t take long to persuade two of my
friends, Bish and Seph, that they needed

to have an outing the next day.

Filling the tank with gas and oil we
left Billings at 7:30 p. m. headed for

the second bridge over the Boulder

River, 105 miles west. By midnight we
had covered more than 80 miles of the

trip, so decided to camp on Deer Creek

for the night. Our cook kit was brought

into use early the next morning and
after a breakfast of ham, eggs and cof-

fee, such as can only be made over a

camp fire, we proceeded to the “Second
Bridge.”

The Boulder River is one of the many
beautiful and picturesque trout streams

in Montana, and one would feel well re-

paid for the long trip, such as we took

for one day’s fishing, even though he
did not have trout for dinner the next

day, but he is indeed a poor fisherman
who cannot batch a mess in a day’s fish-

ing on the Boulder in July.

All three of us had qualified as being
fair fishermen by 4:30 in the afternoon,

as we had from 25 to 40 trout each.

We w’ere to meet at the bridge at five

to start back and while hurrying to some
good looking riffles a short distance down
the river, I was regretting that we had
only a half hour to fish. I waded out

into the river and cast into a riffle just

below a rock, and my heart almost stop-

ped beating as a big one came half way
out of the water with my fly. I gave
a quick jerk, and the fun had started.

Being in quite deep water I had all I

could do to stay on my feet and keep
Mr. Trout from getting a start in the

swift current, as I knew if that hap-
pened he would tear loose or break my
tackle. I managed to work back into

more shallow water, and at last he
showed signs of giving up. I tried to

bring him into a shallow place, but
suddenly reviving he would dart back
into the swift current. This was re-

peated four or five times, but finally he
failed to make a “last stand” and I

pulled out onto the sloping bank a beau-
tiful rainbow trout, the largest I hadf

ever seen. When weighed some half
hour later the scales registered 10 lbs.

2 oz. He measured 29 inches in length
and 17% inches around.
We were late in getting into Billings

on our return as we had to stop in Big
Timber and Columbus to show our big
one. Although many large trout have
been taken from the Boulder and Still-

water rivers, I believe this one was the

biggest by several ounces of any rain-

bow trout caught in this section of the

country.

I have told many stories of the big

ones which get away but now I can tell

of the big one which I caught, and as

proof, which is always necessary to make
a fish story convincing, I can show him
—mounted.

H. M. Easton, Montana.

DOGS AND SKUNKS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N answer to a question asked by Dr.

Thomas Travis in an article by him
in the January number of your very in-

teresting paper, permit a woman to say
she has a solution to the problem, not
her own, however, but that given her
by an old trapper whose word was “the
go,” where he was known.

Mr. Travis’s question was this: “Will
some old veteran trapper tell me of his

experience?”—in skunk hunting, why
sometimes men, and in particular some
dogs can handle these creatures without
getting scented; or in other words, why
does the skunk sometimes fail to act.

The contents of this scent-sack was given

him for a weapon with which to defend
himself, and sometimes he does not use
it. Why?

There could be several reasons “why,”
known to the skunk alone, but there
is one fact that settles the matter

whether the skunk “wills”

it or not, and it is this:

The skunk must be able

to get his hind feet on
the ground or pressed
against some object,

firmly, or he cannot bring
the muscles that control

the scent-bag into action.

The dog may know this

and again, he may not.

His “knowledge” or “wis-
dom” of these subjects is

a very interesting study. I

have been under the im-
pression since childhood

—

for 25 year s—that all

sportsmen and trappers
knew the “pole-cat” from
a to z, and I’m glad to

tell something that was freely made
known to me.

I am a natural born lover of Nature,
and when the opportunity comes for a
ramble over hill and vale, I grasp it with
enthusiasm. I certainly do enjoy hunt-
ing—not so much big game—got more
of that than I’d bargained for once over
in the “Bad Lands” of N. D.—but “Mol-
lie and Jack” for me! I’d be out after
them today, but my hubby is gone to
the Gulf for a few weeks’ stay and I’ve

promised to stay at home until his re-

turn, so I shall roam over the vast
plains of the West; the swamp of the
South; the arid lands of the “Border”;
the snow-clad butts of the cedar-scented
North, with my “thought companions” of
Forest and Stream, until I am frel
again.

A. B. C., Indiana.

(SEVERAL LETTERS ARE HELD OVER)
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TAKEAKAMPKOOK
on/outFISHINCTRIP

Good hot coffee and a tasty
lunch ready in less time than
it takes to gather wood for

an ordinary camp fire. No
delay, no fuss or trouble when
you use an

AMERICAN KAMPKOOK
The ideal camp stove for tourists
and all who hunt, fish or go camp-
ing. Has two burners. Burns gaso-
line. Folds securely into steel case
when not in use. Set up and going
in two minutes. Not affected by
wind. Simple, substantial, safe. Also
sold with KAMPOVEN for broiling
and baking.

Sold by sporting goods and hard-
ware dealers.

Write for attractive literature.

American Gas Machine Co.
807 Clark St. Albert Lea, Minn.

Size, folded, 141,4x8x3^
inches. Weight, 8 pounds.

TTEALTHY, vigorous competi-
-* tion of life in the open made
America’s soldiers supple, self-

reliant and keen-witted. “Out-
door life did it’’ and canoeing is

chief among sports that furnish

both pleasure and health. The
“01dTown’’is the Master Canoe.
Buoyant, yet staunch, trim and
natty in appearance, speedy and
safe. Ask to see the unsinkable
“Sponson Model.’’ your
dealer’s or write for catalog.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.

893 4th St. Old Town, Maine

Sport!

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
fishing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special

requirements of the modern angling sport.

Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,

perfectly jointed and balanced. In the

Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS HOD COMPANY,
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

AMD EIFLEMEM

THE TYRO’S PRIMER
CERTAIN TERMS, PHRASES AND IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
USED BY MILITARY RIFLEMEN ARE DEFINED AND EXPLAINED

By CAPTAIN ROY S. TINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

(CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH)

T he rifle must be held firmly with

the butt-plate pressed snugly in

the hollow of the shoulder. Do not

place the butt against the shoulder-

point or the biceps of the arm, this is,

unfortunately, a common error and
causes the painful bruises so often sus-

tained by soldiers and trap-shots, who
fire a large number of cartridges in a

short time. The old injunction “hold

her tight’’ is good advice, providing it

is not overdone, for too much pressure

is just as fatal to accuracy as a loose,

sloppy grip on the piece. Hold the butt

in the hollow of the shoulder with a

firm, even pressure that does not vary
from shot to shot and “ride the recoil”

by permitting the shoulder to move back-

ward a short distance as the gun speaks.

In this way one avoids all injury and
punishment, and secures accurate con-

sistent shooting.

FLINCHING

T his is an involuntary, nervous
-twitch of the shoulder muscles that
occurs just as the trigger is “eased

off” or, I regret to say, “pulled” in many
j

instances, and renders utterly worth-
less the best trained and most experi-

enced men. This vicious malady is

caused by three things; not holding the

gun properly, using a stock that does

not fit you, or firing an overloaded weap-
on. The shooter’s shoulder soon becomes
one great, throbbing bruise; every shot

is simply so much added agony and, as

it is only human to fear that which hurts
and injures, a man soon finches in an-

ticipation of the coming punishment.
The best way to cure “flinching” is not

to contract it; therefore, do not fire

heavy ammunition until you are fully

instructed as to the proper method of

holding your gun.

I

THE SLING

M ost people think the sole office of

the sling is to assist in carrying

the weapon, while in reality that

use is merely a by-product; as the real

purpose of the strap is to steady the

gun at the instant of firing and re-

duce the effect of the recoil by making
it possible to hold the butt firmly into

the hollow of the shoulder with the

even, consistent pressui’e that is re-

quired. There is just one safe rule to

follow: Learn to use the sling correctly

and then tise it—at all times and in all

positions.

The old service slinc; was made of

leather, cumbersome to carry, stiff to

use and difficult to adjust, also a leather

strap has a nasty habit of not staying

where it is “put” and after a few shots

is prone to slip out of position and' cause

trouble. The new web strap now issued

to our boys has cured all these annoy-
ing difficulties and for civilan use pos-

sesses the added virtue of costing much
less than the “bit of bullhide” formerly
used.

To adjust the sling loosen the lower
part to its full extension as a single

strap, then lengthen the larger, or up-
per loop until it comes opposite the comb
of the stock. The average Tyro will

loudly proclaim that the sling is “so
tight,” but experience will soon show
him that this measurement is correct
for a man of average build and need
only be slightly lengthened or shortened
to suit the anatomy of the individual.

After you have become thoroughly ac-

customed to the use of the sling, make
a mark on the under side of your rifle

stock giving the length that is “right”
for you.

To put the sling on the left arm, hold
the gun in the right hand by seizing the
weapon at the grip and resting the heel
against the groin

;
pass the fingers of the

left hand into the large loop with an
inside hooking motion so the arm will

enter this loop from the right side, as

shown in the illustration. Bring the
loop up well into the armpit and shove
the keeper firmly home above the biceps,

and see to it that the sling stays there;

if it slips down toward the elbow the
value of the sling is lost. I would sug-
gest you see to it that the keeper fits

the strap smugly so it will hold the loop

firmly against the left arm and it is

good idea to sew a piece of small rope
around the sleeve of your shooting coat

to keep the sling up where it belongs.

Slide the left hand well out under the

rifle, all the way up to the forward
swivel, and be very careful that the for-

ward part of the stock rests upon the

palm of the left hand, and is not sup-

ported by the fingers, which should be

placed firmly about the wood covering
the barrel. Always remember the sling

must pass around the right side of the

left wrist and if the pressure causes

pain, just slip a heavy, lined glove on

the left hand, like we bugs do. .Also

remember that the left hand has just

one job to do, hold, firmly and consist-

ently. Until a man can adjust his sling

readily rnd use it with comfort, he
should not be permitted to fire a shot.
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ThosE.Wilson&Co.

Tested Tackle
is Half the Battle!

I
T’S time to plan for that fishing trip. Don’t wait
until the last minute to supply yourself with equip-

ment. Good fishing tackle is half the battle! Select it

with utmost care—use only tested tackle. Anticipate

all your requirements—be ready for every emergency.

There’s nothing like having confidence in your rods and reels

and lines and knowing that your fishing kit is complete to the

very last item that you may need.

Thousands of anglers, both amateur and expert, use and approve

Wilson Fishing Tackle
After you have hooked your fish—when the final struggle for

mastery begins— that is the time when you will best appreciate

the sterling qualities of your Wilson Tackle,

It will mean a great deal to you THEN to know that your
rod and reel and line will stand by you through the pinch.

There is a Wilson Rod, Reel, Line, Bait, etc.,

to suit every taste and to serve every purpose.
Wilson Tackle has stood the test of countless

' battles with the “big beauties.”

The Wilson line is complete. Anything you
need can be purchased from Wilson dealers.

Wilson Fishing Tackle Catalog Free
Send for it today. This book also describes, illustrates

and gives prices on many special items in hunting and
camping supplies. Address Thos. E. Wilson & Co.,

700-710 N. Sangamon St., Chicago.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

'-.f

i

i
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EVINRUDE
iZisut

Evinrude will take you
^ quickly to likely spots where the

big fish hide. Just a twist of the fly-

wheel and you are gliding swiftly to

the place that you alone know. Evin-

ruding means water outings with all

the rowing left out

—

Write for Catalog

Evinrude Motor Company
Evinrude Bldg. - Milwaukee, Wis.

DISTRIBUTING BRANCHES

69 CortUndt Street, NeW York 436 Market Street, Sen Frencitco

214 State Street, Boston 211 Morrison Street, Portland, Ore.

RussGlls“lke
Itori

Study that cross-section-four ^
layers of leather between you B
and the trail give full protec- _
tio!i without extra weight of
stiff sole- leather sole. The ^
lightest boot ever made for hard ®

sei vice. Stands the gaff—and m
keeps your feet dry. Special *
chrome waterproofed cowhide, |ft
chocolate color, with sole piece

of wonderful Maple Pac hide B
tliat outwears sole leather. ^Note our patent “Never W
Kip” watershed seams— ^no stitches to Ifead water

into your ^ ^
foot.

^ ^

It’s the boot for still hunters, bird hunters, hshermen
and all-around “hikers.” Made to your measure, any
lieight.

Write for Complete Catalogue “A/”—Free

W. C. RUSSELL MOCCASIN CO.
Berlin, Wis.

Fullest Pleasure from
Your Boating

Portable, easily-
attachable, L - A
outboard engines
afford the joys of
motor boating at

little cost. A gen-
erous 30 Days' Trial

lets you try out
L-A Engines at our
expense.

LOCKWOOD-ASH
MOTOR CO.

1911 Horton Ave.,
Jackson Mich.

Convert your
row-boat into

a power-boat!
Send for this

book. It tells

you how. And
it bristles with
valuable e n -

gine informa-
tion, too.

THE RETURN FROM
THE HUNT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 108)

meandered so quietly through the village
had grown into a mighty torrent and had
cut a wide swath through the heart of
the town. It had carried away a num-
ber of houses—contents and all—and de-
posited them in broken fragments upon
the deep bosom of Resurrection Bay.
The entire population had been fighting
the flood day and night, struggling to
confine the water to some semblance
of a channel, making sand bags and
piling them along its banks, in frenzied
endeavor to save their homes from ruin.
As far back as the memory of the oldest
Alaskan could go there had never been
a flood like this. Even the usually un-
perturbed engineers who had grappled
with the mighty problems of railroad
construction in a land where nature
offers a stern resistance were in despair
when the seemingly endless chain of

trouble messages began to pour into the
office. It seemed as though every bridge
over the entire line had been broken
or swept away, and so many landslides
had occurred it would almost have been
easier to survey a new right of way
and start all over again. Long years of
patient labor had gone for naught. It

was many weeks before the train that^
we had left at Mile Twenty was able
to crawl into Seward over a patched
up track.

S
ITTING around the stove in the com-
fortable Hotel Sexton we had a hap-

py time that night talking over all

our adventures, revelling in the delights

of civilized life once more. Several days
later our trophies and baggage were re-

layed in on speeders and we arranged to

take a steamer around into Cook Inlet

from which we were planning a jour-

ney into the Mt. McKinley region; so

we bade farewell one morning to the

splendid fellows with whom we had lived

in such happy companionship—sharing
hardships which, in the true sense, were
not hardships at all but “just a damn
queer way of enjoying yourself,” as Ben
would say. And the last sight we had
of that fine .fellow he was walking from

'

the dock in the early morning light after

having shaken our hands in parting. A
few weeks later he undertook to run

down some boot-leggers who were sup-

posed to be in hiding along the bleak

and barren coast '^o the w’estward and
he put out to sea in a little dory with

Bill Weaver, another man of the same
intrepid type. They used the same out- «
board motor that had played us such *
tricks on Kenai Lake. That was the

last that was ever seen or heard of them.

Their dory was found a few weeks later»
smashed up on the rocks about a hun-B
drecl miles below Seward and a partj
of Ben’s grub-box washed ashore near

Seldovia. The heaving waters of the*
great Pacific moan a solemn requiem J
among the rocks and shoals of that piti-t

less coast and the relentless mountains*
rear their snow-crowned heads above the*

mighty sepulchre of two of nature’s no-

Idemcn^
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$200.00 Worth
C(
Fishing Tackle thaFs Fit for Fishing

GIVEN TO THOSE WHO CAN
TELL THE BEST FISH STORIES

For the Best Fish Story
For the Next Best Fish Story
For the 2 Next Best Fish Stories
For the 4 Next Best Fish Stories
For the 5 Next Best Fish Stories

$50.00 Worth
35.00 Worth
25.00 Worth
10.00 Worth
5.00 Worth

Thirteen prizes in all to be selected from our 1919 Catalog,
issued about April i, 1919.

These stories may be true or not. They may be whoppers or
actual substantiated facts. They can be curious or funny or ex-
citing. But they must be about fish and fishermen. Let your-
self go and tell them in your own way. Send as many as you
like, but no story must exceed 700 words. Short stories are prefer-

able, however.

CONTEST CLOSES APRIL 1, 1919
Manuscripts cannot be returned. In the event of more than

one person sending in the same story the one telling it best will

be given the preference.
Address all stories to

Abbey & Imbrie Contest Editor
c/o Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc., 10-15-17 Warren St., New York

NOTE CAREFULL\

Write on one aide of paper only.

No fees of any kind are neces-
sary to compete. Contest is open
to everyone.
We are to be sole judges in

awarding prizes.

Winning stories are to become
our sole property for publication
in booklet.
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Mullins Steel Boats Can’t Sink
The safest boats in the world. You owe it to your family to provide them
with a Mullins boat equipped with air-tight compartments like a life boat—
one that cannot sink.

Designed by America’s foremost naval
architects, insuring perfect lines, great
speed and seaworthiness.

Constructed like a Government torpe-
do boat of rigid puncture-proofsteel plates
that cannot leak—warp—dry out—water-
log or open at the seams. Never gains
in weight — never requires calking no
expense for upkeep.

Powered with America’s best marine
motors, insuring reliability; equipped

The W. H. Mullins Co 92 Franklin Street, Salem, Ohio

with Mullins patent, silent under water
exhaust, insuring noiselessness in opera-
tion, increased speed and cleanliness.
One man control.

Over 65,000 Mullins Steel Boats now in
use in all parts of the world. They have
replaced wooden boats because of the
superiority of the steel construction.

Write today for beautifully illustrated
catalogs — works of art and full of valu-
able boating information.

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
positively the

greatest fish getter
ever used on a fly

rod. Handles easily on any ordinarj* fly rod. Has the slow wrig-
gling zig zag movement of a crippled minnow. Great for large and
small mouth bass, large trout, pike, and pickerel. Exquisitely
flnishetl in Silver Shiner, Red Side Minnow, Yellow Perch, Red Head,
etc. Two sizes, 1% and 2% in. Can be used on bait casting rods
by addins small sinker.

Price each 50c. Four in compartment Box $2.00.
Send stamp for catalog of Baits. Flies. Lines. Hooks, etc.

W. J. Jamison Co., Dept. S, 736 S. California Ave., Chicago. Ill

Tough
Strong
Durable
Invisible in Water

“— I am using a No. 4-6-ft.

Joe Welsh Leader 4 years
and yesterday landed a 6-lb.

Rainbow Trout Your leader

is worth 10 times the price I

paid for it.”

Live Dealers Sell Them Everywhere.
If Yours Can’t Supply You, Send

25c for 3-fi. Sample.

JOE WELSH
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Agent
United States and Canada

^ Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
I SI *11 rlCklt other fur-bearing animals

a.
Jjj large numbers, with the

New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
- ' — i!, „ bes flies. Made in

orice list, and our
_ or attracting fish.

J. F. Gregory, 3306 Oregon Ave., St.L«iiis,Mo

Send for one of these interesting calendars and
try It out thoroughly. Contains the Fishing
.Signs for 1919 arranged in graphic form for

easy understanding by all. It is the only
Calendar granted a copyright by the Library of

Congre.ss for the annual re-arrang .nent of its

figures. Send 25c. for one to-day to

0. F. CALENDAR.
Box 1466 H. Sta. Springfield. Mass.

TheSpoonThatGets’em!
Hook releases when fish strikes and sudden stop at end of
slot^ets hook firmly into j aw. Darts and dives like a rea I

fish. Catches more than any other spoon or
w o o d e n
minnow.
Great for
all game
fish— Black

Salmon, Cod,
dealer for

Bass. Trout, Musky Pike,
Tarpon, etc. Six sizes. Ask your

Knowles Automatic Striker
Lenglh: I%" 2Vs" 2h" 3'4" 4W" Ji//
Price each 35c 35c 5 5c V5c 90c $1.25
Finishes : SILVER — SILVER AND COPPER— BR.ASS
St £. KNOWLES, 69 Sherwood Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

1 U.S.ARMY&NAVfGOODS
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR OFFICERS A.\D ENLISTED MEN
Complete outfitters and dealers in govern-
ment goods—from an army hat cord to a
battleship.
5,000 useful articles for field service, camp-
ing, outing, etc., in Army Officers' price list

34 4—sent on receipt of 3 cents postage.

ARMY& NAVY STORE CO., Inc.
Largest Outfitters So infiated prices

Army & Navy Building
245 West 42nd St. New York City

ARADISE
Located on chain of six Lakes.
Black Bass. Pickerel. Markinaw

Trout. Mu.sky fishing In Mich. In a network of Trout
Streams (all varieties). Finest Bathing Beach. Perfe-:t

Sanitary conditions. Stone and I/)g Bungalow Dining
roorn Write for booklet H. D. SMITH. Beliaire. Mich.

LOUIS RHEAD T/S LURES
BIG NATIVES, BROWNS, RAINBOWS any time, place or season

)E LIHLE TERROR MINNOV
FOR SURFACE FISHING

No. 10 KYMPU CREEPER WINGLESS MAY FLY
Long Hook ^ I Mit>-WATEa Copied from Nature
iNxnsTouT TROUT HELGRAMITE favorite trout food

HOOK For Bottom Fishing COPIED FROM NATURE

Cn ACQUAINTED OFFER the 3 for ONE DOLLAR while they last

Send for new lUustrMcd lemllrt with ftdditlonftl tested Improred balta.

LOUIS RHEAD. 2 17 OCEAN AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

NOTES ON LONG
ISLAND SHORE BIRDS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 122)

In plumage they are almost exactly alike,

mottled more or less black and white in

summer, gray above and white below in

winter. The very considerable differ-

ence of size between the two is not al-

ways appreciable, but the trained eye

will usually pick out the much larger

bill of the Greater Yellowleg. The
whistled notes of the two are recogniz-

ably different, those of the Greater be-

ing clearer and more ringing, whew,
whew, whew, generally in series of three

or more calls instead of singly or in

twos. The Lesser has also a common
shorter note whip, whip, whip often ut-

tered continuously, and most frequently

heard when they are flying in flocks of

fair size. Both species have other cries,

some of which are indistinguishable in

the two.

In spring the Lesser Yellowleg mig-
rates up the Mississippi Valley and is

of rare occurrence on the Atlantic Coast,

while the Greater is abundant and noisy

there. On the southward migration both

species arrive in July, following the

meadows along the coast. The Lesser

or Summer Yellowleg attains its great-

est abundance in August, occurring

singly or in flocks of varying size, twenty
or even forty individuals together being

not uncommon. The Greater or Winter
Yellowleg is comparatively scarce until

September or October, and sometimes
lingers into November.

Cases among birds, similar to that of

the Yellowlegs, where two species are

practically identical in color though dif-

fering markedly in size, are not rare.

Very likely the Greater Yellowleg is not

so closely related to the Lesser as its

similarity in plumage would lead one to

suppose. Perhaps its similarity to that

species not infrequently enables it to

escape the Duck Hawk deluded into be-

lieving it is dealing with the smaller,

less active bird.

LAWS FOR TRAPPERS AND
HUNTERS

T O aid trappers and hunters the U.

S. Department of Agriculture has

issued Farmers’ Bulletin* 1022, “Laws
Relating to Fur Bearing Animals,”

which is a summary of legislation in the

United States, Canada, and Newfound-

land, relating to trapping, open seasons,

propagation, and bounties. Under the

stimulus of high prices there is always

danger that trappers will deplete the

trapping grounds and permanently de-

crease the number of fur animals, the

Federal specialists say. Regulations and

seasons should be carefully observed, so

that the fur supply of the future shall

not be endangered.

For the flscal year ended June 30,

1918, the foreign trade of the United

States in. raw and manufactured furs

reached the largest total in the history

of the country. While exports were only

$13 903,631 as compared with $15,729,-

160 for 1917, the imports were $38,389,-

372, as compared with $21,553,375.
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No. 2 Open—showing equipment

AUTO-KAMP-KOOK-KIT
The most dependable gasoline Outing stove
on the market. A necessity for every auto.

\o. 2 Closed—equipment packet inside

Size 5zl0zl8, weight 17 pounds.

Substantial, Durable, Efficient

WILL BURN IN ANY WIND
We make other sizes; write for prices.

PRENTISS-WABERS MFG. CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis. 4 Spring St.

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fighting our battles.
T'he women and children of France are left to bear the
bunlen.

$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
F'reiuh (Jovernment, will save a child for the new
Fratice. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month,
$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Kvery pt-iiny of the money collected goes to the chil-
dren. Kxpenses are paid from a separate fund.

Drove y»ur patriotism by helping immcdiattly, prac-
tically and personally, our ally. France.
Ten Cents a day mean.s little to you. tVlien a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.
3.00 ” " *'

1 mo. 73.50
“ “ ** 2 yrs.

Date

I pledge
j

$36.50 ... . for a aged .... In Its

mj'self V liumc for years

to give
$
homes for

for .... children In their o'vn

, . . years
part

I enclose herewith $ In payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in
payments.

moss OUT THE I’ARA-
GKAI’ilS YOU DON'T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address *

Checks should be drawn to "THE FATHFRIiESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE CO>nU'ITEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Treasurer. DAVID K. FORGAN, Room
741 Fine Arts Building. Chicago.

J. WESTERN WARNER’S
(DUDE RANCH)

'ummer resort is located on the Kootenai River in
the Cabinet Range of the Rocky Mountains in
Montana and affords some of the best fishing and
hunting in the West.
Good saddle horses and fine trails and roads,

every mile a pleasure, private cabins and tents,
hoard and saddle horse by day or month. Spring
bear hunting a specialty, all other big game in
season. Write to

J. WESTERN WARNER, HUNTER and GUIDE

LIBBY, lyiONT.

WILDFOWLING TAT.ES
Grand new book of dock and goose hnnt*
ing narratives by J. B. Thompson, Panl E.
Page, Hamilton M. Laing, R. P. Holland
and Forest H. Conover. Price $2.00. W*

O. Hazelton, 406 Pontiac Bldg., Chicago, 111.

ROCKLEDGE, FLORIDA
I 175 miles below Jacksonville, in the midst of the famous Indian River orange |

I groves. Ideal climate, flowers and sunshine. A great deal of money has been |

I spent on the hotels making them equal to the best in the state. Fine hunting. |

I Fishing has always been good at Rockledge
;
now it should be the best in |

I Florida as there has been a new inlet opened to the ocean just below Rock- |

I ledge. Any fisherman will know that this means wonderful fishing. One of the |

I great attractions is the golf course. Boating, motor boating, clock golf, dancing, |

I billiards, pool. |

I ACCOMMODATES 400. WRITE FOR CIRCULAR |

I W. W. BROWN, Manager |

I Summer Season- GRANLIDEN HOTEL, Lake Sunapee, N. H. |

Central Park, West—
74th and 75th

Streets

Overlooking Central Park’s most pictur-

esque lake

Hotels
INDIAN RIVER and

ROCKLEDGE

Rooms and bath— $2.50 upwards.
Parlor, bedroom and bath— $4.00 per day and upwards.

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.
Please Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Ownership Management — Edmund M. Brennan.

Especially attractive during the Fall

and Winter months. Appeals to fathers,

mothers and children.
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Reconstruction

and the

Sriiall-tore

Rifle Glut

Ko, S
Americctn Marksmen Series,
I*ainted for Remington UMC

by i'- X, Leyendecker

ONE of tlie first and test war measures tte U. S.'Govern-

ment adopted was tte British modern development of

small-tore or .22 caliter rifle target shooting.

No tetter endorsement of RemingtonUMC service to

shooters could have teen asked. But more was to come.

In appropriating for '‘home consumption valuable Government
war-time methods, civilian America has seized upon the new small-hore

target shooting as one of its hest finds. In community, industrial and

institutional rifle cluhs, an enormous expansion has begun, centering

around the small-hore rifle shooting regulations now officially pre-

scnhed by the National Rifle Association.

Foremost as it has been in the encouragement of this shooting and

these cluhs. Remington UMC is hest able to help—as it is helping—to

brmg this splendid sport permanently into its own in this countiy.

1£ you are interested in getting up a rifle club, reviving one, or putting some
ginger into the one you have just been elected President of, write today for a

tree copy of the Remington UMC Handbook, containing full information,
including howto obtain Government assistance through the N. R. A., and
what complimentary Remington UMC targets to ask for.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO., Inc.

Largest Manufacturers ofFirearms and Ammunition in the VC^orld

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

MAKING YOUR OWN
BASS BUGS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 119 )

these flies attractive to the wily fish.

Personally, I use three or four bristles

frequently in the wings or toils, that are

taken from a Javelin hide—the collared

peccary of natural history—but as these

are not readily obtainable everywhere, I

presume, hog bristles or horse hair would
do the same thing, which is to support
the softer hairs and prevent their mat-
ting down in the water.

Don’t be afraid to make some all white
except the body and even that can be

white for night fishing. In late summer
when the bass are lying deep the light-

colored flies will get the most fish.

Orange bodies with white wings and
tail with just a touch of red fox or

squirrel hair is a good combination.
Bright red body with dark grey squir-

rel or deer hair has proved a winner
for big ones with me and especially when
the sun was shining brightly. Alum-
inum bodies with red heads look good
day or night.

T he following list of “don’ts” will

help you avoid some disappoint-

ments, but cut down your experimenting
too, so disregard them if you want the

fun of trying.

Never cut the outer ends off the hairs

if they seem too long as they are tapered

and their wonderfully live appearance in

the water is dependent on preserving the

tapering end.

Manufactured Bucktails do not possess

this quality because the hairs are

chopped off square.

Cut off at the root end if you must re-

duce their length, and ahvays tie the

root end to bodies when making flies.

Don’t use short or low-grade corks

as they work badly, are hard and heavy.

Don’t get the shellac on the hairs, ex-

cept very close to where they are tied

to the body as it stiffens them.
Don’t use small hooks as they do not

protrude enough and you w’ill miss too

many strikes. Besides their eyes are too

small. This of course is not to apply if

you are making midget size flies, as all

parts should be in harmony.
Do not wind thread around bodies so

as to compress the entire cork as its

lightness is lost in proportion as its bulk

is reduced by compression.

Never fail when putting the fly on

leader to insert the loop (which must
be long enough to pass through the fly)

through the eye from the underside

—

that is, the side the point of the hook

is on, as it makes the fly lie cn the

water with head slightly elevated and

each tiny jerk nods the head downward,

while reverse occurs if inserted in re-

verse manner and the action is not near

so lifelike and makes less ripple on the

water. It also causes the fly to strike

the water right side up usually.

Do not be discouraged if your first

ones are crude—even they wdll catch fish

in a way that will surprise you—and

there is no end to the variation that will

occur to you as you go along.
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For instance, they may be made with-

out the tail hairs and with the wings

i spread out so as to meet over the back,

; as are Nos. 13 and 14. (See*page 119.)

I The bodies may be made longer by

4 glueing two corks end to end with shel-

(
lac and then whittling them into the

desired shape—No. 13 is made that way.

A little light sealing wax may be melted

and spread over the belly and then

caiwed into most lifelike appearance with

a warm knife blade point—or the sealing

wax may be added till the fly no longer

floats, but they are not so good when
I fished submerged.

I

In the illustrations herewith No. 9

has white deer, tail and wings, alum-

I inum body and red head. No. 9 has

I

seen real service and took one night

I

between 9:30 and 11:30 over 20 bass,

I

ranging from %-lb. to 2%-lbs. No. 10

J has both tail and wings made from the

I

creamy yellow hair from a Raccoon’s

tail, with a few Javelin bristles mixed

in for support, has orange body and

cream white head.

No. 11 has white tail, white and grey

wings, orange body and red head.

No. 12 has pink and grey tail, white

wings with a few strands of grey, yel-

low body and brown head.

Nos. 11 and 12 are early types of my
work before I had learned to shape up

I the bodies so as to appear better—but

j

they got fish just the same.

No. 13 has all white wings meeting

I
over back, with double length body, cream

colored with brown stripings in grooves

and brown head.

The hook in this type emerges about

midway of the body.

No. 14 has short, stiff black tail, wide

spread heavy wings, very slender body

and sealing wax belly. Wings are squir-

rel, body and head yellow.

No. 15 has tail and wings of mixed
deer and squirrel grey in color, with some
Javelin bristles, red body and cream
head.

No. 16 has greyish tan deer hair in

tail and wings, Javelin bi'istles in wings,

aluminum body and dark red head.

No. 17 is made of the very red hairs

from the underside of a rusty fox squir-

rel’s tail, with Javelin bristles in wings
and tail, orange body and cream head.

These Javelin bristles are alternately

white and black, the rings of color be-

ing arranged like the rings on a ’coon’s

tail and are quite showy in' the water
but quite stiff.

In winter, when I hunt, I secure and
have dried or tanned the skins of various

birds or beasts that have suitable feath-

ers or hair, and in summer I return them
to nature’s haunts via the fly rod route.

Of course my wife objects, so I have
surreptitiously arranged my office for my
laboratory and I’m hoping that she’ll

continue attending strictly to her knit-

ting and not come forth on a voyage
of discovery. >

Here’s hoping you’ll have as much fun
out of making some “bugs” as I have,
and while I hope your reputation won’t
suffer as much as mine has since I got
“bugs” I’m not yet sure whether it isn’t

worth even that for after all “fishing
ain’t just catching fish.”

i

I

1

I

!

!

I

GUNS
Fishing Tackle

Send for Catalog 77

Showing Fall and Winter Sporting Goods

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 and 304 BROADWAY NEW YORK

A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing ami hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of
Hunting^ Fxshing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game laws, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. National
Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.

No book or set of books you can buy will
give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a yearns subscription to the National Sports-
man. Special information furnished to subscrib-
ers at all times. Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown

above, are reproduced on heavy art paper, size

9 X 12. in strikingly attractive colors, from
original oil paintings by well-known artists.

They make appropriate and pleasing decora-
tions for the den, camp, or club-room of any
man who likes to hunt or fish. Price of pic-

tures alone 25c. We will send you this set
of pictures. FREE OF CHARGE, on receipt
of $1.00 for a year’s subscription to the Na-
tional Sportsman Magazine.

ORDER BLANK
National Sportsman Magazine, 220 Colum-

bus Ave., Boston. Mass.:
Enclosed find $1.00 for a year’s sub-

scription to the National Sportsman, and
the set of 8 outdoor pictures.

Name
Address
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Here’s comfort, health and happy
excitement for you from early

morn to dewy eve.

No matter what \ou want in a

vacation, The Chamberlin has it.

Is it Golf?—i^ght, bring your
clubs

;
The Chamberlin provides a

peach of a' Course, Eighteen Holes.

Is it Swimming?— right, the salt

water bathing in the big. Mosaic,
Sun-lit Sea Pool is great.

Is it Sunshine?—we’re drenched
with it, ozone, too.

Is' it Southern Cooking?—not a

“Mammy” in the South can beat

The Chamberlin cuisine.

Is it ^ledicinal Baths?—we du-

plicate every Treatment given at

Vichy, Ai.x, Carlsbad, Nauheim or

Harrogate, under the best profes-

sional skill.

Is it Social Life?—the Naval
and Military officers stationed at

Hampton Roads and Fortress Mon-
roe give a fine zest to The Cham-
berlin dances.

In any event, write for our spe-

cial booklet, “Golf”—it contains

the first Aeroplane Map of a Golf
Course ever published in America.

J
Address

George F. Adams, Manager

Fortress Monroe Virginia

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

Raise Hares For Us
Immense profits easily and quickly made.
We furnish stock and pay $2.00 each anc
expressage when three months old. Con-
tracts. booklet, etc.. 10c. Nothing free.

Tliorson Rabbit t'o.
. Dept. 9. Aurora.

Colorado.

ACCURATE
258 W. 34th St..

SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
T. T. Pierce

Arm, and Ammunition Exn^rt

GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

New York City.

35c . For
Postpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New PerfectioD

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportinipo liftv© known it for

years. Dealers pell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other nece‘9Barie8

for sportsmen and we will send

you a dandy, handy new can

(screw top and screw tip) con-

taining ounces postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH.F.NTE. New BeJforJ, Mass.

Instructions for

Net Making
kinds fish

nets, may be easily and quickly made, with my illustrated

instructions before you. 21 photographs show you how.

Once learned never forgotten. Also gives more informa-

tion about the use of nets.

Send to-day. Price 25c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON, Altoona, Kansas.

A COMPLICATED
FOX HUNT

(continued from page 111)

powerful blow dashed out his life? Had
I

he stayed on land, we must have seen
i him; had he been in water, that possi-

;

bility was slight. We talked and argued,
;

thought and reasoned, and in the end

j

grew strong in our conviction that the
! solution lay at the pond bottom.

Investigation, for the time, being com-
plete, we restored the boat to its proper
place, trudged along the narrow wood
road that led from the camp to the main
highway, and an hour later, stumbled
into Mr. Hale’s kitchen thoroughly fag-
ged out.

j

The second day thereafter, the pre-

I

vailing westerly winds having blown
!
Hubbard Pond free of ice, we rowed
along close to that section of the shore
where the dog’s body would naturally
have drifted, in case it had floated.' The
search was unavailing. Still not satis-

fied, other plans were laid, and on the
fourth day, we manufactured what, in

war parlance, might be termed depth
bombs. In short, we filled a pair of
tin pails with sand, placing a heavy
charge of dynamite in each. These we
planted at the point of conflict. Two ter-
rific explosions raised a great volume
of water, best measured in tons, and
much mud—but no dog! At that we had
gone the limit. Time elapsed. Adver-
tisements in the local papers went un-
answered, while inquiries throughout the
community likewise failed. The only
light shed on the situation was the news
that Sankey’s former master had more
than once punished him severely for driv-
ing deer. Gradually our thoughts and
conversation shifted to other topics,

i

A WEEK from the day of our trou-
bles and almost at the same hour

;

in the forenoon, Mr. Hale and I

drove into the farm yard, returning from
a brief tour in quest of partridge. We
were greeted with repeated shouts of
“Throw up your hats; your dog’s alive!”
Our silent stare of “don’t believe”
brought forth the announcement that a
message by telephone reported him held
for us at a farm four miles distant.

Those four miles we quickly covered;
then the story learned, to find that this

I

was w'hat had happened. Sankey, hav-
ing quit the chase for what no doubt he
felt were his best interests, headed
straight for home twentj' miles away, in

Fitchburg, Mass. Choosing as his route

the western shore of Lake Monomonac,
he came upon an attractive dead horse,

on which he proceeded to make a meal
Promptly the hidden fox ti-ap clamped
a front foot. There Tvas no pulling free.

In the six days of bitter struggle that

ensued, he had dragged the horse’s head,

to which the trap was clogged, a good
half mile. Fortunately, fair weather,
with moderate temperature, had been his

lot; yet another twenty-four hours of

exposure would probably have spelled

the end. The trapper, for it was he who
finally discovered Sankey, claimed to

have tended his “sets” daily, but said
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ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

Yi size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Mo.

INDIAN BASKETS—WHOLESALE AND R^
/\il. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cali-

fcrnia.

ATTTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS START EASY IN COLD WEATHER
with our new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gal-

lon. Use cheapest gasoline or half kerosene.

Increased power. Styles for any motor. Very
slow on high. .Mtach it yourself. Big profits to

agents. Money Back Guarantee. 30 days’ trial.

Air Friction Carburetor Co., 550 Madison, Day-

ton, Ohio.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in young small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United

States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-

Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. .Address Henry \\

.

Beeman, New Preston, Conn.

FLY TYING MATERIAL

FLY TYING MATERIAL, EVERYTHING FOR
Tying your own Flies,^ price list free. Mole Fly

Company, Roosevelt, N. Y.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—MOUNTED DEER HEADS AND
birds from north woods. Photos free. G. E.

Link, taxidermist, Phillips, Wis.

TWO LARGE PAIR BULL AND TWO PAIR
cow buffalo horns; Old English silk shawl about

100 years old. Sell cheap to settle up estate.

A. W. Ayers, Wichita Falls, Texas.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION
buy, sell and exchange all sorts of

old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer. 805 Madison Ave.. New York City .

CHEAP 401. NAVY RIFLES, AUTOLOADING
shotgun and others or trade for 256, Newton, 2-5

.Marlin, rather deal direct, write till June. Fred

biggie,’ Monona, Iowa, R. No. 3.

FOR SALE ONLY—FINE ENGLISH HAM-
merless ejector gun—made by T. Kilby and in

A 1 condition. With case. $1T5. ^\ . E. HaHer,
1034 Farnam St., Davenport. Iowa.

ITHICA NO. 3^ 20 G.A. KRUPP ; FLUID
steel barrels, ejectors, recoil pad. Take $75 or

trade for 12 g.a. cannon. D. Trass, Madison, Ohio.

SEND $2 FOR ONE YEAR'S DELIVERY OF
“.\rms and Ammunition.” .\cciirate gun dope

condensed. T. T. Pierce, 258 W. 34th St., New
York City.

'» HELP WANTED
GET A GOV’T POSITION THROUGH US.

Position or money back guaranty. Thousands of

men and women. 16 to 60, needed in Washington
and elsewhere for the years of “Reconstruction”
ahead. We’ll coach you quickly by mail for

Civil Service examination find appointment.
Permanent: easy hours: paid vacations; higher
salaries. Our free Book “RG” gives list of posi-

tions; WRITE for it. WASHINGTON CIVIL
SERVICE SCHOOL, 2043 Marden Bldg., WASH-
INGTON, D. C.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

BELGIAN HARES FOR MEAT. FRANCE,
England, and America cry, “More Meat.” Get
in now and write for free plans and photographs
of stock. Adams Bros., Belgian Farm, Portland,
Mich.

A nominal charge of five cents

per word will carry classified mes-
sages to our army of readers on
farms, in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed trials.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

DECOY CALLERS, PURE BRED, NO LIMIT,
Wild Mallards $3.50 a pair; eggs, $2.50-12; $20,-

100; English Callers $7 a pair; eggs, $5-12; $40-100;
(pairs only,) extra drakes. Mail draft. E.

Breman Co., Danville, 111.

FANCY POULTRY FOR SALE; 30 VARI-
eties; catalogue free. Herman Blumer, Ber-

ger, Mo.

HARES. RABBITS, RUFUS RED AND GREY
Belgians, Flemish and checkered Giants, New Zea-
lands, breeding Dutch, Belgian yards. Kinder-
book, N. Y.

PEDIGREED NEW ZEALANDS, BELGIANS,
Flemish Giants and Utility Rabbits. Fine healthy
stock. Forest City Rabbitry, 1810 W. State St.,

Rockford, 111.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME. I

furnish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2 each, and buy all you raise at 30 to 00
cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents for

complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. I'rank FI.

(7ross, 64 33 Ridge, St. Louis, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS

A SHARP HUNTING KNIFE IS HARD TO
find, but listen, one that will ST.VY SH.-\RP is a

prize. We make a hunting knife that is SH.XRP
and will stay sharp. Your money back if not
satisfied. Write for circular. Old File Cutlery
Co., Havana, 111.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.

;
de-

tails Free. Press Syndicate, 520, St. Louis, Mo.

FISH LURE—RECEIPT TO MAKE YOUR
own dope, 25(‘. “Shure get ’em.” P. O. Box 185,

San Francisco, Cal.

GIGANTIC NEW GUINIEA BUTTER BEAN.
This new edible vegetable grows 3 to 5 feet long.

Weight 10 to 16 pounds. gigantic climbing
vine. Leaves a foot or more in rliameter. Seed
50d a package. Muskeetopunk Co., Pekin, 111.

GOES’ LIQUID POISON CAPSULES KILL
animals on si)Ot. Goes’ Luring Bait attracts them.
Thirteenth season in market. Free circulaAs
when mentioned this paper. Edmund Goes, Mil-
waukee, Wis., Station C.

MAIL US 15c. WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15d for 6 prints; 8x10 mounted
enlargements. Sod; prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke,
Va.

MAKE DIE-CASTINGS, SKETCH, SAMPLE,
Booklet and Proposition 12(f. R. Byrd, Box
227, Erie, Pa.

POULTRY AND RABBITS — POULTRY
paper, 50(* year. Fine Rabbit Department. Rab-
bit Book 25(‘. Paper one year and book, 65(*. Poul-
try Advocate, Dept. “H”, Syracuse, N. Y.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Mo.

PARTNER WANTED
EXPERIENCED WOODSMAN WANTS PART-

ner for trapping small fur bearing animals. State
experience and knowledge of where to trap in writ-

ing. Address J. E. Plew, New Southern Pacific
Hotel, Yuma, Arizona.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS GOMMERCIALIZED. CASH
or royalty. Ad'"! Fisher Mfg. Co., 195A, SL
Louis, Mo.

PHEASANTS

CHINESE RING-NECK PHEASAN'T EGGS,
$3.50 dozen; $25-100. Ornamental varieties, $5
dozen. Simpson’s Pheasant Farm, Corvallis, Ore-
gon.

REAL ESTATE FOE SPORTSMEN
$5.00 DOWN. $5.00 MONTHLY; SEVEN

acres fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North Fifth,
Kansas City, Kans.

SITUATION WANTED
IF YOU WANT A THOROUGH MAN, READ

this. A practical and reliable manager of Gen-
tleman’s Shooting Preserve, handler and trainer
of higlnclass shooting dogs; breeding, rearing and
developing puppies; widely experienced here and
abroad; skilled shot; a capable man to show spo’t;
expert trapper of vermin; a reliable and trust-
worthy all around manager. Wise, 214 East 6Sth
St., New York.

SPORTING BOOKS

DUCK AND GOOSE HUNTING STORIES.—
Best in the world. Two new books, “Ducking
Days” and “Wildfowling Tales,” $2 each. W. C.
Hazelton, 407 Pontiac Bldg., Chicago, III.

TRAPPERS SUPPLIES

TRAPPERS—SPRING MUSKRAT PRICES
are “over the to;).” Double your catch by getting
“Ten Rat Catching Muskrat Sets” with many prac-
tical pointers added. It is the most complete, con-
cise, practical guide there is published on musk-
rat trapping. It is written by a trapper who' has
specialized years in it. Price one dollar po.stfraid.

Percy H. Tucker, Peace Dale, R.F'.D.. Rhode
Island.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

WANTED—ACME FOLDING BOAT, GOOD
condition. Harold Orttel, 717 W. Michigan St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

KENNEL MART
MISCELLANEOUS

AIREDALES, BULLS, IRISH, FOX. COLLIES
and pups of all kinds at lowest prices. Send
description of the dog you want and if I have it

on hand I will ship upon receipt of your check
or money order. Quick Sales—Small Profits. Leo
Smith, 309 Barrow St., Jersey City, N. J,

DACHSHUNDE KENNELS — IVEIDMANNS
heil. G. R. Rudolf, Cuba, Mo.

GREAT DANE, FEMALE — SOUIA OF
Hailon. Sire, Succabone Ecglaff. Dam, Countess
Bessovof. Registered. Two years, seven months
old. Fawn, excellent markings. Will sell at low
figure. Gordon J. Platt, Highgate Springs, Vt.

GREAT DANES—MALES AND FEMALES
soon in season; reasonable. Pennwood Kennels,
Reg., Sparrows Point, Md.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Idounds and Hunting, I'ecatur,

III.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for- particu-

lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, .Ark.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, .American Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer.
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington. Ky.

WANTED—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. GAME
plenty for sale. Bird dogs and rabbit hounds on
trial. O. K. Kennels, Marydel, Md.

TRAINED BEAGLES, RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox-hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, dogs, setters,

pointers, pet, farm dogs, ferrets, guinea pigs,

fancy pigeons, rats, mice, list’ free. Violet Hill

Kennels. Route 2, York, Pa.
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When Fishing Time Comes
When spring is on the doorstep; when the appeal of

the woods is strong—and you can no longer resist—go,

but take along your outfit of

Duxbak
Right Clothes for the Out-of-Doors

Duxbak clothes are known by men and

women for their comfort and economical long

service. Made of a specially woven heavy

army duck and rainproofed. They wear well

and protect against wind and weather,

Kampit is another well-known line

of out-door clothes, lighter in weight

and not rainproofed.

Both Duxbak and Kampit are made
in a variety of styles and garments for

all out-door spxjrts and recreations—for

both men and women.

Get Our 1919 Style Book
You’ll find these wonderful garments

at all good Spxjrting Goods Dealers.

But send for our well illustrated book

describing every garment and full of

suggestions for selecting the right outfit.

Utica Duxbak Corporation
10 Hickory St.. Utica, N. Y.

Tluxbak
Spiral Puttees

All wool, rainproofed puttees. Ser-^

Ciceahle for camping, tramping,

wading or h mting» Made of a close-

ly wocei woolen fabric. No outfit

of out-door

clothes for

men or

Women is

really

complete

for comfoT
without a

pair of

Duxbak
Spiral
Puttees.

Rider.Agents Wanted
RvprvojhpTAtArirfe iTui rThiliit^laTrv~-r— fEverywhere to ride and exhibit'
the new Ranger^Motorl>lke**com-‘
pletely equipped with electric light
and horn, carrier, etaod, tool tank,
< oaster^brake, mud guards and
anti'skidtires.Chofce of44oth^r
otyles» colors and sizes in the fa*
mous “Ranger" line of bicycles.
DELIVERED FREE on approval

and 30 DAYS TRIAL. Send for big
free catalog and particulars of our
Pactory-direcUUyRideT marvelous
offers and terms,

TIQPQ Lamps, Homs. Wheels,
I Iflbv Sundries, and parte for
all bicycle**—at half usual prices./
SEND NO MONEY but tell usl

exactly what you need. Do not buy until you
get our prices, terms and the bigFREE catalog.

M e A r\ CYCLE COMPANY ,tAU Dept.K234CHICAG0^
• Where QUALITY meets PRICE to SATISFACTION of buyer”

DOGS -ALL BREEDS
AIREDALES A SPECIALTY

26 years in the line means something, and is a

guarantee for SERVICE

NEW YORK KENNELS 113 East 9lh St., New York

COOPERS CAMPS
THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST
SQUARE TAILED TROUT. 0. K. HUNTING.

DEAL VACATIONLAND.

BOOKLET ON REQUEST

CAPT. G. W. COOPER, EAGLE LAKE, MAINE

THOUSANDS OF WILD DUCKS
can be attracted to Ibe lakes, rivers and
ponds near you if you plnn t the foods they
love ...WILD CELfiRY Wild Rice

Duck Potato, etc. Wild Duck
attractions my epecialty..

Used by laryeat preserves
and clubs. Write for infor ^
mation and prices ^
TERRELL, Naturaltet

Dept H-42 Oshkosh, Wis.

AmIAU'!,)

DUCKING DAYS
Beautiful new book of duck'

hunting stories. 20 half'tonet
of noted sportsmen, ete. Text byj

Americans best writers. 32.00*1

W.€. llazelton, 406 Poutiac Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

that he was unable to locate the niis.img

trap. Be that as it may, one must be

inclined to feel that an awkward, heavy
clog, drawn over average ground, would
leave some few traces to guide a care-

ful searcher. Only by chance did the

rescue happen. The trapper went bird

shooting in the vicinity, flushed a part-

ridge, fired, heard a dog howl, had a

“hunch.” One look at the dog’s injured

foot, together with his general weak-
ened condition, caused us to send him
by auto express to Fitchburg for veterin-

ary attention.

Two months later, Sankey was fast

recovering his old form, and, though
nevermore in dog show class, promised
again to be efficient on the trail. So after

all, I for one was glad that the grand
old buck of Hubbard Pond still lived

His splendid fight against big odds de-

served no little admiration—he too had
had a generous share of trouble.

LAKE ERIE HUT
FISHING

(continued from page 117)

twigs or other debris that floats around
until finally it reaches the spear hole.

If left remaining on the water, a very
small piece of debris, no larger than a

dime, becomes an eyesore and seems as

big as the bottom of a tub.

And incidentally, one must have a piece

of board to put over the fish hole when
the pike is being taken off the spear,

so that he cannot flop back into the
hole. He is then tossed through the
door to freeze.

At least one man in each group of

huts carries a mariner’s compass. With-
out it, though they might be only half a
mile off shore, it would be quite pos-

sible for even experienced watermen to

become lost and perish in the blizzards
and swirling snowstorms that sweep Lake
Erie in the months of January and Feb-
ruary.

THE GULF RANGERS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 115)

for the night, and Hendry snoring, when
Mr. King whispered across to his son:
“What did you see in the locker, John?”
“Birds—large white birds!” was the

response.

“Many?”
“Not very many, sir. But this after-

noon, when you folks were busy below,

I lifted a hatch cover, forward. Down
in a black hole there were lots of them
—the same kind. Oh, I can’t begin to

tell you how many. What were they,

father?”

“Egrets!”
“But I didn’t think people were al-

lowed to kill them,” John went, on.

“It’s against the law,” said Mr, King.

“John—our new-found friends are pir-

ates, sure enough, and they are the cruel-

est of all the black tribe because thej

are preying upon one of our most beau-

tiful and helpless forms of wild life.

They are shooting up the Coast Rook-

eries.”

(TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH)
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UNCLE SAM FISHING
‘ CONTEST

The winners in the Forest and
Stream 1918 Bass Fishing Contest

are as follows:

George C. Shupee, of San Antonio,

j

Texas, secures the first prize of $25.00

j

for the largest large-mouth bass caught

I

south of the Mason and Dixon line with

! a 10% -pound large-mouth bass taken

from Medina Lake, Texas.

Jason Fred Diem, of Detroit, Michigan,

wins the first prize of $25.00 for the

' largest large-mouth bass caught north of

I the Mason and Dix<i>i line with an 8 -

I
pound large-mouth bass taken from Wat-

j

kins Lake, Michigan.

In the small-mouth bass class the first

I prize of $25.00 for the largest small-

mouth bass caught north of the Mason

j

and Dixon line was secured by M. W.
I Malseed, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

with a 5% -pound small-mouth bass taken

at Noxontown, Deleware.

As no catch of small-mouth bass was
reported from south hf the Mason and

Dixon line a special prize of $15.00 has

been awarded to J. G. Houston, of Brook-

line, Massachusetts, for a 5-pound 6 -

ounce, small-mouth bass taken at Ply-

mouth, Massachusetts, and a special prize

of $10.00 awarded to Carlton West of

Toronto, Canada, with a 4%-pound,
I small-mouth bass taken from Lake Sim-

I coe, Ontario.

Checks for the amounts mentioned have

I

been sent to the successful contestants

I and Forest and Stream hopes to publish

I in the near future a contribution from

I
each, telling the story of how he caught

I ^is prize winning fish.
I

i

!
A NEW HATCHERY

A XFW fish hatchery, with a capacity

equal to any three .American hatch-

eries, has been opened at Port .Arthur,

' Ontario, under the direction of the Onta-

rio Government. .According to George H
Rapsey, superintendent of game and fish-

eries for the province, the new hatchery

will be capable of controlling qo.ooo.ooo

fish eggs, all told, comprising 75 ,
000,000

white-fish eggs and 15 ,
000,000 salmon and

Iirook trout eggs.

This makes the second large hatchery at

Port Arthur, the Dominion hatchery look-

ing after the restocking of Lake Superior

and the provincial one caring for the re-

stocking of the inland waters, of which

Lake Nipigon and the Lake of the Woods
are the most important bodies in the west-

ern part of the province, and the 1.500

lakes and rivers of Algonquin Provincial

Park the most important in the eastern

section.

Lake Nipigon has taken rank with .Al-

gonquin Park as one of the greatest fish-

ing centers in Canada since it has been

made more easily accessible to sportsmen

from both Canada and the United States

by the National Transcontinental. Algon-

quin Park has long been famous among
sportsmen for the superb trout and for

small-mouth Wack bass fishing in particu-

lar as it is literally a paradise of lakes

and streams.

THE KENNEL MART

The publishers of Forest and Stream
desire to inform the public that it is

impossible for them to assume re*

sponsibility for satisfactory transac-

tions between buyers and sellers brought
in contact through these columns.

This applies particularly to dogs and
live stock. In transactions between
strangers, the purchase price in the

form of a draft, money order or cer-

tified check payable to the seller should

be depo-sited with some disinterested

third person or with tins otfice with

the understanding that it is not to be

transferred until the dog or other

article that is the subject of negotia-

tion has been received and upon ex-

amination found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES
A HIGH-CLASS REGISTERED AIREDALE

Bitch in whelp to Champion Tinton Tip Top;
great bargain. Caswell Kennells, Toledo, Ohio.

FOR SALE—A FINE PEDIGREE FEMALE
Airedale, 2 years old. Will trade for a number
one silent trailer coon dog. I. C. Barnal, 349 W •

Court St., Kankakee .
111.

^GISTERED AJREDALE-PTJPS BY CHAM-
pion Tinton Tip Top. Big boned, husky farm
raised puppies of quality. Caswell Kennels, To-
ledo, Ohio.

TWO HIGHLY-BRED FEMALE AIREDALES,
6 months old, Price $lf) each. Fine 60-pound Aire-

dale stud dog, $40. Female, setter. ]4.
spaniel,

good retriever, $8. .Mancelona Airedale Kennels,
Mancelona. Mich.

WASHOE AIRDALES.—IN THE FUTURE
known as “Lionheart Airedales.” W’e regret to

announce that the boys “coming home” have
cleaned us out of all puppies under six months.
None more for sale until April 1st. A few
young dogs and bitches for sale at present from
parents that are known from coast to coast as
hunters anrl bench winners. Lionheart Airedale
Kennels (Formerly Waslioe Kennels), Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana. Tlie quality relmains the
same.

BEAGLES
AT STUD. FIELD WINNER. ^PUP FOR

sale. James A. Whalen, Whitehall, New York.

COLLIES
THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IK

this country for their age Sent on approval
Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL. INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont. Monticello, la.

GUN DOGS
LLEWELLIN, ENGLISH. IRISH SETTER

pups and trained dogs, also Irish Water Spaniels.
Chesapeake Bay Retriever. Pointers both in pups
and trained dogs. Inclose stamps for price lists.

Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa.

HOUNDS
EXTRA WELL-TRAINED FOX HOUNDS

;

guaranteed satisfactorv. I. H. Miller, Christiana,
Pa.

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOE
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah I'arm Kennels, Cleveland, Ga.

FOR SALE—HIGH - CLASS WALKER FOX
hounds. Broken right and can deliver the goods
in any company. Price, reasonable. Stamp for
reply. Arthur Sampey. Springfield, Mo.
IRISH WOLFHOUND. MALE. EIGHTEEN

months old. Also nine good Russian Wolfhound
IJiippies. Penwood Kennels. Reg., Sparrow Point,
Md.
WESTMINSTER KENNELS. TOWER HILL,

Illinois, offers Fox, Wolf, and Coyotte hounds
that will get their share of the race in any com-
pany. Also Coon, Skunk, Oppossum and Rabbit
hounds. Ten days trial allowed. Young das'"

just beginning to trail, nine dollars each. -\lso

choice puppies. We take Liberty Bonds and
w. s. s.

SPANIELS

COCKER, SPANIELS. HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

TERRIERS
IRISH TERRIERS—UNRELATED PAIR FOR

breeding. Also some excellent puppies. Pennwood
Kennels, Reg., Sparrows Point, Md.
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OVER HERE AND

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
me* so r(xil and yielding that the most restful,

bcneih-ial slet-p is assured. Tliese piihAVs have
rein >vahK* wasl) covers and are SANITARY-
VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years*, ami Nvhen deflated can be carried in your
IXK'ket. The only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x IG—$2.25, IG x 21—$2.75, 17

X 2G—

$

2 . 50 . Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A.

Satisfaction is giiaranteei! or money refunded,
(’atalor: Free

<<rVIETROPOUTAN AIR GOODS’^
KSTABLISHKD 1S91

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co., Athol, Mass.

I

HADDON HALL
ATLANTIC CITY

ALWAYS OPEN
RIGHT ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK

Ai)i)eals particularly to cultivated
people who seek rest and recreation
at the Sea Shore, Summer or \\ inter,

l-'rom every section of the country
'Uch guests have come to Haddon
Hall for 40 years

—

and come back
again and again

—

it is so satisfying,

so free from ostentation, so comfort-
able and sufficient. Every facility is

offered young and old for enjoyment,
•\ step ami you are in the surf. I'ascinat-
ing shops and a thousand amusements
arc offered along the famous Iloardwalk.
Privileges of fine golf and yacht chibs.

Rooms are comfortable and attractive

—

there is delightful music—and always in-

teresting people.

Make rrservations—ivrite for
illustrated folder.

LEEDS & LIPPINCOTT

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels
OF BERRY, KENTUCKY

offer for sale Setters and Pointers, Fox and Cat
Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds, Coon and Opos-
sum Hounds, X'armint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear
and Lion Jloimds also Airedale Terriers. All

dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge
the quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. CO-page, Iiighly illustrated, interesting

and instructive catalogue for in stamps or
coin.

ITHACA WINS
This 15-year-old boy, Harley F.
Woodward, won the championship
of all Texas. Think of it, a boy in

knee breeches winning over the best

shots in the great Lone Star State!
He couldn’t have done it with any gun

except an ITHACA.
Any man can break more targets with an

ITHACA. Catalog FREE.
Double hammerless guns, $32.50 up

Single trap guns, $100 up

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N.Y.

^TTcTflG!
ry are unrd tor. Kuota itMi arc unsafe, etc Over lOO iIluMratwji— —
ic aitachmcnlv Uahing. a.--*'- f kici. ric PKICb 20 CENTS. puMpaid

'

4 0 00 0«9t. 721 W—t Caha OC. CMICaCO j

Make your Watches, Clocka, etc., visible by oigbt. Emite
rays of LIGHT in dark. The darker the better. Easily «p-

(ilied. Anyone can do it. Three stoee—25c. 60c aod $1, postpaid, t

U>HN80N SMITH & CO.. Dept.721 • 64 West Lake Street. CbicaffO

ONLvaSe a Asenta Wanted

Catl^urOwliHai^
THIS

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
, If you can COMB your hair you can cut your
own hair with thi;4 marveloua invention. Cuta
the hair any desired lencrth, short or lonff.

'Does the job as nicely as any barber in quarter
. . J time, before your own mirror. You can cut the

children’s hair at home in a jiffy. Can be used as an
ordinary razor to shave the face or finish around temple or neck.
Sharpened like any razor. I.asts a lifetime. Saves its cost first
time used. PRICE ONLY 35c. postpaid. Extra Blades Se each.
JOHNSON SMITH A CO., Dept 7?1 . S4W. Lake St.. CHICAGO

A PAINTER OF FISH

iOSE of our readers
who admire or pos-

sess copies of the fish

pictures by H. A.

Driscole, which ap-

pear on the covers of

Forest and Stream
from time to time must
know instinctively

that the artist is him-

self a fisherman and

a graduate of the

great school of out^pf-doors. Of course

there was a time when he studied tech-

nique and at that period he had the

advantage of working under George L.

Frankelstein, the landscape painter.

But there is quite a difference be-

tween an urban studio and Mr. Dris-

cole’s present work shop— the later

being nothing more or less than a

canoe on Lake Mohegan, New York.

Fishing and painting in a canoe seems

incongi’uous to mcret of us, for those

of us who wield the paddle usually fight

shy of the brush and vice versa, but Mr.

Driscole is quite original in that and

declares that there is no other way in

which he can get bass and trout in ac-

tion. By means of snubbing and rapid

brush woi’ks he gets his models into just

the desired position and then obtains

the light effects and varied colors which

make his canvasses so full of vitality.

As far as the anatomy of fishes goes

Mr. Driscole has long had that down to

a fine art and it only takes him a few

I

minutes to block in his work.

Lake Mohegan is not very far from
New York and if the fish there really

are as full of fight as Mr. Driscole por-

trays them then a trip to the lake would
i be well worth while.

I
NATIONAL RECREATION GROUNDS

L ast year the National Forests pro-

vided $7,500,000 worth of recreation

to the people of the United States, ac-

cording to a statement of Landscape
Architect Frank A. Waugh in his publi-

cation “Recreation Uses on the National

Forests,” just issued by the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture.

The Government charges i.o adniission

fee to these great recreation grounds,

containing some of the finest hunting,

fishing, and camping places in the world

;

but if citizens had paid the minimum
price demanded for wholesome recrea-

tion by commercial dealers in that com-
modity, and willingly paid by the pub-

lic, the total would have reached the

above amount. More than 3,000 000 peo-

ple spent on the average not less than
25 hours in the Forests, so that the

number of hours of recreation was at

least 75,000,000. A valuation of 10 cents

an hour equals the cost of a cheap movie.

But the charge to the public for hunt-

ing or fishing, for visiting the wonders
of the National Monuments, for access

to some of the finest scenery in the

world, for automobiling and picnicing

was nothing—a low enough price to pay

j
for $7,500,000 worth of recreation.
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A LESSON IN FAITHFULNESS
(continued from page 123 )

out there in that great pack of floating ice.”

“Oh, he’ll get in, I guess, sometime,”

said Ned slowly. “Anyway, I won’t give

him up. I tell you what, we’ll go up to

the cabin and make a fire and have some

coffee. Then if he isn’t back by that time,

you can light out for home if you like, and

I’ll wait for him.”

Jim agreed to the proposal, and was

soon sitting by a crackling blaze in the

cabin while Ned heated some coffee he had

brought, and opened a package of sand-

wiches.

“Well,” said Jim at last with a yawn,

“it’s nearly twelve, and I think I’ll make
a break for town. You’d better come
along. If the dog makes shore at all he’ll

follow on home.”

“No,” said Ned, “I'll wait. You take

your pick of the two birds, and I’ll go out

and rustle up some more fuel.”

They parted outside the cabin, Jim mak-
ing for the road while Ned took the path

to the beach. The moon was well past the

merWian, the shadows had shifted around

the bluff, and the outspread marsh had

taken on a new aspect. The icy wind

soughing among the reeds, the water lap-

ping on the beach, and the grating of

broken ice were the only sounds to break

the stillness. The low line of the farther

shore across the bay was a mere melting

shadow, and occasionally, far out, a deeper,

moving shadow and twinkling light re-

vealed some vessel making up to port. The
compelling beauty of it all held the man
as he gazed awhile. Then the chilling

wind brought him to action, and collect-

ing an armful of driftwood he returned

to the cabin.

T HUS the night wore on. He dozed

a little by the fire, rousing now and
.I’.en to throw on another stick, or

to go to the door and look out, or to stroll

about outside and bring in more fire-

wood. lie fell asleep finally, his head on
his arms folded upon the tabje, and waked
at last with a start. The lantern was
flickering out, the fire had died out to a

few red coals, and there was a chill in the

air. He threw on some wood and bj' the

blaze looked at his watch. It was nearly

four. Then he went to the door and looked

out. In the west the moon was sinking

behind the trees that edged the road, which
looked dim in the paling light and length-

ening shadows. lie swept the scene with
a disheartened glance, there was no living

thing \isible.

"Not much use waiting longer,” he
thought as he shut the door and went back
to the fire. He sat awhile gazing gloomily
into it. Until now he had not known how
much he really loved the dog. Perhaps
Jim was r:ght and he had been swamped
in the floating ice, worn out by the vain
effort to effect a landing. The thought
caught him in the throat and choked him.
and made him restless. He got up and
went outside, pacing to and fro with his

eyes on the road. After all these hours
that was the only way the dog could have
come. Reluctantly at last he turned again

toward the cabin and paused at the thresh-

old for a last searching gaze. Was that

—

could that be a moving shadow by the bush

where the path and road met ?

He took a sudden step forward and

waited. Yes, surely it moved, turning

slowly into the path, advancing slowly.

Yes, it vi'as the dog.

‘“Tony!” he shouted excitedly. The dog

quickened his pace a little, hampered a-,

he was, and as his master reached him

laid down the great dead bird, and looked

up for approval. Ned was down on his

knees, a hand on each shaggy' ice-covered

ear, shaking the big head slowly as he half-

sobbed :

“Why', Tony, old boy', good old boy'.”

Later, in the cabin, having eagerly de-

voured the remaining sandwiches, Tony'

lay before the fire gnawing the ice from

his shaggy legs and paws, and finally

stretched himself for slumber, while the
i

ice that entirely covered his thick coat,

slowly melted in the heat and formed pud-

dles around him. Underneath that icy

cover the soft, fine, close hair next the skin

was warm and dry.

Ned sat and watched him, pondering

deeply. Visions rose before him of the

long hours of battling for life and duty in

that icy' water, and of weary travel after

landing. Six miles fully by the road, he

knew it well, and more by the shore-line.

A lesson in faithfulness surely! Time
wore on

;
again the fire died down and an

intense chill crept into the little room.

The dog was growing restless in his sleep.

Ned roused him with a word, then raking

out the fire he made all safe and left the

cabin. The moon had set, the wind had

died, and in the weird stillness and gray
ness of approaching dawn the man and

dog took their homeward way.

THE ENGLISH SETTER CLUB .

OF AMERICA i

The English Setter Club of Amer-
ica announces that the 14th Annual

i

Fields Trials will be held at ?.Iedford, !

N. J., starting April 1, 1919.

As usual, five stakes will be run—the
|

Members Derby and Members All-Age,
open only to English Setters owned and
handled by an amateur member of the

Club; an Open Derby and Open All-Age,

and a Free for All, open to all Setters,

Pointers and Griffons.

The Club has the privilege of running
their trials over the farm owned by the
“Friends of the Hunting Dog.” This
property contains 155 acres, on which
have been liberated a number of Bob
White Quail and English Pheasants; in

addition to these enough new birds will

be liberated during the running to as-

sure every dog an ample opportunity to

show his bird finding ability. It has been
found that the English Setter Club’s plan
of running all dogs over the same course
known to hold birds proves the fairest to

all competitors. The inaugural trials of
this Organization were held on the prop-
erty of Mr. George C. Thomas, Jr., at
Chestnut Hill, Pa., with only sixteen

LargeGamePreserve
For Sale

Robinson Crusoe’s Island Outdone!

St. Vincent Island, Fla.,

in the Gulf of Mexico, containing over
13,000 acres of pine forest, fresh water
lakes, grassy savannahs, wild boar, native
Virginia and Osceola deer, also imported
Indian deer, wild cattle, turkey, millions
of ducks and all varieties of fish. The
Island with bungalows, hunting lodges,
yachts, boats and vehicles for sale to
close an estate. Easily protected. Many
thousands acres of finest pine trees.

Booklet sent on request. For informa-
tion inquire R. W. Pierce, 663 Main
Street, Buffalo, New York.

The soldier, camper or huntei—any-
one who lives in the big outdoors nccd^

SEND
ONE TOVOUR
SOLDIER

Waterproof Match Box
'•'’Ilian loo. Ifa better, safer thancarrying niatches loose in the pocket. Holds

good supply of matches, la absolutel
waterproof. Right siw; for pocket. Wifi
last alifetime. Approved for army use.
Thousands carried by ofRcera and pnvatee.

Goods or fjardwars f^res.
or direct by mail upon receipt of price tfi5c
postpaid). Write for caUlo* of Marble’s
Sixty Specialties for Sportsmen.

MARBLE ARMS &. MFG. CO.
526 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

Don’t Wear a Truss
DR O OK S’ APPLI.

_
-ANCE, the modern

scientific invention, the
wonderful new discovery
that relieves rupture will
he sent on trial. No ob-
noxious springs or pads.
Has Automatic Air Cush-
ions. Binds and draws
the broken parts together
ns you would a broken
limb. No salves. No
lies. Durable, cheap.
Sent on trial to prove
it. Protected by U. S.
Patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed
free. Send name and
address today.

C. E. BROOKS, 185 State Street, Marshall, Mich.

Every Camper
has his own ideas what his
camp will require for his
convenience. Here are a
few suggestions of things
you may need:
Tents, Camp Furniture. Cots.

.
Messkits Canteens. Compass.

Blankets, Ponchos. Rubber Boots, Army
Shoes. Leggings, Sweaters, Flannel Shirts,
Hunting Coats, Hats. Caps. Khaki Pants.

Army, Navy, and Scout Outfits
an<l hundreds of other articles in our new

catalog No. 16. Send 4c. postage.
Delivery—Money Back Guarantee

37 West 125th St., New York City

WESTMINSTER
KENNEL CLUB

Forty-third Annual

DOG SHOW
Madison Square Garden, New York
February 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1919

All profits of this show will be
donated to the American Red Cross
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PRIZE WINNERS
ARE FED ON

SPRATT’S
DOG CAKES

PUPPY BISCUITS
Write for samples and send 2c stamp

for catalogue “Dog Culture”

SPRATT’S PATENTED, LIMITED
NEWARK, N. J.

San Francisco St. Louis Cleveland Montreal

Factory also in London, England

DENT S CONDITION PILLS

If your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequentl}' passed—if you
feel badly every tin e you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,
that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are

recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—4 cents a

dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The .Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,
care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

I

WANTED—Pointers and setters to train:
game plenty. For sale trained setters, also
some good rabbit hounds. Dogs sent on trial.

Dogs boarded. Stamp for reply. 0. K. Ken-
nels. Marydel. Md.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

IS THIS WORTH THE PRICE?
Stop your <log breaking shot ami wing. Teach
him what whoa: means. No long trailing rope or
spike collar. Our field dog control is not cruel.
Can be carried in pocket and attached instantly
to dog’s collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field broken in a
week. Works automatically—principal South
.American Bolas. Sent postpaid with full direc-
tions for $2. Testimonials and circular sent on
request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

starters. From this small beginning it

has grown to be the largest Amateur
event of the year, with over 1.50 entries.

The English Setter Club is a member
of the Amateur Field Trial Club Asso-

ciation and winners of first in the Derby
and first and second in the All-Age and
Free for all are eligible to compete in

the Amateur Championship if, when
making these wins, they are handled by
an Amateur.

Medford, X. J., is located on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, about fifteen miles

from Camden.
The Club takes this opportunity to ex-

tend to all owners and breeders of bird

dogs a cordial invitation to become one

of its members and attend these trials.

Full information can be obtained by com-

municating with the Acting Secretary, J.

Craig Huff, 1301 Morris Building, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

THE AIREDALE AS A HUNTER

Although the sporting possibil-

ities of terriers have usually been

limited in popular opinion to rat

killing, within recent years many sports-

men in all parts of the country have

come to realize that the Airedale, by
virtue of his unusual physical qualifica-

tions of size, strength and coat, his re-

markably keen nose and wonderful in-

telligence, possesses a sphere of all-

around usefulness to the sportsman that

is not approached by any other breed

of dogs. In disposition a young Airedale

terrier, like a healthy growing boy, is

all energy, dash and go. He doesn’t

want to keep still and it is impossible

for him to do so; he has got to be doing

something. With it all, he is full of

life and pluck. When taken out for a
ramble he goes trotting about here and
there, looking for something to worry,

now working his way laboriously through
a brush-pile or under a hedge, now peer-

ing expectantly into some burrow which

he enlarges with a few vigorous strokes

of his sturdy paws. It is this healthy

independence of character and aggres-

siveness of spirit, properly developed

and controlled, that makes the finished

Airedale the most useful of all-around

hunting dogs.

Airedales take as readily to hunting
rabbits as they do to killing rats, and

will work brush piles and hedges most
industriously. They will jump rabbits,

that may be shot in front of them or

whose trail may be taken up by beagles

and hounds. Although Airedales have

good noses, they are not as keen as a

hound and cannot distinguish between
fresh and old tracks and are apt to

spend a good deal of time pottering on

old trails or working on a back trail.

They can be broken of this fault, or

rather, they can be kept frcm getting

into the habit, by taking them out early

in the season and getting them to work
on young rabbits that are in the mead-
ows and orchards or along the thickets,

before the latter have acquired much
cunning or taken to holing. At this time

rabbits are easily caught and the puppy,

as soon as he has run one down, will

start hustling about to jump another.
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At the Greatest Center of Military,
Naval and Aerial Activity in America
The Hotel Chamberlin at Fortress Monroe, Virginia, is one
of the Finest Holiday Hotels in the Western Hemisphere

Chamberlin directly faces Hampton Roads. Immediately
I in front of the Hotel is the site of the New Naval Training

Base. Langley Field, the show place for aviation in America,
is but a few miles away.
Among the other attractions of Old Point Comfort — is the

accessibilitj'. The fare is but a small fraction of that to any
resort situated in the South.

The Medicinal Bath Department (under authoritative medical
direction) duplicates every Bath and Treatment given at European
Spas.

A fine Eighteen-Hole Golf Course with turf fairways, grass
putting greens.

Send for colored Aeroplane Map of the Course (the only one of its kind
ever made in America). “Golf” and other booklets dealing with every phase

of life at The Chamberlin. Write today to:

F. Adams, Manager, Fortress Monroe, Va.
New York Offices: Bertha Ruffner Hotel Bureau,

McAlpin Hotel, Cook's Tours, or “Ask Mr.
Foster" at any of his offices.

VUicofHold Chamberlin and Old Point Comfort Ta^enfrom Caproni Tiiplant*

I

j

1

I

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Hooklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

“Kinks” is full of good stuff—ideas furnished by true

sportsmen. There are helpful hints for hunters, hikers,

campers, fishermen and vacationists—new ways of saving

time and money—simple stunts that every man ough^ to

think out for himself—but doesn’t. It tells how to fix up
emergency “rigs” when the “store stuff” fails or is left

behind. And almost every “Kink” is illustrated so plainly

that every picture makes your fingers fairly itch to try

the stunt j-ourself.

Send us $3.00 and secure a copy of “Kinks”
together with a full year’s subscription to

Forest & Stream. Price of “Kinks” alone, $1.50.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 E. 40th SL, New York City

DO YOU KNOW
that for .iust 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fightinf? our battles.
The women and children of France are left to bear the
burden.

$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month.
$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.
Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.
Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally, France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. WTien a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.
3.00

“ “ *' 1 mo. 73.50 “ " 2 yrs.

Date

I pledge
j

$36.50.... for a aged .... in Ita

myself > home for .... years

a. I $ for .... children in their own^ ® 7 homes for .... years

I enclose herewith $ in payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in
payments.

CROSS OUT THE PARA-
GRAPHS YOU DO.N'T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same auount next year. 1 wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address *

Oiecks should be drawn to *‘THE FATHERLESS
CHILDRE.X OF FRANXE CO.MiUTTEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Treasurer, DAVID R. FORGAN. Room
741 Fine Arts Building. Chicago.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani*
mals and manufacturing purposes a gpecialtj.
Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulia
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

HADDON HALL
ATLANTIC CITY

ALWAYS OPEN
RIGHT ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK
Appeals particularly to cultivated

people who seek rest and recreation

at the Sea Shore, Summer or \\ inter.

From every section of the country
such guests have come to Haddon
Hall for 40 years—and come back
again and again—it is so satisfying,

so free from ostentation, so comfort-
able and sufficient. Every facility is

offered young and old for enjoyment.
A step and you are in tlie surf. Fascinat-
ing shops and a thousand amusements
are offered along the famous Boardwalk.
Privileges of fine golf and yacht clubs.

Rooms are comfortable and attractive

—

there is delightful music—and always in-

teresting people.

^lahe rcserz'atiofis—•write for
illustrated folder.

LEEDS & LIPPINCOTT

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels
OF BEERY, KENTUCKY

offer for sale Setters and Pointers, Fox and Cat
Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds, Coon and Opos-
sum Hounds, A’armint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear
and Lion Hounds also Airedale Terriers. AH
dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge
the quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. 60-page, highly illustrated, interesting

and instructive catalogue for lOt* in stamps or

coin.
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Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you ever had.

The Aerothrust will do all the rowing and let you do all the

fishing. Could anything be fairer than that?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all the backache

and hand-blisters out of that long pull against the wind or cur-

rent to where “they are bitin’.”

The Aerothrust is an improvement on every other type of

detachable motor. Here’s why :

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punishment from submerged

rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, you never have to worry about depth of water. If you

scratch bottom your propeller is in the air out of harm’s way. The
Aerothrust will take you anywhere it’s damp!

Third, you will get greater speed under all

_ kinds of conditions than with the underwater

propeller.

Fourth, you are independent of piers and docks

for landing—just run her nose right up on the

beach.

"Oa^-
"OVJw/udfit.a.''

CiO wo iAa a a
^f*'**“

0l\ .

Fifth, when fishing you can navigate shallow

streams without roiling up the water.

Ask your dealer or write for illustrated booklet.

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Exclusive Canadian Jobbers, Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO.
517 Washington Street LA PORTE, IND.

A Practical Book on the Popular Fresh Water Game
Fish, the Tackle Necessary and How to Use It

By DIXIE CARROLL
*’The National Sportsman” and Fishing Editor of *‘The

Chisago Herald,” President of ”The American Anglers* League’*

Net $2,00. Postage Extra

Detroit Free Press: “Mr. Carroll describes the habits and ‘fads’
of our fresh water game fish; tells about baits, lures, and tackle;
adds facts that cover fishing conditions in different seasons, all in
conversationally breezy and informing fashion.”

A book of Fish and Fishing, written In a "pal" to "pal" style from actual
Oshing €xi>eriences. The basses, muskellonge. pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike
and trout treated in a thorough manner as to habits and peculiarities. Baits
and lures that attract game fish, and how to use them. Simple and expert
methods of bait and fly casting. The reason for each piece of tackle and
how to use it. The fighting actions of game fish from strike to landing net
Seasonable facts that affect the fishing conditions. Information that will be
found Inraluable to the beginner and the exi>erienc€d angler.

Send for your copy now or BETTER YET send $4.00 for a
two years* subscription to Forest and Stream and we’ll mail a
copy of this hook FREE

Log Cabins and Cottages
(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and Furnish Them
By

WILLIAM S. WICKS
The most popular book on the subject ever written.
Full explanations how to build cabins of all sizes with
directions and numerous illustrations. Everything
from a shack to the most pretentious Adirondack
structure, is included.

Pictures and plans of fireplaces; how to build chim-
neys; rustic stairways, etc.

PRICE, $1.50

FOREST & STREAM, (Book Dept.)
9 East 40th Street NEW YORK CITY

Forest and Stream Publishing Company
9 East 40th Street New York City
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Central Park, —
74l/t and 75lh

Streets

Overlooking Central Park’s most pictur-

esque lake

Especially attractive during the Fall

and Winter months. Appeals to fathers,

mothers and children.

Rooms and bath— $2.50 upwards.

Parlor, bedroom and bath— $4.00 per day and upwards.

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.
Please Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Ownership Management — Edmund M. Brennan.

Fish in Quebec-
You will find a maze of lakes and streams in

the beautiful Quebec country—the waters full of

Gamy Trout and Bass
Delightful canoe ' trips through forest water-

paths among age-worn Laurentian mountains.

Write for full particulars to A. O. SEYMOUR, General

Tourist Agent. Canadian Pacific Railway,Montreal,Canada

Easy to Reach’

^

I

FOREST & STREAM (BOOK DEP*T)

A BOOK OF BOOKS

BUNGALOWS, CAMPS AND
MOUNTAIN HOUSES

Containing a large variety of designs by many
architects, matiy of which are suitable only for

summer u.se while others are adapted for perma-
nent residence. Camps, hunting lodges and log

cabins are also presented, .suggesting designs for

vacation dwellings in woods and mountains.

Compiled by
WILLIAM PHILLIPS COMSTOCK

With an article by
C, E. SCHERMERHORN, A.A.I.A., Architect

Price, $2,00.

9 East 40th Street. New York City
I

I

STATEMENT OF THE OWNEHSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., EE-
QUIEED BY THE ACT OF CON-

GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,

of Forest and Stream, published monthly at New
York, N. Y., for October 1, 1918.
State of New York,
County of New York,
ss.

:

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
J. T. Wood, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law', deposes and says that he is the Busi-
ness Manager of the Forest and Stream and that
the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,

of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in

the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:

Publisher, Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
9 East 40th St., N. Y. City.

Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th St., N. Y.
City.

Managing Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th
St.. N. Y. City.

Business Managers, J. T. Wood, 9 East 40th
St., N. Y. City.

2. That the owners are. (Give names and ad-
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of the total amount of stock.) Forest and
Stream Publishing Co., 9 East 40th St., New
York, N. Y. ; William Bruette, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y.
; C. A. Reed, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y. ; H. C. Mallory, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y. ; Norwood Johnson, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; George Bird Grinnell, 238 £. 15th St., New
York, N. Y. ; Jay Hall, Pinehurst, N. C.; Charles
MacGordon, Michigan City, Miss.- -

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: (If there are none, so state.)
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving

tlie names of the owners, stockholders, and secur-
ity holders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in

any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-
son or corporation for whom such trustee is act-

ing, is given ; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-
ditions under which stockholders and security hol-
ders who do not appear upon the books of the com-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a, bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

J. T. WOOD, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3d

day of October, 1918.
[Seal.] JEANNE VOLLENHOVEN.
(My commission expires March 30, 1920.)

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FACTORY-TO-RIDER
“ SAVES you MONEY

Buy direct and save $10 to $20 on a
bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES DOW

come in 44 styles, colors and sizes.

Greatly improved; prices reduced.
Other reliable models also*
DELIVER FREE to you on approvoi
and SO days trial and riding test

Our biff FREE catalog show*
everything new in bicycles aod sod*
dries. Write for it
TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts ead

supplies at half usual phees,
Oo not buy a bicycle, tires, ot

sundries until you get our wonder*
_ — «r »

offers.low prices and liberal
sr»ng0r lUrms. A postal brings everything.

f'tihleS \ UEAn CYCLECOMPANY
olltotSik^ MCAU DepLK-m Chlcasa
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Home-2,000,000 Marksmen!
Look to your laurels Brother Trapshooter. Two million gun-wise soldiers, justly

proud of their gunskill, are now coming back to prove their prowess.

TRAPSHOOTING
will soon be in full blast and greater than ever. The soldier knows. He “loves” a

gun. The call of the big outdoors, the call of the traps, rings like music in his ears.

Gun clubs in almost every city of this country will be the headquarters for this war’s

veterans.

Better improve your own skill now. Be ready to compete at the traps with the man
who has worn the khaki.

Just-out-of-the-service-men and men in every walk of life keep up your shooting. If

there is no gun club in your town, start one. We’ll tell you how: Write

Sporting Powder Division

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1802 WILMINGTON, DEL.

Plants, Warehouses, and Sales Offices in principal business centers

The Principal du Pont Products are: " •

Explosives: Industrial, .Agricultural and Sporting. Chemicals: Pyroxylin Solutions, Ethers, Bronzing Liquids, Coal
Tar Distillates, Commercial .Acids, .Alums, etc. Leather Substitutes: Fabrikoid Upholstery, Rayntite Top Material,
Fairfield Rubber Cloth. Pyroxylin Plastics: Ivory, Shell and Transparent Py-ra-lin, Py-ra-lin Specialties, Challenge
Cleanable Collars and Cuffs. Paints-and Varnishes: For Industrial and Home Uses. Pigments and Colors in Oil:

For Industrial Uses. Lithopone : For Industrial Uses. Stains Fillers, Lacquers and Enamels; For Industrial
and Home Uses. Dyestuffs: Coal Tar Dyestuffs and Intermediates.

For full information address: .Advertising Division, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Delaware.
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Pacific Coast Branch

, PHIL. B. BEKEART
717 Market Street San Francisco, Calif.

So You're Going

!

“/ hiicu' you wouldn’t renege. I don’t see how a real man could pass up a dshing trip after

being cooped up in a busy office all winter. Meet me on the 4.10, and by the way, have you got rods

and reels? N0? JVell, slip into any sporting goods store on your way up and ask the clerk to fix you up

with “Bristol” Rods and Meek &’ Bluegrass Reels. Don't take any other, Fred ; half the fun is in

haz'ing the right tackle and take it from me as an old-timer, Bristol and Meek do the trick.”

Now is the time to shake the city dust off your feet and get the relaxation and excitement
that comes from the greatest of outdoor sports—fishing. Breathing the snappy tonic air of

Spring will make a new man of you. You will get genuine pleasure out of your trip by equip-

ping yourself with the famous

AIeek and"BIu€*Grass R.E^I7S>

SteelFishingRods
which have been the “splash” tools of expert and
amateur fishermen for many, many years and lasts a

lifetime. You can buy them at most sporting goods
stores, but if your dealer does not have them or he

is not willing to get them for you, you can buy them
by mail from us at catalog prices. Write for illus-

trated “Bristol” Steel Fishing Rods and Meek and
Bluegrass Reels catalog today—IT’S FREE.

THE HORTON MFC. CO.
84 Horton Street Bristol, Conn.

I



A SPRING BEAR HUNT IN CASSIAR
UP THE STIKINE INTO A REGION OF GREAT MOUNTAINS. BLUE GLACIERS
AND LONELY VALLEYS AT THE TIME OF THE NORTHLAND’S AWAKENING

M any big game hunters have hunted
the mountain ranges of Cassiar in

the vicinity of Telegraph Creek
during the month of September and early

in October. Very few hunters have
undertaken a spring bear hunt in that
vicinity. Examine a map showing the

course of the Stikine river in western
British Columbia and it will be seen that

this river empties

into the Pacific

near W r a n g e 1 1,

Alaska. About one
hundred and forty

miles up the river

the Clearwater
flows into the Sti-

kine and about
twenty-five miles
farther up the Sti-

kine is the village

of Telegraph
Creek. It was
along the Clear-

water and the Sti-

kine that I deter-

mined to take a

short spring bear
hunt because I

knew that the

bears were there

and because little

is known of that

territory as a game
range.

In 1891 Messrs.
Clive Phillips-Wol-

ley and Arnold Pike hunted bear along
the Stikine in October. Unfortunately
they selected the rainy season for their

hunt and obtained a most unfavorable
impression. In the first volume upon Big
Game Shooting in the Badminton Libra-

ry Mr. Wolley thus describes the gloom
that surrounded them

:

“The part of Alaska in which we were
hunting in 1891 appears to have escaped
from that process described in Genesis
by which the waters which were above
the firmament were divided from the
waters which were under the firmament.

BY ARTHUR H. BANNON

On the Stikine river there is no firma-

ment. As a rule, a damp darkness
broods upon the face of the deep, and
the waters which should be above touch
and mingle with the waters which should

be below. There is no dry belt between
the bottom of the sea and the roof of

heaven, at least in that district which
lies between Wrangell and Telegraph

Creek, in the month of October.”
During May and early June I found

the weather conditions just the reverse.

But, of course, in the autumn the
weather conditions along the Stikine in

the vicinity of the Coast Range where
Messrs. Pike and Wolley were hunting,
are just as described by them. Though
farther to the east in the Telegraph
Creek region the September weather is

usually pleasant.

Ordinarily one can go up the Stikine
in the spring early in May after the ice

has run out, but the winter of 1917-18 was

unusually severe in Cassiar so the ice

was not out of the river until May fif-

teenth and when the channel was finally

cleared I was ready to go for I had been
waiting at Wrangell four days.

With the last of the ice came the man
with whom I hunted, Mr. A. B. Conover.
He is one of the best companions of the
many men with whom I have associated.

He had drifted

down behind the

ice in a Peterboro
canoe, and as we
went up the river

I could see by the

floes still gorged in

places that he had
taken some risk in

coming so close be-

hind the ice. With
him was a Stikine

river trapper
whose supply of

white man’s food
had given out a
month before the
river ice broke up,
so he had nothing
to eat except
beaver meat dur-
ing that time. But
he lost nothing in

the way of white
man’s food as he
soon made up for

lost time.

Up the Stikine

T he Stikine being clear of ice, the
first gasoline boat of the season
soon started for Telegraph Creek

and we were on board. This boat car-
ried the first supplies tak^n to that re-

gion since October. I had been over the
route in the fall of the year and thought
it a beautiful trip in spite of rains and
mists that prevail during the autumn;
but this time we had perfect weather.
From the shore lines up to the highest

peaks the snow was from three to twenty
feet deep. Everything was white except

Is this a Glacier Bear?

Contents Copyright, 1919, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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The cabin of a gold prospector

the river and the dark cliffs here and

there in the mountains too steep to retain

the snow. Winding in and out through

the canyons and flats with the bright sun

overhead and the glistening white moun-
tains on either side was most enchanting.

Everything went well until some water

in the gasoline caused the engine to stop

and we drifted at the mercy of the swift

current. We had no anchor, a serious

oversight. Conover and one of the crew

took the end of a rope and pushed off

ahead in a canoe as the rope was played

out to them until they got far enough

in advance of the boat to drop ashore

and take a hitch around a fallen tree and

secure the boat to the bank. We had

gone about one and a half miles in a very

short time, and it is due to the skill of

our pilot that we kept in deep water and

clear of snags.

The long daylight enabled the boat to

travel all one night and lay up but five

hours another. On the way up we met

three parties of Indians from Telegraph

Creek who had followed the ice for the

purpose of trapping beaver.

We reached Conover’s cabin early in

the morning of the sixteenth. It is lo-

cated about five miles above the Clear-
'

water and is all alone in a big cotton-

wood flat. When the cabin was built it

was near the deep water, but now the

channel has moved to the other side of

the river. The channel of the Stikine is

ever changing.

Saved From Remorse

W~ EARIED from our two nights on

the gasoline boat we slept after

breakfast and then adjusted an

out-board motor to the canoe. By the

time that was finished I located a bear

feeding on the mountain side across the

river. An examination of the surround-

ings with a field glass indicated that he

might be reached from an old mining

trail which passed below him. It must

be borne in mind that everywhere, except

immediately along the shore line, the

snow was still deep and soft in the day-

time, so that going to a bear by direct

line was impossible. We tried the mine

trail after dinner but could not make it.

On our return we passed a miner’s
cabin and, borrowing his fishing pole and
line, caught several mountain trout at
the mouth of a small brook. Where the
clear mountain stream met the muddy
river there were plenty of trout. After
supper I saw another bear in a much
nearer place. Tried for him also but when
I reached the location where he had been
he had moved so high up among the
rocks and brush that it was too late to

reach him.
We spent the next day in the canoe

slipping noiselessly along the river and
through some sloughs watching for griz-

zlies, but saw none. They hibernate at

higher altitudes than do the blacks and
the deeper snow higher up was evident-

ly keeping them in.

We saw four or five black bear that
day. One we stalked to within about one
hundred and seventy-five yards and from
a steady rest I overshot. She had a cub
with her and my poor marksmanship
spared me the remorse which might have
resulted from having made a cub bear an
orphan. I saw the cub before I shot but

did not think of the remorse until after I
had missed the shot, which is poor ethics.

Up the Clearwater

Everything was now in readiness
for a hunt of several days up the
Clearwater. Our object was to get

to its headwaters as soon as possible
and then float back in the canoe, hunting
on the way, thereby enabling us to make
the hunt in comfort and without the dis-
comfort we would encounter in the deep
and wet snow. Floating with the cur-
rent our movements would be noiseless
and hardly noticeable to game near the
river. Trout fishing along the Clear-
water was excellent. By putting out a
set pole baited with meat we could al-
most invariably land a two or three
pound trout upon return to the pole.
With rod and reel I caught a Dolly Var-
den weighing about four and one-fourth
pounds and twenty-seven inches long. It
put up an interesting fight. Ducks were
flying in abundance, having returned
from their winter in the south.
However, we were neither fishing nor

duck hunting but looking for the grizzly
bears that hibernate in dens in the higher
altitudes and leave their winter quarters
in the spring with the disappearing
snows. These bears as a rule are better
furred than those feeding on the salmon
and living near the sea. The coats of
the latter are often badly rubbed, man-
gy and coarse. But this spring the dis-

appearance of the snow was tantalizingly
slow. As we could not find any bear
tracks in the snow we were forced to
the conclusion that the unusually late
spring was prolonging their hiberna-
tion. There was feed for them in abun-
dance along the river. The odors borne
by the breezes announced the presence of
many carcasses of salmon that died late
the previous fall, and had been frozen
all winter. We passed the unmolested
remains of two moose, equally redolent.
These moose had drowned in attempting
to cross the ice, for even in this cold cli-

mate the swift water or some warm
springs on the bottom of the river may
render certain places dangerous to heavy
creatures crossing on the ice.

Running ice in the Stikine RiTer
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The nest of the wild goose

In Deep Snow

O NE morning Conover, after crossing

the river in the canoe, went over a

wide flat to one of his cabins. I

remained in camp, fishing and watchng
for bears. Soon I saw a grizzly about
a mile away coming up the middle of the

flat Conover had crossed. About the

same time Conover started upon his re-

turn, he and the bear traveling at right

angles towards each other. For a while

it looked as though they would either

meet or discover each other. The bear
was laboring through deep snow, which
gave way under his weight, and Conover
had his head down following his old foot-

steps in the snow and picking his way to

avoid the soft places. I could not get his

attention without alarming the bear so I

remained quiet and he passed about one
hundred and fifty yards in front of the

bear and in full view of him. Each was
too busy with the snow to see the other.

As soon as Conover crossed the river we
returned to head off the bear if possible.

But he reached the timber and disap-

peared. I followed as fast as I could and
had the bear gone either up or down the

river one of us would have seen him but
the wily old rascal went straight up the

mountain side which lay on the other
side of the flat. His trail led up the

trunk of a leaning tree and into the
heavy timber where I lost it. It was too

steep to follow without using my hands
to aid in climbing, and in such cases I

want my hands employed with a rifle.

Had I any idea the bear would take
straight up the mountain side I probably
could have seen him going up in front
of me but I kept watch up and down the
valley as I expected him to take that
course.

We went up the Clearwater until the
mountains with their many glaciers were
closed in about us and the valley was
quite narrow. Then, as we desired as
wide a view as possible for grizzly bear
hunting, we decided to return and look
for bears lower down where the season
was farther advanced.
The mountans at the head waters of

the Clearwater which form the interna-

tional boundary line between the United
States and British Columbia are so inac-

cessible on account of the snows and gla-

ciers that the boundary line has never
been accurately located and marked, nor
have the peaks along the watershed be-

tween the Pacific and the territory inside

been identified. This in spite of the fact

that several expeditions, composed of en-

gineers from both the United States and
Great Britain, have attempted it. The
reason is obvious. In winter there is too

much snow and in summer the thawing
makes it dangerous from snow slides, gla-

cier movements and mountain torrents.

The canoe trip down the river was
most delightful. My companion made me
feel perfectly safe while the canoe was
as steady as an ocean liner and traveled

fast. We saw some goats feeding among
the cliff’s, where the snow had melted off.

They were well down on the mountain

side but the season on goats was closed

so we did not stop. We also passed some
moose standing by the bank of the

stream, and they permitted us to come
quite near to them before shying.

Is This a Glacier Bear?

W E saw bear tracks along the snow
but no bears until we came upon
the carcass of a moose drowned

while attempting to cross the ice during
the winter. The carcass was on the end
of a small island about ten yards from
the main shore and a bear was in pos-

session. We drifted swiftly for a hun-
dred yards or so until within about fifty

yards of the bear when I shot him in the

breast, the bullet passing through and
breaking his neck. He fell into the water
and for a while it looked as though he
would sink for his head went under as he
struggled to keep his feet. With the

tenacity of bears, however, he slowly

dragged himself through the water and
up the bank on the main shore. My com-
panion held the bow of the canoe towards
the bear as we floated past him and ad-

vised me not to shoot again until he was
out of the water and had reached a place

where we could get at him. I did so. He
would weigh about three hundred and
fifty pounds and his prime coat of long

silky hair is black as coal, except on
the sides, where it is a beautiful grey.

He also had the usual brown markings
of a black bear about the face and his

whole makeup was undoubtedly that of

the ordinary black bear species, but the

grey sides made him unique and his skin

by far the handsomest seen in that coun-

try in many a year.

The coloring of the fur of this bear is

so unlike that of other black bears that

the interesting question has been raised

as to whether it is a glacier bear. That
it is unusual is attested by the fact that

I am offered for the pelt what to me
seems a very large price. But I neither

buy nor sell game or any part thereof.

My experience in bear hunting has been

Mountain sheep crossing an ice bank
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A vision of ice-bound ranges

limited to hunts in Montana, the Bitter

Roots in Idaho, on the MacMillan in

Yukon, the Nahlin District in Cassair,

and this hunt on the Stikine. My kill

of bears totals five grizzlies and two

blacks so I cannot say from personal ex-

perience that this bear is a glacier bear.

Of the many bear pelts that have come
under my observation at trading posts

none were like this one though of course

I have seen black bears that were grey

with age.

Mr. E. W. Nelson in the National Geo-

graphic Magazine for November, 1916,

states that “the glacier bear is an Alas-

kan animal, which occupies the seaward

front of the Mount St. Elias Range,

about Yakutat Bay, and thence southeast

to Glacier Bay and a short distance be-

yond to the interior.”

To be sure the bear that I killed was
not within this range but it was near

Alaska, not far from the sea and in a

country where there are many glaciers.

So location decrees that my bear is not

a glacier bear.

But Mr. Nelson further tells us that it

has been established by abundant proof

that the glacier bear is “merely a color

phase of the black bear.” If the color

may determine the species I may have
the right to claim a glacier bear. “Its

color,” says Mr. Nelson, “varies exceed-

ingly, from a light smoky, almost bluish,

gray to a dark iron gray, becoming al-

most black. Some individuals are ex-

traordinary appearing beasts, quite un-

like any other bear.” That is a good

description of my bear. But Mr. Nel-

son’s final observation that “the interest

in this curious color development is in-

creased by its restricted distribution”

may deprive me of a glacier bear trophy

which he states “is a highly prized tro-

phy” if taken in a fair stalk.

As all good bear hunters should do

with unusual bear trophies I shall, in due
time, send the skull to C. Hart Merriam
and the pelt to E. W. Nelson for exam-
ination. Should they say this bear is

not of the coveted type the incident will

be closed as far as I am concerned.

from the shores of the Stikine

Some Observations

T he Clearwater is about seventy-five

miles long and flows from the east

side of the Coast Range into the

Stikine. The country drained by it has a

fine climate on account of its location

east of the Coast Range and away from
the mist, fog and rain that make the

Pacific coast in Alaska so intolerable.

During the days spent on the Clear-

water we had perfect weather, not a drop

of rain nor a flake of snow; cold and
frosty at night and warm in the daytime.

The snow would bear our weight until

about half past eight in the morning and
then lookout. After that one would
flounder to almost any depth. There was
no place to walk except along the river’s

edge where a slight rise had melted the

snow from a narrow strip of land. We
worked early and late, often leaving camp
at six in the morning and not returning

until eleven at night. But as the days

were long there was plenty of light until

late and practically no real darkness.

We saw many ducks of many kinds
and among them the beautiful harlequin
duck. The spring days had brought the

robins, thrushes and fly-catchers, the lat-

ter to feed upon the flies and mosquitoes
which come as soon as the snow begins to

disappear. Eagles and fish hawks were
seen every day, and their many old nests

in unprotected places demonstrated that

in this out of the way place the birds

were unmolested during the nesting sea-

son.

The evidence that this is a favorite

nesting ground was so apparent as to

call for the reason. Conover explained
that the existence of many nests is due
to the fact that during June and July
the river is so high on account of melting
snows that it is impossible for one to

take a boat up the stream and, there

being no trail for men through the im-
penetrable brush along its shores, the
birds are not disturbed by human beings.

None but a trapper would desire to go up
the Clearwater and that river and its im-

mediate confines are recognized as Con-
over’s domain. By the custom of trap-

pers he hunts and traps there without
interference. Another reason why
others, and especially the Indians, do not
trap in this region is the very hard work
necessary at any time to ascend the swift

current. Therefore there is no disturb-

ance of these nesting birds.

The valley of the Clearwater for the

most part is from one-half to a mile in

width and the stream cuts through it in

a winding course. Here over wide flats

and in narrow canyons and there through
several channels. Cottonwoods, willows,

alders, birches, and quaking aspen pre-

dominate among the deciduous trees, and
spruce, balsam and pine among the ever-

green trees. Everywhere the underbrush
is so dense as to be impenetrable.

We ate beaver meat occasionally and
fish when we wanted them. A full grown
beaver weighs about sixty pounds and
the hams make a good roast. When sliced

cold this flesh is good for lunch. I shot

a muskrat and ate it and found it fully

as good as the beaver. A ‘remarkable
thing about the diet of the inhabitants of

that country is that they do not eat

' The cabin of Mr. and Mrs. Jackson on the Stikine
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Indians follow the run-out of ice in order to hxmt beaver

bacon, or care for it. I made a present

of a piece of excellent bacon to an old

prospector who had lived on moose meat
and fish all winter but he propmtly re-

turned it with thanks.

U PON our return to the cabin on the

Stikine we met a young American
twenty-four years old who had just

come out of the mountains where he had
been for a year with an uncle prospect-

ing for gold. As I am always prone to

ask questions I learned that he was eli-

gible for the United States Army and

had never registered. He said that he

had thought of attending to it sometime,

but upon my explaining to him the pen-

alties for not having done so, he decided

to attend to it at once. Like a good loyal

American he went to Wrangell and reg-

istered.

This boy told us that for the two or

three days before leaving his uncle’s

cabin five grizzlies had been loafing about

their mine and that he had seen another

on the trail the day before. It was a

twelve mile hike to that cabin and as it

looked like a good bear hunting prospect

we went there and though the boy’s uncle

corroborated the boy in every respect, we
did not see any bears but found the tracks

of the one the boy had seen on the trail.

The reason the boy did not go after the

bears was that he had lost confidence in

himself and his gun, as the result of

having been obliged to take to a tree oc-

casionally so he preferred to adopt the

Golden Rule respecting bears, and espe-

cially grizzlies.

His uncle was the old prospector who
did not like breakfast bacon. He cooked
with moose fat, ate dried and corned

moose meat, raised very good patotoes,

and had worked until he had crippled

himself, all for the hope of gold. He
took me to a pit of gravel and washed a

panful for my benefit showing me with
pride the five little specks of color left

in the bottom of the pan. He used a

cradle and a rocker, sluice-boxes, and
other primitive methods and had about
three hundred dollars in nuggets and
dust for his year’s work. He was writ-

ing letters outside inviting men with
money to come and invest in machinery
and get rich quick, and at the same time
help him to get rich.

There was such a marked difference in

the climate along the Clearwater from
that along the Stikine, that we decided to

start slowly down the Stikine and hunt
as we went hoping to find the grizzlies

out farther down the river and nearer
the ocean.

We had no sooner started down the
swift flowing Stikine than a strong head
wind made it so uncomfortable for us
that we laid by at Mr. Frank Jackson’s
cabin and hunted and visited with him and
his wife for two days. Though we were
royally entertained and urged to stay
the relentless advance of time obliged us
to pull out and buck the wind. The Jack-
sons had lived there all winter practical-

ly alone so were delighted to have com-
pany even if only bear hunters.

Our hundred and forty mile trip down
the river carried us through regions com-
paratvely free from snow to others

where the snow still lay from five to fif-

teen feet deep down to the water’s edge.

In the former location the trees were
leafing out and many varieties of birds

were there even to the humming birds.

Such differences in climate within such

a short distance one cannot imagine.

Why it is so I do not know unless it is

the presence of the immense glaciers.

The Big Glacier

ONE night we camped on the opposite

side of the river from the glacier

locally known as the Big Glacier.

The length of this glacier has not been

ascertained but it has been explored by
an international exploring party back to

the west into the Coast Range for about

forty miles. It presents a front on the

river of more than a mile in width. It

is usually quite dormant though once

every summer an immense flood of water
breaks loose from somewhere within its

confines and floods the entire country at

its mouth, and during the few days it

takes for this water to spend its force

the Stikine is very dangerous and often

unnavigable in that vicinity.

The big glacier cracked and groaned
all night and made noises not unlike a
large rock slide in full motion. The
noise at one time was enough to wake
me. My companion thought it a snow
slide for there are many in the moun-
tains during the periods of heavy snow.

The next morning the whole front of the

glacier showed fresh earth and rock

heaped up in a great ridge on top of the

snow indicating that the glacier had
started to move and was pushing the
terminal morraine ahead of it. Across
its front it had the appearance of a large

newly made fill composed of loose earth

and rock, and behind it lay the great ice

gorge cut in every direction by immense
crevasses.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 184 )
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BYGONE DAYS ON CADDO LAKE
REMINISCENCES OF FISHING AND SHOOTING TRIPS ON FLAT-WATER IN
EASTERN TEXAS WHICH WILL STIR THE MEMORY OF MANY A SPORTSMAN

it/^ADDO LAKE” is a household

I

phrase familiar to me since I

' was a very small boy, the mere
piention of the two words would make
ifiy boyish heart quicken its throbs long

before I could be trusted to handle a gun,

for as small as I was I had already heard
many recitals about the fine shooting and
fishing to be had there.

As to when and how Caddo Lake was
formed, none of the oldest among us

could ever say, neither could we arrive at

a conclusion from the legend left us by
the Caddo Tribe of Indians, after whom
the lake took its name. But we do know
the lake has been used as a water way
for boats for about a hundred years, as

during the early settlement of eastern

Texas the waters of Caddo were at the

head of navigation and instrumental in

furnishing all of eastern Texas with its

much needed supplies. Were I to guess
at its age, I should say it was several

hundred years old.

The most plausible theory we have by
which to figure as to how the lake was
formed, is that where the lake is situated,

was originally a network of cypress
bayous converging close to the point of

outflow into Red river. The rise and
fall of Red river pressing against and
holding back the waters of the numerous
bayous caused a collection of debris and
a network of floating logs to form a dam
that was strengthened and so perfected

by age as to hold empounded the big body
of water we have always known as Lake
Caddo. This lake is situated in eastern

Texas, close to the Louisiana line and in

fact a portion of the lake is in the state

of Louisiana. It is something like forty

miles in length and attains a width of

nine miles at its widest point. While as

I have said the lake is composed of many
deep channels and you cross and re-cross

them almost any direction you choose to

go, yet there are thousands of acres of

By J. A. PHILLIPS

a depth of three to eight feet, many
cypress trees, the kind that are very
large at the trunk and very short in

height are to be found all over this flat

water, and since these trees are usually
in clusters and well draped with long
festoons of Spanish moss, it makes an
ideal spot for fishing. The waters of

Caddo are usually clear, but there are
times when we have continued rain and
the farms along its borders are freshly
ploughed, that the water is colored and
unfit for the desires of the angler.

D uring the winter and spring
months the waters of Caddo were
usually flooded, but along in the fol-

lowing summer of each year the waters
become low and islands would spring up

in what is known as flat-water, maintain-
ing all over the lake. Some were small

and some embraced hundreds of acres, all

soon to be covered with a rank growth of

grass, which was of two varieties, wild

rye and what was known as crow-foot

grass, both most excellent duck food. Sit-

uated as Caddo is, it was the home of

wild-fowl and geographically so placed as

to get the ducks that took the Mississippi

flight of migration; I know of no place

in America that has furnished better

wild-fowl shooting than Caddo, and the

same can be said of its fishing. The
above description given of Caddo was as

I saw it fifty years ago when I was first

trusted with a gun and permitted to

visit its shores for shooting and fishing;

since that time many changes have been
made. About thirty years past a num-
ber of men possessed with innate curios-

ity or a desire to grab some land, made
a united effort and succeeded in getting

an appropriation by which the dam that

old mother nature was kind enough to

make, was blown out, and as a conse-

quence all the water in the lake went
with it. The result brought about by re-

moving the dam was not what was ex-
pected and it was not very long ere the
promoters of the scheme felt the shock of
many invectives that were openly flaunt-
ed at their heads, so in short an effort
was begun to repair the folly that had
been imposed on the public and work set
about to build another dam. Several years
passed, however, before anything could
be done and during this time a thicket of
small cypress trees sprang into life over
all the islands that once furnished us
such fine crops of duck grass each year.
These cypresses continued to grow after
water was again forced over the land by
the building of the new dam and are to-

day young trees forty feet high and very
full of life. It of course goes without
saying, Caddo was practically without
any food to offer the passing flocks of
wild-fowl and is to-day a shadow of her
former self as a wild-fowl resort and a
monument to the folly of a few men.
The writer wishes it understood there
were no sportsmen in any way connected
with the miserable undertaking.
Of course the fishing was hurt too but

after the new dam was built the lake soon
recovered and it was not long before the
angler could find sport equal to the days
of the long ago. The fishes most com-
monly found in Caddo, are the large-
mouth bass, crappie, warmouth and all

the smaller members of the sunfish fam-
ily, also may be taken the white-bass
(Roccns Chrysops) and his smaller
brother, the yellow bass (Morone inter-
rupta). These fish are frequently found
during March and April in large schools
and furnish fine sport for the fly-flsher-

man. Of course the cat family has a rep-
resentative or two and also the buffalo
sucker and the gaspergou (fresh-water
drum) are plentiful. Small hickory shad,
locally called shiners, furnish most of the
bait used. The style of fishing on Caddo
has changed little from the way it was
practiced away back yonder, a cane pole
anywhere from ten to fifteen feet in

length, line almost as long, with hook,
float and lead sinker completes the re-

quirement; the fisherman must have a
good boat and a willing son of Ham as
boatman, the boatman baits the hook,
lands the fish handles the boat and gen-
erally does the laughing.

WHEN the writer lived in Marshall,
Texas, during years that are gone
by, he too fished with the old cane

pole and the same rigging as mentioned
on the many trips made to Caddo, but
being a bit progressive the long cane was
put aside for an eight-strip bamboo bait

rod, a Meek reel and fifty yards of the
best silk line. Of course I did not get

any greater number of fish with the

“dude tackle” as it was promptly called,

but I’m sure my friends of the angle
will join me in saying my sport was en-

hanced a great deal more by using it.

A view of the flat-water, Caddo has many thousand acres just like this
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In the year 1890 business demands
forced me to quit Marshall as a place of

residence, but I remained in Texas. With
me I took my love for Caddo and there

never passed a spring or fall that I did

not experience that great desire to re-

turn. I was fortunate in having a busi-

ness that I could leave occasionally and
devote time to my happiest recreation,

fishing. I had to make new friends, fish

new waters and it was not long until I

began my ascension to that last and high-

est plain of the sport, fly-fishing. Like

most of those who live in the south, I

naturally thought one would have to go
much to the north before fly-fishing could

be practiced successfully, but in a short

while I found I had labored under a very
great mistake, as on every piece of water
I cast my fly I found the big-mouth
bass ready to take it and more than that,

all the lesser members of the sunfish fam-
ily were just as eager for the fly as

though it was a chosen and very old diet.

Years wore on and I became more
wedded to the fly-rod and naturally

began to look and travel the coun-

try over that I might find the most likely

streams on which to pursue my favorite

sport. About three years ago a press-

ing invitation came from an old friend

at Marshall asking that I come and
join on a trip to Caddo Lake. I ac-

cepted and in a few hours we were at

one of the fine Clubs now situated on

its shore. Nearly twenty-five years

intervened between the present and
the time of my former visits, time
had made many changes, it certainly did

seem odd to find a string of Club houses
where we used to pitch our tents. We
fished the same old way, had fine success

and after two or three days the live box
contained several hundred crappie and
black bass. While at one of our meals I

asked my host, who was a member of a

younger set of Marshall sportsmen, if any
one had ever tried fly-fishing on the lake?

My host gave me a look that I shall never
forget, then came his reply, “fly-fishing”

on Caddo Lake, certainly not, who would
ever be so big a fool as to try it.” I said

no more, and the subject was dropped.

After I had parted from my friend and
the successful trip to dear old Caddo was
about ready to be recorded in past his-

tory, I yet propounded the question to

myself, why can’t black-bass be taken on
a fly just as well in Caddo Lake as else-

where? Not long afterwards while on a

visit to Dallas, Texas I purchased a

share of stock in the Dallass-Caddo Club,

a fine building near the Club where my
Marshall friend had lately shown me so

much hospitality. This again gave me
the right to claim an interest in dear old

Caddo and it was not long before I had
a good fishing boat, supplied with revolv-

ing chairs and soft cushions to sit on, I

also had a little motor in readiness so

as to economize on the time for making
long runs and held all in a state of read-
iness for any day I mieht slip away from
business and go fly-fishing on Caddo.
The time came near the middle of

last April (1918) I quietly reached the
club, secured the services of a Sene-
gambian to paddle the boat and
started in quest of the big-mouth bass

on Caddo lake. The portion of the lake

selected for the morning’s sport had not

been visited by the writer for almost

thirty years, but I found very few
changes in its appearance, the water very

clear, patches of moss and occasionally

a carpet of water lilies came into view.

I

BEGAN with using one fly, a Brown
Palmer tied on a No. 8 sproat hook.

The fly was taken promptly by a

black bass of good fighting size, gave
me a nice play, using all the strat-

egy and dark arts known to the species,

and when boated I found his weight to

be 3% lbs. Not wishing to worry my
readers by having them go with me
through the entire morning, and listen to

that same old story that has been told so

many thousand times, I will say my catch

for the morning was 23 black bass, two
of the number weighed as much as the

first one taken, remainder a little less

and some of them so small as to pull the

scales at a % lb. only. I kept a dozen of

the largest and started back to the club.

A good crowd met my boat at the land-

ing and of course many questions as to

my luck, etc., were soon asked. I exhib-

ited my catch and quietly told them I

took the fish with a fly. No particular

attention was given my remarks until

some one of them asked if I had lost my
minnow bucket. I told them I did not
have one since a fly-fisherman had no
use for such. Then they began to give

me some attention, examined my rod and
quizzed my negro boatman to their entire

satisfaction; this being done they gave
it up and sat in my lap, the remainder of

the day, so to speak, plying me with ques-

tions as to how and where it was done.

Thus I demonstrated to my utmost sat-

isfaction that fly-fishing could be suc-

cessfully done on Caddo Lake.

N O account of Caddo Lake in the old

days would be complete without
mentioning my old friend and com-

panion, the late Amory R. Starr, whose
home on Sasafras Point was the rende-

zvous of many sportsmen. In front of

his property and across a narrow strip

of water, known as “Goose Prairie,” is

a long peninsula called Long Point when
the water became low it necessitated

quite a long trip around the point in

order to get into some of the best shoot-

ing and fishing territory and to obviate

this our modern Monte Cristo surveyed

and cut a canal across Long Point. This

canal is in use and as serviceable now
as when built. Our good friend was
never so happy as when entertaining his

friends, which he always did in royal

style. Whenever you accepted his invi-

tation and became his guest on Lake
Caddo, your every want was watched and
seemingly anticipated. A servant was at

your elbow for everything; any man who
could shoot found nothing in his way
to make the day filled with happiness and
good sport. In the early morning when
we made the start for the shooting points

and blinds we found a competent and
willing boatman, ready with decoys and
that ever necessary knowledge of Caddo
and its best shooting places. No
thought of ever getting lost or hav-
ing to endure hardships ever entered the

mind. When the start was made, the

oarsman was told where the meeting
place was selected in order that all

should have a good breakfast. About
9:30 or 10 o’clock, after the morning
shooting had quieted a bit, a boat would
be seen approaching us. Well wrapped
in a tight box, kept hot by a spirit lamp,
was breakfast for all. The oarsmen
quickly lashed the boats together and
with the aid of some long boards a table

was soon in readiness and a feast spread
before us. As soon as the inner-man
was satisfied each boat took its way back
to the shooting stand, and so the days
passed giving every one all the shooting
he could wish for and it was not unusual
on the way home to hear someone say
his shoulder was sore or his arms ached.

After the last gun was fired and the

day was done, we usually fell in with
the other boats en route home.
When the bow of our boats nosed the

shore we found old Henry Simms and
his helpers there to meet us. A big
fire of hickory wood in the broad fire-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 182)

End of the canal showing one of the buildings on the Starr place, just across
“ Goose Prairie ”
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THE ANATOMY OF THE CANOE
UNDER THE GLOSSY PAINT AND GLITTERING VARNISH THERE MUST
BE SOLID HONEST CONSTRUCTION ALONG CERTAIN DEFINITE LINES

BY FOREST HARLOW

The small, naked boy down in the old

swimmin’ hole who gleefully strad-

dles or squats upon a floating log

is emulating some far-distant savage an-

cestor in his crude attempt at the first

canoe. Such a log, hollowed into a

dug-out, was the first water craft to

vision far down the centuries the thing

of swanlike beauty and slim appealing

lines that today we love as a canoe.

Not all dug-outs were the unshapely
affairs that the average canoeist would
produce if necessity called upon him to

make a floating craft with fire and blunt

tools as the only implements of use.

Many dug-outs are gracefully formed;
some are marvels of simple construction.

The war canoes of the Haida Indians

were capacious, and the tribesmen had
learned the secret of increasing the car-

rying power by filling the craft with wa-
ter heated by means of hot stones, and
bracing the softened wood into wider
space and better lines.

The next step was the canoe of skin

or bark, and lightness and stability were
thereby gained. Some of the skin boats,

such as the Eskimo kayak, are ingeni-

ously constructed, eminently fitted to the

purpose for which they are employed;
while the birch bark canoe of the North
American Indian will continue deathless

in the song and story of this country
long after the last redman has vanished
from the land that once knew him so

well. The quintessence of Romance is

enfolded in its lines, the charm and
elusiveness of a bygone age when life

was lived, in the open, under freer,

saner conditions. These speak to us
from the high prow and seamy sides of

the birch canoe, for the spirit of Hi-

awatha still keeps tryst with his beloved

craft.

Improvement in tools to work with
results invariably in improvement of the

object of the expended labor. Steel,

sharp and precise, has left its mark upon
the canoe. Today, the dug-out and the

skin and bark canoes have yielded place

to the craft constructed all of strips of

Sectional views showing the three prin-

cipal methods of construction used in

all-wood canoes. Left, rib and batten,
most popular; center, cedar rib, prac-
tically indestructible; right, longitudinal

strip, strong and yet light

wood, sometimes covered with canvas,

built along lines that make for speed and
combine the minimum of weight with the

maximum of carrying power, stability

and strength.

C
ANOES are of many different

lengths, depending upon the amount
of work or upstanding ability re-

quired of them. The guides of the North
woods prefer canoes eighteen or twenty
feet in length. They know that smaller

craft will not carry the outfit necessary

for a fortnight’s stay in the woods far

from the base of supplies—“forty miles

from a lemon.” But the canoeist who
paddles for enjoyment along the pleasant

streams near home will not need such

a large canoe; neither will the canoe

cruiser who is at all times within a few
miles of needed supplies. The question

as to which size canoe is the best to pur-

chase can be quickly solved by a resume
of the determining factor—what do you
want it for?

There is one size of canoe that seems

to have been accepted as a standard

wherever canoeing is indulged in to any
great extent, and that is the “sixteen

footer.” True a shorter canoe could be

designed to have the same carrying ca-

pacity, but it would not handle so well

under certain conditions. As a pleasure

craft a canoe must be easily handled by
one person and its capacity should be

such as to make it safe when carrying

at least three persons. The sixteen-foot

canoe, with a beam of from 31" to 34"

and a depth of 12", seems to answer the

requirements better than anything else.

In any catalogue showing canoes you

are likely to find the canoe set forth as

the leader.

It will carry two persons and compact
equipment for a cruise, including small

tent, blankets, cooking outfit and neces-

sary supplies. Mast and lee-boards may
be attached to a canoe of this size, and
the resulting sailing canoe will be safe

and seaworthy.

There are many different methods of

construction employed in the manufac-
ture of canoes, but the main objective

that all builders seek to obtain is a mini-

mum weight combined with the required

strength. Sixteen-foot canoes will range
from 55 to 80 pounds in weight, accord-

ing to the material used and the method
of construction. It is possible to build

a 16-foot canoe that will weigh less than

60 pounds (we refer to cruisers and not

racing canoes), but to do so the strength

must be sacrificed to some extent and
such a canoe could not be subjected to

the usage that a canoe usually has to

stand on a cruise or camping trip.

C
ANOES can be placed in two classes

as far as construction goes

—

i. e.,

“all wood” or “canvas covered.”

There are several methods of construc-

tion in the all-wood canoes, but the three

principal ones are known as “rib and
batten, longitudinal strip and cedar rib.”

These three methods are entirely differ-

ent. There are also “flush or inserted

batten” canoes and “metallic joint”

canoes, but both of these are just slight

variations from the “rib and batten”
canoe.

In the “rib and batten” canoe the ribs,

usually half-round pieces of rock elm or

white oak, are bent over a solid form or

mould. These are placed 6" apart and
run from gunwale to gunwale in one
piece. The other parts of the frame
work

—

i. e., the keelson, stems, etc., are

put in place first. To this frame the

planks are nailed. Do not be misled
by the use of the word “planks.” The
thin strips of tough wood have little in

common with one’s usual conception of

planks. The planking usually consists

of basswood or cedar and either material
will make a good canoe. The cedar, of

course, is the best and the basswood must
be kept well painted or varnished. These
planks are one-quarter inch thick and
are put on either three or four each
side of the keel. As a sixteen-foot canoe
measures about 52" around, the planks
are from seven to ten inches wide. The
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joints along the edge of the planks, run-

ning lengthways are covered with a short

piece of rib cut just the right length to

fit lightly between the ribs. This is the

^‘batten” and it is from this construc-

tion that the canoe gets its name “rib

and batten.” The first wooden canoes
except “dug outs” or “birch barks” that

were made were constructed in this man-
ner. For this innovation in canoe build-

ing the credit must be given to Mr. John
Stephenson for, as far as is known, he
huilt the first “board” canoe over fifty

years ago. This was in Canada and it

was from this that the various factories

at present operating in that country got
their start.

The “flush batten” or “inserted batten”
i s something
s im i 1 a r. In

this the edges
of the planks
are grooved out
on the inner

side or “half

•checked” and
in this groove
is laid a small

hardwood strip

or batten about

% by %-inch.
This covers the

joint instead

of the heavier
batten used in

the “rib and batten” canoe. It makes
a very neat canoe, but it is hardly as

strong as the other and the ribs are

usually placed four inches apart instead

of six. A canoe constructed in this way
will be about three pounds lighter than
a “rib and batten” canoe of the same
size.

Another variation in this method is

the “metallic joint” canoe. In this a

brass or copper strip with the edges bent
at right angles about one-eighth of an
inch is used instead of the “flush bat-

ten.” The turned edge is sunk into the

planking and holds the planks together.

The appearance is much the same as

that of the flush-batten canoe.

The “longitudinal strip” canoe is a

somewhat different construction. The
ribs are lighter than in the “rib and bat-

ten” canoes. They are usually %" wide
and half round. They are bent over a

mould or form in the same way, but the

planking is made up of narrow strips.

These strips, usually cedar, are one-

quarter inch thick and about one and
three-quarter inches wide. The edges

The flush batten construction makes a
very light and attractive canoe, but it

lacks the strength of the rib and batten

are half checked making what is known
as a ship-lap joint. The first strip is

laid along the keel then each strip is

fitted tightly against the next. The
strips are tapered lengthways so that

they come out right at the gunwale.

The ribs are usually 2%" from centre

to centre so that no protection is re-

quired over the joints along the edge of

the planking, the ship lap being sufficient.

This construction results in a very strong

yet light canoe and one advantage is that

the strips being narrow are not affected

by shrinkage or swelling

—

i. e., there is

not enough change in the size of the

strips by shrinkage or swelling to open
the joint, if it is properly made.

Another method of all-wood con-

struction is the “cedar rib.” In

this canoe the “ribs” really form
the planking. Cedar is the only material

used for this construction and is about

the only wood that is suitable. The
planking is composed of narrow strips,

%xl%". They are machined very ac-

curately with a small tongue and groove

joint, as used on flooring but of course

much smaller. These pieces are steamed
and bent over a form and run from gun-

wale to gunwale in one piece. They are

pulled up tight, the tongue into the groove

and dried right on the form. They are

tightened up a little bit every day. It

takes about two weeks in slow heat to

get all the moisture caused by steam-

ing, out of the planking. When this

shell is dry the gunwales are put on,

also the inside bilge strips and these

prevent the canoe from coming apart.

There are no ribs in this canoe. It is

the principle of the “inverted arch”
adopted for canoe construction and the

result is the lightest canoe made by either

all wood or canvas covered construction.

This lightness does not affect its strength
and as far as durability goes there is

nothing better. Canoes of this type
made over thirty-five years ago are still

in use and in first class condition. The
construction, of course, requires consid-

erable time and the most experienced
workmanship. There is a lot of work
on one of these canoes, consequently they

cannot be offered for sale at the same
price as other canoes. This to some ex-

tent affects the sale of them. Another
thing that affects the output of this style

of canoe is the length of time that they
last. A man has to live a long time
and be an ardent canoeist to wear out

a canoe constructed by this method.

On all.these wooden canoes the method
of putting on the decks, gunwales,

thwarts, etc., is pretty much the same.

The gunwales as a rule are of oak, full

length and measuring %" by IV2 ",

moulded to a special shape. The stems

and “snouts” or outside stems are oak,

walnut or mahogany. The decks are

usually butternut or mahogany. The
decks on the wooden canoes are longer

than those usually used on canvas cov-

ered canoes. The usual length is twenty
inches. A small coaming is put around
the inner edge of the deck to prevent

the water from running into the canoe.

The thwarts, usually three in number,
are oak or mahogany and sometimes

when a V e r y
light canoe is

required
spruce is used.

Very often a
cane seat is

put in at the

stern instead

of the thwart.

On painted
canoes iron
nails are used
and on var-

nished canoes,

finished in na-

tural color,
copper nails

are used. The nails are driven in from
the outside and clenched on the ribs.

It is necessary to bore first for each nail

to prevent the rib from splitting. When
you consider that there are from 2,000

to 3,000 small nails it will give you some
idea of the amount of work that has to

be put on these small boats and bear in

mind that it is all hand work too.

T he other method of canoe construc-

tion known as “canvas covered” is

very well known to all canoeists as

practically all the canoes made in the
United States and quite a few of these

made in Canada, are of that construc-

tion. First, a light shell is made. The
ribs used are cedar, usually 5/16" or %"
thick and from two inches to two and a

half inches wide. These are bent over
a form and the forms are covered with
metal sheeting so that when the tacks
are driven through the planking they
clench on the rib. The planking is also

cedar, about %" thick and in strips from
3" to 4" wide. The joints are fitted closely

but the shell itself is not watertight.

(continued on page 190)

The ever-popular canvas-covered canoe
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the forecabin locker to give this latest

adventure genuine zest. For, while his
father had gone into no lengthy discus-
sion of the episode, the boy realized that
he himself had accidently stumbled upon
proof of a nefarious procedure. The
Spoonbill and her queer crew were shoot-
ing up the egret rookeries. There seemed
no reasonable doubt of it!

And once again John’s thoughts re-

verted to the conversations with his
father, that first day out from Miami.
But why, if these two piratical-appearing
gentlemen were on such a forbidden mis-
sion, should they actually welcome com-
pany? It was their own suggestion that
Christmas Day be spent up the little-

navigated waters of mysterious Thick-
ehunahatchee.

John’s father answered some of these
questions.

“Do not refer to the egrets,” cautioned
Mr. King, “consider the subject absolute-
ly taboo. Act as if you were not at all

interested in what you saw in the locker.

These men are naturally eager for com-
panionship. They have been cruising far
from the beaten track of other boats
. . . . for months and months, judg-
ing by their own appearance and the
looks of their boat. Both are satisfied

insofar as we are concerned. They know
that my own mission has to do with prop-
erties, surveying, etc. I have shown them
my diary and my soil reports. Moreover,
they were not slow to detect that we ob-

observe the ethics of the section ....
we ask no questions. Christmas has
broken down their barriers of reserve.

Something in the very spirit of the day
has made them seek friendship. The
trip up the Thickehunahatchee is to be
for sport . . . nothing else. It is their

little escape from regular business.”

eral on the shore under the

mangroves. One particular-

ly plump coon had been
bagged—not in the traps but

with a rifle and Flynt held

it up for Hendry to see.

“Here’s a REAL break-

fast for you,” he declared,

“want it?”

“Finished,” grunted Hen-
dry, who seldom ate coon

flesh. John was beginning
to have the same aversion

for the little animals as camp
diet, for Hendry had once

skinned a coon and laid it

bare for inspection. Be-

tween flesh and pelt the boy
had seen a disgusting mass
of long worms. . . . like

horsehairs. This appears to

be characteristic of all the

coons of the neighbor- A
hood that we had seen.

HEAD AM) THE
/HOVEL-XO/E
/HABKABE ’

PBETTY LITTIyE

CZDEATQBE/!

R ound key took on an unusual
glamour that sunny Christmas
morning as three venturesome ex-

plorers—King, John Jr. and guide Hen-
dry laved their faces in the sparkling

water of the gulf from the stern of the

small boat, and raised streaming eyes to

an almost holy dawn. This day, more
than all others, the serene splendor of

the Great Outdoors, was exemplified!

Yes, it WAS good to be alive!

A signal from the larger craft that

rocked lazily on the dark green water
nearby, aroused Mr. King, at least, to

the material problems that confronted

them. The occupants of The Spoonbill
were up and active. King, half concealed

by the Mae's cabin, turned his glasses in

that direction. He could see Captain
Flsmt getting things ship-shape aboard
the power-boat. He was smoking a short-

stemmed pipe and his chest, bare and
brown, was strongly suggestive of the

primeval man. Now he jumped up to the

deck of The Spoonbill and puttered with
that bewildering display of coon skins,

tacked to the cabin.

“Ahoy Mae!” Flynt’s gruff voice chal-

lenged, “we want to get away early on
that Thickehunahatchee trip, if we’re go-

ing. Tell Hendry I’ll see that he shoots

a deer.”

Hendry himself made answer, reassur-

ing the Captain that they would have
breakfast over in a little while. John
was all aflutter with excitement. He had
seen enough in the hatchway and under

T he Mae’s party had finished break-

fast, when Captain Flynt rowed up
alongside. He had been across to

Round Key for his traps, having set sev-

ITH Rod and Gun on a
yy strange river. Some Wonder
Waterways of the Florida West
Coast, tvherein the Habits of the

Rapidly Disappearing Egret and
Heron are studied first hand. Ad-
ditional Proof of “Rookery Shoot-

ing.” The Strangest Christmas on
Record.
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These almost unknown waters— little, mystic sun-swept rivers that come from the
gloomy depths of Big Cypress— are alive with fish. The scenery at times, looks

as if it had been painted on brilliant canvas, with an eternal back-drop of blue sky

“No good eat,” Hendry said, scowling,

“worms!” And he had shrugged his

shoulders suggestively. Hunters will do
well to remember this, although some
there are who do not share Hendry’s
aversion.

Both the Mae and The Spoonbill were
safely anchored in the lee of Round Key,
and things arranged for a sudden squall

in case it came up during their absence.

The Thickehunahatchee jaunt was to

be made in two power boats. . . . their

own and Tipley’s somewhat larger craft

if similar design, with glade boats either

trailing or lashed atop the cabin.

And so, even before the day was well

started, they set off in the direction of

the river’s mouth, but a short distance
away. Captain Flynt wanted to make a

landing at Gomez Point, to the north of

the stream, for fresh water. A little dis-

tance inland, Flynt led them to a mossy
barrel that had been embedded in the
earth beneath the overhanging trees.

Pure, cool water seeped into it and both
boats were plentifully supplied.

“For many years,” explained the Cap-
tain “natives were in the habit of muss-
ing around Gomez Point with spades
and fancy hopes. History hereabouts,
handed down for generations has it that
Spanish pirates buried gold in this re-

gion. . . . cargoes of it. And they
never took it away. It was gold and
treasure taken from rich prizes that
swung wide of their course. Some day
. . . when I’m not busy at other treas-
ure,” and Flynt winked at Tipley, “I’m
going to get me a spade and take a look
for myself. I sort of think I could find

a ton of doubloons ’er two.”
First came the Thickehunahatchee

River, three hundred feet wide at its

mouth and rapidly narrowing to an aver-
age of fifty feet. It is a small stream but
an exceedingly picturesque one, with the
same show of interminable mangrove
islands, particularly at its gulf extrem-
ity. They could look down through the

clear water and see the wonderful oyster

beds, and both shores were lined with
them .... untouched, unworked, a mar-
velous universe of luscious bivalves.

“The Thickehunahatchee leads into the
Glade country,” explained Captain Flynt,
“and will be well worth our expedition.

But wait until you get to the Chokoloskee
wilderness and Chock’ Bay! There’s
wild country for you.”
The further they got into this realm

of game and tropic interest, the more
convinced was Mr. King that they should
not hurry out again in order to investi-

gate Chokoloskee. Rifle and rod were
strictly in order, to say nothing of

Flynt’s sudden promise of deer around

the cypress strands.

It was hard going for Tipley’s larger

motor boat. Its engine refused to slow

down, even when that became necessary,

and as a consequence, she ran aground
more than once, jamming her fat nose

into the masses of mangrove or the oys-

ter bars. On such occasions the smaller

craft bravely yanked her oif, and this

business was repeated until it grew
rather monotonous, especially to John,

who was trolling and grew quite out of

patience with many interruptions.

Curiosity made them stop up the river

at a clearing on a sizable hammock. For
here were obvious signs of a one-time

habitation. The name “Ellis’ ’was found

on a dingy bit of cypress board tacked

to an aged tree, but there was no living

thing, save the birds and scampering
coons. At one time this lone hammock
clearing had been under primitive culti-

vation. There were as many as thirty

grape fruit trees, the majority bearing,

and they literally blazed yellow with their

luxuriant growth of fruit. The tempta-

tion was too great to resist and all five

members of the party fell upon grape

fruit with a relish that may well be un-

derstood. As far as could be judged no
human hand had rummaged in the bend-

ing trees for years. The cabbage-palm

abounded, and there were several sturdy

specimens of the gum elumi, bananas and
water oak. John enthusiastically called

from the abandoned grove that he had
counted 250 fine grape fruit on one tree.

Soon they were off again, and at a

distance of about twelve miles from the

coast, a permanent headquarters camp
was made on a beautiful hammock point

that jutted out into what Hendry tersely

called “much fine lake.” It was virtually

the sixth lake up the river, for there

are many of these tiny fairy pools, with
their calm mirror surfaces and their

The camp on the Point. Who can begin to describe the luxuriant ease and comfort
and lazy bliss of those sunny days, with every stream and lake dimpled by bass

and mullet
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When you do run into luck, on a Tarpon basis, the going is mighty good. Every fish

signifies a mighty battle that has taken place between mere man and the Finny

shadowy banks of massed foliage. They
recognized now, that as the entrance to

this last lake was but a mere creek, the

power boats must be forsaken for glade

skiffs. Progress had been necessarily

slow, not only because of the many nar-

row river turns, but because of the ag-

gravating speed mania of The Spoonbill’s

little sister. Nor was there any time for

exploration. The tropic night would fall

in a very short while and a spray of faint

stars glittered over the solemn grey-green

tops of the red and black mangroves. The
point was a very wonderful spot for their

camp. Its dry muck foundation was
fairly clear of vegetation and some twen-

ty feet back stood the solid wall of ham-
mock shrubbery, which meant plenty of

wood for the fire . . . myrtle and
bay and the ever-reliable button-wood,

the latter beloved of campers because of

the slow, sure flame and the intense heat.

Late as it was, Tipley insisted upon
having duck for supper. He inveigled

Hendry into a jaunt up the creek, prom-
ising to return speedily enough. If there

were other reasons for this sudden deter-

mination it was not brought out just

then. Hendry said afterwards that he

could not understand Mr. Tipley at all,

for did not the stout gentleman with the

red beard prefer to go alone through that

wilderness of hammock and saw grass and
boggy areas for a distance of a half-

mile, when he might have gone snugly
and with far less effort in the guide’s

glade boat which was poled with a cer-

tain amount of majestic calm across the

still waters.

John went for a good-night fish in the

second glade skiff, and shortly returned
with a mullet and two small black bass.

The lake was quite literally alive with

them at this hour, as they leaped to the

surface and dimpled the shadowy surface

with their restless, ecstatic sport.

Captain Flynt and Mr. King attended

to putting up the two tents in a thor-

oughly professional manner, and even
went for wood that a corking good fire

might be blazing when the hunters
brought in their trophies. They also at-

tended to getting everything in readiness

for the supper which was eagerly looked

forward to upon the hunter’s return.

T UST before nightfall, at that mystic

I
hour when the river country is pitched

*' to an enchanted key and every tree is

talkative with birds, Hendry and Tipley
came down into the large lake, the latter

having joined his companion. They
proudly displayed a bag of twenty-seven
ducks, including mallard and our gabby
friend, the fish-eating black coot. The
latter is to be recommended for its tooth-

some qualities on an occasion of this

kind, and Hendry was as proud as a
brace of peacocks. He explained that
Tipley had joined him, some half mile up
the creek, where they discovered another
but smaller lake. Here the muck was
soft and the hammocks swampy, and
they had their first glimpse of the Ever-
glades, stretching out, as it did, for three
and a half miles before it linked arms
with Big Cypress.
“Ducks!” gurgled Hendry, “I never see

so many. Lake all covered with them.
Not afraid. Blind man kill birds with
eyes shut. Mister Tipley shoot from saw
grass: I shoot from boat. We get coots

coming and going.”

Whereupon Hendry put his largest
frying pans on the fire and, having nice-

ly dressed ten of the plump birds, set

them to sizzling. John, in the mean-
while, as champion of his own resource-
fulness, fried a little bass on the side,

rolling it generously in cracker crumbs.
Tipley, in the meanwhile, had walked

out to the far extremity of the point,

alone, meditative. Mr. King saw him
gazing upward at the gorgeous sunset
sky, into which was still shot the skeins
of yellow and vermillion. Turning his

own gaze involuntarily to the east Mr.
King was somewhat startled to see a
slender wisp of animated, fluttering

white, like the tail of a great spectacular
kite. It was a flock of from twelve to

eighteen large birds, winging silently,

gracefully, westward and some three

hundred feet up. It was almost as if

these birds were bits of paper, trailing at

regular intervals upon an invisible cord.

And behind them came other flocks, in

like number, flying straight and unerr-
ingly to a positive goal. As fast as one
shimmering flock disappeared into the

mist, another came to take its place.

Impressed by the sight, Mr. King
joined Tipley at the point.

“Hello, that you!” exclaimed the owner
of The Spoonbill, startled for a moment.
“That is a remarkable sight,” observed

Mr. King, “will the procession never end?
I have counted no less than twenty-five
separate and distinct flocks of those birds
and STILL they come.”

“Egrets!” grunted Tipley.

“Egrets! all egrets!” his companion
exclaimed.

“Oh no. They fraternize with the blue
heron and the green-leg. Sometimes
there are no more than several egrets in
a flock. Didn’t know there were so many
in Florida, eh?”
“I had believed them well nigh extinct,

was the response.

“Its different here,” continued Tipley,
“the one spot that has not been shot up.
Too hard to get to. Few people come
here—except the Indians. Look—there
comes another prize string!”

This was true. With their fine necks
curved almost double and their long legs

straight out behind, rudder-fashion, a
flock of twelve spendid birds swept past
overhead, dipping casually into the gath-
ering gloom of the Everglades section.

Hendry had seen them and Captain
Flynt followed him on a run for the
point, with John a bad third.

C
APTAIN FLYNT was exceedingly
voluble. That he had been serrip-

titiously touching up a flask of rum-

was easy to suppose. But he stood beside

Tipley, watching that flight of egrets

and herons, as if fascinated by the white
beauty of them.
“Must be a rookery five miles west,””

he said, aloud.

“Not more than three miles,” Tipley
corrected, “its too late for them to go-

five. Feeding ground about eight miles-

from rookery.”

Every fisherman who goes to Florida
has an abiding ambition to catch at least

one big Tarpon
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It was metal arithmetic in egret hab-
its. The location of a rookery could be
determined by the hour of the day, for

egrets go to their nests on the dot. Mr.
King quietly took this all in.

Tipley and Captain Flynt were almost
unconscious of the presence of their new-
found friends. The sudden appearance
of the flocks had put them quite off their

guard. There they stood, immovable,
staring into the sky—and reasoning it all

out with calculative shrewdness.
“Plenty of little whites,” said the Cap-

tain, “LOTS of them.”
“That rookery is near or on the Fick-

ihatchee,” muttered Tipley, “they could

just about make it by roosting hour.”
“Its a wonderful sight!” cried John,

who had never seen an3rthing so inspiring

before, “what do they eat, Mr. Flynt?”
“Crawfish—minnows—small snakes ”

returned the Captain, “the feeding
ground is generally along a big shallow
slough. Rock surface breaks the water.
The birds reach in the crevices after

what they can And.”
Whereupon Flynt and Tipley, lighting

their pipes, walked around the point, side

by side, talking in undertones. Once
John poked his father in the ribs but
was warned not to take notice of what
was happening.
The supper was as good as Hendry

promised, what with fried fish and duck
and appetizing coot, to say nothing of a
great pan of the guide’s best biscuit. But
four sturdy men discovered, quite acci-

dentally, how habit can play the master.
Through a mix-up of instructions, as to

what supplies should be brought, coffee

was forgotten in the rush to get away
from Round Key. It made no difference

to John, but the others were unconsol-

able. Your true hunter MUST have his

pot of aromatic coffee at the end of a
hard day. It seems to be an essential

part of an outdoor camp.

At six sharp they were up and do-

ing. Hendry had the fire in tip top

condition and rushed through a

breakfast of bird and fish. He had deter-

mined to go after deer again and wanted
to try it alone. That was Hendry’s way.
Bad luck had come to him so far and he
attributed it to “too much company
along.”

The lake was dimpled by fish. Bass,
gar, mullet, sun-fish and chub kept things
splashing, as they rose to nab the legion

of insects that were astir at this hour.

It was fresh-water haven for all the
finny members that John could wish for.

Stately wood-ibis, seemingly unafraid,
stalked along the muck shore and limp-
kins invited marksmanship.
As plans were arranged, another day

would be spent up the Thickehunahatchee.
Mr. King and Tipley were after deer and
other excitement to the eastward, with
hammocks beyond the saw grass area as
an objective, some four miles away. Hen-
dry would consider only his own deer ex-
pedition in his own way to the northward,
whilst John and Captain Flynt decided to

remain in and around camp; the latter
arranging his traps for coons.
That Tipley might wish to look for

something more important than deer

—

rookeries, for example, was a logical sup-
position.

The following of these three game
trails is not without interest. And suc-

cess came from an unexpected quarter,

as we shall see. Mr. King and Tipley,

armed with a .44 and a 12-gauge pump,
traversed the mangrove and cypress and
at last came to the saw-grass country,

where wading into water and muck up
to the waist was a necessary evil. Two
and a half miles from camp they came
upon a rather tall water oak and Tip-

ley, for all his weight, shinned up it un-
til he had a fair view of the surrounding
country, which he viewed most method-
ically with his field glasses. Suddenly
he called down:

—

“Saw a doe just rounding the cypress

on that bib hammock two or three miles

east. I knew it. She was a little

beauty!”
But upon gaining the cypress strand,

no trace of the animal was discovered.

Mr. King worked his way cautiously in

through the hammock, while Tipley

skirted it for a distance of at least three
miles. The former found that picking a
path through cypress “knees” is about
the most hazardous and thankless job on
earth. They project upward from the
floor of the hammock, awkwardly, stub-

bornly, in a strangely human way and
form. Once he came upon tracks of bear
—tracks in the black soil at least eight

inches long, and indicating a bruin of

considerable size. There are parts of

Big Cypress that have never been ex-

plored and rumors come from the
boundaries, of black and brown fellows
that grow to prodigous size—for this

section of the country. And once, in the
dim aisles of the hammock, Mr. King saw
a sprightly parroquette. They are ex-

ceedingly rare and must find refuge in

the swamp.
It seemed a rather hopless quest, with

danger from snakes increasing, and Mr.
King back-tfacked to th^ edge of the

strand, caUifig- to Tipley. There was no
answer for quite a while, but the meeting
was finally negotiated and they waded
out and—^homeward, with one last adven-
ture to pay them for their efforts. In

crossing a small hammock, at its tapered

end, they found what had recently been
a Seminole camp for two people.. buck
and squaw. Everywhere were the bright

chips, hewn from a cypress log and back
a pace, in the myrtle, the upright poles

of the primitive sleeping quarters. When
an Indian wants a new canoe, he scouts

about until he finds a likely cypress.

Then he brings his squaw and they take

up their abode until the arduous, exact-

ing task is finished.

I

T was five o’clock when they gained

the camp. Tipley was thoroughly dis-

gruntled at not bagging anything
worth while, and this condition of mind

and temper was not improved when Hen-
dry broke through the hammock shortly

afterward, bearing a young doe slung
over his sturdy shoulders. The guide’s

.30 had made a neat job of it, when the

animal sprang up along the edge of the
western cypress strand. The camp had
broiled venison that night for a change
and Hendry and the Captain cut all that
remained in strips and smoked it for “fu-
ture reference.”

Flynt’s traps had caught a number of

coons and John, faithful to the rod and
line, had caught sunfish, bass and mullet,

galore. “It is so easy I get tired, pulling

them in,” was the boy’s laconic comment.
Flynt, however, had been a sort of good

Samaritan, for he took John along the

game trail, or narrow path between the

cypress and the saw-grass that had been
(CONTINXJED ON PAGE 182)

The few adventurous sportsmen who navigate the Thousand Island streams, find

that the shore foliage meets overhead or brushes the boats as they glide along
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TROUT AND WATER CONDITIONS
MANY A FISH RETAINS ITS FREEDOM BECAUSE OF A LACK OF DISCRIMINATION ON
THE PART OF THE ANGLER IN HIS METHODS OF FISHING DIFFERENT STREAMS

BY ERNEST WARREN BROCKWAY

F
ishing for

brook trout

differs from
every other kind of

fishing in many
ways. No other
kind of angling re-

quires so much stu-

dy of water condi-

tions and of the

habits of the fish.

In sea and lake

and river fishing

the condition and
the action of the

waters in these re-

spective bodies is

the same, or near-

ly so, at all times.

But as to brooks,

they are about as

variable as the
climate of New
England. They are

variable in two ways—in formation and

in the changes wrought in them by

means of weather conditions. In this

article I shall point out these differences

and the way trout act in accordance

herewith as I have observed them—act

regarding their capture of course.

I am fully convinced that many fine

trout retain their freedom because of a

lack of discrimiation on the part of the

angler in his methods of procedure in

different streams. If more attention

were given to this phase of the sport and

less to color schemes in flies, far better

results would follow. Does not one’s rea-

soning powers dictate that the fishing of

a noisy, tumbling,

hillside brook
should differ radi-

cally from the fish-

ing of a slow-flow-

ing and serene
meadow stream?
While this is an
extreme compari-
son in the make-up
of brooks, there
are other compari-
sons equally ap-

pealing of consid-

eration to the an-

gler who would
score success.
There is the big

brook and the lit-

tle brook: the open
brook and the

A small hillside brook with many bushes offers little opportunity for casting

brook canopied by bushes
;
the deep brook

and the shallow brook; the brook filled

with boulders and the brook free from
boulders—yes, there are all of these and
many more. Can’t you see how the water
conditions vary from those of the sea,

the lake and the river?

A HILLSIDE brook contains but lit-

tle still water and invariably,

trees and bushes are found in

abundance along the banks. Conse-
quently, the angler hasn’t much of an op-

portunity for casting either fly or bait.

I have known anglers who were such
rigid adherents to casting that they

If it’s a big brook and you can’t cast, jump right in and wade

would consume
many hours in this

method of fishing

on such a brook,
whereas if they
had used different

tactics they would
have gone home at

night with light

hearts and heavy
creels, rather than
with heavy hearts
and light creels.

These anglers
failed to discrimi-

nate, you see. Be-
cause previously
they had been fish-

ing streams unob-
structed by trees

and bushes and be-

cause they were so

“creed - bound,”
casting wise, they

blindly pursued methods of other days
and other bi’ooks which brought them
success.

To me it seems an absurdity for any
angler to believe it unsportsmanlike to
fish for brook trout by any method other
than casting. If trout were stupid fish
then it would be different. But when, as
every experienced angler knows, a sly old
trout will oftentimes repeatedly outwit
every bit of skill that the most efficient

angler employs, I fail to see any violation
of the “ethics” of the art by trying to
bring such a fish to creel by methods
other than casting. How often have I

heard fishermen remark that in fly-cast-

ing, especially the
dry-fly, a trout has
more of a chance
for his life than if

a worm or a grass-
hopper or some
other kind of nat-

iUral bait were
used. But don’t

worry about a lack
of caution on the
part of any fair-

sized brook trout;

don’t be deluded in

thinking that be-

cause a fat and
wriggling worm is

dangling about the
mouth of Mr. Trout
he has undergone
a demolition of his
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Fishing a shallow stream free from cover one should keep back from the water

innate wariness. Oftentimes I have
wished that this were the case. But
there is no psychic relation between the

mind of a man and the mind of a trout.

A nd so it behooves the angler to

make a careful study of his brook

and act accordingly. If you are

fishing a brook which forbids the proper

use of a fly or the casting of a bait lure,

then get busy in the old-fashioned way,
—that of keeping your lure always in the

water and working it to and fro across

the brook. Don’t be ashamed to do it;

it isn’t unsportsmanlike; not to do it,

in certain cases, shows false pride. If

it is a big brook, jump right in and wade,
but don’t go splashing along like a side-

wheeled steamer. Just because the run-

ning waters are making a big commotion
and noise is no reason why you should.

A trout has a fine sense of discrimina-

tion; any discord in the music of the

brook is quick to meet his detection. If

the average angler were possessed with

an equal sense of discrimiation, better

contested games in the art would result.

In this method of fishing, one should, of

course, fish down stream and allow the

worm lure, which can’t be beaten, to dan-
gle along in a careless, unguided way as

nearly as possible. If a worm were
thrust on his own resources in a brook
that is the way he would do, and a trout

is wise enough to know it. Where a

strong current prevails this is often dif-

ficult to do, for the line is bound to

straighten out, and perchance the angler

stops walking for a moment the worm,
of course, will halt, too. In such cases

it is an excellent plan to keep retrieving

the lure and permit it to be swept down
until the line straightens. I have caught
many a trout in this way that I could

not catch by any other method.
In the case of a small, brush-bordered

brook it is not well to wade. For a first

fishing, no harmful results will follow,

but the next trip will show the tell-tale

effect. The wading has made the trout

extra cautious because of their previous
-right. Even if you yourself do not in-

tend to fish a small stream again, you,

as a member of the great angling fra-

ternity, should have consideration for

your brother fishermen. Though often

difficult to enter your lure through a tan-

gle of bushes, and often an act that will

test every atom of one’s patience you are

likely to be repaid by a big catch, for

the more cover trout can find in a small
stream, there is the place they love to

dwell.

In fishing slow-flowing meadow
streams, oftentimes one is obliged to re-

sort to tactics nearly reverse to those

employed in hillside streams. In the
foregoing, I have emphasized the need of

making as little noise as possible in wad-
ing a large active brook. In fishing a
quiet meadow stream, I would advise the
angler to do no wading unless absolutely
necessary. It is far better to fish a half-

mile of this kind of brook from the bank
than to fish two miles by wading. There
are places which necessitate one’s get-

ting into the brook, places which would
be impossble to fish in any other way.
One of the streams which I fish many
times a season has more than a dozen

places so densely covered with bushes
that it would be impossible to enter a

lure except by getting into the middle of

the stream a few yards above and then
feed the line slowly and carefully into

the big bush-embowered pools. It is

something like the process of threading
a small-eyed needle, and if it doesn’t

call for as much skill as does the casting

of a fly then I acknowledge my inability

as a fair judge.

I

T was on a hot afternoon last season

that I came to one of these tangles.

It was a big brook but so dense were
the bushes both above the water and at

the sides that an opening of only about
eight inches presented an opportunity for

the entrance of my lure. Cautiously I

allowed the current to carry it along, and
the instant it entered the bushy tunnel

there was a strike and a splash and a

big trout was mine. Here was a case

where fishing from the shore would have
been impossible. Crawling through
bushes and getting your face and hands
scratched oftentimes, and getting your
line tangled and your hook caught nearly

all the time isn’t so pleasant as standing

on a flower-covered bank with not a bush
in sight and debonairly casting an ornate

fly on placid, sky-reflecting waters, but it

is a part of the game and any true an-
gler should be willing to play it just as

ardently as when the moves are easy and
all is tranquil.

When there is but little current in any
stream, then, of course, one is obliged
to cast, whether using bait or fly, for the
movement of the water is inadequate to

carry the lure along. It is often well
when bait casting to drag the lure slowly
along for several feet from where it first

struck the water, for many a time a
trout will strike when a worm lure is in

action whereas if it was still he would
give it little, if any, attention. This pro-
cedure belongs to the same rule as the re-

trieving and feeding out of a line in swift
water, that I have previously stated. If

one were to ask me the “whys” of this
kind of action on the part of a trout as
well as ask me many other reasons for
their eccentricities at various times, I

would answer emphatically, “I don’t
know.” And I believe that every honest
angler would have to answer the same.
A plausible reason, however, for a trout’s

preference oftentimes for a moving lure
is that it denotes life and action and this
appeals more temptingly to him.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 188 )

A quiet meadow stream should not be waded unless absolutely necessary
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HOW TO TIE THE ARTIFICIAL FLY
WORKING YOUR MATERIALS INTO A WATERPROOF FLY OF SUFFICIENT
RESEMBLANCE TO NATURE TO CAUSE NEITHER FEAR NOR DISTRUST

By DR. HARRY GOVE

succeeded you will judge when I tie the

flies which will appear in the last article

I shall contribute on practical fly dress-

ing. The method I will pursue will be to

illustrate all the different movements I

make in tieing a fly, from start to finsh.

This will place in your possession all I

have learned regarding the subject in

over half a life time. Just in proportion
to the information imparted to a novice,

in like ratio will be the rapidity of his

advancement. The fly we will construct

will have the self same body as the trans-

parent winged one I construct and be
a facsimile of it, with but one exception,

that is, the wing shall be made of feath-

ers. I have selected this method of dress-

ing as it is much easier to apply feath-

ers to the wing than the above mentioned
material. At all events I will tie both
of these flies for your inspection. In

making a fly there are certain materials
and tools which are absolutely necessary.

Of the tools the most useful to an ama-
teur is the fly-tier’s vise, facilitating in

a very great degree progression in the

art. Next in order, two pairs of scissors

of small size, one with curved points, the

other straight, a pair of fly-tier’s pinch-

ers must certainly find a place on your
table. The use of these is to grasp
the butt end of a small hackle when ap-

plying it to a very small hook, as in the

making of a midge. A small pair of

watch-maker’s tweezers and a pair of

pinchers for bending the shank of the

hook completes the category of the nec-

essary tools. A small alcohol lamp must
also be purchased. As to materials the

list is a much longer and elaborate one.

There are but two of our necessities that

are liquid. One to be used instead of the

ordinary wax, composed of white rosin.

The selection of the material which
should enter into the makeup of

artificial flies is so important that

it demands more than ordinary attention.

Our consideration is, what materials will

make a waterproof fly of sufficient re-

semblance to nature to cause neither fear

nor distrust to the fish to which it is

presented on the surface of the lake

or stream? Conisdering the difficul-

ties which lay in the path of direct imi-

tation, the best we can hope for is that

our fly, in its general appearance, taken

struct you how to dress a fairly pre-

sentable fly in quite a short time, ad-

vancement in the art requires practice,

and attention to detail; a few failures

must not produce discouragement.

I

REMEMBER when I looked at the

flies tied by the Scotch expert who
gave me the few lessons I ever had in

the art, the idea that I could ever equal

them seemed hopeless. I made up my
mind, however, that I would if it took me
twenty years. Whether or not I have

The first steps in fly making

as a whole, may pass for the living in-

sect it is intended to duplicate. It would

be the task of a life-time to collect the

materials which are employed in the

manufacture of the ordinary feather fly

and supposing it complete, I would sur-

mise that the greater part of it could be

consigned to the waste-basket, not only

without deteriorating the lures with

which they are constructed, but being a

factor in their improvement. Bear in

mind that the fly I now propose to in-

struct you how to dress is not the ordi-

nary feather fly, but a fly, the body of

which is waterproof and whose wings
are made of feathers. In starting out I

may remark that a great many writers

on the practical manufacture of artificial

flies claim it an easy matter to dress one,

it is not so. It certainly might be quite

a simple task to tie the flies they refer

to and illustrate in their drawings. These

are not the flies we will make, for

their imagination that their products

were artistic lead them astray. When
we finish tieing our fly you will read-

ily perceive whether the above state-

ment I have made has fact for its found-

ation. It will be a pleasure to me to in- A little furthe.'" advanced
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to which turpentine is added in sufficient

quantity that when the rosin is dissolved

it shall be of the consistency of molasses.

A little of this is placed on the forefin-

ger and the thread drawn through it until

it is sufficiently waxed. This is a dirty,

sticky application, and is properly han-
dled by waxing a dozen or more threads
of tieing silk three feet long each, the

day before using them. If you neglect

this you will be obliged to cleanse your
fingers after every fly you tie. The other
liquid is white shellac varnish, made by
adding alcohol to bleached shellac, allow-

ing it to stand in a warm place until dis-

solved and it becomes like thin varnish.

This is applied to the silk that forms the

head of the fly where the wings are at-

tached and finishes it off, so to speak.

O F materials for tieing on the loop

attached to each hook, and fixing in

place all materials, in the make up
of our new fly, tieing silk of exceeding
fineness and strength is required. Two
hanks of silkworm gut, one fine, for loop-

ing the fly, the other coarse for making
the frame work of the detached body, is

not to be omitted, nor yet white horse
hair, which is to be dyed all the primary
colors. Floss silk of all shades, narrow
gold and silver tinsel; right and left

wings of turkey, duck, geese, ibis, etc.,

in fact any kind that will give you the

shade required for your wing. Last not
least, seal fur from a very young seal

pup, dyed all the leading colors, furs of

all acquatic animals are preferred, from
the fact that these are more or less wa-
terproof. I neglected to mention a few
golden pheasant feathers, especially the

tippets. With this material any natural
insect can be imitated. A small table

should be selected and covered with
white paper. The fly vise is affixed to

its edge near the middle. The posi-

tion of the table should be in front of

a window to insure sufficient light.

Light your spirit lamp and taking a

straight shanked hook. Fig. No. 1, in

your pliers heat it in the flame un-

til it becomes a cherry red, from the

middle of hook shown in Fig. 1 to the end
of the shank, then bend to the shape
shown in Fig. 2.

There is considerable doubt concern-

ing what act can be committed of

“right down cussedness” which can

be classed as the unpardonable sin. I’ll

tell you what it is, it is to fasten a loop

on a hook that will pull out on the first

strain placed upon it. In order that

this awful sin will not appear against

you on the pages of the Big Black Book
I propose to show you how to attach a
loop to a hook, either large or small, that

cannot be pulled out by any known
means. Take a peice of waxed tieing

silk about two feet long, fasten it se-

curely at a point about the middle, shown
in Fig. 3, wind it spirally six or eight

times around the shank, until it reaches

the extreme end of it, then secure it with
a half hitch No. 3. Clip off the thread

close to the hook. Cut off a piece of gut,

and bend it to form a loop. No. 4; place

it in the inside of the hook, from the

point about the middle, shown in No. 3 to

the end of the shank, making the loop

at the end the desired size, wind it evenly
and securely with the long thread in Fig.

3 to the part designated in Fig. 3,

and half hitch it. It will then appear
exactly as No. 5. Now fasten the hook
securely in the vise allowing the long
thread to remain. Cut off two pieces of

stout gut. Fig. 6, one an inch and a half,

the other an eighth of an inch longer.

This extra eighth of an inch is to project

that much or more beyond the other piece

to which it will be attached
;
this will give

the correct taper to the extreme end of

the detached body. Take these two pieces

of gut between the finger and thumb;
fasten the tieing silk securely around
both pieces with the thread. Fig. 6, wind

A few more intricate moves in the development of the fly

The finishing touches

it spirally and tightly, and carry the
thread to the extreme end and fasten it

with a half hitch.

W E will now fasten the tail to the

gut frame work we have con-

structed for the body. Take two
long Aliments from the tail feather of

any bird the desired color. Fig. 7. Take
Fig. 6 between the finger and thumb,
and with the thread, which is half
hitched, make a little knob at the end
by winding it around one tiny place

a number of times. This is shown in

Fig. 8; this gives a finish at the very end,

besides imparting a natural appearance;
last, not least, it keeps the tail curving
upward. Take the two fibres of feather.

Fig. 7, and place them at the point

below the knob you have made, binding
them securely and firmly, as shown in

Fig. 8. Now as you require to make the
body of your fly a certain size, and in

proper proportion, having it also of even
taper, all the material, I mean the silk,

the tinsel and horsehair should not be
attached, and the ends clipped off near

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 191)
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THE ARROW SHOOTER
'T' HE real sportsman, the genuine lover of God’s

Out-of-doors, learns some of the finest things of

life along the taper of his rod and the rib of his gun.
For one thing, he is a chaser of rainbows, and in

this chase has learned that romance lies everywhere,
waiting for him to flush it; adventure hides all

around him, waiting only for the right fly to lure

it from the hidden depths. He knows that in his

rainbow chasing he may never find the pot of gold

—

but this he knows, that life is good, and the chase
of it better; and the long, sunny trail to adventure
alluring starts anywhere his feet may chance to be,

if only he have the nerve to follow it.

Few of us shoot all our arrows. And many of us

dream of the trail that leads to coral islands lying

in an azure sea, where pearls hide by golden sands
and palm fronds wave to the tropic breeze . . . the

trail of adventure. Ah, how we dream and dream
. . . and say, “It cannot be.” When, did we but

see it, there, at our very feet, lies the trail to it all.

We can have it any day, if only we have the nerve
to go get it.

But we .never shoot all our arrows. One or two,

a dozen it may be, but never the full quiver emptied.

It is so your hunter starts on his hunt, and all

through the long day he beats the bush and sweeps
the plain, till at last, discouraged, he says, “There
is no game. Life is humdrum, life is drab. It’s too

civilized. What’s the use?” And he flings his gun
on his shoulder in disgust, steps wearily homeward
. . . and . . . Whir-r-r-r . . . There they rise with
thunder of wing and clamor of cackling throat, a

bevy of gorgeous grouse, a covey of them, sailing

and soaring an instant, then swallowed up in the

drab thicket again . . . without a single following

shot ! !

!

So your hunter stands, agape a moment, then,

grumbling at his unreadiness steps out again, home-
ward. “What’s the use? It’s only a stray covey.

gone now. The world is gameless, adventureless,
drab.” And as he draws near the camp where his
team waits, he pulls the shells from his gun, snaps
it shut with a sigh . . . steps out—Whir-r-r-r—^they
rise with clatter of wing and cackle of throat, a sun-
burst of living rainbows, half a dozen of them, gor-
geous cock pheasant and iridescent hen, sailing, flap-

ping, sailing to land in the distant swamp afar off,

while grayness settles on the hunter’s world again.
None of us shoot all our arrows, most of us not

half of them. We wade the old stream, cast fly

after fly, and get not a rise. Enthusiasm wanes,
hope deferred makes the heart sick. Till we say,
“The world is fished out; there isn’t a trout left in
it. There lies the pool, Sundappled, cool, weaving
froth wreaths o’er its dappled depths,” but no fish?
Toiled all day and taken nothing? Listless the fly

sails, and settles, and our minds wander on the drab
monotony, and . . . Flip-p-p-p, splash ! ! ! and a tense
rainbow shoots up, curves, and dives with open jaws
at the fly. But your fisher hopeless, frozen into
inactivity, never even strikes to the rise—only stands
agape with surprise while the ripples close slowly
over the radiant spot.

None of us shoot all our arrows—we work awhile,
and then lose hope, and courage wanes. We have a
mighty bow, a quiver full of polished arrows, each
a masterpiece, and a target big as the world to

shoot at—and we never shoot . . .

So sportsman—fisher in many streams of life;

hunter in many a strange field—what’s the matter
with you . . . YOU? Shoot man, shoot all your ar-

rows. For all life is a grand hunt, and many a drab
thicket holds glorious game. Shoot, and be ready
to shoot again, and yet again—all your long day
of life. For the New Year is here, the Dawn of a
BIG, NEW DAY ... So shoot—all you have and
may the God of the real sportsman give you good
hunting, good game—till the last light of earth fades
and the Dawn breaks on the Great Divide, where,
they tell us the Happy Hunting Grounds lie.

A THEORY OF MIGRATION
A N interesting lecture was given recently in Eng-

land by Mr. C. J. Palmer, under the auspices

of the Ipswich Field Club. After dealing with the

habits and distribution of local birds, the lecturer

discussed the theory of bird migration, and said in

that distant period of geologic time before the ad-

vent of the Ice Age, the region round the Pole was,
it was supposed, tropical and luxuriant, and con-

stituted the central headquarters of the great bird

army of the world. Under the gradual pressure

of increasing cold, first the immediate region round
the Pole, and afterwards an ever-extending area,

became too cold to support bird life in winter, and,

as that season of the year approached, the birds

were driven south. With the birds, however, the

love of home and place is the ruling passion (the

same swallow will nest in the same porch year after

year), and, as soon as spring returned, the birds

flocked back to their old nesting-places, released by
the increasing heat of the sun from the ice-bound

dominion of winter. After a time they were unable
to return as far as their original homes, being
stopped by the extending ice barrier. They then
made their nesting-places as far north as the clim-

ate and the pressure of their numbers over a given
area permitted, to be again driven back in the win-
ter, and next year to reach a nesting-place still
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further removed from their first most northern
home. The migratory habit, having been com-
menced and implanted, never ceased, and the birds

found themselves by it reaching every autumn a

further southern limit, and every spring a more
restricted northern one. Other planetary disturb-

ances may in future ages drive birds altogether

from Great Britain, or restore them again to their

Polar homes.

NIGHT PROWLING BIRDS

A CORRESPONDENT questions if predaceous
birds fly by night and pursue the streams of

migratory birds on their journeys from North to

South. We think there is no doubt that hawks, owls,

and other predaceous birds pursue the fleeing

swarms, and the only question is, do they take their

prey at night? All kinds of owls we know will take

birds at night, and it is probable that certain kinds

of hawks do likewise. The difficulty, of course, is

to prove cases, as night and the high altitude at

which birds migrate prevents observation. Height
raises another question. Migratory birds are said

to fly at a height of many miles, and this would take
them up to a twilight zone. We have seen hawks
take their prey, including blackbirds and sparrows,
after they have gone to roost. About five o’clock one
evening last December, hearing much chattering
from some small birds which were accustomed to

roost in a large clump of bamboos, we approached
to try and discover the cause. We suspected a cat,

but, after some time, we made out the shape of a bird
perched on a branch near the bamboos. Finally it

made a dash into the bamboos, and then made off

with what we strongly suspected was a sparrow
dangling in its talons. The moon was up, and this

enabled us to make a good guess that it was a spar-
row hawk hard pressed with hunger.

A DOG WITHOUT A MASTER

1^ ID the reader ever see a lost dog in a great city ?^ Not a dog recently lost, full of wild anxiety and
restless pain and bewilderment, but one who had
given up the search for a master in despair, and
had become consciously a vagabond? If so, he has
seen an animal that has lost his self-respect, travel-

ing in the gutters, slinking along by fences, making
acquaintance with dirty boys, becoming a thorough
coward, and losing every admirable characteristic

of a dog. A cat is a cat even in vagabondage; but
a dog that does not belong to somebody is as hope-
less a specimen of demoralization as can be found
in the superior race among which he has sought in

vain for his master. We know him at first sight

and he knows that we know him. The loss of his

place in the world, and the loss of his object of

loyalty, personal and official, have taken the signi-

ficance out of his life and the spirit out of him. He
has become a dog of leisure.

WHY NOT SCENTED BAITS

A QUESTION was asked recently if fish were able

to smell food at a distance. We do not think
there is the slightest doubt about it, as there is so

much evidence confirming our opinion. Water is

very similar to air as a medium for conveying scent,

and anyone who has seen chub, for instance, nosing
up-stream in search of a bit of cheese, or eels and
trout working up for worms, will be quickly con-

vinced that fish have a very strong sense of smell.

Old Izaak and many ancient anglers strongly advo-

cated the use of scented baits, and it seems strange
that today no investigations have been made into

their usefulness, only the plainest unadulterated
baits being used. Salmon roe has a very strong
scent, and it may be that this is the reason why
fish are attracted to it from quite long distances
down-stream. It is not always that the scented bait
is palatable to the fish, proving that it is the scent
alone in cases where the bait is not devoured that
invited their curiosity or expectation. Horrible mix-
tures are sometimes used for attracting fish, but,
with the exception of honey, perhaps, in paste for
carp, there is little bait-scenting done.

PASSENGER PIGEONS SEEN
“yHE New York Sun of February 4, 1919, prints the

following letter from C. W. Dickinson, the famous
wolf hunter of northern Pennsylvania:

“In the fore part of September, 1918, as we were
going to our war garden in Concord, Mass, we saw
a flock of about 200 beautiful passenger pigeons.
There is not a possible chance for us to be mistaken
about these birds, for the sky was clear, the sun
shone bright and the birds passed within 150 feet of
us.

“The country there is practically level and all

cleared, so we could see these birds a long distance.
They flew in a northerly direction until they were
nearly out of our range of vision, when they circled
to the left and came back on the northwest side of
us and about the same distance from us as they were
when they passed at first, but on the opposite side,

and we could plainly see the white breasts of the
hens and the red breasts of the toms. These birds
are a uniform color except the red and white breasts
of the toms and hens.
“When these birds are making a flight they fly

as steady as wild geese or ducks. They do not wabble
or criss-cross, but go straight ahead unless something
frightens them. Then, too, they have the long
pointed tail.

“Of course there are rare exceptions as to color.

During our time we saw ten or twelve spotted birds.
Some of them are about white. During the latter part
of the ’50s we saw a snow white passenger pigeon
ten or twelve different times.
“We have seen billions of these birds. We have

caught over 1,600 dozen with nets and we have shot
thousands of them. When a small boy we caught
hundreds of them in quail traps; so taking our ex-

perience into consideration we think we ought to be
able to tell a flock of passenger pigeons today, for
our memory is good even if we are growing old.”

A REQUEST FRQM THE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
T N connection with its administration of the Migra-
' tory Bird Treaty Act and other work in game con-
servation, the Biological Survey desires to secure in-

formation concerning every hunting club or other
organization whose object is the hunting or conser-

vation of game of any kind. It desires information
as to the names of the officers, the location of their

hunting ground if they possess property of this kind,

and the number of members of the organization.

The postoffice address of the secretary is particularly

desired. Address all communications to the Chief
of the Bureau of Biological Survey, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
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MIGRATION SOUTH OF THE EQUATOR
SOMETHING ABOUT THE LITTLE KNOWN SUBJECT OF
BIRD MOVEMENTS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHEREj

M r. frank KABAN, of the United
States Marine Corps, stationed at

Mare Island, California, has writ-

ten the natural history editor as fol-

lows:

“Why do we never hear of a southern
migration, that is a migration of the

birds of the southern hemisphere toward
the south, just as our birds migrate to

the north, in the spring?
“It seems reasonable to expect the

birds south of the equator to do that,

but I have never heard or read anything
to that effect.”

This question should be understood to

apply to land birds only. In one sense it

would be quite fair to answer it by say-

ing that we hear so little about bird

migration in the southern hemisphere
principally because the subject has never
been adequately studied in that half of

the world. Since the dawn of history,

the great centers of population and civil-

ization have been in the temperate re-

gions of the northern continents, and
the return of the swallow in the spring

was as familiar to the Greek poet, An-
acreon, as it is to us today. Likewise
the author of the book of Job speaks of

the hawk that stretches her wings to-

ward the south, a phenomenon that we,

too, note recurrently in autumn. But
the habitable lands south of the equator,

which means Australia and New Zea-

land, the greater part of South America,
and less than half of Africa, have be-

queathed us no old literature filled with
such a tradition of bird migration, and,

during the relatively brief period in

which these areas have been settled by
northem man, there has scarcely been

an opportunity for noting and recording

the actual facts regarding southern birds

that make seasonal journeys toward and
away from the equator. In this connec-

tion it should not be forgotten that in

absolute numbers, as well as in propor-

tion to the total population, there are

even now vastly fewer naturalists in the

southern countries of the globe than
there are in the United States, Canada,
and western Europe.

Nevertheless, after we have made due
allowance for the conditions just men-
tioned the truth remains that, at least

as regards land birds, migration in the

southern hemisphere has attained no
such dimensions, either in the number of

migrant species or the distances trav-

ersed, as we find in all parts of the

north temperate and boreal world. The
most obvious reason for this is to be

By ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY

HE Natural History Depart-
ment has been for nearly half

a century a clearing-house for in-

formation of interest to all. Our
readers are invited to send any
questions that come under the head
of this department to Robert Cush-
man Murphy, in care of Forest
AND Stream. Mr, Murphy, who is

Curator of the Department of Na-
tural Science in the Brooklyn
Museum, will answer through these

columns .

—

[Editors.]

sought in the distribution of continental
masses. We all realize that the north-
ern hemisphere contains the greater part
of the earth’s dry land, but only by look-

ing at a geographic globe from a north
polar point of view can we gain an
adequate conception of the manner in

which the great continents of Eurasia
and North America are crowded around
the northem axis of the world. Look-
ing southward in all directions toward
the equator, we find that even China, In-

dia, and Arabia lie well to the north of

the line, while two-thirds of Africa, and
a considerable section of South America,
are also included within the northern
hemisphere. Beyond the equator, at the
periphery of the terrestrial world, we
find only the minor continent of Austra-
lia, and the narrowing wedges of South
America and Africa extending into a

vast ocean. How diiferent, too, are the
relations of these southern lands to each
other and to the austral poles! Cape
Horn, the extreme tip of South America,
lies in about 56 degrees south latitude, a
position corresponding to that of Edin-
burgh and Copenhagen in the northem
hemisphere. Africa extends only about
as far south of the equator as Los An-
geles and the Strait of Gibraltar lies

north of it while Tasmania and New
Zealand carry the inhabited southern
lands to parallels corresponding with
those of Boston, southern Canada and
Paris.

Under such circumstances, the move-
ments, and very population of land birds
of the southern hemisphere must clearly

he far more limited than those of the
birds distributed throughout the snaci-

ous north. In the words of Professor
Alfred Newton, the distinguished Eng-
lish student of ornithology, “if the re-

lative proportion of land to water in the
southern hemisphere were at all such as

it is in the northern, we should no doubt
find the birds of southern continents be-
ginning to press upon the tropical and
equatorial regions of the globe at the
season when they were thronged with the
emigrants from the north, and in such a
case it would be only reasonable that
the latter should be acted upon by the
force of the former But, though
we know almost nothing of the migration
of birds of the other hemisphere, yet,

when we regard the comparative defici-

ency of the land in south latitudes all

round the world, it is obvious that the
feathered population of such as now-
adays exists can exert but little influ-

ence.”

Another and more speculative rea-

son for the limitation of periodi-

cal bird movement in the southern
hemisphere has to do with the theory
which connects present day migration
with the geographical source, or point
of original dispersal, of the various
groups of migratory birds. It is an ac-

cepted fact that many of the higher
families of birds, such as the pipits, for
instance, which are now of almost world-
wide distribution originated somewhere
in the northern continents, probably in

central Asia, and thence radiated through
Europe, Africa, both Americas, and
many of the outlying islands. When
birds of this kind were driven from their

northern ranges by the ice invasion of

the Glacial Epoch, some of the species

only bided their time before following
back the retreating cold and reoccupy-
ing more and more of their old ranges,
the constantly increasing seasonal oscil-

lations eventually becoming fixed as the

instinct of migration. According to this

hypothesis, the birds of the southern con-

tinents were not sufficiently distant from
the tropics to be so affected by the Glacial

Period, and, moreover, many of the

groups then existing south of the equator
have become extinct, and have been re-

placed by invaders from the north.
Having now discussed briefly some of

the theoretical reasons for the relatively

slight development of bird migration on

the southern continents, let us consider

two or three examples from the scant

supply of scientific information which
proves that certain land birds, breeding
in temperate regions south of the equa-

tor, do, nevertheless, make seasonal mi-
grations into the tropics. In Argentina,
South Africa Australia, and New Zea-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 189)
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THE BARD OF THE KUSKOKWIM
C. EDWARD CONE. A POET OF THE NORTHLAND TELLS OF HIS EXPERIENCES WITH

A FISH-WHEEL WHILE TRYING TO PROVIDE FOR A LARGE FAMILY OF MALAMUTES

By JOHN P. HOLMAN. Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

Last spring,
during one of

those long
northern evenings of

late twilight, we
were sitting in the

lobby of the Crescent

Hotel, Anchorage,
Alaska, talking of

men and things and
waiting for it to

grow dark enough
so we could go to

bed with clear con-

sciences, when the

door opened and a

man stepped briskly

into the room.

“Ah, Mr. Cone!”
exlaimed Redwood,
our genial host, and
he then introduced

us to a man about

fifty years of age on

whose weatherbeaten
face was written

many a tale of hardship. The smile he

gave in greeting portrayed a kindly dis-

position, full of the philosophy of life

and there was a curious twist about the

comers of his mouth that bespoke a depth

of humor. Redwood had introduced him
as the “Bard of the Kuskokwim” and

then hastened to explain that Mr. Cone

was a poet of some repute among his fel-

low townsmen. We became interested at

once and begged him to recite some of

his verses. He reluctantly did so and
amused us for an hour or more with

many original pieces, portraying life in

the north. A few days later I visited

him at his cabin on the outskirts of town
and enjoyed reading some more of his

poems and stories. They were all filled

with the spirit of the North and told in

a very novel and picturesque way.

M r. cone is a
real pioneer of

Alaska, hav-

ing come to the

country away back
in the eighties and
has trapped and
prospected over a

large part of the

country. While pro-

specting along the

Kuskokwim River
he had a tragic ex-

perience with a fish-

wheel, which he has
put into verse. A
fish-wheel is an in-

genious contrivance

which is just what
its name implies

—

a large wheel, an-

chored in the stream
and turned by the
c u r r e n t—it has
broad paddles upon
which the fish, and

especially the salmon, which run up most
of the Alaskan streams during the early
months of summer in great hordes, are
lifted out of the water and deposited in
a box arranged for that purpose. Some-
times large catches are made in this man-
ner, but in Mr. Cone’s case, like many
other things in life, it didn’t work just
as he had expected it would, but I will
let him tell his own story:

I

’D been prospecting for a year.

Was broke, and feeling blue.

And was strictly on the hustle

For something I could do.

I met a wise guy on the trail

(They called him “Windy Jim”)
And he said, “Go build a fish-wheel

And fish the Kuskokwim.”

“And when the wheel is finished, sir,

You’ll never more be broke
For all that you will have to do

Is sit around and smoke.

And watch the fish fall in the box.

And dollars in the poke.”

And among some other things.

That all-wise guy agreed,

That there was money to be made
In taking dogs to feed.

“You may take fifty dogs,” he said.

At five per month for each;

Why, talk about your “high finance”

My boy, it’s out of reach.”

That gaudy scheme looked good to

So I quickly set to work
To build that magic fish-wheel.

And you bet I didn’t shirk.

For two whole solid weeks I toiled

Just twenty hours a day;
And at last the wheel was finished.

And I was feeling gay.

And when I had it good and safe

At anchor in the stream,
I went and hunted up some dogs.

To finish out that dream.

I couldn’t reach that “high finance ”

Not even with a pole!

I fed about a dozen dogs

—

They left me in a hole.

For though that wheel kept rolling

’round,

It caught but little fish

;

To wring that wise guy’s windy neck.

Was now my ardent wish.

I had to feed those hungry dogs!
And therein lies the rub:

In lieu of fish I had to feed
My scanty stock of grub.

me. Those malamutes seemed to think
That I was all to blame;

They seemed to think it was my fault

The salmon never came.

For every time I came around.
They’d look at me and growl;

And when a fish fell in the box.
They’d all begin to howl.

Whene’er I think about those dogs.
It almost makes me weep!

Through them I lost the little chance
I might have had for sleep.

There is a gray old trader there.
Of whom I want to tell;

Though I may never pay him,
I shall always wish him well!

He’d listen to my woeful tale

About my lack of cash,
And then he’d let me have some

grub.

Which showed that he was rash.

I handed him a gold-piece once.

He almost had a fit!

And now I’m sure he never in

The least expected it.

But may God bless that trader!
If it hadn’t been for him.

I’d have starved to death while fish-

ing
Upon the Kuskokwim.
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A CAFETERIA FOR BIRDS
'"TD those of us who love birds it is a
1 pleasure to feed the little ones who
brave the winter in our northern clime.

It is a good plan also to feed the venture-

some early birds of spring who often

find “scant picking” during the cold,

bleak days of early spring.

A unique, economical and efficient feed-

ing device was built for me by Mr. Ed-
ward Avis, the well-known “Bird Mimic,”
who has delighted thousands of audi-

ences with his wonderful art of bird-

song imitation.

The device is simple, practical and
highly recommended. It may be con-

structed as follows: Bore a hole eight

inches deep, two and a half inches in

diameter into one end of a smooth-barked
log at least 4 by 14 inches in size. With
a one-inch auger bore four holes, two
on each side and about three inches apart,

slanting a little downward from the out-

side to the large cavity. Fill a common
quart milk bottle with hemp, rape or sun-

flower seed, finely chopped suet or scraps,

and insert inverted bottle into the log.

Care should be taken that the neck of

the bottle shall fit tightly so as to ex-

clude all rain.

We fastened the feeder securely to a
tree trunk. A tall post will do nicely.

The birds will soon find their way to

the food, and the appliance will serve

them automatically as long as there is a

supply in the bottle. The woodpeckers,
nuthatches, chickadees, titmice, brown
creepers, etc., will be able to cling to the
smooth bark and take the food from the

openings, but the English sparrow lacks

this accomplishment and therefore will be
precluded from the feast, otherwise these

little thieves would soon steal all.

C. P. H., Connecticut.

•LEVEN KINKS
'TT> quickly reload the single shot, .22

A calibre, rim-fire rifle while hunting,
as the bullets are outside lubricated

and cannot be carried in the pocket loose,

and taking one from the box each time is

slow, I carry three in a brass tube, sus-

pended by a cord from the shirt button-

hole. When a cartridge is wanted it is

surprising how quickly one slides into

the hand by upending the tube. They
cannot spill out, for with the cord tied

around the upper end of the 3% -inch

tube, the weight is always at the lower
end.

* * *

To keep the flask holding either dope,

liniment, pain killer, etc., well corked.

take a piece of brass wire, form a loop

in the middle by twisting it several times,

then wrap it around the bottle neck just

below the nozzle and twist the two ends
together and draw them over the cork and
through the loop, the ends are then turned

back and the point pushed into the cork.

^ *

In a warm country a candle left lying

in the tent is apt to twist, droop, or flat-

ten out, but by rolling it in paper and
placing it under the bed roll it will re-

tain its shape.
* * *

To draw a tight wood screw from a

gun stock easily, put a red-hot piece of

TT7 E are depending upon the

yy friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .— [ Editors. ]

iron against the screw head for about

a minute, then use the screw driver.

4: * *

To clean the metal threads of sand,

filings or grease which sometimes hap-

pen to get in them while over-hauling

a fire-arm, take something flat, in

width less than the diameter of the screw

hole, lay a piece of cloth over it and
turn all into the hole, the same as the

screw is turned in.

* *

A good match holder for use in a tent

can be made from a 12-gage etnpty paper
shell. Cut out an oval section from one

side then tack it to the tent pole.

^ Hi *

For hanging clothes in the tent

some good pegs can be made with sev-

eral empty revolver cartridges of large

caliber and eight-penny nails. Knock
out the old primer and in its place slip

a nail, then drive the nail into the tent

pole until the shell stops it. A big peg
is very easy on the garment it holds,

whereas the nail heads are apt to dam-
age them.

Spices and salt and pepper containers

are apt to be left on the table while
camping. If so they should all be set

upside down, then when wanted will not
be found covered with dust or other dirt.

* « *

On most outing trousers the belt loops

are sewed flush with the edge and on
the inside, this allows the belt to lop

above the trousers. So I always tack
said loop down by sewing them at least

% inch from the top.
Hi Hi Hi

For advertising many groceries and
other businesses give away calendars,

generally a big picture with a little pad
on it. Under this little pad will be
found printed very small, 2% x 1%-inch
calendar of the whole year. Take this

and paste it in the memorandum book
and it will sure come in handy.

H * H

A good cigarette or small cigar holder
can be made by the camper who forgets

his, from the leg bone of a rooster, bet-

ter known as a drumstick. The remains
of the rooster can be lunched upon.

Jim Ferguson, New York.

REPAIRING SMALL BURNS IN A
TENT

B alsam wood is notorious for throw-
ing off sparks that bum holes in the

tent. At places in the north country
it is the only fuel obtainable. Last
year, at such a place, my tent received

a score of holes from this cause and I

had not repaired it. We closed them
with surgeon’s adhesive plaster, appl3fing

it both inside and out. These patches

rendered the tent serviceable. I had
carried that adhesive plaster upon many
hunting trips and this was the first time

I had found any use for it.

A very useful aid in carrying a rifle

came under my observation in Cassiar.

A rifle sling has a tendency to slip from
the hunter’s shoulder and will not re-

main firm on the shoulder unless held

in place. One hand must always be on

the rifle in order to keep the sling on the

shoulder. Often in climbing both hands
are required. A large button firmly

sewed on the shoulder of the hunting
coat will act as a guard for the sling

when the sling is over the shoulder, pre-

vent it from slipping off and in emer-

gencies permit the hunter to make other

use of his right hand than holding the

rifle on the shoulder. The button will

not interfere with a hasty voluntary

shifting of the rifle to a position for

shooting.

Henry Bannon, Ohio.
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A DISH OF OUR FOREFATHERS

I
F you had lived in 1719 or 1819 in-

stead of the present year you would
probably have been familiar with the

meat product known as jerked venison.

Under the name of “jerky” it traveled

in our forefather’s haversacks far to the

unknown western lands and with parched
corn, known as “rockahominy,” it shared
the honor of provisioning the pioneers

of America in their fight against primi-

tive conditions.

Here is the recipe given to me by a

government official in Wyoming:
C it into strips 2 inches wide, about

%-inch thick and as long as the partic-

ular muscle extends. Mix about 2 tea-

spoonfuls of salt to 1 pound of meat,
rubbing in well. Smoke with non-resin-

ous wood, such as alder, hickory, bark,

etc., for about an hour. Hang over stove

to dry. Dry until product breaks when
bent. This recipe is primarily for veni-

son but it works just as well with beef.

This official, an assistant in Boy’s and
Girl’s Club work in the northern and
western states, gave a demonstration of

the process out-of-doors under the blue

skies and amid the lofty mountains of

Wyoming, before hunters, forest rangers,
and mountaineers who came in from
miles around, bringing their families

with them. They pronounced the jerked
venison “good eatin’.” But it seems
funny to me that Uncle Sam has to “tell

them how” where the former generations
of men who occupied that ground presum-
ably were familiar with the process.

Charles Keene, Wyoming.

TO TRAP SKUNK
I WILL tell you a good way to trap
^ skunk, civet and muskrat: for skunk
make a pen of stones or sticks driven
into the ground. The pen should be
about two and one-half feet long and
open about eight inches on one side, put
a piece of bloody rabbit or muskrat in

the back of the pen and sprinkle with
the musk of a skunk and anise oil mixed,
then set a number one and one-half or
number ninety-one trap in the opening
and if there are any skunks around you
will catch one. For civet go out about
the last of October and dig some small
holes about a foot deep in the side of a
hill. Then when you start trapping put
some rotten fish in the back part of the
holes and set a number one trap in the
openings and you may catch five or six
in one night. In either this set or the
one for skunk it is not necessary to
cover the traps, but it is best to, as you

may catch a wandering mink or ’coon.

For muskrat take a bundle of fodder corn
and put in water about six inches deep
and set three number one traps on the
top of it. Have them staked out in deep
water so that the muskrat will drown
as soon as he is caught.
The following is a good way to keep

your feet from getting sore on a long
tramp: Take your socks off and rub
cream on your feet and then put your
shoes and socks back on and on the
longest tramp your feet will not get sore.

John A. Knoll, Iowa.

SECTION OF CAN CUT /IWAY SHOWING
FISH WORMS AT BOTTOM OF CAN.

“CANNED" WORMS FOR BAIT

I
N the spring worms are plentiful but
in the hot summer months it is almost

impossible to dig them. They can be kept
on hand for summer use if one will take
an old tin can, the larger the better,

such as a five-gallon oyster can, and
punch it full of nail holes—small, so that
the worms cannot crawl through. Bury
the can in the ground to within an inch
or so of the top; fill it with earth and
put in the worms. They will burrow
down in the earth of the can which re-

ceives moisture through the many tiny
holes. Occasionally moisten the soil and
put some coffee grounds on top. The re-

sult will be lively, juicy worms which no
fish can resist.

There is quite a bit of money to be
made by any enterprizing boy if he will

try this scheme. In England bait is sold
by many shops, but in America it is

often as hard to purchase worms as it is

to dig them.
So boys, get out your spades and, re-

membering the old proverb about the
early bird, go forth into the dewy fields

and dig.

F. V. W., Canada.

INFORMATION WANTED

CAN any of our readers give us the

information desired by the writer of

the following letter:

Friend Nessmuk-'
Being a constant reader of your paper

and reading some of your answers to the

questions of your admirers, I wish to

gain a little of your information.

Now, I do not care to kill birds, but
some people may think my way is not so

exciting, but to me it is a pleasure.

I am an admirer of song birds. I

have a large cage in my home and keep
canaries, but I want to get some other
kind that are singers.

How would I go about it to trap or
capture such birds as the red bird, linnet

and such small birds that one can keep
in the home and give them the best of

treatment? In return all I ask is a song
now and then.

Will you tell me how I can go into
the woods this spring and catch some of
these songsters alive?

Fred E. Finneran, Rhode Island.

A BOTTLE TORCH

WHEN working around the camp at

night it is often more convenient
to use a flare than a lantern. Some
times more than one light is needed and
then it is handy to know how to con-
struct a simple torch. I have camped out
a good deal and have used many make-
shifts, but the best torch I know of is

made in this way. Fit a cork of green,
hard wood into a long-necked bottle so
that it is fairly tight; cut a V-shaped
groove in one side of the cork. In this
insert the wick, which may be a piece of
flannel or any old rag. It must be long
enough to reach well down in the bot-
tom of the bottle. Fill the bottle about
half full of kerosene, insert wick and
cork, and light up and you have an ex-
cellent flare.

The green wood of the cork does not
ignite quickly and the torch is easily
grasped and held where one needs it. If
there is no kerosene in camp any oil may
be used. It might work safely with gas-
olene, but I should not want to be the
one to experiment with it.

A piece of heavy wire twisted around
the neck of the bottle serves for a
handle or a stick can be split and the
neck of the bottle fastened in the crotch.

With this torch in hand you may be
able to go Diogenes one better and with a
little care and a great deal of patience
you might be able to find an honest man.

Mrs. E. E. H., Maine.
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GIVE THE YOUNGSTERS A CHANCE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

PLERE ought to be an amendment to

New York’s gun-toting law which
would permit parents to train their chil-

dren in the use of fire-arms. Under the

present law, as I understand it, one can-

not get a permit for a boy to carry a

gun, nor for him to hunt, except on the

limited areas of one’s own property.

When, a year ago, I went to a dis-

penser of hunting licenses, and tried to

obtain one for my boy, ten years of age,

he acted as though he was insulted when
I tried to obtain an explanation of the

refusal to grant the boy a license.

“We just don’t do it; that’s all!” he
said.

The difficulty seems to be, in New York
state, the Sullivan law which was aimed
to get criminals whom the New York
police could not catch otherwise than
with fire-arms on their persons. It was
a confession that the police were in-

efficient. Accordingly, the right to carry

fire-arms was seriously abridged, even

though there is some sort of a provi-

sion in the old time U. S. Constitution

that guarantees the individual’s right to

bear arms.
The habit of the hunting license is

nicely extended so that if a man hunts

without one, they get him, too. The
States variously differentiate between
outsiders and insiders, notably Arkansas,
whose game was all being killed off by
rather hoggish and unscrupulous hunt-

ers and game baggers from elsewhere.

There is opportunity here for reciprocity

among sporting people, including auto-

mobilists, and doubtless there will be in

time.

But the New York state condition as

regards boys and girls and the use of

fire-arms is seriously against any one

caring to risk the various menaces of

state police, game protectors and local

police. No matter with what good in-

tention a parent starts out to teach his

boy to hunt, trap and know the woods,

the boy’s rifle, when he is under 16 years

of age, may possibly be used to get the

parent into serious difficulty with the

Sullivan Law.
Boys learn to use fire-arms the best

when from ten to fourteen years of age.

I was eleven years old when I began with

a 32 Remin^n rim-fire. I shot hun-
dreds of heads of game with it, from
deer to chipmunks. One thing my fa-

ther taught me, morning, noon and night

for a few weeks:
“Never point a gun at any one, at

yourself, or at any thing you don’t want
to shoot; never shoot in the direction

of any house, cattle, or garden; always
throw your bullet into a solid back-

ground, if possible.”

I’ve never had an accident nor seen

one—I knock wood, of course!

My proposal is that the Sullivan Law
be amended in legal phrase, to cover the

square, law-abiding boy who wants to

own a rifle or gun, and who will have
instruction in using it. The boy should

have a distinctive hunting license of his

own, and a button of his own.
This license would be issued on con-

dition that he have competent instruc-

tion. It would be signed by an instructor,

as well as by the boy. The instructor

should be known to the issuing office of

the license. The boy would apply for his

instruction either from a parent, a Boy
Scout Headquarters, an old guide or

woodsman, or from a sportsman. A part
of the course in school and in field would
be “Game Laws and Useful Animals.”

It might be well for every district to

have professional instructors in gun craft

for boys. The instructors should have
their own certificates, which could be is-

sued on reputation, as well as on demon-
strated fitness to serve in the position.

But the State would issue a leaflet,

or instruction book, and that book would
contain the essentials of a boy’s educa-
tion in guncraft, handling fire-arms,

carefulness, fitness for the game, and the
rest. Consider what Chief Legge, and
his protectors, the editors of guncraft
magazines. The Master of the Boy Scouts,

Colonel Roosevelt, Mr. George B. Grin-

nell, and a committee of similar high
authorities could put down into a school

book for outdoor boys, covering the use
and service of fire-arms under the hunt-
ing law.

There ought to be in every school house
in the state a class that would instruct

the boys and girls in the use of fire-arms,

under this state law—if it didn’t be-

come a national law, under the compul-
sory military training, for the special

training of boys and girls who want to

hunt. No boy in the state should be
permitted to have a fire-arm who did not
take this course of instruction, or its

equivalent, in charge of a parent or a
professional instructor. This class, for

boys of 10 to 16 years of age, would
prepare them for hunting in the fields

and woods, and for outdoor target prac-
tice.

I am not asking too much. I went
camping out in the deer and bear coun-
try alone, at thirteen years of age.- My

boys cannot do that now and carry fire-

arms. But under a law that made the
parent responsible for the adequate in-

struction of his hunting children, the
boys could go hunting alone, could go
trapping alone, provided they were still

under the strict discipline of handling
fire-arms with every care and caution, ac-
cording to rules laid down by competent
authorities. Protectors and police could
then put the young hunters through the
manual, to test their fitness, where they
found them.

It is all farcical to talk about teaching
boys to grow up with a rifle in their
hands when the state law makes the
parent a criminal for having a pistol,

or for permitting his children to own
fire-arms. The worst possible thing that
can be done is to make it a crime for a
square parent to do the best possible
thing, as regards fire-arms and outdoor
life for his children. It takes a pretty
level headed boy to differentiate between
crime and the illegal practice of learn-

ing to handle a gun, hunt and trap as

under present game and gun laws.

An amendment to the laws, compelling
adequate instruction of boys and girls

of hunting age, say 10 years, if they are
to have or use fire-arms, air-guns, bean-
shooters, would put an end to all the
distressing accidents due to ignorance,
and reduce carelessness to the minimum.

Air-guns and bean-shooters are per-
fectly proper playthings for children, if

the youngsters are only taught proper
play with them. I began my hunting
in New York City with a bean-shooter,

killing dozens of sparrows and learning
to hit marks with them—and never a

broken window! Never a hit person to

my discredit.

Raymond S. Sears, Little Falls, N. Y.

OLD STATEN ISLAND DAYS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
WAS pretty close to nervous prostra-
tion but this morning I received my

knife and I felt easier, now I am just as
big a kid as ever and I am pleased with
my new knife, although I am very near
the three score mark, I am a crank on
pocket cutlery. I carry three knives and
keep on hand about fifteen of various
makes. I received my Forest and Stream
for March and expect I will not have to

bother any more with an irregular news
man. I am sending you a little stuff for

the paper if you want to use it. I enjoy
the little articles from old timers and
the duck and snipe shooting on Bame-
gat Bay by the old writer is good. I have
been there myself; it’s a good place yet.

I may some time write up my cruise on
the “Deborah Jane,” on the said bay.
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When I get up these April mornings
and walk down back of the house I hear
the robins tuning up, I hear the crows in

the air uttering their harsh caw as they
always do in the mating season, and song
sparrows are beginning to tune up for

their final effort as soon as a glimmer of

light shows in the East; the hens are
still in their house but the rooster crows
and I stand there and think of thirty and
thirty-five years ago when I used to get
up at the same time and take my ever-

ready Gordon setter “Dash” and get on
to the snipe grounds. Old “Dash” knew
where to go; he would lead me to

every pond-hole and swale, stopping
once in a while to see that I was not
getting absent minded. If he scented
birds he told me by wagging his tail and
looking over my way. Those were times
I enjoyed myself. Many times have I

walked over the fresh meadows from the
Prince Bay light to the Kills, and hardly
ever without something to show for it.

In those days there were numerous ponds
in the woods and fields and often teal and
pintails were added to the pocket re-

served for the zig zagging snipe. Most
of these little ponds contained gold fish,

shiners, etc.; now most of them are
drained off because someone had his old

scrofulous blood vessels tapped by a mos-
quito. There are just as many mos-
quitoes here on Staten Island as ever,

but some one has more dollars in his

pocket on account of some one’s whim.
Last Sunday I took a walk over the old

spring shooting grounds. In one low-lying
pasture where there is a clear little pond
that has not been drained off I saw three
black or dusky duck and around the
edges of the pond I put up six or eight
English snipe. I felt in a way as if I

would liked to have broken the law. How
I wished my old companion “Dash” was
with me so he could do his part; but
no, times have changed—thanks to the
law and those who observe it. I walked
along toward Great Kills for two or three
miles, going over the old places and I

should judge I put up 25 birds in my
morning’s walk. There must have been
not a few that escaped my notice. It was
a pleasant walk. I heard but two shots
fired, usually there is more or less

shooting on this end of the Island on
Sundays. Coming home I came through
the old woodcock grounds, but only put
up one pair of these birds. They evi-

dently had a nest in the sprouts nearby,
but our field and forest fires are so nu-
merous that birds that nest on the
ground have little chance to propagate
their kind.

H. L. Allen, Staten Island.

FROM AN OLD SUBSCRIBER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
I AM sending you by parcel post the
A copies of Forest and Stream. I think
I am one of your oldest subscribers or
readers, as I have several hundred copies
on my shelves, some of them dating back
to 1875 when the buffalo ranged the
plains and wild Indians camped where
now are towns and cities. I have always
been interested in outdoor life, but being
a working man could indulge in it only
to a limited extent; a few days off occa-

sionally; but Forest and Stream has
kept me in touch and I like to look back
and thnk of those men who could so well

write up those scenes and times of the

open and the wild, and in my mind I

seem to be fishing with Fred Mathew,
snow shoeing in New Brunswick with
Emerson Hough, listening to the stories

in Uncle Liska’s shop, camping with the

king fishers, gathering specimens with
Fred Beverly in the tropics, fishing for

black bass with Dr.Henshall, and scores

of others who wrote so interestingly. To-
day I have been reading of Mr. King
and his party and their trip along the

West Coast, and yet it does not seem
such a long time since the day of muzzle
loaders and when prairie schooners were
the only means of transportation across

the plains, but it is a big jump from
those days to the electric car and the

pump-gun. I am an old man now, well

past the three score and ten, and in the

natural course of events it will not be

long before the Phantom Drummer beats

his last tattoo, yet I look for Forest and
Stream every month and hope I may be

able to read it for some time to come. If

you find this too tedious to decipher chuck
it in the waste basket and believe me your
well wishei' and one of the old timers.

S. E. Hurlburt, Conn.

SHADES OF THE DEPARTED
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

F ollowing the keen enjoyment of
hooking and landing his fish, the

dearest wish of the average sportsman
is to preserve a record of his achieve-
ment.
Of course the taxidermist affords the

ideal method if he and his art are avail-

able but he is usually far from camp and
an expensive luxury at best. A tabu-
lated list of weights, dates and cap-
tors is only partially convincing and fails

to bring to mind the actual appearance
of the catch. Photographs are good but
usually fail to do full justice to the sub-
ject.

At my camp on a New Hampshire lake
I have tried the following scheme with
good results. Placing the fish on a sheet
of paper and holding the fins and tail

wide spread by means of pins, I mark his
outline. I then cut this out, tack it to
the wall and mark around it with a soft

pencil. Removing the paper, I follow the
outline in black point with a fine brush.

This done, the space within is painted
black and the silhouette stands out

against the white pine boarding in vivid

contrast. Lastly the weight, date and
initials of the captor are added.

It is especially easy to recount the

capture of this or that specimen looming
so black again the wall. Here is the

three pound bass with his spiney dorsal

fin spread in fighting style. Yes, he
gave me a grand battle! There is the
four pound pickerel—strikingly graceful

as compared to the chunked bass. Sorpe

sport catching him on a light fly rod and
landing him unassisted! Occupying a
proud place is the two and one-half

pound bass—my nine year old son’s first

prize. Will he ever forget how his rod
bent as he played him into the landing
net?
One of the best yams is about the big

bass over the door next to the fireplace.

He was one of the family for some time
before he was added to the food supply
and contributed his form to the mural
decorations. He would hover (I suppose
fish do hover) around us while we bathed,
taking a position in about three feet of
water at the inner end of the diving
board and watching with interest (may-

be with amusement) our diving and
swimming stunts. Apparently devoid of

fear, he would allow us to approach
within a yard of him before taking an
unhurried refuge beneath the board. For
a long time all efforts with all kinds of

lures failed to interest him, but there
came a fatal day—and here he is.

Here and there are the fish taken by
our guests who, when they return next
season, will greet the evidence of their

skill with renewed enthusiasm and, as
Jerome K. Jerome says, “the thrilling

tale will be told again—with fresh ex-

aggerations each time.”

Edward P. Hendricks, Mass.

We are especially glad to have received
the above letter and trust that more of
our readers will take advantage of this

department in our journal and send us
such interesting suggestions as ma/y oc-

cur to them, accompaning their letters

with photographs if possible.—[Editors.]

A novel way to preserve a record of your fish
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A WASHINGTON TROUT STORY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

T he busy life of a civil engineer on
railway construction affords little

time for trout fishing, although it very
often takes him to regions where trout

are plentiful. An elderly native, who had
the best varment dog in the state, as well

as a line of bear, deer and trout stories

that invited extreme credulity, had often

told me of a certain stream, back in the

timber.

Taking advantage of my hard earned
and carefully arranged for holiday, three

a. m. found me pumping the speeder over

the main line, toward a junction with a

logging road. Four level miles sped by
in short order and I had arrived at the

junction. The logging road was a differ-

ent story. Grades up to eight per cent.,

geared engines being used to haul with,

for no ordinary locomotive could begin
to negotiate such grades and neither

could I with the speeder. For quite a
few miles of the ten-mile road I had to

walk and push th« speeder. However,
dawn was just breaking as I reached
the end of the road and prepared to

ascend the skidway, the next stage of my
journey. A Washington skidway is made
by putting three logs together so as to

form a huge trough. Where possible it

is laid on the ground, and is supported
by cribbing across draws and very un-
even ground. It is steep enough to per-

mit us to descend by gravity. When 1

had reached the top of this one I was
willing to rest for a few moments.
Luck was with me when I hunted for

the blazed trail, for I found it in no time.

The trail led for three miles through the

virgin timber and was fine going. It

brought me to an old abandoned wagon
road, which I followed for five miles and
which ended at a ten acre clearing, long

since deserted.

I was now within three miles of the

stream, but there were no more trails to

aid me on my way. It was a three mile

plunge through the jungle. It is difficult

to convey any idea of the terrific density,

of a Washington forest to one who has
never experienced one. Gigantic trees,

six to twelve feet in diameter, and of tre-

mendous height, a very heavy under-
brush, due to the great rainfall, mon-
strous windfalls which are difficult to

either climb over or go around, in fact

such a forest is all but impassable. How-
ever, I wrestled onward. At times I was
certain that I heard the roar of the

stream, but upon listening carefully, dis-

covered that it was the wind in the tree

tops. Finally I heard the real music
of the water, and after a sharp scramble
I was beside it.

No beaten fisherman trail along the

banks here with empty tin cans, pieces of

paper and remains of lunches to greet you
at evei'y turn. It was a virgin stream
and all mine for a time. I hastily jointed

my rod, and then opened my creel. Dur-
ing my plunge through the jungle the

lid had become loosened and my fly book
was gone. There are moments in one’s

life that will never be forgotten. To re-

trace my steps in search was more than
impossible. I sat down, unpacked my
creel and discovered imbedded in the

straw a common old three for a penny
number six steel or maybe iron hook. A

blue white diamond would not have
pleased me as well.

A search under some stones in a shal-

low backwater revealed perriwinkles ga-
lore, and with one of these impaled on
my hook I was ready to cast. The line

slowly swirled along with the current,
hesitated in a little eddy, there was a

chug and a zip and shortly I was land-
ing a twelve inch mountain trout.

Stream of streams, accustomed to the
well fished waters of the east where one
or two ten or eleven inch trout make a
very handsome top for a string, to me it

was a revelation.

A sharp rapids, terminating in falls with
a great pool at the foot, furnished trout
up to fifteen inches, until I moved on for
a mere change of scenery. Next a great
log jam backed the water up. Creamy
foam extended for ten or twelve feet

back from the logs. Right at the edge
of the foam more big fellows awaited my
hook. So I continued until in an all too
brief period a creel that tugged heavily

Two fine Rainbows

at my shoulder, and thoughts of the re-

turn journey, warned me to quit.

With most acute regret, I turned from
that glorious stream, sliding away
through the wonderful forest, and dived

up through the jungle. Over the wagon
road and across the blazed trail, down
the skidway lickety-split, by gravity the

same as the logs, in a jiffy I had the

speeder on the track and was enjoying

the “joy-ride” of my life. Nothing to do

but work the brake, and well before sun-

down I was back to camp.
The first person to greet me was my

elderly friend.

“Well,” he said, “You have been lost.”

I displayed my catch.

“No,” he said, “You didn’t get lost,

but it beats me how you ever got there

and back by this time.”

It does me too, when I think of it.

A. T. Hooven, Washington.

THE HUMBLE FROG
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

T HAVE read Forest and Stream for
^ quite some time and have noticed that

your contributors write about all other

game but leave the humblest of them

without space in your wonderful maga-
zine on wild game. That is the reason
for this little letter about the humble frog.

He has given me many a happy hour spent

in quest of this wise fellow, for those who
have hunted him will acknowledge that he
is quite clever in hiding and disappearing
when you find him and are aiming at him.

I will try to tell why I consider Mr.
Frog good sport. One reason is that he is

within easy reaching distance of all. My
second reason is that he offers an oppor-
tunity for the use of a rifle and my last

reason is that when fried he makes a
tempting morsel. By that I mean his

hind legs and if he is very large his back
has enough meat to make it worth while
to prepare sometimes too.

Mr. Frog is hunted best with a twenty-
two calibre rifle, using the twenty-two
short or long cartridge, whichever your
rifle is chambered for. It has been my ex-

perience that he is most likely to be found
in swamps and sluggish moving water. I

have never had any success in clear, swift

running water.

I am sorry to say that like most of our
large game, even the small frog is slowly

being wiped out. I speak only for certain

sections on Long Island, where a few years

ago I could take my rifle or the red flannel

and hook and after a short walk reach a

swamp where in ten or twenty minutes I

could get enough large fellows for a meal:

but the inroads of the small boy with the

rifle and the slaughter of the small frogs

is slowly cleaning him out, and the ones

that survive are so wild you can not get

near enough to see them before they dive.

C. Mathewson, Brookljm, N. Y.

ON COOKING WATERFOWL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Your inquiry as to the best method of

cooking strong flavored waterfowl is one

often asked by sportsmen. There are

many ways but one of the best is given by

a British brother sportsman who says: “I

gladly give hereafter a recipe much appre-

ciated in Normandy for cooking strong

and oily flavored birds, such as waterhens,

coots, scoters, scaups, etc., and making a

tasty stew: Salmis.—Do not pluck your

bird, but rather skin it. First, carve off

the members and cut them into pieces as

well as the carcass. Prepare a brown sauce

with a lump of butter about the size of an

egg and a tablespoonful of flour. When
your sauce is getting to a flne chestnut

color, add a saucerful of onion chopped

very flne; then a bottle of red wine and

half a tumbler of water. Season well with

salt, pepper, a little nutmeg or Worcester-

shire sauce, and a bunch of herbs. Put the

pieces of your fowl in the stew, but retain

the liver. Keep it simmering for two

hours. Then mix in the liver crushed to a

pulp, along with a tablespoonful of bread-

crust raspings. Stir well for a couple of

minutes over the fire and serve. A few

potatoes added in due time to cook in the

above stew are often thought to improve

the flavor.”

It would be quite easy to get the half

tumbler of water, but where, after July

first, will we get the bottle of red unne

which our British brother speaks of so

flippantly?— [Editors.]
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DUCKS AND ALKALI
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N the extreme northwest corner of

North Dakota, some three or four

1 miles from the Montana line and about

I the same distance from the Canadian
line, lies a small lake, covering some 160

acres, that is very strongly impregnated

,
with alkali. In October, 1916, a party of

, six of us went out from Poplar, Mon-
I tana, for a duck hunt. After hunting on

, another lake some five miles farther west
we moved east to the lake above men-

' tioned one afternoon and went into camp.
: We had very good shooting that evening,

but before going to bed it was decided to

' go back to the other lake for the morn-

, ing shoot. The writer, not being as

!

young as he was before it was his priv-

l ilege to wear a G. A. R. button, said he
would stay and watch camp. But the

!
others did not go the next morning on

I
account of the weather.

;
During the night the wind came up

and blew very hard from the northwest,

I

and the weather turned so cold that the

water in our large milk can was frozen

' quite hard, and when the writer got up
,
it was still blowing so hard I did not

1 dare build a fire to make coffee for fear

j

the blaze might get away and start a

prairie fire. This mention of the weather

I

is really necessary in order to explain,

somewhat at least, what had happened,
I and the very peculiar thing that befell

us at this little lake. Now I wish to

say right here that if I did not have
the evidence of the other five members

I

of the party to fall back upon I would

I
not dare to tell just what kind of luck we

!
actually did have. Four of the men were

I residents of Poplar, and the other, a Mr.

j

Ferguson, a man who has hunted over
nearly all the United States, lives at Cul-

I bertson, Montana, but our experience was
I something entirely new to him.

I

After eating a cold lunch we took our
guns and walked down to the lake for

I our morning shoot. Arriving at the lake

I

the first thing we saw was what we took

to be a wounded duck start out from the

shore and go flopping off in the water
and to put it out of its misery shot it.

' As we had not brought along our waders,
and as the wind was blowing toward the

shore, we walked on, intending to pick up
the duck on our way back. We had not

' gone far before we flushed another duck

j

which acted just like the first one. We
! shot that and went on, leaving it for the

I waves to wash ashore. Going a few rods
farther across a point we sighted a third
duck in the same condition as the others,

but we shot it before it had time to get
far from shore. While waiting a few
minutes for the wind to blow the bird
within reach the thought struck us all

at once that neither of the three birds
appeared to have been winged, as we re-

called that all three were using their
wings for all they were worth. When
W'e picked up the last duck shot we no-
ticed it was extremely heavy and an ex-

1 amination showed the breast, tail feath-
ers and the underside of the wings coat-
ed with what we first took to be ice, as
it hung in white balls and crystals. We
went back and picked up the other two,
and they were in precisely the same con-
dition. Investigation showed it was not

ice at all, but crystalized alkali. The
truth was that for some cause better

known to the chemist than to us, the ex-

treme cold during the night had caused

the alkali in the water to congeal, as it

were, and as the water splashed the

highly impregnated water against the

bird as he sat along the shore, it had
accumulated in such quantities on his

feathers he could not fly. As soon as

the crystals dried, which was in a short

time, they turned to white powedr and
fell off. We picked off some feathers and
put them in a box and brought them
home as an evidence of the truthfulness

of our story, as without this evidence no
one could have been expected to believe

us. Taking the three ducks back to camp
and leaving them we returned to the lake

and soon had a dozen nice ducks, all we
could carry back, the shore being lined

with these flopping ducks. I have sim-

ply told facts, and if any other hunter
who may read this ever had a similar ex-

perience I should be pleased to hear
from him.

C. A. Bennett, Minn.

The biter is bit

A NOVEL WAY TO FISH
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T ENCLOSE a photo which will prove
^ of interest to all members of the clan

of Isaac Walton. By hook or crook we
obtain our ends, but not often in this

manner. Fishing with a hellgramite for

bait, the common name given by fisher-

men to the larva of the Dobson or Homed
Corydalis, in this instance he proved him-
self not only a hellgramite, but a heller.

Getting the long-looked-for bite I drew
in my line with expectancy, sure enough
I had a beautiful sunnie and in this

particular case the biter was bit. In-

stead of hooking the fish, the hellgramite
had closed his ice tongs most tenaceously
on the lower part of the fishes gills thus
making a record and novel fish landing
for me. Thinking this would prove of

interest I quickly got my camera and
here are the results. Lake Hopatcong,

I have been told, contains besides its

splendid game fish, millions of sunfish.

Hopatcong is the Indian name for sweet-

ened water, perhaps that is why the sun-

fish from its waters are of exceptional

sweetness.

J. B. Pardoe, New Jersey.

CONCERNING ARROW-HEADS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

OVER most of the Continent of North
America are to be found arrow

heads, fashioned from flint or other

stone.

Could you, through the columns of

Forest and Stream or by referring the

matter to some one conversant with the

subject, give me information as to how
these arrow heads were worked and fash-

ioned by the peoples who used them?
In the ages they 'were in use it may be

presumed that no tools made of metal

were available.

J. W. McIllree, Victoria, B. C.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

F or the benefit of your correspondent,

I will say that stone arrow-heads

and similar implements were worked
with very simple tools. While it is true

that there were always local variations

and slight differences in methods of han-

dling the work, just as there are differ-

ences in blacksmithing, etc., yet, in the

main, the process is the same. There
is in fact only one successful way in

which stone of this kind can be worked,

that is, by chipping. The flint, or more
properly, chert, is usually taken from
the original strata and is thus some-
what softer and more workable than
when exposed to the air. Blocks are re-

duced to the desired general form by
striking with boulders or hand hammers
of stone. These forms are then brought
into leaf shape about the size of the

point desired by striking with smaller

stones. Finally, they are shaped and
finished by pressure applied with bone
or antler points. Further details of the

process will be found in general books
on the subject.

Clark Wissler, New York.

FROM A SOLDIER
To the Editor of FOREST and Stream:

A S I am in the army now I find my-
self going back into the past for

that touch with Nature which is now
denied me because of my work. I did

not know how much I could miss it

until I had spent a year in the Army.
I am promising myself that, when I get
my discharge, I shall go out and build

for myself a log cabin and spend the rest

of my days in the great out-of-doors. I

know now what Mother Nature meant
when she said : “Give me a child in his

tender years and he will never forsake
me.”

I have been roaming through quite a
number of back copies of Forest and
Stream. Age doesn’t hurt them. They
are just as good as new even though some
of them are entitled to quite a number
of birthdays.

Warren Kimsey, Arkansas.
(several letters are held over)
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You can’t imagine how delightfully
toothsome and delicious fish can be
when prepared on the

AMERICAN
KANPKOOK

The clean, blue flame and uniform heat
makes it the ideal stove for all camp
cooking. Has two powerful burners

;

bums common gasoline. Folds secure-
ly into steel case when not in use. Set
up and going in two minutes ; cooking
all done in the time it takes to gather
fuel for a wood camp fire. Simple, sub-
stantial, safe, not affected by wind.
Also supplied with collapsible KAMP-
OVEN for broiling and baking.

Sold by sporting goods and hardware
dealers.

Write for illustrated folder.

American Gas Machine Co.
807 Clark St., Albert Lea, Minn.

THE MASTER CANOE

" Outdoor life did it, ”
American youth’s love of life in the open ft

made possible an army of stalwart, self-

reliant fighters. What other sport like
canoeing ? With a canoe you can sail or
paddle, drift or race, fish, or swim and
dive in the cool waters. There’s no other
canoe like the “Old Town”—so staunch
yet speedy, so swift and shapely—and so >
safe. A dependable “pal” and carry-

all. Paddle yourown canoe— U-
and be sure it’s an “Old f-

Town.” Write for View i"

Book. Dealers everywhere, v

TOWN CANOE COMPANY
894 Fourth St. , Old Town, Maine

(

! U.S.ARMY&NAVYGOODS
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR OI-TTCERS AXD F.M.ISTKI) MEN
Complete outfitters and dealers in govern-

ment goods

—

from an .army hat cord to a

battleshil).

.5,000 useful articles for field service, carnp-

ing, outing, etc., in Army Officers’ price list.

34 4—sent on receipt of 3 rents postage.

ARMY& NAVY STORE CO., Inc.
Largest Outfitters No inflated flrtces

Army & Navy Building
245 West 42nd St. New York

THE TYRO’S PRIMER
CERTAIN TERMS, PHRASES AND IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
USED BY MILITARY RIFLEMEN ARE DEFINED AND EXPLAINED

By CAPTAIN ROY S. TINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

(CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH)

THE FIVE POSITIONS
PRONE

T his is technically and tactically the

best and steadiest of all the five

positions; it is the first one the

Tyro should be taught, the one he will

use the most (opinions and objections

of certain old shots to the contrary not-

withstanding) and until he has mastered

it, using the sling, he should not be per-

mitted to fire a shot in any other way.

It is assumed by lying down flat on your

“tummy” at an angle of about 45 de-

grees to the left of the line of fire, spread

the legs wide apart, toes out and heels

in, sides of both feet flat on the ground.

Place the left elbow to the front and as

far to the right as is comfortable, then

raise the right shoulder and place the

butt-plate into that hollow I’ve talked

about so much, and see that the heel of

the stock is well up, not digging into the

shoulder. Remember you lay behind

your gun, not on it. Place the right

elbow on the ground and “freeze your

face to the stock. Don’t be afraid, the

comb “won’t bite-cha,” but it will sure

bump you if you don’t get right down
hard and close. Let the right elbow come
where it will and lay as close to the

ground as possible; smuggle right down
to Mother Earth and let her steady and

support ninety-odd percent of you; the

common error being a useless attempt to

rise up.

KNEELING

P
OINT the left knee toward the target

and put the right knee on the

ground, sitting on the heel of the

right foot. The point of the left elbow

is placed on or just over the left knee,

lean the body well forward and hold as

steady as you can. I advise you to learn

how to assume this pose, which is simply

an outworn relic of the flint-lock days,

simply because certain hide-bound re-

actionaries insist upon its use, but un-

der the present “regulations” a man al-

ways has his choice between kneeling

and sitting; the “wise virgins” accept

the proffered seat. The best comment I

ever heard made on this position was ex-

pressed by an old regular army sergeant

who has won international honors and
possesses the godsent gift of passing on

his skill to others.

“I always teach a man how to kneel,”

he remarked, “and then tell him never to

use the fool position.” Whenever you
meet “kneeling” on the printed score

card sit right down and stand on your

rights.

SITTING

T his is a very useful hunting posi-

tion and is strongly recommended
by Stewart Edward White, the fa-

mous novelist and African hunter. Per-

sonally I have found it to be “heap good
medicine” and use it most successfully

for long shots where the cover renders

the prone position impossible, also it is

possessed of sufficient freedom to get

moving targets and I always use it when
time and conditions permit me to “take

a seat.” Thin men cross their legs,

while us “fat-fellas” spread them out,

but the basic principle remains the same,

seat slightly higher than the heels, if the

contour of the ground will permit, and
an elbow resting on, or against each knee,

but never bone to bone. Dig into the

ground with your heels, if you can, it

helps a lot and apply all the other basic

principles of holding mentioned in the

description of the prone work, but in the

last analysis every man must work out

his own salvation, according to his build

and temperament, and only practice and

experiment will give the “dope” best

suited to his peculiar needs.

SQUATTING

H ere is a new one invented by Col-

onel Harllee, of the Marine Corps,

and taught by the Sailor-Instruc-

tors on the great chain of Navy Ranges
that culminated in building the biggest

rifle range in the world at Caldwell, N.

J. At first flush the old timers pro-

nounced it a fancy “garby” trick, but it

is nothing of the sort; it is by far the

most useful, available and, except for

standing, the quickest position of them
all. The only man who condemns this

position is the chap who never learned

how to use it. You do it thus:

Both feet are flat on the ground, no

toe work, keep the heels down and the-

buttocks clear of the ground, just a plain,

or’nary squat. Slip the points of your

elbows well over each knee and you will

suddenly find yourself locked into posi-

tion, steady and solid, also you are com-

fortable. And let me pause to remark
right here that any position that is not

comfortable is tvrong, the slightest trace

of strain is prima facie evidence that

something is wrong; find out what it is

at once and don’t cease your efforts until

you have found a pose that is absolutely

comfortable. This is the only rule ex-

tant that is not peppered with one or

more exceptions.

The “garbles” assure me it is steadier

than sitting—while I prefer the semi-
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Wilson Tackle and Sundries embrace “ Everything
for the Fisherman”— rods, reels, lines, baits, nets,

etc.—including camp equipment of many kinds.

It means a lot when you’ve hooked your fish to

know that your tackle is WILSON—the very best.

Wilson Illustrated Fishing Tackle Catalog Free

Write for our new Fishing Tackle Book describing

and illustrating most complete line of fishermens’

supplies in America. All your “old favorites” and
everything that’s new. Address Thos. E. Wilson
& Co., 700-710 No. Sangamon Street, Chicago.

Leading Sporting Goods Dealers, Hardware and De-
p partment Stores throughout the country sell and recom-

mend Wilson Fishing Tackle and Camp Equipment.

NEW YORKThos.E.Wilson&Co.

Fish With
Wilson Tackle

Most Complete Line of Tackle and Sundries
With a World-Wide Reputation for Quality

Choose your fishing equipment for the coming season
from the time-tried WILSON line of tackle.
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TO THE ^

Anglers ofChicago

^HEN starting on that long*

planned fishing trip do not

invite disappointment by taking

nondescript tackle of unknown

origin that is placed on the mar*

ket without name or reputation.

Every penny saved on such tack-

le will be offset by hours of

bitter regret before your trip

is over.

Insist upon having Abbey &
Imbrie tackle, which is backed by

a nationally-respected name and

99 years of flawless service to

anglers. Abbey & Imbrie tackle

protects you as no other tackle

can. In every detail it represents

the highest quality of materials

and the most expert craftsman-

ship. It is the BEST tackle

made. You MUST have it for

full satisfaction.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
OivistOD of Baker, Murrejr A Imbrie, Inc,

15- 17 Warren Street, New York

For35c
Poitpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New Perfectioo

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Hportsmen t>ave known It for

jeart. D^alern sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with other net^oarles

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-

tatnlnit SH ooDces postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH. F. NTE, New Bedford, Mast

New Pleasures

In Boating

With a Lockwood-
Ash Row Boat Engine
new boating pleasures

are in store for you.

On your vacation,

camping, fishing, pic-

nicing or hunt-

ing, you can ex-

plore new fields.

You can glide

through the nar-

rows, across the

riffles, over the shal-

lows.
Young and old can

enjoy this practical,

economical sport.
Ask for the Lock-
wood-Ash Booklet

;

learn about the
30-day trial plan
Lockwood-Ash Motor
Co., ISllHortonAve.

Jackson, Mich.
C66]

aAb-JNE ENGINES

M ^A Finest Scotch Wool So^*ks in White,
,

llO* iU Navy, Heathers, Black, Oi^y, Brown,
Green, Khaki, White with colored clocks, I CA
& large assortment of fancy pah^ns, a pair 1 V
M 1C Men’s Finest Scotch Wool Golf Stock-
liO» ings, in Green, Gray, Brown and
Heather, either plain or fancy turnover tops,

with or without feet (with instep strap), O CA
a pair

OA Women's FiuestScotchWool Stockings,
in White, White with colored clocks,

Oxford, Green, UeatherandWhiteribbed O AA
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair u*vv
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport eqnipmenU

Mail()rders given prompt attention. Sent /

>
prepaid, insured anywhere in U. S. A«^

Stewart Sporting Sales Co.
I 42S FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St.,) N.Y. I

vO ,tVAERM AN'S
CALENDAR

Contains FISHING SIGNS FOR 1919. Shows
graphically when fish should bite best, past ex-

perience has proven it 809b correct Shows
which weeks are best for fishermen’s vacations.

Has an individual fishing record that proves

invaluable for reference. Sale® last year in 46

states. The amateur will be helpe<i by this

dope, the old hand knows it by heart. Send
25c. for one to-day to 0. F. CALENDAR.
Box 1466 H. Sta. Springfield. Mass.

LOUIS RHEAD A-1 Trout Lures Are Best

Send Five Dollars for Trial Offer of Tested Baits

For Trout at Reduced Prices—Will Last All Summer
4 in. Hook Gold Chub. 4 in. Hook Silver Shiner for Lake Trout

Z ]/2 in. Gold Feather. 11^ in. Silver Feather Minnows for

Rainbows
1 in. Blue Terror, Double Hook Red Terror for Browns

and Natives
Nymph, Caddis, Heig.amite, Nine Baits for Trout

Send for Folder, Louis Rhead. 217 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Rights to Limit Orders. Cash Returned II not Satisfied.

recumbent attitude, if time permits—yet

I must confess the difference is very

small, if any, and the chief virtue of the

squat-method lies in the fact that a man
can drop into it and hop out of it in a
split-second, just the sort of thing the

hunter needs. As to its value in in-

creasing accuracy, which is the main ob-

jective of all firing positions, I would
call your attention to this: When using
this pose the Bluejackets put ten con-

secutive shots through the 20-inch bull’s-

eye of their “B” target from the 500-

yard line with such frequency that the

performance creates no comment except
a satisfied grunt from the man who made
the score. And let me whisper this to

the Tyro, that’s “some shootin.” One
friend of mine boasted he could beat that
method from the standing, off-hand posi-

tion. I led him out to the 500-yard line

and after he had carefully “sighted in”

from prone, getting the “white disk” six

times, hand running, we started in for

record—and the skeptic finished with a
score card full of “goose-eggs.” Now
he’s squatting with the rest of us. Like
all positions it comes awkward at first,

but don’t be discouraged, there’s a knack
to it you will soon catch. The first time
Ed. Crossman tried it he added to the

gaiety of the occasion by “looping the

loop” as the gun cracked. Ed’s feelin’s

got all mussed up, so I’d suggest you
make your initial experiments with a

.22 rifie as the element of balance and
poise plays an important part because
of your short “wheel base.”

STANDING

Right here is where the doctors dis-

agree. I will not run an illustration

because to do so will start a use-

less argument that would begin nowhere
in particular and end in exactly’ the same
place. If I sided with the old “stand-up-

and shoot-’em” boys who made history

and performed miracles of accuracy at

200 yards on the Standard American and
Ring Targets, every hunter in the coun-

try would “draw a bead” on me, “cut it

fine” and send a high-power letter con-

taining enough journalistic “T.N.T.” to

sink me without trace. All I dare do is to

give the result of long and patient obser-

vations and experiments. During “slow

fire” at a stationary target, or when
snap shooting at moving objects the sling

can, with propriety, be dispensed with.

I use it at all times, so do a host of

others, and that is the “dope” Colonel

Harllee prescribes for the Navy Ranges,

and Harllee is rather well informed on

the subject of military marksmanship.
That is why he prescribes, “always use

the sling,” even for slow fire from the

standing off-hand position, because when
a man is called upon to empty’ magazine
after magazine in rapid succession he

needs the help of the strap and needs

it mighty badly. Also one standard ad-

justment of the sling is suited to all po-

sitions and in battle a man is called

upon to make some mighty sudden

changes, therefore he should have his

sling properly secured and adjusted at

all times.

I have given the positions in the order

in which the Tyro should learn them.
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HERE IS

YOUR
PFLUEGER
SUPREME
REEL

The Reel That Does More Things,
(and Does Them Right,) Than You

Ever Thought a Reel Could Do— It

Makes Bait Casting a Joy All The Way
Through. A Level Winding, Freespool,

Anti-back-lash Reel That Takes All The
Tired Fingers Out of Casting.

The beginner can learn bait casting the first day on the water, no tedious days learning to

thumb the spool, no tiresome guiding the line when reeling in, the Pfiueger-Supreme Reel
does all this work. You can keep your eyes on the bait and be ready instantly to strike

and set the hook. With the Pfiueger-Supreme Reel, you are free to give all your attention to

playing the game fish— your rod is always in the right position for the most effective handling

—

your reel backs up every bit of rod skill by taking care of all your reel troubles.
The Pfiueger-Supreme Reel is a perfect combination of level winding, free spool, anti-backlash, quadruple multi-

plying features that give you complete control over your lure through every moment of the cast and play of the fish.

Every minute on the water is fishing time— every lost motion is eliminated. With the Pfiueger-Supreme Reel
in action you can keep your lure in the water and moving, that’s what interests the fish— untangling a backlash, with the
lure fioating on the surface or settling among the snags during the operation never landed a fish and never will.

Expert anglers will find the Pfiueger-Supreme Reel a perfect work-
ing tool, one in which you will take pride and pleasure. From the abso-
lute reliability of it’s mechanism you will derive much keen satisfaction.
For night and moonlight casting, when the big ones are on the feed, the
Pfiueger-Supreme Reel has no equal.

By a simple turn of the adjusting screw dial regulator the tension
required by different weight lures can be regulated— one complete turn
and the reel is an open, free spool, level winder, you can thumb to your
heart’s content.

You never had a reel you will find so efficient as your Pfiueger-
Supreme, nor one that will stand up so well under constant casting and
that is because the experience of fifty-five years of tackle making is

behind every reel we turn out. Our guarantee, “without time limit’’

as to workmanship and material is your protection against an inferior

product.
The Pfiueger-Supreme holds from 60 to 100 yards, according to the

size line used. So that the reel may have the care it should, it comes with
a chamois leather bag and a chamois-lined, hinge cover, sole leather case.

From your dealer, or direct from us if dealer is out of stock, price

$20 . 00.

“PFLUEGER BULL DOG
BRAND’’ ON TACKLE
IS YOUR GUARANTEE
OF PERFECT GOODS

Six High Spots of The
Pflueger Bull Dog Brand Reels

Pflueger-Supreme Level Wind, Free Spool, Anti-
back-lash Reel for Bait Casting, Capacity 60 to
100 Yds. No. 1573 $20.00

Pflueger-Worth Reel. Double Handle, Capacity 60
to 100 Yds. No. 1S23J. D. H $8.50

Pflueger-Redifor Anti-back-lash Reel, Capacity
60 to 100 Yds. No. 1433J $9.50

Pflueger-Golden West Fly Casting Reel, Capacity
60 Yds. No. 1133 (other sizes made) $7.CK)

Pflueger-Avalon Reel, with Williams’ Drag Handle,
for Salt Water fishing. Capacity 450 Yards, (other
sizes made). No. 2730 $48.50

Pflueger-Interocean Free Spool Reel, for Salt
Water fishing. Capacity 250 Yds. (other sizes
made). No. 1858 $13.10

THE “SAFETY FIRST”
IN TACKLE BUYING

There is nothing more satisfying than
knowing that you have the highest quality
tackle in your kit— tackle that will deliver
the goods when the big fight is on. To be

absolutely sure that what you buy is made right and of the best materials, always
insist on your dealer showing you tackle with the Pflueger Bull-Dog Brand on every
article you buy. The Bull-Dog is there for your protection, it is "tackle insurance”
against something "just as good.”

YOUR COPY OF
“TIPS ON TACKLE”

This pocket sized edition of Pflueger’s TIPS
ON TACKLE, on How to Pish, Where to Fish
and When to Fish, as well as interesting chap-
ters on bait casting, stream fly casting, the basses,

pikes, musky and trouts written by leading authorities on these subjects, also tackle
information that is interesting to every angler, is yours for the asking. It is a book
that will make your fishing ^days more enjoyable and more productive of a well filled

stringer or creek For your “fishin’s sake,” write for your copy to-day. You’ll like it.

Enterprise Mfg. Co., Dept. 41, Akron, Ohio
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Mullins Steel Boats Can’t Sink

AMULLINS is the safest boat that floats. Large
air chambers at bow and stem give perfect balance
and insure absolute safety—your Mullins steel boat

cannot sink.

Built like a Government torpedo boat
of rigid puncture-proof

!
galvanized steel

plates so constructed that a Mullins is

guaranteed against leaking— waterlog-
ging—drying out— warping or opening
seams. Never requires calking or repairs
so necessary to wooden boats.

Over 65,000 Mullins Steel Boats in use
in all parts of the world, the strongest
testimonial that can be offered of their
superiority.

Write today for beautifully illustrated
catalogs—works of art and full of valu-
able boating information.

650 Franklin Street, Salem, OhioTHE W. H. MULLINS CO.

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER Se-rp
rod. Handles easily on any ordinary fly rod. Has the slow wrig-
gling zig zag movement of a crippled minnow. Great for large and
small mouth bass, large trout, pike, and pickerel. Exquisitely
finished in Silver Shiner, Red Side Minnow. Yellow Perch, Red Head,
etc. Two sizes, 1% and 2 Vs in. Can be used on bait casting rods
by adding small sinker.
Price each 50c. Four in compartment Box $2.00.

Send stamp for catalog of Baits, Flies, Lines. Hooks, etc.
W. J. Jamison Co.. Dept. $, 736 S. California Ave., Chicago. Ill

No. 2 Open showing equipment

AUTO-KAMP-KOOK -KIT
The most dependable gasoline Outing stove

on the market. .\ necessity for every auto.

Xo. 2 Closed—equipment packet inside

Size 5x10x18, weight 17 pounds.

Substantial, Durable, Efficient

WILL BURN IN ANY WIND
We make other sizes; write for prices.

PRENTISS-WABERS MFC. CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis, 4 Spring St,

Instructions for

Net
All kinds of fl-sh

nets, may be easily and quickly made, with my illustrated

Instructions before you. 21 photographs show you how.
Once leametl never forgotten. Also gives more informa-
tion about the use of nets.

Pend to-day. Price 25c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON. Altoona. Kansas.

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

The anglers who know all agree on
Edward vom Hole Tackle no mat-
ter how widely they may differ on
the styles and patterns to use.

When the question of quality

comes up our competitors (if we
have any) are relegated to the rear.

On the job with surplus energy
since 1867. We know how and we
make good use of our knowledge

Catalog No, 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
fishing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special

requirements of the modern angling sport.

Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,

perfectly jointed and balanced. In the
Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS ROD COMPANY,
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

^ A. 1.. Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
I .21TP II l*iqil other fur-bearing animals* AOAlij in large numbers. With the
New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptivejpriee list, and onr
free booklet on best bait known for attracting fish.

J. F. Gregory, 3306 Oregon Ave.. SLL«ais,Mo

From Patterns and printed
instructiuns. Save cost.
Work Easy. Materials fur-
Dished. Also finish coats.

C-

ES? build STEEL BOAT

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat Co. 611 Perry Si.. Albion. Mich.

THE GULF RANGERS
PART VI

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 163 j

padded smooth by many hurrying animal
feet. There were tracks of panther,
coon, wild cat and bear.

For a half hour before supper, Hendry
and John went for a cruise in one of the
glade boats. Obviously, the guide had
“something up his sleeve.” That this

was true developed soon afterward, when
Hendry reached for the pole and put his

finger to his lips. At the same time he
pointed to the shore a short distance
away.
A sleepy old ’gator was lying, half in

water and half out, his jowls resting in

the muck. His eyes were closed. Noise-

lessly, the glade boat ran up alongside.

It was a dangerous thing to do and one
that invited real peril, for ‘gators have a

way of putting up a stiff fight when cor-

nered.

Hendry handed John the three-pronged
fish-grail.

The boy accepted the tip and, leaning
over, gave a powerful jab at the ‘gator’s

back.

Hendry, ready with rifle, was aston-

ished to a degree when the slimy prey
gave one or two convulsive movements
and lay quite still—dead! John’s lucky
stroke . . it happens one time in a thou-

sand—had penetrated the alligator’s ver-

tabrae. An eight foot skin hangs in a
certain young sportsman’s specimen room
at home.
As the glade boat eased back to the

point, Tipley and Captain Flynt were ob-

served at its far extremity, hands behind

backs and poses ruminative -And there

against the evening sky was silhouetted

the same glistening white flocks of heron
and egret.

(to be continued.)

BYGONE DAYS ON
CADDO LAKE

(continued from page 157)

place welcomed us and we were almost
pushed into comfortable chairs by the

servant who was commissioned to pull

off our waders, get our shoes and dry
socks and as soon as that was done, a
waiter of clinking glasses was held be-

fore us and a good old southern toddy,

added to the great w'armth of the fire,

made you feel like one of the blessed.

The few years given to our honored
and much loved brother sportsman to

enjoy such fine shooting and fishing on

Caddo was of course shut out when the

dam was destroyed, but since he has been
called to cross the Great River, it doesn’t

matter much to him.
The old ones who used to read Forest

and Stream and other sportsmen’s jour-

nals way back in the eighties should

remember his many good articles telling

of the shooting had on Caddo. His nom
de plume, was “Jacobstaff.” It will never

be possible to meet another man like

him nor will it ever be our good fortune

to have such wild-fowl shooting again,

ns we used to have on old Lake Caddo.
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Enjoy The Out-of-Doors

A breath of the woods and a sight of the stream will give

you a new lease on life.

But fishing, hunting, tramping, camping, rough trails and

spring rains and winds, require special, comfortable and

protecting clothes. Men and women who ve “been there

know the full enjoyment of the out-of-doors when dressed in

^)uxbak
Right Clothes for The Out-of-Doors

Duxbak clothes are made of a rainproojed, especiall}'^

woven, heavy army duck. They wear indefinitely and

are provided with the many comfort features that

sportsmen have found necessary. Rain cind wind have

no terrors to you who are dressed in Duxbak-

And for warmer weather, for the outings

where rainproojed garments are unnecessary

there is Kampit — of lighter materials, but

equally as stylish and comfortable. Kampit
is generally the choice for ladies’ wear.

Both DuxhaJz and Kampit are made in a

wide variety of garments and outfits, to be

found in any good Sporting Goods Store.

FREE 1919 Style Book
Our style book is fully illustrated, describes

each garment and full of suggestions for select-

ing the right outfit for any purpose. Samples
of Duxhak and Kampit materials come free.

—

also prices and measurement blank in case you can't get

what you want at your favorite store. Write today.

Utica-Duxbak Corporation
10 Hickory Street Utica, N. Y.

Duxbak Made
Spiral Puttees

All wool, rainproofed

puttees. Serviceable for

camping, tramping, wad-

ing or hunting. Made of

a closely woven woolen

fabric. No outfit of out-

door clothes for men or

women is really complete for

comfort without a pair of

Spiral Puttees.

I

.
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Trap Shooting Becomes of

World-wide Importance

•pVERY man wlio makes trap skooting one of lus recreations

therety contributes botb to bis own pleasure and success in

life and to tbe success and security of bis country.

Xbe present great world demand for American leadership raises

tbis long popular, valuable and distinctly American pastime of

virile men to greater-tban-ever importance.

for Shooting Right

^\^bat of tbe trap sbootmg club in your community? Is it up and doing^

Is your local dealer one of tbe 82,704 live merchants wbo sell tbe most popular trap

guns and shells, winners for many years of tbe majority of state and national trap

shooting honors— Remington UMC ?

Are you and your club receiving through him our long established free service to

individual trap shooters and trap shooting clubs ?

Has any one of the 79 traveKng representatives of the nation-wide Remington
UMC organization—the organization with more than one hundred years of fire-

arms manufacturing experience back of it—been a visitor at one of your recent shoots?

Our Service Department will be glad to hear from you and to assist m the several

ways it can.
Gun Club Secretaries—^Vrite at once to our Service Department for blank
registration card for R.emington UMC free service to trap shooting clubs.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the "World

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

A SPRING BEAR HUNT
IN CASSIAR

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 155)

How I wish I could describe it! You
can imagine its queer noises, like the
breaking and tumbling of great piles of
ice and rocks, mingled with crunching
trees and brush, sometimes in a low mur-
mur and sometimes increasing until it

sounds like thunder. We spent a whole
day in the presence of this wonderful
river of ice and I was greatly impressed
with the majesty of its power and the
grandeur of its beauty.

Otter, Goose and Grouse

WE saw two otter as we drifted
into camp and I missed one with a
twenty-two automatic rifle at not

more than thirty feet. An expensive
miss too for their skins are worth twen-
ty dollars each. The presence of otter

caused us to camp and watch for them.
And, although we saw one of them a time
or two, yet we never saw the two to-

gether and it may be that the one I shot
at was hit. The one we saw was too quick
for the precise aim necessary for rifle

shooting; a shot-gun would have been
the thing.

At this camp we saw a wild goose on
her nest, and she permitted us to come
within a boat’s length before leaving it.

The five eggs in the nest were almost
ready to hatch. The nest was on a little

bare spot on an island in a pond far from
any brush or cover and was composed of

the feathers she had plucked from her-

self. This wise mother goose could so

distribute her ungainly self over her nest

as to be unnoticeable until one was within
a few yards of her.

This was the mating season of the

grouse family and the ruffed grouse were
drumming all the time. We had frequent
opportunity to observe this interesting

manifestation. Often a single bird would
keep it up all night within a few yards
of our tent.

I had never heard the blue grouse
booming but I heard them this time al-

most continuously for four days and
nights. They seemed to be everjw^’here;

on the mountains, on both sides of the

river and dozens at times were booming
forth their peculiar challenge. Each bird

utters the note about every three min-

utes, the sound lasting about ten seconds

and resembling a combination of the hoot

of an owl and the rapid beating of a

small bass drum. With a great number
of them at it this sound would be con-

tinuous for hours and at a distance i1

sounded quite like the droning of an im

mense hive of bees. I could not realizt

what this sound was until my companioi

told me and I had investigated it for my
self.

The Grizzly Bear

A fter setting up our tent for th

last night out w'e were driftin

down the stream about eight in th

evening looking for beaver. I had almos ,

forgotten about bears. The sound of th

splash of a beaver’s tail upon the waU
near the opposite bank arrested our a

;

tention. This splash is an indication «

alarm and is a warning of danger 1

other beavers within hearing.
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A camp on the Clearwater

I was surprised that the beaver would

sound an alarm on our account as we
were so far away. It was fully three

hundred yards across the river and I did

not think the beaver could see us. I

trained my glass on the opposite shore

and saw a bear standing on a cut bank
intently watching the water, and proba-

bly the beaver.

We immediately dropped down the

river and crossed below the bear. I of-

fered to help paddle up stream to the

bear for the current was quite swift and
I was in a hurry but my friend refused,

fearng that I would make a noise and
preferring that I be on watch with the

rifle. He had a job of paddling against

the current as it ran in and out among
some bad snags and log jambs, but he

negotiated it quite skilfully and so noise-

lessly that we overtook the bear and
slipped up on him just as Tie was lying

down on the top of the bank. He had
already partly curled down, and the top

of his back was towards me. A bullet

between his shoulders brought him to his

feet growling and facing us and another
into the center of his breast turned him
from us. We could not see him fall, but
at the second shot he staggered out of

sight behind the top of the bank and we
heard him fall. The death groan fol-

lowed and my companion said it was safe

to advance. We did, with Conover in the
lead, and found the bear quite dead. A
typical grizzly, but very light colored.

His fur was badly rubbed. His claws
and teeth seemed unusually large. In
short, he was a real mean looking crea-

ture even in death. We estimated he
would weigh about five hundred pounds.
We did not skin him that night but fin-

ished our search for beaver and retired

pretty well tired out about ten-thirty.

The next morning my companion was up
and away about five while I slept off a
headache. He returned about eight with
the bear hide and head and we were soon
packed up and a little later were pad-
dling down the stream.

Your Protection Is Savage Duty
Our first duty was to you as a nation. We’ve discharged it with all we had

in us. And the emergency is over, and we’re released from it.

Our next duty is to you as individuals. That is why we’re working to get
the Savage Automatic Pistol ready for you again as soon as possible,

j

We’re putting into it the same concentrated efficiency— the same conscien-
: tious endeavor— that we put into our military work.

! For we realize the importance of our trust. The safety of the individual —
[

of the home— is the safety of the nation.

1

And the Savage Automatic Pistol has proved the most perfect protective,

j

defensive means that human ingenuity has yet devised.

Savage Arms
Corporation

UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon, Pa. New York Cily Philadelphia, Pa.

Also makers of Lewis Automatic Machine
Guns, Light Ordnance, Military, High
Power and Small Caliber Sporting Rifles,
Automatic Pistols and^Ammunition. Mo-
tor Car and Truck Pressed Steel Frames,
Parts, Transmissions, Axles, etc.

VICTORY
Has Been a Household Word Since November

VICTORY RODS
Have Been Supreme for 25 Years

More backbone and lifting power for

their weight than any similar rod made.

FLY ROD 3 TO 7 OUNCES $20.00
BAIT ROD 7 TO 9 OUNCES $20.00
TARPON ROD 8 AND 12 OZ. TIPS $35-oc

COSMOPOLITAN HOOK
“The Hook that never misses a Strike”

Shape and Quality is what made them famous

TROUT
Will soon be jumping and our assortment of the needful articles is good and

moderately priced

SHALL WE MAIL A CATALOGUE?

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302-4 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Jim Simmons, our old friend,
and guide of many a successful
hunting trip, says that any man
who goes into the woods without
a liberal supply of dry matches
is plumb crazy and needs a keeper,—and Jim
ought to know because he was caught out him-
self, once and don’t want to try it again. Marble’s
Waterproof Matchbox will keep your matches dry
no matter how wet you get. It is made of seam-
less drawn brass, handsomely nickel-plated and
can be quickly opened or closed in the dark.
Price 50c.

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of Hunting.
Fishing. Camping and Trapping stories and pic-

tures, valuable information about guns, rifles,

revolvers, fishing tackie, camp outfits, best places

to go Cor fish and game, changes in fish and
game laws, and a thousand and one helpful hints
for sportsmen. National Sportsman tells you what
to do when lost in Uie woods, how to cook your
grub, how to build camps and blinds, how to

train your burning dog, how to preserve your
trophies, how to start a gun club, how to build
a rifle range.

No book or set of books you can buy will give
you the amount of up-to-date information about
life in the open that you can get from a year's
subscription to the National Sportsman. Special
information furnished to subscribers at all times.
Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
We will send you the National Sportsman Magazine
for a whole year, 12 big numbers, and a Marble
Waterproof Matchbox on receipt of $1.25. Just wrap
a silver quarter in a little green one dollar bill and
mail it to us today with your name and address
on _the attached order blank .

^ ORDER BLANK
I NATIONAL SPORTSMAN MAGAZINE
I

220 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass.
Enclosed find $1.25 for a year's subscription to

I the National Sportsman and the marble Safety

J

Match Box.

I Name
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EVINRUDE MOTOR CO.,
DISTRIBUTORS

CD Cortlandt St., New York, N. T.
214 State St., Boston, Mass.

436 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.

Your EVINRUDE gives added pleasure

to your fishing days. It takes you quick-

ly to the holes where the hig ones hide. You
return at night refreshed—a whole day’s sport

without touching an oar. A whirl of the fly-

wheel and the lake or river is yours.

The Evinrude built-in-flywheel type magneto per-

mits varying speeds, while the special method of

balancing practically eliminates vibration. Nearly
100,000 Evinrudes now in use.

Write for Catalog.

THE
t

Genuine
Hildehrandt Spinners and Flies

Made Only By •

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA PORTLAND, OREGON

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

ARADISE
Located on chain of Eix Lakes. Best

'Black Bass. Pickerel, Mackinaw
Triiiit. Musky flshlna In Mich. In a network of Trout
Streams (all varieties). Finest Bathlna Beach. Perfect

.Sanitary conditions. Slone and Iy)k BunRalow Dining
room. Write for booklet. H. D. SMITH. Betlaire. Mich.

COOPERS CAMPS
THE HOME OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST

SQUARE TAILED TROUT. 0. K. HUNTING

DEAL VACATIONLAND.

BOOKLET ON REQUEST

CAPT, G. W. COOPER, EAGLE LAKE, MAINE

Return to Wrangell

The Canadian Customs House at the
international boundary line was our
next stop, for no one is allowed to

pass it without an inspection for dutiable

goods. But the Customs House was with-

out a tenant. Last November, when nav-
igation and travel on the Stikine was
ended, Mr. Dixon, the collector at this

point, received orders to abandon his post
for the winter and report at Prince Ru-
pert.

Dixon was an old soldier and not a
woodsman although he had lived on the
edge of civilization nearly all his life.

He was a good shot, a perfect gentleman
and well liked by everybody. In some
lines he was above the average in intel-

ligence and training. He could write
with either hand and add up a column of
figures and write the totals with one
hand while he signed his name with the
other. The weather was bad when he
started down the river to Wrangell, a
distance of twenty miles, and he was of-

fered the company and aid of a trapper
to see him through

;
but he declined it as

he had full confidence in himself. Noth-
ing was heard of him afterwards and not
until March was any search made and
then only a partial one. This spring,
when travel opened, his boat, suitcase
and camp outfit were found on one side

of the river and his rain coat and some
letters the trapper had given him to mail
on the other. The theory is that he was
lost in the river or in trying to weather a
storm in crossing the eight miles of salt

water between the mouth of the Stikine
and Wrangell. This river is a danger-
ous one and has a record of more than
one life a year.

The spring bear hunter cannot hope to

hunt this territory with any comfort, or

in fact hunt at all, unless he hunts from
a boat. The reason for this is that the
snows are so deep that it is quite im-
possible for the hunter to get about, and
even were the snow not deep the brush is

impenetrable, but with a boat and a good
man paddling he can be sure of seeing

plenty of game.

A beaver cutting on the Stikine
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ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

60,000 COINS, MEDALS, BILLS, GUNS,
swords, pistols, daggers, Indian relics, stamp col-

lections, engravings, antiques, curios. Collections

wanted. Lists 4c. Antique Shop, 33 South 18th.

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF
old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Mo.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR OLD COINS.
Keep all Old Money; you may have valuable

coins. Send 10c for Illustrated Buying Price

List, 4x6. Get posted at once. Clarke Coin

Co.. Box 97, LeRoy, N. Y.

INDIAN BASKETS—WHOLESALE AND RE.
tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cali-

fornia.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS START EASY IN COLD WEATHER
with our new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gal-

lon. Use cheapest gasoline or half kerosene.

Increased power. Styles for any motor. Very
slow on high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to

agents. Money Back Guarantee. 30 days’ trial.

Air Friction Carburetor Co., 550 Madison, Day-
ton, Ohio.

BOOKS WANTED

WANTED—COPY, “SHOOTING ON Up-
land. Marsh & Stream,” by Leffingwell. J. L.

Phillips, Lufkin, Texas.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EXPERIENCED WOODSMAN WANTS PART-
ner for trapping small fur bearing animals. State

experience and knowledge of where to trap in writ-

ing. .-\ddress J. E. Plew, New Southern Pacific

Hotel, Yuma, Arizona.

PARTNER WANTED WITH A LITTLE
money, to build hunting lodge in Nova Scotia.

I have a knowledge of moose country and three

hundred rivers and lakes, some trapping and
access to the salt water. Fenlinand Gray, Guide,
139 Worcester St., Boston. Mass.

EGGS FOR BREEDING

CHINESE RING-NECK PHEASANT EGGS,
$3 50 dozen; $25-100. Ornamental varieties, $5
dozen. Simpson’s Pheasant Farm, Corvallis, Ore-
gon.

DOMESTICATED WILD MALLARD DUCK
eggs for sale.— Flock strictly high-grade birds,

special strain, and great callers. Dr. R. J. Hab-
erman, Lodi. Wis.

MR. DUCK HUNTER.—DO YOU KNOW
the real pleasure of duck hunting? Don’t you
know that duck shooting without a real Live
Wild Decoy is the same as going quail shooting
without a real good Bird Dog. Don’t you know
that right now is the time to make up your mind
in regard to rearing your Live Wild Decoys?
They will be just right for your next fall’s

shooting. Oh how many singles, pairs, trios and
flocks out there just out of your range. With
my little English Grey Callers out before you it

is impossible for any duck to get by without
decoying in to them. They call at most any
object they see, their call ts very loud, often
and sharp. They are the most wonderful Live
Wild Decoys in existence today. They are no
relation to the Wild Mallard you so commonly
see advertised; they are much smaller and darker
in color, their call is much louder and sharper;
they are very intelligent and easy to break
for decoying purposes. They can be reared on
most any back-yard lot. I am now booking orders
for eggs from these wonderful little English Grey
Callers. I guarantee all eggs to be from strong,
healthy, carefully mated, pure-bred, non-related
stock. Full instructions given with each order,
as to setting, hatching, feeding, and general care
of the young birds. Get your orders in early
as I am only offering a limited amount of eggs
for sale at $5.00 per dozen. Chas. E. Zint,
\\ .- pakoneta, Ohio.

A nominal charge of five cents per word will

carry classified messages to our army of readers

on farms, in the towns and cities, and at the

end of blazed trials.

WILD MALLARD DUCK EGGS FOR SALE.
$1.35 for 12. Postage paid. Safe delivery and
fertility guaranteed. Cloyd Crow, Camden. Mich.

FISH DOPE

FISH LURE—RECEIPT TO MAKE YOUR
own dope, 2>^. “Shure get ’em.” P. O. Box 185,

San Francisco, Cal.

FISH FOR STOCKING

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, "WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in young small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United
States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Conn.

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

FLY TYING MATERIAL

FLY TYING MATERIAL, EVERYTHING FOR
Tying your own Flies, price list free. Mole Fly
Company, Roosevelt. N. Y.

FOR SALE

A YELLOW MEAL WORM IS THE LARVA
of a Beetle known scientifically as Tenebrio
Molitor. It’s a substitute bait for an earthworm,
and is clean to handle, too. 300, $1.00; 500,
$1.50; express prepaid. C. B. Kern, 3 Main St.,

jlount Joy, Pa.

K. & E. ARCHITECT'S LEVEL WITH
trunnion attachment to use as transit; nractically
new; cost before war, $85.00; price, $60. F. C.
Pierce, Box 412, McGill, Nevada.

GIGANTIC NEW GUINIEA BUTTER BEAN.
This new edible vegetable grows 3 to 5 feet long.
Weight 10 to 16 pounds. A gigantic climbing
vine. Leaves a foot or more in diameter. Seed
50d a package. Muskeetopunk Co., Pekin, III.

for sale or exchange

WILL TRADE WALTHAM WATCH AND
chain, cost $35, for revolvers; or will sell. B. C.
Campbell, Box 703, Vancouver, Wash.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

FOR EXCHANGE—HARRINGTON & RICH-
ardson revolver, 22 calibre, 3 inch barrel, nickel
plated, mandolin with canvas case, cost $15; both
good as new. Want to exchange for Colt’s 22
Special Revolver or Colt’s 45 double action re-

volver. Albert Schlichtig. Florence, Miss

FOR SALE.—FINE 30 CALIBRE KRAG
porting rifle, brand new, with silver pad, beauti-
fully finished, $55. 143 Capital Ave., Hartford,
Conn.

FOR SALE ONLY—FINE ENGLISH HAM-
merless ejector gun—made by T. Kilbv and in
A 1 condition. With case. $175. W. E. Haller,
1634 Farnam St., Davenport, Iowa.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

DECOY CALLERS, PURE BRED, NO LIMIT,
Wild Mallards $3.50 a pair; eggs, $2.50-12; $20,-
100: English Callers $7 a pair; eggs, $5-12; $40-100;
(pairs only,) extra drakes. Mail draft. E.
Breman Co., Danville, 111.

FANCY POULTRY FOR SALE; 30 VARI-
eties: catalogue free. Herman Elumer, Ber-
ger, Mo.

FOR SALE.—MAMMOTH RED BELGIAN
Hares and New Zealand Red Rabbits, Red Suc-
cess strain; all pedigreed stock. Howard Bab-
bitry, Pulaski, N. Y., R. D. 1.

FOR SALE.—RABBITS, RATS, CAVIES,
Canaries, Parrots, Pigeons, etc. Pets and animals
bought, sold and exchanged; write me; inclose

stamp. H. Edward Powers, Walton, Ky.

HARES, RABBITS, RUFUS RED AND GREY
Belgians, Flemish and checkered Giants, New Zea-
lands, breeding Dutch, Belgian Yards. Kinder-
hook, N. Y.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME. I

furnish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2 each, and buy all you raise at 30 to 60
cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents for
complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. Frank E.
Cross, 6433 Ridge. St. Louis, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de-

tails Free. Press S 3mdicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo.

EARTH WORMS, APPLE STUMP GRUBS,
etc., wanted. Good prices paid. Write for par-

ticulars. J. Hammond, 619 N. 10th St., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

FUR TANNING AND TAXIDERMY—QUAL-
ity and prompt service. The J. C. Mirguet Co.,

Inc., 12 Ely St., Rochester, N. Y.

MAIL US 15c. WI-TH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15^ for 6 prints; 8x10 mounted
enlargements, 35^; prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 220 Bell .\ve., Roanoke,
Va.

MAKE DIE-CAS'nNGS, SKETCH, SAMPLE,
Booklet and Proposition 12^. R. Byrd, Box
227, Erie, Pa.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Mo.

USE THE NEW KEY CHAIN AND KEYS
will always lay flat. Silver finished, 35 cents.

G. W. Vreeland, 15a Ave., Bayonne, N. J.

PA-TENTS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. CASH
or royalty. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195-\. St,

Louis, Mo.

PHOTO FINISHING

TRIAL ROLL DEVELOPED AND SIX
prints only 25c. silver. Reed Studio, Dept. E.,
Norton, Kansas

POSITIONS WANTED

GAME KEEPER AT LIBERTY: RELI-.
able, wants position. Experience on game birds,
gun dog, extermination of vermin. Milton, care-
Forest and Stream.

GAMEKEEPER DESIRES POSITION.-20
years’ experience; excellent references from
present and former employers. Ralph Lee, care
Col. A. R. Kuser, Bernardsville. N. I.

IF YOU WANT A THOROUGH MAN. READ
this. A practical and reliable manager of Gen-
tleman’s Shooting Preserve, handler and trainer-
of high-class shooting dogs; breeding, rearing and
developing puppies; widely experienced here and
abroad: skilled shot; a capable man to show sport;
expert trapper of vermin; a reliable and trust-
worthy all around manager. Wise, 214 East 68th
St., New York.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

THREE BLACK DUCKS OR SETTING OF
eggs for Decoys. Taylor Bros., Oklahom- City,
Okla.

WANTED.—TAME SQUIRRELS, ALSO Au-
tographic Kodak postcard size; advise conditions
and kind. Walter D. Cook, Dawson, Fayette
County, Pennsylvania.

ACME OR EUREKA FOLDING BOAT; WILL
pay fair price for either 12 ft. or over. Ed.
Weymouth. 1409 Otter St., Franklin, Pa.
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GUARANTELE
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Guaranteed
Not to Dack-Lash
'^HE instant your bait hits

the water the South Bend
Anti-Back-Lash Reel stops
running. It positively thumbs
itself, no back-lashing, no snarls,

or tangles. You simply start reel-

ing in.

THE SOUTH BEND
ANTl-BACK-LASH REEL
runs freely, making every cast

perfect. Makes casting easy for the

beginner and easier for the expert.

Ideal for night casting. A written,

unlimited time guarantee accom-
panies every reel sold. Over 40,000

now in use.

BASS-ORENO BAIT
The favorite of game-fish lures.

Proven to get fish where others

faiL It darts quickly, dives and
. wobbles most
lattractively.

Twelve dif-

ferent colors. Ask your dealer to

show you all of the twelve. 75c each
everywhere in U. S .—with treble or

single detachable snap-eye hooks.

FREE
THE DAYS OF REAL SPORT

5th EDITION
Illustrated by Briggs, famous cartoonist.

Alive entertaining fishing-tale. Also pract-

ical hints on bait-casting and angling.

Send for it today FREE.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10283 COLFAX AVE., SOUTH BEND. IND.

Send me copy of the Days of Real Sport

Name __________
Address

For Hunting, Fishing and
Outdoor Sports in the
ADIRONDACK MTS.

One of the finest Trout fishing grounds in the
country. Boats and guides for the asking; excel-

lent board; rates $14.00 and up per week.

BEEBE AND ASHTON

ACCURATE• WORK
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce
Arms and Ammunition Expert

258 W. 34th St.. New York City.

Raise Hares For Us
Timnense profits easily and quickly made.
We furnish stock and pay $2.00 each and
expressase when three months old. Con-
tracts. booklet, etc.. 10c. Nothlnu ftee.

Thorson RabMt (’o.. Dept. 9. Aurora,
Colorado.

“Never-Leak”
The Boot that Sportsmen Swear By
"Finest thing ever for rough, outdoor
wear,” says an Oregon sportsman—and
you’ll echo his sentiments when you’ve
Worn a pair of “Never Leaks.” Nothing
like them for wet ground or dry—hunting,
fishing, trapping or hiking. Easy on the

feet, but outwear harder, stifter, boots .\S

NF.AR WATERPROOF AS LEATHF.R
BOOTS CAN BE MADE.

Built the Russell Way—Quality Always

Expert bootmakers make “Never Leak”
boots by hand from black chrome cowhide,
a wonderfully dexible leather, waterproofed
in the tanning. Patented Never Rip Seams
shed the water—there are no “open”
stitches. Made to your measure in any
height. Soles hobnailed or smooth.

Ask your dealer to

show you this ideal out-
door boot—if he can’t,

write for Catalog M.

W. C. RUSSELL
MOCCASIN CO.

BERLIN, WIS.

JOE WELSH
• LE/kDERSa

Cast Pfrccctly

for

CbSAucriAOiuFODni/i
EXCLUSIVE ASEMT
-uS'''>CArtADA~

This Man
Knows A
Good Thing!
. . The last mail from A. C.

Palmer, Stamford, Conn.,

brought a $2 1 .30 check for

“Telarana Nova” Leaders.

“There’s a Reason”

“Oh Boy! Here It Is”

Joe Welsh’s

Blue Devil

Darning Needle

Transparent, Indestructible

IT FLOATS

Send 75c for a "Blue

Devil” and a 3-ft Leader.

Two Sizes.

and clubs.
niatlon and prices

TERRELL, Naturalist
Dept. H-42 Oshkosh, Wis.

THOUSANDS OF "WILD DUCKS
can be attracted to the lakes, rivers aJid

ponds near you if you plant the foods they
love --WILD celery; Wild Rice, ^
Duck Potato, etc. Wild Duck
attractions my specialty.*

Army Auction Bargains
C. W. revolvers $2.65 up

Army 7 shet carbine 2.95 up

Army Haveracks .15 up

Knapsacks .75 up

Army Gun slings .30 up

Colts Army Revolver cal. 45 at $8.45.
16 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-

pedia reference catalog—428 pages— issue
• lS17. mailed 50 cents. Now Circular 6 cenVs.

FRANCIS BAkWEBMfll & SOUS Sill Broadway. New Yorlj.

Tents $4.25 up

leggings .18 up

Saddles 4.65 up

Uniforms 1.50 up

Teamharness26.8S

SALMON FISHING
splendidly situated Camp and 3 VI miles best Sa'-

mon and Sea Trout fishing in New Brunswick, to

lease for season 1919 or periods thereof. Camp
completely equipped with every camping comfort.

Automobile from station to Camp in 30 minutes.
Cood Cooks and Guides available. For particu-

lars apply to JAS. B. H. STOKER, Bathurst,
N. B., Canada.

TROUT AND "WATER
CONDITIONS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 165)

A TROUT can complacently fin him-
self up and down the watery ave-
nues of his domains and have plenty

of time to scrutinize any strange thing
that has drifted or fallen into said do-
mains. So this is why you will often find
a dallying trout in a deep, slow-running
stream and it is why in a quick-running
brook you will often encounter one that
will make a lightning-quick strike as soon
as your lure drops on the water. In
shallow water too, trout are inclined to
strike more quickly than in deep water.
A reasonable explanation of this is that
they have but little covering of water for
hiding when they dart out from under a
bank or a root and they make a hurried
intake of their food.

One of my favorite brooks has a
stretch of very shallow water above a
pool. At the sides of this stretch are a
number of roots that run well under the
banks, furnishing excellent hiding places
for trout. Many a time I have pulled a
trout from this shallow water the instant
I threw in my lure. In the pool below,
I have seldom had a quick strike. This
has been one of the places where I have
made repeated observations to substan-
tiate what I first accepted as a a theory.

In deep water fishing, trout will fre-

quently be extremely exacting as to the
position of a lure. Well I remember fish-

ing in a pool about three feet in depth.
Several moments after my lure had
floated down into the pool, I felt a power-
ful tugging at my line. I had previously
caught a glimpse of the trout and I knew
he was an old settler. In his first at-

tempt at sampling my lure he stripped
off nearly all the worms. Carefully I re-

baited and threw in, but there was no
further response to my efforts. Finally

the lure circled around an old grape vine

near the root of a big tree. Then fun
began. Once I had Mr. Trout coming my
way as fast as my reel could do its work,
but when about three yards away he
gracefully disconnected with the hook
and dropped back into his pool of free-

dom. It was some little time before he

would again give the lure attention, yet

when he did he was in the same spot as

when he first “caught on.” Diligently I

worked to bring him to creel, but with-

out success. I tried various sizes of

hooks, worm-baited, and I tried flies of

various colors. He wouldn’t touch a fly,

but worms he would gobble down like a

bird. Yet he wouldn’t touch them unless

the lure circled about that grape vine!

Yes, he was exacting to the last letter,

and there are more just like him in every

good stream.

So the angler xvho would be successful

in catching brook trout should study well

the water conditions of brooks, and fish

accordingly. Of course, as in everj’ other

phase of trout fishing, no hard and fast

rules can be laid down and followed at

all times, but in the main the conditions

which I have explained will prevail wher-
ever brook trout exist. No, you cannot

compare brook trout fishing with sea

and lake and river fishing. And I guess

every enthusiastic trout angler is glad

they cannot be compared.
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MIGRATION SOUTH
OF THE EQUATOR

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 170)

land, there are a number of species of

land birds which migrate northward dur-

ing the cooler season of the year. Two
cuckoos that breed in New Zealand may
serve as examples. One of these, a

species of Chrysococcyx, flies after its

nesting season from New Zealand across

Australia to winter quarters in New
Guinea. The other, Eudynamis taitensis,

is widely distributed during the southern

winter among the Polynesian islands, but

it returns southward to New Zealand to

breed. Lieut. James Chapin, U. S. A.,

who spent six years in the Belgian

Congo in the interests of the American
Museum of Natural History, writes of

certain African birds which migrate

northward from temperate regions to

the Sudan after their breeding sea-

sons. One of these is the Pennant-

winged Nightjar (Cosmetomis vexil-

laris)

.

Lieutenant Chapin found that

the nightjars cross the equatorial for-

est belt each year in Febrnary and
March, after which they become com-

mon in the Savannah country to the

northward. In July and August, how-
ever, they take their departure again,

without having laid eggs, and go south-

ward to the region between Lake Tan-
ganyika and the Transvaal, where they

breed during September, October, and
November.

It is very interesting, considering the

relative proportions of land and water
in the two hemispheres, to And that cer-

tain seabirds of the south make migra-
tions as extensive as those of the great-

est travelers among northern land birds

or shorebirds. The northern Golden
Plover flies from breeding grounds on
Arctic tundras to the pampas of Pa-
tagonia; Wilson’s Petrel, on the other

hand, migrrates from nest burrows on
the Antarctic Continent to the sub-

arctic coast of Labrador, or beyond. An
account of the extraordinary annual ex-

cursion of this tiny water-bird will be
found in the Natural History section of

Forest and Stream for November, 1918.

Many of the penguins of the Far South
make extensive migrations at sea, and,

moreover, they are so punctual regard-
ing the date of their annual return to

the breeding ground that, in several

cases, this has been found not to vary
so much as a single day from year to

year.

Turning again to the petrel-like

seabirds, we And that there are in

the neighborhood of twenty species
breeding in the south which either reg-
ularly or occasionally migrate across the
equator into the northern hemisphere
during our summer season. One Paciflc

species, the Slender-billed Shearwater
(Puffinus tenuirostris)

,

breeds in the
subantarctic belt and yet migrates north-
ward to the Arctic Ocean. On the other
hand, there are related species, such as
the Snow petrel (Pagodroma nivea),
which migrates in a northerly direction,

but never passes beyond the limit of pack
ice in the circumpolar Southern Ocean.

airdales

“SPORTING AIRDALES”—always A TEW
puppies from parents that combine the greatest
winning blood-lines in Airedale history with real

hunting ability. Our breeding stock has. an in-

ternational reputation which is your protection
against receiving inferior dogs. Males $25.00 up.
Lionheart Kennels (Reg.), .Anaconda, Montana.
(Formerly Washoe Kennels.)

BEAGLES

BEAGLES—PUPPIES BRED FROM BEST
hunters, also Rabbit Hounds, Broken Trial Cav-
ies and Rabbits. Good stock, stamp. M. \V.

Baublitz, Seven Valleys. Pa.

TRAINED ENGLISH BEAGLES FOR SALE.
Male and female. George Rothley, Lowell, Ohio.

COLLIES
THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN

this country for their age sent on approval.
Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, la.

DOGS WANTED

WANTED.—A CHESAPESAKE BAY RE-
triever pup or dog not more than a year and a
half old. Must be an exceptionally fine dog.
Write particulars. Ray D. Wells, P. O. Box
354, Falmouth, Mass.

GUN DOGS
LLEWELLIN, ENGLISH, IRISH SETTER

pups and trained dcKgs, also Irish Water Spaniels,
Chesapeake Bay Retriever, Pointers both in pups
and trained dogs. Inclose stamps for price lists.

Thoroughbred Kennels, .-Atlantic, Iowa.

“Fairy Fly” Rod
7^2 ft. —2^ oz.

!

Think of itl 7H ft. of 6-strip Bam-
boo skillfully proportioned so it weighs
only ounces. Not a "show rod,"

but a wonderfully lively strong and grace-

ful rod for one who loves the sport.

You'd be proud of your tackle if you owned
this or any other "Divine" Rod. Better

rods can’t be made. For each "Divine" rod

the wood is carefully selected and seasoned

for two years. Then a master, proud of

his art, sees that every one is high grade,

individual, light, graceful, beautiful, strong

and durable. There’s a "Divine" Rod for

every kind of fishing; a rod that will satisfy

and serve the most exacting.

Rods Made to O'der. Occasionally an-

glers prefer a rod of their own design, one
to meet their own ideas for a particular

style of fishing. For such we have spe-

cial facilities to meet any demand.

ask your dealer to show you Divine** Rods
or send for catalog.

The FRED D. DIVINE CO.
520 Roberts Street Utica, N. Y.

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

HOUNDS

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Ga.

FOR SALE—HIGH - CLASS WALKER FOX
hounds. Broken right and can deliver the goods
in any company. Price, reasonable. Stamp for
reply. .Arthur Sampey, Springfield, Mo.

HOUNDS

ONE PAIR HIGH-CLASS COON, SKUNK,
and Oppossum hounds 4 years old. Sent on trial,
$100.00. S. .Adams, Ackerman, Miss.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers Fox, Wolf, Coyotte, Coon, Skunk,
Mink, Oppossum hounds on ten days trial. Crack-
erjack rabbit hound at $15.00. Dogs just bev
ginning to trail at $9; also pups.

MISCELLANEOUS

DACHSHUNDE KENNELS — WEIDMANNS
heil. G. R. Rudolf, Cuba, Mo.

FOR SALE—PUPS ; THREE SIX-MONTHS,
crossed, hound and bulldog, female; Airdaje
and hound, rhale; 25-20 Stevens rifle, reloading
tools, stamp. Forest Craven, Moores, Hill, Ind.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.
Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, .Ark.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, .Aimerican Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels. Lexington, Ky.

TRAINED BEAGLES, RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox-hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, dogs, setters,
pointers, pet, farm dogs, ferrets, guinea pigs,
fancy pigeons, rats, mice, list free. Violet Hill
Kennels. Route 2, York, Pa
WANTED—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. GAME

plenty for .sale^ Bird dogs and rabbit hounds on
trial. O. K. Kennels, Marydel, Md.

GO CAMPING!
You haven’t forgotten
how. Prepare for recon-

struction by reconstruct-
ing yourself. But be sure
of your equipment. We
make tents, camp furni-

ture and camp equipment
that are right. Send for

our catalog 619. It’s free.

Gt0-B‘G«i!>Ei(rER &6o
430 N* Wells Street Chicago, 111.
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FOLDING PUNCTURE -PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as baggage,
carry by hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable;

stronger than wood; used by U. S. and Foreign Govern-
ments. Awarded First Prize at Chicago and St. Louis

World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalog.

KING FOLDiNa CANVAS BOAT CO. 428 Harrison SI., Kalamazoo. Mich .

Rifles
o£ Today
The B.S.A. rifle is play-

ing as important a part

in the enforcement of terms
as it did in the winning of

the great victory.

Thousands of soldiers of

the Allies are marching
through Germany today
armed with B.SJV.’s.

MeritEstablished
TheB.S.A. proved its merit

in the War. As long as
memory lasts the B. S.A.
rifle must be associated

with the stubborn defense
against the pitiless aggres-

sion of the enemy, and
with the final triumph of

Allied Arms.

Future B.S. A. products
must benefit from the re-

markable war-time effort

and experience of the

KENNEBEC CANOES
The Turuhle home" of the Kennebec makes thU
canoe absolutely safe for man. woman and child.

Our 1919 catalog sent free for asking—tells why.
Kennebec Boat & Canoe Co. ^ 73 K. It. Square,

^ Watendlle.
Maine.

To complete FOREST AND STREAM file

advertiser will pay $1.00 per copy for the

following numbers: 3 April, 1915; 2 May, 1916;

3 July, 1915: 3 August, 1915; 2 December, 1915;

2 April, 1916; 2 May, 1916; 2 November, 1916.

.hldress Librarian,
FOREST AND STREAM 9 E. 40th St., N. Y. City

ITHACA
WINS

This is MayorReed, of
Manchester, N .H .

,

who won the
championship

of the six
New England

States with

an Ithaca
Gun he had

never shot before.

More p o s i t i ve
proof that any man
can break more
targets with an
Ithaca. Catalog free.

Double hammerless
guns, $32 .50 up

TargeT Shooting
At /lo The Cost
You can actually make this great saying in target

practice with yourfavorite big game rifle by using -

.22, .25 or .32 pistol cartridgea in connection with ^

Marbles Auxiliary Cartridges

instead of theregularrifieammunition
^

Each cartridge moretban paysforit*

eeU by the saving on 100 rounds at

target practice. Usedby National

Guard andthousandsofsportS-
men. For most allsporting

rifles. Loaded in maga
zine or breech. Bullet

is set into rifling.

Without harm the

inr^VcTaUi'csTor
iliary,exploding cartiidge.^w eporismen.

Marble Arms & Mfg.Co. 526Pella Are., Gladstone, Mich.

harm rifle

flringpinnor
lead the barrel

—Price 75c.
Ask Your Dealer.

Write for complete
catalog of Sixty Out-

IT HOOKS ’EM EVERY TIME!
The position of tlie HOOK is the reason. Hook re-

when fish strikes and sudden stop when hook

reaches end of slot sets the hook firmly into

jaw. Darts
and dives just

like a real

fish. Catches
more than anv
other spoon
or wooden

minnow. Great for all game fish such as Black Bass.
Trout, Musky, Pike, Salmon, Cod. Tarpon, etc. Made
in six sizes. Ask your dealer for Knowles Automatic
Striker or we will send it postpaid. Fully guaranteed,
('atalog free. Finishes: SILVER—SILVER AND COP-
PER-BRASS.
Length 154" 2%" 2f4" Sl4" 6'/$"

Price each 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25
S. E. KNOWLES 89 Sherwoeil Bld{., San Franciito, Oil.

oNi^asc k Agent* Wanlnd

piutYoUrOII^^I
SAFETY HAIR CUTTER

_ the hair any desired lensrth. ebort or long.
'Does the job as nicely ae any barber lo quarter

... s time, before your own mirror. Yon can cut the
- children's hair at home in a jiffy. Can be used as an

ordinary razor to shave the face or finish around tecaple or neck.
Sharpened like any razor. ^ Lasts a lifetime. Saves Its co»t first
time used. PRICE ONLY dS-c, postpaid. Extra Bladsa 5c aach*

JOHNSON SMITH A CO.. O.pt. 722 , 3224 N.H.l.t.dSt-.ChlwB

I.UM INOUS PAINT
Make yoiy Watches. Clacks, etc., visible by nurbt. Emits

_ rays af LIGHT in ds^. The darker the better. Easily ap-
Anyone can do it. Three sfzes^26o. 60o and $1. pxMtpald.

N80N 8HITH ft COw Dept. 700, 3224 N. Halsted St.. Chicsjo

NEW BOOK ON ROPE SPLICING!

lONNSON SMITH * CO.. 0«pL 72222 '3/24'

rsiim^NAIl sboul
CRN 1%. pnwpsxi

t SI., CHICAOe

1 UNIDENTIFIED FISH
A. J. Sprague, fish culturist for the

Alaska Fish and Game Club at Juneau,

has discovered something different in the

fish world. It was while Mr. Sprague,
Charles Davidson, Charles D. Garfield

and Frank Metcalf were planting 7,000

sockeye salmon fry in Turner Lake,

about 25 miles from Juneau, that the at-

tention of all these men were directed

to this strange member of the finny

tribe. The sexes are almost identical in

appearance, except that the developed
ova of the female fish gives her a more
round, plump appearance. Those seen

and secured were around six inches in

length.

The upper and lower jaw of this

species of fish, also the head, is decidedly
sharp, more so than in the salmon or
cut-throat trout. This gives the fish the
appearance of the king salmon.
The caudal fin is deeply forked, base

of caudal fin is very narrow, head small

I

and to a sharp point. Dorsal fin high
and to center; very sharp pointed. The
eye is rather large, greenish blue in ap-
pearance.

. The color of the fish is deep* indigo
blue above lateral line and silvery be-
low. It fades rapidly when taken from
the water. There is an entire absence
of spots, which would otherwise assist

in classifying or identifying them with
the trout or salmon markings in a fish

of this size.

DEATH OF A CANADIAN
SPORTSMAN

T O the many fishermen who visit

Bathurst, N. B., every year to en-

joy the good fishing to be had there,

the recent death of Mr. Henry Bishop
will come as a heavy loss. He was the

one man at Bathhurst to whom fisher-

men went to for advice and direction.

Many prominent sportsmen have been
entertained at his fishing preserves and
it was largely because of his unbounded
enthusiasm for the Nepisiguit as a fish-

ing stream that it became so well known.
Year after year anglers from all parts

of the country came to Bathurst and
were always sure of a cordial welcome
from Mr. Bishop. He will be greatly

missed by a host of friends.

THE ANATOMY OF
THE CANOE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 159)

This shell is covered with wide cotton

duck, which should be specially woven.

This covering is stretched tightly over

the shell and is filled with a preparation

that dries hard in from two to four

weeks. Then the canoes are finished up
with gunwales, seats, etc., and painted

in whatever colors are desired. Canvas
covered construction gives a very dur-

able canoe. They are about the same
weight as the average all-wood canoe

but not lighter. They are tough and can

stand the exposure to the weather with-

out bad results and they can be easily

repaired.

{Illnstrations hy courtesy of Peterborough Cattoe
Coiuf'r.ny.)
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HOW TO TIE IHE ARTIFICIAL FLY
(continued from page 167)

the extreme end where the tail is fast-

eed, since this makes an uneven protu-

berance, just where it is not wanted. All

the above material should be included up
to the point shown in No. 8. You can
easily see this makes the lower part of

the body even; the upper part after we
attach the lower portion to the hook is

easy to finish, by comparison. No. 9

shows the silk, tinsel and horsehair ap-

plied in accordance with my statement.

Tie the silk, the tinsel and horsehair to

No. 8, as I have directed, and it will ap-

pear exactly as No. 9, as all of them are

included in the body. Take No. 9 be-

tween the thumb and finger and wind
each one evenly in this succession up to

the point shown in No. 9; first, the silk,

second, the tinsel; six or eight times of

this is spirally wound over the silk, lastly

the horsehair, which is applied to cover

all the body. Each of these must be

secured at every individual winding with
two turns of tieing silk and half hitch,

when properly constructed it will appear
as No. 10.

I
N the progressive stage of making this

fly, at this point it is necessary to ap-

ply the wings. Select two small speck-

eled mallard feathers, which have been
dyed a light yellow; be sure they match
each other; tear off the ragged ends; and
as much of the other part of the feathers

as will make them the size required;

place them in opposition to each other;

take a piece of tieing silk and bind the

ends of the feathers, which have been al-

lowed to remain, from a point just below
the filments of the feathers, down the

mid rib, for half an inch. All this is

illustrated in Fig. 11. Now if you don’t

do this these duck feathers will straddle

all over the country and you can’t handle

them when you turn the wing back, which
is the last operation, with the exception

of applying the tieing silk, which holds

them in place and forms the head. Re-
member you have a fly in your %ise in the

condition represented in Fig. 5. Carry
the thread of the same figure to the

extreme end of the shank and half hitch

it. Take Fig. No. 11 between the thumb
and finger; place it on the upper side of

the hook, allowing it to project the eighth
of an inch beyond the shank, and bind
it on neatly and securely about a half
an inch down the shank, as shown in Fig.

12 ;
cut off all the ends remaining at this

point. Now this wing remains just
where it is until the remainder of the fly

is finished, and it is turned back. Take
the constructed portion of the detached
body. Fig. 10, and place it in the position

shown in Fig. 13; bind it on securely and
firmly with eight or ten turns of the tie-

ing silk, exactly as indicated. You will

-notice how this portion of the body is

slanted upward; this assures that it will

fee in its proper position. Wind tightly
the ends of the gut which remain un-
wound in Fig. 13. You then hav'e your
detached body curving in a natural way.
W’e will apply the hackle in a moment,
when we have finished the upper part of
the body, and it is very important, so I
will direct yoq how to prepare it.

The directions in this line usually
|

given are; apply the hackle, stroke
|

it back and tie it down. This is all
|

“poppy talk,” when this method is aired;

the party responsible for it does not know
how to dress a fly. Select a hackle of

the desired size and color, strip it of the

undesirable fibres; from the upper part

of the mid-rib. Fig. 14, catch it in the

right finger and thumb, draw it

through the thumb and finger of the

left hand until the fibres stand out hori-

zontally or nearly so, Fig. 14. The
easiest way for you to complete the

remainder of this operation is as fol-

lows: Take the hackle. Fig. 14, and se-

cure it in your vise, at the left hand side

of it at the point right side uppermost.

Grasp in the thumb and finger of the left
!

hand and put it upon the stretch; then

run the nail of the forefinger of the

right hand on each side of the mid-
rib until the hackle is turned over, so

to speak, and appears as Fig. 15, same
plate. This hackle when fixed in this

w'ay will go on beautifully without tangle

or ruffle of a feather.

A t this stage you no doubt will

be pretty well tired out, but we
must finish the fly. You have at-

tached the lower portion of your body.

Fig. 13. Wind your tieing silk over the

part of the gut exposed in Fig. 13, and
it v/ill take care of itself. When you
wind it will keep the body securely at-

tached, Fig. 15. Take a piece of floss

silkf also a strand of horsehair of suf-

ficient length to form the upper part

of the body on the shank; tie it as

shown in the illustration. This body
must be carried up to the point shown
in Fig. 15. This will leave room to

apply the hackle and form the head
of your fly When you bend back the

wings. The size and application of

this body is shown in Fig. 16. Wind
your floss silk carefully and make the

body smooth and symmetrical; over it

apply the horsehair. Secure both these

operations with two turns of the tieing

silk and half hitch. When you have
finished this take the turned over hackle

in, your left hand and attach it im-
mediately above the body you have just

completed. Tie it so that when secured
the hackle will point to the left. Wind
it evenly and closely until it reaches a

point about the eighth of an inch from
the extreme end of the shank; tie it se-

curely and clip off any ends that remain.
Then bend back the feather wing; bind
them down securely and form if possible

a neat head to fly; secure with two or

three half hitches. This finishes the fly,

with the exception of the application of
a little white shellac varnish to the head.
If you have had good luck your fly will

be a counterpart of Fig. 16. Fig. 17 is

a detached bodied May-fly, dressed with
a transparent wing of my invention.

This article deals with but the leading
outlines of the art. It will be a pleasure
for me to continue these articles on the
artificial fly until we master the art
of tieing the Salmon fly and the fish-

scale gnatt.

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
aro SO cool and yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. Tliese pillows have

removable wash covers niul are SANITARY

—

VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when deflated can be carried in your

pocket. The only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 16—$2.25. 16 x 21—$2.75. 17

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.

Catalog Free.

“METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS”
ESTABLISHED 1891

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co.. Athol, Mass.

Why Not Get Ready

Now for That

Campin’ Trip?

You have been planning it

for a long time and the
cost is so little.

How About Your Outfit?
We can help you with suggestions of things you
will need for your comfort and convenience—

a

whole book full of 'em—just off the press—our
new catalog No. 16. Write for it Today— It's FREE.
Lowest Prices. Money-Back Guarantee.

!l4.

fA\RHY& NAVY EQUIPMENT CO
37 West 125th St., New York City

WANTED
twenty-five sportsmen to join me in an exclusive
hunting: and fishing cluh. Property in Sullivan
County, New York, adjoining the Hartwood
Cluh, the Merriewold Club and the famous
Chester W. Chapin game preserve. For par-
ticulars, apply to J. S. Holden, Port Jervis,
N. Y.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN. $5.00 MONTHLY: SEVEN
acres fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1073 North Fifth,

Kansas City, Kans.

FOR SALE.—4 ROOM FURNISHED COT-
tage and 3 lots on the south shore of Com-
merce Lake, Oakland County, Michigan. Fine
bathing, fishing and hunting. The Huron River
flows through the lake. Price J3,200, terms; also

fine building lots $50 to $500, with $10 down and
$5 per month. I. E. Terry, owner, Pontiac,
Mich.

FOR SALE.—BEST SPECKLED TROUT
preserve in Ontario, exclusive streams, ponds,
and lake, well stocked; every convenience, new
club house, boats, barn, stables and garage. Ap-
ply 701 Standard Bank Bldg., Toronto, Canada.

MY SUMMER CAMP AT UPPER DAM, ME.,
on the edge of the most famous trout and sal-

mon pool in America. Completely furnished and
modern throughout. $500 for summer season.
Address E. M. Nicholas, 20 E. Broad St., Colum-
bus. Ohio.

TO LET.—BUNGALOW AT LAKE COBBOS-
see, 6 miles from Augusta. Me., by electric road.
Furnished: sleeps six; bath and toilet; wood and
ice; landlocked salmon, trout, bass, white perch,
pickerel in lake. Two weeks, $75: four, $125;
May and June, $225. William Welch, R. F. D. 8,
Hallowell, Me.
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SPRATT'S PATENT LIMITED, Newark, N. J.

In asking you definitely to say
“Spratt’s” when buying DOG,
POULTRY, or CAGE BIRD
FOODS, we are asking you to

accept our guarantee of the de-

pendability, purity and excel-

lence of all our productions.

Everything used in the composition of

SPRATT’S FOODS is used for the definite

purpose of promoting vigorous health.

NO FANCY-NAMED FOOD is of our manu-
facture unless coupled with our name and
trade-mark “X.”

DENT'S CONDITION PILLS

If your dog is sick,

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

r

I

I

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,
that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are

recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—4 cents a
dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

WANTED—Pointers and setters to train;
game plenty. For sale trained setters, also
some good rabbit hounds. Dogs sent on trial.

Dogs boarded. Stamp for reply. 0. K. Ken-
nels, Marydel, Md.

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

I

J. WESTERN WARNER’S
j

(DUDE RANCH)
I
summer resort is located on the Kootenai River in
the Cabinet Range of the Rocky Mountains in
Montana and affords some of the best fishing and
hunting in the West.
Good saddle horses and fine trails and roads,

every mile a pleasure, private cabins and tents,

board and saddle horse by day or month. Spring
bear hunting a specialty, all other big game in

season. Write to

J. WESTERN WARNER, HUNTER and GUIDE

LIBBY, MONT.

THE GORDON SETTER

This handsome breed of Setteis de-

rive their name from the Dukes of

Gordon, who owned a most impor-

tant kennel of black-and-tan and black-

white-and-tan Setters, at a period consid-

erably in advance of Dog Shows. No
claim is made that the Dukes of Gordon
originated the breed, and it has also

been conclusively proven that they were
not responsible for the prejudice against

white markings, which was developed at

Bench Shows after classes were provided

for them in 1861 ,
which resulted in com-

plete elimination of those specimens con-

taining white in any form.

The early history of the Gordon Setter

is wrapped in much mystery, considering

the fact that they are of comparatively
recent origin. A great many writers

have stated that in the early days of the

breed, the Duke crossed one of his best

dogs on a black-and-tan Collie named
Maddy, which lived on the estate and was
remarkably clever in finding grouse. It

is said that she did not point them, her

habit being to stop and watch the birds

as soon as she had them located. It is

conceded, even by those who deny the

authenticity of this story, that occasion-

ally one sees the tail of the Collie in

strains that trace back to the Duke’s

kennel, and it is also notable that many
Gordon Setters display in working birds,

a desire to go round their game just as a

Collie goes round a flock of sheep.

Another theory is that the breed is the

result of crossing the ordinary Setter

on the leggy, black Springing Spaniel.

There is a similarity in the physiognomy
of the Gordon Setter and the Field

Spaniel and the latter in early days was
a leggy dog of Setter-like type, so that

this cross could have been made without

affecting the working characteristics of

the Setter., This is a plausible explana-

tion of the dog’s origin.

Still another theory pro\ddes that the

black-and-tan Setter has been produced

by a cross with the Irish Setter and the

black Pointer, which latter is a Scotch

product. This likewise is more feasible

than the Collie story. All of the expla-

nations are, however, mere conjecture,

and there exists no definite or conclusive

information on the subject.

At the present time, the breed no lon-

• ger exists in purity at the Gordon es-

tates. The dogs there now are heavily

crossed with the Laverack and other

strains.

The Gordon Setter is a much heavier

dog than his English brother, being

coarser in skull, thicker in shoulders and

loaded dowm with much useless lumber.

In consequence, they lack sufficient speed

for present day Field Trials. They

make, how'ever, steady, reliable shooting

dogs as they have splendid noses and

biddable dispositions. Their strikingly

handsome coloring and intelligence com-

mend them to many people.

In selecting Gordon Setter puppies, the

usual Setter points should be looked for,

such as long head ;
square muzzle ;

well

developed occipital bone; short body;

deep chest; straight forelegs; short,

straight tail, and the tjqjical black-and-

tan markings, the tan of a rich, dark

mahogany.

f

II
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It Pays to Read
Advertisements

Advertisements are news. Good
news— timely news—helpful news.

News of the great world of

business. Heralds of the world’s

improvements— builders of fac-

tories—makers of homes.

News of the last word in sporting

accessories.

News of comforts unknown when
father was a boy.

News that is handy to your eye.

News that you can’t afford to

hurry by.

News that will save you money.

Don’t miss the advertisements.
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Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you ever had.

The Aerothrust will do all the rowing and let }'OU do all the

fishing. Could anyfhing be fairer than that ?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all the backache

and hand-blisters out of that long pull against the wind or cur-

rent to where “they are bitin’.”

The Aerothrust is an improvement on every other type of

detachable motor. Here’s why ;

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punishment frc;m submerged

rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, you never have to worry about depth of water. If you

scratch bottom your propeller is in the air out of harm's way. The
Aerothrust will take you anywhere it’s damp!

Third, you will get greater speed under all

kinds of conditions than with the underwater

propeller.

Fourth, you are independent of piers and docks

for landing—just run her nose right up on the

beach.

Fifth, wdien fishing you can navigate shallow

streams without roiling up the water.

Ask your dealer or -write for illustrated booklet.

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Exclusive Canadian Jobbers, Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO.
517 Washington Street LA PORTE, IND.

A Practical Book on the Popular Fresh Water Game
Fish, the Tackle Necessary and How to Use It

By DIXIE CARROLL
Editor of **The National Sportsman** and Fishino Editor of *'Tlie

Chicago Herald,** President of **The American Anglers* League**

Net $2.00, Postage Extra

Detroit Free Press: **Mr. Carroll describes the habits and Tads'
of our fresh water game fisk; tells about baits, lures, and tackle;
adds facts that cover fishing conditions in different seasons, all in
conversationally breezy and informing fashion/'

A book of Fish and Fishing, written in a “pal" to “pal" style from actual
Ashing experiences. The basses, muskellonge, pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike
and trout treated in a thorough manner as to habits and peculiarities. Baits
and lures that attract game fish, and how to use them. Simple and expert
methods of bait and fly casting. The reason for each piece of tackle and
how to use it. The fighting actions of game fish from strike to landing net.
Seasonable facts that affect the fishing conditions. Information that will be
found invaluable to the beginner and the experienced angler.

Send for your copy now or BETTER YET send $4.00 for a
two years' subscription to Forest and Stream and weTl mail a
copy of this book FREE

FOREST & STREAM, (Book Dept.)
9 East 40th Street NEW YORK CITY

Log Cabins and Cottages
(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and Furnish Them
By

WILLIAM S. WICKS
The most popular book on the subject ever written.
Full explanations how to build cabins of all sizes with
directions and numerous illustrations. Everything
from a shack to the most pretentious Adirondack
structure, is included.

Pictures and plans of fireplaces; how to build chim-
neys; rustic stairways, etc.

PRICE, $1.50

Forest and Stream Publishing Company
9 East 40th Street New York City

I
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Trout Fly-Fishing in America
By CHARLES ZIBEON SOUTHARD

Illustrations and Colored Plates by H. H. Leonard

ANGLING SPORTSMEN WILL FIND IN THIS BOOK
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in American waters,
which is more complete and more serviceably arranged than any other
in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions
of the more important variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod,
the Reel, the Line, the Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-
five years’ study of the habits of trout and the best way of catching
them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly
methods of Fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s

own leaders, and a wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to

even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library

PRICE $8.00

Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream

9 East 40th St., New York City

The Newton Arms Co.,
are moving their plant from Buffalo, to Brooklyn,

N. Y., the name will be changed to the Newton
\

Arms Corporation, with general sales office in the
j

Woolworth Building, New York City.

THE NEWTON HIGH POWER RIFLES AND
AMMUNITION WILL SOON BE READY FOR
DISTRIBUTION FROM THE NEW PLANT

Address all communications to

NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

j

BOOK OF
THE BLACK
BASS

By

JAMES A. HENSHALL, M. D.

This new edition is re-

vised to date and
largely re-written. Con-

tains “Book of the Black
Bass” and “More About the

Black Bass.” Comprising
its complete scientific and
life history, together with a

practical treatise on Angling
and Fly-Fishing, with a full

account of tools, imple-
ments, and tackle.

forest and Stream:

Dr. Henshall has given

the angler a book which, as

the oystermen say, is “full

measure and solid meat.”
The angling portion of the

book is, without doubt, the

best thing ever written upon
these fishes. It is clear, and
covers the whole ground of

the different modes of fish-

ing, and is accompanied by
cuts of the manner of hold-

ing the rod, casting, and
diagrams of the mode of

throwing the fly so that it

seems to us as if the merest
tyro could soon become an
expert by carefully reading
this book and following its

instructions. Not only is it

a book for the beginner, but
it is one that no angler can
afford to do without.

140 Illustrations

Net $2.00

The Forest &. Stream Book
Department will supply
the above book at $2.00
each, delivery charges pre-
paid.

ADDRESS
9 EAST 40th STREET,

NEW YORK CITY
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HOTE^WEY
crVASHINGTOK D.C.

|N order to meet after-war conditions the DEWEY
HOTEL, situated in that exclusive residential

section, at Hth and L Streets (5 minutes’ walk from

the White House), has opened its doors to transient

guests.

For many years the Dewey has been the

official residence of Senators and those prominent in

official life of the Capital. The accommodations are

limited, and only those whose presence will be com-
patible with its clientele will be accepted. It will be

best to make reservations by letter.

Room tariffs, illustrated brochure, restaurant

charges and other information may be secured by

writing.

FRANK P. FENWICK

Central Park. ^

—

74th and 75th

Streets

Overlooking Central Park’s most pictur-

esque lake

Especially attractive during the Fall

and Winter months, .\ppeals to fathers,

mothers and children.

Rooms and bath— $2.50 upwards.

Parlor, bedroom and bath— $4.00 per day and upwards.

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.
Please Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Ownership Management — Edmund M. Brenmin.

LIGHTING
“Akron" 400-Candlepower
Lantern makes and bums
its own gas from common
gasoline. Brighter than
electricity. Carry it any-
where. Wind-proof. De-
pendable. cheap, safe,
guaranteed.

COOKING
Handy Cook Stove. Vse it

indoors or outside. Slz-
zling hot in 2 minutes.

Have a warm meal anywhere, any time,
reliable, inexpensive, guarantee.

Write for special prices and catalogue.

,^lt£on_Gas Lamp Co., 845 6as Bide.. Akron, O

Forest and Stream
Cover Pictures

You can have a colored reproduction of

the magnificent Driscole Trout Picture as

shown on this cover, mounted on art

hoard ready for framing, free, hy send-

ing $2.00 for a year’s subscription to

Forest and Stream.

Address, 9 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.

Whether—
A Fishing Trip

A Camping Party

An Auto Trekking

Tour

Or a Single Sport-

ing Goods Need

Put it up to

The Greatest

Sporting Goods Store

in the World

All Mail Inquires Promptly Answered

Abercrombie & Fitch Co.
Ezrah Fitch, President

Madison Ave. and 45th St.

NEW YORK

Where the Blazed Trail

Crosses the Boulevard
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Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

BIRD GUIDE
NEARLY

300
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

Water Birds— Game Birds

—Birds of Prey—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game birds and birds of prey to

be found in this country.

About three hundred species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea* of their habits and tells where
found at different seasons of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color paintings by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest .sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best

known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-
try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, a reproduction of

leather with set-in pictures.

PRICE $1.00 Delivered Anywhere in the United
States, Canada or Mexico — $1.50 Elsewhere.

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPOR TSMAN

they are to be

SEND YOUR ORDER IN NOW

FOREST AND STREAM
BOOK DEPARTMENT

9 EAST 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PRICE
$^.00

I Money back

I if supply is

exhausted.

“Kinks” is full of good stuff—ideas furnished by true

sportsmen. There are helpful hints for hunters, hikers,

campers, fishermen and vacationists—new ways of saving

time and money—simple stunts that every man ought to

think out for himself—but doesn’t. It tells how to fix up
emergency “rigs” when the “store stuff” fails or is left

behind. And almost every “Kink” is illustrated so plainly

that every picture makes your fingers fairly itch to try

the stunt yourself.

Send us $3.00 and secure a copy of “Kinks”
together with a full year’s subscription to

Forest & Stream. Price of “Kinks” alone, $1.50.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 E. 40th St., New York City

Here’s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping
or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the

camping subject in a thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:
The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense”
In The Woods, Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for

Hunting Outfits). Gruh-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal
Packing. What to Do If Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The
Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED cTII

Forest & Stream, (E°ept.) 9 E. 40th St., New York City

Are You A Duck Shooter

Do you love to stand in the bow of your
skiff as it is pushed through the wild rice

and drop the ducks that get up within
range; or, if you live by the big waters,
do you enjoy sitting in the blind while
cold winds blow and ice forms at the edge
of the shore, watching the sky and waiting
for something to come to your decoys? If

you love these things, if you will bear
work, exposure and hardship to get a shot,
you need.

American
Duck Shooting

By

GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

It gives descriptions and portraits of all

the ducks and geese known in North
America; tells where they are found; the

various methods practiced in shooting them;
describes the guns, loads, clothing, boats

and dogs employed in their pursuit, and
generally is far and away the most com-
plete, useful and entertaining volume on
the subject that has ever been published. It

covers the whole field of North American
wild-fowl shooting.

The book is profusely illustrated. Not
only has it ornithologically exact portraits

of 58 species of swans, geese and ducks,

but it has eight half-tone reproductions of

some of our best-known wild ducks from
the paintings of the great naturalist, Audu-
bon, a number of full-page sketches by
Wilmot Townsend, whose drawings of wild-

fowl are inimitable, many cuts of duck
boats and batteries, and fifty vignettes in

th" ;ext, which add to its beauty and its

usefulness. It is a complete, illustrated

manual of this fascinating sport.

A new edition of this volume, containing
added matter, was published July 1, 1918.
The work is an essential part of every gun-
ner’s library.

Illustrated, buckram, 627 pp.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

Forest and Stream Pub. Go.

9 E. 40th Street NEW YORK

A BOOK OF BOOKS

BUNGALOWS, CAMPS AND
MOUNTAIN HOUSES

Containing a large variety of designs by many
architects, many of which are suitable only for

summer use while others are adapted for perma-
nent residence. Camps, hunting lodges and log

cabins are also presented, suggesting designs for

vacation dwellings in woods and mountains.

Compiled by
WILLIAM PHILLIPS COMSTOCK

With an article by
C. E. SCHERMERHORN. A.A.I.A.. Architect

Price, $2.00.

FOREST & STREAM (BOOK DEPTl
9 East 40th Street. New York City

1
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BIGGEST BOOK BARGAIN EVER OFFERED

TEN{ Smashing good outdoor books by
that vigorous and fascinating
writer, Stewart Edward White $5.00

These books handsomely bound in light green silk cloth with gold stamp-
ing would be cheap at $20.00 per set. There are only five hundred sets avail-
able for distribution, and these will not last long as without any question this
offer is the biggest book bargain ever available. The ten volumes consist of

3734 pages: the set weighing twelve pounds— nothing better could be given
for a holiday present than this splendid set of notable books.

A SNAPSHOT OF EACH VOLUME
“The Claim Jumpers”

He had been pampered and petted since his
birth. Sick at heart of the life he was leading,
he went into the West, to manage a mining
camp.
One day he met her. She was the daughter

of a low booztT and a woman of no account.
TUit for her he forgot his work; for her he near-
ly lost the mines to a gang of claim jumpers;
for her he nearly dragged his manhood to
depths of disgrace.

“The Land of Footprints”
Of all the books on Africa, this is the most

delightful. It sweeps aside the staple African
story which concerns itself only with rhinos,
lions, and native guides, and <liscovers a new
Africa. simi>ly by finding the real one. Home-
life which one tioes not associate with Africa,
is told of interestingly.

“The Blazed Trail”
With nothing to his name but the clothes he

wore, three dollars in his pocket ami heart of
oak. he plunge<l into the timberland of the
lower Peninsula. The world had been bitter
and he wanted to forget.
The fight began. It was his big fight against

nature, himself, and the other men.

“The Silent Places”
In a canoe he paddled away into the wilder-

ness from the Hu<lson Day post. He had his
orders to bring back a renegade Indian to jus-
tice. Painfully, slowly, on and on he pushed
his way along the Trail, with its grim terrors
of the North and giant vistas of snow country.

“Camp and Trail”
Here is a book for the wilderness traveler

—

for the camper an<\ the tramper. It is a woods-
man's manual. It gives you all of the practical
information you should have before starting
for the woods, streams or lakes on your vaca-
tion. White tells you from his lifelong experi-
ence about common sense in the wilderness,
what to wear and take with you, the camp out-
fit, the cook outfit, what to eat and how to cook
it. what to carry on a horse and how to pack
it. how to select a canoe; and other things you
must know when you go into the real woods.

“Arizona Nights”
A book of W'estern yarns and character por-

trayals, that flash by the reader as though
“caught in the films.” Mr. White gives a view
of life on -\rizona cattle-ranches which is in-

stinct with vitality and love of that out-of-door
existence which he knows so well.

“The Rules of the Game”
P>obby Orde was a vigorous football type of

fellow who had made a sad failure of office

routine. So he went into the California Si-

erras with their great forests and wonderful
natural resources, and there he found his niche
in managing men.

“The Riverman”
This is a stirring and virile successor to “The

Blazed-Trail.” Jack Orde was a river-boss and
was making good. Life to him was a wonderful
adventure. It was full of the big outdoors; of
smashing timber; logs that boomed down the
river; of sleeping and tramping in the cool, pine-
scented air.

“Blazed Trail Stories”
Of the younger American writers, few de-

serve so well the recognition extended to them
as Stewart Edward White. There is a strong,
clean virility about him that seems to go well
with the atmosphere of his chosen scenes—the
tonic breath of northern forests, the fragrance
of balsam, the wide freedom of limitless avenues
of trees, of unbroken expanses of snow. In
some respects, Mr. White's short stories are
more enjoyable than even his longer books. To
be sure one gets in them ratherless of nature
and woodcraft; but on the other hand, one
gets a greater number of vivid, rapid portraits
of the sort of men who live their lives close to
nature.

“The Westerners”
As a baby she traveled across the prairies to

the foothills of the Rockies, where under the
care of Jim Buckley her parents made camp in
the sacred groves of the Indians. Blood was
flowing. Settlers everywhere were in danger.
Custer was attacked and wiped out.
One day there came among the Indians a

half breed who had a debt to settle with Jim
Buckley—a debt of spite. It was soon over.
Her father and mother were killed, and she
kidnapped and taken far to the south.

Don’t fail to take advantage of this truly remarkable offer. The books will
be supplied while they last at $5.00 per set. If the supply is exhausted when
your order is received money will be returned, otherwise the books will be
shipped to you express charges collect.

FOREST & STREAM, Book Dept. No. 9 E. 40th St., New York City

I

I

WOODCRAFT
By NESSMUK

No better book
for the guidance
of those who go
into the wild for
sport or recrea-
tion was ever
written. No one
ever knew the
woods better than
“Nessmuk” or
succeeded in put-
ting so much val-

uable information
into the same
compass. Camp
equipment, camp
making, the per-
sonal kit, camp
fires, shelters,
bedding, fishing,

cooking, and a
thousand and one kindred topics are
considered. Cloth, illus., 160 pages.
Postpaid, $1.00.

r« rfc r< with a years subscription

h n r r forest & stream at the
I IiIjIj regular yearly rate of $2.00

No Extra Charge for Canadian Orders

For more than forty-five years, FOREST
& STREAM has studiously cultivated and
vigorously promoted a healthful interest in

outdoor recreation and in the natural
sciences. It founded the Audubon Society,

and has been the people’s champion in

many important activities looking to the
development and preservation of our Na-
tional Park System and to wild life in

general.
Throughout its long career of public

usefulness, FOREST & STREAM has been
and still is the recognized authority in its

field.

Price 20c a copy: Subscription price $2.00 a year.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO.
9 EAST 40th STREET - NEW YORK, N. Y .

A GIFT

Here’s the Book You Want!

This is the one book you need it you af?

going camping or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own
Book” treats the camping subject in a

thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:

The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire.
“Horse Sense’’ In The 'Woods. Comfort in

Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for Hunting
Outfits). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoe-
ing. Animal Packing. What to Do If
Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout.

I
Pointers for Anglers. The Rifle in the
Woods,

PRICE DELIVERED
PAPER COVER 50 CENTS

!
CLOTH COVER $1.00

1

j

FOREST and STREAM (Book Dept.)

I 9 East 40th Street, New York City

j

Send your name and address for free copy,
forty-eight page outdoor book catalogue. Forest
& Stream Book Department, 9 East 40th Street,

I Kew York, N. Y.
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The “Tripart” Reel, for $5.50, War Tax Included, is the

little brother of the famous “Takapart.”

Reel
for Fly Fishermen

In Two
j

1 War Tax
Sizes

j

,60
J

Included

SUPREME strength is combined with extreme lightness in this reel

of special aluminum alloy. The Rainbow is not to be excelled in

simplicity of operation, in design, construction of service, even by the

high-priced imported kind. Note the illustrations.

Presto! It’s Apart!
In two seconds you can take any Rainbow Reel apart. Just press the

“take-apart” slide and the trick’s done ! So compact that it fits the hand.

Beautifully balanced. Handsomely finished—dull black or sand-blast.

This fly reel should be in the outfit of every angler who wants all the

joys of fishing to be his.

No. 627—Only 2/3" in diameter and wide, $5.50 1

included
No. 631—Only 3 4̂

" in diameter and i" wide, $6.60 )

Read This Booklet

We have for you an interesting, illustrated booklet about reels, landing

nets, fly and bait casting, etc. “Ike” Walton would have loved it. You’ll

enjoy it. Write for it today.

This swift and silent reel is the favorite of thousands

of our expert anglers. More Field and Stream

Contest Prizes have been won with Meisselbach Reels

than any other make.

“TAKAPART” Reel for Bait Casting

$6.60, War Tax Included.

Write for Our Booklet

Handled by all Dealers

A. F. MEISSELBACH MFC. CO.
26 Prospect Street NEWARK, N. J.
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ANGLING FOR SPECKLED TROUT
THE WARM WIND OF SPRING. LADEN WITH INCENSE FROM THE FOREST, FLOATS
UNBIDDEN THROUGH OUR WINDOWS AND CALLS US AWAY TO SEEK THE WARY TROUT

By DAVID HAROLD COLCORD

C
atching a big, yellow and black

bumble-bee, I carefully pinned it

I

close to a white chip about twice
I the size of the bee, and burying a small

j
trout hook beneath this strange bark, I

I
let it float carelessly with the dark cur-

;
rent toward the log. Here the Sinna-

j

mahoning Creek turned directly at right

j

angles and gurgled its way out of sight

j
under an embankment of logs, appear-

f ing again in a still, deep pool several

! yards below the point of entrance. The
' size and habits of

I
a brook trout that

[

had lived in per-

I

feet safety under
I this log for several

years had become
' legend; and I and

j

every follower of

j

the stream for

I miles around had
) tempted him, time

j

without number,
with every known

I

bait from angle-

j

worms to crickets,
I but he scorned
I

them all. He was

j

never known to

j

bite, although we
had seen his long

i

silvery form mov-

j

ing in the still wa-
' ter below the em-

j

bankment. The
bumble-bee
was well chosen,

i and this time the
big fellow was fooled, for the chip
with its small cargo no sooner reached

1
the edge of the log than there was a

j

splash, and a thrilling glimpse of a long,

,

red-speckled side and white belly. Chip,
! bee, and all disappeared under the log
i and my line snapped. I had reckoned

without my host. That was in June of
last year, and right now I am wonder-
ing how much he will have grown by
June, 1919, and whether he still has a
fondness for bees, a la chip.

I

N just a few months, a warm wind
of Spring, laden with the incense of

the forest, will float unbidden
through opened windows of thousands
of stuffy offices in this half-civilized land

of ours stirring memories of open skies,

keen appetites, dips down for draughts
of cold spring water, and the big fellow

that we all lost last season. Are you
going back to get him?

Trout fishing is one of the good things
of this world. Its disciples place it

pretty well toward the top in the order
of pleasures that make life worth living.

The truth of this assertion came home
to me through a bit in a published let-

ter that I happened on the other day.
Bobby had written to his Dad, who was
serving in France, “The trout, Dad, are
jumping over on Silver Creek,” and
when I read that line a choking sensa-
tion caught me around my Adam’s apple
for it was an immediate revelation of
so many things between Bobby and his

Dad. The line was a great human
heart-throb carried in that letter to an
American somewhere, homesick in the

rain and mud of Flanders. I prayed
that a day would soon come when Bobby
and his Dad could fish once more for
speckled beauties on Silver Creek.

Silver Creek! A wonderfully fresh
picture to carry in one’s memory, dif-

fusing a mental aroma into one’s feel-

ings—flashlight light, if you will, by the
splendor of its simplicity into the dark-

est hours of win-
ter, keeping us
wholesome and
sane. Pity the man
or boy who has
never spent a
night at an old
homestead, dead
tired after a day’s

fishing, to lie down
to pleasant dreams
in the depths of an
old-fashioned
feather bed. Don’t
pity him, but inter-

est him and teach
him about the sci-

ence and art of one
of the great Amer-
ican outdoor sports
— angling for
speckled trout.

To enjoy fishing

for brook trout, it

is almost necessary
that one’s interest

in the sport be
aroused early in life, but the art isn’t

learned in a day. It is really a life’s

study—interesting for its own sake—of
the habits of the trout and the art
and science of catching them. This
doesn’t mean that only those who live

near a good trout stream, or those
who have enough means to allow them
to afford an expensive trip, may avail

themselves of the opportunity to do a
little fishing every season. It is indeed
fortunate to be able to spend one’s vaca-

Opening day on a trout stream
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tion fishing where they are as plentiful

as they are in the Rockies, the Adiron-
dacks, or Canada, but here again the
sport loses an added zest that is present
where they are scarce.

Every season I have gone after the

speckled
beauties and I

am writing
this in the
hope that my
study of the

sport and my
experience will

benefit some
fellow angler.

P r e s u m -

ing that you
are already be-

ginning
to plan for the

coming season,

I offer these
tips regarding
proper cloth-

ing, tackle,
bait, and the
habits of the

trout that are
necessary for
you to know.

I

N speaking
of the best

clothing for

the stream, I

have evolved a

combina-
tion that
seems to me to

be the most
comfortable. I

like to wade and cast a fly ahead of me
which means that I must either get wet
or wear the usual hip-boots. I think

boots are too heavy for a ten-mile tramp.

They chafe one’s heels and tire one out

with their weight. Then, if they are

carried to and from the stream they are

cumbersome and prove to be excess bag-

gage. There is nothing like the smooth
sole of a rubber boot upon a slippery

rock in midstream to give one a hard fall.

Then, if the stream bed is filled with
sharp stones, the sole of a boot is too thin

to protect your feet from bruises. I al-

ways take a heavy, high-topped pair of

leather shoes, about two sizes too large,

and cut holes about one-half inch in

width along the sides, allowing the wa-
ter to run in and out again. I wear two
pairs of heavy woolen socks to afford

ray feet an easy cushion and keep them
warm. A pair of grey overalls and a

grey flannel shirt finishes the outfit.

You must avoid any color that does not
blend with the land-scape—trout have a

million eyes!

This whole outfit can be strapped into

a small, compact bundle and carried to

the stream. Here I find a secluded spot,

change my clothes and hide my “good”
ones under a log or a handy rock.

In the evening, a change to dry cloth-

ing is made before I leave the stream.
The clothing problem is important. If

you have to go around a pool to keep
dry—the whole day is spoiled.

As for bait, that is largely a matter
of taste, both for the fisherman and the

trout. Early in the season—in April
and early May—earth worms, or “fish-

ing worms” as they are commonly
called, are perhaps the best bait that can
be found. However, if there are large
trout in the stream, such as Rainbows

Nearing the end of a royal battle

and Brown trout, live minnows or small
mice are good—you will not catch many
trout with these, but when you do get
one, the sport of landing him is worth
a basket full of little fellows. After
the middle of May and from then on
until the end of the season, I prefer to

use artificial flies, the correct handling
of which is an art with ramifications
all of its own. The novice is likely to

succeed best with worms, but there are
worms and worms and devious ways of
handling them. For all practical pur-
poses they may be classified into four
groups: white grubs found in rotton
logs and stumps, white worms found in

your garden, little red streaked worms
that live in a manure pile, and “night
crawlers.” Grubs are par excellent but
hard to get. Second best is the solid,

white, garden worm. I never caught
a fish in my life on the little red ones,
and the “night crawlers” are for special

occasions. A night crawler or “night
walker,” as they are sometimes called,

seems to inhabit the bowels of the earth,
for I never dug one to the surface dur-
ing the day, although I have often
found their holes. They travel at night,

crawling a short distance from their

holes where they lie flat on the ground.
They are about as long as an ordinary
lead pencil and very active. It’s a trick

to grab one before he scoots into his

hole—they move faster than one’s eye
can travel. In a dry season they re-

fuse to come up unless you coax them
with the garden hose for about two

F
ly casting is fishing de luxe, because
it requires more skill, it affords a
greater variety of lures, one gets

the thrills of the strike, even though
the fish is lost, and the larger fish are

more apt to take a fly than bait. Fur-
thermore, one can whip a stream easier

and cover all of the possible holes where
a trout may lurk in less time. Then
there is more action, more exercise, as
the arm is kept in a constant swinging
motion. There is something about fly

fishing that has a fascination bait cast^

ing can never have. It has more of an
element of chance as the catch depends
on so many things—the weather, the

time of day, the particular fly the trout

are taking, and the season. A bright,

clear day is never good, except for an
hour at sunrise and just at dusk. A
muggy, hot day when the air is sticky

and thick enough to cut seems to stimu-
late their appetites until they act raven-
ous. Such a day as this is good far
into the night. I have found it to be
a general rule that more trout can be
caught for a couple of hours after seven
in the evening than during the entire

day.

Hatches of fresh flies come on the
water every night and sometimes under

hours. Then go carefully over the

ground, using a flash light and they are

yours. It’s worth your effort to take a

few of these along for early morning or

night fishing, to lure a fastidious big

fellow that may scorn your other bait.

I have landed
some big trout

on “night
walkers” that

refused every-

thing else.

It’s a knack
to know how
to handle a
worm when
you get it in

the water.
String it
loosely on the

hook, so that

the tag ends
are free to

squirm. Re-
place it often

with fresh
worms as a
dead, water-
soaked worm
is useless. Use
a long line and
let the bait
float far ahead
of you—under
a clump of
submerged
brush, or log,

into anj’ hid-

den recess.
Keep it in mo-
tion and free

from snags
with a short jerking movement. When
a trout takes it, let him run a distance

and then retrieve him with an easy jerk.

One must keep the bait fresh, in mo-
tion, and playing into hard-to-get-at

holes.
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favorable atmospheric conditions during
the day. When a hatch of flies come
out and swarm over the surface of the
water, the trout begin to feed. They
take the kind of fly that is on the water
and seldom strike at another. This
means that it is always a good idea to

catch one of the flies on the water and
use it as a basis of selection when choos-

ing the flies to string on the leader.

Try to get the same one from the as-

sortment in your fly book or one simi-

lar.

As a general rule, there are a few
old stand-bys that seldom fail to catch

some trout. They are the Black Gnat,

the Queen, the Professor, the White
Winged Coachman, and the Great Dunn.
It is always safe to have one of these

flies and sometimes two on the leader.

Freak flies are more attractive in the

store window than anywhere else, but

once in a great while they will attract

the trout when nothing else will. Let

me tell you an instance that has some
interest besides the question at hand.

The reader will remember the Austin
Flood, that swept the town of Austin,

Pennsylvania, into Kingdom Come, a

few years ago. Above the town was a

pulp and paper mill, which had as a

part of its equipment, a huge dam across

the valley, backing up a volume of wa-
ter for a mile or more. The stream be-

fore it was dammed, used to hold a few
trout, but after this great pond was
foi-med they were forgotten. For years
they must have grown here unmolested.

I was fishing a year after the disas-

ter, twenty miles below the dam on one
of the small mountain streams that
flows into the Sinnamahoning Creek.
The water was low in the main stream,
and probably accounted for the pres-

ence of some of the largest brook trout
I have ever seen in the smaller streams.
In fact, they were so big that they could
hardly get over the ripples in travelling

from one pool to another. Every deep
pool held four
or five huge sil-

very trout—the

silver shade un-
common to trout

that were na-
tives of this
stream. They
were beauties

that had fat-

tened in that
big Austin dam
and had been
carried out into

the river with
the flood.

Strange to
say, I tried
every known
lure for a solid

week trying to

tempt those
trout but with
no avail. They
simply would
not eat. One
night just about
dusk, after I

had been whip-
ping the stream
for an hour
without even

getting a rise, I selected, half in fun,

from my fly book a freak fly. It was
unusually large—large enough to scare

most trout. It contained about every

bright color in the rainbow and had a

long bright green tail. The first time

it struck the water a slippery big fellow

churned up after it, and I had a pretty

fight landing him. In about an hour I

filled my basket with some of the finest

speckled beauties I have ever caught.

My freak fly was worn threadbare be-

fore I stopped, as it was the only one
they would strike. Since then, I have
tried the same kind of fly a dozen times,

but with no success. The incident goes

to show how uncertain and, consequent-

ly, how fascinating fly fishing is.

The real fly fisherman has an as-

sortment of a hundred different

flies of all sizes and varieties and
takes pride in their care and the judg-

ment exercised in selecting the right one
on a certain evening. When one real-

izes that the hook attached to the fly

is usually not much larger than one
that could be made from the minute
hand of your watch, some idea is gained
of the skill required to hook a trout

when he strikes. The method is to have
a limber pole, correctly balanced so that

when the fish hits the fly the spring of

the pole automatically buries the barb
of the hook, but does not tear it out

again. I have seen hundreds of fly fish-

ermen jerk when the trout sti'ikes and
then wonder why they lost it. If the

pole is a trifle too stiff, the spring of

its middle joint will tear the hook out
as effectively as a strong jerk. I have
been ten years getting a pole built with
the exact balance that reduces the spring
to a fine art. Now, I seldom lose a

trout. They hook themselves.
Don’t spat the fly on the water, it

frightens the fish. As your leader is

about to light on the surface, draw it

toward you slightly, so that it drops si-

lently. Imitate the fly. As you draw
the fly toward you across the pool, give

the line a slight trembling motion. It

will often coax out a fellow that has
ignored the first cast. If you prick a

trout and lose him, you might as well

pass on to the next hole—he’ll not bother

you again.

Trout live in the clear, cold water of

our mountain streams, preferring the

quiet seclusion and protection of the

forest. Occasionally there is a stretch

of good fishing in an open field, but if

you’ll recall, the field was usually sand-

wiched in between two forests. Woods,
because of fallen trees that lie across

the course of the stream and the accu-

mulations of brush that form swift deep

pools, is their natural habitation. If

you are a poor amateur at the sport, a

good fisherman will often follow behind

you and fill his basket, because he knows
where the trout lie. You must know
“the holes.” Furthermore, they will be

in different parts of the pool at differ-

ent times of the day. Early in the morn-
ing the trout are at the head of the

pool, hidden in the deep water, under a

log, a brush pile or a rock. During the

day, they are in the center of the pool

and late at night are found feeling in the

shallow, still water, just at the point the

pool breaks into ripples. It is for this

reason that bait is better in the morn-
ing. It lends itself to being slipped

quietly into difficult crunies, where it

can sink near the bottom. Before fish-

ing in a pool, stop and make a study of

it from a safe distance, to find the best

point of approach and figure out the

place that the trout will most probably

be. After a few studied approaches,

the art becomes an instinct and you find

yourself as sleuthy and cunning as the

trout himself; in fact the whole proce-

dure, if you are a true sportsman and

not a so-called “fish-hog,” is a game be-

tween you and the speckled beauty, to

see which can outwit the other. Nine
cases out of ten

the trout wins.

L
ET’S look at

the sport
from the

trout’s point of

view. With him,

it’s a game of

life and death.

You’re not his

only enemy. He
is continually
protecting him-
self from a host

of others, the
water-snake, the

weasel, the
mink, the king-

fisher and a

number of other

enemies make
him their prey.

Then he must
prepare for a

drought and
move down
stream into
deeper water in

dry season. Did
you ever notice

that a troutKnee-deep in the habitat of the trout
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caught from a shaded pool, or from
under a log is almost black, and one
taken from an open pool in the swift

waters is silver in shade? Again, the

shading may be streaked. This is the

protective coloration that the Creator
provides for all wild life.

The various ways in which different

game fish take the bait is interesting.

A bass or pickerel lunges forward and
strikes a fly or a moving minnow with
a viciousness that often snaps the line.

They strike from the side and strike to

kill. It has always been a question in

my mind as to whether a bass strikes

an artificial minnow to procure it as

food or thinks that it is an enemy.
Sometimes I have known them to strike

a surface bait and knock it several feet

in the air. A bass swallows a minnow
at once. I am positive that the brook
trout jumps at a fly to get food. The
movement is hardly vicious notwith-

standing the fact that the fight that fol-

lows, if the trout is hooked, is quite the

contrary. They practice all the cunning
that the most experienced fisherman is

capable of combatting. A brook trout

jumps from the rear of the bait and
usually comes clear out and greets you
with a slap of his tail. In fact, they
slap onto the water. The Brown trout

approaches from the side and slowly

sticks his nose out and draws the fly

under. Unless you see him, you are
liable to mistake the strike of a big one
for a little fellow or perhaps a snag.

The Rainbow usually jumps clear out,

but with little display or spirit. One
curious feature of their habits is that
they are feeding at almost any time of

the day. The Brown trout does not
care for the colder water of our moun-
tain streams and if plentiful, they mi-
grate to slower currents and warmer
water.

Let me tell you how I got the fever.

for such is the irresistible desire that

comes over one with the coming of

Spring, angle worms, and warm, quiet

days. I think I was about ten years of

age when my father sent me to spend
the summer with my grandfather.

Grandfather’s farm was a bit of culti-

vated land, cut out of one of the wildest

spots that is left here in Eastern United
States. Why he had continued to live

there on the threshold of civilization, as

it were, was then beyond my sophistic-

ated comprehension. Now I believe I

know why; he loved the solitude of this

quiet place. I can see him now on the

porch rocking quietly in the dusk, listen-

ing to the plaintive call of the whip-
poor-will and gazing out over the Sinna-
mahoning into the dark forest of heavy
pine that bordered the house.

O NE evening, as we sat there, I

guess he realized that I was get-

ting pretty homesick. “Boy,” he
said, “looks a little like rain for tomor-

row. I guess we’ll let the corn go, and
go fishing.”

In the morning the sky was lowering

and the air was thick and heavy enough
to cut. It was an ideal day. Grand-
father scraped the chips from some dark,

moist soil around the wood pile and dug
some solid white angle worms. Then he
got a couple of lines and some hooks
from the woodshed and we set out across

the “timber” back of the house. I re-

member the infinite care he exercised

in selecting two slender saplings for

poles. Even today I never go through
a patch of woods without estimating the

possibilities for fishing poles of every
young tree I see. He cut the poles,

carefully wound the lines around their

tips—starting two feet or more from
the handle and winding to the top—in

case the pole broke one would still have
the line to fall back on and save the fish.

After a mile’s walk, we came to Lush-
baugh Run, a small mountain stream
that had its source five miles up the val-

ley. He baited my hook and his own
and we started right in to fish. He
always kept a little ahead of me, which
I have noticed is one of the weaknesses
of the seasoned nimrod. Well, I fished,

and fished, and fished^ and only suc-

ceeded in landing a small crab. I final-

ly ran ahead and caught up with him.

There was no fun here that I could see.

He let me look in his basket which was
half full of nice sized trout. Nothing
there to appeal to me. It was beginning
to sprinkle, and I wanted to go home.
I was disgusted. Then the great hour
of my life came. He dropped his pole

and took me by the hand. We started

away from the stream, making a cir-

cle of about 200 feet. When we came
within about ten yards of the stream
again, we got down on our hands and
knees and crawled through some rank
ferns to a hidden pool. He cautioned

me not to say a word, as the trout would
hear us, which by the way, is a mis-

taken idea. I peeked through the ferns

at a still pool of dark water that lay

below an old log. I looked more in-

tently from my hiding place, and I saw,

it seems now, a dozen big trout lying

about two inches from the bottom, fan-

ning themselves with their fins. My,
but they did look wonderful. Then
Grandfather carefully poked my pole

over the trout and dropped a squirming
angle worm into the pool. There was a

splash and the next thing I knew we
were grabbing at a big red and white
fellow that was fiopping in the ferns.

That was my first degree and although
I have fished a great deal since that

day long ago, I’ve never needed another
lesson to show me the method or to con-

vince me that there were thrills in catch-

ing mountain trout.

SHEEP HUNTING IN MEXICO
A SHORT HUNT IN THE DESERT COUNTRY SOUTH OF THE ARIZONA
BORDER RESULTED IN THE CAPTURE OF FOUR SPLENDID RAMS

H aving killed most all kinds of big

game found in this country except-

ing the Rocky Mountain sheep or

“Big Horn,” the most sought after of all

our big game, I decided to try Mexico.

Securing the name of a guide, I was
soon in touch with him and on December
26th, I started for a small station on the

Southern Pacific, 50 miles East of Yuma,
Arizona. On my arrival I was met by
the guide with the outfit, excepting such
portions as I had taken with me. I

usually carry my own bedding, which
consists of a light cotton mattress and
three pair of woolen blankets and a
pillow, all rolled in a tarpaulin made for

the purpose. This tarp is made about
18 inches wider than my bed and about
14 feet long and is a heavy grade of

canvas. I spread it out on the ground,
make my bed on one half of it and
pull the other half up over the bed; on

By E. N. REQUA

the sides I have rings and snaps to keep
the wind from blowing it off. The heavy
tarp on the lower side prevents damp-
ness getting through and the tarp on top

protects me from rain. On the road I

fold the sides and roll it in a compact roll

and tie it with a rope. My bed is always
made. The guide’s bed consists of a few
pairs of blankets. Our cooking outfit in-

cluded a Dutch oven, frying pan, stew
and bread pans, coffee pot, few tin plates,

knives, forks, etc. Our stock of groce-

ries consisted of a small sack of flour,

one-half slab of bacon, coffee, sugar, salt,

pepper, baking powder, lard, prunes,
strained honey, condensed milk, canned
peas, com and tomatoes. The rest of our
outfit consisted of a small dun pony, and
a Spanish mule hitched to a light spring
wagon. Not a very elaborate outfit, I

grant you, and it did not compare very
favorably with the outfits usually fur-

nished by the Northern and Northwest-
ern guides, but it was all sufficient for

the section of country in which I in-

tended to hunt.

It seldom rains in Southern Arizona
and that portion of Mexico during the
winter season and the thermometer rare-

ly if ever reaches the freezing point.

Besides it is necessary to go light, as one
has to haul all feed and water for both
man and beast, there being no vegetation
and very little water in that locality.

A ll day we travelled toward the

Mexican border across a barren
waste with nothing to see, except

giant cactus and scattered greasewood.
About eleven P. M. we arrived at a pot-

hole in the rocks, where we camped. This
watering place is known all over South-
ern Arizona and Northern Mexico.
Around this place were hundreds of
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Four noble rams from Mexico

graves merely marked by laying rocks

on the ground in the form of a cross.

My guide told me these people had per-

ished for want of water; that in most

part they were well-to-do immigrants

travelling from Mexico to the States and

that Mexican bandits, hearing of the trip,

would make a short cut through the

mountains to this place and either poison

the water or dip it out of the hole. This

is simply a large hole in a rock about 15

feet in diameter. The travelers finding

no water, would perish while the bandits

would return with their loot.

The next morning we replenished our

water supply and by noon we were

camped in Mexico. As there were no

large trees, it was necessary for us to

camp in the open, with nothing above us

but the canopy of heaven. As my guide

had written me there would be no danger,

although the Revolution in Mexico was

going on, I was surprised to see him fill

his belt with cartridges and tell me to do

the same. I asked why we carried so

much ammunition, and he informed me
we were likely to encounter Mexican out-

laws. If so, we would have to shoot our

way out or be marched to the interior

with a good chance of being stood up

against an abode hut.

We cooked our lunch, prepared our

beds and lounged around camp until late

in the evening, as the sheep do not

come down to feed until towards dusk.

I might add here that hunting the

“Big Horn” in this part of Mexico is

different from any place I have ever

hunted them before. The mountains rise

abruptly out of the desert and are of

granite formation with absolutely no

vegetation of any kind upon them. The

sheep come down off the mountains in

the evening and at night, to feed on the

ironwood that grows along the ravines

at the foot of the mountain. So instead

of climbing to the highest point, which

is usually necessary in the Rocky Moun-
tains to get this game, it is only neces-

sary to hunt on level ground near the

foot of the mountains and catch the

sheep before they return to cover, high

up among the rocks. I don’t think I have

ever hunted in a country so void of vege-

tation as this part of Mexico and I have

never hunted for sheep in any country

where they were so easy to get as there.

L
ate that afternoon we strolled forth

in quest of game and discovered a

couple of sheep high up on a ledge

of rock. After watching them for some
time through our glasses and seeing that

neither had a good pair of horns we de-

cided not to try for them. Nightfall

found us in camp with no game. On ac-

count of the danger from bandits we de-

cided not to build a fire and for our sup-

per we ate the scraps left from our noon-
day lunch. As the weather was cool, we
soon turned in for the night.

The next morning we were out early;

it was necessary to get to the feeding
ground by daylight, as the sheep stopped
feeding at that time and started back
up among the rocks on the mountains,
however, they often linger on the lower
ledges until 8 or 9 o’clock in the morn-

ing. We hunted this morning without

success and after lunch we decided to

move further into Mexico and went into

camp a little after sundown. While my
guide was getting supper, I went over

to the foot of the mountains to see if any
sheep had been feeding in the canyon
near by. About sundown I discovered

two, bounding from rock to rock. They
looked almost black up among the gran-

ite rocks and seemed larger than they

really were. I was not long in getting

busy. After missing several shots, I

finally killed the smaller of the two, which
had a fair head. I fired signal shots

and my guide was soon at my side to

help me dress the game and get it to

camp. It was my first sheep and I was
feeling fine. We ate supper and I was
soon in dreamland.

T he next morning by daylight we
were again working along the foot

of the mountain and saw a few
sheep, but were unable to get a shot,

so decided again to move camp. This
time we drove around the mountain to

the opposite side. Remember these moun-
tains rise abruptly out of the desert and

a person can drive right up to the foot

of them with a rig, there being no foot-

hills like most mountains. It was late

when we went into camp and we did hot

go out that evening. By this time the

fear of bandits had somewhat worn off,

so we cooked a good supper and kept

a small campfire until bed time. I listened

while my guide told me many interest-

ing stories of his various trips to this

section of the country, of his successes

with but few failures.

The next morning we were after them
again and it was not long before we saw
a big ram low down on the mountain.
As he was too far away to shoot and
there was open ground between us, we
sat on a rock and watched him through
our glasses. We soon discovered another
nearby. The rams soon lay down and
we then advanced boldly across the open
toward them. When within about 200
yards, they jumped up and ran. We
both opened fire. The one I was
shooting at went over a little saddle
in the mountain, the other ran down
the mountain. I knew my guide had
hit his, because a mountain sheep when

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 252)

Traveling into the sheep country
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There was less talking that night

in the camp on the point, for

something seemed to have whetted

the suspicions of both Tipley and his

henchman, Flynt. Perhaps it dated back

to John’s frank questions regarding the

flight of the egrets, in their twilight

trail over the mangrove tops.

In any event. Captain Flynt was
cross and ill-humored to the point of

aggressiveness. Coupled with this was
his disappointment over bad luck with

coon traps. Although he had set a

number of them for a distance of half

a mile along the game trail that

skirted Fifth Lake, the results regis-

tered zero. Tipley studiously avoided

the company of his new friends. Soon

after Hendry had spread an excellent

venison meal, the owner of the Spoonbill

lighted his pipe and disappeared. Hours

By W. LIVINGSTON LARNED

Harpooning Devil Fish off the Gulf
Islands. Adventures on Chatham
Bend River, en route to Alligator

Bay. The Sport That Lurks in

the Shadow of the Mangroves.
John Has His First Introduction

to “Holy Rollers.” Further Epi-

sodes in the Strange Expedition
that Sought to Discover the Fate

of the Florida Egret.

afterward, as Mr. King looked from his

tent, before retiring, he saw Mark Tip-

ley squatting on the point; a black sil-

houette against the silvered surface of

the lake.

This Cypress Fringe expedition had
been started under such auspicious cir-

cumstances that its rude termination in

comparative and impolite silence was
disconcerting. Mr. King, however, as

camp was broken at dawn on the 27th,

paid no manner of attention to his pair

of grouchy companions and cautioned

John not to make remarks.
The same difficulties were encoun-

tered on the downward journey for

Flynt, at the wheel of his unmanage-
able power boat, managed to beach her

at the sharp turns with alarming fre-

quency. It seemed good to roll out into

the Gulf waters once more, under skies

that were matchless.

Nothing had been touched aboard the

Mae and the Spoonbill, rocking impa-
tiently at her anchorage and wearing
her coon-skin patchwork garb as a miser
might wear his rags was as picturesque,

in a mysterious way, as before. Mr.
King could think of her only as a sort

of piratical cruiser, cruising under light

camouflage and with sealed lockers filled

with slaughtered egrets.

Here truly enough, was a dash of

genuine romance : a snug boat, fitted

out as a combined trapping headquar-

ters and laboratory for the scientific

gathering of Gulf specimens, yet whose
hidden nooks and crannies hid unspeak-
able crime! There must be one day of

final, sure accounting.

A few moments before Flynt was
ready to put off in his power boat, at

the parting of the ways, Tipley stood

with Mr. King on the deck of the Mae.
He had weakened to the extent of beg-

ging a bag of tobacco.

“Going to remain about here a

while?” Tipley asked casually, as he
lighted his pipe.

“A little more surveying up Chevelier

Bay,” was Mr. King’s quiet rejoinder.

“Bad crowd up there,” continued Tip-

ley.

“We are on business,” said Mr. King,

“we MUST go. It’s been MY observa-

tion, that if you mind your own P’s and
Q’s you can go ANYWHERE. And
that’s our doctrine.”

Tipley shrugged his shoulders.

“It’s a mighty good one if you stick

to it,” he went on laconically and not

without a certain significant emphasis,
“well, maybe we’ll see you later. The
Captain figures that we are due for

some more coons off the Key here.” He
turned as if to climb down into the

waiting boat but stopped suddenly to

call back:

—

“Needn’t worry about mentioning our
Thickehunahatchee trip. These beggers
in this section are jealous of anybody
who comes as far as from Key West.
Much obliged for the tobacco.”

With that he was gone, his bulky form
settling upon the power boat seat and
his pipe leaving a smoke trail that
haloed his shaggy red head.
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All that afternoon, while John Jr.

fished for mullet, or had occa-

sional tries at sharks, Mr. King

and Hendry labored over the Mae’s

leaky cylinder, for it was unthinkable

I
to struggle along under this handicap.

I

Some cement was resurrected from the

I

Hendry Curiosity bag and this was pre-

1

pared and set in place. It would be

II necessary, however, to allow it to stay

ij over night.

I

Much to their dismay, on starting the

i| engine the next morning, the cement

|i
patch blew out! The wooden pegs,

'I

therefore, remained their only altema-

ji tive and Hendry was on this job up to

:| noon. Mr. King and John, in the mean-

i- while, ran the launch over to the Key

Ij and secured another supply of fresh wa-

I
ter from the old well. It was on the

II return trip that they had a run-in with

ii their first Devil Fish.

At a distance of some two hundred

I

yards from shore, John was quick to

I
spy this hideous, motionless form. It

I was lying in about six feet of transpar-

! ent water, apparently oblivious to the

I

presence of a natural enemy.
“What IS it?” the boy sputtered, his

eyes widening.

“Devil fish—and a very large one,”

his father answered, “want to get him?”
“Can’t go home without chalking down

1
at least ONE,” John exclaimed, “what
do we use .... line and a big hook?”

“Scarcely it will be the harpoon, and
a swift, strong jab. Hendry had best

attend to our sleepy neighbor; he has
had dealings with them before.”

And Hendry, streaming with perspira-

tion from work on the engine, gave a

whoop of delight when they ran in be-

side the Mae and took him aboard. It

was the guide’s special pleasure to in-

troduce John to new and thrilling gulf

experiences in the fish line.

Very stealthily the small boat was
guided to a position almost over the
devil fish. Hendry, poised, harpoon in

hand, in the bow, waited for an oppor-
tune moment. Before the other occu-
pants of the boat realized that this sec-

ond had arrived, the guide’s great, bare
arm and rugged body lunged forward,
and the harpoon fairly whistled through
the air, the rope sawing out a tune
against the gunwales.
For twenty feet, in an ever-widening

circle, the waters were lashed into a
fury of creamy spray and foam. Hen-
dry braced his legs and his soft hat
spun overboard. The battle was on.

“Its towing us!” John cried, stooping
in the boat, “hold on Hendry, hold on!”
But this warning was unnecessary.

Hendry was in his element. The fish

grains held, and a great bulk of infu-
riated devil fish made for deeper water
v\ith incredible speed. The boat fol-
lowed, Hendry looping the stout rope
around a seat. And in this gay fashion
they zig-zagged down the Key shore for
a hundred feet until their catch dis-
played signs of weakening. Slowly now
and with experienced strength, Hendry
pulled on the rope. Not a dozen feet
from them, a dark, convulsing mass
shadowed the gulf waters.
“Machete!” the guide grunted, never

removing his eyes from the quarry.

Harpooning a Devil Fish in Gulf water. There is a breathless moment before the
final strike. Our camera man is on the job

Mr. King thrust it into his hands and
Hendry slashed at the ugly head, until

there was no longer movement of the

winged monster. It was towed to a

sandy beach and spread out for all to

see .... a most unsightly, abnor-
mal creature, with wings that measured
six feet from tip to tip and a yawning
cavity of a mouth. As John observed,

“it was ALL mouth!”
Photographic proof was quite suffi-

cient and the carcas was left under the
bending mangroves, as a thank-offering
to the little scurrying animals that Cap-
tain Flynt had so assiduously preyed
upon.

W HAT with one set-back and an-
other there was no getting away
in the asthmatic Mae until the

following dawn. The cylinder, patched
up again, was still leaky but they were
off for Chokoloskee, Chevelier Bay and
some of the large inland streams of
which they had heard so much. It was
in this district that The Spoonbill might
have operated, for Captain Flynt, in sev-

eral talks with Hendry, had intimated
as much.

It was slow going, with frequent
stops, and they were compelled to lay
off the inlet over night in a drizzling
rain.

The trip was resumed very early in

the morning ... up a sizable river,

where there were constant diversions
of beautiful scenery and abundant game
of all kinds. Despite Hendry’s care the
Mae went aground at noon on a sizable
oyster bar, and it was two P. M. before
they could get off again. John fished
incessantly and with splendid success
but the others were too engrossed in
navigation and cylinder leaks to think
of baiting a hook.
Only once did they see signs of habita-

... a little, shabby hut set
deep in the cabbage palms and man-
groves. They were to learn more of this
place later on, as our story will tell.

Who knows—perhaps it was from this
very shack that the Law Of The Egret
Rookeries had birth. There are those.

in any event, who will say that the
Watson boys were responsible for the

cut trees on Alligator Bay inlet and who
posted the sinister signs along a dark
and dangerous route.

It was turning grey on the river when
they finally came out bravely into the
Bay .... a very remarkable body
of water and one that is little known
to sportsmen.

Mr. King had heard of this place be-

fore leaving Miami, and some portion
of its record was known to him. Hen-
dry supplied additional facts from his

vast store-house of guide interchange.
“It looks BEAUTIFUL here!” John

saluted, as he stood in the bow and
looked around him in the gathering
dusk, “I’m sure we can expect rich pick-
ings with either gun or rod. Where are
we to camp?”
“On the Island,” his father answered,

“Chockoloskee is a magic name in this

territory. Every Indian knows it well.

But you shall see. I want to again warn

Another view of a Devil Fish
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you, however, to be careful . . . talk

only when spoken to . . . and ask
NO QUESTIONS.”
“As bad as that, eh?” John demanded.
“Yes. Chokoloskee is the place of

forgotten memories and secret pasts.

Many stories come out of Chevelier Bay
—most of them are true. And they are

not very pleasant stories either. We
are now in the heart of the rookery
country. Once upon a time, these quiet

rivers and bays were white with egrets.”

“The channel leading in is very nar-
row,” observed John, “I wonder that a
craft as large as the Mae can make it

—must be deeper than it looks.”

“The bay proper is shallow. But the

river is navigable from end to end. In
the fishing season they bring up boats
that draw as much as five feet of water.
Incidentally, some of the fishing that’s

done hereabouts is against the law
.... frankly, openly, brazenly so.”

“But why should fishing be against

the law?” John queried, somewhat per-

plexed.

“Because, here at Chokoloskee, they
observe no rules. They fish in season
and out—all the year ’round. Mullet
is caught in large quantities here in

the bay. Barrels upon barrels of them
are salted and sent to various ports

—

Key West for instance.”

A S the Mae forged ahead they made
out the dim lines of an island. It

was Chokoloskee, the lights were
beginning to twinkle in Smallwoods trad-

ing post. You sportsmen of far ways and
enchanted streams—have you ever vis-

ited Smallwood, on Chokoloskee? Have
you sat on the crude steps of the little

remote store and sorted your fishing

tackle? Have you stopped, before land-

ing, and stuffed every dollar of paper
money in your sock, lest it be seen by
too inquisitive eyes? Have you learned

to pay in checks . . . every penny’s
worth of what you buy, lest the rumor
get about that you are “hipped with
chink?”

If none of these experiences are yours,

then something truly romantic is still

on the horizon of things sportsman-like.

For of all the places that lie hidden
behind the gulf mangroves, this quaint,

mystic island in a fairy bay, is the most
alluring, the most hazardous—the most
productive of genuine thrills!

The island is about one eighth of a

mile wide and a quarter of a mile long

and is rather densely wooded with man-
groves skirting the edge and interior

growth of oaks. There is majesty to

the occasional groves of avacado and
mango, for the latter, in many cases,

were planted back in 1870 and reach
the surprising height of sixty feet.

Some of the trunks are twelve inches in

diameter.

Chokoloskee is virtually a shell mound—that is, where the settlement has its

location. These giant mounds of oyster

shell and conks struggle up to thirty

five feet . . . solid masses of shiny,

powdered, brittle shell, topped off by
strange and luxuriant vegetation—that
grows against every law of nature.

Since 1838 the island has been known
and used intermittently. It was a trad-

ing post in the earlier days, during the

grim Seminole war and its shell forti-

fications served as forts. A few miles
distant, up Turner River, one of the

most bloody of all Seminole conflicts was
fought. It is historic ground. Ameri-
can troops, be it known, have battled up
and down that twisting, serpentine
stream.

The Mae and her tender were safely

drawn up at the rickety dock and left

exactly as she was. There was expedi-
ency in this. No one locks things up at

Chokoloskee. It would be a visible af-

front to every living mortal thereabouts.
One thing struck the voyagers as

peculiar . from every direction

boats were coming abreast of the twi-

light hush—fast little motor boats, row
boats, dories and glade skiffs. Like
enormous water beetles they skimmed
from nowhere in particular, freighted
with taciturn, sullen men and gaily at-

tired women, to finally touch some por-
tion of the mangrove shore and stop,

disembarking their strange occupants.
“It must be a picnic or an election,”

grinned John, “Gee! I never thought
there were so many folks in this out-of-

the-way hole. What’s the meaning of

it, anyhow.”
Just then a solemn bell tolled—a bell

so resonant and insistent that its echoes
went rolling back into the very heart
of the surrounding swamps.
Hendry shoved a brown finger to his

lips as he pointed shoreward with the
other hand.
“Church,” was his low word, “better

no make fun. Holy Roller. This Sab-
bath night. We forget it Sunday.”
And this was true. They HAD for-

gotten. A short distance up the slope

that was cut clear of mangroves, they
saw the peak of a diminutive, ram-
shackle meeting house. And further on
still, near a shell mound, the trading
post.

John stooped and picked up some
shells while ascending the rise. They
were almost perfect conks, untouched

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 248)
Crawfish grow to prodigious size on the Gulf side and the demand for them is great.

One enterprising fisherman goes for his haul in a diving apparatus
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INDEPENDENCE IN TROUT FISHING
IT ISN’T ALWAYS WELL TO SKIP A BROOK BECAUSE OF ITS REPUTATION:

IT MIGHT SURPRISE YOU AND CONTAIN SECRETS OTHERS HAVE OVERLOOKED

By EARNEST WARREN BROCKWAY

< t A IN’T he a whopper?” shouted

little Timmy Green as he came
running into Smith’s general

store with a monstrous trout held out

at arm’s length. Proprietor Smith was

an old trout fisherman and he was the

first among several other anglers to ex-

claim :

“By George, Timmy, he is a whopper!

—hey, Tibbie and Billings, just look at

him.”
And they discharged a volley of ex-

clamations while Proprietor Smith

rushed the fish to the scales. “A two-

pounder, boys! Where’d you catch the

old chap, Timmy?”
“Up’n Boggy Brook,” piped up little

Timmy, “an’ I catched him soon’s I

throwed in my hook under the old dam.”
“Beats all,” drawled Proprietor

Smith as he peered over the tops of his

spectacles. “No one has fished that

brook before for years to my knowl-

edge.”

And there you have it. No one had
fished the brook for years for the very

good reason that it had a wide-spread

reputation of containing no trout. And
what angler wants to waste time on a

brook barren of trout? If a stream
contains only a few, then one might.

But Boggy Brook was reputed not to

have one solitary trout in its waters.

And little Timmy Green, just by luck

caught a two-pounder at the first cast.

Here is the secret of how Boggy
Brook came to be inhabited. Several

years before, unbeknown to any of the

village anglers, Charley Brewster placed

several hundred small trout in the

stream. The following year he went
west, married and settled there. The
trout in Boggy Brook were forgotten

by Charley when he wrote back home,
and not another soul knew he had
dumped them in the stream. So little

Timmy Green while fishing for red-

fins, caught a prize that made the whole
trout fishing fraternity of the village

gasp. Thereafter, Boggy Brook catches

became famous for miles around. And
little Timmy became renowned as a dis-

coverer; he was but little lower than
Christopher Columbus in the esteem of

local anglers.

N OW, every little while there bobs
up a little Timmy or a big Timmy
discoverer, who causes an old

abandoned brook to become a center of

angling activity. It may not have be-

come populated by the same method as

Boggy Brook became, but in some way
trout came there. My discovery of such
a brook several years ago has left me
a memory which will never become
dimmed. It was a little paradise for
anglers; and the owner of the stream
had told me it had never been known
to contain a trout!

.'.V

Fishing a great picturesque brook

The point, then, I w’ould make is that

every trout fisherman, if he has the

time, should be somewhat of an explorer

and not stake all his faith on reputa-

tions of brooks. Sometimes one of these

surprise streams will be found in the

very center of civilization for the very

reason that every angler will think or

remark, “Oh, there’s no trout there;

never has been any.” And like the

Levite of old he passes on.

Oftentimes the reason for the deser-

tion of a stream by trout cannot be

solved. Only the fish know. And per-

haps in a few years that same stream
will become a center of immigration.
Without doubt one of the chief reasons
for the desertion of a stream is the
inflowing of some foreign substance
which means death to trout. Many fac-

tories send out such substances. Saw-
dust is an enemy of trout; seldom will

they be found where this abounds. I

know of sections in two streams which
at one time were fllled with trout and
which later became useless for fishing

because of this reason.

I

N writing the foregoing I have had in

mind medium and large sized streams,
ones whose appearances were tempt-

ing to anglers, but whose reputations
kept them from visiting them. Now, I

want to take up the little streams—in-

significant ones, if you please—ones that
would be passed by nine times out of

ten as being too small to bother with.

They are to be found almost everywhere

in a district of brooks. Not a few of

them are contiguous to big streams.

These little streams are often surprises.

True, no large trout, as a rule, live in

them, but in these days of “fished-to-

death” brooks in populous parts of the

country, one must be contented with

fair-sized fish. When a big fellow is

landed, then one’s joy becomes almost

excessive.

In a small spring-fed brook, especial-

ly, it is surprising how far up trout

will go. And they don’t stop for shal-

lowness of water, manytimes. I know
of a half-pound trout being caught away
back in a tiny brook among the hills

where the water, except in a number of

small pools, would not average more
than two inches in depth. This particu-

lar chap was caught in one of the pools

about four inches deep. Now, not one

angler among five would have deigned

to “puggle” about in such an unpreten-

tious place. It takes an angler with a
sort of prophetic vision to seek out such
places. Last season I was driving by a
little trickling stream when I saw an
angler fishing just the other side of the

fence. I saluted him, but he didn’t re-

turn the salutation just at that instant.

But in a half-minute he did. “How’s
that?” he called, as he flipped a nine-

inch trout into the air. That fisherman
was always trying little brooks and
brooks that others didn’t fish. And he
brings home the trout.

W HEN one is fishing a great pic-

turesque brook filled with long
stretches of still-flowing water,

with reaches of dashing rapids and with
deep, silent pools all along the way, it

takes a whole lot of gumption to desert

it, even when flsh are not striking nor
are likely to strike, and move on to some
baby brook. From my own experiences

I know that many a time I have clung
tenaciously to a stream whose whole
makeup was ideal for trout, yet in

which there were none. I have been
lured on and on under the bewitching
influence of appearances. For a long
time I was reluctant to leave a big

stream for a little one, but when one
day I mustered enough will-power to

act, I was well repaid for the aesthetic

sacrifice I made. I had fished a big
stream for several hours with no suc-

cess. I then went to a tiny stream which
trickled down a steep hillside and this

marked the finale and saving grace of
my day’s fishing. Now, I can turn from
a brook however alluring and success-

looking and move on to the waters of a
little neighbor brook with spirits high in

the hope of success.

Yes, it’s an excellent idea to have an
independent spirit when one would go
astream to take the trout.
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS,

FATHER OF THE GREYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

I

F there is any truth in the old adage

that “the child is father to the man,”

or in the more plausible one that “As

the twig is bent the tree is inclined,” it

would seem that the proper thing to do

in writing one’s biography is to begin at

the beginning. Therefore in conformity

with these well-established proverbs it

behooves me to commence by saying that

I was born in Baltimore, Maryland, on

February 29, 1836, under the zodiacal

sign of Pisces, the Fishes, and thereby

hangs a tale.

On a front page of the almanac is to

be seen the well-known Anatomical Tab-

leau, on which is depicted the nude figure

of a man who has evidently recently

undergone an operation on abdominal

surgery. He is surrounded by the twelve

signs of the Zodiac, each one being ger-

mane to some portion of his body, that

of Pisces being assigned to the feet.

These signs are popularly supposed by
the credulous to exert some occult influ-

ence, benign or otherwise, on that par-

ticular part of the economy to which they

are assigned, or to govern the future life

of the person who happens to be born

under the constellation concerned.

On the celestial map the constellation

Pisces is represented by two fishes,

somewhat separated, but connected by a

string, which fact might be so construed

as to suggest some reference to fishing;

but I can not delude myself with the no-

tion that because the horoscope at my
birth showed the moon in the constella-

tion Pisces, that it had any bearing or in-

fluence on my subsequent career as an-

gler, fish culturist or ichthyologist, for

the very good reason that anglers are

not born, but made. Moreover, the “in-

constant moon,” which had just left the

domain of the constellation of Aquarius,

the water bearer, a day or two before,

was about to enter the province of the

constellation Aries, the Ram. However,

the “sign” Pisces being in the feet at the

hour of my entranec to this mundane
sphere was evidently much more to the

purpose, for I began walking when eight

months old. As I was destined to have

a birthday but once in four years, it was
perhaps just as well that I should have

had an early start in the human race, in

order to insure the probability of my ob-

taining a show or place if not to win.

M y parents, Rev. James Gershom
Henshall and Clarissa Holt Hen-
shall, were born in England. Our

family consisted of four girls and myself,

and as I have no children it follows that

I am the last of our branch of the family

to bear the name. Some of my forebears

and relatives in England were distin-

guished artists and musicians, and others

were eminent in the Church of England,
one of whom. Rev. Samuel Henshall, was
co-editor of one of the editions of the

Domesday Book. In Edward Jesse’s edi-

tion of Walton and Cotton’s Complete

Dr. James Alexander Henshall

Angler, 1870, there are several fine steel

engravings by W. Henshall, and in the

British section of the art exhibit at the

Chicago World’s Fair were several very
fine paintings by John Henshall. As
both of my grandfathers, my father and
an uncle or two were clergymen there is

no knowing what my path in life might
have been had I been bom under another
constellation than Pisces.

Having started to walk so early in

life my memory seems to have kept

pace with my legs, for I have a

distinct recollection of certain things and
events of my earliest childhood. I once

accompanied my mother to a health resort

in Pennsylvania, and I still have in my
possession a letter written by her to my
father during that visit, in which she re-

lated some of the “smart” sayings and
doings of “James.” As the date of the

letter is September 28, 1838, I was then

but two and a half years old, but I re-

member as it were yesterday some of the

incidents of the journey from Baltimore
to the mountains.

I recollect well the “chu-chu” cars, the

rapid whirling by of trees and fences

—

there were no telegraph poles then. I re-

member leaving the train, which had
stopped in front of some white houses,

and then getting into a carriage with two
horses attached, one white, the other

black. I also recall driving along a nar-
row, shady lane where the bushes occa-

sionally brushed the sides of the carriage,

but I do not remember the arrival at our

destination, as I was doubtless asleep by
that time; but certain other subsequent
events stand out in bold relief.

I remember well getting my head fast

in the rail fence of the orchard, being
tempted by the smell and appearanec of

the bright red apples. It seems that I

forced my head between the rails side-

wise, and then turning it, I became pil-

loried until released by some one forcing

them apart. Being so very young in-

experienced and unsophisticated, perhaps
I was not altogether to blame for the
misadventure, for I may have inherited

from grandmother Eve the susceptibil-

ity to be tempted by a big red apple and
fell at the first opportunity.

My first experience in wading, one of

the essential requisites 'of the angler, oc-

curred during this visit. Eluding my
nurse, I have been told, I wandered to the

barnyard where some ducks were disport-

ing themselves in a shallow pond. With
the self-consciousness of extreme youth,

innocence or ignorance, I suppose I at-

tempted to reach them, but that part of

the episode is not clear to me. I dis-

tinctly remember, however, the chang-
ing of the wet clothes for dry ones, and
what is more to the point, the patterns

of the two little dresses are firmly lodged

in the registering ax’c of my brain. The
wet dress bore a design of miniature pink
suns on a white ground, while the dry
one was decorated with minute sprays of

light-blue leaves, also on a white ground.
I have never forgotten them and strange-

ly enough I have always associated them
with the quacking of ducks.

Water has always had a strange fas-

cination for me from earliest childhood.

I have ever loved the water from the

babbling brook, or the unruffled surface
of a moonlit lake to the wild, tempestu-
ous seas of a Florida hurricane. I sup-
pose that I came by this love honestly,

for it will be remembered that a day or

two before my birth the “wandering
moon” left the watery wastes of Aquarius
and entered the precinct of the constella-

tion Pisces, which circumstance the as-

trologer would say might account for my
predilection for the watery element, but,

as my nurse used to say, “I have my
doubts.” Curiously enough, however, I

have sailed over many rough waters, at

home and abroad, encountered numerous
severe gales, and wallowed in the trough
of heavy ground-swells following tropi-

cal storms without feeling the least ten-

dency toward sea-sickness.

I

T is sometimes said that a bright child

evolves usually into a dull growm-up;
but, however that may be, I must

state, if this is to be a truthful narrative,

that I knew the alphabet when three

years of age. I have a vi\id recollection

of the illuminated poster of colored let-

ters from which I learned my A, B,

C’s. At the age of five years I was read-

ing Peter Parley’s Natural History and
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Bible Stories For The Y'oung. I must

confess, however, that the former book

was my favorite, though my heart went

out to young David, the shepherd boy,

guarding his flock from the ravages of

the wolves and other wild beasts. I also

admired Daniel in the lion’s den, which

I associated somehow with the large col-

ored posters of the menagerie. Samson
carrying oflf the gates of Gaza I consid-

ered a mediocre performance, judging

from my knowledge of gates in general,

but his riddle of the lion and bees ap-

pealed to me very strongly.

I

I

WAS conversing with an old gentle-

man one day in reference to early rem-

iniscences. He remarked that he re-

membered quite well the “hard cider and

log cabin” presidential campaign of 1836,

when the Whig slogan was “Tippecanoe

and Tyler too.” I remarked that I also

remembered that campaign very well.

“In what year were you born?” he asked.

I answered, “In 1836.” He said he could

not understand how I could remember
anything that occurred in the year of my
birth, but I explained that the campaign
he mentioned did not not take place in

1836, but in 1840, when I was four years

old.

I remember some of the features of the

presidential campaign of 1840 much bet-

ter than those of any subsequent one. I

think the first daylight political proces-

sion was inagurated at that time. I was
particaulrly impressed by the handsome
silk baners borne by the various state

organizations; the log cabin on wheels

with coon-skins on the walls and a cider

barrel on a bench at the door. I shall

never forget an immense gayly-colored

ball some twenty feet in diameter, with

a wooden tire around the circumference

on which it was propelled by a dozen or

more men by means of a long shaft. It

bore the legend “Keep the ball rolling for

Tipe and Ty.”

My First Experience in Angling

A YEAR or two after the political

campaign of 1840 our family re-

moved to the suburbs of Baltimore

on account of my mother’s health. The
place was a very pretty one of about

fifteen acres near Lanvale. A rocky

stream ran along the road in front of the

woodland pasture. Near the road gate

was a stone bridge under which ran a
small tributary brook. Below this bridge

I did my first fly-fishing when about
seven years old. Our hostler and gard-
ener happened to be an old English game-
keeper with whom I was soon on very
friendly and confidential terms. Usually
before bedtime I would sit at the feet of

this Gamaliel for an hour, in the kit-

chen, when he fired my youthful imag^
ination with stories of fishing, fox hunt-
ing and shooting. I had already been
worm fishing at the stone bridge with a
boy neighbor, but “James” would have
none of it. He taught me to tie an arti-

ficial fly, and showed me how to cast it

with a willow wand.
About that time, in 1843 to be exact, a

remarkably brilliant comet with an enor-
mously long tail appeared in the north-
ern heavens which we viewed nightly
with wonder and awe, and eventually with

admiration and pleasure. One of the flies

tied by James he named the “comet” in

honor of our celestial visitor. It had a

fiery red hackle from my game rooster

and a long yellow tail from the canary

bird. He called it a salmon fly, but some
small ones proved quite effective with the

sunfish and chubs. We fished at the

bridge every Saturday afternoon, when
James had a half holiday, during the

summer and autumn.
There was a warm spell the next win

ter in the latter part of February, and

we repaired one day to the old bridge

for our first spring fishing. It was on a

holiday, I remember, Washington’s

Birthday. During our fishing I re-

marked :

“James, I wish I had been born on the

22d of February instead of the 29th, for

then I would have a birthday every year

instead of every four years.”

“Never mind lad,” he replied, “any
one could be bom on the 22d, but not
every one can be born on the 29th.”

“Yes, James,” I assented, “but I would
like to have been born on Washington’s
birthday.”

“Never mind, lad,” he said, “its well

you were not.”

“But, James,” I persisted, “he was such
a good man; he never told a lie.”

“Indeed ’e did, and ’undreds of ’em,” he

said warmly.
“Oh. James, how can you say, so,” I

added, “he was the father of our coun-

try.”

“Nay, lad, he was honly a step-father;

’e was a grand rascal; ’e stole this coun-

try from Hingland and if it ’adn’t been
for ’im, this country would still belong

to Hingland same as Canada.”
I was dumbfounded; it took away my

breath. If the old sycamore tree under
which wjere were sitting had fallen on us

I would not have been more surprised

—

such sacrilege! I looked at James
aghast; I was horrified. I was disil-

lusioned; I discovered that my idol had
feet of clay. I did not fish with James
much after that; only occasionally on
Saturdays: I usually went alone or with
my boy neighbor. However, we moved
back to the city the next autumn, and
James returned to old Hingland.

I

N connectioh with the long-tailed comet
recently mentioned there hangs an-

other tale. The followers of William
Miller, called “Millerites” were looking
for the end of the world in 1843. A
bright star appeared at mid-day for a
short period which I remember seeing.

This in connection with the comet was
accepted as an additional sign of the end
of all things terrestrial. A Millerite

family that lived on the same block with
us disposed of all their belongings in

preparation for the expected flight

heavenward. The boy of the family,
Johnnie, and I were partners in mar-
bles and tops. He turned over all the
assets in hand to me with the provisio
that if the ascension did not take place
we would continue as before, joint owners
of the stock in trade.

I remember well the night the family
and a few others of like faith were to

“go up.” They were assembled in the
basement dining-room, seated around a

table, in full view from the street,

clothed in long white robes. I noticed

that Johnnie’s robe was much too large

for him and too long in the sleeves. He
came to the door to bid his playmates

“good-bye,” and explained that just be-

fore the ascension the robes would be

converted into white wings, and congrat-

ulated himself that his would be as large

as the rest owing to its generous size.

I departed for home at the usual hour

of nine o’clock, and left the expect-

ant group singing and praying, with

Johnnie’s shrill treble much in evidence.

The next morning he was around, much
earlier than usual, for his share of

“chaneys” and white-alleys, and said that

the celestian flight had been postponed

or abandoned he did not know which, and

did not care much, and blamed the whole

thing on the comet.

D uring the next month there oc-

curred an incident that came near

being a very serious affair, and one

that might have terminated my earthly

career at an age so young that my biog-

raphy would have been a very brief one.

It was the custom of Johnnie and myself

to go on Saturdays to a swimming-hole
two or three miles from town. It was a

oool in an old abandoned stone quarry,

about half an acre in extent, and was fed

by small springs.

On a very warm day during Indian
Summer, in the early part of November,
Johnnie and I went fishing in a creek not
far from this pool. We had very good
luck owing to the favorable weather, and
our basket was pretty well filled with
sunfish and chubs. I then proposed a

plunge in the old swimming-hole, and laid^

a wager with Johnnie of six “commies”'

to a white-alley, that I would be first in

the water. Thereupon ensued a foot race

of a quarter of a mile along the dusty
turnpike to the old stone quarry, where
we arrived very warm and perspiring

freely. I was soon stripped and plunged
headlong into the water.

It was icy cold! It took away my
breath! When I came to the surface I

tried to tell Johnnie, not to “come in as

the water was fine,” but to stay out; but
I could not utter a word and breathed in

a quantity of very cold water. My head
felt full to bursting; my temples throbbed
violently; and a great roaring was in

my ears. I tried to swim but my limbs
refused to obey, and I sank helplessly

with my legs and arms flexed with terri-

ble cramps. When I again rose to the
surface I tried in vain to call to Johnnie
for help, and breathed in more and more
icy water.

Then I sank helpless and hopeless in
the welter of water, down, down, down,
and as it seemed to me, through fathom-
less depths, until I finally rested quietly
and peacefully at the bottom, with no
thought of bodily discomfort or mental
distress. My last view of Johnnie re-
vealed him stretching forth a pair of long
white wings, and seemingly about to soar
aloft. What followed was afterward re-
lated to me by Johnnie and Jerry, my res-
cuers.

The pool was at the foot of a railroad
embankment, on w'hich were the main

(continued on page 250)
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CROW WAR DECLARED
HAVING EXHAUSTED ALL MEANS FOR AN HONORABLE PEACE THE
HUNISH CROW HAS AT LAST BEEN DETERMINED AN OUTLAW

By W. R. MAC ILRATH

T he Du Pont
Company’s Na-
t i 0 n a 1 Crow

Shoot for 1919 (par-

ticulars of which
were given in a re-

cent number) is a

step in the right di-

rection. But like

most steps, in the right direction, it

does not go far enough. What we need

is a bounty law in each state on

crow heads. Then, if at any time it

should be found that further reduction

in the crow population was inadvisable,

all that would be necessary in order to

restore the status quo ante would be to

remove the bounty and the crows could

be counted upon to do the rest. The

crow is one bird that does not decrease

in niambers as the country becomes pop-

ulated. Any spasmodic efforts to reduce

his numbers to the point where they

ought to be, must, of necessity, be in-

adequate.

War should be waged on him all the

year round in the same manner as the

government wages war on coyotes and

wolves in the stock-raising states. It

would not be necessary to hire govern-

ment hunters for the crow. Boys could

be counted on to get busy with their

22s and carry the law into effect. Also

plenty of men who like shotgun work,

could be led to take an interest in it if

they could be shown some way to pay for

the shells. A nominal bounty law would

do this, and interest in shooting crows

would grow until the menace would be

thoroughly under control.

The crow has friends, the same as

all miscreants, and these friends will

contend that he destroys wire-worms,

cutworms, white grubs, grasshoppers,

etc., as well as mice and injurious

rodents. This much he has on the credit

side of the ledger;

he does destroy some
of these.

Against this the

debit is very heavy.

First, he destroys

other birds which al-

so destroy these

things. The young
of birds of all kinds,

and harmless snakes

which are beneficial,

he kills; and who
will venture to say

that if they were
permitted to live
they would not do

the work of destroy-

ing crop pests as

thoroughly as the
crow himself. The
few mice and other

large destructive

rodents that the

crow kills and eats

can be safely ig-

nored in any broad consideration of the

subject—for they represent a minimum
of his diet at best.

On the contrary, hear what Edward A.

Samuel in his book on the birds of New
England and the adjacent states says:

“I have watched crows with field glasses

from my hilltop again and again, and
I have never kept one in sight for two
hours in breeding season that I did not

see him take eggs or young from at

least one nest.” He then goes on to tell

of seeing one crow despoil the nests of

two robins, two chipping sparrows, and
one meadow lark, in the space of one

hour. Truly, the bird world is full of

tragedies in the pleasant days of spring.

T he crow is the particular enemy of

the quail. Bob White’s nest is not

usually sheltered by dense bush

cover and lies open more than that of

many birds to this rapacious murderer.

The nests of wild ducks and song birds

fare no better if the crows find them.

If there are no eggs in the nest the black

devils are not averse to tearing the young
limb from limb and devouring them in

the presence of thein screaming mother.

For it seems to be necessary to the crow’s

health that they have meat. It is a mat-
ter of record that certain crows in cap-

tivity were dying, and upon a meat ra-

tion bping restored to them they soon

got well.

The crow is a natural scavenger and
does not mind if his meat is a little

“high.” In fact he
seems to prefer it

that way. Proof of

this is found around
the slaughter houses,

around the carcasses

of dead animals in

the fields, and around
the edges of drying-

up ponds and lakes where dead fish lie.

The existence of such conditions always
act as a magnet to crows, and they
gather from afar to the feast.

Those who have caught crows when
young and tamed them say that they

have no natural affection for their mas-
ters like that of a dog. Their whole in-

terest centers on getting something to

eat. They are natural thieves and mur-
derers, the coyotes of the bird world, and
there should be a bounty on them as

there is on coyotes. While the destruc-

tive hawks, like the goshawk. Cooper’s
hawk, and the sharpshin hawk may mere
properly be compared to the timber
wolves of the air because of their bold-

ness and audacity, and their taste for

meat with warm blood in it; these are
comparatively few in numbers (in which
the comparison still holds) and for that
reason are less destructive on the whole
to the bird life than the crow horde.
Then there is something magnificent

that commands respect, even admiration,
in the hawk character that is absent in

the crow. The racy lines of his figure,

his barred plumage, the expression of

his countenance, the fire in his eye, his

ringing scream from the sky, his bold
audacity and meteoric flight with talons
spread to kill—all make for respect while
we deplore the destruction he works.
There is something about it that thrills

the soul. Once I saw a sharpshin in pur-
suit of a covey of quail. The quail
passed overhead from behind with a roar

like a miniature
train passing over-

head on a trestle.

Fifty yards behind
the lone pursuer w’as

burning up the air

in silent flight, com-
ing like the air ban-
dit that he is; and
two hundred yards
beyond he struck the

covey and exploded
them like the cue-

ball does the rack-up
on the break. Once
he struck and a quail

fell like a plummet!
Then the chase
passed on out of

sight, the hawk
never faltering a

second on ac-
count of the quail he
muffed. There is

that quality in «.

hawk that there K
(Photograph copyrighted ipiu by A. K. Levciiiife.;

Crows stealing hen’s eggs from a chicken run
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in a lion, but a crow has the soul of

a hyena.
While the wariness of the crow is pro-

verbial, he is not half so wary as the

barred-plumaged destroyer, as any one

can find out by trying to stalk both of

them for a while. I have killed crows

with a shotgun, sitting, by walking to-

ward them at an angle as if to pass

to one side, watching them all the while

out of the tail of my eye, and then when
within range suddenly stopping and kill-

ing him before he can rise from his

perch. But I never did that to a hawk
but once, and then a very strong wind
was blowing and it seemed he didn’t want
to take the air.

When stalking crows and hawks with

a rifle, the hawk will take wing when
you are still 100 or 150 yards away,
while the crow will sit, as a rule, until

you are just outside long shotgun range,

about 75 yards away. It comes much
more nearly being impossible to sneak up
on a hawk unseen than on a crow. I have
shot hawks that came flying into the

trees over where I was standing still,

but I never remember shooting one where
I was doing the moving and the hawk
having the advantage of being still, with-

out the hawk seeing me. I actually be-

lieve I have shot crows that were asleep.

I remember shooting one when a boy
that sat on a low branch over a spring
at a range of about ten yards, and I

had been walking toward him without
seeing him, though he could have seen
me. It was in hot weather, in August,
and he was sitting with his mouth gap-
ing open like a chicken will do in hot
weather. He never saw me at all, be-

fore or after, and died without knowing
what killed him. I never walked up on
a hawk that way. I have jumped hawks
and killed them on the wing at short
range, but the hawk always saw me and
was doing his best to get away. On such
occasions the hawk always saw me first.

My conclusion is that a crow has a less

intensely organized nervous system than
a hawk.

The chief characteristic of the crow
is the mob spirit. He joins num-
bers of his own kind, and depends

principally upon sentries to give warn-
ing of approaching danger, though feed-
ing crows are in no wise blind, even when
the sentry cannot see the intruder. The
carnival and the nosy caw-cuss is the
black fellow’s conception of the real joy
of life; and if he can mob an owl or a
hawk that is the red-letter event of the
carnival.

Most highly specialized forms of ani-

mal life are practically immune from
capture by man along the line of their
particular specialty. But it also seems
that practically every animal in nature
is highly vulnerable if man can only dis-

cover the point of that vulnerability.
The pronghorn antelope, for instance,

has such keen sight and lives out on such
barren, open flats that it is very difficult

to approach him unseen. His speed and
endurance is so great that he cannot be
run down by a single horseman. It would
seem that the pronghorn was fitted by
nature to be very seldom taken by man.
But inside his pretty head an unfath-
omable curiosity lies latent, and when he

sees any strange object it starts ferment-

ing right away. Result: He is decoyed

in with a waving handkerchief and shot.

The whitetail deer, gifted with a keen

nose and sight, as well as speed, and

the ability to sneak through cover, loses

his life by sheer carelessness and dis-

position to stick around and play hide

and seek with the hunter. That is the

point of his vulnerability. The lordly

lion, dangerous beast that he is, inhabit-

ing thorny scrub impenetrable to man,

and a night ranger, falls victim to poison

in numb^s. In this respect he is highly

vulnerable. The bull elephant, impreg-

nable in the center of a herd, is lost if

he gets out alone. So it goes through a

long list. It seems that every animal

can be so easily taken that it is surpris-

ing if man can only hit on the particular

point of his vulnerability.

The above mentioned mob spirit is the

point of the crow’s vulnerability. He is

a highly voluble bird and given to swear-
ing and taunting. Also he yells when in

distress. Experienced crow hunters have
capitalized this disposition and turned
it to his destruction. His extreme so-

cial nature and clannishness, together
wth his disposition to mob something is

his fatal defect. Man has turned these

facts against him in the invention and
manipulation of the crow call. This con-

stitutes, at once, the most popular and
most effective method of combatting the

black army. What can be done by a man
who can properly manipulate a crow call

is nothing less than a revelation to the
uniniated. To the man who is accus-
tomed to shooting them on accidental
chance and to stalking them, the com-
bination of call and shotgun is a jump
upward in efficiency.

If you do not know how to call, go out
into the woods—especially in the spring
in nesting season—and listen to the vari-

ous calls. Study what each means. Then
try to reproduce it on your call. Get
a lusty young crow and hide. Then put
your foot on him and squeeze him and
he will yell in a way that will bring
all the crows in the woods to his aid. If

you will listen carefully to his voice and
the response from the mob he will teach
you much about crow language in a very

short time. You will soon have a swarm
of crows over you; flying in circles about

two shotgun ranges up in the air (un-

less you are well hidden) and lighting

in the trees from 80 to 100 yards away.
They are actually frantic, but unless

you are hidden they play safe. I have
seen them literally swarm like bees just

out of shotgun range directly overhead.

Any shotgun load will kill some, but
the efficiency equipment is a duck gun
and a duck load, as a good deal of the

shooting will be at comparatively long

range. There will be a good many more
shots at 50 or 60 yards than at 30. The
sportsman should carry a sharp hatchet

or belt ax for quickly cutting green

bushes and constructing hasty blinds.

When one neighborhood has been thor-

oughly “shot out” move on. It is pos-

sible to kill practically as many crows

as ducks in this way.

B
ut there is a rifle system that I have
devised that is almost as effective.

Any one who has observed crows

has noticed that they have a pretty reg-

ular route of passage morning and even-

ing in going from roost to feeding

grounds and vice versa. On these fly-

ways there are certain trees, generally

tall and with one or more dead limbs

in the top, where crows light as regularly

as passengers get off trains at certain

stations.

The sportsman simply builds a blind

within 30 or 40 yards of such a- tree,

and hides therein before the morning
or evening flight starts. If he has a full

line of equipment, he should have wood-
en crow decoys, or a stuffed owl or hawk,
a .22 rifle with telescope, Maxim silencer,

and a crow call. He can do very well

with a crow call, a flyway tree and any
good .22 rifle with iron sights. When
the evening flight comes along, we will

say, he can start his call, and the crows
will stop, alighting on the highest point

to look around. That point is the dead
top of the tall tree commanded by the

sportsman’s .22. He has a dead rest and
the range isn’t over 50 yards, so a kill

is practically certain. With a silencer

he may get more than one, if two or
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 240)

A good morning’s bag of crows with a hawk thrown in
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THE BOY AND THE TROUT
DISREGARDING THE ADVICE OF THOSE WHO WERE
OLDER AND WISER HE BRINGS HOME A RECORD FISH

By VIRGINIUS

O N a certain cold, showery day with

a gale of wind blowing from the

east the Boy announced to a group
of relatives who wei’e spending the day
in front of the big open fire, that he

thought he would “go fishin’.”

“You poor kid! Y'ou can’t catch any-

thing with an east wind blowing! What
are you goin’ to catch. Trout?” A volley

of remarks like the foregoing checked

his declaration.

The Boy haughtily grasped his plug

casting rod and a Hildebrandt spinner

with a big red and white fly attached and,

stuffing his casting reel in his pocket,

left the house wdthout a word. In his

heart he knew he was foolish to expect

to catch anything on such a day and he

knew that the r-eception awaiting his re-

tuiTi empty handed would be very little

to his credit. However, he headed for a

small pond half full of duck-weed in

which he had caught many little pickerel,

and resolved to die hard in the attempt

to bring home a fish.

Reaching the lower end

of the pond he decided to

try a few casts from a

little water gate which
stood at the outlet. The
brush and trees which
were soaking wet grew so

thickly around the pond
that the water gate looked

like the one best bet.

After setting up his rod

he found that there was
no room to make a cast of

more than 15 or 20 feet

but he started in and
caught several bushels of

weeds in the first few min-
utes. Finally he became
desperate, and removing
his leader, tied a small
stone within 4 inches of

the end of his line and fas-

tened his lure directly to

the line.

This enabled him to

cast a few feet further
into a little hole on his

right. The first cast

h 0 o k e d a small pickerel,

and the Boy cheered up
considerably.

Casting right to the
edge of a mass of floating

weeds on his left his rod
w’as almost yanked out of

his hand by a strike. His
line was simply torn off

the reel as the fish started

up the pond. The Boy’s
heart was pounding like a

trip hammer as he softly

breathed

:

“G 0 s h , I’ve got a

shark!”
About 65 feet of line ran

out before he could check

the fish and before he realized it, the

“shark” started toward him at a terri-

fic pace. He managed to reel in his

line fast enough on the quadruple mul-
tiplier, and when his fish made a quick

swirl about 8 feet out in front of him,

he saw the red and white belly fins of

a glorious brook trout.

Then was the time that the fish should

have made his supreme effort to shake
loose the hook, for the Boy was paralyzed
w’ith joy and excitement. A cold sweat
broke out on his forehead as he realized

it was the biggest trout he had ever

seen.

The fish was darting back and forth

trying to get into the thick weeds at

either side of the pond
;
finally he started

up the length of the pond again. The Boy
began to calm down a little as he checked

this dash, and he bethought him that his

landing net was safe at home; also that

a 5% foot plug casting rod is not the

best rod on which to handle a big trout.

Many other thoughts as to the situa-

tion passed through his mind, and he
began to repeat out loud “More big fish

are lost by trying to land them too quick-
ly than for any other reason.”
The trout suddenly dashed toward him,

and at .the last instant he managed to

turn him aside; the battle would have
ended there if he had not succeeded in

doing this, as the fish would have gone
through the little water gate and it would
have been impossible to drag him back
against the rush of water.
The fish then chose the center of the

pond for a base of operations, leaving
this base for a quick dash toward the
weeds first on the left and then on the
right.

The Boy’s wrist began to ache from
the contsant strain of turning the trout
just before the weeds were reached. As
he gradually worked the fish toward him,
he noticed a bad spot in the old silk cast-

ing line.

IS heart stood still for

for a minute as the

frayed piece of line

slowly went down through

the girdles and onto the

reel. He had barely started

to take a full breath of

relief before the trout was
tearing up the pond again,

and when this dash was
checked the weak spot was
12 to 15 feet from the tip

of the rod.

The Boy aged visibly

during the next few min-

utes while that terrifying

few inches were coming
back to the reel.

By this time the fi.sh

was tiring somewhat—so

was the Boy, but the latter

got the fish up close with

about 5 feet of line out

and then wondered what
he was going to do next.

He carefully lifted the tip

of the rod to test the

weight of the fish, and

then carefully lowered it

again. That rod would

never lift that trout out of

water! The only thing

to do was to let the fish

run around in circles until

he died of old age.

After some ten minutes

of waiting for the trout’s

spirit to pass over the

great divide, the Boy
pulled the tired fish within

reach and leaned over in

an attempt to get his fin-

gers in the trout’s gills.

The fish immediately de-

cided that he was not

really so very tired after

(CONTINXIED ON PAGE 251)He surprised them with a trout that measured sixteen inches
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THEIMEN OF TEMAGAMI
ONCE A MAN FALLS INTO THE LIFE OF THE NORTH HE HATES TO GO

BACK WHERE RIVERS ARE SLOW AND BUSH ONLY GROWS IN PATCHES

By R. J. FRASER

I

T was MajTime and the steady,

muffled roar of the Lobstick Rap-
ids, a half mile down the stream

gave promise of a pleasing lullaby.

Our little tent was pitched inside the

treeline that fringed the Abittibi’s

flow. Supper for two was bubbling

in the pot. Seated on a pile of

resinous spruce brush, my back

against a tree, I watched “Tiny”

Becker deftly turn the bannocks in

the pan. The fire was burning

bright and evenly and the self-sat-

isfied set of the guide’s lean, tanned

features, as he tested his work with

a pointed twig, told me the baking

was proving a success.

“You’re some cook. Tiny,” I ven-

tured to remark, as he sank back

into a more comfortable position and

settled his head on a softer spot on

his duffle bag.

“Oh, just fair ” he responded with

a smile. “I’ve made a good many of

these cakes in the last ten years and

usually manage to turn out some-

thing fit for more than canoe bal-

last.” “Strange, though, ain’t it,” he

added, after a pause, “Flipping ban-

nocks for a living.”

I agreed with “Tiny,” but after

short consideration decided for my-
self that, in spite of being strange

it was by no means an unprofitable

way of earning a livelihood. Becker,

like the most of the guides from the

Temagami Lake region, each fall made
from four to eight dollars a day with

the moose hunters, and in the summer
months drew from the tourists—better

known to the Temagami men as the

“sports”—four and five dollars daily, for

trips sometimes e.xtending over four w'eeks

at a stretch. When he accompanied me
down the Abittibi to James Bay, Tiny was
paid three fifty wdth food and outfit

found. “With the sports there are often

good pickings, too,” he told me. “Lots of

them never return
,

for a second cruise

and leave their

outfits with us —
tents, clothes, some-
times a new canoe.

One summer a man
engaged me a good
while ahead and I

waited a month for

him to show up.

When he came he
paid me three-fifty

a day for all the

time I w’as wait-
ing.

In the long win-
ters the guides
keep the pot boil-

ing with the pro-

fits from their
traplines, for the
fur-bearing
creatures of the

‘wilds’, but after a two days’ wet

spell they crawl shivering out of

their tent and its ‘Mister Guide, we
w'ant to go back to the hotel.’ I’ve

looked after a few who even wanted

to make love but that kind are un-

pleasant customers. We’ve got re-

putations at stake, we guides have,

and the fellow who takes liberties

loses his license like a shot.”

T he Temagami guides are all

licensed men and directly re-

sponsible to the provincial for-

est ranger, from whom they obtain

their papers. To qualify for these

they must show proficiency in woods-

manship, cooking and the handling

of canoes—the latter, of course, be-

ing most important. A first hand

knowledge of the country is also nec-

essary. Slight indiscretions dis-

courteous treatment of a patron

—

may result in the suspension of one’s

license for a year or longer period.

“Once,” said Tiny, as he related

some of his experiences,” I guided

three old maids and took them single

handed through the lakes for over a

three weeks’ jaunt. Say, but they

wer6 gTGGn—didn’t know nn nxG

from a paddle, a tent from a duffle

pack. I had to wait on them same

as they were children—made their

blankets in camp and brought them

hot water in the morning. Used to have

to stand outside with a pailful till one of

them sang out: ‘Already, Mister Becker.

Then I closed my eyes and passed the pail

in between the tent flaps. At night, after

they had rolled up into the blankets, they

made me come and close the front
^

of

the tent for them. I did most everything

for those three old girls except tuck them

in their beds.”

A refusal to go away with a party may
cause a guide to forfeit his papers. As

Tiny told me, they cannot always pick

their charges. “I

refused a party but

one e,” he said.
“They were a cou-

ple of Englishmen
and I had just
come through a

spell of work with

one of their kind

that took away all

appetite for an-

other. This fellow

certainly asked too

much. One day

—

and it was a long,

hard one at that

—

I had portaged
twice and paddled

against headwinds.

The bloke never

touched a paddle

himself and I was
(CONTINUED ON

PAGE 238 )

Tiny Becker on the trail

woods still haunt the Temagami country

and in numbers surprisingly great.

American “sports” are always well

liked. “We get lots of women, too,” said

Becker. “Those with plenty of coin and
a husband who’s afraid of the bush.

There are all kinds of skirted sports

—

from the oldish ones who want to be a

mother to you and wash your shirts and
supply the missing buttons on your pants,

to the novel-reading girls who see heroes

in us all. After the first day in the

canoes these want to live forever in the

Temagami men waiting for something to turn up
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A REJUVENATION
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF FISHING ONE MUST APPROACH THE
HUMBLE CATTIE IN THE SAME SPIRIT AS ONE DOES THE TROUT

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

I

T has been aptly

said that it is not
all of fishing to

“catch fish” equally

may it be said that
it is not all of
“ catching fish ” to

catch the more im-

p 0 r t a n t varieties.

The writer would not for a moment
decry the glory of capturing salmon or
trout, nor the battle with the sturdy
black bass when it is done with appli-

ances which are the last word or thought
of the tackle maker’s art.

And who will ever aptly tell the su-

preme satisfaction the angler feels when
with deft hand the pliant split bamboo
lays the delicate silk line and single gut
leader with delusive fly, light as a this-

tle’s down, at the exact spot on the dis-

tant pool, to be snapped up by a glori-

ous creature springing like a sunbeam
from the depths, to be finally creeled

—

a victim of fine tackle and fine art? In-

deed such “finesse” may be embodied
that the wielder of the rod may have
spent untold hours debating with an
equally enthusiastic fisherman as to
whether he should fish up or down
stream, and' sustaining his argument as
a zealot might in defense of his reli-

gion.

All this is very well and no criticism
is intended but what of the man who
“goes a fishin,” who knows nothing of
technique and has but little wealth to
bestow on equipment? If a trout takes
his hook well and good

; it is uncere-
moniously taken from the element of its

life and strung on a willow sprout to be
joined later by some humbler species, per-
haps perch or the despised brook sucker.

And who is there
to say with em-
phasis or conclu-
sion there is no
touch of technique
here? Just one of
the many troubles
of life may have
sent the man to the
brookside. Ill

health or business
cares may be his
lot and surcease of
these his object.

Crude may be his
outfit but one may
notice the bright-
ening eye as he se-

lects his pliant
birch, or maple
pole.

Poise and bal-
ance may not be as
perfect as in the
expensive article

but here we are
confronted by the

mastering fact: the man by his look

shows he is completely satisfied with his

selection. How much more can one have
than that? The man knows the spot he

will try; down in the old meadow where
the freshets of years have washed out a

wide and deep pool at the foot of the

old maple. It has been several years

since he visited the place and his quick

eye takes in the fact that some of the

top branches of the old tree show signs

of decay.

He heaves a sigh of satisfaction at the

thought that all nature travels in the

same direction and that he is not an ex-

ception. Experience in the past has
taught him that he may, if his luck is

with him, take any of several varieties

of fish.

Trout as well as pickerel have been

taken there in the past by him but it is

best to never count on such. Commoner
fish are always more to be expected and
with that too he is satisfied. Oh the

satisfaction there is in being satisfied!

As he pushes his way across the open
meadow a bed of buttercups smile up
at him and he pauses a moment to look

at an industrious bee drinking among
the petals of the flowers.

He falls to wondering where the hive of

the workers may be and who may enjoy

the delicious sweetness the coming winter

when the bee’S labor is done in wax.

Would the gold in

the buttercups be
deeper or the bee

more industrious if

the man carried a

$50 bamboo rod or
was costumed in the
latest type of wad-
ers and other gar-

ments? Would the summer breeze which
floats in from the adjacent hills be more
delectable to one than to another?

A REDHEADED woodpecker is

drumming monotonously on the

tree as the man goes under it and
he stops and is amused at the undulat-

ing flight of the bird across a neigh-

boring field. He falls to wondering why
only birds of this family have that queer
way with them in their flight. Nature
is pulling at his heart strings and he
doesn’t care whether his fishing pole

costs $50 or not.

As he sits down on the grass by the

side of the pool he notices that, while
the current causes dimples to come and
go as in the days past on the surface,

the stream does not seem so wide as

when he was last there and he falls to

wondering if the clearing up of the

woodland above should have caused the

change.
He begins sorting out from a promis-

cuous lot the hook which will best suit

the work in hand. It is not even gut
snelled, just a common hook with ring

into which to tie the line, but it has
given him good service in the past and
fish have not changed their habits he

mentally argues.

Not even a painted top-float was in

his kit—just a big bottle cork was all

he brought and
then he had not

made a hole
through it, but his

way of earlier days
was still with him.
and sharpening a

stick, he pushed it

through the cork,

first from one end
and then from the
other, until the

spongy substance
gave waj’ and at

last an opening
was made through
which to pass his

line.

So absorbed was
he with his work
that he was fast

forgetting why he
was there. He was
“just fishin’ ” and
happy.
The droning of

the bees aloftJust fishin’ and happy
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through the tree was soothing to his tired

nerves and the deep shade a comfort.

Across to the west in a swamp a lot of

crows set up a noisy cawing, swooping
in and out and the man saw a hawk sit-

ting in a tree and it called to his mind
many such scenes he had witnessed when
a boy.

Such matters had almost escaped his

memory. Then he began wondering why
and when the enmity between the crow
and hawk began and he almost forgot

the cork float on the water. He looked

in time to see it disappear and the old

impulse to jerk quick and hard was
with him but he thought better and
tightened well on the line and found a
fish was hooked. His pliant birch at

last threw the victim out, which flopped

on the grass just as it had done when
the man was a boy.

“Catfish,” he said aloud, “well; why
not?” Gingerly he took up the fish, well

remembering what that set of spine

rays at the sides and at the dorsal fin

could do to the hand if carelessly

handled. It was not a large fish and
not really small, just th^ average size

and the man wondered how many like

it he had taken from the same pool

when as a boy he had fished there.

( ( EE, Mister are they bitin’?”

V x said a voice and the man, half

startled, looked up to see a boy

very like himself when of the same age.

One trouser leg was rolled up to the

knee, the other was down to near the

ankle; a much faded shirt and a straw

hat which had evidently been in contact

with a bumble-bee’s nest completed his

makeup. There were freckles a pjenty

on his nose and cheeks. He carried a

tin can with worms in it in one hand
and a maple pole in the other. The man
greeted him pleasantly as he ap-

proached.
The boy turned the fish over carefully

with his toe and said: “There’s plenty

of ’em in here an’ they’ll bite better

to’ards night,” then seated himself

cross legged on the grass. The man
and boy were friends from that mo-
ment. Silently the boy impaled the

worm to his liking and the man noticed

how nicely he adjusted the cork on the

line so that the baited hook would just

clear the bottom.

“No novice that,” said the man men-
tally. He noticed too that the maple
pole was carefully decorated by strip-

ping the bark clean in sections of six

inches, then leaving the bark on for two

inches and so on to the end. “Seems
tough we might have a shower,” re-

marked the boy as he removed a pump-
kin seed from his hook and looked

around at the sky, “ ’twon’t hurt nothin’

can’t get much wet and the fish will bite

better. This old maple is a heap of

shelter when it rains.” The man saw
the boy was inclined to be talkative and
he encouraged him. “I lost an ol’ whop-
per pike here last week,” he continued,

“was tired catchin’ sunnies so I cut off

the belly of one an’ left the fins on an’

went skitterin’ right there by the spat-

ter dock, an’ smack he took it an’ most
jerked me in. Gosh, I bet he would
weigh most four pounds, mebbe five.”

Then the man made a mental note that

the belly of a sunny, with fins left on,

was a good lure for pickerel.

T here was action almost all the

afternoon for both boy and man.
While no record fish were taken

still it was “fishin’ ” as the boy put it,

and the man was enraptured. The catch

was mostly “catties,” as the boy called

them, -with a sprinkling of sunnies and
a few perch. Toward evening the man
tried the sunfish lure, after the boy had

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 254)

A CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
THE IDEAL ROD MUST HAVE A POWERFUL BUTT. PLENTY OF CANE
IN THE CENTRAL SECTION . AND A DELICATELY TAPERING TIP

By R. L. M.

I

N the August, 1918, issue of Forest
AND Stream “E. B. A.” has written a
very courteous criticism of my advice

about a rod for Dry Fly Fishing. The
late Wm. Halford had used for years
heavy rods but towards the end he be-

gan to use lighter weapons. But even
his last rod, the 1912 model, is I believe

too heavy for use with really fine lead-

ens. Mr. Halford never used anything
but the “finest undrawn” points. At
least that is the impression I gathered
from conversations with his head keeper
and some of his friends and acquaint-
ances.

Now the “finest undrawn” has a di-

ameter of approximately .009 of an inch

;

whereas “XXX drawn” and “XX drawn”
have respective diameters of .007 and
.0085 of an inch.

I used the term “Scotch Taper” as
that is, or used to be, a trade descrip-

tion of a taper that becomes more pro-

nounced towards the end. The rod that
I use now is 9 ft. 6 in. long and has a

total weight of 6 oz. The two top joints

weigh together 2 oz.

The diameter of the rod just back of

the binding that holds the agate tip in

place is 75/1000 of an inch.

It is rather difficult to get the exact

diameters of a hexagonal rod but in the

accompanying illustration I have shown
the approximate taper of this rod.

The diameter at the lower end is

395/1000 of an inch and at the upper
end is 75/1000 as already stated.

I have drawn a straight line connect-

ing these two diameters, and if the rod
possessed an even taper from butt to

tip it would coincide with this line. It

will be noticed however, that the rod

begins to taper at a steeper angle than
that of the even taper line; it then fiat-

tens out and tapers more gradually

through the middle section; ending up
with a sharper taper towards the tip.

We have here practically the ideal

conditions ; a powerful butt, plenty of

cane in the central section but tapering

to a delicate tip, as shown in the cut.

The deviations between a true taper

and the taper of this rod are magnified

five times. I took measurements with a

micrometer on an average every 6 in.

of length. I use an I D I double tapered

line the weight of which is 0 oz. 13 dms.
Tapered lines of this particular brand

viz., the “Corona Superba” (Hardy
Bros.) come in four sizes, viz., (all 35

yds. long) :

Extra fine I. E. I. 0 oz. 9 dms.; Fine
I. D. I., 0 oz. 13 dms.; Medium I. C. I. 0

oz. 15 dms.; Heavy I. B. I., 1 oz. 3 dms.

W HERE I fish a strong wind gen-
erally begins to blow about 1 or 2

p. m. and I find that the I. D. I.

line is rather light when the wind gets

up. Consequently I am ordering a me-
dium line for next season’s fishing.

I generally use XXX points and
J

do
not find that my rod is too powerful
for them. I have only had the rod a

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 246)
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BROOKS AND PREPAREDNESS

A FEW weeks before the opening of the trout
fishing season nearly every enthusiastic angler

begins to make preparations for the forthcoming
days of sport. If he has not done so during the
winter months, he gets out his tackle, carefully goes
over it in the way of cleaning and making any neces-
sary repairs, as well as adding any new articles by
way of replacement or as a supplementary addition.

He leaves nothing undone that he may be in readi-

ness at his first opportunity to get out on the brooks.
But there is another phase of preparedness about

which very little is said. It is the selecting of brooks.
There are many anglers whose business calls them
to many towns in as many different states. At the
present time much of this travel is done across coun-
try by means of the automobile and en route many
excellent brooks are frequently passed. The angler
gazes at them admiringly but, as a rule, that is about
all that he does. When the season opens he goes to

his favorite brook, or a few favorite brooks, and
gets all the pleasure possible. But if he has con-
siderable time to devote to the sport his supply of

brooks is pretty likely to run out and he wants to

try some new ones. It is then that he has to get
busy and make inquiries where to go, whereas if

during his journeyings about the country he had
stopped for a moment or two at a house near a prom-
ising stream and found out all he could about the
fishing conditions there and noted it in a little book
kept for that purpose, he would know just where to

go when the opportunity was presented. Frequently
a brook may be posted but by talking with the land-

owner he may get permission to fish it. This is very
often the case. Many times a landowner will post

a stream for the purpose of keeping off a certain

few who may have raised havoc with fences and
caused much damage to crops because of stock going
through the torn-down fence. I have known of sev-

eral such cases. If, on the other hand, an angler
promises and lives up to his promise that he will do

no damage to fences or trample through growing
crops, he will be given a vocal ticket of entry to
the exclusive domains.
We know an ardent fisherman who, whenever he

visits other towns, makes it a business to get in touch
with landowners who have good trout streams, finds

out all he can about the streams, whether they con-
tain many trout and their average size. It makes no
difference to him whether he is attending a political

gathering in a city, or whether he is out to purchase
a cow or a horse, whichever it may be, he never for-

gets about the “business” of the trout streams. And
that angler catches more trout every season and gets
more fun out of the game than any other fisherman
we know. He doesn’t have to sit dovm and think
where to go when he’s ready for a start. He’s al-

ways prepared, you see. And he knows all the early
brooks and all the late brooks and the brooks that
can be fished with success both early and late.

And there’s a point that is worthy of attention.

Many a fisherman w’ho has but few days which he
can devote to the sport, wastes many golden hours
by sticking on some stream which is useless to fish

early and vice versa. There are such streams in

every locality. This point, then, should be inquired
into along with all other possible information re-

garding the brooks.
The plan which we have mentioned takes but a

few moments of one’s time and, if carefully and
tactfully followed out, will bring rewards a-plenty
in return.

MAN IS ONLY AN IMITATOR
TN a volume entitled, “Vestiges of Creation,” a most
^ interesting and scholarly work, written by the
English author and scientist Chamberlain, there oc-
curs this passage

:

“The lower animals manifest mental phenomena
long before man existed. While as yet there was no
brain capable of working out a mathematical prob-
lem, the economy of the six-sided figure was ex-
emplified by the instinct of the bee. Ere human
musician had whistled or piped, the owl hooted in

B flat; the cuckoo had her song of a falling third,

and the chirp of the cricket was in B.”
This was written in England. The “falling third”

of the cuckoo, would seem to apply to the notes of

the golden crowned sparrow; our lovely little song-
ster of today.

It is a difficult task to transcribe correctly the
songs and notes of birds. What with their slurs,

semi-tones and quarter-tones, it requires a musical
ear both keen and cultured to portray them. Keeler,

of Berkeley, among others, in his “Bird Notes
Afield,” has been very successful in accomplishing
this.

“But we might add that the honey-bee was not the
only one of God’s creatures who, long before man,
exemplified construction upnn purely scientific prin-

ciples,” writes Henry R. Browne, of Piedmont, Cal.

“We all know the principle of the fireless cooker,

with the lining of felt, or something on that order,

made to conserve and retain heat. Y"et the nest of

the humming bird, a marvel of beauty and workman-
ship, outstrips this invention of man.
The exterior of the nest, exquisitely built of green

moss, blends so delicately with the foliage of the
tree that it is almost impossible to find it. The in-

terior is lined, with thistle down, soft, yet laid in and
woven so compactly that neither cold nor dampness
can reach the microscopic eggs.
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I have seen the mother bird, during a cold and
drizzling rain storm, sitting calmly on her nest, her

little beak pointing upward, the rain running off

her little body, yet serene and confident that all

was well.”

After all, man is only an imitator.

THE RIVERS
jWTAGICAL is the power of water! Herodotus tells

us that Egypt was a gift from the Nile. Mar-
itelle writes, “Had not the equatorial rains been
compelled to win for themselves a passage to the

Mediterranean, Egypt would not have existed.

Egypt began by being the bed of a torrent.” The
water supply of the country is more important to

the life of the people than any other natural re-

source.

It is not strange that civilization should have de-

veloped along the banks of rivers. New York, Phil-

adelphia, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, London, Liverpool

and Glasgow, are river cities. These large, densely

populated commercial centers have river and harbor
waters which are invaluable. What would Paris be

without the Seine, London without the Thames, or

New York without its Hudson? The primitive

Paris, we are told, owed its safety to its being on an

island. Venice is secure by being girded about by
lagoons.

Rivers not only lend an interest and beauty to a

place, but are also means of communication. They
bear away the refuse of a city and bring back
vitilizing influences. Running water is a great ad-

dition to a landscape. We love the stately river,

storm-tossed lake and rushing torrent. They appeal
to the deeps of life ! The superlative

;
the gigantic

holds us in awe.
Portions of our Western desert are being re-

claimed by turning into it water. The unproductive
waste is fertilized by the coming of the streams.
Mark you, fruitfulness does not depend upon the

great cataract; the landscape is kept green by in-

numerable tiny streams that go softly. Again and
again are we impressed with the charm of running
water.

It was a mere brook the prophet saw in his vision,

but he saw it go down the mountain and into the
valley, gathering force until it became a mighty
river, and as he watched it he lifted up his voice

and cried, “Everything shall live whither the river

cometh.”

SPRINGTIME IN THE CITY
"THE city dweller does not live who does not hun-

ger for the country in the Springtime, however
much he may boast of city advantages at other sea-

sons of the year.
Perhaps some of them have never known the joy

of living where the air is fragrant with the smell
of upturned earth

; where the plow has furrowed the
long rows for the Spring planting

; where the dawn
comes up in the eastern sky with a smile like that of

a round-cheeked child; where the grass and the
early dandelions seem to be running a good natured
race to see which will grow the faster and where
the songbirds fill the early hours with gladness.

There are those so unfortunate as to have never
experienced the birth of a Spring in the country,
but it is in their blood nevertheless and they long for
it even without knowing exactly what it is they miss.
But for the country-bred and the Nature-lover

the call of the country in Spring is like no other

experience. It is a compound of joy and sadness,

of regret and longing. Longing is the most malig-

nant form of Spring fever. The distracted patient

walks across the cobblestones of the city streets and
tries to imagine them to be little mounds of soft

earth in a country road. He looks at the squares of

pavement and thinks of the perfectly laid out rows
of daffodils and pansies in a country garden. Some-
times he forgets himself and steps aside to avoid
treading on them.
And if in addition to being a nature-lover he be

also a sportsman the “case is aggravated,” as

physicians say. His brain is haunted by visions of

sprouting young trees that grow beside a cheerfully

murmuring brook which boasts a generous supply
of deep pools where speckled trout congregate to

talk over the summer’s program and where many
of them are so good natured as to just spring right

up and “wish themselves” caught. Every break in

the city curbstone is a possible trout stream when
that Spring fever gets into a sportsman’s blood, and
he just has to go fishing. If he can’t get away from
town he takes it out in thinking about it, which we
are told by so high an authority as Ralph Waldo
Emerson is just as satisfactory anyway.
One of the most interesting fishermen we ever

knew was a man who had not seen a trout stream
since he was a boy. Each Spring he would read
the catalogues issued by the railroads extolling the
advantages of their especial trout-fishing areas; he
would lay in a supply of the latest reels, hooks and
flies; he would equip himself with the various kinds
of rods; spend hours discussing the relative merits
of various fishing equipment—and talk about trout-

fishing until Spring had given place to Summer and
it was too late to go astream.

DR. HENSHALL'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY
TN this issue of Forest and Stream will be found
^ the first installment of the biography of Dr. James
A. Henshall, author of the “Book of the Black Bass,”
etc., who has been known to the readers of Forest
AND Stream from its foundation. His auto-
biography will appear as a serial in sequent and sub-
sequent issues until finished.

As Marse Henry Watterson is now writing his

personal and political reminiscences for the Satur-
day Evening Post, covering a period of nearly eighty
years. Dr. Henshall, one of his admirers, will in like

manner, furnish to the readers of Forest and
Stream the observations and experiences incident to

his eventful life, from a precocious age of two or
three months to his present age of eighty-three years
young.
The scenes of his activities cover every state of

the Union, Canada, the West Indies and Europe

;

and his narrative will embrace many subjects from
the viewpoint of an angler, naturalist, sportsman
and yachtsman. Dr. Henshall practiced medicine
and surgery for a number of years, but gave up his

profession for scientific pursuits. He is ex-presi-

dent of the American Fisheries Society, also of the
Tampa Society of Natural History and the Montana
Society of Sciences, is ex-secretary of the Cincinnati
Society of Natural History and of the Cuvier Club,
and was assistant chief of the Departraefnt
eries at the Chicago Columbian Exposition. He re-

ceived a silver medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900,
and a gold medal at the St. Louis World’s Fair in

1904, for literature pertaining to fish and fishing.
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THE COLORS OF FISHES
THAT THE VARIED COLORS OF FISHES SERVE A
USEFUL PURPOSE IS A REASONABLE HYPOTHESIS

AFRIEND of the

writer, interest-

ed in the colora-

tion of fishes, has
asked that he place

on record a sketch
of his knowledge and
i n t e r p retation of

their coloration. In
discussing their colors, it is a convenience
to divide fishes into several groups.

1. Free-swimming fishes are those
which spend the greater part of their
lives moving actively about in the water
not far from the surface, approaching
the bottom or floating weed or other float-

ing objects comparatively rarely or by
chance.

2.

Bottom and weed fishes are those
which spend much of their lives near the
bottom or close to or among floating weed
and other objects.

3.

Reef fishes are those which spend
the greater part of their lives moving ac-
tively in the water, near, or among, the
intricacies of tropical reefs.

4.

Deep-water fishes are those found
at considerable depths.
The colors of free-swimming fishes are

mostly simple, white beneath, silvery on
the sides, bluish, greenish or brownish
above, sometimes more or less mottled
(Mackerel).

The colors of bottom and weed fishes
are more strongly, often intricately,
marked, generally neutral in tone, paler
below.

The colors of reef fishes are the bright-
est, most contrasted, their markings often
bold and bizarre.

Deep water fishes can not be so suc-
cessfully generalized as to color, but
among them we find three types which
are sufficiently prevalent to be worthy
of discussion, a red type, and one in
which almost the entire fish is of a dark
lustrous silver, at moderate depths; and
a black t3T)e in greater depths.

In the free-swimming group there
doubtless is a correspondence between the
color of the upper parts of the fish, and
that of the water in which it swims.
Some persons will claim that there is

little variation in the color of water.
Such, however, is not the writer’s experi-
ence. The water of ponds and bays is

variously brovra
; that of moderate depths

on continental shelves (off New York,
Nevirfoundland Banks, North Sea, be-
tween the Falkland Islands and South
America), sea-green; that of the deep-
sea in general (Gulf Stream, Trade-wind
belts of all oceans, etc.), strong blue,
etc. This color is what one sees by look-
ing directly down into the water, not the
surface color, due more or less to reflec-

tion, and which varies with weather con-
ditions. Looked at at the proper angle
in the right weather the deep sea and a
muddy pond give the same bright blue
surface color.

By JOHN T. NICHOLS

In general free-swimming fishes from
brovra waters are brownish above in life

(Minnows)
;

those from green waters,

green; from blue waters, blue. There is

a particularly close correspondence be-

tween the blue of certain off-shore fishes

(Flying fish, etc.) and that of the water
in which they are found.

Conspicuousness is unquestionably a

detriment to free-swimming fishes. They
continually prey on, or are preyed upon
by, quick-sighted fishes or other crea-

tures; often they both prey and are

preyed on. Pretty surely their colors

tend in the main to render them incon-

spicious—the white of their underparts
against the bright lower side of the sea

surface, the brown, green or blue of their

backs as the case may be, seen from above
against the corresponding sea color. As
compared with one of their number dead
and lying on its back or side, their in-

conspicuousness often verges on the in-

visible. That their colors are always
those that give them the lowest visibility

is, however, not true. For instance, the

adult dolphin is more or less bright yel-

low behind and below, just in that quar-

ter where a fish is most open to attack.

As a correlation we may note that the

size and speed of the dolphin are such

as to render it practically immune from
attack, and that the yellow should enable

these fish, which hunt wide stretches of

blue water by sight in small schools,

more readily to keep together. If one

wished to paint a conspicuous mark in

this blue water, yellow would perhaps

be the best color to use.

The majority of species, certainly in

temperate seas, belong to the second

group of bottom or weed fishes. It

is in this group that we find species whose
colors match their surroundings so won-
derfully that even the most sceptical

naturalists will admit that they are pro-

tectively—that is, concealingly—colored.

Notable examples are the gulf-weed fish,

found only in the drifting gulf weed,

and the flounders which lie on the bot-

tom. The fact of concealing coloration

here is obvious.

I am of the opinion that throughout

this group the colors of the majority of

the various species tend to conceal them,

or that they set limits to the conspicu-

ousness of each. It is sometimes argued

that when two species of animals with

the same habits on the same territory are

differently colored they cannot both be

concealingly colored. In fact, this is a

favorite formula
with those who ar-

gue against wide ex-

istence of concealing
colorations among
animals. Its weak-
ness as an argument
is two-fold. First,

the habits of no two
species are exactly alike, or even those
of the two sexes, or of the young and
old. Second, concealing coloration is a
relative matter. With a given environ-
ment and habits, a single color and pat-
tern very likely gives the lowest visibility,

but several different colors and patterns
may give a sufficiently low visibility for

the needs of the animal.
Compared to those of group two, the

boldly colored reef fishes (Group 3) have
a high visibility. This statement is

based on not inconsiderable personal ob-

servation, and agrees with the observa-
tions of most naturalists. The reefs and
their agility enable them to flaunt with
impunity colors which would be disas-

trous to other fishes.’

The colors of deep water fishes are
the most puzzling, perhaps because
we know least of the habits of this

group and the conditions under which
they live. In the deep shadows of the
ocean depths lighted only by flashes of

phosphorescence, the frequent black
fishes would be expected to have a low
visibility. The red species common in

intermediate regions where little day-
light penetrates would also have a low
visibility, though conspicious at the
surface, because the light must pene-
trate so broad a belt of the green or blue
water before reaching them. It is pos-
sible that a concealing value accounts for
the hlack and the red. It is possible that
the fish obtains physiological benefit from
the absorption by its body of the faint

light, an absorption facilitated by these
colors. The silvery species differ from
silvery surface fishes in the lack of white
in the silver, and comparative absence of

dark backs. Some of the Lantern fishes,

small silvery, deep-water species which
come to the surface at night, have scales

so burnished that the fish form almost
perfect mirrors. They have a very low
visibility at night.

Any naturalist with a wide experience
of fishes in different habitats will, I

think, see the force of the grouping pre-

sented above and agree in the main with
the generalizations. Of course there are

exceptions and special cases which it does

not cover. There is a certain type of

large-eyed, nocturnal red fish found on
the reefs which one might readily class

with the conspicuous diurnal species,

some of which are red. Most of these

^ See Reigjard Pub. Tortugas Lab., Carnegie
Inst., Wash., 2. 1908, 257-326. Nichols, Am. ^fus.
Journal, Dec.. 1916. 507-511.

(CONTINTTED ON PAGE 243)
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FIELD TRIALS AT PINEHURST
THE SPORTSMAN WHO FOLLOWS A WELL CONDUCTED FIELD TRIAL

WILL BECOME MORE SKILLFUL IN THE HANDLING OF HIS OWN DOGS

By RODNEY RANDOM

S
OMETHING
like a quarter

of a century

ago the Tufts fam-
ily of Boston
(father and son)

started out to make
Pinehurst, N. C.,

the greatest winter

rendezvous for out-

of-doors people in

the world, and it

may be truly rec-

orded that marvel-
ous progress has
been made in that

direction, for today
Pinehurst is the
winter mecca of

the golfing world.

The trap-shooting
fraternity have al-

so seized upon the

place and made it

their home, the

winter tournament
of the clay bird

smashers being the star event of the

season, and as a further attraction for

the devotees of the shotgun and the

bird dog Field Trials have been intro-

duced and celebrated Field Trial stars

raced there last month under ideal con-

ditions. To the man who shoots over a

pointer or setter on the wooded hillsides

of New England, the prairies of the west,

or in the quail fields of the south, a race

between bird dogs is an event of constant

interest for there he can observe and

study the finer points of bird dog work
as brought out and emphasized by compe-

tition between highly developed dogs with

skillful handlers.

The average dog owner believes that

he knows all about a bird dog that is

worth while and feels sure he can tell a

good one from a bad one. The estimate

of a dog that a man forms in the hunt-

ing field however, is based largely upon
whether he is registered a successful shot

at the birds, and the appreciation of

dog is frequently measured by the num-
ber of birds which are killed.

In a Field Trial all is different. The
mere killing of birds is not taken into

consideration and dogs are shot over

only to determine whether or not they

are steady at the report of the guns, or

gun shy, and many trials are run without
a bird being killed. The judges, men of

long experience, follow the dogs in the

most dispassionate manner and keep them
under constant surveillance. The speed

and energy that a dog throws into his

work, the intelligence that he displays

in working a country and going from one
birdy spot to another, the manner in

which he approaches a likely place so

as to get full advantage of the wind, the

unerring confidence and accuracy with
which he locates his birds, are the things
that the judges are constantly weighing

4 -:

H. A. J. Wilken’s “Coveycot Jessica”

in making up their decision, and any
sportsman who follows a well-conducted

Field Trial for a day or two leaves a

much wiser man, and in the field there-

after, he will be far more skillful in the

handling of his own dogs and will have
learned many things that should be in

the curriculum of an accomplished and

Frank Butler with
Norwood Johnson’s Champion “Griffon”

worthy sportsman.
In the trials this

year a number of

amateurs com-

p e t e d. Crocker’s

Ben Sport was
handled by his

owner who had
never seen a Field

Trial before, but
who quickly picked
up the finer points

of the game and in

the final heat,
which he ran with
Jay Hall, also an
amateur, these

two men handled
their dogs with a
keen, decisive pre-

cision that would
have done credit to

any professional.

A Mr. Wilkens,
who owns a beauti-
ful little descend-
ant of the old Field

Trial star, Caesar, was a very umprom-
ising handler in the first series, but he
followed the trials through the rest of
the day, got a line on the game, and came
back two days later and placed his beau-
tiful little setter at the top of the list.

P
INEHURST has many things to

recommend it as a Field Trial center.

To begin with there are sufficient

birds and unlimited country, and there
is a stimulating snap in the atmosphere
of this Carolina pineland country that
brings out the best in both men and dogs.

It is a land of sunshine and sandy soil

which readily absorbs the rains that in

some countries made the fields impass-
able, and there are also the other com-
forts in the way of splendid hotel accomo-
dations, which have deterred so many
men from putting up with discomforts to

be found at the places where Field Trials
are usually held.

Mr. Tufts, the owner of Pinehurst, is

an old Field Trial man and always has
a hearty welcome for the man who loves

a bird dog or a foxhound. He is also

fortunate in having as two all-winter

residents Dr. Brown, who is well-known
in the Field Trial world and a skillful

hand in directing these matters and Jay
Hall, another well-known Field Trial en-

thusiast, keenly 'interested in bird dogs
and the success of the Pinehurst trials.

The senior judge of the trials was
Harry Hullman of Terre Haute, Indiana.
A quarter of a centry ago Mr. Hullman
owned the greatest kennel of Field Trial
stars that was ever brought together and
his name is permanently identified with
all that is best in Field Trials. He dropped
into Pinehurst quite unannounced, but
was immediately pressed into service and
handled the stake admirably, bracing

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 255 )
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FIVE HINTS

I
F your boots get wet inside take sev-

eral handfulls of dry pebbles, heat

them very hot and put them in the boots.

This will dry them quickly.

* * *

A good pocket match box can be made
by telescoping empty 12 and 10-gauge

shot-gun shells.

* * »

Always carry a little roll of stove-

pipe wire and some string. It will come
in pretty handy around camp.

* *

An improvised camp spoon can be

made by using an oyster shell attached

to a split stick.

Whenever you are in unfamiliar woods
make a distinctive or original mark on

certain trees so you will recognize them
if you ever have occasion to pass that

way again. Ordinary blazes are mis-

leading sometimes.
Jack, Iowa.

A GOOD CAMP GRATE

A very simple take-down grate for

camp use can be made by using

three pieces of iron about fourteen

inches long by 1 inch wide to % inch

Figure 2

thick and three A-inch iron rods.

Bore holes about a quarter of an inch

from the ends of the flat pieces of iron.

Form them into a triangle and insert the

rods, holding them in place with nuts.

Figure 1, shows the different parts of

the grate before they ai’e assembled and

Figures 2 and 3 the method followed

in putting them together. Sharpen the

Figure i

rods so they can be readily pushed .into

the earth around the fire.

R. R., Maryland.

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

TO PATCH A BOOT

TO keep a patch on a rubber boot or

wader from curling up at the edges

is a much easier process than one might
imagine. First, carefully clean the sur-

face of the rubber where the patch is re-

quired, then attach it as usual and tack

the edges down lightly with thin, sharp-

pointed tacks. When the patch has set,

draw the tacks and fill the holes with

rubber adhesive paste or liquid. When
this dries cover the entire patch with

cement, making sure that you have an
unbroken, even coat. Patches attached

in this manner usually stick in spite of

rough treatment and don’t curl up and
come off at the first contact with rock

or snag, as very often happens with

patches that are put on carelessly.

THE BEST FLY DOPE

I
F your various correspondents want
the very best fly dope to really keep

the varmints off they have only to refer

to the pages of “Woodcraft” to secure it.

Nessmuk was in the North Woods at all

seasons of the year. When the hilari-

ous skeeter thrummed his guitar; when
the rapacious black fly thrust his javelin

and when the unseen punkie burned his

poisoned torch. He didn’t risk citronella

nor eucalyptus. Tar oil was his “dope”
and the writer can testify to its marvel-
ous efficacy. “Three ounces pine tar, two
ounces castor oil, one ounce pennyroyal
oil, simmer all together over a slow fire

and bottle for use.”

If every summer camper who may be
exposed to one or more of these dreaded
pests will read Nessmuk’s advice about
insect pests he will bless the old man
again and again, that is if he will fol-

low the advice which is sound, solid

sense. Osceola.

ONE WAY TO START A FIRE

H ERE’S a simple way to start a fire

without matches, flint, steel or

sticks: Everyone knows how to start

paper burning with a magnifying glass,

well, that’s just the trick, only use a

front lense from your field glass. It will

make a very strong glass and the

brighter the sun the easier it is to start

the fire. After your tinder begins to

smoke a little, blow on it and it will

break into a flame very much sooner.

You don’t have to keep a big fire going
all day in camp so as to have it ready
to cook on at suppertime, just keep a

smouldering one and you can start it

again very easily by fanning a little.

Almost all hunters nowadays carry

field glasses and consider them an es-

sential part of their outfit. They are

invaluable for searching out and finding

game, but it is well to know of another

way in which they can be made to ser^’e

a useful purpose. E. C. T.
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A HANDY BAKER

P URCHASE a heavy tin baking pan
1 such as can be obtained in any hard-

ware store. Fashion a cover from a

I

piece of sheet tin and fasten it to the pan
by means of the simple tongue and- slot

hinge, as shown in cut. Brace the pan
before the fire by means of a log or stake

and, adjusting the cover to the proper
angle, hold it in place by means of a

wire. The pan will come in handy to

carry odds and ends of your camping
outfit and when fastened shut by a little

catch will keep the contents snug and
tight,

H. L. R. G., Connecticut.

POCKET MINNOW NET

Take a round block of wood, about
three inches in diameter and about

an inch thick, and bore four holes op-

posite to each other around the edge.
Insert a piece of umbrella rib about
twelve inches long in each hole. Make
the holes small enough so the ribs will fit

tight. Leave the ends of the ribs that
have the little eyes in outside. Lay the
block and ribs, which will look like the

hub of a wheel with four spokes, on a
square piece of mosquito netting and sew
the four corners of the net to the eyes in

the ribs. In the center of the block put
a screw-eye and in the center of the net
sew a piece of string, leaving the ends of

the string about eight inches long. Any
straight, stiff stick picked up on the
shore will serve for a handle. Make it

fast to the net with string through the
screw-eye. With a piece of bread as
bait tied to the string in the middle of

the net it is ready to catch minnows.
They will come over the net for the
bread and when it is raised up quickly.

the resistance of the water causes it to

belly and the minnows cannot get out.

When you have finished using it, pull the

ribs out of the holes, drop the block

in the net and roll it up on the ribs,

making it compact to carry.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR ROD

Every season your fishing rod should

be carefully gone over and varnished
if you want to keep it in good condition.

Clean all the metal parts with rotten-

stone and sweet oil, but never touch the

male ferrules. With a piece of old felt,

a little extra fine pumicestone and raw
linseed oil rub it down thoroughly, being

careful in the wiping not to chafe the

silk; wipe off very clean and let it stand

for a day or two to get dry. Then
take a fine-haired flat brush and give

one coat of fine oil finish. Suspend the

rod by strings for one or two days and
give the second coat, suspending it again
for a few days so it will get hard. Now
take old felt, raw oil and rottenstone and
rub it lightly but thoroughly; wipe off

with an old rag and you will have a

handsomely finished rod. Water will not

affect it. When you stop fishing wipe
the rod dry and when you get home or

to camp rub it well with raw oil on a

rag. Oil the male ferrules with a drop
of good gun oil, polish the moutings and
put it away in its case.

J. P. H., New Jersey.

A DURABLE ROD CASE

A S the ordinary rod case of leather

doesn’t always prevent rods from be-

coming broken while traveling, I devised

and made a case for any pet rod by tak-

ing a piece of light brass tubing of suit-

able length about two inches in diameter
and soldered a cap of heavy tin for the

bottom. A large cork provided a stopper
for the other end •tf^hich I fastened to a

little chain and soldered the other end of

the chain to the tube so as to prevent
it from becoming lost. Bits of brass wire
were bent into U shape and soldered at

How the rod case looks

proper intervals to the side of the tube
so as to form attaching points for the

carrying strap. I enameled the tube black

and I now have a good looking case and
one that is practically unbreakable.

G. G., New Jersey.

A FISHING OUTFIT

Take a piece of bamboo about an inch

in diameter and cut it so as to form
a hollow tube about four inches long.

Sectional view of outfit

Insert a cork in each end and you will

have a receptacle in w'hich you can put
shot, sinkers, etc. One of the corks can
be used as a float and by empaling hooks
on the other oite, as shown in cut, you
will be able to keep them in such a
position as to prevent all possibility of
their becoming lost or entangled in the
lining of your pocket. Wind your fish

line around the outside and hold the
loose end in place by pushing it in with
one of the corks. This will give you a
compact fishing outfit and one that you
can easily carry in your hunting coat
pocket and will come in handy when you
happen upon a good fishing place.

W. R. J., Alaska.

TO SKIN AN EEL i

P LACE the eel on its back on a board i

and with thumb and forefinger on
|

each side of its head at gills, press firmly i

down and cut a very narrow slit across
its neck just below the fins with a very

j

sharp knife. Force the knife through i,

backbone, but do not cut through the
skin. Raise eel from board and holding I

head in left hand, place point of knife in i

slit and cut and rip down the belly

through the vent and let the slit stop

in the fin. Take out insides and work
the knife at severed backbone until the
skin is free from flesh for about two ij

inches dowm from head. Holding the I

head in left hand, place thumb of right s

hand back of detached flesfi, with blade ;•

of knife against the backbone on the belly •

side and pull the skin off as you would f

a sock. The skin should not be cut from i

the head as it provides a handle to hold 'i'

it by when pulling. F. A. S. ^
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MORE ABOUT GAME FISH

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
'M only a bookshop subscriber to your

very fine magazine, and around the

15th of every “inst,” eagerly look for it.

In the February issue, numerous inter-

rogations appear, as “What is”— “Defi-

nition of”— “Manning of,” etc., concern-

ing “game fish.”

One says the salmon only, and other

equally expert opinions differ.

The word “game,” as applied to fish,

would require an act of your Congress

to decide, and even then the act would

err, for the reason I would like to point

out.

I am from England, “Merrie England”
again, and used to “still fish” in the sea

a lot, but, until last year, did not have a

rod in my hand for well over forty years.

About 25 years ago, I used to “throw

out” a hand line in the Red River and

could take quite a few of the much ma-
ligned cat fish. A few times I have fished

in the Assiniboine.

At that time the Red was a fine body
of water, with a current of about a mile

an hour, the Assiniboine being twice as

swift. Sewers emptied into the Red, none

into the other. From the Red I could

catch “cats” up to 25 lbs., big black

backed fellows, but they would “come in”

like a log till they got to shallow water.

Then a flip of their tails would take them
about ten feet, to be hauled back and
out. Were they “game?” No, most em-
phatically No!

Less than a mile across the base of the

triangle (the point of river junction be-

ing the apex) I would throw in a fairly

heavy sinker, and a six pound “cat”

would connect. Oh! yes, he’d connect all

right, and you’d know it. These fellows

were sure of the wildcat persuasion, for

they would take that heavy sinker, lift

it 15 feet to the top of the water, and
fight every foot of the way in. Up here
at that time the art of “playing a fish”

was unknown, but, as these fish would
pull I would give them a few feet of line,

and have sometimes been ten to fifteen

minutes landing one. I always used a

very fine linen line, except for the bottom
six feet, which is heavy enough to stand
the strain of the swing. To throw out, and
to pull in a six pound “game” cat, with a
fine line, with bare hands is no joke.

All of which brings me back to the
original matter. I claim the Red “cats”
are surely not a “game” fish, but the
fighting wild “cats” of the Assinniboine
are as much a “game” fish as is the lord-

ly salmon or the voracious pike.

Further, the word “game” is one of
those abstract words that are absolutely
indefinable. Like “sin,” “duty,” etc., the
dictionary can interpret in general terms
but for the word “duty,” a brakeman has

LETTERS,
QUESTIONS

AND ANSWER
one interpretation, a human yellow dog
an altogether different one.

Dr. Henshall is right, if a fish is a

fighter he is “game.” If a quitter—well,

he is just a quitter and not “game.”
Good luck to Forest and Stream,

may they both, with the magazine named
after them, outlast our time, and for gen-

erations beyond.

J. E. Costello, Manitoba.

WHEN AN EEL IS NOT A SUCKER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
HAVE had considerable fishing experi-

ence in the last six years but the most
exciting one I can remember happened
last spring. The surrounding country
where I live does not lack in fishing

waters; Napanee River with its various
creeks afford much pleasure to the true

sportsman. Some people think that fish-

ing with a net is sport. I disagree; give

the fish some sort of a chance at least. If

anyone wants sport let him take a spear,

some sort of a light and wade up Little

Creek night hunting black suckers and
eels. This creek teems with suckers in

the spring; they come in from the bay at

night and go out in the daytime.

One night I went down to the creek

with a friend of mine to hunt suckers.

We each wore hip rubber boots and car-

ried a spear and a good strong carbide

lamp. We started wading up the rapids

but never saw a fin. “A little early in

the night,” announced my friend; “come
up to the mud bottom, we’ll try for eels,”

and so up to this spot we proceeded.

Here’s where the fun started. Imagine
yourself spearing eels in three feet of

water and only one hand to do it with!

I can see those eels yet; they were every-

where. I left my trademark on several

of them though ; they seem to have a dis-

gusting habit of slipping through the

tines when they shouldn’t!

The water came up higher on our boots

all the time and when it was about two
inches from the tops the going was pretty

slow. I was on one side of the creek

and my friend on the other when he
yelled “Look out! There’s a red fin.” As
red fin suckers came in this creek once

in a while I supposed that he had seen

one so I flashed my light toward the

center of the stream but saw nothing
that indicated the wake of a “big one.”

The first thing I knew my friend had
something on his spear that looked to me

like a huge black snake. It was not; it

was an eel! And talk about eels, that
was the biggest one I ever saw or ever
expect to see. I can safely say it was
five feet long and as big as a man’s wrist!
But he got away, much to our disappoint-
ment; it is a hard job to keep an eel on
a spear with only one hand. My friend
was so excited he didn’t know what to do

;

whenever I mention that night to him he
says, “Holy doodle,” and shakes his
head. We didn’t get an eel or anything
else that night except wet feet which is

invariably the case. At this particular
spot sucker fishing is quite a sport on a
good night.

Walter H. Sills, Ontario.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THE GREEN HEAD MALLARD
A T a recent meeting of the Stutsman

County Sportsman’s Club, James-
town, N. Dak., a discussion came up
relative to the Green Head Mallard
Duck as to whether or not his head was
green at all times during the year. It

was maintained by some that the green
head was permanent and by others that
his head was not green during the
moulting period. Will you please in-

form me relative to this in detail.

J. E. Campbell, N. Dak.
Those who maintain that the green

head of the male mallard is permanent
through the year are wrong. The green
head mallard loses his brilliant plumage
for a period in late summer and early

fall and more nearly resembles the fe-

male. This is not generally understood
by gunners. This change of plumage
in male ducks during the summer
months was first spoken of in the sup-
plement to Montague’s Ornithological

Dictionary in 1813, the reference being
to the pin-tail or sprig-tail {Dafila
acuta). In the Proceedings of the Phil-

adelphia Academy of Natural Sciences

for the last quarter of the year 1899 Mr.
Witmer Stone discussed “The Summer
Molting Plumage of Certain Ducks" at

considerable length.

The matter is treated of with some
fullness in GrinnelVs American Duck
Shooting, pp. 82 to 84, from which we
digest some paragraphs.
About 1838 the naturalist Waterton

described a summer molt in the male
mallard and from time to time other
species were found to undergo similar
changes. Ridgeway, in his Manual of
North American Birds, refers to a num-
ber of ducks which have a peculiar sum-
mer plumage resembling the female.
Among these are the mallard, blue-wing
and cinnamon teals, the gadwall, wid-
geon, pintail and scaup. Mr. Stone
noted that the change of plumage is

chiefly confined to those parts of the bird
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which are most highly colored. The

change takes place in summer just be-

fore the annual molt of the flight

feathers, and as soon as the new flight

feathers have become strong enough to

be used, the dull plumage, as well as the

remainder of the old plumage, is lost.

In other words, this dull plumage lasts

only during the period when the birds

are unable to fly through the loss of the

quill feathers of their wings. At such

a time a dull plumage would render the

bird inconspicuous and so protect it from

its enemies, and this Mr. Stone believes

is the explanation of the curious sum-

mer molt.— [Editors].

TWO KICKS AND A HOLLER
To the Editor of FOREST AND Stream:

T his is two kicks and a holler which

you won’t publish from one who has

read and subscribed to the old maga-
zine for twenty years. Kick one—Why
is Forest and Stream on sale here five

or six days before I who subscribe for

it receive my copy?
Kick two—Some time ago I submitted

an article on Striped Bass Fishing at

Montauk, said article being without any
literary merit whatever, but a truthful

account of conditions under which we
fish there. If you don’t want this effu-

sion, and I don’t blame you if you don’t,

please return it. Last year was the

greatest ever for striped bass at Mon-
tauk, four rods averaging twenty-four

fish per day but most of the fish ran

under ten pounds. Now I know our

friend Hulit is a bait fisherman and
wedded to the method as followed on

the Jersey coast but he ought to let the

readers of our magazine know of the

fine fishing near town. This Summer
the State begins the construction of a

cement road from Bridgehampton to the

Point so that any fisherman who owns
a “Lizzie” can run right down to the

fishing grounds and no railroad fare.

The Holler—Shortly I leave on my
fourteenth trip to the West coast of Flo-

rida. Two years ago I had the pleasure

of attending the King party whom we
found lost at the head of Little Shark
River near Harney Pool. I have enjoyed
reading Lamed’s descriptions of that

country. Except for rattlesnakes there

is no danger there for the man who
minds his own business and keeps his

mouth shut. The stone over the grave
of that Audubon Society warden on Cape
Sable is a very pretty piece of brown
stone. I visited it last year. But what
do you expect. He butted in on the lo-

cal plume hunting industry. If Lamed
wants a story tell him to get from Geo.
Storter of Allens River the story of

Watson who lived on Lostman’s River
and made a business of killing for the
pure love of the thing. I visited the
stand from which he shot his victims
and found the skeleton of the old women
he killed and which one of my friends
helped to bury. Watson died facing a
bunch of men at Chockoloskee. They
buried him on Rabbit Key, waking Stor-
ter up in the middle of the night to
pronounce him officially dead. This was
easy. He had twenty-one bullets in him.

This year we are going to try to

catch sailfish outside Knights Key by

the kite method as done at Avalon. It

seems easy according to the letter and

diagrams just received from the secre-

tary of the club but I “hae me doubts.”

Don’t suppose you would care to hear

how it works as my articles are merely

stories of facts and have no “literary

merit.”

Henry H. Shepard.

PHILBRICK GILE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

N O one could have gone into the

Rangeley region of Maine without

having known Philbrick Gile

either through personal acquaintance or

Philbrick Gile

by reputation. The news of his death,

which occurred the latter part of Feb-
ruary, will be regretted by all who knew
him.

He was one of the pioneers in this

section, in fact, his name is properly as-

sociated with the old buckboard road
from Rangeley to Kennebago via Loon
Lake, as he was one of the small group
of men who blazed through the original

trail, which later became a buckboard
road, and up to a few years ago was
the only way into Kennebago from
Rangeley. During his early life he was
engaged in trapping and work incidental

to the opening up of this region.

With the development of York’s Camp
at Loon Lake and Ed. Grant’s at Ken-
nebago, his services as a guide were
eagerly sought by sportsmen. In addi-

tion to being a most practical woodsman,
he was a thorough student and lover

of nature. One was always sure of en-

tertainment with Philbrick, his many
and varied experiences provided a

foundation for many an interesting

story.

It was the writer’s privilege to have

known him, not only as a guide, but as

a friend and companion. I saw him

last in October, in his comfortable home
wrought from the forest by his own

effort and thrift.

His death thins the ranks of our stur-

dy New England type of men, who by

their life of labor and resistance give

us a heritage of the best American citi-

zenship.

Clinton V. Dean, Rhode Island.

WHO WANTS TO HUNT IN MEXICO
To the Editor of FOREST AND Stream

1
AM planning a hunting and trapping

expedition to start from this place

about the first of next October to be out

some eight or nine months. I am going in-

to the Sierra Madres of northwestern Chi-

huahua and expect to explore and hunt

in a region that is virgin forest and prac-

tically unknown to the outside world. All

of the game and fur bearing animals be-

longing to this part of the world are in

great abundance, streams are numerous

and alive with game fish, in fact it is a

hunter’s paradise.

My object in writing this to you, is

to ask you to help me to find a man to

join me. I want a partner who has the

ability to write vivid descriptions of what
he will see and the game we will kill,

that he can get published in some sport-

ing magazine to help make the trip a

profitable one. If I can find the right

man he will be able to collect an abund-

ance of matter that will be of interest to

all readers of such publications or that

I think will find sale, published in book

form. I spent one winter hunting and

trapping in this district without this

feature and made a good profit, and I

have made numerous short excursions

always with success.

I have always used Winchester arms
in my hunting expeditions. For deer and
bear the 30 Army type is the gun I like

best. When I find a grizzly I am not
afraid to tackle him with this gun, and
it is positive suicide to tackle one of these

brutes if you haven’t got a safe gun.

When describing any interesting bags
of game, we will naturally mention the

kind and size of gun used and I think
that a hunter’s story is incomplete if he
doesn’t tell what he can do with his

favorite gun. The man I am looking for

must be healthy and able to bear some
hardships and above all be a lover of

outdoor life and of the sport of hunting,
or his narratives will not be good. I will

expect him to bear an equal portion of

the expense and share the same in any
profit, with myself and probably another
person who will go with me. The trip

will not be without some element of dan-
ger which, however, will make it the
more interesting. I will expect this man
to bring photographing outfit and be able
to take pictures for illustrating pur-
poses. I will answer any questions to any
person interested truthfully and frankly,
and I can furnish ample proof that I am
responsible and will treat fairly with my
partner.

Leon A. Carruth,
Pearson, Chihuahua, Mexico.
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HINTS ON FISHING
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
HAVE been a reader of the good old

Forest and Stream for a number of

years and sure do enjoy reading the fish-

ing notes that appear in it each month.
In the January number I i-ead M. S. B.’s

article who asked for some of the other

fishermen to give their experience in

fishing. Fishing is my favorite sport

and I spend most of my spare time on
the lakes or streams. Trout, black bass
and pike are my favorite fish, but the
bass are the boys I like to fish for and I

most always get my share of them. I

am no fish hog as fifteen is the limit of

one day’s catch and I have never taken
over that number in one day, not because
I couldn’t catch more but fifteen bass is

enough for any person in one day’s catch.

Our lakes in Minnesota have a good sup-
ply of fish of most every variety. I am
a strong believer in shore fishing I

and do most of my fishing from the )

shore. I use every kind of bait I

can get hold of. Flies, wabblers and
spinners of different makes, live bait

such as frogs, minnows, soft shell

crabs and crickets, and when bass
are not taking live bait or flies, or

spinners, I try dandelion blossoms
and milk weed blossoms. I have
caught a nice string of bass with
these tw’o blossoms but these I use
in the heat of the day when the fish

are jumping, as they are light and
hard to cast but put on a couple of

split buck shot and try it the next
time you go fishing and find the bass
are jumping and will not take any
other bait you may offer and see for

your self. In cleaning my catches I

always notice what they have been
feding on and in that way it has
helped me a great deal in giving
them what they will take. Last sea-

son I caught a dozen or more bass
that would w'eigh lbs. and better

the opening of the season. I caught
one black bass that weighed 7% ibs.,

24 inches in length and 19 inches in

girth at Dean’s Lake, Minn., 35 miles

northwest of Minneapolis on a No.
2 Shannon Coaxer, which I think is a

good surface bait. But when my friend

asked me for a mess of fish and I am
fish hungry myself I most always use

frogs. Will write again if any one would
like to read my experience in bass fishing.

W. A. Morton, Minneapolis, Minn,

as the Mississippi Rivers. I suppose that

we will stay here for the duration of our

“Nacht am Rhine.” There are many wild

ducks on the river and many rabbits and
deer in the hills and forests around here,

which only makes me homesick for we
are not allowed to hunt here. As this is

all the news I know I will close with a

promise to pay you a visit when we get

back to the good old U. S. A.

CoRP. Joseph A. Blettner,
Army of Occupation, Germany.

A BOOK PLATE
To the Editor of Forest and Stre^am:

AM taking the liberty of enclosing

herewith print of a book plate which
I had made, using as the lower panel

two cuts from one of your old publica-

tions; feeling that you might perhaps

be interested in seeing some of your old

work reproduced along different lines

whiff and off he went like a wild dog
down by the creek, sometimes in the
water and sometimes on the gravel. In

his haste he lost the track but picked
it up again a little ways down the creek.

He did better this time than before, and
trailed old Mr. ’Coon down the creek a
little farther and then off towards the
swamp about a mile away, yelling all

the time as if he was killing the ’coon or
the ’coon was killing him, but we knew
as long as all that noise was kept up our
dog was very much alive. Finally he
treed him in an old sink hole which was
about ten feet deep and very hard to get
out of because you had to pull yourself
up by small bushes growing along the
sides. As we had taken a ’possum from
this hole about a week before there was
no hesitation on our part about going
down, so down we went, and just as we
went down the show started. Hardly
had we touched the ground when the dog

brought out a skunk and a lively

tustle followed in which we were all

christened night hunters for the sim-
ple reason that we couldn’t get out
fast enough. In the scramble to get

out we lost the only lantern we had
and no one would go back for it, so

we started discarding all the clothes

we could spare.

Somehow or other our dog had lost

the ’coon track and had taken the

skunk’s which ended what promised
to be a fine night. •

A. J. Allensworth, Mich.

An Outdoor Man’s Book Plate

and that the book plate may perhaps
help you or some of your friends in de-

signing one for yourselves, I remain,

W. P. Patterson, Virginia.

JACK RABBITS FOR HUNTING
To the Editor of

Forest and Stream :

The question of Jack Rabbits and
Belgian hares for country stock-

ing purposes has been called to my
attention. The local raisers of Bel-

gian hares advise me that when
these rabbits are turned loose in the

country they invariably die. Such
being the case, it would be useless

to w'aste money stocking these rab-

bits for hunting purposes. Can you
advise me of any species of large

rabbits that wdll propagate when turned
out in the country and increase in num-
bers for sporting purposes?

0. M. La Rue, Flemington, N. J.

FROM GERMAN SOIL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Y our welcome letter of the 15th of

Nov. was received with pleasure. I

am glad to hear that my letter with the

eleven Francs in \vas received on Nov.
11th because that was a day that the

whole world enjoyed. I have received

two copies of the good old Forest and
Stream since I received your letter, and
I have had great pleasure in reading
them and I hope that I will receive my
April copy soon. I know of nothing
else in the line of news just now, except

that we are only about 50 ft. from the

Rhine River now, with only a railroad

and street separating. The Rhine is

about as wide as the Ohio and as deep

A FINE NIGHT SPOILED
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

O NE night in October, 1917, we were
going to try out a pup we had been

training all that summer and of which

we expected a fine hunting dog; a ’coon

dog was what we wanted.

We invited four friends out from
Clarksville to go with us and out they

came with a “green one” who promised us

great fun that night, so we went down to

Dry creek, which is the best ’coon

ground in the neighborhood and turned

our dog loose near the creek. At first

“Sport” (the dog) didn’t catch on and

for the first half hour we did most of the

hunting, but finally found ’coon tracks

in the mud by the creek where he had
been hunting frogs for his supper, so we
called the dog and let him get a good

DEFINITION OF SPORTSMAN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
N the March number there was an
article defining “sportsman” as ap-

plied in this country.

I think any person who is a lover of

nature and her children. One who en-

joys hunting, fishing etc., for the pleas-

ure of matching his skill against their

instincts and natural cunning, and not

for the sake of killing. One who in-

sits on fair play, respects our game
laws and helps protect our friends of

the forests and streams is entitled to

the term “sportsman.”
If the killing of a swan, stag, eagle,

seal and salmon was the qualification in

the past in Scotland, anyone could boast

the title if he had the price, while many
a true sportsman would be left out.

C. S. Paul, Iowa.
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UNCLE SAM FISHING CONTEST
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

L ast August three disciples of Ike

Walton got into a boat on a little

pond, situated in Plymouth County,

Mass., about fifty miles from Boston.

After catching small perch and roach

for bait we anchored in 15 feet of wa-
ter for still fishing. I can visualize

turned up noses, but when flycasting is

impossible owing to prevailing condi-

tions and there ai’e too many weeds for

bait casting, is it not good to anchor,

light your pipe and indulge in a con-

templation of the wonders of nature, re-

turning to the days when a twig, a

string and a one-cent-a-dozen hook

brought pleasure that can never be for-

gotten ?

At one o’clock our sole results were
a few perch and many pouts that had
been returned to their habitat. Lunch
over, at two-thirty, we again put forth.

Having live shrimp I thought I would
try them instead of perch and then the

sport started.

Almost immediately after my first

cast I received a strike and was so sur-

prised that Mr. Fish got safely away.
Of course I had to endure a nagging
from my companions that I afterwards
realized was classical. But when I en-

cored the performance on the next cast

the personal remarks got under my hide

and though I hate to admit, the fish be-

gan to steal my shrimp as fast as I

could put them on the hook. Having
nothing but dead ones left I put on a

bunch large enough to make any bass
hungry, but when I landed a four
pounder I thought I was due to be
thrown overboard. I had a feeling then
that it was my day and a prize in the
Forest and Stream Fishing Contest”
seemed to be already in my vest pocket.

Baiting with a live roach and casting

I was rewarded by a strike that sent a

thrill through every muscle.

Letting him mouth the bait he took
a run of twenty five or thirty yards and
when he stopped I struck and then the
fun began. When he felt the hook, out
of the water came the largest and most
angry bass I have ever had on a line.

With a 4-oz. flyrod and a hundred feet

of line out I knew I had a fight on. Dur-
ing this bass’s life he had learned every
wiley trick famous to the small mouth.

After several attempts to get rid of
the hook by leaving the water and play-
ing an acrobat, he decided that home of-

fered a better haven and home he went
to sulk, occasioanlly shaking his head
like a bull dog on a tramp’s nethermost
part which has been made famous by
cartoons. After twenty-five minutes
hard fight I gave him the butt and per-
suaded (incidentally a hook in the ten-
der part of one’s mouth must be some
persuader) him to come up. When he
saw the boat within a few feet his wan-
ing strength rallied and he made one
last futile attempt for freedom, but the
odds were against him and the net was
slipped under his bronze body and the
game warrior lifted into the boat, his
courage willing to continue the fight but
his strength all gone.

His gameness made me wish to put

him back but I compromised and had

him mounted and every time I look at

him I feel full of respect for his game-

ness and look forward to the time when
I can make another trip and get a com-

panion to put beside him. He weighed

five pounds, six ounces.

J. G. Houston, Mass.

SOMEONE ANSWER THIS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
Can I take a boat, drawing about 28

to 30 inches, and go in and through the

various heads or channels from Hicks

Beach, Far Rockaway to Great South

Bay? I have tried to get charts but am
told there are none published. If you
cannot answer the question, perhaps I

can get it from one of the readers of

Forest and Stream if you will publish

this in the column of questions.

H. L. Allen, Prince Bay, N. Y.

Flying Squirrel Leaving Nest

THE FLYING SQUIRREL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
AM enclosing a picture of a flying

squirrel caught by the camera in the

act of leaving his nest which might be of

interest to the readers of your excellent

journal.

J. B. Pardoe, New Jersey.

HELP FEED THE QUAIL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T HEARTILY endorse Charles Sherwood
1 regarding a bounty on all kinds of ver-

min. I know it would be a great help

in increasing the birds but I wish to

add a little more. The grouse covers are

fast fading away, that is their feeding
trees, namely black birch, sweet acorn,

spi’uce and the chestnut. Before the

chestnut blight started the grouse were
very plentiful. I have run onto a great
number of grouse that were down and
out from eating the blighted chestnuts,

effecting them so that their livers were
so diseased you could pull them apart

very easily. Owing to their poor condi-

tion they were easy prey for vermin. As
for the quail, some 30 years ago most of

our fields were enclosed by the old Ken-
tucky rail fences. In plowing these fields

the farmer never got any nearer than

three feet on either side. This allowed

the hazel brush and weeds to grow up.

When the winds and snows started, this

fence acted as a shield so the snow
drifted on the north, leaving the south

side with a nice sheltered canopy for a

sun parlor and feeding ground for the

quail. Today the wire fences have taken

the place of those old rail fences and the

quail have some hard times. How many
of us on arising in the morning and find-

ing the ground covered wfith snow and
a crust of sleet, ever put on the old rig,

take the dog, place a bag of feed on our
backs and sail forth to feed those little

fellows, that we think so much about in

the fall when the going is good and we
want to show our friends the good work
of our dogs? You can pass laws, and
then more laws, but you will never save

the quail unless you help fill their crops.

Come now, lets all be good sports and
cast away our selfishness. If they are

good enough to hunt, lets go the limit

and help them through the winters. Its

a poor sport who won’t go afield with a
bag of grain and forget the gun for a
while.

F. W. Wackford, Connecticut.

THE COOING FISH
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
JUST read an article in the March
number of Forest and Stream of what

seemed to be a strange experience of

W. R. Wood, of Canada about a fish taken
at Dickie’s Lake in Hastings County, On-
tario making a strange moaning sound
somewhat like the cooing of a dove. I

found the same kind of a fish in a small
river in southern Alabama. The fish is

known there as the Croaker and ranges
in size from 1 to 2 pounds. It is not
good for food.

J. W. Hembree, Princeton, Ind.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

M r. W. R. WOOD’S expei’ience with
cooing lake trout encourages me to

cast away my prudent silence and tell of

a somewhat similar experience. In Au-
gust, 1917, when up White Brook, near
Bethel, Me., I hooked an eight-inch brook
trout which came off the hook as soon as

I had landed him. He went flopping down
a thirty foot rock slide with a pool at

the bottom. I was in close pursuit but
it looked as if he would get away when
he hit a bump and I grabbed him. To
my astonishment the trout let out a harsh
little squeally squeak. I have not heard
anyone speak of vocal trout till I read
Mr. Wood’s letter in your March num-
ber. Maybe no one dared to. If so, I

wish they would speak up.

George S. Hastings, Washington, D. C.

We received a letter recently signed
A. V. Loving. If that gentleman ivill

kindly send us his address we will be
very glad to answer his letter.— [Edi-
tors.]
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LIKE OLD TIMES

Does Nol Shake

the Boat

Wiite for oata-
log and full in-

formation.

I> e a 1 e r a and
agent.' wanted.

We also make an
Inboard Engine
tui small Imat.s

and (• a ti o e s .

f'ireular .^0 tells

all about it.

it will seem to get back once
summer camp and lake and

sadly neglected while the hoys
were away. It will
be like old times
to glide swiftly
and smoothly over

the water,
with all

cares left
behind.
A Koban

motor frees
you from
the labor of
rowing—and

and as to speed
THE KOBAN
WILL RUN
AWAY FROM
OTHER ROW-
MOTOR. Easily

attached to any row-
boat—in a few minutes.
THE GREAT 2-CYLINDER

OW good
more to
river, so

ANY
BOAT

KOBAN
ROWBOAT MOTOR

The 2-cylinder op-
posed construction ab-
solutely removes the
continual vibra-
tion which makes
riding unpleasant,
opens seams ami
ruins rowboats. Spe-
cial tilting device for
shal’ow water and
bea hing.

KOBAN MFC. CO.
229 South Water St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

OVER HERE AND OVER

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
are so cool ami yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. These pillows have

removable wash covers and are SANITARY
VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when tleflated can be carried in your

pocket. 'Hie only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x Ifi—$2.25, 10 x 21—$2.75. 17

X 2fi—$2.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.

Catalog Free.

^'METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS’'
KSTAHLISIIEI) 1891

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co.. Athol, Mass.

FicHE^f^N'S
r•'^RADISH

% Ml Located on chain of six Lakes. Best
r ^ Black Bass, Pickerel. Mackinaw

Trout, Musky fl.shing in Mich. Tn a network of Trout
Streams (all varieties). Finest loathing Beach. Perfect
Sanitary conditions. Stone and I-ong T^ungalow Pin ng
rr m. Write for bofiklct. H. D. SMITH. Bellaire. Mich.

SALMON“TlSHTNG
WANT E D
FOR FOUR RODS

C . L . YOUNG
96 Broadway New York

AT CRANBERRY LAKE
,

NEXT TO CATCHING FISH ONESELF COMES THE PLEASURE '

OF WATCHING A MASTERFUL EXPONENT OF THE ART

By C. P. MORRIS

HE writer is indebted

to Forest and Stream
for a most enjoyable

outing in the Adiron-
dacks, for which op-

portunity is here

taken to make grate-

f u 1 acknowledgment.
Perusing its always
interesting p ages,
with the call of the

wild beckoning, and
vacation days at hand,

my eye fell upon an advertisement,

couched in most attractive style, of a

quiet, restful inn in the heart of the

Adirondacks, in whose neighborhood

could be found the greatest trout fishing

in American waters.

An ardent patron of this king of out-

door sports since my early boyhood days,

when prime tackle consisted of sapling

rod, white cord and bent pin, I deter-

mined to let my own lad of eleven years

feel the thrill of catching his first trout,

as I had many years before, which joy-

ous experience is still ineffacably im-

pressed upon my memory; and I must
even confess that it was to feel that

fascinating thrill once more myself, af-

ter a long inactive period, that I deter-

mined to visit Cranberry Lake.

It is fair to say that perhaps half the

joy of every fishing trip is in the antici-

pation, for the realization often holds

setbacks and disappointments, in which
connection my own case, as to anticipa-

tion, was no exception to the rule, and
I lived in a paradise of genuine joy

in the selection of equipment for the

trip. The springy rod and click reel,

the invisible leaders, the Hackles, Griz-

zly Kings, Golden Spinners, Silver Doc-

tors, Montreals and all the other lures to

tempt the wary denizens of the forest

streams and ponds.

All prepared, we arrived at Childwold

a station on the Adirondack and Mon-
treal Division of the New York Central

one misty morning very early.

Thence to Conifer, a lumber station

about a mile down the Grasse River

Railroad.

We had a very pretty ride along the

Grasse River, really a good sized brook,

the mere sight of which with its clear,

cool, tumbling waters, breaking in rest-

less rifts into quiet, deep, shady pools

over rock strewn terraces, heightened

my eager desire to get at the sport. One
felt like holding up the train long

enough to make a cast here and there

in “likely holes” for there could be no
doubt as to the trout being there. But
we had to restrain impetuosity and bide

our time until we got our boots on at

least, and they were in the bottom of

the trunk.

Arriving at Cranberry Lake, a mag-
nificent sight presented itself to view.

A great stretch of the northern wing
of the lake, reflecting an azure sky.

nestling among the deep chrome green

hills, fringed in the distance with blue

mountain ridges, lay before us, with here

and there a tiny island of perfect sym-

metry dotting the expanse of water.

And hardly more than a stone’s throw

from the wharf at the village of Cran-

berry, the waters of the lake tumble

over a dam to form the source of the

lower Oswegatchie River, coursing its

irregular, turbulent but beautiful way
through valley and glen to the St. Law-
rence.

A number of beautiful streams, full

of small trout, flow into the lake, but

fishing therein is prohibited by the

Game Conservation Commission. These

streams are annually stocked with trout

from the State hatcheries, where they

remain to grow large enough to take

care of themselves, and then pass on

to deeper waters. During the month of

August the large lake trout, of which

there is an abundance, move up into

the spring holes where the brooks come
into the lake, and readily take the fly

at these places. Here the water is

cooler and more food, washed down. by
the streams, is available for them. That
arm of the lake known as “Brandy
Brook” is a beautiful reach, probably a

mile long, gradually tapering from 400

yards at its outermost point to five yards

where the brook comes in. Beneath old

water soaked logs along the wooded
shores, the speckled beauties hide dur-

ing the day, but may be seen “breaking”

here and there, the full length of the

reach at feeding time, early in the

morning or late in the evening.

I sat in a boat in the center of this

reach one fine evening along toward

dusk casting alternately right and left,

but half facing the right shore, expect-

ing a strike from that quarter. Much
to my astonishment, at the very moment
of “picking up” to make my right hand
cast I heard a splash behind me, and

seemingly my line was fast in a snag.

Instantly wheeling around I saw my
line whizzing up stream like a flash,

and a moment later I landed a two

pound buck-trout of rare beauty. Seven

more, varying from one-half to one and
a half pounds taken in quick succession

gave me some sport long to be remem-
bered.

Next to catching fish myself, I took

real pleasure in watching Rudy Hayes,

a native guide, and masterful exponent

of the art of casting. As he came up
the reach in his canoe, the only sound

from the tiny craft was the swishing of

the rod, which sounded not unlike the

call of the whip-poor-will. So deftly

did he cast that his flies would land on

the water like thistle down, without the

semblance of a splash, beside an old

stump here and a sunken log there, at

least seventy-five or eighty feet ahead

of him, while his line continually formed
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 234)
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A Page for the Bass
Enthusiast to Study

O INCE your angling satisfaction is so surely
gauged by the character of your equipment,
it is obviously the part of wisdom to select

Abbey & Imbrie tackle at the start.

Abbey & Imbrie tackle, nationally dominant
for 99 years, places you angling on the basis of
assured enjoyment to which you are entitled. It

protects you wdth proven quality of materials,
with peerless workmanship, with broad variety—
with a trade-mark which stands for utmost tackle
serviceability.

Abbey & Imbrie tackle is the best that is made.
If you accept anything less you lower your ang-
ling standards and that, we know, is not your
intention.

ITVIte for the new Abbey & Imbrie cat-
alog, the most valuable and songht-for
book issued for anglers and the trade.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Division cf Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

15-17 Warren Street

NEW YORK

3x} ^3yucihxij^.

ft
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IMPORTED HOSffiRY
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear

iN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR
MEN AND WOMEN

1 A Finest Scotch Wool Sooks in WhUe,
IIU* IV Kavy, Beathers, Black, Oiay, Brovn.
Green, Khaki, White with colored clocks, 1 CA
& large assortment of fancy pau^ms, a pair

ISIa 1 Men’8 Finest Scotch Wool Golf Stock-
ings, in Green, Gray, BroT<rn and

Ueather, either plain or fancy turnover tops,
with or without feet (with instep strap), O CA

i

a pair 0»D\i
OA Women’s FinestScotchWool Stockings,

IIU* £t\M in White. White with colored clocks, A
Oxford, Green, Heather and 'While ribbed O AA W

9
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair ..... v«UV w
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport eqoipment* Q

Mailorders given prompt attention. Sent' ^
IK prepaid, insured anywhere in U. S. A«

^

s Stewart Sporting Sales Co.

Q 425 FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St,) N.Y. I

GO CAMPING!
You haven’t forgotten

how. Prepare for recon-

struction by reconstruct-

ing yourself. But be sure

of your equipment. We
make tents, camp furni-

ture and camp equipment
that are right. Send for

our catalog 619. It’s free.

GEO-B-CARfErflERR6o
619 N. Wells Street Chicago, 111*

'"fTshing
HUNTING
SPORTING
Outfits

^Boy Scouts-Army-Navy Goods
We can help you with augResllons of things you
will need for your comfort and conyenlence—

a

whole book full of ’em

—

just off the press—our
new catalog No. 1C. Write for it Today— It’s FREE.
I>;west Prices. Money-Back Guarantee.

37 West 125th St.. New York City

THE SPORTSMAN BUYER
WHAT HE EXPECTS FROM THE MAN WHO SELLS HIM
HIS EQUIPMENT FOR THE WOODS AND STREAMS

• By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

A WELL KNOWN Banker in the

city of New York is an ardent

fisherman; every hour that he can

spare from his busy life finds him on

some one of his favorite streams, or

with heavier tackle in search of the

game fishes of the sea.

With him it is not all of fishing, to

fish. His evenings he spends arrang-

ing and inspecting his splendid collec-

tion of trout and salmon flies and in

the varnishing and care of his many
rods and reels.

A friend, as enthusiastic and a fre-

quent companion on most of his outings,

came to him one day in mid-winter,

when fishing was but an anticipation,

and said. “Ned, I’ve made a find, I’ve

found a man who can sell fishing tackle

and throw in a fishing trip with every

rod he sells.” So the banker and his

friend forswore the matinee and the

club room for the fishing tackle depart-

ment of a well known sporting-goods

store, where a salesman sells, entertains

and instructs them, and satisfies that

longing for the stream and sea during
the months of close season.

Did you ever happen to meet such a

man? Have you ever visited a store

where the very air stirred with a shift-

ing April breeze; where you could be-

lieve the singing reel carried a line

with a nice trout on the fly?

Did you ever see a salesman lay out

a line on the marble floor as if it were
a dark pool, where a break and a flash

of gold and silver brought back many
happy days?

There are such, and yet again there

are cold spaces of shelves and shining

cases where the flies are feathers and
the rods are wood and glue, and the

salesman who looks on only an auto-

maton who parades his wares simply
as merchandise and his services as con-

descension.

A darky once convicted of murder was
on his way to be executed; as he entered
the death chamber, his eyes fell on the

gruesome chair and the silent execu-
tioner in the dim light. Turning to the

attendant preacher he said, “You all

sho’ am going to teach this nigger a les-

son.”

Many a sad lesson has been taught
the prospective buyer who puts himself
in the hands of a salesman who thinks

success lies along the lines of a “hold up,”
so far as possible, when an amateur comes
along. “Yes, sir! I know just what you
want,” he says and then he gives you a

rod for this, and a rod for that, and a

spare rod if both the others break down,
about six dozen flies, they are so pretty in

assorted colors, a bait pail, and a creel

holding about 20 lbs., and another small

one, nice for lunch and a few fish. “Bet-
ter take along a couple of worm boxes,

and a hatchet to kill w’orms and clear

away the brush.” and so he rambles on.

“How long will you be away? About

three days, that’s fine, a rod for each
day and can’t I sell you a trunk for your
reels and fishhooks!” My, but that
salesman sure did teach him a lesson.

Forest and Stream believes it to be
well within the province of a sports-

men’s publication to better conditions in

every way possible for sportsmen, and
this angle of service and salesmanship
is one that can be remedied.

A FIRST class sporting-goods store

has always stood in a community
as a link between the outdoors and

the busy man; he expects atmosphere,
not the air of the sordid department
store and its bargain sales. He feels

it desecration to bargain sale his be-

loved rods and tackle.

He expects the store to stand as a
sort of temple to the shrine of Nimrod
and Isaac Walton, where the blazed
trail of the pioneers crosses the busy
boulevard, and where in a professional
capacity the sporting goods salesman,
acts as a confessor and friend.

With this issue of Forest and Stream
comes the opening of the brook trout
season. All over the land there will be
a going over of tackle and a replenish-

ing or the purchasing of a complete out-

fit. The man selling fishing tackle will

have much to do toward making your
initial outing a success.

You will enjoy going over with him
the finer points of a new rod, one that,

light of weight, will carry out the line

and lay the flies deftly under the bank
where a nice trout is waiting.
You will take up the question of flies

with him, not for an assortment of col-

ors but in relation to the particular
merits of the wet and dry flies. Every
time that salesman unwinds the line on
the reel he shows you, it sings of the
blue sky, the pussy-willows and the
blood-root blossoms.

Forest and Stream has in course of

preparation a booklet for free distribu-

tion among sporting goods salesmen, “The
A B C of Sporting Goods Salesmanship.”
America’s leading sporting goods retail-

ers and their expert salesmen have writ-
ten what the buyer has a right to e.x-

pect, and Forest and Stream believes
this little help will go far toward bring-
ing the salesman and the sportsman into

closer contact w'ith one another.

The service the sportsman has a

right to expect, must be expert
service. He has a right to expect

correct answers as to how to make ef-

fective leader knots; how to fasten the
line; how to splice and in a measure re-

pair a broken rod.

He expects to get an enthusiastic re-

sponse to his appreciation of the rod
he is handling, a cold unsmiling sales-

man would kill the music in a rippling
stream, and make a little 2 oz. rod feel

(continued on page 234)
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Look to your laurels Brother Trapshooter. Two million gun-wise soldiers, justly

proud of their gunskill, are now coming back to prove their prowess.

TRAPSHOOTING
will soon be in full blast and greater than ever. The soldier knows. He “loves” a

gun. The call of the big outdoors, the call of the traps, rings like music in his ears.

Gun clubs in almost every city of this country will be the headquarters for this war’s

veterans.

Better improve your own skill now. Be ready to compete at the traps with the man
who has worn the khaki.

Just-out-of-the-service-men and men in every walk of life keep up your shooting. If

there is no gun club in your town, start one. We’ll tell you how: Write

Sporting Powder Division

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1802 WILMINGTON, DEL.

Plants, Warehouses, and Sales Offices in principal business centers

The Principal du Pont Products are:

Explosives : Industrial, Agricultural and Sporting. Chemicals : Pyroxylin Solutions, Ethers, Bronzing Liquids, Coal
Tar Distillates, Commercial Acids, Alums, etc. Leather Substitutes: Fabrikoid Upholstery, Rayntite Top Material,
Fairfield Rubber Cloth. Pyroxylin Plastics: Ivory, Shell and Transparent Py-ra-lin, Py-ra-lin Specialties, Challenge
Cleanable Collars and Cuffs. Paints and Varnishes: For Industrial and Home Uses. Pigments and Colors in Oil:

For Industrial Uses. Lithopone : For Industrial Uses. Stains Fillers, Lacquers and Enamels: For Industrial
and Home Uses. Dyestuffs : Coal Tar Dyestuffs and Intermediates.

For full information address: Advertising Division, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Delaware.

Home-2,000,000 Marksmen!
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KEEPS FOOD COOL |

ONYOUR OUTING
JJlAGliSiE how pleased you

would be oa your next out-
ing if you could serve your
salad and sandwiches, crisp and
cool; your beverages cold and
all the food fresh as can be.

^ PICNIC
REFRIGERATOR

makes all this possible. Built the same
as the finest refrigerator, it keeps food
coo 136 hours on one filling of ice.
The Hawkeye Picnic Refrigerator

is very durably and finely constructed
and will give perfect satisfaction.
Can be obtained in several, different

sizes forindividual use, orforparties
and automobile use.

rREE-‘OUTERS MENUS’
Send for this booklet of tasty

menus and receipes suggestive for
outings, picnic and auto parties—and
telling about our 30 day free trial offer.

Burlington Basket Co.
Dept. R. 1510 Hawkeye Bldg.

Burlington, Iowa

MdommCaiwel

Fresh air, good fishing—and a fleet

of "Old Towns” make a successful
outing. Outdoor life made the brain
and brawn that brought victory to our
soldiers. Spend your vacation in the
open, angling, shooting, exploring in
an "Old Town” for the pleasure and
good exercise it gives. “Old Town”
Canoes are built light but sturdy to
stand the strain. Speedy and trim.
Why rent when you can own an "Old
Town”? Send for catalog.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
895 Fourth St, Old Town, Maine

Raise Hares For Us
Immense profit* easily and quickly made.
We furni.sh stork and pay $2.00 each am:
expressage when three month? old. Con-
tracts. booklet, etc., 10c. Nothing free.

Thorson Rabbit Co., Dept. 9, Aurora,
Colorado.

SHOT GUN ACCURACY
DOUBLE BARRELS DO NOT SHOOT TRUE
TO THE LINE OF AIM ALONG THE RIB

By L. MITCHELL-HENRY

T he importance of correct gun fitting

is now thoroughly established and
most sportsmen, especially in Eng-

land have their gunstocks fitted or al-

tered to the measurements determined on
by the expert of a shooting school.

I have personally paid many visits

to many of these schools of instruction

in England and have always come away
with the feeling that I would never

“miss’ again, which feeling was cruelly

crushed when put to the real test. I had
often noticed I was better at birds flying

to the right than to the left with one
gun and often the reverse with another
gun of exactly the same dimensions of

stock, weight of gun, amount of choke,

etc. I then proceeded to try to find a

reason for this and have satisfied myself
as to the cause, which briefly is, that the

barrels of shot guns do not shoot true

with the linei of aim along the rib, but
the charge crosses the line of aim, the

right barrel shooting to the left and the

left to the right owing to the “tubes”

as they are called in the trade, being
laid together wider at the breech than
at the muzzle, in other words, they con-

verge. For the purpose of these experi-

ments I used a pigeon gun of extreme
choke.

I have been assured by the first bar-

rel borer in London that shot gun bar-

rels are always straight. The breeches

and muzzles are then laid together, a

slight flat' being filed on the inside of

each muzzle, the barrels are then laid

to converge, and are packed between and
soldered together. It stands, therefore,

to reason that the shot charges must
cross at some distance from the muzzle,

and that taking a line down the rib

through the foresight to the object, there

can only be one spot at which the centre

of both charges will meet, after which
each charge will be thrown across the

line of aim.

Using a French invention of a tube
about 9 inches long which fits the bar-

rels of a 12-bore very exactly and shoots

the .22 rifle cartridge, I found the bul-

lets “centred” at about 3 yards from
the muzzles, and at 15 yards, the right

barrel shot 4 inches to the left of the

centre of the bull’s eye, and the left shot

the same distance to the right.

Carefully trying the left with 114-

ounces of No. 6 shot at 40 yards, I found
the centre of the charge hit over 2 feet to

the right of the mark aligned upon, this

being so, it is easy to understand how
an object going straight away is missed
at 40 yards or over. I had the barrels

of this gun taken apart, and wedges of

different sizes put between them. At
first I got the centres at the breech and
muzzles the same distance apart with

the result that the .22 bullets shot II2
inches at 25 yards to the sides of the

bull’s eye, but each barrel kept to its

own side, namely, the right shot 114

inches to the right and the left 1%

inches to the left of the bull’s eye. I

gradually reduced the wedges till I got

both barrels to the centre at 40 yards,

this being accomplished by separating

the barrels about 14 of an inch at the

muzzles. The barrels of the gun in ques-

tion have been so much forced apart
and pulled about that I cannot be sure

that the tubes are any longer straight,

but as they are at present, they “centre”

at 40 yards.

I am, of course, aware that the tubes

can be made to steer the shot in any
direction. By pinching them together a

few inches from the chambers, they can
be made to throw the charge outward
to counteract the crossing. By wedging
them apart in the middle, the charges
of shot would cross more than ever. In

either of those cases, the barrels would
not be straight, but I am going on the

assurance that the tubes always are

straight, and are laid to converge.
If, on the other hand, the barrels w'ere

laid with the centres of the bores at

the muzzles the same distance apart as

the centres at the breech, in other words,
if the barrels were laid parallel, then
the line of aim along the rib would only
cause an error of the distance from the

foresight to the centre of the bore. This,

however, would be constant, and the cen-

tre of the charge at all distances would
only be say % of an inch to the right

or left of the object aimed at, according
to which barrel was fired. This would
mean that the object would be practically

in the centre of the charge, whereas with
this particular gun of mine, it was quite

impossible, before alteration, to hit an
object going straight away, with the left

barrel, if the gun was held straight on it

at 40 yards' or over. I have tried sev-

eral guns wdth the same result, and
in one case I convinced a very well-known
maker who makes a specialty of Pigeon
guns that a gun of his shot straight with
the left at 30 yards—i. e., that the left

barrel was laid parallel with the rib, but
the right shot considerably to the left.

With the gun just referred to, the

stock would have been “cast off” until

the charge was centered on the object

aimed at, in other words, the error of

the alignment of the barrel would have
been corrected by alteration to the stock,

and once that was right, the left bari'el

would have been considered as equally

perfect, but the shooter would shoot to

the right with this barrel.

I think this also accounts for the fact,

above referred to—viz., that often when
a stock is copied exactly from another
gun, the gun is found not to be a suc-

cess in the field.

These experiments incline me to see

the advantage in the “Under and Over”
system, as the under barrel could be
made to shoot high for the second shot.

Doubtless there is nothing new in all

this, but I would be glad to know of the

experience of others.
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40-Pound
Musky
Busts His

Teeth on a

PFLUEGER
“LOWE-STAR"
Spoon —

Many fishing authorities say the musky loses his teeth each year.

Dixie Carroll, the well known angling author, says: "From many sea-

sons’ study of the musky of Wisconsin and Minnesota waters, I find

that, as a rule, the musky loses every other tooth of the front row of

dagger pointed teeth during the hot days of August.” This husky
forty-pounder never waited until August—he could not resist the dash-

ing, twirling invitation of the Pflueger “Lowe-Star” Spoon—he struck

it with the driving, dashing strike that makes the heart of the fisher-

man beat like blazes. And he sure wanted that spoon, hitting with
force enough to break his teeth and bend the Lowe-Star No. i-o nearly

double. Some lure, fellow, to make a musky hit it a crack like that.

“Lowe -Star’’ Spoons Make ’Em Fightin’ Mad
There is a Pflueger Lowe-Star Spoon for every kind of fighting game fish—there never

was another spoon that fairly makes ’em crazy to strike. The peculiar twirl and flash of

the silver, gold and red of the Lowe-Star is a fighting challenge all game fish accept in any
waters under any weather conditions—it is just like waving a red flag in front of a bull. If

you wish to enjo}' the real thrills of playing the scrappers of the game fish fatnily—hav-
ing them strike because they are fighting mad and not just filling the stomach—don’t go fish-

ing without a selection of Pflueger “Lowe-Star” Spoons. Equally as attractive for casting or
trolling—great for bass, pike, pickerel and musky

—

they coax the worth-while fight out of
the old “he-fish” of the tribe. It’s the something different movement and flash that wakes
them up.

Every time you say, “Give
me Pflueger’s Bull-dog Brand
Tackle’’ to your dealer you

take no chances
You get the best that skill and experience can put

into tackle. Every piece of fishing tackle made by
Pfluegers is of the highest quality materials, perfect
in workmanship and passes a rigid test before leaving
the factory. It must be “just right” before the
Pflueger Guarantee “without time limit” is placed
upon it for your tackle protection.

Learn Something New About
Fishing for Bass, Pike, Musky,

Trout and the Walleye
There is a copy of Pflueger’s Tips on Tackle wait-

ing for you and it is chuck full of articles by the
leading angling authorities on game fishing, habits
and peculiarities of the fish, and how to land them
with bait and fly. Tips on Tackle makes a dandy ad-
dition to your angling library. It will make your
fishin’ better, costs you nothing but the request.
Write for it today.

IF YOUR DEALER happens to be om of stock on Pflueger
Lowe-otar bpoons or any Pflueger

“Bull-Dog” Brand tackle that you want, send direct to us. There is nothing “just
as good” that can take the place of any Pflueger tackle. For your fishin’s sake
get the best—that means Pflueger tackle, made by the largest tackle manu-
facturers in the country. Tackle that has stood the test of time—fifty-five
years making tackle that is guaranteed.

ENTERPRISE MFG. COMPANY
AKRON Dept. 21 OHIO
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“I like you, Jim, but

your Cream is no good,”

said a traveling salesman friend of mine
the other day—and he meant it. Claimed

he had been giving Metmes’s Shaving

Cream a fair trial for a week, and it fell

short of my claims about 103%.

“Try it once more,” I said. “And I'll

buy you a dinner if you haven’t changed your
mind.

”

I watched him carefully. He squeezed out

enough cream for three shaves and brushed it

for 39 seconds by the watch, using a scant

brushful of water.

“Wash it off!” I said. “You are making
paste—not lather. Start all over.”

Then I took charge.

He started with about one-half inch of

cream and all the water his brush would hold.

As soon as a lather was whipped up, he kept

adding water until he had built a lather as light

as beaten whites of eggs. He worked this

lather in nvith the brush for three full mi.iutes.

Say! I wish you could have seen the

expression of dawning appreciation that showed
in his eyes as the old scythe began to sing

through the stubble.

“Gosh! Jim,” he said, after the first

over, “I haven’t had such a shave since that

old darkv head barber at the Planters' Hotel

retired, fifteen years ago.”

Tm elling this story because it would be

too bad for anyone to lose a life-time of jdeas-

»nt Mennen shaves by getting prejudiced at

the start because of a wrong method of using it.

THE WINNING
COMBINATION

The combination which can always

be depended upon to get more fish

than others--and in less time. With
this ideal set, you can be sure that

every cast is perfect; never a back-

lash. When your bait hits the

water—it is sure to irresistably

attract every fish that is near,

THE BASS-ORENO BAIT

is the most alluring, vivacious, tantalizing

plug imaginable. It's peculiarty erratic

dart, it’s sharp dash and swift dives com-
pel the big gamey fellows to fight One
dozen different colors have been originat-

ed to meet all conditions. Live dealers

can show you all the dozen colors. One
of the best investments you have ever

made—75c each—wi7/i single detachable
snap-eye or regular treble hooks.

Never a backlash, no snarles, no tangles,

positively no thumbing—and with the

SOUTH BEND ANTI-BACK-
LASH REEL

you get a written unlimited time guaran-

tee. These are tne outstanding features of

this wonderful reel. Forty thousand ang-

lers find that it adds immeasurably to

theirsport—and to their results. Makes
every cast perfect—day or night. Easy
for the beginner and easier for the expert

Anti-Back-Lash feature does not retard

line the least bit until bait actually hits

the water. Spool stops immediately —
just start reeling in. Ask your dealed to

see this wonderful jeweled reel.

FREE—THE DAYS OF
REAL SPORT

A delightful story of boyhood fishing

days with “Pa”, illustrated by Briggs,

also shows complete line of South Bend
Quality Tackle. Send dealers name for it.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10287 COLFAX AVE.. SOUTH BEND. IND.

Send me copy of the Days of Real Sport

Name —

Address

Hunting and Fishing

Preserve
5,000 acres of finest game and fishing country,

within 100 miles of Toronto. ^^'elI wooded with

Beach, Maple, Oak, Ash, Pine and Spruce. Has
one lake mile long by half mile wide alive with

Bass. Pour smaller Iqkes with Brook Trout.

Brook Trout stream runs for four miles through

jiroperty. Excellent fishing. Game, Rabbits, Part-

ridge, Musk-rats, Mink, Otter, Beaver and plenty

of Deer. Ideal camp site on smaller lake. Taxes
merely nominal. One of the most ideal fishing

and game properties in Ontario. Now offered at

$6.00 an acre en bloc.

N. H. WILSON 69 Bay St., Toronto

Rest in one of my comfortable cabins, in the wilds
of Pike Co., Rockbound Camp, Glen Eyre, Pa.,
A. W. LeRoy.

AT CRANBERRY LAKE
(continued from page 228)

an elongated letter “S” over his head.

A three pound trout struck from be-

neath an old log, and he missed. With
wonderful dexterity and precision he

placed the fly in exactly the same spot.

The trout struck five times on five suc-

cessive casts, leaping clear of the water

each time with a vicious lunge at the

fly. About this time Mr. Trout de-

cided that the pretty looking Montreal

for wihch he was jumping was nothing

he cared for and ceased his labors. But
I saw Rudy land a dozen nice ones soon

*

thereafter, and \ had witnessed a show
you don’t see every day, and cheap at

any price.

Rudy could not make out why I pre-

ferred to fish a stream and catch seven

inch trout rather than to sit in a canoe

and catch two-pounders casting, but

they are distinct branches of the sport,

both alluring.

I cannot conceive of anything ap-

proaching nearer the ideal, than to fol-

low a beautiful mountain stream, how-
ever difficult its passage. There is

something fascinating about the rip-

pling, gurgling stream, with its rifts,

pools and falls, coursing through the

wilderness of Nature’s Domain— the

moss covered rocks and logs and over-

hanging trees, surmounted with the

tense interest of watching your line

straighten out witl) a sharp tug as a

hungry trout darts out and back. Even
the wading of the stream holds a subtle

charm, completely lost in pond or open
water fishing, not by any means to dis-

parage this end of the sport, and need-

less to say I availed myself of the

chance to fish a number of beautiful

streams nearby, with splendid success,

during my stay. And while back in

the harness for another year’s work I

cherish the memory of trout fishing days
at Cranberry Lake.

THE SPORTSMAN
BUYER

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 230)

almost as clumsy as a railroad tie.

The buying sportsman has a right to

expect something more from a salesman
than what would come to him from a

butcher selling pork chops. He anti-

cipates much of the pleasure of the woods
and streams in his getting together of

the tackle and the duffle for his long

looked for play-day. He wants per-

sonality, magnetism, sympathy, enthus-

iasm, of course he wants courtesy but

that always goes among gentlemen.
One fine New York store appreciates

this sentiment to such a degree that be-

fore you are aware, the salesman has

you in a real log cabin far above the

busy streets, where he puts the little

rod together and invites you out on the

roof to lay the line across a pool of real

water, while the gulls from the harbor

wheel screaming overhead.

The sportsman expects to be advised

in an intelligent manner as to the cor-

rect outfit he needs.
Aldrcvs

Candidly, our files contain a few letters

eomplatnwg -uhowt Mennen’s, butoiir shipping

receipts sliow that every morning considerably

more than a million men use Mennen’s

—

right—and like it.

{Mennen Salesman)

Send
12c.

for my
Demon-
strator

Tube.
J. H.

JIM HENRY,
House of Mennen,
42 OrangeSt., Newark, N.J.
Dear Jim;

I promise to follow instructions

-plenty ol water—no rubbing with

fingers. Send me a demonstrator

tube. 1 enclose 12 cent».

Name
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When you’re going after the big ones, the first requi-

site for success is dependable tackle. Dependability
of tackle and attractiveness of baits are the Wilson
qualities that have won the favor of experienced fish-

ermen.

Black bass—^t;e pounders, full of fight—and. the big-

gest muskies and pike—stand a slim chance of getting

away when you fish with

Wilson Tackle
—Absolutely Dependable

'The Wilson line is complete, including

Rods, Reels, Silk and Linen Lines, Import-

ed Hooks, Trout and Bass Flies, Baits,

Landing Nets, Tackle Boxes, Minnow
Buckets, etc.

Leading Hardware and Sporting Goods Dealers
sell and guarantee Wilson Fishing Tackle.

Wilson Catalog of Fishing Tackle
and Camp Equipment— FR E E

Write for this valuable book today. Address
Thos. E. Wilson & Co., 700-710 N. Sangamon St.,

Chicago.

NEW YORKThos.E.WiISON & Co.
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Spend Your Vacation
in

Uamp-Jt
Put an outfit of Kampit clothes in your vacation

luggage this year. Enjoy the freedom of movement they

afford, their comfort and protection. Put ’em on and

you’ll forget the thought of clothes.

And yet there’s a style to Kampit for lovers of camp-

ing, fishing, tramping, riding—a sort of style that they

themselves have put into them. For Kampit clothes

were designed by sportsmen for sportsmen.

A closely woven khaki cloth made into a variety of

garments— hats, coats, middies, skirts, trousers, leggins.

Many styles to choose from. At your sporting goods

dealer.

Free 1919 Style Book.

Here Kampit, Utica and Duxbab, clothes are fully

illustrated and described and you’ll find many a

suggestion for your vacation clothes needs.

Vx Utica-Duxbak Corporation

V 10 Hickory St. Utica, N. Y.

Mr. L. Dana Chapman of the Wm.
Read Co., Boston, Mass., in his article

I

written expressly for Forest and

I

Strea.m’s “A B C of Sporting Goods
Salesmanship,” says:

“In considering the question of ang-

ler’s equipment I divide the different

methods of fresh-water angling, accord-

ing to the fish and recommend for:

Bait Fishing for Trout.

A fairly stiff rod and if for stream
work one not over 9% or 10 ft. in

length, reel to hold 25 yds. of a dark
soft line not enamelled. Short leader.

Sprout (generally) hook, size 6 or 8 if

worms are used, and No. 1 or 2 if a
minnow is the bait. A short handle
net hooked to the belt or pocket, creel

on shoulder, wading boots, and the out-

fit is complete.

Fly Fishing for Trout.

Fly rod 8% to 9% ft. and of 4 to 5

oz. weight. Single action reel, 35 yds.

of enamelled line of a weight to fit the

rod. Leader single gut with loops for

three flies (one is better) and for flies •

the sizes 6 down to 12, according to the

character of the water -to be fished. A
landing net is indispensable with a light

rod as the fish must never to be lifted

above the level of the water by the

rod.

For Dry Fly fishing a stiffer rod

should be used, heavy line with taper
and fine leaders with one fly only.

Trolling.

The rod recommended should be about
8 ft. long with extra grasp above handle,

and about 8 oz. in weight, stiff enough to

hold 75 to 100 ft. of line behind the

boat without straining, but not so stiff

but that it will render good action when
the fish is hooked, 100 yds. line, water
proofed, but not of necessity enamelled;

4 V2 ft. leader with swivel, sinker if

deep trolling is practiced. For baits

their name is legion, but a single hook

2/0 to 4/0 S.S. Aberdeen is the best

with a minnow attached.”

I

N the heart of the greatest city in

the world, on its busiest avenue a

florest shop, in the summer days, had
at its open door some flow-ering shrubs.

The shop was walled in on all sides by
the skyscrapers of cement and stone,

only a patch of blue sky and a shaft of

sunlight reaching the passer-by, and
yet bees were busily working in the blos-

soms, winging their way to and fro be-

I
yond the city' walls, making honey for

the winter’s store.

An old, white haired gentleman, wist-

fully watched them come and go. “That
carries me back to my boyhood days, to

the old bee tree in the orchard. I won-
der if these bees go back to the farm.

I can see the clover lot in blossom now,”

I
and he looked away toward the patch

of blue sky.

And so my reader, you can be made
to look out of the big windows of the

I
sporting goods store beyond the crowded

!

street, beyond the rod and reel the sales-

man shows, to the green meadow brook,

and the willow fringed pool. You can
: hear the chattering kingfishes dispute

with you his right to the pool.

“Why yes! I’ll take that rod, I had
no idea it was so late, good night, I’m

• going home.”
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Pork Rind Converts!
I would rather take one fish on an A1 Foss Pork Rind Minnow, than six on a

plug. I fish for fun. . HARRY EBY, NAPPANEE, IND.

On a trip to the Rideau Lakes mj- guide loaned me one
of your Oriental Wigglers. It saved me live dollars’

worth of live minnows and gave me ten times that amount
of genuine sport.

H. V. Owens, Rochester, X. Y.

Your lures are the best I have ever used.

W. C. Johnson, New York, X’. Y.

Last Fall while casting the Oriental Wiggler at Brackets
Lake, I landed more pickerel than twelve other anglers
combined;

Bob Palmer, Afton, X". Y.

I would recommend the Little Egypt Wiggler as the
best pickerel bait obtainable.

E. P. Buzzard, Bangor, Pa.

It is my first choice among Yi gross of baits I have col-

lected.

C. Haight, Luzerne, Pa.

\our Pork Rind Minnows are all you claim for them,
and last year I practically discarded all other lures.

H. L. Williams, Columbus, Ga.

The best artiticial bait I have run across.

J. W. Cole, Elgin, III.

On a fishing excursion one night this week, I caught
nine lake bass in the Cuyahoga River at Troy. It is my
understanding that this species of bass rarely, if ever,

strike an artificial bait.

C. H. Riegel, Warren, O.

Enclosed please find check for $5.00 for which kindly

send me five No. 4 Red White Oriental Wigglers. Have
thrown all the rest of my baits away.

F. E. Hewitt, Grimsby, Can.

You have the best lure on the market. Have just re-

turned from Florida and the results surprised me. I have
been converted and will throw the other junk away.

H. W. Quinn, Washington, Ga.

My Little Egypt Wiggler has done steady work, much
better than an}- plugs I used against it, and greatly prefer

it to any plug I have ever used.

B. L. Bowen, Columbus, O,

If I had to give up your little Oriental Wiggler I would
not go fishing again.

H. ^I. Harris, .\lachua, Pla.

Tried one of your wigglers Sunda>- and had better suc-

cess than a dozen other fishermen put together.

Elmer E. Baddenhague, X’^eilsville, Wis.

They All Swear by
A1 Foss Pork Rind Minnows

Cont4nue to have good luck witli your lures
and look forward to a busy time with tljem
ihis season.

Kdw. Ball, Burlington. Wis.

Am very well pleased with your baits. I often-
times fill my creel where bass and red eyes re-
fu.so to take minnows or crawfish.

Alfred Clay. I’aris, Ivjc

Have discarded all iny wootlen plugs ami am
using only your bait and Skinner spoon hook.

If. M. Johnson. Kau Claire. Wis.

Had splendid luck witli your Pork Kind Min-
nows last year so am going out without any
other artificial bait at all this year.

H. T. Hutchinson. Humboldt. la.

I have been having repeateil success with your
I*ork KIml Minnows on the Wal>ash River—small
mouth bass.

t’has. IIuss, Bluffton, Ind.

I feel tha: I am wasting time when I use other
baits.

A. Ix Saunders. Winona Lake. Ind.

Your baits ran so far ahead of others that
there cart be no comparison.

Ceo. K. Seibert. Auburn. N. Y.

Your l)ail is a datidy. I caught more fish in
two week.s with it than all the others of he
party combined, and there were five of them
iLsIng d fferent kinds of plugs.

S. L. Kldred, No. Pownal. Vt.

I caught around GOO bass down here (Florida)
la^t winter, all on your lures, run short of them
and hail 'o go to Tampa for more as the local
dealer did not have them.

Fretl B. Cooney, Barl>ertnn. Ohio.

I used your contrivance at»d pork rind strips
last Fall and they were the greatest black bass
killers I have run across.

Alvin Foster. Washington. I). C.

Have hail splendid success with your bait, and
think it about the best made.

W. Dnenweg, Terre Haute. Ind.

I think .t a great bait.

i)r. D. W. Singer, Goshen. Ind.

I have one of your Little Egypt Wigglers. I

would not go fishing without it. It beats tlie

world for blackfish and 'rouE
K. A. Miller, Jr., Cliadstown, N. C.

Your Skidder has got them all topped.
Ray ir. Carson, Warrensviile. JS. C.

I get more strikes ami land more largo mouth
bass with tlie Little Eg>-pt Wiggler than any
other lure.

Joseph C. Ellington. Raleigh, S. (’.

.La.st season I found your Skidder die best bait
I ever used for bass, pike and pickerel. Caught
ten bass on Lake Cadillac weighing 35 lbs. in

three hours—some catch for this lake.

Peter Smith, Cadillac. Mich.

'riiey sure g(t the bass and pickerel.

Dr, E. W. Boenier, W. Duluth, Minn.

Used your Oriental Wiggler all last season ami
am pleased to say that it is the best bait that I

have ever used.
S. J. Iveverenz, Elgin, III.

uThese Are the Boys That Bring Home the Bacon^^

ORIENTAL WIGGLER. Vz or 2 3 oz..

$1.00. All Red. Ail White or
Red and White.

Your lures can't be beat. In 191T from April
12ih to 20th I took 63 bass, 54 on your lures,

5 on Keelings Minnow. 3 on Tango and one on
Surprise Minnow.

Walter Montgomery. MantonviKe, Minn.

Had the misfortune to lose my “Wiggler" anJ
it was the only bait I was getting fish on. Ho.,
they hit it!

Edward Ellis. Amherst, O.

Your lures are winners for pike and bass.

Have never used a be ter trolling lure.

Dr. A. G. Wiley, Bar Mills, Me.

It i.s sure a clean lure—gets your fish without
having from five to fifteen hooks o unwind from
the net.

C. L. Crentz, Cliicago. III.

LITTLE EGYPT WIGGLER.
weight. Vz oz.. 75c.

35c. Bass Musky
and Fly Spinner sizes

3KIDDER, weight. Vz cz.. 75c.

AL FOSS, 1726-1736 Columbus Road, CLEVELAND, O.
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f)icine
RODS

If you would get the most
sport out of your fishing,

get a lively Divine rod that

registers every quiver of

the elusive game.

For half a century Divine

Rods have stood for the

best in the art of rod mak-
ing—and there are Divine
Rods (or eve: y kind o( fishing.

“FAIRY FLY” ROD
lY’l ft. — 2)4 oz.

Here s a wonderfully lively rod.

skillfully proportioned. Only
the highest type of skilled work-
manship. and long experience

could produce a practicable, ser-

viceable rod of this length and
weight.

Rods Made To Your
Special Order

for particular styles of fishing

under special conditions.

1919 Catalog On Request

The Fred D. Divine Co.

720 Roberts St Utica, N. Y.

.NOVA SCOTIA’S
!• Orests, Lakes and Streams afford some of
the best hunting and fishing to be had in
North -America. The moose hunting is

hardly excelled anywhere. Send address to
the Chief Game Commissioner, Halifax,
N’. S., for a copy of Hunting and Fishing
in Nova Scotia.

Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
lf.f1 I* ISfl other fur-bearing animals^***^“* * in large numbers, with the

New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and our
free booklet on best bait known for attracting fish.
J. F. Gregory, 3306 Oregon Ave.. St.L«iiis,Mo

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
hshing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special
requirements of the modern angling sport.
Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,
perfectly jointed and balanced. In the
Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS ROD COMPANY.
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

Landbm ZataTime
OarroU O C

I i Hshiruf,
siiMTisJund hdal'fishirf^ POSTPAID
4Rhcr surToc^^ o»- bottom a&'welt
as SurF casting it is a Handy
worKtn^ little? pioce of tacUJe."

'

Only otREcr ~ pull.zaaeAOER me markci

HEHRYTiCHILlING

The Spoon That
Hooks’emEveryTime

!

The position of the HOOK is the reason. Hook
releases when fish strikes and sudden stop when

hook reaches end of slot sets the

into jaw.
Darts and dives just like a real fish.
Catches more than any other spoon or wooden
minnow. Great for all g.ame fish such as Black
Bass, Trout. Musky, Pike. Salmon. Cod, Tarpon,
etc. Made in six sizes. Ask your dealer for

KNOWLES AUTOMATIC STRIKER
it postpaid.

Fully Guaranteed. Catalog free.

Finishes; Silver—Silver and Copper— Brass

Length: 1=4" 2%" 2^" 35^"

Price each 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25

S. £• KNOWLES, 89Sherwood Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal

JoeWELSH
ChSAOchaCAuroDniA
EXCLUSIVE AGEhT
-US'"» CAhADA-

“Say Boy!!
You certainly know how
to make Leaders. Send me
some more — 1 gave the

last ones you sent to my
fishing friends” — wrote

Clay D. Manville, Pitts-

burgh. Pa.

After a Long Wait

— Here It Is —

Joe Welsh’s

Blue Devil

Darning Needle

— GET ONE QUICK —
Send 75c for a ‘Blue Devil’* and
a 3 ft. Leader. Better get two—
one size for Trout, one for Bass

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

Security in buying tackle
comes from the honor of
the house that builds it.

We serve a multitude of
anglers who insist upon
‘value received” for the
money they spend and we
have no comebacks. Our
name on a rod or reel sym-
bolizes the highest achieve-

ment of this highly developed art. Since
1867 we have made and sold Tackle. This
is surely a recommendation in itself.

Catalog No, 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

During the WAR
our Hatchery received little attention and mo^t
Sportsmen were thinking of other things than
fishing; but now we are anticipating a demand

:

for stocking and can offer some splendid fry for

spring delivery, as well as a limited number of

larger brook and rainbow trout. Eyed eggs of
both during the season. Correspondence invited.

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.,
Colburn C. Wood, Supt. Plymouth, Mass.

Instructions for

Net Making I

All kinds of fish
I

nets, may be easily* and quickly made, with ray Illustrated
\

Instructions before you. 21 photographs show you how.
Once learned never forgotten. Also gives more informa-
tion about the use of nets.

Send to-day. Price 25c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON, Altoona, Kansas.

THE MEN OF
TEMAGAMI

(CONTINUED FRO-M PAGE 215)

making the trip single handed. In the

evening by the time I had cooked and
laid out his supper, made the camp and
cut his brush for him, it was long after

dark. I still had my own tent to make
and I was mighty tired. ‘I want you to

fix my bawth,’ he says. ‘Heat the water,

you know, and all that.’ He had one of

those rubber baths with him. I stared

at him for a moment. Then I said flat,

‘You go plump to the devil;’ left him and
made my bed. Yes, sir, I was mad!”
“And what do you know about this!”

added Tiny. “The next morning he was
fine as silk to me—the rough treatment
seemed to do him good.

“Only once again I balked. This same
gent sprained his ankle on a portage.

It wasn’t swollen much and he got along

alright on a clean trail but I guess it

hurt some going over the boulders. We
came to another lift-over, short and good
going. ‘I want you to carry me over

here,’ he said. ‘Alright,’ I answered.

‘I’ll take the stuff and the canoe over

first. You wait for me here.’ I carried

dunnage and canoe across and then de-

cided to sit down and wait for him. I

was blamed tired. He came after a time

—when he got tired waiting. Say, he
was mad! ‘Why didn’t you carry me?’
he asked. ‘You told me to wait for j’ou

over there.’ I didn’t answer but started

down to the canoe. ‘I say,’ he called after

me. ‘You told me to wait for you.’

‘Alright, why didn’t you wait?’ I yelled

back and went on with the loading. But
he wasn’t so bad after all, though I

don’t want any of his fx'iends on my
hands. He said I had treated him real

well and gave me fifteen dollars extra.”

M ost of the guides of Temagami are,

of course, of Objibway stock and
come from the Bear Island reserve.

The services of these are always to be

had by tourists, sportsmen, or others, on

application to the forest rangers or to

Stevens, the genial proprietor of the Te-

magami station dining-room. French-
Canadians—descendants of the old cou-

reurs-de-bois—north country trappers

and American woodsmen, are on the roll-

call. My guide, himself, came of New
York German stock. “Ten years ago I

ventured into this country,” he said.

“The States was always a pretty good
home to me and I’ve no kick coming down
that way. But, once a fellow falls into

this life, makes a hit and takes a liking

to it, he hates to go back w’here the rivers

are slow and the bush only grows in

patches. Often I think I’ll take a run
down south ’cross the line but when I get

down to serious figuring I find I’m here
for keeps. Look at it from all direc-

tions—it’s a life that is hard to beat.”

Seek far and wide, ask of the wise men
of the East and of the West, or go deep

into the wilderness yourself and talk

with other men of the open places, and
you’ll find no finer band of men than

Ontario’s guides of the North. Brown or

white, Objihway or Canuck, they are

diamonds in the rough, but Nature’s gen-

tlemen—every one.
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NEW BOOKS
The Desert of

Wheat
By Zane Grey

“There is a bigness to the novels of Zane
Grey that makes them impressive. He is

prophet as well as poet of the West.’’

—

Philadelphia Press.

“Zane Grey has the secret of writing a

rattling good story. He has always had a

keen, appreciative sense of literary stand-

ards, and, besides, has lived up to them
sincerely in every one of the many volumes
of Western stories he has written.”

—

New York Sun.
Illustrated. $1.50

Dwellers in

Arcady
By Albert Bigelow Paine

In this sympathetic and poetic story two
city-tired people go to the country in search

of the ideal home where they can bring

up the family far from the madding strife

In Connecticut they discover their hearts’

desire ... an old deserted house, sev-

eral acres of neglected land, a brook and
some tumbling stone walls ... in fact,

an abandoned farm. The whole tale is told

in Mr. Paine’s unique way.
Illustrated, $1.50

Keeping Fit All
The Way
By Walter Camp

Mr. Camp here preaches the gospel of

health to middle-aged men. He points out

the danger to health in a man’s allowing
himself to get out of good physical condi-

tion. and he tells him how he may recover
his imjiaired vitality.

Profusely Illustrated, Post StJO. Cloth, $1.3.5

Opportunities

In Farming
By Edward Owen Dean

This book tells in the simplest, most
straightforward way. what farming is, why
if is fundamental in the life of the world,
and what a man has to be and do to

make a success at it. The sort of book for

the returned soldier.

Frontispiece. Ifimo., Cloth, 75 cents

What We Eat
and
What Happens
To It
By Philip B. Hawk
The contents of this volume are based upon
the most elaborate, unique, and extensive
series of food investigations ever made,
and by the use of new methods results have
been obtained which have absolutely upset
many of the cherished theories of layman
and physician.

Post Svo. $1.35

HARPER & BROTHERS
Est. 1817

NEW YORK

All IV/I A Improved Floating Bugs
with Patent ‘‘No-Slip” Bodies

have created such a sensa-

tion that several imitations

are being made. The origi-

nal “CALLMAC” floating

bugs are put up on cards

stamped McCARTHY
PATENT. None other

are genuine.

The name “CALLMAC” is your guarantee of workmanship and

durability. 30 years a fly maker—In 12 standard patterns or to order;

each 50c, per doz. $5.50. “CALLMAC” trout bugs, each 35c, 3 for $1.00

CALL j. McCarthy
219 So. Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Send 5c stamp for beautifully illustrated catalog, in colors, of anglers’ specials,

including instructions in scientific fly and bait casting

THE

Genuine
Hildebrandt Spinners and Flies

Made Only By

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA PORTLAND, OREGON

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
positively the

greatest fish getter

,
ever used on a fly

rod.
. Handles eastly on any ordinary fly rod. Has the slow wrig-

gling zig zag movement of a crippled minnow. Great for large and
small mouth bass; large trout, pike, and pickerel. Exquisitely
finished in Silver Shiner, Red Side Minnow. Yellow I’erch, Red Head,
etc. Two sizes. 1% and in. Can be used .on bait casting rods
by adding small sinker.
Price each 50c. Four in compartment Box $2.00.

Send stamp for catalog of Baits, Flies. Lines. Hooks, etc.
W. J. Jamison Co., Dept. S, 736 S. California Ave., Chicago, III

YOU DON’T WANT
Back Lash Snarls

I reel

f < Wind.

There is a new
device that auto-

matically spools

the line onto the

with a kite

Experienced flsh-

ermen as well as
—3 others like them.
Gem Reel Winders $1.50 Each at Your Dealer or

GEM REEL WINDER CO.
400-132 Second St, Milwaukee, Wis.

YOU DON'T NEED TO HAVE.

are so designed in taper that they
are quicker in action and more
powerful for their weight than
other rods. Granger Rods are
built of the finest bamboo, cut
to an accuracy of 1/1000 of an
inch, and thoroughly seasoned
in Denver’s dry climate. This
produces a flawless rod, resilient

|,

in action, light, yet possessing
the necessary power to cast a
long line true and steady under
all conditions.^ Rods for trout
or bass at prices ranging from
$4 to $37. Send for our catalog
today if your dealer does not
have Granger Rods.
GOODWIN GRANGER & CO.
1240 East Ninth Ave., Denver, Colorado

A
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Anticipating the Benefits

of Peace
Copeland Townsend, Lessee-Director

HOTEL
MAJESTIC

Central Park West at 72nd St., New York

ANNOUNCES:
A general reduction in all Majestic

Restaurants and in the

CAFE DES ALUES
(Direct Entrance from Central Park West)

OF 20 PER CENT
These changes are based on post bellum con-

ditions and conform to our long established

policy of giving

THE GUEST THE BENEFIT
MR. WALTER GUZZARDI, an experienced

restaurateur, is in charge of the cuisine.

FOR example!
Showing Prices Per Portion

THEN & NOW
Cape Cods
Strained Chicken

•45 •35

Gumbo 35 •25

Broiled Live Lobster.

Steak Minute with

i.6o 1.25

;
Potatoes O’Brien .

.

1-25 .90

Chicken a la King. .

.

1-55 1-25

j

Fruit Salad •65 •50

Majestic Apple Pie. .

.

Pot Coffee with
•25 .20

Cream de Luxe . .

.

•25 .20

Petit liner sur le plat. . .$1.25

1 Supper Dances from 9 P. M.
to Closing.

||

Alluring Dance Orchestra.

In addition to the reduc-

tion in food prices, all as-

sembly rooms, including the

Grand Ballroom, may be se-

cured on any date available

(Saturdays excepted) at a

reduced price. This offer

holds good until September

I, 1919.

We cannot make corre-

sponding reductions in room

accommodations, as these

prices have not been propor-

tionately advanced during

the war period, and our

rooms are continuously in

demand.

CROW WAR
DECLARED

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 213)

three should alight in the tree at the

same time.

A telescope adds much to the pleasure

of this kind of shooting by giving a feel-

ing of absolute confidence and seeing the

cross-hairs shining on the black coat of

the target. One feels he is a dead crow
even before pressing the trigger, and he

generally is. Personally I enjoy the snip-

ing game more than the shotgun game.
For one thing it is “fine tackle” work.
A shotgun is such a blunt, coarse instru-

ment. But that is merely a matter of

taste. Certainly there is no need for

sportsman’s ethics in shooting crows.

With a good .22 and telescope, I know
of no keener sport than stalking crows
in summer. Hunting the phlegmatic
woodchuck is tame beside it. And be-

sides, one knows he is doing a good turn

to the mother robins and larks. In spring

and early summer when all shooting of

game is taboo I can have as much fun

as at any time in the open season. Be-

sides the consciousness of doing good

service, the crow is a smart bird as a

rule, and isn’t exactly easy to kill by
stalking. One can carry a call while

stalking if one wishes, and call up many
a shot one would not otherwise get. Still

the tendency of a crow, when called, is

to keep moving. Shots at 100 yards or a

little less are easily obtained, with or

without a call. A good .22 and telescope

makes a deadly combination at ranges

of 100 yards and less.

I generally wear tennis shoes for all

kinds of pussyfoot hunting, having ac-

quired the habit in the Coast Range,
hunting deer. I know of no kind of small

game hunting more delightful than glid-

ing swiftly, like a shadow, under the

heavy-leaved maples and gnarled oaks of

the bottoms, sneaking toward a crow
“caw-cuss,” or stalking a lone sentinel

on some high, dead tree. The practical

assurance of a kill if one can get within

75 yards, and get a shot, gives an added
thrill to the stalk. One cannot always
get a shot, even when within range, in

the leafy summer woods. A field glass

is very valuable in this connection in

spotting the game among the leaves.

Even a small opera glass is a vast im-
provement over naked eyes. One can do
without it better in hunting crows than
he can in hunting squirrels.

T he boy in his teens is really tho
foundation of any campaign against
crows that is to be successful. A

sufficient bounty to make him take an in-

terest will do more to keep the crow
population within bounds than any cam-
paign based on the hunting of grown
men, however desirable and laudable that
kind of a campaign is. The boy likes

to hunt, and in closed season is in hot
water. Often he violates the game laws
cheerfully. With crows to shoot he would
not only be pitting his wits against a

worthy adversary, one that would make
him work for all he got, and develop the

powers that go to make him a hunter,

but he would acquire an instinct for

backing the law instead of breaking it.
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By killing crows and getting a nominal

bounty he would be doing a service to

the state, making a little money for him-

self, and having the time of his young

life, all at the same time.

In the spring, when crows are nesting,

is the time when the small boy who has

not yet acquired much proficiency, or

who has not a good rifle, can get in his

best work. How well I remember the

wild onion days in the Kaskaskia bottom

when I was a youngster. It may seem

peculiar, but I always associate wild

onions with nesting crows. Perhaps it is

because when sent to gather a mess of

nature’s onions I often went climbing

trees for crow’s nests and forgot to come

back until dark. Anyhow, wild onions

and crow’s nests were inseparable in the

formative years of my childhood and

youth.

Just to be in the woods in those days

in early spring when the warm wind

comes steadily out of the South, when
the red-bud traces a Japanese pattern

of flowery embroidery through the almost

leafless woods, and the yellow dandelions

star the upland pastures, and big, lusci-

ous mushrooms push up through the mold

on the hillsides, that is to truly live. It

is early fishing time, but the woods have

a call—even away from the waters.

Fishing is comparatively simple and easy.

Crow shooting is difficult by comparison.

It appeals to the sporting instinct of the

boy. He likes to try something hard.

He locates a crow’s nest. If he has
a rifle he takes his pocket knife and cuts

boughs and makes a blind that will com-
mand the nest. Even then it is not easy.

He waits long hours for her to come
to the nest. Perhaps she sees him and
will not come on. Along in the late dusk
of evening when it is almost too dark
to shoot she comes and lights on the

nest, and after turning around a few
times and adjusting her eggs with her
feet to suit her she sits down. Then
the small boy shoots at her through the

nest. Perhaps he gets her; perhaps he
does not. In the latter case he will have
to try again another time. Perhaps he
climbs the tree and puts a steel trap in

the nest. If he does she abandons it.

She will even abandon her young to

starve under such conditions. The young
have a habit of throwing the trap and
getting themselves caught by the necks.
Also the small boy discovers that the
young crows will eat clods of dirt and
sticks as readily as they will worms.
Their one obsession is food. They cry
for it as vociferously to the boy as to

mother crow.

B
ut the small boy cannot find all the
crow’s nests there are in the woods,
so some young crows are “brought

off,” to use the term of our grandmother
with reference to a brood of her chickens.
If he should not find the nest until all

the young crows have left it and are able
to fly perfectly well, and have all the
outside appearances of an old crow, with
the exception of that possible look of
greenness that distinguishes a college boy
from his dad

; if the small boy finds this
he will have the finest shooting it is with-
in his scope to master. With the gun
a youngster of the more tender years
generally has, he cannot kill old crows

in a JIFFY
OOD hot coffee and a tasty lunch ready in less time than it takes to gather
wood for an ordinary camp fire. No delay, no fuss or trouble when you
use an

American KampKook
The ideal camp stove for tourists and all who
hunt, fish or go camping. Has two burners.
Burns gasoline. Folds securely into steel
case when not in use. Set up and going in
two minutes. Not affected by wind. Sim-
ple, substantial, safe. Also sold with
Kampoven for broiling and baking.

Sold by sporting goods and hardware dealers.
Write for attractive literature.

AMERICAN GAS MACHINE CO.
807 Clark St. Albert Lea, Minn.

Size folded
I4'/2X8x3'/2

inehes.
Weighs only
S pounds

CENTRAL HOUSE
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE

OPEN IVIAY 1st
FOR EARLY TROUT FISHING

Now is time for that tong deferred fishing trip

Gamey square tail trout 3 to 8 pounds await
your skill in these famous lakes.
Fly fishing for black bass in early June.
Modern hotel with metropolitan comforts;
American plan ; reasonable rates. Full par-
ticulars upon application.

JOHN B. CRONIN, PROP.

BEAR SPRING CAMPS
This is where you get the TROUT and plenty of
big ones. Unexcellent fly fishing for BASS.
Excellent table, spring water, camps, and service.

Booklet and References, G. A. MOSHER & SON,

BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE
Address Oakland, Maine, until June 1st.

For Hunting, Fishing and
Outdoor Sports in the
ADIRONDACK MTS.

One of the finest Trout fishing grounds in the
country. Boats and guides for the asking; excel-
lent board; rates $14.00 and up per week.

BEEBE AND ASHTON

Dr. McGINTY’S
THOUSAND ACRE FARM

An Excellent Health Resort. Open
All Year. Hunting and Fishing.

E. F. McGinty, M. D., Prop. MT. POCONO, PA.

“The Indian Mountain House^’
Cottages and Camps

At the head of Cranberry Lake, N. Y.
Most modern and best equipped hotel on lake.
Gently sloping sand bathing beach. Pleasant
trails. Canoeing, boating and dancing. Best of
fishing and hunting. Excellent cuisine. Rea-
sonable rates. For circular, address

JOHN HOWLAND, Proprietor

SQUAW MOUNTAIN INN
ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE

FISHING BOATING BATHING
ARTHUR A. CRAFTS, Greenville Jet., Maine

SPEND YOUR VACATION IN

THE BIG HORNS

SOUTH FORK INN
BUFFALO, WYOMING

In the heart of the Rig Horn Mountains.
Finest of Trout Fishing in lakes and
streams; horse back riding, wonderful
scenery, invigorating climate; altitude

7,683 feet. Comfortable cabins and cot-

tages, good meals. For acommodations and
rates, address

OTIS MILLER, Buffalo, Wyo.

COME TO VERMONT
AND REALIZE THE REAL JOY OF RECREATIVE LIFE

AVERllX LAKE IS THE HOME
OF THE GOLDEN TROUT

ALTITUDE. 1.963 FEET
SEASON OPENS MAY FIRST
FISHING—BOATING—BATHING

Ideal for Sport or Rest.

Write for Booklet and Terms.

Lakeside Inn
and Cottages AVERILL, VT.

A. B. C.
FOREST and STREAM
Together with the following Outdoor maga-

zines have known quantity circulation—
Field and Stream

National Sportsman

Outers’ Book-Recreation

Outdoor Life

The above are all members of the

A. B. C.
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I

in rrancisco. C
Portland) Ore.

VINRUDING boating without the hard hand-blis-

tering rowii^—water outings that are zJl pleasure and
no work. A twist of the flywheel and the lake or river is

yours. For boating, fishing, hunting, picnicking, there’s
nothing like sm Evinrude.

The Evinrude has the built-in flywheel type magneto
and automatic reverse. Special method of balancing
practically eliminates vibration.

See your dealer, or write for catalog.

•5

^

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

Tli0 men of France have died fighting our battles.

The women and children of Franee are left to bear the

burden.
$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the

French Government, will save a child for the new
Fraiice. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month,

$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.

Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally. France.

Ten Cents a day means little to you. Wlien a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you

will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.

:;,00
" " '

1 mo. 73.50
" “ “ 2 yrs.

Date

I pledge
)

$ 36 .50 .... for a aged .... ia Its

myself >
I $ for .... children in their own

to give
J fur years

I enclose herewith $ in total
Payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in

nayments. . .

CRO.SS OUT THK 1‘AHA-
GUAI-IIS YOU DON'T ACCKI'T

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish

to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address -

fhecks should be drawn to ' TIIK FATIIF.Itl.KSS

CUII.DKF..V OF FItANCK COM.Ml’TTEK" and mailed

to the tTiicago 'Treasurer, DAVID It. FOIKJAN. Hoorn

:n Fine Arts Hullding, Chieago

New Pleasures

In Boating

With a Lockwood-
Ash Row Boat Engine
new boating pleasures

are in store for you.

On your vacation,

camping, fishing, pic-

nicing or hunt-

ing, you can ex-

plore new fields.

You can glide

through the nar-

rows, across the

riffles, over the shal-

lows.
Young and old can

enjoy this practical,

economical sport.
Ask for the Lock-
wood-Ash Booklet

;

learn about the
30-day trial plan

Motor
191 1 Norton Ave.
-lackson* Mich.

[55J

except on rare occasions. But these

young crows which have not yet acquired

worldly wisdom are meat for him.

I had a .22 Flobert with a 20-inch

barrel and coarse iron sights. A four-

inch group at about 20 yards was as

good as I could do with it. A woodpecker

in the top of a high tree was out of

range. Old crows laughed at me. (Ex-

cept when I caught them on nests.) But
these full-grown young ones that had
flown the nest were my particular hunt-

ing joy. Many a time I have come upon
one walking about on the ground, or two
or three of them sitting about in a tree,

and potted them all with the little “bab-

bit-metal” gun.

My grandfather had an old Kentucky
rifle, calibre 36, with a 44-inch barrel,

weight 13 pounds—the most of it on the

end. On a broad leather strap about

hree inches wide (worn over the shoulder

like a bandolier), hung the powder-horn,

and, suspended by a buckskin string, a

common sewing thimble for a charger. A
leather bullet pouch completed the rig,

also attached to the strap.

With a dime’s worth of black powder
and a five>-cent box of caps, bought from
the local store, and bullets made from
the sinkers of rotting flsh nets in the old

fireplace, I was equipped to do more ef-

I

fective work on crows than with the

i
little gun. There was no bounty stim-

ulus, but the campaign was continuous

and unrelenting, for I had been taught

the mischievous nature of crows from
early childhood and had plenty of op-

portunity to see it. Besides they were
hard to kill, and that appealed to me.

Many days, when the wild violets were
blooming and the trees were coming out

in pea-green new leaves, I lugged the old

Kentucky rifle to the woods in quest of

crows. A continuous guerilla warfare
was waged on them, both old and young.
Crows began to fall to the old Kentucky
rifle at ranges of 75 yards and more, and
then I was supremely happy. I had got-

ten so I could kill old crows. But I never
became skilled enough to kill hawks until

I was a man.
My theory is that small boys are more

or less chips off of one block, and that

other boys could have as many glorious

days in the woods as I had, and do a

service to the state as well; if a slight

financial inducement were given them to

get them started. Hunting crows is not

easy enough to become a bore, and the

boy can take a pride in the fact that he
is bagging one of the smartest birds of

the fields and woods. He will learn stalk-

ing to a certainty. And it is good sport

for grown-up boys, too.

CULPRITS WORTH KILLING

Recently a Government hunter shot
two male wolves which had killed

150 sheep and 7 colts on two Wyoming
ranches, while another trapper bagged a

pair of old wolves which had a record

of killing $4,000 worth of live stock a

year. A third trapper destroyed 85

coyotes and 2 bobcats in one month, using
6 horses and 200 traps over a trap line

varying from 50 to 100 miles in length.

A coyote was also captured which had
destroyed $75 worth of sheep in one

week.
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THE COLORS OF
FISHES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 220)

nocturnal red fishes have red deep-water

relatives, and an explanation of their

color should rather be considered a prob-

lem corrolary to that of the red deep-

water fish. Possibly it is a mere in-

heritance from deep-water ancestors.

Then there are many fishes whose haoitat

and colors are intermediate between the

different groups, or we find on the reefs

bottom species (a variety of small blen-

nies comes to mind), adapted to the

reef in habits and colors just as they

and their relatives are to other types

of bottom.

S
O far any mention of the great var-

iation of color found within many
species of fishes has been avoided.

The males of many species assume high

colors in the breeding season or when
stimulated by breeding activities. My
observations of such males are sufficient

for me to conclude that in some species

they have a higher visibility than when
in normal, more neutral color, and I as-

sume that this is ordinarily the case. It

is safe to assume also that an explanation

of the high colors of such males should

be homologous with that of the more per-

manent high colors found in the plumage
of many male birds. The Darwinian
hypothesis of sexual selection is so far

the most satisfactory explanation of the

phenomenon, though from some aspects

an unsatisfactory explanation, at least in

its unmodified form.
Extensive, rapid, color and pattern

changes in individual flounders have been
experimentally proved to be an adapta-
tion for concealment, rendering the fish

equally inconspicious on various bottoms.

Fishes from the white bottoms near
Key West I have found, as a, rule, to

harmonize in general color with the tone

of the bottom, individuals from here
being often very much whiter than those
of the same species taken elsewhere on
darker bottoms. From these considera-
tions I would expect many color changes
undergone by individual bottom and weed
fishes to be correlated with concealment.
Observations, particularly in aquaria,
prove that there are color changes corre-

lated with the fish’s mental or physiolog-
ical condition and apparently with no
other bearing.

Many fishes undergo considerable color
change with age. For instance, the
young of the dolphin which hides about
weed and other drift has a dull mottled
color quite unlike that of the free-swim-
ming adult, young and old belonging to
quite different groups, according to my
classification, and with colors correspond-
ingly different.

In many, not all, of the boldly colored
reef fishes, individuals undergo consider-
able and rapid changes of color. Prof.
Longley finds that the Red Parrotfish,
Sparihoma abildgaardi,' (which I be-
lieve to be a typical reef fish, usually con-
picious, though my experience with the
species in life is limited) has gray and
brown probably concealing phases, and

= Longley, Journal Exp. Zool, 23. 1917: 547.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 249)

Always keep a Daylo alongside your fishing tackle

Catching night crawlers

with a Daylo
Time was when fisher folks dug up half an acre of hard

ground to find a measly handful of undersized angle worms. To-
day anybody gets them by the quart—in a few minutes—big, fat

wiggling bass-catchers—at night—in the grass on a wet lawn.

Daylo locates ’em, all stretched out, ready to grab, if your

e_\ e ard hand are quick enough—before they snap back in their

holes. Worm-hunting is only one of the thousand uses ever_\' fish-

erman finds for Daylo, the light that says, “There it is!’’

v'vDh
OAYl.e

77 styles for sale by EVEREADY dealers everywhere

Ask to see the four 2619
2G37 styles illustrated helow ,

American Ever Ready Works
\ of National Carbon Co., Inc.

) ) Long Island City New York
IN CANADA.

Canadian National Carbon Co.,
Ltd.,

Toronto, Ontario

ill

3661

eVEREAUy

RAYLP

Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of apificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of beads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363^CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

Free Informationon How to do Tanning
W. W. WEAVER

CUSTOM TANNER AND DRESSER OF FITRS,
READING, MICHIGAN,

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MANIKIN FORMS. Easy methods to mount
deer heads Natural to Life, Wall Mounts, Very
Light, Open Mouth Heads for Rugs.

PAPIER MACHE SPECIALTIES CO.,
Reading, Michigan
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^WTEVER before was tbe American civilian so fortunate as

^ now in bis fondness for tbe sport of target sbootin^.

America can not forg’et—nor will tbe world—tbat in assuming

world-leadersbip sbe must make more tban ever sure of backing

up witb reality tbe traditional skill in markmansbip of ber citizens.

for Shooting Right

Is there an active rifle club where you live—equipped for long-range shooting ?

Are you getting your share of this splendid, beneficial sport; incidentally doing

your hit to help keep it true that we are a nation of marksmen?

More than one hundred years of service to shooters equips Remington UMC to

best assist you with information. Our Service Department, in touch with over

2,500 civilian nfle clubs, will gladly answer inquiries—introduce you to a club,

perhaps, if you wish to join one, or help you organize one.

For closer service your nearest dealer no doubt is one of the more than 82,700 1ive

merchants who are at all times ready to supply the Remington UMC Red Ball

Brand ammunition which so many of tlie clubs prefer for shooting right." If SO

he too will he glad to co-operate.

Rifle Club Secretaries—If not already registered for Remington UMC free service

write for blank registration card and a complimentary copy or tbe revised Remington
UMC Handbook for Rifle Club Officials.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest J^anufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the World

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

;

AN OLD FRIEND
By HENRY BANNON

I

N a little book shop I discovered in

an alcove marked Sport and Adven-
ture a quaintly illustrated old book

which, though new to me, seems like an
old friend. The title page bore the in-

scription “The History of One Day out
of Seventeen Thousand” by Judge Nut-
ting (Oswego, N. Y., 1889) and a glance
showed it to be a reminiscence, evident-

ly written by a man about fifty years of
age, of his first day in the field, hunt-
ing with his father. The book contains
but fifty-three pages and a cursory look-

ing over gave evidence that it was writ-

ten by one of unusual attainments who
had a message to tell. The charm of

the simple story and its message created

the desire to know something of the old

time sportsman who wrote it.

An investigation developed that the

author w'as Judge Newi;on W. Nutting,
a prominent citizen of northern New
York who lived from 1840 to 1889, dur-

I

ing this brief time serving his state with
distinction as District Attorney, County

I

Judge and as a Representative in Con-
gress. During the days of his last ill-

ness, which were many. Judge Nutting
wrote this little record of his first hunt-
ing adventures, probably to obtain re-

lief for a weary mind or because of the

old adage that the ruling passion is

strong in death, for it is evident that
' his love of nature amounted to a pas-

sion. The book contains many incidents

: of the day when he first carried a gun
and delightful memories of his mother
and father. It well illustrates the great
influence for good that a father obtains

over his boy when he makes him his

hunting companion for no other sports

give such opportunities for something in

common between man and boy as hunt-

I

ing and fishing.

Judge Nutting thus describes in some

I

detail the old pill-lock shot gun in com-
mon use when he was a boy:
“The old ‘Pill-lock’ was the most

striking and curious thing about this

gun. The cylinder that went into the

barrel at the breach, was like that of

any muzzle loading gun, except, per-

haps, it was a trifle larger.

In the place of the nipple, which, in

a cap lock, receives the percussion cap,

there was a hole in the top of the cyl-

inder.

The lock and hammer were like those

in an ordinary gun, except that the ham-
mer was pointed at the end, and the

point fitted into the hole in the cylinder.

The fire percussion was in the shape
of a pill, about the size of the small,

round sugar pills, used by doctors to cure

sick people, and these pills were black,

and were kept and carried in a goose

quill. When the gun was loaded, we were

careful to see that the powder, which had
been put in the gun, came in sight in

the hole in the cylinder, and then we
took one of the little black pills from
the goose quill, and put it in the hole

so that it would rest on the bottom,

where the point of the hammer would

strike it, and create the fire that reached

the powder in the gun, and explode the
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T he description of how towards eve-

ning he killed his first partridge,

when his father sent him off by

himself to a little grove of hemlocks

where some birds had taken refuge, is

interesting.

“Then it was that I started on my
first real hunt alone. I went along

i

quickly, but carefully, towards the hem-

locks. There were five of these trees in
|

a group and from the side I was ap-
|

preaching the branches were so thick

(and I was looking toward the dark

thick woods, too) that I could not see

the parts of the trees where the bird

would be likely to light. I went way
round the bunch of hemlock until I

could look into them from the woods side

and toward the light of the west. The
light was growing a little dim for the

sun was sinking down close to the hori-

zon, but my eyes were good then.

“I carefully examined every branch

on the tree next to me, and then the

next, and found no partridge. I began

to feel the chances were slim of finding

the bird as the best, trees for him to

light in I had already searched. But I

commenced to examine the third tree. I

began first to scan the lower limbs and*

my eyes passed along up the tree and
searched each limb carefully. When my
eyes had reached two-thirds to the top of

the tree and about thirty feet from the

ground, all at once I saw the old part-

ridge sitting close to the body of the

tree, with his breast toward me. He
looked as big as a goose sure. After a

second, just a second, my wits came to

me and I raised the old ‘Pill-lock’ to my
face. Somehow I had cocked it but I

never could recollect how or when.

' “I looked straight at the light colored

feathers of the breast and pulled the

trigger. The gun made an awful noise

and turned me half ’round. It gave out

a long stream of fire and lots of smoke.

I remember hearing the noise of the dis-

charge as it went off through the big

maples and beeches. I never will forget

that shot. It took me about a good,

long second to bring myself together. I

looked to the foot of the tree and there

lay the bird dead as a stone. I ran
where he was and picked him up.

“That was one of the proudest mo-
ments I have ever known in my life. I

turned my face toward the sky, and
gave a halloo of joy and victory. Just
then the dog came to me in a bound

—

to see what all the noise was about, I

suppose. I held the bird down to the
spanniel, and he looked up in my face
and whined, and moved his tail, as much
as to say, ‘Well, that is good enough’.

“I went along out to where father
was. I had the old “Pill-lock” in one
hand, still smoking, and the partridge
in the other. There were logs and
bushes in my road, but I say to you,
here and now, that I did not remember
stepping over either logs or brush.

“I held up to father’s gaze the part-
ridge, and he said, ‘Well, well you have
done it sure. That is a fine bird, and
it was a lucky venture when you went
after him. You are all right now, and
shall go hunting again with me’.”
The story depicts a phase in American

(continued on page 247)

Let Your Trap Gun Purchase Be a PARKER
Be One of the Thousands of Satisfied PARKER Gun Users

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of a PARKER
Gun receives in good, substantial gun value, the benefits of experience in gun
manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be satisfied with anything

but the BEST.
Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why Not Now?

I

PARKER BROS. MERIDEN, CONN., U S. A.

I
Master Gun Makers

New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.

ITHACA

gun.

Double guns,
$34.78, includ-
ing war teuc, and
up.

Single trap guns,
$107.11, includ-
ing war tax, and
up.

Catalog free.

Address
Box 25

ITHACA GUN
CO.

ITHACA, N. Y.

J. A. McGuire, Editor
of Outdoor Life, big
game hunter and ex-

plorer, uses an Ithaca
because it will
stand more use
and misuse and
because he can
shoot it bet-

ter than any
other shot-

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New PerfectioD

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it lor

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. ancl35c,Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 9^ ounces postpaid
for 35 cents.

WH. F. NTE, New Bedford, Mass.

¥7'¥aY ™E NEW POWDER SOLVENT
J-i XjMU AND CLEANSING OIL

Adopted by the Government and the leading man-
ufacturers of high power rifles and machine guns.
Removes the residuum of smokeless and black
powders from all fire arms. The greatest rust
eradicator ever offered to the shooting public. .An
ideal lubricant for sensative mechanisms.
Three ounce size—25c. Postage—10c extra. Di-
rect bv mail if your dealer hasn’t it. Mention
dealer’s name,
Manuf’d by CAPT. BASIL MIDDLETON, Culver, Ind., U.S.A.

PLANT WILD CELERY
—It Brings the Ducks
—Improves Fishing

Wild Celery is one of the best
wild duck and fish attractions

known. Many kinds of water-
fowl—particularly Canvasbacks,
Bluebills and Redheads s op
where natural feeding grounds
of Wild Celery are provided.
It creates fine fishing spots

where fish go for food and
shelter. E'asy to grow. Tlirives

in fresh water, lakes, ponds or

streams. Terrell’s Wild Celery
plants pro<luce the best results.

Special method of packing and
shipping insures safe arrival.

Order now.
Many kinds of plants attractive

to birds, game and fish and
ornamental water plants ready
for spring shipment.
Write today for des-^riptive lit-

erature and price list.

CLYDE B. TERRELL
Specialist on Development of

At ractive Places for Birds,
Game and Pish.

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN.
Dept. H-46.

Rider
Agents
Wanted

M&AD

eapest^WaufoGo
"Anawcucle
That is why in many ^European
countries one in every six persons
rides a bicycle. All armies use them
by thousands. It is theworkman’s
.street car, with the cost of the

rides saved. A complete out-
.door gymnasium that keeps
' you fit in mind and muscle. The
Mead Cycle Company special

Factory to Rider
Sales Plan saves you glO to
$25 on the Ranger model
you select; your choice from
44 styles, colors and sizes.
30 Days Free Trial and
Mead pays the Freight.
TIPCC Parts, Repairs.
I inCw at half usual price,
Don’t buy until you get our
Free Catalog describing
all the wonderful new offers,
liberal terms and low prices.
Write a postal now to—

CYCLE COMPANY
DEF^T. E-234 CHICAGO

ACCURATE SNmoN
GUN WORK

SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
T. T. Pierce

Arms and Ammuniton Expert
258 W. 34th St., New York City.
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the largest, gamiest speckled beauties rise

freely in the pools of the

Nipigon River
north from Lake Superior and the

Canadian Pacific Railway
Skilful fishermen land many five-pounders— the rec-

ord is 14^ pounds. Indian guides, canoes, tents, and
camp outfits at Nipigon station. Other fine trout

and camping streams all along the Canadian Pacific’s

line north of Lake Superior. Easy to reach.

Write to A. O. Seymour, General Tourist Agent, Canadian

Pacific Railway, Montreal, Canada, for full particulars.

Hello ! Anglers

!

Two Hundred Famous Anglers have selected the

‘THREE FAVORITE TROUT FLIES”
and given their reasons, many in remarkable letters

analyzing the whole subject of trout angling, dry-fly,

wet-fly, size, form, color, manner of presentation, etc.,

in a Symposium now running in

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
THE ONLY ALL-ANGLING MAGAZINE

Xo trout angler can afford to miss this, the most important contribution to trout

angling literature ever published in any outdoor magazine. Some of the more than

two hundred contributors are : Emerson Hough, Dr. Henry van Dyke, Fred X. Peet.

Ellis Parker Butler, Dr. Robert T. Morris, Robert H. Davis, George M. L. La Branche,

Louis Rhead, Charles Zibeon Southard, Dr. Heber Bishop, Hon. Cha_^se S. Osborn,

Dan Beard, Ernest Thompson Seton, Gifford Pinchot, Dr. David Starr Jordan,

Graham H. Harris, Dr. William C. Kendall, Gen. George W. Wingate, Prof. William

Lyman Underwood, Dr. W. Edward Halsey, Van Campen Heilner, William Loeb, Jr.,

Charles .Antoine and two hundred others.

Send in $l for the six numbers containing this Symposium,
now running, or $2 for a year*s subscription. {$2.3S Canada)

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
Covers every phase of angling; contains well-written, beautifully illustrated stories for and by

anglers: how to get the best sport near home; stories of famous angling waters by noted an-

glers who have “been there" and who knew how to write; daring, original and timely opinions

on matters piscatorial; amateur tackle making; fly, bait and surf tournament casting. Salt water

angling is generously treated and angling humor is delightfully illustrated. Published monthly.

Send check, postal or money order to

THE AMERICAN ANGLER 1412 Broadway, New York

I

MAINE
TROUTING BOOT
Lightest wading boot made
(6fi ounces). Comes almost

to waist and when roiled

will go in coat pocket.

Very best gum rubber,
same as used in our
Maine Hunting Shoe.
,\11 widths from .\ to

EE, and sizes .3 to 12.

••Mched inner-soles and
rejiair outfit. Guaran-
teed not to break.

Price, Men’s $8.75,

Ladies’ $6.50, delivered
free. Send for circular,
guarantee tag and sam-
ple of rubber.

L. L. BEAN
FREEPORT. MAINE

i KENNEBEC CANOES
The “tumble home" frf the Kennebec makes this

canoe absolutely safe for man, woman and child.

Our 1919 catalog sent free for asking—tells why.

SO R. R. Square,
Waterrille.

Maine.

BILL EARLEY’S CAMPS

FISHING
GOOD TABLE— GOOD SPORT
IDEAL FOR REST OR PLAY

Terms Moderate

W. L, EARLEY Guilford, Me., R. F. D., No. 3

SALMON
BASS ORTROUT

A CONSTRUCTIVE
CRITICISM

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 217)

short time but have killed a 4^ lb. trout

with it on a XXX gut point.

During last season I caught noth-
ing over 21^ lbs., but I caught a num-
ber between IVi and 2J^ lbs., the great
majority on XXX and a few on XX
gut points. I think that goes to prove
that my present “best” rod is not too

powerful for fine leaders.

In describing the type of rod to select

for dry-fly fishing I had this rod in

view, because I believe it is one of the

best ever turned out by the makers.

Last spring Mr. Emerson Hough had
a very interesting article on fly rods
in the Saturday Evening Post.

The gist of his article was that Amer-
ican rod makers of late years had been
more intent on producing a tournament
type of fly rod, than in turning out a
good rod to fish W’ith. In fishing it is

not necessary to be armed with a weapon
that can throw a line a record breaking
distance, because it would be useless to

cast such distances (unless fishing a
wet-fly down stream) because if we did

place a fly 100 feet away and a fish

took it, there would be 99 chances to

one against landing that fish. There-
fore the long range rod is out of place at
the water side. What we do want, how-
ever, for dry-fly fishing is a rod with
enough power in it to enable us to han-
dle a moderately heavy line in a strong
wind, and also to maintain that line in

the air when drying the fly.

The older generation of English
dry fly men were wedded to their
heavy lines and incidentally heavy

(from our point of view) rods, because
where the best of their dry-fly fishing

was, they had to contend with strong
winds; but the newer generation, and
even some of the older men, are using
much lighter rods than the Halford type
of rod and whenever there is a demand
there will also be a supply. Therefore
the English rod makers are supplying
light weight dry-fly rods which are very
hard to beat.

Just about the time that Mr. Emer-
son Hough’s article appeared last spring,

I received a letter from him in which
he told me he had, after inspection, de-

cided on a Hardy rod. I do not advise

any one to buy a Halford type rod un-

less the special conditions under which
he fishes demand a very powerful rod.

If one’s fishing takes one where the

trout are extremely sophisticated and
the use of fine leaders is required, get a
red as I have tried to describe. It will

be noticed that the butt joint of my rod

weighs 4 oz. nearly half of this weight
is made up of the cork handle, reel fit-

tings, etc. Oftentimes a “light rod” is

made with a very skimpy handle and the

very lightest of reel fittings. I imagine
that it would be possible to skin a little

weight off the rod in question but then

in order to get a perfect balance it

would be necessary to add a little coun-

ter w’eight to the reel.

I have two reels that I use with this

rod, one is a “St. George” 6^2 oz. and
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the other a “Uniqua” 6 oz. The lighter

reel has enough soft lead wire wound

round the bottom of the spool to bring

its weight up to that of the heavier;

because with the heavier end the rod is

in perfect balance.

Fishing with an unbalanced rod is not

a very great pleasure and it is wonder-

ful what a difference it makes when

using the same rod correctly balanced.

I

HAVE found that the effort required

to pick up a line (when well rubbed

down with deer fat) off the water is

much less than that required to retrieve

an equal length of line that is not float-

ing on the surface of the water. Some

of the selling points in connection with

rods in English catalogs was written

possibly 30 years ago, and I suppose

they keep on printing it from force of

habit. We must remember however,

that not everybody likes the same things.

Some of us prefer rare meat; others

want it cooked until it is black in the

face. Someone who possibly had a great

local reputation years ago, used a rod

with an “extra heavy tip with maxi-

mum lifting power.” Those who were

not quite so fortunate or skillful, attri-

buted the success to the top heavy rod,

and in all probability ordered similar

monstrosities for themselves, hoping

thereby to change their luck. Conse-

quently the maker of such a rod had a

demand for it, and one can’t blame the

j

poor man if he continued to list it in his

i catalog.

1

The illustration showing the taper

of my rod is only approximately

correct. However it does illustrate

' very clearly the difference between an

even taper from butt to tip and a vari-

able taper.

I If a drawing was made full size, the

i
difference between an even taper and a

variable taper, such as is shown would

1
be hardly noticeable to the naked eye,

I

nevertheless when we get down to busi-

]

ness and use a micrometer to measure
1 the diameters we find that the rod is

I

not an even taper, and in order to show
I

this plainly it is necessary to multiply

I the diameters by at least 5 and divide

the longitudinal distances by about 10.

I
I venture to say that there are no

I

good dry-fly rods that are a uniform
I and even taper from tip to butt. Meas-
ured in a casual manner they may ap-

I

pear to be so, but if we go after the fig-

I ures accurately I think we shall find

I that the taper is a variable one and I

I

believe that one of the secrets of suc-

cessful rod construction is knowing just
how to taper the rod to get the required
results.

AN OLD FRIEND
(continued from page 245)

life that Forest and Stream is endeav-
oring to preserve to the American boy.

' The father who is a hunter and makes

I

a companion of his boy in the fields,

j

the mountains or at the streams does
! much to build up a manly man. And
such an association in the after years
is a heritage of rich recollections.

I Really your huntlno# fishing or vseallon outfit is NOT complete without one of
these collapsible, storm-proof, canvas houses. Carried in a roll, light, strong,
easily set uj> without tools. Ventilating shutters, screened against mosquitoes,
. delightfully cool, open to the breeze or closed storm tight or just partly

^ closed, as you wish. Eight sizes. An ideal house for all outdoor purposes.
Very durable, will withstand heavy winds. You will be delighted with it.

Write today for prices and full description.

Outdoor
Sleeping

Summer
Housekeeping

For Hotels,
Golf Clubs,
and Summer

Resorts

CLOSE-TO-NATIRE
COMPANY

650 Front St., Collax, Iowa

CAMP OUT IN _-TO-HATURE
CANVAS HOUSES

Vacation in the Pine
Scented Lakelands

of Canada
In the “Highlands of Ontario,”

that wonderful region of scenic

beauty, you can Fish, Swim,
Golf, Canoe, Camp, Hunt—
spend a vacation you will never
regret or forget. Mirror -like

lakes set in the grandeur of

forests of pine and balsam.
The purest of air, 1,000 to

2,000 feet above the sea, and
i hay fever is unknown.

Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
“Algonquin Park”— “30,000
Islands of Georgian Bay”—
“Kawartha Lakes”—“Muskoka
Lakes”—“Timagami” and the

“Lake of Bays.” Modern
hotels—or “rough” it if you

I
prefer. Any Grand Trunk
Agent will gladly plan your
trip for you. Write any of

the following for descriptive

literature:
C. G. Orttenburger, 907 Merchants Loan &

Trust Bldg., Chicago, 111.

W. R. Eastman, Room 510, 294 West Wash-
ington St., Boston, Mass.

H. M. Morgan, 1019 Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Bulfalo, N. Y.

J. H. Burgis, 819 Dime Bank Bldg.. Detroit,
Mich.

A. B. Chown, 1270 Broadwav, New York City,
N. Y.

S
PEED the days when
the thrill of the hunt
returns.

The B.S.A. will resume
its place in forest and field

— at targets and traps in

friendly rivalry.

B.S.A. rifles and guns will

be made as before the war,
for all these purposes, and
their reliability and accu-
racy will again be unbeat-
able features.

With peace established,we
shall manufacture:

B.S.A. lever cocked air

rifles.

B.S.A .22 calibre sporting

and target rifles—single

shot and magazine.

B. S. A. rifles of various
bores for long-range
target practice and
game shooting.

B.S.A. shot guns.

B.S.A. patent Rifle Sights.

We want our friends— old

and new— to know more
about these “will be”
products.

Therefore, will you write for
further information and for

rifle books, free on request?

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY. UMITED
Dept. 20, Birmingham. England
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The savage Automatic Pistol creates evidence — it

protects the law-abiding user. But it betrays the criminal.

Its sharp reports attract attention—invite investigation—call

help! And its reports cannot be silenced.

After each shot it throws out a distinctively marked shell

and leaves it there. Evidence. It brands each bullet with its

distinctive rifling. Evidence.

And the pistol itself is evidence. It tells its own story

to the expert who examines it—where it came from

—

what it has done.

For the law-abiding, the SAVAGE is safety insur-

ance— but for the criminal, speedy detection and

certain punishment.

:SA\!A.GE ArtlVIIS CORIPORATIOTS
UTICA, N. y.

SHARON DETROIT NEW YORK CITY PHILADELPHIA
Also makers of Lewis Aatomatic Machine Guns. Lierht, Ordnance. Military, Hisrb
Power and Small Caliber Sportint? Rifles. Automatic Pistols and Ammunition,
Motor Car and Truck Pressed Steel Frames, Parts, Transmissions. Axles, etc.

1

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. ami Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Marble’s Specialties for Fishermen
will add greatly to the enjoyment of your next
fishing trip. The name "Marbles" is a guar-
antee of quality, service and satisfaction.

Marble’s New Trout Knife
for dressing irout and other fish. Forged from
finest cutlery steel. Always open. Easily cleaned.
Total length. 5% inches. Weighs only
1 oz.. including metal-bound sheath. Price,

Folding Fish Knife
Cuts, rips, scales. Blade folds into
handle. Locks when open. Can be
carried in pocket—or open in sheath. $1.40Price,

Marble’s Clincher Gaff

Only humane gaff on
market. Does not
rip nor tear. No
steel - trap feature.
Holds any fish V2 to
20 lbs. Quicker,
surer than a land-
ing net. Price, each
$ 1 . 10 .

Marble’s Waterproof
Match Box

Made of n i c k 1 e d
brass. Holds pood
supply of matc’hes.
Guaranteed water-
proof. Every fisher-
man. hunter and
camper needs o n e.

Price, 55 cents.

Marble’s Compasses
—b r a s s box with
agate bearings. Guar-
an»eed accurate.
Pocket C o m p a 3 .s,

$1.10. Safo’y Coat Compass attaches U) coat or
flhirt—always in sight and can't get lost.

Price. $1.40.

Your Local Dealer Can Supply You
Write for Complete Catalog

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
526 Delta Avenue, Glasstone, Mich.

WATCH FOR THE LEGGINGS
THE BOYS BRING HOME

LOCKHART SPIRAL PUTTEES
offer distinct advantages over the
old lityle leg binding canvas and
Leather Legging.
Naturally conform to the motion
of the leg.

Perspiration proof. Keep pebbles
and dirt out of the shoe.
Recognized as the PERFECT
LEGGING by every man in the
service—and just as applicable to
every form of sport, as to army
needs.

MADE IN AMERICA FOR 3 YEARS
Ask for the LOCKHART SPIRAL PUT-
TEES. If your dealer can’t supply, write
us. TRY THEM—The Boys will tell you
about them—TAKE NO OTHERS.

Lockhart Spiral Service Leggings Inc.

244 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

COOPER’S CAMPS BUILT BY SPORTSMEN
FOR SPORTSMEN

Accommodate One To Eight Guests

Tm 4-Ka T-Taoi*#' of Maine’s most beautifulLOt? XAcdFC Lake and Forest Region

FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING
The Real Place For Rest, Sport or

RECREATIVE LIFE
Write For lUustraieJ Booklet

COOPER’S CAMPS, Eagle lake, Maine

GAME TRAILS OF
CHEVELIER BAY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 208)

by time and bare t f any substance.

“It beats me how they can get things

to grow out of this shell!” John ex-

claimed, “but yonder is a garden—actu-

ally. And it looks in bully shape. I

can see radishes, beans, green stuffs and
—and there is an orange grove!”

“Its the same old story of Florida

rumor,” explained his father, “the Semi-

noles must have been looking for pearls.

This would account for the innumerable
shell mounds. Yet this one, at least

six hundred years old, has not lost its

original identity. You have just located

an almost perfect conk.”

There were two stores on the

island, with Smallwood’s neat con-

crete house the most assuming. Its

shelves were laden with curious stock

. . . grains in bags, hides, coffee,

fire-arms and what-not. One marvelled

that such stuff could ever find its way
up to far Chokoloskee. Smallwood him-
self greeted them. He was alone at the

time. Much to Mr. King’s amazement
he came slowly forward stretching out

a big, hard-gripping hand.
“Howdy,” he said, “Mister King’s

party, aint it?”

It was on the tip of the other’s

tongue to ask how Smallwood knew. As
quickly he checked the impulse. “Ask
No Question,” was what he had been

told on entering Chokoloskee.

“Right,” he retorted.

“Coin’ to survey a little up Turners?”
“That’s what brings us here. Yes Sir.

We’ll need some supplies in the morn-
ing and some advice about game and
fishing. We’d like to try a little of

both before we go back.”

“Plenty of it,” Smallwood answered.
He was an impressive man, standing

six feet tall, and possessing a certain

odd dignity of poise and manner. For
Smtllwood was a pioneer .... a

quiet, good-natured tradesman, who was
known as a sure marksman and—quick

on the trigger in a rumpus.
Mr. King bought some coffee and

grits and a can of kerosene. He took

a check book from his pocket and paid

the small amount in this way. Here
is another rule of the Chok’ district.

Never, NEVER flash real money. Nor
did Smallwood hesitate a moment in

accepting this check. He gave it a
swift glance and, folding it, placed it

ceremoniously in his ledger.

“Coin’ to stay ashore to-night?” he
inquired, “I can put ye up.”

“No, we’ll sleep in our boat,” Mr.
King responded, “thanks just the same.”

Smallwood began to grin.

“It’ll be a wonder if ye sleep,” said

he.

“Why?”
“Special church night,” was the an-

swer, “wait ontil midnight and open
yer ears.”

This came as a true prediction.

Shortly before twelve, long after the

weary party had rolled up in their cov-

ers, there issued from the little gray
church such a series of howls and
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groans and lamentations as surely never

came from human throat before. In

the darkness it was absolutely uncanny.

“I’d like to go down and see who is

dying,” whispered John, “what is a Holy

Roller, please tell me.”

Hendry was sitting, smoking, in the

bow and looking out upon the star-lit

bay. He turned sharply—eagerly.

“Come—you go with me,” he said, “I

show. Can he go. Mister Big John?”

“Anywhere with you, Hendry,” was

the sleepy response. But Mr. King’s

thoughts were elsewhere at the moment.

He was trying to work out in his own
mind how Smallwood knew they were

coming up to Chokoloskee.

(to be continued)

THE COLORS OF
FISHES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 243)

it is not unlikely that other ordinarily

conspicious reef fishes may have the

same, which they assume especially when
venturing away from the reef.

R ecently a great deal has been
j

written about the coloration of ani- !

mals by persons differing as widely
j

in temperament and training as the poles.

So much of it is contradictory, that it

must be confusing to a student of the

subject who has not a good many corre-

lated observations of his own by which

to guage it. To such a one, however, it

is almost all of interest; he never can

tell where he will find an idea or an ob-

served fact that will modify or clarify

his own views. The storm center of dis-

cussion of late seems to have been as to

the universality of concealing coloration.

The Thayers,* with their artist’s train-

ing in color values have shown how con-

cealing coloration may be and probably

is more widely existant than it at first

thought appears. Roosevelt* has called

attention to how exaggerated some of

their claims are—and so it goes. It is

not the writer’s purpose here to enter the

discussion beyond sketching the facts

with which he is familiar and indicating

the manner in which he interprets them.

The most reasonable hypothesis seems

to be that on a “background” of inherit-

ance modified by physiological considera-

tions, an animal’s colors are generally

useful to it in one or more of many ways.

In a limited number of cases every other

color tendency is subordinate to conceal-

ment, in a vastly greater number of cases

its colors give it a low visibility, set

limits to its conspicuousness. Often con-

spicuous colors, for warning, recognition,

or some other benefit may be present,

interfering sometimes little, sometimes
greatly, with the tendency to inconspicu-

ousness. There is little to be gained

by dragging the theory of natural selec-

tion into the discussion in its present

stage. There is no doubt that it will ex-

plain concealing, warning, directive, etc.,

coloration satisfactorily; the question is

not can they be explained, but to what
extent do they exist.

• See Thayer G. H. & A. H.), Concealing Col-
oration in the Animal Kingdom, 1909.

* See Roosevelt, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 30,
1911: 119-231. Am» ^lus. Journal, March, 1918;
211-218.

'HE long springy tip of Hed*
don pattern rods gives won*

derful casting power. The
short, sturdy, fighting butt absorbs all heavy strains. The following
rods are all of the famous Jim Heddon one-piece demountable
type, consisting of butt and one tip-joint. They are built of solid
Heddon-made split bamboo, silk wound, well varnished. A
partitioned cloth bag comes with each rod*

No. I Cork grip, nickeled

reel seat with finger trigger,

file-proof metal guides, agate
tip-top. 6 foot only. Price,

$4.00.

No. 2 Solid cork grip and
forward grip, nickeled reel

seat with finger trigger,
agate first guide and tip-top,

German silver ferrule.

and 5 foot. Price. $5.00. 6 hts

foot. Price, $6.00.

No. 4-“Solid cork grip and
forward grip, nickeled reel

seat with trigger and Lock-
ing Keel Band, full agate
guides, Germansilverferrule.

4Vz and 5 ft.. Price, $7.00*

&V2 ft.. Price, $8.00.

No.6—JimHeddon’s Favorite.
Solid satin cork grip and for-

ward grip, nickeled reel seat

with locking reel band. fuH
agate guides, German silver

ferrule. Put up on cedar
form. 4% and 6 ft.. Price,

$10.00. 6^ ft.. Price,
$ 11 .00.

No, 10—Similar to No. 6 bafwith solhl
German silver mountings, six coata
finest varnish. Put up In water-
proof leatherette case. 4^ and
6 ft., Price, $12.50. 5H ft.
Price, $13.w.

No. 15, Premier— Similar to
No. 10. Finest possible selec-
tion of split bamboo. 4H
and 6 ft.. Price. $15.00,
5^ ft.. Price, $16.00.

No. 9, "Musky*’—Regular
Heddon pattern excep*^
butt grip is 2^ inches
longer to give greater
leverage. Agate >;uides»

six coats varnish, leath-
erette case. 6ft, Price,
$14.00, 6V^ft, Price,
$15.00,

No. 25, Expert—The
finest rodwecan make-
The best of everything
goes into thisrod. Ger-
man silver mountings,
ogate guides, seven coats
of varnish. Three wta.,
light, medium and
Florida basA Extra tip
with each rod and spe>
cial Bakelite case. 4n.
5. 5^ and 6 ft. Price, I

$35 .00,

Why
Heddon
Rods Do

Not Break

S
TUDY the curved
tips illustrated

nere. Notice the natur-

al unbroken curve of the

upper tip— Heddon type.

The only ferrule is way
down where it puts no strain

on the wood. The other tip

shows ordinary construction
with ferrule coming right in the
middle of curve, throwing heavy
breaking strain on the wood. Hed-
don rods rarely break at the ferrule.

Heddon’s

Deep-O-Diver

THE BAIT THAT FILLS A LONG-FELT WANT
I-TERE*S a bait that will reach right down after the bass when
^ * storms or bad we«ather have driven them into the deep holes.
It does not float but dives deeply with a swimming, wiggling motion
that throws every bass within range into an immediate savage attack.
The one double hook, while snag-proof, is hung so as to be a deadly
killer. The long, wriggly Rubber Pork Rind strip brings the strike
Id the right place every time. The rapid currents of streams or the
deepest lake water are all alike to Deep-0*Diver. It gets the fish.
You need one in your kit. No. 70090— Natural Scale FinUh. No.
7009E— White Body. Greenish Black Spots . No. 7009F— f\f\
YellowBody. Black Head. No.7009H- Red Scale Finish.

Ask your dealer to show you the full line
of Heddon’s Dowagiac Rods and Baita,

James Heddon’s Sons, Dowagiac, Mich.

Heddon’s
Baby Crab
In a Killing New Finish

^HE Baby Crab Wiggler, first put out In 1915, has won
“to immense popularity. For 1919 we offer this well
tried fish getter in a brand now color combination — the
Red Scale Fioitb. Careful experiments have shown the
new finish to be wonderfully effective in many waters.
You will want to add this to your collection. AA
No. 1909H $1.^®

JAMES HEDDON-S SONS.
Box 126. Dowagiac, Mich.

Please send me your latest descriptive circulars
of Dowagiac rods, minoows and fishing tackle.

Name..

No....

O.. . State..

aoE

Forest and Stream

Cover Pictures

You can have a colored re-

production of the magnificent

Driscole Trout Picture as

shown on this cover, mounted

on art board ready for framing,

free, by sending $2.00 for a

year’s subscription to Forest

and Stream.

Address, 9 E. 40th St.,

New York N. Y.

Set

solid Gold

Set

SondGold

Send Your Name and We’ll

Send Yon a Lachnite
T\0N*T send a penny. Jnst send yonr name and aay-. ‘'Send me
*-' a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10 days fre®
trial." We will send itprepaid right to your home. When It

comes merely deposit $4.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full days. II you, or If any of your fnends can tell

it from a diamond, send It back. But if yon decide to buy it

—send us $2.5C a month until $18.75 has been paid.

IVnf’A ^AiIaV Send yonr name now. Tell ns which of theAViaajf solid gold rings illustrated above you wish
(ladies’ or men's). Be sore to send finger size. ^
^aroldLachmanCo., 12 N. Michigan Av.,Dept.7062Chicag<^

.dfi v5> .fcHERM AN'SW CALENDAR
Contains FISHING SIGNS FOR 1919. Shows
graphically when fish should bite best, past ex-
perience has pro-Ten it 80% correct. Shows
which weeks are best for fishermen's vacations.
Has an individual fishing record that proves
invaluable for reference. Sales last year in 46
states. The amateur will be helped by this
dope, the old hand knows it by heart. Send
25c. for one to-day to 0. F. CALENDAR.
Box 1466 H. Sta. Springfield. Mass.
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Hotel
Chaaiberlin

^ NATCH a couple of days away from
the grind, grab your golf clubs, of

course, and come on down, or up, as

the case may be, to Old Point Comfort, and

tr}' your game on the Eighteen Hole Golf

Coui'se, which is part of Hotel Chamberlin.

You can get here easily—most likely it’s

only “over night” from where you are,

either by boat or rail.

The Golf Course is one of the finest ever

;

designed and laid out b}- authorities on the

“Royal and Ancient” Game— convenient to the

hotel, and, being owned b\' The Chamberlin, it

is managed in a way which will suit you. You
can also Tennis, Horseback or Motor. The air

and sun is just right to make you enjoy the

famous real Southern Cooking, and, as you know,
this is all in addition to the location of Hotel

Chamberlin, at Old Point Com-
fort, with its advantages of

Army, Navy and Social Life.

This, also, is the place to

take “The Cure,” with every

sort of Bath Treatment at

your command.

You will be interested in our

special booklet on “GOLF,” as

it contains the first Aeroplane

Map of a Golf Course ever

published in America.

Address Geo. F. Adams, Manager, Fortress Monroe, Virginia

VICTORY
Has Been a Household Word Since November

VICTORY RODS
Have Been Supreme for 25 Years

Alorc backbone and lifting power for

their weight than any similar rod made.

FLY ROD 3 TO 7 OUNCES $20.00

BAIT ROD 7 TO 9 OUNCES $20.00

TARPON ROD 8 AND 12 OZ. TIPS $35-oc7

COSMOPOLITAN HOOK
“The Hook that never misses a Strike”

Shape and Quality is what made them famous

TROUT
Will soon be jumping and our assortment of the needful articles is good and

moderately priced

SHALL WE MAIL A CATALOGUE?

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302-4 BROADWAY - - - - - NEW YORK

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211 )

line, a side track, and an old box car used

as a shelter for the section hands, one

of whom, on this occasion, happened to be

sitting on a bench in front smoking his

pipe, and idly watching the two boys con-

cerned in this adventure. He saw me
take the plunge, and later witnessed my
vain efforts to swim

;
and then remember-

ing how very cold the water was at that

season, he laid down his pipe and rushed
to my assistance shouting to Johnnie:

“That boy is drowning!”
“Oh, no,” said Johnnie, “he can swim

like a duck!”

But paying no heed to this he threw
off his jumper, drew off his boots, and
waded into the pool, which was not over

his head, reached the spot where he had
seen me sink, and soon located me lying

on the bottom. Reaching down he got a

firm hold on an arm and dragged me
ashore more dead than alive. He then
held me up with my head down, the water
running from throat and lungs. Sitting

down on a log he placed me across his

knees, worked my arms to and fro, as

Johnnie said, “like pump handles,” and
then pressed my chest against his knees
repeatedly, and slapped me smartly on

the breast and back, until I began to

breathe faintly, whereupon he sang out,

as Johnnie said, “Bully boy! Keep it

up!” Then when somewhat revived, he
carried me up to the box car, Johnnie
following with my clothes.

He made a fire in his stove, heated
some coffee, which he gave to me quite

hot. He rubbed the cramps from my
limbs, replaced my clothes, and finally

standing me on my feet near the stove

said

:

“It was a mighty close shave; a few
minutes more and you would have
croaked, sure enough.”

J

OHNNIE and I were very profuse
in our thanks for his timely assist-

ance, and asked what we could do to

reward him. He replied:

“I have a boy about the same age as

you are, and he might need a friend

some day when in a tight place, for one

good turn deserves another.”

“What’s his name?” inquired Johnnie.

“Same name as mine, Jerry,” he an-

sw^ered.

“Next Saturday we will be here

again,” said Johnnie, “and please have

Jerry here too so w’e can meet him.”

“Very good,” said he, “Jerry wdll be

very glad to come and meet you.”

1 then took my Barlow knife from
my pocket, which special brand of knife

men as old as I am will remember well,

and handed it to Mr. Jerry, saying:

“Please give this knife to your boy
as a keepsake from us.”

“Thank you kindly,” he replied, “Jerry
ought to be very proud to owm such a

fine knife.”

By that time I had begun to feel

strong enough to walk home. He took

my jacket and warmed it at the stove,

put it on me and said:

"Good-bye laddies, don’t hurry; rest
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by the way; but get home as soon as you

can.”

When about halfway to town I hap-

pened to place my hand in my pocket

and found my knife, much to my sur-

prise, and said:

“Oh, Johnnie; Mr. Jerry put the knife

back in my jacket pocket when he

warmed it at the stove!”

“Yes,” said he, “you know a knife

cuts friendship; that’s why.”

At the appointed time Johnnie and I

went to visit our friend at the box car,

to meet young Jerry. We took with us

a small package containing a selection

of our best crystals, agates, chaneys and

white alleys, and a lignum-vitae top with

a sharp steel plug capable of splitting

any ordinary top when “plugging in the

ring.” To these were added my copy of

“The Boy’s Own Book,” a fishing line

fitted with hook, sinker and a red and

green float. These treasures we intend-

ed for young Jerry. But bitter disap-

pointment awaited us, for on arriving

at the old box car we found, not Jerry,

but another man, his successor, who in-

formed us that our friend had been pro-

moted and transferred to a station far-

ther up the line, but he did not know
just where. We never saw Jerry again,

as we failed to locate him after dilligent

inquiry. We never told our parents of

the affair at the old stone quarry for

fear that they would have lost confidence

in our oft-repeated assertion that we
could “swim like ducks.”

As previously stated, when I lost con-

sciousness and sank for the last time,

Johnnie appeared to me like a huge
white bird about to take flight. He ex-

plained this by saying that he was then

removing his white shirt, w'hich was
pulled up over his head with his arms
stretched out. This illusion to my dis-

torted vision perhaps had some connec-

tion with his anticipated flight of the

month before.

(to be continued)

THE BOY AND THE
TROUT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 214)

all, and the fight was on again.

During the next few moments the Boy
experienced many thrills, both of elation

and of despair, as the big trout came
almost within his grasp and then as sud-
denly eluded him. It seemed to the Boy
as though the fate of empires hung in

the balance. What if he should make
some clumsy move at the very end and
the prize that was almost his should be
denied him?

To make a very long story a little

shorter, the Boy was finally fortunate
enough to get his thumb into those gills,

and after what seemed like two hours
of the greatest fight he ever had with a
fish (but which w'as probably half an
hour)

, he laid that beautiful old war-
rior on the grass and danced for joy.

One of the most triumphal entries in
history took place a little later as the
Boy approached the group still sitting
around the fire at home, and carelessly
displayed a 16-inch brook trout to the
admiring gaze of the scoffers.

out

Mullins “Izaak Walton” model is the

most successful! and practical fishing

boat ever designed. Won’t tip over

and has a very light draft. Noiseless

—

can be rowed or paddled will

last a liftime. Can be equipped
with line or fish box, sewed
chair and other conveniences
for the fisherman.

*

Mullin’s Steel Boats
Can^t Sink

For the fisherman— or any boat

user—aMullinsisthesafest, most
serviceable boat that floats. It can’t

sink, can’t leak, can’t waterlog.

Air-tight compartments like

a life boat. Built like a U. S.

torpedo boat— pressed steel

hull can’t puncture, warp, dry

or check. Never needs calk-

-free from all defects of the

wooden boat, yet has all itsbouyancy.
Send for our beautifully illustrated catalog
showing many models of canoes, rowboats
and launches in steel and wood

W. H. MULLINS CO.
650 Franklin St. Salem* Ohio

STAUNCH as a BOOT
FLEXIBLE as a MOCCASIN
Hera--Mr. Sportsmao Is the boot you've been longing for—bo

light and pliable that you can tramp all day in it without get-

ting footsore; built to give you years of gruelling service.

ussgIIs "Ike
Iton’

cowhides, with flejuble, long-wearing
Maple Pac Soles.
Ask your dealerfor **Ike Waltons”—
if ho can’t supply you, write for Cat-

alog |Vf.

W. C RUSSELL MOCCASIN CO.

Berlin, Wisconsn

No. a Open—showing equipment

AUTO-KAMP-KOOK-KIT
The most dependable gasoline Outing stove
on the market. A necessity for every auto.

No. 2 Closed—equipment packet inside

Size 5x10x13, weight 17 pounds.
Substantial, Durable, Efficient

WILL BURN IN ANY WIND
We make other sizes; write for prices.

PRENTISS-WABERS MFG. CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis. i Spring St.

ANGLERS!
Send a Postal Card to (he undersigned

for a

1 DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE
of

RODS, REELS AND
i ANGLING BOOKS

From the Collection of

DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL,
811 Dayton Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

owtyasc k Agents Wanted

pUm%uT!^w^^wl
_ _ WITHTHIS"
SAFETY HAIR CUTTER

. If you can COMB your hair you can cot your
I

this marvelouB invention. Cuts
the batr any desired length, abort or long.

Does «ie job as nicely as any barber In quarter
the time, before your own mirror. You can cut the

children's hair at borne in a jiffy. Can be need as an
ordinary razor to ehave the face or nnish around temple or neck
Sharpened like any razor.® I.a8t0 a lifetime. ^Saves its cost first
time used. PRICE ONLY postpaid. Extra Blades 5e each.
JOHNSON SMITH h. CO.* Dept. 723 . 3224 N.HalstedSL,Chicae.>

Make your Watches. Cl^ks, etc., visible by night. Emits— Tsye of LIGHT in dark. The darker the better. Elasily ach
plied.^An^meeandort. Three sizea—25c. 60c and 21. postpaid.
JOHNSON SMITH Si CO« Dept. 723 . 3224 N. Halsted St,. Chicago

NEW BOOK ON ROPE SPLICING!
ul Knots. Hitches, splices, etc^Huw didcrcni knots ate made and 1

aViJc'hSUtC lL"h'*g'!*bl«kiT«kl«!%i^VR!cE’3S
{lOHNlON SMITH A CO.. O.pL 723 3224* Hal. lad Si.. CHICACO
|
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TROUT FLY-FISHING IN AMERICA
By Charles Zibeon Southard

Illustrations and Colored Plates by H, H. Leonard

Angling Sportsmen Will Find in This Book
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in American
waters, whieh is more complete and more serviceably ar-
ranged than any other in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions of the more important
variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable bints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod, the Reel, the Line, the
Leader, the Fly. based upon -more than twenty-five years’ study of the habits of trout and the
best ways of catching them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly methods of fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s own leaders, and a
wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library PRICE $8.00

Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream, 9 East 40lh St., New York City

SHEEP HUNTING
IN MEXICO

(continued from page 205)

hit usually runs down, so I ran around
the point to try for another shot. In

looking for my game, I heard a racket

among the rocks above me and espied

my ram kicking his last. By the time

I had him dragged to the bottom, my
guide was there and told me he had
killed his. The one I got was a beauti-

ful specimen, while not a record set of

horns, still it is one of the best in Texas
and now adorns a wall in my home.
While the guide went after the team

to haul in our game, I continued on
around the mountain and soon discovered

another lone sheep bounding from rock

to rock. I opened fire and the second

shot hit him hard and started him down
the mountain. I continued firing until

I emptied my rifle but for some cause
or other was unable to hit him again.

I hastily climbed up where the sheep
was and found that he was bleeding

profusely. I expected to have that sheep
in a very short time, so pulled off my
CQ^t, left my canteen and camera and
started along the bloody trail. After
about two hours of the hardest climbing
I ever did in my life, I decided to let

him go, as he crossed saddle after sad-
dle in the mountain and started for the
higher points. I knew from this, that
the wound was not serious. Then the
weary trudge back to where I had left

my coat and canteen. It was late when
I returned to camp and after partaking
of supper consisting of broiled sheep,
fried potatoes, coffee and flap-jacks, I

soon turned in for the night.

About lO o’clock the next morning
while returning to camp we no-
ticed dust rising in the distance;

my guide hastily climbed upon a rock,
and immediately climbed down again,
and without excitement announced:
“Bandits

—

on our trail!”

We made a run for the rocks and hid,

hoping they would pass, but they had
discovered us climbing through the rocks
and five of them advanced toward us.

We did not want to kill them, neither
did we want them to kill us, so my guide
decided to send a ball in front of them
as a warning. When the 30-30 kicked
up the dust in front of them they stopped
short and after a few minutes hesita-

tion they wheeled their horses and rode
off in the direction from whence they
came. We got real busy getting our
trophies in the wagon and did not stop
until we were safely on American soil.

In conclusion I wish to say for the
benefit of any sportsman wanting to

hunt sheep, that I believe that this sec-

tion of the country cannot be excelled.

It is a delightful place for an outing in

the winter, being free from rain or snow,
climatic conditions all that can be de-
sired and with a guide who knows the
country, one cannot fail to kill at least

two or three sheep, and I was informed
by my guide that a little further in the
interior sheep were extremely plentiful.

Charges for guide are very reasonable.
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THE MARKET PLACE

r ,

^
ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

50,000 COINS, MEDALS, BILLS, GUNS,
swords, pistols, daggers, Indian relics, stamp col-

lections, engravings, antiques, curios. Collections |

wanted. Lists 4c. Antique Shop, 33 South 18th

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Mo.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR OLD COINS.
Keep all Old Money; you may have valuable

coins. Send 10c for Illustrated Buying Price

List, 4x6. Get posted at once. Clarke Coin
Co.. Box 97, LeRoy, N. Y.

INDIAN BASKETS—WHOLESALE AND
tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs,
fornia.

RE.
Cali-

INDIAN RELICS, 44 PAGE CLEARING LIST
free. Grutzmacher, Mukwonago, Wis.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS RUN 34 MILES PER GALLON WITH
our 1919 carburetors. Use cheapest gasoline or

half kerosene. Start easy any weather. Increased
power. Styles for all motors. Runs slow high
gear. .\ttach yourself. Big profits for agents.

Money back guarantee, 30 days’ trial. Air-Friction
Carburetor Co., 550 Madison St.. Dayton. Ohio.

BOARDERS WANTED

A QUIET AND COMFORTABLE FARM
house in the Berkshires for Fishing and Hunting.
Mrs. M. H. Roche. Chapinville. Conn.

EGGS FOR BREEDING

CHINESE RING-NECK PHEASANT EGGS,
$3.50 dozen; S2.1-100. Ornamental varieties, $5
dozen. Simpson's Pheasant Farm, Corvallis, Ore-
gon.

EGGS—"WILD MALLARD, $2.50, 12; $20.00,
100. English Caller. $5.00, 12; $40.00. 100. Black
Mallard, $4.00, 12 eggs. (Extra drakes, few hens;
stamp). Mail draft. E. Breman Co., Danville, 111.

FISH BAIT

A YELLOW MEAL WORM IS THE LARVA
of a Beetle known scientifically as Tenelwio

' Molitor. It's a substitute bait for an earthworm,
and is clean to handle, too. 300, $1.00; 500,

I

$1.50: express prepaid. C. B. Kern, 3 Main St.,

Mount Joy, Pa.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.
Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, "WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in young small-
mouth black bass commercially in the "United
States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-
lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Ilatchery. Correspondence in-
vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston. Conn.

FOR SALE

$25.00 EACH FOR A FEW CABIN SITES
on beautiful Bois Blanc Island, Mackinac Straits,
Mich.; sportsman’s paradise for hunting, fishing,
boating. Warranty deed, perfect title. A. Schim-
mel, Pontiac, Mich.

A GREAT BARGAIN. HUNTING AND FISH-
ing lodge, Brj-son Island, Lake Temiscamingue.
Quebec. Beautiful summer home with all equip-
ment. X, Care of Forest and Stream.

FOR SALE—ONE (1) SHARE OF THE ST.
Marguerite Salmon Oub. Security Trust Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—RARE RABBIT SKIN HUDSON
Ray Indian Blanket in perfect condition. En-
mpse stamp for full description and price. R. D.
B., Jr., 1120 Spruce St , Philadelphia, Pa.

A nominal charge of five

cents per •word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

FOR SALE

LARGE ESTATE CONSISTING OF AN
Island on the Georgia coast, easily accessible.

Island fourteen miles long, embodying twelve

thousand acres of high land and fifteen thousand
acres of hammocks and marshes; fifteen hundred
acres open fields; eleven million feet standing
timber; pasturage for two thousand head of cat-

tle and an unlimited number of hogs, and no
finer game preserve in the South; Deer and
Birds in unlimited numbers, and good duck shoot-

ing. Address P. O., Box 108, Savannah, Ga.

MECHANICAL NOVELTY FOR OLD AND
young. Barrel of laughs, amusement and fun.

Show' your friends and hear them holler; have 20
mailed for quarter of a dollar. Rullet Co., Hart-
ford, Conn.

SAW TAKEN FROM 17-FOOT SAW-FISH;
make offer. Geo. Cantine, Morgan City, La.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF
old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE—COLT 38 MILITARY AUTO-
matic holster and belt, good condition. Thirty
dollars. John Allyn, Mystic, Conn.

NO. 404 STEVENS LONG RIFLE, NEW;
trade for small bore shot gun of equal value.

Hugh Mallett, Bradford, 111.

REBLUE OR BROWN YOUR GUNS. RIFLES,
etc., at home at small cost, guaranteed recipe, same
as factories use, 50^. Stamps or money order.

E. J. Simon, D. 1 Dane. Wis.

REMINGTON AUTOLOADING RIFLE, 35-

calibre, clips and case. Lyman peep-sight rear.

Ivory bead, good condition guaranteed, $25.00.

Goss, 83 North Front St., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

WANTED—1911 MODEL SAVAGE, 22-CAL.
Repeating Rifle in fair condition. Geo. Nichols,

243 First St., Batavia, 111.

WANTED—EMPTY .256 NEWTON SHELLS.
Pay your price. Geo. A. Nyman, 1220 Revell
.‘\ve., Rockford, 111.

INVENTIONS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. CASH
or royalty. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195.A. St.

Louis, Mo.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

FANCY POULTRY FOR SALE: 30 VARI-
eties: catalogue free. Herman Blumer, Ber-
ger, Mo.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME, I

furnish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2 each, and buy all you raise at 30 to 60
cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents for
complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. Frank E.
Cross, 64 33 Ridge, St. Louis, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS

BILLIARD TABLE, 3x6 FEET. BUILD
yourself at small cost. Blue prints from scale
drawings and complete instructions one dollar.
H. G. Smith, 419 \V. Hudson, Royal Oak, Mich.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de-
tails Free. Press Syndicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau. 149,
Hannibal. Mo.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

FILMS DEVELOPED, 10 CENTS; PRINTS.
4 cents. Wingard, 801 16th St., Port Huron.
Mich.

MAIL US 15c. WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15(t for 6 prints; 8x10 mounted
enlargements, 35d; prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke,
Va.

REAL ESTATE

SHAWNEE COUNTY, KANSAS, FARM BAR-
gains, near Topeka, (a city of 50,000 inhabitants).
No better all purpose country in U. S. As good
as Iowa or Illinois land at half their value; 240-
acre farm $27,000; 160-acre farm, $12,000; SO-acre
farm, $7,000. Terms; half cash, 5 to 20 years on
balance. J. E. Thompson (The Farmer Land
Man), R. 15, Tecumseh, Kansas.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN
$1.00 WILL BRING YOU NEW MINNESOTA

map showing .Auto Roads, Lakes, etc. ; also in-
cludes list of lands fronting on beautiful streams
and lake, which we have for sale. There’s an in-
creasing demand for lake frontage in this part
of the state and advise purchase before prices
go up. Northern Realty Company, thirty years
in Duluth, Minn.

$5.00 DOWN, $5.00 MONTHLY; SEVEN
acres fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North Fifth,
Kansas City, Kans.

FOR SALE—IDEAL LOCATION FOR HUNT-
ing lodge on Yellow River, Burnett County, Wis-
consin. Many good fishing lakes in district. River
bank overlooks nine-acre wild rice swamp in bend
of river. (did timers say best duck shooting in
Northern Wisconsin. Forty acres in tract over-
looking the big rice swamp. Sixteen miles from
Spooner or Webster, 3 miles to inland town. Will
sell tract outright for $600 or will lease for period
of years. Members of shooting clubs write for
further particulars. R. R. Ling, 333 Palace Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

TO-LET—BUNGALOW AT LAKE COBBOS-
see, 6 miles from Augusta, Me., by electric road.
Furnished: sleeps six; bath and toilet: wood and
ice: landlocked salmon, trout, bass, white perch,
pickerel in lake. Two weeks, $75; four. $125;
May and June, $225. William Welch, R. F. D. 8,
Hallow-ell, Me.

SITUATION WANTED
EXPERT TROUT CULTURIST WITH TWEN-

ty years’ experience, wishes position as superin-
tendent of hatchery, also expert in building lakes
and dams and laying out hatcheries. Best of ref-
erences given. John Rackow, Eastport, Long
Island, N. Y.

SUMMER OUTING

A CRUISE FOP AN EXCLUSIVE PARTY OF
four or less on cbe cruiser “Whynot” on the pro-
jected waters of Sno River and Georgian Bay,
Lake Huron. Fine fishing, exploring and boating.
All the comforts of home with the enjoyment of
camp life and beautiful scenery. For further in-

formation address W. C. Kepler, Master and
Owner, Marquette. Mich.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

WANTED—32 COLTS OR SMITH. "WESSON
with 6 inch barrel, in 38 or 44 frame. State con-
dition. Frank O. Dixon, Knoxville, la.
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THE KENNEL MART

In transactions between strangers, the
purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

FOR SALE—“BADLAND RUSH,” A FINE
registered one year old Western Airedale Terrier;
a fine, healthy Airedale with best of training.
Price $35.00 if taken at once. S04 \\'isconsin St.,

Charles City, Iowa.

FOR SALE—LITTER OF REGISTERED
Airedale pups, good as the best, better than the
rest; males, $15.00; females, $10.00; for these.

Write, F. W. Aikins, Viroqua, Wis.

“SPORTING AIRDALES”—ALWAYS A FEW
puppies from parents that combine the greatest
winning blood-lines in Airedale history with real

hunting ability. Our breeding stock has an in-

ternational reputation which is your protection
against receiving inferior dogs, stales $25.00 up.
Lionheart Kennels (Reg.), Anaconda, Jlontana.
(Formerly Washoe Kennels.)

COCKER SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS, HIGHTEST QALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

COLLIES

THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN
this country for their age sent on approval.
Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, la.

GUN DOGS

FOR SALE—SIX MALE, TWO FEMALE,
liver and white pointer puppies. Good hunting
stock. Nelson Morey, 1 Hasen Street, Milford,
Mass.

LLEWELLIN, ENGLISH, IRISH SETTER
pups and trained do-gs, also Irish Water Spaniels,

Chesapeake Bay Retriever, Pointers both in pups
and trained dogs. Inclose stamps for price lists.

Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa.

HOUNDS

CLOSING OUT THIS MONTH—SEVERAL
fine trained Fox Hounds, Rabbit Hounds, and
Royally Bred Puppies: Coon, Skunk, Opossum
and Squirrel Dogs at cost. Stamp brings descrip-

tion and price of the dog you want. Powell Val-

ley Kennels, Jonesville, Lee County, \'irginia.

HOUNDS

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Sen<l stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Ga.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, AVnerican Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Ky.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers Fox, Wolf, and Coyotte hounds
that will get their share of the race in any com-
pany. Also Coon, Skunk, Opossum and Rabbit
Hounds. Ten days’ trial allowed. Young dogs
just beginning to trail, nine dollars each. Also
choice puppies. We take Liberty Bonds and
W. S. S.

MISCELLANEOUS

DACHSHUNDE KENNELS — WEIDMANNS
heil. G. R. Rudolf, Cuba, Mo.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
111 .

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Ark.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale Setters and Pointers,
Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds,
Coon and Opossum Hounds. X'armint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale
Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser
alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly
illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue
for 10c in stamps or coin.

TRAINED BEAGLES, RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, dogs, setters,
pointers, pet, farm dogs, ferrets, guinea pigs,

fancy pigeons, rats, mice, list free. \ iolet Hill
Kennels. Route 2, York, Pa

WANTED—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. GAME
plenty for sale. Bird dogs and rabbit hounds on
trial. O. K. Kennels, Marydel, Md.

TERRIERS

DOGS! DOGS! DOGS! ALL KINDS! FOX
Terriers, Bulls, Airedales, Collies, Irish Terriers,
etc., male and female pups. I handle more dogs
than any other man in the country. (luick sales
and small profits. Specify the kind of dog you
want. I will positively fill your order. Leo
Smith, 309 Barrow St., Jersey City, X. J.

IRISH TERRIERS—PAIR OF UNRELATED
ones for sale, also puppies from champion stock.
Pennwood Kennels, Reg

,
Sparrows Point, Md.

A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Game. /Ml along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

NEWFOUNDLAND

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Conn. Lakes and Indian Stream Country

Fishing, Nlay 1 to .Sept. 1. Hunting, Oct. 1 to Dec.
15. I-ake trout, salmon, square tail, deer, bear
and birds. Parties placed in lodges, log cabins,

camps and tents. Arrangements made for hunt-

ing, fishing, camping, cruising or any outdoor
wilderness sport in season.
Wrte for information, rates etc.

VARNEY BROS., Guides, PITTSBURG, N. H.

Prom Fattemi and printed
iDatructions. Save coat.
Work E»»y. MaU-rials fur-
niehed. Also finish coats. ri

Send for Catalo^e -*

and prices.

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat f'-o. 611 Perry St.. Albion. Mich*

A REJUVENATION
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 217 )

trimmed it down for him, and succeeded
in getting a vigorous strike from a pick-

erel but did not hook it. “Hook’s too

small, that’s why,’’ said the boy, “like

mine ’tother day.

“When you go after them birds you
want a big hook, they got a mouth just

like a goose on’y bigger, an’ when you
hook one you best boss him in fast as
ever or off he goes. It’s one thin’ I don’t

like about this hole, you can’t never tell

just what will take holt an’ what you
ain’t fixed for is what most like will

come. What I most like is to know what
you’re after and then fix for ’em.

“Say,” he exclaimed, “there was a
feller stoppin’ over at Doane’s house last

season and he fished all over here. He
had a pole bout like a straw an’ long
as ever. One day he took two good trout

down by the gravel bed beloAv. He had
’em when I got to him. Gosh I don’t
know how he done it—he used feathers,

flies he called ’em, an’ no Avorm on ’em.

He didn’t take no more after I got
there. He was a dude, all togged up,

an’ he took a callin’ me ‘buckskin,’ what
for I don’t know but it made me mad and
to get square, when he put his basket
down, I watched my chance and slipped

two ‘catties’ in an’ took out his trout an'

lit out for home lickity split. Gosh but
I bet he was mad. I never seen him but
once more and he was on one side of

the creek an’ I was on the other an’ I

took care to stay there. He said he had
some hooks I could have if I would wade
across but I told him I was delicate and
afraid I’d take cold, he, he.” So the boy
rambled on, the man taking many cues
from the way in which he managed his

rig and how he adjusted bait and when
time for quitting came the boy had the

best string. “On’y cause I had the bet-

ter hook,” he said, “an’ know better

where to fish. You can do jes’ as well

next time, cause you’ll know, an’ say,

if you’ll tell me when you will come
again I’ll bring you one of my hooks and
you will have better luck.”

The sun had gone down behind the

hills as the man went back to his

abode. He was learning a lesson.

Never had he spent so gladsome an aft-

ernoon since his boyhood days. In the

boy he saw a reflection of himself at

that period in life but the boy had a
touch about him which he felt he never
possessed. The real soulfulness of the
game seemed to him to be that no matter
what the specimen taken the boy Avas

gloating over it and, as he afterward
told him, “Why shouldn’t I love ’em, we’ve
growed up together in the neighborhood,
an’ I bet no fancy fish you know of will

beat some of the common kind, as you
call ’em, an’ I’ll show you some day.’'

And so the man w’ent home that night
with happy thoughts and, as he had not
done for many weary months, wrapped
the drapery of his couch about him and

“Lay down to pleasant dreams.”

Mr. Hulit will continue these articles

on the rejuvenated angler in following
numbers of Forest and Stream.

—

[Editors.]
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FIELD TRIALS AT PINEHURST
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 221)

his dogs SO as to compare their peculiar

merits accurately and arrived at conclu-

sions apparent to all. The trial started

its open stake with Wastica owned and

handled by Jay V. Hall, and Peggy Mont-

rose, owned and handled by R. K. Arm-
strong, as the first brace. Wastica slowed

up a good deal towards the end of the

heat. She pointed in a swamp and found
nothing, and did the same up on the hill

later. She, however, did not hold either

point long. She was fairly wide and
fast, but did not have much class, nor

apparently, much endurance. Peggy
went wide enough for this wooded coun-

try and seemed to be hunting all the

time, was quite fast and had a good deal

more class than Wastica. Neither dog,

however, found birds.

The next brace was Stylish Palmetto,

owned and handled by R. K. Armstrong,
and Dolly Patch, owned and handled by
C. Blow. Palmetto was a good going

dog; but not so wide as Mr. Armstrong’s
other dogs. He had good speed and a
nice way of going. It was raining pretty

hard when these dogs were down, but

Dolly got out wider than Palmetto and
kept out in good shape, but wasn’t so

fast. Once or twice she messed around
on a trail for some time. Neither of the

dogs found birds.

The third brace was Dolly Peach Blos-

som, owned and handled by Mr. Hall, and
John Brinkin’s Jack owned by A. P. Peu
and handled by Mr. Armstrong. Dolly is

a nice going bitch, with good speed. She
found no birds. Jack found a covey which
had been flushed. Jack is a very classy

dog; had plenty of speed and range;
made a good find at the head of a branch
and when the birds were flushed he
snapped up two singles. He ran a per-

fect heat, considering the country he was
handled over.

The fourth brace was Sunkist, owned
by Jay Hall, handled by Armstrong and
Gyp, owned and handled by Ed Fry.
These dogs had the best country run over
up to this time. The first part of the
heat was through the woods, but the last

part was a nice open country on the Pine
Knot farm. Considering this, neither
dog went as wide as it should. Sunkist
had a nice way of going; plenty of speed.

Gyp had no speed nor range.
The last brace was put down on the

Pine Knot farm, a great big country, and
was Crocker’s Ben Sport, owned and
handled by Mr. Crocker, and Cute B,
owned by Doctor Browm and handled by
Tom Nailes. Both dogs showed splendid
speed and range, and it was a great
pleasure to watch them. Cute snapped
up a point on the hill half a mile from
the handlers and judges. The judges
did not get to her in time to see whether
she flushed the birds or made a false
point. Ben Sport ran a good going
race. Cute, after making the find on the
bill pointed a couple of times more, but
no birds were developed. At this point
John Brinkin’s Jack, Cute B and Ben
Sport were the three outstanding dogs in

the order named. Peggy Montrose, Sun-
kist and Dolly Patch Were the next in
order. The judges announced that they
would not need the next day Wastica,

Stylish Palmetto, Dolly Peach Blossom
or Gyp.

O N Saturday morning the first brace

to go down was Blow’s Rose, owned
and handled by Mr. Blow, and

Frank B., owned by Doctor Brown and
handled by Tom Nailes. Neither dog
showed well, and it was quite evident

that Frank B. was out of condition.

The second brace was Silver Lining,

owned by J. P. Dunn and handled by
Armstrong, and Coveycot Jessica, owned
and handled by Mr. H. A. J. Wilkens. Sil-

ver Lining is a wonderful dog; lots of

style, speed and range, but Jessica was
not his equal. She was handicapped, to

be sure, by the fact that Mr. Wilkens
handled on foot which made it necessary

to hold up Silver Lining once or twice.

The control of Mr. Armstrong’s dogs

makes this more possible, however, than
with most handlers. Neither of the

dogs found birds. The second series

brought out Cute and Sunkist. Cute had
something the best of this and seemed to

be picking out the likely places for birds,

although they both did well. The next
brace in the second series was Dolly

Patch and Peggy Montrose. Neither of

these dogs showed up well enough to be

carried any further. Crocker’s Ben
Sport and Silver Lining came next, and
both of these dogs ran a splendid race.

In coming through the woods they were
found on point in a swale. It was hard
to tell which had the birds, although they

were a little nearer Silver Lining. Ben
Sport made a point, but nothing was
found, in a swale where the singles

dropped. He afterwards held a point for

a few minutes on a side hill some dis-

tance off, but no birds were found. The
judges announced then that John Brink-

in’s Jack would be awarded first, and that
Cute B and Ben Sport would be run to

see which would run against Silver Lin-

ing. The party then had lunch and moved
in near town. Cute and Ben Sport were
put down and Ben Sport had rather the

better of it. Cute ran a race through a
bare orchard all by herself, but Ben Sport
kept hunting. Cute made one point;

,

nothing was raised. Ben Sport made a
j

covey find. The first two prizes of the
membership stake were then run, and just
before dark Ben Sport and Silver Lining
were put down. They both ran a splen-

did heat. Ben Sport kept up his speed
j

and range in good shape, especially con- I

sidering how hard he had been run. Sil-

ver Lining found birds and handled them
j

in good shape. His bird work was snappy i

and his control excellent. The judges
|

then announced that first went to John
Brinkin’s Jack, second to Silver Lining,

]

third to Crocker’s Ben Sport, and fourth
to Cute B.

i

For a number of years Field Trials

were dominated by the professional ele-

ment, always inclined to the wide rang-
ing, rather reckless going dog, at the
present time things have largely changed
and the dogs that won at the Pinehurst
trials this year were those that displayed

an intelligence in searching the likely

spots which is commonly referred to as

bird sense.

Log Cabins

arid Cottages
(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and

Furnish Them
By

WILLIAM S. WICKS

The most popular book on the

subject ever written. Full ex-

planations how to build cabins

of all sizes with directions and

numerous illustrations. Every-

thing from a shack to the most
pretentious Adirondack struc-

ture, is included.

Pictures and plans of fire-

places ; how to build chim-

neys
; rustic stairways, etc.

PRICE, $1.50

Forest and Stream

Book Dept
9 East 40th Street New York City
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
EVERY DOG CAN NOW HAVE HIS

SPRATT’S
BISCUITS

OF THE HIGHEST PRE-WAR QUALITY
SPRATT’S “MEAT FIBRINE’’ DOG CAKES, for LARGE Breeds.

SPRATT’S “FIBRINE’’ PUPPY BISCUITS, for SMALL Breeds.

SPRATT’S RODNIM, the favorite food of the kennel owner.
SPRATT’S FIBO, the most appetizing granulated Dog Food on the

market.

SPRATT’S COD LIVER OIL PUPPY BISCUITS, for dainty feed-

ers or those recovering from sickness.

INSIST ON SPRATT’S FOR YOUR DOG’S SAKE.

Write for samples and free catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, Newark, N. J.

Factory also in London, England

1 1

i

DENT'S CONDITION PILLS
i

If your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes rnat-

terated, bowels disturbed, urine high

colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
•will. They are a time-tried formula,

that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are

recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us

and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
hlanks are free for postage—4 cents a

dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

. --

Read THX AIREDALE, by William A. Bruette.

Greatest book on the Airedale ever written. Price,

$1.00. Address Forest and Stream, Book Depart-
ment, 9 East 40th Street, New York City.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, fai'm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

J. WESTERN WARNER’S
(DUDE RANCH)

summer resort is located on the Kootenai River in
the Cabinet Range of the Rocky Mountains in

Montana and affords some of the best fishing and
hunting in the W’est.
Good saddle horses and fine trails and roads,

every mile a pleasure, private cabins and tents,

board and saddle horse by day or month. Spring
bear hunting a specially, all other big game in

season. Write to

J. WESTERN WARNER, HUNTER and GUIDE

LIBBY, MONT.

Oorang Airedale

Terriers
The 20th Century
All - Round Dog
Choice Stock for Sale

Six FamoDS Ooraogs at Stud

Oorang Kennels
Dept. H. La Rue , Ohio

May, 1919
.

THE SWIMMING HARE
wo species of water-
loving hares are found
in the southern United
States, Lepus jxilus-

tris and L. aquaticus.

The former is about
the size of the common
gray rabbit (Lepus
sylvaticus)

; the latter,

which appears to be

somewhat more west-

ern in its distribution,

about as large as the

varying hare, L. americanus. The first

named, the marsh hare, has been ob-

served on the Atlantic coast as far north

as South Carolina, but will very likely be

found to range northward as far as

southeastern Virginia. It seems to oc-

cur along the whole southern coast, at

least as far as Vera Cruz, Mexico, and

the opinion is expressed that it may exist

along the Mexican coast from Texas to

Yucatan. It has also been found inland,

in swamps and along streams as far

north as southern Illinois. The habitat

of L. acquaticus is from Alabama west,

through Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas

and Texas. It has also been taken in

southeastern Mexico and Yucatan. The
range of this species also extends inland,

and it is abundant in southern Illinois,

near Mount Carmel and Cairo.

The marsh hare is slightly smaller

than the gray rabbit; it has shorter

ears; its eyes are one-third smaller than

those of L. sylvaticus. The body is pro-

portionately heavier, and the legs shorter

than in that species. The feet are

sparsely clothed with hair. These are

the most obvious physical differences be-

tween the two species. The home of the

marsh hare is in swamps and low wet

ground along the coast, or on the borders

of streams. It is abundant near the

rice swamps of Georgia and in the low,

muddy meadows of islands along the

coast. It is rarely or never found on the

high, dry land far from wmter.

It is extremely slow of foot, and can be

overtaken, it is said, by any dog; but the

situations in which it is found are not

often invaded by men or dogs, and it is

seldom disturbed. It is a capital swim-

mer, and when alarmed readily takes to

the water for safety. Very often when

pursued it plunges into the water, and

after swimming a short distance lies

hidden among the floating vegetation of

a pond or sluggish stream, with only

its nose and eyes above water.

It often enters the water not only for

safety, but for amusement as well and

sometimes in localities where it is

abundant a number of these animals

may be seen swimming and playing

in the water. So rapid are their move-

ments in their element that it is stat-

ed that some escaped from a New-
foundland dog which was pursuing

them. The larger water hare (L. aqua-

ticus) in many of its habits resembles

the marsh hare, and so differs from the

northern hare, with which in its physi-

cal character it would naturally be com-

pared. It is noticed that the tracks of

both these water hares made in soft earth

leave distinct impression of the indL

vidual toes and nails.
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THE SENSATIONAL FLY FISHING LURE

A 1 1 |i/| Improved Floating Bugs
V IVi A with Patent “No-SIip” Bodies

act and look so life like that

fish simply can’t resist them.

Carefully and correctly made
on the celebrated “MODEL
PERFECT” turned down
eyed hooks with patented at-

tachment which prevents the

bodies from slipping or

twisting. “ CALLMAC ”

Floating Bugs are put up on cards stamped McCARTHY PATENT

;

none other are genuine. The name “CALLMAC” is your guarantee

of workmanship and durability. Ask your dealer for them—refuse

substitutes.

For Bass, Pike and Salmon

in 12 standard patterns, each

50c.; per doz. $5.50.

For Trout, Crappies, etc.,

sizes 8 and 10, each 35c.; 3

for $1.00.

ANOTHER “CALLMAC” OFFERING
a strong, tough durable knotless leader outwears ordinary gut

and costs about half.

Med. Bass

2 yds. with loop at each end, each 50c

1 yd. with loop at each end, each 30c

Ex. Heavy Bass
2 yds. loop at each end, each 65c

I yd. loop at each end, each 40c

CALL j. McCarthy
219 So. Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Send 5c stamp for beautifully illustrated catalog, in colors, of anglers’ specials,

including instructions in scientific fly and bait casting

If You Have Never Used a

“WHALING GOOD ” ROD
you were deprived of half the joy on your fishing

trips. If your next rod la going to be a ffood rod,

let Dad Whaling make It.

Booklets Furnished Upon Request

THE G. E. WHALING & SON CO.
666 Champlain Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fitting our battles.
The women and children of France are l^t to bear the
burden.

$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month.
$36.50 a year: payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.
Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.
Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally. France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. When a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
w’ill know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.

3.00 “ " “ 1 mo. 73.50
“ ** 2 yrs.

Date

I pledge 1 $36.50 for a aged in Its

myself > home for .... years

. I
$ for ... . children in their owi

to give
j homes for .... years

I enclose herewith $ in payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder In

payments.
CROSS OUT THE PARA-
GRAPHS YOU DON’T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

THE

Genuine
Hildebrandt Spinners and Flies

Made Only By

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA PORTLAND, OREGON

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

Signed

Address *

(Tiecks should be drawn to "THE FATHERLESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE COMlkUTTEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Treasurer. DAVID R. FORGAN. Room
741 Fine Arts Building. Chicago.

During the WAR
our Hatchery received little attention and most
Sportsmen were thinking of other things than
fishing; but now we are anticipating a demand
for stocking and can offer some splendid fry for
spring delivery, as well as a limited number of
larger brook and rainbow trout. Eyed eggs of
both during the season. Correspondence invited.

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.,
Colburn C. Wood, Supt. Plymouth. Mass.

.Baby
Crab‘
06*^0
\¥tedl

.Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

‘AsK the Fish !**
i

Jas. Heddon’s Sons
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‘‘Another Feature of

Camp Life Perfected
You just can’t imagine how pleasant it is to

cook over the good old camp fire until you
have tried the Umbrella Camp Stove, which
has been so scientifically designed as to

overcome such objections as burning of the

fish, tipping over the coffee, scalding the

hands, scorching the face, change of the

wind, etc.

“Umbrella Camp Stove
i

The only camp stove with a revolving
grate. Made of the best iron and steel,

and with ordinary use will last a lifetime.
|

Will not warp or get out of shape. Stove
;

consi.sts of adjustable tripod, center rod
and revolving grate. Grate is always level

on sloping or rough ground. When open
stove is solid throughout, and grate will

not sag or tip. This roomy grate will hold
six large cooking utensils. Used over small
camp fire, at side of large camp fire, or
before fireplace at home in winter. Sets

up in one-half minute. Fits in case 4 x 36
inches. Weight ten pounds. Slips under
auto seat when folded. Canvas case fur-

nished with each stove. Sold by sporting

goods and hardware dealers. Write for il-

lustrated folder.”

UMBRELU CAMP STOVE CO.

Mt. Vernon, Wash.

ROWE’S GLOUCESTER
If Jk liyf Direct from factory lo home

Charges prepaid in the U. S.

The Rowe has alUquality construction — built up to an
ideal and not down to a price. Standard in ham-
modes for thirty years. Used exclusively at summer
resorts, clubs, camps and in homes of j)eople who know
values and demand comfort. Made in (government stand-
ard) non-fadeable, 2l-oz. U. S. Khaki or white sail duck
that will resist wind, weather and rough usage— costs a
few dollars more, but will outlast ten one-season ham-

|

mocks. Send for catalogue. 1

If it's made of canvas we can make it. SAVB THIS AD.

E. L. ROWE & SON, Inc., Workers in Canvas
159 Water Street Gloucester, Mass.

{

Forest and Stream

Cover Pictures
You can have a colored reproduction of

the magnificent Drlscole Trout Picture as

shown on this cover, mounted on art

board ready for framing, free, by send-

ing $2.00 for a year’s subscription to

Forest and Stream.

Address, 9 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.

m ; TM

—the
Bait Casting Reel

with the

Five Points

1 . Strength

2. Simplicity

3. Compactness
4. Durability

5. Value

Point 1.

Strength-

Rainbow Reel
for Fly Fishermen

Made of special aluminum
alloy. combining supreme
strength with extreme light-

ness. In simplicity, design,
construction, service, it is

unexcelled by even the high-

priced, imported kind.

Taken apart in two seconds.

Fits the hand. Beautifully
balanced. Handsomely fin-

ished—dull black or sand-

blast.

Two $5.50 War Tax
Sizes 6.60 included

Frame of a solid piece of tubing. Spool,
German Silver. Shaft, Solid Steel, finest

quality. Pivots, turned in the shaft with Ball
End Bearings. Ball Bearings in Head and
Rear plates. Bushings, Bronze. Pinion cut
in solid steel shaft. Workmanship and ma-
terial finest and truest ever put into a fishing
reel. Made at our own factory after many
years of improvement and perfection.

The strength on which you can rely, the
simplicity which makes cleaning easy and pre-
vents getting out of order, the compactness
which gives H greater line capacity for the
size, the durability which keeps thousands in
use after years of service, and a remarkably
low price in view of its top-notch quality—ail

these features recommend the TAKAPART
as the Bait Casting Reel for \ on.

$^60 War Tax
vr • included

TRIPART Reel, the TAKAPART’S little

brother, $5.50, weu" tax included.

"Fisherman’s luck” isn’t ALL luck.
Much of it is knowing how and
buying right. Our booklet, “Fish-
ing Reels,” tells the secret of the
biggest catches—what to use and
how to use it.

Booklet, “Fishing Reels’’, sent on Request.
Write For It.

.\11 dealers handle these well knovm reels.

L

m
A. F. MEISSELBACH MFG. CO.

26 Prospect Street Newark, N. J. m
TROUT FLY-FISHING IN AMERICA

By Charles Ziheon Southard
Illustrations and Colored Plates by H. H. Leonard

Angling Sportsmen Will Find in This Book
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in American
waters, which is more complete and more serviceably ar-
ranged than any other in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions of the more important
variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod, the Reel, the Line, the
Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-five years’ study of the habits of trout and the
best ways of catching them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly methods of fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s own leaders, and a
wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library PRICE $S.OO

Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream, 9 East 40th SL, New York Gty
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FISHERMAN’S

LUCK

NEVER BEAT THIS

COMPACT TACKLE BOX <tA nO
TOGETHER WITH A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION TO «P J •W
FOREST anJ STREAM U
Nothing better for a day’s fishing. The Compact Fishing Box holds all

your outfit—reel, baits, spoons, flies,

to fit a coat pocket, ii x 5^ x 2^
hooks, etc. Box is small enough
inches.

Box retails for $1.50
Here’s the Story; For $3.00 we’ll send you

this one piece steel rustproof Black Japan
finished tackle box together with a lull years
subscription to Forest & Stream.

This is just $1.00 more than the regular
price of Forest & Stream alone and represents
a real bargain to Fishermen.

Forest & Stream, 9 E. 40th St., N. Y. City

For the enclosed $3.00 send me your maga-
zine for one year, also The Compact Tackle
Box.

Name

Address

“Kinks” is full of good stuff—ideas furnished by true
sportsmen. There are helpful hints for hunters, hikers,
campers, fishermen and vacationists—new ways of saving
time and money—simple stunts that every man ought to

think out for himself—but doesn’t. It tells how to fix up
emergency “rigs” when the “store stuff” fails or is left

behind. And almost every “Kink” is illustrated so plainly

that every picture makes your fingers fairly itch to try

the stunt yourself.

Send us $3.00 and secure a copy of “Kinks”
together with a full year’s subscription to

Forest & Stream. Price of “Kinks” alone, $1.50.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 E. 40th St., New York City

Here^s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping
or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the

camping subject in a thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:
The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense’’
In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for
Hunting Outfits). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal
Packing. What to Do If Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The
Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED
| clOTH COVER $1.00^^’^^

Forest & Stream, (Etpt.) 9 E. 40th St., New York City

Log Cabins

and Cottages
(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and

Furnish Them
By

WILLIAM S. WICKS

The most popular book on the

subject ever written. Full ex-

planations how to build cabins

of all sizes with directions and

numerous illustrations. Every-
thing from a shack to the most
pretentious Adirondack struc-

ture, is included.

Pictures and plans of fire-

places ; how to build chim-
neys; rustic stairways, etc.

PRICE, $1.50

Forest and Stream

THE AIREDALE W. A. MUETTE
This instructive and interesting work covers the history, breeding and training of these

U.seful dogs. It is the latest and best book on the subject.
Price, in cartridge board covers, $1.00

FREE with a year’s subscription. Forest and Stream
at regular $2.00 price

Forest and Stream (Book Dept.), 9 E. 40th Street, New York City

Book Dept.

9 East 40th Street New York City

^frfr
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Timely Books for

the Sportsman

CAMPING OUT
warren H- MILl£R

THE AMERICAN
HUNTING DOG
By Warren H. Miller
A practical, thoroughly up-to-date manual on
the raising aad training of hunting dogs. In-
dispensable for the professional or amateur dog
breeder. 8vo. Net, $2.50

RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS
By Warren H, Miller
A hook devoted to the training that counts for
accuracy in the art of rifle and gun shooting,
for big game and feathered game.

8vo. Net, $2.00

CAIVIPING OUT
By Warren H. Miller
The art of camping—by an expert. The work
discusses all kinds of equipment, from the kit
of the millionaire to the expiorer's pack.

Illustrated. 12mo. Net. $1.50

THE GAME FISHES

OF THE WORLD
By Charles T. Holder
An exhaustive record of personal observations
and authoritative data on the game fish of
England, Austria, Italy, Spain, Portugal, the
Scandinavian Peninsula and America.

Fully illustrated. 4to Net, $5.00

HOW TO SWIM
By Annette Kellermann
The most famous swimmer in the world teaches
the whole art of swimming, from the first

flounderings of the novice to the contest swim-
mer and professional performer.

Fully illustrated. 8vo. Net, $2.00

TENNIS AS I PLAY IT

By Maurice E. McLaughlin
In this greatest of all tennis books. McLough-
lin himself answers for the expert player as
weU as for the average player all the questions
which could be asked about scientific tennis.

Fully illustrated. 8vo. Net, $2.00

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.)

9 E,a8t 40th St, NEW YORK CITY

I

Every Red-blooded Man
Should Read This Book
ASTORY of “fishing in boyhood days”

illustrated by Briggs, famous car-

toonist, A story that •will take you
hack to the times 'when “you and
dad” hiked off for a days fishing.

In addition it contains many prac-
tical talks and hints on the “ang-
ling sport today.”

THIS BOOK FREE!

In this book is shewn a
complete line of Qual-
ity tackle and baits

—

the kind that land
the “big ones”—also
the South Bend
Anti - Back - Lash
Reel, the reel
that needs no
thumbing.

Fill out coupon and mail today.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.,

10285 Colfax Ave., South Bend, Ind.

Send me 4th revised edition of

“The Days of Real Sport.”

Name

Address ....

1

The outdoor sportsman paradise. You can fish and
camp along Colorado’s famous trout streams, sur-

rounded by beautiful mountain scenery. Sunny days and cool, comfort-
able nights. Enjo}’ mountain motoring, climbing, bathing, golf and
tennis in

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK (Estes),

MESA VERDE and DENVER’S MOUNT AIN PARKS
Delightful climate, picturesque scenery and unique motor trips make Colorado a per-
fect vacation land. Low railroad rates to Denver, the Gateway to 12 National
Parks and 32 National Monuments.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLETS
that tell where to go, what to see and what it costs to vacation in the Colorado
Rockies. Write today.

THE DENVER TOURIST BUREAU 541 17th Street, Denver, Colo.

“Just -what I have been looking
for,” says every breeder and dog
owner who sees “ The Modem
Kennel Record.” Built on the
modern loose-leaf system, handsome-
ly bound in Black Grain Leather,
compact enough to be carried in

the pocket, and filled with carefully
prepared blanks that enable the
owner to immediately register pedi-
grees and record stud visits,

whelps, sales, winnings, and all

minor transactions. Size 6Kx3 inches. The
covers will last a lifetime, l^e blanks can be
removed or renewed at will.

PRICE, $2.00

Address All Orders

FOREST & STREAM BOOK DEPT.
Nine East Fortieth St* New York
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Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS

to be found

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they are

of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best

known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-
try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

different seasons

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY .

Are You A Duck Shooter
Do you love to stand in the bow of your

skiff as it is pushed through the wild rice

and drop the ducks that get up within

range; or, if you live by the big waters,

do you enjoy sitting in the blind while

cold winds blow and ice forms at the edge
of the shore, watching the sky and waiting
for something to come to your decoys? If

you love these things, if you will bear
work, exposure and hardship to get a shot,

you need.

Americai;

Duck Shooting
By

GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

It gives descriptions and portraits of all

the ducks and geese known in North

.America; tells where they are found; the

various methods practiced in shooting them;

describes the guns, loads, clothing, boats

and dogs employed in their pursuit, and
generally is far and away the most com-

plete, useful and entertaining volume on

the subject that has ever Been published. It

covers the whole field of North American
wild-fowl shooting.

The book is profusely illustrated. Not
only has it ornithologically exact portraits

of 58 species of swans, geese and ducks,

but it has eight half-tone reproductions of

some of our best-known wild ducks from

the paintings of the great naturalist, Audu-
bon, a number of full-page sketches by
Wilmot Townsend, whose drawings of wild-

fowl are inimitable, many cuts of duck
boats and batteries, and fifty vignettes in

the text, which add to its beauty and its

usefulness. It is a complete, illustrated

manual of this fascinating sport.

\ new edition of this volume, containing

added matter, was published July 1, 1918.

The work is an essential part of every gun-

ner’s library.

Illustrated, buckram, 627 pp.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

You Can Pack

This

KOOK-KIT
in Your Coat

Pocket
A complete cooking outfit no bigger than your kodak!
Yes, really, you can slip it into your side coat pocket and clean forget about it until ‘‘hungry-
time** comes along. Then—out she comes—and in five seconds you are ready to cook whatever
good fortune, aided by rod or gun brings to pot.

THE STOPPLE KOOK-KIT
consists ot a folder broiler rack with legs; a pair of frying pans with detachable handles (pans
fit together and form an airtight roasting or baking vessel); a kettle for boiling and stewing and
two drinking cups with detachable handles. All of these utensils fold and nest together so
that they fit inside of the kettle and still leave room enough inside to carry knives, forks, spoons,
salt, pepper, coffee, tea and sugr'r. Made in the very best manner of high-grade material and
weighs less than two pounds. Is it any wonder that sportsman everywhere are enthusiastic
about the STOPPLE KIT?

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
THE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION PRICE OF FOREST AND STREAM IS
$2.00. Sr.ND $4.00 NOW AND WE’LL ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION FOR
ONE FULL YEAR AND SEND YOU THIS $3.00 KOOK-KIT, WITHOUT
EXTRA COST.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York City

Forest and Stream Pub. Go.

9 E. 40th Street NEW YORK

A Tale of the

Northern Wilds

ALL YOU LOVERS
OF DOGS AND
NATURE
SHOULD READ
THIS BOOK

In the old Klondike gold
rush days. Jack, a full

blooded Airedale Terrier,

followed bis master up
from The States, to Dyea
and Skagway. to Dawson
—and to Nome. Up back
of Nome be died—to save
the life of the master he
loved.

This great story, which
will bring tears to the
eyes—^yet gladness to the
heart, is one of the most
truly realistic animal
stories ever written. Yen’
handsomely bound in
cloth, and extensively il-

lustrated with interesting
scenes of the North.

Mr. I-ytle’s stmy of this wonderful dog. Jack. \viU
interest every reader of this magazine. We know
what you like—and so we have gotten hold of this

book at a price so low you can all afford it. It is

short and gripping in its interest Read it in camp
or cabin, office or home. Sent anywhere postpaid
for onb* 60c per copy.

FOREST & STREAM
9 East 40th Street N. Y. City
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Tie BIGGEST BOOK BARGAIN EVER OFFERED

TEX!{ Smashing good outdoor books by' 'j

< that vigorous and fascinating VrvIK
writer, Stewart Edward White } $5.00

These books handsomely bound in light green silk cloth with gold stamp-
ing would be cheap at $20.00 per set. There are only five hundred sets avail-

able for distribution, and these will not last long as without any question this

offer is the biggest book bargain ever available. The ten volumes consist of

3734 pages; the set weighing twelve pounds— nothing better could be given
for a holiday present than this splendid set of notable books.

A SNAPSHOT OF EACH VOLUME
“The Claim Jumpers” “Arizona Nights”

He had been pampered and petted since his

birth. Sick at heart of the life he was leading,

he went into the West, to manage a mining
camp.
One day he met her. She was the daughter

of a low boozer and a woman of no account.

But for her he forgot his work; for her he near-

ly lost the mines to a gang of claim jumpers;
for her he nearly dragged his manhood to

depths' of disgrace.

“The Land of Footprints”
Of all the books on Africa, this is the most

delightful. It sweeps aside the staple African
story which concerns itself only with rhinos,

lions, and native guides, and discovers a new
.\frica, simply by finding the real one. Home-
life which one does not associate with Africa,

is told of interestingly.

“The Blazed Trail”
With nothing to his name but the clothes he

wore, three dollars in his pocket and heart of
oak, he plunged into the timberland of the
lower Peninsula. The world had been bitter

and he wanted to forget.
The fight began. It was his big fight against

nature, himself, and the other men.

“The Silent Places”
In a canoe he paddled away into the wilder-

ness from the Hudson Bay post. He had his

orders to bring back a renegade Indian to jus-

tice. Painfully, slowly, on and on he puied
his way along the Trail, yith its grim terrors
of the North and giant vis'tas of snow country.

“Camp and Trail”
Here is a book for the wilderness traveler

—

for the camper and the tramper. It is a woods-
man’s manual. It gives you all of the practical
information you should have before starting
for the woods, streams or lakes on your vaca-
tion. White tells you from his lifelong experi-
ence about common sense in the wilderness,
what to wear and take with you. the camp out-
fit, the cook outfit, what to eat and how to cook
it. what to carry on a horse and how to pack
it, how to select a canoe; and other things you
must know when you go into the real woods.

A book of' Western yarns and character por-
trayals, that flash by the reader as though
“caught in the films.’’ Mr. White gives a view
of life on .\rizona cattle-ranches which is in-

stinct with vitality and love of that out-of-door
existence which he knows 'so well.

“The Rules of the Game”
Bobby Orde was a vigorous football type of

fellow who had made a sad failure of office

routine. So he went into the California Si-

erras with their great forests and wonderful
natural resources, and there he found his niche
in managing men.

“The Riverman”
This is a stirring and virile successor to “The

Blazed-Trail.” Jack Orde was a river-boss and
was making good. Life to him was a wonderful
adventure. It was full of the big outdoors; of

smashing timber; lo’gs that boomed down the
river; of sleeping and tramping in the cool, pine-
scented air.

“Blazed Trail Stories”
Of the younger American writers, few de-

serve so well the recognition extended to them
as Stewart Edward White. There is a strong,
clean virility about him that seems to go well

with the atmosphere of his chosen scenes—the
tonic breath of northern forests, the fragrance
of balsam, the wide freedom of limitless avenues
of trees, of unbroken expanses of snow. In
some respects, Mr. White’s short stories are
more enjoyable than even his longer books. To
be sure one gets in them ratherless of nature
and woodcraft; but on the other hand, one
gets a greater number of vivid, rapid portraits

of the sort of men who live their lives close to

nature.

“The Westerners”
As a baby she traveled across the prairies to

the foothills of the Rockies, where under the
care of Jim Buckley her parents made camp in

the sacred groves of the Indians. Blood was
flowing. Settlers everywhere were in danger.
Custer was attacked and wiped out.

One day there came among the Indians a
half breed who had a debt to settle with Jim
Buckley—a debt of spite. It was soon over.
Her father and mother were killed, and she
kidnapped and taken far to the south.

Don’t fail to take advantage of this truly remarkable offer. The books will
be supplied while they last at $5.00 per set. If the supply is exhausted when
your order is received money will be returned, otherwise the books will be
shipped to you express charges collect.

FOREST & STREAM, Book Dept. No. 9 E. 40lh St., New York City

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-

GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,

of Forest and Stream, published monthly at New
York, N. Y., for April 1, 1919.

State of New York,
County of New York,
ss.

:

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared

J. T. Wood, who, having been duly sworn accord-

ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Busi-

ness Manager of the Forest and Stream and that

the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,

of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in

the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this

form, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are;

Publisher, Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,

9 East 40th St., N. Y. (Jity.

Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th St., N. Y.
City.

Managing Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th
St.. N. Y. City.

Business Managers, J. T. Wood, 9 East 40th
St., N. Y. City.

2. That the owners are. (Give names and ad-
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or

more of the total amount of stock.) Forest and
Stream Publishing Co., 9 East 40th St., New
York, N. Y.; William Bruette, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y. ; C. A. Reed, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y. ; H. C. Mallory, 9 East 40th St.
New York, N. Y.

;
Norwood Johnson, Pittsburgh.

Pa.; George Bird Grinnell, 238 E. 15th St., New
York, N. Y.

; Jay Hall, Pinehurst, N. C.; Charles
MacCjordon, Miehigan City, Miss.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are; (If there are none, so state.)

None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving

the names of the owners, stockholders, and secur-
ity holders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-
son or corporation for whom such trustee is act-

ing, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-
ditions under which stockholders and security hol-

ders who do not appear upon the books of the com-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

J. T. WOOD, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 2nd

day of April, 1919.
[Seal.]

_

JEANNE VOLLENHOVEN.
(My commission expires March 30, 1920.)

A GIFT

thousand and one
considered. Cloth,
Postpaid, $1.00.

WOODCRAFT
By NESSMUK

No better book
for the ^idance
of those ?^o go
into the -wiW for
sport or recrea-
tion was ever
written. No one
ever knew the
woods better than
“Nessmuk” . or
succeeded in put-
ting so much val-

uable information
into the same
compass. Camp
equipment, camp
making, the per-
sonal kit, camp
fires, shelters,
bedding, fishing,
cooking, and a

kindred topics are
illus., 160 pages.

P Tfc P r WITH A YEARS SUBSCRIPTION

r K r r forest & stream at the
1 ItljLl REGULAR YEARLY RATE OF $2.00

No Extra Charge for Canadian Orders

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO-
9 EAST 40th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y
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Wlvaf fke Old Timer Said io HimselF
“A Whangdoodle lived in a sycamore tree

And he grew more and more sick of the sycamore tree”.

I don’t know what a whangdoodle is and I don’t care, but I felt just like one about that old
office. I was getting more and more sick of it. Now all my troubles fade away like a bad
dream and I am back to first love once more—my rocks and crags and gurgling water—back
with my ‘Bristol’ Rods and my Meek and Blue Grass Reels.

“There’s nothing like the right tackle—it makes all the difference in the world, as every old
timer knows. Now Meek and Blue Grass Reels and Mr. ‘Bristol’ Rod, you and I are invited
to meet Mr. and Mrs. Fish and family.”

To make every fishing trip a success, see that you are equipped with

ALeek and"BIu€«Grass"ElEEES'

SteelFishingRods
They’re the favorite of expert and amateur fishermen and have been for many a long year.

You can buy them at most sporting goods stores, but if your dealer does not have them or
he is not willing to get them for you, you can buy them by mail from us at catalog prices.

Write for illustrated “Bristol” Steel Fishing Rods and Meek and Blue Grass Reels Catalog
today—it’s free.

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO.
84 Horton Street Bristol, Conn.

Pacific Coast Branch

THE PHIL. B. BEKEART CO
717 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal.

^ -4a



HUNTING ON THE UPPER KLUTLAN
INTO THE ROCK FASTNESS ALONG THE ALASKA-YUKON BOUNDARY WHERE SHEEP RANGE
AMONG THE GLACIERS AND CARIBOU BROWSE IN A LAND OF PRIMITIVE GRANDEUR

By LEE MIGHELL
1

F
ar up near the source of the Klutlan
on the Alaska-Yukon boundary, in

a little one-roomed log cabin lived

Erickson, the prospector, and his wife.

Erickson was a lean, awkward, hard-
working man, simple, honest and inaccu-

I rate. His allegations of facts lacked as

much of verificaton as did his dreams of

great mineral wealth fail of realization.

,
Yet, knowing Erickson, no one could

I

question his varacity. His wife, an au-
' burn-haired, portly young woman, wore a
' masculine garb several sizes too small for

j

her. Erickson did not quarrel with his

neighbors, nor did Mrs. Erickson, al-

though red-headed, hurl brickbats and
' Irish epithets over the back yard fence.

They did not perform any of those neigh-
borly acts which we of the city can hear
rehearsed each
morning in the po-

lice court, for a

visit to their near-
est neighbor would
have caused Mr.
and Mrs. Erickson
a little journey of

one hundred and
fifty miles.

But in Central
Alaska one hun-
dred and fifty
miles is not far and
it was on just such
a journey that
Erickson had al-

ready started when
I on a frosty Sep-
! tember morning,
i while acting as the
< advance scout for

our hunting expe-
dition, I met him,

I
his old sorrel horse,
and four mala-
mutes coming down
the river bar some
three or four miles
from his cabin.

He did not ex-

I press joy at seeing

another human being, but his actions be-

trayed true hospitality for he immediate-
ly abandoned his plans, turned his horse

about and expressed a desire to spend a
day in company with me, his stranger

friend and I was much gratified.

As we travelled back toward his cabin

he inquired as to the location of our
camp, the members of our party, what
game we had, and our plans for the

future. At this time I had killed none
of the five rams which my Alaska-Yukon
license permitted and which I later se-

cured and when I explained to him that

I had not yet had a shot at a ram his

sympathy was at once aroused and point-

ing to a flock of six or eight sheep which
we could see on a mountain side across

the river bar from his cabin he said,

“Those are rams. In three hours you

will have the best head in the bunch. I

have been after sheep many times and
never came back empty-handed.” One
of the sheep had taken its station above

and apart from the others and I was
convinced that it at least was a ram and
was acting as a sentinel for the others.

The distance however, was too great to

distinguish the horns even with the aid

of my powerful glasses. Erickson was
very insistent that the entire band were
rams and his positive assertions gave me
much enthusiasm to begin the stalk.

On reaching the cabin Mrs. Erickson,

whose hospitality was hardly surpassed

by that of her husband, hastily prepared

a light lunch and a cup of tea. All the

dogs, which included the four I met on
the bar and four

more left as pro-

tection for Mrs.
Erickson, were se-

curely tied to

stages about the
cabin, but the old

red horse was re-

leased to forage for

himself and no
sooner had we
seated ourselves

about the little
table in the center

of the room when
our sorrel friend

bolted through the

open door. In an-

swer to his whin-
nying request his

humane and affec-

tionate owner im-

mediately arose
from the table,
stepped to the car-

cass of a caribou
hanging on the

side wall, cut off a

pound or two of

raw meat and
passed it up to the
old pack horse. ItLee Mighell and the Lord of the caribou herd which he shot on the Klutlan

Copyright, 1919, by Forest an 1 Stream Publishing Company.
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was eaten in less time than it took him
to turn around and go out of the door.

C
OMMENTING the next day on this

camiverous horse Capt. Hubrick,
our guide, told of a party of pros-

pectors who found themselves late in the

fall of 1914 at a new mining camp on the

west coast of Cook’s Inlet possessed of

fifteen good horses and no horse feed.

In the spring their horses would be worth
four hundred dollars each. At many of

the stampedes horse rental was three

dollars per hour,. The snow fall at

Cook’s Inlet is heavy. Feed was impossi-

ble to secure. There was nothing to do
but to pull the shoes from the horse’s

feet and see if they could rustle a living

along with the moose. Snow was soon

too deep for the horses to paw for moss
and the branches of the young willows
did not contain sufficient nourishment to

prevent a rapid loss of weight and
strength. The kind-hearted miners see-

ing their dumb friends gradually starv-

ing to death would occasionally pass out

a crust of bread or a little table refuse

so that the poor horses soon learned to

stand around and wait for a shack door
to open when they would all make a

grand rush to see which could get the

“hand out” that might be forthcoming.
It happened that fall that the hunting

parties had grreatly overstocked the camp
with winter meat so it occurred to the

miners to divide the supply with the

horses outside. Each day a large kettle

full was boiled at an open fire in the
camp and the horses soon learned when,
where and what their daily ration would
be and each day they would crowd around
the fire unwilling to wait for the cooking
process to be completed. The result was
that when feed was secured in the spring
eight of the horses had survived and
were soon brought back to normal weight
and strength again.

A fter our lunch was over Erickson
and I started after the rams. They
were no longer in sight, but we

were sure they could not have gone far
In a half hour’s time. Knowing that it

would be useless to approach them from
directly below we swung around to the

rear of the mountain intending to get

above them before they were disturbed.

Ten days of constant travel had some-
what hardened my muscles and I had a

very good opinion of my walking ability,

but that little jaunt of five or six miles

around the base of the mountain to a

gorge that we proposed to climb was ex-

ecuted by the miner in such double quick

time that I was badly fatigued before the

real work began. Sheep hunting is usu-

ally enjoyed among the perpetual snows
and glacier ices of the lofty mountain
tops, but nevertheless the hunter does

not wear a fur overcoat on such a hunt.

On this occasion I suggested a five min-

ute rest as we were about to begin the

climb and immediately took advantage
of the opportunity to shed all extra cloth-

ing. Taking off my hunting undershirt

I put it and my cap in the coat tail

pocket of my coat and then cached them
all on a rock near by. With nothing but
undersuit, pants and shoes for wearing
apparel, and nothing to carry but gun
and camera I was ready to start for the

top. Erickson carried his coat in the

form of a pack, a life line of one hundred
feet of heavy sash cord, together with

my glasses and an old rifle.

We adopted the plan of climbing five

minutes and then resting two but it soon

took me seven minutes to make the dis-

stance that Erickson made in five so he

was the only one who got much advant-

age from our system. We proceeded

steadily for two hours using both hands
and feet as we climbed from rock to rock.

When well toward the top I conceived

the idea of putting the life line in opera-

tion and thereby keeping my companion
within reach. We had proceeded but a

short distance, each tied to an end of the

rope, when the wisdom of its use was
suddenly demonstrated. Near the top of

the mountain and directly in our path as

we were circling for a place to ascend
appeared a narrow but precipitous gla-

cier. Unless one looked down it did not

appear dangerous for it was not more
than fifty feet wide and was bordered
on both sides with substantial rock mo-
raines, but its surface was of hard,

smooth ice and it led down at a frightful

angle for a distance of at least two thou-

sand feet to a bed of jagged rocks.

It seemed but a second to cross it and
Erickson with his rubber packs went
swiftly across. I started to follow, but
either my hobs were dull or my footing

not so well chosen for I had not advanced
more than five yards when my feet shot

out from under me and I started like a

bullet for the bottom. Sixty seconds of

continued progress would have dashed me
in pieces on the rocks below, but Erickson
had a good footing on the rocks of the
other side and the life line held and grad-
ually swung me to the edge of the rock
moraine. In two minutes I had climbed to

his side, badly frightened, an unjured,
but more cautious man.

W HILE I stood there in thankful at-

titude at having escaped an un-
desirable and untimely end my at-

tention was suddenly directed to the
mountain side across the deep valley that
lay behind us. On a small flat space near
its top and almost at our own elevation,

perhaps a mile away, we could see white
objects moving about. I reached for my
glasses in Erickson’s hand and beheld
one of the most fascinating scenes that
the wilderness has ever disclosed to me.
Two powerful rams were engaged in mor-
tal combat, while a single ewe stood by,
apparently disinterested as to which
should be her Lord and Master. The
comparatively flat space on which they
fought did not appear to us much larger
than a good sized room. They would
each back off as far as the cliff would
permit and then go forward to the colli-

sion with a run and jump. As their
bodies rebounded from the blow it did not
appear that each was able to acquire a
sufficient momentum to give him a deci-
sive victory. Slowly they would with-
draw, rest for three or four minutes, and
then at exactly the same second rush for-
ward once more.
We watched for twenty minutes, tak-

ing turns at the use of the single pair
of glasses and a boxing match between
champions could not have been more ab-
sorbing. At last one of the contestants
manoeuvred into such a position that his
next blow pushed his antagonist over the
cliff. He rolled, then tumbled and did not
gain his footing for fifty feet or more.
It looked as if the fight was settled, but
to our surprise the apparently van-
quished ram arose, shook himself and
then slowly and deliberately began
climbing back to his former position on
the field of battle.

The other ram having no intention of
losing the advantage gained came at him
with a rush before he was fairly on the
ledge and then occurred one of the most
clever movements that I have ever heard
of wild animals exercising. Instead of
meeting his on-rushing opponent in the
same give and take manner he had al-
ways heretofore done he suddenly side-
stepped the collision at the same time
dropping his head closely to the ground.
The result was that the charging ram
went precipitously over the brink. More
than one complete summer-sault he
turned and often seemed to fall for ten to
twenty feet at a time.
When he came to a stop he had fallen

a hundred feet or more. That he was
badly bruised was evident from the fact

Crossing a rock moraine on the way to Erickson’s cabin
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that after slowing regaining a standing

position he made no effort to climb the

mountain. When last we saw them his

opponent was making off with the Lady
Love and he was still unmoved. Brains
had won the battle, although I have often

questioned if a sheep had brains.

I

N five minutes we were at the moun-
tain top which from below appeared
as a point, but which when reached

was not smaller than a good sized farm.

While I rested to regain my breath and
steady my nerves for shooting, Erickson

stealthily advanced to reconnoitre. He
returned presently with the information

that no sheep were in sight below. We
then circled first to the right and then to

the left ever keeping a sharp look out be-

low, but there was nothing doing. As we
could observe for miles the mountains to

our rear we could not believe that the

rams had got past us, but we were un-

able to account for their disappearance.

Thinking that they might be sleeping

in the sun, below one of the numerous
shoulders of the mountain, I stepped for-

ward to the edge and fired three shots

from my young mountain cannon. The
echoes sounded and resounded so that it

seemed as if no living thing for miles

could have failed to have taken notice.

We waited twenty minutes, but all was
still as death, except for the call of

raven or two w’hich at the sound of the

hunter’s gun is always soon present to

participate at the feast. The wind was
blowing across the ice and snow and to

my body scarcely covered with sweaty
clothes it did not seem like the gentle

breezes of summer.
Discouraged and non-plussed we start-

ed by a shorter cut for the bottom of

the gorge where my extra clothes were
left and had gone about half way down
when suddenly I looked to one side across

a small ravine and there huddled in a

frightened manner under a cliff of rock

scarcely one hundred yards away was a

flock of eight or ten ewes and lambs.
Not a ram in the lot! Again I had
spent a half day stalking game I did not
want. Erickson was for taking a little

mutton back with us, but when I told

him that our camp needed no meat and
that I would not be a party to a killing

he let them go in peace. Our caravan
arrived before dark and my evening re-

port, though interesting, was to me un-
satisfactory. In fact, I was almost dis-

couraged and not until the second day
thereafter when I killed the Monarch of

Mike, Fritz and Kate

Sheep Lick Mountain did my courage and
confidence fully came back to me.

O UR party spent the next two days
on a side trip to Sheep Lick in dem-
onstrating the incorrectness of

some of Erickson’s well-intentioned ad-

vice as to the location of moose, but im-

mediately upon our return we left our
friend and his cabin for the game fields

of Western Yukon. The prospector led

us up on the hills that lay in the rear of

his little mountain home and with an in-

definite wave of the hand said, “The
trail leads off there. After you have
gone fifteen miles you will strike the ford

in the Generc.” It was raining slowly

as we started, but by the time we had
made three or four miles the sky was
clear, but not so the trail for in the shift-

ing sand of that rolling elevated plateau
the least signs of former travel could
not be found.

It was often difficult for our two wran-
glers to keep sixteen pack horses con-

stantly moving in single file for one was
compelled to lead and the other follow
the rear of the line. It, therefore, often
fell to the lot of the hunters as well as to

our guide and cook to travel in the train.

In the far North the customary way of

keeping the train moving is to twist the
tail of the nearest horse, hurl rocks at

the next one or two and profanity at the
others. Our wranglers knew their busi-

ness and were possessed of a strong and
extensive vocabulary. As we started
that moring I fell in between Cyclone

and Dynamite to expedite a little the

progress of our outfit. My position was
not so perilous as the names of the horses

would indicate.

We had not proceeded far when a call

of “Caribou! caribou!” came down the

line. Looking to my right I beheld my
first band of caribou. There were only

four or five in the company, which was
lead by a young bull whose horns were
hardly larger than those of the cows with
whom he was associating. The sight

sent a thrill through my whole system for

they were traveling along the top of a

range of ground swells which silhouetted

their bodies against the sky line in a most
picturesque manner. The fact that most
impressed me was the rapidity with which
they travelled by their easy rangey trot.

A few minutes later my bunk partner,

Hon. Joseph Browder, of Fulton, Ken-
tucky, came riding back on little Billi-

kens and said, “Lee, we are in a good
game country. Jump on this horse and
ride in advance, you are liable to get a

shot.” Such is the generous courtesy
which, with whiskey, fast horses and
beautiful women, has made Kentucky fa-

mous among her sister states. I cantered
a half mile ahead where I found my
Nashville friends, William T. Young and
Arthur J. Dyer. The former comes to

the call of “Bull Moose Bill’ and the lat-

ter to that of “Grizzly Jim.”

I

T was but a few minutes after I joined

the advance guard that we observed a

half mile to our right another band of

caribou. It was a fair-sized herd, but
after looking it over carefully .through
our glasses we were about to decide that

there were no bulls in it with horns that

would justify a killing, when I observed
following along in their rear, but quite

apart from the rest, an enormous bull

with horns that far surpassed the others.

My companions, who had come three
thousand miles in search of game and
one of whom had never killed a caribou,

then turned to me and said, “Lee, it is

your turn, you do the stalking and we
from this ridge here will take the moving
picture.” “Bill” finally decided to accom-
pany me to render any assistance that
might prove to be necessary, so while the
entire caravan of six men, sixteen horses
and three dogs drew up on the ridge to

act as our gallery “Bill” and I began the
interesting stalk.

Beween us and the big bull lay two
sand ridges or ground swells three to

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 318 )

A herd of caribou was just topping the range, silhoutted against the skyline, with an enormous bull following in the rea:
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THE GREAT STORM AT ORTLEY’S
A TALE OF OLD DAYS ON BARNEGAT BAY WHEN AUTUMN STORMS BROUGHT HIGH
TIDES OVER THE MARSHES AND HIGH HOPES IN THE^HEARTS OF^TRUE SPORTSMEN

By WIDGEON

My little grandson and namesake,
five years old, had been our guest
of honor at dinner, on Grandma’s

invitation. Seated between us at the
table, he had proved himself a valiant

“Trencherman,” and as smiling Victoria
brought on the various courses, had con-

ducted himself like a gentleman, from
“soup to nuts.”

After dinner, as I sat in my easy
chair, the handsome little fellow, of

whom I am exceedingly proud, climbed
up in my lap, and snuggling up to me
said; “Grandad! tell me a story. . ..

What about? Why duck shooting.” So
putting my arm around him I drew
him closer, as I had often held his father
and uncle in years gone by. That dear-
ly loved uncle and chum, who had
joined the colors to fight the “Hun” at

his country’s first call to arms, and in

whose honor the little fellow had in-

sisted on having an officer’s uniform
made, “Just like Uncle Cecil’s,” which
he wore with pride and soldierly bearing
on all state occasions.

So breathing a silent prayer for my
brave boy so far away, I cuddled my
little namesake still closer, and told him
the story of the “Great Storm ” that
occurred so many years ago.

I

T was in the year 1885. It had been
a very mild autumn, and was near-
ing Thanksgiving Day, and as yet

there had been no cold weather, nor
heavy storms. The Clan had held many
consultations, and were awaiting a
break in the weather, before making
their annual trip to Ortley’s.

A dry northeaster had been blowing
for days, the moon was full, and for
several nights had been encircled by a
halo of remarkable size and brilliancy,

which the weather wise ones claimed
portended a storm of great severity. A
council of the Clan
was held on Sun-
day afternoon, and
Andy, the Squire
and I voted to start

on Monday morn-
ing very early.

Jake insisted
there would be no
storm; that it was
simply an easterly

blow, and would
amount to nothing,
but the three of us
decided to go. We
telegraphed
to Dave in the city,

to join us, and
made our prepara-
tions. On Monday
morning the wind
was blowing hard
from the same old

quarter, and it

looked very stormy.

A valiant “Trencherman,” fit grandson
of a worthy sportsman

This was the Squire’s first duck shoot-

ing trip, and he was on hand early, in

great good spirits, and eager to be off.

On reaching Hazlet we found Andy
there, but Jake did not put in an ap-

pearance, and when the mail train from
the city stopped at the station, Dave
failed to appear also, so we boarded
the train, and away, feeling rather blue
over the desertion of our friends. As
the day advanced the wind increased in

strength, and when we reached Point
Pleasant, was blowing a gale. Here we
changed cars, and were presently off

down towards Squan Beach.
Soon after leaving Bay Head the train

slowed down and we found that the
previous high tide had washed the road
bed badly in places, so we were forced

to go very slowly and arrived at Ort-
ley’s much behind time. As we descended

Ortley’s as it stands today, the scene of many a gathering

from the train the wind was blowing
a hurricane, and the ocean was an awe
inspiring, and astounding spectacle.

The tide was coming in again, and
the waves ran mountain high, while the
dark storm clouds hung low and menac-
ing. The giant combers would come
rushing in, and as they curled to break
with thundering crash upon the beach,
the furious gusts of wind would snatch
their crests, and blow them far inland,

to fall like showers. Great columns of

water would shoot up in the air fifty

feet or more like geysers; the roar of

the surf was deafening, and still no
rain had fallen. Peter Johnson met us
at the station, with the old team of

mules (that he averred were in the Ark
with Noah).

Soon our luggage was loaded in the
wagon, and in a short time we were at

the old Ortley house, and had paid our
respects to Mrs. Johnson. In short or-

der we changed to shooting togs, then
accompanied by Peter, made our way
to the boat house, to get out our boats.

On the way we questioned him as to the
shooting prospects. He said there were
not many large ducks, but that he had
never seen so many dippers (Buffle

Heads) in all his life, the bay was full

of them.
With Peter’s help the boats were soon

in the water, the decoy racks on, then
the decoys were quickly looked over,

placed in the racks and we were ready.

As usually happens at the beginning
of a northeaster, the tide was low but
rising, and on Peter’s advice, we de-

cided to try the Crab Pond for the eve-

ning shooting, so we started in that di-

rection, and just then a large flock of

dippers, fully a hundred of them, came
across the meadow from Muskrat Creek,
and dropped in the cove, just out from
the little landing; here they sat for a

few moments, then
they were away, up
the creek for the

Crab Pond, and we
followed after.

of the Clan

W E were row-
ing almost
directly to

windward, and in

that gale it was
hard pulling even
for Andy and me,
but the Squire, after
a long struggle,

gave up in despair
and drifted back to

the landing, where
Peter took pity on
him and offered aid.

Taking the oars,

from the Squire
who then s- ated
himself in the stem
of the “Box,” by
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exerting his giant strength, he came up
the creek like a motor-boat, and in spite

of our heroic efforts, passed Andy and
me as if we were standing still, and was
at our destination, before we were half

way across the pond.

The Squire derisively shouted as he

passed us, “Now see me row.” Here on

the north shore, we put out our decoys,

and pulled up our boats, which we
quickly covered with duck grass and
reeds, then Peter left us, going across

the meadow, and wading the creek at

the landing.

As I have stated, this was the Squire’s

first experience in duck shooting, and
he had never been in a sneak box be-

fore, so he asked for advice as to what
he should do, etc. I told him to lie down
in his boat and keep down, and I would
tell him when to shoot if any ducks
came.

Pretty soon a pair of dippers came
into the pond from the south, and work-
ing up slowly against the heavy wind,
saw our decoys and came in. Just as

they were over the outside decoys, I

said, “Now!” and Andy and I rose and
killed them. At the report of the guns
the Squire popped up out of his box
and asked, “What you shooting at?” and
when he saw the dead ducks he said,

“So that’s how you do it.” Hereafter
the Squire sat up and took notice, and
he would not lie down again.

After a short wait a single black duck
came in. He was shy and after coming
almost close enough, paid off a little

with the wind, and we up and poured
it into him, and sagging off he fell dead
near the center of the pond. I sprang
from the boat, and started to wade out
after him, while the Squire frantically

called for me to come back. He was
afraid I would get in deep water and
be drowned, but the Crab Pond was one
of my favorite shooting spots, and I

knew every foot of its bottom, having
waded it scores of times.

When I brought the duck in, I ex-
plained it all to the Squire, and in a
few seasons he became fully acquainted
with all of the “tricks of the trade.” As
we sat talking, a flock of sheldrakes
came over the meadow from behind us,

flying before the wind like bullets, and
seeing our decoys, circled and came back
to us, giving us a fine shot, and we killed
four of them, one of which fell to the
Squire, putting him in very good humor.
Just as we were about to take up the
decoys, a pair of black ducks came in,

and heading up to the wind, were about
to drop into the decoys, giving us a
beautiful shot, and we bagged the pair.
Then with the gale at our backs, we

quickly crossed the pond, and were at
the landing again, where we fastened
our boats securely, put on the hatches
and made all “snug” for the tide was
rising fast, and the wind blowing harder
than ever.

W HEN we reached the house with
our nine ducks, we found a new
arrival, Mr. John S. Pittenger

who had reached the house in our ab-
sence, and we made him welcome to our
party, as became all true duck hunters.

After a hearty supper we repaired to

the sitting room, and pulled our chairs

in a half circle before the great fire

place, where a splendid fire was burn-
ing, which was greatly appreciated after

our exposure to the strong wind.

As we sat talking, there came a lull

in the gale; for the space of a few sec-

onds, all was still. Then the heavens
•were rent asunder, and the delayed tem-
pest burst upon us with all its fury,

the rain descended in torrents and
dashed furiously against the windows.
Great limbs were torn from the writh-
ing willow trees and blown away like

autumn leaves. Loose bricks from the

chimney stack came tumbling down into

the fire place, and with a rending crash,

the great silver maple at the southwest
corner of the house was blown prostrate.

The furious wind whirled in the chim-
ney, and blew the smoke and cinders in

our faces, the roaring of the hurricane
was appalling, and the solid old house
shook as with a palsy.

Awed, we listened to the gigantic

warring of the elements and then Peter
reverently said, “God help the sailors

of any ship that comes on shore to-

night.” For over an hour those furious
gusts of wind raved around the house,
shaking it to its very foundations, and
the “Banshee” plaintively wailed in the
broad chimney, while we sat in subdued
silence. Then it settled into a steady
gale, and furious driving rain. I have
been at Ortley’s during many a hard
storm, but never one like that.

As we prepared for bed, Peter said,
“This will bring in a ‘cracking’ big tide,

and do lots of damage.” Andy and I

slept together, while the Squire bunked
with Mr. Pittenger. The roaring of the
storm had lulled me to sleep, and I was
dreaming of great flocks of ducks pass-
ing over, when I was suddenly awak-
ened by a great clamor. As I sat up in
bed, the air was filled with the din.

It was the Squire, being unable to
get to sleep, under the strange condi-
tions, and surroundings, his roving eyes
had discovered an old accordion on a
shelf beside the bed, this he was indus-

triously manipulating singing the while

at the top of his voice:

“Rocked in the cradle of the deep.

In peace I lay me down to sleep.”

Said Andy through the open door,

“Squire stop that racket.” Still the old

accordion “hehawed.” Bang! went one

of Andy’s boots, but the Squire dodged,
and poor innocent Mr. Pittenger, curled

up at the back of the bed, got the boot

with full force. Bang! went the other

boot, to be also stopped by Mr. Pitten-

ger. Then Andy and I arose in our
wrath, and dragging the Squire from
his bed, belabored him soundly, until he
begged for mercy. He said in excuse,

that he was sure the tide was rising,

and would wash the house away, and
he did not want us to be drowned in our
sleep like rats in a hole.

Slowly the long night passed, and at

last morning came, the wind was still

blowing a gale, but the rain had ceased.

True to Peter’s prediction a great tide

had come in, and was still rising, the
meadows were all under water, and our

boats, which we had left stranded at the
landing, were tugging at their anchors
in the heavy wind. As it grew lighter,

we took stock of our surroundings.
The house with the exception of a few

bricks from the chimney tops, and a few
panes of glass blown in, was intact, but
the great willow trees, a land mark for
many years, were badly damaged; their
great limbs were strewn to the landing
and beyond, and they never recovered
from the ravages of that storm.

A fter breakfast, Peter took the
Squire back to the Crab Pond, and
fixed him in a tall reed bunch, near

the northern outlet, while Andy and I

started out for the best spot we could
find above water. We finally decided on
Gabes Point. This point was slightly
higher than the others, and had a thicket
of marsh elders at the shore edge, so we
decided to place our sneak boxes in these
marsh elders, which would break the seas.
Putting out a few decoys, we were ready
and soon a number of ducks began to fly.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 312 )

Jim Robbins and his Bamegat Bay ducking punt in action off Sandy Island
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memory of God went back to the peace
and quiet of his homeland chapels. The
night fairly rocked and eddied with the

uproar. Men with strange set faces and
glaring eyes rolled almost to the door
in paroxisms of pain. What they did

—

hurt them! Dust spurted up from the

board floor and hung in a hazy cloud,

like stratas of thick mist. It was quite

the most incoherent affair that mortal
ever gazed upon.

“We go—they soon come out. No like

strangers ” whispered Hendry, who was
experienced enough to be discreet, “West
Indies nigger also Holy Roller.”

John was quite willing to go. He had
seen enough. And when they had tip-

toed away, to walk back to the boat, along
the shell-covered beach, the stars—

a

fantastic mosaic of them over the calm
bay—were more friendly than before.

And Hendry went on to explain, that,

on the morrow, these same men would
be their normal selves again—hunting
and fishing. The women and girls would
once more be lost in the tractless wilds

of the Chockoloskee region, until the old

bell in the tower called them from their

seclusion at an appointed hour.

“Mighty good fishermen—no good re-

ligion,” was Hendry’s sole comment. Mr.
King was asleep upon their return and
they did not disturb him, but covered
up in their blankets and tried to forget

all they had witnessed.

Once during the night the guide gave
John a punch in the ribs, partially awak-
ening him. “You have bad dream,” said

he, “make talk in sleep—kick off blan-

kets—you think you Holy Roller!”

O N the morning of the thirty-first

Mr. King made it known that a

little trip up Turner’s River was
necessary as he was scheduled to make
certain examinations of the country,

draw maps and look to the interests of

the Tamiami proposition. Following
that, and upon securing a guide, they

would go up Chevelier Bay on a kindred

expedition.

We have erroneously confused the

mind of the reader as to Chokoloskee Bay
and Chevelier Bay, referring, in a pre-

vious chapter, to Chockoloskee island as

being actually situated in the latter body

of water. At this time, we wish to make
it clear that there are chains of these

bays near the Thousand Island group,
and that Chevelier is to the southward.
There is a common bond between the va-

rious unique elements of the country,

however—the same endless procession of

little keys, with their mangrove borders
and the further reaches of cypress and
swamp area.

They were stirring at dawn, as Mr.
King wished to make an early start.

“We have had a great deal of play

lately,” explained Mr. King to his son,

“and now there must be some practical

work.” He pointed to the folded chart
book in his side pocket.

“I think I’d rather stay here, around
Chockoloskee and fish,” pleaded John,
“Hendry says that they have been catch-

ing lots of bass. And there’s some sport

hooking the right kind of a bass.”

Mr. King immediately discouraged
this. He did not like the looks of things

on the island and Hendry had one ex-

perience that only increased this natural
and well-founded suspicion.

While bringing supplies down to the

boat, a man accosted the guide. He was
the very scum of the neighborhood; un-

shaven, polyglot and bad of eye. From
all Hendry could judge the fellow had
not bathed in years. In his belt, which
sagged heavily about his thin waist,

there was thrust a hunting knife of al-

most piratical appearance.
Hendry went on to explain that this

tough customer insisted the guide buy,

for spot cash, a squatter’s claim on Pav-
illion Key, going into exaggerated detail

as to its beauty, value, and future worth.

And when Hendry refused to even con-

sider the offer, there was “bad blood.”

The Chokoloskee outcast wanted to know
why he turned down such a flattering

bargain. Would he consider fifty dollars

for the claim? No. Then, how about

thirty? Finally, according to the guide,

this insistent stranger asked Hendry to

“show him what he had.”

It seemed to be a piece of rough
strategy to discover just what Hendry or

his associates carried along with them
in the way of hard cash. That it failed

was fruitful of no infinite amount of sat-

isfaction on the part of our three adven-

BGRET arid

HBB NE/’T.

By W. LIVINGSTON LARNED

That was a never-to-be-forgotten ex-

perience for John, Jr.—the visit to

the Holy Roller Church on Chok-
oloskee. So deeply engrossed were the

prayer-makers that they did not notice

the two figures in the shadow of the lit-

tle doorway. Once a muck-colored na-

tive passed them and gave the intruders

a sharp, quick glance of suspicion, but
Hendry, in his rough togs and with his

weathered face, might well have been of

the clan. And the boy snuggled behind

him, still deeper in the shadows.
The bare room, with its rough wooden

benches, seethed with primitive fanatic-

ism. Men and women, in the mad pas-

sion of their creed, beat their breasts^

crawled upon the floor, ran hither and
thither between the seats, or, standing
strangely erect, with heads held back,

groaned, howled, supplicated and shouted,

as the mood took possession of them.

A tiny oil lamp flickered fitfully over

all, swinging from the rafters. There
seemed no system—no set rule of wor-
ship. Individually they worshipped and
collectively they made a burlesque of

divine salutation. It was at once a hide-

ous and a repulsive sight to John, whose

Additional Adventures at Chokol-
oskee, including an Introduction to

Several Undesirable Citizens. Hen-
dry has a talk with a Native and
the Egret Mystery is Again Uncov-
ered. The Scent Leads to Alligator
Bay. Wherein the Reader is Per-
mitted to Fraternize ivith Charlie
Tigertail. A Dinner That IFos
Tied to a Stake. Fishing and
Hunting Plans up TumePs River.
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turers, for a feeling of antagonism had
been aroused in one direction, at least.

Several Indians had arrived at Small-

wood’s trading post as they went up for

a few things to use during the Turner’s

River jaunt, and considerable interest

was attached to watching them at their

dicker. Smallwood, of course, knew the

Seminoles as he knew the bay. He
could match them at their best, and soon

enough, the skins of coon, otter and alli-

gator had been absorbed by the great

pile at the rear of the store, and lazy

Indians were carrying meal, ammunition
and some canned goods down to a reedy

part of the shore.

Smallwood was more interested in his

horse than in trade, however. It was
known to be the only animal of its kind

in all the Chokoloskee district. The
storekeeper had brought it up to the

island in some crude way, and it was
used further up the bay as a means
of transporting fruit from the interior,

a primitive track having been cut

through the jungle. Smallwood was an
enigma. Big, brutal heavy-handed with
the humans around him, he loved the

horse. With one hand he would cuff a

shiftless native and with the other stroke

the head of that weary old horse, ten-

derly, lovingly.

In a dusty, dirty glass counter case,

Mr. King found several new trolling

spoons adapted to the locality and he
purchased two of these for John. They
were also in need of new lines. More
than once, as the three stood in the store,

The Logger-head turtle which provides
highly desirable chow

curious, questioning faces peered in at

the door—faces that held no suggestion
of friendship.

“Which way you fellows going now?’’

Smallwood inquired.

“Up Turner’s,” answered Mr. King,
promptly.
“Going to fish?”

“Well, our main reason for taking the

trip is to survey. You know that Ta-
miami property terminates not far dis-

tant. In any event, I want to study the

soil, vegetation and surrounding coun
try.”

“I see you are buyin’ some spoons,”

Smallwood insisted, after some reflection.

“We may drop a line overboard go-

ing up or coming back. But we needed
them, anyway—and you keep a fine

stock.”

That appeared to please the angular
man behind the counter and he volun-

teered some information.

“I’d advise you to take Chan Youman
with you,” he said, “it’s ugly going up in

that territory and of course you folks

don’t know it. Once you strike the palm
hammocks, one passage looks like an-

other. He’s here now and you can get
him at a fair price for the day. You
can give me the check and I’ll make it

all 0. K. with Chan.”
Long afterwards, in thinking the epi-

sode over, Mr. King was inclined to the

belief that Smallwood’s idea was not
without selfish reasons, peculiarly his

own. If a trusted guide went along, their

every move would be watched. An eye
would be kept on them. And Youman
could report to headquarters on his re-

turn. It is our desire, in chronicling

these minor points of our story, to stress

this one vital fact—strangers are not
wanted at Chokoloskee. Therefore, it

is all the more remarkable that Mr. King
and his little party saw it through with-
out far more serious consequences. If

you fish or hunt there, go armed with
a reason better than sport.

S
MALLWOOD had a rough map of the
surrounding area and he allowed
Hendry to take this, on the promise

that it would be returned promptly and

^ view on Turner’s River, in the Chokoloskee Bay district. These picturesque waters abound in fish. Trails,
made by padded feet, are to be found ashore. Probably one of the first photographs ever made of this far away place
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in good order. As for Captain Youman,
he was less offensive than the sixty other

inhabitants of the island and its bay
shacks. A small, slender, white-haired

fellow', fisherman by trade, he behaved

himself well and answered the purpose in

a highly efficient manner.
It was Youman who quite accidentally

fell into one of Hendry’s sly traps. In

some way the conversation between them
turned to egrets, and once again that

quiet rumor was circulated concerning

Alligator Bay, out from Chevelier—one

party had cleaned up three thousand dol-

lars in a single rookery!

“He say to me that how come motor
boats so fine,” observed Hendry to Mr.

King, when they had a moment alone

“five, six boats we see last evening at

Holy Roller Church dock, they worth lots

of money. Maybe egret pay for them
with plumes. Cap’n Youman—he wink
and grin—like this,” and Hendry made
a crude attempt to imitate what he had
seen.

Thus it may be seen that the travelers

were in a constant atmosphere of plume
piracy. While at no time were there

outward, tangible indications of the prac-

tice, nevertheless they knew that it ex-

isted—that it was going on in season

—

that these far places of Chokoloskee and
Chevelier were safe haven for men who
double-dared the law. No Avery Island

game warden edict could touch them.

They were safe from interference. No
one would dare molest them.

The small boat was put in readiness,

with food and tarpaulin, guns and lines,

and the glade skiff tied behind. For
Mr. King’s purpose. Turner’s River was
the choice, since it was the largest and
the most direct. At its mouth, north

of Chokoloskee, it was about one-half

mile across, and some six feet deep, and
lined with the busy, writhing man-
groves around the roots of which oy-

A handsome bag of snipe shot on the
lower keys

sters grew in great abundance. There
were innumerable bars and shoals and
oyster reefs, through which Youman
guided them with a sure head and hand.

A little over a half mile from the

entrance of Turner’s, where the river

makes a sharp elbow turn, there were
two peculiar, glistening, grey shell moun-
tains, bobbing their bald heads above the

surrounding green. Mangrove swamps
darkened the stream for two and a half

miles and then they glided out into a

totally different country-prairie ground,

somewhat higher than previously seen,

although boggy; and vast acreages of

palm hammocks. It was bleak, monot-
onous and strangely still there. John and
Hendry both trolled. They caught noth-

ing, however. Later on, when a tem-

porary halt was made, John brought in

seven lusty mangrove snappers that he

Ah, the luxury of a shave in camp when, after many days of cruising, time is

had for this gentle sport

hooked with dark line and craw-fish bait.

Hendry had supplied the special cat-gut

leaders, which, when immersed, become
well nigh transparent. It was only be-

cause the sun had gone behind a mass
of clouds and the day was dark, that the

boy managed to deceive these shrewd fel-

lows that lurked near the mangrove
roots along shore. They ran from six

to ten pounds and were beautiful speci-

mens.
Some distance further, after anchor-

ing the larger boat, the glade skiff was
brought into play, although the load

was rather heavy for it. Youman at-

tended to the poling. They entered a
wide, deep slough and after three turns,

came almost suddenly upon pine land

and the sharply defined characteristics

of a pine island.

Smoke was lazily rising from a fire

upon the shore and they saw the sil-

houette of an Indian camp.
“Wonder where they came from and

what they’re doing?” Youman ex-

claimed, seemingly surprised, “of course,

I ain’t been up Turner’s for a month, but
I didn’t know! Charley Tigertail was
headed for Chokoloskee.”

Landing was made, for it was at this

point that Mr. King wished to cross

through to the muck country. There was
nothing to it, but to walk directly up to

that picturesque group on the shore of

the pine island. The reception they re-

ceived was, at first, sullen and discon-

certing.

Charlie Tigertail, a very noted Florida

Indian, was camped with his family and
a meal was being prepared al this un-
seasonable hour. His young and rather

pretty squaw, in wonderful Seminole
raiment, stood near one of the limbs that

held the square of soiled cloth. But,

however, incongruous and uncouth the

surroundings and the camp equipment,
the mistress of the family was as tidy

as a row of pins. The white of her
quaint frock W'as snowy and the elabor-

ately conceived and colored native cos-

tume burned brightly in the shadows

—

vermilion, blue, grey, yellow.

Four good-sized logs were drawn to-

gether at their chopped ends, Seminole-

style and over this steady blaze a big pot

simmered. Such remnants of bird, beast

and fish as had been killed from time

to time were swimming in this pot in a

sort of hideous jaundiced gravy that ex-

uded strange odors and impressive greasy

bubbles.

The Buck sat, cross-legged, looking

neither to the right nor to the left, and
near enough to the broth to reach over

and dip out liberal portions with his

wooden spoon. On either side squatted

his children—ugly, wild-eyed little cre-

atures, half animal, who glanced up ap-

prehensively at the party of intruders.

The Squaw, unmindful of the presence

of others, went about her solemn task

of waiting on her lord and master and
his brood. For this is Indian table eti-

quette. The Squaw eats last.

And close to hand, squawking or

squealing, as the case might be, w'as

Tigertail’s next meal, should necessity

force him to devour his traveling pantry.

Seminoles, on long hikes or changes of

camp, take certain live stock with them
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 302)
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IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF NESSMUK
HINTS AND PRACTICAL ADVICE ON THE SUBJECT OF LIGHT CAMP-
ING BY A CAREFUL STUDENT OF THE AUTHOR OF “WOODCRAFT”

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER

B
ack about the year 1889, when I

was a kid of thirteen and spent

most of my time in hunting and
fishing, that classic of the outdoors,

Nessmuk’s “Woodcraft ” came out. A
copy of it was in my Christmas stock-

ing of ’89, and with our tribe of six

boys it immediately took rank second to

no book but the Bible. The world, and
we boys in particular, were waiting for

that book, waiting for the man who
could preach the lost Indian art of trav-

elling light in the wilderness; of getting

away from heavy army tents, cast-iron

fry-pans, lumber-sized axes, and farm
lanterns; all those unnecessary burdens
which did their share to kill the love

which is in every man for the life in

the open. But, above all, the world was
w'aiting for the man who could write

the poetry of life in the woods and at

the same time translate it into practical

ways and means to live it, close to Na-
ture, in Nature’s own way. That man
was George W. Sears, “Nessmuk,” as

the Indians called him.

When Mr. James Lawrence Kearney,
one of the enthusiastic readers and con-

tributors of the old Forest and Stream,
made the writer the present of that copy
of “Woodcraft,” in the winter of ’89,

he opened up for us boys a whole new-

world of delight in forest dwelling. We
had tried the Indian’s way, w-ith a te-

pee and the white man’s way, with a

heavy wall tent, and had found both
cumbersome and unsatisfactory. We
hopped on “Woodcraft” with a howl of

delight. It was just what we wanted.
We built Nessmuk’s backlog fire, his

shanty tent, his cook range-; used his

tackle methods; built canvas covered
canoes that were nearly as light as his

famous “ Sairy
Gamp.” adopted
him in fact, as our
tutelary divinity.
All our camping
and cruising for
the next three
years was done on
his system and we
all read him with
avidity for the lit-

erary charm of

Nessmuk’s work
was as much a

source of delight

as were his practi-

cal teachings. Then
came a blank of
ten years, when all

my personal pref-

erences for a life

in the open and the
companionship o f

letters were sub-
merged—all but ob-
literated— in the
strenuous work of
acquiring an en-

I

N 1906, the boy of literary tastes who
had adopted Nessmuk as a foster-

parent, began to write for himself,

and to publish his work. As Forest and
Stream was the great outdoor paper, a
sort of demi-god to us boys, my first

outdoor work, was sent to them where
it met the fate of many another first

manuscript. And so it is not until

this late date, that I am at last telling

the readers of Forest and Stream the
story of how, following in the footsteps

of Nessmuk, I developed the system of

camping out which resulted later in the

book “Campcraft,” which I have always
hoped would be the legitimate successor
of “Woodcraft.” It was developed di-

rectly from his teachings, simply bring-

ing them up to date, to agree with mod-
ern practice and equipment, as improve-
ments were constantly made by manu-
facturers of outdoor goods. My own ori-

ginal contributions were, the “Forester”
tent, the packsack sleeping bag, a tent

stove weighing 2% lbs. and a new type
of cook kit, all of which have become
well known and widely adopted.

Nessmuk blazed the trail. Every out-

doorsman should read him, today, to get
inspiration, the right point of view, the

fundamental principles of going light,

and in my own books, “Campcraft” and
“Camping Out” I have attempted to

bring these principles down to date, fol-

lowing Nessmuk’s original lines. They
do as he would have done if he were
alive today. In this brief article, then,

there will be but space to tell of how
I developed improvements, strictly my
own, leaving description of the balance
of progress made by the outdoor world
since Nessmuk’s time to the books
above-mentioned.

T O begin with
the shanty
tent. The il-

lustration shows
my own, made
when a boy of thir-

teen. The nega-
tive from which
the print was made
is still in my pos-

session, and is now
thirty years old.

We found it a good

tent, but heavy and

not sufficiently wa-
terproof, in Amer-
ican drilling,
though it will do in

eight - ounce duck.

Making it over

again, I would
choose the latter

and give it two feet

more slope to the

roof. However,
from it I developed

the Forester tent.

The author ready for a fortnight’s trip.

Total load thirty-two pounds

gineering education and obtaining a liv-

ing from it in pioneer engineering work.
The Spanish War also intervened, in-

volving a year’s service as Ensign in

the Navy. But, through it all, I still

managed to camp out at least four or

five times a year, to keep up my studies

in natural history and forestry, and to

keep on reading the classics.

At fourteen I was well versed in Latin
and Greek and at seventeen I had read

the best French and German authors.

Nessmuk shanty tent built by the author v/hen a boy of thirteen
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The fire-reflecting principle of the shanty
tent was good, but only the roof reflected

the fire’s heat-rays. Why not the sides

also? Besides, the shanty tent took too

long to set up. Three poles ought to be
enough. So I devised a tent with a

ridge pole inside, a gambrel roof, and
sloping sides that would present a fire-

reflecting surface to the camp fire. In

eight-ounce duck it weighs six pounds,
taking twelve yards of canvas to make.
As one needs but little room in the

back of the tent and plenty in the front,

the floor area is a truncated cone, 8

feet across the base, 7 feet 8 inches on
the sides, and two feet across the head.

To set up, one cuts a twelve-foot sap-
ling for a ridge pole, and two ten-foot

ones for the front shears. Slipping
the ridge pole down inside the tent,

projecting out behind through a small
hole in the rear peak, the two shears
are lashed together and the ridge pole

rested on them and tied fast, at the front
of the tent. To get the gambrel roof,

the front edges of the tent are tied to

the shear poles at points three feet from
the peak, and then the front comers
are pegged down, when the tent takes

its well-known form of a gambrel roof

with sloping sides. This makes it much
more roomy for headroom than with flat

sides, and is quite as warm.
I used it this way for two years, and

then added a hood in front. This hood
required considerable practical study. I

wanted something that would let in the

camp fire heat rays, yet keep out driv-

ing rain. I found that the shape shown
would do the trick, leaving about three

feet of opening from the ground to the

bottom of the hood. The peak of the

tent should come about five feet six

inches high, when properly set up. This
tent has been out with me for the last

ten years, and is still the favorite, for a

camping party of one or two. I have it

m the authority of Colonel Whelen and
numerous hound-dogs that it is the

Lacing knapsack to mattress to make a
sleeping bag

warmest outdoor house in the woods,
for, if there is still a hot ember left in

the camp fire, its heat is caught and
reflected down on the sleepers inside.

For mosquito protection I hang a cur-
tain of scrim from the lower edge of

the hood to the ground. In Army shel-

ter clothing this tent weighs 4% lbs.

with hood and everything complete.

Another development that I have
made from the shanty tent of

Nessmuk is to retain its original

roof and back and make the three sides

of scrim netting. This makes a breezy
summer tent, weighing 3 Vs lbs. and is

a favorite for beach camping, where
poles are hard to find. Two stakes two
feet high, are driven into the ground
where the rear of the tent is to go, and
to them are tied the back-wall, comer
grommets of the tent. At the front, two
poles 4% feet high are driven in, and

the front upper corners tied to them and
guyed out to pegs in the ground. The
sides and front of mosquito netting are
then pegged down and the tent stands
set up. It has a floor space five feet

wide by six feet three inches long, and
will sleep two men and a boy easily. I

use it extensively, for beach camping and
for summer outings in the woods, bass
fishing.

For a camp fire in cold weather, Ness-
muk’s back-log fire cannot be beaten. It

takes one hour of chopping to cut the
wood for it, with an ordinary camp axe
weighing 3 lbs. Five, five-inch logs,

three feet long, two stakes of pitch pine
or hornbeam for back stakes (because
they do not burn through easily) two
five-inch logs two feet long for and-
irons; and a forestick of a three-inch

log, suffice to build the fire. Twenty
logs, running from three to five inches,

three feet long, will last all night, in

three replenishments of six logs each.

It is worth while for the heat and cheer
that it gives, and, in a permanent cold-

weather camp of a week’s duration, I

often use it, although for a hunting camp
the tent stove is better, as one is too

tired to do much chopping after the

day’s hunt, and the stove uses far less

wood.
Nessmuk’s log range has been re-

placed by light wire grates, and is now
almost obsolete, except for permanent
camps, where its strong, steady heat is

a great comfort to the cook. I would
use it today if I had a party of six or

eight to cook for, but, as a rule, we
have developed a system of each camper
cooking his own grub and eating when
he chooses. As I eat but twice a day
in the woods, following the Indian rule,

it works out better, particularly when
we have tenderfeet along who must have
their three square meals—or think they
must!

I

T is in sleeping equipment that I have
had to diverge and break my own
trail the most from Nessmuk’s orig-

inal ideas. He usually denned up when
cold weather came on, whereas I regard
the winter months as the best for camp-
ing out. It was therefore natural that

he should experiment no farther than
with the blanket, which is totally in-

adequate in cold weather, unless you
have so many of them that mo\dng about
with all that load is impossible. It was
Admiral Peary, who eliminated the

blanket and the sleeping bag together
on his Arctic trips, who led the way for

me. A sleeping bag is cold because you
cannot wrap it closely around you, and
is so wide at the feet that there are
always cold pockets down there. The
Alaska mail men use a bag of Arctic

fox fur, tapered toward the feet and
fitting snug at the shoulders, inside of

which they can snuggle down, head and
all. I used the same idea, in baby cari-

bou skin, which is soft and thick and
the warmest fur knowm, but I determined
to have my sleeping bag a packsack by
day to save weight, so I made the top

half of the bag of a single caribou skin,

and the bottom a sort of mattress of

wool batting an inch thick. The whole
weighs 7% lbs. The caribou skin wasThe Forester tent set up facing the fire so as to catch the direct heat rays
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The outfit spread out, showing

sewed to a length of brown waterproof

duck, 7 feet long and twenty-two inches

wide, provided with grommets every 3%
inches along the sides, and also with a

pair of webbed carrying straps, so that

it could be laced up into a bag and car-

ried by the shoulder straps. The mat-

tress had a similar row of grommets
around the sides and foot. Before go-

ing to bed, I open up the pack, lace the

caribou fur top to the mattress, and
so have a sleeping bag which fits snug-

ly and is warm down to 22 below zero.

Your top side is always the cold one; a

few leaves under the mattress serve

to make it comfortable and warm while

the caribou skin covers the top of me,
backed by its waterproof canvas. The
skin itself is thirty-four inches wide, so

it has considerable margin on both sides

which serve as a seal inside the lacing

and can be tucked in around one. To
solve the problem of the cold dead-air

spaces around my feet, I not only wear
warm wool night socks but pull all my
clothes inside the bag, shirt, sweater,

etc.—the best possible place for them,
because it keeps them warm and dry
through the night, besides keeping my
feet and legs warm. My coat or Mack-
inaw I throw over my head outside the

bag, for one cannot breathe the cold

night air without getting chilled down
by way of one’s lungs.

This rig I have used for cold weather
camping for the last seven years, and
have as yet seen no improvement on it

for lightness and warmth. For summer
camping it is too. warm, and I have come
to prefer a wool quilt bag weighing 3%
lbs. This is home-made, of wool bat-
ting and brown sateen, 7 ft. long by 30
inches wide. To make it, I get nine
yards of sateen and cut them to make
two quilts 7 feet long. Inside each pair
of pieces are shingled six bats of Aus-
tralian wool, costing 20 cts. a bat, and
then the whole is quilted on the sewing
machine, in diagonals about a foot wide. Paraffined muslin bags and friction-top tins containing essentials for a camping trip

all that is needed for camping

and hemmed around the edges. The two
quilts are then sewed together around
one side, the bottom, and all the other

side but two feet from the top. This
makes a bag, with an open top, and two
flaps down part of the side, which per-

mit it being tucked around one snugly.

For camping from May to October it

does very well, and is wrapped inside

the shanty tent with mosquito net sides,

so that my tentage and sleeping bag
together weigh but seven pounds.

NESSMUK’S double-bitted axe is now
manufactured by one of our big out-

fitting firms. I never used it, pre-

ferring the plain Damascus steel camp
axe of about 2 lbs. weight. The double
bitt is rather dangerous around camp,
as it cuts both ways and you are liable

to lop someone on the back-stroke. The
ice axe, with pick point and cutting edge,

is a fine one for summer camping. The
pick point serves to dig holes in rocky
soil for tent pegs, and its cutting edge

is ample for small tent saplings and
light fire wood. Needless to say, its long

handle is cut to about 14 inches.

In Nessmuk’s time we had no alumi-

num cook kits and no folding-handle

steel fry pan, nor canvas camp bucket.

All these have come since, so we have
discarded his square tin ^ans (though
I used them when a boy) principally be-

cause tin scorches so easily. As alu-

minum has three times the conductivity

of steel, it keeps the fire heat from lo-

calizing and forming a scorch spot. It

is no lighter than tin, but much easier

to cook with. Of all the welter of cook
kits offered, I now carry only a nine-

inch steel fry pan with folding handle,

an aluminum bake pan 7x9x1% inches

with cover, an enamel ware cup, a tin

“growler,” kidney-shaped, holding 3

quarts, and a couple of light tin mix-
ing pans, 7x3 inches. They weigh all

told 2% lbs. and are ample for one or

two men, indeed I have often cooked
for three with them for a week or more.
The growler is for spuds, rice and
stews, and goes in a canvas water pail

shaped to fit it, and is filled with the

smaller eats, coffee, tea, salt, bacon, bak-
ing powder, erbswurst, etc. In the baker
I make my corn bread, biscuits, and
squaw bread generally carrying a flat

bag of corn meal in it. The mixing tins

are for cereals, making batter and
dough, and for coffee and tea. One of

them generally has the batter, while
the other is simmering on the edge of

the fire, with a couple of cups of tea

or coffee or a dish of cereal in it.

As to Nessmuk’s “other little muslin
bags, we now have paraffined muslins
and friction-top tins, neither of which
were in existence in his day. In a small
friction-top tin, you can carry half a

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 298)
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS.

FATHER OF THE GREYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

I

T is perhaps just as well to go back

a few years to say that my first ex-

perience in school was when I was five

years old. I went with an older sister

as a visitor to a private seminary for

girls and boys. The teacher was a lady,

who probably seeing in me a prospective

pupil, very graciously and sweetly gave

me a seat on the platform beside her.

The experience was a novel one to me
and I became quite interested in the pro-

ceedings, being of a studious nature. But
my experience was destined to be a brief

one, for one of the small boys committed

some breach of discipline and was called

up to the rostrum. Then the sweet-tem-

pered lady placed the boy prone across

her knees, pulled out the busk from the

front of her corset, like a sword from its

sheath, and proceeded to inflict on the

thin nankeen pants of the culprit a sound

spanking, despite his vigorous protesting

kicks and audible whining. Thinking
that this procedure was one of the reg-

ular and necessary features of the cur-

riculum, and that it would be my turn

next, I fled incontinently and ignomin-

iously from the room and ran home as

fast as my short legs could carry me,

thoroughly disgusted with the method of

imparting, or rather, administering edu-

cation to the young. It was some years

thereafter before I could be induced to

enter a school room again.

My father’s brother John, whom I nev-

er saw, lived in Louisiana. He was an art-

ist whose specialty was painting minia-

ture portraits in oil on ivory. He was also

an accomplished musician, and as I al-

ways understood, was a fine performer
on the flute. After his death his effects

were shipped to my father in a large

black oak chest, some four feet square

and about three feet high, with a deep

recessed lid. It was bound at the cor-

ners with iron, and had a strong spring

lock. It was used at that day in lieu of

the modern iron safe. The double-wards

of the key had been broken off in the

lock, so that when it became accidently

locked it had to be pried open, and for

this purpose a hand-axe w^as kept con-

veniently near. The chest was kept in

the attic, and was utilized by my mother
for storing bed blankets during the sum-
mer months. She repeatedly cautioned

us children not to meddle with the “big

chest” as we called it, and to give force

and emphasis to her warnings had sev-

eral times read Thomas Haines Bayly’s

tragic poem, “The Mistletoe Bough.”
It happened one day that a little sister

about four or five years of age and I

were playing hide and seek in the attic.

After we had exhausted all the good hid-

ing places I though of the big chest, and
swinging back the lid against the wall,

I crawled on top of the blankets, with

which it was filled to the rim, attempted

to let the lid down carefully, so as not

to lock it, but sad to relate it slipped from
my hands and closed with an ominous
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click. I was forced face downward on
the pile of blankets. I could neither

move nor speak, and after a few seconds

1 ceased to breathe. My little sister then
came from her hiding place and rapping
on the chest said: “I foun’ ’oo ” and ran
down stairs and out in the yard.

My mother, apprehensive of something
wrong because I did not come down
called to the little girl and asked where
her brother was. She replied; “he in ’e

big chest!” My mother, now thoroughlv
alarmed, lost no time in reaching the

attic, and her w'orst fears were realize.i

when she discovered the chest closed an'l

locked! She seized the hand-axe and
after repeated efforts, and with a

strength enhanced by fearful forebod

-

Dr. Henshall at 40 years of age

ings, she at last succeeded in forcing

open the heavy lid, and discovered me
limp and lifeless, pulseless and breath-
less. She dragged me to an open window,
and after a long time of hopeless en-

deavor, using every means at her com-
mand for the relief of suspended anima-
tion, she at last had the joyful satisfac-

tion of hearing a faint sigh, and then an-

other, and redoubling her efforts, until

at last I became once more a breathing
soul.

That evening my mother again read to

the assembled children the “Mistletoe
Bough,” and dwelt with unusual solem-

nity and impressiveness on the conclud-

ing lines:

“ At length an old chest that had long lain hid,
Was found in tlie castle—they raised the lid,

-And a skeleton form lay mouldering there.
In the bridal wreath of the lady, fair!

O, sad was her fate!— in sportive jest
She hid from her lord in the old oak chest.
It closed with a spring!—and dreadful doom,
The bride lay clasped in her living tomb! ”

M y chum Johnnie attended a gram-
mar school in our neighborhood and
he was constantly extolling its ad-

vantages, praising the teachers and the
boys of his class, and was untiring in his

efforts to persuade me to become a pupil.

So, at last I concluded to accede to his

wishes, and with the cheerful acquies-

cence of my parents I was duly enrolled.

I was then nine years old, but since the
age of five years I had been tutored by
my mother, so that I was somewhat in

advance of Johnnie in the three R’s,

“readin’j ritin’ and ’rithmetic.” At our
solicitation, however, we were placed in

the same class, and I was assigned to a

seat at the same desk with Johnnie. Be-
ing naturally fond of study I soon rose

in the estimation of my teachers, as I

was never reprimanded for lack of at-

tention to my books or for violating the

rules of decorum. I was usually selected

to work out problems on the blackboard,
and with a cane rod to point out on the
wall maps the seas, bays, rivers, capes
and cities of the world, while the class

gave the audible responses in unison. I

suppose that I became somewhat puffed
up in my own estimation in consequence
of my distinction in the class, and some
of the less fortunate boys became envious
and jealous owing to the favoritism
awarded me. I was never quarrelsome,
but this unfriendly feeling was the cause
of my becoming engaged in a number of

battles on the vacant lot back of the
school building after the last session of

the day.

The famous prize fight between Tom
Hyer and Yankee Sullivan was pulled

off about this time on Poole’s Island in

Chesapeake Bay, and the boys being
somewhat familiar with the details of

that event our battles were conducted
according to the rules of the ring. I

was small for my age but often van-
quished boys much larger in size but not
so proficient in fisticuffs, for I soon
learned that if I got in the first hit, and
a good one, that the battle was half w'on.

Johnnie was my second in these affairs

and alw'ays insisted on a fair field and
no favors, and no hitting below the belt,

which was a handkerchief tied about the
waist. I w’as always fond of animals and
w'hile I was said to be mischievous I

was never cruel, but I had many scraps
with older boys for imposing on smaller
ones, or for torturing dogs or cats. Tying
a tin can to a dog’s tail was a declara-
tion of w’ar to Johnnie and me, and the
perpetrators of so cruel and mean an act

were soundly pummelled if we caught
them red-handed.

I possessed a boy’s book of sports with
numerous illustrations which was pub-
lished in England. The pictures repre-
senting boys riding ponies, fishing, flying

kites, playing marbles or engaged in any
other sport, invariably depicted them
wearing the high silk hat usually worn
by men. This feature seemed very ab-
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surd and ridiculous to Johnnie and me,
as we deemed a cap to be more suitable

in every way; and we imagined the fun
we would have had in such company by
knocking off the “plugs.” But, alas, the

opportunity came much sooner than I ex-

pected. and if this is to be an impartial
history, I am compelled to record an
event not at all to my credit. About
this time it was the vogue for very small
boys to wear a small edition of the high
silk hat to Sunday school or church, but
if a boy wearing such a hat was caught
alone, without the body-guard of his par-
ents, it is more than likely that the hat
would have been used as a foot-ball by
older and ungracious boys.

One day the boy who sat at the desk
immediately in front of Johnnie and my-
self appeared wearing one of these odious
“

’igh ’ats” shown in our English book
of sports. We considered that while it

might be tolerated in Sunday school it

was entirely out of place in a day school,

and we vowed to smash it at the first

favorable chance. The wearer, however,
was the swiftest sprinter in our class,

and we could never catch him after the
school was dismissed. It was the custom
at the close of school hours for the boys
to remain in their

seats with folded

arms and with
their hats on until

class after class

was dismissed.
Whenever the boy
in front placed that
hat on his head I

was seized with an
insane and irresist-

able desire to

smash it over his

ears, and was only

restrained from do-

ing so by Johnnie.
It was winter

time and a stove

was within reach
of me with a box of split wood be-

side it. One unlucky day I could re-

sist the desire and temptation no long-

er, and seizing a stick of wood from the

box and with all my strength I gave the

offending hat a resounding whack that

sent it flying over the heads of the aston-

ished boys until it struck the opposite
wall with a dull thud. As it sailed

through the air I could see that the
crown was loose and flapping like the

wing of a wounded bird. Then the re-

action came and I sank limp and guiltily

in my seat. For an instant all was
hushed and silent until a small boy
laughed outright which was the signal

for suppressed giggling from all the
boys, until silence was again restored by
the principal rapping on his desk with
his rattan. He then dismissed the school
after commanding me to remain in my
seat. After all were gone he called me
up to the platform. I saw that he was
trying to smother a laugh and that there
was a merry twinkle in his eye, so I felt

safe. He then said:

“Kenshall, I am very sorry and very
much hurt that you could so far forget
yourself as to commit such an outrageous
act. What possessed you?” “I think it

must have be^n the Devil,” I said, “for

I could not help it.” “What do you mean
by saying that you could not help it?”

he said severely.

I then explained by saying that day
after day it had become an obsession and
a consuming passion with me to smash
the hat and I think I convinced him that
it was done thoughtlessly and the impulse
of a moment. He said the only punish-
ment commensurate with the offense was
expulsion from school, but that under the

circumstances that would hardly be justi-

fiable; but I must apologise to the whole
school the next morning, and give Rich-
ardson my Sunday cap, all of which was
done. But Richardson would not accept
the cap, and said he was glad that I had
“busted” his hat, for he only wore it to

school under protest to please his mother
who thought it was stylish, and so ended
the disgraceful affair.

O NE Saturday, soon after the dis-

reputable affair of the hat, Johnnie
and I were wending our way to

Spring Garden, a branch of the Patapsco
river, to fish for white perch, yellow
perch and spots, or Lafayettes, which
were very abundant in that estuary.

Plodding along, our steps were arrested

“ Pound for pound and inch for inch the gamest fish

by a very novel sight. Some workmen
were planting the poles and stringing

the wires for a telegraph line extending
from New York to Washington, the first

in the United States if not in the world.

It was a strange and unique proceeding
to us, as the only poles we had ever seen

erected were the hickory poles of the

Democrats or the ash poles of the Whigs
during political campaigns.

It is not only a matter of wonder, but
it seems almost incredible to reflect, that

within the narrow span of my life from
this small beginning, electric wires now
encircle the globe, traversing continents

and crossing seas, so that an event that

occurs at the antipodes is published in

our newspapers on the same day of its

occurrence. And then the related won-
ders, wireless telegraphy and the tele-

phone have also been invented and per-

fected during my life, and the gasoline

automobile, the airship and the sub-

marine boat evolved during the same
period.

The seven wonders of the world of an-

cient days are as nothing compared with
the wonders of the nineteenth century;
they are as mole-hills to the peaks of

McKinley, Hood or Rainier. The greatest
war in the world’s history which has just

been brought to a close, would in all

probability have lasted ten years longer,

or might have rivalled in length the

famous thirty years’ war of history, had
it not been for the wonderful inventions

mentioned that annihilate time and
space. Well might one exclaim in the

words of Celia to Rosalind: “0, wonder-
ful, wonderful, and most wonderful, won-
derful! and yet again wonderful, and
after that out of all whooping.”
But Johnnie and I will be late to our

fishing if we stop by the way to moralize
on the affairs of the world. So we has-

tened to Bailey’s wharf, where we hired

a rowboat, two light cane rods, a scap-

net and a tin can for bait, for the sum
of twenty-five cents, a “levy” apiece. We
carried our lines, hooks, floats and sink-

ers in our pockets; not a very expensive
outfit compared with modern times ! Row-
ing to the old pile bridge spanning the

little bay, we scraped the scap-net up and
down over the barnicle-studded piles and
soon had a pint of shrimps, the bait par
excellance for all brackish water fishes.

We then proceeded to our well-known
fishing grounds along the weedy borders
of the flats, where the yellow perch, or

“Yellow Neds,” as they were locally

known, were al-

ways to be found.

The yellow perch
of the coastal
brackish waters
grow larger and
are more brightly

colored than those

of inland fresh wa-
ters. I have caught
them in Wisconsin
lakes of a pound
or, occasionally, of

nearly two pounds.
I have taken this

beautiful fish near
Baltimore of fully

that swims” two, and once in

awhile of three
pounds, near the long bridge leading
across the Patapsco to Ann Arundel
county. The yellow perch of brackish
waters is superior in flavor to the fresh
water fish, which, however, is a much
better pan-fish than some anglers are
willing to admit. It is also a fair game-
fish on light tackle when weighing a
pound or more, and rises well to the fly.

J

OHNNIE and I varied our fishing by
rowing to deeper and less weedy
waters along the channels where we

were soon engaged with the white perch,

the most popular and one of the best pan-
fishes of the brackfish bays of the At-
lantic coast. It is free-biting and game-
some on light tackle. It generally runs
from six to eight inches in length, though
occasionally reaches a foot, and weighs
a pound or two. Then we varied our
fishing by rowing to well-known holes

along the old bridge where Lafayettes,

spots, or as we called them roach, would
congregate in small schools. The spot

when not long out of the water is a de-

licious titbit and a palatable morsel
when well cooked. It is of less weight
and size than either of the perches, and
not at all to be considered a game-fish.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 306)
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FISHING IN THE MISSISSIPPI FLOOD
THE PERIOD OF HIGH WATER IS THE CARNIVAL TIME OF THE FISHES AS, FOLLOWING
CLOSELY THE ADVANCE OF THE OVERFLOW. THEY JOYFULLY INVADE THE LAND

I

N THE spring and early summer, in

the river towns of the Mississippi

Valley, there arises in the minds of

the populace what might be called flood

consciousness. It is the dominant
thought beside which all else pales into

insigniflcance. The interests of pretty

nearly everyone are effected by it; be-

sides a big flood is in some way a won-
derful sight that never grows non-inter-

esting merely because the inhabitants

have seen many of them.

So, when the papers run, under big

black headlines, the story of a big rise

coming, mixed crowds of negroes and

whites, old men, middle aged and boys,

all gather down at the bridge to watch
the water and discuss the coming flood.

Old timers tell of other floods in days

gone by, supported by endless detail, and
not without thrilling passages that have

to do with rescues effected, privations

endured and losses sustained.

The tone of the crowd is good-natured

and sober. Perhaps a poker game is

going on which some member is con-

stantly leaving and another taking his

place. They divide their interest between
the game and looking at the river. A
bunch of johnboats and skiffs are tied

at the edge of the slag dump of the

pumping station, just below the immense
steel bridge over which the trains pull

slowly.

From time to time a man goes down
to the skiffs and johnboats and ties one

or two of them higher up the bank as

the flood pushes back in the green wil-

lows. A solitary old darkie, with cot-

By W. R. MACILRATH

ton mixed with his wool, has a solitary

cane pole pushed in the bank at his feet

and a rusty can of fat worms beside

him. Ashing without success.

The crowd stands for hours and looks

at the driftwood and patches of soapy

foam borne on the chocolate current, as

the silent river rises higher and higher.

Men and boys are continually arriving

and departing, but the crowd is always

there. Conversation is quiet and in low

tones. The interest silent and intent.

The mood of the crowd seems to match
the mood of the river.

The coming of the flood is harvest

time for the poor whites and
shantyboat men. Their homes sim-

ply rise with the flood. They have noth-

ing to fear; nothing to lose; and the

possibility of much gain. Besides there

is the unique flood consciousness that is

as interesting to an old river man as the

movie shows themselves. A flood is an
interesting bit of phenomena.
While the shantyboater may make as

much money in normal water, fishing,

or pearl hunting and digging shells

from which pearl buttons are made, in

the flood there is variety and adventure

and a gambler’s chance. He catches

saw-logs that have broken away from a

raft, or have been picked up by the ris-

ing waters out of the low woods where
they were cut. He then cheerfully tows
them to the saw-mill, where he can get

cash for them just as much as if he

owned the land where they were cut,

and cut and rafted them himself.

The silent, foam-flecked current brings

him planks and boards to repair his

shanty boat, or his chicken fence on

shore; a lot of perfectly good lumber
floats down the river, to say nothing of

houses already built. The hire of his

skiff or johnboat is in more or less con-

stant demand.
Besides, the shantyboater knows

where there are some excellent deep
sloughs where he can drop in his hoop
nets at the first indications of the riv-

er’s subsiding. He knows the stages of

the water, and when it will be right.

And he knows that when he pulls them
up they will be as full of fishes as the

nets of the fishermen in the Bible; so

many that a rotten net will not hold

them. He has just given his nets a coat

of fresh tar, and they lie stretched be-

tween trees on the high bank; sticky,

smelly and drying.

For the period of high water is the

carnival time of the fishes. They leave

the river channels and rush into the

overflow lands, following closely the ad-

vance waters, floundering and making
ringed wakes, joyfully invading the

land.

All kinds of fresh water fish are

among them; but it is hardly ever that

one catches a black bass or a bullhead at

such times. But great, brown catfish,

silently and without demonstration,
move up the deep channels and sloughs

into the overflowed lands, and after-

wards leave them for the woods, the

maple flats, and the inland lakes. Your
big, brown catfish is not a noisy invader.

People stand for hours and look at the driftwood and patches of soapy foam borne along on the chocolate current
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He is not constantly making his pres-

ence known after the manner of some
other fish. He is rarely seen and avoids

the shallows. In the main, he follows

up the deep channels, always close to

the bottom, and is the first of all fish

to go back to the river when the waters
come to a stand before they fall.

Not so the ubiquitous carp and royal

buffalo. They throw up their tails and
bore into the earth, making ringed pat-

terns on the water, and push and hunt
through the weeds like hounds working
out a trail. Backs, tails and fins are
constantly being exposed where the

water is shallow; the submerged corn-

fields are full of them. The crappie,

too, come out in goodly numbers, but are
not seen as are the carp and buffalo.

Eels and shovel-billed cat add to the in-

terest and variety of the catch when
the waters subside. All the suckers are
there, red horses, quillbacks and shin-

ers, as well as the stately white perch
or drum.

It is a curious thing that bullheads
are hardly ever taken, for they are
found in almost every pond-hole after
the waters have receded, but even in

nets where eels are caught (which
means that all fish are caught) it is

seldom that a bullhead is seen. Little

channel cats are caught by the barrel.

It would seem that the bullhead must
stay pretty close to home and not rove
around much. After the ponds dry up
each year, thousands of bullheads per-
ish, along with other fish, but the next
year will see a new supply, apparently
as numerous as before.

I

T is a liberal education to be in, and
go about, the river towns, such as St.

Louis, Cairo, Memphis and Vicksburg
when the Big River is booming. There
is a psychology, an atmosphere, that re-

sembles nothing else in the world. It is

felt, being hardly susceptable of analysis.
It is unlike war, unlike a great fire, un-
like a political convention, unlike even
a motor-boat show, although there are
plenty of chug-chug boats in evidence.
All about the city is inundation. Trains
creep in slowly over partially submerged
tracks, houses leave their foundations
and float about. The steamboats out on
the river blow to each other sonorously.
Chimneys belch black smoke from soft

coal; the women’s wash flies white ban-
ners from the back porches, defying the
soot and grime. The effects of the re-

fugees are piled about on the wharves
and public squares. Men pile sandbags
where they think they will do the most
good. Great truck loads of boxes and
bales thunder down to the docks over the
rough stone pavement. The river piles

up masses of ffoth against the piling
and drifts. Blue bottle flies hum and
buzz about. Rainbow-colored spiders race
over the water. And the river runs
swiftly and silently by.

However, it is not on the river front
with all its busy commercial life that
our chief interest centers, but in the
back bayous and little coves of low
ground among the submerged trees where
the shanty boat town lies. If you would
see the real inwardness of river life go
there and move about and mingle with

the denizens thereof. If you go plainly
dressed and have some apparently good,
legitimate excuse you will not be unduly
conspicuous and things will move along
in a natural way.

If you have a letter of introduction to

some one it will do much to smooth the
way, for the shantyboat fisherman is a
suspicious person, not always wholly
without cause. If you want him to take
you to his heart, and open up his soul,

and confide to you some of the secrets
of his trade, you must first get the im-
pression into his mind that you are not
a revenue officer or a fish warden. If

you can do this indirectly, by suggestion.

Caught in the overflow.

so much the better. If you want to go
fishing, and can make the proposal in

a natural manner, he will take you along.
Immediately one of these men takes

you into his confidence a new world, you
are little aware of, opens to you. You
begin to see fact and perspective of

what was before a most superficial pic-

ture, meaning nothing. You begin to be,

as it were, initiated into the fraternity
of shantyboat fishermen, and to see

things from the inside. You probably
will not agree with his viewpoint in all

respects, but you will learn much, and
among other things, that “a man is a
man for all that.”

H OOP and trammel net fishing is

familiar, no doubt to everyone; no
fine technique, no finesse, but a

good bit of knowledge of fish is required.

If the net is held up by weeds or brush
to the width of a man’s hand the most,
if not all, the fish will escape. If it is

held up six or eight inches for a space
a foot long they will all certainly escape.

So the fishermen plant forked sticks over
the lead line, clear across. Then if the

mesh is tight enough they catch eels.

But there are other methods of fishing

the overflow, which, though not so profit-

able by any means, are more interesting

from the viewpoint of the sportsman.

For example, few people know of the
custom on southern rivers of tying a
short line to a bush and baiting it with
a crawfish or a frog, or a large-sized

young fish, for the big brown Mississip-
pi cats in the woods. Cats follow the
channels. If there is a little ditch three
or four feet deep winding through over-
flowed land, that is a good place to catch
cat. A tempting shiner hung at just the
right spot will do the trick. When a
green bush has a 30 or 40-pound cat
attached it makes a very animated ap-
pearance in the green woods, threshing
the water viciously, and making the blood
race through the veins as the duck boat
draws up to take the prey.

Then, the simple joy of being out in

a boat in the submerged land, is, in itself,

a treat. It has a charm that grows on
one. The consciousness of fish being all

around you, though unseen. The pres-

ence of animals that have climbed up on
logs and floating debris to escape the
water. The brilliant-hued spiders, the
squirrels in the trees, the crows mobbing
an owl in the depths of the wood, the
shadows which paint pictures on the wa-
tery canvas duplicating that above, the
wake of fish, the eternal green coolness,

all go to make it an experience unlike
anything else, and supremely worth while
for those who can have it.

There is another way of catching cat
in the overflow. When the river is not
yet all over the bottom, but is only be-

ginning to break its banks (this applies

to a smaller river than the Mississippi),

when the maple flats are beginning to

inundated, the fisherman takes a trot-

line, and instead of stretching it across

channel, stretches it up and down along a
willow bank bordering one of those low
maple flats where catfish leave the river

to go into the woods. Bait with craw-
fish, frogs or shiners. It is an unusual
way to fish to say the least, but it brings
success in some measure when it would
be useless to fish in the channel; in-

deed lines could not be kept in the chan-
nel at such a time on account of floating

drift and other debris.

Carp and buffalo can be caught with
a long-handled dip net in the overflow

by wading, stalking them, and picking

them up. To stalk the wake of a fish

and pick him up with a dip net is not
so easy as it sounds.

B
ut the joy of being out in a boat in

the overflow is the supreme reward.

The companionship of a man who
knows the country, the green woods
with birds in the trees above the water,

the fairyland of reflections, the odd zo-

ological specimens in the form of bugs
and spiders, and the fish consciousness

that you will soon develop. The great,

gnarled trees, draped in mammoth vines,

stand in the submerged forest; and the

beautiful summer weather, with great

banks of yellow-white clouds. All these

tend to make floating around in a boat

in the overflow anything but common-
place and he who visits the Mississippi

in flood time, will carry away with him
memories of scenes that will be as unique
as any he will experience in many a
journey to places that are much farther

removed from the ordinary walks of man.
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GOING CATTIE FISHING WITH A BOY
THE SECOND INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE

. SIMPLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

T he mail was late one morning at

the village near which the man
was boarding and he was awaiting

its arrival at the store. One of those
quaint affairs, so general throughout the
rural districts, with its motley collection

of merchandise, where could be had
Liniment to cure lumbago
Ploughshares, oranges and sago.

The man was one of a numberless
throng who, through dint of long hours
and every day service over ponderous
ledgers, though not yet of middle life,

had reached the condition where rest
and change was imperative.

His wife and one child had gone to

spend an interval of time with her peo-
ple while he had decided to recuperate
in the region of his youth.
As in most sections of its kind, but

few changes had taken place during his
absence. Some of his old friends had
passed to the great beyond, while those
of his own years had become the staid
residents, working out their destiny
much as had their predecessors. He was
reading a sale bill hung up in the store,
when in breezed his boy acquaintance of
a few days previous, garbed much the
same as on the previous day except that
his battered straw hat was replaced by a
cap equally disreputable in appearance,
worn well back on his head, and showing
off to good advantage the freckles on
nose and cheeks.

“Hello,” he said on catching sight of
the man, “feelin’ better now?”. I ain’t
been to the ponds nor creek since leavin’
you that night, ’ception once just ’fore
dark. Got some catties an’ one wallopin’
eel. It’s cloudy today an’ may rain some.
If you don’t mind, s’posin’ we go after
catties long ’bout 2 o’clock? Aunt
Mary’ll let me go; she gen’ly does when
the garden work’s done and no errands to
do. An’ say,” he ran on, scarcely taking
breath, “you needn’t bother none about
bait, I’ve got a lot of worms washed and
mossed; keep
better that
way; makes ’em
tougher. If you
look the moss
over good an’

pick out the
dead grass ends
the worms won’t
cut, ’nen keep
’em where it is

nice and cool.”

The boy had a
peculiar method
of abbreviation
when speaking
earnestly. H i s

“and then” was
usually cor-

rupted into ’nen

and so on
through an orig-

inal and ree-

ular vocabulary. “ ’Ception,” he con-

tinued, “you might bring ’long a piece of

beef if it’s good and red. Catties take it

sometimes better’n worms. Funny, ain’t

it, how they’ll notionate ’bout eatin’ this

a way an’ that? Got good hooks?” he
asked, “they’ve got most all kinds here,”

So, upon inspection, a selection was
made which suited the boy’s idea as to

size. He examined the mark 2-0 on the

end of the box with a puzzled air. “I

d’know why they mark ’em that way,”
he thoughtfully observed. “There’s a

reason I s’pose. Anyhow, that’s good
size, but most anything will catch cat-

ties, but might as well have ’em right.

An’ say. Mister, what does that mean?”
His finger followed the word “Kirbed”
on the blue label of the box.

The man explained that it meant the

point was bent or sprung out from a

straight line with the frame of the hook.

The explanation was met with the sim-

ple monosyllabic “oh,” adding, however,
as to himself; “They’re dandy hooks;
but too small for pike an’ some too large

for perch or sunnies.” Here was a hint,

which was taken good-naturedly by the

man, and their heads were soon together
making selection, 4-0 for pike, as the

boy persisted in calling them, and No.
12 for smaller fish.

The man divided his purchase equally

with the boy, much to the latter’s de-

light. He scurried away and from some-
where produced two large bottle corks

and at once proceeded to place the hooks
thereon, pressing the points well in. The
man received a letter from home, the

boy a newspaper from his aunt. They
separated at the door, the boy calling

back from quite a distance: “Meet you
at the white bridge ’bout 2, meb’e a lit-

tle sooner,” then went on down the road
with his carefree swing, the man re

fleeting that there are Tom Sawyers or

Huck Finns in every neighborhood await-

ing another Mark Twain to record them.

T

The boy cut a pole in the birch sprouts and attached a crude reel

' HE youngster was on the bridge at

the time appointed and, as the man
approached, was industriously

hurling bits of rock at a red squirrel in

an adjacent tree. The squirrel as in-

dustriously dodging this way and that,

now up, now down, then out on a limb

as the rocks struck the trunk with re-

sounding thwacks; meanwhile keeping
up the blustering chatter of its nature.

The boy had not noticed the approach
of his friend until he heard his step on

the planks, so intent was he in his pur-

suit of the squirrel. Then he said,

“Wish’t I had a gun, them chick-a-rees

ain’t no use ’cept to chase the big greys
through the woods and rob every birds

nest in creation.”

He, although uncouth of speech to a

degree, was fast learning the ways of

the wood folks as well as that of the

denizens of the waters. The man noticed

with pleasure that during their many ex-

cursions no coarse speech escaped the

boy’s lips, though crude in many ways
and some of his sayings were uncanny.
“There goes a flicker,” he observed, as

they passed by a large ash tree in the

meadow. I’ll bet she’s got a nest in that

dead limb out there. See that hole?”

His eyes took in carefully the trunk of

the tree which was much too large for

him to attempt to climb. “High-hold-

ers we call ’em, but they can’t sing, they

just squawk.”
“I didn’t bring no pole with me today

no more’n you,” chattered on the boy,

“we’ll go over to the birch sprouts an’

cut what’s good an’ limber. Most fun

in catching catties is to see the pole

bend, an’ that gives ’em a chance to

scoot around more; ’tain’t no fun in jest

hossin’ ’em out. Got a knife? My
name’s Matt,” he rambled on, “though

most of folks here call me Mott. Why,
I don’t know. What can I call you

b’sides Mister?” The man good-naturedly
informed
him his name
was Woodhull,

at which the boy
remained
tho u gh tfully
quiet for some
time as though

to fix the name
indelibly in his

mind. “They’ll

do,” he remark-

ed, as he looked

the two birch
poles, with their

white butts and
red tops, over
critically, which

had been select-

ed and closely

trimmed.
“They’re good
an’ long, so we
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will use a line some shorter, so as when
the pole is bent you can keep the fish

cornin’ slow, but you get him.” Mr.
Woodhull had kept in view, since their

first meeting, the intense practical meth-
ods of the boy. The ethics of the game
were his. He seemed at fault on no
essential point.

Even when it came to baiting up, as

he termed it, there was method. “See,”

he said, “I do not run the hook all the

way through the worm, but weave the

hook in and out two or three times

;

that lets the worm live longer and does

not tear it up so; b’sides, fish see it bet-

ter if it wriggles.”

They were at the place where the boy
had said, the day of their first meeting,
was good for catties, and each proceeded
on his own initiative. Matt, first gauging
the depth of the water, then set his float

so that the bait would just clear the

bottom as it
moved about with
the current.

“The y’re al-

w a y s on the
bottom,” he ob-

served, “an’ the

closer you fish the

more you’ll get.

There’s no sense in

puttin’ on more’n
one worm at a

time, they don’t

get ’em in bunches
’ceptin’ on some
fool’s hook. I fish

away from the

current an’ more
where it moves
’round in circles.

See, there’s one
now.” With a

quick jump to his

feet, the pliant

pole was sent into

quick doubles.
The hooked fish

darting here and there but gradually be-

ing worked to the bank where with a

flourish, the boy sent him into the air and
laid him on the grass a fine specimen
of his tribe. “He’s a broad-mouth,” ob-

served Matt, then to Mr. Woodhull:
“Ever notice any difference in catties?”

Perhaps the latter had, in his early days,

but if so had forgotten the fact. “See,

the mouth is wide and head broad; some
we get up in the little mill pond are dif-

ferent. Their heads are not near so

broad and mouth smaller and have
white bellies always. An’ this kind have
plumb dirt color bellies. I wonder why?
This way I take ’em off,” he said, walk-
ing over to his companion and placing
his left thumb behind the fin on the right

side of the fish, then the index and mid-
dle finger over the back and on either

side of the back or dorsal spine ray and
so on over to the left side, thus pinioning
all the dangerous rays to a rigid position

and under perfect control. Woodhull had
known all this in his earlier days and so

many of the moves and methods of the
boy Matt was like re-reading a well
known book. But time and business
thoughts had swept them temporarily
from his mind and good it was to him to

have this youthful mentor at his side, not

alone for his helpfulness, but his cheer-

ful association and quaint sayings were
always amusing and very interesting.

((A NOTHER thing,” continued Matt,

“there’s no sense in battin’ a fish

or eel over the head with a stick

or bangin’ it on the ground, holdin’ on to

the line. I stick the knife blade just back

of the head ’nen push down hard and go
through the backbone; the fish is dead in

a jiffy, he can’t wriggle ’round no more
and saves lots of trouble. Say,” he said,

brightening up, “a man was down here

last year fishin’ and he said that fish

never had pains. They had no ‘pain

nerves ’ he called ’em, you couldn’t hurt

’em same as a dog or cat. Do you be-

lieve that?” he asked earnestly. Then,
as if a happy thought came to him, he
said: “Gosh, if that’s so they never
have the bellyache,” and he laid down on

country bridge which arches the habitat of the cattie

the grass and giggled. The fish just

taken was a good one, of two pounds or

more in weight, and as he had performed
the operation he had last mentioned, of

cutting through the backbone close up to

the head, the fish was limp and fast

dying. “Is there any sense to them
things and, if so, what?” he asked Mr.
Woodhull as he fingered the barbels on

the lips and chin of the fish. He was
told that they were much the same to

a fish as the whiskers to a cat or dog;
very sensitive to touch and no doubt
helped the fish much in searching out its

food. The only reply was the familiar

“Oh.” Fish were taking hold in fair

shape and both were content for a time

to apply their attention to their respec-

tive lines, except when a larger one than
usual was taken or it might be a very
small one, sufficient to cause comment,
but little of conversation for a period

ensued. “Did you bring along the beef?”

finally asked the boy. “I’ll try it and
see what they say to it.” The beef was
produced and a small portion put on the

hook by the boy and was quickly taken
by a fish, the boy remarking, “See, they
are hungry and will take most any kind
of bait. Some days they are too lazy to

bite at more’n worms and then not al-

ways at them unless they want to.

I wonder what’s doin’ on your hook.”

Then after a moment or two, as they

watched Mr. WoodhulTs float work over

where the water was quite shallow,

“Don’t seem like a cattie; meb’e its an

eel, but don’t seem like it.” Then the

float came to rest, partly submerged,

and both were puzzled. The man raised

his pole and remarked: “Its a stick, I

think. I’ll see,” and drew all from the

water. “Gee, what’s that,” yelled the

boy, as he ducked his head and an ob-

ject like a lizard swept over, fastened

to the man’s hook. “I never seen any-

thing like it before. Seems most like

an alligator, only uglier in shape.” It

was much like a lizard, in fact, but the

tail was quite as long as the body and
quite without taper, the whole animal
being disgusting in appearance in the

extreme, and so sluggish in its move-
ments as to ap-

pear almost in-

animate. The boy
stood well away
from it and
seemed spell-

bound. “Wonder
if its pizen,” he
said. The man,
much amused,
watched the face

of the boy for a

short period and
then said: “Yes,
I remember see-

ing one before; it

was from a pond
above here. A
man took it from
a muddy slough.

He called it a
“ mud-puppy ” or

“hellbender,” and
said they were
harmless. “Well,”
said Matt, after a

consider a-

ble pause, “the last name is best, an’ I

hope, if there’s any more of them they’ll

forget to bite.” Bringing a stick down
across the back of the offending creature
with all his might he cut the line well

away from its mouth, thus sacrificing

the hook, and, gathering the remains on
the end of the stick, he threw them across

the creek into the brush with the remark

:

“Gosh, I didn’t believe there was a thing

like that around these parts. I knowed
there was blood-suckers in the shoal wa-
ter down below, but a thing like that!

Suppose one should get hold of a fellow

when he’s in swimmin’. Gosh, why its a

foot long,” he continued, “meb’e more.”

Then, seating himself by the side of the

man, he began working his big toe into

the soft bank below the sod and seemed
troubled in spirit. All interest in fishing

had suddenly left him. The man had re-

sumed his fishing, but the boy’s pole was
dangling in the water, his mind fully ab-

sorbed by the thought of what to him
was a monstrosity.

“Let’s go home,” he said, “its most
night and we’ve got plenty of fish for

both of us. I hope I don’t dream about
that bender tonight. I don’t like to think

about such things as that. Goodbye.”
(to be continued)
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NEW CANADIAN BIRD REFUGE
'T’HE Dominion of Canada has long been famous for
-* good game laws, well enforced, and more recently
for active co-operation with the United States in

the protection of migratory birds. Not all the Prov-
inces have been equally advanced in this matter, but
the sentiment of the Dominion as a whole is one to
be appJauded by all English-speaking people on this

Continent.
The Parliament of the Province of Quebec has re-

cently passed a protective law of great importance,
which creates a vast reserve for sea birds, includ-
ing Islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and in the
Bay of Chaleurs.
The Bird Rocks in the Gulf of St. Lawrence have

been famous for many years, but increase of popu-
lation has caused increased destruction of the birds
and their eggs and has greatly reduced the numbers
of sea fowl that used to draw their living from
these waters. The areas included in this new reserve
all lie within the County of Gaspe, long famous for
its salmon, its caribou and its cod. One of them is

Perce Rock, on the north coast of the Bay of Chal-
eurs, where breed great numbers of herring gulls
and cormorants. The cliffs of Bonaventure Island,
a few miles from Perce, furnish resting places for
colonies of gannets, with auks, puffins, guillemots,
murres and kittiwakes. Then, there is the great
colony at the Bird Rocks of the Magdalene Islands,
which has always been so impressive to those who
passed near it. Egging, killing the birds for fish bait
and other destructive methods have greatly reduced
this colony, the sight of which so astonished Audu-
bon on his visit to Labrador in 1833.

These refuges are to be under the administrative
control of the Ministry of Fisheries, and the pro-
visions of the law are stringent. It is forbidden to
take or molest birds or their nests or eggs, or to
carry a gun or hunting implements either by land
or water within a mile of the localities indicated.
Severe penalties are provided for infractions of the

law. Its provisions include all migratory birds, so
that this reserve is a refuge not only for sea fowl
whose economic services are thought by many people
to be negligible, but also for traveling wild fowl and
insectivorous birds.

This law was urged on the Quebec Parliament by
the Hon. Honore Mercier, Minister of Fisheries, who
made it clear that the Province of Quebec values
these birds, not only for the part they perform in

the scheme of nature, but also for their scientific

interest and their natural beauty.
By creating one of the largest bird reserves in the

western Continent the Province of Quebec has
erected a monument to its own wisdom which will

not soon be forgotten.

ATTACKS ON THE ANTELOPE
yHE prong-horned antelope, formerly the most

abundant big game animal west of the Missis-

sippi River, has now dwindled to a few pitiful rem-
nants, scattered over different states and fast dis-

appearing in the United States. In Mexico, on the

other hand, antelope are about as numerous as they
ever were. Efforts by sportsmen all over the land

have procured, in practically all states, the enact-

ment of statues protecting the antelope
;
and private

enterprise has established three or four separate
herds whose future still hangs in the balance.

Yet, frequent efforts are made to break do\\m the

laws protecting antelope. A bill, recently brought
before the Legislature of the State of Nevada, pro-

vided that the County Commissioners should have
authority to declare an open season on antelope
for a limited time in certain counties in which they
occur in some numbers, and in his last report the

Game Warden of Wyoming recommended that per-

mission should be given to kill a certain number of

buck antelope in that state, alleging as one reason
for getting rid of these antelope that the old males
kill the young.

It is greatly to the credit of the Legislature of

Nevada that the bill there introduced, having been
referred to the Fish and Game Committee of the

Legislature, was pigeon holed by the Committ^
and never reported on. That antelope are too

numerous anywhere is an implication by the people

standing behind the Nevada bill, which is palpably
untrue, and the statement of the Wyoming Game
Warden that buck antelope kill the young is a reason
advanced to promote vicious legislation by a man
who has not informed himself as to knowm facts.

If the sportsman public rejoices in the good sense

of the Nevada Legislature they may also regret the

attitude of the Wyoming Game Warden.

SCIENTISTS DISCOVER RARE FISH

p\ EEP in the seclusion of the Long Beach Labora-^ tory, on the coast of California, with nothing
but the murmur of the ocean to disturb their opera-

tions, Will F. Thompson and Elmer Higgins, well-

known fish experts, have been busy identifying

specimens of various fishes secured by the new
patrol boat “Albacore,” which is making a scientific

investigation of the Southern California fisheries.

For example, one rare fish which recently came into

the laboratory was a specimen of Tetragonurus
cuvieri Risso, which these experts termed “The
Squarehead” for lack of a better name. This fish

was found near Catalina, and is, according to re-

ports, the first of its kind found in North Pacific

waters. Although we hear this species mentioned as
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a rare fish existing in the Mediterranean by the

naturalist Rondelet as early as 1554, and although
since that time it has been taken several times in

the Mediterranean and near the Madeira Islands,

yet never before has it been caught off the western
coast of North America. In her finely meshed nets,

the “Albacore” has taken a specimen of Styloph-
thalmus paradoxus, a native of the Indian Ocean,
also a member of the genus Trachypterus (king of

the salmon), which is supposedly very rare. Nor
did the Exonautes rondeletii, a kind of flying fish,

formerly found only in tropical seas, escape the
Albacore’s nets. She also obtained from the deep a
species of sandcrab hitherto confined solely to Mexi-
can waters.

NATURE CAMOUFLAGES SIERRA GROUSE

^ UR war camouflage was based upon the theories
of an American birdlover, who studied the

mathematics of color patterns of birds like the Sierra
Grouse. This scientist offered his discoveries as a
contribution to the Allies to insure the protection
of both the men fighting on land and the vessels
trying to escape submarines in the water. He
showed that the concealing coloration of birds nearly
always consisted of broken color patterns. Reason-
ing from this, he demonstrated that solid colors, like

the battleship grey, were, after all, not the most
protective. He proved from the mathematics of
bird color-patterns that certain angular areas, tinted
with different hues, tended to confuse the enemy’s
eye more than the old method. The camouflage that
resulted in saving thousands of lives and tens of
thousands of tons of foodstuffs, vital to our winning
the war, was, therefore, a by-product of bird study.

UNIFORM LAW FOR MIGRATORY BIRDS
EDERHAPS migratory birds will never again be
^ seen in such vast flocks as when the early set-
tlers pushed their way westward, but specialists of
the Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department
of Agriculture believe their numbers are now in-

creasing year by year. Widespread interest in their
preservation, prompted by American sportsmen who
saw the birds would be exterminated by unchecked
destruction, is thought well justified when it is con-
sidered that the birds’ food and economic value
amounts to many millions of dollars annually.
Growth of sentiment for the conservation of so valu-
able a resource by preventing destruction, through
spring shooting, of game birds and by other protec-
tive measures, has been notable in the last half
century.

In 1900 only nine States had laws prohibiting all-

spring shooting, while in 1918 there were thirty-one.
Only three States now afford no legal protection.
The original Migratory Bird Law Bill was written
and introduced in Congress by George Shiras HI.
This bill was laid over, but the subject, however,
was kept before Congress almost continuously by
Forest and Stream and its readers, who were con-
cerned in the great work for the sportsman of the
future. The Legislatures of fourteen states ap-
proved the bill and over 8,000 letters were received
in this office endorsing the movement.

This Federal statute merely conferred on the U. S.
Department of Agriculture the power to fix closed
seasons during which it would be unlawful to capture
or kill migratory birds. This law did not provide for
effective enforcement, but it exerted a wonderful
influence upon the public mind, and its passage laid

the real foundation for more adequate protection.

Fully 95 per cent of the sportsmen abided by the

regulations established under this law and refrained

from shooting during the closed seasons. The result

was almost instantaneous. Waterfowl and other

migratory game birds showed at once a marked in-

crease in numbers. At a recent dinner held here
in New York, Dr. George Bird Grinnell, the first

advocate of the non-sale of game, in discussing hunt-
ing conditions in the past and for the future, pre-

dicted that the sportsman of the future, fifty years
from now, will have better shooting than their great-

grandfathers ever knew.

LEONARD HULIT’S FISHING STORIES

I^R. LEONARD HULIT, whose delightful articles

on fishing with a boy and the rejuvenation of

angling are now appearing in Forest and Stream,
has this to say in regard to them

:

“In writing these sketches I make no claim to

literary accomplishment. I try to write simply of

the fishes as I have found them in more than forty

years of pleasant endeavor. To me the pond and
brookside have ever been sacred places, while their

inhabitants hold a tender spot in my mental vision.

“The boy Matt in these stories is, or was, a real

character. Should these sketches fall into the hands
of those living in the section where the scene is laid,

they will readily recognize him, and, I feel, will

grant I have sketched him true to life. He died
many years ago while still in his vigor—a victim
of pneumonia, contracted while on a trapping excur-
sion. Mr. Woodhull also was taken from actual life.

He fished much with the boy and became greatly at-

tached to him, and I think each were benefitted by
the other. When I first became acquainted with him
he was in most delicate health, but his trips through
the country restored him to full vigor. What finally

became of him I never knew, nor do I know if he is

still living. Aunt Mary lived to be more than eighty
and died in the cottage where we first met her. If

these sketches should prove of help to the amateur
or give a pleasant hour to the past master of angling
I shall be content.”

A SCHOOL FOR BIRD STUDY
A T Amston, on a great tract of several square

miles of sightly country in eastern Connecticut,
diversified by hills, ponds, streams, and a large lake,

by the courtesy of the owner, Mr. Charles M. Ams,
of New York City, The National Association of
Audubon Societies has its Experimental Station in

wild bird culture and game farming. It is in gen-
eral charge of Herbert K. Job, the well-known or-

nithologist and author, with assistants, including
Robert K. McPhail, formerlv game-keeper to the
King of England at Windsor Castle.

This tract has been made a Wild Life Sanctuary
and State Game Preserve, and it abounds in bird
life, over one hundred species having been observed
in summer, without the migrants. It is the plan of
the association to make Amston a choice resort for
lovers of birds and nature, where such can study
and enjoy them amid uncommonly favorable sur-
roundings with congenial persons of like interests.

With this end in view a summer school has been
established with courses in applied ornithology, con-
ducted by Mr. Job, with lectures by visiting special-
ists, and demonstrations in game propagation, trap-
ping of vermin, and other practical work.
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THE VARIATIONS IN BIRDS’ EGGS
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN BIRDS’ EGGS AS TO FORM. COLOR AND NUMBER IN
CLUTCH ARE BUT PHASES IN THE EXPRESSION OF UNIVERSAL. BIOLOGICAL LAWS

By ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY

A t this season our native birds, in

response to the instinct of repro-

duction are preparing to build

their nests and. after a period of incu-

bation, to produce the first brood of

spring. Already several species of owls,

and some of the hawks, have finished

their parental duties, and are now bring-

ing food to half-grown fledglings; and
even the bluebirds and song sparrows
and other small birds are carrying nest-

ing materials to the chosen sites in an-

ticipation of the coming set of eges.

“Birds-egging,” as our British friends

call the custom of gathering the ex-

quisite shells that have thrilled so many
ardent young naturalists in years gone
by, is a hobby which boys are no longer
encouraged to ride. For generations be-

fore the present, however, how many
youngsters have risen at peep o’dawn of

a spring day to raid some tempting nest

ere the sun should bring forth the con-

serving power of public sentiment! Who
has not duplicated the direful experience
of Tom Brown (or was it one of his

equally incorrigible cronies?) who
smashed the addled kestrel egg in his

mouth when he adopted this delicate

means of bringing it safely from the nest

to the ground? And who of us, alas, has
not seen his cabinet of blown shells, which
had been assembled with such zeal and
tenderness, consigned gradually to dust,

bugs, mice, and oblivion, unless perchance
a small brother or a local museum gave
him the opportunity of unloading a half-

troubled conscience and the remains of

a collection—of which the recipient ac-

cepted only the latter?

For those who have carried their love

of birds’ eggs into manhood, and who,
after carefully choosing their field, have
made the collecting of nests and eggs
only one phase of their study of life his-

tory and other branches of ornithology,

there is of course, a happier prospect.

Much scientific work of a high order has
been accomplished by naturalists of this

type. Major Bendire’s “Life Histories of

North American Birds” being an excel-

lent example of a standard book prepared
by a man who was an oblogist or student
of eggs. The most useful of egg collec-

tions have been, as a rule, those of pri-

vate enthusiasts, for the field of biological

science is so large, and the distractions

of the staff of a natural history museum
so many, that the greater number of

birds’ eggs in public museums are kept in

safe but more or less unprofitable stor-

age. Duplicating, to a large extent, simi-

lar material elsewhere, the average mu-

HE Natural History Depart-
ment has been for nearly half

a century a clearing-house for in-

formation of interest to all. Our
readers are invited to send any
questions that come under the head

of this department to Robert Cush-
man Murphy, in care of Forest
AND Stream. Mr. Murphy, who is

Curator of the Department of Na-
tural Science in the Brooklyn
Museum, will answer through these

columns.— [Editors.]

seum collection of eggs unfortunately ac-

complishes no dynamic purpose in the

advance of science.

There has recently been founded at

Santa Barbara, California, the “Museum
of Comparative Oology,” an institution

dedicated solely to the preservation and
study of birds’ eggs and nests. This

seems an eminently proper step. Freed
from the rivalry of other branches of

zoology, the officers of such a museum
may hope eventually to accumulate the

first truly representative collection of

eggs from all parts of the world. I

should like to see the major part of all

the really valuable egg material in the

country go to such a centralized, special

museum, instead of being scattered as it

is now. The museum might then become
a clearing house of whatever scientific in-

formation may be derived from the study
of eggs and nests, and a laboratory where
students of oology might engage in seri-

ous research. It would do much toward
discouraging general and haphazard col-

lecting, and would educate naturalists to

see the greater desirability of collecting

toward the perfection of this special mu-
seum.

P
ROBABLY everyone who has looked

at birds’ eggs, whether in the nests,

or in the cases of museums, has

noted their great variation. Some are

plain-colored, others daubed and splashed

with many pigments; some are laid in

sets of two or three, while other sets may
contain half a score; but how many per-

sons have even guessed that the vast

range in the number, form, and color of

eggs is governed by definite laws, and
that each character is the product of

definite circumstances? Yet this is the

truth of the matter, and during the last

half century many of the laws governing
these characters have been discovered.

The significance of the number of eggs

in a clutch is perhaps the most obscure
of the three kinds of variations. The
number ranges from one to as many as
twenty, and with some exceptions birds
of closely related species lay approxi-
mately the same number of eggs. Con-
sidering all birds as a group, and ignor-
ing a few specific aberrations, the rule
may be deduced that the ratio of the
number of eggs varies in direct propor-
tion to the likelihood of their destruction
by natural agencies. Thus most ter-

restrial nesters, such as the grouse and
Water fowl, lay a large number of eggs,
and it is evident that both eggs and
young of these birds are much more lia-

ble to destruction by natural enemies
than the eggs or young of tree-dwelling
species. But, on the other hand, the
members of the large order of shore
birds, for example the snipes and plover,
lay sets of not more than four or five

eggs although they, too, nest upon the
ground. It is not improbable, however,
that owing to their environment, young
shore birds are less often molested by
hawks and small carnivorous mammals
than the grouse, and moreover, they sel-

dom fall a prey to predacious fish and
turtles which accounts for the loss of so

many wild ducks in the early post-natal
stages. The fecundity of a bird is not
indicated by the number of eggs in a
clutch, for the ovaries contain a large
number of partly formed eggs which or-

dinarily become developed only when
the first set is destroyed. A few para-
sitic species, such as the cowbird, oc-

casionally deposit in the nests of other
birds as many as forty or fifty eggs in

a season, but since the cowbird is poly-

androus, such unusual production may
be caused by the extraordinary stimula-
tion of the ovaries.

F
orm in eggs includes two attributes

—shape and size. The significance

of shape is twofold; in the lower
forms it possibly denotes to a certain

extent the status of the bird in the ani-

mal kingdom, that is, its relative proxim-
ity to reptilian forms from which all

birds have presumably evolved. The
grebes, which are rather low in the class,

lay peculiar eggs in that both ends are

nearly alike, presenting a biconical ap-

pearance not unlike the eggs of certain

reptiles. But the relation of the shape
of the egg to the character of the nest

has a far more obvious meaning, and is

indeed one of Nature’s most beautiful

examples of special adaptation for pro-

tective purposes. The most familiar
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kind of egg is the oval type, but to this

shape there are many exceptions. The

eggs of snipes and plover are distinctly

conical, and, lying in the nest with their

points inward, can be easily covered by

the small-bodied parent. Auks and

murres lay their eggs on narrow ledges

or shelvings of steep cliffs, and, remarka-

bly enough, the eggs of these birds are

long and pyriform, and often attenuate

in a sensibly concave curve toward the

smaller end. Hence, when moved sud-

denly as the brooding bird leaves the

ledge, the egg describes a circle about

its apex instead of rolling into the sea.

Birds which for the most part build their

nests in holes in trees or similar places,

produce eggs that are nearly spherical.

Such birds are the owls and woodpeck-

ers, whose eggs cannot possibly fall out

of the nest, and which, owing to their

rounded outline, occupy little space in

the bowl-shaped cavity.

As might be expected, size in eggs de-

pends primarily upon the size of the

bird. It also depends somewhat upon

the number of eggs in the normal clutch

;

the eggs of a bob-white, which may num-

ber as many as sixteen, or even more, are

smaller than those of the less pi-olific

woodcock. But the principle indicator

of size is the condition of the young birds

when first hatched. Precocial birds, or

species in which the young are ready to

leave the nest at birth are hatchec from

relatively larger eggs than altricial or

nest-reared species. Thus the eggs of

the robin and song sparrow are propor-

tionately smaller than those of the

spotted sandpiper. The young robins

and sparrows, which are hatched naked

and helpless, are reared in a well con-

structed nest. Young sandpipers on the

contrary, never know a nest other than

a slight depression in the ground, and
when hatched they are covered with down
and ready to run about immediately.

W ITH regard to the coloration of

eggs, a multiplicity of exceptions

prevents the framing of universal

laws. Certain facts, however, do hold

fairly constant. The eggs of nearly all

birds that lay in holes are white, and

it should be noted that in such cases

markings would be of no protective value.

Owls, woodpeckers, and swifts all demon-

strate this rule. The eggs of birds which

lay on the ground are often so marked

that they are inconspicuous. The eggs

of the whip-poor-will blend into indis-

tinctness among the fallen leaves and

this principle is still more strikingly il-

lustrated by the eggs of snipes, gulls and

terns, for so closely do these resemble the

pebbles among which they are laid that

it is very difficult to distinguish them.

The nest of a precocial bird

Individual variation in the color of

eggs is astonishingly great, and may be

due to a number of physiological reasons.

A bird in the prime of health and ma-
turity usually lays eggs that are more
profusely marked than those of a young

or very old bird. The pigment is nor-

mally deposited more heavily upon the

large end of the egg, and this has been

shown by actual observation to be the

end which passes first down the oviduct.

Occasionally, through accident, the posi-

tion may become reversed, and the heav-

ier deposition made upon the smaller

end. This phenomenon occurs with par-

ticular frequency among the hawks.

Many kinds of birds illustrate extreme

individual variation in the color and

shape of their eggs. Among most species

of tube-nosed sea-birds, including the

petrels and albatrosses, the form of the

single eggs are so variable that it is im-

possible to describe their specific char-

acters beyond stating that they are white,

and giving their approximate dimen-

sional limits. Eggs of crows and jays^

among the higher birds, are apt to bfr

very variable in color. Mr. W. L. Daw-
son, Director of the Museum of Com-
parative Oology, found that a large ser-

ies of eggs of a certain jay which in-

habits one of the islands off the Cali-

fornia coast exhibited remarkably little

variation, whereas those of its most
closely related neighbor on the mainland
were extraordinarily variable. He there-

fore came to the interesting conclusion

that the island sub-species of jay had
descended from not more than a single

pair of the mainland birds, and that the

unusual similarity of all the island eggs
was due to a genuine “family likeness.”

Chance, therefore, plays but an unimpor-
tant part in the wide diversity of eggs,

and all their characteristics are but
different phases of the expression of uni-

versal, determinate, biological laws.

PLANT LICE AND SCALE INSECTS
NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE TINY DEPREDATORS OF GARDEN AND OR-

CHARD WHICH HAVE HELD THE ATTENTION OF ENTOMOLOGISTS FOR SO MANY YEARS

P
LANT lice are found every year on
almost any kind of plant, but last

year they were unusually numerous,
and accordingly did more or less serious

injury. Potatoes, of all the crops, seemed
to suffer more severely than any other

plant. Numerous lice infested the under-

side of the leaves and tender stalks of

the potato vines, from which they sucked
the juices. The amount of sap extracted

by the lice was more than the plants

could stand, and in a short time the vines

dried up before the tubers were full

grown, which lessened the value of the

crop considerably.

Plant lice are sucking insects; they do
not chew the leaves, as potato bugs or

caterpillars do, but feed only on the
liquid which they draw from a puncture.
No matter how much poison may have
been put on the leaves, it will scarcely
affect them, for any poison, whether
liquid or powder, would have to come into

direct contact with each individual.

By R. C. M.

The worst enemy of plant lice is a

minute parasitic wasp. Last summer-
numerous dead plant lice, parasitized by
this wasp could be seen on the leaves

and stems of vegetables throughout the

northeastern states. Their bodies had
become inflated and hardened, and the

color had changed from green or reddish

to a yellowish gray. Such dead plant

lice are often mistaken for insect eggs
and are destroyed, but they should rather

be left undisturbed for the larva of the

useful parasitic wasp feeds inside the

dead body of the louse.

Plant lice multiply more rapidly than
perhaps any other insects. The first

plant lice, called stem-mothers are wing-
less, and appear when the leaf buds begin
to show. They begin feeding and for

several days give birth to about eight or

ten young each day. In ten or twelve
days the young are full grown, and also

start to reproduce young. This repro-

duction, when it once begins, is in the

nature of a continuous performance, and
by the time the leaves are fully formed,
the surfaces are covered by plant lice;

so, instead of unfolding and reaching
full size, they are curled, crippled and
often discolored. After the second gen-
eration of plant lice there will be more
individuals than a tree or plant can
maintain; therefore in the third and
later generations some of the individuals

are wingless and others have wings. The
latter fly to other trees and plants on
which they start new colonies. All the
plant lice including the stem-mothers are
sexless, and reproduce young without
the co-operation of the male. The repro-
duction continues until the end of the
season, but the last generation consists

only of males and females. A union of
these produces minute eggs from which
in spring the sexless stem-mothers
emerge. The habits of the numerous
kinds of plant lice vary. Some live on

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 308)
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FOUR KINKS

I
F you should happen to lose your bee’s

wax fall back on the butt end of the

old reliable candle to grease your thread

for sewing.
* * *

Emery cloth should always be around
your house, tent or pack. I have several

times put a shaving edge on my razor

by using a piece tacked on a board for

a strop. Emery cloth is good for scour-

ing aluminum ware, steel camp tools and
knives.

* *

A good way to dry a sweater after

washing is to lay it on a piece of mos-

quito netting stretched between supports.

This allows the air to circulate all

through it and drys it quickly, with-

out stretching.
4: * ^

Before crawling in your tent at night

ri-ach a stick in and pound the ground.

This will scare the snakes away. They
like to ^ri.vel around on hot, clear nights.

I have never met one on dewy nights

—

they object to getting their feet wet.

Jim Ferguson.

A HANDY SEWING OUTFIT

A METAL shaving stick container can

be made to serve a useful purpose

by maki;.^ it the receptacle of a compact

little sew ;i*j; kit for the outdoorsman.

Inside place a spool made over, as shown
in cut, by burning or boring out the

hole, which runs through the spool, to a

larger diameter and insert corks in the

ends. Pins can be nicely kept in one

end by pushing them through the cork

until their heads are flush with the top

and in like manner needles can be kept

in the cork at the other end, which should

be pushed a little farther into the hole

so the eyes of the needles will sink be-

low the rim. Around the spool wind
whatever thread is needed. Strong,

black thread for buttons and khaki-col-

ored thread for mending, as that color is

the predominant one for outdoor clothes

nowadays. Those who have been incon-

venienced on the trail through the loss

of a button or by having a rent torn in

coat or trousers will appreciate what it

would have meant to have had just such

a little outfit along with which the miss-

ing button could have been supplied or

the torn place patched. The old proverb
about the stitch in time is a good one

to remember when contemplating a trip

away from tlie conveniences of civiliza-

tion. J. P. H., New Jersey.

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light " have been
adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

[Editors. ]

COOLNESS IN WING SHOOTING

COOLNESS is an important quality of

the mind in wing shooting. It is a

matter of temperament, but it can be

sometimes acquired. A French writer

says; “After the bird rises take a pinch

of snuff before you shoot.” Seneca.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUILD
BLINDS FOR BAY SHOOTING

B linds or bough houses should be

built on the shooting grounds before

the season commences, as birds will avoid

any new structure after they arrive.

They may be made of logs, brush, grass,

cornstalks, etc., and should completely

conceal the hunter. A box sunk in the

sand is the most killing device. The box
should be long enough to allow the gun-
ner to lie in it comfortably, and its width
should be several inches in excess of the

breadth of his shoulders. From 10 to 15

inches will be of sufficient depth. It

should be made of %-inch stuff, calked

and pitched on the outside and in, thus
making it thoroughly watertight. At one
end, near the top, an iron staple should

be clinched, to which a %-inch rope of

about 7 feet in length should be fastened.

This will be found useful in towing the

box behind a skiff, or for dragging it

over the sand. Other blinds are easily

constructed out of cedar boughs, cut

about four feet in length, stuck in the

sand or mud. They can also be made,
when the wind is not blowing too hard,

out of long reeds cut on the marsh.
Painted canvas screens, hinged so as to

fold up, have been used, and one of Long
Island’s famous gunners once used an
umbrella painted green. The fact is, it

depends very much upon the place, and,

moreover, on the conditions of wind and
weather where to stool. While a vast

number of birds in their autumnal flight

follow the irregularities of the coast

there are countless numbers who make
their migration far to sea, or take short

cuts over the mainland. Those passing
to sea only touch at the projecting points,

and are consequently tame, while those

who have run the gauntlet of an even
shore or beach are wild, and less likely

to stool. All these things must be taken

into account, and the wilder the birds the

better you must be hid. Sometimes it is

impossible or inconvenient to construct a

box such as described, or find suitable

stuff to build a blind
;

then a rubber
blanket can be spread on the marsh, and
a few sedge bushes or heaps of seaweed
placed around you.

Bayman.

TO KEEP WORMS FRESH

I
N Forest and Stream for April I read

an item on “Canned Worms for Bait.”

I have always kept worms in the same
way only I get a pound of Indian or

corn meal and put it in the can. If left

there for a day or two the worms mul-

tiply and grow in a surprising manner
and keep fresh and lively.

Patsy Tremont, New York.
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NOTHER USE FOR THE OFFICE
CLIP

T he little clip, so universally used in

all business offices, can be made to

help out in another way and bring

satisfaction to the angler as well as to

the closed up man in the office. Instead of

using it to fasten papers together, put a

few in your pocket the next time you go

fishing and fasten one on your line at the

place you want your floating bobber to be.

Pull the stem out of the bobber so as

to allow it to move freely up and down
the line. When casting, the bobber will

fly to the end of the line near the sinker,

thereby improving the cast, and when it

strikes the water the bobber will float

and the weight will sink, pulling the hook

and bait down with it. The line will run

through the bobber until the little chip

strikes it and keeps it from going any
farther. The diagram shows the way it

works. There is hardly any strain on

a bobber as the resistance it offers to

the water is so small that as soon as the

fish grabs the bait and swims away the

little bobber gives right up and sinks,

so the clip will be strong enough to

hold it in place.

<> clips

?

bobber
slides

up

U
The way to attach clip

In this way you will have the re-

quired amount of line beneath the wa-
ter and the sinker will hold the bobber
firmly against the clip on the line. Try
it sometime and you will have another
use for the already proficient little clip.

N. H. R., Mass.

u

A SOUNDING LEAD

I
T is often desirable, before fishing a

likely place in lake or pool, to deter-

mine the depth of the water so as to

adjust your tackle to the proper length.

By using the little device, shown in

cut, this can be conveniently and readily

done. Into a lead weight insert a piece

of spring wire doubled into a loop and

another wire formed into a hook. Press

the hook back through the loop and en-

gage your fishhook, with line attached,

in the manner shown. The spring wire

The method used to attach hook

hook will hold it firmly and you can lower
away with perfect confidence. The little

testing device doesn’t take up much room
in your tackle box. No doubt you have
often wished for just such a contrivance
when the stone you tied on your line for

sounding purposes had slipped off or

your fingers had become numbed on a
cold day while tying it on. Anything
that will save tying is ’a step in the

right direction anyway, as knots are

tough propositions at best.

Often while fishing through the ice in

winter much of your line has been wasted
by having to cut away a frozen knot,

whereas if you had had the little

lead weight here pictured it would have
been a simple matter to have attached it

to your line and have sounded the depth
of the water through the hole you had
cut in the ice.

Redwood, Alaska.

FAIR WEATHER INDICATIONS

I
F at night there are few stars, and
those very bright and sparkling in a

pale, steely sky. If swallows fly high. If

just before sunrise the sky is a dull gray
and the sun rises clear, gradually dis-

persing the vapors. If, after a rainy
day, the sunset sky is suffused with a
magnificent streak of crimson (not cop-
per color). If there is a rainbow at

night. If there are mists at evening

over low-lying ground or near a river.

If a mist in the morning clears off as

the sun gets higher. If there is a heavy
dew in the evening. If, after a rain,

drops on twigs fall and the branches dry

quickly. These are all signs of fair

weather.
Of course. Mother Nature sometimes

exercises her prerogative and changes
her mind very suddenly, but on the

whole she is governed by fundamental
laws and the above conditions will hold

true when you are trying to figure out

such a subtle thing as weather indica-

tions.

W. R. J., Okla.

A PEG FOR YOUR FLY RODS

There are a great many ways to hang
a fly rod, but like a number of other

things, the best is the simplest. Take
a clothes-pin, the regular, old-fashioned

kind, and cut notches along the crotch, as

shown in cut. Bore a hole in the place

from which you want your rods to hang
and drive the pin in the hole head on.

Engage the tips of your rods in the

notches and you have mastered the kink.

The clothes-pin peg

An ordinary sized clothes-pin will ac-

commodate four rods in this manner. It

is a much better plan to hang your rods
in this way than to lay them horizontally
across pegs as the weight of the rod
hanging perpendicularly keeps it straight
and true and prevents it from warping.

G. G., New Jersey.
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A RESPONSIVE SOLITUDE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

Not far south of Columbus lies a hilly

country of great scenic beauty as

well as of geological botanical, and his-

torical interest. In that region there is

a rocky canyon that is particularly de-

lightful. It is several miles long, and

is joined at its center by a similar can-

yon coming from the north, the two
forming a letter T.

It is said that the Indians rallied to

their main settlements at old Chilicothe

down this east and west trail. Some of

the tales told of these gatherings may
seem legendary, but there can be no

doubt that the red man, following this

path, never lost his way, for the needle

of his compass was set by infallible Na-
ture, and his route-map, cut deep in the

rock, had a working scale of one foot to

the foot.

But the red Indian was not the first

being whose gaze swept over these

weathered walls. A still more primitive

man once found here “a place where to

lay his head.” The walls themselves

bear evidence that he found such shel-

ter, for in many places the disintegra-

tion of the rock by moisture and expo-

sure has left caves and galleries, where
doubtless the wild creatures and even

man found a refuge.

A certain one of these caves is just

large enough to serve as the abode of

a young prehistoric man and his mate.

In stones one can find history as well as

sermons, and the approach to this little

cave shows the depressions worn by the

very feet and hands of the young couple

as they climbed to their vaulted niche.

I can picture them now, as he returned

from his search for food, and threw him-
self on a pelt and watched his fire and
the wavering shadows of his mate on

floor and wall.

Let us trust their lives were happy
—and why not? Primitive life had its

shortcomings and limitations, but it had
its primitive virtues .as well; and love,

friendship, faith and truth were not un-

known qualities even among those who
chipped the flint and sharpened the bone.

Perhaps our pair lived long enough to

wear deeper those handholds and foot-

holds which helped so nicely, by their po-

sitions to co-ordinate the movements of

the climber’s body during the ascent to

the cave. I wish we could hear the full

story of their lives. Perhaps we then
might change our feeling of pity for one
of admiration, that such as these, with
so little, could in such large measure par-
take of God’s grace.

The formation in this region is pre-

glacial, and salamanders and other ar-

chaic forms of life live in the golden
brook that picks its way between the

wall on the north and the wall on the

south. The banks of this brook are the

haunts of birch and hemlock, and near
them the moccasin flower. On the

higher reaches of the sunny sides the

arbutus trails its bronze-green clinging

span, and fills the air with its sweet

breath of early spring.

I love to sit on the sun-drenched edge
of the wide gap, and trace its rocky
walls to where they end in portals,

through which are seen the vistas be-

yond. In vagrant fancy I project what
of me is sentient among the shaded pur-
ple and blue mysteries which line the

terrestrial bowl to where its rim sus-

tains the vaulted sky.

All is still; even the buzzards, on
slanting and steady wings, sail by with-
out a sound; the only evidence that they
mark and note is their fixed gaze, which
ever turns toward the intruder as they
pass by in unhurried curves.

I love to couch on the bank of the
friendly stream, to inhale the spicy odors
of the forest, and gaze on the bright
stars as they pass the spaces between
the hemlock fronds; meanwhile the

whippoorwills voice their plaint in

measured cadence, until they begin to

sense the coming of day—then the song
becomes more hurried and less articu-

late, finally ceasing as if exercised when
the bright sword of dawn is uplifted in

the eastern sky.

Frank Louis Stillman, Ohio.

TROUT AND A FEW KINKS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

OF course, we have to have Forest
AND Stream and after reading it we

send it to a good old sportsman who lives

all alone beside a mountain lake in Mons
County. This lake is one of the most
beautiful in the Sierras. It lies 7,100 feet

above sea level and contains some splen-

did cutthroat trout.

Over in that country last fall Mrs.
Warner killed a 4-pound trout and I got
several from 4 to 7 pounds. The seven
pounder was a really big trout, being
29% inches long, but, alas, thin. These
cutthroat trout are far and away the best
flavored flresh water trout I have ever
tasted. I saw Chas. Strock, of Los An-
geles, take a six-pound trout on a fly and
in a few moments he had hooked another

one, quite near the boat and at about
the same time took a mud hen and got
away with it, too. ’

In a recent Forest and Stream I noted
some “kinks” for keeping shoemaker’s
wax in condition for fly tying, while it

might interest the writer to learn that
that wax comes in winter and summer
grades. I would like to ask why use
greasy stuff for fly tying? It sticks, but
spoils the silks.

For nearly twenty years I have used
a recipe from “American Game Fishes,”
page 456, and the original batch of wax,
kept only in a tin box, is still good and
workable: “One pound clean white resin,

when melted over slow fire, add four
ounces diachylon and stir until thor-
oughtly incorporated then add two
ounces Bergundy pitch. Pour into dish
of cold water and pull until cold; the
more it is pulled the whiter it gets.”
About one-quarter of this recipe will be
enough for an amateur for life.

Here is a real kink: put a little ball

of the wax on a small stick; you will

then have a handle and keep your hands
from sticking to silk and feathers; also

you can stick the handle into something
to hold the wax out of dust, feathers,
etc., when not being applied to thread.
Another kink: hold one end of tying

silk between teeth so it will not kink and
break while applying wax.

Francis G. Warner. California.

CATCHING FROGS WITH A LIGHT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
HAVE just read the article, “The

* Humble Frog,” and I notice the writ-

er says the best way to hunt him is with
a .22 rifle. The best way I think is

with a bright flashlight at night, the
darker the better.

I use a Delta box with two No. 6 dry
batteries. I had a bag made to fit box
to carry on shoulder and the lamp has a

long cord, which gives a very_ bright
light. Go to a pond or creek and walk
very slowly along the edge of the water,
playing light from ten to twenty feet

ahead and the first thing you will see

will be two bright red balls shining. Be
sure to keep light on him all the while,

but keep walking and put light into his

eyes. Take your other hand and reach-
ing above and back of him (very easy)
just make a quick grab in, the small of

his back and Mr. Frog is yours.
I also carry a small sack over shoulders

to put the frogs in and, of course, they
are not hurt at all. I went out quite a

number of times last summer and would
always catch from ten to twenty-five
each time. I would only stay out a few
hours. There is no use to go when the
moon is shining bright, because Mr.
Frog will see you first and get away.
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I have tried lots of times to see how
close I could put the light on" the frog,

especially a small one, before he would
move. Sometimes I could touch him
with the light before he would jump.
After a little practice you will catch

practically all of them.
S. W. Jones, Tennessee.

THE KNOTLESS GUT LEADER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

W ILL you kindly give me all the
available data on the manufac-
ture of the “knotless gut” lead-

er? There are several brands, I believe,

such as the “Joe Welch,” the “Telarana
Nova,” and what is called “Japan Gut.”

I have heard assertions made that

these are none of them (silk worm gut)

,

yet I have a hazy recollection of reading

something to the effect that they were.

I will appreciate all the information

you can conveniently furnish as to the

methods of manufacture, relative

strength, and general comparison to the

standard tied gut leader.

Forest and Stream continues to ar-

rive on schedule and is enjoyed as much
as ever.

J. H. Howell, California.

This material has been imported from
Japan for some time under various

trade names. Robinson & Company, of
Glascow, Scotland, makes up a grade
knoum as "Telarana Nova,” the agent in

this country being Mr. Joe Welch, of
Pasadena, Calif. It is also known under
the name of "Scotia Gut,” as well as

"Japanese Gut.”

Recently the Government analyzed
this product for the purpose of deter-

mining the basic materials, with a view
of establishing a duty, and as I under-
stand it, the appraisers now recognize it

as 78 per cent rate silk, coated with a
shellac like solution that protects it the
same as in the manufacture of enamel
lines. The quality is determined by the
number of coats thereon, the cheaper
grades having four coats, and the better
grades or higher quality havnng as high
as nine and ten. There is absolutely not
a vestige of silk worm gut in it. The
initial strength is much greater than the
gut and has the advantage of running
more uniform in its tensile qualities.

Some of the higher grades, that is,

those with nine and ten coats of the
solution, are guaranteed to be stiffen
than the corresponding sizes of gut.
Those, however, that I have personally
experimented with do not show this qual-
ity to equal the leader for the reason
stated. When thoroughly soaked, it will
not "lay” a fly as readily as uAth the
gut, that soft flabby tendency being the
objection.— [Editors.]

A GOOD FISH STORY
T0 the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T HAVE just read with great interest
the article in your February number

by Mr. Leonard Hulit on the “Leopard
of the Lake.” In my young days, I am
not very old yet, I lived in the northern
part of Schleswick-Holstein, Germany.
On my father’s farm were many small
waterholes, about an acre in size. Also
a small river. These abounded in either

the pike or the pickerel, I do not know
which, but I think they were the former.

There where two favorite methods of

catching them : One was with a copper
wire snare on the end of a pole. While
the pike was standing almost on the

surface as described in the aforesaid art-

icle near the edge of the pond or stream,
we would sneak up to him and very care-

fully put the snare over his head and
pull him out. The other method was
to shoot the fish with a .22 rifle.

Speaking about the “bill of fare” for

his lordship I once caught a fish of about
12 pounds that had a fish of his own
kind of about three pounds in his stom-
ach. This one in turn had one of his

own kind that was about six inches long
inside of him.

All three fish were in fairly good con-

dition. It certainly proves that the pike

or pickerel is no respector of persons or

rather of fish and are truly cannibalistic.

It has never been my privilege to catch
this fish in this country, but many trout
have fallen to my fiy. I am looking for-

ward to a good season this year.

W. H. Lovenjen, Washington.

HUMMERS AS FLY CATCHERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WE have plenty of humming birds in

our yard all season long. Indeed,
we plant certain flowers just for them.
As our yard is wired in, it is a great
resort for birds. The hummers that visit

us rest on clothes line, twigs and fence-
wires. So we often observe them when
they are doing things not ordinarily
credited to them.

Early this year we noticed a hummer
that kept flipping off his perch, into the
leaves of an apple tree. Curiosity brought
a glass into play and it was seen that he
was catching flies on the wing, just as
a kingbird does. Only his flies were tiny
midges. This caused us to keep an eye
on the hummers to note their fly-catching
propensities and we have found that they
are at it all the time—will stop in their
journey between two blossoms to nip a
small fly whenever opportunity offers.

Many of their seemingly aimless darts
here and there are for the purpose of
catching midges on the wing. But the

midges they hunt so are so tiny that
one needs quick eyes to note the object

of their pursuit.

Next time you come across a clump
of Oswego Tea on your rambles, bring a
root home and give it a corner. It will

stand any sort of hardship and thrive.

It will do better on good ground. It will

make a splash of scarlet against the
fence or shrubbery border. And the

hummers will flock to it. A root of
Oswego Tea replanted late in fall even
will bloom the next spring, or one taken
in spring will bloom the same summer.

George Gilbert, New York.

A GOOD CANOE COVER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1

AM enclosing a picture which may
prove of interest to some of your read-

ers as I have noticed inquiries in your
magazine as to keeping the contents of a

cover adjusted on a canoe

canoe dry while paddling in rough water.
The picture shows a silk waterproof

cover which I designed and had made. It

entirely covers a canoe and has egg-like

cockpits with sleeve which ties around
waist under an “oily” coat, making it im-
possible for any water to get into the
canoe. These covers have stood severest
tests, as for instance, loading a canoe
until about 1% inches of freeboard re-

mains and then paddling across lakes
three to five miles wide during a “blow.”
The waves would wash and stop clear
over the caanoe, but no water would get
in. I have used them also in running very
heavy rapids. In the latter we were al-

ways careful to arrange the cockpit so

that we could get clear of it quickly in

event of hitting a rock, which is the only
danger the cover will not provide against.
On rivers and lakes, even during a bad
“blow” or in deep, heavy rapids, having
the cockpit sleeve tied with a slip knot
around waist is not dangerous, as a canoe
will not upset providing it is properly
loaded and a correct ballance established.
I might tell you that on a Hudson’s Bay
trip we had no fear in crossing bays
ten miles wide and in two or three cases
were out of sight of land entirely. The
cover kept everything snug and dry.

W. F. Currie, Toronto.

Showing the waterproof silk
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THREE GEESE AT ONE SHOT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
AM forwarding to you herewith the

story of my success in bagging three

wild Canadian geese at one shot with a

Winchester repeater. Am enclosing a

photograph which was taken by flash-

light the night following. The young
man at the right of the photograph was
with me at the time and he can substan-
tiate my story. He is now in the Ex-
peditionary Force somewhere in France.
I feel somewhat backward in sending
you this story for fear that some of

your readers might think that I am in-

clined to be boastful. However, inas-

much as I so keenly enjoy the stories

of others which appear in your maga-
zine, no doubt some of your readers will

enjoy this one.

On the 18th day of October some four

or flve years ago “Ace” Porter and my-
self started out about a half hour be-

fore sunrise for a swamp which is situ-

ated about a mile and a half south of

Hinsdale, Illinois, which was my home
at that time. This swamp is about

three blocks long and about a block

wide, fringed on the east end with weeds
and rushes. It is quite a place for ducks

in the fall of the year, but geese very

seldom stop there except occasionally in

the night time. Once in a great while

geese have been shot in that locality,

but so seldom that my exploit was al-

most unbelievable.

We arrived at the top of a hill over-

looking the swamp just about sunrise

and from force of habit we peeped over

the brow of the hill before walking down
the slope. Just about the time we ar-

rived a sudden flurry of snow came from
almost a clear sky, lasting only a few
minutes at the most. I remarked to

Ace that I was sure I spied a flock of

geese sitting on the edge of the rushes

on the east side of the swamp, which
was the side we were approaching. He
didn’t think so at flrst, but I finally con-

vinced him. We the’’ talked over a

plan of action. It was almost impossi-

ble to approach the east end without be-

ing seen. The geese apparently saw us

at the same time we spied them and
we had to do some quick thinking. There
was no time to make a detour to the

south, which was the only way to get

within range. However, as I have here-

tofore stated, it began to snow quite

heavily and I told Ace that I thought
the geese would be blinded by it so that

we could approach quickly without mak-
ing a detour. So we boldly walked down
the slope of the hill and then decided

to separate, he going to the left to the

edge of a cornfield some rods distant,

and I walking directly toward the

geese. We calculated that in this way
one of us would get a shot at them. I

crouched as low as I could, but did not

get down on my hands and knees. Ap-
parently the geese were watching Ace.

I could see by their actions that they
must have had a suspicion that all was
not well. They were so intent on looking

in his direction that they took no notice

of me until I was within about thirty

yards of them. They were just begin-

ning to rise when I took aim at two

which seemed closest to me. I could not
see plainly on account of the sudden
snowstorm. My first shot brought three

tumbling down into the water. My sec-

ond shot hit another in the rear, but he
struggled away with about a dozen
others. Such a clatter and honking you
never heard in your life. It was snow-
ing so hard that I decided quickly not
to bother further about those that got
away, but put my whole attention on
the three that dropped. Two were killed

almost instantly, shot through the neck,

and the third was only winged. I soon
put him out of his misery. In the semi-
light caused by the sudden snowstorm
they looked as large as elephants lying

there in the water. I jumped in a small

boat which we always had on hand and
brought them to shore. It seemed like

The three geese, weighing 12
, 10

,
and 8

pounds, which were killed at one shot

a dream to me when I gathered them in.

and it was a long time before either of
us could come back to normal thinking
and to realize what a lucky shot it was.

A. E. Wolf, Washington.

CONCERNING BROWN TROUT
To the Editor of Forest and Stpj;am:

I
SHOULD like to ask the fly-fishing

^ readers of your magazine if the com-
mon eastern brook trout, such as are
caught in large numbers in the streams
tributary to Lake Rossignol, Queens
County, Nova Scotia, are scientifically

any different fish from the so-called

“brown” trout which I have noticed
spoken of in the columns of your period-
ical from time to time?
At the mouths of the rivers of Queens

County, Nova Scotia, we catch what is

locally known as sea trout. As nearly
as I can tell from catching many of these
trout each season for a great many years
past, as they progress up stream they
gradually turn a dark golden brown, and
their spots, which are extremely brilli-

ant when they leave salt water, fade par-
tially out. Are these sea trout, “brown”
trout by the time they reach the head
waters? The flesh of the large, dark-

colored “brown” trout is pink like a sal-

mon’s, while the flesh of the so-called

brook trout (which are smaller in size)

is mostly white, but sometimes showing
a pinkish cast.

Isn’t it possible that all these spotted
trout are really the same fish, but some
are blondes and some brunettes, with a
percentage of neutrals? If my supposi-
tion that the “brown” trout and the
brook trout are the same fish, is not cor-

rect, how can the reader account for the
fact that in the Lake Rossignol district

the small trout are mostly bright hued
with brilliant spots, and the large ones,

which are very numerous, are mostly
brown with dull spots?

It seems to be a piscatorial paradox.
Can you throw any light on the matter?

Phil H. Moore, Nova Scotia.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T HAVE before me the letter of Mr.
A Phil H. Moore with its most interest-

ing contents. He is evidently a most
thoughtful observer of fish and their

ways in the neighborhood he writes of.

His concluding sentence, however, “pis-

catorial paradox” leads us to the very
meat in the nut to be cracked. Some-
where among my files of information I

knew there was something bearing on
the subject which puzzles our friend and
I cannot do better than to quote from
no less an authority than the late Dr.

G. Browne Goode who wrote of this very
subject as far back as 1880. “Without
many specimens to examine, and the

most careful research made, it is impos-
sible, if not unsafe, to classify in a de-

terminate manner the trout of many
northern waters. Anglers as well as lo-

cal residents along such streams and
lakes are and have been for generations

in confusion over just how to determine
trout species. In these northern rivers

there may be as many colorations of a

single species as there are townships
through which the river runs.”

Professor Agassiz in considering the

same subject says: “In streams where
the current is swift and there is much
sunlight the colors are bright and the

body lithe and active whereas the same
fish going into sluggish, dark waters be-

come heavy bodied and dark in color.”

He has also noticed that there was dif-

ference in color according to the side of

the stream the fish inhabits. Those on
the shady side being always the darker,

and it is his belief that they have the

power to change their tint at will.

That the nervous system controls, to

a great extent, the coloration of many
kinds of fish appears to have been estab-

lished by the French scientist M. Pouchet,

who, by destroying the eye of a trout

always found that the same side became
perfectly white within a few weeks. It

seems to be well established that the

pink flesh of the Salmon family depends
on the shrimps and other Crustacea on
which they feed, and the greater abun-
dance they partake of, the deeper the

color. Thus it would seem that, despite

the fact that almost endless study has
been devoted to the subject, it has re-

vealed rather a great amount of unex-
plained fact than a solution to the ques-

tion involved.

Leonard Hulit, New Jersey.
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CATCHING A BLACK BEAR
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

N elson, B. C., is located on the

Kootenay Lake, and backed by what
they call the “Crusaders” mountains.

Up to the top of this high-range Billy

Sturgeon and myself started one early

fall day, in search of bear. There are

more bear killed in this district I think,

than in any other part of this wonder-

ful British Columbia country.

We arrived at the top after climbing

for about four hours, straight up. The
city of Nelson, which we could now see

in the distance, looked like a speck. You
only have to go a few miles distance

back to get in the wildest country that

one would care to see. Every year the

bear come down and raid the neighbor-

ing ranches for pigs and calves. After

going back for some miles we found all

kinds of bear signs and lots of deer

tracks. The big mule deer are quite

plentiful here.

After eating our lunches we started

back on the top, which we found to be

quite level. We hadn’t gone more than

a mile back when we came to a small

spring. Billy leaned his gun up against

a tree with mine and we shed our packs

to get a drink. We were both flat on

our stomachs when, hearing a crash in

the underbrush; some fifty yards away,
we jumped to our feet and saw a small,

black bear skooting up the mountain
side. Before we could get to our guns
the bear was out of sight, and from the

way he was going he would probably be

in the next province by nighttime. This

was the only bear that we saw that day,

until we were coming back that night.

When we were about a mile from the out-

skirts of the town that evening, and
when we were thinking that our hunt
was over for the day, we scared up an-

other small black bear, and this chap
was anything but wild. He took a casual

look at us and started towards the town
on the trot. He seemed so tame that

we hated to shoot him. “Let’s chase

him down to Pete Sarvier’s corral,” says

Billy, so we spread out and kept him
in front of us. Mr. Bruin would not let

us get very close to him but kept on

going towards the town. Soon we came
to a wire fence that led to Pete’s corral,

and this he followed till he came to the

corral. The gate was open and we soon

had him in and the gate shut. Now the

fun began. The neighboring ranchers
came on the run when they heard that
we had a bear, and brought several

ropes. We perched on the top of the cor-

rell and every time Mr. Bear would try

to climb the fence we would use our
clubs. Finally one of the men got his

rope on the bear’s head, but as a bear’s

neck is so much larger than his head
he only shook it off with a snarl. The
bear was now getting very uneasy, and
would make savage rushes at the sides

of the fence. Billy now got his rope
on the bear’s hind foot, and snubbed him
to one end of the corral. Several of

the men had to go to his assistance
as the now infuriated animal was biting
and clawing at the ropes. We managed
to get another rope on the bear, which
was now in an a-v^ul fury, and he soon
tied himself in a knot. We opened the
gate and as many men as could get their

hands on the ropes started to drag him
out to a shed where we were going to

keep him till we could get him to town.

But, when we. got him outside, the bear

made a supreme effort and shook off one

of the ropes. This gave him a chance

to charge the crowd, which scattered in

all directions. I was standing in front

of him, and was about to take a picture

of him with a kodak, when he got loose.

I snapped the shutter, and made a jump
for the shed roof only to miss the bear,

and all I got in the picture was some
of the crowd. The bear, smelling the

pigs that were kept in the shed, made a

dive for it and we had him shut up for

keeps. Mr. Bruin can now be seen daily

on his parade around the inside ot a

twenty-foot pit. The school children

come often and feed him candy and pea-

nuts. I had taken several snaps of him
while he was en route to the corral, but

only a few of them were any good.

R. H. Billings, British Columbia.

FROM SOUTHERN OREGON
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

M y attention has been called to

your January issue which contains

an article by John B. Griffin describing

a bear hunt in southern Oregon in early

days. There are thousands of people

here in southern Oregon and northern
California who can vouch for the truth

of Mr. Griffin’s stories and testify to

the fact that his famous bear dog
“Trailor” possessed almost human intel-

ligence.

“Trailer” has long ago gone to his re-

ward, but his really wonderful achieve-

ments will be remembered for years to

come.

After an interval of some years I had
the pleasure of meeting Mr. Griffin again
last fall. Why he is occasionally referred

to as “old John Griffin” I cannot under-
stand, for he is still clear of eye and phy-
sically fit and apparently good for many
years to come. My summer home is on
the shore of the Lake of the Woods re-

ferred to in Mr. Griffin’s article.

The huckleberries are still plentiful

there and many bear and deer are killed

there every season, though, of course.

they are not so plentiful as in the hunt-

ing days of John Griffin which he writes

of. For those who enjoy the outdoor life

—there is something wrong with the

man who does not—the mountains, lakes

and streams of southern Oregon offer

ideal opportunities.

The scenery is unsurpassed anywhere.
We have the purest of water, large game
and game birds, fish and luscious moun-
tain huckleberries and wild blackberries

and an absence of snakes and insect

pests. Where can one go and beat this

combination? All this within a four or

five hours’ automobile ride. In- the days
of which John Griffin so graphically

writes he used pack horses to reach the

hunting groun'^s now accessable to the

automobile. Within the next few years
will we make our pilgrimage to these

same hunting grounds via the airplane?

Who knows, for the world does move.

E. V. Carter, Oregon.

WHO HAS, A^ BULLFROG?

I
WOULD like to get some advice about
frog raising. Is there any place

where I could buy big bull frogs for
breeding purposes?

It seems that there are so few places
where one could get information about
frog raising that I thought I would ask
you to kindly publish this in your mag-
azine, as it might elicit a reply from
some one of your readers who knows the
frog raising game.

Mary Szpmanski,
Blade St., Toledo, O.

We have received a number of in-

quiries from Forest and Stream readers
who are contemplating a canoeing trip

along the upper reaches of the Connec-
ticut River, and will appreciate any in-

formation in regard to the stream from
those who are acquainted with its. It

is especially desired to gain information
in regard to the fishing and camping
conditions along the river—the number
and extent of the rapids encounted and
on any other matter pertinent to the suc-
cess of such a trip.— [Editors.]

(several letters are held over)

The bear, smelling the pigs, made a dive for the shed where they were kept
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ITHACA
WINS

Captain Tracy H
Lewis, Associate
Editor of the Morn-
ing Telegraph of

New York, and
just from over

seas, won the

George H.Lyon
Memorial Cup
at the New
York Athletic

Club’s big shoot.

Captain Lewis
shoots an ITHACA
because any man
can break more
targets with an
ITHACA.

Catalog FREE.

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN CO.
ITHACA, N, Y.

Singles, $107.1 1, includ*
ing war tax, and up.

Doubles, $34.78, includ-
ing war tax, and up.

Wing Shooting Made Easy

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shooting: no excuse for missing: game birds or
clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting:
will increase the score of the trap shooter: cor-
rects the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead
your birds: compels proper handKng of gun: puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.

The sight is made of hlued steel, clamps instantly
and rigidly (»n tireech nf barrels. Fast enough for
use in snap .shooting. Sight has two openings with
center post for alignment with ordinary sight at
end of barrels.

Any object seen by the shooter through this sight
when trigger is pulled, is DKAD—as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern wlien gun is

discharged. On riuartcring birds lead is shown
ab.solutelv— (JT’IvSS WORK.
MADK IX 12 and 20-(;Ar(IK ONLY,
Price, postpaid. $2.50. with full instructions in the

art of wing shooting.

Write for “ Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
lib West 39th St.. Room 140. New York City, N. Y.

For35c
Poitpald

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
to the New Perlectioo

Pocket Package

i$ a matchless combination.
Hporttmen kiinwii it i»r

years. Pealera seU NYOIL at

15c. aiul35c. bend uh the name
of a live one who doesn’t Hell

NYOIL with other uerrMsai lea

for eportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(arrew top and arrew tip) con-
taining Zh oooeet postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH.F.NTE.NewBe4foiJ. Mul

SHORT BARRELED GUNS
THERE IS NO SURER WAY OF SPEEDING UP A SHOOTER
THAN TO SHORTEN THE LENGTH OF HIS BARRELS

By W. A. B.

UN -MAKERS and
sportsmen are an ex-

traordinarily conser-

vative body of peo-

ple. It was only by
the slowest stages

and the most gradual
steps that the flint

lock was eventually

perfected and a long

period ensued before

it was Anally dis-

placed by the percus-

sion lock, and later the breech loading

principle was adopted only after the

greatest deliberation and the severest

tests had been made.

The conservatism displayed in relation

to the various changes in the methods
of loading and igniting weapons is quite

apparent today in a blind acceptance of

certain fixed calibres and an arbitrary

length of barrels for all guns, for today
sportsmen and gun-makers cling closely

to adages and principles that were laid

down in the days of black powder. To
begin with, it may be mentioned that the

black powder which was in use in the

days of the flint lock, the muzzle loader,

and in the early days of the breech loader,

was a chemical mixture of slow ignition

and it required barrels three or four feet

long to develop its full energy.

The modern smokeless powder which
has been in use for a quarter of a cen-

tury and more has been brought to a

very high degree of perfection. It de-

velops its power quickly and a barrel

fifteen to twenty inches long is all that

is required to insure its full ignition, con-

sequently any excessive barrel length

through which the shot is forced to travel

simply retards its velocity. To be sure,

this is so slight as not to be appreciable

in itself, but it immediately develops

new possibilities for the gun-fitter. It

enables a man to use a gun with barrels

of the length which he can handle with
the greatest faciltiy. He is no longer

confined to certain limitations. Just
why a 12-gauge gun barrel should be

30 inches long has never been satisfac-

torily explained. It is perfectly appar-
ent that a man 5 feet 4 inches tall of

moderate stiength, and short arms, can-

not handle with the greatest facility a

weapon pre-eminently adapted to a long-

armed man 6 feet 2 inches tall, of heavier

build and more powerful physique. The
gun-fitter however, as a rule, fits both

of these men with weapons with the same
barrel length. It is not the proper thing

to do theoretically and the theory has

been proven correct by scientific tests and
practical experience in. the field.

S
OMETIME ago Mr. Winans, who has

perfected many ingenious devices,

called the attention of experts in

gunnery to certain results attained in

shooting 22-calibre rifles at a cinema.

The misses with these rifles were all in

front of the bir.ls. In shooting with

shot guns the misses were behind the
birds. Mr. Winans further confirmed
these results when taking running shots
at deer or wild boar with the rifle just
as clearly as when taking crossing shots
at pheasants, grouse, and other game
with a shot gun. The solution that he
arrived at was that the velocities rec-

orded for the shotgun were roughly half
of those attained by the rifle, therefore,

the sliotgun fell behind. This solution,

so far as ir goes, is undoubtedly logical

and correct, but the fact must not be
overlooked that Mr. Winans’ rifle barrels
were from four to six inches shorter
than the barrels of his shotgun. This
enabled him to swing on moving objects

more quickly with the rifle than with the
shotgun as the muzzles of the rifles would
have to do a less amount of traveling
than the muzzles of the shotgun.

It is very well understood that a gun
with short barrels can be s%vung much
more rapidly than one with longer tubes.

In fact barrel lengths play a very im-

portant part in the speed of swinging a

gun either to the right or the left in

the field or at the traps, and few birds

are lost through aiming too far ahead.

The misses usually are the result of

shooting behind; in other words insuf-

ficient lead. It, therefore, follows that

anything that will quicken up the swing
and increase the lead will improve the

score, particularly on crossing shots.

There is no surer way of speeding up a

shooter than to shorten the length of his

barrel and this will apply particularly

to men of moderate strength with short

arms. It is impossible for men of this

type to handle speedily weapons that are

more suitable for powerful, longer limbed

men. A man accustomed to barrels, 30

or 32 inches long, will not at first feel at

ease with a 26 or 28-inch weapon. This

feeling, however, will soon disappear and
in this connection it may be also men-
tioned that nothing will true up a man’s
line of sight more accurately, give him
greater confidence or reconcile him more
completely to the use of shorter barrels,

than to have them equipped with the

large ivory sights that are sold by the

Lyman and the Marble people.

Thirty inches has come to be recognized

as the standard barrel length for 12-bore

guns, but this length is entirely arbit-

rary. It dates from the days of black

powder and it does not apply to modern
weapons using smokeless powders.

Therefore, the sportsman who is shoot-

ing behind his birds either in the field

or at the trap can dispense with two,

three or four inches of barrel length with

the result that he will handle his new
weapon much more smartly and rapidly

without suffering in any way from loss

of pattern or penetration. Ten years

ago there was a very strong disposition

towards trap guns with 32 and 34-inch

barrels. This has gradually moderated,

while in the field 12-bore guns of 28-inch

barrel are more frequently seen.
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SMOKELESS
SHOTGUN
POWDERS

leaders for over a century —
are the choice of the Nation’s

crack trapshots. Look for

the names on the Shell Box
when you purchase shells.

Dupont— Ballistite— Schultze

Trapshooting Event
FreoTvophies £)vTrapshootin^ Clubs

Learn to Shoot. Know how to handle and use a gun. Sharpen

your judgment. Quicken your mental speed.

TRAPSHOOTING
in the reconstructive sport for modern men and women—and
particularly for the business man. It demands concentration

—

the kind of concentration that takes you completely away from
business cares and worries. It sends you back clearer and
keener in thought and judgment.

Beginners’ Day Shoots
will be held at hundreds of gun clubs during June and July.

Why not attend? Get a taste of the game’s fascination. Don’t
let pride or timidity stop you. The gun club is the place td»

learn and the old timers will be glad to welcome and help you.

Write today for full information
and name of nearest gun club.

Sporting Powder Division

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1802 WILMINGTON, DEL.

Visit the du Pont Trapshooting’ School, Atlantic City, N. J.

The Principal du Pont Products are:

Explosives ; Industrial, .Agricultural and Sporting. Chemicals : Pyroxylin Solutions, Ethers, Bronzing Liquids, Coal
Tar Distillates, Commercial .Acids, .Alums, etc. Leather Substitutes: Fabrikoid Upholstery, Rayntite Top Material,
Fairfield Rubber Cloth. Pyroxylin Plastics: Ivory, Shell and Transparent Py-ra-lin, Py-ra-lin Specialties, Challenge
Cleanable Collars and Cuffs. Paints and Varnishes: For Industrial and Home Uses. Pigments and Colors in Oil:
For Industrial Uses. Lithopone : For Industrial Uses. Stains, Fillers, Lacquers and Enamels
and Home Uses. Dyestuffs; Coal Tar Dyestuffs and Intermediates.

For full information address; .Advertising Division, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Delaware.

For Industrial
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THE COST OF FISHING
BY USING A LITTLE INGENUITY. THE EXPENSE OF A SEEM-
INGLY COSTLY TRIP CAN BE SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED

By WILLIAM BARBER HAYNES

of Yesterday
Today and
Tomorrow

I
N these days of recon-
struction, reflection must

reveal the benefits which
the great war, despite its

darkness, gave us. One of
these benefits was the per-
fected B.S.A. rifle for sport-

ing use and target practice.

The “yesterday” of the
B.S.A. is a wonderful rec-

ord of successful achieve-
ment—a record still ringing

with the military triumph
of which the B. S. A. was
so large a part.

The “today" is largely re-

sponsible for the perma-
nence of “yesterday’s”
achievement—an assurance
of a stable peace.

The “tomorrow” is rich

with promise of pleasures
in store from the return of

B.S.A. rifles and guns to

the field of sport.

May the “Yesterday," “To-
day" and “Tomorrow” of

the B. S. A. blend into a
satisfaction in gun and rifle

equipment that will be a
new and pleasing experi-

ence for you.

Write for further informa-
tion, and B.S.A. rifle book-
lets. Sent free on request.

THE
BIRMINGHAM
SMALL ARMS
COMPANY
LIMITED
Dept. 20

Birmingham
England

FISHING
HUNTING
SPORTING
Outfits

^Boy Scouts-Army-Navy Goods
We can help you with sugRestion.s of things you

will need for your comfort ami convenience—

a

whole book full of 'em—just off the press—our
new catalog No. 16. Write for it Today— It’s FREE.
Lowest Prices. Money-Back Guarantee.

r-rTA —

A 37 West l2oth bt.« New

HE real reason per-

haps so few hunting
and fishing stories

mention the cost of

the trips they de-

scribo is from a

sense of reticence on

the part of the writ-

er who fears that if

the price is low some
readers will consider

him cheap and if the

price is high other

readers will think he is bragging.

And yet how important the items of

cost become when a trip is contem-

plated. Usually the cost is estimated be-

fore the final decision is made to go.

This article is written with a view to

show the sportsman in moderate cir-

cumstances that trips they consider pro-

hibitive may be made for very small

sums of money if the sportsman has a

bit of sporting blood in his veins and
will take a chance without a guide.

It is not my purpose to decry the use

of guides nor the spending of money in

whatsoever fashion the owner may see

fit to dispense it.

All I wish to do is to show that with-

out guides and without much money
some of these trips may be taken.

Before the raise in price of railroad

fare, guides and hotel rates, we used to

figure the rock-bottom price of a trip to

the Kawartha Lakes, Ontario, Canada,
for muskellunge as follows:

Trip to Bobcaygeon on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railroad from Akron,
Ohio $16.00

Pullman sleeper and meals en

route round trip 9.00

Guide and canoe for ten days.... 25.00

Meals for guide 10.00

Hotel for ten days 20.00

Incidentals and license 10.00

$90.00

These trips always resulted in our

catching many more fish than we could

possibly use.

The hotels didn’t seem to be eager to

use them and when they did so next day
the fish had lost their freshness.

One year partner and I took a pup
tent, a pair of blankets and a frying pan
and went over this same trip without a

guide. We started in at Bobcaygeon.

Down through Pigeon Lake we wan-
dered, over into Buckhorn Lake, up into

Sandy and into Chemong and Little Mud
Lake; catching our fish, frying them
and eating them, fresh from the water,

finding our way around by map and
compass.
The total cost was $26.75 complete

from start to finish. We caught more
fish than we could use and returned fine

I

muskellunge and bass to the water.

I

This trip, made at the present price

schedule, costs under $45.

You can’t get lost, as you continually

meet people who are camping on the lakes.

They all talk English and will direct

you wherever you want to go.

Meanwhile the price of the old $90
trip with guides has mounted to $150.

Truly the day of the individual is here

and the man who can guide himself is

on velvet.

And is it so difficult? Let’s see: any-

body can row a boat and as no portage
is to be made on the Kawartha trip, I

prefer a rowboat to a canoe, as it is

easier to handle. Two people is the cor-

rect number to go. They fit into a pup
tent perfectly.

When you increase this number to

three or four you complicate matters
more as with each a new disposition and
point of view is added and must be
suited according to their various ideas.

Talk this over with your partner,

then go to the railroad station and ask
the agent the fare to Bobcaygeon On-
tario, the gateway of the Kawarthas.
Make this your first trip because it is

a wonderful place for muskellunge and
bass, it is reasonable in railfare from
the middle east, and, best of all, it is all

on one level and you run no risk from
meeting rapids.

When you go into new country find

out about the presence of rapids. Don’t

pick strange waters for your trip that

have rapids in them, unless you plan your
trip up stream and learn about them on
the way up instead of on the way down.
Just imagine plowing into a big falls

that you were unaware of. Just once

(continued on page 310)

The meal that satisfies
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HERPULES
Smokeless Shotgun

SELBY LOADS
challenge grade
SLPERIOR GRAJ3E

BLACK SHELLS
AJAX
CUMAX

FIELD
RECORD

yS^NCHESTER
REPEATER
LEADER

HERjCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDEJ^S
INFALLIBLE "E.CT

It is important to you that you always shoot the

same powder and that this powder is one that is

dependable at all times and under all conditions.

Hercules Smokeless Shotgun Powders, Infallible

or ‘ E. C.” are the powders for you because they

are always dependable. They always burn clean,

give high velocity with light recoil and even

patterns.

Buy shells loaded with Infallible or “E. C.” You
can get any one of the fourteen shells listed here

loaded with one or the other of these powders.

HEl^ULES POWDER CO.
53 W. 10th Street

Wilmington Delaware

SELBY LOADS
challenge grade
SUPERIOR GRADE

0’^BLACK SHELLS
AJAX
CLIMAX

FIELD
RECORD

'Winchester
REPEATER
LEADER

gem^pon.
ARROW
NITRO CLtB

A Pointer for Sportsmen

gem-^^ton,
ARROW
NITRO CLUB

IDEAL
TARGET

HIGH GUN
PREMIER

When you buy loaded shells from your
dealer you ask for the brand that you
are accustomed to use—andyou insist on

getting it.

You should at the same time insist that

these shells be loaded with one of the
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Vacation in the Pine
Scented Lakelands

of Canada
In the “Highlands of Ontario,”

that wonderful region of scenic

beauty, you can Fish, Swim,
Golf, Canoe, Camp, Hunt—
spend a vacation you will never
regret or forget. Mirror - like

lakes set in the grandeur of

forests of pine and balsam.
The purest of air, 1,000 to

2,000 feet above the sea, and
hay fever is unknown.

Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
“Algonquin Park”—-“30,000

Islands of Georgian Bay”—
“Kawartha Lakes”—“Muskoka
Lakes”—“Timagami” and the

“Lake of Bays.” Modern
hotels—or “rough” it if you
prefer. Any Grand Trunk
Agent will gladly plan your
trip for you. Write any of

the following for descriptive

literature:

C. G. Orttenhurger, 907 Merchants Loan &, Trust B!dg.,
Chicago. Ml.

W. R. Eastman. Room 510, 294 West Washington St.,
Boston. Mass.

H. M. Morgan. 1019 Chamber of Commerce Building.
Buffalo. N. Y.

J. H. Burgis. 819 Dime Bank Building. Detroit, Mich.
A. B. 'Chown, 1270 Broadway, New York City. N. Y.

For adul'-s. hoy's or girl’s camp sites apply to H. R.
Charlton. General Passenger Department. Montreal.

RiderAgents_Wanfed
Every where to ride and exhibit<^^^-~ C ,

the new Ranger“IVIotorbilce”com-
pletely equipped with electric light

and born, carrier, stand, tool tank,
coaster*brake. mud guards and
anti'Skid tires.Choice of 44 other
styles, colors and sizes ip the fa*
mou8 **Ranger*^ line of bicycles.
DELIVERCO FREE on approval

and 30 DAYS TRIAL. Send for big
free catalog and particulars of our
Factory-direcUto^RideT marvelous
offers and terms.

TIREQ Lamps, Homs, Wheels,
I lilbv Sundries, and parts for
all bicycles—at half usual prices.

SEND NO MONEY but tell us _
exactly what you need. Do not buy until you
get our prices, terms and the big FREE catalog.

nil c A CYCLE COMPANY ,lYlfcAIJ Pept.L234CHlCAGO^

ACCURATE AMM®UNITION^ WORK
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce
Arm, and Ammunlton Expert

25B W. 34:h St.. New York City.

SALESMEN AND CAMPING
HOW THE MAN WHO SELLS OUTFITS CAN MAKE
OR UNMAKE THE PROSPECTIVE TENT DWELLER

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

LMOST all men labor

under a mistake.

Clenched in their
fists, when they come
into the world, is the

decree of fate com-
monly called neces-

sity. They are
trained and cast into

the ring to fight an
unlimited number of

rounds for the “treas-

ures of life which
moth and rust will corrupt and men break
through and steal.” Between rounds
they indulge in rest periods in which
high-powered cars, impossible menus,
bubbles, and thin stemmed glasses figure

largely as recreation.

The fight goes on and on, never to a

draw. There is a knockout and a new
victim. He in turn to garner the golden

shekels and trickle them through his

fingers for a time and then pass on to

the end of the passage. The earth, un-

known to him who walked the flagged

and tunneled streets of the city, covers

him, and he goes from the world, know-
ing it only through the haze of years as

a busy mart of trade, from which he
was never able to glean one short vaca-

tion from the ceaseless round.

From the cave, man advanced to roofs

of thatch, then to walls of bark and beds

of boughs, and on to walls of cement and
stone, until now he is so walled in that

life in the open air, the one great free

gift that comes to rich and poor alike,

is cast aside a thing unknown. Rents

and taxes are paid, so he may live in a

luxurious box. Germs and unclean things

are hoarded and piped in and lived with,

from day to day. How happens it that

he who hoards his gold to buy these

things is so poor a civilized man. What
has he to gloat over when the dwellers

in tents and wigwams meet him on the

foot bridge across the last river of doubt?

Through all the great range of sport

with rod and gun we come back to the

camp fire and the bit of shelter in the

open places.

The camp’s the thing to shame the

palace of a king. But as this good sal-

esman will tell you, the horrors of leak-

ing walls, burnt biscuit, sleepless nights,

and smoking torches are not of this day.

We are not to be a wearer of skins, an

eater of raw meat, but rather a primeval

graduate, a far-wiser savage.

Ah ! a confession of interest ! The
salesman awakens a long dormant brain

cell, clogged and unused since the days

our forefathers chased each other

through the branches of the tall trees.

So far so good. “Oh, ye, of little faith,”

we will pass beneath your nostrils the

sweet smell of the green meadows, to

your ears the music of a little brook that

runs from rocks to roses with rapid

change, your eye, ah yes, much shall

you see denied your shackled brother of

the walled in town. You shall see the
dawn push aside the black curtain of
night and come to you through the tangle
of stars, you shall see the lark, fresh
from his dew bath in the daisy meadows,
make love to his lady in the spring.

But where, oh yes, my salesman,
where? Why, there is a spot so near
you where you can pitch a tent and draw
about you a wilderness that almost from
the salesroom window we can hear the
brook and the soft sighing of a thousand
leaves. Its yours, the place, go find it,

get out in the open, get close to the bone
where it is sweetest.

Men go to Africa to chase the giraffe.

How long could a man find enjoyment in

the chase of this long-necked antelope?
You can go to your Africa with your

house on your back, and your two legs

to carry you. And w-hen you arrive and
pitch your tent a more interesting pas-

time than gathering giraffes awaits you
in every nook and corner of your wilder-

ness.

If you pitch your tent in a corner of

an old New England farm, fenced in by
a jazzing, rambling old rail fence, night

will come and pull down a black curtain

that will shut out from you the garish,

side hill country mansion with its ornate
cornice and its glittering shingle roof.

You won’t see the ribbon of Macadum
road, swarming with chattering mon-
sters on rubber wheels.

The old stars that blazed w-hen the

skids were kicked out from under the

world at its launching, will twinkle at

you, and just beyond the flickering camp
fire blaze, is a land of wolves and feath-

ered warriors whose blood red eyes gleam
through the night and where the war
whoop seems ever possible.

B
ut to get back to our salesman.
You have come in to see him. The
doctor has w-isely recommended a

change of air and scenery. You feel a

great desire to get away from the

cramped up life you are leading, to for-

sake the familiar haunts of your dailj

grind, where in the walls and the floors

and in the very bed you sleep on, are

ground the worries, disappointments and
sorrows of the past few years.

What can the salesman do for you?
Why, he can show you a tent, a bed,

blankets, everything up to a fry pan, but

best of all he can put you into a bit of

paradise w-here you will really live.

Forest and Stream believes it is up to

the salesman to give the buyer more than

the bare service of selling. A tent in a

canvas bag at so much per, is not to the

prospective camper much of a proposi-

tion, but the salesman who sells that

same tent as if it stood in a grove of

white birches, puts the sweet green grass

at its door and tells you of the wood’s

people waiting for you, has made a new
man of you. Men take to this camping

(continued on page 300 )
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“MAKES YOURFISHIN
DREAMS COME TRUE

You’ll want it brother, your copy of Pflugers’ Tips
on Tackle, and it will be sent promptly to you with- ^
out any cost, all you have to do is to sit right down
now and ask us for it. W e know that it will make "75^

your fishing better, because it has rattling good chap- ^—

7

tors on the bass and how to land him in lake or stream, the

musky, trouts, pike and wall-eye. Just the kind of fishing

information that one " pal ” gives to another. Written in

a “ close-to-the-water ” sort of a style with the breath of the
j

pines and the spirit of the campfire. It is a bully good book ^
for every angler: the expert as well as the beginner, and for /

the fellow who wishes to learn bait or fly casting, how to play / -p-

the game fish, habits and peculiarities of the fish, care of
\ I f

tacklt and the how, when and where to fish, it is just the Xi v! Jf

book he is looking for.

In addition to all this fishing data written by the

leading authorities on angling, Pfluegers’ Tips on
UfSSL Tackle contains a complete line of information

on our leaders of PFLUEGERS’ BULL DOG
^ I

BR.\XD tackle. There is a piece of Pflueger
tackle for every kind of fishing and every piece

_

Qf tiiis high-class branded goods carries our
" '

“guarantee without time limit” to be right in material and
workmanship. This guarantee is backed by fifty-five years’ experience ir.

making fishing tackle that has made good wherever used.

Every first-class tackle or sporting goods dealer carries Pflueger Bull
Dog Tackle and this brand is put there for your protection — there is

nothing just as good — ask to see the Bull Dog before you buy— this

will mean that what you buy will be satisfactory to you and stand up-
right under constant usage on lake or stream. You might as well get
the best tackle while 3’ou are at it — it costs no more than the makeshift
kind— and Pfluegers’ Bull Dog Brand tackle alwaj's delivers the goods.

TnrL-l#a Tir» for Iiin«> season fishing, when
1 aCKie lip ror JUne

^^e bass are in the shore shallows
minnow feeding, toss them a Pfluegers-Surprise Minnow and reel in the
big ones. This artificial has a record for coaxing the strike out of the
grand-daddy bass when they won’t even notice other lures. When
reeled in at an ordinary speed ^
the Pflueger-Surprise rides at

derwater and has the crawl
and kick of a crippled min-
now. The mouth shaped
groove on the underside
gives it a lifelike minnow
movement that the game fish *£,

cannot resi^. It is equally as goo.I

Pflueger-Surprise Minnow is shaped
like a minnow and needs no spin-
ners, or other hardware to make it

do the
^

more that makes the^ game

groove that makes that motion pos-
sihle IS patented. All the standard ‘

colors at your dealers or if he hap-
pens to he out of stock,
to us—because you ought to have it jACMOjW^
on your next trip without fail. ,, a

Price 75c each postpaid

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO.
AKRON OHIO
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NEW BOOKS
Bolshevism
By John Spar^o

“It is impossible to read his account of

Bolshevism without being impressed with
the fairness with which he approaches the

subject and the care with which he selects

the evidence upon which he bases his con-
clusions.” —Philadelphia Public Ledger.

“There is no evidence of passion or preju-

dice in his discussion, which is markedly
temperate in tone.” —Buffalo Express.

$1.50

The Desert of

Wheat
By Zane Grey
“Xo more fascinating tale has been writ-

ten by this wizard of the pen.”
—Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.

“One of the big stories of the year.”
—Bangor Daily Chronicle.

‘'That Zane Grey is to be numbered among
the most popular of American story writers

is attested by the enormous sale of his

novels, which does not argue that they are

without literary merit, for it is possible

for a novel to be listed among the best

sellers and still maintain a certain degree
of literary dignity.”

—San Francisco Bulletin.

$1.50

The Cup of Fury
. By Rupert Hughes

Success following success. Another big

novel from the pen of Rupert Hughes. It

is the story of an American girl left alone

to face the charge of a crime. An Ameri-
can girl in England accused of being in

league with Germany. The ultimate end is

arrived at in a manner that only Rupert
Hughes could have devised.

Illustrated, $1.75

The City of
Comrades
By Basil King
“.\ romance of unfailing sympathy and
charm, attaining a little higher degree of

artistic perfection than anything hitherto

written by the author.”
—New York Tribune.

“In his latest novel Mr. King has reached
a point in proficiency as a craftsman that

will assure him a high place among Ameri-
can makers of worthy fiction.”

—Philadelphia Record.

Illustrated, $1.75

Keeping Fit All
The Way
By 'Walter Camp
“Xo intelligent person can doubt that the
rules Mr. Camp lays down for daily prac-

tice can hardly fail to improve the health

even of those who have been most careless,

if taken up and followed conscientiously
at almost any period of life. . . . This
book—a handsome little volume, hy the

way—should be kept handy in the desk of

every busy middle-aged or elderly man of
affairs.” —New York Times.

IHustrated, $1.35

HARPER & BROTHERS
Est. 1817

NEW YORK

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF NESSMUK
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 275)

dozen or more fresh eggs, broken into

the tin, and they keep and carry well,

lasting about a week. I use them as a

base for cornbread and flapjack batters,

so that seven will last for a week’s camp.
A still smaller tin serves for butter, and
these two are enough. Of the little

muslin bags (the six by three inches is

about right) I carry five; rice, sugar,

pancake flour, white flour and cornmeal,
about % lb. in each. Coffee, baking
powder and salt go in small 14 lb. tins

in a lobe of the growler, and the other

small articles in little bags 2x3 inches,

sometimes all of them in a larger bag so

they will not get separated and lost. On
some trips I take a small bag of one of

the wheat cereals, a spoonful of which,

stirred into boiling water, makes a dish.

The milk problem is easiest solved by a

small can of evaporated cream, which
may be used “as is” in coffee and tea,

or diluted in your cup with water to

make a milk for pancake batters or

creamed spuds.

With these foods, and a reasonable
knowledge of cooking, I can hit the trail

for a week or so and live high. A quart
of potatoes and half a dozen onions are

all the concessions I will make to heavy,
bulky stuff

;
they usually go here and

there in odd corners of the pack, and
form the basis for stews. As a rule the

pack, made up for a week or ten days’

trip, weighs 32 lbs. all told, and, as I

keep it always ready for service, I get

many a little outing that would other-

wise be impQssible. Leaving Friday
night, you are under canvas that eve-

ning, have Saturday and Sunday in

the open, and get home Sunday night

ready for business Monday morning.
For the last seven years I have not

missed at least one camp every month
in the year, and in some seasons man-
age to get out every week-end in the

month. As a means of relaxation from the

daily grind there is nothing that will so

quickly put one in a healthy state of

mind as one of these little camping trips.

This is the fruit of all that Ness-

muk aimed at—to have a light, ade-

quate outfit which would give one

the freedom of the forest. The old

woodsman used to spend his entire sum-
mers roaming the North Woods. Such
is denied us by business conditions, but,

a modern modification of his outfit en-

ables us to get almost as much outdoors

—week-end trips for trout, bass, salt

water fish, quail, rabbits and deer in

their season, with trapping and nature

study for winter camps.
As he said, in our big yearly camps

we usually get ten cents worth of pleas-

ure on the dollar’s outlay. At a huge
cost for railroad fare, truckage and out-

fit, we arrive somewhere in the sup-

posed wilderness for a two week’s stay

—the only two weeks of the year—only

to find the fish and game not so much
more abundant than in our home neigh-

borhood. Is it not too true?
Why not try the go-light method?

Study your own state and its fish and
game possibilities. I’ll warrant you,

within three dollar’s carfare from your
own home, you will find plenty good
enough fishing and shooting to make a
week-end camp worth while. In my
own state, (New Jersey) there are thou-
sands of such places, all within three
dollars return carfare from my home,
many of them still nearer. The other

Diagram of a three and a half pound shelter tent for three people

c. 4
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Fishing Sport
AND

Travel

Books

,
TAe. '

.

; -YGLLOU'STOAe

1 .PARK

^S,e<y

STEWART & KIDD CO., PUBLISHERS
FOR THE

SPORTSMAN AND ANGLER
The Complete Book

“Streamcraft” An Angling Manual
By Dr. George Parker Holden, M.D.

The author has written a volume which will be of great- interest to those of the angling fra-

ternity. It deals with the selection, care and rigging of the rod; the art of casting, trout habits, lures

and their use, including some stream etymology; the angler flies and how to tie them, including a de-

scription of the most successful trout and bass flies. The style is always sprightly and lucid, even in the
most technical parts. No other volume on American angling is so authoritative and comprehensive.
Handsomely and elaborately illustrated with eight full page colored plates and many black and whites,

the book in size is handy for the pocket. Ifet $2.00

"Not a Dry Line in the Book"

Lake and Stream Game Fishing
A Practical Book on the Popular Fresh Water Game Fish, the Tackle Necessary and How to Use It.

By Bixie Carroll, Editor of the National Sportsman and Fishing Editor of the Chicago Daily News.
Seasonable facts that effect the fishing conditions. Information that will be found invaluable to

the beginner and to the experienced angler alike. Written from actual fishing experiences.
The Basses, Muskellonge, Pike, Pickerel, Wall-eyed Pike and Trout treated in a thorough manner

as to habits and peculiarities.
Columbus Post'Dispatch : If you want 'Tod and reel" facts, presented with the scent of wild flowers and the

sparkle of rippling water, read "Lake and Stream Game Fishing," and you will long for another try at the bass
or trout. If you. are a veteran, it's a certainly you will eagerly read the book from cover to cover, for it's prac-
tical and chockful of information only learned actual experience. If uninitiated in the charming sport, you
will pine for a "hook, pole and worm," just to see if there is as much pleasure in the sport as "Dixie" declares.
Then you will be inoculated for all time, and the call of the lake and stream will ring in your ears until the
last summons.

Elaborately Illustrated. Cameo Paper Net $2.00

Every Fishertnan Should Own This Book

The Book of the Black Bass
By James A. Henshall, M.D.

This contains The Book of the Black Bass and more about the Black Bass. Comprises its complete
scientific and life history together with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, with a full account of
tools, implements and tackle. The angling portion of the volume is without doubt the best ever written
on these fishes.

Forest and Stream: "It is clear, and covers the whole ground of the different modes of Ashing, and is ac-
companied. cuts of the manner of holding the rod, castings, and diagrams of the mode of throwing the fly so
that it seems to us as if the merest tyro could soon become an expert by carefully reading this book and fol-
lowing its instmcti«is. Not only is it a book for the beginner, but it is «ie that no angler can afford to do
without.”

140 Illustrations Net $2.00

A Notably Interesting Book

The Yellowstone National Park
By Gen. Hiram M. Chittenden

An entirely new and revised edition of this classic of the Yellowstone.
Ever since its discovery} more than forty years ago The Yellowstone Park has grown in popular

interest. Its natural wonders surpass anything to be found in like compass elsewdiere in the world.
Bulletin of American Geographical Society: "There is practically nothing relating to the Park of interest

to Intelligent readers that is not treated in this volume."
Ready's Mirror: "General Chittenden possesses the art of making even drj’ statistics bloom, and his book,

supplied as it is with a splendid index and a map to delight, is replete with human interest.”
Toronto Saturday Night: "General Chittenden is naturally in a position to write with authority on

the development of this wonderful natural treasure-house of the American people."
Handsomely Illustrated on Cameo Paper. Three Color Cover Jacket showing Yellowstone Falls
in its Natural Beauty Net $2.00

Adventure. Huntina and Camping in Alaska are here Spiritedly Described.

Camp Fires in the Yukon
By Henry A. Auer

In this book, the author, an explorer, a hunter of bie pame. and a lover of the Great Out-doors, takes
the reader from the shut-in life of the cities to the mighty wilderness of Alaska and the Yukon.

Hunters of big game will revel in this journey to the greatest range of big game on the continent;
lovers of animal life will find keen interest in observing and studying with Mr. Auer the habits of the
wild life of the far North, while the reader who loves, the Open Places of God’s Great Nature will be
dominated by the intimate contact with the Majesty, Might and Beauty of the Wilderness of Alaska and
the Yukon.

Boston Transcript: "The writer has succeeded in producing a book which is sure to interest and repay
many non-hunters and non-eocplorers. Though, he laments serious restriction to his labor in picture-making
owing to disaster to the photograph outfit, the net result is admirable."

Numerous Full Page Illustrations on Cameo Paper. Handsome Three Color Cover Jacket.. Net $2.00

Endorsed by V. S. Government Officials

Individual Instruction in Rifle Practice
With a Chapter on Revolver Shooting—Unabridged Edition

By Col. A. J. MacNah, Jr., IT. S, A.
The science and art of shooting the Military Rifle and Revolver, written by an expert, described

and illustrated in a clear and comprehensive style that makes the student’s progress accurate and complete.
The subjects of Aiming, Position, Vision, and Trigger-pull are all treated in a manner both inter-

esting and instructive. The chapter on Revolver Shooting describes in detail how to shoot the new
Smith & Wesson 45-caIiber Revolver, which uses the 45-caliber Automatic Cartridge, and is the last word
in Revolvers. This Revolver, which is evidently the acme ofl perfection, is entirely new, and is now
being made for the United States Government.

Outdoor Life: "One of the most practical, clear, and concise books on rifle and revolver shooting for begin-
ners. both in civil and army circles, publish^. It actually tells how to learn to shoot as nearly as it seems
possible to explain the matter in prlnL"

16mo. Cloth. Illustrated Uet 75c
Special List Sherman Edition of Military Handbooks on reQuest,

The aboz'e on sale at all bookstores or

STEWART & KIDD CO.
Publishers and Booksellers

^ CINCINNATI, U. S. A.
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Straignt Sliooting

Americanism

No. ()

Atnerican lilarksmcn Scries
Painted for Remington UMC

by F. X. Lcycndcckcr

TNtKe onwarJ rusk of world reconstruction, witk its constantly

increasing demands for speed and efficiency, tke American wkose
recreation is pistol skootin^ can ke depended on to keep in front.

Tke same dominating, well-coordinated mankood wkick enakles

kim to do so is latent in most Americans. Target skooting witk
tke pistol will kring it out— and k-tter all —round Americanism.

for Shooting Right

Are you a pistol sliooting liitclnng post, or are you too getting some good out of

your pistol ?

Do you want to know more about this very valuable, enjoyable and distinctly

American sport—wbat the standard distances are and tlie right sizes in targets, wbat
caliber arms are standard. Low to join the United States Revolver Association,

Low to organize a club and keep it going ?

Ask your dealer, the live Remington UMG merchant whose store is Sportsmen s

Headquarters in your community—one of more than 82,700 in this country.

Or write to our Service Department—you will be answered in detail by an all-

around shooter and authority, hacked by the Remington UMC nation-wide
organization and more than a hundred years of firearms manufacturing experience.

Pistol and Revolver Cluk Secretaries—^Vrite today for blank registration

card for Remington UMC free service to pistol and revolver clubs.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UnFoN METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest T^anufacturers of Firearms and A.mmunition in the VC^orld

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

states likewise. Its a case of knowing-
your state, and particularly the game
regions of your state. The rest is a
camping system, a la Nessmuk, and
grabbing a weeks-end when the season

Sateen quilt sleeping bag

is ripe. My own additions to the orig-

inal foundation of go-lightism, laid down
by the old woodsman, are here sketched

in for your courteous consideration.

SALESMAN AND
CAMPING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 296)

out game as naturally as a chestnut

bursts its pod. You have been waiting
to be told of it for years.

Man, like everything else which lives,

changes w'ith the air that sustains him.

Before that salesman has gotten to the

odds and ends of your equipment, the

axe, the canvas bucket and the candle

lantern, you are breathing a new ozone.

There are fish to be caught in both

the stream and in the lake and there

are real adventures to be found and a

lot of nature to be studied in the woods
and about the fields, right at your door.

The salesman will sell you a good axe.

Health and strength will come back to

you in the collection of fire wood for

the camp. You can find real enjoyment
in clearing up the grove of birches and

in selecting the wood that makes for you

the most heat and light.

Knapsack, hatchet, knives, tinivare,

rods, fishing tackle, ditty bag. lantern

food bags, the salesman will select, show-

ing you why one style is better than an-

other. He will help you in your food

supply, but remember, you are not going

beyond the range of a pumpkin pie or a

dish of cream, for your ivilderness holds

.

a red barn farm and a farmer’s wife.

So you see that camping out is the

(CONTINUED ON PAGE o07)
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The Baits that Made the

Pork Rind Famous

Have used your baits for the past

two years. They are marvelous and

make a poor angler one.

RICHARD KREIS, CARDINGTON, OHIO

I have usetl your wipglers and find They can't

be Dave llarl, Natthitoches. La.

Tlieri' is nothing that can beat your Little Eg>pt

ami P'-rk Kinds. ^ ^ . x- t
Charles L. Klein. Trenton, N. J.

Tmy are a fine bait ami the only one on which

I ran get anything. C. F. Beck. Weirsdale. !• la.

The Little Kg>’pt Wiggler is one of the best lures

I haw »'ver used. H. U Higgins. Montgomery. Ala.

'ioni* nail! Xext year we hope to handle more.

Klngsboro cN Ba-\ter. Little Current. Out.

Your bait is all you daitn for it!

George W. Wrigld, Bruckville. Canada,

Send me two Uttle Kgypts at once. Eannot be

without them. K C. Vaughn. Oden. .Mich.

Your devices are the he«t lures on du market.

David IClder. Duluth. Minn.

Your Oriental Wiggler is the best ba.ss lure ever

j rodm cd. Dwiglit P>kler, ^rontpelier. Ohio.

• Little Egypt getting the fish,

U. il Sampe, Osceola, Mis.

Am now using the Tdttle Egypt Wiggler exclu.sively.

Jolin Brand. West Point, Miss.

It is the only bait I have used since I first tried it.

George A. Reach. Helena. Ark.

Have taken as high as tliiity bass in a day with

your Pork Hind Minnows.
E, C. Means, Ashland. Ivy.

Your Little Egypt Wiggler is the fisherman's only

sure success. Charles L. Klein, Trenton. X. J.

I consider your bait the best I have ever used.

H. E. Berg, Woodward, Okla.

Your baits are surely fine.

Walter Denzel. Cairo, 111. •

I had very good success with your Skidder—caught

fish when all others failed.

George C. Delzer, Dodge Center, Minn.

.Just got to have Foss halts or no fish. Am Hoov-
erizing to beat high cost of pork.

John F. Logan, I’lummer, Idaho.

I caught several land-locked salmon on tlie Wiggler
when they would take nothing else.

George F. Dunn, llouUon, Maine.

If they won't hit the Little ' Egypt Wiggler, there

is not much use trying any other.

H. J. Borchers, Baraboo, W:s.

I consider your Pork Rind Minnows the best art-
ificial lures I have ever used.

diaries Bairy, Montedio, Wis.

The only time I caught the limit (20 pounds in
this State) was with the No. 4 Oriental Wiggler.

E. C. Trip, Kennewick, Wash.
Am now using your Pork R:nu Minnows and

haven’t had so much sport since I have been fishing.
Think I will discard my plugs.

Art Warner, Sterling. Ohio.

Am really ashamed to tliink of tbe real money I

have put into plugs, when I could have waited a
little longer ami put it into Liberty Bonds and A1
Foss Pork Rind Minnows, and been away ahead of
the game. Now my wooden ba‘ts are put away.

Eck Sheasley, Franklin, Pa.

Until I began fishing with A1 Foss lures. I had
never been a howling success as a fisherman, but
now I can guarantee plenty of fish any day in
Florida. H. EL Galyean. Plant City, Fla.

They All Swear by

A1 Foss Pork Rind Minnows
I have about a peck of spoons and plugs that I am

going to hang on the wall for decorative puriwses.

as that, is about all they are fit for since I got a

Little Egypt Wiggler.
, „ . ^ ,

Dr. ^. .T- Hastings. >al.sbury, Md
Yiiiir luri*s have already gained a pla<e at the end

of my line during flve-sixtli.s of tlie lime I am fish-

ing Krank E. Wlhler. MatUson, M ,•<

lliiv** h«‘en tisiiig your Pork Uiml Minnows the past

two scasoTjH. and am <‘onvinced that they are the

baits on the market.
T. B. Settle. Finca-stle. \a.

Y«mr I’ork Kind Minnows are the best artificial

ba.is made. Am years olrl and have had the ex-

perieme. Win. M. Hughes, .lainestown, R. I.

Tlie Oriental Wiggler i got last season is the most

suceessful bait 1 have nse.l ami I have tried most

of them. U. B. Parr Pem»>njke. Canada

I've got a l>arrel of artificial baits, but to be fair

to the makers, may be I d(Ui'? know how to use

fhpm—anyway, Pd swap the bun h fi»r another I.attle

Egypt. J. S. Etlmoncl, Tracy. Minn.
Your Lirilo I^’pt Wiggler with Pork Rind attachetl

is the best bass lure I have used up to date. It

sure does the work.
VVoml Richanl'on. Flemingshurg, Ky.

Have used your Little EpypL Wiggler for two years

In casting for bass and pike with wonderful results.

.Tames L. Miller, Spearfish. S. I).

Vour Little ICg>’pt is a deadly killer. Tliey are in-

disiKiisablo after once tried.

\V, H. Watkins. Chattanooga. Tenn.
I find your Pork Hind Minnows the best lure on

the market. 'They hook them good and they cer-

tainly iiavc plenty of fight left in them.
J. L. Moore. Orrville. Ala.

As I look at it we should ho sufficiently grateful
to the game fish that malte our sporj. rxi'sihle to
make our lures as humane and sportsman ike a.s is

consistent witii efficiency, and vvlien we find that
combination in an artificial bait such as yours, to
speak out in favor of it at all times. It puts the
“ man " in fl.shermaii.

Dr. M'’m. Rounds. Fort \Vorth. Texas.
Used your Pork Rind M nnows on a trip with a

friend. He usetl a l*ork Chunk and I used the Ori-
ental Wiggler. I caught 14 bass to his one and he
is an old timer and I but a greenhorn.

Ira Elsenhauer. East Cliicago, Ind.
Last year during our outing we took 1.54 small

mouth bass, one caught on live minnow, one on a
bucktail, two on a red feather—the balaiure on the
Skidder. In fact, we really d'scardeiT all other baits.

George Pratt, Meadville, Pa.

Try these baits—they “Bring Home the Bac
Since we discovered the A1 Foss baits, the plugs

are nix. M’e usually carry the whole kit of stuff

wc had before along, but when we get to the water
we .stjrl with the Fo«s bait — and never change.
Ther« is nothing that we can say in prai.se of your
baits that has not been said liefore.

R. K. Reed. Kennewick, Wash.

ORIENTAL WIGGLER. or 2, 3 02

SI. 00. All Red. All White or Red

and White.

LITTLE EGYPT WIGGLER;
weight. '/2 'Ounce. 75 cents.

Am arranging for another northern trip this Sum-
mer. and you can bet I'll have plenty of Foss bait
in my grip. Am *62 years young and play just as
hard as I work and want tools that will get the
goods. C. B. Singer. Omaha, Neb.

I find these lures fine on salt water trout and red
fish, also Northern Minnesota for muskics, large and
small mouth bass. All I carry is a set of your lures.

Walter Wellman. Houston, Tex.
I want to thank you for placing on the market

such liaits as the Little Egypt and Oriental Wigglers.
which make it possible for a man to do a season's
fishing with all he requires, except the rod. in his
vest pocket. A. T. Phillips. Ottaw^a, Canada.

Tliey seem to be more nearly weedless than any-
thing I have seen, and then the one hook appeals to
me. A striking fish seldom fails to be hooked, yef
mostly in the 1^ where the small and surplus ^sh
can be easily unhooked and returned unharmed to

the water. J. C. Crawford, Franklin, Pa.

35-cents Bass, Musky
and Fly Spinner sizes.

AL FOSS, 1726-1736 Columbus Road, CLEVELAND, O.
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will Le "ill'

1919aampions •

f

WHO in 1919 will prove worthy of

the laurels won so sensationally

by Fred Plum at Atlantic City,

and W. H. Heer at the Grand American
Handicap, last year?

Plum, who missed his second bird and
then went ahead for 154 straight hits,

knew that he was “right”—that his gun
“right”—that his ammunition was

His mark of 197x200 and his 154 straight

are both records for this

event. Of course, he used
Peters Shells!

was
“right”!

Heer, who tied for first place

in the amateur championship
at singles at Chicago, went
ahead and proved his wonderful
ability by winning the shoot-off.

His mark of 98 x 100 also showed
perfect confidence in himself,

his gun and his ammunition.
He, too, used Peters Shells!

These champions— winners
of spectacular matches—who

demonstrated amazing control of nerves—knew they could

rely absolutely on Peters Shells.

Accuracy—velocity—and uniform patterns—these are rea-

sons why Peters Shells break the targets so well. Naturally,

they are preferred by a majority of the leading trapshooters.

Watch the men using Peters Shells if you want to be

able to pick the winners for 1919!

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY

SLEEP IN YOUR CAR—DON’T CARRY A TENT
need to buy a high-priced space eater. Convert your car into a sleeper

I rest on an upholstered spring mattress. As comfortable as your bed
home. Make the week-end outing a pleasure — not a hardship.

Nothing to carry but your bedd.ng — and less of that.
Hundreds of converted cars in use on the Pacdflc Coast. Do the
work yourself, easily and at small expense. Our plan and instruc-
tion sheet tells you how. Wliat to do and how to do it clearly
explaiiie<i by twenty-two photographs and drawings. Plan especialli*

prepared for the Ford car but adap able to any other.
Price of plan, complete, only $1. Send for it today and be prepared.

AUTO BED SHOP, Box 247 F, Lakeview, Oregon

NEWTON’S NEW RIFLE
Strengthened and simplified by twenty

imiK>rtant improvements. The results of

the experience gained in building, market-
ing and using four thousand rifles embodied
in this ne^v model. No more loose bolts,

jamming of cartridges, sheared bolt stop
pins, or bruised knuckles from recoil. New
sj'stem of rifling. Send stamp for catalog.

Notice the new firm and address, but
Charles Newton is at the head.

CHAS. NEWTON RIFLE CORPORATION.
BUFFALO. N. Y.

IN THE REALM OF THE
PALM HAMMOCKS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 272 )

as members of the party. In this case,
it was a young pig and a rather husky
looking Rhode Island red cockerel. The
rooster loudly protested the intrusion,
and tugged at the string attached to his
leg, which, in turn was hitched to a peg
driven in the ground. The porker was
occasionally reminded that he was not
at liberty, when his own cord strained
to its limit and tightened about the plump
belly.

CHARLIE TIGERTAIL would con-
verse only with Hendry, of whom
he had heard and whose tongue fell

easily into the indian’s own vernacular.
Even Youman, for all his experience in

that section, could not prevail upon
Charley to “open up.” As a matter of

fact, Tigertail was a Seminole of distinc-

tion—a head-man, of long record and
honorable following. His forty years of
Glade life, however, had creased his rug-
ged face and seamed his long hands un-
til he resembled a mummy.
“He on way to Chokoloskee for a few

things and then new camp—Tommy Os-
ceola cypress,” translated Hendry, “he
say Glade land now not much good for

planting any more. Trees die—he go to

Big Cypress hammock. Game much bad.

Rain, rain all time. Unhappy in old

home.”
But Charley did confide the interest-

ing information that the pine island and
its surrounding hammocks w'ere alive

with wild cats. His ammunition was
now so low that he dare not waste any
of it on them.

This tip was a good one, as the four

had occasion to learn not long after-

ward. Hendry and Youman, discussing

mutual topics had led the way from
Tigertail’s camp, and Mr. King, with

John, followed some two hundred feet in

the rear.

As soon as the pine was passed they

entered a strata of luxuriant cypress,

spliced together by vines, low shrubbery
and rich, black sandy loam, with oc-

casional slabs of rock protruding, the

surfaces of which reached areas of from
one to three square feet and were level

w’ith the soil, indicating that this ground
was entirely awash in wet weather.

The guides were both out of sight and

John was w'ell in advance of his father,

when the boy spied a cat at the base of

a cypress. In a wink it had raced up

the irregular trunk and out upon a low

limb. The animal growled, spit and

whined, alternately, as he glared down
at John, trying to anticipate his next

move.
For a moment the lad wms too heflus-

tered to act. Recovering, he carefully

aimed his rifle and fired.

The -cat was a large one, full-furred

and snappy. He gave no indication of

wanting to either climb higher in the

tree or beat a retreat into heavier un-

dergrow'th—and John’s first aim went

wrong, for all his care in marksmanship.

Up went the rifle again and once more

a shot echoed through the cypress ham-

mock. Amidst much clawing and

spitting, the cat dropped to the ground.
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Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you ever had.

The Aerothrust wdll do all the rowing and let you do all the

fishing. Could anything be fairer than that?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all the backache

and hand-blisters out of that long pull against the wind or cur-

rent to where “they are bitin’.”

The Aerothrust is an improvement on every other type of

detachable motor. Here’s why :

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punishment from submerged

rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, you never have to worry about depth of water. If you

scratch bottom your propeller is in the air out of harm’s way. The
Aerothrust will take you anywhere it’s damp!

Third, you will get greater speed under all

kinds of conditions than with the underwater
propeller.

Fourth, you are independent of piers and docks

for landing—just run her nose right up on the

beach.

,

** OV4-ft/

Fifth, when fishing you can navigate shallow

streams without roiling up the water.

Ask your dealer or zerite for illustrated booklet.

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Exclusive Canadian Jobbers, Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO. ^

517 Washington Street LA PORTE, IND.

r Mullins
Steel Boats

Can’t Sink

Built hke a lifeboat— and just
as safe. Air-tight compartments

fore and aft. Perfect balance, absolute
Stability— they can’t sink.

Pressed steel hull, like a U. S. torpedo boat.
Puncture-proof— can’t leak, warp, waterlog or

dry out. All the bouyancy of a wooden boat, but
never needs calking or repairs.

Mullins Outboard
Special

Over 65,000 Mullins boats now in use.

Write for our beautifully illustrated catalog, show-
ing many models of sieel and wooden rowboats,
canoes and launches — designed by America’s
foremost naval architects.

Model shown above is ideal
for short pleasure trips —
fishing, hunting. Has bot-
tom boards, rowing braces,
pair of oarlocks and oars.
Specially constructed for
attaching outboard motor.

THE W. H. MULLINS CO.
650 Franklin St. SALEM, OHIO

ANGLERS!
Send a Postal Card to the undersigned for a

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE
of

RODS, REELS AND ANGLING BOOKS
From the Collection of

DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL,
811 Dayton Sheet CINCINNATI, OHIO

From Patterns and printed
instructions. Save cost, rz
Work Easy. Materials far-
nished. Also Ooisb coats.

Send for Catalogue
and prices.

BUILD o STEEL BOAT

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat Co. 611 Perry St.. Albion, Mich.

Free Information How to do Tanning
W. W, WEAVER

CUSTOM TANNER AND DRESSER OF FURS,
READING, MICHIGAN.

New Pleasures

In Boating

With a Lockwood-
Ash Row Boat Engine
new boating pleasures

are in store for you.

On your vacation,

camping, fishing, pic-

nicing or hunt-
ing, you can ex-

plore new fields.

You can glide

through the nar-
rov/s, across the

riffles, over the shal-

lows.
Young and old can

enjoy this practical,

economical sport.
Ask for the Lock-
wood-Ash Booklet

;

learn about the
30-day trial plan
Lockwood'Ash Motor
Co., 1911 Horton Ave.

I, Mich.
(65J

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
fishing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special
requirements of the modern angling sport.
Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,
perfectly jointed and balanced. In the
Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS ROD COMPANY,
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.
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“KINGFISHER” Brand,
Braided Silk Fishing Lines

For sale by dealers everywhere.

The only silk line well enough known to

be called for by its trade-mark name.

When you purchase “KINGFISHER”
lines, you feel you have as good as can

be made, because “KINGFISHER”
lines have been famous for 37 }ear:3.

I^Iore prize-winning fish have been

caught with “KINGFISHER” lines

than any other, bar none, and the

makers back up these lines every inch

of the way.

W'e make a line for every 'kind of

fishing where silk lines can be used.

Let Its knozL' zi'hat you fish for and we will send samples to select from.

E. J. MARTINIS SONS
Makers of “KINGFISHER” Lines

2 Kingfisher Street Rockville, Connecticut

VICTORY
Has Been a Household Word Since November

VICTORY RODS
Have Been Supreme for 25 Years

More backbone and lifting power for
their weight than any similar rod made.

FLY ROD 3 TO 7 OUNCES $20.00
BAIT ROD 7 TO 9 OUNCES $20.00

TARPON ROD 8 AND 12 OZ. TIPS $35.00

COSMOPOLITAN HOOK
“The Hook that never misses a Strike”

Shape and Quality' is what made them famous

TROUT
\\ ill soon be jumping and our assortment of the needful articles is good and

moderately priced

SHALL WE MAIL A CATALOGUE?

302-4 BROADWAY
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES

NEW YORK

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

We have always set an
inflexible standard for the
Edward vom Hofe tackle,

which we have been mak-
ing since 1807. All our
energies have gone into

this work.

The price you pay will

be refunded if the goods
are not satisfactory. Take

your cue from the country’s best anglers and
buy from us.

Catalog No, JOS tent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

X Eel3, Mink, Muskrats and
I.SIFf^il other fur-bearing animals^•**^** * in large numbers, with the

all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and onr
free bookleton best bait known for attracting fish.

J. F. Gregory, 3306 Oregon Ave.. St.L«iiis,Mo

Landbm ZataTime
strMTish.nd 6* HddhflihirW POSTPAID

sorTace or boUom aai'welP
___as Surf casHnd it is a Handy;

working piece of tackle.*’

ONLY OtRECT ~ t^ULL.SPREAOER on THe MARKCl

^wivel
-/B??-^J^HENRYT5CHILLINQ

And it was here that the boy made his

mistake—he assumed that the shot had
been a deciding one. Running pell-mell

forward, he was upon the beast before

he realized that it was a glancing blow
on the side of the head. The cat was
stunned and frightened only. When Mr.
King came crashing through the brush,

it was to witness John on the grouncT

and the cat a-top of him, both rolling

over and over under the cypress.

The upshot of it was that the cat was
killed by a blow from Mr. King’s gun,

and John Jr. extricated from a rather

sorry mess. He had protected his face

with his arm, but his clothes were torn

and his hands and wrists a bit lascer-

ated. He was still tidying-up when other

shots sounded from beyond the cypress

where the cabbage palm hammocks be-

gan, and when they joined forces with

the others, they found that Hendry and
Youman had killed three more formid-

able, yet quite handsome cats to add to

the bag.

Several hours were spent in that local-

ity, while Mr. King made his important
observations, and the return w’as sug-

gested, as they wished to make Chokolos-

kee before dark. Deeply embedded in

the muck on the far side of the pine

island, the head of the party discovered

a stake. It’s dim markings, 1615 No.

12
,
3-P.C., although hieroglyphics to the

others, told him that here, in this vast

lonely place, was one of the outer ram-
parts of the Tamamai Trail.

An incident occurred, while descending

the river, that would have later signif-

icance. The swifter boat passed two men
in a flat-bottomed boat of ancient vint-

age. They were young, as far as could

be ascertained at that distance. One was
in the bow, paddling, while the other

poled from the stern seat. In dress they

were trampish and they looked travel-

worn, haggard, hunted. The crude “mak-
ings” of a camp were packed in the

bateau.

There was no exchange of greetings,

and Youman was particularly impressed.

Twice that day he had bumped into

things that annoyed and puzzled him.
Chokoloskee was reached a half hour

before dark and this made it possible

for Hendry and John to seek a likely

black bass fishing ground. The bay, of

course, was in itself fisherman’s joy,

but there were no less than six trib-

utary streams, shadowed by overhang-
ing trees, that offered great possibilities.

They used a regulation trout rig and,

undisturbed by even so much as a pass-

ing skiff or power boat, the sport was
continued for an hour, the sun descend-

ing and finding them still at it. At one

place, the surface of a little stream was
all but covered by large lily pads, and
the mangroves latticed in a triangular

pool, at its entrance, which was an ideal

home for the bass. They brought sev-

enteen back to the boat and John w'as

supremely happy and satisfied, for a

while, at least.

At the dock, they ran into a crowd
of loungers who were paying tribute to

a recently captured loggerhead turtle of

imposing heft and size. Even out from
Miami, John had never seen them this

size. Two fishermen had captured this

prize on the shore of one of the outside

keys and had brought him up to Chok-
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oloskee for a grand turtle-steak feast

that was scheduled for the same night.

Sprawled upon the dock, the men were

sitting on him and repeating stories of

other loggerhead adventures.

The night was an uneventful one, all

hands being tired from their expedition

up Turner’s River, and John Jr., with

both wrists wrapped in oiled bandages,

carried proof of the strength of cat

claws. He had insisted upon bass fish-

ing, wounds or no wounds, but when
night came, he was too stiff to take off

his own clothes, and Hendry acted as

temporary valet.

“We leave in the morning,’’ was Mr.

King’s last order.

A t sun-up, next day, the last sup-

plies were taken aboard the Mae,
including full drums of gas and

extra cans of it for emergency. Youman
volunteered assistance in these opera-

tions, chattering volubly with Hendry
all the while and interrogating him on

our next move. The underground wires

were getting busy. Perhaps they would

know of our coming on The Chatham
before we ever entered the mouth of the

river. Smallwood was always near, look-

ing on abstractedly, although Chokolos-

kee was crowded with Seminoles. Char-

lie Tigertail and his family landed,

among others and there were several

waddling old headmen and women, as

withered as the leaves of yesteryear.

“If we cared to run the risk of inves-

tigating,” observed Mr. King to John,

“I fancy we could find a reason for this

seasonable gathering. It is egret time

and while we have seen no plumes, the

coon and otter skins are not many—not

enough to cause this unusual commotion.”
The Mae was being put in order at the

large dock, when two men rowed over

alongside in a crude, flat-bottomed boat.

The moment John spied it he tui;ned to

his father rather excitedly.

“We saw them up Turner’s River,” the

boy exclaimed “the same two. Wonder
what they want. I saw them at the

trading post a half hour ago, buying
tobacco, but they spoke to no one and
Mr. Smallwood seemed not to know them.
The chap with the beard is hailing us.”

Two disreputably attired young men
stood in the bateau. They w'ere. indeed,

the same precious pair that the power
boat had passed coming down the river.

If anything, they seemed more uncouth
than ever in the glare of the morning
sun.

“Going to Marco?” the larger man in-

quired.

“No—down the coast and to Miami,”
Mr. King answered.
“Any objection to towing us?”
Mr. King hesitated, although he did

not wish, at that moment, to appear to

do so. The Man with the Beard was
quick to perceive this embarrassment.
“Understand,” said he, “we’ll work our

passage. We’ll be of real help to you.
We can fish, too. My friend here is a
sort of Tarpon King—” jerking a soiled

thumb over his shoulder at his com-
panion, “but we won’t bother you and we
can’t row all that distance. We want to
get away from this God-a-mighty hole.
Had a bigger boat and the engine went
bad on us. We left it at Marco and
came on up here in the little jigger.”

Let s Go!
One pull at a flywheel—“P-r-r-r” says
your Evinrude—and away you skim, on
lake or river, wherever you will—pic-

nicking, hunting, fishing, or just care-

free Evinruding.

EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE MOTOR FORWAIERCRAFI

makes any boat a power boat; and
brings new joys to every outing. Evin-
ruding is just going—^no rowing! Nearly
100,000 ^eady sold.

Built-in fly-wheeltype magneto and automatic
reverse. Special method of balancing practi-
cally eliminates vibration. Write Jot Catalog^

EVINRUDE MOTOR COMPANY
108 Evinrude Bldg. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Evinrude Distributors—69 Cortlandt St., New York,
N. Y.; 214 State St., Boston, Mass.; 436 Market St.,
San Francisco, Cal.; 211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.;

ton; Western Motor Supplies, Ltd., Kegina.

Back to the Old Haunts
Tlie strain of war is over,

and river echo once more
laughter. It will be an

will

Write for cat -

alogue and full

inf or mation

.

Dealers and
agents- write for

our profit - mak-
ing pioposition.

We also make
an Inboard En-
gine for small
boats and
canoes. Circular
80 tells all

about it.

and tlie boys are home. Lake
with happy voices and carefree
“ outdoor " summer. Nothing

else will contribute
more toward making
this a real summer
than a Koban Rowboat
Motor.

Atta^’hed in
few’ minutes to
any rowboat,
it gives you
a speedy power
boat, w h i c h
will greatly
enlarge the ra-
dius of your
cruising activ-

a n d which
‘ run circles

"
around any other
rowboat motor on
the lake or river.

The KOBAN gives you more
power and greater speed than
any other rowboat motor be-
cause it has two cylinders.
It does not shake the boat.

THE GREAT 2-CYLINDER

ities.

ROWBOAT MOTOR
Only by this two-
cylinder opposed con-
struction can you
avoid the continual
vibration that makes
riding unpleasant,
opens seams and
ruins rowboats. Spe-
cial tilting device
for shallow water
and beaching.

KOBAN MFG. CO.
229 South Water St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

“§ld&ownCanc^
Fishing and Canoeing
— fine sport especially when the
canoe is an “Old Town.” Canoeing
gives you the kind of healthy, vig-
orous alertness that our soldiers—
used to outdoor life—showed in war.
“Old Towns” are sturdy, speedy,
buoyant, trim -lined and entirely
safe. Send for catalog.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
896 Foorth St. Old Town, Maine

Get the details of our i8-foot V Special
2j4-hp. ready to run. Price, $250. Plans
of other sizes on request.

Rider & Suydam
353 West 37th Street New York, N. Y*
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MAKETLA

"ARMY”

BLANKETS
The same high

quality of which we
su|)plied the U. S. Army

Over 100,000 Without a Single Rejection

GREATEST WARMTH AT LIGHTEST WEIGHT
—a combination impossible before our practical experience in the

World War.
Desirable colors, durable binding and lasting quality make these blank-

ets useful for more purposes than any robe you ever saw. Use them
not in Winter only

;
but in Spring, Summer and Fall

—

at the seashore for the beach tent, and the bathing hour.
In the mountains for the sleeping porch.
For camping trips, yachting parties and gunning parties.

As an automobile robe, and for all emergency uses.

Invaluable for invalids— help well folks keep well.

Made from highest cjuality wool thoroughly sponged and shrunk.

$4.00
ea«l)

$7.00
eocli

$7.00
eacb
$8.00
eacb

Three for
$11.25

Three for
$19.50

Twelve for
$75.00

Three for
$19.50

Three for
$22.00

THE BEST AUTO BLANKETS
Olive Drab or Oxford Gray, size 42 x 60 inches; weight

’’lyi to 2 lbs

LARGE SIZES FOR GENERAL USE
Olive Drab, size 60 x 84 inches; weight 3

lbs

Same blanket to Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and
similar organizations, we make a special price on
Oxford Gray, size 66 x 84 inches; weight 4

lbs

Olive Drab, size 66 x 84 inches; weight 3 to 3Vz lbs.

Dark Navy Blue, size 56x84 inches; weight 254 to 3 lbs.

Sent by Parcel Post, prepaid, to any address in the United States East of the
Mississippi. West of the

Mississippi River, add
25c per blanket.
Immediate deliv-

ery. Order at

once.
Live Agents Propo-
sition to Representa-

|

tives in all Terri-
tories

Sold under Money
Back Guarantee

MAKETLA COMPANY
611-V Drexel Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Newton Arms Co.,
are moving their plant from Buffalo, to Brooklyn,

N. Y., the name will be changed to the Newton
Arms Corporation, with general sales office in the

Woolworth Building, New York City.

THE NEWTON HIGH POWER RIFLES AND
AMMUNITION WILL SOON BE READY FOR
DISTRIBUTION FROM THE NEW PLANT

Address all communications to

NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
V/OOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

John was inordinately eager to demand
what they were doing up Turner’s and
why they came to Chokoloskee at all.

Their looks were certainly against them.
Indeed, he shivered with apprehension
when his father nodded assent. They
were to have traveling companions now
and John was far from favorably im-
pressed. Hendry, rolling the drums of

gas into position, stopped long enough
to grunt and to stand with a frown on
his usually inscrutible, indian-like face.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 277)

It bites freely, but makes little resistance

when hooked, reminding one of the crop-

pie of fresh water. It is usually infested

with a parasite, an isopod crustacean

about the size of a finger nail, and re-

sembles somewhat the terrestrial “sow-
bug.” This “sea-louse” is found just

under the gill-cover of the spot, but it is

not at all detrimental to the fish as food.

At the time of which I write the spot

was very abundant about the old whar\'es

of Baltimore harbor and bait was very

handy. For that matter one might fasten

his boat to a wharf timber, take a

shrimp from one of the piles, place it on
his hook and cast it a few feet beyond
to open water, when it would at once be

taken by a spot which was waiting for

just such an opportunity, and so on ad
libitum. The weedy fiats and channels

of the estuaries near Baltimore, at that

time abounded with the fishes mentioned.

A boy near us, who was also fishing

for spots, broke his hook on a submerged
timber and was lamenting his loss as he

had but the one. I looped on another and
smaller, one. The hooks we used were
“flatted,” that is, the end of the shank
was flattened and spread, so that a line

could be netted on and would be firmly

fastened. We did not use snells as these

fish saw only the shrimp bait and did not

consider the rest of the outfit.

The boy was quite grateful for the

fish-hook, and invited us to go with his

father, who was a market fisherman, on

his trip the next Saturday and see the

big seine hauled. Accordingly we left

home at daylight on the appointed morn-
ing, with luncheon in our basket, and re-

paired to Bailey’s wharf, where we found

the fishermen folding the two-hundreJ
yard seine on the stern deck of a large

batteau. The boat was propelled by long

oars, or sweeps, the men rowing stand-

ing with a large live-box in tow. The
fishing ground proved to be a smooth,
clean shore of the Patapsco river. As
the boat was rowed the long seine was
paid out in a circle, with the ends near
together at the starting point. The work
of hauling in the seine was very labori-

ous, and taxed the strength of the men
to the utmost. As the spread of the great

net constantly diminished we could see a

great multitude of fishes leaping in every

direction in the effort to escape.

The novel and strange sight was one

of much interest to us, and as the bight

of the seine grew smaller and smaller it

seemed to us as if all the fish in the riv-

er had been captured. Then the men
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beifan to scoop the fish with hand-nets
and load them into the live-box, which
was soon filled. But the one haul was
required to furnish all the fish needed.

The lead-line was lifted and the smaller

fish allowed to escape—perches, sunfish,

catfish, eels and what not. The fish in

the boat were large white perch, yellow

perch, whiting, tailors (bluefish), rock-

fish (striped bass) and other fish with
which we were not on familiar terms.

The striped bass ran from five to twen-

ty pounds, and the bluefish from three

to ten pounds, but I had seen larger ones

in the fish market brought from Chesa-
peake Bay. A few years later, when at-

tending high school, I usually passed
through the Lexington fish market ad-

miring the fine display of the finny beau-
ties. One day there happened to be some
unusually large striped bass on sale,

the largest I had ever seen. One colossal

bass was being weighed and I stopped to

see the result. The scales were wooden
ones some four feet square, hung on
chains. On one was the big fish and on
the other two fifty-six pound weights.

The weights were a little heavier than
the bass, and there seemed to be no
other weights. One of the men turned
to me and asked how much I weighed; I

said one hundred and three pounds. He
then removed the large weights and
placed me on the scale, when it appeared
that the fish was slightly in excess of my
weight. The man then said that the fish

weighed between 10-3 and 112 pounds, and
gave it as his opinion that it weighed
about 107 pounds. It is my belief that
it was the largest striped bass on rec-

ord, as I have never seen or heard of one
that was any larger.

(TO BE continued)

SALESMAN
AND CAMPING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 300)

thing after all. Try it. You will never
regret its choice as an outing experi-
ence. We might try our lives by a thous-
and simple tests. A life in a camp, in
the silence and the open air will illumine
a new world for you.
From the coming of dawn, and its at-

tendant awaking of the bird songs,
through the day with its attendant ad-
ventures and camp duties, to the hour
when the flaring camp fire bids you to
its luring reveries, you live again. And
then some night a big moon is set high
in the heavens, to beam its smile of wel-
come. A big owl laughs at the world
with you, from his perch in the big pine.
The far-off cry of a lonely loon breaks
upon the still night and, hushed to a low
murmur, you catch the sound of the gurg- i

ling brook. You nod, and drowse, and
crawl away to the blankets to sleep. You

!

have absorbed the irresistible peace of
:

the big outdoors, and so you sleep as you
jwere meant to, a child of nature again.
|

YOU expect to rough it” to some extent, of course. But the cooking
end of camp life should be smooth, not rough. Unexpected friends may

^tum up at any time to take “pot luck”. You all will appreciate

the solid comfort and ready convenience of
turn up at any ume

Tne^ioz. Blue Flame Stove

Theroz Mess Kit

in solving aU cooldng problems, and to insure plenty of hot water for dish-

washing and shaving.

Theroz Fuel is quickest, hottest and safest—its full, intense heat is instantly

available at the scratch of a match; it stays solid while burning and there-

fore cannot spill if upset. Theroz burns without smoke, soot or odor.

(These factors inclined Uncle Sam to order more than 11,000,000 cans of

Theroz Fuel for the use of the A. E. F.) .

Theroz Blue Flame Stove is designedfor efficient cooking, out-

doors or indoors. Two burners afford a cooking capacity for your
entire party, yet it is as readily portable as a small suitcase when
not “in action”, serving as a carryall for dishes, provisions, etc.

Theroz Mess Kit, the efficient “pocket kitchen”, served in
France and proved its worth.
With the use of Theroz Fuel Cubes,
hot coffee, soup, beans or kindred
food products, ample portions for
two people, may be prepared in a
few minutes.

You will find Theroz Fuel and
Appliances at drug,hardware,
sporting goods and depart-
ment stores, or if not we will

forward them direct.

Write for booklets and prices

THE THEROZ COMPANY
Woolworth Bldg. New York

‘ Camping—

IKANNOFSKYcMotr

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Pick up the scent

Your appetite will “point” at this box of Heinz pure

foods the way a dog points at a bird.

It is he biggest thing in the camp at supper time—real

food, with the flavor that makes a keen appetite a boon.

Convenient, compact, ready. You get the appetite and

let Heinz do the rest.

Heinz 57 Varieties
HEINZ BAKED BEANS—really

oven baked. Fine hot or cold.

Four kinds.

HEINZ SPAGHETTI—with to-

mato sauce and cheese. Just heat

and serve.

HEINZ CREAM SOUPS—To-
mato, Celery and Pea. Full of rich

cream.

HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP
-— gives a new taste to all kinds of

camp fare.

HEINZ PEANUT BUTTER—
always fresh

;
for all butter uses.

HEINZ PICKLEIS—a great relish,

HEINZ PRESERVES—to top off

with.

Sold by all good grocers. Send for list of the 57 Varieties.

H. J. HEINZ COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Instructions
i

for
I

Net Making
Fish Xets easily made by 21 photographs and
printed instructions. Send today and learn how.
Price 25c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON
Altoona, Kansas

KENNEBEC CANOES
The “tumble home** of the Kennebec makes this

canr>e absolutely safe for man, woman and child.

Our 1919 catalog sent free for asking—tells why.

93 It. II. Square,
Waterville,

Maine.

FISH, HUNT AND
SLEEP inCOMFORT
The Ha-Ha Head Protector

j

Will Absolutely Protect You

Made of BRASS WIRE
GAUZE. Defies MOS-
QUITOES and ALL in-

sects. Fits ANY hat,

weighs THREE ounces, goes in VEST pocket.

Pat. in U.S..4. and Canada

A well-madp serviceable article for the m^.
If your dealer does not handle rhem $2.25 will bring

you one anywhere in the U. S. prepaid. In C^ada
or foreign countries, $2,75. Made with or without
pipe socket.

THE RHOADES MFG. CO.
Sault .Ste. Marie - - Mjeh.

PLANT LICE AND
SCALE INSECTS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 285

j

the roots, others on leaves, and a few,
such as the grape-louse and woolly apple-
louse, on the roots as well as on leaves
or bark. Certain kinds have alternate
food plants, that is, they migrate from
one kind of a plant to an entirely differ-

ent plant. An example of this is the
hop-louse, which spends the summer upon
the hop and when the plant dies dowm,
migrates to plum trees. The pea-louse
is occasionally seriously injurious to

clover, but where peas are available it

migrates to them in spring; otherwise it

continues to multiply on the clover. A
few species are partial to one kind of
plant only; others have a considerable
range of food plants, including farm
products as well as nearly all the com-
mon weeds of our fields.

C LOSELY related to plant lice, but in

many ways different, are the scale

insects, including mealy-bugs and
others of which some are the most seri-

ous pests of the orchard. Scarcely any
kind of fruit, shade, or forest tree is free

from their attacks, and as these insects

and their eggs are easily transported for

long distances on fruit or living plants,

a few of them have become world-wide
in distribution.

Scale insects feed on the juices of their

host. They are sucking insects like the

plant-lice, but they do not move freely

as they are more or less fixed to a single

spot on the plant, w'here they are often

difficult to detect. Certain scale insects

are covered by a flattish or convex scale,

which is formed of secreted wax and of

the cast skin of the body; some kave the

body wall above much hardened and very
convex, so that a strong, rigid projecting
shell is formed; others secrete wax, us-

ually in the shape of white cottony mass-
es, with which they cover the body more
or less completely, sometimes forming
waxen egg-sacs at the posterior end of

the body. The most troublesome and de-

structive of the scale insects is the San
Jose scale a native of China and Japan
and first noticed in California about
1880. Since then it has spread to nearly
every state. This insect multiplies so

rapidly that within two or three years
after the trees become infested they may
die. The rapid increase in numbers
makes it one of the most destructive in-

sects of the orchard, and no other in-

jurious insect has received such constant
attention of entomologists, orchardmen
and legislators as this little pest. It at-

tacks branches as well as fruit such as

peach, pear, apple, plum and quince.

TRAPSHOOTING
REVIEW

T he annual review of the American
Trapshooting Association with the

averages of the shooters who par-

ticipated in registered tournaments in

1918, is now ready. Trapshooters and
other sportsmen who have not secured a

copy of the review’ can secure same by
writing the American Trapshooting As-
sociation, 460 Fourth Avenue, New York.
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E. D. STEARNS
HERE died a few
weeks ago in the

Wyoming Rockies, a

man who was in a

way as much a mar-
tyr to duty as was
almost any soldier

in the trenches.

Probably most of

our readers are

aware of the fact

that Uncle Sam
maintains a small

band of wolf-hunters, under the direction

of the Bureau of Biological Survey. The

deceased, E. D. Stearns, was one of these.

His beat was on the headwaters of the

Gros Venere River, a tributory of the

Snake, south of and near to Yellowstone

Park. It is a picked body of men, and

the best of them are on duty the year

round. Summer is glorious in that

region, but winter is almost arctic in

severity. Temperatures drop to a min-

imum of nearly fifty below, and the snow

in the foothills and higher may be any-

thing up to twenty feet deep. It is here

that the elk are making their last stand

;

the wonder is that any still survive the

winters, without regard to the wolves

and coyotes.

In summer, Stearns did his work

chiefly with traps, running a line of them

25 miles long every day on horseback.

And, except to go for supplies, or to a

distant post office for orders, he never

missed a day. But winter is a sterner

proposition. Traps are then almost use-

less, owing to their being so speedily

covered with snow. Nothing suffices but

to track the wolves on snowshoes. Pick-

ing up a fresh trail, Stearns would fol-

low wherever it led, hoping for and often

getting a shot, and he was a marksman,

indeed. Of necessity, he carried the

scantiest of equipment, aside from his

rifle, bacon, rice, coimmeal, tea, a few

ounces only of each ;
a tin can or two

for utensils and bedding which aggre-

gated in weight exactly nine pounds.

Whenever night overtook him, there

he camped, under the first spruce tree

that was handy. And he kept this up

day after day, visiting some one of his

string of remote log huts, only to replen-

ish food or cartridges. It is strenuous

work indeed and it tells on all who fol-

low it. When illness (influenza) came

it found an easy victim. He died in the

performance of his duty.

The work will go on as before, of

course. What man has done, man will

do again. But the service has no more
faithful, modest servant than the man
whose little story is here recorded.

Upon this peg, it will do no harm, per-

haps to hang a plea for the Bureau of

Biological Survey itself. That part of

its annual appropriation which it can de-

vote to game refugees is only $30,000,

a beggarly pittance, considering the field

it is expected to cover. Half that, or

near it, ought to go to the feeding of

the elk alone south of Yellowstone Park.

And there are many bird refugees and

game sanctuaries, some of which have
had to be left practically or wholly with-

out attention. The prayer of the righteous

availeth much, but a letter from every

subscriber would be more to the point.

Always carry a DAYLO for hunting and trapping

Inspecting Traps, Dead Falls

and Snares with a Daylo

WITH a Daylo to help, you can pick out tracks

and signs that an Indian would miss

—

—Inside of hollow logs and trees.

—Under big tangles of roots or driftwood.

—Under banks covered with overhanging grass and
brush.

—And even down in the home holes and dens of the

fur bearers themselves.

No successful trapper should cover a trap line without an
Eveready Daylo—the light that says, “There It Is!

’

77 styles for sale by EVEREADY dealers everywhere.

CIS

2fi37 Ask to see the four
styles illustrated below

American Ever Ready Works
of National Carbon Co., Inc.

Long Island City New York
IN^ C.4NADA :

Canadian National Carbon Co
Limited,

Toronto, Ontario

It Hooks'em EveryTime

!

Hook releases when iish strikes and sudden stop at end of
slot sets book firmly into jaw. Darts and dives like a real

fisb. Catches more than any other spoon or
wooden
min now.
Great for
all game
fish—Black

Salmon, Cod.
dealer for

Bass.Trout, Musky, PikCt
Tarpon, etc. Six sizes. Ask your

Knowles Automatic Striker
Length: 2Vs" 2H’ 3'A' 4H" SH"
Price each 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25
Finishes: SILVER— SILVER AND COPPER— BRASS
S. E. KNOWLES, 89 Sherwood Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

I
U.S'ARMV&NAVyGOODS I

I UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT I

I
FOR OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN

|
! Complete outfitters and dealers in govern- |

I
ment goods—from an army hat cord to a I

i battleship. !

I
5,000 useful articles for field service, camp- i

: ing, outing, etc., in Army Officers’ price list. !

I
344—sent on receipt of 3 cents postage. I

I
ARMY& NAVY STORE CO., Inc.

j

I
Largest Outfitters No infiated prices I

(

Army & Navy Building I

245 West 42nd St, New York |

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs: check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family: all sizes; non-sinkable; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St., Kalamazoo. Mich.
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Herman
Style 260
Hcacy Tan ^cal

For Civilians

Send for

Catalogue

WHAT a wealth of prac-

ticable knowledge about

^ the comfort and wear of shoes ^
II

built on the Munson U. S.

Army Last the returning

II
American soldiers are bringing

to the American men at home

!

If anything were needed to

show the value of this kind of

footwear — to soldiers and
civilians alike—the War has
supplied it.

Herman Shoes made on the

^ genuine Munson Last—anat-
omically perfect and fashioned
Jrom the best materials obtain-

able—give men in private life
” the finest opportunity to enjoy

their feet they have ever had.

Sold 8,000 retail stores. If you
jjf are not near one, we will fit you

correctly and quickly through out
-MAIL ORDER DEP’T at Boston

ts

JOS. M. HERMAN SHOE CO.
810 Albany Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

I

A S fresh and cool, as if taken
from your refrigerator at

home, are the sandwiches,
salads, cold meats and bever-
ages served on outings from a

REFRIGERATOR
A small lump of ice in the ice com-
partment keeps food and beverages
cool 36 hours. Made of woven reed, it
is roomy, convenient and easy to
carry.

SEND FOR ‘OUTERS MENUS'
A booklet of tasty menus and recipes
for picnics, outings and motor parties.
Also tells about our 30 day free trial
offer.

BURLINGTON BASKET CO.
Dept. R, 1520 Hawkeye Bldg.
Burlington.

^
Iowa

Bob Smith’s New Fishing

Tackle Catalog is Just Out

He will send you one if you ask

BOB SMITH SPORTING GOODS
75 FEDERAL ST. BOSTON, MASS.

BOOK of the BLACK BASS
By JAMES A. HENSHALL, M. D.

410 llluitrations. Net $2.00 This new edition is revised to date
and largely re-written. Contains
“Book of the Black Bass’’ and “More
About the Black Bass.’’ Comprising
its complete scientific and life history,
together with a practical treatise on
Angling and Fly-Fishing, with a full

account of tools, implements, and
tackle.

“The angling portion of the book is,

without doubt, the best thing ever
written upon these fishes. It is clear,

and covers the whole ground of the

different modes of fishing, and is ac-

companied by cuts of the manner of

holding the rod, castings, and diagrams
of the mode of throwing the fiy so

that it seems to us as if the merest
tyro could soon become an expert by
carefully reading this book and fol-

lowing its instructions. Not only is

it a book for the beginner, but it is

one that no angler can afford to do
without .—Forest and Stream.

FOREST AND STREAM {Book Dept.) 9 E. 40lh St., N. Y. City

THE COST OF FISHING
(continued FRflM PAGE 294)

into some of the rapids of the Nipigon
would end your fishing trips for all time.

S
uppose we describe a trip on the

French River from Pickerel Land-
ing up to Lake Nipissing.

This is a trip embracing several levels

of quiet, rock bordered, pine fringed

river, hitched together by links of foam-
ing rapids.

It should be made by two people in a

canoe. Leaving Pickerel Landing you
start up river. Going by map and com-
pass you will meet enough people to di-

rect you over the few portages around
the rapids you will find. Each time you
start up river from rapids, mark the

place carefully for the next half mile

! by landmarks that you can remember
coming down on your return, so you will

not miss the portage.

This trip will put you over fishing

water that will yield you small mouth
bass, wall-eyed pike, northern pike, all

of nice size, and perhaps, if you are

very clever, a good muskellunge or two.

This trip on the French River is for

competent canoe men.
If you want to fish Lake Nipissing,

just go to Sturgeon Falls; rent a row-

boat and have the steamer tow you down
' towards the French River and tell the

captain to direct you to the West Arm.
You can’t get lost here, as there are

lots of people on the waters and the

I
steamer will tow you back to Sturgeon
Falls when your trip is over.

It can be said for the West Arm of

Lake Nipissing that there are some very
' large muskellunge caught there and you

can catch all the bass and pike you will

be able to carry.

The West Arm is a great, island

studded lake all on one level and devoid

therefore of danger spots, and Sturgeon
Falls is reached by the Canadian Pa-

cific Railroad.

There is every reason to believe a fine

trip can be made there for $60 per per-

son, including all expenses.

Suppose we now turn our attention to

the peerless Nipigon, that whirl of white

I

water, where the great big trout live.

A ten-day trip on the Nipigon for two
people including the license costs $150

each. Add to this the cost of your rail-

road fare to Nipigon City and you have
the total amount necessary.

This will take you over this great

trout river in fine style, fully equipped

in two big strong canoes manned by two
Indians each.

Take a look at some of this Nipigon

white water and you will not wonder
why two guides are necessary to bring

you alive through the rapids.

Yet there remains the chance to see

this river, to prowl along shore and to

catch your fill of the great trout from

the bank, if you care to.

Even when you go there with guides

you catch many fish from the shore, so

take your pup tent, go to the Nipigon,

get to the head of the river at the Vir-

gin Falls and fish the upper ten miles

on foot, then dream about it the rest of

your life. It should cost about forty
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dollars in addition to your fare, if you
|

are competent and hard to rob.
|

T urning now to the Yellowstone,
|

we have a beautiful example of
:

how the ignorance of the tourist, i

who hungers for a little trout fishing,

is turned into dollars by the people in

charge of the resorts in this great Na-

tional Park owned by the people but ex-

ploited for private profit.
|

That justice may some time be done,

I will relate my experience exactly as it

occurred : i

In the summer of 1917 I came from
|

Old Faithful Inn to the Lake Hotel,
|

situated on the shore of Yellowstone :

Lake.
|

On the same automobile was a Mr.
|

Earned, also a tourist with a hunch for ,

a few hours trout fishing.

We went to the boat livery at the

hotel dock to arrange for a fishing trip

where we were informed that it would

cost us $3.50 an hour for a launch and
;

tackle. i

“That’s a high price you want,” 1

protested. “How much do you charge

for a row boat?”
j

“Two dollars a day,” wasi the re- i

sponse. Whereat I said: “Fair enough
I happen to know it is only 114 miles

down this left hand bank to the outlet

where the trout fishing is, so if you will

rent my friend here a rod and outfit we
will take a row boat.”

I

“We won’t rent you a fishing outfit

unless you rent a launch,” calmly re-

sponded the boatman.
Refusing to be held up in our own

j

National Park, we went over to the i

Wiley Camp where Mr. Earned rented

an outfit at a fair price. I had my own
outfit and in a half hour we rowed down
to the outlet, anchored and, using Jun-
gle Cock flies, caught a nice string of

cut-throat trout.

Next day I rented the boat again and
caught all the trout the law would per-

mit me to bring back to the hotel.

Anchored near us was one of the
launches aforesaid, and the gentleman
who rented it paid about $25 for his

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 316)

A boatload caught with the fly

Your Lesson in Preparedness

Automatic Pistol

The war has taught us a lesson— as a

nation. But—have you applied it to

yourself?
Or, having escaped rationally from the menace

that threatened to overwhelm us, are you, personally,

individually, going to shut your eyes to tke possibility

of danger?

In the moment of peril, what will protect you

your wife—your daughter?

You are going to do your duty by getting a

SAVAGE Automatic Pistol, so that you can live

peacefully and lawfully and safely, protected by ten-

shot, lightning -quick SAVAGE insurance. It s

ready at your dealer’s now.

Arevis Cori'okatioin
UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon Detroit Philadelphia

Executive and Export Offices. SO Church Street, New York CUy

Tluxbak
andI^mj^

Comfort clothes for vacation wear.

Send for free 1919 Style Book describing gar-

ments for men and women.

Ufica-Duxbak Corporation

10 Hickory St.,

UTICA. N. Y.

SPEOAL^ ^ MARINE CANOE GLUE
WATERPROOF, BEST FILLER FOR CANVAS

Any puncture or
leak in boat, canoe or
flying boat can be re-
paired in five minutes.
It is as valuable to a
canoeist as a repair
kit to a bicyclist or
automobilist. It is a
Tohnny-on-the-spot art-
icle that no boatman
should be without. It

,,jdo€s not dry up nor
•••deteriorate in the can,

but will be found equally rea^y for use in ten years
as today. Friction lop emergency cans, 35 cents each:
by mail. 40 cents each. Canada, 47 cents each.

Send for bookjds *'Marine Clue, What to use and how Do use
it'" and "How to make your boat leakproof." At all Hardware

and Sporting Goods Houses

L. W. FERDINAND & CO.
152 Kneeland Street* Boston* Mass., U. S. A.

^ The Boot that %
SportsmenSwearBy
"Finest thing ever for rough, out-

door wear, **eaysaa Oregon sportsman—
^ and you’ll echo his sentiments when

you’ve Worn a pair of “Never JLeaks.** "S

Nothing like them for wet ground or dry— :

; hunting, fishing, trapping or hiking. £asy '

• on the feet, but eutwear harder, stifier boots.

AH NEAR WATERPROOF AS TETHER
BOOTH CAN BE MADE.

Built the Russell Way
Quality Always

Expert bootmakers make **Never Leak” boots
by nand from black chrome cowhide, a wond>
erfully flexible leather, waterproofs in the
tanning. Patented Never Rip Seams shed
the water— there are no ‘‘open” stitches.

to your measure in any
heignt. Soles hobnaUed i

or smooth.
Ask your dealer to show ^
you this ideal outdoor boot ^
—if he can’t, write for
Catalog M,

W. C. RUSSELL ^
MOCCASIN CO. ^
BERLIN. WIS.

solid Gold

Send YourName and WeTl
Send You a Lachnite

T\ON’T send a penny. Just send your name and aayv **Sendme^ a Lachnite mounted in a solid grold ring on 10
trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When it

cornea merely deposit $4.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full days. If you, or if any of your friends can tell

it from a diamond, send it back, put if you decide to buy it

—send 03 $2.5C a month until $18.76 has been paid*

Send your name now. Tell us which of
awUetjr eohd gold rings illustrated above you wish

(ladies’ or men's). Be sure to send finger size. ^
Harold Lachman Co.* 12N. Michigan Av.,Depc.A706 Chicago,
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MfllBlE’S f/g'hts

Take the Guesswork Out of Shooting
Xo. 1. Marble's Flexible Rear Sight.—Stem is not
ri^d. but is held by a spring, which gives, in case
sight is accidently struck. Prevents breakage. T\vo
discs furnishwl—different sizes. Prices $3.30

Note: Ulien ordering sights direct from us.
always mention make. miHlel ami caliber of
rifle they are intendeil to fit.

Xo. 2. Marble's Improved Front Sight.— Ivory or gold
bead—1/10. 3/32 or li^-ineh. Fine for running or
snap shots. I’seil by many professionals who do fancy
shooting. Price $1.10

Xo. .3. Marble's V*M Front Sight.—Gold face and
gold-lined ai>erture. Many experts prefer it to a bead
sight. Price $1.65

Xo. 4. Sheard Front Sight.—Gobi l>ead. Shows up
well in dark timber — will not blur. Shows same
color on all objects. Tj’pe shown is for rifle. Also
made for many revolvers. Price $1.65

Write for
Our Special

Sight
Circular

No. 5 No. 6 No. 6A

Xo. 5. Special Sheard Sight for Winchester 1894
Carbines. Price $1.65

Xo. 6. Marble's Duplex Sight.—Combines “ fine and
coarse " sights in one. Make snapshots sure shots.

The %-inch white enamele<i beatl folds down when the
1/16-inch gold bead is being used. Price $1.65

Xo. 6A. Marble’s Duplex Sight.—Showing enameled
bead in use.

No. 7A

Xo. 7. Marble’s Standard Front Sight witli H-inch
ivorj' or gold bead. Can also be furnished with 1/16
or 3/32-inch bead. Price $1.10

No. 7A. Marble's Standard Front Sight with 1/16-
inch gold or ivor>' bead. Can also be furnished witJi

3/32 or ^-inch bead. Price $1.10

Order From Your Dealer, or Direct If He Can’t Supply You

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. =i«vENbI^ GLADSTONE, MICH.

WATCH FOR THE LEGGINGS
THE BOYS BRING HOME

LOCKHART SPIRAL PUTTEES
offer distinct advantages over the

old jtyle leg binding canvas and
Leather Legging.
Naturally conform to the motion
of the leg.

Perspiration proof. Keep pebbles
and dirt out of the shoe.
Recognized as the PERFECT
LEGGING by every man in the

service—and just as applicable to

ever}' form of sport, as to army
needs.

MADE IN AMERICA FOR 3 YEARS
•Vslc for the LOCKHART SPIRAL PUT-
TEES. If your dealer can't supply, write
us. TRY THEM—The Bovs will tell you
about them TAKE NO OTHERS,

Lockhart Spiral Service Leggings Inc.

244 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y_

A BOOK OF BOOKS

BUNGALOWS, CAMPS AND MOUNTAIN HOUSES
Containing a large variety of designs by many architects,

many of which are suitable only for summer use while
others are adapteil for permanent rt'sidence. Camps,
hunting lodges and log cabins are also presented, sug-

gesting designs for vacation dwellings in wtxKis and
mountains.

Complied by WILLIAM PHILLIPS COMSTOCK
With an article by

C. E. SCHERMERHORN. A.A.I.A., Architect

Price, $2.00.

FOREST & STREAM (BOOK DEP’T)
9 East 40th Street New York City

GO CAMPING!
You haven’t forgotten

how. Prepare for recon-

struction by reconstruct-

ing yourself. But be sure

of your equipment. We
make tents, camp furni-

ture and camp equipment
that are right. Send for

our catalog 619. It’s free.

GE0-B'6AKfEifrER&6o
619 N. Wells Street Chicago, III.

THE GREAT STORM
AT ORTLEYS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 269)

They were nearly all dippers with a
few sheldrakes. They would come up
the broad thoroughfare and cross our

point directly in the wind, heading for

the Crab Pond. The water was knee deep

on the point, and the breaking waves
kept the boats constantly moving. This

made difficult shooting. The beautiful

little ducks came in a steady flight, hun-
dreds, yes, thousands of them; we saw
more dippers that morning, than in all

my other years shooting on the beau-

tiful Barnegat, put together.

In spite of our great handicaps, we
gathered some in from time to time, and
the Squire being to windward, the boom-
ing of his ten bore told us, he too was
getting some shooting. At noon, the

wind having fallen a little, I started for

the house for dinner, after which I

was to bring a snack out for Andy.
When I reached the landing I found
the tide so high, that I shoved the boat

up the path, and stepped out on the

porch landing. Something I have never
done before nor since.

After dinner as I shoved my boat back
down the pathway, a little flock of dip-

pers came circling in from the land-

ing, and crossing in front of me, I

killed a right and left, and they dropped
in what had been Peter’s garden, with-

in one hundred yards of the house.

W HILE Andy was enjoying his

lunch, a flock of dippers passed
over us down wind, a difficult

overhead shot, as they were flying very
swiftly. One bird fell dead on the mead-
ow behind us, and I pushed out with the

“sneak” to gather it, the tide was at

least two and one-half feet deep, all

over the meadows, and you could shove

your boat anywhere. As I neared the

dead bird, I saw a drifting plank some
distance beyond, that had a peculiar

looking bunch on it. As I drew nearer,

the bunch slid into the water and dis-

appeared from sight.

Picking up the dead duck, I worked
my way back to windward, and hold-

ing the boat there, waited. Pretty soon

the bunch was back on the plank again,

so I let the boat drift before the wind,

and held my gun ready. When within

range, I fired at the bunch and instant-

ly there was a great splashing around
that plank, and I picked up five fine

muskrats, one of them jet black. I had
found a new sport, and showed my
sneak box over the submerged meadow,
following the shores of Muskrat Creek.

In a short time I had killed twenty-five

of them which I gave to Peter for their

pelts. They were drowmed out of their

houses, and were on almost every piece

of drift wood.
It was evident that the great tide had

brought misery and disaster to all the

“little people” of the salt meadows. Be-

sides the muskrats, there were great

numbers of the short tailed meadow
mice, these little creatures were drift-

ing on every floating chip and board.

They overran our boats, and were a

great nuisance and annoyance to us.
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Usually a storm tide lasts but a few
hours, but this tide stayed for days, and
perhaps on the theory that misery loves

company, the little things would get to-

gether in the crotches of the marsh eld-

ers, in bunches as large as an old fash-

ioned lady’s muff, perhaps fifty or more

in a bunch, and the great majority of

them perished from hunger and expo-

sure or from drowning.

As the day wore on the wind continued

to fall, and the shooting got poorer, but

when we reached the landing at evening,

Andy and I had thirty-eight dippers and
one sheldrake, while the Squire was the

proud possessor of ten dippers and one

black duck. As we neared the house,

stentorian voices broke forth in song, to

the tune of a popular chanty.

“We started from Hazlet some forty

miles away.
We’ve travelled and travelled, the whole

of the day.

By railroad and sail boat we’ve made
our way here.

To the home of the Johnsons, that house
of good cheer.

The Squire and Cornelly, they would not

wait o’er.

Taking Andy with them they made for

the shore.

But David and Jakey are now in the

plan.

And will stay to the end, with the rest

of the Clan.”

I

T was Jake and Dave our missing
friends. Loud was the rejoicing, and
vigorous the hand shaking for now all

was well. Sound the loud “Timbrel,”
and make the “welkin” ring, for the

Clan was once more united. Soon we
were gathered around the supper table,

where the merry quip and jest passed
round the happy board. Loud were the

praises of Mrs. Johnson’s cooking, and
great was the havoc we wrought upon
the steaming victuals.

After supper we repaired to the sit-

ting room, where Peter had a great treat

prepared for us, a great fire of Bay-
berry wood. As the great roaring masses
of flame went flying up the yawning
chimney they made the room as light

as day. The chairs were placed in the
usual half circle before the fireplace,

then Jake brought forth the old grid-

iron, and placed it in the fire. When
it was red hot, the Squire with all the
ancient rights, and due ceremony, was
branded and initiated in all the mys-
teries of the Ortley Clan of duck shoot-
ers, of which historic body, he remained
an honored member un*^il his tragic
death many years later.

What happy, happy hours we spent
before that cheerful fire and many the
merry prank and joke was played on the
different members of our party, all to
be taken in good part, and to be re-
turned with interest, when the chance
arrived. Dear departed companions of
my early years, I bow my old grey
head in reverence to your memory.

Jake and Dave reported a strenuous
day in reaching Ortley’s. They reached
Po:nt Pleasant all right, and there found
the trains down the beach discontinued,
there being twenty-eight washouts from

A Small Saving

With a Big Risk

A t most you save only
a few dollars by ac-
cepting inferior

tackle, and for this trifling

sum you sacrifice the quality
upon which your angling
success absolutely depends.
You become painfully aware
that the so-called saving was
not an economy the first
time you use such equipment.

Since the difference in
price is so small, and the dif-
ference in satisfaction so
great, you owe it to yourself
to demand the best tackle
always. You will recognize
the best by the Abbey &
Imbrie trademark, which has
been the symbol of highest
tackle merit for 99 years.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Division of

Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

15-17 Warren Si. New York

' National Crow Shoot
It*s fun to outwit these wily birds with a

tij^mmm Mm free book
fitted to your .22 or .22 high power rifle.

It deadens the report noise, reduces the
re:oil. and steadies your aim. Direct from
Dealer or Factory, $5.00.

IVrite for Free Book of Stories.

Maxim Silencer Co. 666 Homestead Ave., Hartford, Conn.

OS'
The Greatest Sporting Goods Store

in the World

The Land of Caves

and Campfires

Where to go fishing and
camping.

Don’t trust to hearsay
— ask headquarters.

You need not go half

across the world to enjoy
the pleasures of camp life.

You need not go hunt-
ing grizzlies.

The land of caves and
campfires is within a few
hours of your home.
Tents, cook kits and

camp furniture, for the all-

Summer family camp, or

for the week-end canoe or

motor trip.

Constant reports from
the best fishing streams
and lakes — and the most
complete fishing tackle de-

partment in America.
Camp clothes, footwear,

guns, revolvers, ammuni-
tion— complete outfits for

every part of the country,
and necessary particulars

concerning guides for par-

ties going into the big

woods.
Write us for full infor-

mation regarding your
proposed trip.

Abercrombie & Fitch Co.
Ezra H. Fitch, President

Madison Ave. and 45th St.

NEW YORK
“Where the Biased Trail

Crosses the Boulevard”
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HOTEL
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The House of Sunshine”

The latest addition to

New York’s ultra smart

hotels (Opened in Dec-

ember) • Situated in

the midtown motor

crossways observing

Riverside Drive and

Central Park

16 Stories High 73rd Street West

Near 72nd St. Subway Express Station

Illustrated brochure with room tariffs.

Parents with children welcomed.

Special menu and attention.

Hunting and Fishing

Preserve
5,000 acres of finest game and fishing country,

within 100 miles of Toronto. Well wooded with

Beach, Maple, Oak, ,\sh. Pine and Spruce. Has
one lake mile long by half mile wide alive with

Bass. Four smaller lakes with Brook Trout.

Brook Trout stream runs for four miles through

property. Excellent fishing. Game, Rabbits, Part-

ridge, Musk-rats, Mink, Otter, Beaver and plenty

of Deer. Ideal camp site on smaller lake. Taxes

merely nominal. One of the most ideal fishing

and game properties in Ontario. Now offered at

$0.00 an acre en bloc.

N. H. WILSON 69 Bay St., Toronto

PARADISE
Located on chain of six Lakes. Best
Black Bass. Pickerel, ifackinaw

Trout. Musky fishing in Mich. In a network of Trout
Streams (all varieties). PTncst Bathing Beach. Perfect
Sanitary conditions. Stone and Ix>ng Bungalow Din'n"
room. Write for booklet. H. D. SMITH, Bellaire, Mich.

BILL EARLEY’S CAMPS
FOR

JALMON
i ASS O R
rROUT FISHING

GOOD TABLE— GOOD SPORT
IDEAL FOR REST OR PLAY

Terms Moderate

N. L. EARLEY Guilford, Me., R. F. D., No. 3

Hudson River
by Delight
To watch the great green hills

glide by as you enjoy the lux-

uryofabig, comfortable steam-

er—that’s the pleasure of a

trip on the Day Line between

New York and Albany.

Attractive One Day Outings to

Poughkeepsie, Newburgh, West
Point and Bear Mountain.

All through rail tickets between

New York and Albany accepted.

Season opens May 24th. Daily

including Sunday.

Hudson River Day Line
Desbrosses St. Pier New York

Bay Head to Seaside Park. Here they
fell in with a party “en route” for

Chadwicks, so combining together, they
hired a yacht and thus reached their des-

tination. (There were no passenger
trains over this portion of the road, un-
til the following spring)

.

The next morning the wind was still

northeast, and the tide still over the

meadows. Jake and Dave went to the
Crab Pond, while Andy, the Squire and
I returned to Gabes Point. Here we had
fair shooting during the day, mostly at

dippers, but with one lucky shot at black
ducks. Nine of them came to us and,

decoying well, we waited until they
were just right, and killed five which
greatly pleased the Squire.

Dave and Jake had quite good shoot-

ing at dippers and sheldrakes, but were
much annoyed by the homeless meadow
mice. As Dave lay back in his sneak
box, one of the mice ran across his face,

and as he struck at it, Jake said, “What’s
the matter?” “Why,” said Dave “one
of those confounded mice ran right

across my mouth.” “He did?” said

Jake, “All the way across and didn’t

fall in?” Picking up an old scythe

blade, that he kept in his boat to cut
reeds with, Jake held it over Dave’s
face, and said, “Davey, if he runs back
again, I’ll kill him for you.”

Just at evening, as these worthies
were about to quit shooting, a pair of

sheldrakes came to them, and they
killed both, but one fell back on the

over-flowed meadow. Dave went after

it, and with his usual luck, stepped into

a muskrat hole, up to his arm pits in

the icy water. As he floundered out, he
called, “Jakey bring my boat.” “Not
on your life,” said Jake, “you can’t get

any wetter, and Jakey is nice and dry
right where he is.”

They hurriedly took up their decoys,

and with chattering teeth, Dave said,

“Jakey row me in, won’t you?” “Not
much,” said Jake, “you take hold of them
oars and pull like thunder for the house,”

and Dave obeyed, and when we came in

he was in front of the blazing fire, peel-

ing off his wet clothes. The Squire then

compounded for him a “noggin” of

something hot, that stopped his chatter-

ing teeth, and no doubt, headed off a case

of pneumonia.

I

T was now Thanksgiving Eve, and
Andy and the Squire must leave us

at daybreak next morning, for the

long twelve mile walk up the beach, to

Bay Head, there to take train for home,
to attend a grand society wedding in

our town that evening. The Squire wore

his hip boots and w’hen they came to

the cuts or draws, where the sea waters

were still running over into the bay, he

would take Andy on his back, and wade
across, and so over great obstacles they

reached Bay Head in time for their train,

and attended the wedding. And of the

three sons born of that wedding, two
are today bearing commissions in the

United States Army.
The wind had now turned w'est, and

Dave and I departed soon after mid-

night, to hold a point for Thanksgiving
Day shooting, when w^e had a shot at

geese, but that’s another story. The
great tide still stayed on the meadows,
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Uncle Cecil in his oversea’s uniform

and we had some shooting from day to
^

day. Then Sunday came, and the prob-
!

lem was; how could we leave the beach, i

with the railroad washed away.
1

The solution came from Peter. “Boys,” '

he said, “the section gang will be run-
j

ning gravel trains by here tomorrow, !

maybe they’ll take ye.”

So Monday morning when the gravel

train arrived, and stopped for work on

a big washout near the house, Jake
sidled up to the big red-headed section

boss, and made his appeal. “Nope,” he
said. Can’t take passengers.” Then
Jake figuratively got down on all fours,

and begged like a cripple, said he had a

wife and six small children home (which

was true) with no bread, and nothing but

cake to eat, and would he be so hard
hearted, as to keep him separated from
his long suffering family. “Say feller,”

said the red-headed boss, “you win.” Me
an’ the gang ain’t got very good eye
sight, and if you make yourselves small,

I don’t think we’ll see you.” “Say boss,”

said Jake, “do you think your eyesight

\vill be good enough to see a box of

cigars, and a ‘pocket pistol’?” “You try

us,” said the boss.

So we loaded our “duffle” in the ca-

boose, along with our bag of game, one
hundred and thirty-one ducks, (seven-

ty-six of which were dippers) and five

geese. Then making an altar of one of

the caboose seats, we placed our sacri-

ficial offering thereon, and patiently

waited for the train to move. Presently
the boss came in, and taking no more
notice of us than if we were invisible,

he sampled the “pistol,” took some cigars
and passed out; one by one the gang
came through, none of them noticed us,

but each took toll from our sacrifice.

The little fellow in my lap had been
sitting as quiet as a mouse, with
wide eyes, drinking in every word

of the story. As I stopped he looked
up at me and said, “Grandaddy, and then
what?” “Why that, Cornelius, will be
continued in our next,” I replied.

tnsil^ SMIMTSSIMSI HDHHMSIT
i

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angrier
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEW FOUNDLAND

NOVA SCOTIA’S
Forests, Lakes and Streams afford some of
the best hunting and fishing to be had in
North America. The moose hunting is

hardly excelled anywhere. Send address to
the Chief Game Commissioner, Halifax,
N. S., for a copy of Hunting and Fishing
in Nova Scotia.

WESTWARD, HO!
If you want the best trout fishing in the Rockies,

the toest mountain scenery, big game hunting — elk,

dear, mountain sheep or bear, initiation into ranch life,

sightseeing, trekking with pack or wagon outfit in Mon-
tana. Wyoming or Idaho, horseb^k journeys, short camp-
ing trips, or complete rest in the famous Jackson Hole
Country, or Yellowstwie National Park, write to

JOE A. JONES, Ma;o Ranch Valley, Wyoming.

DORSET INN — 1796
So reads the signboard on the old inn in the quaint

and charming village of Dorset that nestles in the nar-
row valley of the Taconic mountains. The entire atmos-
phere of Dorset is soothing, with its enticing walks amid
the Green Mountain scenery, the bracing air, and moun-
tain spring water. Tlie Dorset Field Club has a per-
fect golf course and tennis court nearby. Dorset Is the
summer home of many business and professional people
who want either a few days of perfect rest or ideal
country life. For rates write to the

Dorset Inn, Dorset. Vt.

Notice to Fishermen
i Point Kill-Kare Resort
I in the wilds of Northern Wisconsin. Excellent

Fishing of all kinds. Cottages and lodge located

I
on points and island. 300 lakes in the county.

j

Write for booklet. C. E. Hatcher, Birch Island.

I P. O., Burnett County, Wisconsin

BEAR MOUNTAIN CAMP
In the Adirondacks. on Cranberry Lake, magnificent
scenery, boating, bathing, fishing, mountain climbing.
Large, airy rooms with comfortable beds; pleasant sitting
rooms; large, open fireplaces; pure water; excellent table.
Dally mail. Steamboat meets all trains. Terms, reason-
able.

J. M. BALDERSON, Prop.
CRANBERRY LAKE, N. Y.

Spring Lake Camps
Fourteen log cabins, with general dining-room, on shore
of a beautiful lake in a mountainous country in the Maine
Woods. Excellent food, comfortable beds, pure spring
water, good hunting and fishing make this an ideal place
to spend a vacation for both gentlemen and ladies. Side
trips to Spencer Stream and Dead River. Only 2^ miles
of buckboard road. Hay fever unknowTi. Booklet and
references on application.

JOHN B. CARVELLE
Spring Lake, Somerset Co., Maine

For Hunting, Fishing and
Outdoor Sports in the
ADIRONDACK MTS.

One of the finest Trout fishing grounds in the
country. Boats and guides for the asking; excel-
lent board; rates $14.00 and up per week.

BEEBE AND ASHTON

Dr. McGINTY’S
THOUSAND ACRE FARM

An Excellent Health Resort. Open
All Year.' Hunting and Fishing.

E. F. McGinty, M. D-, Prop. MT. POCONO, PA.

^The Indian Mountain House’’
Cottages and Camps

At the head of Cranberry Lake, N. Y.
Most modern and best equipped hotel on lake.
Gently sloping sand bathing beach. Pleasant
trails. Canoeing, boating and dancing. Best of
fishing and hunting. Excellent cuisine. Rea-
sonable rates. For circular, address

JOHN HOWLAND, Proprietor

JIM POND CAMP
Eustis, Maine

Just the place for you and your family to spend
a real vacation. Big Jim Lake where the camp
is situated, is noted for togue, gamy trout, and
salmon. A variety of game and birds offer good
hunting in season. The family will enjoy the
canoeing, bathing, tramping, and cooking. Ask
Green Bros, for further particulars about their
camp.

“Come to the lovely Valley
of the Beaverkill”

Famous for scenery, clear air, fishing and other vaca-
tionist diversions. One of the best resorts has enjoyed
the same patronage for twenty seasons. Rates are rea-
sonable and accommodations limited. Write for further
information to

L. I. PERCIVAL.
The Well-known Clear Lake Cottages,
Tobey Estate, Beaverklll, N. Y.

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSE
SitJiated at the lower end of Rangeley Lake, famous for
big trout and salmon. Surrounding lakes ^d ponds
afford bait and fly fishing; season opens when, the ice
leaves the lakes and closes Oct^er first. Bird shooting
season opens Octob^ first.

Spend your vacation on the most beautiful of Maine's
lakes. Booklet on request.

Express Office, L. E. Bowley,
Qquossoc, Me. Mountain View, Me.

COMMUNITY OF SUMMER HOMES
AND CENTRAL DINING HALL

A camp for the whole family, with recreation or
study instead of idlenes.s, at beautiful Boothhay
Harbor on the Coast of Maine. Deep «ea fishing,
bathing, sailing, forest trails, camp-fires, tennis,
art, music and French classes if desired. Cottages
to let. Bring camera and oldest clothing. Cata-
log and views, 15th year. A. G. RANDALL, Mt.
Plsgah, Boothhay Harbor, Me.

WILLIAMS RESORT
HAYWARD, WISCONSIN

Express records show that more mus.kal-
lunge and bass were caught during the
season of 1918 at our Resort than any
other In Wisconsin. Better be safe than
sorry.
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COE’S MOUNTAIN HOUSE
Fifty sleeping rooms. Electric lights and

modern improvements. Rates, $3.50 and»
up per day: $ 12.00 and up per week.
Brook Trout Fishing, Bird and Rabbit
Hunting

;
Auto Livery.

Address for particulars O. R. Coe in Catskill
Mountains, W^indham, N. Y.

D| A. t I IP Maine’s Ideal Spot for

rlCSSant island LdlUPS camping. Boating, Fish-
* ing, Hunting.

The place for you, Mr. Sportsman, ami the entire family.
Tliis region is famous for Trout and Lamllocked Salmon
fi.diing during the spring and summer and Partridge and
Deer Hunting in the Fall. Each camp has open fireplace,
nearly all have baths—fitted in a way that spells (‘omfort.
I'itcellent cuisine. FYesh vegetables, mi^k, cream and
poultry. Write for booklet.

WESTON U. TOOTHHAKER
Pleasant Island, Maine

COOPER’S CAMPS BUILT BY SPORTSMEN
FOR SPORTSMEN

Accommodate One To Eight Guests

I
« of Maine’s most beautifuln xne neart L^^e and Forest Region
FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING

The Real Place For Rest, Sport or
RECREATIVE LIFE

IVrite For Illustrated Booklet

COOPER’S CAMPS, Eagle Lake, Maine

FORKS OF MACHIAS CAMPS
Finest Trout Fishing in Maine

Partridges—Ducks—Woodcock

—

Moose—Deer—Bear
Request bookjtl and decide to try best game section in Maine

Telephone

HENRY RAFFORD, Ashland, Aroostock County, Me.

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Conn. Lakes and Indian Stream Country

Fishing, May 1 to Sept. 1. Hunting, Oct. 1 to Dec.
15. Lake trout, salmon, square tail, deer, bear
and birds. Parties placed in lodges, log cabins,
camps and tents, .‘\rrangements made for hunt-
ing, fishing, camping, cruising or any outdoor
wilderness sport in season.
Wrte for information, rates etc.

VARNEY BROS., Guides, PITTSBURG, N. H.

John Connell Sportsman’s Guide
I have the best big game hunting for Moose. Caribou,

Deer, and Bear there is in New Brunswick; also some
fine sea trout fishing. My district is on Tah\u*back and
Bartihogue Rivers. I have good cabins for ladies and
gentlemen; it is twenty-five miles from C^atlin to my
cabins; you can go by auto or team; parties wanting this
sport had better write me and I will fumi.sh them all

information required. John Connell, Chatlin, N. B.

T E M A G A M I

WABI-KON CAMP. Lake Temagami, Ont., Canada

The unspoiled country—a Camp with every com-
fort in the heart of Canadian north woods

—

1500
lakes. Best fishing. Boats, Canoes and Launches
for hire. Bathing, Tramping, Guides. One night
from Toronto. Excellent table, $15 and $17 per
week. Write for Booklet.

Miss E. ORR, 250 Wright Ave., Toronto, Ont., Can.

WAPITI—The Camp of the Deer
Fishing just now for the fisherman, and hunt-

ing later on for the hunter. Good eats for every
one and all sorts of outdoor recreation for young
and old, as the cabins face cool Davis Pond, and
have the famed Maine woods for a background.

Write for booklet and make reservations early.

CAMP WAPITI ASSN., PATTEN, MAINE.

MAINE!
TTie state for every one who wants to live outdoors.

Lake Parlin House and Camps
Henry P. McKenney, prop.,

Jackman Station, Me.,

offer every form of outdoor recreation for young and old.

The fisherman, hunter, autoist, to<ldler and member of
the " rocking-chair fleet " will enjoy every minute.
Send for descriptive booklet.

I
F GOOD FISHING, GOOD HUNTING,
BEAUTIFUL SCENERY. PURE AND

Health-giving Air with good accommodations at
reasonable prices are the attractions that call the
sportsman and his family away from their daily
cares, then the merits of CLEARWATER CAMPS
should be investigated.

CLEARWATER CAMPS
Are situated on the western shore of Clearwater Lake,
near the little village of Allen's Mills, five miles from
Farmington, the terminus of the Maine Central Railroad,
and the shire town of Franklin County. Maine.

E. G. GAY. Farmington. Maine.

Ranch—Yellowstone—Big Game
TRIANGLE BAR RANCH ACCOMMODATIONS. Good
saddle horses, excellent trout fishing. " Wild West
Shows " every two weeks.
PACTC HOUSE TUn*S to Yellowstone and Jackson Hole
and into “ out of the way " places in the Roc’kies. No
better trout fishing in the U. S. Beautiful mountain
peaks as high as 1400 feet Moose and bands of 190
elk are seen on area closed to hunting.
HI'NTING I*AU'np>> OTJIDKD. Klk mountain sheep
and bear. References furnished from last season’s parties.

Simon Snyder, Valley, Wyoming Tele^aph Address Cody.Wyo.

HICKORY LODGE
KISKATOUE, GREENE CO., N. Y.

S'.x miles from village of Catskill; sanitary improvements
and movlenily funiished; select patronage; wonderful
brook trout fishing in tlie mountain streams and German
Brown, Rainbow Trout, and Pickerel weighing up to
pounds can be caught in stream running through prop-
erty, within 500 feet of house; bird and rabbit shooting
in fall; auto service from depot to house.

JAMES D. McDonald, p. 0. catsk:ii, n. y.

120 Acres of Lake, Brook, Mountains and Woods

Large and Small Mouth Bass up to 6 lbs. in Lake

HILLCREST
H. W. MacDONALD, Proprietor,

Lew Beach. N. Y.. P. 0. Union Grove. N. Y.. Box 22.

“If you are a grouch, do not write."

A CRUISE
In the protected waters of Soo River and Georgian Bay,
J.pake Huron; all the comforts of home with famous fish-

ing, exploring and beautiful scenery

ON CRUISER WHYNOT
For terms and particulars address W. C. Kepler, owner
and master. Marquette, Mich.

BY EXCLUSIVE PARTY
OF 2 TO 4

Long Lake^ N. Y., Adirondacks
Why go to Maine or Canada when 1 can give you
good hunting and hshing 300 miles from N. Y.City?
Lake, Rainbow and Brook Trout, Bass, Pickerel and
Muskalonge, May 1st to Aug. 31st. Deer, Oct. 1st

to Nov. 13th. Guides on application. $21.00 per

week and up. All inquiries cheerfully answered.

FRANK PLUMLEY’S CAMPS

CAMP BONNIE DUNE
ON CAPE COD

A Summer Camp for Young Boys (8-14 yrs.)

Let your boy learn early the Lure of the Great Out Doors.
We will give him Loads of F^m in

The right place, with the right climate, the right care,

the right equipment, the right companionship.

For full information address

DWIGHT L. ROGERS, Jr., Dlrec'or. South Dennis. Mass.

Blackwater Camp
A Summer Camp in the Rocky Mountains

for boys. Pack outfits for big game.

Hunting, fishing and camping.

B. C. RUMSEY, CODY, WOMING

TIM POND CAMPS
We guarantee fly and bait

fishing for trout
Write for Booklet

J. K. VILES & SON, Prop. Tim, Maine

M June, 1919

' THE COST OF FISHING

I

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 311)

1 days sport and caught fewer fish than
I did in my two-dollar row-boat.

The outlet can be reached on foot

from the hotel and the stream can be
pleasantly and successfully fished dry
shod from shore.

Now, why shouldn’t these facts be
plainly stated on a bulletin board in

front of the hotel and why shouldn’t the

tourist be allowed to rent tackle at a
fair price without buying a launch first?

This is the protest of a fisherman who
is always ready to pay a fair price for

accommodation and who can truly say
this is the rawest holdup I have ever
encountered.

My protest is not against the price of

$3.50 an hour so much as it is against

the system that keeps the tourist in

ignorance of this fishing only 1(4 miles

from the hotel and the refusal to rent

him the necessary tackle.

Just think of the good fellows who
have turned away disappointed from
that dock, unable to pay $25 for a day’s

fishing when, if they had known the

place was only thirty minutes distant

by row boat or on foot, they could have
taken away a golden memory from a

trip that they will probably make but
once in their lives.

Don’t forget to take your bait casting

rod and a small brass spinner and Jun-
gle Cock flies when you go to the Yel-

lowstone National Park.
Before dismissing the subject of the

Yellowstone, allow me to say a word for

the grayling and Loch Leven trout fish-

ing to be had out of Yellowstone sta-

tion at the west entrance of the park,

on the South Fork of the Madison. A
bait casting outfit, with a small leaded

brass spinner, is the correct outfit to

use. You will find Roxy Bartlett at

Yellowstone Station a most competent
and satisfactory guide.

WHEN you go to Florida you will

find good fishing grounds of vari-

ous kinds in great abundance.
The rental for a launch suitable for

visiting the great game fish waters was
$15 per day last year.

Two persons can troll at one time,

therefore the cost per day is $7.50 each.

This is very reasonable, in view of the

fact that the launch is a 35-footer, capa-

ble of taking you into a heavy sea and,

what is also of some importance, bring-

ing you back again.

On such a launch I have fished for

kingfish in seas so heavy that a big

decked over launch, passing wdthin 50

yards of us, went repeatedly clear out

of sight into the trough of a sea, as we
reeled dizzily back and forth across the

kingfish grounds.
Don’t try to beat the ocean fishing

game for less money than above men-
tioned, unless you choose to throw’ dice

with death. The best is none too good
when you go “outside” for sailfish and
kingfish, or comb the great reefs for

grouper and barracuda.
If you intend to fish inside the keys

in sheltered water for channel bass, sea

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 318)
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ANTiaUES AND CURIOS

50,000 COINS, MEDALS, BILLS, STAMP COL-
lections, antique firearms, historical engravings,

newspapers 1709 to 1820, Indian relics. Lists

free. Antique Shop, 33 South 18th St., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

BEAUTIFUL HAND-COLORED PHOTO-
graphs of the Adirondacks, mounted, 8 x 10.

Sample, 35c. Evan Douglas, Saranac Lake, N. Y.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

y-i size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Mo.

FINE MOUNTED SAW FISH, 30 IN., $5.00:

porcupine fish, $1.50; balloon fish, $1.50; bat fish.

$1.50; toad fish, $1.25; all for $9.00. Grutzmacher,
Mukwonago, Wis.

GENUINE INDIAN BASKETS; WHOLESALE.
Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cal.

SAW TAKEN FROM 17-FOOT SAW-FISH

;

make offer. Geo. Cantine, Morgan City, La.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS RUN 34 MILES PER GALLON WITH
our 1919 carburetors. Use cheapest gasoline or

half kerosene. Start easy any weather. Increased

power. Styles for all motors. Runs slow high

gear. .-\ttach yourself. Big profits for agents.

Money back guarantee. 30 days’ trial. Air-Friction

Carburetor Co., 550 Madis<m St., Dayton, Ohio.

EGGS FOR BREEDING

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED, NO
limit. Wild Mallard eggs, $2.50, 12; $20, lOO.

Birds, $4 pair. English caller eggs, $5, 12; $i0,

100. Birds $8 pair (extra drakes). Muscovey
ducks, trio, $8.50; eggs, $2.50, 11. Mail draft

E. Breman Co., Danville, 111.

FERRETS FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—CHOICE BREEDING
stock, bred females a specialty, Henry Quimby,
Elmira. N. Y.

FISH BAIT

JULIAN’S iTqUID FISHING LURE.
Doubles your catch. Trial bottle, one dollar.

George Julian, Albany Building, Boston, Mass.

MEAL WORMS — A CLEAN-TO-HANDLE
bait. .\ food for aquarium fishes, young pheasants,
your song bird, anv kind of reptile pet. for at-

tracting nesting birds to your garden, and sup-
plying insect food for their young; 500. 100; 1,000,

$1.50; 5,000, $5; express prepaid. C. Kern. Mount
Toy, Penn.

FISH FOR STOCKING
FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR

stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.
Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in young small-
mouth black bass commercially in the United
States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Ilatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Conn.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE—ONE (1) SHARE OF THE ST.

Marguerite Salmon Club. Security Trust Com-
pany, Hartford. Conn.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
F0~R SALE OR EXCHANGE—14 FOOT

trout rod, 3 pieces, 2 tops, lock joints, by En-
right Castleconnell ; never used; other rods, reels
and flies. What offers? W. Hall, 238 Madison
•\ve.. New York City.

FOR SALE OR TRADE—A-1 SMITH MOTOR
wheel, for outboard motor. F. Kneeland, Tona-
wanda, X. Y.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION
BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF

old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Aye., New York City.

FOR SALE—WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 .22
repeater, good condition. $10; Colt .36 powder
and ball revolver, serviceable condition, $5.50;
.40-82 Winchester carbine, new condition, $13;
Seneca vest pocket camera, anastigmat lens, $11

;

folding cartridge Premo, single lens, $5.75. Har-
old Sinclair, R. No. 1. Charlottesville, Va.

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

PARKER HAMMERLESS BIRD GUN, 12-

gauge, 6 54 pounds, 28 inch barrels; Kilby’s finest

laminated steel; straight grip stock 1354 x 3; a
beautiful gun in perfect condition; cost $125;
will take $75 cash. F. W. Swiss, 186 Bridge St.,

Northampton, Mass.

WANTED—20-GAUGE PUMP GUN, MODI-
fied or full-choke. State price. Wm. Anderson,
1491 Raymond .\ve., St. Paul, Minn.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING
MAKE EASY MONEY — RAISE SILVER

black foxes in your back yard, farm or any-
where. Our fox pelts bring from $400 to $1200.
Feed costs nothing; we tell you all. Particulars
for stamp. Todd Bros., Milltown, N. B., Canada.

RABBITS — STANDARD BRED BELGIAN
hares and Flemish giants for sale. Wayne Moats,
Waynesboro, Pa., Route 1.

RAISE SILVER FOXES—BECOME A FOX
breeder anywhere—in cities, south, north, east or
west. Not much money needed. Send for par-

ticulars. C. T. Dryz, 5244 S. Maplewood -Ave.,

Chicago.

HELP WANTED
AMERICAN CITIZENS, 18 TO 60, INCLUD-

ing women, investigate immediately your rights
to government employment. Let me send you
b'orm RK 2043 for free advice. Earl Hopkins,
Washington. D. C.

LIVE STOCK WANTED

WANTED—MATURE OR BABY SKUNK
by July 15th; send by express collect; good price
paid; check same day. Geo. Leedom Taylor, Rox-
borough, Philadelphia. Pa., 633 Hermitage St.

MISCELLANEOUS

BILLIARD TABLE, 3x6 FEET. BUILD
yourself at small cost. Blue prints from scale
drawings and complete instructions one dollar.

II. G. Smith, 419 W. Hudson, Royal Oak, Mich.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de
tails Free. Press Syndicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo

MECHANICAL NOVELTY FOR OLD AND
young. Barrel of laughs, amusement and fun.
Show your friends and hear them holler; have 2
mailed for a quarter of a dollar. Rullet Co., Hart-
ford. Conn.

PUBLIC SPEAKERS ALWAYS WANTED,
Cultivate voice, power, increase vocabulary, pro-
nounce correctly, be convincing. Let me show
you how. Stamp for particulars. B. Burke, 10
East 43rd St., New York City.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Mo.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. CASH
or royalty. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195A. St.
Louis, Mo.

PHOTOGRAPHY
MAIL US 15c. WI’TH ANY SIZE FILM FOR

development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15d for 6 prints; 8x10 mounted
enlargements, 35d: prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke,
Va.

PHOTOGRAPHY

STUDY PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNALISM.—
Pays $2,000 to $5,000 yearly. Camera reporters
in demand. Complete course of 12 lessons by
mail, $1. Particulars free. J. Rodgers Hoggard,
Publisher, Windsor, N. C.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$1.00 WILL BRING YOU NEW MINNESOTA
map showing Auto Roads, Lakes, etc. : also in-
cludes list of lands fronting on beautiful streams
and lake, which we have for sale. There’s an in-
creasing demand for lake frontage in this part
of the state and advise purchase before prices
go up. Northern Realty Company, thirty years
in Duluth, Minn.

FINE COUNTRY ESTATE, GAME AND FISH
preserve for sale. Splendidly located within one
mile of the beautiful town of Farmington and ten
miles from the city of Hartford, lying alongside
fine State road; containing about 1,500 acres, two
fine trout brooks, four trout ponds, trout hatch-
ery, pools for 100,000 capacity yearly. Deer, fox,
grouse, woodcock and quail. Well-wooded pine,
oak, maple: splendid game. Cover, houses, gar-
age, barn, kennels and yards in good order. For
detailed information inquire of owner. N. Wal-
lace, Farmington, Conn.

FOR SALE—IDEAL LOCATION FOR HUNT-
ing lodge on Yellow River, Burnett (bounty, Wis-
consin. Many good fishing lakes in district. River
bank overlooks nine-acre wild rice swamp in bend
of river. Old timers say best duck shooting in
Northern Wisconsin. Forty acres in tract over-
looking the big rice swamp. Sixteen miles from
Spooner or Webster, 3 miles to inland town. Will
sell tract outright for $600 or will lease for period
of years. Members of shooting clubs write for
further particulars. R. R. Ling, 333 Palace Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

RESORTS FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER RESORT FOR SALE—One of the most beautiful and healthy summer
resorts in Canada, situated in the very heart of
the famous and pcqiular district of Minaki. The
building on the property at present used as a
hotel, is built of logs ami has rustic and artistic
appearance; main building is three stories, con-
tains 40 large well furnished rooms, dining room
seats 80 people; large, bright office and lobby:
cozy ladies’ room, with large rustic fire place and
piano-. W’ater system in kitchen, a building used
as general store and post office, ice cream parlor
with soda water fountain and rooms overhead for
staff. Butcher shop, with large ice box, laundry,
club house with bar and two pool tables. Two
large boat houses, dance hall, tanks for gasoline.
Iietroleum and cylinder oil, with Bowser pumps;
three cash registers, machine shop with full equip-
ment

_

of tools, large ice house, containing 150
tons ice, large wood shed, with engine and saw;
about 40 cords wood, a stable, 300 feet of wharfs,
etc.

FLEET OF BOATS—8 MOTOR BOATS,
from a 20-ft runabout to a 35-ft. cabin launch;
4 sailing boats, 13 row boats, 8 canoes, 1 35-
ft. barge, 12 54 acres of land beautifully treed
with pine, balsam and spruce. This very at-
Haetive property is situated at the head of
Gun Lake, one of the prettiest stretches of
water in Canada, dotted with beautiful islands.
The whole district is one continuous stretch of
lakes and islands for miles in extent; affords the
very best of fishing, trout, black bass, maskilonge,
pike, pickerel, etc: large game in abundance, cari-
bou, moose red deer etc. It is a huntsman’s para-
dise. The property is admirably adapted for large
club house proposition or hotel. Railway station
only half mile distant. For further particulars
apply to Rutherford Financial Agents 522 Main
Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

SPORTSMAN’S OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED—TO GET INTO COMMUNICA-
tion with parties who would be interested in or-
ganizing a FISH AND GAME CLUB, as I rep-
resent the owners of a very desirable location of
about 7,000 acres of good land and on which is
a very fine trout stream and plenty of all kinds of
game. It also has a large amount of young trees
as well as original growth timber. It is near a
main line railroad in Pennsylvania. It can be
bought for $4 per acre. Title perfect. Address
A. R. Spicer, Agent, Williamsport, Pa.

WATERWAYS TO LEASE FOR HATCHERY
purposes near Saratoga. One mile of springs,
ponds and streams rising on premises. Also one
mile of creek running through place, .\dams, care
Forest and Stream.
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THE KENNEL MART

111 transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIREDALES HAVE EARNED
a national reputation for gameness, intelligence,

and high standard of appearance. They are mak-
ing good on both fur and feathered game in prac-

tically every State in the Union and Canada. !

Registered puppies that are bread to hunt and fit

to show, now ready for delivery. Lionheart Ken-
nels (Reg.), Anaconda, ilont. (Formerly Washoe
Kennels).

TRIO OF AIREDALES ALL UNDER 3 YEARS
old for $75; two females. $45; $25 each. Alex
Davidson, Glenn Campbell, Pa.

COCKER SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS. HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

COLLIES

THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN
this country for their age sent on approval.
Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, la.

GUN DOGS

IF YOU ARE IN ‘ THE MARKET FOR A
broken setter, we have three, one dog four years
old, two bitches two j-ears old, also broken pointer.
We have several fine pups. Write for pedigree
and photo. Bailey Bros., Bethel, Conn.

LITTER OF VERY HIGHLY BRED ENG-
lish Setter puppies. Bred to hunt. .\11 papers;
$25 each. Also “SANTEE’S BILLEE,” F. D.
S. B. 44495, year old, large, color white and
orange; thoroughly house broken, guaranteed O.K.
He is a dandy. Price $50. A. H. Hibbard, E.
Woodstock, Conn.

NO. I NIGHT HUNTING DOG. $100 WILL
supply your wants. Enclose stamp. E. H. Ed-

|

munds, Glenwood, W. Va.

PEDIGREED ENGLISH POINTER PUPPIES
bred from finest shooting stock, $10 and $12 each.

J. M. Drumm, Mercersburg, Pa.

SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE; WHELPED
March 1st; sixteenth futurities; sire. Mo. Don by
Mistress Wigg. Sire to dam. Are high class
shooting dogs. Wiggs only pup started in field

trial placed. Dogs, $20; bitches, $15. H. W.
Buchanan, Arthur. N. Dak.

GUN DOGS.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale Setters and Pointers,

Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds,
Coon and Opossum Hounds, \ armint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale
Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser
alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly
illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue
for 10c in stamps or coin.

HOUNDS

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Ga.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, .Almerican Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, o( stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels. Lexington, Ky.

TRAINED HUNTING HOUNDS FOR COONS
and possums, have three males and one female
3 and 4 years old, will hunt together or separ-

ately, all of them as good as the best. Splendid
trained dogs, good open trailers and number one
tree dogs. No trouble to tell which tree the game
is in. -\s good squirrel dogs as you ever fol-

lowed. POSITIVELY will not run rabbits at

night. All guaranteed to do the work right.

Have three fine one year old dogs for sale. Just
right for next fall. -All these offered at a bar-

gain. If interested, write. Lock Box 32, Puryear,
Tenn.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers Fox, Wolf, and Coyotte hounds
that will get their share of the race in any com-
pany. .Also Coon, Skunk, Opossum and Rabbit
Hounds. Ten days’ trial allowed. Young dogs
just beginning to trail, nine dollars each. Also
choice puppies. We take Liberty Bonds and
W. S. S.

HOUNDS WANTED

WANTED—ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS, MUST
be well bred. L. L. Tilley, Parrott, Ga.

MISCELLANEOUS

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Ark.

PURE LLEWELLYNS, WHELPED FEB. 12;
Gladstone stock; no better blood; price very rea-
sonable. George W. Ide, Brooklyn, Conn.

TRAINED BEAGLES, RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox-hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, dogs, setters,
pointers, pet, farm dogs, ferrets, guinea pigs,
fancy pigeons, rats, mice, list free, Violet Hill
Kennels. Route 2. York, Pa.

WANTED—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. GAME
plenty for sale. Bird dogs and rabbit hounds on
trial. O. K. Kennels, Marydel, Md.

are pleased to announce that within
^ ^ thirty days, we will be prepared to make
prompt shipment of Newton Rifles, Cartridges

and Accessories.

NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
Woolworth Building, New York

Successors to

Newton Arms Co., Inc., of Buffalo

HUNTING ON THE
UPPER KLUTLAN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 267)

four feet in height. By bending low we
were able to run three or four hundred

yards to the first ridge without attract-

ing attention. As we were still several

hundred yards from our game we decided

to reach the second ridge, if possible.

Getting down on hands and knees and

following one behind the other we were

able to make it in six or eight minutes.

Here w’e cautiously looked over the top,

but could see nothing but an enormous

set of horns moving slowly about in a

small ravine below. I took a comfortable

position for shooting by resting an el-

bow on each knee and there anxiously

awaited developments. The other cari-

bou had seen our horses and had begun
to move nervously about. The old lord

of the herd observing their uneasiness

began to look around and sniff the wind.

He saw our horses, but evidently could

not smell them.

It is the sense of smell that w’ith the

caribou usually produces the fear while

the eye often only creates curiosity and

so it was in this case. The wind was in

our favor. The old bull instead of at

once leading his band away decided to

investigate. He changed his course com-

ing quarteringly toward us, fearful lest

these strange animals might dispute his

position as leader of the band. I waited

until his entire body came into our view

from out of the ravine and then when he
stood with head erect, nostrils distended,

not one hundred yards away, my moun-
tain gun resounded and a bullet went
straight to its mark. He did not fall at

once so I sent another crashing through
his »eck. It was a wasted shot for the

first had penetrated his heart and a sec-

ond later he fell in his tracks. Hubrick
came down and hastily removed the head
and cape and in the meantime the entire

herd, loath to leave their lord, circled

and recircled us at a distance of one hun-
dred yards. There were some fair heads
left, but none that would justify the

waste of life and meat. As it was we
left six hundred pounds of choice caribou
as feed for raven and bear. Twenty min-
utes from the time the caravan stopped
we were proceeding again to the moose
ranges of the upper Generc with a few
fine game pictures and one more trophy
tucked away on a horse’s back.

THE COST OF FISHING
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 316)

trout, Sargent or cavalla, then get any
kind of a boat at any price you can se-

cure it at.

Say to yourself: “This great coun-
try has some wonderful fishing grounds
that of right belong to me, if I have the
nerve to go and use them.” Other folks
use them at small cost, why shouldn’t
you?

All that it requires is a little ners-e

to be able to face any situation that
might arrive. You will be surprised with
what ease a great many seemingly un-
surmountable difficulties can be overcome.
After all it is the adventure that makes
it so attractive.
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NOVA SCOTIAN OUTFIT
THE ESSENTIALS FOR A SPRING AND SUMMER FISHING
TRIP IN THE LAND OF MANY LAKES AND STREAMS

By PHIL. H. MOORE

N the following
resume of the cor-

rect fishing tackle
and clothing for a

combined canoe, tent-

ing and fishing trip

in Nova Scotia, it is

my intention to

touch only upon the

essentials. Many al-

leged comforts and
luxuries may be ad-

ded as experiments.
Owing to the method

of fishing, which is all from canoes, a
little added weight is not any consid-

eration.

It is usual for any well-equipped guide

or sporting camp proprietor to furnish a
first-class tent, canoes, paddles, dishes,

axes, lantern, blankets, etc.

Fly Rods
At least two best quality, split bamboo

fly rods, not over nine feet in length

nor over ounces in weight.

Reels
Any make of first class duplicating

trout reels, capable of holding fifty yards
of line. The writer has used a Kelso
automatic reel for the last eight years
with wonderful satisfaction, and it is

still going strong.

Line
Fifty yards of best enamelled silk

trout line. Although twenty-five yards
of line and a five-ounce rod will handle
a 3% pound trout with ease, there are

occasions when your flies might get
snagged, or lodged in the trees. If your
canoe is moving in a swift current, plenty

of line gives the guide an opportunity to

get the headway off his craft, before the

line is all paid out, with the consequent
breaking of the leader and loss of flies.

Leader
Use the best three-loop English gut

trout leader of medium weight, not over
six feet long. There is no object in using
an extremely fine leader, as Nova Scotia

trout are not particular. Do not start

out with less than six leaders for a

week’s fishing.

Flies
Use good-sized flies. The big trout

are not apt to notice small ones. What-
ever flies you may bring, include six each
of the following: Parmachenee Belle,

Montreal, Royal Coachman, Silver Doc-
tor, Ginger Quill, Maple Bud.

Bait-Hooks
One dozen, with gut attached, the right

size for using minnow bait. If the
weather happens to be gray, foggy or
rainy, the limit can be caught fishing

under water with live bait, when the
trout wouldn’t look at a fly. The fish

caught this way are usually large ones.

Dip Net
Use a folding dip net with a handle

in two joints. When assembled, the han-
dle should be four feet long; the bow
should be of the take-down variety, pre-
ferably of steel, and the net itself should

have a minnow bottom so that it can

be used for dipping bait.

Creel
Use a collapsible canvas creel in pre-

ference to the basket. If you have an

optimistic imagination, buy a big one.

If you are pessimistic, get a little one.

In any case, you will catch your twenty

a day, if you fish.

Match-Box
Should be made of rustless metal and

water-tight.
Knife

Buy a large, common two-bladed jack-

knife with a cork screw (if you are

inclined that way). It should have a

ring through the handle so that a key

chain or other lanyard may be attached.

A jack-knife is more convenient than a

sheath knife. Pick out one with a good,

smooth, round handle, so that it will not

blister your hands when whittling, which

is a necessary adjunct to a rainy day.

Compass
Not necessary, since you are going to

travel by water with a guide, and all

the streams lead to the sea. If you do

get one, buy the kind that you can pin

to the front of your vest or jersey.

Fly-Dope
Trust to your sense of smell in buying

this. Pick out the strongest smelling,

greasiest looking mess you can find.

Nova Scotia black flies are no epicures

when it comes to dope, as their sense of

taste has been somewhat blunted from

years’ of indulgence. They have arrived

at a stage where they enjoy only the

very strongest and rankest concoction.

Using a little forethought this way, you

will find the flies will appreciate your

efforts in their behalf, and hardly bother

you at all. Most of your fishing will be

done in the wide, breezy streams, and

the flies will not molest you unless you

loiter ashore in the shade. They do not

bite at night.

Clothing
Hat—Light-weight felt, with medium

brim.

Fly-net—Don't bring one if you like

to chew or smoke.

Gloves—Light cotton or kid, with the

fingers cut off. They will last only a

day or two anyway.
Underclothes—The kind you are used

to. If you want to visit Nova Scotia

in the latter part of May or June, you

will find the nights cool, and you may
encounter some rainy weather with east

winds. In the Lake Rossignol district,

the climate is about the same as Boston,

at the same time of year.

Shirt—Don’t buy one. Get a light-

weight, long-sleeved, turtle-neck wool jer-

sey, and tuck it down inside of your

trousers. This will protect your wrists

and neck from flies and other insects (if

you sleep on the ground) and having no
opening in front as an outing shirt has,

fools the black flies completely. A flea

has nothing on a black-fly, when it comes
to crawling inside of a fellow’s shirt.

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
are so cool and yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. Tliese pillows have
removable wash covers and are SANITARY

—

VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when deflated can be carried in your
pocket. The only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 16—$2.25. IG x 21—$2.75. 17

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.
Catalog Free.

“METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS”
ESTABLISHED 1891

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co., Athol, Mass.

No. 2 Open—showing equipment

AUTO-KAMP-KOOK-KIT
The most dependable gasoline Outing stove
on the market. A necessity for every auto.

No. 2 Closed—equipment packet inside

Size 5x10x18, weight 17 pounds.

Substantial, Durable, Efficient

WILL BURN in ANY WIND
We make other sizes; write for prices.

PRENTISS-WABERS MFC. CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis, 4 Spring St.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

HUNTING AND FISHING CAMP AND
buildings for sale. Situated at Cedar Lake, Digby
County, Nova Scotia. In the heart of moose
and deer country. Undoubtedly the best trout

fishing in this Province. Main camp and five

other buildings in perfect repair. On point sur-

rounded by giant hemlock timber; fully equipped;
luxurious quarters; five canoes and steel row
boat; 125 acres heavily timbered with pine, spruce
and hemlock; three rivers, besides numerous lakes

in vicinity; some of latter never fished. Can run
main river in canoe forty miles to salt water with
one portage of half mile through hard woods.
Ice house filled; finest spring water, always ice

cold: can use car to within one mile of lake; tele-

phone half mile; daily mail if desired, leaving
Boston, Mass., afternoon, arrive camp next day
noon. Best situation and camps in our North
woods. Ideal for club of five to twelve, or as
gentlemen’s hunting and fishing camp. For quick
sale at $4,000. Timber alone worth more than
purchase price. Best of guides if desired. Ad-
dress H. A. P. Smith. ex-President Nova Scotia
Guides Association, Digby, N. S.
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HAVE YOU TRIED
SPRATT’S
F I B O

The most appetizing granulated dog food on the market

Owners of Pekingese, Toys and

Shy Feeders will find that this

food, as a change of diet, has no

equal.

Write for samples and send

2c. stamp for Dog Culture.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, Newark, N. J.

DENT'S CONDITION PILLS

If your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthriity, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,

that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are
recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—4 cents a
dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,
care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

As«frts

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If yoo CAD COUB yoor balr you cas cot yoor
owo hair with this maryeloos ioveotioD, Cuts
the hair any desired length, short or lonE,

^ Does the job as nicely as any barber fo quarter
the time, before your owo tnirror. You can cot the

children’s hair at boms in a jilTy. Can be used as an
ordinary razor to shave th^ face or finish around temple or neck.
Sharpened like any razor. I^ists a lifetime, ^vee ite cost first
time used. ^ICC ONLY 35'c, postpaid. Extra Bladea Sc aacbs
JOHNSON BMITH * Ca. I>ept. 724. 3224 N.HalstedSL.Chleaga

ReaH THE AIREDALE, by William Druette.
Greatest book on the Airedale ever written. Price.

$1.00. Address Forest and Stream, Hook Depart-

ment, 9 East 40th Street, New York City.

MANIKIN FORMS. Easy methods to mount
deer heads Natural to Life, Wall Mounts, Very

i Light, Open Mouth Heads for Rugs.
PAPIER MACHE SPECIALTIES CO.,

I Reading, Michigan

Socks—The kind the girls knit for the
soldiers. Two pairs.

Shoes—Use low, cow-hide moccasins,

with an insole. High-heeled boots are
an abomination in a canoe. Besides be-
ing injurious to the canoe, they are dif-

ficult things to swim in, in case you tip

over. Carry an extra pair of insoles and
extra socks. Oil tan moccasins will not
soak water. In case you wet your feet,

a fresh pair of socks and dry insoles will

make you comfortable with the same
moccasins.

Coat—A light slicker or oil coat of
ample size, and not too long for walking.
A water-proof canvas or duck coat may
be taken. Do not bother with sou’wester,
rubber boots or heavy-lined storm coats.

Sweater—Take a good, heavy, all-wool,

rolled neck sweater coat. This under
your canvas coat or slicker will protect
you sufficiently from any cold or storm
you may encounter.

TO the above outfit you can add as
many luxuries and inconveniences
as the sporting goods salesman is

able to force upon you. A compass to

be pinned to your manly chest; a flash-

light to accompany your night rambles;
a miniature ax in a fancy leather case;

a sleeping bag with eider-down furnish-

ings; a sixteen-pound balloon silk tent;

a full set of aluminum interlocking,

double-back action cooking and eating

utensils; a folding drinking cup in an
alligator case; a hot-air mattress for

cold nights; a folding bath tub, a tea

basket and a wife are all luxuries that

add to the hilarity of the occasion. In

case of the last mentioned appurtenance,
we would suggest that she wear the

same kind of clothes as her man—with

one or two exceptions.

A Nova Scotia fish license costs $5 .00 ,

and may be obtained from the fish war-
den at Caledonia (on the Halifax &
South Western Railway)

,
if you are go-

ing to fish in the Lake Rossignol waters,

or from any fish warden in the town
nearest to your contemplated fishing

territory.

FOREST FIRES KILL
FISH AND GAME

A REPORT of the Minnesota Game
and Fish Department points out

that the fire which swept over large

portions of three different counties in

Minnesota last October causing the loss

of hundreds of lives and millions of dol-

lars worth of property was also very dis-

astrous to fish and game. Fish in shal-

low streams were killed by the intense

heat and were smothered by ashes. The
hundreds of charred carcasses of deer

and game birds as well as the singed and

scorched animals still alive testified to

the terrific toll taken by the fire.

In the patches of timber left stand-

ing in the burned area fugitive deer con-

centrated, and had not special regula-

tions been passed, undue slaughter of

these animals would have ensued during

the open season. An order restricting

hunting in and near the burned over

areas met with general approval and

undoubtedly saved the lives of sufficient

deer to constitute a breeding stock.
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You can learn a lot

from ADVERTISING
The main thing an advertiser wants to

do is to tell you plainly just how and

why his goods are worthy of your con-

sideration. You can learn a great deal

from that alone, because many things

you see advertised are the things you

buy and use in your regular daily life.

By reading the advertisements, you can

learn the names and read descriptions

of the things that are best and most

satisfactory.

But advertising teaches even more

than that. All advertisers try to

make their advertisements them-

selves valuable to you.

A good many people have learned

a whole lot about good music,

good books, good food, good
clothes, ways to keep healthy,

ways to hunt and fish, ways to

live comfortably, ways to live out-

doors, ways to keep the house and

grounds looking well — they’ve

learned all these things and many
other things just by reading ad-

vertisements.

Read the advertisements right

along, and you will learn a great

deal that will be helpful and

valuable to you as you go
through life.
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Are You A Duck Shooter
Do you love to stand in the bow of your

|

skiff as it is pushed through the wild rice

and drop the ducks that get up within

range; or, if you live by the big waters,

do you enjoy sitting in the blind while

cold winds blow and ice forms at the edge

of the shore, watching the sky and waiting

for something to come to your decoys? If

you love these things, if you will bear

work, exposure and hardship to get a shot,

you need.

American
Duck Shooting

By

GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

It gives descriptions and portraits of all

the ducks and geese known in North

America; tells where they are found; the

various methods practiced in shooting them;

describes the guns, loads, clothing, boats

and dogs employed in their pursuit, and

generally is far and away the most com-

plete, useful and entertaining volume on

the subject that has ever Been published. It

covers the whole field of North American
wild-fowl shooting.

The book is profusely illustrated. Not

only has it ornithologically exact portraits

of 58 species of swans, geese and ducks,

but it has eight half-tone reproductions of

some of our best-known wild ducks from

txie paintings of the great naturalist, Audu-

bon, a number of full-page sketches by

Wilmot Townsend, whose drawings of wild-

fowl are inimitable, many cuts of duck

boats and batteries, and fifty vignettes in

the text, which add to its beauty and its

usefulness. It is a complete, illustrated

manual of this fascinating sport.

new edition of this volume, containing

added matter, was published July 1, 1918.

The work is an essential part of every gun-

ner’s library.

Illnstrated, buckram, 627 pp.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

Forest and Stream Pub. Go.

9 E. 40lh Street NEW YORK

RcadThis GriatDogStory

ALL YOU LOVERS
OF DOGS AND
NATURE
SHOULD READ
THIS BOOK

A Tale of the

Northern Wilds

In tlie old Klondike gold
rush days. Jack, a full

blooded Airedale Terrier,

followed his master up
from TTie States, to Dyea
and Skag\vay. to Dawson
—and to Nome. Vp back
of Nome he died—to save
the life of life master he
loved.

This great story, which
will bring tears to the
eyes—^>*et gladness to the
heart, is one of the most
truly realistic animal
stories ever written. Very
handsomely bound in
cloth, and extensively il-

lustrated with interesting
scenes of the North.

Mr Lytle’s stoiy of this wonderful dog, Jack, will
interest every reader of this magazine. We know
what you like—and so we have gotten hold of this
book at a price so low you can all afford it. It is

short and gripping in its interest. Read it in c^p
• r cabin, ofRce or home. Sent anywhere postpaid
fur only 60c per copy.

FOREST & STREAM (g°^)
Ea«t 40th Street N. Y. City

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by

the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they

of the year

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

are to be found at different seasons

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the. best

known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-

try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

You Can Pack

This

KOOK-KIT
in Your Coat

Pocket
A complete cooking outfit no bigger than your kodak!
Yes, really, you can slip it into your side coat pocket and clean forget about it until “hungry-
time** comes along. Then—out she comes—and in five seconds you are ready to cook whatever
good fortune, aided by rod or gun brings to pot.

THE STOPPLE KOOK-KIT
consists ot a folder broiler rack with legs; a pair of frying pans with detachable handles (pans
fit together and form an airtight roasting or baking vessel); a kettle for boiling and stewing and
two drinking cups with detachable handles. All of these utensils fold and nest together so
that they fit inside of the kettle and still leave room enough inside to carry knives, forks, spoons,
salt, pepper, coffee, tea and sugrt. Made in the very best manner of high-grade material and
weighs less than two pounds. Is it any wonder that sportsmen everywhere are enthusiastic
about the STOPPLE KIT?

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
THE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION PRICE OF FOREST AND STREAM IS
$2.00. Sr.ND $4-00 NOW AND WE’LL ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION FOR
ONE FULL YEAR AND SEND YOU THIS $3.00 KOOK-KIT, WITHOUT
EXTRA COST.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St, New York City
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FISHERMAN’S

LUCK

NEVER BEAT THIS

COMPACT TACKLE BOX
TOGETHER WITH A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION TO

FOREST and STREAM
Nothing better for a day’s fishing. The Compact Fishing Box holds all

your outfit—reel, baits, spoons, flies, hooks, etc. Box is small enough
to fit a coat pocket, ii x x 2^4 inches.

Box retails tor $1.50
Here’s the Story: For $3.00 we’ll send you

this one piece steel rustproof Black Japan
finished tackle box together with a full years
subscription to Forest S- Stream.

This is just $1.00 more than the regular
price of Forest & Stream alone and represents
a real bargain to Fishermen.

Forest & Stream, 9 E. 40th St., N. Y. City

For the enclosed $3.00 send me your maga-
zine for one year, also The Compact Tackle
Box.

Name . .

Address.

TROUT FLY-FISHING IN AMERICA
By Charles Zibeon Southard

Illustrations and Colored Plates by H. H. Leonard
Angling Sportsmen Will Find in This Book

A Classification of all the species of Trout found in American
waters, which is more complete and more serviceably ar-
ranged than any other in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions of the more important
variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod, the Reel, the Line, the
Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-five years’ study of the habits of trout and the
best ways of catching them.

A fair-minded di.scussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly methods of fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s own leaders, and a
wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library PRICE $8.00

Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream, 9 East 40th St., New York City

AMERICAN
GAME BIRD
SHOOTING

By George Bird Grinnell

This large and profusely illustrated

volume covers the whole field of upland

shooting in America. It deals with the

birds followed by the upland shooter with

dog and gun, and gives practically every-

thing that is known about the woodcock,

the snipe, all the North American quail,

grouse and wild turkeys. This is its

scheme

:

Part 1—Life histories of upland game
birds; many portraits.

Part II—Upland shooting, and also

guns, loads, dogs, clothing.

Part UI—Shooting of the future,

ruffed grouse, quail, etc.

There are life-like colored plates of

the ruffed grouse and quail, and 48 other

full-page plates, with many line cuts in

the text.

The book is really the last word on

upland shooting, and this is what some
of the authorities think of it:

"It is. I think, a model of what such
a book should be—but so seldom Is. It

is. Indeed, much more than a treatise on
field sports, for it furnishes such full and
excellent life histories of Ihe birds of
which it treats that it should find a place
in every library devoted to pure ornith-
ology."—William Brewster, Cambridge,
Mass.
"A very complete monograph for sports-

men and naturalists . . . with anecdotes,
of his own and others . . . 'The book will
be enjo}-ed not only by sportsmen, but by
the general reader.”—Sun, New York.
"An important, thoroughly reliable and

well written book; a work that will be
read with interest and pleasure by sports-
men. Tlie work is the first complete one
of its kind."—Boston Globe.

‘"nils volume is especially welcome—

(

treat to every man who loves to tramp tho
uplands with dog and gun."—Inter-Ocean.
Chicago.

This hook is a companion volume to

American Duck Shooting, and tho two
cover practically the whole subject of

field shooting with the shotgun in North

America.

Illustrated, cloth. About 575 pages.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

Forest & Stream Pub. Co.

Here^s the Book You Want!
This is the one boox j’Oti need if you are going camping
or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the

camping subject in a thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS;
The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense’’
In The Woods, Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for
Hunting Outflt.s). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal
Packing. What to Do If Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The
Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED
|

Forest & Stream, (Eept.) 9 E. 40th St., New York City

THE AIREDALE W. A. MUETTE
This instructive and interesting work covers thei history, breeding and training of these

useful flogs. It is the latest and best book on the subject.
Price, in cartridge board covers, $1.00

FREE with a year’s subscription. Forest and Stream
at regular $2.00 price

Forest and Stream (Book Dept.), 9 E. 40th Street, New York City

9 East 40th Street NEW YORK

Forest and Stream

I

Cover Pictures
' You can have a colored re-

production of the magnificent
Dri.scole Bass Picture as shown

I
on this cover, mounted on art

I

board ready for framing for 50
cents; free, by sending $2.00 for

a year’s subscription to Forest

and .'btream.

Address, 9 E. 40th St.,

New York N. Y.
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Timely Books for

the Sportsman
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CAMPING OUT
By WARJ^N

THE AMERICAN
HUNTING DOG
By Warren H. Miller
A practical, thoroughly up-to-date manual on
the raising and training of hunting dogs. In-

dispensable for the professional or amateur dog
breeder. 8vo. Net, $2.50

RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS
By Warren H. Miller
A hook devoted to the training that counts for

accuracy in the art of rifle and gun shooting,
for big game and feathered game.

Svo. Net, $2.00

CAMPING OUT
By Warren H. Miller
The art of camping—by an expert. The work
discusses all kinds of equipment, from the kit

of the millionaire to the explorer's pack.
Illustrated. 12mo. Net. $1.50

THE GAME FISHES

OF THE WORLD
By Charles T. Holder
An exhaustive record of personal observations
and authoritative data on the game flsh of
England, Austria. Italy, Spain. Portugal, the I

Scandinavian Peninsula and America.
Fully illustrated. 4to Net, $5.00

HOW TO SWIM
By Annette Kellermann
The most famous swimmer in the world teaches
the whole art of swimming, from the first

fiounderings of the novice to the contest swim-
mer and professional performer.

Fully illustrated. Svo. Net, $2.00

TENNIS AS I PLAY IT

By Maurice E. McLaughlin
In this greatest of all tennis books, McEough-
lin himself answers for the expert player as
well as for the average player all the questions
which could be asked about scientific tennis.

Fully illustrated. Svo. Net. $2.00

BIRD AND ANIMAL

PETS
THEIR HISTORY and CARE

BY

LEE S. CRANDALL

With 138 illustrations from life

This book is the outgrowth of the author’s long, successful,

practical experience. While special attention is devoted to such
popular pets as cats, dogs, and birds, almost every animal which
may be kept for companionship or ornament is included, and the

directions for their care cover all the ordinary conditions which
may be met. There are suggestions, based on wide experience, to

guide the purchaser of pets.

The running historical accovmts of the various animals and
birds are of such interest that many readers, young folks particu-

larly, whether they have pets or not, will read the book as a source

of rare entertainment. The book answers such questions as

:

Where did our dogs come from?
Why was the Guinea-pig domesticated?
What does a monkey eat?

What type of cage is best for pet birds?

Why do young pheasants require foster-mothers?
How are young ducks reared?
What species of parrot is the best talker?

Will a nightingale sing in captivity?

What birds beside parrots learn to talk?

What sort of canary is the best singer?

What is the ancestor of our domeftic fowl?

PRICE $2.00
FREE SEND $4,00 FOR TWO YEARS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AND BOOK WILL BE SENT FREE OF AD-
DITIONAL EXPENSE.

FOREST & STREAM
Book Dept.

9 East 40th Street New York City

4a

NEWTON RIFLES
AND

AMMUNITION
now made and sold by

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
Woolworth Building New York

successors to

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.)

9 East 40th St. NEW YORK CITY

The Newton Arms Co., Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.
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DON’T KID YOURSELF
You’re no different from any of the rest of us. You’re on edge. Your nerves are all frazzled out.

You’re jumpy. You fly off the handle without rhyme nor reason. You lose customers by your irritability.

You make people wonder what is wrong with you. You need a fishing trip a whole lot more than you
think you need it. If you could see yourself as others see you, you would get your “ Bristol” Steel Fish-

ing Rods and Meek Reels, your tackle, fresh leaders, plenty of bait and get out where they’re biting

just as fast as you could travel. Fish every day, every morning, every evening. Fish all the time.

There’s no other form of recreation so restful, so recreative, so soothing to the nerves, so helpful in

building up reserve strength that will carry you through the next year with flying colors. Just smell

those pine woods now. Get out on the lake early so you’ll get them when they first begin to break.

Never did we have such a business as has been pouring in on us for the last two months. It

seems as if the whole hundred million American people are all going fishing. Orders for “ Bristol
”

Rods and Meek Reels are coming in by telegraph, telephone, mail, and every other way, from dealers

who are trying to supply their customers. Don’t wait ’til the last minute for yours. Go to your dealer

this very day and pick out the “ Bristol ” Rods and Meek and Blue Grass Reels which you need. Give

your dealer time to get any special model direct from the factory. Don’t wait ’til the day of your fish-

ing trip to make up your outfit. We’ll do everything we can to help you. We prefer that you buy of

your sporting goods stores, but if any dealer does not have what you want and doesn’t seem anxious

to promptly get what you want, then we’ll fill your orders by mail at catalogue prices. Write for

“Bristol” and Meek illustrated catalogue today— it’s free.

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
84 HORTON STREET, BRISTOL, CONN.

Pacific Coast Branch—The Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.



ANGLING FOR THE GAMEY BASS
THIS STRATEGIST OF THE LILY PADS TEACHES MANY A LESSON IN PATIENCE TO
THE FISHERMAN WHO WOULD MATCH HIS WITS AGAINST HIS ABNORMAL CUNNING

By BEN C. ROBINSON

F
ishing for black bass to the be-

ginner in the sport has all the deep
elusiveness of the average thimble-

ring game, and is about as profitable as

most virgin efforts. But in contrast to

that historic pastime, the novice at the

grand old game of bass fishing does not
part with his time and wallet and leave

the entertainment with a feeling of self-

abasement and a

yearning to wander
far away from his

humiliations, to

crush from his soul

the recollections of

that tragic event.

Instead, he
trudges home with
the setting of the

sun over the
rounded western
hills, a determina-
tion in his heart to

return the next
day and learn more
of a lesson that
calls to him of a
land sweet with the
scent of the wil-

lows and the bass-

woods, and of a
wiley old chap that
has taught him the
lesson of patience,

and esteem for a
few pounds of

whalebone activity

and abnormal cun-
ning— our old
strategist of the lily pads and the hid-

den pools, Mr. Bass.
To angle with success for the bass one

must have a good understanding of their

peculiarities, and that means close ob-

servance of the bass streams in your
neighborhood or where you are in the
habit of spending your days off.

When fishing a stream the angler, who
takes the requisite amount of pleasure
that marks the true lover of the sport,
will have his eyes open for signs of his

Contents Copyright. 1919, by Forest and Stream

favorite quest. In working a stream I

never neglect to carefully mark and re-

member those places where I might
notice a feeding bass. They are not
afflicted with the wanderlust, the black
bass. They are home lovers in their way
and where once seen might be expected
always.

In the spring months when the bass

are passing through their spawning sea-
son is the best time to mark these haunts.
At that time the old bass builds her nest
among submerged boulder drifts and
mounds. Always on the lookout for
tresspassers over her dominions, she
keeps the water swirling with her savage
rushings. It is a safe supposition to
form that even after the spawning season
is over there will be some lusty old bass
lurking about that submerged stone
mound. Where one of these despots

Publishing Co.

makes himself known by leaping, with a

great splatter of water, high in the air

after his lunch on minnows, is a mighty
propitious place to gently drop an active

chub or a well tailored artificial lure

upon some bright morning just as the
dawn streaks the east with its delicate

banners of a departing mist.

Drop it just at the place where you are
in the habit of see-

ing him hold his

banquets and reel

it in slowly and
steadily; those are
the times and the
places that mark
good ones for a

creel. Unless one
chances to be work-
ing a strange
stream he can save
himself a vast
amount of hard
and useless casting

by marking these

loafing places of

the bass, for it

must be understood
that even in the

best stocked
streams there are
barren stretches

that will not yield

enough to repay
the efforts ex-

pended in w h i p-

ping them.
These haunts

that I speak of will

of course receive the attention of a true
sportsman only at those periods of the
year suitable to taking a fish. A con-

scientious angler will scorn to cast a lure

over the nest of a bass in spawning
season.

TO go into the details of the subject
on the haunts of the black bass, it

will be necessary to cover the stream
very thoroughly and even then it might
be safer to insert the warning that an

An overflowing creel of plucky old warriors
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eccentric old lad will sometimes be found
outside the customary places. The most
general idea is that bass are essentially

lovers of the shadows and deep cool

waters. This is all true enough but does

not prevent the wise fisherman from
dropping a lure in the wide, bright ones

;

there is where the chances are mighty
good for raising good big mouth.
The big mouth bass will be found in

more open pools where there are sand
bottoms or even mud bottoms, not neces-

sarily requiring any cover and disregard-

ing currents also. Sluggish, warm pools

will appeal to him. In this characteristic

he differs widely from the small mouth
bass. The small mouth is rarely ever

found where the stream does not boast

of a gravelly or boulderry bottom with a

plentitude of shade and cover.

Sunken log drifts, submerged boulder

piles, drifted brush and tree tops are

more to his liking
;
under the lee of grassy

banks, undercuts among tree roots, in

the shelter of weed and brush coves and
among lily pad aprons, all places of the

kind must be viewed with expectancy by
one who is after the small mouth. Some

of these places that have been mentioned

are profitably worked only at special

periods of the day, because of the fact

that they are favored by the bass either

as feed grounds or as a place of shel-

ter and rest.

The weedy coves where there is a good
depth of water, the sunken rock piles

and beneath the log drifts are the places

of idleness and lookout. In the heat of

the day those places should receive the

fisherman’s attention, leaving the shallow

water along the lily pads and on the

sand and gravel points to the morning
and evening hours.

I notice there seems to be a prevalent

attitude among those who express them-
selves as authorities on matters of ang-
ling, to discourage activity on the part

of the angler at those periods of the day
occurring between the early morning and
evening hours. The bulk of the writers

and experts talk this sort of thing, which
I must say is in strict opposition to my
own personal ideas of the bass fishing

game; and why? Because of the con-

vincing fact that actual experience along
many a stream of the past has taught

me to look upon all such balderash as

eminating either from some “take it

easy” sportsman or from one who fishes

possibly a week out of the entire season

and then goes home under the hallucina-

tion that he knows all there is to be

learned of the bass fishing game.
He rummages through the public

library for reference books, remembers a

few things his guide might have dropped
broadcast as exercise for his entertaining

abilities, and writes a couple of dozen

fair sized books upon how and what to

do. If its bass you are going after then
take a tip from one who realizes that

what he does not know about this eccen-

tric gentleman, black bass, would make
much better reading than what little he
does know, and keep after them.

It would be a good plan for the man
fishing for bass to fasten into his hat
band the simple recipe that will unques-
tionably catch the fish. Work for them,
and work for them from sunup to sun-

down; that is the thing to bring about a

full string of the game rascals. And
therefore do I say: Consider not the

morning and the evening hours as the

- 1

only ones when bass can be taken, but

rather study where and when they are

most likely to be, at the different periods

of the day.

Some of the best bass of my experi-

ences have been taken out in the hottest

part of the day; in fact, personally, the

noon hours and early afternoon, if any-

thing, are more favored by my efforts

than any other time. The feeding

grounds, it must be understood though,

are as a rule deserted at this time and
those places where the water is deep,

under the logs, at the edge of the weedy
coves and over the underwater rock

drifts are the places to confine your

efforts.

Make your casts as near where you
figure them to be resting from the heat

as possible and very carefully manoeuver
your bait, if it should be a natural one,

about in the vicinity. If it should happen
to be an artificial offering place it be-

yond where the fish is expected to rest

and try to manoeuver it as near him as

the place will allow.

This is one of the surest ways of at-

tracting the attention of this wiley chap.

AS to fish taking food only at set

hours of the day, I do not see any-

thing to it except as a theory.

Practical results destroy any such teach-

ings as unwort’ny of consideration. Of
course it must not be concluded that I

mean it to be understood that the morn-
ing and evening hours are less profitable

than the middle ones, or for that matter
as apt to yield the same quantity of fish

in a corresponding area of water. They
will not, generally speaking, because
of the fact that at the regular feeding

hours the fish are in the habit of con-

gesting at those places where their

natural food exists. The thing I at-

tempt to point out is the fact that those

hours, supposed to be lost, might be well

improved by the conscientious and vigor-

ous angler and turned into profit, win-

ning bass to be proud of.

It means work and plenty of it to

whip a stream during the heat of the

day, and as a rule no great quantity of

fish will be taken out at any one place,

as happens during the feeding hours,

but what are creeled will most generally

be ones that, considering pounds and
inches, which means a worthy opponent
to test your skill, are the best that the

stream affords; the big ones seem to be
the more active in the heat of the day.

Then as another very vital considera-

tion in the summarization of bass haunts,

there occurs the presence of weather con-

ditions. Weather has as much to do
with the yield of a stream in filling the

creel as any one of the other conditions

which have been dwelt upon. There
again appears a wide variance of opin-

ions, all of which are more or less well

founded.
Personally I lean toward a calm

stream for my best fishing. This will

be looked upon with disfavor among a

great many of the brotherhood but past
results have forced me to give a calm
surface the preference. A slight breeze
ruffling the water, though, is not at all ob-

jectionable and in some cases helps mat-
ters along, but I do not favor a strong
run of rough water unless it should be
for trolling with a deep working artifi-

cial lure, or still fishing in very deep

water. In that case the depth of the bait

will place it past any disturbance of the

more agitated surface. All in all, though,

I favor the calm days or the evenings
with their delicate ripples. Cloudy, cool

days are oppressive to the fisherman and
do not stand high as a successful time
for bass fishing.

Just previous to a heavy thunder
storm or shower of rain, the bass assume
an active state and without question it

is a good time to have a lure out; then

the fish seem to sense an influx of their

natural food. I have oftentimes thought,

or it might be that for some unexplain-
able reason the unnatural restlessness of

the atmosphere, that one notices previous
to a storm, might affect the fish and
drive them forth from their hiding places

in the same manner as one will notice

children and geese racing about wdth

an abnormal hysteria. It is possible that

the fish are affected in the same way and
grab at anything which might come be-

fore them no matter what shape it pre-

sents or how strangely it seems to act.
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I have noticed that unnatural disturb-

ances of various kinds will sometimes

cause an erstwhile dead pool to awaken
with a rush and yield a spasmodic quoto

of strikes. I have observed this thing

occurring when a wagon was being driven

across a ford below a pool, or a bunch
of boys swimming and splashing about

nearby. There is something about the

action of the water at these times which
undoubtedly does cause the fish to grab

anything foreign looking.

About the fact of a rain storm caus-

ing restlessness in a pool, I believe this

to be due to the reason of the fish’s un-

derstanding that the rainfall will dis-

lodge insects and larvas from the over-

hanging branches of thickets and trees

along the stream, causing them to fall

into the water, a prey to their activity,

or fiooding the stream so that worms and
bugs might meet with a similar fate.

At any rate just previous to a rain

has been the favorite time always among
men who angle, to cast their lures to

the fishes of their choice.

AS a bass bait I am personally wed-
ded to the run chub; the sturdy,

pink kind one finds in the cold, crys-

tal waters of a small brook that are as

yet not far from their birthplaces in the

shaded coves. They are vigorous and
hardy and furnish a tough covering for

a hook.

One thing that should be considered,

though, in collecting the bait, is this;

Those minnows taken from fresh water
of a low temperature will give better

satisfaction than baits from warm, slug-

gish ponds or bayous. Be sure and keep

The savage strike of the ferocious bass

the bait bucket filled with fresh water.

Have a bucket with a good surplus of

room and change the water as often as

possible.

When minnows are noticed swimming
to the top for air, the water needs

changing. The inside compartment of

the bait bucket should be immersed in

the stream when fishing; never allow it

to knock around on the shore or in the

bottom of the boat in the hot sun.

A good method to preserve a bait that

is already attached to the hook, is to

place it back in the bucket and fasten

the covering over the line. The bucket
can be carried from place to place by
allowing enough line to run from the

reel so as not to strain the tip of the

rod. In this way a bait can be used for

double the time then by carrying it

around, dangling at the end of the line

in the air. Remember always that a

vigorous, healthy bait is the one requisite

to s access on a bass stream. A bass is

the most fastidious of feeders, a crip-

pled or groggy minnow does not appeal
to him ;

he wants his dessert served up

in the shape of a darting, spry chub,

someplace in the neighborhood of four

inches in length.

The greatest of care should be exer-

cised in casting with the live minnow.

They are at best a fragile piece of prop-

erty and careless work will result in a

depleted bait can, with nothing to show
as the result. Before making a cast on

a pool that you are not familiar with,

take a little time and look about to see

that there are no obstructions or weeds
or brush to catch the bait at the com-
mencement or finish of the cast. If there

should happen to be anything of the kind,

and it is not noticed at the time, a lost

or mutilated minnow will no doubt be the

result.

Never allow your bait to strike the

water with killing force. Place it out as

gently as you would a dainty fiy. It can
soon be learned and the pleasure of see-

ing a nice industrious bait coming back,

instead of a reeling pale thing, dead
and worthless, will more than repay one
for the little time and care that it costs

to learn.

I have fished with anglers, who,
through long years at the game, should
have known better, who would retrieve

their bait as though it were some sort

of a cast iron affair, with the result

that they were always weeping and
swearing at their ill luck. To keep an
efficient, live bait, reel the minnow in

slowly and evenly, lifting it gradually
to the surface, playing it about in all

the likely spots; if he is in there this

method will raise him.
It has been proven many times by an-

glers who are well-skilled in fishing.

Cast your lure in the lea of some little bush-covered, rocky is land for there is where the black bass love to hide and feed
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T
he primary object of the entire

game is to find your fish. By this

I mean locating where the bass are

feeding; then approach the place quietly;

there is really no need of creeping up on

a bass, as the general run of anglers

seem to think, as though he were some
sensitive cowardly person; just ap-

proach with a little care, no unnecessary
racket and drop your bait where you
have seen him feeding or where your
acquaintance with such matters leads

you to believe him to be.

Let the bait come in, if the cast should

happen to be a good distance out, swim-
ming about in its natural way, only

keep up the slack line with the reel;

then when it has reached the length of

the rod from where you stand, lift the

bait gently and very slowly toward the

surface, to within a few inches, so you
can see the minnow, see that he is active

then ease it down and swing in a circuit-

ous manner about the vicinity. If old

Mr. Bass happens to be about that part

of the country and looking for a hand-
out, its a safe bet that there will be

trouble brewing for that particular min-
now.
When the bass takes a minnow he

signals the fact by a strong tug or two
at the line, and swims about with the

bait, usually in a series of circles. This
is oftentimes the action of the bait, if

it should happen to be an extra vigor-

ous one attempting to escape from the

menacing black shadow near him. Some-
times, though, the fish will take the bait

with a rush and run for a sheltered spot

to feed. The first mentioned character-
istic is usually his way of starting the

battle. After he has played the bait

in this manner a few seconds the line

will be noticed to start steadily away

—

then give him a free spool, in fact help
him along.

Strip off a quantity of the line and

feed it to him so that there will be no
hinderance to jerk the bait from his

mouth, for remepiber, he has not swal-
lowed the bait at all ; he only has it

grasped in his mouth sideways and the

least opposition to his progress on the
part of the rod holder will result in dis-

lodging the minnow from its place in his

mouth, breaking its back possibly or crip-

pling it so badly that the bass will have
nothing more to do with it. Therefore I

insist that nothing be allowed to retard
his run; after he has reached some good
shelter, among a clutter of rocks, under
logs or brush or an overhanging bank
the wise old gentleman will stop, turn
the bait in his mouth and start gorging
it. At this period which I have just de-
scribed there are no doubt more bass lost

than at any other stage of the game. It

calls for a steady hand and a keen idea

Bringing him to the net

of the old battler’s very eccentric habits.

When he stops to turn the minnow,
preparatory to gorging it, hold the rod

perfectly still; anything in the nature

of a strike will ruin the whole affair.

At this period take up all the slack

gently and press the thumb firmly

against the spool; it will only be a sec-

ond or so before the kick comes in the

nature of a couple of sharp jerks. That
is when he feels the prick of the hook

—

then strike!

A word or two in regard to the strike

might not come in amiss here. It does

not mean an attempt to smash the rod

tip, this thing of striking a fish. The
primary motive in striking with the rod

on a fish is to set the hook firmly into

him before he has a chance to spew it

out when he feels the barb. A slight

turn of the wrist, with the thumb held

firmly on the spool, is all that is neces-

sary to hook your fish good and solid.

Almost without exception every bass that

gives me the chance to follow out this

rule is hooked deep in the gullet.

There are exceptions, of course, to this

system which I have described. Certain

localities, especially in the small streams
where there usually exist a great vari-

ety of danger zones, will not permit of

the privileges mentioned. Old log piles

show their warning outposts beneath the

surface. Brush and weed strips are

about and the angler must disregard the

temptations of giving a wise old bass

his wishes.

Under these conditions the entire plan

must be changed and reformed to meet
the emergency, and that upon very short

notice. A firm rod will sometimes turn

the stunt if the bass happens to be a

good one and a determined minded sort;

a firm rod, but remember an unexpected

or premature shock will dislodge the

bait. If you work it right, in a case of

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 368 )

AFTER BEAR WITH BOW AND ARROW
A REVERSION TO THE HUNTING IMPLEMENT OF OLD DAYS, WHEN MEN DREW
BOWS ON SAVAGE GAME. BRINGS SUCCESS TO VENTURESOME HUNTERS OF TODAY

Killing a bear with a bow and ar-

row is a very old sport. It ranks
in antiquity next to killing one

w'ilh a club. However, it is not in fash-

ion at present. We are likely to forget
that such a thing can be done if some
one doesn’t do it once in a while and
tell about it.

This is a true story. There wouldn’t
be any fun in lying about it. It seems
more improbable just to tell the truth.

The first requisite in bear hunting
seems to be the bear, and the next is a

bunch of good bear dogs. So we looked
up the man who owned the dogs that
re used to hunt the bear.

Up in Humboldt County, California,

nore bears are killed than most people
know about, and Tom Murphy does a
good part of the killing. He got his

first bear when he was fourteen years
old, and he has shot from eight to

By SAXTON POPE

eighteen bear every winter for the past

thirty years. Tom has the finest pack

of bear hounds in this neck of the

woods. They have been in the family

for years and never hunt anything but

panther and bears. At present there

are five dogs in the pack. With one ex-

ception, they are fox hounds with a

touch of bloodhound. They came orig-

inally from the State of Kentucky, and
they are about the most intelligent dogs

that I ever saw. When these dogs strike

a cold track of a bear, they dance about

and yelp in a most bewitching manner.
When they hit a hot track, on the run,

you can hear their music for miles.

Just to hear them bay rouses up some
pretty old and powerful thrills in a

hunter’s breast, and when the bear

comes crashing through the brush down
the canyon, breathing like a quarter

horse, with the dogs in running, it sure-

ly is a great and glorious sight to behold.

Bruin is the king of the forest and

does not get out of the way of any beast,

but he greatly fears a dog. The great

majority of the bears killed in this

country are treed by dogs before they

are shot. Murphy thinks he has killed

over three hundred bears, and he only

got three of these without dogs. Very
few other hunters in these parts ever

see a bear, much less kill one. If you

have not got dogs, you get no bears.

Arthur young and I have been

shooting the long bow for the past

four years, and have killed every

sort of game from ground squirrels up
to deer, and now we thought we would

like to try our hand on bears. Murphy
was taken with the idea, but was a little

skeptical. The wise old boys around the

ranch laughed and joshed us. They had
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Tom Murphy with two of his best bear dogs

all shot the bow when they were kids:

“Why an arrow wouldn’t stick in a bear,

much less hurt him. It would only tease

him,” they said.

We showed them our big, strong yew
bows, pulling seventy-five pounds, and
the dangerous looking arrows, with steel

heads nearly two inches long and over

an inch wide and sharp as a butcher

knife. They tried the bows but they

couldn’t pull up an arrow half way.
Then Tom sat out an old dried bear hide

on the corral fence. I shot a broad head
through the thick skin of the neck and
a paw which dangled behind. Then we
shot some blunt arrows through an inch

pine board, and they got another view
point on archery. But still they shook
their heads.

Well, anyway, Tom said he would take
his old 32 W. S. along just to protect

the dogs. It was bad weather, and we
made four unsuccessful hunts without
getting sight of fur. Tom said he had
never gone out so many times in his

life without bringing home a bear. He
thought the bows were a hoo-doo.

On the fifth trip, out about fifteen

miles from the ranch, in Panther Can-
yon, we struck a fresh track. In just
about half an hour after we loosed the
dogs we had a bear treed. It looked as

big as a horse ’way up there on the
limb of a tall fir tree. We had run up
a mountain side through hazel brush
and were pretty well winded, but we
helped Tom catch the dogs and tie them
up, because he would not have one of

his dogs hurt for three hundred dollars,

and you can’t tell what a bear will do
when he is wounded.

WE had plenty of time, so Young
and I stationed ourselves some
thirty yards or so from the tree

on the hill side and prepared to shoot.

The bear was about seventy-five feet up
in the air, so that our distance from

;

him was about forty yards.

We drew up our bows together and
let drive. Both arrows struck her full

in the chest, and went completely
1 through, feathers and all. That made
(

me feel good
!

Quick as a wink, the
old beast wheeled about and began
scrambling down the tree. Tom yelled

I

for us to run up and shoot her again.
As this was our first bear, we were a

' little diffident about getting too close to
her, and we lost a little time looking at

^ the funny way she came down the tree,

but we got to the base at the same time

j

she did. We let her have a couple more
I arrows as she landed, but she did not
I

stop to argue. As the Germans say, “She

I

made an orderly retreat,” at the rate of
I about forty miles per hour, down the
I canyon.

Tom was disgusted. “You missed
i her,” he said. “Why didn’t you run up
1 and soak her in the heart, the way I told
I you?”

I
We swore we had her. “Give her

' time and she will die,” we said. He
wasn’t going to loose the hounds on a

I

wounded bear, but he turned Shep, a
I

wary old cattle dog, after her. He
would keep out of her way.

Soon we heard Shep baying her. Tom

was incredulous, but he turned the

hounds loose. We followed hesitatingly.

A quarter of a mile down the gulch,

over fallen timber, through brush, with
quivers rattling and bows catching in

everything, we ran like deer or devils.

Sure enough, the dogs had her up a tree

again. She sat astraddle on a limb of

another Douglas fir, not twenty feet

from the ground. She was badly
wounded and could not climb higher.

Young and I drove two more arrows in

her and she dropped to the ground. The
dogs heeled her and old Shep went fly-

ing past, hanging on to one ham as he
ran.

But she didn’t travel far. Up a
nearby oak, not over eight inches in

diameter, she scrambled like an acrobat
and swung out on a limb in full view.

She didn’t seem to know we existed. Her
mind was entirely taken up with dogs.

Young and I got within twenty
yards of her and shot arrow
after arrow through her body.

They did not stick in and dangle. They

went clear through. She was in a bad
way, gasping for air and slipping

farther out on the bending limb of the

oak. At last Young drove an arrow over
her eye and she tumbled out of the tree,

crashed to the ground and rolled over

and over down the canyon.

The dogs were at her throat as she

fell, and by the time we got down to the

stream where she lay, she was dead as

a door nail.

Young and I shook hands. Tom opened
her up. She had died of collapse of the

lungs and pulmonary hemorrhage. Seven
arrows had gone through her chest,

some cutting one or two ribs in their

course. Only one arrow remained in

her, and the broken end of this was
lodged six inches in her head.

We concluded that we had really killed

her with the first two shots—if we had
only waited. We had kept on shooting
because we didn’t know when to stop.

Tom gave the dogs the liver and lights,

and started off for the horses.

She was a three-year-old bear and
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 382)

The bowmen, Arthur Young and Saxton Pope with the victim of their prowess
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The King Party Finally Reaches

the Most Primitive Area of the Ten

Thousand Islands Territory and

Obtains Indisputable, Colorful

Proof of Illicit Egret Hunting. A
Stop at the Notorious “ Watson

Place.” John in His Element at

Last. After Red Snapper, Pom-

pano, Mullet and Barracuda. A
Tarpon Strike. Chatham Bend

River Provides Some Interesting

Sport. Studies of the Water Fowl.

V ERY early in the morning of Jan-

uary 1, the Mae, towing a remark-

able assortment of smaller craft,

pushed out into Chokoloskee Bay, from

that shell island which had offered so

much of thrill and interest to the King

party, and began her gulfward journey.

For, with the taking on of two addi-

tional members, the expedition also ob-

ligated itself to tow
their clumsy flat-

bottomed batteau.
We And, therefore, first

the Mae, then the ten-

der, and finally the

stranger’s boat, followed by
John’s pet, that invincible little

glade skiff.

“Looks like a nautical circus —
processio n,” was the boy’s

amused observation, as he
glanced back at their collection of bob-

bing trailers, “and there’s some tide

going out, too. If we ever get in the

way of one of those oyster bars there’ll

be a fine mix-up!”
It was almost a prophecy, for one-half

hour later, with Hendry at the wheel
and the Mae making not over four knots

an hour, the current managed to dis-

arrange his plans and with a grinding
noise that gave all on board the shivers,

the power boat went aground on a treach-

erous bar. In another moment half

across it, her stern reared five feet in

the air, and she hung there, helplessly.

There was nothing to it but to jump
overboard, in water up to their thighs,

and do some tall hustling. The three

smaller boats were pulled across to the

shore, a distance of a hundred feet, and
made fast, until the problem could be

solved. This accident had happened at

LITTirt BLUE riEPON

the mouth of the river, in Chokoloskee

Pass. Every foot of the way was mist-

draped.
Hendry said several phosphorescent

things that we had best not put in print.

A number of small mangroves were

chopped down, the branches clipped off,

and, with these as levers, the Mae was

finally worked over the bar and into deep

water again. But this consumed two

hours of valuable time.

The strangers who had been taken on

at Chokoloskee were quite amiable as-

sistants in these operations and despite

0-
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Look sharp! There in the distance are the egrets, herons and blue-legs, winging
across a bleak stretch of saw grass country.

the suspicious circumstances under which
they had been taken along, the others

were inclined to look upon them with less

misgivings.

The entire party were now on the Mae,
although the belongings of “The Man
with the Red Beard,” and his younger
companion were still deftly concealed un-

der a tarpaulin in their own batteau.

At eleven o’clock after a decidedly

tortuous passage, they came to the

innumerable mangrove keys at the

mouth of the pass, and a second halt

was necessary because of the Mae’s co-

quettish motor. And it was during this

lull in proceedings that John dropped a

line overboard. He had only salt pork

for bait and was trusting to luck to land

something, for the pass was known to be

filled with fish.

Hendry was the first to see the boy
as he began a dance on the deck, having
evidently made some sort of important
strike. A moment later he had thrown
a wriggling, thrashing object almost at

his feet, and before the guide could reach
him, he was attempting to extract his

hook from the mouth of an enormous
brown moray, no less than two and a

half feet long.

Hendry made a leap for John and
dragged him away.
“Big little fool!” he exclaimed, “rather

have water mocassin or rattlesnake bite

me than moray. Him dreadful poison.

Kill quick. No do anything.”

Mr. King was ready to verify this

statement.

And he, too, cautioned John against
ever getting on too familiar terms with
the brown moray of Chokoloskee Pass.

“If that thing had bitten you,” said
he, “we might have had to carry you
back to Miami in a pine box. Its bite

is venemous to a degree.”

“Yes, but you have your medicine kit,”

John answered. He had every confidence
in his father to cure all ills.

“It’s just as Hendry tells you,” Mr.
King continued “the moray is a dan-
gerous customer. There would be but
one thing to do: a quick rope or cord
tourniquet above the wound—as tight as
we could make it. Then hypodermics

—

a circle of them—of permanganate of
potash in solution around the actual
wound, followed by jabs directly in the
wound.” John, Jr., was visibly impressed.

“And what does that do?” the boy de-

manded.
“Permanganate of potash is a vigor-

ous germicide,” said his father, “it has
peculiar properties all its own. Its ten-

dency would be to nullify the germs and
force them to the surface. You would
have an ugly looking limb for a while
and, finally, the poison would come to

the surface in the shape of an ugly sore.

But it would be better than dying, that’s

sure. All of this would have to be done
quickly, of course. I never travel in

these parts without the hypo needle and
a phial of the solution.”

“A good drink of whiskey is the stuff
for snake bites,” interrupted one of the
strangers, who had ambled up.

“And that is where you are mistaken,”
Mr. King quickly replied, “when will peo-
ple get that fallacy out of their heads.
The heart stimulus of alcohol is short-
lived and the let-down afterwards far
from beneficial in cases of this kind.
Never use whiskey for snake bites, my

friend. The heart must be stimulated,

of course, for snake poison tends to im-
mediately weaken the action of the heart,

since the blood takes it up instantly, but
strychnine is effective. And morphine

—

you notice that it is part of our equip-

ment. Those who fare forth into far
and dangerous places always take a sup-
ply of this drug. It is the court of last

resort. A leg is broken—a wound is

suffered that will never be healed—death
is inevitable. Rather than die a lin-

gering death these unfortunates end it

all by the easiest route. I refer, of

course, to cases where a man is out on a
solitary expedition—alone. By the way,
there is another method of using the
permanganate of potash—perhaps an
easier way. It may be had in crystals.

The bite is slashed, to considerable depth,,

and the crystals smeared into it—this,

you understand, after the tourniquet has
been set.”

After this little lecture, John, Jr.,

made a mental resolve to give morays a
wide berth in the future. But he did
catch several edible fish before the en-
gine was repaired, and their trip re-
sumed.

At three in the afternoon, the Mae
had reached Pavilion Key, where it

was decided to stop for a short
while, en route to Chatham Bend River.
For the last lap of the memorable jour-
ney was to take them up this picturesque
stream and well into the interior.

Pavilion Key is a pictureque sand
ridge in crescent form. Around and
about it are innumerable fine oyster bars,
and some of the lower sand ridges are
subject to overflow during those sweeping
tides of the gulf.

Like explorers upon a desert isle, the
five members of the party walked around
the crescent in the brilliant afternoon

Thinking it all over in camp and deciding that life in the big outdoors has
everything else beaten a mile.
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The famous “Watson Place” on the shell mound on Chatham Bend River. They
tell of black deeds enacted here and the entire locality has an unsavory reputation.

sunshine. The oysters were sampled and
were of excellent quality.

Mr. King guided John up a slope to

a sort of little plateau, grown over with
.stringy brush and trees.

“There,” said he, “is a fairly repre-

sentative type of the manguey. It is a

species of tropic cactus and seems oddly

out of place in this part of the country.

And yonder is sisal and Spanish bayonet.

This can mean only one thing: our birds

of the West Coast migrate southward, to

Cuba and as far as Yucatan. As they

come back, in the spring, the droppings

of seed on these occasional keys, brings

the sort of vegetation that belongs to

distant lands. You will not find these

plants inland.

“On the East Coast, however, there are

traces of many trees and plants that are

natives of the Amazon and Orinoco

region. The birds are also responsible

for this.”

A coon, plump and sassy, was discov-

ered in a tree, but John’s rifle choked

and while he was fumbling with ob-

stinate cartridges, Mr. King had a pot

shot at the little animal. It dropped to

the ground and Hendry skinned it. The
pelt was fine.

Swimming in the shallow tidal waters

over the oyster bars were many strange

and even beautiful fish. All in all, they

did not regret stopping at Pavilion Key
—a wild and primitive place, storm-

beaten and alive with romance.

But time was passing, and they must
continue their journey, for it was ab-

solutely necessary to make the shelter

of Chatham Bend River before nightfall.

The going was slow, because of the still

cranky engine—a woe that had followed

them these many days, and the Mae did

not run through the complex channels

and into the mouth of the stream until

late in the afternoon. The river was
choked with mangrove islands and it re-

quired the best that Hendry had in stock

to negotiate safe passage. Despite the

shoals and the tide and the trailing boats,

however, it was accomplished and they

came upon a very wide and very wonder-

ful stream, at least 100 yards wide, con-

tinuing so, as far as eye could reach.

To the right they spied an immense

shell mound, covered with luxuriant veg-

etation, but the predominant sky-line was
one of mangroves. One mile further on,

Hendry pointed to a dim light ashore, to

the left, and the shadowy outlines of a

human habitation were visible.

The guide had heard of this place and
it was interesting to watch him, as he
shrugged those big shoulders of his and
grimaced.

“Old Watson plantation!” he grunted,

“very bad. He get men to come work
on his place. They stay mebbe one, two
year. No pay. When debt get big. Old
Man take ’em on hunting trip and shoot.

Then bury in mangrove swamp. Debt
paid easy—see.”

And everyone saw.
It was at this juncture when they were

almost opposite the ramshackle dock, to

which a motor boat was fastened, that

the engine went dead and the lively cur-

rent began to sweep them up-stream.

A man suddenly appeared on the shore,

waving his arms.
“Anything I can do for you?” he

shouted, curving his hands over his
mouth.
“Guess we can make it,” answered Mr.

King, “is it all right to anchor off shore
here for the night?”
“You bet,” was the rather cheery re-

ply-

It should be mentioned in passing that
Old Man Watson, long famous in that
w’ild country has long since passed into
the happy hunting ground of Bad Men.
We wish to diverge a moment and quote
from a Forest and Stream reader who
sent in this significant paragraph a
month or so ago:

“The stone over the grave of that
Audubon Society warden on Cape
Sable is a very pretty piece of bnown
stone. I visited it last year. But
what do you expect—he butted in

on the local plume-hunting industry.
If Lamed wants a story tell him
to get it from George Storter, of Al-
lens River—the sbjry of Watson,
who lived on Lostman’s River (the
correspondent is in error here, for
Watson lived on Chatham Bend
River)

,
and made a business of kill-

ing for the pure love of the thing. I

visited the stand from which he shot
his victims and found the skeleton
of the old women he killed and which
one of my friends helped to bury.
Watson died facing a bunch of men
at Chokoloskee. They buried him on
Rabbit Key, waking Storter up in the
middle of the night to pronounce him
officially dead. This was easy. He
had twenty-one bullets in him.”

All of which is according to Hoyle.
Another correspondent whose interesting
notations appear in a letter on page
353, tells more in detail of this same
rascally old murderer, and we will there-

fore refrain from repeating the Watson
life narrative. Watson left these parts

for an even hotter climate some six years
ago, and his plantation is now owned
and operated by D. H. Whitton.
The present owner has gone in for

sugar cane and has thirty acres under

Pompano and oysters furnish fresh, clean food for the cruiser in southern waters.
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cultivation. The syrup that he makes

is a delight to the palate. Our adven-

turers bought a gallon jug of it for sixty

^nts—think of that—and can bear wit-

ness to my statement.

In a whisper, we may confide, that

the sugar cane yields one other product.

When fishermen need bait of a slightly

different kind, it may be suggested that

perhaps aguadente can be had in this

neighborhood. It is a most excellent

quality of rum, and certainly warms the

cockles of the heart when a chap has

been out in a driz-

zling night rain after

gunning for ’gators

—

or “shinin’ dem eyes,”

as local vernacular

puts it.

The man on shore

disappeared after his

opening salutation,
and with things put in

good order for the

night, John and the

two newcomers took

boats for some fishing

on the river, as there

was still a half hour

of daylight. It proved

a successful venture.

Mullet was used as

bait and John alone

caught a fine mess of

pan fish— salt water
perch and sun fish.

Hendry was for more
interesting game.
Armed with a fish

grain, he stood aft, on

the Mae and speared

three as handsome
mullets as ever a

sportsman wants to

see.

It was a case of

early to bed and early

to rise, for all hands
were fatigued. Nor
was there any incli-

nation, when morning
came, to stir up the

Old Watson place.
That would come on
the return trip.

The Mae was going
nicely now and as

they ascended the
river, John and the

newcomers trolled. It

was a worth - while
chance, for a number
of red and black man-
grove snappers were
secured. This was
facilitated by the zig-

zag course of the boat.

Whitton himself had doubtless staked
the river, over its bad places, and the
Mae went from one bank to the other in

a series of slow manoeuvers.

The anchor was dropped at noon at
the south easternmost end of Chev-
elier Bay, a companion body of

water to Chokoloskee and bred of the
same stuff. A five-foot draft can be
carried almost the entire way through
except where the oyster bars hold forth
—and right here let it be said that Chev-
elier Bay has no equal anywhere for the

quality of oysters found there and the

incalculable number of them. These bars

overlap, criss-cross and intersect in be-

wildering quantity, their strange pin-

nacles and heads plainly visible through
the clear water. One of the small boats

was filled with them—marvelously fiav-

ored oysters, plump and snowy. Too
much cannot be said of Chevelier Bay
bivalves. If you ever venture into this

weird country, you will bear out our
statement.

The Mae was left under the friendly

shade of the mangroves and John, his

father and Hendry, taking the small

power boat, went on a reconnoitering

expedition. It was a privilege to glide

around the tropic shores with mangroves
bowing above and floating masses of lily

pads nosed to either side. There is a

very large mangrove clump at the mouth
of the river and a.series of smaller ones
at frequent intervals, making it a veri-

table puzzle for the navigator. An eight-

pound red mangrove snapper was caught
by John, while trolling in this fashion.

Now they were entering a channel, be-

tween shore and island: now they were
intending up a dim water trail that

seemed to end nowhere in particular.

Occasionally Mr. King bade them stop,

that he might make notations and
sketches in his book, for they were now
in a portion of the Chevelier property
which was to be charted.

They did not return to their new
found traveling companions until almost
six o’clock. John was wet from head
to foot, for he could not resist the temp-
tation to go overboard after those oyster

heads. Their prodigi-

ous size quite won him
to a roast for supper.

“And there is fresh

water back behind
that mangrove
clump,” he said, “to-

morrow I’m for fur-

ther exploration and
a real fishing trip.

Hendry says that we
will get tarpon there

and black bass.”

Indeed, it was “tar-

pon country” and Mr.
King himself looked

over the lines upon
their return, in prep-
aration for the treat

that was to come.
There had been so

much coming and go-

ing during these busy,
weeks, that they had
not gone in seriously

for tarpon. And now
the opportunity was
presented in a super
de luxe way.
Hendry was custo-

dian of the fire pot
that night. No sports-

man should be with-
out one. They supply
a flavor and a conve-
nience that is invalu-

able to the boat-ad-
venturer. The Mae’s
fire pot was a big one—12 inches in diam-
eter and eight inches
high. It was lined

with fire clay.

The beauty of this

handy cooker is its

adaptability. You can
put it anywhere,
above or below deck,

on land or on sea.

A moon was shining— a full moon, and
Chevelier Bay was
looking its prettiest.

Still it was, stag-
nantly still, save for the occasional
calls of birds in the hammocks—owls,

herons, water turkeys and snake-birds.

The pot was placed right out on deck
and buttonwood chips and branches
placed in it. A hot fire was soon
crackling merrily. Then on went John’s
prize oysters— great clumps of them,
until they popped and sizzled and
sent forth appetizing odors that were
irresistible. Never did an oyster roast
taste better. It would have been a
sacrilege to put any flavoring on them.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 372)

EX. C0. OFFICIAL

PLEADSCUILIYTO

HAVING AIGREITES

J. G. Treitt, Former Covnty Com-

missioner, and a Seminole In-

dian Arrested By Feder-

<al-)A|[cntft

"*• Former County Commissioaer J. G.

flPrnitt last evening pleaded guilty to vio-

lation of fhe federal law against having

egret plumes in one's possession, after

several thousand dollars’ worth had been

‘found in his room in the Watson building

in a raid by federal oflScials. Willie

Willie, the well-known Seminole Indian,

pleaded not guilty to the same charge

after about an equal amount of plumes

had been found in his room in the Sun
Dial apartments.
The raids were conducted late yester-

day afternoon by Deputy Louis A. Allen

and United States Game Wardens B. J.

Pacetti of Ponce Park and P. S. Farn-

ham of Oswego, N. Y.. and the plumes

taken were valued at $7,000. Following

the hearing before United States Court

Commissioner Graham both men put up
bail, Truitt furnishing a cash bond of

$300 while Jerry Gallatis and John W.
Buck went on the Indian’s bond.

Willie Willie first asked for William

Burdine, but when informed that Mr.

Burdine could not be found, he said, “I

take Jerry Gallatis alleesame, think so.”

He could not understand why the officers

dared enter his locked room in his ab-

SfflCe. —
From the Miami Herald of May zoth.

that the King party were

Plumes Cleverly Hidden

The Truitt collection was found in an

old suit case, cleverly hung up behind a

bureau in his room. It comprised 14

aigrettes, valued at $150 sath, and four

roseate spoonbill (pink curlew) plumes,

valued at $100 each. He declared that

he did not own the plumes, but finally

pleaded guilty when arraigned before the

commissioner.

In the Indian’s collection were one

great white heron plume, valued at over

$500, one wood duck plume, va.lued at

$300, 17 snowy heron fcross egret)

plumes, valued at $125 each; two small

blue herons, plumes valued at $20 each

;

one golden crown night heron, pliynes

valued at $50, and 10 American egret

plumes, values at $150 each.

Both collebtions are being displayed in

Douglas’s window today, and the officials

are anxious that Miami women shall see

them so that they will be able to recog-

nize the various kinds of aigrettes and

co-operate with the government in appre-

hending store keepers who keep such

plumes and wqmen who wear them. Mr.

Pacetti said bday thht ha would arrest

any woman wearing them,~no matter how
prominent socially she might be.

Heavy PenaOdea Provided

The law- provides that any person found

with an aigrette in his or her possession

shall be liable to a fine of $500 or six

months’ imprisonment or both.

As is well known, plumes can be found

on herons only during the period when
they are laking their eggs and rearing

their young. Consequently, the killing of

one of t^ese birds at this period means
that the;young will be left to die, or that

eggs in the nest will never be hatched.

Since these birds are exceedingly rare

now, protection must be afforded them or

they will become extinct.

Mr. Pacetti recently created quite a

stir when he arrested and brought to trial

a number of wealthy residents of Leon

county and secured ‘ their conviction on

the charge of killing migratory birds out

of season.

The plumage obtained in the raid will

likely be either burned or placed in somg
museum.

This looks like pretty good evidence
right in their deductions
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THE OLD TIME RELIABLE “SHARPIE ”

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE THIS FAMOUS LITTLE BOAT WHICH HAS BROUGHT
SO MUCH PLEASURE TO THE CRUISERS ON OUR INLAND [WATERWAYS

By P. P. AVERY. M. E.

The old time reliable “Sharpie” is a

craft of such speed and seaworthi-

ness that it should be brought back
into service. The general and typical

construction of such a boat is shown by
the drawings and the descriptive specifi-

cations following.

The boat is especially adapted for

rivers, harbors and sea coasts; for fish-

ing, crabbing, shooting, etc., being used
most successfully and efficiently by my-
self on the Long Island Sound and its

inlets from New York to Massachusetts.

It has the ability to cut the water, when
close hauled, like a shark, leaning on
either side with the gunwale awash. If

speed is the main object of the sport,

an outrigger, adjustable by thumb
screws, may be made to run out on either

side, and the sportsman sits out over

the foaming water and assists the center

board in holding her down. Care must
be taken of course, in watching for sud-

den squalls and wind breaks, as at high
speed overturning might happen if the

sailor is away out on the outrigger when
the breeze ceases suddenly, as it is wont
to do.

The center-
board is likened

to an adjustable

keel
; it may be

hauled up to its

top position or

lowered to the
bottom position

by a rope which,
when fast in the

holdfast cleat

keeps the board
in any position.

The center-board
is lowered ac-

cording to the
strength of the
wind and the
close hauling of

the two sails.
This boat is es-

pecially adapted
to tacking against
the wind, and is

in a class by it-

self for ease of

operation.

I

N building the

boat use the

best of well-

seasoned, clear
lumber, well filled

with a good prim-

er coat of best

American white
lead and linseed

oil.

All joints
should be care-

fully coated with
asphaltum and
caulked with

oakum so as to make it water-tight.

The fittings may be new or bought
second hand and polished up.

Regular long boat or row boat con-

struction is adhered to as to details. The
craft is made in sizes from 12 feet in

length over all up to 20 feet and over,

but the average is about 14 to 17 feet

from stem to stern.

After the hull is shaped up and screw
holes puttied, the seats should be set in

permanently, which stiffens the whole
hull, and it is then turned bottom up on

horses and the center board slot is cut

in keel and through the floor.

The exact location is determined from
the inside and two holes are bored

through, so that the exact cutting centers

and lines are obtained. Build up the

center board house of 1J4 in- wood, of

even height as the gunwale and care-

fully fit over inside longitudinal floor

runner which is in. by 6 in. The
center board house rests on this. It is

also 6 in. wide by 3 feet 8 in. long, inside

of which the center board hangs and is

raised or lowered according to sailing

conditions. The center-board house is

held fast by iron corner brackets, two
on each side and one at each end.

The center-board is suspended on its

axis end by a ^ in. standard thread

bolt, with large washers inside and out-

side and a cotter-pin hole outside of

the nut.

The other end, or rear end, is regulated

by a rope and cleat—and the rope is

held in bond by a wire wound, galvanized

ring through a clamp, securely screwed

into the top end, as shown on center-

board in cut on opposite page.

To the bottom

of the board screw

fast a piece of

lead, hammered
to the shape as

shown, or a piece

of scrap cast-iron

may readily be

found in the junk

yard and six
holes, 14 inch in

diameter drilled

and countersunk

in it. This should

weigh 50 to 100

lbs., according to

the length of the

boat. Where the

bolt passes
through the top

end of the center-

board, the hole
after it is bored

should be bushed

;

that is, it should

be lined with me-

tal. So take a

piece of light gas

pipe of a diame-

ter to just fit over

the bolt nicely and

cut off a piece as

long as the thick-

ness of the center-

board and drive

it in. This makes
a durable and

proper job.

I

F the boat is

used where the

sea is at times

Details in the construction of this simple, speedy craft. Side section and elevation choppy and squal-
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ly, the center board is a very important

feature, and to make this additionally

strong make a pair of iron brackets of

^sxl%-inch flat iron by 10 x 10-inch

angle and screw one on each side. These

take the strain when the boat is close

hauled and center board down, as the

pressure of the water against the side

of the hoard endeavors to push the center

board house out of a true line unless

strongly braced and kept in a perfect ver-

tical position with the floor of the boat.

The seating arrangements may be ar-

ranged to suit the builder.

A popular plan is shown on page 336.

Take especial care with the setting in of

all seats and have them staunch and

true as this preserves the rigidity and

original outline of the hull and also

greatly increases the boat’s efficiency.

Build the rudder as shown, facing its

outer edge with thin band iron and use

great care in setting in the hangers to

get them perfectly true and in the center.

The tiller piece may be made of flat

iron held in place by a draw up bolt

over it. Drill the holes in each end >2 in.

in diameter. Provide and screw in place

several galvanized iron pulleys and

through these run the rope to the wheel

and fasten it around the drum of the

wheel with heavy staples.

Make the standard for the wheel of

2 in. yellow pine and set it against center

board house and secure it to floor by

in. by V/2 in. flat iron brackets and

to other convenient points by long, iron

clamps so as to make a rigid job.

The wheel may be bought or made
up in a carpenter shop, and if the

latter the rim should be made of sev-

eral sections halved and screwed to-

gether. The spokes are turned up on

the lathe or are made of oak balusters

as used in house stairways. The rope

drum should be 4 in. to 6 in. in diameter

by 4 in. long and held to the standard

by flat iron out bearing and ^ in. center

bolt through same.

Large iron washers, coated with grease,

are set up on each side and make a good

stiff wheel and yet ready to the touch

of the hand.
The iron washers are bored with a

3/16 in. drill to an even countersink,

that is, do not bore through.

Drill five in each washer, one side only,

and rub these full of grease. Assemble
them face to face and the lubrication will

last for a long time. Provide the two
end tiller rope pulleys with adjusters so

the slack in the rope is readily taken up.

The adjusters are made by 3/16 in.

bolts 6 in. long with eye ends which

bolt to pulley swivel. The bolt threads

then pass through a 4 hole of an

upset clamp on the gunwale. By the

lock nuts on each side the pulley is drawn

in or out. One of these is sufficient how-

ever.

The fish box is made by a water tight

seat compartment with lift up lid, hinged

and provided with a screened opening

3 in. by 7 in. in the center. Bore several

1 in. holes in the bottom and cover the

entire bottom on inside with wire screen,

in. mesh, galvanized, tacked down
with copper tacks. Corks are provided

to fit in the holes and the box can be

baled out in a few minutes. For all day

fishing these boxes are ideal, as the water

is always fresh and live.

A beautiful finish on a Sharpie can

be had by spar-varnishing the interior

and painting the exterior white.

The masts should be carefully selected

for their straight and knotless grain and
carefully sand-papered and scraped be-

tween coats of the varnish.

The masts are held in their steps as

usually done, but the bracing should be

doubled, with iron ring brackets to floor.

The booms are also to be carefully se-

lected and the sails “made on” by a sail

maker.
The usual standard rigging is used,

such as pulleys, ropes, halyards, braces,

etc. The idea is to simplify and decrease

the number of parts by making the craft

sturdier than general construction.

I

F high speed is desired and sport an-

ticipated, it is well to build an out-

rigger, with which much excitement

and nervy sailing can be had. The bal-

ance of the boat, under these conditions,

depends upon the shifting of the man’s
body on the outrigger.

It consists of a board 1J4 in. by 12 in.

by 42 in. of spx'uce, planed smooth, with

rounded edges. The sides of the gun-
wale are fitted with iron channel pieces

to receive the board and a loose pin

holds it in place so that a man may
readily sit out upon it when the boat
is under full head and with opposite

wale awash.
It is a good plan to cover the board

with a seat of corrugated rubber mat-
ting, to give a grip on the board. Rid-
ing on the outrigger with the sparkling
waves dashing directly under you and
the spray flying, coupled with the grace-

ful rise and fall, is a sport not to be

soon forgotten.

On the whole you will find the Sharpie
to be one of the most practical of boats.

The younger generation of boys will

do well to study its adaptability to the

many forms of water sports that hold

their attention.

The sport you have in building and
sailing your own boat can never be

equalled by the pleasure of running a

boat that you have bought from some
other maker.

Like many other things in life the

harder we work for them the more we
enjoy them. Then the simple construc-

tion of the boat lends itself to rough
knocking about—so very desirable in out-

door implements of all kinds. With a

Sharpie, a full grub box and a pleasant
companion the great world of inland wa-
ters is yours to explore and to enjoy.

Head up into the bay some bright
summer morning when the waves are
dancing in the sunlight and a fresh breeze

makes the little boat slip easily through
the water, toward the little inlet where
you know the fish are waiting.

Take her out into the dim dawn of

an early November morning with your
gunning outfit safely stored below, and
you will know why the old reliable

Sharpie has held its own for so many
years among the host of newer craft that
dot the waterways along our coasts.
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS.
FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

THIRD PAPER

J

OHNNIE and I, like most boys living

in a seaport, were crazy to go to

sea. The last word in marine archi-

tecture or naval construction of sailing

vessels was reached in the Baltimore

Clipper, the best, fastest and most beau-

tiful sailing ship in the world. Under
full sail, with the wind abaft or abeam,
with her white wings spread from her

huge mainsail to the lofty moonsail or

skyscraper, and with every thread draw-

ing, full and free, it was a sight worth
going miles to see.

Johnnie and I when admiring an out-

ward bound clipper under a mountain of

canvas, from taffrail to truck, always

wished or imagined ourselves aboard and

bound for Hongkong or Rio.

We often went aboard the vessels in

the harbor, and after paying our footing

with a plug of tobacco to some old deep-

sea sailor, he would take great pride in

instructing us in the nomenclature of

hull, spars, sails and sheets, so that their

names became quite familiar to us.

These old salts were very particular to

impress us with the fact that there were

no ropes aboard a ship but a “rope’s

end,” and would say that the less we
had to do with that the better, and that

all other ropes were sheets, stays hal-

yards, etc.

They also instructed us in nautical

terms, and one of them once clinched

some of the terms with a good-natured

joke, and said that when he wished for

a change in his diet of salt horse and

duff, he would get ducks or chickens from

the hatchway, and as for fresh eggs, the

captain made the ship “lay-to” and he

got one of them. Telling this to another

old salt he said:

“Y'es, I have heard that before; Noah
used to spring it on the boys in the ark.”

This was all very amusing to us and

usually it called for an extra plug of

tobacco, in which case we were permitted

to ascend the shrouds and run over the

rigging like so many monkeys.

In regard to our going to sea most of

the old salts advised us not to go before

the mast, but to enter the Naval Acad-

emy at Annapolis and become midship-

men, as in that way we could go aboard

a ship over the rail and not through the

hawse-hole. Having this in mind, when-

ever there was a steamboat excursion on

Saturdays to Annapolis, Johnnie and I

paid our quarter and went aboard. After

arriving at Annapolis we spent most of

the time in admiring the middies as they

strolled about the grounds. We learned

that the way to gain admittance to the

Academy would be explained to us if we
wrote to the Navy Department. Accord-

ingly I wrote to the Secretary of the

Navy, and within a few days niy father

handed me a large official letter and said

:

“Have you been in correspondence

with the Secretary of the Navy?”
“Yes, sir; I am going to be a mid-.

shipman,” I said, as bravely as I could.
“Oh, you are, eh,” he replied, and went

away, chuckling to himself.
The letter proved to be a few lines of

transmittal, with some printed instruc-
tions for admission to the Naval Acad-
emy. In compliance with the same I for-
warded my name, age, etc., to be en-
rolled on the waiting list of candidates,
probably a hundred or more. But until
I reached the age limit of sixteen years
there was no vacancy in my Congres-
sional district.

J
OHNNIE tied eel skins about his an-
kles when swimming as a preventive
to cramps, but I had no faith in their

virtues in this respect. Fishing for eels

did not appeal to my proper sense of

angling. However, I consented at last

to Johnnie’s repeated solicitations to go
fishing for eels on some moonlight night,

to a place where he had once gone with

Fishing in the olden days

his father on a similar expedition. The
place was a stream known as Washing-
ton Falls, at a point where the Baltimore
& Ohio railroad crossed it on a viaduct

more than a hundred feet high.

Accordingly we started after supper
one moonlit night on a tramp of several

miles along the railway. Johnnie car-

ried a tin lantern perforated with holes,

which was in common use at that time,

while I carried a covered tin bucket as

a creel for eels. Our handlines, sinkers

and matches were in our pockets.

For bait we had prepared some ‘eel-

bobs” under the tuition of Johnnie’s

father. These were made by stringing

earthworms on a worsted strand several

inches long, and then doubling it into

a wad that could be swallowed by an eel.

These were fresh-water eels, somewhat
smaller, and as Johnnie’s father said, of

better flavor than those of salt-water.

While on our way the moon became ob-

scured by clouds, and mutterings of thun-

der were heard in the distance. When
we reached the cliff beside the viaduct it

was quite dark. TherS was a narrow
*Spath leading down the steep cliff from

the top to the stream below which I
knew very well, having often fished there
in daylight for gudgeons.

I thought I could discern the path a
foot or two below in the dark, and with
the utmost confidence I gave a Tittle jump
to reach it—but horrors! I struck the
rocks ten or twelve feet below, glanced
off and kept striking and glancing until
I landed against a tree on the bank of
the stream, more scared than hurt. Con-
siderably battered and bruised I pulled
myself together and looked up to the
summit of the cliff and beheld Johnnie
standing with both arms raised above
his head, apparently dumfounded, and
silhouetted against the gray sky line.

I needlessly shouted to him not to
jump, as he had no intention of doing it.

Being assured that I was not killed he
lighted the lantern and, slowly and cau-
tiously, made his way down the cliff,

preferring that method, as he said, to
my precipitate way of descending. Years
afterward I never crossed the viaduct
on the train between Baltimore and
Washington without wondering why I

was not killed or seriously injured for
life, as I got a glimpse of the bold,
rocky fagade of the acclivity.

We found the bucket and lid which I

had dropped in my rapid descent, and
proceeded up the stream to an old grist
mill. We were to fish in the tail-race
of the mill. The thunder increased and
rain seemed not far away. We seated
ourselves on the wall of the race and be-
gan fishing.

Tying a bob on our lines we tossed
them into the water and waited for re-

sults. It was not long before the bobs
were swallowed, and the eels were quickly
and cautiously drawn up before they had
a chance to disgorge the bunch of worms,
for we used no fish-hooks. The eels were
then seized and killed before placing them
in the bucket.

The way to hold an eel is to encircle its-

body just below its head with the mid-
dle finger, then press it firmly against
the other fingers; this is a strangle-hold
that it cannot break, no matter how it

squirms and wriggles. Then hold the
head against the ground, throat down-
ward, and with a sharp-pointed knife
blade thrust it through the head just
behind the eyes. This effectually kills:

the slimy creature and puts an end to

its contortions.

The air was now becoming quite damp-
and chilly, an owl was hooting in the
gloomy recesses of the old mill, and'

several bats were circling about our
lantern in search of the winged insects

that were swarming in its light.

We had taken half a dozen large eels,

enough to fill the bucket, and as it be-

gan to sprinkle rain, we decid^ to quit

and call the game off an(T”^epart for
(lome. It was my first an^ last fishing

for eels at night or at any other' tune.
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At the beginning of my school vaca-
tion in August, when ten years old,

I was stricken down with a fever

from which I did not recover for two
months. It was complicated, with much
brain trouble, which the doctor said was
contracted by exposure to the sun in

fishing, swimming and boating. How-
ever that might have been, or whatever
the cause, the hair was shaved from my
head, and I was cupped and leeched on
both temples and behind the ears, sev-

eral times, and bled in both arms re-

peatedly, the scars from which I carry

to this day. The dozen of lancets of

the “cup” were driven through the skin

by means of a strong spring, which, to

my sensitive and fevered brain was like

the blow of a mallet.

This was before the anesthetic prop-
erties of ether or chloroform were dis-

covered. I had read that surgical opera-

tions were painless under the influence
' of mesmerism, so I begged the doctor to

mesmerize me. In _some surprise he
turned to my mother and said;

“What does he know about mesmer-
ism?”

She replied : “He reads a great deal.”

I was subjected to the old practice of

phlebotomy in its fullest sense. The
practice was strictly in accordance with
its theory, but fortunately for future
sufferers the theory was at last found
to be wrong, and both theory and prac-

tice were abandoned for less barbarous
and more enlightened methods.

I use the word barbarous advisedly,

for not much more than a century ago
cupping, leeching and bleeding were the

prerogative and province of barbers
whose sign was a basin hung on the door-

post, from which projected the semblance
of a human arm, bound with a blood-

stained bandage, from which finally

evolved the red and white striped bar-

ber’s pole of the present day.

At the end of nearly two months I was
reduced to skin and bone, or as Johnnie
said, a living skeleton. I hovered be-

tween life and death, and had been given
up to die, as the doctor said my case
was hopeless. I was incapable of speech
and could barely move my hand, but I

did not agree with his prognosis, and
knew that while there was life there
was hope, and felt confident that with
my usual luck I would pull through.

On a mild, balmy day at the end of

September my couch was placed at a
window that opened to the floor, through
which a gentle breeze was rustling the
curtains and fanning my fevered brow.
My senses were very acute, but I could
neither open my eyes nor move a muscle.
The doctor came into the room, felt my
pulse and called for a mirror which he
placed at my lips to ascertain from the
condensed moisture on the glass if I was
breathing. He then turned to my mother
and said:

“He is pulseless and breathless,” and
at the end of a short pause he said: “He
is dead,” and left the room.
My mother straitened my limbs,

crossed my hands on my breast, and,
weeping bitterly, went into another room.

I then thought to myself: he is not
dead, and he’s not going to die; he’s
going to pull through. Being left alone

I tried hard, oh, so hard, to move a little

finger, until I feared that I would burst

a blood-vessel in the effort. Then I re-

alized that I did not have blood enough
in my veins to burst a soap-bubble.

Finally I succeeded in lifting my little

finger, and after a while I moved my
thumb, and then raised my hand.

Quite exhausted with the effort I de-

sisted for a few minutes. Then I man-
aged to open my eyes and turn my face

toward the window. There was a grape
arbor running on a level with the window
sill and down the back yard. I could

see the large clusters of Isabella grapes,

which were then quite ripe, and as their

fragrant perfume came stealing in

through the window I thought if I had
but a single grape to press to my fevered

lips I would soon be well.

Then I saw some one gathering the

purple clusters; it was Johnnie; I tried

to call to him, but could not utter a

sound. I then tried to sit up, and in the

effort I rolled from the couch to the

floor. The noise of my fall, slight as

it was, brought my mother in haste to

It is not all of fishing to fish

the room. She raised me carefully in her
arms and carried me to the open window,
overjoyed to realize that I was alive.

She chafed my hands and limbs and put
in practice the means and expedients
required in cases of suspended animation.
The first thing I asked for was water,

water, water. I had been allowed but a

few sips each day. Laying me on the
couch, she brought a pitcher of water
and a glass. I seized the pitcher and
drank eagerly and copiously. As I be-

came stronger I asked for some grapes.
Johnnie brought a bunch that had been
rinsed in ice water, and my mother
pressed out the delicious pulp and it was
divine nectar to my parched and burn-
ing lips and throat.

The doctor had been hastily summoned,
and when he arrived I was very much
revived and stronger. He looked some-
what surprised when I said:

“I don’t want any more medicine or

any more bloodletting.”

He replied: “You will need but little

medicine, and you will need every drop
of blood in your veins. You have made
a wonderful recovery. All you need now
is good nursing and nourishment.”

“Thank you,” I said, “I wish you had
thought of that before.”

If I had given up hope with the rest

of them, I firmly believe that I would
have died. It was only my persistence
and self-will that prevented the shuf-
fling off of my mortal coil. But as John-
nie expressed it:

“You’re a wonder! Drowned in the old

quarry hole; smothered in the old oak
chest; and then bled to death—three
times and out—almost—I think you were
born to be hung.”

GUDpEONS, as one of our sailor

friends informed us, were eye-bolts

in the stern-post of a vessel on
which the rudder was hung by hooks,
called pintles. But the gudgeon I have
in mind is a very different affair. In
England there is a small fish, a goby,
that is known as gudgeon, and a fish

of that name is mentioned in ancient
Greek literature.

But the Baltimore gudgeon is suit

generis. The name was applied to the
little fish, I think, by the early English
settlers of Maryland, on account of its

extreme gullibility and free-biting pro-

pensities; at all events the name seems
to be restricted to the waters near Bal-
timore.

There are two species, very much alike,

though belonging to different genera,
and in order to properly identify them
I am compelled to use their scientific

names, which are Menidia notata, the
silversides, and Anchovia brownii, the
anchovy. Both are pretty little fishes,

four to six inches long, pale sea-green on
the back, and with more or less dotted
silvery sides. They are delicious mor-
sels when fried brown, and can be eaten,
like sardines, bones and all.

The only dressing required is to rub off

the scales in the sand of the shore. In
the latter part of April or in May, the
gudgeons leave the brackish water estu-
aries and ascend the fresh water tribu-
taries to spawn. At the time of which
I write they appeared in myriads and
multitudes each season. Their appear-
ance in the small streams was an oc-

casion of joy and expectancy for the
amateur angler. It was said that even
the city council adjourned sine die, with
the advent of the gudgeon, so that the
city dads might have their share of the
fishing while the brief season lasted, for
the spawning period was of short dura-
tion, and the silvery hordes returned to
the brackish water bays.

The gudgeons were fished for with
long, light, natural cane rods, lines of
very small caliber, or cotton thread and
sewing silk with quill floats and split-

shot sinkers. From two to four very
small hooks were mounted on spreaders
and baited with small pieces of earth-
worms. The fish were lifted from the
water, one to four at a time, as fast as
the hooks could be rebaited.

I have seen hundreds of men, women
and children, wherever elbow room could
be found, on the banks of the stream
near the Relay House, nine miles from
Baltimore on the Washington branch of
the Baltimore & Ohio railway.
The grown-ups put their fish in suit-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 380)
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CATFISH PHILOSOPHY
THE THIRD INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICT-
ING THE SIMPLE JOY OF FISHING FOR THE HUMBLE CATTIE

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

T he weather was
inclement for
several days

following the mud
puppy incident and
Mr. Woodhull had
seen or heard noth-

ing of Matt. Heavy
rains had fallen,
making fishing practically impossible in

the much swollen creek. The first after-

noon that conditions promised fair he

walked down to the cottage where the

boy resided with his widowed aunt. He
did this not solely because he was lone-

some, but subconsciously the boy was fast

becoming an essential part of his up-

building recreation. He had found in

him a gem which, like so many another,

needed polishing only and a proper set-

ting to become a brilliant.

The cottage and garden were well kept.

The aunt was inclined to be talkative

after introduction by Matt, who was de-

lighted at the prospect of a long visit

from his friend.

“Seem’d ough it would never stop

rainin’,” he broke in between common-
places in the conversation,

“ ’gates is up

at both dams at the mills an’ the creek’s

flooded, but its some better to-day. To-

morrow’ll be all right at the mill hole

—

the upper one, an’
—

”

“Lands sake,” observed the aunt, “if

Matt could learn other things as he does

fish and where to go for them it would

be more like, but,” she added aside, “he’s

a good boy in the main and a sight of

help and company for me. He’s turned

thirteen now and when school is over and

his garden work and chores are done, I

don’t mind. He brings home a lot of fish

and sometimes more than we can use and

they help out with the table. And when
one takes a thought on the different ways
they can be cooked it helps out all the

more.”
“There’s perch in the gate hole an’

plenty of ’em,” said Matt, “an’ some big

ones too but I don’t know if they’ll bite

when the water’s riled up. They don’t

often but we can get some grasshoppers;

that will sometimes tempt ’em.”

That the boy was well provided with

poles was evidenced by the stock stored

in the rafters of the woodshed. Many of

which had never as yet seen service, but

all showed the same care in selection

and trimming and had the initials M.B.

cut in the butt of each. Each had its

related history as to which particular

swamp had produced it, and what it was
especially designed for.

No collection of split bamboos in the

den of the man of wealth were ever dis-

played with more pride. But these were
cheap; the swamp and woodlands pro-

duced them without cost.

Lines and hooks were, however, a more
serious matter. They cost money; of

which the lad had but little. The aunt
while quite indulgent could spare but lit-

tle from her meagre income except for

his clothing. Even part of the small

earnings of the lad by doing an oc-

casional errand or chore for a neighbor

must go into the general fund.

One privilege however he had; a

neighbor had given him a steel trap and
the past two winters he had taken a

few muskrats and from the sale of the

skins, which brought but a few pennies

each, he had purchased such lines and
hooks as he had.

That money his aunt had promised
him should be his to use as he wished.

Matt was as yet but little versed in the

skill of the trapper, but later in life

when the writer knew him well he was
a past master of the art.

The following afternoon the two met
on the bridge and this time went up
stream instead of down as formerly.

This led them to the mill which as was
the custom in those days, embraced both
sawmill and flour grist mill, as it was
then termed.
Both being driven by the old t3q>e over-

shot wheel the action of which, as well

as the water rushing through the gates

from the pond above, created a large

and deep basin of water which was al-

ways a favorite place for fishing for

both men and boys.

The lad had a stock of prepared
worms. The man had brought along a

piece of beef as well as a small slice of

salt pork, and as they passed through
the meadow had succeeded in getting
some grasshoppers which were put in a
small tin box. The box had some nail

holes punched through the lid to “give
’em air,” as he said.

Here fishing was easy. The banks
came well down to the water’s edge and
shelved off rapidly so that deep water
was within easy reach. It was the work

A fine assortment of tempting lures

of but a short while

for the lad to find

the parts of two
broken boxes, and
they were soon made
into comfortable
seats after which
two forked branches
were pushed do\^^l

into the soft earth with forked ends up
to receive the poles as rests.

“Don’t seem like it’s much use to work
for anythin’ but catties yet,” remarked
Matt, scrutinizing the w’ater closely.

“It’s too muddy an’ perch don’t seem to

eat much when it’s like that, wonder
why, can’t they see? It’s funny,” he
rambled on when they were seated, “how
men will, an’ I watched ’em an’ seen ’em
do it, string a worm solid through on a

thick hook, sometimes breakin’ ’em all up,

when if they’d on’y loop ’em on two or

three times it’s better.

“One man said the fish could see the

hook an’ wouldn’t bite, as if a fish

thinks a thing out like that, ’sides don’t

I take ’em all the time that way and
more of ’em too? They’s some big pike

in here an’ more above the dam an’

some day we’ll give ’em a go. Mr. Sil-

ver’s got a boat an’ I can have it any
time if I give him some fish, oars is in

the mill. He won’t let me have it with
other boys, says they knock it about too

much, ’sides he says two boys are one too

many to be together anytime.”
Matt had brought along his two longest

poles as the basin was wide and it gave
them more chance for getting out to

different points. Mr. Woodhull had used
pork for bait, cutting a long slim slice

and put it well up on the hook. The
boy using his favorite worms, remarked
as Mr. Woodhull put on the pork, “I’ve

heard they’d bite it an’ I know they’ll

eat pieces of chicken; seen a man use it

once, but what’s the use when the’s plenty
of worms ? Salt pork, there don’t seem to

be much about that they’d like.” At this

point the man’s cork went down quickly
and as he struck the pole bent sharply
and the line cut the water at an angle,

now this way, now that. The tip of the
pole finally touching the water, the lad

grew excited. “Gee,” he said, “you’ve
got a big he eel; but he scoots aroun’
pretty fast for that. Bet it’s a pike an’

a buster.” Slowly the fish was brought
around to the bank and when finally

grassed it proved to be a catfish of fully

three pounds in weight. No matter how
in earnest or how much the boy became
excited over some unexpected catch, he
was never boisterous. It is true he had
yelled when the mud-puppy was sent
close over his head but as he afterward
said :

“ ’Twas ugly enough to scare a

blind sawbuck.” Matt was elated over
the big catfish. “I told you the big ones
was here,” he said. “Sometimes you get
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’em below but not general,” he added.

“Notice anything ’bout a catfish when
you bring it to the top of the water dif-

ferent from most others?” he asked. As
he strung the fish on a stout string with
a cross stick at the end so as to retain

the catch the man said he knew of no
peculiarity in that respect. “Well, keep
your eye on the next one, an’ every one,

an’ you’ll see they alius come to the top
belly up an’ fight at the top that way,
if they get a chance an’ are not hossed
right out like some do with ’em.”

“Say,” he continued, “some men fish

here with regular bean poles an’ slat ’em
out.” Mr. Woodhull took three more on
his pork bait before the boy got a bite,

although none as large as the first one,

which set up a queery with the lad.

“Wonder if it’s ’cause the water’s thick

an’ the pork shows white an’ they see

it better?” he asked. “Shouldn’t be

s’prised, but ’nen what do they do
when the’s no pork nor anythin’

white feat, have to get it some-
how. Guess again. Matt,” he said

as if to himself and then became
thoughtful. He sat quite a while

in deep thought then began: “I’d

fish a lot nights on’y aunt Mary
aint willin’ I should, says I might
get into some hole, or place, or

somethin’ happen. Catties bite

a’most as well nights as day time,

so do eels—better some times. I

was thinkin’,” he continued, “ ’bout

when I could get some money and
buy a lot of hooks an’ a big line.

I could rig up a set line for the

pools an’ here. Set ’em over night
’nen take ’em up first thing in

the mornin’. Bet I could get a lot

an’ when I skin ’em they sell good.

Might help aunt Mary some. Say,

I don’t see no fun in it. I’d sooner
take one on a pole than a string

that way. An’ say,” he added sud-

denly, “how do you skin a catty?”
His friend admitted he was not
good at it, in fact the people where
he boarded did that and were glad
to have the fish. “Why,” said the

boy “it’s just as easy,” with a

strong emphasis on the last word.
“I’ll show you if I get one at my
hook.”

Throwing out a fair sized one,

he at once severed the spinal col-

umn as described, with the point of

his knife, which at once rendered it

helpless, and finding a piece of board,
laid the fish on it. Putting his left

hand on the head he said : “Now look,

see, I start in behind the fin on the
back, cut clean through, ’nen come on
clean up to the place where I cut his

backbone, ’nen go right down with the
knife to the skin on his throat, ’nen
hold the knife there solid an’ pull hard.
See, on the head, an’ off comes the
skin an’ his insides come out at the
same time. It’s easy. Gee. but a catty
looks skimpy when his head an’ jacket’s

off. Aunt Mary’s got a way of cookin’
fish what is good as ever. When they’re
cleaned she puts them in salt and water,
sometimes over night and then takes ’em
out and wipes ’em dry and puts some fat
in the fryer and lets it get good an’ hot

some crumbs on. Sometimes she sprinkles

crackers rolled fine an’ when eggs are
plenty she put an egg over ’em. Gee, but
I most taste ’em now.”

0^URING the afternoon a buggy wagon
drew into the mill yard and a man,
after going into the mill, came down

to where the two were fishing, carrying

a cloth case and a package and began
talking to Mr. Woodhull. He was very
agreeable in manner and after seeing the

fish, which were on hand, asked if there

was any objection on their part about his

fishing near them.

He said the miller had told him he was
welcome to fish where he wished but did

not want to intrude near them if they

felt he should not do so. Both were glad

to have a companion, particularly as he

promised by his manner to be most so-

ciable. He produced from its cover a

’Nen she puts the fish in, after putting

Digging the old reliable bait, tested
many generations

jointed bamboo rod which, from its ap-

pearance, had seen much use, though still

in perfect order. A free running reel

of medium size and good make was the

next produced.
This was a revelation to Matt who had

seen nothing but the click reel as used by
an occasional trout fisherman he had met.
As he watched the first casts made and
noticed how easy it seemed for the
stranger to place his tackle just where
he desired, his wonder knew no bounds.
Matt found a comfortable seat for him
and they soon were friends. The boy
eagerly asking questions which were
readily answered.

Mr. Woodhull was an equally inter-

ested party. The man had purchased a
property near by and heard of the fish-

ing in the chain of ponds and creek
running from them and had taken this

by boys of

opportunity to give it a trial. He was
very glad to meet some one who knew
the different points and the kinds of

fish to be taken.

He had travelled extensively and had
caught fish in most of the states, particu-

larly the middle and southern ones, and
was fairly well acquainted with many
salt water varieties.

The simple, earnest nature of the lad

charmed him, and the delicate appear-
ance of Mr. Woodhull drew forth his

sympathy, but he carefully refrained
from comment. Matt was waiting eager-
ly to see a fish take the stranger’s hook.
He was anxious to see how, with that
comparatively short rod and long line

out, a fish might be hooked, as he had
cast to the farther side of the basin near
a patch of lily pads growing near the
opposite bank.

S
OON the painted top float went
down and the man, as the quick
eye of the lad noted, reeled in

until the line came fairly taut,

then struck firmly but not hard
and the bending pliant rod gave
mute testimony that a fish was
hooked.

The long line gave the fish full

play and it ran the entire length

of the basin, then doubled and
back, all the time being worked
nearer by the shortening line, until

it was drawn to the bank, then

lifted out and laid on the grass.

It was a nice exhibition of the fish-

erman’s skill and the boy was med-
itative. He was quick to offer ad-

vice as to the safe method of un-

hooking the fish, but noticed with

pride that his method was well

known to their friend.

“Catfish,” he began, as he ran

out his long cast again, “are among
the most interesting of our com-

mon fishes.

“The family is a large one and

where any are found they are

usually plentiful, as they multiply

rapidly. They will eat almost any
kind of meat as well as bits of fish.

“In running streams where the

water is clear they take the min-

now readily and are harder fight-

ers. In such waters they are

usually white on the under side.

They usually have more pointed

heads but,” he added, “I have taken

both kinds in muddy waters and I think,

as do most people, that there are two

distinct kinds of the common catfish.

“They, too, have the peculiar habit of

carrying in their mouths and gill open-

ings their eggs just before they hatch

out, and the mother fish may be seen

with the little wrigglers all about her

head, looking like a small cloud in the

water.”
“Gee,” said the now thoroughly inter-

ested boy, “I thought they somehow set

on ’em like a hen.” The man laughed at

this whimsical turn and continued: “I

have seen them very large in the Mis-

sissippi river down below where the

Ohio empties into it, much over one hun-
dred pounds in weight.” Matt straight-

ened up and looked at Mr. Woodhull as

(continued on page 378 )
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THE ELEMENTS OF TROUT FISHING
RULES IN TROUT FISHING AMOUNT TO LITTLE. ONE HOUR OF ACTUAL PRACTICE
ON A GOOD STREAM WILL TEACH YOU MORE THAN A HUNDRED BOOKS

By ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

A GREAT deal of good commonsense
has been written about trout and
trout fishing. Equally as much

has been written that is obscure but
which is sufficiently fanatical to cause

conjecture and misapprehension among
the ranks of the angling element. In

the argument for or against the dry fly,

and for or against the so-called wet fly,

each side, by stating and restating its

conclusions, has done its share to make
the subject more dense than ever.

The sum total of this matter is that

the dry fly is good under some condi-

tions, and so is the wet fly. If the chance

is open for good dry fly fishing, one is

foolish not to try this method out; but

if these conditions do not obtain, there

is always recourse to that old stand-by,

the wet fly, which has never proved false.

The air of density that has clung

around dry fly fishing like an impentra-

ble mist, obscured in long Halfordian
words and phrases, technical and other-

wise, has usually frightened away the

well meaning angler, who may have
never tried the method, believing it some-

thing connected with the laws of the

cosmic phenomena. As a matter of fact

(leaving the ponderous phrases out) dry
fly fishing is readily learned by anyone
who has angling at heart, who is pa-

tient and painstaking, and who knows
the general rules governing the casting

of the fly when, where, and what to use.

As for the dense scientific speculations,

the maps and the diagrams that have
gone with the process, they all seem
aimed chiefly to create prestige for the

writer. For, as Charles Hallock has

said, the more dense

you become the

higher your stand-

ing among the ang-
ling fraternity.

The opportunities

and conditions ob-

t a i n i n g for first-

class dry-fly fishing

in this country are
few and far between,
since our streams
are mostly of a
rough and rugged
nature and especi-

ally adapted to the

use of the wet fly.

This does not go to

say that there are

not places on any
stream where placid

water is found, and
where the dry fly

can really be fished

dry, or floating.
(When the dry fly

submerges, it is no

longer a dry fly, but

a wet fly.) By all

means try out the

dry fly and learn the especial art of

casting it. But remember that two-
thirds of the time the wet fly is the fly

to use.

In the matter of inventiveness in fly

making we have progressed very slowly,

for we still cling to the old traditional

forms, accepting feather dusters as an
artificial presentation of the trout’s na-

tural food. The average fly is not by
the widest degree of reasoning anything
like the trout’s food. And while some
trout will, in a spirit of adventure, try

anything (they often rise to leaves,

flower petals and bits of sticks) it could

hardly be said that they imagined such
flies to be food. I have been collaborat-

ing with Doctor Harry Gove, of New
Brunswick, for over a year and a half

in the production of a true lifelike art-

ificial fly.

I think that this has been very suc-

cessful and the Doctor says that it is

the best that has ever been put out.

Here the form of the true fly is pre-

served, colors, and all, and the wings
are not of feathers, but a special, in-

geniously constructed material that

makes for transparency. This produc-
tion we have finished was first started

by Doctor Gove and the immortal ang-
ling writer, the late John Harrington
Keene.

Mr. Keene and my friend the Doctor
were lifelong companions. I used this fly

last summer along the Brule, in Wiscon-
sin, and had exceptionally good luck with
it. For our mutual pleasure we are con-

structing other flies and I have no doubt
but that seme great forward, steps will

be made. When complete our findings

will be given to the public.

A GREAT number of anglers will

have nothing to do with fishing

early in the spring, when the sea-

son opens. In some places the fishing

lawfully opens on the first of April, in

• other places later. A stock term for use

in the magazines and books is that no
true, sportsmanlike and self-respecting

angler will be caught taking trout in

the spring with common worms and min-
nows, and other live' bait along this line.

However, I have never yet met an angler

who would not use live bait, especially

worms, when a few trout were desired

and a few pleasant days attained.

It is so hard to keep away from the

streams at the opening of the season

that one wants to go out to wet his line

if nothing else. And as it has been said

time and again, there is nothing that

affords so much happiness as fishing the

streams when the ice has gone out.

As a matter of fact the live bait sj’s-

tem is the only one that will bring suc-

cess in the first part of the season. Only
if the fly is sunken very deep, and played

in clear water, will a catch be registered

on the fly from the 15th of April to the

middle of May. From then on the fly-

fishing is particularly good.

In some localities, I must admit the

fly fishing begins to get good much
earlier in the month of May than the

15th. But earlier in the spring the fish

are sluggish. They hug the bottom or

their deep places, and feed on what
comes down with the waters; if you were

to cut open a trout’s

stomach at this time
you would find in it

many sticks, point-

ing to the fact that
it devours the case-

flies, house and all.

The average com-
ment, by and large,

on bait fishing for

trout is usually the

same. Every article

follows a prescribed,

time - honored order,

and it is indeed
hopeless to find any-
thing out of the set

plan. In an article

I wrote a year ago
I aroused much in-

terest and comment
by the “swimming a

W3rm’’ method I

spoke of, for use in

trout fishing, espe-

cially in the spring.

This method by the

way is a relief from
the gob of worm
system, ordinarilyLooking over the battlefield before making an assault on the wary trout
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Gently casting a fly on the mirror surface of some lake which nestles deep in the heart of the snow-tipped mountain ranges,
where trout have never learned the artful ways of man

used in bait fishing, which is a matter
of threading on five or six worms on
a large hook and sinking it in a deep
hole where the trout are, by means of

buckshot sinkers.

The method I speak of is not only

sportsmanlike, but it follows a plan
whereby care must be used, and not a

little bit of ingenuity. It is merely this:

To the end of your leader you attach

a number 6 or 8 hook, suit yourself.

One inch back from this a second hook
is attached. The first hook is fastened
to the worm, and the second hook is

fastened securely further back on its

body. When this worm is played in the

water it is very deceiving, for it is ab-

solutely natural in position only it has
hooks in it. Start this at the head of a

pool and by giving it line it will sink

sufficiently.

A good way is to start it at the off-

side of a big boulder, at a pool where the
water is deadened. Thus, coming down
with the current, it looks natural enough
and if seen, rest assured that the trout
will take it ten times sooner than the
ridiculous gob of worms and the buckshot.

If the water is very roiled, of course
you have to add sinkers in the shape of

BB-shot, split. Two or three of these
are sufficient. You will find that your
biggest rainbows, brown trout and
speckled trout are caught in the pools,

below big boulders. If the stream is

sandy there usually is a reef of sand by a

boulder and some dead water just beyond.
Aim for the dead water and trail your

worm toward the edge of the swift water.
The trout lie up close to the boulder and
along the sides of the reefs. This has
been carefully studied and made sure of.

I

N late years the use of tiny spinners
has come into great prominence. In

my capacity as angling editor on two
magazines, in my newspaper writings,

and otherwise, I am often asked what I

think of spinners for trout fishing. I

have to report that spinners are not only
an ingenious form, but they are a deadly
lure at the same time. Often in the

spring I use them. The reason? This:
when the water is murky the trout may
miss a lure in the water. Therefore,
there is needed an additional attraction

to it. Here spinnei's come in for atten-

tion.

These are generally very tiny, and
come in the single, also in the tandem,
or double-spinner form, and are oval in

shape. There is another form where the

spinner is single, but longer, which twirls

well in the w'ater. I use the nickled ones
mostly; the rays shoot out from these
spinners whether there is sun or not.

They reach the eyes of the trout and
they rise to it when the worm on the
hook is snapped. I am of the belief that

the trout think this twirling spoonlet is

something in the shape of a disabled

minnow and their curiosity is aroused.

Fish a pool well with these spinners

and try to get them down fairly deep.

Often you will get your largest trout on
these. The double spinner is very at-

tractive and deadly. I use both forms.

It is also a point to make note of that

artificial flies can be used in collabora-

tion with these spinners. One style is

in the interchangeable form whereby you
can take off one fly and put on another,

as your fancy desires. For this reason
get the interchangeable form. The un-

changeable form has one fly attached to

it, stationary, and cannot be taken off.

I have not had much results using the

half of a minnow hooked to a line, which
is weighed down with sinkers and al-

lowed to drift downstream, with the cur-

rent, one hundred feet or more. I gen-
erally cut a strip from the glittering

belly of a shiner and hook it on, and play
it in the pools off of boulders, and in

likely looking pockets by obstructions;

also at the base of rapids. I generally

get a morning breakfast at my shelter

tent by this method. I use exquisite care
though and I don’t go about it as though
my life depended upon it. A thin strip

of pork rind, two and one-half inches

long, by one-half wide does just as well

as ever for trout. In fact I may say I

have gotten better results with the thin

shaving of pork rind.

When played in the water a while it

gets pure white. If thin, the water will

(continued on page 374)
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THE CASE OF THE QUAIL
y^HAT has become of the quail, or bob-white? It^ was a common occurrence last winter to

hear farmers and sportsmen ask this question. In

recent months they have seen all too little of this

once common bird; they have heard all to infre-

quently the familiar whistling call. It is an actual

fact that in some places, where at one time these

birds were plentiful, they are now but rarely found.

Such is the case throughout many sections of the

northern and middle-Atlantic states. In the opinion

of several prominent authorities, the bob-white

stands in danger of extinction.

What has become of them ? Two forces have been
at work against them. Cold, merciless winters

—

sometimes several in succession—have wrought ter-

rible havoc among their ranks, and reduced their

numbers to an unbelievable extent, Edward Howe
Forbush, state ornithologist of Massachusetts, esti-

mates that during one severe season from 90 to 95
out of every 100 quail in that state died of starva-

tion. Local farmers tell us that in numerous places

last winter (1918) many a covey perished miserably
of hunger and exposure. But nature, left alone,

would not destroy them. It has remained for

thoughtless and unscrupulous hunters to complete
the damage. We do not refer to the great majority
of true sportsmen, who are among the birds best
friends : we refer to men who shoot their game re-

gardlessly, whether it is scarce or plentiful, and
take the limit that a lenient law allows. If these two
forces, the game gluttons in particular, are permitted
to continue their onslaught unchecked, it is not to

be doubted that in the course of time the bob-white
will disappear entirely from our fields.

How great a loss would result from the extermina-
tion of this bird can be judged from the following
testimonial as to its present economic value; for it

is with the economic value that we are chiefly con-
cerned. Ernest Harold Baynes, noted writer and
lecturer on nature subjects, says:

“Quail and grouse are valuable destroyers of in-

sects and weed seeds. The former, at least, are

more valuable alive than dead. They are wonder-
ful destroyers of potato bugs ;

and if encouraged to

nest in the fields and fence corners, no Paris green

need be used on the potato crop. On locusts they

work just as well. Professor Aughey found in the

stomachs of 21 quail 539 of these insects, an aver-

age of 25 apiece; and that only part of the day’s

work. These birds eat also large numbers of chinch

bugs, cotton worms, cotton boll weevils, cucumber
beetles. May beetles, leaf beetles, clover beetles, com
hill bugs, wire worms, cutworms, ants, flies, and
many other insect pests. And being birds of good
size, they require large quantities of such food. As
destroyers of w^eed seeds they rank as high, if not

higher. Forbush states that they eat the seeds of

over 60 diflterent kinds of w^eeds. The same author-

ity tells us that as many as 200 or 300 seeds of

smartweed, 500 of red sorrel, 700 of three-seeded

mercury, and 1,000 ragweed have been eaten at a

single meal. Dr. Judd gives even stronger testimony
in favor of these birds, when he tells us that 5,000

seeds of fox tail and 10,000 of pigweed have been
found in a single bird. He estimates that from June
1 to August 1, in the two states of Virginia and
North Carolina alone, bob-whites eat 1341 tons of

w^eed seeds and 340 tons of insects.”

“When to all this,” concludes Mr. Baynes, “is

added the aesthetic value of this gentle bird w’hose

cheery voice thrills all to whom it is familiar, w’e

see that to kill a quail and serve it on toast is to

realize but a very small part of wLat it is really

worth.”
It is plainly of vital importance to save this bird

;

it is equally plain that steps should soon be taken
to save it, in this part of the country at least. Far-
mer and sportsman should unite in taking the meas-
ures necessary for its preservation, the one on ac-

count of its economic, the other on account of its

“table” value.

And what should those measures be? First of all,

the bob-white should be given adequate legal pro-
tection. Bag limits should be reduced, and the sea-

son in many instances closed indefinitely. A few'

years of absolute protection throughout certain
counties would undoubtedly go far toward replen-
ishing our decreasing quail supply. Then, in the
second place, food and shelter should be provided
during severe cold spells. An empty barn floor or
deserted granary may prove to be a haven w'here
manv a bird can w'eather a stormy winter in safety.

Mere legal protection is of no avail against the frost

and blizzard. Our care for this bird must be active

as w^ell as passive.

THE FERRET AND THE RABBIT
^HE ferret is a descendant of the wdld pole-cat.

He interbreeds with skunks, and lives in some-
w^hat the same W'ay.

The rabbit is a valuable game animal. Because
of the disappearance of forests, he bids fair to be
the only game animal for the hunting of the ordinary
man. The rabbit, according to the latest findings

of the American Game Protective and Propagation
Association, does little harm to crops, and no harm
to trees. He should be preserved for the sport of

the man who cannot go to the big game districts of

this country.
Hunting rabbits with a ferret is exactly the same

as hunting deer with dogs. Neither deer or rabbit
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have a sporting chance. Either method is simply a

method of slaughter. Both are ways of procuring
meat without regard to sport or sportsmanship.
Hunting deer with dogs has been prohibited through-
out the United States; hunting rabbits with fer-

rets is gradually being done away with.

The ferret is an importation from Germany. It

is used largely by German-speaking people. The
ferret attacks from underground, like a submarine.
He torpedoes the rabbit out of its hole to be an
easy m.ark for the meat-seeking hunter. Unless the

ferret is muzzled it will kill the rabbit in its hole

and stay there until it has sucked out his blood. If

we wish to kill off the rabbit, by all means let us

introduce the ferret. If we wish to preserve the

rabbit as a game animal there must be no hunting
with ferrets.

It is an American characteristic to give everjThing
and everybody a fair chance. For that reason we
have abolished the shooting of song-birds, jacking
deer, hunting deer with dogs, pigeon shooting, and
the killing of any sort of game during the breeding
season. Why, then, should we permit the un-sports-
manlike and un-American practice of hunting rab-

bits with ferrets?

THE HUNTER WHO SMILES

Y"OU’VE all met him—the hunter who smiles. Also,
^ we take it, every real lover of happy hunting
grounds has hit the quiet trail with the hunter who
does not smile, the fisherman who fishes with a
grouch, the sportsman who goes to the merry wild-
wood as if he were going to the dentist’s chair, or
making an attack through barbed wire entangle-
ments.

There comes to memory now two pictures, two
days out of many a happy day with the rod and gun
in the wilds. The first was a quiet day when the
oak trees were red as burnished copper against the
blue skies ; when the maples were crimson and gold-
en ; with the evergreens making a picture fit for the
background of the glory trails of paradise. And
the game was afoot and awing; the dogs roading,
and the promise of a red letter day all but fulfilled.

But, my comrade of the trail cursed the dogs,
grouched about the poor quality of shells. He ob-
jected to this and he grumbled at that. . . . Oh,
yes, we did get the full bag, but we brought it home
as though it were a bag of rattlesnakes instead of
a treasure trove of the happy trail.

And we call to mind another day. A day not half
so fair in promise. The scent did not “lay.” There
were false points. There were abominable misses.
But with it all there was real comradeship on the
trail. We shot more that day than a man shoots
with a gun. We got more game than a man puts
in his bag. And at that, with all the difficulties,

there was by no means a lean catch. We had pretty
nearly our limit of the feathered beauties. But the
best of it all was the comradeship of the trail. For I

was with a real sportsman, a shooter who smiles. At
noon we built our hunter’s fire in the rocks, and
warmed our shack

;
we took time to smoke the calu-

met; we opened our eyes to the beauty of the forest
and the streams. And when the full moon rose on
the home trail, we came to the fireside, tired, but
happy. It was a red letter day, a day you remember
in the years to come.

For, after all,
_

what is this hunting and fishing
game but a big bit of the bigger game of life? And
the real sportsman, the shooter who smiles, is not

playing the game merely for the prize. He’s play-

ing the game for the fun of it. Chin up, and a

twinkle in his eye when the trail is hard, back
straight and a gleam of grim joy in his eye when the

shooting is poor, or the fishing bad. And when the

long trail is over, and the sky golden and red with
the setting sun, he smiles again. For life has been
to him the great game. He has lived by the side of

the trail, not merely trampled over it. And always,

in grim or gray days, when the game was afoot or

when the game lay close and was gone, he was the

shooter who smiles : the man you and I love to have
for running mate on the trail. The real sportsman,
gentleman and soldier at heart, brave to the soul of

him—the man’s size man—the hunter who smiles.

NEW YORK STEPS BACKWARD
'T'HE passage by the New York Legislature of a

bill to repeal the buck law" and the approval of

that bill by the Governor is a distinct setback to

game protection in the state and thus a public mis-

fortune.
From the old days when, after years of struggle,

the practice was forbidden of hounding deer and
killing them in the water, up to the present time,

there has been constant improvement in the deer

situation in the Adirondacks and a fairly steady gain
in their numbers. Never perhaps were so many
deer killed in that region as last year wffien the
numbers secured by hunting wmre not less than
15,000. Last year more deer w"ere killed in New-
York than in any other state in the union. To one
not very large tow"n 12,000 deer hides w"ere sent

to be tanned, and practically all these w"ere killed

by local and professional hunters. Those secured
by outside sportsmen w"ere not disposed of to the
tanners.

It is not to be supposed that Governor Smith him-
self knows anything about deer or deer habits, nor
about the principles of farming, yet statements must
have been submitted to him showing that the farmer
w'ho breeds poultry or domestic live stock, does not
indiscriminately kill his producing females, but only
his surplus males. Statistics as to the relative fre-

quency of accidents wffien the hunter merely shoots
at something moving, or is obliged to be certain as

to the character of his mark must have been pre-

sented to him.
The newspapers report the Governor to have said

that he signed this bill in order that a test of the
law" might be had. It w'ill be an expensive test, not
so much perhaps in the loss to the state of its breed-
ing stock of deer—though that loss will be serious

and felt for years to come—as in the loss of human
lives. These lives w"ill be sacrificed to the desire of

certain Adirondack hunters for freer deer killing

and to Governor Smith’s lack of know"ledge in this

particular matter. It is a pity that he did not know'
enough about it to distinguish the expert sportsman
from the selfish hunter, or statements that w'ere true
from those that w'ere false.

MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY UPHELD

J
UST as this number of Forest and Stream w'as

going to press word was received that Judge
Trieber, of Arkansas, has upheld the constitution-
ality of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This is a
great step forw'ard and one that Forest and Stream
readers will be especially glad to learn of as it w'as

largely due to the efforts of this magazine that
interest in this movement has been kept alive.
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DANGEROUS SHARKS OF THE COAST
NOTES ON THE WHITE SHARK. TIGER SHARK AND HAMMERHEAD-THREE IMPORTANT
SPECIES WHICH RANGE ALONG THE COAST AND ARE CREDITED WITH ATTACKING MAN

This is the shark season along^ the

northeastern coast of the United
States. In July, as a rule, the van-

guard of a great shark migration, which
continues until September or later, passes

along our shores, and several species

come into shallow waters for the purpose
of bearing their young. Ground sharks
(genus carcharhinus) are particularly
abundant in such enclosed waters as

Great South Bay, Long Island, but there

should be nothing alarming in this state-

ment for such sharks as these, even
though they attain considerable size, have
never been known to molest human be-

ings.

In spite of the horrifying deaths from
shark bite near New York in 1916, the
likelihood of such incidents occurring
anywhere north of Cape Hatteras is still

extremely remote. A careful study of

the shark situation made in 1916 by Mr.
J. T. Nichols, of the American Museum
of Natural History, and Mr. R. C. Mur-
phy, of the Brooklyn Museum {Brooklyn
Museum Quarterly, October, 1916),
brought out evidence to show that a
similar attack had not occurred since

1805, or for more than a hundred years.

The investigation showed, moreover, that
the deaths of 1916 had very probably
been caused by a single young man-eater
shark which was captured in New York
Bay by Mr. Michael Schliesser, on July
14, 1916. It is rather ironical that this

particular shark received very little

newspaper notoriety, whereas every
harmless ground and sand shark taken
anywhere near New York during the
whole summer figured in the press as a
“man-eating monster” and had its photo-
graph published for a rogues gallery.

The great development in the indus-
trial utilization of

sharks for leather,

food, oil, and fer-

tilizer, has bene-
fited the cause of

science in leading
to intensive studies

of these fishes. No
investigator has
had more experi-

ence in capturing
and handling the
larger species in

the field than Dr.
Russell J. Coles of

Danville, Va., who
publishes in the
current number of

Copeia, the journal

of the American
Society of Ichthy-

HE Natural History Depart-
ment has been for nearly half

a century a clearing-house for in-

formation of interest to all. Our
readers are invited to send any
questions that come under the head

of this department to Robert Cush-
man Murphy, in care of Forest
AND Stream. Mr. Murphy, who is

Curator of the Department of Na-
tural Science in the Brooklyn
Museum, will answer through these

columns.— [Editors.]

ologists and Herpetologists, some very
interesting notes on the three most dan-
gerous sharks found along the Atlantic
coast. Dr. Coles is a famous hunter of

the big game of the sea, and will be re-

membered particularly as the host and
preceptor of Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
on the the successful devilfish hunt in

the Gulf of Mexico in the spring of 1917.

A portion of his original notes on the
white shark, tiger shark, and hammer-
head, follows:

“In May, June and July, 1918, at Cape
Lookout, North Carolina, I handled large
numbers of sharks of many kinds for

leather, food, oil and fertilizer, having
established a shark-fishing station at
that point now controlled by the Ocean
Leather Company of New York, with
which I am associated. The work was
so intensive that it was impossible to

make the scientific study of the material
that I would have wished. It is perhaps
true that sharks are well known in in-

verse ratio to their size, and my observa-
tions on those three species which attain
the greatest dimensions are here given:

white shark or man-eater
66'-pHIS species is so rare along the

^ Atlantic Coast that when I cap-
tured a young specimen 6 ft. 2 in.

in total length at Cape Lookout in May
I at once made careful measurements of

it. It was a male. . . . Shortly there-

after. about May 20th, I took a young
female of the same species, and made
measurements also of this specimen. . . .

In color the flesh was distinct rich, light

pink salmon (I have never seen the flesh

of any other shark so colored) except

that extending along in the pink flesh

on each side of the vertebral column,

from skull to just above vent, there was
an almost round strip of nearly black

flesh. Both pink and black flesh were
eaten and proved excellent. Usually the

flesh of sharks is almost free of oil, but

that of this fish was rich in oil. and its

liver the richest in oil of any that I have

ever seen. It was the very finest shark,

or, in fact, fish of any kind that I have

ever eaten, its flavor being quite similar

to a big, fat white shad. I made an en-

tire meal of man-eater shark, eating

nearly two pounds for dinner.

“A day later, the morning catch of

14 sharks included two more young man-

eaters, both females, one 7 ft. 7 in. long,

and one 7 ft. 3 in. long, and I made all

measurements and observations to check

and confirm absolutely my notes regard-

ing the one taken on the previous day.

“At the very time when the second

young man-eater was captured, fisher-

men claim to have seen a very large

shark, with similar lamnoid tail, as long

as their 25-ft. launch, entangled in a

nearby net. It fought very violently and

they cut it loose. I did not give their

report entire credence, allowing for pos-

sible exaggeration,

until on June 28 I

found a large,
white shark in a

dying condition in

one of the nets,
which may well

have been the same
individual. Unfor-

tunately it escaped

in its death-strug-

gle.

“ My carefully

noted obseiwations

justify the follow-

ing claim of dimen-

sions for it: length,

22 ft.; head, larger

than 50-gallon bar-

rel; mouth, 3 feet

wide; circumfer-

Photograph of a young example of Tiger Shark harpooned by Dr. Russell J. Coles,

of Danville, Virginia. The picture shows the spots or stripes which give this for-

midable fish its name.
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Drawn bv H. B. Tschtidy, under the '(Tfrection oj R. C. Murphy.

A free-swimming species of hammerhead shark, not peculiarly characteristic of
either the bottom or the surface of the sea. In its ability to travel with the greatest
freedom at various levels, and to turn, rise, or descend with extraordinary quickness,
the strange cut-water of its flattened head is an organ of special efficiency.

enee at arm-pit of pectoral 18 ft.; length

of pectoral 6 feet; width of pectoral,

31^ feet; dorsal, not seen; width at

caudal notch, origin of tail, 20 inches;

width of tail, 7 feet; weight, over 2 tons.

“I consider it highly probable that

this large shark was the mother of the

young ones taken, and that she had given

birth to them near Cape Lookout in May.
These are points which make the pres-

ence of this species here still more inter-

esting.

“The white shark is a more general

feeder than the hammerhead, but sub-

sists largely upon fishes of its own catch,

and in four small examples, which I

have recently examined, the only recog-

nizable material contained in their

stomachs was Cynocion regalis (weak-

fish), and menticirrhus americanus
(whiting). As they reach greater age

they show a disposition to specialize on

other food, which is often sea turtles.

In my opinion few white sharks ever

attack man or look on him as food, but

a white shark having once done so by
chance, that individual immediately be-

comes very dangerous.
“I hope I will be pardoned for intro-

ducing into a scientific paper of this

nature my first two adventures with the

white shark. In 1903, in the Bight of

Cape Lookout, North Carolina, I was
out in a very small skiff harpooning tur-

tles, and armed with rifle light harpoon,

and heavy knife, when an 18-ft. shark,

easily recognizable as this species,

charged, halting only when in contact

with my skiff, where, with its large

staring eyes watching my every move, it

lay for some seconds almost motionless

with part of its back exposed above the

surface, while I crouched with finger on

the trigger of the high-powered rifle,

aimed in front of the first dorsal fin. The
shark then began a series of rapid revo-

lutions turning several times on its back
while circling the skiff, into w'hich it

splashed much water. It then retired to

a distance approximately a hundred
yards and then, turning, charged at great

speed directly at the skiff, when sudden-
ly in the line of its attack a large logger-

head turtle came to the surface and was
seized in the jaws of the shark, which I

heard crushing through the shell of the

turtle. I am convinced that this shark
had satisfied himself that I was suitable

for food and had only retired to acquire
speed for leaping into the skiff and seiz-

ing me, and that the coming tj the sur-

face of the turtle at that instant was all

that saved me from a dangerous, knife
to shagreen fight.

“My second adventure with the wFite
shark occurred some years later, and al-

though it contained an instant of close-

in fighting, yet it was much less danger-
ous, for I was then trained and steadied
by having won many knife fights with
sharks and large rays. After trying for
an hour to approach within harpooning
distance of a large man-eater which was
swimming in shallow water near the
scene of my former encounter, I got
over-board in a depth of five feet of
water and had the boat retire to a dis-

tance of a hundred yards with the coil

of rope, which was attached to the har-
poon which I had with me. I also took
with me half a bushel of crushed and

broken fish to attract the shark, which
was then swimming on or near the sur-

face, half a mile to leeward of me. Soon
the shark could be seen zig-zagging its

course toward me, by crossing and re-

crossing the line of scent from the broken
fish, just as the bird-dog follows up the

scent of quail. With harpoon poised I

crouched low, trusting that its approach
would be continued in this manner until,

by a long cast, I could fasten my harpoon
in its side. The scent of the broken fish,

however, was so strong that they were
definitely located, and the shark charged
from a hundred feet away with a speed

which has to be seen to be appreciated.

I met the onrushing shark by hurling my
harpoon clear to the socket into it, near
the angle of the jaw, and, as the iron en-

tered its flesh, the shark leaped forward,
catching me in the angle formed by its

head and the harpoon handle, which
caught me just under the right arm,
bruising me badly, while my face and
neck were somewhat lacerated by coming
in contact with the rough hide of the

side of its head. As my right arm was
free, it was a great chance for using the

heavy knife, with which I was armed
had my tackle been strong; but the force

of the blow snapped the poorly-made
harpoon at the socket and the shark es-

caped, although it carried its death
wound. I never again employed the
same black-smith to forge my harpoons,
but that poorly-made iron surely brought
to a sudden ending a most exciting situa-

ti:n.”

TIGER SHARK
U-p HIS is an abundant and widely

distributed shark, very easily

identified by its big head and
tapering body, spotted color, and unique
teeth. It is doubtless due to its large
size and the consequent difficulty of han 1-

ling specimens that it seems to be im-
perfectly described in current literature.

... It is with much pleasure therefore,

that I publish a photograph which shows
the character of the fish very well.

“The stomach of an adult taken near
Cape Lookout contained the most varie 1

assortment of food that I have ever foun 1

in any shark, consisting of parts of three
very large stone crabs, one bird, the
small diver called locally water-witch,
and other unidentified substances. Its

liver was 7 ft. in length, and rich in oil,

(actual yield, 15 gallons). Eye, the
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 383)

Drawn by H. B. Tschudy, under the direction of R. C. Murphy.

White Shark or Man-eater
This fish is one of the largest, and undoubtedly the most dangerous, of sharks. It

is a rare, tropical species, but immature examples are taken occasionally in northern
waters. A small specimen was captured in New York Harbor shortly after the de-
struction of life by sharks in igi6.
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FISHING FORJSPRING WATER

H ow often have you been out in a

boat in the hot sun, far from shore
and had a consuming thirst, which the

warm surface water could not quench?
The fishing was particularly good,

maybe, and you did not want to row
ashore and go in search of a spring. Y'ou

longed for a drink of cold water. You
might easily have obtained it if you had
the simple device here depicted. Almost
all lakes are fed by deep springs which
keep the bottom water clear and cold so

it is simply a matter of having some de-

vice which will enable you to bring some
of it up to you.

The next time you have occasion to

go out on a lake take along an empty
beer bottle (there will be plenty of them
around after July first) and harness it

in rope as shown in cut. Attach a rock

to the bottom end of the rope and whittle

a plug for a cork. Adjust the plug on
the cord with a loop so that it can be

used to stop up the mouth of the bottle

and you have the outfit necessary to fish

for spring water. Plug up the bottle

and lower away. When the rock on the

end touches the bottom give the cord

a quick jerk. The plug will come out

and the bottle will quickly fill with clear.

The bottle ready to be lowered

cold water. Pull it up and you have
once more outwitted Mother Nature, who
hides her most precious stores deep in

the seclusion of her innermost recesses.

J. P. H. New Jersey.

MARKET FOR SPRUCE GUM

COULD you, or any of your readers
give me any information concerning

a market for spruce gum?
I plan to go gumming this year, and

would like to know where to dispose of

the gum I collect. Spruce gum forms the

basis for many compounds made by
chemical companies.

I am a regular reader of Forest and
Stream, and I will take this opportunity
to tell you how much I have enjoyed it

during the past year.

In my opinion it is the best all around
outdoor magazine published.

L. M., Toledo, Ohio.

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our

old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

HOW TO CATCH WORMS
I

HAVE just read David Harold Col-

1 card’s excellent article, “Angling for

Speckled Trout” in the May edition of

Forest and Stream. In one paragraph
he tells of the great difficulty of getting

“night walkers” for bait. I had the

same difficulty myself three or four years

ago and I guess most fishermen still

have it. We have since discovered a

very easy and sure way of getting long,

fat, and healthy worms.
Take a glass of water and dissolve in

it about two teaspoonsful of yellow

powdered mustard. Next select a place

on someone’s front lawn or a grassy plot

under a tree. Part the blades of grass
and you will find small mounds of dirt

similar to an ant-hill. Push aside the

dirt and you will find a hole. Into this

hole pour two or three spoonsful of the

mustard water and four times out of

five a large nightwalker will come out.

This method beats breaking your back
with a spade. The worms should im-
mediately be washed off in cold water.

Marshall Seufert, New Jersey.

SANDWORM BAIT %

S
ANDWORMS are found in black

'

sand, especially under some great
rock beside the sea or sound at ebb tide.

They grow to 14 inches in length, are of

a red color and fringed on either side

with branchiae. They have a beak which
can pinch quite forcibly. Put them in a

box with a small quantity of sand, not

too much or they %vill suffocate. Lay ;

a little seaweed over them and they will i

keep for days. For striped bass coil a
whole one on the hook in such a way that

it will wriggle naturally. For other fish

they may be broken in two and only

half used at a time. They make a very
successful salt-water bait in the vicinity

of New York. A dead sandworm is use-

less for bait.

S., New Y^ork.

A PORKiRIND BAIT

T here are many ways of adjusting
pork rind on a spoon as a lure for

bass. Each fisherman has his own in-

dividual little touch in making it l.ok

attractive to the sporty fish. Here is one
method that has accomplished wonders
for me. Using a number four Skinner
spoon, attach the rind as follows: Cut
a piece of pork rind to a shape like a

piece of pie, a quarter of an inch thick,

an inch and a half wide at the base and
about two and a half inches long.

Shave the under side until it shelves

off to a point. Slit the base into three

equal parts and fasten a piece over each
hook in the triple gang. Pull the rind

straight out and give it a twist, which
will make it spin when going through
the water. Very often this bait will at-

tract a wise old bass when all other lures

fail to arjuse his curiosity.

R. R., Maryland.
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MOSQUITO SMUDGE

ONE of the best smudges to repel mos-
quitoes is made from a fallen cedar

log, dry, but not rotten. Cut strips of

bark about six feet long and make a

bundle of them and tie them together

with strips of the white inner bark of

a growing cedar tree. Ignite one end

of this and let it smudge in the tent like

a cigar. The smoke is very fragrant and
agreeable—the best kind of incense for

the out-door man. When the mosquitoes

are routed let it burn all night at the

tent door and none vnll enter. You will

find it well worth the trouble and time

it takes to collect the material for this

pleasant and efficient smudge.

FIRE LIGHTING WITH A GUN

T ake a bit of rag, the cloth lining

from a hat, coat or anything that is

handy. Rub powder into it well, then
load it into a cartridge or shell. Fire

it among a pile of dry leaves and have
s)me small wood shavings ready to catch

the blaze before it ceases to glow.

W. R. J., Alaska.

A DEVICE TO SAVE LEADERS

I
N joining a gut leader to a snelled hook
the tendency is to loop them so tightly

that it is hard to take them apart again.

Very often the loops are a little brittle

and break easily when they are creased
t:o much, especially if you have forgot-

ten to soak them well before you started

fishing. In order to ease this strain it is

a good idea to insert a small piece of

wood, about one-eighth inch in diameter

The piece of wood in place

in the manner shown in cut. This will

effectually prevent any cutting tendency
when a strain is put upon the line and
will prolong the life of both the snelled
hook and the leader.

When you want ti change the hook
it is a much easier operation with this
little wooden buffer in place. Little
things count for much sometimes and
provoking incidents often mar the per-
fect day on lake or stream.

H. C. P., New York.

TO FASTEN A SINKER

T his simple way of fastening a sinker

to a line is no doubt known to many
fishermen, but for the benefit of thos^
who do not know it the following kink
will be welcomed for the very easy way
it can be applied. Double your line and
run the loop through both eyes of the

sinker. Slip the hook with line attached,

through the loop which can be made as

large as required, and pull it tight.

That’s all there is to it.

You can take it off just as easily or

raise and lower it by simply loosening it

a little and taking up the slack. I have
seen fishermen waste a lot of perfectly

good line when attaching or detaching a

A simple way to fasten sinker

sinker, by the cutting and tying method
when this device might have not only
saved the line but no end of time and
trouble as well.

H. G. H., New Jersey.

HOW TO ACQUIRE QUICKNESS IN
WING SHOOTING

A GOOD way to acquire quickness in

wing shooting is to practice using
the gun fifteen minutes every day in the
house. Practice throwing it up to your
shoulder, both eyes open and pointing
it at any small object in the room. Then
look with one eye along the barrel to

verify your correctness of aim; then
follow two imaginary birds, first to the
left, then to the right, pull the trigger
at some object in passing and see that the
motion of following is not checked.
When you think that you are toler-

ably perfect in this action try snapping
a cap, quickly, at a lighted candle at
ten feet distance, also at one suspended
by a string, to which you can give a pen-
dul)us motion. When you can blow the
candle out five times out of six, there is

little more to be learned.

This may be all very old to most men,
but the younger generation of sportsmen
will do well to follow some of the stunts
that helped the older shooters.

An Old Subscriber.

RAIN INDICATIONS

I
F on a fine day dust suddenly rises in

a revolving spiral column. If stars

are unusually numerous and the Milky
Way very clearly definied, with surround-
ing sky dark. If there is a misty ap-

pearance over the stars. If field spar-

rows wash vigorously in a puddle. If

flies are persistently troublesome, look
out for thunder as well as rain. If
swallows fly closely to the ground. If
before sunrise the sky is suffused with
red (except in frosty weather). If the-

sun late in the day shines through a
gray, watery haze, it will rain during the-

night. If the sun at setting has a tintecf

halo around it. If the moon has a halo
around it, especially if some distance
from it. If there is a rainbow in the
morning. If small, dark clouds float be-
low lighter ones, moving faster than the
latter. If in the morning there are low-
hanging, smokelike clouds. If there is

no dew in the morning. If after a rain
drops still hang on the twigs instead of
immediately drying. These are all in-

dications of rain.

They have been tested many times and
found true to form by outdoor men of
many generations. After all, Nature
does warn us of her approaching moods
and it behooves us to watch her closely.

Seneca.

SAVE THE FROG
\ 7ERY often, when casting with a live
V frog, the hook pulls out of the bait
and the frog is lost. Here is a way to

make it secure and to relieve the strain
on the frog’s lips. Loop a piece of string
over the hook and bring it around un-
der the frog’s fore legs, tying it securely

around his body. It is a very simple
little kink but it is well worth knowing
and will save a lot of trouble for the bait
caster and prolong the life of the un-
fortunate frog. Sometimes frogs are
hard to get and it is very annoying to

lose one. With this safety first method
in use one frog can be used many times.
No doubt the wily bass will note the im-
proved method of handling the frog and
will be quick to fall for such a tempting
and lively lure.

H. F. H., Ohio.
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FROM PRIZE WINNERS IN FOREST
AND STREAM’S BASS FISHING

CONTEST
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Equipped with a small tent I spent

the week ends during the fishing sea-

son of 1918 at Noxontown Lake, Del.,

engaged in my favorite sport.

This lake, excellent for black bass a

few years ago, is becoming fished out, in

spite of consistent stocking, and my catch

for the season had been nothing to get

chesty about.

The 6th of October seemed as inaus-

picous for fly fishing, or indeed for any

kind of fishing as could well be. The

wind was from the N. W. and a steady,

rather cold rain was falling when I got

up, and continued until about 11 o’clock.

I cooked some breakfast under difficul-

ties, and pottered around camp for an

hour or so, wffien, realizing that I was

going to get soaked anyway, I selected

one fly, a Grizzly King, and proceeded

up the lake to have at least some casting

practice, but not daring to hope for much
success in catching fish.

There is in this lake a deep cove, the

water shallow, and also rather dirty. A
number of fallen trees, in various stages

of decay, were lying in the water along

the shores. I have frequently heard

fishermen pass it by with the remark:

“It’s only a carp hole,” and I held much
the saoi© opinion myself, although I had

fished it and taken bass there on former

occasions.

This morning I fished it rather closely

as the wind, although blowing almost

directly into the cove was not quite so

strong there.

I had out a long line, for me; in fact

all I could handle, and when the unex-

pected rise came, under an old, rotten

log, I fear I was caught napping. How-
ever, I struck, missed, and the fish came

at it again, making a noble rise this

time, for the first wasn’t much better

than a nibble. I had him this time. My
theory was, that, having out so long a

line and being somewhat slow on the

trigger, my strike had not reached the

fly when the bass rose the first time, but

that, when he came at it again, making
the water boil, the force of the strike was
just reaching the end of the line. All

this only took a moment. It only took

another second to tell me that I was fasv

to an aquatic acrobat who would go back

under his dirty old log instead oi coming
out into the open water where I wanted
him. I thanked my stars that I had
gone light on cigars and invested in a

rod costing rather more than I could

afford but dependable from reel seat to

agate tip under all contingencies. The
wind was blowing me into the cove

LETTERS,
QUESTIONS

AND ANSWEl

among the fallen trees, and in spite of

m.y best efforts he got down among the

submerged branches. Then, according to

all the rules of the game he should have

been numbered among the big ones that

get away, but some how or other he un-

tangled himself. I had no part in it

except to swear steadily, and I got him
close enough for the landing net. But
the net was at the other end of the boat

and in going after it I tripped somehow
on my raincoat and fell sprawling, but

still holding on to the rod. When I

picked myself up the bass was heading

out into the open water. I don’t know
whether I had kept a tight line on him
or not, although it would be customary

to say so but I do know that the hook

was still in him. I know that it also

would be the thing to say that he took my
line out to the last few coils and I could

see the barrel of my reel. Maybe he did

but I was not conscious of it. All I

know is that he made a long run of it,

and when I succeeded in turning him he

came straight back for the boat, went
under it in spite of my best efforts, my
leader became entangled around a screw

eye which had been let into the stern

board of the boat by some former occu-

pant for his fish string, and this was
the position he was in, played out and
lying on his side, when I slipped the net

under him.

I forgot to say in the excitement of

telling it, that he jumped twice; once

immediately after I had hooked him,

when he was trying to get back into his

habitat under the log and once again

when he had so considerately unravelled

himself from among the sunken branches.

He weighed 5% pounds.

M. W. Malseed, Penn.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WELL the last day has come I

thought as I got my tackle ready,

which consisted of an ordinary folding

bamboo rod, and for bait a small grass-

hopper. I also used a cheap line with a

small hook on the end. I walked down
to the pier and after selecting a good
heavy stone and some rone for an
anchor, I rowed out about half a mile

on the lake. I soon cast my line and
after awhi'e I gave my line a jerk but

it refused to move, so I thought, as usual,

it was caught on some weeds. But sud-

denly the weeds began to move and I

came to the conclusion that I had a fish

on my hook.

After a very short struggle I swung
the fish over the boat and it fell into

the bottom. Immediately it began to

jump furiously, so I took an old crank
handle lying in the boat and after re-

ceiving a few sharp cracks between the

eyes it calmed down.
I quickly rowed back and after some

little trouble I got him home. On meas-
uring him he was 22 inches long and
14% inches around and tipped the scales

at 4% pounds.
As this was the largest small-mouthed

black bass ever caught in the district,

before long there was quite a crowd
around the cottage. Even the oldest fish-

erman in the community admitted that

he had never caught so large a one.

C.\RLTON West, Ontario.

(Age, 10 Years.)

To the Editor of Forest and Stream;

O N the evening of Friday, October
25th, 1918, I jumped in my car, and

started for Watkins Lake, which is lo-

cated about thirty miles from Detroit,

where I had rented a cottage for the

season. Arriving at the cottage shortly

after 9.00 o’clock I got a fire well under
way and arranged things for the night.

I then started to prepare for my morn-
ing’s fishing by going over every piece

of tackle.

I had only that day purchased a new
“Wi’scn wobbler,” as one of my old ones

had seen a number of years’ use, and
was ready to be replaced.

After cutting off at the shank one hook
from each of the gangs, which I always
do, owing to the fact that most of the

likely pools in our inland lakes are very
thickly layed with lily pads and weeds.
The other wobbler is left for open w’ater

fishing. I have nearly every kind of

artificial plug that can be found on the

market and while using them all quite

extensively, I have found that most of

my catches (with the exception of my
prize fish) have been made whi’e using
a “Wilson w'obbler.”

On reaching the water’s edge the next
morning I noticed that the wind 'was

blowing very lightly from the west, and
I knew that in a few hours it would be
much stronger. I decided to pull for the

west shore, and cast around before the

wind arose too high, and leave the east

shore to be gone over later. On reaching
the opposite shore it was still quite dark,

giving me ample time for an after break-
fast smoke, and time to put my tackle

in shape.

A few moments later a faint line came
into view, which proved to be the other

shore. I at once swung into action, fol-
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lowing the course I had been around a

great number of times earlier in the

season. After making several casts with

no results, I was beginning to think I

had struck a bad morning, as the wind
arose more quickly than had been antici-

pated, which made it quite difficult in

handling the boat.

I succeeded in placing the plug in a

small pocket, which had been at one time

dug as an overflow for the lake.

I was immediately rewarded with a

little beauty, weighing 114 pounds. By
this time the wind had arisen to a point

where it was almost impossible for me
to handle the boat, and cast at the same
time.

1 was forced to pull for the east shore

sooner than was expected, and arriving

there found that the wind was shifting

to the north, which made it as bad, if

not worse, than where I had just been.

After a while I succeeded in landing

another fish about the same weight as

the first one.

Seeing it was useless to continue, I put

on my No. 7 Skinner spoon, and at once

started toward the north shore.

Having over a mile to go, and against

the wind, I thought it was useless to let

the spoon out until I got to what was
called the fishing grounds.

On nearing the shore I found the

water much calmer, which was the re-

sult of a very high bank, thickly wooded.

I at once dropped the spoon, at the same
time letting out about forty yards of

line, and proceeded to row around in

circles of a mile or so.

I had gotten about half way around
on my third circle when suddenly I felt

a sharp tug on my line. Being reason- <

ably sure it was a bass and not a weed,

I proceeded to set the hooks in him. He at

once broke water giving me one glimpse

of his head and a very small portion of

the body, at the same time burning my
thumb as he dove for the bottom.

My first thought was that I had a pike

which made me prepare for a hard bat-

tle. He took at least ten yards of the

line before easing up, then let me reel

in about twenty before tightening up
again. This time he leaped clear of the

water, giving me one of the prettiest

pictures I have ever seen, and telling me
it was none other than a large-mouth
bass. Again he burnt my thumb, this

time going a little farther. I thought
of a thousand things in a very few
seconds and one of them was that the
wind was with me. and that as long as
it was possible to keep him ahead of the
boat I was safe, as the wind would keep
the boat in pace with him.

I was again able to reel in a few
yards, each time giving me a number of

yards gain on him. After see-sawing
back and forth for what seemed to me
a half hour, I managed to get him with-
in a few feet of the boat. Knowing he
must be well hooked, bv the way he had
torn around, and seeing he was pretty
we’l tired out. I began to think I was
going to be the victor. Not having a
landing net (I never carry one) nothing
was left for me to do but to make a
grab for him with my hands. My chance
came in a very few seconds, and I was

just about to lay my hands on him
when he saw me and made one more
feeble plunge, this time going under the

boat.

A chill came over me at the thought

of the line being cut in two on the bot-

tom of the boat but luck was with me
and he went only a short distance which
gave me time to swing my pole and line

around the stern and clear of the boat.

Again I brought him to the edge of the

boat, and as his mouth was wide open I

saw my chance to get hold of him, which
I did, landing him in the center of the

boat. It was necessary for me to lie

on him for a few seconds as he seemed

to have taken new life, and until I had
adjusted both hands on him I was not

real sure of keeping him in the boat.

I then dealt him a blow with my hunt-

ing knife, thus ending his struggles. On
attempting to extract the hooks I found

that two of them were so deeply embed-
ded in his upper jaw that it was neces-

Mr. Diem with his 8-pound large-mouth
bass

sary to use the knife in removing them.

Being more or less excited and quite

anxious to learn his weight I at once

started for the cottage.

On drawing up to the shore I was
very much surprised to find two of my
friends, W. J. Pierpont and Willis Os-

good, who had a cottage near by and
had come down for the usual week-end.

After exchanging greetings I showed
them my catch and asked them to esti-

mate his weight. After both had weighed
him in their hands several times, Pier-

pont decided he would go at least seven

pounds; Osgood saying a few ounces
more.

On placing him on the scales at the

cottage we were all surprised to find

him tip them at exactly eight pounds.
Thinking the scales might be a trifle off,

and that there was a possibility of his

going a few ounces better we decided to

verify the result on scales, which were
obtained a short distance away. On find-

ing the result the same we were content

to say he weighed eight pounds.

Jason Fred Diem, Detroit, Mich.

A WISE OLD FROG
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

<<P laying ‘possum” is not confined
E to our old friend opossum, as I

found on a walk with my wife during
the latter part of March. Mrs. S. spied

a large bull frog, measuring approxi-
mately twelve inches extended, sunning
himself in some brush along a woods
road. He had evidently only recently

emerged from his winter sleep, or I

would not have caught him. As soon
as he was in my hand he played dead

—

eyes shut and apparently as dead a frog
as one ever looked at. Mrs. S. reproved
me for killing him. I placed him on the
ground and stepped aside and in a mo-
ment saw an eye open then the other
and just as he drew up his legs for a
spring I stooped down and caught him
again, when off he went into another
faint. He remained perfectly relaxed
for five minutes, until I placed him near
the edge of a small stream and as soon
as I stepped back he was off in a great
leap and out of sight in a fraction of a
second, the livliest frog I ever saw.

Ira T. B. Smith, New Jersey.

THE PASSENGER PIGEON AGAIN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T HAVE been much interested in your
A recent publication of letters written
on the subject of the passenger pigeon,

which was formerly known as the wild
pigeon.

A great deal has been written con-

cerning their sudden disappearance and
the cause that brought about their ex-

tinction. For some time we have been
led to believe that a great epidemic had
brought this about. Then again we read
of a storm in the Gulf of Mexico that
swept millions of them into the sea.

These were seen by people on board of

vessels which had to force their way
through floating dead birds. Recently
we hear of several instances of the birds
being seen by people who remember their

great flights forty or fifty years ago,

when the country was comparatively
young.

It is still a great mystery as to what
has become of the millions of wild pigeons
which were not swept into the sea or

destroyed by an epidemic, for these birds
were not so localized that all could have
been destroyed at one time.

To me it seems more probable that
with the advance of civilization and the
building up of the country particularly
the west and south, and the indiscrimi-
nate destruction of the forests, which
took away their feeding grounds, was
the cause of their extinction. When one
considers the great quantity of feed
amounting to thousands, if not millions,
of tens produced by the forests through-
out the year one can account for their
extermination by starvation alone. The
forests teemed with the edible pine nuts,
black acorns, hackberry, the red and
black haws and many other things.
These are disappearing fast. The break-
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ing up of the prairies and the draining

of the little prairie lakes proved fatal

to the canvasbacks, red heads, geese and

other wild fowl that once bred all over

North Dakota and Montana. The cut-

ting down of the forests, making large

areas of open country without feed or

breeding places has proved fatal to the

wild pigeon.

I think this theory could be well proved

if looked into thoroughly.

It is probable that a few specimens of

the wild pigeon still exists and in the

future it may be our good fortune to

meet with them more frequently. There

is now a more rigid supervision over the

wild game and the forests and it is to be

hoped that they will not be allowed to

drift away into the shadow of the past.

George Rowland, Connecticut.

THE COOING FISH AGAIN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
NOTE in the May issue of Forest
AND Stream a letter written by Mr.

George S. Hastings of Washington, D. C.,

in which he states that he has caught

one of those “cooing fish.” He says

that he hooked a fair size trout that

came off his hook and rolled down a

thirty foot rock slide, that he was in

close pursuit of this fish and just as it

was about to get back into the water he

grabbed it and to his astonishment the

trout let out a harsh little “squeally

squeak.” Take it from me, Mr. Editor,

that squeak came from Mr. Hastings and
not the fish. I have been there too and
have not only heard fish squeak and
squawk but have heard them do. a lot of

cussin’.

If Mr. Hastings still insists that his

trout squealled, my advice to him is to

handle them gently. You can almost

squeeze a squawk out of a rock. Handle
’em gently, Mr. Hastings, handle ’em

gently, trout spoil quickly after you bust

’em.

R. L. Cox, Georgia.

CAMPING IN AN AWNING LEAN-TO
To the Editor of Forest and Stream ;

A SPLENDID housing for campers on

canoe trips is embodied in the fa-

miliar lean-to of ordinary tent cloth. It

packs into a small bundle and may be

used as a wrapping for bedding, utensils,

and the like, packing into the bottom of

the canoe in a very convenient manner.
It is quickly and easily set up and dis-

mantled
;
making it ideal for one night

“stands.” taking the minimum of time

for making and breaking camp, when
a late arrival is made and an early start

desired the following morning.
Not wishing to purchase the neces-

sary materials for such a protection the

writer appropriated an old veranda
awning covering, which just happened
to be the right size, and with a little

mending found in his hands just what
he wished to have. It was dark in color

from much weathering and was not near-

ly so conspicuous as a new white canvas
would have been, making the camp much
more picturesque than the brand new
white material could have made it.

Along the top edge a rope was lashed,
projecting for some length on either side,

and at the four lower corners, loops of
rope were fastened that were to be se-

cured to stakes when the lean-to was set
up. Each end of the rope along the top
edge was to be made fast to a tree at
the proper height from the ground, two
of which must be selected the proper
distance apart, with a clear space be-
tween them. One side of the lean-to
should be placed close against one of
the trees leaving the other side free. To
add a little strength to the free side a
forked stick may be used as a prop for
the rope which at this point will sag a
little. The tightened rope makes a good
wash line or utility line for hanging
things free of the ground. A carpet
strip was in the bottom of the writer’s
canoe, similar to many others. At night
this served as a little drop, one end
being tacked to the tree close to the
lean-to and the other to the prop. It

Snug and comfortable in an awning
lean-to

helps considerably in keeping off the
chill of night.

The canoe was dragged up on shore
and turned on side leaning against the
tree above mentioned, with the open
side towards the sleepers, also protect-
ing them, as well as keeping the canoe
safe from possible theft. A small fire

built in the space between the canoe
and the tent added the finishing touches
in making the campers perfectly com-
fortable. The outfit herewith described
did very well for three campers without
crowding. Two paddled while the third
rested on the outfit in the middle of the
canoe. By careful packing it was rigged
up into a very comfortable resting
lounge, the bedding protecting one from
the corners of the various camp equip-
ment.

C. M. Breder, Jr., New Jersey.

SHAPING ARROW HEADS
To the Editor of FOREST AND Stream:

I
N the letter on arrow heads in your
April number, Mr. J. W. Mclllree of

Victoria, B. C. wanted to know how
they were fashioned from flint and I

would like to add this to the letter by

Clark Wissler in answer to the above:
The American Indian used a charcoal

fire and a hollow cane for a blowpipe.
Heating the flint very hot they chipped
it to the desired shape by means of cold

water, applying a little at a time until

the hard substance gradually crumbled
away.

Hal Hudspeth, Texas.

SHOT GUN ACCURACY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
N your issue for May of the current

A year there appears an article under
the above heading which is misleading.
As an ardent lover of the good old style

double gun, barrels side by side, I cannot
refrain from defending it, for they have
stood by me in weather fair and foul, for

over fifty years, in all kinds of shooting,

at all sorts of game, in gauges from 8

to 28 including many different makes,
both foreign and domestic.

The writer in question would try to

make it appear that all double shot guns
shoot off center from one or both bar-

rels, basing his opinion, presumably, on

the performance of whatever guns he

may have tested. The very fact of his

self-confessed deductions proving beyond
doubt that he never has tried a first class,

accurate shooter, else he never could have
come to that conclusion.

He relates his own experience, attrib-

uting his misses with different guns, en-

tirely to the fact that they shoot off

centre, forgetting altogether that per-

chance faulty pointing, or an ill-fitting

stock might be to blame.
That some guns do shoot off center is

a well-known fact and no one with ex-

perience will attempt to deny that. On
the other hand, neither will any author-

ity worth quoting assert that all shot

guns shoot off centre from one or both

barrels because that is tantamount to the

broad and untenable statement that all

shot guns are defective, for no gun, re-

gardless of its make, is an honestly and

accurately made fowling piece that does

not at least shoot straight at all sport-

ing ranges.

The idea of suggesting casting “on” or

“off” the stock to rectify the shooting

of a defective barrel, is too grotesque to

merit serious consideration, and although

the writer of the extraoi'dinary article

may have been measured and fitted by

foreign experts, that is quite irrelevant

to the case in point and in no way war-

rants the broad and unsupportable state-

ment that all guns shoot off center for

no one, with any experience in testing

guns, would accept, at any price, one

that admittedly shot 2 feet to the right

of the mark at 40 yards, which is what
Mr. L. Mitchell-Henry admits his spe-

cially bored and choked pigeon gun ac-

tually did.

If Mr. Mitchell-Henry’s idea is to rec-

ommend the “Under and Over” gun it

would seem there should be some better,

and more straightforward method of do-

ing so, without maligning and misrep-

resenting what is universally accepted as

the best and most serviceable shot gun in

the world—the good old style, reliable,

double game gun.

Gaucho.
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LYNX IN THE ADIRONDACKS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A pparently the “big cats” stm in-

habit the Adirondacks. A dispatch

from Upper Jay, dated May 10, has been

forwarded to me by an old friend who

says he got it from a New York paper.

It records that Asher Winch caught a

Canadian lynx in his trap. It was about

three feet long.

Available references say that the

Johnstown Republican of December 23,

1908, recorded the killing of a large lynx

by hunters in Nine Mile Swamp, near

North Brookfield; that the Randolph

Register of December 25, 1908, told of

the killing by hunters of three lynx in

the Quaker Bridge region by Lockport

hunters; that the Cooperstoum Journal

of September 4, 1909, reported the kill-

ing of 5 lynx by a party of hunters in

a den near Lowville. The last report

adds: “All were large animals and had

killed considerable farm stock before the

den was raided.”

I have not kept any records since 1910,

but doubtless the Conservation Commis-

sion can easily tell what, if any, the

killings have been since that year.

John D. Whish, New York.

CAMOUFLAGE IN BIRD NATURE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

CAMOUFLAGE, protective coloration

or mimicry as it exists in bird life

is one of the most interesting features

in the study of natural history.

The ruse is applied to advantage by

many wild creatures in order to deceive

the eyes of their enemies. They bring

into use the natural markings of their

feathers or the contour of their bodies

in such a way that they harmonize with

their immediate surroundings. This

peculiar trait is not confined to birds

alone but exhibits itself in striking in-

stances among animals, reptiles, insects

and even fish.

Two distinct and noteworthy examples

of camouflaging in birds appear in the

regular habits of the Least Bittern and

the Great Horned Owls. They excel

many of their feathered kin in this

means of deception, not entirely on ac-

count of the concealing color value of

their feathers but due to the plan of

posing in positions that simulate the

objects by which they are surrounded.

The Least Bittern’s reed-like color pat-

tern not only matches his environment of

the swamps but in addition he imitates

in pose the vertical growth of the cat-

tails in the swamp by stretching his

neck high into the air and remaining
in this attitude until all danger of his

being detected has passed. The accom-
panying photosrraph gives an idea of

this position. The little Bittern especial-

ly makes an amusing picture, trying to

present the appearance of a reed in the
marsh, with its elongated neck and bill

pointing directly heavenward as if im-
ploring the powers above for protection.

However the trick is usually so cleverly

executed and the color markings of the
bird conform to its surroundings in such
a natural manner that it is easily mis-
taken for a reed even within a few feet.

The Great Horned Owl has a similar

means of making his form take on the

aspect of a dead branch of a tree. By
half closing his eyes and tightening

down the feathers on his body, he can

so distort his bird-like outline that he

can readily pass for almost anything but

the wise and alert bird that he is.

I have paid particular attention to this

means of disguise while using one of

these owls as a lure for attracting crows.

If the owl is tied fast to a stake and is

not annoyed for a considerable time he

will make frantic efforts to escape, but

if any one happens to approach him he

immediately assumes a rigid pose,

stretching his body, half closing his eyes

and tightening down all his feathers.

Note the almost perfect camouflage

there he will remain until he finds the

trick has failed, then he again assumes
his natural position waiting to see what
will happen next.

Robert H. Rockwell, New York.

WATSON THE OUTLAW
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

Having known Edgar Watson and
his mother before he began his life

of outlawry, I am prompted to write this

letter.

His dear old mother was a lady of high
character, education and refinement, and
he had a sister, Mrs. Collins, also a re-

fined lady. I have been in her home
times without number as a child and
a young man. They have long ago
passed away. His father was a wild,

fighting character, called “Ring Eyed
Lige Watson,” so named from a scar

around one eye, received in some fight.

They lived at Ridge Springs, South Car-
olina, and both Edgar and Mrs. Cobins
were born there. When Ring Eyed Lige’s

conduct had become unbearable to Mrs.
Watson, she took the two children an 1

moved to Florida to live with relatives

in the southern end of Columbia County,

where Mrs. Collins was married to a

man of high character. Edgar Watson
also married his first wife there. Ed was
wild and rowdy, fighting on the least prov-

ocation. He became deeply involved in

debt here and as a child I remember, on

a bright moonlight night, seeing him pass

my home with all his belongings, jump-
ing his debts. This was in the summer
of 1886. Nothing was heard from him
for some time until we heard that he
had broken jail in Indian Territory

where he was under sentence of death

for the murder of the famous outlaw
Belle Starr. It seemed that she had just

visited him and after leaving his home
she had to pass around his field. He
crossed the field and killed her, was ar-

rested, tried and convicted, but escaped.

No one heard any more from him for

several years, when it was rumored that

he was in the Ten Thousand Islands of

Florida. His first wife died in the mean-
time.

Some time, about 1904, he moved back
to Columbia County and he w'as living

as a good citizen again. It was not long,

however, before he was being seen with
men of not very good reputation. Fin-

ally he had a difference with Sam Tolan
over a will in which Mrs. Tolan had
willed Watson’s niece some property and
Tolan would not deliver it. So one day
Sam Tolan was found murdered in the

road and his horse was killed also. Wat-
son was suspected but no direct evidence

was obtainable and he was turned loose

again.

Watson married again and had several

small children during his stay in Colum-
bia County. About 1908 Mike Tolan,

Sam’s brother, was waylaid and mur-
dered at his mail box and WastDn, a

young boy, his last wife’s brother, Lester

Cox, and a negro were arrested and put
in jail at Lake City, Fla. As there were
rumors of lynching they were brought
to Jacksonville for safe keeping. Their
lawyers got a change of venure and the

case was tried at Mathison, Fla. They
were again set free.

He was told to return to the Ten
Thousand Islands and stay there, which
he did.

Lester Cox, his brother-in-law, later

murdered an old negro his wife and son-

in-law, and was arrested, tried and con-

victed. He was sentenced to life im-

prisonment, but he escaped and went
to Watson. Later he was killed by Wat-
son, who shot him in a boat and dumped
him overboard. Watson then reported

to the sheriff that he had killed Cox and
the posse went to view the remains.

For some reason I don’t know just

why, Watson was killed. They discov-

ered blood in the boat in which it was
suspected Cox was killed. It was sup-

posed that Cox and a negro, who con-

fessed that they had been hired to kill

some one to whom Watson owed a debt,

were also meant to be murdered bv Wat-
son, but the negro got away. This is

true—I remember the facts, and I have
always wondered why a man who had
had the chances Watson had, could bring
himself to do the number of cold blooded

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 373)
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N the good old days be-
fore the War, when men

shot game instead of ene-
mies, American sportsmen
swore by the B.SA. rifle.

The unique B.S.A. “Lever
cocked” air rifle and the

B.S.A. JZ2 calibre target

and sporting rifles, famed
for their intense accuracy,

were particularly favored

by American rifle connoi-

seurs.

Write for further infor-

mation and riHe booklets
sent free upon request.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY, LIMITED
Dept. 20, Bimungham,England

During the War one great Amer-
ican munition maker used
B.S.A. .22 rifles exclusively in

testing daily output.

The War enhanced the already
splendid reputation oftheB.S.A.
for reliability, accuracy and pow-
er (when power was wanted).
Millions of B.S.A. rifles were
made for Allied land, sea suid

air forces.

It was the amazing B.S.A. ex-
perimental work and machining
skill which made the Lewis
machine gun the wonderhd
weapon it turned out to be.

The B.S.A. of today is the re-

sult of all the years endeavor
that have gone before, and first

fmits of gruelling tests of the
great War. See our announce-
ment next month.

1

J.KANNOFSKYci:::tot,

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of beads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream"

ACCURATE
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce
Arms and Ammunit on Exnert

253 W. 34th St.. New York Ci^

GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

SHOT GUN EVOLUTION
THE GUN OF TODAY STILL LEAVES MUCH TO BE DESIRED
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF CONVENIENCE AND HANDINESS

By E. NEWITT

HILE the rifle has
been greatly improved
in every feature which
makes for power and
efficiency, is it a just-

ifiable reflection upon
the ability of our bal-

listicians or upon the
progressiveness of our
firearms industry that
the shotgun remains
very much where it

was forty years ago?
The mechanic, it is true, has applied

breech-loading in single, repeating and
automatic forms, and smokeless powder
in many varieties has been adapted to

shotguns, but can it be said that any-
thing has been done in any way to adapt
the gun to these newer propellants, with
the definite purpose of realizing all the

possibilities smokeless powders offer?

From the first, smokeless powders, to

use an untechnical expression, were
stronger, and hence could have been made
to generate the same energy as a charge
of blackpowder, while occupying consid-

erably less space, but, as it was too much
to expect gun makers to alter stabilized

chamber dimensions to accommodate a

newcomer with a reputation still to make,
the powder maker had no alternative but
to accommodate his powder to the gun,
which was done by bulking it with some
inert component which did little more
than fill space.

But smokeless powders, in many forms,
with many virtues, have now been with
us for nearly 40 years. Their reputation

is established to a point which has dis-

placed the use of black gunpowder in

some countries entirely and seriously

shaken its pre-eminent position in this,

and no doubts remain as to the per-

manence of its position among the util-

ities of the age.

Save for the purpose of filling the

space in a gun chamber, designed for an
entirely different powder, there has never
been any necessity for one-third to one-

half of the bulk of most smokeless pow-
ders. Condensed smokeless shotgun pow-
ders, of which Ballistite is one example,
have indeed also been evolved, and sim-

ilarly established a reputation which in-

sures their continued existence. These,

needless to say, also demand the aid of

space fillers in the cartridge to accom-
plish the same purpose as that effected

by inert material incorporated into the

bulk powders, hence the necessity for

special shells with coned base wads, ex-

tra wads between powder and shot and
such like expedients which do much to

discount the many advantages these con-

densed powders otherwise possess.

It is perfectly obvious that with pow-
ders available which, while occupying

much less space will generate all the

energy requisite it is equally possible to

diminish the external as the internal

dimensions of the cartridge, provided we

are prepared to diminish our gun cham-
ber dimensions as well, and it may easily

be shown that there are sound reasons
for considering an evolution such as this.

The nature and construction of the
double-barrel gun not lending itself to

American interchangeable, high - speed
machine production. United States manu-
facturers have in the last 20 years or
so evolved the repeating or pump gun,
and later, the automatic repeater.

In view of the diameter and length of
existing cartridges the length of travel
of the repeating mechanism renders un-
avoidable a gun of dimensions which ad-

mittedly leave much to be desired in

point of convenience and handiness. To
this is doubtless due the recurring de-

mand for 20-bore guns, though it may
be questioned whether sportsmen have
correctly expressed their wants or gun-
makers have correctly interpreted them.

Sportsmen want a lighter, handier gun
and not unnaturally azk for the only
lighter and handier gun of which they
have knowledge, but in interpreting this

demand it behooves the maker to consider
whether this want will be met by any
gun having materially less shooting po-

tentialities than a 12-bore. Moreover,
the length of the 20-bore cartridge is

the same as that of the 12 and 16-bore,

and therefore promises little ameliora-
tion of the difficulty, incidental to the

length of travel, of the repeating me-
chanism necessary to handle it.

The capabilities of a 20-bore are, de-

spite the asseverations of its votaries,

not adequate to the general requirements
of the average sportsman, hence a de-

mand sufficient to reward the enterprise

of producing a 20-bore in any shape or

form is not in the writer’s opinion at

all likely to materialize.

Nevertheless, the demand for a lighter,

handier gun is perfectly legitimate and
may be adequately met if gunmakers are

prepared to approach this novel problem
as one to be solved only by an evolution,

which in fact is already long overdue.

Considering it from the sportsman’s
standpoint and handling it after the

manner of the modern ballistic engineer
we first inquire what is the smallest shot

charge adequate to general sporting re-

quirements. The consensus of opinion,

supported by many experiments at the

pattern plate, tend to show that one
ounce of shot will cover sufficient area at

sufficient density to kill most of the

winged game of America, while embrac-
ing the shooting errors of the average
sportsman. It is well known to ballis-

ticians that a particular weight of shot

is more efficiently handled by one par-

ticular calibre than by any other
;
experi-

ments conducted by the writer proved

that a calibre of .69 (a 12-borc is .726

and a 16-bore is .671) gives better dis-

tribution of a one-ounce charge than any
other calibre which has been produced.

(continued on p.age 373)
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'Model 95 . Lever Action, Box Maga-
zine Ref'eating rifle, solid frame or take-down. The fastest

action sporting rifle handling anything like such long and
high powered cartridges. Calibers .30 Army; .30 Govern-
ment Models /90 ? and. iqo6: British: ,35 Winchester
and the famous .405 U'inchester.

These are only a few of the
many high power cartridges
for which the Model 95 is

adapted. Much reduced in
size.

.30 Govern-
ment Model
IQ06 Pointed
Full Patch

Smashed by a 3217 foot pound shock

I

T he biggest beasts of the

world drop in their tracks

from the smashing knock-
down shock of the Winchester 95. Its

big, bone-shattering .405 bullet strikes

with a 3217 foot pound blow. Its

shock is greater than that of a ton

and a half weight lifted a foot off the

ground and suddenly dropped.

Aim true and there is never need
of a second shot from a Model 95-

If 30U miss, and the beast charges,

you have the confidence that comes
from having in your hands the fast-

est action rifle handling anything like

this power of cartridge. You can cut

loose with the remaining four shots

from the box before the raging beast

can reach ton. In less than three

seconds 30U can unchain 16085 foot

pounds of bone-shattering shock.

The 300 grain bullet of the .405

cartridge has a muzzle velocity of

2197.5 foot seconds, muzzle energy of

3217.6 foot pounds and strikes at too

yards with a 2464.2 foot pound smash.
The midwa}- trajectory over too

jards is 1.04, rising to but 4.72 mid-
wa\- in its course over a 200 yard
range. This means practically point

blank shooting up to any distance at

which game is commonly s'ghted.

In addition to being chambered for

its famous .405 cartridge, the Win-
chester Model 95 can be had cham-
bered for the .35 Winchester, .30

Government Model 1906 and the .303

British. It is the finest and strong-

est rifle capable of handling these

high power cartridges. Yet it weighs
but Syl pounds.

Boring, Chambering and Rifling

The barrels are bored to microme-
ter measurements for the cartridge

tliej' are meant to shoot. The most
accurate precision instruments are

used to produce perfect chambering
and ball-seating in the chamber.
There is no pla\- for the cartridge;

it is a perfect fit—insuring maximum
velocity and accuracy.

Twists and other rifling character-

istics var^- with the cartridge and
bore. In rifling the barrel, the exact
twist necessary to produce the best

results with a given cartridge is cal-

culated with mathematical precision.

The accuracj' of the twist is verified

by exhaustive practical tests. From
chamber to muzzle the lands and

grooves of the rifling are true to

less than one thousandth of an inch.

What

This mark on the Winchester bar-
rel means that the rifle has passed
the “Winchester Provisional and De-
finitive Proof” test, having been fired

many times for smooth action and
accuracy and strengthened by firing

25 to 40 per cent excess loads. This
stamp stands for Winchester’s guar-
antee of quality with 50 years of the

best gun-making reputation behind it.

Your dealer willshow you Winches-
ter Rifles and Ammunition

Before you take to the woods this

Fall, get your dealer to show you his

stock of Winchester Rifles. Leading
hardware and sporting goods dealers
in every community carry Winches-
ter Arms and Ammunition. They
will be glad to assist j'ou in selecting

the Winchester best suited to your
needs. Upon request we will mail
3'Oti free of charge a complete cata-
log of Winchester High Power Rifles

and Ammunition. Winchester Re-
peating Arms Co., Dept. 8004 , New
Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

Means

Model 10. Hammerless Take-down Self-loading rife. Shoots only
its own Winchester .iOl caliber cartridge. No sporting rifle made equals
the Model 10 for delivering five as powerful blows in as few seconds.

Model H. Lever Artion Repeating rifle, solidframe or take-down, 26ineh
barrel. Made for .£o-S5 Winchester, .So Winchester, .SH Winchester Special,
.St-kOand .38-55 cartridges.

tsrmcmsnA
World Standard Guns and Ammunition
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Vacation in the Pine
Scented Lakelands

of Canada
In the “Highlands of Ontario,”
that wonderful region of scenic
beauty, you can Fish, Swim,
Golf, Canoe,

^
Camp, Hunt—

spend a vacation you will never
regret or forget. Mirror -like

lakes set in the grandeur of
forests of pine and balsam.
The purest of air, 1,000 to

2,000 feet^ above the sea, and
hay fever is unknown.

Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
“Algonquin Park”— “30,000
Islands of Georgian Bay”—
“Kawartha Lakes”—“Muskoka
Lakes”—“Timagami” and the
“Lake of Bays.” Modern
hotels—or “rough” it if you
prefer. Any Grand Trunk
Agent will gladly plan your
trip for you. Write any of
the following for descriptive

literature:

C. G. Orttenburger, 907 Merchants Loan &. Trust B!dg.,
Chicago, Ih.

W. R. Eastman, Room 510. 294 West Washington St.,
Boston. Mass.

H. M. Morgan. 1019 Chamber of Commerce Building,
Buffalo. N. Y.

J- H. Burgis. 819 Dime Bank Building, Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Chown. 1270 Broadway, New York Ci^. N. Y.

For adult’s, boy’s or girl's camp sites apply to H. R
Charlton. General Passenger Department. Montreal.

J-JERE is a book that
snouldbe in every sports-

man’s library. Illustrated by
Briggs the famous
cartoonist. A live
entertaining tale of
fishing, backin the

boyhood days.
5th Edition

THE DA YS OF
REAL SPORT-FREE

Tells how to lure game fish. Gives
many practical hints and helps on
casting and angling. Write for it.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10298G>lfax Ave., South Bend, lad.

THE WAYS OF ANGLERS
TO POSSESS THE SKILL TO DROP A FLY IN A CERTAIN SPOT
IS OF MORE VALUE THAN TO BE ABLE TO MAKE LONG CASTS

By W. E. WOLCOTT

HERE are in these
days many expert and
enthusiastic anglers,
and may their num-
bers increase, who
maintain that the art-

ificial fly is the only
lure that should be
used in fishing for

speckled trout. Most
of them claim that
they can make as good
catches at all times

and under almost any conditions as the
bait-fisherman can, and that frequently
trout will take a fly when all other lures

are ignored. Not a few of the enthus-
iasts go so far as to say that if they
cannot catch trout with a fly, they will

not catch them at all. Beyond a doubt
fly-fishing is the neatest and most sports-

manlike method of taking trout, and it

has fittingly been termed the poetry of

angling.

A lthough fly-fishing is one of the

most fascinating of outdoor pas-

times, there is a large class of proficient

anglers who do not believe in restricting

their resources to this mode of luring

the speckled beauties. They are skillful

in handling the fly and disposed to give

it the preference when they think noth-

ing will be lost by so doing, but they do

not hesitate to resort to the use of bait

when conditions appear to warrant such
a course. Such anglers may very ap-

propriately be styled eclectic fishermen.

They admit that better results can often

be obtained with artificial flies than with
anything else, but they also know that

sometimes the trout will refuse to come
to the surface of the water after them,
and perhaps sinking the flies may prove
equally ineffectual. At such times the

eclectic angler will not disdain to try

some other means of tempting S. fonti-

nalis, preferring to sacrifice sentiment

so far as articificial flies are concerned,

rather than return home with an empty
creel.

I
T is in fishing for big speckled trout,

if we believe what the eclectic angler

tells us, that the bait most frequently

accomplishes what the artificial fly has

failed to do. That large trout are some-

times taken with a fly cannot be denied,

but many fishermen who profess to know
what they are talking about, declare

that as a rule bait is preferable. In

other words, they say that the big trout

which rises to a fly will almost invariably

take a bait equally as well, if a tempting
morsel is properly presented, and they

claim to have learned by practical ex-

perience that good fish can sometimes be

taken by using a small minnow, a chub’s

tail or even angle-worms where fly-fish-

ing in the same spot has proved ineffec-

tual. Maybe the larger trout are so lazy

they prefer the bigger lure.

I
T is rarely essential to make extremely
long casts while trout fishing in Ad-

irondack waters. It is better for the
angler to approach as near as caution
will permit to the place where he has
seen a trout rise or where he believes one
to be lying, before making his cast. To
possess the skill to drop one’s flies gently
in the precise spot where it is desirable
to have them fall, is of far more practical
value in every-day fishing than the abil-
ity to break the long-distance casting rec-
ord. Most experienced fly-fishermen will

probably agree that it is best, just and
equitable that in fly-casting tournaments
the test of skill should hinge upon the
dexterity of a competitor in accurately
placing his flies at a given distance, say
from 40 to 75 feet, rather than the abil-

ity, perhaps in a measure because of the
construction of rod or line, to hurl them
a little further than any one else. For
ordinary fishing on the rifts of Adiron-
dack streams, 40 feet of line is ample,
and more often a less amount is required.
Occasionally on a bright day, while fly-

casting on a shallow lake or over a cold
bed of spring hole, it may be desirable
to use more than 40 feet, but even then
great care should be exercised not to let

out more than is absolutely necessary.
The angler who attempts to swing more
line than he can readily handle will in-

variably find himself seriously handi-
capped in fishing not only because of the
extra risk which he takes of having his

flies entangled in the shrubbery or the
branches of overhanging trees, but on ac-

count of his inability to drop his flies in

the exact place where he wishes to, and
the additional fact that any undue slack-

ness in the line will render the hooking
of a trout difficult.

ONE of the most important lessons to

be learned by the beginner in ang-
ling for brook trout is how to hook the
fish when he rises to the lure. The trout

must be fastened promptly, especially in

fly-fishing. This does not mean to yank
him out of the water, but simply to set

the hook firmly into his jaw. Do not

wait until the trout has time to discover

that a fraud has been perpetrated as

the hook will be instantly ejected. It is a

pretty safe rule to strike the trout as soon

as you realize he has struck your fly. To
properly fasten a trout the so-called

“wrist-knack,” which all successful fly-
|

fishermen must acquire, is very import- i

ant. Proficient anglers, men of acknowl-

edged literary ability have essayed to

impart to the world at large the real

secret of the wrist knack, but while their i

descriptions appear graphic to the ini-

tiated the tyro often finds it extremely
hard to put what they say into practical

operation. It is equally difficult for the

expert angler to show the beginner just

how the act is performed and illustrate

it and explain it so clearly that he can-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 369)
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PULL THIS PAST

FOR HOT
WEATHER
FISHING-

THEIR NOSE
When the shallows warm up during the hot summer days and the bass hunt the cool spring holes or deep
pools, the muskallonge, pike and pickerel are sluggish and lazy—all the game fish seem to be eternally hard to

interest in your lures—your stringer is empty—your temper a bit ruffled—the “darned lake is fished out any-
way” you think—THEN cast out a PFLUEGER LUMINOUS TANDEM SPINNER across the pool—let it

sink down where the bass are lying close to the bottom—reel in fairly slow—set the hook and play your fish.

If there is a fish in the waters you cover with your Pflueger Tandem Spinner, you’ll get that fish because they
cannot resist the spinning flash of this winning lure. There is a distinct and peculiar flash of light shafts
thrown by the Pflueger Tandem Spinner that brings the strike when other lures fail. This broken flash that is

so attractive to the game fish is produced by the spinner blades spinning in opposite directions—a something
different flashing invitation that no other spoon, spinner or artificial lure can shoot out to the fish.

There is hardly a seasoned angler who does not carry a selection of different sized Pflueger Tandem
Spinners in his tackle box, and the fisherman who does carry them is always the chap who gets the fish when
they are hard to get—when the fish are supposed to be “off the feed” and you cannot raise a strike—then is a great
time to surprise yourself by using this strike producing, stringer filling lure.

For late evening or night fishing the luminous under blades of the
Pflueger Tandem Spinner throw a phosphorous glow that is especially attract-

ive and wonderfully effective—it shows up like the darting swim of a large
shiner and is a killing lure for fishing at this time. When the water is

roughened by a fair breeze or on a cloudy day the Pflueger Tandem Spinner
takes a second place to no other lure as a strike producer. The smaller
sizes for casting—larger sizes for trolling.

A C r/ T IP A T TT IP To show you a complete setAolV IwUK U1L/\L/1LK of pflueger Luminous Tan-
dem Spinners and make a selection of the sizes most suited for the kind of
fishing you intend doing. Every genuine PFLUEGER LUMINOUS TAN-
DEM SPINNER carries our name “Pflueger” on the blade and is backed
by our “guarantee without time limit” to be right in material and workman-
ship, which means that it could not be made better. The fact that this lure

is so popular and effective has caused imitation—if you are offered some-
thing “just as good” remember “there ain’t no such animal” and insist upon
getting the original which is backed by fifty-five years’ effort to make tackle
that cannot be imitated either in value as a fish lure, in honest workmanship
or high class material. Should your dealer be out of stock, send direct to

us basing your order on the following suggestions:
For fly casting for bass or trout size 3/0, 30c, or size 2/0, 35c. For

bait casting for bass, wall-eye pike, pike or pickerel, size 1/0, 40c, or size 1,

50c, size 1 also good for trolling for bass. For trolling for muskallonge,
pike or pickerel, size 2. 60c, or size 3. 75c. No war tax. Delivery guaranteed,
postpaid.

HOW’S YOUR LUCK? oY^hrb^"oi"l>"T^e^’’yo”
getting a full measure of sport out of playing the game fish right? Do you
know where to look for the game bass, fast fighting trouts, wily musky? You can learn all this and a heap
more good fishin’ information by reading PFLUEGER’S TIPS ON TACKLE, a pocket-sized book on fishing
that we will be pleased to send you free of all cost if you write in and ask for it. Chapters on all phases ofl

game fishing written by the leading authorities—dope that will make your fishing better, your pleasures along
lake and stream waters more enjoyable and give you a working knowledge of game fish, their habits and
peculiarities—things that are interesting to every angler. Write today because the big edition is going fast and
you ought to have your copy to help boost your average this season.

L ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. Dept 21 AKRON, OHIO
(THE PFLUEGERS’)
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ITHACA WINS
Hon. C. S. Wilson, Commis-
sioner of Agriculture for

New York State, with pn
Ithaca, broke all targets

shot at, 120 without a
miss, and was high
gun at the big Fulton

6 hoot. When an
amateur, with but
little experience,can
beat all comers, in-

cluding profession-
als, it proves the

truth of the Com-
missioner's s tate-
ment that any

man can break
more targets

Catalog Free.

Singles, $107.11, in-

cluding war tax, and
up.

Doubles, $34.78, in-

cluding war tax, and

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN
CO.

tthacai N. Yb

Koosy -oonek
Cask an F.skimo) will not be rblc to work his

black magic on your camping trip this

summer if yon plan it with the aid of the

Harvard Travellers’ Club “Handbook of

Travel.” heading sportsmen and explorers
of .America here present the results of their

years on mountain trails. ^'ou need the

hook in your library and in your knapsack.
The price is $2.50

Inquire at your hookscllcr*s.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
19 Randall Hall. Cambridge. Mass.

280 Madison Avenue, Xew York City.

AFTER GOAT IN ALASKA
DWELLING AMONG THE PEAKS OF ALMOST INACCESSIBLE MOUNT-
AINS THIS STRANGE ANIMAL FURNISHES MUCH EXCITEMENT

By ROBERT E. MCGLASHAN

HIS was my third

trip after mountain
goats, but as yet I

had never seen one.

Two friends and I

arrived in Frosty
Bay, forty miles

south of Wrangell,

Alaska, late one aft-

ernoon, about the
fifth of December,
on board the gas

boat Bayfield.

Of the three hunters on board I alone

was destined to meet with success on
this occasion. We had worked our way
down to this bay in the teeth of the

winter storms, landing several times en
route, but seeing no signs of goats.

A huge mountain, heavily timbered
nearly to the summit, loomed up on the

north side of the bay. It did not ap-

pear to be a promising location for

goats, so I decided to start early in the

morning to try and reach another moun-
tain inland from the head of the bay,

while my partners ascended the one near
at hand.

On this occasion I had two Savage
rifles, a very reliable 303 special eight

and half pound gun, which I had owned
for some time, and a new twenty-two
high power, just as I had received it

from the hardware store, with its fac-

tory sights and heavy, unadjusted trig-

ger pull. Intending to look only for

signs and not expecting to see any goats,

I decided to take the lighter rifle.

I set out at dawn and by eleven o’clock

had arrived near enough to my objec-

tive point to see that it was not nearly
as promising as it had appeared in the

distance. By this time I had reached
a position where I could see the north
side of the big mountain by the bay.

From this side it had a very different

appearance. Ledges and terraces suc-

ceeding one another up to timber line,

above which were several steep rock

slides. Knowing that my friends, from
tl.eir starting point, w'ould be very un-
likely to And this section of the moun-
tain, I decided to ascend and explore

it myself.

I, accordingly, began and, after one
hour’s stiff climbing, found myself in a

j

whirling snow storm. Another half hour
of ascent and I discovered in the rapidly

accumulating snow, the fresh tracks of

I

a large goat. He was on the move and
I traveling along the mountain side. I

I
followed him as fast and cautiously as

possible, experiencing no difficulty as the

track followed old trails along the

benches and crossing now and then a

timbered spot. I feared that he had
winded me, but as the storm increased

and the tracks turned up the mountain

I

into timber, I judged from what I had
been told of their habits when alarmed,

that he was unaware of my presence.

I followed cautiously, watching in-

tently and hoping every minute to catch

sight of the animal, when I arrived at

my first serious obstacle. The tracks

we were following went along a bench

at the top of a perpendicular cliff to

the top of a sort of trough in the rocks,

sloping at an angle of about forty-five

degrees, down to another bench about

forty feet below, where they ended with

but a few scant inches for a foothold,

before dropping over another sheer

precipice of one-hundred and fifty or

two hundred feet. The goat had deliber-

ately sat himself down in this trough

and slid to the bottom.

To attempt to follow him by that route

would have been suicide for me and as

I stood peering down through the fall-

ing snow, in an endeavor to see whether

he had turned to right or left, I saw
the goat. There he stood not more than

one-hundred feet from me, on a narrow
shelf; his head and neck hidden by a

twisted tree trunk, but the rest of him

in full view, white and shaggy as a

polar bear.

The little stranger I was carrying

came to my shoulder, the bead found the

(continued on page 384)

The mountain goat at home
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l>RiNCE Albert
the national joy smoke

SAY, you’ll have a streak of smokeluck that’ll put pep-in-your-

smokemotor, all right, if you’ll ring-in with a jimmy pipe or

cigarette papers and nail some Prince Albert for packing

!

Just between ourselves, you never will wise-up to high-spot-

smoke-joy until you can call a pipe or a home made cigarette by its

first name, then, to hit the peak-of-pleasure you land square on that

two-fisted-man-tobacco. Prince Albert

!

Well, sir, you’ll be so all fired happy you’ll want to get a photo-
graph of yourself breezing up the pike with your smokethrottle wide
open! Quality makes Prince Albert so different, so appealing.

And, P. A. can’t bite or parch. Both are cut out by our exclusive

patented process

!

Right now while summer’s young you get out your old jimmy
pipe or the “papers” and land on some P. A. for what ails your
particular smokeappetite I

Buy Prince Albert everywhere tobacco is sold. Toppy red bags, tidy red
tins, handsome pound and half pound tin humidors—and—that classy,
practical pound crystal glass humidor with sponge moistener top that
keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.

1

j

i
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STAUNCH as a BOOT
FLEXIBLE as a MOCCASIN
Here--Mr. Sivortsman is the boot you’ve been loogln? for—so
lifrbt and pliable that you can tramp all day in it without fret*

ring footsore; built to firive you years of eruellins service.

ussgU’s "Ike
lion

BeriiD,

chrome, t^ 6nest of waterproof^
cowhides, with flexible, lons-wearing
Maple Pac Soles.

Ask your dealer for **Ike Waltons”—
if he can't supply you, write for Cat*
BlogM.

W. C RUSSEa MOCCASIN CO.

Wisconsin

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fighting our battles.

The women and children of Fiance axe left to bear the
burden.

$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month.
$36.50 a year: payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Ever>' penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.
Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally. France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. Wlien a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.

3.00 1 mo. 73.50 " “ “ 2 yrs.

Date

I pledge \ $36.50 for a aged ia its

myself > ®'™ home for years

I $ for .... children In their o'vi
to give

J homes for years

I enclose herewith $ In payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in

payments.
CROSS OITT THE PARA-
GRAI’HS YOU DON’T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address

Checks should be drawn to "THdC FATHERLESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE COmUTTEE” and mailed
to the Chicago 'Treasurer. DAVID R. FORGAN. Room
V41 Fine Arts Building. Chicago.

Even if fish aren’t biting, an "Old Town’’
gives pleasure and exercise to keep you fit.

Be outdoors all you can. Outdoor life made
our soldiers ready to win.
"Paddle your own canoe
—and be sure it’s an 'Old
Town’.’’ Send for catalog.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
897 Fourth St.

Old Town. Maine

NOTES ON THE WET FLY
THERE ARE TIMES WHEN TROUT WILL TAKE A SUNKEN FLY
MORE FREELY THAN ONE PRESENTED ON THE SURFACE

By LADD PLUMLEY

T is the notion of

many fly fishermen

that dry fly fishing

is the modern stunt

in angling and that

to be in fashion in

fly fishing you
should use that lure.

But dry fly fishing

is not modern and
has been followed

for very many
years. Long before

the dry fly, as a distinct and definite

mode of angling, received much attention

on the part of sporting writers, the use

of the dry fly—under certain conditions

—was general with many fly fishermen,

both in England and in this country. You
will find the use of the dry fly advocated

even in such rather ancient compendiums
of fishing as “The American Angler’s

Book,” by Thaddeus Norris, and the

first edition of that book was published

in 1864.

Forty and more years ago I took

trout with a dry fly over smooth pools,

and the occasional use of the dry fly was
general on the part of many anglers.

But at that time the dry fly was not in

use solely by itself but was combined
with the wet fly. When deemed pro-

ductive we used one mode or the other,

as conditions required. And this it

would seem, even at present, is the most
rational method for obtaining the best

results, for there are times when trout

will take a sunken fly more freely than
a fly presented on the surface.

It may be asked what is a wet fly?

And just as a dry fly is constructed so

that it floats on the surface, its wet
brother is dressed in a manner so that

almost immediately it sinks below the

water. This is attained with delicate

hackles and light body and wings, and,

generally, with material that aosorbs

moisture.

I

For the best results, the wet fly should

be presented in much the same manner
as when presenting the dry fly. This
mode of fishing with the wet fly is not
at all usual, and yet, if followed, will at

times bring the most splendid sport. The
dry fly fisherman wades against the

water and he casts his single fly up-
stream and never down. There are ex-

cellent reasons for this procedure, as

trout have not yet developed eyes in

their tails and always rest with their

heads against the current. The ap-

proach, therefore, toward a trout’s rear
instead of toward its head will be less

i likely to disturb the fish. It would seem
!
that with the use of any lure whatever
the angler should always wade and cast

his lure upstream and not dowm.
Again, the study of the history of up-

stream, against the current, fishing will

prove that the mode has been practiced

for very many years by the most suc-

cessful fly fishermen. For instance, it

is strongly advocated by Stoddart, the

celebrated Scottish fly fishing expert, for

clear and low streams, and as early as

1850 or thereabouts. But it is true that,

until quite lately, the use in 'wet fly

fishing of the down stream method has
been almost universal.

The flies of the down stream, -wet fly

fisherman are generally attached by con-

spicuous loops on both the fly strand

of gut, as well as on the leader. A little

consideration will show that this prac-

tice with two or more flies in wet fly

fishing, and the conspicuous loops, is one
of the reasons, perhaps the most im-

portant reason, aside from the down-
stream mode of fishing, why dry fly

fishing is considered by many experts
to take the largest fish of any water.

There can be no question but that up-

stream fly fishing, wet or dry, is more
creel-filling than the down stream mode,
and, of course, the dry fly cannot be used
except as an upstream lure. And there
can be no question that the less com-
plicated and less conspicuous the attach-

ment of flies to tackle, the more trout
productive will be the efforts of the fish-

erman. These things seem axiomatic;
they do not seem to be open to any argu-
ment whatever.

At the present time most American fly

fishermen obtain their sport in waters
that are much fished and where trout
are educated as to man’s devices for tak-

ing them. The time has gone, never
to return, when the fly fisherman can
productively slosh heavily downstream,
casting three flies here and there, as if

he were casting pork-rind for pickerel.

If he desires even a few trout he must
change his methods and change them
radically.

Wet fly fishing, when pursued scien-

tifically, will prove very profitable as to

the number as well as to the size of the
catch. The following suggestions are the
results of many years of careful study
at the streamside, where I have fre-

quently spent a full fishing season. I

might say that during the past five years
I have taken, by the modes described, a
very large number of trout, both brown
and native, and for the waters fished

many of them of the first trouty magni-
tude.

I

N wet fly fishing it is important to

have the leader of a correct length
and tapered to the most- tenuous and

slender gut w’hich can be used with
safety. After much experimentation the
following leader is suggested for this

work. It should he from seven and one-
half to eight feet long, this length for a
nine foot rod, the rule being that the
leader should be a foot or so shorter
than the rod. For in netting a big
trout a longer leader is dangerous, as a

(continued on page 370.)
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ALL YOU NEED

Just a fist full of efficiency— small enough

to carry in one pocket, yet they will get you

fish than a tackle box full of ordin-

lures.

more

ary

A1 Foss Pork Rind Minnows
are now in their fourth season, and if you have not

already tied up to them you had better give yourself the

once over and see what is wrong—then get a set or

two of these lures and you will be fixed for any kind of

water you may want to fish.

MANUFACTURED BY

AL FOSS, 1726-1736 Columbus Road, CLEVELAND, O.
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Hudson River
by Delight

SERVICE DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

Majestic Palisades and great, green
Highlands, Catskill Mountains and
rolling countryside—an ever-vary-
ing panorama of scenic delight on
the Day Line trip between New
York and Albany.

Ideal Route to Vacation Resorts.

The steamers are big, fast and cool
with comfortable chairs, fine music
and good restaurant. Direct rail

connections to the Catskills, Berk-
shires,Adirondacks, Saratoga, Lake
George, etc. All through rail
tickets between New York and
Albany accepted.

Attractiv’e one day outings. New
York to Bear Mountain, West
Point, Newburgh and Poughkeepsie

Hudson RiverDay Line
DesbrossesStreetPier,NewYork

SLEEP
OVER HERE AND OVER

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
nr? so cool and yielding tliat the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. These
removable wash covers and are SANITARY
VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

yeaVs. and when deflated can he carried in your

pocket, 'fhe only practical pillow for all. uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 16—$2.25, 16 x 21—$2.75, 17

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. b. A-

Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.

Catalog Free.

^‘METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS’
KSTAI5LIS1IED 1S91

Made Only By

Alhol Manufacturing Co., Athol, Mass.

OWLV 35c L Agents Wan»e>.

WITH THIS
"

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If 700 CAD COMB your faeir yoo een cot yoor

' owo heir with this maryeloue iovention. Guta
the heir ony deeired lenarih, ebort or lonff.

' Doee the job as nicely as any barber Id qoarter
v>.e time, before yoor owo mirror. Yoa can cut the

...liidren’e halrathocne in a jiffy. Can be used ae ao
ordinary razor to ebsve th^ face or finieb around temole or neck.
Sharoeoed like any rmzor.CIjieta a lifetime. 'Savea Ite cost first

ume used. PRICE ONLY 39rc, peetnaid. Extra Blades Sc each.

JOHNSON SMITH * CO,D«irt.IT72ri.3224H.H.I.t.dSt..ChleMO

ON THE ONE DAY HIKE
NO CAMPING TRIP AFOOT SHOULD BEAR THE NAME OF
HIKE UNLESS AT LEAST ONE MEAL IS COOKED OUTDOORS

By JULE MARSHALL

HE war has brought
out the word “hike.”

The soldier-hikes have
made the word com-
mon and attractive,

perhaps also the ex-

ercise itself. I find

people everywhere
talking about hiking

and on questioning

them learn that it is

a walk that is contem-

plated, probably in the

park.

To out-of-door people a hike means a

camping trip a-foot, not in the city but

out in the country. Hark, a moment, to

NESSMUK the pioneer of outers:

“For brick and mortar breed filth and
crime,

With a pulse of evil that throbs and
beats;

And men are withered ' before their

prime
By the curse paved in with the lanes

and streets.

And lungs are poisoned and shoulders

bowed,
In the smothering reek of mill and mine;
And death stalks in on the struggling

crowd

—

But he shuns the shadow of oak and
pine.”

With this warning in mind, we must
shun the confines of office and factory

and seek the freedom of hill and dale.

If we must endure the mechanical side

of life for five and one-half days of the

week, let us spend our “rest billet” out

with natural things.

Various parts of the country are more
or less favorable to the enjoyment of

different forms of outdoor sports but all

of the country lends itself to hiking.

Among the first things that hikers will

unconsciously enjoy will be the beauty
of the scenery, the hills and valleys the

sky, the general color scheme and the

enchantment of distance. Then will come
the observance of detail in the trees, the

flowers, berries, birds and their songs,

the brooks and their exposition of geology
and in all the gladness of feeling the

soft earth under foot.

Anybody can hike. It does not require

an elaborate outfit in the line of wearing
apparel or other equipment. Anything
you have goes into the outfit, especially

at first, until you see how you like it.

Uncle Sam has furnished many a man
with the proper hiking costume during
the last two years. And many a woman
now has an old suit on hand cut on mili-

tary lines, just the thing for the hike.

The best clothing for hiking is the

army uniform or the type worn by hunt-
ers, which should consist of a lightweight
woolen shirt, riding breeches, puttees,

waterproof shoes, a sleeveless sweater,
mackinaw and cap. Underwear, as well

as the outerclothing, are regulated by the

seasons. For the woman, a middy blouse,

wide corduroy skirt, high shoes with low
heels, sport coat and the overseas type
of cap. Do not wear rubber soled canvas
shoes. Rather wear good stout leather

shoes with rubber heels.

NOW a hike is no hike at all unless

at least one meal is cooked outdoors.

So we are ready for equipment. The
best carry-all is the light pack or ruck-

sack. This is carried on the back by
means of shoulder straps. It is pur-

chasable in almost any department or

sportings goods store but is very easily

made at home. A continuous strip of

light weight khaki drill, 18 in. wide when
stitched together will form front, bot-

CWIDE TOP)

" KRAEr-itF? WeAR" Pots (T.N~eD) ARMY Pannikin (aluminum)

3
COFfEe TEA

Forks

Food BACfS (cotton sheeting)

Camping ware and food necessities for the man who carries his house on his back
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CAMELS are in a class by themselves— easily

the most refreshing, the most likable cigarette

you ever smoked. You can prove that! Simply

compare Camels puff-by-puff with any cigarette in

the world at any price! Put quality, flavor and

cigarette satisfaction to the test!

Made to meet your taste, Camels never tire it, no

matter how liberally you smoke them. The expert

blend of choice Turkish and choice Domestic to-

baccos makes Camels delightful— so full-bodied,

yet so fascinatingly smooth and mellow-mild. Every time

you light one you get new and keener enjoyment

!

r^/RKISH & DOMfiSTI*
BI.END

CIGARETTES

Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after-taste or any
unpleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels as unusual as

they are enjoyable.

In fact. Camels appeal to the most fastidious smoker in so

many new ways 3^ou never will miss the absence of cou-

pons, premiums or gifts. You’ll prefer Camel Quality!
Ca/r)p/s are sold everywhere
in scientifically sealed pack^
a^es of 20 cigarettes or ten
packages {200 cigarettes) in

a glassine - paper - covered
carton. We strongly recom^
mend this carbon fcr the
home or office supply or

when you travel.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

Winstoo-SalcD, N. C.
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I
*HE strengtli tliat comes from the hills was never worth
more in this country than xt is today. Both to the man

himself and to all about him.

No poison-pollen of Old orld imperialism ^one to seed can

contaminate—nor any attempt of crowd-sichened collectivism

undermine— the priceless individualism of the American who
truly keeps his feet on the earth.

for Shooting Right

Are you one of America s five million hunters ? Are you planning a tnp to the

hills this Fall for hig game— and reserve power ?

Our Service Department will he glad to help you complete your arrangements—
tell you what to take, if you wish suggestions— report on good hunting districts

—

give addresses of hest hunting camps, outfitters and guides, with their rates.

For many years we have maintained this free service to sportsmen, through the

nation-wide Remington UMC organization. Now we are Letter than ever

equipped to help you in your hunting.

Or ask your local dealer, the alert Remington UhfC merchant— one of more than

82.700 in this country—whose store is your community Sportsmen s Headquarters.

Guides, Outfitters and Camp Proprietors—^Vrite for
registration blank for Remington UMC free service.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the \K^orJd

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

tom, back and cover flap. Two webb
belts, such as are worn by the soldiers,

when fastened at one point in the middle
of the top of the back and the two lower
opposite points of the bottom form the
shoulder straps. Tie strings will hold
the flap in front. The pack sack can be
made as finely as you wish it, with in-

serted sides, taped edges, outside pockets
and adjustable straps. Everything in
hiking is a matter of individual taste.

Hiking, as well as all of the outdoor
sports, exercises one’s individuality.

Into this pack may go whatever pots
and utensils you may care to borrow from
the kitchen. Just take the things you
would absolutely need, such as coffee pot,
extra small pot, sauce pan, fry pan, cups,
plates, knives, forks and spoons. Any-
thing will serve the purpose until you
can’t resist buying the proper outfit. And
the latter is inexpensive too.

Let us open the pack sack in the comer
yonder. It belongs to a couple who spend
every week-end out of doors. Here is a
set of small food bags of various sizes
according to the proportionate bulk of
food stuffs. They resemble duffle bags in
shape, with straight sides, inserted bot-
toms and throats with tie strings. They
are made of closely wmven, white cotton
sheeting (balloon silk) and are neatly
labeled with the name of the ingredient.
The salt and pepper bag is a two-in-one
holder. It is stitched up the center in
order to divide the condiments. The
utensil bag is a series of three pockets,
one each for knives, spoons and forks,
with pot lifter, can opener, etc., divided
among the rest. This bag is rolled and
tied. Here is a bag, shaped like a large
envelope, containing maps, note books,
pencils, etc. Another small but elongated
bag contains “fire dogs.” These as well
as the pots are “housed” in bags to pre-
vent the pot black from smearing soot on
everything else. The “fire dogs” are in-

dispensable. These are made (as illus-

trated) of bands of soft iron 3/32 in.

thick and % inch wide. The over-all

length of each dog, folded, is 16 in. and
the legs about 10 in. The “fire dogs”
can be bought for a dollar or made for
25 cents.

The pot bag contains three bail-

handled pails together with two cups, all

nesting inside the largest pail which is

nine inches in diameter and eight inches
high. The pots are of heavy block re-

tinned steel but light in weight. These
are found in the kitchenw'are section of
any department store and are known as
“Kraemer wear.” One of the smaller
pots can be used for either tea or coffee.

. No spout is necessary.

1
While the inside of the pots should be

kept spotlessly clean, it is useless to try

n

I Containers for some essentials
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Charles Cottar^s Faith

in the

.250-3000 Savage

You know what the go-
rilla is—the huge, silent

uncanny man-monkey who
glides through the dark,
tangled African jungle as
swiftly and easily as a

shadow. You know that gun barrels have
been bent by his black, hairy, wire-sinewed
fingers—have been crushed by his ghastly,
protruding fangs. You know his super-
natural vitality, his fiendish intelligence and
his horrible vindictiveness when attacked.
Even the lion fears him. He’s the most
unnerving problem a hunter can face.
Why was it that when Charles Cottar, the experienced

American big-game hunter, tracked the gorilla through
the dense, tropical East African bush, the ri6ehe deliber-
ately selected from his arsenal for this nerve-straining,
hair-raising, desperate work, was his .250-3000 Savage ?

Think it over. And remember that this same 6-sbot re-

peater weighs only 7 pounds—that it has a point-blank
range of over 300 yards—that it is accurate enough to

make '*pos6ible8^at800 yardsand that it hardlykicks at all.

See it at your dealers; get the "feel” of it in your own
hands or write us for particulars.

Sav’agbArms Corporation
UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon, Pa. Detroit, Mich. Philadelphia, Pa.

Executive and Export Office*

50 Church Street, New York Cit^

Manufacturers of Ili-Power and Small
Calibre Sporting Rifles, Automatic Pistols

and Ammunition

.ZS0-30C0 Savage Rifle, take dov/n model, 22-

inch tapered round barrel luith integral
sight base. Checked extra full pistol grip
and forearm, cheeked trigger. Corrugated
steel shot gun buttpiate. Commercial silver
bead front and flat-topped wind-gauge sport-

ing rear sights. Weight about 7 lbs.

1

>' PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
I

: for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

Z. r.. Bevis. M.Sc., Ph.D., and Jno. A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet clear
and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the satis-

faction of knowing that you are absolutely
right. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life
of every rifle and hunter is worked out ac-
cording to formula, so that the reader may
see exactly how to do it. Everything in
ballistics is served. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
^ S, Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

Just Out!
New 36 Page
Revised Catalog

Outfits
^Boy Scouts-Army-Navy Goods
We can help you with suggestions of things you
will need for your comfort and convenience — a

whole book full of 'em — just oft the press — our

new catalog " C." Send 4c. for postage. Write
TODAY.

37 Weal I25ih St, New York City

Ikf POULTRY—RABBITS
MONEY IN BOTH

Poultry Advocate 50c year
Our Great Rabbit Book 25c
Paper one year and book 65c

POULTRY ADVOCATE, Dept. A43 SYRACUSE,N.Y.

It is a great pleasure for Abbey &
Imbrie to announce that out of 2,894
manuscripts submitted to their Fish Story
Contest, the following were successful
in earning awards:—
1st PRIZE—A. B. Cunningham, Burton,

Ohio.
2nd PRIZE—Carl D. Schunk, 218 Albe-

marle Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y.
3rd PRIZE—^James C. Maxwell, 394 Mass-

achusetts Ave., Boston, Mass.
4th PRIZE—C. W. Mills. Sodus, N. Y.
5th PRIZE—M. M. Scheid, M.D., Rosen-

dale, \Vis.

6th PRIZE—Paul Fugler, 237 Talbot
Ave., Dorchester, Mass.

7th PRIZE—George V. Triplett, 1540
Frederica St., Owensboro, Ixy.

8th PRIZE—Robert B. Peck, 39 Cam-
bridge Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

9th PRIZE—Thos. McB. Fast, Hotel
Selby, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

10th PRIZE—Dr. A. K. P. Harvey, 1025
15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

11th PRIZE—Esther E. Shoemaker, I'ine-
* land, N. J.

12th PRIZE—Frederick L. Coe, 122 Howe
St.. New Haven, Conn.

13th PRIZE—Mrs. Minnie E. Brown, 704
Fifth Ave., East Williston, N. D.

So many stories of merit were received
that the judges have made twelve addi-
tional awards of $5,00 each to the follow-
ing contestants:—

Alexander Yearly, 3rd, 5 Builders Ex-
change Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Robert Ammerman, 430 So. 2nd St.,

West, Missoula, Mont.
Lt. Ory J. Armstrong, Co. A, 127th

Inf,, A. P. 0. 734, A. E. F.

R. W. Swearingen, Lt. Pay Corps,
U. S. N., P. 0. Box 871, Charles-
ton, S. C.

Orin P, Thorson, Box 396, Madison,
Minn.

E. F. Lapham, 410-418 So. Michigan
Blvd., Chicago, III,

E. A. Brininstool, 3010 Hobart Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

John Gill, Third and Adler St., Port-
land, Ore.

P. C. Kuegle, Buckeye Land Co.,
Youngstown, 0.

Hubert C. Norton, 83 Pearl St., New
Haven, Conn.

L. J. Tansey, 113 No. St. Peter St.,

South Bend, Ind.
Emery A. Peffley, Thornton, Ark.

Then, there were those good sportsmen
who almost landed a prize. To them we
wish to say “Tough luck!” and express
our admiration for the fine efforts they
made, knowing at the same time that these
contributors will view their good though
losing fight with the same philosophy that
comes to their comfort when a “big one”
gets away.

And to all of the 2,894 contributors goes
our deep appreciation of their inspiring,
wholesome angling spirit. Oh! it’s a great
game!

Abbey & Imbrie
Division of Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

15-17 Warren St., New York
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Announcing the new cveREADy LIBERTY Daylo

Double the number of
your happy vacation hours
^with a^ “Liberty” Daylo

I
T is named the Liberty because it leaves

the hands free—can be clipped over your
belt, or slipped over a button. Get one
NOW for your vacation. Two handsome
styles, gun metal and full nickel, fitted with

a long-lived Tungsten battery.

rcadY to hnnj on your belt.

Evereadydealersfrom coast

to coast are demonstrating
this New Daylo NOW,
the best all - around light

Evereadyhas everproduced

The light that says

:

**There it is!** Ready to Hang onButton orHooJ:.

Fishing and Canoeing
on the beautiful Lakes and
Rivers of New Brunswick.

Salmon and Trout Fishing.

Guides with complete Outfits

furnished.

Write for particulars.

J. Harold McMurray, Secty.

The New Brunswick Guides Assoc.

FREDERICTON, N. B.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

to keep the smoke-black off the outside

and a good reason for leaving it on is

that it prevents rust. In the pot bag,

also, are two army pannikins made of

aluminum. These are used for fry pan
and platter, while the covers are used for

side dishes. The pannikins have long
handles and hinges which clamp over the

covers, making fine receptacles for carry-

ing meat while on the hike. During din-

ner, the panniken holds your “platter

luncheon” which, if it becomes at all cool-

ed, can be placed back on the “fire dogs”

for a warming. Pannikins can be bought
new or in stores carrying reclaimed army
goods.

Other necessary articles of the pack
sack are butter jar and match jar, both

with screw tops such as salad dressing

jars. A small bottle for evaporated
cream which is a better container than
the can because the former will not spill

A cake of soap, a dish mop, dish towel,

and hand towel are requisites.

The pack sack before us also contains

a folding reflector oven and pan, a small

poncho for a ground spread while eat-

ing, extra pairs of woolen socks, a guard-
ed hatchet, flash light, compass, camera,
fishing rod and its outfit, a small bottle

of iodine and a roll of bandage.
The food to be carried will be sug-

gested by the following menus which call

for fresh vegetables in preference to

canned

:

Steak, boiled potatoes, peas, bread and
butter, jam, fruit, cream, and coffee.

Chops, baked potatoes, spaghetti with
tomato sauce, rolls, cake, fruit, tea.

Ham, beans, biscuits, marmalade,
apple sauce, doughnuts, coffee.

Then there are fresh fish, chicken,

Irish stew, omelettes, in fact everything
that you care to have at home you will

find a pleasure to prepare in the open.

O NE of the most important things

about cooking outdoors is the fire

and the most essential note on the

fire is to keep it small and hot. Start by
driving the “fire dogs” into the ground
with a space between of about three

inches at one end and five at the other.

Scrape away carefully for a radius of

three or four feet all dry grass and leaves

so as to prevent a spreading fire. Pile dry

leaves about the fire irons but no higher

than the bars which will be but five

inches off the ground. Distribute over

the leaves fine tinder or dead twigs which
you will find abundant on the forest

floor.

You will gradually feed larger wood
on the fire hut not exceeding an inch in

diameter. When the fire is assured and

a fairly hot bed of coals is laid, which

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 371)

Fire dogs and bag to carry them in
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Another Feature of Camp Life Perfected
Camping: is not camping: without a camp fire. A camp stove is not a perfect camp stove that

won’t work over any camp fire. You just can’t imagine how pleasant it is to cook over the good
old camp fire until you have tried the Umbrella Camp Stove, which has been so scientifically

designed as to overcome such objections as burning of the fish, tipping over the coffee, scalding

the hands, scorching the face and exposing of the clothing to fire.

UMBRELLA CAMP STOVE
Made of the best iron and steel, and with ordinary use will last

a lifetime. Will not warp or get out of shape. Stove consists
of adjustable tripod, center rod and revolving grate. Grate is

always level on sloping or rough ground. When open, stove
is solid throughout, and grate will not sag or tip. This
roomy grate will hold six large cooking utensils. Used
over small camp fire, at si<le of large camp fire, or
before fireplace at home in winter. Can be successfully

used as camp dining table. Sets up in one-half
minute. Fits in case 4 x 3fj inches. Weight, 10
pounds. Slips under auto seat when folded. Canvas
Case furnished with each stove.

Sold by sporting goods and hardware deal-
ers. Write for illustrated folder..

Umbrella Camp Stove Company
Mt. Vernon, Wash.

I
U.S.ARMY&NAVYGOODS]

j

i
9

I

j

UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN
Complete outfitters and dealers in govern-

ment goods—from an army hat cord to a

battleship.

5,000 useful articles for field service, camp-
ing, outing, etc., in Army Officers’ price list.

344—sent on receipt of 3 cents postage.

ARMY& NAVY STORE CO., Inc.
Largest Outfitters No inflated prices

Army & Navy Building
245 West 42nd St. New York

THOMAS
The Thomas hand made split bamboo
fishing rod has been perfected to meet
both the all around and the various special
requirements of the modern angling sport.
Made of the finest bamboo, light, resilient,

perfectly jointed and balanced. In the
Thomas rod the acme of perfection has
been obtained. Send for our interesting

booklet.

THOMAS ROD COMPANY,
117 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

GO CAMPING!
You haven’t forgotten

how. Prepare for recon-

struction by reconstruct-

ing yourself. But be sure

of your equipment. We
make tents, camp furni-

ture and camp equipment
that are right. Send for

our catalog 619. It’s free.

6E0'B‘6«ifErfrER&6o
619 N. Wells Street Chicago, 111*

" OVC/U “OvW

Mi

Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you e^er had.

The Aerothrust will do all the rowing and let you do all tne

fishing. Could anything be fairer than that?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all the backache

and hand-blisters out of that long pull against the wind or cur-

rent to where “they are bitin’.’’

The Aerothrust is an improvement on eveiw other type of

detachable motor. Here’s why:

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punishment from sub-

merged rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, you never have to worry about depth of water. If you

scratch bottom you propeller is in the air out of harm’s way. The
Aerothrust will take you anywhere it’s damp!

Third, you will get greater speed under all

kinds of conditions than with the underwater
propeller.

Fourth, j'ou are independent of piers and
docks for landing—just run her nose right up
on the beach.

Asl(^ your dealer or write jor illustrated booklet-

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Exclusive Canadian Jobbers, Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can

Fifth, when fishing you can navigate shal-

ow streams without roiling up the water.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO.
517 Washington Street LA PORTE, IND.

‘Net Making
Fish Nets easily made by 21 photographs and
Printed instructions. Send today and learn how.
Price 25c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON
Utoona, Kansas

Baby
Crab
OSO/o
WeedJ

^Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2- Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

*AslC the Fish r’-

Jas. Heddon’s Sons^
Oowagiac,

LOUIS RHEADmm LURES
FOR BASS AND TROUT COPY THEIR FOOD EXACT
Just Made and Tested. Small Cricket for Trout 75c.
Tiny Grasshopper 60c. Tiny Terror 40c all on 8 hook.

DEADLY SILVER SPEARING for WEAKFISH, SNAPPERS
Fluke, Striped Bass 75c Each. It Beats Live Shrimps

Send for Illustrated Leaflet of Prices and a Better Result.

LOUIS RHEAD, 217 Ocean Avenue. BROOKLYN. N. Y.
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KAMPKOOK
ON EVERYPICNIC ERIP

Whether you want to make a cup of coffee or cook a big warm meal,
you’ll find the KampKook the ideal stove. Handy, compact and
easy to carry. Puts an end to all fuel trouble. Set up and going in
two minutes. Has two powerful burners; bums common gasoline.
Heat regulated to any temperature desired. Simple, substantial,
safe. Not affected by wind.

A Necessity for Tourists and
All Who Hunt, Fish or

Go Camping
Also supplied with collapsible Kampoven for
broiling and baking. folded

Sold by sporting goods and hardware dealers. * *'*l'nch
Write for descriptive folder in colors. I Weighs only

AMERICAN GAS MACHINE CO. JB ^ pounds

807 Clark St. Albert Lea, Minn.

THE

Genuine
Hildebrandt Spinners and Flies

Made Only By

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA PORTLAND, OREGON

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

Let Your Trap Gun Purchase Be a PARKER
Be One of the Thousands of Satisfied PARKER Gun Users

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of a PARKER
Gun receives in good, substantial gus value, the benefits of e.xperience in gun
manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be satisfied with anything

but the BEST.
Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why Not Now?

PARKER BROS. MERIDEN, CONN., U S. A.

Master Gun Makers
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.

ANGLING FOR THE
GAMEY BASS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 330 )

this kind, you will be able to guide the
fish toward some more open spot where
it will have a chance to sample what
you have in the way of delicacies. Any
way you fix it there will be cases that,

no matter how wise in their ways you
might be, you will receive a setback.
That is the very thing which goes far
toward making the black bass one of the
most aristocratic fish of the inland wa-
ters. He possesses the tact of devising
on the moment some new trick that places

his adversary in the light of ridicule

and humiliation.

H ooking your fish, in my ow’n per-

sonal estimation, is more than
three-fourths of the game. But

even considering it so, unless care and
coolness figures a large part in the hand-
ling of a well-hooked fish, the prelimi-

nary work has all been for naught.
There is one thing certain; unless one
has his lesson well learned old daddy
bass will show the careless, excitable

angler some tricks that in a mighty
short time will leave nothing but the

rod. A broken end and, prominent or

shaded (that depends on who’s along)

exclamation points, unloosening them-
selves around there.

Keep the slack well up on your fish

at all times; this does not necessarily

mean to anchor the fish with main
strength to the shore and have him, if

he should happen to be a giant, smash
things into smithereens, but by that I

suggest keeping up all the loose parts;

let him feel that he has somebody' at the

cork end of the outfit. Then if he in-

sists on taking the thing into extra

rounds, watch him closely and w'hen you

feel that there is more strain on the

rod than should be expected of a fragile

tool, as it should be, feed him line, but

in doing this always keep in mind the

fact that doubtless he has a better un-

derstanding of what might be located

there below the surface than you. There-

by guard against any contiguity with a

submerged villain and a snag or boulder.

Guide your fish by raising or lowering

the tip and by keeping the rod swing-

ing in sympathy with his course. It will

be found no very difficult feat to swing

the rascal clear of the obstructions near-

est you; never fear about getting ahead

of him if he possesses the speed of the

average black beauty.

A landing net is a good addition to the

angler’s possessions; although, personal-

ly, I very rarely use one, unless I expect

to hear from a “muskie” or wall eye.

They are inconvenient and make knock-

ing about through the brushy tangles,

that are met with so often along the bass

streams, a sight more difficult as a gen-

eral thing. Even from a boat I rarely

ever use one for bass, although I am not

averse to them, generally speaking.

I mostly play my' fish until he conde-

scends to strike his colors for a complete

surrender. Then I gradually work him

in by slowly elevating the tip of the rod

and releasing just enough line even’y

from beneath my thumb to sw'ing him in.
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This takes practically all the strain off

the tip and distributes it over the entire

rod, and brings him to within easy reach.

By holding a taut line I keep his head

high out of the water. If a poor hold is

noticed then use extreme care to not

give one fraction of advantage to your

fish.

As a usual thing the fish comes in as

gently as a lamb and by reaching down
insert your thumb and first finger in his

mouth, grasp him firmly by the lower

part of the mouth, that is, inside, and

lift him quietly and gently to safety;

usually they come in to the creel or boat

without a struggle.

It is a good idea, when fishing a stream,

if you are not already familiar with its

pools, to observe closely and find out

where the big fellows make their head-

quarters. I have found this to be the

most successful way of saving oneself

a vast amount of fruitless beating about

over barren water. No matter how
plentiful a stream might be populated

with bass, there are certain parts that

will not yield fish. One thing, though, I

have found in my bass fishing experi-

ences, and that is this: Those places

where I see the golden gleam of a curv-

ing beauty flash upward in the sunlight

of a beautiful summer day, there will I

place my active run chub with a tender

care that scarcely breaks the mirror of

the quiet stream’s current. And there,

sooner or later, I will test my abilities

against the gamest old aristocrat of the

singing waters.

THE WAYS OF
ANGLERS

(continued from page 356 )

not go amiss. Experience is the only
teacher from whom the trick can be
learned, and oftentimes the pupil will

be a good while in getting his lesson so

thoroughly as to render success more
probable than failure. Even after he
thinks he knows all there is about it, re-

peated losses of good fish may demon-
strate the fact that he has yet much
to learn. There is something about the
Wrist knack which seems to baffle an ab-
solutely lucid description, and, as in the
case with wing-shooting, the batting of
a curved ball or learning to ride a bicycle,

only practice will bring an understand-
ing. A short, quick movement of the
wrist, very little force being exercised,
is usually all that is necessary to hook
a trout. Circumstances must regulate
the action, however, for if one is using
a long line or large hooks, or if the trout
is a big one, somewhat more force is

desirable than when the line is short,
the hooks small and the fish under half
a pound in weight. It is a good idea to
make it a rule never to strike hard
enough to lift a fish from the water even
though it proves to be under the six-inch
limit. The importance of quickness can-
not be too strongly emphasized. When
once acquired, the exercise of the wrist
knack calls for nefther conscious thought
nor effort, the act being as involuntary
as that of walking or breathing. Thus
the correct ways of anglers are obtained
and by much practice the fisherman grad-
ually comes into his own.

Trade Mark
Registered'Revolvers and

^l\iitomatic Pistols

For Sportsmen and Campers
Your camp equipment should include a

Colt. Tell your dealer your requirements.

No matter what model Colt you select, each

one possesses the same quality, accuracy and

durability that made the Colt the choice of

the U. S. Army and Navy after years of

searching investigation and exhaustive tests.

The Colt was adopted “in consequence of

its marked superiority to any other known

pistol.”

Your revolver or automatic pistol—which-

ever arm you prefer — should be a Colt,

because its dependable special features will

serve you faithfully for a lifetime.

Do not accept “the next best”—get a Colt.

You will never know the real pleasure of

target practice— a delightful sport at camp
—until you have experienced the confi-

dence inspired by the accuracy of a Colt.

Colt Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Hartford, Conn.
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“KINGFISHER” Brand,
Braided Silk Fishing Lines

For sale by dealers everywhere.

\\’e make a line for every kind of *

fishing where silk lines can be used.

The only silk line well enough known to

be called for by its trade-mark name.

When you purchase “KINGFISHER”
lines, you feel you have as good as can

be made, because “KINGFISHER”
lines have been famous for 37 years,

^lore prize-winning fish have been

caught with “KINGFISHER” lines

than any other, bar none, and the

makers back up these lines every inch

of the way.

Let ns know zvhat you fish for and we will send samples to select from.

E. J. MARTIN’S SONS
Makers of “KINGFISHER” Lines

2 Kingfisher Street Rockville, Connecticut

The Spoc^ That
Hooks’emEveryTime

!

The position of the HOOK is the reason. Hook
releases when fish strikes and sudden stop when

hook reaches end of slot sets the

into jaw.

Darts and dives just like a real fish.
Catches more than any other spoon or wooden
minnow. Great for all game fish such as Black

Bass, Trout, Musky, Pike, Salmon, Cod, Tarpon,

etC; Made in six sizes. Ask your dealer for

KNOWLES AUTOMATIC STRIKER
it postpaid.

Fully Guaranteed. Catalog free.

Finishes: Silver—Silver and Copper—Brass

Length: 1%* 2Vs" 2^" 35^" 4H" SH"
Price each 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25

Sa £• KNOWLESf 69 Sherwood Bldg. » San Francisco, Cal.

It*s fun to outwit these wily birds with a

fitted to your .22 or .22 high power rifle. Send
It deadens the report noise, reduces the for

re:oU. and steadies your aim. Direct from It

Dealer or Factory, $5.00.

Write for Fru Book of Stories.

Maxim Silencer Co. 69 Homestead Are., Hartford, Conn.

THEORVIS MINNOW TRAP
Price $2.50 each

also

Orvis Rods and Flies. High-grade fly rods

at reasonable prices.

C. F. ORVIS CO.
MANCHESTER VERMONT

During the WAR
our Hatchery received little attention and most
Snortsmen were thinking of other things than

fishing; but now we are anticipating a demand
for stocking and can offer some splendid fry for

spring delivery, as well as a limited number of

larger brook and rainbow trout. Eyed eggs of

both during the season. Correspondence invited.

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.,
Colburn C. Wood, Supt. Plymouth, Mass.

Laudbm ZataTime
Carroll S.

tidai''fTsh.

^«th^ softacc or bottom
ds SurF casttn^ it iS a hand*,
working little pTccc of tackle."

Only otREcr - pull,
sprcaocr or the MARK£\

i/P^eadeTHEHRYTiCHILlING

NOTES ON THE
WET FLY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 360)

knot may engage in the ring at the tip

of the rod.

The leader should be of heavy gut

where the line is attached, and should

be tapered to the single fly which is used,

and in no case should more than one fly

be presented. With a tapered leader and
one fly the lightest of casts can be

achieved, and a fly that falls lightly

must be managed if many trout are to

be taken in clear and low water. “Snell-

ed” flies, as they are sometimes called,

should never be used. Loops are very

conspicuous, and particularly when a wet

fly is cast, for when immersed a gut loop

carries with it a flat bubble of air, which
shines below the surface like a small

mirror. “Eyed” flies are advocated, and
should be attached to the delicate, last

strand of the leader w’ith either the “jam
knot” or the “turtle knot.” For myself,

I use a “double jam knot,” taking two
turns instead of one of the slender gut,

one turn being the procedure when tying

the ordinary or single jam knot.

As to flies, the wet fly flsherman need

not carry a pint of varieties. The fol-

lowing list is known to be excellent, and
in most waters will be found to be satis-

factorily complete. First, and on a trout

catching pinnacle, is the Coachman,
plain, not with a band of red in the

body. To this wonderful wet fly lure,

the following should be added: Cahill,

Queen of the Water, Beaverkill, Soldier

Palmer, Cow Dung, Whirling Dun, and
Grannom. For ordinary waters and clear

streams these flies should be tied on

number ten and number twelve hooks.

And for late evening wet fly fishing, a

Parmacheene Belle should be at hand,

the latter tied on number eight or even

as large as a number six hook.

As only one fly is used, it is sometimes
necessary to try out the entire list given,

one at a time, but if trout are taking any
insect food whatever, it is believed that

one of the list will prove successful.

In very low and clear water there are

great advantages in the use of the wet
fly. For when the water is very low and
clear, in times of continued drought,

trout frequently do not break the sur-

face, but will take a sunken fly. Under
such conditions the most stealthy ap-

proach upstream should be made, with

absolutely no sloshing of feet, and,

indeed, no unnecessary movement what-
ever. Frequently the very tail of a pool

will give the best sport of the day, but

sometimes the fish are found in the rapid

water, in the riffs, and will not notice a

fly in the still reaches. Over-long casts

should seldom be attempted, for the im-

portant thing, the thing which must be

attained to bring a heavy creel from low

water, after the stealthy approach, is

dropping the fly so lightly that it makes
no disturbance w'hatever. This can not

be achieved with an over-long line, and

in upstream wet fly fishing the stealthy

angler will sometimes take a large trout

within tiventy or less feet of his stand.

If at the tail and the middle of a

flat pool not a trout is taken, the wet
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fly fisherman should continue his quiet

upstream progress, with the very mini-

mum of disturbance of the water, until

he can cast with a short line into the

swirls at the head of the pool. Here he

will frequently meet with great success.

And it seems to me that it is not un-

likely that the fish have been disturbed,

but only slightly, by the careful approach

of the angler and have moved to the

fancied security of the rough water at

the head of the pool, where, if the wet

fly fisherman’s coming is not advertised,

he will take several trout and those the

best of the stream.

Late in July, last summer, with a

stream very low and absolutely clear, I

fished a pool on the upper Neversink

River. At the tail I took nothing, but I

saw several good fish move gently up-

stream. In the middle of the pool I took

a fine native, and continued upward, and

so slowly that I came to rest for long

minutes every twenty feet or so. Finally,

I was within short casting distance of

the rough water at the upper end. Here,

before casting, I waited for what seemed

a considerable time, but was probably

not longer than five minutes. Then, one

after another, I took five large trout, all

within twenty feet or so of where I

stood motionless. All were played as

quietly as possible, and netted without a
|

splash, and after netting each fish I
j

I
“rested the pool” for some minutes.

i

For a change from the endless arm
;

' work of dry fly casting, wet fly fishing, if

,

rightly practiced, will be found quite as

i productive in results as the more ad-

' vertised mode. Indeed, with very low

( water, the wet fly will achieve victories
j

1 which I doubt can be achieved with his

dry and sporty mate.

i

I

ON THE ONE DAY HIKE ;

(CONTINUED FROM FACE 366)

is only a matter of minutes, you will dis-

tribute the pots of foods along the irons

proceeding as to the time required for i

various foods, so that all will be finished ‘

about the same time. '

A black log or stone will be needed and
the point at which this is placed will be

determined by the direction and velocity

of the breeze. The place for the spread

1
is a diagonal off the fire from the wind,

j

not to \\pndward or leeward or you will

draw smoke from the fire. Invariably
j

you will pitch your camp in a woodland i

gully near a brook in order to secure
I

water. There is no cause for alarm from
woodland streams in spring and fall for

in these seasons they are always running
fresh.

In summer, however, if you do not feel

I quite sure of this source of water sup-
ply, you had better borrow from the
nearest farm house. Since all of the i

water used in cooking is brought to a I

boil, there should be absolutely no cause
[

for alarm.

To hike in the country, you will have
to get there first. Do not try to walk there
as it is a waste of time. Go by means
of automobile traction or steam railroad.
Take the nearest car from your home or

|

All aboard!
For all outdoors

YOU’LL relish the “eats” in the open
air. No dolling up for dinner table,

"
*" ” ^

‘
. *

no long waiting for meals, no tips. Carry ,

«•
' **

TherozFuelandTherozBlueFlameStove m
^

under your car seat, stop anywhere on the “ — '

road. Here’s a great, ready-made “fire”

for the camper and fisherman. He knows
that cooking a meal with wet paper,wet sticks and kerosene is no joke,

At the strike of a match, Theroz Fuel gives intense, clean, safe 1, 'TZZTJF'I

heat. Theroz stays solid while burning—no danger even if it does

spill. Can’t smoke, soot or smell. The Government bought 11,000,000 cans
ofTheroz for the doughboys “over there.”

Blue Flame Stove
solves every cooking need—indoors and outdoors. Two
burners give cooking capacity for a whole party. It folds

up and can be carried as easily as a small suit case. Holds
dishes, provisions, etc.

THEROZ MESS KIT proved its merit in France as
a pocket kitchen. It burns Theroz Fuel in cube form.
Will heat coffee, soup, beans or similar food—enough for

two people—in a few minutes.

You will find Theroz Fuel and Appliances at
drug, hardware, sporting goods ,ind depart-
ment stores or we will send them direct to you.

Write for booklets and prices.

THE THEROZ COMPANY
Woolworth Building New York

I

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

If you are satisfied with
any old kind of tackle don’t
come to us. You can pick
up that kind anywhere for
a song. But, if you really
want Tackle that is worth
while, come here and you
will find it.

We never sacrifice qual-
ity to make a low price,

neither do we ever use quality as an excuse
for a high price.

Catalog No, lOS sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

Fish, Hunt, Work,

or Sleep in comfort

the Ha - Ha Head

Protector

will absolutely protect you.
Made of brass wire gauze.

Defies mosquitoes and all insects. Fits any hat,

weighs 3 ozs. :
goes in vest pocket.

Patented in U S. A. and Canada
A well made serviceable article guaranteed,
$2.25 will bring you one. Parcel Post insured.

Other countries, $2.75. Made with or without
pipe inlet. Send for one today.

RHOADES MFC. CO.
Sault St. Marie Michigran
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“ CALLMAC ” Improved Floating Bugs
with Patent “No-Slip” Bodies

Will H. Dilg says;

—

‘ It is hard to believe that any lure
wid ever be invented that is in every
way more satisfactory. Certain it is

that nothing will give the angler more
sensations.”

Carefully and correctly made on
model perfect turn down eyed hollow*
point hooks with patented attachment
which prevents the bodies from slip-

ping or twisting and put up on card
stamped

McCarthy patent
NONE OTHER ARE GENUINE

For Bass, Pike and Salmon For Trout, Crappies, etc.,

in 12 standard patterns, each sizes 8 and lo, each 35c.; 3
50c.; per doz. $5.50 for $1.00

‘‘CALLMAC” Knotless Leaders
Med. Bass, 2 yards with loop at each end, each, 50c
Med. Bass, i yard with loop at each end, each.. 30c
Extra Heavy Bass, 2 yards loop at each end, each 65c
Extra Heavy Bass, i yard loop at each end, each 40c

The correct thing for use with the bugs.

CALL j. McCarthy
219 So. Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

THE FLY ROD WlGGLERS»»TTi.''
ever used on a ny

rod. Handles easily on any ordinary fly rod. Has the slow wrig-
gling zig zag movement of a crippled minnow. Great for large and
small mouth bass, large trout, pike, and pickerel. Exquisitely
finished in Silver Shiner, Red Side i^now. Yellow Perch, Red Head,
etc. Two sizes, 1% and 2V& in. Can be used on bait casting rods
by adding small sinker.
Price each 50c. Four in compartment Box $2.00.

Send stamp for catalog of Baits. Flies. Lines. Hooks, etc.
W. J. Jamison Co.. Dept S, 736 S. California Ave., Chicago. Ml

MARBLE’S
NEW TROUT KNIFE
is the ideal knife for dressing trout and other

fish. Forged from finest cutlery steel. Always
open. Easily cleaned. Total length. 5% inches.

Weighs only 1 ounce, including metal-
bound sheath. Price

Marble’s Clincher Gaff

is quicker and surer than a

landing net. Fish can’t slip

thru nor twist out Holds
any size from to 20 lbs.

No steel trap features— does
not rip, tear or make ugly
holes. Only humane gaff on
the market Eveiy fisherman
needs Mie. Made of steel,

heavily nlckled. $1 .10 .

If your dealer can't sup-

ply YOU order d rect.

WRITE FOR CO:«ri£TE
CAT.\LOG of Marble's fa-

mous hunting knives, safety

axes, gun tools anti other
sportsmen's speeialties.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.
526 Delta Avenue.
Gladstone, Mich.

FITS THE LEG, VERY SMART,
adds to APPEARANCE OF
EVERY COSTUME. Equally
adapted to wear of men and
women. ALL WOOL, FULLY
SHAPED, REINFORCED AT
POINT OF WEAR. ASK TO
SEE THE HOOK, MAKES IT
STAY PUT. Colors, Olive Drab,
Marine Shade, Cadet and Navy
Blue.

For sale at all Leading Sporting
Goods Establishments and all

Army Post Exchanges.

THE LOCKHART SPIRAL

SERVICE LEGGINGS, INC.

244 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOREST AND STREAM BACK NUMBERS
forest & STREAM readers wishing: to com-
plete their hack number files can obtain copies

from 1896 to 1909 at 25c each.

Supply of above is limited;

money refunded if copies are sold.

Addres 0. E. M.,

FOREST AND STREAM BACK NUMBER EXCHANGE
9 E»»l 40th Street New York City

club and go to the end of the line or
perhaps take a railroad train out to a
convenient station, then hike from there
to your heart’s content. Study your local

maps, geologic survey preferred. Note

The Carry-All or Ruck-Sack

the possibilities at the end of each trolley-

line. You will find there is plenty of

exploring to be done right in your o-wn

community.
For quite awhile you will start out on.

these trips with the conscious feeling that
you are being observed by everyone with
pity. You are observed all right but
with an envious desire to join in the
fun. And when you have the idea so
thoroughly imbued in your system, entice

others to go out with you.
“Wherefore, let us be thankful that

there are still thousands of cool, green
nooks beside crystal springs, where the
weary soul may hide for a time, away
from debts, duns and deviltries, and
awhile commune with nature in her un-
dress.”

NATURE’S EGRET
AVIARY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 335 )

i “Tomorrow,” said Mr. King, “we will
' take the tender and go up to famous
old Fort Harrell. There is a real expedi-
tion for you, John. It was built, with
its stern log stockades, immediately after

the Seminole Wars. Soldiers were sta-

tioned there to keep the Indians from
coming out. I have heard, from Miami
chiefs, that there is much to see. Time

I

has not disintegrated it.”

Mr. King was also thinking of another
' side of the trip. Across one of the pas-

sages, in the direction of Alligator Bay,
he had noted trees cut in such a way that
they fell across the stream. A barrier

' had been constructed to keep small boats

j

from navigating those streams.
And he knew that they led to egret

rookeries.

They must cut away these barrieis

and investigate!

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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SHOT GUN
EVOLUTION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 354)

The charge of condensed powder, say

Ballistite, requisite to give the desired

velocity, the necessary wads, and a

charge of one ounce of shot will, in .69

calibre, admit of a cartridge less than

2 inches long by .7 inches in diameter,

that is to say, some 20 per cent shorter

powder to those adapted to utilizing the

possibilities of smokeless powders.

Such a cartridge will not only be more
economical in cost, but what is of much
greater importance, lends itself to the

construction of a very much handier and

lighter gun, in which the repeating me-
chanism need no longer be the source of

clumsiness and general inconvenience.

A gun to handle a cartridge of these

dimensions can be made with a box mag-
azine by slightly modifying several ex-

isting rifle actions, and need not weigh
more than 614 pounds.

It is not intended to suggest that one

ounce of shot constitutes as powerful a

load as l‘/4 ounces, but if one ounce

is sufficient for general sporting purposes

and a handier and more convenient gun
is our primary object, a one-ounce charge,

in the cartridge described, renders the

construction of such a gun possible.

In the days when gun and cartridge

were separate industries the production

of a cartridge for a non-existent gun or

‘vice versa, did not present an attractive

commercial proposition, but today, with

these functions combined in several Arms,

this objection has lost force.

The firm which today produces a gun
and cartridge having greater shooting

power, bulk for bulk and weight for

weight than any other gun and cartridge,

will possess a novelty having very at-

tractive selling prospects; moreover, it

will have taken the first step in the logi-

cal development of the shotgun by mak-
ing the first radical departure from
stabilized dimensions designed for black

powder to those adapted to utilizing the

possibilities of smokeless powders.
One example in this direction and the

field will be open for further develop-

ment of smokeless powders. Relieved

from the thraldom of confinement to

chambers of dimensions never designed
for it, smokeless powder makers will be
free to delve in fields in which may be
discovered possibilities yet undreamed of.

WATSON THE
OUTLAW

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 353)

murders he did. I know the Watson fam-
ily in South Carolina and there are none
Avho stand higher than they.

There are still, in that Everglade coun-
try, men who left civilization and settled

there, who might do murder if they were
questioned too closely as to their past
lives. I would not hesitate to hire one
of them as a guide and go any place with
him, for I w’ould not question any one
down there now. I know they are sus-
picious, but when they know you are not
spying on them they will stick to you.

M. B. Herlong, M.D., Florida.

"CURTINMADE"
CAMPING TENTS

When you buy one the comfort of your camping trip is assured.

We carry a full stock of the popular sizes in Wall, Wedge and
Pyramidal tents, and are also prepared to make to order any style or

size desired. Workmanship and material in “CURTIN-MADE” tents

Cemnot be excelled.

Write for Catalogue

John Curtin Corp.
Established 1853

48 Front Street New York
MAIL THIS COUPON

Please Send Catalogue and Information About Tents.

Name

Address

John Curtin Corp.. Dept.H., 48 Front Street, New York

NOTE— If possible state size and style in which interested.

>

Your Lunch
Tastes Better
picnics, fishing or hunting

trips—or whatever the out-

ing may be — your food and
beverages are kept fresh and
cool if carried in a

Y(at^keup
PICNIC

REFRIGERATOR

Of durable, woven reed, metal lined.
Small ice compartment keeps con-
tents cool 36 hours. Roomy, conven-
ient and easily carried. Made in
several sizes at most moderate prices.

SEND FOR ‘OUTERS MENUS’
A booklet of tasty menus and recipes
for sport and pleasure outings. Also
teUs about our 30 day free trial offer.

BURLINGTON BASKET CO.
Dept. R. 1 530 Hawkeye Bldg.

Burlington, Iowa

PAT.

I
APPLIED'

FOP.
'

HADE EASYX
The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revelutionize

wing shooting: no excuse for missing: game birds or
clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter: cor-
rects the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead
your birds; compels proper handling of gun; puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for
alignment witli ordinary sight at end of barrels.
Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAI> — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quarterin^g Birds lead is shown
absolutely — NO GUBSS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid, $2.50. with full instructions in the

art of w ng shooting.
Write for “ Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St.. Room 140, New York City. N. Y.

DEATH
And a hot spot in the frying pan is SURELY awaiting
the fish that strikes or bites at your bait be It natural or
artificial if your hooks are honed to a super-fine needle-
point with a PERFECTION Trade-mark HOOK-HONE.

As NECESSARY TO SUCCESSFUL fishing as the hook
and line itself. Made of CARBORUNDUM, the hardest
and sharpest abrasive material known: practically in-
destructible; length. 4 inches: absolutely guaranteed to

put a super-fine perfect point on all sizes and shapes of
hooks: it prevents 90 per cent of the lost strikes: you
can buy a cheaper sharpener, but you cannot compare
them, with the years of service, the material, design or
the perfect work of the HOOK-HONE, ^‘Caution** new
hooks do not have real points: get vour HOOK-HONE
today and give— EVERY HOOK OLD OR NEW —
a few strokes before you use it. then you can play your
fish with the satisfaction of kno^ving that he is securely
hooked and is your meat, your HOOK-HONE will mean
every strike and every bite a sure catch, it will be ten
years' insurance against losing those big ones, it is

the real secret of SUCCESSFUL FISHING.
Price, 75c., postpaid. Leather case. 25c., extra.

Dealers: Stock the HOOK-HONE at once.
Send for particulars.

THE COLUMBUS SPECIALTY CO.. COLUMBUS. 0.
Department M.
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BackHerUp,Son—Quick!
INE snagged in the weeds—there’s
^ where Evinrude saves the day!D

A twist of the handle instantly reverses the pro-
peller —'from “full speed ahead" you at once
move backward. Quicker than you could do it with
oars. This flexibility is one of many features of the

iDEIAdlfetlX MQiaSFQBWMIERCRAHr

This motorfurnishessmooth, dependable and plen-
tiful power for rowboats, canoes, skiffs and other
craft. It’s great for hunting, fishing, boating—gets
you there and back quickly with no rowing.

Nearly 100,000 in use. The Evinrude is used by
twenty-five Governments.

The Evinrude has bmlt-in fly-wheel type magneto
and automatic reverse. Special method of b^anc-
ing practically eliminates vibration.

_ Write for catalog

EVINRUDE MOTOR COMPANY
109 Cvinrude Building Milwaukee^ Wis.
Vtsrtibutors—69 Cortlandt St., New York; 214 State St.»
Boston; 211 Morrison St.» Portland, Ore,; 436 Market St.,

San Fr^cisco, Cal.

GUNS
Hunting Clothing, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammuni-
tion and all Fall and Winter Sporting Goods—

SHOWN IN OUR

Catalogue No. 80— Ready for Mailing
in August

NOW READY—Fishing Tackle Catalogue 78 — Summer Sports Catalogue 79

Schovcrllng & Qale5
302-304 Broad’way New York

THE ELEMENTS OF
TROUT FISHING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 343)

act on it, producing a rippling motion
to it that gives it an apparent lifelike-

ness.

This, I firmly believe, is why the trout
like it. You get your finest trout on this

lure. I did not pick this up out of a
book, nor did anyone give it to me. I

figured simply that if pork rind is so
excellent for bass why not for trout.

I experimented first with quite a thick
strip. Later I struck upon using a thin
strip and found that it quivered, with
undulating motion in the water. Right
there I solved something that I have not
till now given out to print.

F
or all my trout fishing, one form or
another, I use the automatic reel.

I found the single-action reel limited,

in not being able to take in the line fast
enough when it accumulated. I thus lost

many good trout. The automatic solved

the problem. Immediately the trout is

on, one takes in line and, carefully watch-
ing the fight, presses ^he trigger. The
spool revolves and instantly eats up the

slack.

The automatic is so convenient, so ut-

terly reliable that I would be lost now
without it. In most all articles, and
books on trout fishing it has been said

that the reel merely serves to hold the
line. This is untrue. When slack occurs

you have to take it up, and as between
the old form, and the automatic form I

give the palm to the latter appliance.

However, one automatic is in use where
five single action reels are a part of an
angler’s paraphenalia.

In the question of leaders I will say
that I no longer use the common gut
variety. I use the Telerana Nova ex-

clusively. I would not be without it; it

is one of the most ingenious of modem
tackle inventions, and for durability, in-

visibility in the water and any number of

other points, it far excells.

The six-foot length is the best. I have
no time for the nine-foot leader. I see

no reason for it.

For a line, the tapered-enameled one

is the best on all points. This is not

to say that the level-calibered line, is not

also good, but the tapered line is far

the better. It forms a more inconspicu-

ous meeting with the leader; and by the

use of it you improve your casting. Its

strength is of a good order, and w’ith

care in attending to it, will last a long

time. In the matter of the net it should

be of the collapsible form, easily set up
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and taken down. It should have the

elastic loop to it which goes over the

shoulder. When a fish is netted and near

to hand, you can merely stretch the

elastic cord and net him.

Boots are a practical necessity, but

these should not be of the heavy type,

but rather of the lightweight sort. The
mere heft of the heavy hip boots is a

sufficient reason for neglecting to recom-

mend them. Soft hobs on the bottom of

boots are a good thing but not neces-

sary. If one pushes and feels his way
along a stream, even over slippery rocks,

he will not fall. But there always is

the chance that he will.

Another good thing in trout fishing is

the fiy-book. A small one is compara-
tively inexpensive and since you will use

only some of the best flies, and few in

kinds, you do not need a large portfolio

or suit case like some carry. Select the

best flies you know of, and stock up on

them rather than bring along a specimen

of all you are wheedled into purchasing.

One of the crowning necessities in

trout fishing is the creel. I see it some-

times mentioned in print to get a nine-

pound creel. The simple fact of the

matter is that every nine-pound creel I

ever saw would hold about one-half of

a good size rainbow. Why, its absurd!

A nine-pound creel—good heavens, who-
ever first foisted a nine-pound creel on

a credulous public. There we have it,

just the same as manufacturers who put

out 100-yard reels, when as a matter of

common fact and knowledge they hold

little more than half that amount. Of
course, if your brook holds only finger-

lings, or small chubs the nine-pound creel

will suffice, but never where goodly fish

are found. Rather try the 18-pound or

20 or 25-pound creel. You can hide away
a couple of goodly fish in these.

There are some very fine and service-

able leather-bound creels on the market.
They cost a little but are winners. Com-
mon wicker-work creels, however, are all

right. Our best creels used to come from
France, but since the war they have been
hard to obtain. The French have, for

centuries, been the best creel makers in

the world. There is no doubt that more
and more attention will be given this

in the future, and on this continent,

creels will be made as good as any ever
produced elsewhere.

With the creel should come the straps,

one with a canvas band on the left

shoulder; while the buckle strap hooks
on in back and connects in front. The
right arm is thus free, and casting is

greatly improved without the least detri-

ment.

I

N the matter of flies to use, there is

always a need of conjecture and spec-

ulation attached. It is a subject un-
endingly dear to the heart. All the
standard regulation flies, nevertheless,
are without the so-called “exact imita-
tion” form, being devoid of the gently up-
ward curling and natural detached body;
few can be said to imitate anything that
resembles the daily food of the trout.

We must believe then that the fish

take them out of adventure, and sud-
denly, the fly coming before them before
they have time to study it. But for that
matter they would hardly have time to

i

Bait Casting Reel

with the

Five Points

1. Strength

2. Simplicity

3. Compactness
4. Durability

5. Value

Point 2—
Simplicity

Rainbow Reel

Can be taken apart in a moment with
your two hands—no tools. Every part
easily cleaned, dried, oiled. A friction

device for quick adjustment to prevent
“Back Lash” on the rear plate. Handle
may be placed in four different positions
by single adjustment of head plate.

The strength on which j-ou can rely, the
simplicity which makes cleaning easy and pre-
vents getting out of order, the compactness
which gives H greater line capacity for the
size, the durability which keeps thousands in
use after years of service, and a remarkably
low price in view of its top-notch quality—all

these features recommend the TAKAPART
as the Bait Casting Reel for you.

for Fly Fishermen

Made of special aluminum
alloy. combining supreme
strength with extreme light-

ness. In simplicity, design,
construction, service, it is

unexcelled by even the high-
priced, imported kind.

Taken apart in two seconds.
Fits the hand. Beautifully
balanced. Handsomely hn-
ished—<3ull black or sand-
blast.

Two $5.50 War Tax
5ize$ 6.60 included

$6 .

60 War Tax
included

TRIPART Reel, the TAKAPART’S little

brother, $5.50, war tax included.

“Fisherman’s luck’’ isn’t ALL luck.
Much of it is knowing how and
buying right. Our booklet, “Fish-
ing Reels,’’ tells the secret of the
biggest catches—what to use and
how to use it.

Booklet, “Fishing Reels”, sent on Request.
Write For It.

All dealers handle these well known reels.

A. F. MEISSELBACH MFG. CO.
26 Prospect Street Newark, N. J.

35c
foitpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New Perfectioo

Pocket Package

is e matchless combination.
Sportsmen bave kuown it for

jeers. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and35c.Send os the name
of a Irve one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other nece«»8aries

for sportsmen and we will send
joa a dandy, bandy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 3^ ODoees postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH. F. NTE, New Mini. Hau.

WANTED
We will pay $1.00 for each for the following copies

of FOREST AND STREAM:
No. 9. Volume 74. 1910. No. 2. Volume 79. 1912.
Nos. 4 and 5 (April and May), Volume 84. 1915.

One copy only of each number is needed for complete
library file. Anyone able to supply one or more of the
above please write. Do not mail the magazine until
advised.

Address Library, care of FOREST AND STREAM,
9 East 40th Street. New York City.

Forest and Stream Cover Pictures

You can have a colored reproduction of the
magnificent Driscole Bass Picture as shown
on this cover, mounted on art board ready
for framing, free, by sending $2.00 for a
year’s subscription to Forest and Stream.
Address. 9 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.
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FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family; all sizes; non*sinkable; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St, Kalamazoo, Mich.

1 A Finest Scotch Wool Soeka in White,
liU* IV Navy, Heathers, Black, Ouy, Brown,

i

Green, Khaki, White withcoloredclock^ 1
& large assortment of fancy pati^ma, a pair

Na 1 Men’s Finest Scotch Wool Golf Stock-
inzs, in Green, Gray, Brown and

Heather, either plain or fancy turnover tops,
with or without feet (with Instep strap), O rA
a pair

OA Women’s Finest ScotchWool Stockings,
llO# £tU in White, White with colored clocks, i

Oxford, Green, Heather and White ribbed O AA
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair «J*UV
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport eqnipmenU

Mail Orders given prompt attention. Seat
K prepaid, insured anywhere in U, S. A«

s Stewart Sporting Sales Co.

Q 425 FIFTH AVE.Jat 38th St.) N.Y.

Our patented Cruiser attachment on a Ford roadster makes 0

Ford 1-^ Ci'uisee

As it appears with complete catnping equipment packed inside,

including tent, mattress, camp stuols, chair, wash stand, gasoline

stove, aluminum cooking outfit, bucket, lantern, axe, and table.

Plenty of room left for bedding and food.

Tou sleep right in the car on a mattress 42x^ Inches.

It Is Not a Trailer

Can be quickly bolted onto an^ FoM roadster In a few minutes

SEItO FOa ILLSSTItATCD CUtCULfta

Crulsei* Notoi* Car Co
M>U>XSON,WlS.

LIGHTING
Akron " 400 Candle-

Tower I.«antem makes
anti burns its cwn gas
from cf>mmon ga.soline.

Brighter than electricity.

Carry- it anywhere. Wind-
proof. Dependable, cheap,
afe, guaranteedCOOKING
Hantly f'ook Stove, T’.sc

it intloors or outside.
Sizzling hot In 2 min-
uter Have a warm meal

anytime. Strong, reliable. Inexpensive,

Write for special prices and catalog.

AKRON GAS LAMP CO., 847 Gas Bldg., AKRON. 0.

NEW NON-FRASr SPtRAl,

For almost every sport in the great out-of-
doors FOX’S Spiral Puttees are now being
worn for convenience, comfort and looks,
ilen, women and boys wear them for hunt-
ing, fishing, cycling, climbing, riding, camp-
ing and week end outings.

There’s no puttee that is as good as
Fox's—the puttee of the world. It is made
of the best English wool, waterproofed.
Its edges will not fray. It fits the leg in
fiat, neat spirals. Lasts for years.

Write for name of dealer in your town.

MANLEY & JOHNSON
268 W. Broadway, Dept. K, N.Y. City

A GIFT
WOODCRAFT

By NESSMUK

No better book
for the guidance
of those who go
into the wild for
sport or recrea-
tion was ever
written. No one
ever knew the
woods better than
“Nessmuk” or
succeeded in put-

ting so much val-

uable information
into the same
compass. Camp
equipment, camp
making, the per-
sonal kit, camp
fires, shelters,

bedding, fishing,

cooking, and a
tliousand and one kindred topics are
considered. Cloth, illus., 160 pages.
Postpaid, $1.00.

r* IV a years subscription

p K r r forest & stream at the
I llL L REGULAR YEARLY RATE OF $2.00

No Extra Charge for Canadian Orders

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO.
9 EAST 40TH STREET NEW YORK

SALMON FISHING
Splendidly situated Camp and miles best Sal-

mon and Sea Trout fishing in New Brunswick, to

lease for season 1919 or periods thereof. Camp
completely equipped with every camping comfort.
Automobile from station to Camp in 30 minutes.
Good Cooks and Guides available. For particu-

lars a[)ply to JAS. B. H. STOKEH, Bathurst.

I

N. B.. Canada.

SEA CLIFF PHEASANTRY
We have nearly all. of the rare pheas-
ants and cranes, also white, Java and
black shouldered Japanese Peafowl.
Mandarin ducks. Eggs in Season for
sale. Write for prices and particu-
lars.

BALDWIN PALMER
Villa Serena. Sea Cliff, Long liland, N. Y.

Member of the Game Guild. 6t

study any fly. One moment it is before

them, the next moment gone. Naturally
therefore they must act swiftly, which
they certainly do. It is quite needless

to fish with over six kinds of flies. If

six assorted ones won’t do it, six thous-

and will not.

Of the standard regulation flies I have
had good success with the Grizzly King,
Professor, White Miller, Gray Hackle,
Coachman, and the Queen of the Waters.

If you want to add three more styles,

I would suggest the Brown Palmer, Cow-
dung and the Silver Doctor. With the

above (in the standard regulation form)
I have registered my best success. If

these flies fail you, there is no use trying

anything else. At that, I fished against

the regulation flies last summer with the

Gove flies, with the true transparent
wings, and won with ease. That is prin-

cipally one reason why I am getting dis-

interested in commercialized productions.

These flies should come tied to number
10 and 12 hooks. It is a good plan to

have both sizes.

Experimentation and close study have
proven that the size of the fly counts for

a great deal. Sometimes the mere
changing from a large size to a small

size fly has been the difference between
an empty creel and a moderately filled

one. Rarely is there need of using more
than two flies to the leader. In fact I

firmly believe that with one successful

fly, using skill, consideration and judg-

ment you will do best. All the papers
and books I ever read on trout fishing

always stipulate three flies. My idea is

that if one fly won’t attract a fish, three

won’t, nor will a hundred.

Seth Green, I believe it was, or was
it Thad. Norris, said that it didn’t mat-
ter what sort of a fly you used? What
counted was the way you fished that fly.

He averred that you could make it an
artificial, inanimate thing or something
that had apparently, life. By this he
meant that you should work the fly in

the water so that it appeared like an
insect drowning, or rising from the bot-

tom of the stream to reach the air, and
live its short and golden life. The per-

son who first dubbed wet fly fishing as

not being an art, hut a sordid “chuck
and chance it” method, was, and is, a

snob. True, the way some people fish,

its no wonder they register so much
poor luck. To get fish on the fly you
must exert selection first, then you must
judge conditions and cast true, and not

send out upon the water a bunch of coils

of line and conglomerated leader; then,

too, in -working your fly down, and finally

across the current, you must try to move
it so that it looks and acts lifelike. This

is done by a series of continued twitches

to the rod, which often very well ser\’e

to bring an open and close motion to

the feathers and hackle.

Furthermore, your amateur will make
the same mistake that the bass fisherman
makes. He will stand and whip a fly

into the same place and cover the same
strip of water fourteen times. This is

foolish.

Say that you are standing in the river

commanding a wide semi-circle, within

which are many good spots that look

tempting. Start to cast toward the right

hand side of the circle and work toward
the center ahead of you. Do not be
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afraid to cast your riy into the white

water. Generally many trout lie below

rapids, alert, waiting for food to come

down. They generally strike the fly

quickly and surely in the turbulent white

waters.

Assuredly the best time of the

day to fish for trout of any kind

is in the morning, from six to eight.

From three o’clock to twilight it is also

exceptionally good. Most articles and

trout books stipulate that you shall not

fish for trout after nine in the forenoon,

till four in the afternoon, because, sim-

ply, the trout won’t strike. Yet is this

true? It’s a foolish assertion, I hold, and

the painstaking, considerate angler will

get as many trout throughout the whole

day as any time. I back this up, not

with supposition, but the fact that I have

consistently found the allusion untrue.

It is quite useless to fish when the sun

is shining bright on the waters, is an-

other assertion. The fact of the matter

is that the trout, having fed, retire to

the deep pools and their cosy nooks to

wait till they have digested what they

have eaten, before making another sally,

i
Where waters of pools are shadowed, do

not fail to cast your flies, or your baited

, hook—even when the sun is elsewhere

shining brightly, or whether it is around

the middle of the day.

The best days for trout fishing are the

cloudy days, with very little wind, and a

feeling, humid warmth in the air.

Just before a rain the trout congregate

in the pools below the white waters,

ready to catch food that the stream
will wash down when the rain comes to

brush insects from the overhanging trees

and bushes, and from the rivulets that

trickle into the large stream later.

Around the mouths of small rivulets

and streams flowing into larger streams
you will find them after a rain, for ob-

. vious reasons. When you catch a trout

in a pool do not get excited and make a
disturbance in the water, by plunging

i around and splashing. Rather lead your
capture away from the pool, down
stream, and there fight him to the net.

I The trout in the pool will not then be

1
frightened. Do not return immediately,
but allow the pool to quiet down.
A pool below white waters should hold

ifrom fifteen to twenty good sized trout.

I

As to whether you should fish upstream
I or down-stream, surely the former. You
generally cast your fly upstream and

. across. However, some anglers fish

'down-stream in the morning, and come
' back up in the late afternoon. This is

I

a good plan. Only: when fishing down-
I stream it is best to work around a pool
by land, and then fish in the regulation
manner, upstream and across.

The scientific and methodical angler
makes every cast more or less count.
The average amateur feels that he is

loitering unless he has laid his line over
every foot of water on the stream. When
you reach a likely place, study it care-
fully, diagnose its probabilities and pos-
sibilities and act in accordance wuth
your practical intelligence. For instance,

1
1 once came across a fine pool below a

I boulder. I had an idea that a trout
was lying in the still water this side
of the boulder. I, therefore, cast the

HIGH GRADE
SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES

TACKLING THE BASS
The bonny fighter of Lake and Lily pad

again climbs through the ropes.
The season is here, whether you troll,

still fish, cast a fly or plug for him he
will be waiting toi give you a fight that
puts jay in your heart and makes living
worth while.
Every bit of tackle you use must be

right in quality and kind. Experts in this

line select OUR Bass Tackle for YOU.
THE WAND OF SUCCESS.

OUR H.AND M.\DE L.ANDMAX ROD
delights the fisherman and dismays the
Bass. They handle with the feel an ex-

pert longs for.

BAIT CASTING ROD, 2 piece, finest of

split bamboo. All agate guides and tip,

nickel silver mountings, o]/i foot lengths,

514 ounce weight. Price $22.00
FOR STILL FISHING, 3 piece and

extra tip, 8 foot. 8 ounce $19.2.5

FOR FLY C.ASTING, 3 piece and extra
tip, 8J4 ft. length, 4J4 ounce weight, $19.25

THE REEL THAT RULES
Here is where the fisherman gets his

control. Our reels selected for Bait cast-
ing are, the PFLUEGER, MEEK, or VON
HOFF MODELS, $3.00 to $30.00. The
MEISSELBACH, RAINBOW REEL for

FLY CASTING, ilade of aluminum, gun
metal, sand blast finish, single action click,

25 yd., $5.15; 35 yd., $6.20.

LINES THAT MAKE FOR SUCCESS.
We recommend R.AW SILK for PLUG

and BAIT C.-\STING in 50 yd. lengths.

Prices 70c. to $2.00. The LINE DE LUXE
for the FLY C.ASTER. Our enameled
double tapered (English Vacuum Process
dressed), 25 yds., $3.30; 40 yds., $6.00.
Other enameled level lines, 85c to $2.50

AND WHEN HE COMES TO THE BOAT
net him with one of our Collapsible Frame
Nets, short or long handle.
Steel Frame, $2.50; Bronze Frame, $5.50

Complete Net and handle in case.

SPOONS, PLUGS, BASS FLIES
Every good kind. Just ask us to select.

We have a selected stock and can save
you the experiment.

FISHING EXTRAS
FLY HOOKS HEAD NETS
LEADER BOXES T.ACKLE BOXES
Lucas Floating Minnow Bucket. .. .$5.00
Best made. Orvis Minnow Trap. Catches
Bait while you fish. Price $2.50

HOOKS, “NEVER LOSE EM.”
Try the model perfect hook. They are

sure catch and of best quality material on
single gut, per dozen 65c
On double gut, per dozen 85c

•\11 other Kinds.

LEADERS FOR BAIT CASTING

1-

yd. length, single 25c l-.v(l. length, double 30c

2-

yd. length, single 50c 2-yd. length, double 50c
Light. Medium and Heavy.

BY M-AIL or IN PERSON you get expert
service. OUR SELECTION means your
SUCC6SS>
Write for INFORMATION as to BASS

Waters, where the BASS ARE.

VONIENGERKE & DETMOLD
INC.

200 Fifth Avenue New York City

“RESTGOOD”
ROLL-A-BED-TENT

An AdvortMng Story
Told In Pictures

"A GOOD PLACE TO CAilP”

8:00 p. m. "RESTGOOD” ROLLA-BED TENT with
Restgood” Curled Hair Mattress and miscellaneous

Folding Tou rist’s articles encased In dust and water*
proof cover, ready to unpack.

8:05 p. ID. Laying out conteotd and getting up
ROLLrA-BKD-TENT.

8:08 p# in. Making progress. Bed proper all in
one. Also top-frame jointed together by specially
patented features wbicb fold compactly.

8:15 p.m. "Dead to the World.” The top protects
the Bleepers against disturbance by bright moon*
light and Intercepts the dew; the mosquito bar sides
eliminate insects and allow full play to the breezes;
the bed is elevated to avoid dampness and contains
a moisture-proof "RESTGOOD” Sanitary Curled
Hair Mattress. —

Apertures closed and securely fastened as protection
against rain, wind or dampness.

Write for Literature
The **RESTGOOD** RolUa-Bed Tent is tor tour-
ing, camping or outdoor sleeping at home. For
literature, address Thos. E. Wihon & Co, 700-
710 N, Sangamon St,, Chicago

7\ /A /7

Thos.E.Wilson&Co.

W' W
CHICAGO

Eastern Headgoarters, 25 >Vt?st 45th Street, New Yort
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Fourteenth and L Streets

Within 5 minutes walk of the White House. A
hotel of distinction. The home of Senators and

others prominent in the official life of the Capital.

Rooms from $2 per day upwards.

Excellent restaurant. Table supplied from a famous

dairy and fruit farm, the proper tv of the owner.

FKANK P. FENWICK

Booklet with pictures mailed".

WADE &
KNAPP

Successors to

George E. Armstrong

Owners of Camps Wap-
ske, Otter Pond, Red
Stone Brook. Beaver
Lake, and Several
Others,

One day from Railroad
to Home Camp. Situat-
ed on the Headwaters
of Tobique and Mira-
miehi. Perth, New
Brunswick, Canada.

lUnlrntt
“yi Smart Hotel
/"' Smart People’*

A hotel with all the metropolitan lux-

ury 80 attractive to the out of town
visitor to New York, and all the

homey atmosphere so desirable to

every traveller.

Appealing especially to women visiting

New York unescorted.

THIRTY HRST STREET
BY HFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

THE PHOENICIA HOTEL is

situated in the heart of the pretty

and picturesque village of Phoenicia,

on the line of the Ulster and Dela-

ware and the Stonej- Clove Rail-

roads, 112 miles from New York and

25 miles from Kingston. The village

is one of rare natural beauty and no

more healthful spot can be found in

the entire Catskill IMountain region.

E. ALSHEIMER
PROPRIETOR

}3!)oenicia, gorfe

OPEN ALL YEAR

flies (two of them) over the boulder
and then gently drew them oft the stone,

as though they were live flies dropping
off their dry perch to the watery prison.

On the instant they touched the surface,

a rainbow trout of three pounds smashed
through and seized the lead fly. Here
is a practical hint that may be utilized.

Irving Bacheller, the famous novelist

tells of the wisest trout fishing stunt he
ever heard of. A man had been fishing

a stream all day without success, but
noted that a number of trout w'ere con-

gregated under an overhanging tree,

picking up insects that fell from its foli-

age. A bright idea entered the man’s
head, so he climbed up in the tree, and
dropped his flies down through the
branches and got all the fish he needed.
I don’t know’ how he did it, without
frightening the rest of the trout away,
but it sounds plausible. Perhaps Mr.
Bacheller can speak further on that sub-

ject.

Rules in trout fishing amount to lit-

tle or nothing—the saying that you
shall do this, or do that. For in-

stance, the common assertion that, “may
the east wind never blow,” for on such

days there is not a bare possibility of

getting trout. As against this I have
caught many trout on such days; my
finest basket of trout was caught last

June when a northeast wind w’as blowing.

Forget an awful lot that you read in

books. Books serve their purpose, but

there is a limit to their practical useful-

ness. Study your stream well, adapt
yourself to conditions, outfit right, then

recognize the use of caution first, fore-

most and all of the time. One hour
in actual practice on a trout stream will

teach you more than a hundred books I

CATFISH PHILOSOPHY
(continued from page 341 )

if to see how’ he stood the story, then
with his peculiar “Gee, that’s bigger’n

me,” watched the stranger as he w’alked

dow’n the bank to loosen his line from a

bush where it had caught and turned to

Mr. Woodhull w’ith: “Wonder if he’s

stringin’ us? Catfish carryin’ eggs round
in their mouths; some w’eighin’ more’n a

hundred pounds.”
Mr. Woodhull said he had heard the

same before and had read of the very
large catfish to be found in the southern
rivers. Here w’as corroborative proof
from a source he did not question, and
he sat pensively digging his toe into the

bank as was his custom when perplexed.

The stranger, w’hose name w’as Adams,
resumed his seat and w’as much
amused at Matt’s incredulity for well

he knew w’hat w’as w’orking in the boy’s

mind. “I once helped take some of the

largest ones I ever saw' dowm near
Louisiana,” he continued. “We took them
with gallon jugs and—” “For bait?”

almost yelped Matt, and the look of in-

credulity on his face was a study, while
the two men roared with laughter.

The lad got up from his box, leavdng
his pole resting in the crotched stick and
hook lying on the bank and threw a stone
at a catbird which was sending out its
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taunting cries from a cluster of alders

across the basin, then walked slowly

back and resumed his fishing without a

word. “Oh no,” said Mr. Adams, “we

used the jugs for floats. Just tied the

proper length of line to the handle of

the jug, for no matter when or where

you fish for catfish you must fish near the

bottom. Then we set the jugs adrift in a

bayou.” “What’s them?” said the boy.

“Why a bayou,” replied Mr. Adams, “is

where the water flows back into the

country from the river into a sort of

basin and has but little if any current.

In such places are to be found the largest

fish and many kinds besides catfish.

Then we would row back to the shore

and watch the jugs. When one began

bobbing around we knew a catfish was

at the bait; then when it would start off,

going completely under sometimes, we
knew it was hooked and would row out,

draw it to the surface and stun it with

a club, then tow it to the shore.” The

boy’s only comment was; “Oh.” Keep-

ing his eyes steadily out on the water,

he quietly asked: “Mr. Adams, did you

ever catch a mud-puppy?” The look on

the latter’s face was a puzzle, as to

whether the boy was trying to joke him

or not. Finally he said: “No. I never

did; what are they like?” “Why, Mister,

like nothing at all in the world ’cept

’tarnation. What things like that were

made for beats me,” and he proceeded to

describe as best he could the freak which

Mr. Woodhull had swung so disagree-

ably near his head. He finally grasped

the boy’s meaning and said he had seen

them in an aquarium. That they were
termed hellbenders there and were among
the lowest order of animated creatures.

“There is another catfish,” continued

Adams, “which is much esteemed in

southern rivers, called the channel cat,

because it is rarely or never found ex-

cept in swiftly moving waters. It is a

hard fighting fish on the line and much
sought after by anglers. It sometimes
reaches a weight of ten pounds and is

good eating. As a matter of fact all the

catfish tribe are good fish and if a little

study is given to their preparation for

the table many of them are really deli-

cious. Millions of pounds are caught and
sold annually throughout the middle and
southern states and yet there seems to

be no diminution of the supply. I wish
I could say as much favorably of the

salt water varieties, of which there are

two distinct kinds. Where so many
choice fish abound they are generally re-

garded as a pest by the angler and are
but little esteemed for the table.”

Each had all the fish they desired, the

sun was working well down in the west
and they decided to call it a day and go
home. Mr. Adams thanked them for the
points given him as to where to go for
different kinds of fish and they in turn
thanking him for his information. “Gee,”
observed Matt, as he ran the end of his
pole in the runway of a meadow mouse
to see if the rodent was at home, “he
sure does know a heap about catfish.”

Thus another day of quiet enjoyment
was accomplished and the boy and the
man turned homeward with satisfaction
in their hearts with Nature’s ways.

(TO BE CONTINUEDl
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NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEW FOUNDLAND

WESTWARD, HO!
If you want the best trout fishing in the Rockies,

the finest mountain scenery, big game hunting— elk,

dear, mountain sheep or bear, initiation into ranch life,

sightseeing, trekking with pack or wagon outfit in Mon-
tana, Wyoming or Idaho, horseback journeys, short camp-
ing trips, or complete rest in the famous Jackson Hole
Cotmtry, or Yellowstone National Park, write to

JOE A. JONES, Male Ranch Valley, Wyoming.

For Hunting, Fishing and
Outdoor Sports in the
ADIRONDACK MTS.

One of the finest Trout fishing grounds in the
country. Boats and guides for the asking; excel-
Jent board; rates $14.00 and up per week.

BEEBE AND ASHTON

DORSET INN — 1796
So reads the signboard on the old inn in the quaint

and charming village of Dorset that nesiles in the nar-

row valley of the Taconic mountains. The entire atmos-

phere of Dorset is soothing, with its enticing walks amid
the Green Mountain scenery, the bracing air, and moun-
tain spring water. The Dorset Field Club has a per-

fect golf course and tennis court nearby. Dorset is the

summer home of many business and professional people

who want either a few da^'s of perfect rest or iileal

country life. For rates write to the
Dorset Inn, Dorset. Vt.

COMMUNITY OF SUMMER HOMES
AND CENTRAL DINING HALL

A camp for the whole family, with recreation or
study instead of idleness, at beautiful Boothbay
Harbor on the Coast of Maine. Deep sea fishing,

bathing, sailing, forest trails, camp fires, tennis,

art, music and French classes if desired. Cottages
to let. Bring camera and oldest clothing. Cata-
log and views, 15th year. A. G. RANDALL, Mt.
Pisgah, Boothbay Harbor, Me.

BEAR MOUNTAIN CAMP
In the AfUrondacks, on Cranberry Lake, magnificent
3cener>*. boating, bathing, fishing, mountain climbing.
Large, airy rooms with comfortable beds: pleasant sitting

rooms: large, open fireplaces: pure water; excellent table.

Daily mail. Steamboat meets all trains. Terms, reason-
able.

J. M. BALDERSON, Prop.
CRANBERRY LAKE. N. Y.

Spring Lake Camps
Fourteen log cabins, with general dining-room, on shore
of a beautiful lake in a mountainous country in the Maine
Woods. Excellent food, comfortable beds, pure spring
water, good hunting and fishing make this an ideal place
to spend a vacatimi for both gentlemen and ladies. Side
trips to Spencer Stream and Dead River. Only 2^ miles
of buckboard road. Hay fever unknown. Booklet and
references on application.

JOHN B. CARVELLE
Spring Lake. Somerset Co., Maine

BiLL EARLEY’S CAMPS

FISHING
GOOD TABLE— GOOD SPORT
IDEAL FOR REST OR PLAY

Terms Moderate

W. L. EARLEY Guilford, Me., R. F. D., No.3

SALMON
BASS ORTROUT

BIG JIM POND CAMP
Eustis, Maine

Just the place for you and your family to spend
a real vacation. Big Jim Lake where the camp
is situated, is noted for togue, gamy trout, and
salmon. A variety of game and birds offer good
hunting in season. The family will enjoy the
canoeing, bathing, tramping, and cooking. Ask
G. C. Green for further particulars about his
camp.

JOIN OUR COOPERATIVE
BOARDING CLUB

Camp out in tent, or room in boarding house

;

mountains, lake, rivers. Have more freedom and
cut your expenses in half. Weekly rent $2.

Address Penn York Farm. 49 Henry St., Flat-
bush, Brooklyn. After July 1st. Hancock, N. Y.

Dr. McGINTY’S
THOUSAND ACRE FARM

An Excellent Health Resort. Open
All Year. Hunting and Fishing.

E. F. McGinty, M. D., Prop. MT. POCONO, PA

^^The Indian Mountain House^’
Cottages and Camps

At the head of Cranberry Lake, N. Y.
Most modern and best equipped hotel on lake.
Gently sloping sand bathing beach. Pleasant
trails. Canoeing, boating and dancing. Best of
fishing and hunting. Excellent cuisine. Rea-
sonable rales. For circular, address

JOHN HOWLAND, Proprietor

Behold the Fisherman

!

- He riseth up early in the morning and
calmon disturbeth the whole household

Square Tail Mighty are his preparations.

T t He goeth forth full of hope.
When the day is far spent he returneth,

Ooiden Trout smell ng of strong drink and the truth
and he are strangers.

LAKESIDE INN AND COTTAGES
W. E. Jacobs. Mgr.. Averill, Vt.

TOGUE, SALMON, TROUT BASS
BATHING, BOATING, CANOEING, TRAMPING

in Spring and Summer
DEER, PARTRIDGE, RABBIT, WOODCOCK

SNOWSHOEING, SKATING, HUNTING
in Fall and Winter

on Clearwater Lake and in the Maine Woods.
Ask G. H. Andrews, Farmington, Me., R. F. D.

No. 2, about it.

John Connell Sportsman’s Guide
I have the best big game hunting for lloose. Caribou,

Deer, and Bear there is in New Brunswick; also some
fine sea trout fishing. Jly district is on Tahurback and
Bartlhogue Rivers. I have good cabins for ladies and
gentlemen: it is twenty-five miles from Chatham to my
cabins; yotl can go by auto or team; parties wanting this
sport had better write me and I will furnish them all
information required. John Connell. Chatham, N B

FACTS
No Hay Fever—Good Summer Home for

Families with Children— Rates
Reasonable

Eishing always good; Easy to reach; Good
roads for walking.

KOKAD-JO INN Kokad-jo, Me.
(Kokad-jo), Indian meaning. Sparkling Water

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSE
Situated at the lower end of Rangeley Lake, famous for
big trout and salmon. Surrounding lakes and ponds
afford bait and fly fishing; season opens when the ice
leaves the lakes and closes October first. Bird shooting
season opens October first.

Spend your vacation on the most beautiful of Maine's
lakes. Booklet on request.

Exprcss Office, L. E. Bowley.
Oquossoc, Me. Mountain View, Me.

DOGS TRAINED AND BOARDED
Training from September 1st to April 1st, $15
per month. Boarding, $4.00 per month. Willard
E. Smith, Petersburgh, Indiana.
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COE’S MOUNTAIN HOUSE
Fifty sleeping rooms. Electric lights and

modern improvements. Rates, $2.50 and
up per day ; $12.00 and up per week.

Brook Trout Fishing, Bird and Rabbit
Hunting; Auto Livery.

Address for particulars 0. R. Coe in Catskill

Mountains, IVindham, N, Y.

COOPER’S CAMPS BUILT BY SPORTSMEN
FOR SPORTSMEN

Accommodate One To Eight Guests
Maine’s most beautiful

Lilt? IXCdFL Lalte and Forest Region
FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING

The Real Place For Rest, Sport or
RECREATIVE LIFE

Write For Illustrated Book.le

COOPER’S CAMPS, Eagle Lake, Maine

f>| ill IP In Maine’s Ideal Spot for

neasant Island lamps camping, Boa.mg, Piah.
* ing, Hunting.

Tlie place for >ou. Mr. Sportsman, and the entire family.
Tliis region is famous for Trout and Landlocked Salmon
fishing during the spring and summer and Partridge and
Deer Hunting in the Fall. Each camp has open fireplace,
nearly all have batlis—fitted in a way that spells comfort.
Brcellent cuisine. Fresh vegetables, milk, cream and
poultry. Write for booklet.

WESTON U. TOOTHHAKER
Pleasant Island, Maine

FORKS OF MACHIAS CAMPS
Finest Trout Fishing in Maine

Partridges—Ducks—Woodcock^
Moose—Deer—Bear

Request bookltt and decide to try best game section in Maine

Telephone

HENRY RAFFORD, Ashland, Aroostook County, Me.

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Conn. Lakes and Indian Stream Country

Fishing, May 1 to Sept. 1 . Hunting, Oct. 1 to Dec.
15. Lake trout, salmon, square tail, deer, bear
and birds. Parties placed in lodges, log cabins,

camps and tents. .Arrangements made for hunt-
ing, fishing, camping, cruising or any outdoor
wilderness sport in season.
Wrte for information, rates etc.

VARNEY BROS., Guides, PITTSBURG, N. H.

HICKORY LODGE
KISKATOUE, GREENE CO., N. Y.

Six miles from village of Catskill; sanitary improvements
and modernly furnished; select patronage; wonderful
brook trout fishing in the mountain streams and German
Brown, Rainbow Trout, and Pickerel weighing up to ZVz
pounds can be caught in stream running through prop-
erty. within 500 feet of house: bird and rabbit shooting
in fall; auto service from depot to house.

JAMES D. MCDONALD, P. 0. Catskill. N. Y.

T E M A G A M I

WABl-KON CAMP. Lake Temagami, Ont., Canada

The unspoiled country—a Camp with every com-
fort in the heart of Canadian north woods—/500
lakes. Best fishing. Boats, Canoes and Launches
for hire. Bathing, Tramping, Guides. One night
from Toronto. Excellent table, $lft and $17 per
week. Write for Booklet.

Miss E. ORR, 250 Wright Ave., Toronto, Ont., Can

WAPITI—The Camp of the Deer
Fishing just now for the fisherman, and hunt-

ing later on for the hunter. Good eats for every
one and all sorts of outdoor recreation for young
and old, as the cabins face cool Davis Pond, and
have the famed Maine woods for a background.

Write for booklet and make reservations early.

CAMP WAPITI ASSN., PATTEN, MAINE.

120 Acres of Lake, Brook, Mountains and Woods

Large and Small Mouth Bass up to 6 lbs. in Lake

HILLCREST
H. W. MacDONALD, Proprietor.

Lew Beach, N. Y., P. 0. Union Grove, N. Y.. Box 22.

'If you are a grouch, do not write."

Long Lake, N. Y., Adirondacks
Why go to Maine or Canada when 1 can give you

good hunting and fishing 300 miles from N. Y.City?

Lake. Rainbow and Brook Trout, Bass, Pickerel and

Muskalonge, May 1st to Aug. 31st. Deer, Oct. 1st

to Nov. 15th. Guides on application. $21.00 per

week and up. All inquiries cheerfully answered.

FRANK PLUMLEY’S CAMPS

MAINE!
The state for ever>* one who waaits to live outdoors.

Lake Parlin House and Camps
Henry P. McKenney, prop.,

Jackman Station. Me..

offer every form of outdoor recreation for young and old.

The fisherman, hunter, autoist, toddler and member of
the " rocking-chair fleet " will enjoy every minute.
Send for descriptive booklet.

CAMP BONNIE DUNE
ON CAPE COD

A Summer Camp for Young Boys (8-14 yrs.)

Let your boy learn earb' the Lure of the Great Out Doors.
We will give him Leads of Fun in

The right place, with the right climate, the right care,

the right equipment, the right companionship.

For full information address

DWIGHT L. ROGERS, Jr., Director. South Dennis. Mass.

I
F GOOD FISHING, GOOD HUNTING,
BEAUTIFUL SCENERY. PURE AND

Health giving Air with good accommodations at

reasonable prices are the attractions that call the
sportsman and his family away from their daily
cares, then the merits of CLEARWATER CAMPS
should be investigated.

CLEARWATER CAMPS
Are situated on the western shore of Clearwater Lake,
near the little village of Allen’s Mills, five miles from
Farmington, the terminus of the ^Maine Central Railroad,
and the shire town of Franklin County. Maine.

E. G. GAY. Farmington, Maine.

WILLIAMS RESORT
HAYWARD, WISCONSIN

Express records show that more muskal-
lunge and bass were caught during the

season of 1918 at our Resort than any
other in Wisconsin. Better be safe than

sorry,

“Come to the lovely Valley
of the Beaverkill”

Famous for scener>’. clear air. fishing and other vaca-
tionist diversions. One of the best resorts has enjoyed
the same patronage for twenty seasons. Kates axe rea-

sonable and accommodations limited. Write for further
information to

L. I. PERCIVAL.
The Well-known Clear Lake Cottages.
Tobey Estate. Beaverkill. N. Y.

Blackwater Camp
A Summer Camp in the Rocky Mountains

for boys. Pack outfits for big game.

Hunting, fishing and camping.

B. C. RUMSEY, CODY, WYOMING

TIM POND CAMPS
We guarantee fly and bait

Ashing for trout
Write for Booklet

J. K. VILES & SON, Prop. Tim, Maine

HILLSIDE RIVER VIEW
A summer resort, located in beautiful

Sullivan County, in the midst

of Nature’s splendor.

SEND FOR BOOKLET
E. B. FERDON, Prop. Roscoe, N. Y.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 339)

able baskets with moss or ferns, but the
boys strung them on a cord. The size
of the catch was determined by the
length of the string, and it was not
uncommon to see strings of gudgeons
three or four feet in length.

When tired of the sport, or when fish

enough had been taken, the ladies and
gentlemen would repair to the parlor of
the hotel, or sit in the shade of the trees,

where colored Ganymedes, clothed in
white aprons, would serve them wifh
port-wine sangaree and sponge cake, two
specialties for which the Relay House
was famous. This locality was a favor-
ite resort for picnics from Baltimore,
but while the gudgeon season lasted,

every day was a gala day.

So far as I am aware Johnnie and I

were the first fly-fishers for gudgeons;
that is, we were probably the only ones
who attempted to lure them with the
artificial fly. Early in the spring fol-

lowing my long siege of fever I deter-
mined to make the experiment as soon as
the fish appeared in the neighboring
streams

;
I had not forgotten the instruc-

tion I had received in fly-tying several
years before. Accordingly I dressed half
a dozen on hooks No. 14

,
with red wor-

sted body, white tag, gray shoulder
hackles and tied on long horse-hair
snells. As gudgeons are essentially car-
nivorous I imagined that they might be
tempted to rise to such a fly in mistake
for a bit of beef or earthworm, or per-
haps for some nondescript insect. So,

about the beginning of May we went
out to Herring Run, Johnnie and I, to

try them. The result was even more
gratifying and successful than we had
anticipated, for the flies were taken
greedily, and our baskets were soon filled

with the silvery beauties.

J
OHNNIE and I were rather musically
inclined, and whether hereditary or

acquired, we considered ourselves not

half bad vocalists and performers on the

banjo and accordion. Johnnie’s accordion

was German
; mine was French. The ar-

rangement of the reeds or notes in the

scale of each was different. To sound
the notes C, E or G with the French
instrument the bellows was pulled out

while the same notes on the German in-

strument were produced by pushing in

the bellows. Consequently, while each

of us was tolerably proficient with his

own accordion, neither of us could per-

form with the other. But as Johnnie had
the push and I had the pull we managed
very well with banjo and either accor-

dion. But, unfortunately, as the two

instruments were pitched in different

keys they could not be played together.

To encourage us I suppose, and to

promote our musical ambition, our par-

ents allowed us to attend concerts oc-

casionally. Our preference, however,

was for Negro Minstrels which had their

beginning about that time. I think we
attended the first performance of its

kind in Baltimore at a concert of the

“Virginia Serenaders.” There were less

than a dozen performers, whose instru-
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ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

Yi size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Laree cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Mo.

COINS—FIVE CURIOUS RARE COINS WITH
catalog, 10c. II. Hooker, New Berlin. N. Y.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS RUN 34 MILES PER GALLON WITH
our 1919 carburetors. Use cheapest gasoline or

half kerosene. Start easy any weather. Increased
power. Styles for all motors. Runs slow high

gear. Attach yourself. Big profits for agents.

Money back guarantee. 30 days’ trial. Air-Friction

Carburetor Co., 550 Madison St., Dayton, Ohio.

BAIT FOR ANGLERS

BEST BAIT—NATURE’S LURE, USED BY
old fishermen gets the fish when others fail; al-

ways carry a box with the rest of your tackle;

25c per box. R. E. Schwartz, Buchanan, Mich.

BOOKS FOR SPORTSMEN

BROWN’S FOX BOOK. LATEST AND BEST
hook on the art of fox trapping. Tells the neces-

sary outfit, gives receipts for making seven scents,

tells proper bait to use and gives detailed directions

for making seven different sets. Any man or

hoy who can catch muskrats and skunk can catch

foxes if he will be guided by this book. Written
with the express purpose of helping amateur fox

trappers, but no fox trapper should be without

a copy. Price $2. no. On sale June 15th. Ad-
dress Ernest A. Brown, 24 Gillis St., Nashua,
N. H.

EGGS FOR BREEDING

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED, NO
limit. Wild Mallani eggs, $2.50, 12; $20, 100.

Birds, $4 pair. English caller eggs, $5, 12; $40,
100. Birds $8 pair (extra drakes). Muscovey
ducks, trio, $8.50; eggs, $2.50, 11. Mail draft

E. Breman Co., Danville, 111.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION
BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF

old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison .\ve.. New York City.

CARTRIDGES 30-30 WINCHESTER METAL
cased. Have fifty boxes, bought last November
at $1.55 per box. Will sell for 75 cents a box.

Privilege of examination. W. O. Scroxton, 76
South .\ve., Bradford, Pa.

FOR SALE—.40-82 WINCHESTER MODEL
1886 good condition; price, $15. Arthur A. Col-

well, R. D. 1, Chepachet, R. I.

FOR SALE—REMINGTON PUMP, STAND-
ard grade, 12 x 30 full; excellent condition, $24.

Want Field Grade Ithaca 12; describe fully; state

lowest price. Harold Sinclair, Charlottesville, Va.

FOR SALE—WINCHESTER. 351 AUTO-
matic, guaranteed good condition, 150 shells, extra
magazine, nerv case and broken shell extractor.

First draft for $40 takes outfit. Weirick M. Fay,
St. Joseph, Mich.

SEND $2.00 FOR ONE YEAR’S DELIVERY
of -Arms and .Ammunition “accurate gun dope

' condensed.” T. T. Pierce, 258 W. 34th St., New
York City.

FISH AND GAME CLUB

WANTED—TO GET INTO COMMUNICA-
tion with parties who would be interested in or-

ganizing a FISH AND GAME CLUB, as I rep-
resent the owners of a very desirable location of
about T.ono acres of good land and on which is

a very fine trout stream and plenty of all kinds of
I game. It also has a large amount of young trees
as well as original growth timber. It is near a
main line railroad in Pennsylvania. It can be
bought for $4 per acre. Title perfect. Address
.\. R. Spicer, Agent, Williamsport, Pa.

FISH FOR STOCKING
I

I

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
j

stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.
\

Hoxie, Plymouth, Mass.

I SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVI
|

the only establishment dealing in young small-
mouth black bass commercially in the Llnited
States. A'igorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

I

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Conn. '

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry
classified messages to our
army of readers on farms,
in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed
trails.

LIVE STOCK
CANADA WILD GEESE AND THEIR GOS-

lings. Breeding and young pairs offered now-^
the surest way to start breeding this species. We
are the oldest and largest breeders of Canadas in

this country. Black and white swans, wild ducks,

etc., for sale. Whealton Water Fowl Farms, Chin-
coteague Island, Va.

BREEDING STOCK OF PHEASANTS FOR
sale.— Ringnecks, Silver, Goldens, Mongolians,
Formosan, Prince of Wales, Lady Amhersts,
Reeves, Swinhoes, Melanotus, Japanese Versi-

colors, .Manchurian Eared. Robinson Bros., Aider-
shot, Ont., Can.

FLEMISH GIANTS AND BELGAN HARES.—
$1.00 pound for all you raise from our stock.

Cavies, white mice. Stamp for particulars. A.
Schumacher Co., Norwood, O.

FLEMISH GIANTS, NEW ZEALANDS AND
Belgian Hares. No fancy prices. Three beautiful
peacock tails, $2.50 each. Floyd Boyd, Millers-

burg, Ohio.

FOR SALE—FLEMISH GIANT RABBITS;
never beaten in a show room. O. O. Young,
Carey, Ohio.

FOR SALE—NORTH DAKOTA COYOTES,
$15.00 a pair. For further information write the
Farmers State Bank, Dodge, N. Dakota.

FOR SALE—PURE BLOODED BELGIAN
hares. Stock over 3 months of age; single males,
$2.00; single females, $4.00; mated females, $5.00
each. Harry Chandler, New London, O., R. D. 5.

' LI-VE STOCK WANTED
FOXES WANTED—100 YOUNG REDS AND

greys. Ross Brown, McFall, Ala.

MISCELLANEOUS

AGENTS—MASON SOLD 18 SPRAYERS AND
Autowashers one Saturday. Profits $2.50 each.
Square deal. Particulars free. Rusler Company,
Johnstown, O.

AMERICAN CITIZENS, 18 to 60, INCLUD-
ing women, investigate immediately your rights

to government employment. Let me send you
Form RK 2043 for free advice. Earl Hopkins,
Washington, D. C.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. E.xp. unnec.; de-

tails Free. Press Ssmdicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—LIST OF PURCHASERS OF
hunting and fishing licenses for State of Georgia,
season 1918-1919. Jas. J. Joines, 321 State Capi-
tol, Atlanta. Ga.

FOR SALE—THOROUGHBRED PIGEONS,
ducks, fox terriers: changeable display signs, win-
dow letters, pool tables. Perry, 7115 So. Halsted
St., Chicago. III.

MUSKEETOPUNK.—THE MOST EFFECTIVE
remedy for mosquitoes on the market. It never
fails to satisfy; 35c a package, three, $1.00.

Muskeetopunk Co., F, Pekin, 111.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS. ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Mo.

STOP, LOOK. READ.—I WILL MAKE YOU
a black fox rancher, furs and fur-bearing animals
taken in part payment. Write for particulars.
Wilfrid L. Todd, Milltnwn. N. B.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS TO PUT
a “razor edge” on the dullest hunting or pocket
knife in one minute. Sample only 25c. .\gents
wanted, 100 ' per cent, profit. Earl Warring,
Parkersburg. Iowa

PATENTS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. CASH

or royalty. .-\dam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195.4. St.

1.011:5. Mo.

PHOTOGRAPHY
FILMS DEVELOPED, 10c; PRINTS, 4c.

Wingard, 801 16th St.. Port Huron, Mich.

J. F. VANDENBURG, MAIL ORDER ARTIST
—Films developed, 10c.; prints, 3, 4, 5c. Satis-
faction guaranteed. 10 West Jessup St., Port-
land, Ore.

MAIL US 15c. WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and 6 velvet prints; or send 6 nega-
tives any size and 15^ for 6 prints; 8x10 mounted
enlargements, 35^; prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke,
Va.

SPECIAL—KODAK FINISHING DONE AT
lowest prices. Rolls developed at 10 cents—any
sizes—send for print prices and coupon for roll

development free. Rees Foto Shop, Churubusco,
Ind.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$1.00 BRINGS YOU NEW MINNESOTA MAP
showing auto roads, etc. Copy of Northland
Farmer and Dairyman, giving valuable informa-
tion for successful farming in this State. -\lso
list of our $3.00 an acre lands sure to double in
value, as well as lands fronting on beautiful lakes
and streams in Northern Minnesota, “The Sports-
man’s Paradise.” Northeni Realty Company, Du-
luth, Minn.

320 ACRES REAL WHEAT LAND FOR SALE
in foot hills of Rocky Mountains close to divide
and Yellowstone Park, in heart of big game coun-
try. Elk, deer, moose, sheep, goat, antelope, bear,
good bird shooting, mountain trout and salmon
fishing: big horse, cattle and sheep range just
north of ranch; can see 100 miles south across
Dubois irrigation project; close to railroad and
county seat; good reasons for selling. Cash or
terms. Bob Boak, owner, Dubois, Idaho.

520 ACRE GAME FARM, 28 HEAD OF DEER,
will have about 20 fawns this season. Good hunt-
ing; two fine living streams on place; fine chance
for fish ponds; 110 acres in cultivation; balance
fine young timber. This place will support 1,200
head of deer. For profit and pleasure you can’t
beat it. New log bungalow costing $3,900; water
under pressure; two fireplaces; bot and cold water,
toilet, bath. One thousand dollars worth of new
furniture go with place. K fine sporting head-
quarters: mild climate: $50 per acre. Owner,
G. D. Gorus, Purdue, Ore.

DE BRUCE, SULLIVAN CO., N. Y.—COT-
tage, seven sleeping rooms, large living room,
dining room, kitchen. Within 1,000 feet of junc-
tion of Willowemoc and Mongaup trout streams.
Altitude 1,600 feet. Six miles from Livingston
Manor Station, N. Y., O. & W. Ry. Apply R. D.
Rickard, 3730 Grand Central Terminal, New York
City.

FOR SALE—IDEAL LOCATION FOR HUNT-
ing jodge on Yellow River, Burnett County, Wis-
consin. Many good fishing lakes in district. River
bank overlooks nine-acre wild rice swamp in bend
of river. Old tirners say best duck shooting in
Northern Wisconsin. Forty acres in tract over-
looking the big rice swamp. Sixteen miles from
Spooner or Webster, 3 miles to inland town. Will
sell tract outright for $600 or will lease for period
of years. Members of shooting clubs write for
further particulars. R. R. Ring, 333 Palace Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

FOR SALE—NEAR ALGONQUIN NATIONAL
Park, Ontario railway stations, Burks Falls and
Kearney, 100 acres, 8 cleared: log house fur-
nished; 4 rooms and large attic: ice house, filled:

good spring. Many lakes and good fishing nearby;
deer hunting; 2,000 feet elevation. Price $700.
Apply J. B. Robinson, Edgewater, N. J.

TAXIDERMY “

GLASS EYES, TAXIDERMISTS’ SUPPLIES.
Prices free. Paul Miller, Cambridge, O. Men-
tion Forest & Stream.

UNEXCELLED TAXIDERMY "WORK-OUR
taxidermy work is unexcelled in every respect.
Give us a trial as proof of our merits. Grove
Taxidermy Shop, Humboldt, Iowa.

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLIES
TRAPPERS AND HUNTERS.—I -WILL MAIL

you a tried and successful receipt for trapping
mostly all kinds of wild animals upon the re-
ceipt of $5 ini currency. Also a valuable tanning
receipt for $1. F. Johnson, P. O. Box 1047 San
Francisco, Cal.

TURTLE NETS THAT GET THEM. MAKE
$15.00 a day trapping for the market. I am an
old turtle trapper. Will tell you how. Nets $2.25
each, $25,00 per dozen. W. D. Raudman, Con-
stantine, Mich.

1
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In transactions between strangers, the
purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certifted check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

AIREDALES FOR SALE—ONE HIGH-CLASS
stud dog two and a half years old, Elruge Mon-
arch both sides of pedigree; long head, darkest
of eyes a proven stud; a winner and sire of win-
ners. $150—worth $200. Fifteen months old

bitch, Ch. Soudan Swiveller strain, in whelp to

above dog, splendid color, hardest texture of coat,

small ear, game as a tiger, $50. Yearling bitch

by International Ch. Kootenay Chinook, $35. Full

particulars on request. Must sell on account of

e.xpiration of lease. John M. Blayney, 1512 58th

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LIONHEART AIREDALES HAVE EARNED
a national reputation for gameness, intelligence,

and high standard of appearance. They are mak-
ing good on both fur and feathered game iii prac-

tically every State in the Union and Canada.
Registered puppies that are bred to hunt and_ fit

to show, now ready for delivery. Lionheart Ken-
nels (Reg.), Anaconda, Mont. (Formerly Washoe
Kennels).

BEAGLES

FOR SALE—PAIR TRAINED BEAGLES, UN-
related, $25. Pair ready to train, $12; female
pups, $3. H. G. Mozena, Clarington, ().

COCKER SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS, HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive

auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

COLLIES

THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN
this country for their age sent on approval.

Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Mich.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, la.

DOG TRAINING

I EDUCATE FIELD TRIAL AND SHOOTING
dogs, preserve character, demand perfect obedi-
ence. Gave five dogs new records past season.
Edw. D. Garr, Lagrange, Ky.

WANTED—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. GAME
plenty for sale. Bird dogs and rabbit hounds on
trial. O. K. Kennels, Marydel, Md.

DOGS WANTED

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED, PUPPIES
and grown stock, either sex. Must be healthy,
thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.
If you wish to buy an Airedale, write for our
sales list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue, O.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND WANTED, GROWN
or a couple of puppies. State price and particu-
lars. Address Lejier, Station J, Box 33, New
York City.

WANTED TO BUY TWO OR MORE GOOD
bear hounds—must be guaranteed or sold on trial.

If you have the stock, write me, otherwise do not.
W. H. Campbell, Pueblo, Colo.

FOX TERRIERS

FOR SALE—A LITTER OF EXTRA WELL
bred wire haired fox terrier puppies. Registered.
Geo. W. Lovell, Tel. 29-M, Middleborn, Mass.

GUN DOGS

ENROLLED ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES OF
the world’s best breeding. The dam is the great
field trial and bench setter, Theodores Sally,
handled and trained by W. D. Gilcrest. The sire,
a straight Llewellyn and a shooting dog par ex-
cellence. You can’t beat the combination. Lion-
heart Kennels, Anaconda, Mont.

GUN DOGS

LLEWELLYN FEMALE PUPPY, BY RIGO-
letto; dam, Paliacho’s Bessie II; beautifully
marked white, chestnut and tan; whelped Sept.

28, 1918; unexcelled blood lines for high-class

brood bitch; right age to start work for fall

shooting; photo if desired; $75; no trades. F. A.
Best, 33 East 13th St., Tulsa, Okla.

PEDIGREED ENGOSH POINTER PUPPIES
bred from finest shooting stock, $10 and $12 each.

J. M. Drumm, Mercersburg, Pa.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale Setters and Pointers,
Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds,
Coon and Opossum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale
Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser
alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly
illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue
for 10c in stamps or coin.

TWO ENGLISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE—
Male and female. One blue Belton markings dog,
white beach ticked. High tax. Will sell female
very cheap. Guaranteed or money refunded. H.
W. Thompson, Putnam, Conn.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
111., offers coon, skunk, opossum dogs; crackerjack
rabbit hounds, $15.00. Dogs just beginning to

trail, $10.00. Ten days’ trial allowed.

HOUNDS

CHOICE COON HOUND PUPS, BRED FOR
seven generations from tree and hole barkers;
males, $6.00; females, $4.00. Isaac Tolbert, Mal-
ta, Ohio.

CLOSING OUT THIS MONTH—SEVERAL
fine trained fox hounds, rabbit hounds and royal-
ly bred puppies; thoroughly trained, seasoned and
experienced coon, skunk, oppossum and squirrel
dogs at cost. Stamp brings description and special

closed season price on any kind hunting dog you
want. Powell Valley Kennels, Jonesville, Lee
County, \'a.

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Ga.

FOR SALE—FOX. WOLF, COON HOUNDS
Walker & Goodman pups; papers. Painter Jip
N. R. DuVall, 2015 Clark St., Des Moines, la.

FOR SALES—REDBONE COON AND RAB
bit hounds, satisfaction guaranteed. W. B. Clark
Jonesboro, 111.

FOR SALE—TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
hounds. From mountain section. North Arkansas.
Address Noah King, Calico Rock, Ark.

HOUND PUPS—SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED
by Capt. Kidd, 20C193; Young Rambo, 206194.
and Jackson A. T. H. S. B., 2584. Just weaned
and ready to ship. Otis Slater & Sons, Oconee, 111.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, AVnerican Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5(1 stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels. Lexington, Ky.

WOLF, RED AND GREY FOX HOUNDS.
Game runners, good trailers, from $35 to $50.

They can catch anything that doesn’t fly. Edw.
D. Garr, Lagrange, Ky.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEAGLES, FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS,
trained, $10 up also farm dogs and puppies, $3.50
up. C. R. Buie, Seven Valleys, Pa.

COON HOUNDS AND COMBINATION HUNT-
ers for coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, etc. Big
game hounds, rabbit hounds, pointers, setters,

airedales and fox terriers. Catalog 10 cents. Sam
Stephenson, Covington, Tenn.

FOR SALE — FOX HOUNDS, BEAGLE
hounds, coon hounds, and setters; rabbits, all

breeds; guinea pigs, ferrets, white mice and rats;
pigeons and blooded swine. Stamp for circulars.

C. Louis Behm, Dept. 2, Springfield, 111.

FOR SALE—ONE BLUE BEAGLE HOUND,
18 months old; good fox dog and fair tree dog.
$20 if taken at once. Frank Ricca, 2-4 Towson
.\ve.. Fort Smith, .\rk.

ments were violins, banjo, guitar, tri-

angle, accordion, jawbone, and the tam-
bourine and bones of the end men. The
horse’s “jawbone” was mounted with

small bells, and was played by rattling

a short stick between the rami of the

jaw, which was varied by rasping it

across the teeth, which were left in the

jaw for that purpose.

While the songs and melodies of the

Virginia Serenaders were very amusing
and quite enjoyable, they were not much
in advance of those I had heard in the

tobacco factories of Richmond and Lynch-

burg, where they were sung by several

hundred men, women and children. Dur-

ing one of my visits to relatives in Vir-

ginia, I remember seeing the “jawbone”

and gourd banjo played together by field

hands, and heard the house servants sing

such melodies as Old Dan Tucker, Johnny
Booker of Bowling Green, Dandy Jim of

Caroline, Jim Crack Corn, Lucy Long
and Lucy Neale. These same songs were

part of the repertoire of the Virginia

Serenaders, and though sung in unison,

they were rendered with a vigor, rhyme
and rhythm that placed them on a little

higher plane of minstrelsy. It was not

until the appearance of “Dumbolton’s
Serenaders” that the songs and chor-

uses were sung in harmony, and more
refined instruments introduced. Then
came “Christy’s Minstrels,” soon followed

by scores of other organizations of more
or less merit. The banjo had advanced

or evolved from the original gourd with

horse-hair strings to its present form.

I may as well say, in passing, that once

I saw at a function in Virginia the first

white man to play the banjo, and in fact

the one who made the first wooden in-

strument. He was “Old Joe Sweeney”
of Lynchburg. He appeared for several

years at the theaters of the United States

as well as in England.

(to BE continued)

AFTER BEAR WITH
BOW AND ARROW

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 331)

weighed about 150 pounds. That’s not

what you would call a big bear, but that

was no fault of ours, and we would have

killed her even if she had weighed a ton.

We dragged the carcass up the ravine

to level ground, and sat down to eat

lunch. While we were sitting there we
heard a noise like a horse walking and

looking around we saw an old black bear

down the slope, not fifty yards away.

I had one arrow left and Young had

two. We loaded up the bows and stood

waiting, but made no insulting remarks.

The bear seemed to have business else-

where and slowly meandered away.

Young and I did not follow her. We had

enough bear for one day, anyhow.
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DANGEROUSSHARKS OF THECOAST
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 347)

usual dark, staring eye of the man-eating

sharks. I weigh 275 lbs. and have a 52-

inch waist, yet I passed through its jaws,

which I have nicely cleaned. This shark

was not securely fastened in the net and

was tearing its way out when I fastened

it with a harpoon just in time, and a

most savage fight followed. The parts

of the tail stood more at an angle with

the body than in the young, but the angle

was not as pronounced as in the great

white shark.

‘•There can be little doubt that the

tiger shark regularly preys on other

sharks to a considerable extent. During

the few weeks that I was watching the

fishery at Cape Lookout I examined the

stomachs of three young tiger sharks,

and in all three I found cleanly bitten

pieces of freshly eaten shark-meat with

skin attached, just as if the chunk of

meat had been cut from the side of a

shark. In the largest example, 7ft. 9 in.

in length, caught in my nets June 25th,

there were eleven of these chunks of

shark meat of from 1 to 5 lbs. each in

weight, and they represented hammer-
head, sharp-nosed, and ground sharks.

“Additional observations made during

the first week of August on three more
tiger sharks, each in excess of twelve

feet in length, confirm my former ob-

servations as to the varied character of

their food. In one of them I found a

freshly-eaten logger-head turtle, approxi-

mating 100 lbs. in weight, which had
been bitten through both shells, in three

places and the pieces of shell much
crushed, yet all parts of the turtle were
present.

“Probably tiger sharks will use as

food, when hungry, any creature which

they find moving in the water, for which
reason they must be dangerous as man-
eaters; but I do not regard them as

nearly so dangerous as a white shark
which has once acquired the habit of eat-

ing human flesh. While it is not fas-

tidious, I have no evidence as yet that
even the tiger shark will eat unclean
food, and in my opinion, the sharks which
eat garbage or putrid matter are ex-

ceptional individuals, which, through
some accident, have acquired the habit.”

HAMMERHEAD SHARK
u'"T'HERE is probably no fish as caro-

ls
ful about its diet as the shark,

and those that eat anything but
freshly caught fish are the exception and
not the rule. Some species even subsist

almost exclusively upon one species of

fish, to such an extent that when a per-

son is fishing for them with a hook bait-

ed with a perfectly good fresh fish, he
may see a shark nose the baited hook re-

peatedly and leave it. I have had cer-

tain sharks repeatedly reject in this

manner several species of fish and then
eagerly take the hook when baited with
the species of fish which is their habitual
food. This is especially true of the ham-
merhead shark, which follows and sub-
sists on the schools of Spanish mackerel,
and of the very many which I have ex-

amined the stomachs of, all but a small
fraction contained, as far as I have
identified no other substance than Span-
ish mackerel. The exceptions were only

very old examples, several of which had

become solitary in habit and subsisted

exclusively upon sting rays, which, as

far as observed, were Dasyatis. Others,

which were easily recognizable by their

badly worn teeth, had become cannibalis-

tic and confined their cannibalism to

their own species.

“One of the most interesting facts

about the hammerhead shark is that

some of the large females with non-

functional uteri are abnormal in form

and feeding habits.

“I attribute this abnormal condition

to great age. I have examined specimens

over 14 ft. long, in every way normal and

with functional uteri, which I do not

consider so old.

“I believe that certain examples of

hammerhead shark of great age become
cannibalistic, by evidence afforded by a

number of examples, but I have no evi-

dence that such is the case before their

length exceeds 10 ft., and I have proba-
bly examined a thousand examples.

“A specimen of 13 ft. 10 in. illustrates

the change of form accompanying this

change of habit. This example is ab-

normal in point of stoutness, for, to have
been normal with this circumference,

length of fins and very great weight, the

width of head should have exceeded 5 ft.

and the length of body should have ex-
ceeded 16 ft. The mouth and teeth were
also abnormally large for this short

length. It is probable that within . . .

two weeks this large shark had eaten

from my nets more than 50 sharks of

about 6 ft. in length, leaving only their

heads gilled in the net; and, with at least

half a dozen species to select from, it

was always her own species which she

selected. At the time of her capture she

had just eaten four of her species from
my net, two of which had been swallowed
v;hole, except the head of 5 ft. examples,
and there were four cleanly-cut pieces

which represented entire bodies, except
heads, of two more 6 ft. hammerhead
sharks; then the stomach contained more
than a peck of vertebrae of sharks, pro-

visionally identified as her own species.

“The uteri of this specimen were
small, malformed, almost obsolete, and
non-functional. From evidence obtained

by examination of the uteri of many very
old female sharks, I am of the opinion

that after they have reached very ad-

vanced age, their reproductive organs
cease to be functional. . . .

“Size of young in sharks depends on
size of mother. I have often caught
sharks of this species, long after their

birth, measuring less than 20 inches, in-

dicating a small mother, and I have
found larger embryos not so far ad-

vanced in a larger mother.”

PREVENTING FOREST FIRES

N ever build your camp fire against a

rotten log.

Clear away all burnable material before

building a camp fire.

A small camp fire is better than a large

one and easier to control.

A neglected camp fire is as dangerous as

one maliciously set.

AUTO-KAMP-KOOK-KIT

No. 2 Open—showing equipment

The most dependable gasoline Outing stove

on the market. A necessity for every auto.

No. 2 Closed—equipment packet inside

Size 5x10x18, weight 17 pounds.

Substantial, Durable, Efficient

WILL BURN IN ANY "WIND
We make other sizes; write for prices.

PRENTISS-WABERS MFG. CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis. 4 Spring St.

1
THE MARKET* PLACE 1

%
TROPHIES

FOR SALE CHEAP—MOUNTED PHEASANTS
and birds. F. D. Aurand, Reading, Mich.

WANTED TO PURCHASE
FOR ONE OF OUR READERS A COPY OF

“oil Hints and Points for Sportsmen,” published
in 1889. Must be in good condition. Please write,
stating price. Address Book Department, Forest
&• Stream. 0 East 40th St.. New York City.

WANTED—HIGH GRADE SIX OR EIGHT
power prism binoculars; give make, specifications,

condition and price. J. VV. Hancock, Roanoke,
Va.

WANTED — KING-BUSCH SPORTSMEN’S
binocular, three inches height, weight nine ounces,
object glass three-fourths inch, power eight di-

ameters. Want fine condition. Address Ralph
Rosenstiel, Freeport, 111.

WILD DUCK ATTRACTIONS
WILD DUCK FOODS THAT ATTRACT THE

ducks in swarm,s—wild celery, wild rice, musk-
grass, wapato, etc. Write, Terrell, Naturalist,
Dept. H-47, Oshkosh, Wis.

DOGS
HAVE TO OFFER—ST. BERNARDS, GREAT

danes, wolf hounds, fox hounds and coon hound.
Also toy breeds; reasonable; list 3 cts. Shady-
dell Kennels, York, Pa.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free,

i Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Ilk

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge: write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
.8nrings, Ark,

VARIOUS BREEDS, THOROUGHLY BROKEN
on mountain lions, bears, timber wolves, coy-
otes, badgers, lynx, wildcats, raccoons, oppos-
sums, skunks, squirrels; broken by experts at the
business: reasonably for quality; curiosity seekers
save stamps. Lamkins Kennels, Kirksville, Mo.,
“Western Branch.”

PET STOCK
ALL VARIETIES—DOGS, RABBITS, PIG-

eons, pheasants, mice, rats, guinea pigs, goats,
swine, etc. Circular 10c. Violet Hill Kennels.
York. Pa. R. F. D. No. 2.

SALE OR EXCHANGE
TRADE OR SELL—ONE BIRD DOG AND

coon dog. Want guns. Chas. Lowton, Edri. Pa.

BEST FISHING IN VERMONT
SALMON! TROUT! AUREOLAS!

j

Five lakes, and miles of streams!
Ijet COLD SPRING CAMPS accommodate you.

Main camp and twelve cabins.
Excellent table.

Xo mosquitoes! No black flies!

Good auto roads!

An IDKAI^ spot for ALL to spend their vacations!

Cold Spring Camps, Averill, Vt. H. A. Quimby, Mgr.
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THE KENNEL MART

HAVE YOU TRIED
SPRATT’S
F I B O

The most appetizing granulated dog food on the market

Owners of Pekingese, Toys and

Shy Feeders will find that this

food, as a change of diet, has no
equal.

Write for samples and send

2c. stamp for Dog Culture.

SPRATTS PATENT LIMITED, Newark, N. J.

DENT S CONDITIOiN PILLS

If your dog is sick.

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,
that will prettj' nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are
recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If % our dog is sick and yo ' do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and j'ou will be given an expert’s

opinion without .charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—4 cents a
dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

I want a few more field trial prospects to

try out. I have the country and birds to

work them in, also can take a few more
shooting dogs to train.

BERT FAWLEY, EATON. ILLINOIS

ENGLISH SETTERS
i and POINTERS
1

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

The Llewellin Setter .lOFFRE is a white, black and
tan dog. whelped September 27, IDlfi. He w’eighs about

50 pounds. His head is of excellent size ami shape;
eyes large ami dark in color. Nostrils large, muzzle long

and square. Prominence at stop. Tlie breeding is a

combination of Marse Ben. Count \\niitestone and ^^o-

hawk II blood, hard to equal.

An extra fast easy going do? with great n<we a:id bird

finding instim-t. Stud fee $50.

!

.\(l(lress and Expres.s Office:

I

REG HALLADAY, Cresskill. New Jersey.

daddy"long“nose~of“miar-
I

crest—At Stud. I-ongest headed, dark-eyed dog
! is the East today. Winner only time shown,
i Specially brought from the Pacific Coast to cor-

rect light eyes. Reasonable fee. Blayney, 1542

I 58th St., Prooklyn. N. V.

AFTER GOAT IN
ALASKA

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 358 )

line of the fore leg, was raised a little

and then the twenty-two turned loose
its chunk of lead. At the report the
big billy dropped in his tracks, then got
up and came directly towards me with
his nose on the ground. Once more the
little rifle delivered its spiteful bullet and
the old billy, with arched back, turned
and staggered to his previous position,
sank to the ground and giving a last
convulsive kick went falling and rolling
down the mountain side, rebounding off

the trees and rocks until I feared his
horns would be utterly ruined.

At the same time I was conscious of
a strange, triumphant thrill of exulta-
tion, such as I had not experienced for
many a long day, for I had tracked to his
lair in the rocky fastnesses of the moun-
tains, an animal strange and mysterious,
whose like I had never seen before. His
head, fortunately uninjured, I recovered
and packed out to the boat. The dif-

ficulty I had in reaching the coast after

darkness had overtaken me, soaked to

the skin as I was, was another experi-

ence which will help me to remember my
first mountain goat.

I

HAVE since seen and hunted the

mountain goat under various condi-

tions. Dwelling ever in the realm of

perpetual snow, his home in summer
among the cloud peaks of the most in-

accessible mountains, descending to the

timber line only in winter, and then in

remote regions seldom visited by man,
this strange animal owes his security as

much or more to the difficulties attend-

ing his pursuit than to his own natural

wariness. Many times I have followed

him at the absolute peril of life and limb.

Once in particular, while crossing a

steep slope covered with about four

inches of wet snow, I fell and started

swiftly sliding to the bottom. I dug
my fingers into the frozen turf, but my
momentum kept increasing very fast.

I thought I was a gone goose when sud-

denly I struck a clump of brush. I had

chanced to be in line with the only one

near and was thereby saved from a

two-hundred foot drop at the foot of the

slope and making a premature entry in

the happy hunting grounds. Since then

I have avoided grassy slopes, when cov-

ered with a soft snow.

I estimated the largest billy goats to

weigh between three-hundred and four-

hundred pounds. The females are about

one-third smaller, their horns are as long

as the male’s, but more slender and

graceful. The mountain goat is a short

legged and agile animal. The males are

said to be savage fighters. The Indians

of the Stikine country tell of finding

grizzy bear with their entrails ripped

out, in battles with the billy goats.

But on the whole these animals are

non-combative and much prefer to avoid

an encounter with other beasts. They do

not move about as much as sheep and

when once located generally remain in

close proximity to the place where first

observed, giving the hunter ample time

for the stalk and generally for the shot
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Advertising

Advertising

This is an advertisement. Not a very long

one, to be sure, but an advertisement.
•

It has a most unusual purpose—to adver-

tise advertising. The message is this:

—

Don’t miss the advertisements.

They make good reading just from the news

and educational standpoint alone.

But more than that:

—

Advertisements keep you in touch with the

world’s progress.

They point the path to comforts that were

unknown in the old days.

They help you to save.

They protect you from fraud.

Don’t miss the advertisements.

They are guide-posts to better buying.
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Are You A Duck Shooter
Do you love to stand in the bow of your

skiff as it is pushed through the' wild rice,

and drop the ducks that get up within

range; or, if you live by the big waters,

do you enjoy sitting in the blind while

cold winds blow and ice forms at the edge

of the shore, watching the sky and vCaiting

for something to come to your decoys? If

you love these things, if you will bear

work, exposure and hardship to get a shot,

you need.

American
Duck Shooting

By

GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

It gives descriptions and portraits of all

the ducks and geese known in Korth

America; tells where they are found; the

various methods practiced in shooting them;

describes the guns, loads, clothing, boats

and dogs employed in their pursuit, and

generally is far and away the most com-

plete, useful and entertaining volume on

the subject that has ever tieen published. It

covers the whole fiehl of North American
wild-fowl shooting.

The book is profusely illustrated. Not
only has it ornithologically exact portraits

of 68 species of swans, geese and ducks,

but it has eight half-tone reproductions of

some of our best-known wild ducks from

the paintings of the great naturalist. Audu-

bon. a number of full-page sketches by

Wilmot Townsend, whose drawings of wild-

fowl are inimitable, many cuts of duck

boats and batteries, and fifty vignettes in

the text, which add to its beauty and its

usefulness. It is a complete, illustrated

manual of this fascinating sport.

A new edition of this volume, containing

added matter, was published .Tuly 1, 1918.

The work is an essential part of every gun-

ner’s library.

Illustrated, buckram, 627 pp.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c,

For Sale by

Forest and Stream Pub. Go.

9 E. 40th Street NEW YORK

A Tale of the

Northern Wilds

ALL YOU LOVERS
OF DOGS AND
NATURE
SHOULD READ
THIS BOOK

In the old Klondike gold
rush days. Jack, a full

blooded Airedale Terrier,

followed his master up
from The Stales, to Dyea
and Skag^vay. to Dawson
—and to Nome. Up back
of Nome he died—to save
the life of the master he
loved.

This great story, which
will bring tears to the
eyes—yet gladness to the
heart. Is one of the most
truly realistic animal
stories ever written. Very
handsomely bound in
cloth, and extensively il- I

lusirated with interesting I

scenes of the North. ^

Mr. Lytle's stoiy of this wonderful dog. Jack, will
interest every reader of this magazine. We know
what you like—and so we have gotten hold of this
book at a price so low you can all afford il. It is

short and gripping in its interest. Read it in camp
or cabin, office or home. Sent anywhere postpaid
for only 60c per copy.

FOREST & STREAM (gggf)
*1 Ea«t 40th Street N. Y. City

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Pocket
A complete cooking outfit no bigger than your kodak!
Yes, really, you can slip it into your side coat pocket and clean forget about it until “hungry-
time” comes along. Then—out she comes—and in five seconds you are ready to cook whatever
good fortune, aided l>y rod or gun brings to pot.

THE STOPPLE KOOK-KIT
consists ot a tolder broiler rack with legs: a pair of frying pans with detachable handles (pans
fit together and form an airtight roasting or baking vessel)

; a kettle for boiling and stewing and
two drinking cups with detachable handles. All of these utensils fold, and nest together so
that they fit inside of the kettle and still leave room enough inside to carry knives, forks, spoons,
salt, pepper, coffee, tea and sug.''r. Made in the very best manner of high-grade materfal and
weighs less than two pounds. Is it any wonder that sportsman everywhere are enthusiastic
about the STOPPLE KIT?

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
THE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION PRICE OE FOREST AND STREAM IS
$2.00. SEND $4.00 NOW AND WE’LL ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION FOR
ONE FULL YE.AR AND SEND YOU THIS $3.00 KOOK-KIT. WITHOUT
EXTRA COST.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40lh St., New York City

at

NEARLY
160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they are

of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best

known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-

try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

found

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

different seasons

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

You Can Pack

This

KOOK-KIT
in Your Coat
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OUT-DOOR BOOKS

FOR SPORTSMEN
The books listed herewith illustrate
the range of appeal contained in the
new forty-eight page catalogue of For-
est and Stream Books for Sportsmen

—

Catalog Free to any address anywhere.

Prices include Postage to any
address in the United States

and Canada.

FOREST & STREAM BOOK DEPT.
9 East Fortieth Street, New York. City

THE AIREDALE. By W. A. Bruette. This in-

structive and interesting work covers the his-

tory, breeding and training of these useful
dogs. It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written articles on the
early history of the breed, family characteristics
and the strong and weak points of the important
dogs whose names appear in later-day pedi-

grees are of utmost value to the breeder. Those
who desire to train their dogs to the highest
state of efficiency either as companions or for

hunting will find easily understood and practical

instructions on the subjects of general training,

retrieving, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are

important chai)ters devoted to the laws of

breeding, kennel management, preparation for

and handling in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and instructions of

great value to breeders and owners. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

AMATEUR'S DOG BOOK. By William A.

Bruette. A popular, condensed handbook of

information concerning the management, train-

ing and diseases of dogs, including trick, guard
and watch dogs. \\'ith many illustrations, 50c.

net.

AMERICAN DUCK SHOOTING. By George Bird
Grinnell. Covers the whole field of duck shoot-

ing in America. Describes the various ducks,

geese, and other water fowl, their habits, meth-

ods of hunting them, decoys, blinds, etc. Illus-

trated, $3.50 net.

AMERICAN GAME BIRDS. By Chester A. Reed.
A book written especially for sportsmen as a

concise guide to the identification of water,

game shore and upland birds; IfiO species faith-

fully depicted by colored pictures and the text

gives a considerable idea of their habits and tells

where they are to he found at different seasons

of the year. Handsome colored cover. Price

50c.

AMERICAN GAME BIRD SHOOTING. By
George Bird Grinnell. Describes the habits

of woodcock, snipe, grouse, wild turkeys, quail

and all upland game birds followed with dog
and gun. Illustrated with colored plates by

Louis Agassiz Fuertes and numerous drawings.

A work of interest to the ornithologist as well

as the sportsman. $3.50 net.

THE LIZERICAN SPORTSMAN. By Elisha J.

Lewis, M.D. An exceptionally entertaining and
reliable manual for the practical sportsman as

well as for others who may be interested in the

literature of field sports. It presents chapters

of importance on the care, treatment and break-

ing of sporting dogs as well as instructive de-

scriptive chapters on the rifle and its use. The
haunts and habits of American game are de-

scribed truthfully. The hook contains 550 pages

of most interesting matter to any sportsman.

Price $3.00.

ANGLERS’ WORKSHOP. By Perry D, Frazer.

A practical manual for all those who want to

make their own rod and fittings. It contains

a review of fishing rod history, a discussion of
materials, a list of the tools needed, description
of the method to be followed in making all

kinds of rods, including fly-casting, bait fishing,
salmon, etc., with full instructions for winding,
varnishing, etc. Illustrated. $1.00 net.

BIG GAME MEASUREMENTS. The purpose
of this book is to put into practice a uniform
standard of measurements of the large game of
North America. All measurements given are
as recognized by the Boone & Crockett Club.
Price $3.00.

BOOK OF THE BLACK BASS. By James A.
Henshall, This edition of .the Book of the
Black Bass includes also the Supplement, More
About the Black Bass, and is complete in one
volume. It covers the entire scientific and life

history of this species, and contains a practical
treatise on angling and fly-fishing with a full

account of tools, implements, and tackle. $2.00
net.

BUNGALOWS, CAMPS AND MOUNTAIN
HOUSES. Contains a large variety of designs
by many architects, some of which are suitable
only for summer use while others are adapted
for permanent residence. Camps, hunting
lodges and log cabins are also presented sug-
gesting designs for vacation dwellings in woods
and mountains. Compiled by William Phillips

Comstock. Price $2.00.

CAMPER'S OWN BOOK, THE. Compiled and
Edited by George S. Bryan. A handy inex-
pensive volume of information, compiled by
George S. Bryan of the Canadian Camp Club.
With contributions by Stewart Edward White.
Tarletan Bean, Edward Breck, George Gladden.
Charles Bradford, Ernest Ingersol, F. C.

Selous, .T. Horace McFarland, A. K. P. Harvey,
Henry Oldys, J. W. Elwood, Frank -•\. Bates
etc. Paper covers. $.50 net.

CAMP FIRES IN THE YUKON. By Harry A.
Auer. Covers the experiences and observations
of a big game hunter in the Yukon. A splen-

did guide for those contemplating an expedi-
tion to this section. Price $2.00.

CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT. By Horace Kep-
hart. In two volumes. Vol. 1 Camping, Vol.

II Woodcraft. The old edition of this book
was the standard work on the subject for over
ten years. The new edition is enlarged, entirely
revised and brought up to date, after two
years had been spent in the undertaking. Vol.
I deals with outfits, making camp, fires, camp
cookery, etc., etc. \'ol. II “Woodcraft,” deals

chiefly with such shifts and expedients as are
learned or practised in the wilderness itself,

where we have nothing to choose from but the
raw materials that lie around us. Contains
over a hundred illustrations. The volumes
may be bought separately or in sets. Price of

single copies $2.00 net.

CAMP LIFE AND THE TRICKS OF TRAP-
PING. By W. Hamilton Gibson. Compre-
hensive hints on camp shelter, log huts, bark

shanties, woodland beds and bedding, boat and
canoe building, and valuable suggestions on
trappers’ food, etc., with extended chapters on
the trapper’s art, containing all the “tricks”
and valuable bait recipes of the profession.
V’aluable recipes for the curing and tanning of
fur skins, etc. $1.00 net.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS OF CALIFORNIA.
By Charles F. Holden. A descriptive volume
of the various sports afforded by the Pacific
Coast Islands, including a pen picture of sea-
angling for the leaping tuna, the long-finned
tuna, the yellow fin, the white sea-bass, sword-
fish, yellow tail and other game fishes. Price
$2 . 00 .

DEER FAMILY (The). By Theodore Roosevelt
and Others. Intended for the lover of the
wild, free, lonely life of the wilderness, and
of the hardy pastimes known to the sojourners
therein. Price $2.00.

DOG TRAINING VS. BREAKING. By S. T.
Hammond, A splendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of
practical instruction on the training of pet
dogs: 165 pages. Price $1.00.

FOX HOUND, THE, By Rogert D. Williams.
.Auth. of “Horse and Hound.” Discusses types,
methods of training, kenneling, diseases and all
the other practical points relating to the use
and care of the hound, etc. Illustrated. $1.00
net.

FOX TERRIER, THE. By Williams Haynes, As
in his other books on the terrier, Mr. Haynes
takes up the origin and history of the breed,
its types and standards, and the more exclusive
representatives down to the present time.
Training the fox terrier—his care and kennel-
ing in sickness and health—and the various
uses to which he can be put—are among the
phases handled. $1.00 net.

GARDENETTE. By Benjamin F. Albaugh. A
practical instructive guide for the amateur
vegetable grower or lover of flowers. Price
$2.00.

GUNCRAFT. By VTm, A. Bruette. A modem
treatise on guns, gun fitting, ammunition, wing
and trap shooting. The theoretical side of the
subject has been covered with a scientific accu-
racy which makes it an up-to-date book of ref-

erence, and the practical side of wing-shooting,
gun fitting, the master eye, defects in vision
and other important questions have been treat-

ed in a way that will enable either the expert
or the amateur to determine if he is shooting
with a gun that fits him and how to decide
upon one that does. It will enable him to as-

certain why he misses some shots and is suc-
cessful with others. The secrets of success in

trap shooting as well as the peculiarities in

flight of the quail, the jacksnipe, the woodcock,
the ruffed grouse and the duck family are illus-

trated by drawings and described in a way that
will facilitate the amateur in mastering the art

of wing shooting. Cartridge board cover, $1.00
net: Cloth, $1.50 net.
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MORE OUTDOOR BOOKS FOR SPORTSMEN
Prices Mentioned Include Delivery Charges to Any Address in the United States or Canada

HORSE PACKING. By Charles J. Post. This
is a complete description of the hitches, knots,
and apparatus used in making and carrying
loads of various hitches and knots at each of
the important stages so that even the novice can
follow and use them. Full description is given
of the ideal pack animal, as well as a catalogue
of the diseases and injuries to which such ani-
mals are subject. Illustrated with diagrams.
$1.00 net.

HUNTING IN HIGH ALTITUDES. This is the
fifth volume of the books of the Boone &
Crockett Club. It contains contributions by
George Bird Grinnell, Col. William D. Pickett,
Gen. Roger D. Williams and others.

I GO-A-FISHING. By S. I. Prime. A person-
ally conducted fishing trip by the author. For
those who have the true angler’s spirit this

volume will prove of intense interest. Price
$1.25.

JOURNAL OF A SPORTING NOMAD. By J. T.
Studley. Mr. Studley’s experiences in the hunt-
ing of big and little game in various parts of
the world afford most pleasant reading for the
sportsman. Price $3.60.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. A handy book
for immediate record of all events and trans-
actions, relieving the owner from risk of for-

getting important kennel matters by trusting to

memory. Black seal. $2.00 net.

LAKE AND STREAM GAME FISHING. By
Dixie Carroll. A practical book on the popular
fresh water game fish, the tackle necessary and
how to use it. $2.00 net.

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES. By William
8. Wicks. This is a practical book ^or the
amateur, telling him how to build and furnish
his little outdoor home. Fully illustrated.

Sixth editions, $1.50 net.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH. By Fred Mather.
A series of sketches of character and incident
with rod and gun from childhood to maturity,
from the killing of birds and little fishes to

buffalo hunting. Full of a quaint and delight-
ful humor. Cloth, illustrated, 400 pages. $2.50
net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A. Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise that has
ever been published on the training of setters
and pointers, and their work in the field. Every
phase of the subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-
cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-
ters on the .\rt of Training, Setters vs. Point-
ers, Selection of Puppies, Naming Dogs, No-
menclature, Training Implement, Know Thy-
self, First Lessons, Yard Breaking, Pointing
Instinct, Backing, Ranging, Retrieving, Gun
Shyness, Faults and Vices, Contlitioning,
Dont's. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthaus
paintings. Cartridge board cover, $1.00 net;
cloth, $1.50 net.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE DRY
FLY. A de luxe edition in two volumes by
Frederic M. Halford. This splendid work was
limited to fifty sets. Forest .^nd Stream was
fortunate enough to secure for its readers fifteen
sets, of which only three remain. The au-
thor’s experience qualifies him fully to treat
his subject in a most practical manner. The
maniimlation of dressing dry flies and practical
experiences of their use is told in a comprehen-
sive manner. This work is illustrated with
colored plates that correspond with the colors
of the various paterns, and a unique feature
of this work consists of nine plates each con-
taining two to five real artificial flies. The two
volumes are handsomely bound in half leather
with guilt top. Price $50.00. Money refunded
if supply is exhausted.

MODERN RIFLE. By J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
and Jno. A. Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S. The
most practical up-to-the-minute book published
on the subject: scientific, yet clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the satisfaction
of knowing that you are absolutely right. All

necessary tables. Every problem that comes up
in the life of every rifle and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is served. Be your own authority.
Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages, $1.25 postpaid.

MY ANGLING FRIENDS. By Fred Mather.
Sketches of notable men, Mr. Mather's breth-

ren of the angle, as he knew them. A delight-

ful experience—taught philosophy, and a splen-

did appreciation of the innate humor of men
and things. Cloth, illustrated, 369 pages. $2.50

net.

MY FRIEND THE PARTRIDGE. By S. T,

Hamond. This delightful presentment of the

glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in

the crisp New England woods in search of the

noblest of native game birds. Price $1.00.

NORTH COUNTRY, THE. By Harry Anton
Auer. Author of Camp Fires in the Yukon.

well-written account of a pleasure jaunt along

the rivers and through the wild forests of Can-
ada into the Hudson Bay Company’s territory.

The author narrates in charming style the ad-

ventures of a party of tourists and the illustra-

tions from photographs add to the interest in

the book. 12mo. Cloth. $1.50 net.

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hammond. A
most practical book for the dog fancier, based
largely on Mr. Hammond’s observation that

dogs and particularly house dogs, suffer from
too much medicine. Contents—Nursing, Clean-

liness, Diet, Other Foods, Kennel and Exer-

cise, Common Ailments, Diarrhoea, Convulsions,

Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Need of Proper
Care, Stomach, ermin. Ear, Mange, Nervous
System, Colic, Worms. Cloth illustrated, 161

pages, $1.00 net.

PIGEON RAISING. By Alice MacLeod. This

is a book for both fancier and market breeder.

Full descriptions are given of the construc-

tion of houses, the care of the birds, prepara-

tion for market, and shipment, and of the va-

rious breeds with their markings and char-

acteristics. $1.00 net.

PISTOL AND REVOL'VEB SHOO'nNG. By A.

L. A. Himmelwright. A new and revised

edition of a work that has already achieved

prominence as an eccepted authority on the

use of the hand gun. Full instructions are

given in the use of both revolver and target

pistol, including shooting position, grip, posi-

tion of arm, etc. The book is thoroughly il-

lustrated with diagrams and photographs and

includes the rules of the United States Re-

volver .Association and a list of the records

made both here and abroad. $1.00 net.

POCKET NATURE LIBRARY. Four volumes.

Four splendid guides to the marvelous life of

all outdoors. Illustrated in colors the Pocket

Nature Library will help to identify, classify

and know a great many facts about birds, wild

flowers, butterflies and trees. 800 illustrations

in full natural colors make this an invaluable

work to the lover of outdoors. Each book
measures 514'* x 314”, bound in flexible style.

Fits pocket or handbag. Price per set $5.50.

RANCH LIFE AND THE HUNTING TRAIL.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Perhaps the most
popular work ever written by the author. Price

$ 1 .00 .

ROMANCE OF THE BEA'YER. By A. Rad-
clyffe Dugmore. A splendid book on the

haunts and habits of this universally popular

animal. Price $2.50.

SHORE BIRDS. handy little volume of six

chapters descriptive of shore birds. Price 15c.

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Loudon.
In this book Professor Louden tells the story

of his 28 years’ observation of this ever game
fish. He describes its haunts and habits, how
when and where they are caught and gives

other data of intense interest to the angler.

Price $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horace Kephart.
This book is the result of painstaking tests
and experiments. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the rifle, and
Part II with the shotgun. The man seeking
guidance in the selection and use of small fire-

arms, as well as the advanced student of the
subject, will receive an unusual amount of as-
sistance from this work. $1.00 net.

STORIES OF THE GREAT 'WEST. By Theo-
dore Roosevelt, Relating the experiences of
this eminent author during the period of his
life spent on his Dakota ranch. Price $1.00.

TRAIL AND CAMP-FIRE. The third volume of
the Boone & Crockett Club books edited by
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt.
Price $3.00.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A manual of in-

structions for capturing all kinds of fur-bearing
animals, and curing their skins; with observa-
tions on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting ex-
cursions. By S. Newhouse and other trappers
and sportsmen. This is the best book on trap-
ping ever written. It gives full descriptions
of all the animals which the American trapper
is likely to meet with, tells how they live, how
to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts. No man who is interested in trap-
ping animals, whether it be muskrats or bears,
should be without this complete manual of in-

struction. Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated.

Price $1.00.

UNCLE LISHA’S SHOP. By Rowland E. Rob-
inson. Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. The
shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of
sportsman’s exchange, where, as one of the fra-

ternity expressed it, the hunters and fishermen
of the widely scattered neighborhood used to

meet of evening and dull outdoor days “to
swap lies.” Cloth. 187 pages. Price $1.25.

WILD LIFE STUDIES. Consists of twelve hand-
some colored studies that have ’<een used as

Forest and Stream covers. Each subject is

without lettering and bound in permanent form
presenting a most attractive volume for the na-

ure lover. Price $3.00.

WILDERNESS HOMES: A BOOK OF THE
LOG-CABIN. By Oliver Kemp. To all who
are contemplating a home in the woods this

hook will appeal. It tells how the amateur can
build his own summer home at a minimum of

expense, and the best way to go about it. Many
plans and specifications are given. Illustrated

with half-tones from photographs of log cabins
and with numerous sketches by the author. Re-
vised and enlarged. $1.25 net.

WOODCRAFT. By Nessmuk. No better or more
delightful book for the help and guidance of

those who go into the wild for sport or recre-

ation was ever written. No one ever knew the
woods better than Nessmuk or succeeded in

putting so much valuable information into the

same compass. Camp equipment, camp making,
the personal kit, camp fires, shelters, bedding,

• fishing, cooking, and a thousand and one kin-

dred topics are considered. Beyond this the

book has a quaint charm all its own. Cloth,

illustrated, 160 pages. $1.00 net.

THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. By
Gen. Hiram M. Chittenden. An entirely new
and revised edition with new plates and new
illustrations of this remarkable classic of The
Yellowstone. Ever since its discovery, more
than forty years ago, the Yellowstone Park has
grown in popular interest.

_
Its natural wonders

surpass anything to be found in like compass
elsewhere in the world. To these attractions

have been added others in the form of won-
derful mountain roads built by the government,
and a system of hotels and camping facilities

which make traveling through the Park a de-

light quite apart from its scenic interest. Hand-
somely illustrated on Cameo Paper, and three-

color cover jacket showing Yellowstone Falls

in its natural beauty; also an elaborate map.
$2.00 net.
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Pat Ourself in
“Oh! Boy! Isn’t it a grand and glorious feeling—as Briggs would say. Who wants to sit in a stuffy

old office when the fish are biting? Who wants to motor on dusty roads when he can go out on the cool

restful river or lake? Who wants to chase a little white ball around the links? Who wants to bat a ten-

nis ball back and forth on a sizzling court?

Feel that nibble?

—he’s hooked.

Oh! that’s just a bunt. No, by gollie, it’s a whale. Gee, what a strike! Whoop la

Look at him fight. Steady there, old boy. Give him line—oh, now you have him stopped.

“Good old ‘Bristol.’ Dandy Meek. They are certainly there in the fight.

“This is the life. A—a ah! Not dead yet. Still a lot of life left. Look out now. Keep him away
from that bank, and hold him up from the bottom. Now he is slowing down—easy now—there you come
like a good boy. Isn’t he a beauty? Oh, Boy!’’

Why don’t you get out and have a thrill like that? Put yourself in his place. Take a vacation. Go
fishing, and take with you your “Bristol” Steel Fishing Rod and your Meek or Blue Grass Reel. None
other so good. They meet the need of every fisherman, be he vacation angler or all-the-year fisherman.

We prefer that )you buy of your sporting goods store but if any dealer does not have what you want
or doesn’t seem anxious to get you promptly what you want, then weMl fill your ordersi hv mail at cata-
log prices. Write for “Bristol” and Meek illustrated catalog today. It’s free. Don’t wait till the last

minute.

The Horton Mfg. Co.
84 HORTON STREET BRISTOL, CONN.

Pacific Coast Branch
Phil, B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

m



HAWK HUNTING WITH A DECOY OWL
PHOTOGRAPHING THE SWIFT HARRIERS OF THE AIR AS THEY SWOOP DOWN
AND STRIKE WITH CUNNING VINDICTIVENESSjiAT THEIR. 'AGE ,OLD ENEMY

By HARRY L. FERGUSON

I

T is possible that the shooting of

hawks and croVs would not appeal to

many people, but it does offer chances,

for several months of each year, of be-

ing out with a gun when the game sea-

son is closed, and affords many oppor-
tunities for observing birds near at hand
that would not be seen ordinarily, ex-

cept at quite a distance. On a good
day, when condi-

tions are favorable,

hundreds of small

birds are continu-

ally passing, and
many stop to look

at the stuffed owl
which is used as a

decoy, and hop
about in the near-

by trees, each in its

own language
showing disap-

proval of the owl.

As birds ranging in

size from a Bald
eagle to a Hum-
ming bird have
come to the decoy,

it can easily be

seen what a great
variety is presented

to anyone who
loves to study birds

close at hand.
For a number of

years I have lived

in the midst of a

large tract of land

controlled
by a shooting club

and which is quite

heavily stocked
with game birds. Each fall the hawks,
on their migration, as they pass over,

take quite a toll and draw the wrath
of the game-keepers upon them. For
years the only way the keepers had of

shooting the hawks was to walk about
and accidently jump one off its kill,

or to get a chance shot while hunting,

as they flew about. Four or five years

ago we were told to set up a stuffed

owl and see what would happen. A
very ingenious owl with mechanical
head and wings was then offered for

sale in New York, so one of these

was tried, and the question of get-

ting hawks to come within gun shot was
solved. For some reason owls are heart-

ily hated by most birds. When one is

Marsh hawk or harrier coming to a live great homed owl

spied it usually means that he is in

for a pretty disagreeable time.

During August only an occasional

hawk is seen, but, as the nights grow
colder and the migration time ap-

proaches, more hawks are travelling

about. From early in September until

November great flights of them occur
whenever the conditions are suitable.

To have a heavy flight, it is necessary,

where I live, to have a real change of

weather. If in the latter part of Sep-

tember we have a good storm followed

by a cold night and the next morning
a fairly strong wind from the northwest,

we always have a big flight. One year

we did have a large flight of Sharp-

shinned hawks when the wind was from
the east, but nearly
all these birds were
at a great height,

and possibly had
different conditions

at the level at

which they were
flying.

F
or several
years I had
shot hawks

with the others,
and then I thought
I would like to get

some pictures of

them as they were
attacking the owl,

so I traded in sev-

eral old cameras
for one more suited

to this work. My
first attempt
proved to be one
of the most thrill-

ing experiences I

had. I had set up
my owl not far
from the house to

see if I could get

some crow pictures.

The woods where I

“set up” were on
the line of flight from a crow roost to

the salt water, where each morning they
would fly to their feeding grounds on
the mud flats and marshes. The owl
had not been in position more than a
few minutes when a crow spied it and
called. In a moment the air was full oi

them, cawing and flying around abou
I should judge there were about fif
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Duck hawk about to strike. This is the Perigrine Falcon used in olden times by the
nobility for hunting

crows and the noise they made was deaf-

ening.

Suddenly above the racket could be

heard four shrill “ke-e-e’s” and a big

Red-shouldered hawk sailed up and
struck the owl, knocking feathers from
its head. A second hawk, evidently its

mate, sailed up and joined in the at-

tack. First one, then the other, would
squeal and strike, and all the time the

crows were circling about and cawing
for dear life. The owl finally received

a blow from one hawk which bent its

head over at right angles, and the other
hawk on its next attack knocked the

head completely off, leaving only a wood-
en peg upon which the head had been
fastened. Even with the owl headless
the hawks kept up the attack,' until I

was afraid they would completely spoil

it, so I came out of my blind and scared
them off. I put the decoy up a good
many times that winter, and always the
same pair of Red-shoulders came and
attacked it, so it received a fearful pun-
ishing from them. Sometimes his whole
head would be knocked off

;
at other

times it would be his back that suf-

fered, but glue and tacks fixed him up,
though he was left rather ragged in

appearance.

A Rough-legged hawk was reported to

me one day to be hunting over certain
fields, so I set up my owl and camera.
A string was attached to the trigger of
the camera, as it was covered over with
bushes. I sat in the blind, smoking
and enjoying the view which looked over
the woods and ocean, the string in my
hand, and a gun within reach for any
chance rarity that might come. For
about half an hour I sat there with-
out seeing a thing, except a Blue jay
which came and scolded from a nearby
tree. Suddenly a shadow flashed over
me and, on looking up, I saw a large

Goshawk. I had only to give the string

in my hand a pull and I would have
had a picture of a Goshawk within two
feet of the owl with wings outstretched

and feet extended ready to strike, but
I completely forgot that I had any cam-
era with me, I was so keen to kill it,

so I reached for my gun and shot it. I

have only one excuse to offer and that

is that I had missed three Goshawks
during that same week and was too

anxious to get a good specimen for my
collection which only lacked one. Thus
I lost a wonderful chance to take what
would have been an interesting picture.

O NE morning I went to a blind on
a hilltop between two small patches
of woods for a chance shot at a

Goshawk that had been seen there the
day before. It was still dark when 1

arrived, and I laid my gun in the blind
and went to the tree to get the decoy up
in position. To do this I had a long
pole upon the top of which the owl was
fitted, so all I had to do was to stand
the pole against the tree. This morn-
ing, instead of doing as I usually did, I

thought I would tie the pole to the tree,

which was really unnecessary. While
I stood there tying the string I instinct-

ively felt that there was something
about and glanced up. To my amaze-
ment there was the Goshawk, though it

was not yet daybreak, close to the owl.

I was now in a bad predicament as my
gun was thirty or forty feet from me,
but, choosing a time when the hawk
was farthest from the woods on one of

his circles, T ran to my gun and got a
long shot at it as it was going into the

woods, but missed. Without doubt this

Goshawk must have been sitting in a
tree not far away and had seen the owl
suddenly appear, for it was too dark
for it to have been flying about.

Early in March one year I was taking
a walk along the Palisades not far from
Englewood, N. J,., and saw what I

thought was a pair of Duck hawks fly

off the cliff and sail out over the Hud-
son River which was far below. Going
back home for my camera and owl, I

soon returned and followed a path along
the top of the Palisades to the place

where I had seen the birds fly. I had
only just reached the spot and was stand-

ing there looking for a suitable place

to put up the owl and blind, when I

heard a call and up sailed an old male
Duck hawk and perched on a chimney
rock less than twenty feet from me.
For at least two minutes, possibly more,
he sat there looking from side to side.

In a moment the air was full of crows, cawing and flying around the owl
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up and down, and apparently did not

see me at all, though I was standing up

in plain sight. He at last flew away,

so I got a makeshift blind made and

put the owl up on a short pole that hap-

pened to be lying near by.

Aside from a few crows which did

not like the looks of my blind, nothing

showed up for about three quarters of

^n hour. I then heard the beat of wings
and a large female Duck hawk flashed

by the decoy. Time after time she came
in and struck, but her mate kept at a

safe distance all the time. The female
had a queer lot of calls; her most com-
mon one was a “kw-e-e-t” usually given

three times, the last time somewhat
shriller. Another call she gave sounded
more like the noise an old bam-yard hen
makes when well pleased about some-
thing; a rather plaintive, drawn out
“kur-r-r-rie.” At other times she called

like a Cooper’s hawk, only the cackle

s

Live great-homed owl watching a sharp-
shinned hawk

was shriller. These calls were given
while sitting on some rock or old dead
tree, and the cackle only given when
flying about. Time after time she flew

within twenty feet of me and it was a
beautiful sight to see her turn and
twist, sometimes with her great yellow
feet extended in a position to strike.

I

HAD one very interesting day when,
after having had poor success at one
blind, I moved a mile or so along the

Palisades to where I knew another pair
of Duck hawks had their nest on a ledge
of the cliff below. It was entirely open
at this point, as there was nothing with
which to build a blind, so I just sat by
some big rocks and put the owl on a
short stick about twenty feet away. I

was in full view, with my camera on my
knees, when the female squealed and
darted at the decoy. For at least twen-
ty minutes she kept up the attack and
apparently did not mind me at all,

though I was changing plates and mov-
ing a good deal. When at last I stopped,
owing to people coming along, the owl
was pretty well torn up. Once when the
hawk struck, she carried away in her

OREST AND STREA
j

A red-shouldered hawk

feet a piece of coon skin that I had
pasted on the owl’s head in place of

the feathers that had been tom off in

previous fights and making a large

circle, she then charged in again. As
she struck she relea.sed the skin which

fell near the owl so that I was able to

pick it up for future use.

Without exception the Duck hawks
are the swiftest and most graceful of

any of the hawks that I have seen come
to the owl and their appearance when
flying shows that they have great

strength. This, with their markings,

makes them the handsomest hawk of

any that we see in this country. Cir-

cling about, just previous to an attack,

they keep up a continuous cackling, stop-

ping only when they swoop and, with a

loud swish of their wings, strike the

owl with their feet. I saw one hawk
shoot down from about a three hundred

Duck hawk in the act of striking. She
has swooped and is turning upward again.
The great speed and quick turn is indi-
cated by the spread of wings eUid tail

M

feet height, strike, shoot up away from
the owl about two hundred feet, with

wings outstretched and tail fanned out,

then, as her great momentum ceased she

turned over in the air and shot down
at the owl and struck once again. The
male Duck hawks very seldom come to

the attack, but keep in the vicinity and

seem to be afraid to come too close even

when some one is near their nest. Oc-

casionally they do strike, but not often,

and it is another case of the female of

the species being more savage than the

male.

The Marsh hawk or Harrier as it is

often called, is one of the shyest hawks,
but is quite inquisitive. Floating around

and about the open fields and marshes,

they sometimes stop to flap their wings
over some patch of bushes, trying to

drive out mice or small birds, and then

float on till they sight the owl, when
they quickly make for it. Most hawks

The red-shoulder has just struck and the
back of the stuffed owl’s head can be

seen falling

that I have watched, when they see the
owl, act as if they get their eyes fo-

cused on it and do not see anything else.

The Marsh hawks, however, are more
like crows, as they are continually on
the lookout for danger, so a hunter or
photographer must be well concealed.
Usually they come close to the owl once
or twice, then go on about their hunt-
ing and I have never had one strike,

though I have heard of their doing so.

These hawks are considered by the au-
thorities to be on the border line of be-
ing beneficial and some think they
should be left alone, but when they run
across a well stocked game preserve on
their wanderings, they appear to for-
get their real diet, of mice and such
things, and do as much damage as the
hawks which are acknowledged “kill-

ers.”

The little Sharp-shinned hawk is one
of the worst offenders that we have, but,
owing to its small size, it confines its

murderous acts to small song birds and
only occasionally kills game birds. He
will dart about and squeal and try to

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 432 )
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FRESH WATER CANOE CRUISING
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INLAND WATER CANOE TRIP IN WHICH OBSERVATIONS ARE
MADE ON WHAT TO TAKE ALONG AS WELL AS ON WHAT IS BETTER LEFT AT HOME

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER. U. S. N. R.

T here are two kinds of canoe
cruises, both of them splendid out-

door recreations. First, the lake

and river cruise in the open canoe, with
the paddle as motive power, and, sec-

ond, the decked sailing canoe, where the

paddle is of secondary importance and a
pair of bat wing sails eats up the miles

of distance between you and your desti-

nation. Both are fine sport, and both
constitute the easiest form of travel in

the open. Do not take along the sails

unless you are going to have plenty of

use for them, as they are heavy and
much in the way in stowing duffle; and,

do not take an ounce more weight, in

any case, than is positively necessary.

I would set a limit of fifty pounds
of belongings to every one on the trip.

Even if there are only trifling portages,

such as lifting over down trees, around
obstructions on the banks or over dam
sites too much duffle becomes a burden,
and when afloat its weight brings the

canoe dangerously low down in the water
and puts a lot of work in paddling on
the voyager’s shoulders. The same canoe
that will fly along like a fairy when
properly loaded will act like a sub-

merged turtle when a wee bit overloaded.

And it is so easy to take too much ! One
of my first canoe trips was nearly spoilt

by just this duffle

trouble. We both
swore ourselves
black in the face

that not a pound ex-

tra would be taken,

but this is what we
actually d i d take

:

For guns we took
the shotguns, as a
matter of course,

and, as if that was
not enough, the rifles

(in case any long
range shots might
offer) and then piled

on that a revolver

each (for snakes and
turtles) ammuni-
tion in generous
quantities for the
three—let’s see, that

makes 26 lbs. of ex-

tra, useless weight,

not counting the

shotguns, which are doubtful commodi-
ties on a summer trip and apt to get
you into trouble with game wardens,
as snipe are the only game birds shoot-

able in September when we went. Then,
as we might have a few miles of sail-

ing, we took along the sail—25 lbs. more,
mostly in the way, and only used .once, for
we had head winds on all the other open
stretches. Then we took along a sack
of potatoes when we knew well we would
pass lots of farms, another useless 20
lbs. of weight—the wonder to me is that
she floated at all when we set forth

!

As it was she had just three inches of

freeboard and was as logy as a water-
soaked tree-trunk. Well, we had a strong
northwest wind to face the first thing,

five miles of it. Did we hoist the sails

and tack? We tried it, but were so

heavily loaded that we made as much
leeway as headway and finally ended by
paddling the whole distance, arriving by
nightfall where we had allowed but three

hours on the schedule. All the blankets,

and duffle were soaking wet from water
shipped aboard off whitecaps, and we
were half the night drying them out so

we could get off to sleep.

Our first portage was a hummer

!

Only around a dam, maybe one-eighth

of a mile, but it took five trips to do it

—firearms, bedding, grub, cook outfit,

tent and sails (now soaking wet and all

weighing twice what they would dry).
Again tribulation camped on our trail

when we struck long reaches of shallow
water. She drew so much that we both
had to get out and wade, towing her
up-stream. The end of the second day
saw eleven miles of progress and 150
miles to go. On the third day we passed
under a railroad bridge, went into camp
and shipped back home by express sails,

guns, ammunition, spuds, etc., and kept
only the fishing tackle, tent, bedding and
cook outfit with a few provisions. Then
we made easy progress, but our bad start

cost us two days fishing at the lake we
were headed for.

This little sketch of how not to do
it brings to mind several points taught
us by hard experience. In the first place

everything in a canoe that water can
hurt must go in a waterproof duffle bag,

either side-opening or end-opening. For
clothing, blankets, tent, etc., the 11 x 22

inches brown waterproof end-opening
duffle bag, costing a dollar, is the thing.

It will take folded blankets, tents, etc.,

easily and they can be pulled out with-

out trouble. For food, the side opening
bag 8 X 22 inches, with row's of pockets

inside is best. When you go ashore for

the night encamp-
ment, drive in two
upright stakes to

windward of y o n r

cook fire and hang
up this bag by the

grommet holes in the

lip put there for that

purpose; All your
main food sacks are

in plain sight, in

rows along the bot-

tom of the kitchen

bag, where each can

be chucked back as

used, and in the

pockets are small
bags of salt, tea,
baking powder, soup

powders, etc., while

the knives, forks,
spoons chain pot-

hooks and the like

are handy in the top

pockets. This duffleOff for a fairy trip through Nature's lanes of travel
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bag has a stout maple rod sewed into

one lip, and, to fasten it up you roll the

other lip around this rod until the bag
is rolled tight and then secure with

rope around the bag or a pair of school

book straps. As they are rather ex-

pensive ($3.00) to buy I will give you
here the way to make them yourself.

Get a yard of ten-ounce brown par-

affined duck canvas at a ship chan-
dler’s or awning maker’s. It costs

forty cents a yard and comes 28 inches

wide. Cut off a six-inch strip along one
edge, and out of this strip make two
circular ends for your bag, 8 inches in

diameter. Get a V^-inch maple dowel
from a hardware store and cut it 22

inches long. Sew a hem along both lips

of your bag and slip the rod into one
lip and secure by sewing over the end of

the hem. Now sew the circular ends
half around to the ends of your bag and
fill in the rest of the space with a khaki
end cloth, as shown in the pattern, fin-

ishing the whole thing with an edging of

gray tape. Sew inside two khaki strips,

8 inches wide by 30 inches long to make
two rows of three pockets each. Each
pocket will take ten inches of your cloth,

the back of the pocket being the wall

of the bag. Put two school straps around
the bag, about a foot apart and join

with a strap riveted around each of

the two straps to make a carrying han-
dle, or, just get a ten cent shawl-strap
at the five-and-ten-cent store and use it

in lieu of the schojl book straps. Total

cost; canvas. 40 cents; khaki, 20 cents:

straps, 10 cents: all together. 70 cents.

One bag will hold all the food four
men wi'l ne°d on a week’s canoe trip

and keep it dry and
handy to use. For
food sacks the stand-

ard sack for bulk
is 8 inches diameter
by 10 inches depth
and they cost fifteen

cents each. To make
them yourself, get
from a sporting
goods store two
yards of paraffined

muslin, cut out 8-

inch round bottoms,
and 10 X 24 - inch
sides, sewing the
sides around the bot-

toms and turning in-

side out. It can all

be done on a domes-
tic sewing machine
using a heavy nee-
dle and No. 40 cot-

ton. Finish the food
sacks with a foot of

white tape sewed up near the top of

the bag for a tie string. You will also

need three plain rectangular 4 x 9-inch

bags, and four small 3 x 6-inch bags
of the same paraffined muslin. To make
paraffined muslin yourself, buy the or-

dinary unbleached muslin and steep

in a mixture of a pint of turpentine with
two bricks of paraffine dissolved in it.

It will not dissolve cold but if your
tin can of turpentine is warmed in a

kettle of hot water it will dissolve the

paraffine readily. Hang the muslin out

to dry after soaking in the solution.

The large food bags are to be marked
Rice, Flour, Sugar, Oatmeal; the 9x4
inches Com Meal, Prunes, Coffee, Pan-
cake Flour; and the small 3x6 inches

Tea, Cocoa, Salt, Raisins. Milk goes in

its own cans of evaporated cream; eggs
in a 3 X 5-inch tin can with friction top

(holds 14 fresh eggs broken into it);

potatoes and „nions in an ordinary mus-
lin flour sack, meat, bacon, butter, etc.,

in 8-inch friction top tin cans costing

25 cents each, two will be plenty. All

these provision bags except the spud
sack will go in the side opening grub
bag, will weigh all told for a week’s
cruise about thirty pounds and make
about 150 pounds of cooked food. Rain
and spray, upsets and hard knocks will

make no difference to the grub pile; it is

the only way to stow and carry food
in a canoe.

The cook kit to be taken along may
be any of the well known outfits,

such as the nesting aluminum set

for four, the Forester, Stopple, etc., or

it may be a plain set of nesting tin pails

for 50 cents, three of them, one inside the

other, a couple of fry pans and some
7 X 2-inch tin mixing and baking pans.

Each man has his individual table set,

of knife fork and spoon, cup and nine-

inch tin or aluminum plate, and you
will want a wire grate and a folding

reflector baker or an aluminum one with
cover, on which a fire can be built like a
Dutch oven. The wire grate should have
a cloth bag to pack it in as it gets very
sooty and will soon get the rest of the

things in the canoe dirty if stowed un-

covered.

For a tent there are several special

canoe types on the market, the Hudson
Bay, Canoe Tent, and Forester being
three types that have made good on
long canoe trips where each night a new
camp is made. You want something
quickly and easily put up, with few pegs
and few poles. Canoe cruise regulations

call for a heavy meal at breakfast, an
all-day paddle with a bite of lunch eaten

in the canoe at mid-day, and a rousing

feed at night. One usually looks out

for a good site and a spring along about
four o’clock, as camping and cooking

after dark is a nuisance and takes away
the pleasure of the cruise. Wherefore
you want a tent that can be quickly put

up almost anywhere. The Hudson’s Bay
tent calls for a handy tree and a pair

of shears (for it is too much to ask to

expect two trees to grow just the right

distance apart with a level bit of ground
in between them) . The Canoe tent needs

one short po’e and two long rear stakes,

and the Forester three ten-foot saplings.

These are easy to find in any thicket

along a lake or stream bank. All three

tents take eight to

ten short pegs and
are put up in ten to

fifteen minutes’ time.

Never pitch on a
sloping ground site

unless the slope runs
from head to foot of

the tent; a side slope

is very uncomfort-
able to sleep on, and
the man farthest up-

hill will be continu-

ally rolling down on
the others in his
sleep. 0 n e of the

party puts up the

tent, while the oth-

ers get night wood,
water for the cookee,

and browse for the

tent bottoms.

The man elected

(continued on
PAGE 433)A well chosen camp site adds much to the enjoyment of the trip
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most impatient duck hunter. At every
muck hole they hovered in colorful, flut-

tering groups, unafraid, even at the near
approach of the party.

“It is too late to even attempt mak-
ing the boats before nightfall,” said Mr.
King, “we will proceed down stream un-
til sunset and then select a likely camp-
ing site. It is difficult enough to navi-
gate these rivers in broad daylight. I

have no wish to tackle them after dark.”
Hendry, John Jr. and the two stran-

gers w^re for pushing right ahead, as
they descended the Sweetwater, but Mr.
King was unbending and finally they
stopped at a little point where the stream
was some twenty feet wide and the thick

hammock could be cut away with com-
parative ease, when all five swung their

machetes and hatchets.

“The birds seem to like this place of

ours,” exclaimed John, as he stood with
his father at the extremity of the point,

“there must be a dozen varieties and
hundreds winged over the bays as we
approached. Do you suppose it’s a nest-

ing place?”
For answer, Mr. King led John do^\^l

to the water’s edge and pointed to the

tangled snarl of mangrove and bay roots.

“There,” said he, “is the answer to

your question; Hendry will soon be bait-

gathering, if I am not very much mis-

taken.”

Falling to his hands and knees, the boy
scooped into the shallow water.

“Alive with crawfish!” was his excla-

mation, “I never saw so many in all

my life. The water and roots are swarm-
ing with them. So this is what attracts

the birds?”

“They are very fond of this delicious

relish,” his father smiled, “and Sweet-

water River seems to grow them as large

as plump shrimp. Look Son, up and

down stream, as far as you can see, it

is one living mass of crawfish. Some-
thing in the rock formation of the soil

and the bed of the river here have made
it a natural breeding ground.”
John was fascinated by the sight and

nets were made, with which Hendry and

the lad dipped up enough for the next

day’s fishing. This operation was ac-

complished in a surprisingly short time.

PlXH-- E
ONEJ and BslTTEf?.

We Follow the King Party Through
the Final West Coast Trails of Its

Remarkable Expedition, and Bring
Up Sharply at Alligator Bay.

First View of a Large Rookery.

The Sinister Barriers of the Jun-
gle. Where the Tarpon Are at

Their Best. Strange Night Camps
in the “Stay Out” Country. A
View of Old Fort Harrell.

I

T was really an old map, an
ancient and honorable map,
a map that had been handed

down from one generation of

Chokoloskee traders and hunt-

ers to another, that whetted
Mr. King’s appetite for a visit

to Old Fort Harrell.

He had seen it on the crude
counter in Smallwood’s store,

as that angular monarch of the

shell-mound island told of the

glory that was once Florida’s.

This “Old Jeff Jmvis” map, as

it is called, has great historic

interest as we have intimated,

it being one of the first and

perhaps
only in-

t i m a t e

study of a

primitive
country.
A.A.Hum-
phries, of

' the U. S.

Engineers, had put
this invaluable infor-

mation on paper, and
there, in an obscure
corner, was a cross-

mark that stood for

the famous fort where
brave men had stood

guard through long
and lonely vigils that

the Seminoles might
understand they could

never have their own
unchallenged
way again. And now
that the travelers

were actually on the

ground, after a pictur-

esque jaunt up Sweet-
water River, there

was little to see save

the solitude of ham-
mocks and marshy
ground stretching

away into misty per-

spective, and ridges of

rotted wood where
once had been fortifi-

cations. They stood as a mute testimony to

the ravaging work of time which brings

all of man’s creations at last to dust.

There were tracks of deer, of the small

red Florida breed and indications that

mother and doe had pattered along un-

der the damp leaves of a friendly ham-
mock, on their way to the prairies, but

actual sight of them was not gained, to

Hendry’s disappointment.

White, red and black bays were every-

where in evidence and multitudes of birds

along the narrow river. Snake-birds,

Louisiana blues, wood ibis and ducks,

until it seemed cruel to even blaze away
at them with rifle or shot-gun. Of mal-

lards there were enough to satisfy the
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sleepless vigils of the
shore and hammock
which make the tropic - -

night so musical.
'

There was no moon. A
single lantern, suspended
astern, provided the one
spark of life in all this vast
expanse of night and wilder-
ness.

Over in the direction of
the nearest bay and man-
grove hammock, the quick
eyes of the surveyor-sports-
man detected a glint of light.

It flashed, it glowed, it

seemed to blink at him with
sinister intent. But of
greater moment was the un-
deniable fact that it was ap-
proaching—coming nearer
every second, as he watched.
For fully five breathless

minutes Mr. King did not
move. His gaze was concen-
trated on that infinitesimal
glow across the still waters of Chevelie
Bay. Now it could not be more than tei

yards distant, and steadily shorteninj
the span between boat and mainland
Thoughts crowded in upon the man oi
deck; they had been absent from thi
Mae for two days, both Shark River anc
Chokoloskee sent envoys up to Chevelier
even the Indians were there with a pur
pose, and visitors were never welcome
Every soul on board could be murderec
and the boats rot down to the water’s
edge up that far West Coast water path

WHILE the camp fire was being

lighted under the bays, there was
a sudden whirr of great wings

and a big blue heron swooped down, al-

most on ,top of the busy campers. That
very tree was obviously its roosting place

and it did not intend to allow mere man
and a wreath of smoke to interfere with

its accustomed habits. It was such a

gorgeous specimen that John shot it and
later on prepared it for his specimen box.

This incident was' enlivened by one

even more significant at dawn, after all

hands had spent a rather restless night.

Despite the nets, mosquitoes and crawl-

ing things of all kinds managed to keep

the party hustling.

Hendry was scouting back in the ham-
mock, when he called to the others to

come quickly. They discovered him bend-

ing over a pitiful white object in the

brush. It was a bird of large size.

“Egret—lady egret,” the guide grunt-

ed, “somebody shoot wing—see?” and he
held up a limp mass of dirt-soiled feath-

ers.

Mr. King spent a half hour examin-
ing the beautiful specimen and they later

put it to death, that its sulfering might
be over. The wing had been shattered

by buck-shot!

Little was said at the time, but John
and his father exchanged glances and
their thoughts turned back to those
posted streams, beyond whose blockade
of fallen trees no stranger was supposed
to go.

Down the Sweetwater they cruised,

immediately after breakfast and upon
entering Chevelier Bay decided to work
in and out through the maze of small
wooded islands, keeping always to the
eastward. The silence was what im-
pressed them most—that strange, un-
canny silence, and the solitude of mile
after mile of luxuriantly foliaged water-
ways. The water was too shallow, for

the most part, to do any fishing, for they
poled the small boats between mainland
and fringes of bay hammocks, where
there was barely enough, at this tide, to

make progress possible.

“I feel like another Robinson Crusoe,”

T he camp managed to have a laugh
at Mr. King’s expense and it came
about in this way: After the oth-

ers had retired, the “Big Chief” went
out on the deck of the Mae for a last

smoke. The air was heavy with the
perfume of orchids and flowering shrubs.
Countless birds along shore, which at

one point was not more than fifty feet

distant, had finally composed themselves
and had left the serenading to giant
frogs, the croaking ’gators and other

John exclaimed to his father, as herons

darted up from the projecting stumps
and ’gators slid off into murky pools,

“You’d scarcely think that man had ever

traversed these waters before.”

“You may safely put yourself down
as a juvenile Henry M. Stanley, of this

part of Florida,” his father retorted

“even the Indians, I fancy, do not take

the trouble to rummage around here and
I am fairly certain that the Watsons,
in their most active days, never went so

far from the easier, beaten canoe trails.

But tomorrow. Son, we shall know the

real truth about our Chokoloskee
rumors.”
“What do you mean?” the boy de-

manded, looking up quickly.

“Be patient .... you will see.”

It was four of the clock P. M. when
they poled over to where the larger boats
had been left.

En route, Hendry and John had been
unable to resist the temptation of in-

numerable oyster reefs and bars and,
for their part, they were content to make
a supper entirely of splendid, big bi-

valves, roasted until the muddy shells

yawned.
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without the facts becoming known.
Tip-toeing down to Hendry, he awak-

ened the guide and tDgether they re-

turned to the deck, with their rifles. By
this time, the gleaming dot of light was
scarcely ten feet from the stern of the

Mae.
“Maybe ’gator,” whispered Hendry.
Mr. King aimed his rifle.

“Who is it—halt!” he cried.

But just then the guide broke into a

hearty laugh, which brought the others

pell mell out on deck. With that, Hen-
dry reached alongside with one of the

poles. There was a metallic clink as he
deposited something at Mr. King’s feet.

“An old meat tin!” was his abashed
exclamation.

It was then that the good-natured
c impers engaged in a fusilade of banter.

“Nothing like a night watchman on

the job,” John grinned, “just suppose
that awful thing had climbed aboard and
bitten one of us.”

“The incident is of scientific value at

any rate,” his father parried, “it shows
that there is practically no variation of

water up in the bay, yet there is four

feet of tide in the ocean, outside, and
six inches in Chevelier as it works up
Chatham Bend River. That milk or

meat tin was thrown overboard by me
at this place exactly two days ago, and
here it is. But go back to bed you
minstrel troupers. If a boa constrictor

clambers aboard some night I will not

fire a shot.”

B
efore the sun was up an hour,

they were all out on the open bay,

trolling for tarpon. Hendry had
agreed that there were fine ones in Chev-
elier at this likely and somewhat deeper

spot. Their two new-found companions
tried it alone, in their own dory, while

Hendry and John used the motor boat.

Mr. King was less interested in fishing

than in a further study of soil and vege-

tation.

The results were less gratifying to

the original party than misrht have been

desired. For Roy and the red-bearded

stranger, after a fight that lasted over

on hour, finally landed a magnificent tar-

pon. Hendry and John caught nothing.

The guide claims to this day that it was

fate and the boomerang effects of lend-

ing one’s favorite “lucky” line to “poor
white trash.” Roy had borrowed Hen-
dry’s pet outfit—and that was what hurt
the most.

Mr. King called them in at eleven and
stores were put in the small boats again
for another run down the bay. It will

be noted that on these expeditions the
strangers were invariably urged to come
along. Mr. King, while he was begin-
ning to trust the newcomers was un-
willing to leave them alone on the Mae.
Why tempt fate?

They followed the west bank of the

bay, passing through several little in-

lets, straits and channels between the

many islands, and at the expiration of

an hear, had come to the southernmost
end of Chevelier. Here a channel led

further southward between stately lines

of bay and mangrove, over which masses
of morning glory vine were draped. It

was a rarely beautiful stretch of narrow

passage that suddenly opened upon a
little fairyland bay, with water some
four feet deep and crystal clear.

This place was a natural playground
and feeding rendezvous for ducks and
coots. As the boats glided out of the
passage and into the open area their
occupants made no attempt to conceal
their surprise. Hundreds of ducks were
either waddling along the marshy shores
or resting upon the cool, shaded breast
of what seemed to be a baby Chevelier
Bay. Before his father could check him,
for Mr. King had reasons of his own for
not wanting to shoot, John had blazed
away with a shot gun, and the lagoon
echoed to a thousand thundering rever-
berations.

“Poor shot,” the boy growled, as Hen-
dry shrugged his shoulders, “not a single
kill and only one duck that felt the force
of my argument. I’ll get that beauty or
know the reason why.”

His father was with him in the glade
boat and he poled rapidly across the
tranquil waters in the direction of shore,
where, in a patch of lilies and grass, a
fluttering object was discernable. This
had unexpected results. The moment the
pole and the skiff struck the shallower
water, there was a vigorous commotion
on all sides.

“Alligators!” was John’s shout.

“Their holes and nest-mounds must be
in this vicinity,” said his father, “guess
you’d better give up the duck-hunt. The
bird is doubtless inside one of those ugly
fellows by this time in any event. This
is no place for us or for a light glade
skiff.”

No less than thirty ’gators- of all sizes
were counted and Mr. King managed to
kill one with a well-aimed rifle shot. The
specimen was four feet long and Hendry
skinned it on shore, with all hands watch-
ing those nimble, experienced fingers of
his. (The mounted alligator brought

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 422 )

Fresh meat in camp means that outdoor appetites will at last be wholly satisfied.
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CLEARING UP STREAM POLLUTION
EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BY THE HON. GEORGE D. PRATT AT A RECENT
MEETING OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FISHERIES AT NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

HEN I received a letter from
the president of this associa-

tion asking me if I would de-

liver an address at this annual conven-

tion, I cast about in my mind for a sub-

ject particularly appropriate for a meet-

ing of the National Association of Fish-

eries Commissioners. There are, of

course, many phases of the work of the

Conservation Commission that are of in-

terest to an organization of this sort, but

it has seemed to me that the one of most
transcendent importance to the fisheries

interests, upon which we are now en-

gaged in New York State, is that of the

gradual elimination of stream pollution.

“I might readily consume the entire

time allotted to me with a discussion of

the extent of pollution in New York
State, and might without exaggeration

indulge in oratorical flights of any ex-

tent regarding the evils that are only

too apparent upon practically every wa-
tershed. Such a philippic, however,

would never get us anywhere. Indeed,

I am inclined to believe that the various

efforts to improve stream conditions in

various parts of the country have too

often been mere flashes in the pan, be-

cause whatever energy has been expended
has been consumed in deploring the sit-

uation without corresponding construc-

tive action. Certainly I do not need to

tell the National Association of Fish-

eries Commissioners what a tremendous
handicap stream pollution is to their

work, and how important it is that some
effective steps be taken immediately to

check its increase, and to set the tide

running gradually in the opposite di-

rection.

“Many difficulties stand in the way of

substantial results. We must not forget

that the highly complicated industrial

fabric of this country, and particularly

of such great manufacturing states as

New York, has been a matter of steady

development for the last hundred years.

Industry is the very life of the State,

and whatever we do to eliminate pollu-

tion must be done with full recognition

of this fact. Accordingly, we must not
start out upon any campaign to tear

down.

“The growth of industries has been

determined very largely by the water
courses. This is true because the larger

streams provide transportation for manu-
factured products while others, some-
times even the smallest, provide power
for running the factories. This has con-

centrated the industries upon the water
courses, and it has been most natural

that in the absence of regulation to the

contrary, they should utilize those courses

for disposing of their waste product.

The rights of ind istries to utilize wa-
ter courses for transportation and for

power are unquestionable, and very justly

so. But it has been maintained by some
that they have an equal right to dispose

of their waste material through the same

channels. This is an argument, how-
ever, which is entirely erroneous, because,

while it is true that by utilization of

the stream for transportation and power,
the rights of individuals and of the gen-

eral public are in no way infringed,

pollution frequently works very serious

injury upon all those people upon the

stream below, and also upon the general

public. Sometimes this injury is very pos-

itive, direct, and tangible, as when chem-
ical substances render the water unfit

for use in boilers or actually attack the

hulls of vessels. The water in streams is

frequently made harmful to live stock,

and sometimes even fatal to it. We all

know however, that, from the stand-

A quiet country stream

point of municipal water supply, pollu-

tion of the stream from above is of quite

secondary importance. We may take our
water supply even a short distance be-

low the outfall of a city sewage system,

as many municipalities do, filter it, ster-

ilize it with liquid chlorine, and quite

comfortably dismiss it from our minds
as entirely innocuous. I think you will

agree with me that it is sometimes well

that we can so dismiss it.

“The fish, however, have no such easy

time of it. Pollution kills them outright,

or it drives them away, or it spreads a

deposit of poisonous or other injurious

substances over their spawning beds until

reproduction is checked or entirely pre-

vented. In very many cases it destroys

the small aquatic organisms upon which
the fish feed, which is only another way
of destroying the fish themselves. Great

stretches of our waters have thus been

transferred into actual biological deserts,

with the process still going on almost
unabated. In some instances fish living
in polluted water become so impregnated
with the polluting substances that they
are unfit for food, and therefore useless.

It is with the effect of pollution upon fish

life, and with methods of eliminating it

from the waters, that we are chiefly in-

terested here. I shall accordingly con-
flne myself to a discussion of how we are
attacking the problem in New York State.

“The New York State law provides
that ‘No dyestuffs, coal tar, refuse from
a gas house, cheese factory, creamery,
condensery, or canning factory, sawdust,
shavings, tanbark, lime or other deleteri-

ous or poisonous substance shall be
thrown or allowed to run into any wa-
ter, either private or public, in quanti-
ties injurious to fish life inhabiting the
same, or injurious to the propagation of
fish therein.’ Another section provides
that no sewage or substance injurious to

oyster culture or fish shall be placed or
allowed to run into the waters of the
marine district. The administration of
this law is in the hands of the Conser-
vation Commission.

“Until recently we have felt in the of-

fice of the commission that this law was
very inadequate, and that it permitted
us to take action only in the grossest
cases, where fish were visibly killed. In
those cases our method has been to make
a minnow test, by placing minnows in

a wire basket both above and below the
point of pollution. If the minnows be-

low were killed in a short time, usually
a matter of minutes, while those above
continued to live indefinitely, we took
this evidence into court and obtained a
conviction and a fine. This method left

the great majority of cases of pollution

entirely untouched, and the fines really

profited us nothing. The action was
chiefly that of penalizing those who were
so unfortunate as to have their results

become spectacular, while others whose
injury to streams was as bad or worse,
though unproved, went unscathed. Such
action was not progressive. I, there-

fore, decided that what we needed was
a strong, constructive, vigorous campaign
to clear up stream pollution, rather than
to penalize a few of the offenders.

“The first requisite seemed to be that
of getting preliminary control of the sit-

uation. We needed to study the funda-
mentals of the problem as a basis for

rational action. Because of the scientific

difficulties that beset us, I felt that I

was particularly fortunate in being able

to secure the services of Prof. Henry B.

Ward, head of the Department of Zo-

ology of the University of Illinois, whose
attainments are so well known to you

all. Professor Ward himself was in

rather a dubious frame of mind, when he

arrived after our preliminary arrange-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 447 )
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HOW TO IMPROVE IN BAIT CASTING
PASSING ALONG SOME INFORMATION OF PRACTICAL VALUE TO THE BEGINNER
AND TO THE MAN WHO HAS BEGUN BUT FINDS THAT HE BEGAN WRONG

BY GEORGE S. BROWN

1

HAVE done so much bait casting and
read so many articles on the sport

that there are times when I almost
feel sure that every fisherman is efficient

in this line. At times I almost begin

to think that another article on the

whys and wherefores of this especially

attractive and effective method of lur-

ing game fish would be superfluous.

Then when I arrive at the point where
I am nearly sure that the foregoing is

a fact, something happens and when I

recover from the hypnotic state that I

fall into, I discover that I have added
a new member to the crowd who spurn
all baits other than artificial ones. Yes,

I return from a trip after bass and as

I lay a couple of good ones on the grass

where the live bait fisherman can see

them without straining his eyesight, he

gets interested and so do I.

If there is anything good in the sport-

ing line, it surely should be passed along.

Bait casting is one of the

good things. “Smiling

Bill” Vogt passed it to me,

and to the day when I

make my last cast, there

will remain in my being

a great kindness for the

chap who put me next to

the sport wherein the

short rod takes an equal

rank with the firearms in

the sportsman’s cabinet

and in his estimation.

What “ Smiling Bill
”

passed to me, I in my turn

have passed to many oth-

ers. And when you ini-

tiate a fellow into the

mysteries of bait casting,

and do it correctly, you
are in duty bound to ex-

act some sort of a promise

that he will always put
back the little fish, be sat-

isfied to take home but a small string,

and also impress upon his mind that

he must do his share towards helping

to keep the fishing good by planting fish

for future sport.

This article is intended for the begin-

ner or for the person who has already

begun but finds that he began wrong.

There may be some who consider them-

selves nearing the expert line that might

pick up a scrap of information from
this article. If this does not prove to

be correct, there is much pleasure to

be derived from constructive criticism

backed up with evidence. At any rate,

I am going to talk to the beginner and

with the memory always in mind of what
puzzled me when I made a start at

casting, I will do my level best to start

the new man right.

If you are an absolute stranger to

the art, your very first question will be:

“Why take up casting, anyway?” And
I will answer that the average fishing

trip is a pretty slow time. Waiting,
waiting, waiting for a bite. And the bite

you get is very liable to- be given you
by a helgramite you have let loose in

the boat. You get sunburned. You get
cramped. You get sore. You get a

fish once in a while perhaps, if one takes
a notion to start out and hunt for your
bait.

Now, bait casting is not a waiting
game if you play it right. Instead of

dozing away in an anchored boat, you
would be accurately shooting your art-

ificial lure into every spot where a bass
might be lurking. You would enjoy
just being able to drop the bait where
you wished it to go. And best of all,

you would be hunting for the fish, not
waiting for him to come to you.

Furthermore, the stringing of night-

crawlers, and hooking of frogs, dobsons
and crickets would be a thing of the

past, for nothing but artificial bait should

be used. Your rod in a bag, and a tin

box containing your reel and lures make
up all the baggage you have to carry.

And if you are at all familiar with
the habits of bass, no still fisherman
need worry you as to results. If you
get at all proficient in handling your
artificial lures, no live bait will take any
more or larger fish than the wooden baits

will, in the same waters of course.

Just to work up your enthusiasm a

little bit, I will state that down here
in the eastern part of Connecticut the

bass are not so numerous that you can
catch them in any old way at any old

time. If you bring in four or five bass
and amongst them have a three pounder,
we consider that you have done very
well; and you have.

In one of the numerous lakes where
all kinds of fishing is done and done
every day, I skipped over and tried my
hand with the wooden minnow. I left

the lake just ninety minutes after arriv-

ing there. I fished about forty-five min-
utes, and being alone, had to row my
boat and cast as best I could. Numbers
of fishermen had been there all day and
the largest bass I saw them have was
a two-pounder that I weighed for them.
My short stay netted me four bass and
they weighed as follows: 2%, 2%, 3hi

and a full 5-pounder to close the score.

A total weight of 13% pounds for the

four bass. A still fisherman would never
have secured those four fish from that

lake in so short a time if he spent a
dozen seasons there. The reason why is

obvious. Those four fish or any other four
fish like them wer^ not all in one spot.

They were widely scattered and in the

short time I was on the lake, I covered

twice as much water as those who had
been there all day.

One word more before I start on the

outfit and how to use it; for I want you

to be really sincere and a true con-

vert. If you fish in water
that has never had any
bait casting done in it

—

and there are many such

places still—you are dead

sure of lots of sport. Don’t

let anybody make you be-

lieve that bass in such and
such a lake won’t touch

artificial lures. If there are

any bass in a lake or river

and you handle the art-

ificial bait skillfully, you

will get all that you or

any other sportsman are

entitled to. There are off

days, of course, but there

are on days, too, and

plenty of them. Now let’s

get busy.

HE first thing you

need is a casting rod.

Any kind of rod will

not do. If I were arguing with skilled

bait casters
,
I might go into details about

why you should get a rod of certain

length and quality, but I am talking

to beginners now; so I advise you to gel

a split bamboo, two piece rod of five and

one-half feet in length. You can do no

better than place your order for a good

No. 4 Casting Rod, which will cost

you about $6.00. For a reel get a quad-

ruple, multiplying bait casting. Now you

cannot walk into a store and buy any
reel that is a quadruple multiplying

and do casting—that is, real casting.

You have got to have one of the better

grade, costing from 6 to 25 dollars. You
cannot cast with any kind of line that

you happen to get hold of. No matter

how excellent the balance of your outfit

may be, if your line is not adapted to bait

casting, you won’t cast worth mention-

ing. Get 100 yards of No. 4 Square

Braid. After you have worn this line

out, for your next one, get the same
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brand, but let it be a No. 5 size.

Now for the lures. You want three

baits to start with. Two underwater
minnows so as to have one left if you
are unfortunate and lose one. One sur-

face lure for shallow water and where
snags are plentiful. Regardless of what
you may believe as to the proper color

of lures, get the brightest you can

find. I myself doubt very much if color

has much to do with strikes. The secret

of strikes lies not in the color but in

the action. Bass don’t bite artificial

lures that are quiet. If you want a good

selection, in fact, one that no other

limited one can surpass, get the follow-

ing: Surface Lure, White Body with Blue

Snout, Nickel Collar. Underwater Lures

:

Minnow, No. “0,” White Body, Red and
Green Spots and No. 101, Rainbow.

Both of these underwaters should be

equipped with three treble hooks and two
spinners.

The above three minnows—you need

but two—will get the bass if anything
will. It may happen that you would
like a weedless lure to use in places where
grass, lily pads, brush, etc., are very

thick. The best thing in this line for

you to get is one of the struggling

mouse lures. This bait casts beautifully

and is the nearest to being weedless of

anything I have ever handled that would
catch fish. You will miss many strikes

on this lure but there is the satisfaction

of knowing that without it, you would

not be able to successfully cast into the

weeds at all. Get the Red Head-White
Body combination. State “Weedless”
when you order so as to get the double

hooks and not treble.

Now cut out a piece of wood about
2^2 inches long and % of an inch in

diameter. In one end fasten a small

screw eye, in the other end insert suf-

ficient lead to make the block equal the

weight of one of your underwater min-

nows. This block will be your practicing

weight. Now we will find out how to

do the trick.

Get out your rod, reel—on which you

have carefully wound your new
line—and the home-made casting

weight. Rub a little oil on the rod slide-

joint before inserting it into the ferrule

and thus insure easy dismounting. See

that reel seat and guides are in a straight

line from butt to tip to permit free run-

ning of the line. Put on the reel as

follows; Turn rod so reel seat is up.

Attach reel with handle to the right

when butt of rod points towards you.

Run your line from reel to first guide

and see that it passes directly to the

guide from the reel spool without chafing

on the reel. Thread the line through

the balance of the guides and then attach

your practice weight to the end of the

line. Walk out on your lawn where
you have a good clear space around you
and above you as well. You will need

plenty of room to start with, as it is a

rather uncertain thing to know just

where a beginner’s cast is going to land.

Lay your hat or some other like ob-

ject on the grass about thirty feet from
where you intend to stand when you
cast. This will serve for your target.

Face the target. Have your right foot

slightly advanced. Grasp your rod, with
the reel on top, in the right hand hav-
ing all of your fingers underneath the

grip but the thumb is to be on top.

Grasp the rod butt close enough to the

reel so that the ball of the thumb will

rest on the spooled line on the reel. Re-
move the click so that the line will be

free to run out easily if not checked
by thumb pressure.

Now let out enough line so that the

weight will dangle about four or five

inches from the rod tip. Extend the

arm straight out, pointing the rod at

the target on the grass. As you stretch

out your arm, turn the wrist anti-clock-

wise until the reel spool is vertical. This
movement will bring the reel handle on

top and allows the spool to rest on the

end bearing at the click-end where it

will revolve the easiest.

Bring the rod straight back over the

right shoulder until it forms an angle
of about forty-five degrees with the

ground in back. Let it rest a moment

until the weight stops swinging. Your
right hand will be up near your right

ear. Keep your eyes on the target all

of the time. Now with increasing speed,

bring the rod straight forward over the

shoulder in a direct line with the target

and yourself. Keep yopr thumb pressed

down hard on the spooled line to prevent

any line running out until the rod, in its

forward movement, is about vertical.

Then release the thumb pressure and the

weight will shoot out. Don’t stop the

swing of the rod but keep it swinging
until it is pointing a little bit above
parallel to the ground in front.

Keep the thumb just touching lightly

on the line so as to offer a slight fric-

tion and prevent the reel from over-

running and causing a backlash. Just
before the weight hits the ground, press

the thumb down hard on the spool and
stop the line from running out any
further.

You have made your first cast. There
(continued on page 426)

Let the ball of the thumb rest on the spooled line on the reel
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS,

FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

FOURTH PAPER

T
he estuary known as Spring Garden
was a convenient and popular re-

sort for bathing, fishing and boating

for the people, old and young, of Balti-

more. It was of an irregular, oblong
form, and about two miles wide, when I

was a lad, but has since steadily de-

creased in volume and attractiveness,

owing to the encroachment of the city

and various industrial activities. On
the farther shore there was a resort pop-

ularly known as the “Fish House,” which
in modern parlance would be consider_d

a combination of beach resort, road house

and country club. It could be reached by
water or by driving over a long pile

bridge. It was much frequented by pleas-

ure seekers, picnickers and fishing par-

ties, where they feasted on “all the deli-

cacies of the season,” including oysters,

fish, soft-shelled crabs and terrapin.

Its cuisine, as I realized in later years,

would not suffer by a comparison

with the Maryland Club, of Baltimore,

or Dorian’s, of Fulton Market, or old

Delmonico’s on Fifth Avenue, New
York.
While fishing in Spring Garden one

day Johnnie and I were bragging
about our prowess in swimming which
ended finally in a wager whereby we
were to attempt to swim from Bailey’s

to the Fish House, about two miles, as

just stated. The terms, mutually
agreed upon, provided that we would
be accompanied by a referee in a row
boat who would carry our clothes, and
be ready and handy to take in out of

the wet the one who gave up the con-

test. The stake was to be a dinner

at the Fish House for three, to be

paid for by the loser. Accordingly,

the next Saturday the referee, an
older companion, a high-school boy
named Robert and ourselves started

in a boat rowed by Robert from Bailey’s

wharf, and to preserve the conventions

of custom and to satisfy the social a;nen-

ities, he rowed several rods from shore
before we divested ourselves of our
clothing.

At that time the legitimate drama was
in the ascendancy; vaudeville and mov-
ing pictures were unknown and opera
bouffe and burlesque blondes had not been
heard of. Boys who attended theaters

were more or less familiar with tragedy
and melodrama. Johnnie and I had fre-

quently sat spellbound under the ravings

of Edwin Forest Gus Adams, the elder

Booth and other famous tragedians. So
we considered it a matter of course and
one quite appropriate to the occasion

when the referee Robert dramatically de-

claimed :

“Dar’st thou, Cassius, now
Leap with me into the angry flood.

And swim to yonder point?”

Then descending from his Thespian high-

horse to the water level he vociferated:

“One for the money; two for the show;
Three to make ready, and four for the

go!”
At the word “go” we plunged in head-
first and the game was on.

We were both well fit and started off

in fine fettle, swimming easily and
abreast of each other until half way over,

when both began to lag and to resort to

the expedients of swimming on the back,

floating and “treading water” to rest

ourselves. We were beginning to tire and
would gladly have welcomed any excuse

for calling the match off
;
but we were

also both game and stuck bravely to the

task.

I remember looking grudgingly at the

referee rowing leisurely and comfortably

along, gracefully feathering his oars and

bantering and encouraging us by turns.

A leaping black bass

I thought how willingly I would have

paid for the dinner could I have changed
places with him; but our mettle was up,

and both Johnnie and I seemed deter-

mined to abide the issue if possible.

Johnnie was fortified by having eel-skins

tied about his ankles to ward off cramps,

so there was nothing for it but to con-

tinue to the bitter end. Then, at last,

not a minute too soon the boat grounded
on the beach at a secluded spot, when the

referee helped us both ashore, where we
threw ourselves, dog tired, on the grassy

bank.

It was quite a creditable performance
for two ten-year-old lads; the dis-

tance was greater than that at the Dar-
danelles where Leander nightly swam
across to meet his sweetheart Hero. And
Leander’s stunt was achieved also by
Lord Byron, though handicapped by a

club foot, and without the hope of the

prospective reward of a welcome by the

fair priestess. ArG as Robert said, the

feat of Johnnie and myself was a more

commendable one than that of the bold,

bald Caesar, who, after his bombastic
challenge to Cassius, was soon forced to

cry “Help, Cassius, or I sink!”
After resting we put on our clothes

and rowed to the Fish House, where,
seated at a table under a shady arbor, we
regaled ourselves with a most satisfac-

tory repast, the score of which, on the in-

sistence of Robert, was settled by him-
self.

The volunteer fire department of Bal-

timore, seventy years ago, was a
very efficient organization, all things

considered. Each company vied with the

others to be the first to get water on the

fire, and to do its level best to extinguish
it. This commendable rivalry, however,
sometimes engendered a bitter feeling.

After fighting the fire to a finish they

proceeded to fight each other; so that

the city authorities thought it neces-

sary to confine the efforts of such com-
panies to their own districts in order

to prevent hostile meetings.

We boys, of course, in imitation and
emulation of the fighting companies,
organized ourselves into clans or

bands, each occupying a dozen or

more city blocks, which we controlled

by right of possession. We rallied

under various formidable names such
as Tigers, Hornets and other pug-
nacious appellations, and whenever
two hostile bands met there ensued a

well-fought scrimmage, or a more or

less serious melee.

I was always pretty handy with
tools, so several of my comrades and
I built a miniature fire engine, the

box being about five feet in length,

two feet wide and a foot deep. It

was painted a vivid red with black

borders, and the name “Hornet”
painted on the sides. I drew a plan
for two simple piston pumps and an
air chamber which I took to a tinsmith
to make. The pumps were cylindrical,

about three inches in diameter and a

foot long, the air chamber being of

greater diameter. The tinsmith looked

at the drawing somewhat critically, and
asked

:

“Who made this plan?” I replied: “I

did.” Then he looked at me and then at

the drawing again, and said

:

“Where did you learn anything about
force-pumps?”

“In my book of natural philosophy and
physics, and by examining the fire en-

gines when they were being cleaned after

a fire.”

“You would make a good mechanical
engineer,” he then said, and added, “I

will make this job, and if it works I will

charge you only for the material.”

The “job” was a success, and to the

admiration of the tinsmith it threw water
onto the roof of his two-story shop. I
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once saw in Constantinople a fire engine

carried on the shoulders of half a dozen
swarthy Turks, who ran swiftly with it

down the steep incline of a street to the

fire, which burned itself out before the

machine was put in working order. I

could not forbear making a mental com-
parison between that ineffectual appara-
tus and the old “Hornet” of the long ago.

O N special occasions, as on public

holidays, the various up-town clans

would unite for mutual defence and
offence against the combined down-town
contingents. On Washington’s Birthday,
especially, the united forces of up-town
and down-town would meet by custom
and common consent on the commons near
the Washington monument, and after

the military parade was over several

thousand boys would engage in a pitched

battle lasting all the afternoon. My
scalp still bears the scars, honorable or

otherwise, the result of wounds inflicted

by sharp stones, dexteriously thrown,
during some of these encounters.
The winter following the swimming

match was an unusually cold one, and
Spring Garden was covered with two or

three inches of glare ice, affording fine

skating for boys equipped with “high-
Dutch” and “low-Dutch” wooden skates.

A number of up-town clans buried the
hatchet for the nonce and assembled on
the north shore, while some of the Old-
town and Sandy Bottom gangs gathered
on another shore. All were armed with
hockey or bandy clubs, with which we
played a kind of golf with round stones

on the ice. We frequently clashed with
the enemy when chasing a stone across
the dead line.

One day when the spirit of enmity was
rife and ran high, our side made a sortie

against the common foe to rescue John-
nie and another boy who were being
clubbed by bigger boys. Unfortunately I

was well in advance, for my blood was
up, and I slipped into an air-hole and
was carried a foot or two under the ice.

I swam back to the opening, placed my
hands on the ice to crawl out, but some
of the Sandy Bottom gang were quickly
on hand, and rapping my knuckles with
their bandy clubs, and striking me on the

head, pushed me under the ice again.

This was repeated several times until I

was completely exhausted.

Then Johnnie rallied our clan and
rushed to my assistance, drove off the

cowardly crew, and dragged me out, half

drownd and half frozen. There was a

good fire on the shore, where I dried my
clothing, and, with the exception of

bruised fingers and a sore head, Richard
was himself again.

J
OHNNIE and I had now become pret-

ty fair sailors and occasionallv on
Saturdays we hired a small dug-out

canoe with leg o’ mutton sail and lee

board from our friend the market fisher-

man at Spring Garden. One day we
sailed out on the Patapsco beyond Fort
McHenry with quite a fresh breeze, and
were hailed by an inbound schooner:
“Boat-a-hoy! You young rascals come

aboard or go ashore, or you’ll be
drowned; the wind’s going to blow!”
To satisfy the captain we put about

and headed for the Lazzaretto opposite

the fort, to a well-known locality that was
famous for white perch fishing, and
where the fish were exceptionally large.

After filling our basket with the game-
some panfish we sailed about the harbor
among the shipping, and then down to

Canton and Fell’s Point to gather speci-

mens of rocks and stones from the dis-

carded ballast of vessels from foreign

ports. We were both the proud possess-

ors of a collection of rocks, minerals and
curios. Some pieces of rock we thought
contained gold, but our teacher informed
us it was “fool’s gold” or iron pyrites.

One day I found a piece of quartz con-

taining some specks of the genuine article

that had been cast ashore with other bal-

last by a vessel from California.

On another day we saw a very strange
and remarkable sight. The war with

Mexico had been declared, and the horses,

cam ons and other equipment of Major
Ringgold’s Flying Artillery from Fort
McHenry were being loaded on a ship

bound for Mexico. The horses were
being hoisted aboard in a canvas cradle

which enveloped the body but left the

Where small boys love to congregate

legs free, and it afforded us much amuse-
ment to see them vainly pawing the air

and kicking while in transit. The guns
were small brass field pieces with trun-
nions, smooth-bored muzzle-loaders, ap-

parently six-pounders. The battery was
stationed at Fort McHenry and we had
often seen the “fort soldiers,” as we
called them, mounted on horses caissons

and gun carriages during military
parades on public holidays.

During the past few weeks we had seen
the camp of the Mexican volunteers near
the Washington monument, and were
much interested in the drilling and dress
parade of the infantry, and the evolu-

tions of the dragoons and while we ad-

mired the warlike appearance of the vol-

unteers, we would much rather have
sailed with Major Ringgold’s battery of

regulars.

It did not seem very long after this

that we witnessed a very sad sight which
dampened entirely our military ardor for
the time. It was the double funeral of

Major Ringgold and Colonel Watson, of

the volunteers, who had both been killed

ir. action. We were much impressed but

more depressed by the sad spectacle. The
coffins were mounted on caissons draped
with Old Glory, with the swords and
military hats of the dead heroes, sur-

rounded w’ith wreaths of fiowers, resting

on the caskets.

But the saddest sight to me was the
riderless horses led behind the coffins

with reversed boots swung across the

empty saddles, and the military escort

with reversed arms. I was so much af-

fected by the mournful spectacle and the

doleful funeral march played by the band
that tears started to my eyes, which I

was surreptitiously trying to wipe away
with my handkerchief, when a gentleman
standing beside me said:

“Those tears, my boy, are a credit to

you; don’t be ashamed of them.”
When I stole a look at Johnnie, tears

were dropping from the end of his nose,

and I came near spoiling it all by laugh-
ing outright.

NOW-A-DAYS boys can buy sleds,

wagons, bats, balls, kites and all

other articles for sport or play,

ready made in the shops. In my day boys
had to make their own or do without for

none were on sale. I exercised my me-
chanical skill in various ways. I made
long-bows, and cross-bows, in the use of

which Johnnie and I had become some-
what expert. I was acknowledged to be
the best maker of kites and air- and fire-

balloons in my neighborhood. I made
bow-kites, star-kites, diamond-kites and
eagle-kites, in addition to the common
standard hexagon-kite. Moreover, every
kite fashioned by my hand was war-
ranted to be raised, or “flew,” from a

standing start, that is, without running
with it a short distance against the wind
to put it up; and this feature came very
near costing me my life. I was flying a
kite from the roof of a shed and backing
a little too far toward the edge, fell into

an excavation dug for a cellar, striking

the back of my head on a large rock that
had not been removed. When discovered
I was unconscious, but still grasping the

kite string, while the kite was sailing

gracefully aloft over the house tops.

I once made a hexagonal kite as large
as an ordinary door, which one day,
owing to a freshening of the wind, took
possession of both .Johnnie and myself
and pulled us over a low fence and kept
us on the trot until we were able to take
a turn or two of the twine around a con-
venient post. Another time I made a
round paper lantern which I attached to

the tail of a kite and with a short piece
of lighted candle within it, the kite was
sent aloft on a very dark night. We
caused the strange star to indulge in a
series of erratic and eccentric movements,
until finally, by a premeditated, violent

jerk the candle was dislodged, setting
the lantern a-fire, and the blazing meteor
disappeared in a flash of flame. It caused
considerable comment and consternation
in the minds of the credulous, and the
strange star was the gossip and wonder
of the neighborhood for weeks afterward.
But Johnnie and I kept our owti counsel,
well satisfied with the excitement caused
by our ruse, which in a manner was al-

most as great as that produced by the
long tailed comet of such bitter memory,

fCONTINUED ON PAGE 442)
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ANGLING FOR THE STRIPED BASS
THE ALLURING SPORT OF SURF FISHING ALONG THE SHELVING EDGE OF BEACH
WHERE THE BREAKERS POUND AND THE AIR IS KEEN WITH THE TANG OF THE SEA

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

T O the striped bass must be given,

if to any of our coastal fishes, the
title of gentleman among his tribe.

Paens of praise have been sung to the

lordly salmon of the cascade and moun-
tain stream, and to fontanalis libraries

of books have been devoted, to illustrate

the glories of his quest and conquest and
it may justly be said that nothing has
been said of him that cannot find war-
rant for the effort.

While the bass is usually regarded as

a coast and estuary fish exclusively, the

truth of the matter is far different, which
careful research has fully demonstrated.
That the bass ascends our rivers to

great distances is now a fully established

fact, while strong assertions to the con-

trary were prevalent not so many years

since and from the pens of men who
should have been more careful of posi-

tive statements. Both personal experi-

ence and close inquiry have so fully es-

tablished the fact of their wanderings
to fresh waters that it will no longer

admit of question, and that many of the

mature fish pass many months of the

year in water entirely fresh is amply
proven.

Whether or not this fish really hiber-

nates during any period of the year is

still a matter for argument as well as

with the best on our continent and,

however served, is always a welcome dish

to all, whether in the banquet hall or on
the table of the humble toiler of the sea.

Many curious legends are still extant,

handed down from the days of long ago,

telling of the great abundance of this

fish, and of enormous catches made at

different times in very crude ways. Cap-
tain John Smith, of Jamestown fame, is

credited with many observations on their

great abundance during his time, and
in one prominent place a tablet at one
time was set up extolling the merits of

the fish and telling of the rare sight

which he (Smith) had seen as to their

great numbers in the James River. He
described them as so rich in flavor that

they reminded one of the “Mary bones,”

meaning marrow bones of beef, and as

being so abundant that at low tide one
might walk dry shod across the river

on their backs. Some one of a facetious

turn of mind chiseled at the bottom of

the tablet the rather euphonious epigram,
“John Smith js a liar,” how much of

truth was embodied in the whole story

the author has as yet not vouched for.

As with all characters of prominence
there is one serious stigma attached to

the name of the subject of this sketch,

he is a prodigious spawn eater and will

The coast range of the striped bass
is not so great as many are in-

clined to believe. It apparently
never reaches north of the gulf of the
St. Lawrence, and it is never abundant
below the mouth of the St. John’s River
in Florida. While scattering individuals
have been met with below that point still

they are rare. Its real range is be-
tween Massachusetts Bay and the Ches-
apeake, where it is very plentiful at all

seasons of the year, and the streams
leading into it are at times an angler’s
paradise. And here again we meet the
same conditions as are mentioned with
many of our important fishes, the name
is most confusing. It is known in differ-

ent localities, and some not far removed
from each other, by the name of Rock
Fish, Green Head, Striped Bass, and
Squid Hound. The latter name being ap-
plied only to the large ocean ranging
fish.

And here it may be well to observe
that this fish is not a bass at all. It

does not belong to the family of that
order, but to the perch, and is so classified

by all authorities. However, his rela-

tions are of but small moment to either
the angler or epicure, and like the scent
of the rose he is as welcome under one
name as under any other.

research. That
they do con-

gregate in

large schools
and are fre-

quently taken

in nets under

the ice is un-

question-
ab le. This
usually occurs

where mossy
bottoms are
found and
would lead to

the conclusion

that hiberna-

tion was tak-

i n g place
among them.
Still, at the same time, individuals may
be taken on the troll in water near by,

thus disputing the above theory of hiber-

nation. And it is well known that the

fully mature fish are rarely or never

found under such conditions, but are of

course netted in the open waters during

the greater part of the year.

As a food fish the striped bass ranks

follow schools of herrings and shad to

their beds and there deplete their well-

meant endeavors. But we cannot os-

tracise him on that count and will be
compelled to gloss over as best we may
his faults.

The fact remains that he is eagerly

sought for by a host of anglers for the

excellent sport he lends to his capturing.

The bass is

a most voraci-
ous as well as

indiscriminate
feeder, taking
at times al-

most any bait

offered, such
as minnows,
shedder crabs.

Menhaden
clams and
blood worms,
as well as the
well-known
squid or ink
fish which at

times it seems
to prefer to all

others. Early
in the spring it seems to care for nothing
but the bloodworm and seems to be on the

search for it at all times. Were the

same conditions of capture bestowed
upon the bass as upon the salmon or
mountain trout as regards weight of

tackle, it is much to be questioned
whether either of the latter two would
develop greater fighting abilities. The
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With lightning-like movement the lead is shot out two hundred feet, depositing the
baited hook just where the green water is tumbling into the basin

conditions under which the bass is usu-

ally taken precludes the use of the very
light rod and fine line. Ordinarily the

contest is in swirling tide ways or in

the pounding surf, which calls for the

bait being presented at the bottom and
held there by the consequently heavy
sinker. This makes a rod of consider-

able weight necessary which is a barrier

to sprightly acrobatics on the part of the
quarry. That the Bass will occasionally

rise to the fly seems to be accepted but
under conditions which must be observed
with fidelity, in the early morning hours
before sunrise, or at sunset when quiet

is on the waters and no wind moving.
Those who have tried have been occasion-

ally successful. There is no doubt that
at the same time had a light rod wdth
a spinner been in play the same fish

would have been taken together with
several of his congeners. Not that the
use of the fly is to be decried, but with
this fish the spinner and worm is de-
cidedly more deadly, or to use a more
sportsmanlike phrase, more certain of

success.

The proper method for river or bay
fishing is a good light boat, with
trolling equipment as follows

:

A light rod wdth sufficient weight to strike

against or take up the slack against the
momentum given by the motion of the
boat, a nine-thread line and a good,
active multiplying reel. A gut leader
of from two to three feet in length
should be used and at least two-ply.

which should be of a mist color and of

good quality, attached to one eye of a

box swivel; to the other end or eye the

line should be fastened. The use of the

swivel should never be neglected as the

entire trolling outfit frequently revolves

and without the swivel attachment the

line soon becomes unlaid or unstranded
and consequently ruined. There is on
the market a keel sinker, made so that
below the part to be fastened to the

line a flat depth of lead extends. This

in trolling is invaluable as it not only

prevents the line from revolving but
carries the bait dowm rapidly and its

edge formation offers but little resistance

to the water. The hook should be a

4-0 or 5-0 O’Shaugnessy, why it is that

this particular type of hook is so deadly
to the bass is not fully understood.

However, your experienced bass fisher-

man will accept no other type. For bait

there is positively nothing which com-
pares with the white worm or blood

worm, as it is usually termed. Two or

three good-sized worms should be strung
on the hook wdth much of their lengths
left hanging. Between the leader and
hook, however, a small, free acting spin-

ner should be attached. This is posi-

tively the most killing lure known and
will take fish if they are to be obtained.

The boat should be moved just fast

enough to keep the bait free from the
bottom, and as much of the time as pos-

sible against the tide. Where rocks are
known to exist they should be worked
over several times, until success crowms

the effort or assurance is had that the

fish are not there. Grassy points should

also be carefully worked out keeping the

bait close in, no matter if the water is

quite shallow, as the bass frequently

lurks in most unexpected places. So

many times, when arms are aching from

continuous rowing and patience is about

played out, whir-r-r-r—the rapidly vi-

brating click, that “alarm clock” to the

fisherman, gives notice that a fish is hung

and at once the fatigue is forgotten and

nerves are atingle wdth excitement. If

you are covering fairly deep water the

first rush is sounding to the bottom; then

off fifty, eighty, perhaps a hundred feet

as swift as the flight of an arrow; then

comes a splash at the surface. You can

scarcely realize that it is your fish, so

swiftly have the movements been made
and in that move, if the hook is not

well set, your relationship ends for all

time, as the splash you heard was not

accident but design.

Could you have been closes* you would

have seen the thrashing of the head to

throw the hook from the jaw, but be-

ing unable to do so, again he sounds

and runs and if the hand of experience

is holding the rod full play is given the

captive until exhausted, but not con-

quered in spirit, he is slowly led to the

gaff or landing net, without which no

fisherman should ever hold argument
with a game fish from a boat.

W HILE the bass are not nearly as

abundant as formerly still it

may be said with assurance that

they are holding up as well against the

indiscriminate slaughter as any other

species. This may be accounted for by

the fact that he is at all times an

inshore ranger and is not affected by

the “pound nets,” besides legislation has

been passed in all the coast states look-

ing to the conservation of the species.

Another great safeguard to the bass is

the fact that they spawn in bays and

rivers and never in the open ocean, so

the small fry remain in inland waters

until quite able to care for themselves

and it is no stretch of the imagination

to contend or believe that much of their

lives are spent at or near their place of

birth. Like all other species the scarcity

or abundance of this fish depends largely

on the food supply at a given point. The
bass is at all times fastidious in his

manner of feeding. What will be taken

greedily at one time will not tempt them
at another, so it is always well when surf

fishing to have two or more kinds of

bait in readiness. The baits usually re-

lied on are bloodworms, shedder crabs,

squid or ink fish, and skimmer clams.

When neither of these secure results it

is quite safe to assume that bass are

not present in the water or are absolutely

not feeding. They will, however, take

the metal squid during the autumn
months when the surf mullet is about,

but strange to say while they persistently

pursue the latter fish they rarely will

strike one when on the hook.

If we claim that trout and salmon
fishermen are immaculate in their ideas

of proper outfitting, the same must be

applied to the bass fishing enthusiast.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 440)
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AFTER TROUT IN NORTHERN ONTARIO
THE RECORD OF A TRIP TO THE NAGAGAMI RIVER REGION WHERE TROUT ARE
IN ABUNDANCE AND HAVE LEARNED BUT LITTLE OF THE CRAFTY WAYS OF MAN

By J. R. TODD.

I

F you leave the Porcupine Mining
Camp on the Friday noon train any
time in trout fishing season, seven

hours’ ride will land you in plenty of
time to make camp that same night
in what is one of the best spots in

Northern Ontario for brook trout. The
section of Ontario spoken of is on the
Transcontinental Railway between Ame-
son and Savoff Stations.

There are, in this distance, five streams
—and probably others which I have not
found—that will give one all the sport
and almost any size fish one wants to

take. However, Nagagami River, with
its two branches the White and Skunk,
are the ones on which my friend, Mr. C.,

and I with Dick the guide, spent what
were probably three of the best days I

put in last summer and something that
I will have to look back upon for years
to come with very pleasant thoughts.

We had been talking about this trip

from the first day of the season and
after making two false starts, when the
“something” happened each time, that
turns up at the last moment and stops

everything, we at last were really on the
train and away. On the 12th of June,

two days previous, we had sent Dick

ahead to make camp and get things in

good shape, not taking any chances on a

late train.

So it was with satisfied smiles that

we eventually stowed down our personal

belongings and got settled for the seven

hours’ ride. This may seem a long trip

for fish, but when the train rolls through

a virgin country across mighty rivers,

all flowing north to the Hudson and

James Bays, only some six days canoe

trip north, not a moment in the whole

trip seems t^*o long or but what holds

its full sixty seconds of interest.

Cochrane was
reached at two-thirty

in the afternoon and
after a thirty min-
ute wait we were
away on a one hun-
dred and eighty mile

ride on the Trans-
continental, most of

which is level as a

floor. Soon we be-

gan to cross high
bridges, over Fred-
erickhouse. Drift-
wood, Metagami,
Ground Hog and
Kapuskasing Rivers

and dozens of others,

all very large and
nearly all full of

pulpwood, ready for

the big paper mills

on these immense
streams.

The country un-

rolled muskeg.

spruce, whitewood, jackpine, settlers’

cabins, lakes, streams and rivers, an
everlasting change of green and brown
blended together, soft and soothing to

the eye.

We told ourselves it would be daylight
up there till about nine-thirty, and as

the train was on time we would get

to camp and have a look around before

dark.

The engine whistled, brakes ground.

We started getting out rods and baskets
and the dozen and one other bundles

that fishermen always carry and were
dumped off in the bush by the side

of the track, but not yet quite in the

bush, for as the train pulled away we
saw the station and were able to get the

section man to hand car us about two

miles to camp on the bank of the Skunk.
The Skunk bridge is quite high and

long and on the west end of it the car
stopped at the beginning of a small foot
path, where Dick welcomed us with the
news that the fish were rising. “Fine!”
down the steep bank we fell or ran, as
the case may be, and through a dim
clump of spruce—which from the top
of the bank seemed to be directly under
the bridge, but in reality is some hun-
dreds of feet from it—and down into a
flat meadow in which the camp was
set up on the bank of the stream. And
what a stream! Winding around the
meadow and through the woods, its steep
banks, many rapids and falls, make it

an ideal trout stream and just at this

particular part, not a stone in its beau-
tiful gravel bottom larger than a hen’s

egg. About knee deep and cold as spring
water on the hottest day. And fish, we
had hardly gotten our stuff stowed away
when Dick called: “See that big fellow

rising over there?” Yes, we saw him and
we also saw several rising under the

bridge, even though we did fall down
the bank. As It was too cold for black
flies in the evening, we had a splendid
night’s rest, except for having to get

up and get out an extra pair of blankets.

Next morning about six, broad day-

light (and had been since three

o’clock), we were astir. “What,
frost last night?” “Yes, siree; froze

everything stiff.” Grass, weeds and
bushes were covered with hoar frost, but

by eight o’clock it was all gone and old

Sol was warming thing up and a few
mosquitos and black flies got busy about

breakfast time, which kept us from
thinking too much about fishing.

Now the rods came out and reels

clicked and buzzed. Leaders, dampened
the night before
along with two or

three sets of flies,

were soon in place

and after looking

around through our

pockets, fly books,
etc., about forty

eleven times to see

that we had not for-

gotten anything, we
were off.

Just at the edge

of a camp a tote

road followed the

bank of the stream
up about two miles

until it lost itself at

the top of a high
clay knoll, in a blind

end. At this blind

end there were five

immense pine stumps

which accounted for

the tote road. It had

been made to get
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timber for the original construction of

the bridge. The moose evidently used

the tote road for a sidewalk as it was
literally covered with moose tracks. We,
however, had no time for rifled woods or

moose tracks, the stream gleamed ahead
through the thinned out trees and we
heard the chatter of the water as it was
forced through a rocky gorge and down
a set of riffles, which surely spelled trout.

Then just as we reached the stream,

Friend C exploded and went to the fly

oil, from which he emerged dripping oil

from the eyebrows, chin and nose. “The
blighters,” he said. C and I were fly

cranks but Dick, however, had no scru-

ples and proceeded to bait a hook with
pork rind.

My first assay at balancing myself on

a rock in mid-current ended with the

usual result and I sought the bank wiser

and wetter. After several attempts to

reach a very attractive piece of foam
in an eddy on the far bank, C also went
in over his waders and we were soon

fishing in earnest. The only thing we
had left to lose was our reputation

as fishermen and we were going to die

hard before that happened. After tak-

ing a dozen fish, half a pound or more
each, C at last hooked a good one and
up and down the stream he fought him,
around stones, back and forth, across the

stream until he finally netted him neatly

—three and a half pounds on a Par-

machene Belle. After two hours’ fish-

ing, in which we lost Dick, C said: “How
many?” “Oh, about forty.” “How
many, you?” “About the same.” “Had
enough?” “Sure.” This conversation

was carried on across the stream and
was rather disjointed, but after I waded
across we went back to camp. Off came
the wet clothes and we got into loose,

dry things, with old boots on our feet.

Then we tapped the jug and wet the

fish. Then dinner, fried trout and bacon,

fried potatoes, jam, bread and tea; the

pipes came out; we lay in the shade
and talked it over; we got up, looked

at the fish, came back and talked it

over again.

Presently Dick was seen coming
through the meadow. Now, right here I

may say Dick had no rod, he used a

pole. He had no basket, he used St forked

gad and you can believe it or not he
had both sides of that gad full of trout!

They were trailing on the ground. I

said; “Look at that,” C raised himself
on one elbow and right there Dick got

the name of the “Bloody Poacher.” How-
ever, on looking his string over we de-

cided he had about twenty-five fish that

should have never been out in the cruel

world and we at once put a handicap on
him and told him that he must take
“nothing under seven inches unless he
is dead when you find him.” This may
seem a strange thing to say but Dick,

however, spends about fifty per cent of

his time looking for his fish back in the

bush. If he gets a bite the fish either

pulls him in or he pulls it out and the

result is soon known. However, he was
quite proud of his catch and asked:
“Going fishing this afternoon?” “No,
we think not, we have had enough until

evening,” C replied. Anyway it was too

hot for fly fishing even though they

would bite bait. So Dick busied himself
about the camp and soon his axe was
heard off on the edge of the clearing

where he was getting wood for the log

fire in the evening which we all helped
to carrying back to camp.

S
UPPER was over about six o’clock

and we began to think about giving

them another try, when a Govern-
ment Fire Ranger dropped in to see us
and said that there were some very large

fish in the Nagagami, three-quarters of

a mile west. Friend C decided to try

the Skunk down stream, while I went
to the Nagagami with Jack, the Ranger.
We climbed back to the track, got on
a speeder and were soon at the Negag-
ami. About half a mile down . stream
was a set of falls which Jack said was
the best place. One very large fish was
rising out in the eddy at the foot of the

falls and after repeated tries we gave
him up until sundown. After half an
hour’s wait the sun went behind the top

of the hill and we started in again

getting three right off the bat at the foot

of the falls. Then we tried for the big

one again, without result. Down stream
a short distance was a small island and
between this and the shore we got four
more, all about two to two and a half

pounds apiece. Then back for the big

one again, but this was not his night
and after ten minutes more we reluc-

tantly left him for some better fisherman
or a more opportune time.

Back at camp, C had added a few to

his catch, but somehow Dick fell down.
They failed to take the bait that even-

ing. My seven looked as big as a house
and Jack said I made him mad, with
that little pole. Some day he said I

was going to lose a big one, playing
him around that way.

That night frost came again and in

the morning we planned to go away up-

stream and fish home, but once in sight

of the stream where we left off the day
before, new wonders opened up and we
had to stop and try here and there until

pretty soon all our plans went smash.

Just here the character of the stream
changed and instead of running in the
valley it started to cross the forma-
tion and we came to a series of falls

from four to twelve feet high between
rocky banks. Here the bed of the stream
was covered with big boulders and be-

hind each lay the trout, waiting for

the luckless fly. And how the trout

rose! Often leaping into the air for the
fly four or five inches above the sur-

face of the water. Seldom a cast that

failed to bring a fish to the surface and
doubles were not uncommon. About two
o’clock the fish stopped rising. The day
was very hot and bright, so we inspected

our catches, which were two full creels,

and started home. Every mossy depres-

sion in the pine woods was a mass of

color. Orchids grew in profusion, they
were very small it was true, but none
the less beautiful

;
deep purples, rich

reds, and snowy whites were seen com-
bined on one spike or one flower. The
air smelled of balsam and pine and small
northern birds peered at us through the

leafing willows, while a whiskey jack

scolded us all the way home.
At camp, Dick reported a fine set of

rapids down stream where he had made
quite a nice catch, however, on account

of the handicap imposed on him the day
before, he had not so many. “Gee,” he

said, “I must have thrown back a hun-
dred.” Jack the Ranger had also ar-

rived and had been telling Dick of a

small brook about six miles east which
he intended to visit on the speeder dur-

ing the afternoon. So after a snack,

Dick and Jack left for Bertram Creek.

Friend C and I lay around and were
lazy for the rest of the day, occasionally

we took up the rods and went a short

distance from the camp, but the fish

didn’t take the fly. They came up, had
a look and went back under the bank.

Dick and Jack got back about seven

o’clock. Dick had about thirty-five trout,

all from nine to ten inches. He said

the little brook was just alive and we
believed him. Thirteen miles on a

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 437 )

We camped in a little open meadow, surrounded by thick timber
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ANOTHER BIRTHDAY
ITH this number Forest and Stream enters
upon its forty-eighth year. A review of the

years that have passed since it was cradled in the
arms of American Sportsmen would be a review of

all that has been found worthwhile in American
Sportsmanship.
Among the many achievements which mark with

distinction the years that have gone we like to re-

member that it was Forest and Stream which or-

ganized and financed the movement that saved Yel-
lowstone Park

; that it founded the Audubon Society

and made Glacier Park a playground for the people.

Among its more recent works of public service

might be mentioned the Mt. McKinley National Park
in Alaska and the Migratory Bird Law; our Mr.
Sheldon handling the McKinley Park movement and
our Mr. Shiras, while a member of Congress, intro-

duced the original Migratory Bird Law which be-

came a reality in the Weeks-McLain Bill.

The character of our Governing Board indicates

the class of sportsmen to whom we appeal—men who
carefully educate their sons along lines which they

believe develop the highest qualities of manhood and
good citizenship. We who hold the helm today feel

it an honor to guide the destinies of Forest and
Stream. Spurred on by the memory of its sponsors

and sustained by the army of good friends who stand

by, we aim to build from this, its forty-seventh birth-

day, a paper worthy of the proud old name it bears.

PUBLIC SEWERS

CIVILIZATION has moved forward during the

last four or five hundred years, but there is still

a little room ahead of it. In the cheerful town of

Hythe, in the fifteenth century, things were not

quite so far advanced as in the United States in

the twentieth century. For example, a jury of the

townspeople of Hythe gave this account of street

conditions as they then existed.

When people cleaned out their stables and their

hog yards they carried out the refuse and left it in
the streets. When meat sellers butchered animals
they took out the offal and threw it in the streets.
Timber dealers left the trunks of trees lying across
the street, while builders used the street for fram-
ing the houses they were putting up, and so blocked
the way. When the road ran along a river bank,
the traders built their wharves and sheds on it.

Butchers’ offal so fouled the wells that a pestilence
swept Hythe, by which many lives were lost. At
times, water poured out from houses flooded the
street, or, again, some citizen turned a water course
out of its bed, or built a dam across a stream and
turned it into the road, without regard to what
might happen to the public who used it. The dyers
allowed their waste to run into the street, till it

became a morass. It was difficult for the traveler to
pass at all, and impossible for him to pass without
being more or less covered by mud and filth.

Near another town, a miller who needed a par-
ticular kind of clay in order to repair his mill sent
his servants to dig some from the nearby high road
where there was a bed of this clay. The servants
took what clay they needed, and no doubt the mill

was duly repaired, but they left in the road a pit

ten feet wide, eight feet deep and eight feet broad,
which the rains soon filled with water. One night
an innocent but unlucky traveling merchant came
along the road and with his packhorse walked into

this pit and was drowned. The miller was charged
with the death and tried for it, but was acquitted
on the ground that he had not intended to cause the
merchant’s death, but only took what clay he needed
to mend his mill.

All this seems queer enough, but were these
fifteenth century Englishmen so very different from
ourselves? We think that we try to keep our streets

reasonably clean and imagine that all citizens have
certain rights which must be protected. Neverthe-
less, few sights are more common in large towns
than to see pedestrians, for whom the sidewalks are
supposed to be reserved, obliged to turn out and
trudge through the middle of the street to pass
around carts, backed up over the sidewalk deliver-

ing dry goods, coal, groceries, vegetables—goods of

all sorts and descriptions—for the benefit of the
trader and of the tenant of the land. Like their

predecessors of Hythe, the builders today take the
street or most of it. These, however, are small

matters.

What is important and what makes us seem cater-

cousins to the old dwellers in Hythe and Notting-
ham is the way in which we treat our streams

—

just as the fifteenth century English did their streets

—converting them into sewers. Tovms and fac-

tories empty their waste into the nearest stream,

fouling the water and killing the fish. The rights

of people living further down the stream are entirely

ignored, unless as rarely happens, some man’s pa-

tience becomes exhausted and he resorts to the

courts, or interests some association in the matter.

Up on Lake Champlain a dozen years ago a point

where pulp mills had been turning their waste into

a stream, polluting the water and killing the fish,

these mills, through the activity of an organization

of local summer residents, were forced to mend their

ways and dispose of their waste in a less injurious

fashion. Two or three years ago, pulp mills in

Michigan, not far from Monroe, began to turn their

waste into the river, destroyed great beds of wild

celery that grew in Saginaw Bay and incidentally
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killed commercial fish in a private pond which drew
its water from the stream. The courts are reported

to have stopped this.

Is it not really time for the public to manifest
some interest in this matter of stream pollution, and
really to take hold of it? Not merely to take hold

of it and then to let go again ; but to take hold of it

and keep its hold.

ROOSEVELT EXPERIMENT STATION
^HE establishment at Syracuse University of the
^ Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station
marks the first active step in a movement much-
talked about recently, and likely to go far in the
United States.

Three years ago the authorities of the New York
State College of Forestry submitted to Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt plans for an inquiry into the
wild life of the New York forests and received the
promise of Mr. Roosevelt’s hearty support and that
of a number of his friends and associates.
The area of forest land and fresh water in New

York State almost equals that of the areable land,
and it may readily be conceived that the life of these
forests and of this water is of great value and that
its conservation and care offer problems of economic
importance. Moreover, this wild life furnishes one
of the main sources of income which pays for con-
servation* in the state. The work of the Roosevelt
Experiment Station will thus consist of experiment,
investigation and general research into the wild life

which occupies millions of acres of land and water.
The law provides that it shall have laboratories and
a library open to the public and shall issue publi-
cations.

Besides the work of investigating, caring for and
propagating the fish, birds and mammals of this
great area, the station will train those students in-
terested in any of these subjects who may wish to
become technical forest naturalists or foresters in-

terested in the development and management of fish

and game under wild conditions. The work that
such an experiment station may do is almost limit-
less and its possibilities are as yet quite beyond the
range of our imagination.
For some years work of this character has been

urged upon the Interior Department and in a ten-
tative way has even been undertaken by the Na-
tional Parks Service. The recently organized Na-
tional Park Association—a private organization

—

purposes to do work of this general character.
The establishment of the Roosevelt station is due

largely to the enthusiasm of Dr. Charles C. Adams,
who has been greatly helped by Dr. Lewis Ruther-
furd Morris, whose admirable work in connection
with the establishment of the New York State Police
is so well known.

VICTORIA FISHERIES ASSOCIATION
"THE good work of the Victoria Fisheries Protec-

tive Association was noted last year in FOREST
AND Stream. The year 1918 was mainly devoted
to an attempt to increase, by natural and artificial

propagation, the number of trout and salmon in the
streams of Cape Breton.

Mr. George Kennan, the Secretary of the Associa-
tion, has again reported on the work.

In the fall of last year it was suggested to Inspec-
tor McLeod that one brook on every large river in
the Island be set ap,art as a spawning place, fish
refuge, and natural hatchery for trout and salmon.

and that such reserved brooks be closed to anglers

all the year round under the provisions of Section

59 of the Fisheries Act of 1914. This suggestion
met the approval of the Inspector, who joined the
Association in a report to the Department, recom-
mending that this action be taken. The Deputy
Minister approved the scheme and directed that
sketch maps of the selected brooks be made and sub-
mitted to him, together with further information
concerning their suitability. Such information has
since been gathered and transmitted, and it is hoped
that the plan will be put in operation this year.

The Association is convinced that the distribution

of trout and salmon fry from the Margaree hatchery
has not produced results commensurate with their

cost. Thirty million fry or more have been put into

the streams in the last ten years, but nearly all of

them, apparently, have perished before reaching
maturity. Artificial culture, so far as can be judged,
has played little part in the increase of the stock.

It is believed that the excessive mortality of fry
in these waters is mainly the result of faulty methods
of distribution. Attention enough has not been paid
to the important work of planting. Fry have been
put into the water in too large lots—25,000 or more
in one place at one time—and have been distributed
in localities where food is comparatively scarce while
enemies are very numerous. If only three or four
fry out of every thousand survive to maturity and
return to their parent rivers to spawn, the stock will

be steadily increased, year by year, and it ought to be
possible to save that small number by scattering

them in places where the conditions of life will favor
them during the early stages of their existence. If

they live to become fingerlings their chances of sur-

vival to maturity are increased ten-fold.

CONNECTICUT PROTECTS HER GROUSE

^ ONNECTICUT breaks a lance in the cause of

real game Conservation by an act establishing a
close season for Partridges or Ruffed Grouse which
reads

:

“No person shall hunt, take, kill, or attempt to kill

any partridge, ruffed grouse or female pheasant
prior to October 8, 1920.”

While this is somewhat in the way of a com-
promise, still it means two undisturbed breeding
seasons, which will go a long way toward restocking
Connecticut covers with this fast disappearing bird.

THE GULF RANGERS VINDICATED
jWI R. LARNED’S interesting story of “The Gulf

Rangers” ends in this number. He has faith-

fully recorded the explorations and adventures of

the King party in the little known Everglade region
of Florida. Their tireless endeavor to trace and to

gain information concerning the illicit and nefarious
practices of the egret hunters has been highly suc-

cessful and they have brought to light and exposed
to the authorities much valuable data. It so stim-

ulated the actions of the Florida game wardens
that many culprits have since been apprehended and
a number of important arrests made. This in itself

is a most creditable achievement. For years these

beautiful and helpless birds have been preyed unon
and slaughtered, as Mr. Lamed has so well described

in his story, and it is a great source of satisfaction

to Forest and Stream to know that the publicity

given in its pages to this outlawry has in so large a

measure contributed towards its ultimate extinction.
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NOTES ON SHORE BIRD SHOOTING
THE DAYS ARE CLOSE AT HAND WHEN THE HUNTER. SNUGLY HIDDEN IN HIS BLIND
CN BEACH OR MEADOW. CAN ENJOY THE FIRST REAL SHOOTING OF THE SEASON

T he opportunity to break the long

closed season comes to the devotee

of the scatter gun with the open-

ing of the shore bird season. To those

who have only had the gun from the

rack to pace back and forth on the

board walk at the country club, smash-
ing clays, the coming of the days
when, behind the decoys on beach or

meadow, he can exercise his skill in

“whistling in” the various bay snipe

as they are called, are hailed with joy

by the man who has once tried this

sport. From the Bay of Fundy in the

north to the Florida reefs there are miles

of the Atlantic Coast that at one time

or another throughout the year are vis-

ited for a short or long period by the

bay snipe, beach birds or shore birds,

and not only are they to be found along
our Atlantic and our Pacific seaboards

as well, but inland along the various wa-

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

terways of the United States, on the

lake shores, on the prairies, marshes,
and even the upland pastures of the

middle and Atlantic States. Those who
have been taught to believe that the

shore birds, Limicolae, were confined to

the seacoasts, are in error, as with few
exceptions they are found in large flocks

as far inland as our western prairies,

while the Upland Plover is readily found
high up on the hills of New England in

the old, well-worn and stony pasture lots.

In variety their names are legion and
one species is known in different local-

ities by a dozen different names. On
Long Island we hear the name Dowitcher,
in Massachusetts it is a Redbreast and
again the bird is called in other places.

Brown-back. The Marble Godwit of the

east, in the west is a Marlin, and so on.

Away up on the prairie meadows at

the head waters of the St. Johns River

the writer many years ago killed a large
number of what the natives called “Stilt”

a long, red-legged bird of some size and
very fine eating; killing one some year*
later on Long Island, my guide called

it a Bastard Dowitcher. Again in the
early 80’s we had some wonderful shoot-
ing at a lake in the then territory of

Utah, during which we killed in one day
the greatest varieties of these snipe that
I have ever seen in any one locality.

We give below a list of the birds worth
shooting, and as far as possible the

names of each species used in the dis-

trict where they are shot, over decoys
or stools; the list includes the waders
and plover, commonly called Bay Snipe.

Bay Snipe
Long - Billed Curlew (Numeniu»

Longirostris)

,

sickle-bill; sabre-bill.

Hudsonian Curlew (Numenins Hud-
sonicus). Jack; short-billed curlew.

Sometimes a flock of birds that intend to stool will drop down to leeward where they circle and then draw in over the decoys.
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Esquimaux Curlew (Numenius Bore-

alis), fute; doe bird; little curlew.

Black - Bellied Plover {Squatarola

Helvetica)

,

black-breast; bull-head; bee-

tle-head; ox-eye; bottle-head; pilot. It

is the fastest flying bird of all the bay
snipe, and it cannot fly slow enough for

the other species.

Golden Plover {Charadrius fulvus

var. virginicus)

,

golden-back, green-

back; frost bird; whistling plover; bull-

head.

Great Marbled Godwit (Limosa

fedoa), marlin; humility; brown-back;
straight-billed curlew.

Hudsonian Godwit (Limosa hudson-

ica), ring-tailed marlin; white-tailed

marlin; humility; Virginia woodcock.
Semi-Palmated Snipe (Totanus semi-

palmatus), willet; marbled willet.

Tell-Tale Tattler or Snipe (To-

tanus melanoleuca)

,

yelper; big yellow-

legs; great yellow-shanks; Tell-tale tat-

tler; stone snipe; large cucu; willet.

Yellow- Shanks, Tattler or Snipe
(Totanus flavipes)

;
yellow-legs; little

yellow-legs ; lesser tell-tale. Known
everywhere as the yellow-legs.

Red - Breasted Snipe (Macrorham-
phus griseus) ; dowitch; dowitcher quail-

snipe; brown-back; gray snipe; driver.

Turnstone (Strepsilas interpres)

;

calico-back; brant bird; chickling; chi-

caric; sand runner; horse-foot snipe;

beach bird.

Red-Breasted Sandpiper (Tringa ca-

nutus)
;

robin snipe; knot; ash-colored

sandpiper; gray-back; white robin snipe.

Pectoral Sandpiper ( Tringa macu-
lata)

;

krieker; meadow snipe; fat bird;

short-neck; jack snipe; marsh plover;

grass plover; grass snipe; robin snipe;

red back.

Red-Backed Sandpiper ( Tringa alpina
var. Americana); black-breast; black-

breasted plover; winter snipe; red-back.

Long-Legged Sandpiper (Micropalama
himantopus)

;

stilt; bastard dowitch;
bastard yellow-leg; wood snipe; blind

snipe; frost snipe; peep; drum stick.

The open season begins on or about
August 1 to 15, and in most local-

ities the bag limit is restricted to

some fifteen to twenty-five birds per gun.
This is wise, as these birds are well

worth protecting, affording the sports-

man as they do much sport, and call for

considerable skill in the “whistling in”
and decoying the various varieties as
they come along. As much depends on
the sportsman’s skill in whistling, and
his knowledge of the varieties and species

as does his accuracy and rapidity of
aim. The sport, if it is good and the
birds numerous, is exciting. The variety
of species, the difference in call and
flight, the uncertainty of bringing the
game within range, and the selecting of

the big birds of the flock lend a charm
found in no other sport.

In ordinary life there may be a ques-
tion which is the best part of the day,
but for shore birds, one must be dug in

and have the stool out at daylight. Much
depends on the character of the place
where you go and the variety of birds
you intend to shoot. As to what sort
of a blind you must make on a sand
bar or beach, a box sunk in the sand

is a killing device. On a marsh a blind

of cedar boughs or marsh grass or one

can make a blind of muslin and sticks

which can be stuck in the sand. What-
ever one uses it must have a natural look

and the gunner must be well hid, as

Curlew, and Jack especially, are wary
birds, and do not stool well unless every-

thing “looks right.” Bars and shoals

are the favorite haunts of the Black-

breasted Plover, Willet and Dowitcher,
while the meadow pond holes are the sure

places to attract the Yellow Legs.

The most favorable wind is one that

blows steadily from the southeast. Birds
coming from the north flying against it,

lower their flight to skirt the bars and
meadows and so are brought on to the

stools better than when traveling with

the wind and going at greater height.

The stool : either the tin sort that

hinge and nest one within the other and
are put up on a single stick which holds

them in place or the wooden sort, all of

which are painted to resemble the differ-

ent varieties. Some gunners use 20 to

30 stool, but we prefer about 50 as the

greater show is sure to attract, and then
again this number allows the decoys to

be well-strung out to windward. All

stool should be set out to windward of

the blind and in a crescent-shaped circle

with the heads of the decoys facing

into the wind. There are two reasons
for arranging them in this way. First,

all wildfowl light to the wind
;
second,

a flock of birds that intend to stool drop
(continued on page 446)

The correct layout of the stool in relation to the blind in the background
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*THE GRASSHOPPER FLY
By R. L. M.

N OW it is obvious that if an immi-
tation grasshopper could be made
that would float like the natural

insect, and could be cast like a fly, there

would be a very strjng probability of

catching trout with it.

There are various types of imitation

grasshoppers made, but they all have
one great fault; they may float, in fact

the majority cannot sink being construc-

ted with cork as their chief substance,

but one and all they are much too heavy
to be used as a fly. It is true that they
can be cast to considerable distances,

but when they hit the water they make
altogether too much of a splash on smooth
surfaces and more often than not scare

the fish instead of attracting them. The
chief characteristic features of the com-
mon grasshopper are the thigh joints

of the posterior pair of legs, a mottled

wing case and a pale yellowish body.

The first serious attempt I made at

designing a grasshopper fly was about

10 years ago. The fly as then made
had a light brown wool body, ribbed

with pale yellow silk, a pheasant wing,

ginger hackle and a tail made up of

some strands of mallard, with a red

feather mixed in. The red in the tail

was introduced to catch the eye of the

trout and attract the fish to his doom.
This fly is known as the “Dr. Gates”
and is named after one of my friends

who is a very keen fisherman. It has

a considerable local reputation in North-

ern California, but has one great dis-

advantage, it is a very poor floater;

the body, being of wool, changes color

when wet and when once it is water-

logged it is very hard to dry it again.

D uring the following years I de-

signed several slight variations of

this fly, but it was not until quite

recently that I struck the correct com-
bination necessary to produce a good im-

itation of the natural insect. The fol-

lowing is the correct dressing of the
“Floating Grasshopper Fly, Series 1917”:

The colors mentioned are taken from the

Colour Chart of Societe Frangaise des

Chrysanthemistes, which has a series of

colors ranging from coal black to snow
white and is used as a standard by the

chrysanthemum growers of France.

When describing colors from the chart

I also give a popular definition of the

color to help those who have not a color

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent NessmuJc to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances.—[Editors.
]

chart to refer to. The feathers are in

their natural colors unless otherwise
specified.

Wings: From the wing feather of a

pheasant. These are meant to represent
the wing cases of the grasshopper and
should be tied on so as to lay down close

to the hook, one on each side.

Cheeks : Small cock’s hackle points

(p. 19), dyed primrose yellow, shade 2 or

a light canary color. The “cheeks” are

meant to represent the thigh joints of

the grasshopper’s legs which are the

features that stand out most sharply in

contrast with the rest of the insect.

They should be tied at a slightly steeper

angle with the hook than with the wings.
Body: A quill-dyed Naples yellow

shade 2, or a pale straw-colored quill

(p. 29 on color chart).

Body Hackle: The same color as the

body, either dyed or from a brassy dun
cock. The body hackle is quite short

and is put on to assist floatation.

Neck Hackle: A few turns of a me-
dium ginger hackle.

Tail: A few strands from a mallard.

GRASSHOPPER has no tail, but
these strands are meant to imitate

the lower extremities of the legs of

the insect which possibly stick out be-

hind the ends of the wing cases when the

grasshopper is in the water. I cannot
say with any degree of authority whether
or not the tail improves the killing qual-

ities of the fly, but it adds a slightly

finished look to the fly and therefore I

put it on.

The body hackle was added last year,

as I found that with a plain quill body
the fly took a great deal of drying to

make it float again when once it had got-

ten wet. But when I adopted the body
hackle there was no difficulty in drying
the fly.

Now, although this fly is meant to be
a dry fly, it should be dressed in the

manner that the ordinary wet fly is

dressed, viz., with hackles, wings, etc.,

tied more or less in a vertical plane

above and below the shank of the hook,

and not with the hackles standing out

all around. The reason for this is that

the fly should float on its side and not

“cocked up” because the natural insect,

which it is supposed to copy, in nearly

every case floats on its side when it has

the misfortune to fall on the surface of

the water. Of course there is the added
advantage that this fly can be used for

either wet or dry fly fishing.

The most complimentary friend

would never say that this fly has

a remarkable resemblance to a real

grasshopper; but when the fly is float-

ing on its side the combination of feath-

ers and quill have an extraordinary like-

ness to a grasshopper in a similar posi-

tion when viewed from above, and as

both fly and insect are more or less

opaque, I imagine that there is a very

similar look about them when regarded

from the trout’s point of view. The
size of hook on which the fly should

be dressed should range from No. 10 up
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to No. 7, which is the largest size ad-

visable to use.

I used this fly exclusively last summer
when there was a very heavy fall of

grasshoppers on the river I was fishing.

I used No. 10 hooks mostly, but I found

that sometimes a feeding trout that had
refused the small fly several times took

a larger fly on the first presentation, but

this is not always the case. It is best

to use a fly slightly smaller than the

average size of the grasshoppers. An-
other important point to remember is

that the body must not be made fat, it

should be as slim as possible, if otherwise

the fly makes too great a disturbance

when being cast onto the still surface of

the deep pools.

I find that one application of oil when
commencing to fish is generally sufficient

to last out the life of the fly. Some-
times when a fly has been very badly
mussed up it may be necessary to oil

it again.

When a fly is in a very bedragled con-

dition, before trying to dry it, it is ad-

visable to cast the fly on the water,
allow it to sink well below the surface,

and then draw it in, by a series of

sharp jerks. This removes any slime

from the fish’s mouth that may have
been responsible for the condition of the

fly and now it can be dryed again with-

out very much trouble.

T O further hasten the drying process

the fly cap be squeezed between a
folded piece of amadon. Amadon

is a fungus that has the property of

absorbing moisture in a very miraculous

manner. It can be obtained at drug-
gists’ stores. I had very good success

with this fly, fished dry, last summer on
a river that is heavily fished and where
the trout are extremely sophisticated.

Although I am not quite a novice in the

art of casting a fly, having fished for

trout for over 30 years, I believe my
success was chiefly due to the fly and

not to any great extent to my moderate
skill with the fly rod.

When the “fall” is well on, before com-
mencing to fish a pool, a brief examina-
tion should be made and the location

of the various feeding fish noted.

Beginning at the lower end where the

water is generally quite smooth and
deep, the nearest feeding fish should be
covered by casting the fly about 2 or 3

feet above the spot where he took his

last grasshopper, and the fly should be
floated down over this position with no
motion except that of the current. If

the fish does not take the fly, let it

float down 5 or 6 feet below where the

fish is supposed to be before lifting the

fly from the water.
If the fly has been made correctly

—

i. e., not too bulky there will be no dif-

ficulty in making it drop lightly on the

surface and although the surface may
be like glass if a fine tapered leader is

used, tapering down to XX or XXX,
trout can be caught in the most impos-
sible looking places.

I

F a fish is hooked, steer it down stream
at once and land it with as little com-
motion as possible. As progress is

made towards the upper part of the pool

and the surface current increases, the

fly should be cast further upstream above
the location of the feeding fish until,

where casting in the swift water near
the head of the pool, the fly should

alight as much as 6 or 7 feet above the

place that you wish the fly to float

over.

Last summer the most successful ex-

ponents of the bait fishing school did

not have the success that I had and
after a very thorough trial of this fly I

have no hesitation in recommending it to

all those who look upon trout fishing

as a sport and not as a method of pro-

curing food. At the same time there

is the solid fact that, if one does be-

come an expert in the use of this fly,

one can catch just as many and quite as

large trout as the followers of the cruder
method ever do.

I

F one starts out to make a rough in-

ventory of the trout streams of North
America, the fact is brought home to

one that there is a very large extent of
water that is composed of streams and
rivers which flow through bottom lands;

especially is this the case in the west-
ern half of the continent. These bottom
lands are frequently in the form of hay
meadows and the insect life that is most
numerous during the summer months in

these localities is the grasshopper.

Where the grasshoppers are in con-

siderable numbers, which is the rule and
not the exception, they form a very im-
portant part of the natural dietary of

the trout inhabiting these particular

streams.

Trout do not feed, to any great ex-

tent, on flies or other insects when the

grasshopper is present in large numbers,
for the reason that they swallow such
enormous quantities of grasshoppers dur-

ing the day that when the usual even-

ing rise of flies appears they are full

to repletion and do not pay very much
attention to the small flies on the surface.

The rivers on which grasshoppers are
prevalent, are, from the nature of the

surrounding country, not the dashing,
rough streams met with in the hills, but
generally they consist of a series of

large, deep, slow flowing pools, connected
together by short rapids or riffles; con-

sequently there is plenty of room and
numerous opportunities to make fairly

long casts in reaching the feeding fish,

and furthermore these same fish are of

a larger average size than the fish that
are caught in the rough water nearer
the source of the stream.

I

N the early hours of the day the grass-
hoppers do not move about very much,
but by the time the sun has developed

strength they begin to take short flights,

and it is in taking these flights that they
frequently have the misfortune to fall on
the surface of the water.
Once they are in this unnatural ele-

ment, they very rarely get back onto dry
land again, and if they fail to do so-

very quickly they will undoubtedly be
taken by a fish.

4
We generally speak of a “hatch” or

“rise” of flies, but the correct designa-
tion for the appearance of grasshoppers
on the surface of the water, should be
termed a “fall” of grasshoppers. This
may seem to be a hairsplitting style of
nomenclature, but I believe everything
should be called by its correct name;

(continued on page 444)
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HOW I FOOLED THE BIG BASS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

W HEN I was about nine years old I

lived in a small village in Con-
necticut. There was a small stream
which flowed through that section, a

branch of the Connecticut river. In the

spring of the year small fish would run
up to spawn and many would stay there,

so it w'as well stocked.

We caught pickerel, yellow perch, sun

fish, bullheads, and dace, as we used to

call them, and occasionally a small-

mouthed black bass, but up to the time

of this narrative it hadn’t been my good
luck to land one. If any one wanted to

find me after school hours or Saturdays
and should stop at the house for me, they

would be told that I was off down the

river.

It was quite a usual thing for our local

fishermen, including my uncle or cousins,

to be waiting after school for me to go
fishing with them, for they knew I was
familiar with the best places and if they

took me along they would be more likely

to have fish for breakfast.

Now it so happened that I called at

my uncle’s house to see if he would go
one day and I was told that he and my
cousin were down the river, and had
their poles with them. My feelings were
hurt because they hadn’t stopped for me.
1 met them when they came back and
saw that they had no fish. I thought
that W’as very funny but I didn’t ask
them why.
A few days later I saw them going

down through the lots with their poles

and, boy-like, I began to get inquisitive

and wanted to know where they were go-

ing and what they were after, so I fol-

lowed them. They stopped at a bend
in the river where the current had
washed the bank away under a large

elm tree, and the water was very deep
and very clear. That was one of my
favorite places to fish. I noticed they
had on a different bait than I had ever

seen before. It looked like feathers and
they threw it in by standing away back
from the water. 'They cast a few times
and then w’ent home. Now they had me
guessing. I thought to myself: What
are they after? So I crawled on my
hands and knees, without making much
n^ise, and laid flat on my stomach where
I could get a good view down into that

deep place and watched. Finally the

thought came to me: There must be a

bass in there. I remembered one time
I had fished there that something had
taken my hooks off and had broken my
line several times. I thought it had been
an eel but now I had it all figured out
it must have been a bass. My uncle
wanted to catch him and then to tell

me 1 didn’t know how to fish. After I

had been there watching for a long time

I thought I might coax the bass out, if

there was one there, so I began throw-

ing worms in up stream, thinking they

would float down and he might go out

for one, but the other fish got them and
finally two little sunfish got hold of the

same worm and as they were tugging

to get it away from each other, there

was a streak and I saw the largest bass

that I had ever seen before go back un-

der the bank. He must have taken the

little fish and the worm with him, for I

couldn’t see them anywhere, but I

thought the bass knew. I tried to catch

him with good, lively nightwalkers but

he was too foxy, but I made up my mind
I would get him somehow.

Well, I had found out why my uncle

hadn’t asked me to go; they didn’t want
me to know the bass was there. That
night my uncle came in and I said

:

“Uncle Hen, I saw a big bass today
down the river and I am going to catch

him.” He began to laugh and said he
didn’t think I would and he named over
about a dozen men who had been trying
for two years to get him, but he was
still there. Every few days I would try

some new scheme and every time any
of the men who went fishing saw me they
would say: “I heard you were going
to catch a big bass that is down the
river.” I told them that I would fool

them yet.

One Saturday morning as I was start-

ing from the house with my pole, two
men came along all dressed up with
corduroy clothes and caps. They had
beautiful rods with reels on them, a

basket on their backs and each had a

little net. I had never seen any fish-

ermen quite so sporty before. They
called me and said they heard there were
black bass in the river and if I would
show them where the best places were
they would pay me. I thought I would
go with them for I might learn some
new trick, but I thought to myself that
they might find the big bass, so I took
them in the other direction.

Well, they still-fished and cast and
used many kinds of bait and finally sat

down to eat their lunch. After they
had finished they showed me their fancy
baits and told me that most of them came
from England. They certainly inter-

ested me especially the gut leaders and
hooks with gut on them; something I

had never seen before. Then they

showed me some live bugs which they
called dobson and told me they were
fine bass bait and that I could find them
in most of the brooks by lifting up the
stones in the water. They fished until

almost sundown without getting a fish

and said they didn’t think there was one
in the river and gave it up. When they
took their rods apart they gave me the
leaders and hooks they had been using
and then offered to pay me for my
trouble. I wouldn’t take their money;
the leaders and hooks paid me. I think
I was the happiest boy in Connecticut, to

have that tackle.

I didn’t say anything at home about
what they had given me, nor did I sleep
much that night. When I did I dreamed
about tackle, nor did I want much break-
fast in the morning. I was in a hurry
to get to the river. As I was starting
to go my uncle and cousin came along
and said; “I suppose you are going to
catch that big bass today?” I told them
I would bring him back with me when I

came. When I got almost down to where
the deep place was, I waded down close
to shore so the bass wouldn’t hear me
coming. After I had put on my new
leader and fine hook I took out a dobson
or hellgramite, as most fishermen call

them. The hellgramite had hold of a
big nightwalker and the worm was
squirming for dear life to get loose.

Now the idea came to me that if I put
them both on the hook it would make a
good, lively bait. I laid the bait on a
big leaf from an oak tree and let it float
down towards the deep pool, but it didn’t
get far, for out of the water went that
big bass and at the same time I swung
my pole around with all my might and
when he landed he was back in the
bushes.

That is how I fooled the big bass. We
weighed him when I got home, on the
Stilliard scales, and he weighed three
and a half pounds.
There was quite a little talk about my

exploit and some envy, but they said I

outwitted them and they always called
me captain after that.

H. A. Driscole, New York.

Some of our readers may have recog-
nized in the author of the above letter
the artist whose paintings of fish have
been reproduced from time to time on
the covers of Forest and Stream. His
letter is a very good description of the
New England country boy. It is inter-
esting to learn that Mr. Driscole started
his observations of fish at an early age
and the ingenious manner in which he
brought about the bass’s undoing shows
that he had given thought to the habits

of the fish he sought to capture. We
might add that some grenon-up anglers
wo^dd do well to emulate this.—[Editors.)
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TIMING A RATTLE-SNAKE’S
TAIL

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

N O one but a fool scientist would have

thought of it in the first place, and

in the second place common sense would

have come to the rescue of any one else;

only he was such a nice, vigorous snake

and rattled so obligingly; and we got

some interesting results anyhow which

we have sent to a dignified scientific

magazine. But the story part, and a

brief account of the facts, properly be-

long to Forest and Stream.

Hoover is his name, obviously because

he is a food conservationist. He has

been in Professor Dill’s laboratory at

the University of Iowa for nine months

and has steadfastly refused to eat of his

own accord. About seven months after

his arrival he was forcibly fed two Eng-

lish sparrows, feathers, bones, and all,

though he protested violently. Water is

plentiful, however, and he sticks his

head out and drinks like a cow. His

fangs and poison glands have not been

removed.
Hoover came from Texas about nine

months ago and is a diamond-back, five

feet four inches in length. He has about

ten rattles, though some have been

broken off, and he gets a new one every

six months when he moults. We dumped

him carefully upon the floor after loos-

ening the wire netting from one comer

of his cage. Then, by judiciously hold

ing a stick on his head and pinning

him down, he was grasped just back

of the ears by an assistant, who held

on for dear life. Then, I myself, cour-

ageously grabbed his tail and held on

too. We took him to a table where we

had some complicated electrical machin-

ery and carefully connected him up with

it so that we could get a permanent

record of the lashing of his tail.

After we had made one record, he got

tired of rattling since, from his point

of view, it did not get him anywhere,

80 we turned him loose on the floor in

order to arouse his wrath by catching

him again. He very discourteously,

started in my direction, and, directly and|

immediately, I was standing upon the

table, quite out of his reach, looking dis-

dainfully down at him from my high

vantage ground, glad of my agility, and

exceedingly proud that no word of terror

had passed my lips.

Safely corralled again, we made an-

other record and returned him to his box

to sulk it out in peace and quiet.

Now, if you would like to know some-

thing about his tail. I’ll tell you. He
vibrated it on the average once in thirty

thousandths of a second, but he was not

constant. The extreme range was be-

tween ten and fifty thousandths of a

second. Rather rapid, you think? But

I expected better things of him.

However, the vibrations do not make
the tone; the movement merely jostles

the rattles together and they give off

their own resonant tone, which has a

pitch about that of the C below middle

c on the piano. This tone is practically

independent of fhe rate of the tail.

Mr. Dill has observed that Hoover, and

probably all of his kin do not give a

warning rattle when about to strike. On
the contrary, he strikes first and then

rattles, the further to terrorize his vic-

tim, anxious to escape. The first strike

probably rarely kills immediately. He
also uses his rattle as a defensive weap-

on, a signal to intruders to get out of

the way.
Hoover’s residence at college has

taught him one fact at least. He has

learned not to strike when in the cage,

except under extreme provocation, since

to do so means a violently bumped nose

and no victim.

Mabel C. Williams, Ph.D., Iowa.

INFORMATION DESIRED
We have received a number of letters

from correspondents asking for the ad-

dress of Mr. Ashley L. Houghton of Ore-

gon. If he, or any other reader of

Forest and Stream who knows his ad-

dress, udll kindly send it to us we will be

greatly obliged.— [Editors.]

CANOEING ON THE CONNECTI
C-UT RIVER

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
READ with interest the request in

the June number of Forest and
Stream for information in regard to

the upper reaches of the Connecticut

River. I am quite familiar with that

country and for the benefit of parties

wishing to make a canoe trip in that

region will state that West Stewarts-
town is as far up the river as anyone
should attempt to go to start a trip down
the river. Above Stewartstown the river

is almost a continuous rapids until the

Connecticut Lakes are reached.

Below West Stewartstown, however,
there are no rapids of any extent for

nearly twenty miles—more than that, if

you take the crooked course of the river

into consideration. At about two miles

above North Stratford a fall called

Hyman’s Falls, is encountered, and for

two miles canoeing is difficult.

Below North Stratford there is a

long stretch of level stream, extremely
crooked; then comes Guildhall Falls (a

short stretch only), then nearly twenty
miles of fine canoeing ending at Fitzdale,

Vt., where another fall is encountered.

Below Fitzdale I have no personal

knowledge of the river. Parties will

find ideal camping conditions every-

where. Farms are numerous all along

the river and the people very friendly.

There are pickerel, perch and eels every
where above Guildhall Falls, and an oc-

casional rainbow trout can be secured at

the foot of falls or near the mouth of

some small stream.

At Colebrook, nine miles below Stew-
artstown, several streams flow into the

Connecticut, all of which contain brook
trout in good numbers. I especially rec-

ommend a trip to the upper reaches of

Sim’s Stream for brook trout. Parties

making this trip should obtain an auto
to take them to the fishing grounds.
Catfish are found everywhere along
the river in the small lagoons. Below
Guildhall Falls bass are quite plentiful

and are not fished for much. It is an ex-

tremely beautiful country and will well

repay one for the trouble of the trip.

I want to advise everyone who goes to

Stewartstown to start, to lay over there

one day and take an auto-trip to Con-
necticut Lakes. It is an inexpensive trip

and one that you will never forget or

regret.

Ernest A. Brown, Nashua, N. H.

A ’COON HUNT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

ONE clear, sunny afternoon, during
the latter part of October, 1918,

while out squirrel hunting in the forest

of southern West Virginia, the thought
suddenly flashed into my head that the

coming night would be a fine time for

taking a scout in quest of old ring-tail.

Hurrying home I lost no time in get-

ting in communication with my friend,

Frank Smith, a born lover of the wilds

and a true admirer of coon-hunting.

Frank was highly in favor of the adven-

Posed by Ledieu. Photographed by Hendee.

The rattler v/as grasped just back of the ears by an assistant.
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ture and promised to be at my house
by six o’clock. I then immediately set

about to perform the usual evening
chores, in order that no time might be

lost in starting after he arrived.

By the time I had finished supper
Frank, true to his promise, was at the

gate with his famous coon dog, Jack.

Jack was a large black and tan hound,
six years old and an open trailer.

After procuring a lantern, an axe, and
my .22 Winchester rifle, I untied Hunter,
a black and white hound almost identical

in size with Jack, but a still trailer,

however, and we started for the hunt-

ing ground.

About two miles west of the house
is a large forest of oak and other hard
wood through which a small river winds
its way. We decided to make our way
to this stream and proceed slowly along

its course; letting our dogs hunt along

the banks and through the surrounding
forest.

The night was dark and still, and the

air crisp and cool. The odor of the

withered autumn leaves from the for-

est assailed our nostrils and, together

with the autumn air, instilled* into our

blood the spirit of the hunting season

once more.

On reaching the edge of the timber we
untied the dogs and walked toward the

river which was about a quarter of a

mile away. The dogs, eager for the

hunt, quickly dashed into the darkness
ahead and were lost from view. Slowly
we proceeded through the thick under-

brush and over fallen trees, stopping

often to listen for the dogs. In due time

we arrived on the bank of the stream,

and not having heard anything from
either of the dogs, seated ourselves on

a fallen tree trunk and waited. We had
been sitting there only about twenty
minutes when the deep bass notes of

Jack’s voice pealed forth on the still air.

“Coon,” exclaimed Frank, jumping to his

feet.

The dog was about a quarter of a mile

north of us and only two or three hun-
dred yards from the river. Going to-

ward the stream, he crossed and turned

south on the opposite side. As I said

before. Hunter was a still trailer and
we had no means of knowing whether he

was in the chase.- Going at a lively rate.

Jack passed opposite to us only a few
yards from the water’s edge. After run-

ning a little way further he recrossed

the river and “barked treed.” His voice

was immediately joined by Hunter’s

showing that he was also in the race.

Hurrying to the spot we found the

dogs gazing into the branches of a large

oak which stood on the very bank of

the stream. After searching the tree

top for several minutes, I located the

coon’s eyes and immediately got busy
with my little Winchester. At the third

shot I succeeded in dislodging him and
he crashed downward through the

branches hitting the ground with a dull

thud. As quick as a flash, both dogs

were on top of him, prepared for a

gallant fight; but a fight was out of the

question, Mr. Coon was dead, the leaden

pellet having penetrated his brain. He
was a large male and exceedingly fat.

Throwing my catch over my shoulder
we started up-stream keeping near the
water in order to give our dogs a chance
to intercept any wily old coon who might
come down to the river to fish. After
we had gone half a mile without hear-
ing anything to indicate that the dogs
had struck a trail, we sat down to rest

and await developments.
Half an hour passed by and still not

a sound from the dogs. Knowing that
they must be near, we again started
slowly ahead. We had not gone over
fifty yards when again Jack’s voice
sounded forth on the still air. This
time he was going away from the river

at a lively rate; evidently in close pur-
suit of old ringtail. In about five min-
utes time, both dogs “barked treed”
over near the edge of the timber. Frank
and I made a dash in the direction of

the barking and after falling over a few
logs and rocks and sustaining numerous
bumps and bruises we finally arrived.

k'-

The two coyotes killed at one shot

They were barking up a large oak with
numerous branches which still held a
good portion of the summer covering of

leaves. For the next few minutes Frank
and I were straining our eyes in an effort

to locate the game
;

but the wily old

rascal was well concealed, and after a
half hour of diligent searching, we de-

cided to give him up as safe, so far as

we were concerned. Frank suggested
cutting the tree, but at my protest agreed
with me that it would be a pity to de-

stroy this giant of the forest; so we
called our dogs away, leaving old ringtail

safe among the branches.

It was now twelve o’clock so we thought
it best to be moving in the direction of

home. As we were emerging from the

timber Hunter suddenly “barked treed,”

only a little way to our left. Hurrying
over to him, we found a large opossum
sticking against the side of a small
sapling only a few feet from the ground.
Frank shook him down and the dogs
made short work of him. Once more
we turned our weary footsteps in the

direction of home, where we arrived at

one A. M., tired, bruised, and hungry,
but with cheerful minds and light hearts.

John L. Jones, W. Va.

TWO COYOTES AT ONE SHOT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream;
T WAS staying at my camp in the foot-

hills of the Sierras, about seventy
miles from Yosemite, for the holidays.
It is a bare, rolling country, devoid alike
of much vegetation or human interest,
and is no sportsman’s paradise. Only
the most optimistic hunter explores it
with any great hope of success. Still,
one must kill time somehow, so three
of us started out with the idea of get-
ting the filling for a quail pot pie.
We had gone about ten miles up in

the hills, and separated, my companions
following an elusive “che-chako! che-
chako!” that betokened a flock of quail
while I kept along the creek, with my
20-gauge, double-barreled shot gun ready,
and my mind full of the everlasting sport-
ing hopes.

I had just come abreast of an open
space and had stopped to rest when a
queer rushing noise broke the heavy
quiet of the gully. I had hardly time
to turn when out from the brush burst
two coyotes, coming straight for me,
neck and neck, and going “lickety-lar-
rup,” too fast to get my scent or—

!

Was it for another reason that these
usually solitary and timid beasts were
hurling themselves upon me in this mad
fashion? The horrible memory seized
me of the coyotes crazed by rabies that
I had seen killed recently in Nevada

—

the hideous deaths from the bites of such
that I knew of. There was no time to
let this fear possess me for they were
coming like the wind. But suddenly,
in the middle of their long lope, they
stopped, threw themselves back—they
had spotted me ! That settled the rabies
theory for with the spotting they had
whirled in their tracks. But I had no
time for relief. Like the wind they
had come and like the lightning they
would be gone, for there is nothing
faster or trickier on legs than the coyote,
if he wants to be. As they whirled I

realized what magnificent brutes they
were—fat and in full pelt. A coyote
at any time in such country was an ad-
venture—one of these fine specimens
would be an actual prize. There was no
time for aiming. With the wild hope
that I would wound at least one I fired

with hands still shaking from their first

start of surprise—so rapid had the whole
action been.

Instantly as though they were one
body, the brutes reared in the air, their
great jaws snapping viciously at each
other, their legs spread, then with a
convulsive throb they fell, simultane-
ously, both stone dead ! I have bagged
mountain goat and mountain lions, real
he bears, and fish that were first cousins
to the original fire-breathing sea serpent.
But I doubt if my wildest hunt ever gave
me the surprise that this kill in that
quiet gully gave me on that sunny morn-
ing in California. Nor has any trophy
I ever brought in excited more interest
than the two coyotes, which I killed at
one shot, did in the little mining town
of Hornitos where such a feat had never
before been heard of. It is needless to

say that I was very much elated over
my good fortune.

Louis A. Ginaca, California.
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WILDFOWL AND SHELLSHOCK
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WILD fowl, alert to the faint bang
of small arms even fired a mile or

more away, have no dread of the mon-
ster cannon, mortars, aerial torpedoes

and bombs that are fired at the U. S. Ord-
nance testing station at Aberdeen, Md.,
almost daily. In this enormous reserva-

tion, where men unless well posted fear
to tread, the wild creatures of the air

and many of the others as well are en-

joying a sanctuary they can find no-

where else in the East. What is hap-
pening is in conflict with what sports-

men dreaded. Those who were looking

for the worst are now gratified to note

that the proving ground, where most
efficient ways of killing human enemies
are developed, has the redeeming merit
of stimulating the breeding and encour-

aging the normal life of ducks, geese and
swan. From the Susquehanna flats many
of these fowl are going to the area where
the shot gun is never heard.

Colonel William A. Phillips, command-
ing officer at Aberdeen, has written a

letter to the Maryland Conservation
Commission in which he gives the results

of his observation. A part of his letter

follows:

“All the restricted area of land and
waters of the Aberdeen proving ground
has been formed into a refuge for

game. From all that I can ascertain

there have been large numbers of ducks,
geese and swan in the waters adjacent
to the proving grounds. As they were
not permitted to be disturbed by hunt-
ers I believe they did not fly as much
as usual, and consequently the opportu-
nity for hunters to shoot them off the

reservation has not been so good as

usual. This game does not appear to

be disturbed by heavy artillery firing,

as I imagine they take it more or less

as a thunder-and-lighting proposition,

and very quickly find out that it is of

but little consequence to them. I believe

that in a few years this reservation will

cause a decided increase in the amount
of game available, as it will prevent the
rapid and almost continuous extermina-
tion of the game which has been taking
place.”

The Maryland Conservation Commis-
sion, with its office in the Munsey Build-
ing, Baltimore, will gladly welcome any
suggestions that may occur to sports-
man, growing out of this discovery by
Colonel Phillips.

Edwin J. Heath, Maryland.

MANY WANT TO HUNT
IN MEXICO

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
HAVE received so many replies to my

* letter asking for a partner to join me
in a hunting expedition which you pub-
lished in May that I can’t answer them
all.

Please say through your columns that
I have arranged with two men to join
me and that an account of our trip
will be published which I hope will be
of interest to brother sportsmen. If
any one, wanting to take a trip in these
mountains, will write me I will be glad
to arrange with a guide to go with him.

A guide who speaks English will cost

no less than $5.00 per day and saddle

animals and pack animals about $3.00

per day each. This place is 165 miles

south of El Paso, Texas, and is reached

by the Mexico, North Western R. R.

There is also a good automobile road

from Columbus, N. M. You can enter

Mexico with an automobile without pay-

ing any duty. No license is required to

hunt here and hunting for all kinds of

game is permitted at all seasons of the

year. The climate is so perfect that you

can go out in comfort any time of the

year. Hunting is best from October

until March. Bear, deer and turkeys

are very plentiful. There are also many
wolves and lions. Dogs are very useful

in hunting wolves, lions and bears. Any-
one who can afford a three week’s or a

month’s trip can enjoy some fine sport

in this part of the country.

Many people writing me have sent

stamped addressed envelopes for reply.

American postage is not accepted here.

Thank you very much for your kindness.

Leon A. Carruth,
Pearson, Chih., Mexico.

Salmon ascending falls in Yakima River

THE INDIANS’ FISHING RIGHTS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A DELEGATION of chiefs of the
Yakima Indians recently visited

Spokane to protest to federal authorities

against the action of Washington state

officials in putting an embargo on fishing

within 400 feet of the irrigation dam in

the Yakima River at Prosser, Wash.
Countless thousands of salmon annually
ascend the Yakima seeking spawning
grounds. The dam offers a temporary
bar to their progress up-stream and in

the shallow water below the dam the
Indians have taken huge numbers of the
fish. Salmon not used for food imme-
diately are smoked by the Redmen for

food reserves. Outside the 400-foot mark
the water is too deep to permit of the
fish being captured readily. The In-

dians’ treaty rights state that they are
not to be disturbed at usual and cus-

tomary places in common with other resi-

dents of the state, and it is on the in-

terpretation of the treaty rights that the

case rests. The matter has been taken
up with the department of the Interior

at Washington, D. C.

R. A. Laird, Washington.

THE TENT GROUND CLOTH

Having a ground doth sewed in a

tent has several disadvantages. For
example—if you are the owner of two
or three tents, it is necessary to have
a ground cloth for each one. Then, too,

it is not always practical to carry a

ground cloth. Instead of having a c . and
cloth sewed in ea.,h cent. ' naU a

7x7 foot ground cloth .lade up wi'h

grommets on all four ^ides, spacf at

6-inch intervals. In each tent I at';...ned

6-inch tapes along the nottom i,o cor-

respond with spacing of the grommets.
The ground cloth then may be tied fast

to the tent and you have an outfit that

is virtually dirt-proof.

When the ground cloth is not needed,

it can be readily detached. On a go-

light trip, fni instance, having the grom-
mets spaced at 6-inch intervals enables

me to u.->r riic clofh as a pack in transit,

and by fading it over and lacing two
' makes a water-proof sleeping

: ag, thereby making it answer three pur-

poses.

James S. Cowley, New York.

WHAT IS THE BEST CROW RIFLE?
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

Mr. mac ILRATH’S article “Crow
War Declared,” was very interest-

ing to one who likes to shoot all the

year round and must be content to stay

away from the remote places where there

is real game.
He suggests using the .22 long rifle

cartridge. Some years ago I tried this

cartridge on crows but was unsuccessful

and concluded that it required a know-
ledge of sight setting and estimation of

distances that I did not possess and
could not seem to acquire.

The mark presented by a crow’s vitals

is so small and the crow is so wary in

this part of the country, seldom offering

shots at distances below 100 yards, that
it seems as if the .22 long rifle was not
quite powerful enough. I should say
that the .22 Hi-Power with its very flat

trajectory, accuracy at 100 yards and
its light bullet would be an ideal crow
cartridge if it wasn’t for the fact that
its range is too long for settled country
and the shells are expensive. The 25-35
seems too powerful and the 25-20 W.C.F.
not quite flat enough in trajectory or
accurate enough on account of its heavily
crimped shells.

It would be very interesting and of
great value to prospective crow hunters
of limited experience like myself if you
would publish an article on the ideal crow
rifle, giving particular attention to cali-

ber, weight and shape of bullet trajec-
tory, powder charge, sights and type of
rifle. And just think of the discussion
you would start among the gun cracks!

B Woodruff, Washington, D. C.
An answer to the above letter will be

found on the following page.—[Editors.]
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THE RIFLE FOR CROWS
HE WHO WOULD SUCCESSFULLY HUNT THIS WARY BIRD WITH A
RIFLE MUST HAVE ALL THE QUALIFICATIONS OF A MASTER SNIPER

By CAPTAIN ROY S. TINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREIAM

BOOKS
For Traveler and

Nature Lover

ALONE IN THE CARIBBEAN
By Frederick A. Fenger
A most daring journey through the Lesser Antilles
in a tiny sailing canoe. Thrilling adventure, fasci-

nating description-—a book for traveler and adven-
ture lover. 12nio. Net, $2.00

UNDERSTANDING
SOUTH AIVIERICA

By Clayton Sedgwick Cooper
The one all-round guide and reference book for
traveler, business man and student, a veritable
encyclopedia of information about the South Amer-
ican Continent and its people. 12mo. Net, $2.00

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
By Mathilde Edith Holtz and
Katherine Isabel Bemis
The one authoritative guide-book to this new
Rocky Mountain wonderland. Illustrated with
many photographs. Delightful reading for stay-at-

homes, indispensable for tourists. Svo. Net, $2.00

SAMURAI TRAILS
By Lucian Swift Kirtland
A Story of a walking tour along the unfrequented
by ways of Japan, where few foreigners ever pene-
trate. Surprisingly original and entertaining.

Illustrated. 12mo. Net, $2.50

THE SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
By Annie S. Peck
A thoroughly comprehensive, up-to-date guide
book; complete information as to hotels, railways,
restaurants—in fact, everything a tourist needs to

know. 12mo. Net, $3.00

THE AMATEUR VAGABOND
John and Robert Matter
A most unconventional and amazingly venture-
some journey around the world, with empty
pockets and a high heart. 12mo. Net, $1.50

A LOITERER IN NEW YORK
By Helen W. Henderson
A charming, exquisitely conceived book of the ro-

mance of Manhattan, her arts and treasures, her
forgotten and unsuspected beauties, from the soul
and pen of an artist. Fully Ulus. 4to. Net, $4.00

HISTORIC SHRINES of AMERICA
By John T. Faris
This admirable and beautiful book visualizes for
the itinerant lover of America, her story in states-

manship, in war and in history, and gives the
reader an increased knowledge of the romantic
springs of our liberty and our national culture.

« Fully Ulus. Svo. Net, $3.00

MOREWANDERINGS IN LONDON
By E. V, Lucas
The traveler of today who requires an up-to-date
guide to wandering will find it here, set down de-

lightfully by a most distinguished and informing
wanderer, who revisits London—a London all but
made over by the rapid movement of the 20th Cen-
tury. Fully Ulus. 12mo. Net, $2.00

FOREST & STREAM (Book Department)

9 East 40th St. New York, N. Y.

UNTING crows with
a rifle is the most dif-

ficult form of shoot-

ing extant. It is a
sporting proposition

plus, that calls for

the maximum of ac-

curacy in both arm
and ammunition, the
finest of sights, an
ability to hold like

a machine rest, and
a thorough k n o w 1-

edge of the exterior ballistics of the

weapon used. The man who successfully

hunts crows with a rifle is a master
sniper, a skilled stalker and possessed

of the patience of Job.

Here are the conditions:

1. Accuracy.—The vital spot on a
crow is represented by a circle two inches

in diameter, and any man who hits a

two-inch objective at any range over one
hundred yards, does so as a matter of

luck, not good holding. Only the very
finest of rifles will make a two-inch group
at one hundred yards when fired from
a machine rest. The men who can con-

sistently keep all their shots in a four-

inch circle at that distance are few, even

on the target range. And to consistently

place all your shots inside a six-inch

circle at one hundred yards, under hunt-

ing conditions, calls for a degree of skill

possessed by few riflemen.

2. Sights.—A crow never offers a

clear, well-defined aiming point, except

when he is silhouetted against the sky-

line, and for that reason a telescope sight

is necessary to obtain what riflemen call

“defination” as it overcomes the blur-

ing effects and optical illusions caused by
shadows and bad light. And best of all,

the ’scope sight betrays every slight

tremor of the barrel; when you can keep

the cross-hairs steady you are holding

like a rock.

3. Trajectory.—On paper, the problem
works out this way; as the killing space

is two inches in diameter we should use

ammunition having the necessary degree

of accuracy at one hundred yards to keep

within that area, and a trajectory of

not more than two inches. This is true

in both theory and practice and such

cartridges at the 25/35, the .256 and the

.22 hi-power are all good medicine, but

it is not safe to shoot such ammunition
in the populated districts where crows

abound, as the bullet after perforating,

or more often passing the said crow, goes

on a mile or so beyond its objective and
causes some “innocent bystander” to play

leading man at a coroner’s inquest.

4. The Safe Cartridge.—The 22/5/40,

commonly known as the “long rifle” cart-

ridge, possesses the necessary range,

power and accuracy to do the work, an
ideal form of ammunition, except in the

matter of trajectory, and that difficulty

Is easily overcome.

5. The Continuous Danger Zone.—The

trajectory of the 22/5/40 at fifty yards
is \V2. inches and up to that range get-

ting the crow is simply a matter of good
holding, when shooting parallel with the
surface of the earth. When firing up
into a tree at an angle of from 30 to 50
degrees the trajectory curve does not
exceed two inches up to 70 or 80 yards,
and the bullet will hit where you hold,

with the fifty-yard sight setting. Many
of the old timers carefully “zero” their

rifles for 75 yards, when firing horizont-
ally, and this means that any crow shot
at from ground to tree is their meat up
to 100 yards, if the rifle is held right.

Never for a moment forget that super-
accurate holding is the “alpha and
omega” of crow hunting with a rifle.

At 100 yards the trajectory is five

inches, which means that the bullet is

never more than fhat distance above
the line of sight. For extreme range
shooting, “zero” the rifle at 100 yards
and hold low for birds fifty yards away.
At 25 and 75 yards the trajectory error

is not worth considering, in fact if you
hold where you want to hit at all times
you are reasonably certain of getting

your bird. From ground to tree this

sight setting will be effective up to 150

yards, a range well beyond the capacity

of either man or weapon to intentionally

or semi-consistently hit the two-inch vital

zone.

6. Measure of Skill Required.—Take
the Standard Small Bore Match Target
prescribed by the National Rifle Associa-

tion, 2-inch ten-ring, 4-inch nine-ring,

and 6-inch eight-ring, all blackened for

a sighting bull
;
back off a hundred yards,

actual tape measurement, drop into your
favorite position in your own peculiar

way and “sight in.” If you can put up
a score of 96, or better, out of a hundred
possible points, for ten consecutive shots,

with all your shots inside the 4-inch

nine-ring, you can hit crows, otherwise

not. It is useless to attempt hunting
until you have attained this degree of

skill on the paper target. Some folks

don’t like paper targets because they tell

the truth regarding a man’s ability to

place his shots; let the bang-bangs who
slaughter tin cans at thirty feet sniff at

“target shootin’ ” and brag of exploits

physically impossible, it is all they can

do, they can’t shoot or they would not be

satisfied with the tin can performance.

7. The Rifle.—Use a heavy single-shot

target rifle, one weighing eight to nine

pounds, the repeating arms are to light

to permit of the close holding required

and as one shot is all you will get, the

repeating mechanism simply becomes a

cartridge box. The telescope sight and

a webb sling are important, almost vital

aids to accuracy i:. the hands of a man
trained to use them. Be careful to cam-

ouflage in the matter of clothing, Brer

Crow is keen of vision; stalk carefully

and intelligently; hunt patiently and per-

sistently and you get the crow—mavHe.
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Here ^
They Are!
And they’re all good shells. But a

good shell is a better one when it is loaded

with Infallible or “E. C.”

Use these powders—you’ll smash more targets

at the traps and make more clean hits in the

field. Take no chances with powders that may
vary in quality but use the ones that you know
are reliable. In other words buy

Smokeless Shotgun

INFALLIBLE E.CT

These powders are always the same; they burn
clean and evenly, give the highest velocity

with very light recoil and uniformly even
patterns. Each lot of Infallible or “E. C.”
is carefully tested before it leaves our plant

—

these powders /lever vary in quality.

When you buy loaded shells, specify a Hercules Smoke-
less Shotgun Powder By so doing you will be assured of

the best service that a powder can give.

Any one of the fourteen standard shells listed here can

^ be bought loaded with Infallible or “E. C.
”

HIGH GUN
IDEAL
PREMIER
TARGET

ARROW
NITPO CLUB

9CLBY LQABS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

(jg|
\BLACK SHELLS

AIAVAJAX
CLIMAX

Wilmington Delaware
FIELD
RECORD

'WmCHESTEfl
REPEATER
LEADER
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Game in
Full View

Instant

Accurate Bead

W ITH Lyman Combination Rear
Sights your bead is instant and
accurate. Rear sight is set close

to the eye. allowing use of small aper-
ture that concentrates your eye on the
front sight (see illustration). The rear
sight is all but ignored. Your attention
is given to front sight and game, which
is in full view all the time. For all

American and most foreign rifles. At
your dealer's, or write for

FREE BOOK
giving hints on shooting
and care of guns, and
showing complete line of

LYMAN
SIGHTS

for every purpose
and every gun.

LYMAN GUN
SIGHT CORP.

110 -West St.,

MIDDLEFIELD,
CONN.

SLEEP ON
OVER HERE AND OVERTH

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
oro so cool and yieldins that the most restful,

henencial sleep is assurctl. Tliese pillows have

removahle wash rovers and are SANITARY-
VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when deflated can he carried in your

iio<'ket. Tlie only practical pillow for all nses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 10—$2.25, lO x 21—$2.75. 17

X 26—$.'1.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. R. A
Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.

Catalog rrec.

“METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS’
ESTAIiUSllEI) 1S91

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co.. Athol, Mass.

Spring^ield-Remington
Single shot rifle altered and refinishsd. Shoots
cal. 30, model 1906 army cartridge. Weight 7^
lbs., total length 39 inches, U. S. Barrel 33^ inches
Remington breech action, blued finish U. S. graduated
sight. Price $7.77 plus war tax 78 cents. Cartridges $3.50

per 100 war tax 35 cents, packing charge 45 cents.

FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS 501 BROADWAY. N.T.

A WYOMING SHEEP HUNT
FATHER AND SON FOLLOW LONE TRAILS AMONG THE HIGH PEAKS
OF THE ROCKIES AND SECURE SOME MUCH PRIZED TROPHIES

By CYRUS THOMPSON

ATURALLY, I have
been hunting big
game for a longer

time than my son,

but we have had
many hunts together

and he is following

closely in my foot-

steps as a Nimrod.
In 1906 we had
taken a hunt in Mon-
tana and had not
been very successful.

When we returned from “The Hills,”

and were waiting to take the train for

home, a party of hunters came in and
one of them had the head of a fine

Rocky Mountain sheep. I can assure you
I looked upon that as a prize, not so

much with covetous eyes, but I did wish
that I might be able to secure one of

my own.
A few years later we planned a hunt

to the Wind River Country, Wyo., which
was to he for sheep, elk and deer. We
arranged with two of the best guides at

Cody, Wyo., and started, with ten pack
animals, two guides, a cook, horse-

wrangler and ourselves, six persons, and
in all, a train of sixteen saddle and pack
animals, for the hunting country, about

ninety miles distant.

We traveled through the canyons,

along the divides, and over the wind-
sv/ept mountains, at an altitude of over

11,000 feet at times, for five days, pro-

ceeding on an average about eighteen

miles per day, and at the end of the fifth

day, i-eached the place where our guides

had planned to st;p.

The first day we arranged our camp,
and in the afternoon one of the guides

and I started for a nearby mountain to

prospect. My son was to provide some
beautiful and toothsome mountain trout

for our cuisine and my guide, Ned
Frost, started on an old trail alone to

look for signs of game. When we all

returned in the evening, Ned was jubil-
ant, he had seen a fine ram not over a
mile from camp, and we were to try
our luck next day. We had the feeling
that night of assurance that we were
in sheep country, where for many years,
we had longed to be.

Next morning Ned and I started. I

had a saddle horse, which sometimes I

would ride and at intervals would lead.

On other occasions, where the mountains
were too steep for riding, the horse
would go ahead, and I would occasion-
ally swing on his tail. Fortunately the
horse did not resent my familiarity, and
we made progress. We had seen sev-

eral small bands of sheep through our
binoculars, but no good ones and none
that we wanted. At noon we ate our
lunch, rested, enjoyed the beautiful moun-
tain scenery, and started back to camp,
distant about six miles in a round-about
way, so as to cover as much territory
as w'e could. Ned was walking in front,

I was riding a little behind, and as we
approached a point where there was a
precipice of several hundred feet, Ned
cautiously looked over and motioned me
to stay back, and in a low tone of voice,

told me he saw a fine ram about half a
mile down in the canyon, and the same
one, he thought, that he had seen the
previous day. I alighted, crawled over
and looked through the binoculars, and
saw the ram feeding. I asked Ned if

there was any chance to get it, and
he said that if it would lie down so

•we could surely locate it, we might stalk

it, but so long as it was moving around,
we had but little show. We had not

been looking at that ram ten minutes,

before we saw it lie down near a tree,

by which w’e could fix its exact location.

We then started to get as near to it as

possible. We tied the horse, laid aside

our hunting coats, looked to our rifles,

and our tedious stalking commenced.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 439)

Cyrus Thompson and the fine old ram which fell a victim of his prowess
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DOES A

Five Pound
Fifteen Ounce
Small Mouth
Bass Look
Good to You?
This big bass was landed in September
by Don Leigh, Fishing Editor of the

Chicago Evening Journal, and the lure

used was a PFLUEGER-SURPRISE
MINNOW, but let Leigh tell the

story; “It was a trifle blustery and
cold, with flurries of snow the day this

big one struck. I had tried nearly every bait and combination of baits throughout the day
without results, when I snapped on the Pflueger -Surprise. At the fourth cast this bass struck

with a wallop—he was fighting mad—eighteen minutes he fought a rushing battle. I believe

it was the natural minnow swim of the Surprise that ‘coaxed the strike of this gamey bass when
nothing else could interest him. The Pflueger- Surprise Minnow has the REAL SWIMMING

A l« I j ^ . movement of a fish and it does not need any spinners,

^TU I ll planes, plates or other hardware to make it do this NAT-
* MM MM B^UMM URAL LIFELIKE minnow swim. The deep grooved

mouth gives it the peculiar darting swim of the minnow and it LOOKS LIKE A
MINNOW when reeled along in the water. I never go bait casting for bass, pike, ^
musky or pickerel without a selection of
Pflueger-Surprise Minnows in my kit, because
I know what they will do in any water. They
have the SWIM that INTERESTS the game
fish.”

There is a finish for every kind and condition
of water. Look them over at your dealers—every
first-class tackle or socrting goods dealer handles
the PFLUEGER BULL-DOG BRAND tackle, be-
cause it is guaranteed without time limit and he
knows that in selling you any Pflueger tackle that
you will be entirely satisfied—you are getting the
very best that can be produced in tackle—if fishing
tackle could be made better the PFLUEGERS
would make it.

THE PFLUEGER-SURPRISE MINNOW

Your tackle box should contain the following for all kinds of bait-
casting: Pfleuger-Surprise Minnow, No. 3980, white a 1 over; No. 3973,
white belly, blended rainbow back; No. 3985, white belly, blended
green cracked back; each of the above 7f;c; No. 3949 chub minnow finish
scale blend at 85c. Get this layout at your tackle dealers and get the
game fish interested in your lure. If he happens to be out cf stock send
direct to us and receive the baits post paid, delivery guaranteed.

Don Leigh Tells You |
A lot cf interesting fishing facts in the latest edition of PFLUEGERS’ ^
TIPS ON TACKLE, that handy little pocket sized book of real ^
fishing information. He is well known as an authority on bait cast- ^
ing and has written some rattling good chapters on artificial baits ^
and how to use them, the spoon and what it will do, how to play the =
fish and a great chapter on natural baits. If you want to know how ^
to get the big ones and when, just write today for your copy of this ^
snappy book—IT COSTS YOU NOTHING but the time to write =
“send it to me.” There are many other fine chapters by other leading ^
authorities on every angle of the fishing game, and Pfluegers’ Tif>s on ^
Tackle cannot help but make your fishing better and your stringer ^
average higher. Of course today is the day to write in order to be ^
cure of getting a copy before the present edition runs out. ^
THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 21 {ThePfluegers) akron,ohio

,1k
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How About the

Tackle You Need
for That Trip?
Do not put off your tackle buying

until you are ready for that long-

planned trip and then make a hur-

ried selection which may result in

your getting something other than

“Fishing Tackle That’s Fit For
Fishing”

Abbey & Imbrie tackle is for sale

wherever there are progressive deal-

ers and anglers who value their sport
high enough to demand the best
equipment. But in a last-minute rush
you may be crowded into feeling that

less meritorious tackle will do “this

time.”

It won’t do. It never does do. It

is a certain trip-spoiler. And down
deep in your sportsman’s heart you
know it.

So allow sufficient time before your
trip to select the Abbey & Imbrie
tackle you need. In that way you
will be starting right for the royal
outing to which you are entitled.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Division of

Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.,

15-17 Warren Street, New York

sPECML MARINE CANOE GLUE
waterproof, best filler for canvas

A n y puncture or
leak in boat, canoe or
flying boat can be re-

paired in five minutes.
It is as valuable to a
canoeist as a repair
kit to a bicyclist or
automobilist. It is a
lohnny-on-tbe-spot art-

icle that no boatman
should be without. It

nicp RAHiri Ripi n <I<X!8 not dry up nor
BIFF, BANG. RIP. D ... (jt,teriorate in the can,

but will be found equally ready for use in ten years
as today. Friction top emergency cans, 35 cents each:
by mail, 40 cents each. Canada, 47 cents each.

StnJ for booklets Marine Glue, What to use and how to use

it’ and *‘How ta make your boat leakproof Al all Hardware
and Sporting Goods Houses

L. W. FERDINAND & CO.
152 Kneeland Street, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

THE SECRET OF ALLIGATOR BAY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 398)

back from this expedition now occupies

an honored position in the lodge of Camp
Wonposet, Bantam Lake, Conn. Mr.
King presented it to Robert Tindale, man-
ager of the boy’s summer camp.)
Some distance on, Roy and his friend

shot a second and even larger alligator.

It was not killed however, and gave sav-

age battle, as Hendry assisted in roping

it and dragging it into the boat. It lay

quite still, apparently dead, but when
Roy went to examine the wound, the tail

lashed upward and the inquisitive hunter

lost his balance, toppling over into the

water. No time was lost in extracting

him from his greater peril.

“Alligator Bay is yonder through the

channel at the end of this little bay or

lagoon, or whatever its peculiar forma-

tion permits of calling it,” said Mr. King,

“and the locality is well-named. Never,

anywhere in Florida, on either coast,

have I seen so many ’gators.”

Roy was for shooting this ugly-tem-

pered fellow in the boat, but Hendry
placed a detaining hand on the rifle.

“Don’t do that,” he warned, “it make
bullet hole through boat. Much bad

business.” Whereupon Hendry poled

ashore and or# a likely point under the

bays, put an end to the ’gator in truly

professional style.

A dozen fine mangrove snappers were
caught by the party before they pushed
on to the entrance to Alligator Bay.

And it was at this entrance that the

second posted warning was discovered.

There was no attempt at compromise;

a pole had been driven into the muck
on the bottom of the passage, at its nar-

row, v/inding mouth, and fifty feet off

shore. Near the top was nailed an old

box top and in red letters (berry stain)

was crudely drawn this significant com-

mand :
“ STAY OUT.”

The S was turned the wrong way, how-
ever, showing that some uneducated per-

son had written the inscription.

The skiff was paddled up to this im-

pudent sign-post and Mr. King was not

slow to discover that the entire contrap-

tion was of recent manufacture. In fact

the berry stains were still wetl This

then, would indicate that there were
others in Chevelier Bay and that the

passage had been posted with an un-

mistakable purpose.

The cut itself was fifteen feet wide,

with not more than two feet of water.

Five young mangroves and bays had been

cut near the water and had fallen criss-

cross, blocking the entrance.

And through this mystic screen of

trunks, limbs and matted leaves, there

came an Indian canoe! Not a sound

had been heard—not so much as a touch

of paddle to water or the rustle of brush.

There were three young Seminole bucks

in the hollowed-out cypress craft, look-

ing as sleek and shiny and unreal as

tho’ carved from wood.
Mr. King and his companions were too

startled at first to say a word. It had
transpired without warning and while

they were still interested in the sign on

the post. The older Indian carried a

20-gauge Winchester shotgun and it was

—new! Piled in the stern of the canoe,
were many deer skins.

“Howdy,” Mr. King called to them.
But they did not respond. Their ex-

pressionless faces were set in the direc-

tion of Chevelier Bay.
“See if you can make them talk,” said

Mr. King to Hendry, who was always a
“good mixer” when it came to Seminoles.

Some gutteral talk followed, as the
guide attempted to engaged the bucks in

conversation. The canoe and its occu-
pants, without ever really stopping,
crossed the lagoon and disappeared into

the passage that led to Chevelier Bay.
“Could you get anything out of them?’'

Mr. King inquired somewhat eagerly.

Hendry’s eyes were wide and his man-
ner strange, as he said;

“No want to talk. Only say, ‘Don’t
know.’ They go to Smallwood’s store

at Chokoloskee with deer skins. Tell me
no good passage into Alligator Bay.”

I

T was well along in the afternoon and
they turned back, rowing and poling
with all their strength, to make the

Mae before nightfall. Hendry was silent,

uncommunicative, scowlingly unlike him-
self during the entire trip. When the
opportunity afforded to get Mr. King off

to one side he explained his reticence.

“Please, we stay away from Alligator

Bay,” said he, “better to not get rifle

bullet. Indians no trouble, white men
much trouble. I think some hide behind
cut trees at entrance back there. They
watch us. They put up sign just for

me, you an everybody.”
“Hendry,” was Mr. King’s response,

“I have my plans made for tomorrow.
You come wi-th me. John and the others

will fish at the far end of Chevelier,

outside the entrance to the lagoon. They
will never be very far from us and John
has instructions to fire his revolver if

anything goes amiss. It is my inten-

tion to see what is happening in Alli-

gator Bay.”
As per these arrangements, although

the fishermen were not allowed to know
what was on the docket, Hendry and Mr.
King went as far as the tarpon grounds
with the others and then, in the glade

skiff, shunted off to the mainland at the

left, explaining that they thought they
could find deer—and fresh meat would
go well for supper that night. The skiff

was concealed in the bushes along shore

and using their machetes liberally the

pair set off for the east side of the

lower end of Chevelier and the lagoon.

They first came upon open prairie and
then an impenetrable mangrove swamp.

It was so dense and the roots so tan-

gled that progress was necessarily slow.

According to Mr. King’s reckonings they

were now nearly opposite Alligator Bay,

having passed above the narrow neck of

water leading from the hidden lagoon.

There were frequent signs of -deer in

the black earth and multitudes of birds

of many kinds. Hendry said that they

saw no less than fifty water moccasins

in that one strip of 200 yards-wdde man-
grove swamp. The guide was not afraid

of them. His quick eye would measure
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S
AY, what a trick you’ll turn for your tongue

and taste and temper when you finally get down
to bed-rock smokes and let some of that topjoy

Prince Albert float into your system! Just will

put the quiz into your thinktank as to how much
pipe or cigarette-rolling fun you’ve gone shy on

—

and, you’ll work in a lot of double headers for

quite a spell to get all-square!

What’s the idea kidding yourself when you know
what P. A. will do for your smokespot; when you
know what it is doing for men all over the civilized

world! You can’t hit a happier job than to stock a

supply of Prince Albert, jam that joy’us jimmy
pipe chuck-full and blaze away ! Why,
it’s like falling into feathers when
you’ve been batting-it-out-on-a-board!

Prince Albert just can’t help doing

you a clever turn because it won’t bite

the national

your tongue at any stage! Bite and parch are cut

out by our patented process. Want you to know
right here, and now, that Prince Albert will be as

gentle with your tongue as a toy purr-kitty is with a

stuffed mouse! You can rip champeen-smokespeed-
records right up the back with P. A. for packing

!

You don’t need a percentage table to figure out

what Prince Albert’s quality and flavor and fra-

grance will do for your happiness every time the

clock ticks! You’ll get the answer quick! And,
now it’s your draw! Prince Albert is sold in

toppy red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound and
half pound tin humidors, and, in that classy, prac-

tical pound crystal glass humidor with

_ sponge-moistener top that keeps the

tobacco in such perfect condition!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Albert
joy smoke
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ever-
The Boot that

^ SportsmenSwearBy
“Finest thing ever for rough, out-

door wear, ’’saysao Oregonaportsman—*5^
and you’ll echo his sentiments when ^
jou'ye ^yoRN a pair of “Never Ijeaks.*'’ ^Nothing like them for wet ground or dry— 9

hunzting, fishing, trapping or hiking. £asy «

on the feet, but autwear harder, stiffer boots. •

^AS NEAR WATERPROOF A3 LEATHERS boots can be made.

^ Built the Russell Way
s Quality Always= Expert bootmakers make “Never Leak'* boots
•

—

by hand from black chrome cowhide, a wond.
erfully flexible leather, waterproofed in the

^5 tanning. Patented Never Rip Seams shed
the water— there are no “open” stitches. •

Made to your measure in any ^
height. Solos hobnailed £
or smooth,
Ask your dealer to show^you this ideal outdoor boot
—if he can't, writ© for
Catalog M.

W. C. RUSSELL ^
MOCCASIN CO. #
BERUN.WIS.

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France liare died fighting our battles.
The women and cliiUiren of Fiance are left to bear the
burden,

$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month.
$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.
Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses .ire paid from a separate fund.
Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, pr.Tc-

tically and personally, our ally. France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. WHien a grate-

ful letter cimies from some little child in France you
will know how' much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.
3.00 1 mo. 73.50

“ “ “ 2 yrs.

Date

mysei; )
$36.50 ... for a '^P/, aged .... in Its

I pledge v home for .... years

, i $ for .... children in their owt
^ ) homes for ...

.

years

I enclose herewith $ in Payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in
........ payments.

CROSS OTTT THE PARA
GRAPHS YOU DON'T ACCEPT

1 promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address

Hiecks .‘ihrmkl lie drawn to “THE FATHERLESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE COMMUrrEE" and mailed
to the Chicago TroaMirer. DAVID U. FORGAX, Room
741 Fine Arts Building. Chicago.

Join the
National Crow Shoot

It’s fun to outwit these wily birds with a

£tted to your .22 or .22 high power rifle.

It deadens the report noise, reduces the

Tccoil, and steadies your aim. Direct from

Dealer or Factory, $5.00.

Write for Fret Book of Stories.

Send
for
It

Maxim Sdencer Co. TO I’or:cc!ead Ave., Hartford, Conn.

distance and he would slash down with
his machete, cutting them into bits with
a sort of savage satisfaction.

Here, too, were water-holes, black, ooze-

filled and joined by subterranean pass-

ages. There were alligators beyond
counting and crawfish, as on Sweetwater
River.

But what they had longed to see now
broke upon their vision, brilliantly illu-

minated by the sunshine. Through the

mangroves water glimmered and shim-
mered and a few steps brought them
to the eastern shore of a tropic jun-

gle-surrounded bay— Alligator Bay!
Shielded by the trees, they peered out
and into this strange aviary of bird life.

It was a body of water approximately
one-half mile long by three-eights of a

mile wide, while the depth seemed to

range from four to seven feet. Certainly
its natural beauty could not be exag-
gerated! The environment of three spe-

cies of bays, the myrtle and the man-
grove, was further elaborated by orchids,

flaming red clusters of air plants and
vines that grew luxuriantly over and
around everything. Here, indeed, was a
secluded wonderland, approachable by
boat via two possible channels, one lead-

ing from Dr. Tiger’s Lake and Lossman’s
River, to the south, and the other from
Chevelier Bay. But both of these ap-

proaches had been sealed by fallen trees

and as we have had occasion to know,
“posted.”

I

N the centre of this attractive body of

water was an island—a large circular

island, studded with bays myrtles and
mangroves, and strangely flecked with

white. Indeed, the green of the foliage

was almost snowy from the droppings

of birds. As the afternoon waned, and
the wanderers returned from their feed-

ing, the fluttering wings of hundreds
upon hundreds of pure white egrets in-

tensified this ghostly appearance. It was
like a fantastic, spirit-isle, cloaked in

transparent lacery of mist.

“A marvelous sight!” muttered Mr.
King, deeply impressed by what he was
seeing, “it doesn’t look real, Hendry.
The egrets and other birds have trans-

formed the island into a sort of stucco

imitation. It is a Mardi Gras float of

the Florida wilds, drifting down the bay!
And see

—
” he pointed upward to the

sky—“the egrets are coming back to

roost!”

“Big Rookery!” nodded Hendry, “lots

birds. More than I ever see. Indian no
want us come up passage to Alligator

Bay. This why.”
“It is one of the attractions of our

strange acquaintances in these parts,”

said Mr. King, “and I am sure there are

others, Hendry, hidden far up the wind-

ing rivers and creeks, where few men
ever see them. The egrets of Florida

have not gone forever. There is yet time

to save them if the rascals who shoot

up these rookeries can be apprehended
rnd severely sentenced—sentences that

v/ill frighten those who still roam at

large up Chokoloskee.”
Hendry shrugged those expressive,

bony shoulders of his.

“So long rich white lady pay big

money for plume, Indian and Chock folks

get plumes. She stop buy, they stop kill.”

Mr. King clapped him on the shoulder.

“Right!” was his exclamation, “there
is the real solution of the problem. Hen-
dry. You are a true philosopher. But
this vivid ghost-picture in the heart of

Alligator Bay was what I came miles

to see. I must confess that my other
work, while necessary and interesting,

takes second place. And I only regret
that John will not be able to see It.”

“No bring him?” Hendry asked.

“No, I am afraid fjr the boy. We
are taking a long chance, Hendry. You
know it; I know it. Somewhere in the
shrubbery around these wonderful shores
there is a guard, a watcher, the menace
of the rifle shot and the deadly ambus-
cade. That is why we must ourselves
turn back without even stepping out on
shore. It might mean our lives.”

Without a word, Hendry turned fac-

ing the depths of the swamp and the back
trail. It was what he would have said

himself.

But Mr. King was taking one last look.

Cold shadows were beginning to fall

across the water from the hedge of trees.

Stark and unsightly, like roots of ex-

posed teeth, the marginal extremities of

the mangroves on the rookery loomed
grey-white in the afternoon glow, under
their lathering of mud. And always,
overhead and across the hushed waters
and in the massed foliage of the little

round island, the egrets winged rest-

lessly.

Mr. King could see the tragedy enacted—the men hidden ashore near the rook-

ery, the first shot that sent the alarmed
birds upward, the fair marks against
blue sky, the cry of agony and the help'

less white thing that suddenly pitched

into the lake. It was such a dastardly
act! There was a coward in every gun-
shot!

“You come?” asked Hendry.
“I come,” answered his companion.

And so we have all but completed
our story friend reader. If it has
been overlong and filled with the

things that were always just ahead, you
must be forebearing. We who have writ-

ten this tale knew that there was tragedy
at the end. We knew that we would
finally come upon the scene of a crime
against the most beautiful and the most
harmless of birds. That knowledge has
frankly oppressed us.

Now—as we write, there are bad In-

dians and worse white men up the tan-

gled trails of these same rivers, and the

traffic still continues. Perhaps you who
love gun and rod may care to cover the

same ground some day. Game wardens
will shake their heads when you mention
it. There are so many unmarked graves

near Chokoloskee and Chevelier.

As for our own party, they hunted
and fished another day and then de-

scended Chatham Bend River to the wel-

come gulf. The voya.ge around the cape
and up the other coast was uneventful,

if so we may term those golden, lazy

hours of sport. At Miami the thankful

strangers took their departure, and so

far as we know, have not been seen by
any member of the party since. What
had prompted them to ascend that far

creek above the shell mound re'rion will

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 430 )
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“The Traps,’* scene of grounds where the Big Shoot will be held.

Get Ready Now for the G. A. H.
Trapshooting’s Classic is scheduled for August

11th to 15th. Get out your gun. Go out to your
local gun club. Practice up now— and practice in

earnest—for this year’s

Grand American Handicap

Smokeless Shotgun Powders

are the powders that win. Used

by the Nation’s Crack Shots. Look

on the shell box for the names

Dupont— Ballistife—Schultze

will be bigger than ever before. The sharpshooting boys

are home from over seas. New “champs” will test their

skill with old ones. It will be “some” Shoot and plenty

of sport for all.

Will you win a prize?

It depends on the way you can shatter the clays. Now
is the time to work into form. Your local gun club is the

place. Be on edge when the big time arrives.

For full information and name
of nearest gun club write

Sporting Powder Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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THE ARM OF
THE MARKSMAN
B. S. A. Rifles are

now resuming their
place in forest and
held, at targets and
traps. They are being
made, as before the
war, in all styles for all

these purposes.

THE
BIRMINGHAM
SMALL ARMS
COMPANY
LIMITED
Dept, 20

Birmingham
I England

Prominent among
them is the B. S. A. .22

calibre Bolt Action
Rifle for sporting and
target use—single shot
or magazine. The war
and the e.xperience of
sportsmen have made
perfeeth' clear the ad-
vantages of Bolt Ac-
tion. It is unusual to
And a .22 calibre rifle

that embodies them as
docs_ the B. S. A.

B. S. A. Rifles equippeil
with the famous B. S. A.
sights, with a “hang” that
is just right and stocks that
snugly fit the face and
shoulder, are the choice of
sportsmen everywhere. Let
the B. S. A, be your choice
as well.

A\ e also manufacture B. S.
A. rifles of larger bore for
long range target and big
game shooting, both single
shot and magazine: B. S. A.
shot guns, B. S. A, lever
cocked air rifles for serious
target and sporting work,
gun accessories and B. S. A.
sights.

Write for further informa-
tion, and B.S.A. rifle book-
lets. Sent free on request.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHES MANY AND
CAN SUPPLY ANY OF THE WORLD’S BEST
OUTDOOR BOOKS.

‘‘Modern RifL”
or any dollar book shown on pages

388-3S9 free with a year’s subscrip-

tion to Forest .vnd Stke.vm at the

regular yearly rate of Sz.oo.

FOREST AND STREAM
(BOOK DEPARTMENT!

9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

HOW TO IMPROVE IN BAIT CASTING
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 401)

is one of three things that will happen.
Your weight went out onto the grass in

the direction of the target just as you
intended it should. If not, it either shot
up into the air over your head or else

it plugged into the ground at your feet.

If it went out towards the target, your
cast was correctly made. If it went up
into the air, you released your thumb
pressure too soon. If it shot down to

the ground directly in front of you, you
did not release the thumb soon enough.
There you are. With that information,
you should be able to make good head-
way.

After you get so that you can land the

weight out in the grass in some direc-

tion, which very likely will not be very
near the target, then you will be ready
to try for accuracy. You have got to

acquire accuracy, for a caster without it,

is not a caster. No, he is a dangerous
customer to get close to when he is in

action.

When you swing your rod forward in

the cast, swing it as you would a twenty-
foot pole and were going to “swat” a

woodchuck or skunk with it. In this in-

stance, the hat on the grass is to be
the victim. What I wish you to under-
stand is that you must bring your rod
forward in a direct line with whatever
you are casting at. This movement will

send the weight out towards the target.

If the weight is going too hard and too

high it will fly completely over and be-

yond the target. If this is the case,

thumb pressure is to be applied to the

spool and the weight will slow down and
settle. A little practice and a good deal

of judgment will soon enable you to drop
your weight about where you want it.

After you have managed to acquire a

bit of proficiency, then, as your weight
shoots out, keep your rod pointed di-

rectly at it. As the weight settles, lower
the rod tip. This movement permits the

line to draw in a direct line from the

reel spool with a minimum of friction.

Thus you are enabled to cast with little

effort and at the same time your line

will last longer.

Now you are ready for a word or

two about retrieving your lure. As soon

as the bait has landed on the ground,

transfer the rod to your left hand.

Grasp the rod by the grip that is above
the reel seat, having the hand under-

neath with the thumb up on the left side

and the index finger up on the right side.

Pi’ess the rod butt against the stomach
and reel in the line, guiding it onto the

spool as evenly as possible with the

thumb and index finger of the left hand.

Be sure to spool the line evenly with a

regular traverse across the entire width
of the reel spool, not allowing the line

to pile up in a ridge at any place or

nermitting^it to run up the ends of the

sprcl. The success of every cast lies

main..' in the manner in which the line

was wound onto the spool after the pre-

vious cast.

While you are getting familiar with

this part of the art, keep your eyes on

your reel so you can see what you are

doing. Later in the game you will forget

all about spooling your line, for it wil

be done without any special thought or

your part.

A3 you begin to become proficient ii

casting and retrieving, then worl
your rod butt away from your stom

ach, for besides not being a gracefu
position, it is unhandy when you strife

a fish. The style to adopt is to hok
the rod with the click end of reel in th(

left palm. All fingers underneath thi

rod. Guide the line onto the spool witl

the tip of the thumb which will extern

over the top of the reel when held ai

described. Press the line first with om
side of the thumb and then with tfe

other. This position gets the rod wel

away from the body and permits free

dom for a good strike to set the hool

when a bass takes hold. And set tb
hook good and solid when you do get t

strike. It is a mighty good start to

wards getting the fish onto your stringer

A fish with the hook set deeply doesn’

unhook himself even if you let him rui

around loose for ten minutes. “Spittinj

out” the hook never happens if the barl

is well in.

If you will now follow the instruction

I have given, you should soon be abl

to cast very well without any persona
supervision from a caslser. Above al

things, stick to the overhead cast sucl

as I have described. Don’t take up tha

inefficient underhand cast to start witl

or you will keep it up and never amoun
to a “hill of beans” as a bait caster

Remember this, if you happen to be fish

ing and meet a caster who employs thi

underhand cast only, you just make u]

your mind that you will have him nicel;

trimmed before the day is over. Th(

overhead caster puts his bait just w'hen

he wishes it to go, while the averag(

underhand caster puts his lure just abou

where it happens to land. This is no

true in every instance, but it holds gooc

in the majority of cases.

Well, the time soon arrives when ym
are in shape to try your hand after fish

I suppose I might tell you what to do

where to cast, wTere to go, and a whoh
lot of other things, but I’m not goinj

to do it in that way. I’m going to tafe

you fishing with Jimmie and me. Jim

mie, by the way, is my wife. And bes

of all, the fishing trip that I am goin)

to take you on is not ancient historj

It is a trip that I took since I bega!

to write this article. If you will loo'

back to where I wrote: “A little prac

tree and a good deal of adjustment wi’

soon enable you to drop your weigh

where you want it,” you will see jus

where I quit writing for the time bein

and put my tackle aboard my little re

runabout which already had Jimmi
seated therein, and sped away fror

Jewett City, Conn., to Pachaug Pom
about three miles away.
Pachaug Pond, which in reality is

small lake, contains a lot of water whe

full. In fact, it covers about 1,000 acre: 1

but along in Augrust our mill has draw (

heavily on the supply and about 40
,

acres would be about the size then. 1 1
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Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you ever had.

The Aerothrust will do all the rowing and let you do all the

fishing. Could anything be fairer than that?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all the backache

and hand-blisters out of that long pull against the wind or cur-

rent to where “they are bitin’.”

The Aerothrust is an improvement on every other type of

detachable motor. Here’s why :

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punishment from sub-

merged rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, you never have to worry about depth of water. If you
scratch bottom your propeller is in the air out of harm's way. The
Aerothrust will take you anywhere it’s damp!

Third, j'ou will get greater speed under all

kinds of conditions than with the underwater
propeller.

Fourth, j'OU are independent of piers and
docks for landing—just run her nose right up
on the beach.

Aajl “to SkA.

C»<5wA

i.

1

Fifth, when fishing you can navigate shal-

low streams without roiling up the water.

Asl^ your dealer or write for illustrated booklet.

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Exclusive Canadian Jobbers, Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO.
517 Washingto»* Street LA PORTE, IND.

Another Feature of Camp Life Perfected
CampinsT is not campintr without a camp fire. A camp stove is not a perfect camp stove that

won't work over any camp fire. You just can’t imasine liow pleasant it is to cook over the good
old camp fire until you have tried the Umbrella Camp Stove, which has been so scientifically

designed as to overcome such objections as burning of the fish, tipping over the coffee, scalding

the hands, scorching the face and ex[)osing of the clothing to fire.

UMBRELLA CAMP STOVE
Made nf the best iron and steel, and with ordinary use will last

a lifetime. W ill not warp or get out of shape. Stove consists
of adjustable tripod, center rod and revolving grate. Grate is

always level on sloping or rough ground. When open, stove
is solid throughout, and grate will not sag or tip. This
roomy grate will hold six large cooking utensils. Used
over small camp fire, at side of large camp fire, or

before fireplace at home in winter. Can be successfully
used as camp dining table. Sets up in one-half
minute. Fits in case 4 x 36 inches. W'eight, 10
pounds. Slips under auto seat when folded. Canvas
Case furnished with each stove.

Sold by sporting goods and hardware deal-

ers. WVite for illustrated folder..

Price $7.50 F. O, B. Mt. Vernon, Wash,

FOLDED

Umbrella Camp Stove Company
Mt. Vernon, Wash.

Here’s

a Dry Fly

You’ll

Want
for Trout
or Bass

Fishing f\6k Dix\eQ,rroll
* U U'ne n.tow^

My Blue Devil Darning Needle !

It is a.s indispensable as the Joe Welsh Leader
— this Snapdragon Type Fly. Send 75e for a

•'Blue Devil" and a 3-ft. Telavano Nova
Leader. Two size.s: One for Bar.s, one for Trout.

Why not get both ?

JOE WELSH
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Distributor for

U. S. and CANADA

NY DOG BOOK PUBLISHED
Can be secured through

Forest and Stream Book Department

You can have any of the following $i.oo dog
books free with a year’s subscription to Forest
and Stream at the regular $2.00 yearly rate.

THE AIREDALE
By Vf. A. Bruette

MODERN BREAKING
By 'W. A. Bruette

FOREST AND STREAM

THE FOX HOUND THE FOX TERRIER
By R. D. 'Williams By 'William Haynes

NURSING vs. DOSING DOG TRAINING
By S. T. Hammond By S. T. Hammond

9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Fish, Hunt, Work,

or Sleep in comfort

the Ha - Ha Head
Protector

will absolutely protect you.
Made of brass wire gauze.

Defies mosquitoes and all in-

sects., Fits any hat, weighs 3 ozs.; goes in

vest pocket.
Patented in U. S. A. and Canada

A well made serviceable article guaranteed,

$2.25 will bring you one. Parcel Post insured.

Other countries, $2.75. Made with or without
pipe inlet. Send for one today.

RHOADES MFC. CO.
Sault St. Marie Michigan

Mention Forest and Stream
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No. 2
American Sportsmen
Series. Painted for
Remington CMC by
F. X. Leyendecker

mmmmm

Test Service
W/HEN tie man tehind America s practical idealism gfets a
^ ’ chance to indulge his own interests, he knows how to ap-

preciate service. He has specialized in it.

That IS why there is nowsuch gfreat demand for RemingtonUMC
Wetproof Shot Shells, the first completely waterproof.

for Shooting Right

Just tuy the same Remington UMC ''Arrow or "Nitro Glut Smokeless Steel

Lined Speed Shells you have so long depended on for shooting right.

Without additional cost to you they are now exclusively protected against wet hy
the wonderful Wetproof process, invented and developed hy Remington UMC
during the war.

No matter how exposed to wet, in body, cnmp and top wad they will stay firm

and smooth as when fresh from the loading machine. Work them through your
modern Remington UMC Autoloading or Pump Gun and they will slide just as

smoothly and fire as surely and with the same superior pattern and penetration for

which Remington UMC Speed Shells are famous.

Sold hy your dealer, the live Remington UMC merchant whose store is your com-
munity Sportmen s Headquarters—one of more than 82,700 in this country.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the VForid

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

is a delight and a terror to the bait
caster. A delight because there are bass
there—old, big, pot-bellied fellows with
enough weight to set your nerves atingle
and bend your rod till you think it is

going to snap. A terror because the
pond is dotted with tree stumps around
which the fish hang out and around
which many a line gets twisted and many
a lure gets lost. Just the same, where
the fish are, there the fisherman will go.
That’s why we went.

WE pulled away from shore with
our tackle rigged. I had tied a
gold-colored minnow to Jimmie’s

line, while to my own I attached a dark
red minnow. Underwaters both of them.
The underwater minnow is the best all

around lure in existence and don’t let

anybody lure you into believing other-
wise. And furthermore, it should be
one that sinks readily.

Merely casting it in any old direction
does not bring satisfactory results. Bear
in mind that bass, like Redskins, like to

hide away and lie in wait for their un-
suspecting prey. When their victim gets
near at hand they dart out and their
intention is to bring about a funeral.

This habit of the bass has brought many
a one to his doom.

We began casting close up to the

stumps where they stuck up out of the
water. The closer the better. I told

Jimmie the effect to try to obtain was
to have it appear as if something had
fallen into the water by accident and
immediately put up a violent struggle
to escape.

With a good splash, we slapped the
minnows right up close to the stumps and
immediately started them moving. I

shot my lure in between two stumps at

a third one that stuck up out of the

water about thirty feet back of the pair.

The instant it hit the W'ater there was
a swirl and a violent tug. That bass

was a big one and he cut off to one
side and got a quarter turn about one
of the stumps in front. Jimmie tried

her best to get the boat up to the stump
so I could free the line, but we were
too late. I felt three or four vicious

tugs and the line slackened.

So on we went. We moved along about
three hundred yards and never got a
strike, but we kept casting steadily for

that is one of the secrets of success.

One old, big stump stood up in about

six feet of water and I cast my min-

now right up against it at its water line.

I had not retrieved a foot of line before

the strike came. I kept him on the

move and gradually shortened line until

not more than six feet were out. Then
I began to lead the bass about in a figure

! eight until he was pretty well quieted

down. I then swung Jiim to the side of

the boat and leaning over, shoved my
thumb into his mouth and clamped my
index finger beneath his underjaw and

pressed down with my thumb. Lifting a

bass in this way prevents any movement
on the part of the fish. The fish must

not be allow’ed to hang down straight

but should be kept at a slight angle

from vertical by pressing with the index

finger underneath the lower jaw.

This bass weighed 2% pounds. Pretty

good for a starter. It was Jimmie’s
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Looks good from every point

About sundown the finest view in the camp is that box

of Heinz good things.

Foods that go right to the right spot—hearty and appetiz-

ing, yet digestible. No trouble and no w'aiting. Easily

carried—quickly prepared, absolutely pure.

Just read this list and get ready;

Heinz 57 Varieties
HEINZ CREAM SOUPS— Cel-

ery, Pea or Tomato, with real

cream up there a hundred miles

from a cow.

HEil Z BAKED BEANS-Four
styles, all oven baked, with or

without pork and tomato sauce.

Good hot or cold.

HEINZ SPAGHETTI—Makes
a sustaining dish of fine flavor

which not only tempts but satisfies

the appetite. Already cooked
with tomato sauce and cheese.

HEINZ PEANUT BUTTER—
For all butter uses. Keeps sweet.

Sold by all good grocers. Send for list of the 57 Varieties.

H. J. HEINZ COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP
—The touch that makes all food

taste better.

HEINZ PICKLES—For a relish.

HEINZ PRESERVES—For the

finishing touch.

Fi?P”PUTTEES
NEW NON-FtUW SPIRAL (.Pawatedi

I

For hunting, camping, fishing. Fox’s
Spiral Puttees are the best looking, most
desirable and comfortable puttees made.
They lie fiat and smooth, and will not
ravel at the edge. Made of the best
English wool, waterproofed. Will last

three times as long as ordinary puttees.
Genuine Fox’s have a small brass tag on

each puttee, with the name Fox and R for
right and L for left. They are full length
and width. Write for the name of the
dealer who sells them in your city.

MANLEY & JOHNSON
Sole Agents

Dept. K, 268 B’way, New York City

<

AUTO-KAMP-KOOK-KIT

No. 2 Oi>en—showing equipment
The most dependable gasoline Outing stove
on the market, A necessity for every auto.

No. 2 Closed—equipment packet inside

Size 5x10x18, weight 17 pounds.

Substantial, Durable, Efficient

WILL BURN IN ANY WIND
Wc make other sizes; write for prices.

PRENTISS-WABERS MFG. CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis. 4 Spring St.

Address
BOX 25

Thu is JOHN HENRY, who borrowed an ITHACA Single -which im-
proved his shooting so much he won the Grand American Handicap in

1918. HENRY PENDERGAST, with another ITHACA, was second.
CHARLES LARSON won the Grand American Handicap with

an ITHACA the previous year. In 1918 ITHACAS won 15 State
championships, the amateur championship of all Canada, the
championship of the Philippine Islands, amateur champion-
ship of all New England, long run record of the United States
for the past 10 years, long run record of the Pacific coast for
all time and many more State, United States and world's
records. Any man can break more targets with an ITHACA.

Catalog FREE,
and up. Doubles.

35c
Postpaid

For all lubrication and
polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
lo the New Perfection

Pocket Package
is a matchless combination.
Kportsmen iiave known it for

years. Dealers pell NYOIL at

15c. aiKl35c.8end us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other Dece'^saiies

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con*
taininft 3^ onnoes postpaid
for 35 cents.

WH.F.NTE, New Bedford, Mass
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turn next. I rowed over to a bunch of
stumps and snags and held the boat in
position while she did the casting. About
the second try, something attached it-

self to her lure. From the rumpus it

kicked up, I decided that it was a bass
worth getting^ onto the stringer. Using
our regular tactics as well as keeping
the boat away from the stumps, we soon
had our bass on the scales. Three pounds
and a half, good full weight. And five
minutes later, Jimmie had her hands
full again. Three pounds and ten ounces
this time. It was some fishing for our
neighborhood. Then I struck one that
matched my other one. Just two and
three-quarter pounds. And the next
thing that we did was to quit.

I

T is up to you now to get busy and
learn the most fascinating way there
is to capture game fish. First learn

to cast. Then don’t try to cast too
far. When on a lake or stream, keep
casting, for you never get a fish with
the lure in the boat. Don’t keep chang-
ing baits, for this trick wastes a lot of
good time. If the water you are fishing
in contains rocks, stumps lily pads, etc.,

around these places look for your strikes,
especially during the middle of the day
when the fish as a rule are loafing.
Early in the morning or in the evening,
the bass will run into the open water
close up to shore where the water is

very shallow. That reminds me of a
sight I witnessed this summer.

I heard a splash and saw w'here a big
bass had just jumped for something right
up at the edge of the shore. While I had
my eyes on the spot, a little sand-piper
came teetering along. He stopped and
stepped to the edge of the water and that
bass came right out after him and almost
landed high and dry. The bird escaped
and the bass scooted off into deep water.

Just after we made the trip related
above, a sportsman from New York City
came to my place and I invited him to

go along. His casting was far from
being passable, but I kept worrying him
and insisting that he cast where the bass
ought to be.

When that afternoon closed, we had
five bass that weighed: 2% lbs., 3 lbs.,

3% lbs. and 4 lbs., 10 ounces. The
weights are actual, not guessed at. Fur-
thermore, plenty of people saw- the fish.

I took lots of pains to see that they did.

THE SECRET OF
ALLIGATOR BAY

(continued from page 424)
always remain a mystery. They never
talked and they were never asked a ques-
tion. But it is a land of mingled romance
and of crime.

From such incontrovertible evidence as

was reproduced in the previous chapter
it may be seen that the authorities are
nowf at work in Florida. The stolid in-

termediary of the plume traffic—the In-

dian, who is stupid when asked ques-

tions, has been put behind prison bars.

Others, further up in the scale, have also

been apprehended. There are forces in

action. Whether they will act speedily

enough to save the last of the Florida
egrets is a question. We hope so.

(the end.)

Hunting
Trapping
Fishing

Camping
Scouting

Boating

Mining
Lumbering

Cruising

Farming
Inspecting

Watching

Gpnerator for
belt or pocket

Non-kinkahle
rubber bose Acetylene BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT

First of Acetylene llglits worn on the head. On the market over 17 years. I’setl througliout the world.
t>eca.use of its depemlablllty and powerful lUht. Twelve different styles to choose from, Tlie 3% -inch, single-
lens headpiece, weighs only seven oun(*es — double-lens with bull's eye on hinge d(K)r, thirteen ounces.
only lamp of Its kind with darkening doors, ("an be operated at one-fifteenth the cost of the average flash

lamp. Ask for the BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT. Sold by all dealers or direct.

Catalogue free on request

Brilliant Search Light Mfg. Co., Dept. 11, 529 S. Dearborn St., Chicago., 111.

Trap Shooter’s Clothes
For this national outdoor sport. Duxbak
Clothes provide every convenience and
comfort.

Freedom of arm movement, protection

in wind and weather and a style ap-

proved by leading sportsmen.

Look for the Duxbak, Kamp-it or Utica
label

^

in your sportsmen’s clothes.

igig Free Style Book illustrates and de-

s-'ribes all garments for both men and
teamen. Send for it today.

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
lAght, easy to. handle, no leaks or repairs: check as baggage, carry by
hand: safe for family: all sizes; non-sinkable : stronger than wood:
used by IT. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First I^ze at
riiicago and St. I»uis World's Fairs. W© fit our boata for Outboard

w Motors Catalog,^ King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St. Kalamazoo. Mich.

UTICA-DUXBAK CORPORATION

10 Hickory Street
Utica, N. Y.

Duxbak Trap Shoot-

er's Jacket shown here

has English Pivot

Sleeves for freedom

of arm movement.

Inside knitted ivrtst-

lets keep out wind.

Also made in Suede

Leather Cloth (with

Utica label) and in

Kamp-it (not rain-

proofed).
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THE ROMANCE OF THE BEAVER
A BOOK FOR NATURE LOVERS

By A. RAYCLYFFE DUGMORE
The object of this book is twofold: first, as people of nearly all classes and ages appear to be inter-

ested in the life and habits of the beaver; to provide a book on the subject free from exaggeration, and not

too technical
;
secondly, to call attention to the question of protecting the most interesting animal today

extant. More than 200 pages, 100 illustrations. Cloth bound with gold stamping.

Price $2.50
Delivered to any address in the U. S. or Canada

FOREST AND STREAM, (Book Department) 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y

1 YOUR AS A GIFT WITH A TWO YEARS SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST\^n & STREAM AT THE REGULAR YEARLY RATE

NESSMUK HUNTING KNIFE
WITH LEATHER SHEATH

OR DOUBLE-BITTED CAMP AXE
WITH LEATHER BLADE-GUARD

Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are made of the finest tempered steel for

h'oKEST AND SxRE.AM. The Hunting Knife is patterned after the celebrated “Xessmuk”
design. The Camp Ax is of a design most popular with experienced woodsmen.
The fifteen inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on the belt.

You can have your choice of either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax by subscrib-
ing for two years to “Forest & Stream” at the regular rate.

Four Dollars secures Fokf.st .\nd Stream for two years with either Hunting Knife
or Camp Ax free of additional expense. The retail price of either article alone is

$2 .00 .

The supply is limited and orders will be filled as they are received. An extra charge
of fifty cents for shipping expense to any point outside of the United States.

NOTE: Canadian Orders Require SO Cents Additional

SPECIAL — S5.00 Secures a Two Years Subscription to FOREST & STREAM
With Large Double-Bitted (7% x in.) Biade. 28 in. Handle Woodsman’s

Axe-Leather Blade Guard.

FOREST and stream
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For your holiday picnic you need the KampKook. For your automobile tour
your hunting, fishing or camping trip the KampKook is a necessary part of
your equipment. Solves the camp fire problem in a really satisfactory way.

Handy, compact and easy to carry. Set up
and going in two minutes. Two powerful
burners ; burns common gasoline. Heat reg-
ulated as needed. Not affected by wind.
Safe, simple and built to stand the hard
knocks. Also supplied with collapsible
Kampoven for broiling and baking.

Sold by spox-ting goods and hardware stores
everywhere.

Write for attractive
descriptive liteiature.

AMERICAN GAS MACHINE CO.
807 Clark St. Albert Lea, Minn.

Size folded
I4'/2x8x3'/2

inches.
Weighs only
8 pounds

THE

Genuine
Hildebrandt Spinners and Flies

Made Only By

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA PORTLAND, OREGON

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

GUNS
Hunting Clothing, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammuni-
tion and all Fall and Winter Sporting Goods—

SHOWN IN OUR

Catalogue No. 80— Ready for Mailing
in August

NOW READY—Fisnmg Tackle Catalogue 7S — Summer Sports Catalogue 79

Schovcrling Dajy & Gate5
302-304 Broadway New York

HAWK HUNTING
WITH A DECOY OWL

(continued from page 393)

annoy the owl, but never gets too close.

After a few dashes he often suddenly
alights on a nearby post where he stays
a few minutes ano then comes back to

renew the attack. That they really
annoy live owls I know, for, when using
a live Great Horned ov.1 for a decoy
one year, he was on the lookout all the
time when they were flying, and when-
one came he would crouch lower and
snap his bill at them and appear really

worried. Quite often when a Marsh
hawk came along, the live decoy seemed
quite unconcerned and bored and paid
little attention to it, but sometimes one
would come that looked as if it meant
business and then the owl would wake
up and be on his guard. I have heard
it said that no Sharp-shinned hawks
should be shot, as nature takes care of
the supply and demand as regards food,
but when the amount of killing of song
birds by these hawks is figured up, I

believe that most people would prefer
to have the song birds. I remember one
day when the keepers of a club shot one
hundred and thirty five Sharp-shins. If

we figune that each hawk killed one bird
a day for food, we get the almost un-
believable total of forty nine thousand,
two hundred and seventy five small birds
that have gone to feed these hawks for
one year. If we half this amount, which
might possibly be more fair, we get
twenty four thousand, six hundred and
thirty seven, which is still too many
birds to be sacrificed to furnish the an-
nual food supply for one hundred and
thirty five hawks.

The chief difficulty I encountered in

photographing the hawks while
flying, was in properly focusing

the camera. If I focused on the owl,
the hawk would be a few feet beyond it,

or on the side nearer me, and would be
out of focus, so to get any pictures that
were at all good it was necessary to

expose a great many plates. Another
difficulty, almost as great, was getting
the hawk in the picture at all. When
a hunter is shooting a bird, his gun is

moving along with the bird and he is

able to lead it as much as is necessary:
with a camera, however, it is more dif-

ficult, as it must be fixed in one posi-

tion, so to get the bird on the plate it

is necessary to anticipate the speed and
to press the camera trigger at the cor-

rect moment. Time and again I have
snapped when I thought I would get a

fine picture only to find, on developing,

that the hawk was not on the plate at

all. This was proved to me one day
when a large Bald eagle, the first and
probably the last one that I will ever

have a chance to photograph, came sail-

ing up to the owl and flared up but did

not come nearer than ten feet to the

decoy on which my camera was focused.

The picture is not at all good but shows
the great size of the eagle and serves as

a reminder of the difficulties and the un-

certainties of this game.
It is wise to have a gun in the blind
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as well as a camera, for quite often the

unexpected happens and a Cooper’s

hawk or a Goshawk flashes up out of

nowhere, makes a dash at the decoy and

departs as swiftly as it came and, if

not shot, goes on about its life of kill-

ing. Museums are always glad to have

specimens, so if the shooter does not

care to keep the birds he kills, he can

always send them to the men who are

making a study of birds, and in this way
the birds that are generally thrown

away or hung up on the nearest tree

will become of some use. It takes very

little practice to distinguish the differ-

ent hawks. When shooting them, care

should be used not to kill the less harm-
ful varieties, but when a Sharp-shinned,

a Cooper’s, or a Goshawk is killed then

one can feel that he has done a good

day’s work. Practically every hawk that

comes to the decoy comes in some dif-

ferent manner and whether one is

shooting or photographing them, they

make difficult targets, and the result

whether you have dead hawks or pho-

tographs, is well
,
worth the time you

spend on them.

FRESH WATER
CANOE CRUISING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 395 )

cook needs plenty of dry, hard maple,

blackjack oak, white oak, pignut hick-

ory and white birch to make a good cook-

ing fire. The surest way to have a slow

meal that is forever cooking is to give

the cook any old dry trash wood such

as balsam and pine. There is little heat

in them, they are “out” most of the

time and the pot is forever boiling. But
•black jack and maple will not only start

the pots up in no time but their coals

will keep them going long after the

flames have subsided. Get che boiled

things going first, the pots over the fire

amid the flames and the potatoes and
onions peeled into the “mulligan,” a

handful of rice added and some salt and
you can put the cover on and let her

simmer. Add soup meat if you have it.

or grouse breasts, chunks of deer meat,

cut-up rabbit, any old meat component;
add a bouillion cube for each man when
the stew is nearly done thirty-five min-

utes later, and she will taste fine and
keep you in good health. Fry your fish

dipped in egg and rolled in corn meal
and set someone to tending it over a

bed of coals, while you make up the

corn bread batter, squaw bread dough,

or doughgods. These all require a cou-

ple of blazing logs lifted up off the main
fire and set on the edge of the wire grate,

and the baking tin is then put under
them on top of some coals, or the re-

flector baker with its pans full of bis-

cuits is set in front of them.
Boil rice in the other pot and tea in

the pail. For breakfasts, have your flap-

jack flour, coffee, fish fried in bacon
grease with the bacon on the side, and
potatoes cubed and creamed. Plenty of

these, with lots of fruit, will run you
all day long. Aim to get the canoes in

the water by eight o’clock, stop paddling
about noon for an hour to serve a cold

lunch of ham or sardines, with choco-

the rifle you asked f6r

is the rifle that you have been wait-

for so long. And we have made it

way—from muzzle to butt -plate.

It is the result of years of experimental work,

guided and checked by the ablest military and

civilian experts, and designed especially to fill

the exacting requirements of National Rifle

Association small bore match shooting.

25-inch round barrel, full military stock, oil

finish, pistol grip, sling swivels. Marine Corps

type front, and wind-gauge aperture rear sights,

5-shot detachable box magazine. Chambered
for .22 Long Rifle cartridge only. Supplied in

.22 short on special order only.

And remember it’s as good for small game
shooting as for target v/ork.

15 Yards^lO Shots, 4 *

tnch bull, by Afartnt
Gunmr J. L. Rtne-uj,

U. S. M. C.

See it at your dealer's, or write

us for particulars,

S.AMAGEARMS CORPORATiON

UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon, Pa. Detroit, M.ich. Philadelphia, Pa.

Ex€cutiV9 Offices: 50 Church Street, New York
SC Yards^ Shots, I-

inch bull, by Marine
Gunner J. . Reneiv,

U. S. M. C.

1 ^

OREST and STREAM
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PUBLISHES MANY AND CAN
j

SUPPLY ANY OF THE WORLD’S i

BEST OUTDOOR BOOKS
j

1

i

Our Forty-eight Page Outdoor Book Catalogue
|

is FREE

FOREST and STREAM, :
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“KINGFISHER” Brand,
Braided Silk Fishing Lines

For sale by dealers everywhere.

The only silk line well enough known to

be called for by its trade-mark name.

Let tis know zi'hat yon fish for and we will send samples to select from.

E. J. MARTINIS SONS
Makers of “KINGFISHER” Lines

2 Kingfisher Street Rockville, Connecticut

^^'hen you purchase “KINGFISHER”
lines, you feel you have as good as can

be made, because “KINGFISHER”
lines have been famous for 37 years.

iMore prize-winning fish have been

caught with “KINGFISHER” lines

than any other, bar none, and the

makers back up these lines every inch

of the way.

We make a line for every kind of

fishing where silk lines can be used.

Our patented Cruiser attachment on a Ford roadster makes d

Ford
- —

As it appears with complete camping eqmpment packed inside,

including tent, mattress, camp stools, chair, wash stand, gasoline

stove, aluminum cooking outfit, bucket, lantern, axe. and table.

Plenty of room left for bedding and food.

You sleep right in the car on a mattress 42x75 Inches.

It Is Not a Trailern 1 lATrar”

''
'»

,

\

Can be qoickly bolteo onto any Ford roadsUr In a few minutes

rO» lUCSTtATtO COtCOLAS

Crulsei* CavCo
M>U>ISON.WtS.

THE ORVIS MINNOW TRAP
Price $2.50 each

also

Orvis Rods and Flies. High-grade fly rods

at reasonable prices.

C. F. ORVIS CO.
MANCHESTER* VERMONT

Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods

Baby Crab and Other Minnows

*‘AsK the Fish 1

IS. Heddon’s Sons^
DowAdiac. Mich.

Instructions

for

Net Making
r isli .*(£18 easily mane oy -i photographs and
printed instructions. Send today and learn how.

Price 25c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON
Altoona, Kansas

LaAdbm2atajime
"For cCeno^kfishineC,

slil.l Tisliind tidal'fj^shirlg

surface Or bottom as weir
as surf casHrt^ it is a Handy^

rKtrs^ little* pVecc of tackle."

OHLY DIRECT ^ RULl.
SPREADER OH THE MARKEl

HEHRYT5CHILLIW

late, cheese, prunes and raisins, nuts
and some graham crackers and be on your
way again in an hour. At four the
definite stop for the day is made. Pick
a good camp site, ’on a point if possible

to get away from flies and mosquitoes,
and be sure to pitch somewhere near a
spring. Any river that is inhabited,

that is, has farms and small towns on its

banks, is unsafe to use for drinking or
cooking water. My boy once got a case
of typhoid on one of our canoe cruises,

where there was but one town on the
river bank. The rest of us were badly
upset and just missed typhoid, but he
had a severe case which nearly cost him
his life. Since then I have always in-

sisted on a spring for water or else have
boiled it before using. And, by the
same token, refrain from dipping up
the river water in a cup and drinking
it, unless the river is wholly wild, like

the Allagash in Maine or the Lumbee
in North Carolina, or the Mullica or

Wading River in New Jersey, all of

which streams are good canoeing.
In lieu of a sail, a good thing to take

along is a tarp for a floor cloth, made
of some light waterproof tent textile. If

you have a mast step screwed to sev-

eral ribs of your canoe, and a detach-
able cross bar with a two-inch hole in

it for a mast hole, and two brass hooks
with wing nuts to secure the cross rail

to the gunwale, you can easily cut spars
at the lake bank and rig the tarp as a
sail when you have a long, down-wind
traverse to make. Without the step and
bar it is rather awkward to rig any-
thing that will stand wind pressure and
not become dangerous from coming
adrift and upsetting the canoe in a gust.

In making any traverse, study your
weather and white caps before venturing
out, for it is braver to say “No!” and
stay ashore wind-bound, than to be fool-

hardy and go out and get swamped. If

you must make the traverse and the

waves are high, do it with canoe lightly

loaded in two trips, as a logy, heavily-

loaded canoe is a dangerous thing in

choppy seas.

I

N river work, haul her over logs, down
trees and the like by getting out on
the log, one on each side and sliding

the canoe over between you with the

duffle aboard. Keep cutting across the

heads of bends, the bow man anticipat-

ing the river at each bend and getting

the canoe headed for the shallows, when
the stern man can then exert his strength

and shove her ahead. Keep out of the

full force of the current in the bends;

it only makes you paddle twice as far

and hard and the force of the current

is always throwing your canoe broad-

side onto alders and rocks in the elbow
of the bends. In running a rapids, be

first sure that they are safe, as they

change almost daily with the height of

water. Ix)ok for a portage trail, if

you know nothing about them, and if

there is a landing above the rapids, with

a clearly defined trail through the forest,

it is a safe bet that the rapids are

dangerous and have been portaged by

better men than you. In running white

water the stern man has the say and

the bow man should not embarrass him

by attempting to fend off, slice water
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The crate and some food essentials

with the paddle, etc. Only do this when
it is clearly evident that the stern man
has not control enough to prevent her
lamming. As a rule, the water parting
around a rock will carry the bow clear
if the stern man guides her and sees
that the stern follows clear by back
paddling on the same side as the ob-
struction. In any event keep out of the
main force of the current if there is

an easier passage, and always look over
a rapids on foot ashore before running
it. In many rivers and broad creeks
there is plenty of white water not dan-
gerous, only exciting. Follow the cur-
rent where it is clearest of rocks and,
in passing one, back the stern of the
canoe axvaxj from the rock, letting the
current carry the bow clear. In all

rapids-running the duffle should be lashed
in by the tracking line; in traversing
a lake everything should be free and
clear, as you may need to empty her in

a hurry. In both cases, stick to the
canoe in case of upset; get her ashore
in the rapids, and dump the water out
of her in the lake, letting the duffle

float where it will until the canoe is

ready again. In both cases the paddles
should be lashed to the canoe with about
six feet of cotton rope, as they may be
your only hold on the canoe, and if she
cnce drifts away from you in a lake
you are lost. Two men treading water
can lift a canoe clear enough to turn
out most of the water and then can get
aboard from bow and stern simultane-
ously, being careful to jump at the same
moment so as to balance the weight.
One person alone can hardly empty a

canoe, unless over sixteen years of age and
husky. If strong, you can rock it out or
shove it out, either by swashing it from
side to side, letting it slop out, or by
giving it smart shoves to and from you
when the momentum of the water will

slop it out over bow and stern alter-

nately. A boy of twelve, or a light man,
had best get inside the canoe and lie

down in her awash. She will not sink,

but will lie with about an ’"nch of gun-
wale exposed. Keeping h‘ r on an even
keel, the water can be dashed out of
her if reasonably calm, but, with a sea
on, the best way is to go astern and
kick her ashore, climbing in and lying
down in her when tired. Sooner or
later she will drift ashore. Keep cool,

play safe, and do not start anything
rash that you may not be able to finish

The canoe will always float herself and
you, and if not too cold, you will arrive

Attracted by their beauty—

<

3^ a heginner

Attached tothem for their uniform quality— a champion.

The minute you see a Peters Shell

you say it looks good. You can see

by the way it is finished up that great

care has been taken to make it just right.

The first look at a Peters Shell

is so good that you want to try

it—and then you realize that

thisoutward appearanceof qual-
ity simply indicates greater
quality ofperformance. You find

that Peters Shells perform even
better than they look. That’s
why the champion shooters

—

the fellows who are after
scores—and get them—stick

to Peters Shells year after year.

Just for instance, the two outstanding champions of 1918,
Fred Plum who won the Amateur Championship of America at
Travers Island with a score of 197 x 200, including 154 straight
and W. H. Heer who won the Amateur Championship of the
U. S. at the Grand American Handicap, with 98 x 100, both
used Peters Shells exclusively.

Accuracy—absolute reliability—and a uniform pattern
with a penetration that always kills—these are good and
sufficient reasons for using Peters Shells.

ThereisaPetersShell that isexactlyrightforyour gun—
that will give you perfect results either at the traps or in

the field. A sk your dealerfor it—he knows what it is.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

SeJte-
Here^s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping
or like to read of camp life.

\^'ritten by experts, “The Camper's Own Book” treats the
camping subject in a thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS XIST OF CONTENTS:
The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense”
In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for
Hunting Outfits). Gruh-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal
Packing. What to Do If Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The
Rifie in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED f PAPER COVER 50 CENTS
( CLOTH COVER $1.00

Forest & Stream, (lept.) 9 E. 40th St., New York City
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VINRUDING

The Evinrude has the built-in flywheel type maigneto
and automatic reverse. SpecizJ method of balancing
practically eliminates vibration.

See your dealer, or write for catalog.

FITS THE LEG, VERY SMART,
adds to APPEARANCE OF
EVERY COSTUME. Equally
adapted to we::r of men and
women. All V/OOL, FULLY
SHAPED, REINFORCED AT
POINT OF WEAR. ASK TO
SEE THE HOOK, MAKES IT
STAY PUT. Colors, Olive Drab,
Marine Shade, Cadet and Navy
Blue.

For sale at all Leading Sporting
Goods Establishments and all

Army Post Exchanges.

THE LOCKHART SPIRAL

SERVICE LEGGINGS, INC.

244 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrt 1 ft Finest Scotch Wool in White,
liiJ» iv NaN y, Heathers, Black, Brown,
Green, Khaki, Whitewithcolorcdclocks, | CA
6t large assortment of fancy patix^.'ns, a pair *

Nft 1 Men’s Finest Scotch Wool Golf Stock-
incs, in Green, Gray, Brown and

Heather, citlier plain or fancy turnover tops.
with or without feet (with instep Btrup}, O rA
a pair

- OA Women’s Finest ScotchWool Stockings,
IlOa £tM in White, White with colored clocks,
Oxford, Green, HeatherandWhiteribbed O AA
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair .....
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment*

Mailorders fireo prompt attention. Sent

prepaid, insured anywhere in U. S.

Stewart Sporting Sales Co.
I 425 FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St.,) N.Y. I

safely in time, even if you have a mile
or so to drift.

In river travel, the banks are near
and if you stick to the canoe no eddy
can pull you under. As a matter of
fact upsets are extremely infrequent in

canoe travel. I have yet to have my
first one in over thirty years’ of canoeing
in river trips, and in my sailing canoes
I have but three upsets in all that time
to record.

Here are a few canoe cruising wrinkles
that we have found worth-while know-
ing during our many long canoe cruises,

aggregating, I should say, several thou-
sand miles of inland waters: In the first

place, a sort of crate in which to stow
all manner of kitchen duffle is wanted.
It makes a central load, around which
the duffle bags may be stowed, and is

carried with a woven webbing harness.
We found such a crate in the light,

strong, maple strip container used by
the groceryman. The strips are pinned
together at the corners by a wre pin,

and it is light and strong and about
12 X 14 X 20 inches in size. It is shown
in our illustrations, hung from a cross-

pole by marline cordage, so as to make
it ant and squirrel-proof. Alongside it

is the aluminum reflector baker, which,
with its bread-board, goes in a canvas
bag. This will cook biscuits or cornbread
for a party of six easily. With it hangs
the ordinary kerosene lantern, which is

all right for canoe cruising, as it stows

upright under the turn of the bow gun-
wale where it cannot easily be upset.

The extra oil for it is carried in a can
with screw top, for kerosene, once let

get abroad, will spoil everything it

touches. However, for a long, steady

camp light, never getting out of order,

the plain lantern is welcome as a canoe

cruise accessory.

F
or light summer camping, the plain

tarp, say 9x12 feet, is one of the

lightest and best shelters. It can

be rigged in a variety of ways ashore,

as shown, or the canoe can be lashed

to two trees on its side and the tarp

stretched over it and guyed out in front,

with a center pole in the fi’ont hem hold-

ing it up like a peak. The lower side

of the canoe makes a fine shelf on which

to arrange all the kitchen outfit, and

there is plenty of room under it to build

a fire and cook when it rains. A stake

table, made of the crate inverted over

four stakes, is mighty handy to put the

bread board on, and later to set out the

meal on. There is a canoe suit-case,

made by camp outfitters of lisfht, strong

wood, with gasket edges so it is water-

tight, that comes in very handy here.

In it are carried all the kitchen gadgets,

and it is opened out, bottom side up,

on the stakes, making a table 28 x 24

inches, w’hich the cookee more than ap-

preciates !

In any form of tarp camp, special pro-

vision must be made for insects. Even

in Middle State waters the mosquitoes

are bad while the Adirondacks and

Northern waters are Humming with pun-

kies, black flies and a dozen other pests.

We find that a simple square of fine

muslin or cheese cloth, four feet on a

side, is the way to beat them out. This

is gathered into a pucker in the center.
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and a cord tied to it. A ring of pli-

able withe, 14 inches diameter, is next
made and tacked on. the canopy, so as

to hold its folds wed away from the face,

and the whole works is suspended over

one's sleeping rig by tying the cord to a
limb, or a grommet in the tarp overhead.

This is then dropped around one’s face

and shoulders, after getting into blanket

or bag, and will keep the stingarees at

bay. Mosquito netting will not do, for

punkies go right through it. During the

daytime in these waters you need a head
net to protect your face, and ten-cent

cotton gloves on your hands, with a bit

of tape tying your wrists fast so the

black flies cannot crawl up your sleeves

and bite, as they love to do. These gloves

are also mighty handy in working about
the cook-fire, and in keeping your hands
warm during the chill of night and in

paddling on rough cold days. The more
of your bodily heat you conserve, the

more vitality you will have.

And, do not forget the “rest stick.”

It is a pole, six feet long, which you cut

in the underbrush on portage and carry
with you, with the canoe resting on its

paddles, lashed to the forward thwarts
and bow seat. The paddles rest on your
shoulders, and need no steadying so your
hands are free. The stern man has the

tail of the canoe resting on his shoulder,

with a pair of .socks under it to keep
it from cutting his collar bone, and both
of you have your light packs on your
backs if going light, and doing your port-

ages in one lap. If doing it in two, as

will be necessary in long trips where lots

of food must be packed, the canoe is

taken over on the first lap and the duffle

on the second. In any event, off you
start along the trail, with the flies buz-

zing about under the canoe. It is not

a very heavy load, but at the end of

three hundred paces you will be glad to

stop and rest, and here the rest stick

comes into its own. For, sticking it in

upright and catching its top on a canoe
rib, you transfer the canoe load to it,

and step out from under, merely steady-

ing it on the rest stick, while the stern

man sets down the tail of the canoe on
the ground. In this way a two-mile
carry can be made with little fatigue.

Hunches of this kind are what turn
canoe crushing from a memory of toil

to that of pleasure. This article will

give you the broad outlines of success-

ful going; the details you will fill in

on your own trips as you go. ft is one
of the cheapest, most healthful and en-

joyable of all outings, is the canoe trip.

I make at least one every year, some
times three or four, and advise you to

go and do likewise.

AFTER TROUT IN

NORTHERN ONTARIO
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 407)

speeder and thirty-five trout spoke well
for four hours’ work. That evening we
stayed in camp and talked things over.

Jack was a romancer and proved very
entertaining.

Sunday night was warmer and next
morning we all went down the stream to
where the Skunk joined the Nagagami.
Although the distance is only about

"S.

^ Get Big Game in the
Canadian PacificRockies

You reach the best hunting grounds
of North America from various
points in the Canadian Pacific
Rockies. Saddle and pack horses,
guides and outfits available for
trips into any part of this vast
natural game preserve—home of
the big horn sheep, mountain goat,
grizzly, black and brown bear,
moose, caribou, deer and mountain
lion. Splendid opportunities for
wild life photography.
to A. O. Seymour, Geucral Tourist Agt.,

Canadian Pacific Ry.. Montreal, Canada,
for full particulars.

NEWTON RIFLES
AND

AMMUNITION
now made and sold by

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
Woolworth Building

successors to

The Newton Arms Co., Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

New York

BIGREDUCTION SALE
of Sportsmen’i, Camper’s.Tramper’sand Molorcyclist’s Needs
Compieie outtiuers ajitl dealers in government goods —
from an army hat cord to a battleship; 5.000 useful
articles for field service, camping, outing etc. in price
list 344— sent on receipt of 2 cents postage.
Teits . Sl.se up 0. D Wool Shirts $1.50 Army Shoes $7.00
Khaki Breeches $3.00 Nary White Hats .00 Navy “ 7.00
Khahl Trensers t.5t Army Blankets . 5.00 Boy Scout Suits 4 50
Khaki Shirts t.OO Army Cots 1.50 Boy Scout Hats 1.50

and all other articles for camp or outdoor use.
ARMY « NAVY STORE CO., Inc., {45 West 41nd SI.. New York City

Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

It Hooks'em EveruTime!
Hook releases whea tish strikes and sudden stop at end of
slot se ts hook firmly into jaw. Darts and dives like a real

hsb. Catches more than any otherspoon or
wooden
m i n n ow.
Great for
all game
fish—Black

Salmon. Cod.
dealer for

Bass.Tfout, Musky. Pike,
Tarpon, etc. Six sizes. Ask your

Knowles Automatic Striker
Length: 1%" 2Vs" 2H” 3k" 4 V2" SH"
Price each 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c SI .25
Finishes: SILVER— SILVER AND COPPER— BRASS
S. E. KNOWLES. 89 Sherwood Bldg.. San Frandsco. Cal.

LIGHTING
" Akron ’* 40(1. Candle-Power
Lantern makes Itiid burns its

own gas from common gas-
oline. Brighter than elec-
tricity. Carry it anywhere.
Wind Proof. Dependable,
cheap, safe, guaranteed.

» COOKING
*Handy Cook Stove. Dse it in-
doors or outside. Sizzling hot

in 2 minutes. Have a warm meal anywhere, any-
time. Strong, reliable, inexpensive, guaranteed.

Write for special prices and catalog.

Akron Gas Lamp Co., 848 Gas Bldg., Akron, 0,
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three miles or maybe less, it was an all

day trip. Jack told me there was a
^ood trail on the east side of the- stream.
There -may be. I did not find it. And
what I_sai9 about him -and his trail that
day was ehough. I wished he had been

'

there a thousand times by actual count,
so, if I could not have taken it out on
him, the flies would have anyway.

The Ashing was very indifferent all

the next day. It was very bright
and hot until about five o’clock when

we got back to camp. However, it was
all in the game. Friend C on the west
bank had an even worse time than I had,
if that were possible. Dick only got
as far as the first falls down stream,
but again the gad was loaded. This
time he stayed in bounds and his string
was a credit to anyone, even a bait
fisherman. After a good supper things
looked brighter and we decided to g>
back to the Nagagami for the evening.
I took the east bank and Friend C
the west bank. Jack, I should explain
lived at the bridge over the Nagagami.
He had my old ground of Saturday night,
and before going to fish we called on
him. He was just cooking supper and
we waited until he had finished. He
had a roaring fire in a small tin stove
with a straight pipe to the roof of the
shack. Just as he was about hali through
w'ith his meal, the roof caught fire and
we made a wild dash to the river to get
water to throw on it. Friend C, however,
seized a pail of water that was behind
the stove and dashed the contents on
the roof. The pail contained in addi-
tion to the water, Jack’s washing and
two pairs of. socks. By the time we got
back C had the fire under control. After
the smoke had cleared aw-ay, Jack said,

“Well, this is the first fire I have had
to put out this summer.”

I had quite a time getting down the
east bank of the Nagagami and to make
matters worse, got nothing. I realized

I had to get back in daylight, so did not
stay long, coming back up to the bridge
about eight o’clock. I had taken my
rod down and put away my tackle and
was sitting down about halfway up the
bank, looking out over the river, when
just above the bridge about twenty-five

yards away I saw a beautiful fish jump
full length out of the water. This was
too much for me and I put the rod to-

gether, got about ten yards up the

stream above him and started to get out

enough line to reach the spot where
he was. Presently I had enough line

out and put the fly right over the place

where he went up the last time and on
the second cast he rose beautifully mak-
ing a clean break. I drew and felt the

hook set into him and he started for

mid-stream. I gave him all the line he
wanted. He made a big curve do'W'n

stream and headed for the jam pile at

the middle pier of the bridge. When he

got ten feet from it I was giving him
the butt of the rod so strong that I

expected to see him turn up-sream. Not
he, however, and it was stop him or

lose my tackle and stop him I did,

about five feet from the edge of the

jam, so hard that his tail came out

of the water and stayed out. After

tw'o or three minutes, in w’hich I fully

«

753 East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

Now for the Big Appetite

!

Dainty helpings” are taboo-

After a day in the woods or

on the trail, everybody’s “set” for

a real meal.

And it’s on those occasions that

the old timer reaches down in the

pack for his jar of Beech-Nut Peanut
Butter,

He knows that a generous slice

or two of bread spread thick with

the richly flavored Beech-Nut
“butter” satisfies as nothing else.

Keep a jar in the pack— it takes

up less than a quarter the space of

other foods of equal value. Get it

from your grocer or outfitter.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.
Canajoharie, N. Y.

*^Foods of Finest Flavor*'

A real, heart interest story of fish-

ing hack in your ^loyhood
(lays. Illustratefl by Briggs.

Givt's prartiral detailed metluMls,
h( Ips ami on llie angling

(if lodav. Siiows full line

of Smitii Rend (Quality Tackle.
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Wri'e for i‘ today. Sent FREK.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO,
10291 Colfax Ave.,

South Beod,
Indiana
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expected him to turn up-stream, I decided

1 had better reel him in and get the

net under him. It was easier said than
done. He was a good, strong fish and
seemed bound to get under that jam
pile. After quite a fight I succeeded
in netting him and found I had foul-

hooked the fish in the tail about half

an inch from the tail fin which ac-

counted for. his strange behavior. I got

three more around the jam pile and
one a little further up-stream, all nice

fish, the first one being just over three

pounds. Friend C got five nice ones
down at the falls. When we got back
to camp, Dick was there with a horri-

ble fish story. He had gone east to

the White River half a mile and there

he had been set upon by trout seven

and eight pounds, so he said. From
his story we judged he had pulled them
out one after the other and seen them
slide and flop back into the river again.

After he had kicked them, laid down
on them and done everything but land

them, he lost all his hooks, broke his

line and had to come home. He did

bring home one beauty over five pounds
which was the first one he caught. We
came to the conclusion that he must have
caught the smallest one in the pool, so

after a good deal of guying, we decided

to try it out early next morning, as it

was our last half day; the train was
scheduled to leave the station at noon
for the retura trip.

Jack the Ranger stayed all night, so

as to see the fun next morning and
bright and early we were at it, getting

to the White River about eight o’clock.

Friend C and I each had a fish on the

very first cast and after the usual strug-

gle landed them. Then we went at it.

We got nine before the sun got around
over the tree tops and put a stop to our
fun, for as soon as the sun hit these

two pools the fish stopped for the day.

After ten minutes trying we decided we
had all we were going to get, besides it

was time we were leaving for the station.

Breaking camp was a sorrov/ful job.

Everyone wanted to stay but it could

not be done. The fish were cleaned

and packed in moss, and I, of course,

had to try and shave off three or four
days’ growth with a dull razor. Between
the flies and my tearing it out by the

roots I had a fine time for half an hour.

The train now appeared in the distance
and the bustle of getting together bags,
rods, baskets and fish happened all over
again. Presently we were on our way
home again, happy and satisfied. As we
thundered over the bridge at the three

streams we looked out and gave them a

last goodbye.

Perfect weather fine sport, and good
companions; what more could one want?

A WYOMING
SHEEP HUNT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 420)

Ned was in front, I was only^a few feet

behind, and every twig we stepped on,

sounded to us almost like the report of

a rifle, so high was the tension and strain

under which we were laboring, in our
great anxiety to secure th"'t animal.

—the

Bait Casting Reel
with the

Five Points
1. Strength
2. Simplicity
3. Compactness
4. Durability
5. Value

Improved

Automatic Reel

The reel with the easy Taka-
part feature. The last word
in automatics. Now ready
for distribution among dis-

criminating fishermen.

Diameter, 2% inches: width,

A inch; weight, 1.3 ounces;
capacity will comfortably
hold 150 feet “G” Enam-
eled Line.

A fish once hooked can never
get any slack line. The line

does not start with snapping
suddenness of a tripped
spring. Reel can be used
above or below hand for Fly
or Bait casting.

Send for new catalog

$1 1.00 included

Point 3—
Compactness
The flat tubular construction of frame
gives these reels more line capacity
than others of the same size with round
cross bars. too tards capacity—no
larger than an ordinary 8o yard reel.

The strength on which 3011 can reh' the
simplicity which makes cleaning easy and pre-
\ents getting out of order, the compactness
which gives greater line capacit}- for the
size, the durability which keeps thousands in
use after years of service, and a remarkably
low price in view of its top-notch qnaiitv—all
these features recommend the TAKAPART
as the Bait Casting Reel for vou.

$g 60 War Tax
included

tripart Reel, the TAKAPART’S little
brother, $5.50, war tax included.

‘‘Fisherman’s luck” isn’t ALL luck.
Much of It i.s knowing how and
buying right. Our booklet, “Fish-
ing Reels,” tells the secret of the
biggest catches—what to use andnow to use it.

Booklet. “Fishing Reels”, sent on Request.
Write For It,

All dealers handle these well known reels.

m
A. F. MEISSELBACH MFG. CO.

26 Prospect Street Newark, N. J. m
FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

The anglers who know all

agree on Edward vom Hbfe
Tackle no matter how
widely they may differ on
the styles and patterns to

use.

When the question of

quality comes up our com-
petitors (if we have any)
are relegated to the rear.

On the job with surplus energy since 1867.

We know how and we make good use of

our knowledge.
Catalog No, 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

—U.s. ARMY GOODS
at Government Auction Prices

Just received large lot from Govt. auction
sales. This is your opportunity to buy.
\\ rite us for prices on anything you are
interested in. A few specials:

Array Rain Coats $5.00 Array Blankets $5.00
Array Shirts - $3.00 Overseas Caps $1.00

and hundreds of other articles at equally
low prices. Send 4c. postage and write for
new catalog “C” of camp and military goods.
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AP-I-KUN-I
HIS BOOKS

“Ap-i-kun-i” is the Indian name of
James Willard Schultz, an old-time
frontiersman and Indian fighter, who be-
came a member of an Indian tribe by
adoption, and is now using the actual
adventures he met with in the old days
as the basis for a series of books that
have never been surpassed for tense ex-

citement and graphic description,

Mr. Schultz went West in the 70’ s,

joined a tribe of Blackfeet Indians, tak-

ing an Indian maiden for his wife, and
for years roamed with them over the

buffalo-covered plains of Montana and
Alberta, learning their language and
customs, and fighting by their side in

their wars with the Crows and other

enemies.

Books by

James Willard Schultz

ALL CLOTH BOUND
Prices include delivery charges to any address in the United States or Canada

My Life As An Indian
A graphic, thrilling, and absolutely true picture of life and adventure among the Indians

of the far West. A true and wonderful picture of Indian life. Price, Including postage, $2.50.

Blackfeet Tales of Glacier National Park
Visitors to Glacier National Park will find in this book an interesting collection of the

legends that are associated with its many mountain peaks, lakes and waterfalls. The stories

are written down as they were told by the Blackfeet Indians to the author. Price, including

postage. $2.50.

Lone Bull*s Mistake
The adventures of a rebellious Blackfoot Indian and his family after his punishment for

a breach of his tribe’s hunting laws. The family wander homeless from tribe to tribe until

the man’s better nature asserts itself and he rejoins his people when an opportunity comes
to save them from an enemy. Price, including postage, $1.75.

Bird Woman
The story of Sacaiawea (Bird Woman), who guided Lewis and Clark across the Rocky

Mountains to the Pacific Coast. Her adventures, which Mr. Schultz heard from an old trapper

.and an Indian woman, make a stirring true tale of loyalty and adventure. Price, including
postage, $1.60.

Running Eagle
The Story of Running Eagle, a maiden warrior of the Blackfeet Tribe. One of the

Glacier Park w'aterfalls has been named Pitamakan Falls in honor of the heroine. Its truthful

picture of Indian life and adventure makes it most fascinating. Price, including postage, $1.60.

The Gold Cache
The characters in this book are old favorites with Mr. Schultz’s readers. Lone Chief

shows young Tom Fox 25 twenty dollar gold pieces, which he calls buttons, saying that he
found a thousand of these on a trip through the South country. He could not carry them
so he buried the rest. The adventures of Tom and his pals in search of the treasure makes a

thrilling story. Price, including postage, $1.60.

**Apauk/* Caller of Buffalo
One of the most stirring of Mr. Schultz’s books is this about Apauk, a Blackfoot boy who

was taught while young the art of calling buffalo. He was the advance guard in the big
buffalo hunts, occasions of great moment and of no little peril. The passing of the buffalo gives
this description of them and their pursuit a special interest and permanent value. Price,
including postage, $1.60.

On the War Path
A tale of the making of an Indian Chief Courage, strength, endurance, skill and daring,

ingenuity, patience and perseverance, personal integrity and popularity—all must be proven
before the coveted leadership is conferred. Every boy will follow the details with breathless
interest and find in them a wealth of inspiration. Price, including postage, $1.60.

The Quest of the Fish Dog Skin
.Another story of the Blackfoot boy and Tom Fox. his white friend. In a quest over 700

miles of the wild unsettled West, they met with both friendly and hostile Indians of other
tribee. Actual adventures described so vividly that the reader feels as if he were really with
the heroes on their quest. Price, Including postage, $1.60.

Sinopah the Indian Boy
A true account of the boyhood training of a Blackfoot Indian—his playmates and the

games they played, how they learned to hunt and to know the tracks of animals, the tasks
they had to do. In short it tells all about the daily life of Sinopah up to the time he becomes
a real young brave and takes his place in the councils of the tribe. Price, including post-
age, $1.60.

With the Indians in the Rockies
A fascinating picture of the old Indian days and of things that can never happen again.

\ white boy and an Indian boy lost on the Rocky Mountains are captured! by hostile Indians
and have all sorts of adventures and endure many hardships, but by their craft and skill they
save themselves. Price, including postage, $1.60.

ORDER FROM

FOREST AND STREAM, (SS) IeTvSk.’;-!

Finally we came near to the spot where
we knew the ram had laid down. We
moved with the utmost caution. Sud-
denly Ned pulled at my sleeve, and in
a whisper said: “There’s the ram, look-
ing at us, about 70 yards away, just
beyond a shelf in the side of the moun-
tain.” I looked, and could only see the
head, the rest of the body being hidden
by the projecting shelf and intervening
bushes.

Ned told me to hurry and shoot so I

quickly aimed and fired. The sheep
turned and ran at a terrific break-neck
speed down the mountain side hitting
trees, rocks and logs as it went. Ned
shot at it, and missed; I shot again,
with no visible result. Ned made ready
to shoot a second time, but stumbled
and fell. By this time the animal had
fallen, about 125 yards distant down in
the canyon. He told me to shoot once
more at the white spot on the rump,
but to be careful not to hit the hoMis.
I did so and we then laboriously picked
our way down, and there we found our
magnificent ram, dead. My first shot
had broken a fore shoulder and carried
away a part of the lungs. The animal
had been running on three legs and could
not guide itself. My second shot had
creased one of the horns, and my last,

had struck near the back bone, and gone
through the body. So far as we could
tell, Ned’s shot had missed.
As nearly as we could judge that

animal weighed, possibly 250 lbs. or more
gross. We tied it on the horse and
packed it about five miles into camp,
and I was proud of my trophy. My son
also secured a sheep on the same hunt,
and later an elk and deer were added
to our trophies before we turned home-
ward.

ANGLING FOR THE
STRIPED BASS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 405)

I

T is June, the month of roses and bass,

the hour three A. M., when we see

our properly equipped angler step

from his home and direct his steps to-

ward the beach. The morning stars are

yet shining He is a man of experience
and care. His canvas fishing suit and
well-fitting rubber boots reaching to the

thighs, witness that fact. A leather rest

for his rod butt is around his waist and
a well oiled, carefully kept 2-0 or maybe
3-0 reel is on a perfectly balanced green-

heart or split bamboo surf rod, agate
mounted throughout. That he is a man
of experience may be knowm by the way
his eye ranges up and do\Am the beach.

The deep water slues do not hold his

attention. His mind is on the adjacent

flat where the water of the now rising

tide comes tumbling over to meet the

deep waters in the basin, for well he
knows that if a bass is to be taken it

is at the point where the troubled waters
are washing out the Crustacea of the sea.

That he is methodical may be known
from the manner in which he prepares.

First, six or eight feet of line is stripped

from the reel and carefully tested as

to strength, as the ends of lines chafe

rapidly in surf fishing. Satisfied as to

its condition the four-ply gut leader,

with its brass swivel attached, is well
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secured to the line. Next, the 7-0,

O’Shaughnessy hook loop, snelled with

four-ply selected gut, is bent on and

the point of the hook is tested to de-

termine its condition. It is apparently

not to his liking and a small piece of

very fine emery cloth is produced from

somewhere in his kit and a few smart

rubs puts the hook to a needle point.

You will observe that tied to one eye of

the swivel is a short piece of line with

an open loop. If a novice you will ask

why. That short piece of line, my friend,

is really one of the important parts of

the whole outfit. To the loop is fastened

the four-ounce casting sinker, which is

pyramid in shape and being so shaped

holds to the sandy bottom better than

any other type yet devised. And as to

the importance of the short line you will

note that it is tied to the eye of the

swivel opposite to the one holding line

and leader; this arrangement permits the

leadep to remain perfectly, free of the

sinker and the slightest touch on the bait

can be felt before the sinker is dis-

turbed.

All being in readiness the angler, be-

fore baiting his hook, steps down and
makes a short cast, thoroughly wetting

down his line, and no matter what bait

he may have selected for his trial it is

as carefully selected as the other details

have been carried out. If blood worms
two or three are on the hook, with

ends hanging free. And now comes a

most important part of the programme
—the cast. The rod is never circled, but

the tip is dropped down in front on a

line with the eye, then brought back
over the right shoulder, then with light-

ning-like movement the lead is shot out

one hundred and fifty, possibly two hun-
dred feet, depositing the baited hook just

where the green water is tumbling into

the basin.

Years of experience have taught our

angler patience and well he knows
that this morning may pass as well

as many others before the coveted prize

is secured, so lighting his pipe he seats

himself on his fishing basket and pre-

pares to await events. The tide is pro-

pitious, however, and we note how care-

fully the line is kept just taut, not

enough to move the sinker, but just so

nicely balanced that the least disturb-

ance of the bait will be telegraphed to

the index finger over which the line is

drawn.
The first rays of the morning sun are

dancing on the waves when our friend

springs to his feet. He does not strike,

but stands in an attitude of tense ex-

pectancy. A quick backward step is

taken and the rod, bending like a drawn
bow, tells us that the strike has been
made. Away out yonder a beautiful

creature vaults into the air and dropping
back sends a thousand watery diamonds
high into the air. The singing reel as-

sures us that the steel barb is locked

in the fish’s mouth and it is now a battle

of wits between man and quarry. But
the man is ripe with experience. At
the first rush the click has been set on
his reel so that in the event of a misstep
there will be no over-running of the line

on the spool of the reel. At first the

startled fish battles in the shallow water.
Away he goes, two, perhaps three hun-

The Sensational Fly-Fishing Lure

<< r* A I I iv/i A r* Improved Floating Bugs
1-if IVA Vi^ with Patent “No-Slip” Bodies

Get the Fish when All Others Fail

‘It is hard to believe that any lure
will ever be invented that is in every
way more satisfactory. Certain it is

that nothing will give the angler more
sensations.”

In i2 Standard Patterns or to Order,

Each 50 cents. Per dozen $5.50

“CALLMAC” Floating Trout Bugs
in 12 Standard Patterns or to Order.

Sizes 8 and 10.

Price each 35c—3 for $1.00

Insist on the original ‘‘CALLMAC”
RUGS which are put up on cards
marked

McCarthy patent None Other Are Genuine

CALL J. McCarthy, 219 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

JUST ABOUT SHORE BIRDS
40 pages of practical valuable information about “Shore
Birds.”

Describes Haunts and Habits, Range and Migrations,
Nomenclature and other worth-knowing facts.

Sent for 15 cents in postage stamps.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

MOST WONDERFUL LURE
In the World ! !

BITE EM BATE
MAKES EM BITE EM ! !

Patent
Pending

Nothing Like It

Ever Offered

White Body
with Bed
Head and Tail

The BAIT Sensation of the Year !

!

The only bait that revolves in a cage, flashing

its colors to all parts of the water. It wobbles
and wiggles just enough, floats when not in

motion, revolves in action.

to catch more fuh than any
other bait on the market
or money refunded.

From your dealers or sent prepaid on receipt

of 80c, postofflee money order, by

BITE EM BATE SALES COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Ind., U. S. A.

GUARANTEED

•Al.Ibss Fbrk Rind Miimoi^

Oriental Wiggler $12?
Little Egypt Wiggler 75*^

/

Mf^.
PorkRiild Strips syja r.^

Al. fbss^,Hn24736 felugii)usM,'(rCTelan^

»BIE5
Safety Axes

are famous everywhere for
their durability lightness,
perfect balance and keen
cutting quality. No. 2 axe,
as illustrated, has steel han-
dle, lead lined guard and

X 4 inch blade. Weight
22 oz. Length 11 in. Price
$2.75. Other styles. $1.05
to $4.40.

Marble’s Hunting Knives
Made from finest cut-

lery steel and carefully
tempered. Handles of
leather or genuine stag—put on to stay on. A
dozen different styles for
amateurs and experts, at
prices ranging from $1.65
to $5.50.

Sold by Dealers

Everywhere

Write for Catalo"

Every sport.sman should have a catalog
showing the entire line o." .Marble’s 60
Specialties for .Sportsmen. Write for your
copy today.

MARBLE ARMS E. MFC. CO.

526 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.
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iHilllll!

16 Stories High 73rd Street West

Near 72nd St, Subway Exp. ess Station

HOTEL

Hamilton
IIIIIIIIINEW YORKl

“The House of Sunshine’'

The latest addition to

NewYork’s ultra smart

hotels (Opened in Dec-

ember) — Situated in

the midtown motor

crossways observing

Riverside Drive and

Central Park

Illustrated brochure with room tariffs.

Parents with children welcomed.

Special menu and attention.

WADE &
KNAPP

Successors to

George E. Armstrong

Owners of Camps Wap-
ske, Otter Pond, Red
Stone Brook, Beaver
Lake, and Several
Others.

One day from Railroad
to Home Camp, Situat-
ed on the Headwaters
of Tohique and Mira-
michi. Perth, New
Brunswick, Canada.

A Holfutt
Smart Hotel

f°^ Smart People**

A hotel with all the metropolitan lux-

ury so attractive to the out of town
visitor to New York, and all the

homey atmosphere so desirable to

cvc-ny traveller.

Appealing especially to women visiting

New York unescorted.

THIRTY FIRST STREET
BY FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

ACCURATE
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Piprce

GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

Arms and Ammuniton Expert

258 W. 34th St.. New York City.

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. R. Bevis. M.Sc., Ph.D., and Jno. A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet clear

anil simple.
Do your own figuring, anti have the satis-

faction of knowing that yon are absolutely
light. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life

of 'every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Re your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Prioenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

DOGS TRAINED AND BOARDED
Training from September 1st to April 1st, $15
per month. Boarding, $4.00 per month. Willard
E. Smith, Petershurgh, Indiana.

dred feet, at the first rush, his beautiful
contour showing plainly as he cuts

through the waves. We note that his

first rush is to the north; now he dou-
bles and comes back with arrow-like

swiftness and we hold our breath as the

line slackens, but our friend attends to

that; he steps back quickly and, reeling

fast, soon brings the line taut. Again
the tactics are gone through, not so far

this time, however. Finding no relief

from his bondage he now seeks deep
water and sulks, but the gentle spring-
ing of the rod tells us that he is being
prodded into action. We notice that he
is swimming in circles, a sure sign of

waning powers in a fish. The end is

not yet, however, again and again he
is worked toward the beach, and as often

he goes to deep water. Again the sulk-

ing is brought into play only to be broken
by the master at the rod, until the fast-

tiring fish is at last worked into the
trough of the sea near the beach. Now
the whole beautiful, struggling creature
is in full view, swimming parallel with
the beach, his powerful tail beating the
water and every fin set abrace against
the action of the thread-like line from
which he cannot get release.

The fire in his eye is plainly visible

as each succeeding wave lifts him grad-
ually toward the beach. Steady now,
my man, your fateful moment is at hand.
You have a prize fit for ransom within
your grasp. A moment of carelessness

now and all may be lost. But, he knows
a thing or two of the game; the line will

not be slackened. As the waves throw
the fish upon the sand he steps slowly
backward, keeping the line taut until the

prize is won. And such a prize—the

striped monarch of the Atlantic coast,

about forty pounds of him—every inch

is beauty and every ounce meant battle.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(continued from PAGE 403 )

Fly-Fishing for Brook Trout.

I

HAD the good will of a carpenter in

my neighborhood who encouraged me
in my mechanical efforts, and allowed

me to use his tools; in return for his

kindness I coached his boy, who was not

very bright, in his studies. So taking

advantage of this favorable state of af-

fairs I set about making fishing rods. In

the country about Baltimore, red cedar

was very abundant, so procuring some
well-seasoned, straight-grained logs, I

made two light, springy rods of eight and
ten feet in length, and weighing but a

few ounces. They were made in two sec-

tions or pieces with a simple splice joint,

which was taught to me by my English

mentor James during our fly tying days.

This was just as well, or better, because

ferrules were a bit beyond me to make,
and very difficult to obtain.

After the close of the Mexican war I

made a visit to a distant relative in

Pennsylvania, an army officer who had
just returned from Mexico. I took the

cedar rods with me, which the major ad-

mired very much, for he was a finished

angler. He gave me a plaited horsehair

line, about a hundred feet long, which I

used for many years in fly-fishing, or
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MK SIPCDIMTSEIAH TOlOIEIISir

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEW FOUNDLAND

until the modern enamelled line was in-

troduced. Up to that time I had not used

a reel, as it was not necessary in still-

hshing for brackish water panfish, nor in

fly-fishing for chubs, sunfish and gud-

geons. The major gave me a light click

reel and had reel-bands and guide-rings

put on my cedar rods by a local watch-

maker.
I was much pleased and greatly elated

with my new outfit. The cedar rods were
light and pliable, but very resilient and
were just right for the small streams. I

used flies of my own tying, for I had not

forgotten the art. My companion and
tutor had his own ideas about flies and

of course, had his favorites, but after we
had fished awhile he acknowledged that

mine seemed to be about as alluring as

his own. The trout were not large, run-

ning about two or three to a pound, and
seemed to me to be rather small after my
experience with brackish water white

perch; but the major said they averaged

very well with the usual run of brook

trout in small streams.

Being entirely new to me, my introduc-

tion to trout fishing was a wonderful
revelation, for it was my first experience

in real angling. The quick response of

the gamesome beauties to the flies as they

alighted on the water was evidenced

either by a swirl beneath the surface, or

by a vicious rush and an electric snap

at the feathery lures. It was altogether

new to me, and something undreamed of

in my fishing philosophy, and somewhat
disconcerting at first. But as I became
accustomed to their manceuvers I began
to realize and enjoy the novelty and
pleasure of the situation.

As we meandered down the stream,

the major a little ahead, casting our flies

here and there, I could have found use

for half a dozen pairs of eyes, so intent

was I in watching his every motion and
at the same time giving proper attention

to my own fishing. I was obsessed by the

beauty and cha--i of the stream and its

surroundings, so utterly different to all

my past experience in still-fishing from
bank or boat. The stream itself singing

and sparkling in the bright sunshine, the

dancing riffles and whirling eddies, the

trills and cadencies of the wood-thrush in

the coppice, the swaying and rustling of

the tree tops, the glint of the butterfly

wings, the swift sailing by of the dragon-

fly—all gave an added zest to the pleas-

ure of angling, which had heretofore

been a sealed book to me.
And then, after the noon-day luncheon

j

in the cool shade of beeches and maples,

the major smoked his post-prandial pipe

as I admired the contents of the creel.

Surely there is no lovelier fish than the

brook trout. The bizarre and gayly-tinted

fishes of the coral reefs of Florida and
Porto Rico, the butterflies of the sea; or

the fantastic, grotesque and many-hued
denizens of the tropical waters of Hawaii,

the harlequins of the atolls; they must
all, all lower their spiny crests and re-

tire to the deep recesses of their coral

caves when the soft-finned, velvety brook
trout, tinted with the crimsom and gold

of sunset is seen darting arrowlike in

the pure, crystal waters of the fountain.

WESTWARD, HO!
If you want the best trout fishing in the Rockies,

the finest mountain scenery, big' game hunting— elk,

dear, mountain sheep or bear, initiation into ranch life,

sightseeing, trekking with pack or wagon outfit in Mon-
tana, 'VVVoming or Idaho, horseback journeys, short camp-
ing trips, or complete rest in the famous Jackson Hole
Country, or Yellowstone National Park, write to

JOE A. JONES. Majo Ranch Valley. Wyoming.

DORSET INN — 1796
So reads the signboard on the old inn in the quaint

and charming village of Dorset that nestles in the nar-
row valley of the Taconic mountains. The entire atmos-
phere of Dorset is soothing, with its enticing walks amid
the Green Mountain scenery, the bracing air, and moun-
tain spring water. The Dorset Field Club has a per-
fect golf course and tennis court nearby. Dorset is the
summer home of many business and professional people
who want either a few* dajs of perfect rest or ideal
country ,Ufe. For rates write to the

Dorset Inn, Dorset, Vt.

COMMUNITY OF SUMMER HOMES
AND CENTRAL DINING HALL

camp for the whole family, with recreation or
stuciy instead of idleness, at beautiful Boothbay
Harbor on the Coast of Maine. Deep sea fishing,
bathing, sailing, forest trails, camp-fires, tennis,
art, music and French classes if desired. Cottages
to let. Bring camera and oldest clothing. Cata-
log and views. 15th year. A. G. RANDALL, Mt.
Pisgah, Boothbay Harbor, Me.

BEAR MOUNTAIN CAMP
In the Adirondacks, on Cranberry Lake, magnificent
scenery, boating, bathing, fishing, mountain climbing.
Large, airy rooms with comfortable beds; pleasant sitting
rooms; large, open fireplaces; pure water; excellent table.
Daily mail. Steamboat meets all trains. Terms, reason-
able.

J. M. BALDERSON, Prop.
CRANBERRY LAKE. N. Y.

Springy Lake Camps
Fourteen log cabins, with general dining-room, on shore
of a beautiful lake in a mountainous country In the Maine
Woods. f^.xcellent food, comfortable beds, pure spring
water, good hunting and fishing make this an ideal place
to spend a vacation for both gentlemen and ladies. Side
trips to Spencer Stream and Dead River. Only 2^4 miles
of buckboard road. Hay fever unknowTi. Booklet and
references on application.

JOHN B. CARVELLE
Spring Lake. Somerset Co.. Maine

120 Acres of Lake, Brook, Mountains and Woods

Large and Small Mouth Bass up to 6 lbs. in Lake

HILLCREST
H. W. MacDONALD. Proprietor,

Lew Beach. N. Y.. P. 0. Union Grove, N. Y., Box 22.

"If you are a grouch, do not write.*'

Long Lake, N. Y., Adirondacks
Why go to Maine or Canada when I can give you
good hunting and fishing 300 miles from N. Y. City?

Lake, Rainbow and Brook Trout, Bass, Pickerel and
Muskalonge, May 1st to Aug. 31st. Deer, Oct. 1st.

to Nov. 15th. Guides on application. $21.00 per

week and up. All inquiries cheerfully answered.

FRANK PLUMLEY’S CAMPS

CAMP BONNIE DUNE
ON CAPE COD

A Summer Camp for Young Boys (8-14 yrs.)

Let your hoy learn early the Lure of the Great Out Doors.
We will give him Leads of Fun in

The right place, with the right climate, the right care,
! the right equipment, the right companionship.

]
For full information address

1 DWIGHT L. ROGERS, Jr.. Director, South Dennis. Mass.

For Hunting, Fishing and
Outdoor Sports in the
ADIRONDACK MTS.

One of the finest Trout fishing grounds in the
country. Boats and guides for the asking; excel-
lent board; rates $14.00 and up per week.

BEEBE AND ASHTON

BIG JIM POND CAMP
Eustis, Maine

Just the place for you and your family to spend
a real vacation. Big Jim Lake where the camp
is situated, is noted for togue, gamy trout, and
salmon. A variety of game and birds offer good
hunting in season. The family will enjoy the
canoeing, bathing, tramping, and cooking. Ask
G. C. Green for further particulars about his
camp.

JOIN OUR COOPERATIVE
BOARDING CLUB

Camp out in tent, or room in boarding house;
mountains, lake, rivers. Have more freedom and
cut your expenses in half. Weekly rent $2.
Address Penn York Farm, 49 Henry St., Flat-
bush, Brooklyn. After July 1st, Hancock, N. Y.

FACTS
No Hay Fever—Good Summer Home for

Families with Children—Rates
Reasonable

Fishing always good; Easy to reach; Good
roads for walking.

KOKAD-JO INN Kokad-jo, Me.
(Kokad-jo), Indian meaning. Sparkling Water.

TOGUE, SALMON. TROUT, BASS
BATHING, BOATING, CANOEING, TRAMPING

in Spring and Summer
DEER, PARTRIOGE, RABBIT, WOODCOCK

SNOWSHOEING SKATING. HUNTING
in Fall and Winter

on Clearwater Lake and in the Maine Woods.
Ask G. H. Andrews, Farmington, Me., R. F, D.

No. 2, about it.

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSE
?<ituated at the lower end of Rangeley I*ake, famous for
big trout and salmon. Surrounding lakes and ponds
afford bait and fly fishing; season opens when 'the ice
leaves the lakes and closes October first. Bird shooting
season opens October first.

Spend your vacation on the most beautiful of Maine's
lakes. Booklet on request.

Express Office. L. E. Bowley,
Oquossoc, Me. Mountain View, Me.

Blackwater Camp
A Summer Camp in the Rocky Mountains

for boys. Pack outfits for big game.

Hunting, fishing and camping.

B. C. RUMSEY, CODY, WYOMING

TIM POND CAMPS
We guarantee fly and bait

fishing for trout
Write for Booklet

J. K. VILES & SON, Prop. Tim, Maine
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COE’S MOUNTAIN HOUSE
Fifty sleeping rooms. Electric lights and

modern improvements. Rates, $2.50 and
up per day; $12.00 and up per week.
Brook Trout Fishing, Bird and Rabbit
Hunting ; Auto Livery.

Address for particulars 0. R. Coe in Catskill
Mountains, U’indham, Y,

f\| til 1/1 Maine's Ideal Spot for

Pleasant Island lamps capping. Boaung, fuk.
* ingg Hunting.

The place for you, Mr. Sportsman, and the entire family.
This region is famous for Trout and I^mdiocked Salmon
hshing during the spring and summer and Partridge and
Deer Hunting in the Fall. Eac*h camp has open fireplace,

nearly all have baths—fitted in a way that spells comfort.
Kjccellent cuisine. Fresh vegetables, miik. cream and
poultry. Write for booklet.

WESTON U. TOOTHHAKER
Pleasant island, Maine

COOPER’S CAMPS BUILT BY SPORTSMEN
FOR SPORTSMEN

Accommodate One To Eight Guests
of Maine's most beautifuln me ineart Lake and Forest Region

FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING
The Real Place For Rest, Sport or

RECREATIVE LIFE
Write For lllusiraled Bool(let

COOPER’S CAMPS, Eagle Lake, Maine

FORKS OF MACHIAS CAMPS
Finest Trout Fishing in Maine

Partridges—Ducks—Woodcock

—

Moose—Deer—Bear

Request bookjtt and decide to try best game section in Maine

Telephone

HENRY RAFFORD, Ashland, Aroostock County Me;

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Conn. Lakes and Indian Stream Country

Fishing, May 1 to Sept. 1. Hunting, Oct. 1 to Dec.
15. Lake trout, salmon, square tail, deer, bear
and birds. Parties placed in lodges, log cabins,
camps and tents. Arrangements made for hunt-
ing, fishing, camping, cruising or any outdoor
wilderness sport in season.
Wrte for information, rates etc.

VARNEY BROS., Guides, PITTSBURG, N. H.

T E M A G A M I

WABI-KON CAMP. Lake Temagami, Ont., Canada

The unspoiled country—a Camp with every com-
fort in the heart of Canadian north woods—/500
lakes. Best fishing. Boats, Canoes and Launches
for hire. Bathing, Tramping, ouides. One night
from Toronto. Excellent table, $15 and $17 per
week. Write for Booklet.

Miss E. ORR, 250 Wright Ave., Toronto, Ont., Can.

WAPITI—The Camp of the Deer
Fishing just now for the fisherman, and hunt-

ing later on for the hunter. Good eats for every
one and all sorts of outdoor recreation for young
and old. as the cabins face cool Davis Pond, and
have the famed Maine woods for a background.

Write for booklet and make reservations early.

CAMP WAPITI ASSN., PATTEN. MAINE.

MAINE!
Tbe state for every one who wants to live outdoors.

Lake Parlin House and Camps
Henry P. McKenney, prop.,

Jackman Station, Me.,

offer every form of outdoor recreation for young and old.

The fisherman, hunter, autoist, toddler and member of
the “rocking-chair fleet" will enjoy every minute.
Send for descriptive booklet.

I
F GOOD FISHING. GOOD HUNTING.
BEAUTIFUL SCENERY, PURE AND

Health-giving Air with good accommodations at

reasonable prices are the attractions that call the
sportsman and his family away from their daily
cares, then the merits of CLEARWATER CAMPS
should be investigated.

CLEARWATER CAMPS
Are situated on the western shore of Clearwater Lake,
near the little village of Allen's Mills, flve miles from
Farmington, the terminus of the Maine Centra' {• Railroad,
and tbe shire town of Franklin Coxmty, Maii.e.

E. G. GAY, Farmington, Maine.

HICKORY LODGE
KISKATOM, GREENE CO., N. Y.

Six miles from village of Catskill; sanitary Improvements
and modernly furnished; select patronage; wonderful
brook trout Ashing in the mountain streams and German
Brown, Rainbow Trout, and Pickerel weighing up to 3^
pounds can be caught in stream running through prop-
erty, within 500 feet of house; bird and rabbit shooting
in fall; auto service from depot to house.

JAMES D. MCDONALD, P. 0. Catskill, N. Y.

HILLSIDE RIVER VIEW
A summer resort, located in beautiful

Sidlivan County, in the midst

of Nature’s splendor.

SEND FOR BOOKLET
E. B. FERDON, Prop. Roscoe, N. Y.

CRABBING, FISHING
on the Chesapeak Bay the greatest crab-
bing grounds in U. S. Rockfish, Black
Bass, Pike, Perch, and sunfish are plenti-

ful. If you have never spent a vacation
on the Chesapeak Bay here is your
chance. House boat, cabin motor boat,
and row boats at your service. A week
or two roughing it on the Chesapeak will

do you more good than your doctor. For
full particulars address W. D. SELLERS,
831 Prangley Ave., Lancaster, Pa.

FOR SALE
Seven room peeled-log camp on large lake in

Maine Woods; also two single room detached
cabins. Dry, healthy location. Railroad station
near camp. Main camp has fine large fireplace of
granite, is nicely and artistically furnished and
fully equipped for housekeeping. Excellent fishing
and hunting in season. Particulars on request.

Address: C. CABLE, Schoodic, Maine

SEA CLIFF PHEASANTFIY
We have nearly all. of the rare pheas-
ants and cranes, also white, Java and
black shouldered Japanese Peafowl.
Mandarin ducks. Epgs in Season for
sale. Write for prices and partiou-
lars.

BALDWIN PALMAR
Vill« Serena, Sea Clift, Long liland, N. T.

Member of the Game Guild. 6t

WILLIAMS RESORT
HAYWARD, WISCONSIN

Express records show that more muskal-
lunge and bass were caught during the

season of 1918 at our Resort than any
other in Wisconsin. Better be safe than

sorry.

“Come to the lovely Valley
of the Beaverkill"

Famous for scenery, clear air. fishing anti other vaca-
tionist diversions. One of the best resort.s has enjoyed
the same patronage for twenty seasons. Hates axe rea-
sonable and accommotlatlons limited. Write for further
information to

L. I. PERCIVAL,
The Well-known Clear Lake Cottages,
Tobey Estate. Beavcrklll. N. Y.

Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial ejes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a speciaItT.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream"

THE GRASSHOPPER
FLY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 413)

then a description if properly made can
be easily understood by the average per-

son.

But to return to our original theme
and leaving for others the questionable

pleasure of arguing about correct terms
and phrases; the fall of grasshoppers
generally commences about 8 A. M. (old

style), however, if the preceding night
has been quite cool and should there

have been a touch of frost in the early

morning, the grasshoppers may not be-

gin to appear floating on the surface of

the water until some time later, possibly

as late as 11 A. M.

O NCE they begin to appear floating

on the surface of the water, they
continue to do so during the greater

part of the balance of the day, and dur-
ing all this time the fish feed raven-
ously on them. The average duration
of a fall of grasshoppers on a favorable
day may be put down at about 6% or
7 hours. Now this is a much longer time
than the length of time taken by a rise

of some particular fly. I have observed
some very heavy rises of the March
Brown or Brown Drake. These usually

commenced about 9 A. M. and by 1:30

P. M. there was not a single specimen
visible in the air or floating down stream
on the surface of the water. This rise

of the Brown Drake must not be taken
as an average rise, in fact it was an
exceptional rise, and it only lasted about
four hours. The evening rise of sedges

and spinners is of much shorter dura-
tion. Of course there are days on which
some sort of a hatch of flies is taking
place on and off throughout the entire

day, but these sort of days are not

nearly as numerous as the days on which
a fall of grasshoppers lasts 6 or 7 hours.

The majority of fishermen that I have
met invariably use the natural insect

for bait, but although numbers of trout

are caught in this manner, there are

certain disadvantages in connection with
this style of fishing that will be worth
while enumerating as contrasted with

the, in my estimation, better and more
sportsmanlike method of catching trout

with the grasshopper fly.

T O begin with there is first of all the

necessity of catching the grasshop-
pers. then there is the messy job

of impaling them on the hook, and when
they are finally fixed, the casting of the

baited hook on the water.

A grasshopper on a hook will not float

and consequently does not present a very
natural appearance. In localities where
many fishermen use the natural bait, the

fish become very wary and will only

take the baited hook in the swift water
or in water where the comparatively
still surface is ruffled by a strong wind.

Therefore, unless a good wind is blow-

ing, only the upper portions of the pools

where the surface is broken up by the

swift rush of the incoming water is worth
fishing with the baited hook.

The deep, slow flowing portions, where,

it might be incidentally remarked, most
of the bigger fish are to be found, has

to be left unfished, or fished only with
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aitglutg sttppues

ATT AUGLEE rST SARATOGA COTTHTT, NEW
York, last June wrote: “Please send me by mail

at once $1.00 worth ofl meal worms. The others

you sent were good for perch and sun fish, also

trout.’’ 300, $1.00; 500, $1.50. C. B. Kern, Box
503, Mount Joy, Pennsylvania.

. BASS FISHERMEN—TRY LIVE HELLGRA-
mites (Dobson). The natural food of the bass.

Gets ’em when all other lures fail. Price $5.00

per hundred. Safe delivery guaranteed. Henry
Quimby, Elmira, New York.

HEDDON ROD FOR SALE, NO. 6 AGATINE,
equipped; used one month, $6.50. Je-' Barker,

Humboldt, Iowa.

ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

BUY. SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF
old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Large cent, 100

years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Missouri.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS RUN 34 MILES PER GALLON WITH
our 1919 carburetors. Use cheapest gasoline or

half kerosene. Start easy any weather. Increased

power. Styles for all motors. Runs slow high

gear. -\ttach yourself. Big profits for agents.

Money back guarantee, 30 days’ trial. Air-Friction

Carburetor Co., 550 Madison St., Dayton, Ohio.

books for sportsmen

BROWN’S FOX BOOK—ALL THE INFOR-
mation necessary to teach anyone to become an
expert fox-trapper is in this book. Baits, scents

and methods of setting plainly given. No chance

for mistakes. Price only $2.00. Address, Ernest

A. Brown, 21 Gillis Street, Nashua, New Hamp-
shire.

“CAMPER S OWN BOOK” TREATS ON THE
very subjects that any man wants to know when
contemplating a camping trip. It is made up of a

series of contributions for sportsmen by sports-

men. Price 50c, paper cover. Forest a.nd Stream
Book Department, 9 East 40th Street, New York

City.

“NESSMUK” IS THE ONE IDEAL BOOK
for hunter, trader, trapper or camper. Every

chapter is worth the price of the book alone. Cloth-

bound, fully illustrated, price $1.00. Forest and
Stream Book Department, 9 East 40th Street,

New York City.

“PETS—THEIR HISTORY AND CARE,” IS

the outgrowth of a successful, practical experience

in the care of almost every bird or animal which

may be kept for companionship. Price $2.00.

Forest and Stream Book Department, 9 East 40th

Street, New York City.

SEND 25c IN STAMPS OR COIN FOR 3

issues of National Sportsman Magazine, devoted

, to hunting, fishing, camping and trapping, and

t containing more for sale and exchange classified

advertisements of guns, rifles, dogs, camping and

trapping outfits, etc., than any magazine pub-

lished. National Sportsman Magazine, 221 Colum-

bus -\ve., Boston, Massachusetts.

WRITE US FOR ANY INFORMATION YOU
require on any outdoor book published. Our
48-page book catalog, listing outdoor books exclu-

sively, is free for the asking. Forest and Stre.am

Book Department, 9 East 40th Street, New York
City.

FERRETS FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL
lots. Write for prices. W. H. Campbell, New
London. Ohio. Route 2.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOB
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

j

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WT HAVI

I

the only establishment dealing in young small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United
States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

I

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

I

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Connecticut.

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry
classified messages to our
army of readers on farms,
in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed
trails.

FOR SALE

7x7 FORESTER’S TENT, GROUND CLOTH
and bobinet front. Practically new; 8 pounds,
$15.00. R. W. Burger, P. O. Box 229, New York
City, New York.

FOR SALE — A BANGER MOTORBIKE,
equipped with famous Stormey-Archer three-speed
coaster brake; has high, low and intermediate
gears. Good running order; cost $75.00. First

$35.00 takes it. Forty dollar taxidermy course,
including 14 pair glass eyes and set taxidermy
tools, $20. Seneca vest pocket camera, $6.00,

nearly new. Cecil Hanson, M'interset, Iowa.

FOR SALE-—LARGE EIGHT-POINT BUCK
head, $15.00,
X’ermont.

or guns. Clayton Upton, Dover,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

FOR SALE—TRADE FOR COON HOUND—
Misselbach casting reel, freespool, $4.75, used
twice; Daylo flashlight, 3 inch face, $2.00, new;
22 calibre Stevens offhand target pistol, $6.50, shot

less than 100 times; Waltham gold watch, $12.00,

20 year guarantee. E. York, E. Maiden St., Wash-
ington, Pennsylvania.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

BELLE-OIL—BEST OIL FOR GUNS, RIFLES,
or any use where an oil should be used. Tested
on rifle barrels. Shot with 50 per cent, over
charge cartridges as proof shots and kept them
right. Will keep your firearm right inside and
outside. Contains no acid. Beware of gun greases
and oils containing permanganate of ammonia.
A little Belle-Oil in the chamber of those auto-
matics once in a while will save you trouble.

Trial size. 20 cents, postpaid. Large size, 50
cents. ^^oney order. Notice—directions with
each trial bottle—how to refinish your gun or
rifle. Address, Belleville Laboratories, Leicester,
Massachusetts.

FOR SALE— 1 MAUSER 8 M M SPORTING
rifle in perfect condition, price $100. C. G. Ru-
pert, Wilmington, Delaware.

MARKSMEN ATTENTION—PERFECT BUL-
lets make perfect scores. Cast bullets under pres-

sure makes every bullet perfect; no pouring.
Send 25c for prints and instructions or send us
your moulds and we will make your bullets.

Yankee Specialty Co., 851 E. 6th St., Erie, Penn-
sylvania.

HUNTING AND TRAPPING

ACCOMMODATE THREE HUNTERS IN MY
camp for deer season. Grub, bedding, my serv-
ices, $35.00 each; three, $100.00. Clayton Upton,
Dover, Vermont.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

FOR SALE—IDEAL LOCATION FOR HUNT-
ing lodge on Yellow River, Burnett County, Wis-
consin. Many good fishing lakes in district. River
bank overlooks nine-acre wild rice swamp in bend
of river. Old timers .say best duck shooting in
Northern Wisconsin. Forty acres in tract over-
looking the big rice swamp. Sixteen miles from
Spooner or Webster, 3 miles to inland town. Wil’
sell tract outright for $600 or will lease for period
of years. Members of shooting clubs write for
further particulars. R. R. Ring, 333 Palace Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

SPORTSMEN, attention:—WE OFFER
for sale a rare bargain, an island in Currituck
Sound, N. C., easily accessible from the main
land and unsurpassed as ducking grounds. The
island contains 400 acres, a part of which is in
cultivation, has one or two small buildings. An
ideal place for a gunning club. For further par-
ticulars see or write R. S. Brooks, 37 Hadding-
ton Bldg., Norfolk, Virginia. Phone 1363.

HUNTING AND TRAPPING
PARTNER FOR HUNTING, TRAPPING AND

prospecting in Alaska or Northwest. Have good
proposition for right party. Robert S. Guy, 2046
W. Lincoln Park, Chicago, Illinois.

LIVE STOCK
DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED DUCKS,

no limit. Wild Mallards $4.00 pair; English Call-
ers $8.00 pair, extra hen $5.00. Duck Book 25c.
Ferret for sale. Mail draft. E. Breman Company,
Danville, Illinois.

DOVES—R ARE AUSTRALIAN RED
Cheeks, Diamonds, Top Knots, Mexican Red
Wings, White and Ring Neck Doves; Pheasants,
all varieties; rare song birds, talking parrots, fine
bred dogs. Angora cats, rabbits, guinea pigs, fer-
rets, Japanese waltzing mice. Circulars free. De-
ti'oit Bird Store, Detroit, Michigan.

FOR SALE—BELGIAN HARES, WHITE,
black and grey. Rabbits must sell. L. V. Mc-
Callister, Denver, Illinois.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME. I FUR-
nish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2.00 each, and buy all you raise at 30
to 60 cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents
for complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. Frank
E. Cross., 6433 Ridge, St. Louis, Missouri.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING
TIME IS MONEY—BY PAYING $35.00 NOW

you can own a pair of fine thoroughbred Silver

Foxes within five years. No further cost. Same
fo.\es would cost you $1,200 delivered this fall.

Does this not prove that Time is Money? Par-
ticulars by return mail free. Frank A. Atkinson,
Grandview Terrace, Tarentum, Pennsylvania.

MISCELLANEOUS

AMERICAN CITIZENS, 18 TO 60, INCLUD-
ing women, investigate immediately your rights to

government employment. Let me send you Form
RK 2043 for free advice. Ea^l Hopkins, Washing-
ton, District of Columbia.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de-

tails Free. Press Syndicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—LIST OF PURCHASERS OF
hunting and fishing licenses for State of Georgia,
season 1918-1919. Jas. J. Joines, 321 State Capi-
tol, Atlanta, Georgia.

MUSKEETOPUNK.—THE MOST EFFECTIVE
remedy for mosquitoes on the market. It never
fails to satisfy; 35c a package, three, $1.00.

Muskeetopunk Co., F, Pekin, Illinois.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. I.iterary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Jlissouri.

STOP, LOOK, READ, I WILL MAKE YOU
a Black Fox Rancher on easy payments to suit

you. Enclose stamp for particulars. Wilfrid L.
Todd, Miltown, New Brunswick.

WANTED—TO GET INTO COMMUNICA-
tion witli* parties who would be interested in or-

ganizing a FISH AND GAME CLUB, as I rep-
resent the owners of a very desirable location of
about 7,000 acres of good land and on which is

a very fine trout stream and plenty of all kinds of
game. It also has a large amount of young trees
as well as original growth timber. It is near a
main line railroad in Pennsylvania. It can be
bought for $4 per acre. Title perfect. Address
A. R. Spicer, Agent, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

CAMERAS—GRAFLEX LENSES BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged. Guns and revolvers taken in
trade. Minneapolis Camera Exchange, 509 Ka-
sota Bldg., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

DOZEN 4" X 6" MOUNTED PICTURES, FROM
any photo. C. O. D., $1.77. Fell Studio, Liber-
tyville, Iowa.

FILMS DEVELOPED, lOc; PRINTS 4c. WIN-
gard, 801 16'th Street, Port Huron, Michigan.

MAIL US 15c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six
negatives, any size, and 15c for six prints. Or
send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-
ing Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Virginia.

PIPES

ONE DOLLAR WILL BUY A GENUINE
Indian made pipe. If you smoke, send to Albert
Heath, Harbor Springs, Michigan.
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GUN DOGS

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory

AIREDALES

FOR SALE—AIREDALES OF THE VERT
best breeding. Open bred bitches and puppies.
Marathon Kennels, Wausau, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE—REGISTERED MALE AIRE-
dale, one year old; $40.00. Wood County, Box
76, Nekoosa, Wisconsin.

LIONHEART AIREDALES HAVE EARNED
a national reputation for gameness, intelligence,
and high standard of appearance. They are mak-
ing good on both fur and feathered game in prac-
tically every State in the Union and Canada.
Registered puppies that are bred to hunt and fit

to show, now ready for delivery. Lionheart Ken-
nels (Reg.), Anaconda, Montana. (Formerly
Washoe Kennels).

COLLIES

THE LARGEST AND BEST COLLIES IN
this country for their age sent on approval.
Book on the training and care of Collies, fifty

cents. Dundee Collie Kennels, Dundee, Michigan.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs i)Ot a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

DOGS WANTED

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED, PUPPIES
and grown stock, either sex. Must be healthy,

thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.

If you wish to buy an Airedale, write for our
sales list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue,
Ohio.

WANTED—AIREDALE PUPPIES AT ONCE.
Give price, description and full particulars. Will
also contract for future delivery. P. II. Sprague,
Maywood, Illinois.

FOR SALE OR TRADE

A PARTRIDGE DOG WITHOUT A PEER;
price $100, or will exchange for coon and opos-

sum hound of equal value. Trial. C. W. Brad-

ford. Keller, Virginia.

TRADE OR SELI^ONE BIRD DOG AND
coon dog. Want guns. Chas. Lowton. Erie, Pa.

GUN DOGS

ENROLLED ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES OF
the world’s best breeding. The dam is the great

field trial and bench setter, Theodores Sally,

handled and trained by W. D. Gilcrest. The sire,

a straight Llewellyn and a shooting dog par ex-

cellence. You can’t beat the combination. Lion-

heart Kennels, Anaconda, Montana.

LLEWELLYNS, WHELPED FEB. 12; GLAD-
stone stock; no better blood; price very reason-

able. George W. Ide, Brooklyn, Connecticut.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale Setters and Pointers,

Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds,
Coon and Opossum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale
Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser
alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly
illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue
for 10c in stamps or coin.

HOUNDS

FOE SALE—AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE
Walker fox hound bitch; fast, true and game:
works on rabbits or fox. H. C. Butterfield,

South Brownsville, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Georgia.

FOR SALE—COON, OPOSSUM, SKUNK
hounds. Write your wants and for prices. R. E.
Turner, R. No. 2, Xenia, Ohio.

FOR SALE—HIGH CLASS THOROUGHLY
broken coon hounds sent on trial and a choice
bunch of three-year-old hounds, well started on
coon. Order now and receive the kind you want.
Price list at your request. Stamp for reply.
Frank Beaird, Ashland, Ohio.

FOR SALE—TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
hounds. From mountain section. North Arkansas.
Address Noah King, Calico Rock, Arkansas.

HIGH-CLASS FOX HOUND BITCH FOR
sale, also well-bred puppies. Geo. Dosdoll, Zum-
bro Falls, Minnesota.

WELL, BOYS, THE SEASON’S ABOUT HERE
for coon, skunk, opossum and rabbit hounds. We
offer the best bunch of hounds in this class that
we have ever offered for sale. These dogs are
absolutely right and are good enough for any
hunter or sport to follow. Sold on ten days’
trial. Also offer young dogs just beginning to
trail, $10 each. Choice puppies of pure tree and
fox breeding for sale at all times. Westminster
Kennels, Tower Hill, Illinois.

MISCELLANEOUS

ALL VARIETIES—DOGS, RABBITS, PIG-
eons, pheasants, mice, rats, guinea pigs, goats,
swine, etc Circular 10c. Violet Hill Kennels,
York, Pennsylvania. R. F. D. No. 2.

BEAGLES, BROKEN RABBIT HOUNDS,
puppies, coon, fox, skunk dogs, cavies, rabbits.
Trial. M. W. Baubletz, Seven Valleys, Penn-
sylvania.

DOGS BOARDED AT RATES WHICH WILL
pleasantly surprise you. Hunting dogs a special-

ty. ^lodern up-to-date kennel, large yards. Ref-
erences. Visitors welcome at all times. Red
cocker spaniel at stud. Send for photo and pedi-
gree. Concordia Kennels, Concord, Massachu-
setts.

FOR SALE—NINE GREAT DANE PUPS,
six dogs, three bitches. Big, strong dogs from
pure bred stock. The price is right. Write for
particulars. Collins, the Fox Man, 105 S. Park
St., Reedsburg, Wisconsin.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-

lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, Ahnerican Fox Hounds, Lion Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

PUPPIES—THOROUGHBRED, WALKER
fox hound, coon hound and beagles; also broken
stock. Trial. Geo. Walter, Seven Valleys, Penn-
sylvania.

WANTED—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. GAME
plenty for sale. Bird dogs and rabbit hounds on
trial. O. K. Kennels, Marydel, Maryland.

PET STOCK

CAIRN TERRIERS—PUPPIES AND DOGS
for sale. The faithful, hardy and game little ter-

riers. An ideal companion for children. I special-

ize in American bred dogs from best imported
stock. Mrs. Henry F. Price, Riverside, Con-
necticut.

SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS. HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $15; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

TERRIERS

FOR SALE—A LITTER OF EXTRA WELL
bred wire baired fox terrier pupi)ies. Registered.
Geo. W. Lovell, Tel. 29-M, Middleboro, Mass.
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any hope of success when there is a
heavy wind.

Then again, if the stream should hap-
pen to be a fairly large one, it is fre-
quently impossible to cast the baited hook
the distance necessary to reach a feed-
ing fish without at the same time run-
ning the risk of having the grasshopper
fall off the hook while making the throw.
Distances which are beyond the reach of
the bait fisherman can be covered by any
fairly proficient fly fisherman.
There are still many wild streams but

the time is not very far distant when,
owing to the ever-increasing use of the
automobile there will be very few streams
within the reach of any but those who
can take unlimited time for their fish-

ing trips where the trout will not be
fairly well educated as to the danger of
feeding on grasshoppers that do not look
perfectly natural.

NOTES ON SHORE
BIRD SHOOTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 411)

down to leeward where they circle and
then draw in over the decoys. It is there-
fore not advisable to shoot at a flock

passing over your head, as it will turn
and come in over the head of the stool.

It sometimes occurs when snipe are
making their flight late in the after-
noon that they are not inclined to stool
well. In cases like this a few scattering-
stool set way to windward stuck up in
deep water will draw down the birds in
passing and by judicious calling they can
be worked in for a shot. Each variety
must be distinguished and recognized as
soon as seen, for they often fly in perfect
silence and will not notice the decoys
unless called. As they come in they
hover and drop their legs, which is the
moment the sportsman should take to

pick out his birds and shoot. At the
report the frightened flock will dart
about in terror, making the second shot
difficult. Soon they so far regain their
courage that those which escaped again
wheel and return, giving a second and
often a third shot to the gunner.
Using a 12-gauge gun, stiff charges of

powder and either 8 or 10 shot will give
the best results. The gunner should
dress in light canvas clothing, with rub-
ber boots, and as the season is apt to-

be conducive to black flies and mosquitoes,
arrangements should be made to provide
plenty of fly dope to combat these pests.

The study of shore birds will well re-

pay the sportsmen who follows this game,
as there are some 185 different species
of these birds, each with more or less

his own peculiar call. It can be readily
seen the sportsman will not graduate as
an expert in a day. The call note of the
Turnstone, or Brant Bird is ever so-

hard to imitate. The round, full note
of Black-breasted Plover or Beetle-head
is the sportsman’s joy. There is the soft,

plaintive note of the Piping Plover, and
the shrill tones of the Ringneck, and also

the peculiar inspiriting triple note of the
winter Yellow-Leg. But in order to

study carefully the habits, food and
peculiarities of the shore birds, we must
be among them or with them. Not alone
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does the shore bird gunner enjoy the

sport of a morning or two with the birds,

but he knows that no finer birds find

their way to his table than these same
beach snipe; in fact we do not believe

finer birds for the table are to be found
than the Golden and Upland Plover.

On the southern shores of Long Island

are many famous sniping grounds, the

writer some 30 years ago in early Sep-

tember, after a three-days’ storm, sat

in a blind on what was then known as

Fiddleton Flats, broad mud flats, on the

Fire Island meadows, and enjoyed a

day’s shooting during a great flight of

bay birds. Flock after flock came along,

till night overtook us and we wearily

pulled our boat across the bay with a

backload of birds. The next day the

birds had gone. A flight of birds is

liable to occur anywhere up and down
the coast during the migrating season, if

wind and other conditions are favorable.

Who can tell the habits of our wild

fowl and aquatic birds so well as the

men who, day in and day out, in cold

and heat and in all kinds of weather,
follow shooting as guides for sports-

men? Unfortunately for the public these

men cannot spare the time to jot down
their experiences; indeed, but few of

them can write and so much that, if rec-

orded, would be of real value to the shoot-

ing world is lost.

Let me advise those who have never
tried the sport, to get in touch with
some one of these professional shore bird

guides. The day will end with much
of profit to the sportsman. The early

morning on the marsh or beach, the

building of the blind, the putting out
of the stool, and the uncanny skill of the

guide, who, with perfect eyesight, recog-

nizes each variety at prodigious dis-

tances andwith perfectvariation, whistles

them in over the stools, each with his

own peculiar note. Such a day is a rev-

elation, and when the bag limit is se-

cured and you go wearily homeward,
you can count it a day of the calendar
to be scored in Red.

CLEARING UP
STREAM POLLUTION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 399)

ments by telegram and letter. He first

wished to know how we expected to ac-

complish anything with such a stupend-
ous problem by a summer’s w’ork. and
was vastly relieved when he learned that
we had no idea of actually abating pollu-

tion during that summer. He had hesi-

tated to accept appointment because of

the possibility that I might look for im-
possible results. When I told him that

I wanted him to become a member of

our board of strategy, to study the sit-

uation and to map out the course of

future work, he took the problem up
with enthusiasm and assisted us in for-

mulating plans that I am sure will yield

most important results within the next
few years.

“Professor Ward made a preliminary
investigation of the extent of pollution

in the principal rivers of the State, and
of the effect of that pollution upon the

aquatic life of the streams. As a result

of this study he was able to show us that

our law can be really effective, even in

the more difficult cases, provided we have
proper scientific assistance in working
up the evidence. This in itself was a

most important result to accomplish.

“At the end of this investigation I

called a conference which was attended

by representatives of the State Depart-
ment of Health, the United States Food
Administration, biologists and fish cul-

turists, and representatives of industries

and public organizations from all parts of

the State. The study that we had already

made of steps that must be taken to

abate pollution, with due regard for the

State’s highly organized industrial fa-

bric, formed the basis of discussion at

the conference, and brought about the

complete agreement of those present.

“The program agreed upon by the con-

ference required few changes in the pres-

ent law. Appropriations were found to

be necessary, however, for the employ-
ment of an expert biologist and chemist,

for educational work among industries

affected, and for general administration

of laws already on the books. The pro-

gram further provided for the establish-

ment in the Conservation Commission of

an effective clearing house regarding all

pollution matters, and for developing co-

operation among the industries con-

cerned, so that reclamation and disposal

processes worked out by industrial chem-
ists and engineers may become generally

known.
“It was agreed that the efforts of the

Conservation Commission should be di-

rected toward helping this reclamation

movement as much as possible, and en-

deavoring to have it put upon a per-

manent industrial basis. In this way a

double benefit to the public at large will

result—the conservation of a valuable

food product in the fish that are now de-

stroyed, and the saving of millions of

dollars in by-products that need not be

wasted.

“It was the belief of the industries

represented at the conference that a spir-

it of co-operation will be manifested by
manufacturers, and that in the majority

of cases it will not be necessary to ap-

ply the rigorous procedure provided for

the enforcement of the law.

“Following the conference, a careful

plotting of all of the potential sources

of pollution in the State was undertaken.

A card index was prepared, with a card

giving the known details of each case,

and each case was then indicated with

a pin of appropriate color on a large

map of the State. On the map the

boundaries of each river system are

drawn with a heavy line, and the colors

of the pins show the types of pollution.

There are about 1,600 cases in all. We
thus have an actual visual represen-

tation of the conditions on every water-

shed. The cards give condensed informa-

tion, and a set of report sheets turned in

by game protectors give still further

data. While the information supplied

by game protectors is of course not thor-

oughly accurate, because they are not

scientific men, it is nevertheless suf-

ficiently so for the purpose of a rough
survey, and furnishes the basis for the

work of a specialist. This means that

we now know in detail what our prob-

lems are and where they are located.

AMERICAN
GAME BIRD
SHOOTING

By George Bird Grinnell

This large and profusely illustrated

volume covers the whole field of upland

shooting in America. It deals with the

birds followed by the upland shooter with

dog and gun, and gives practically every-

thing that is known about the woodcock,

the snipe, all the North American quail,

grouse and wild turkeys. This is its

scheme

:

Part 1—Life histories of upland game
birds; many portraits.

Part II—Upland shooting, and also

guns, loads, dogs, clothing.

Part m—Shooting of the future,

rufifed grouse, quail, etc.

There are life-like colored plafes of

the ruffed grouse and quail, and 48 other

full-page plates, with many line cuts in

the text.

The book is really the last word on

upland shooting, and this is what some

of the authorities think of it

:

"It is, I lliinlt, a model of what such
a book should be—but so seldom is. It

is, indeed, much more than a treatise on
field sports, for it furnishes such full and
excellent life histories of the birds of

which it treats that it should find a place
in every library devoted to pure ornith-
ology.''—William Brewster, Cambridge,
Mass.
"A very complete monograph for sports-

men and naturalists . . . with ancedotes,
of his own and others . . . Tlie book will

be enjojed not only by sportsmen, but by
the general reader."—.Sun, New York.
"An important, thoroughly reliable and

well written book: a work that will be
read with interest and pleasure by sports-
men, 'The work Is the first complete one
of its kind."—Boston Globe.

‘"Tliis volume is especially welcome—

C

treat to every man who loves to tramp the
uplands with dog and gun."—Inter-Ocean,
Clilcago.

This book is a companion volume to

American Duck Shooting, and the two
cover practically the whole subject of

field shooting with the shotgun in North

America.

Illustrated, cloth. About 575 pages.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

Forest & Stream Pub. Co.

9 East 40th Street NEW YORK

TAXIDEMRY

UNEXCELLED TAXIDERMY WORK—OUR
taxidermy work is unexcelled in every respect.
Give us a trial as proof of our merits. Grove
Taxidermy Shop. Humboldt. Iowa.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

FOXES WANTED—100 YOUNG REDS AND
greys. Ross Brown, McFall, Alabama.

WANTED—HIGH GRADE SIX OR EIGHT
power prism binoculars: give make, specifications,

condition and price. J. W. Hancock, Roanoke,
Virginia.

WANTED — KING-BUSCH SPORTSMEN’S
binocular, three inches heigh, weight nine ounces,
object glass three-fourths inch, power eight di-

ameters. Want fine condition. Address Ralph
Rosenstiel, Freeport, Illinois.
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The Source of his Health and Strength

SPRATT’S
DOG and PUPPY

CAKES

Write for samples and

send 2c. stamp for cata-

logue “Dog Culture” which

contains much valuable in-

formation regarding care,

rearing, etc.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED
NEWARK .:. NEWJERSEY

DENT'S CONDITION PILES i

If your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high

colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,

that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are

recovering from distemper or are

affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—

4

cents a

dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

I want a few more field trial prospects to

try out. I have the country and birds to

work them in, also can take a few more
shooting dogs to train.

BEBT FAWLEY, EATON. ILLINOIS

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

Oorang Airedale

Terriers
The 20th Century
AH - Round Dog
Choice Stock for Sale

SixFamoas Oorangs atStUd

Oorang Kennels
Dept. H. La Rue , Ohio

The Llewellin Setter .TOFFRE is a white, black and
tan dog, whelped September 27, 1916. He weighs about
50 pounds. His head is of excellent size and shape;
eyes large and dark in color. Nostrils large, muzzle long
ami square. I’rominence at stop. Tlie breeding is a

combination of Marse Ben, Count Whitestone and Mo-
hawk II blood, hard to equal.
An extra fast easy going dog with great nose and bird

finding instinct. Stud fee $50.

Address and Express Office:

REG HALLADAY, Cresskill, New Jersey.

DADDY LONG NOSE OF BRIAR-
crest—.\t Stud. Ixjngest headed, dark-eyed Aire-

dale in the Ea.st today. Winner only time shown.
Specially brought from the Pacific Coast to cor-

rect light eyes. Reasonable fee. Blayney, 1542
58th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

“We now have in press a report by
Professor Ward covering the evils of pol-

lution, the necessity for eliminating it,

and the general policy adopted by the *

commission. This report is to be sent

very shortly to every individual, com-
pany, institution and municipality rep-

resented in our card index and on the

map. With the report they will re-

ceive a letter stating that they have
been reported to the commission as caus-

ing pollution, and requesting their co-

operation in eliminating it. This letter

and the report will serve two purposes:
First, it will put them all upon general

notice that there is a pollution law
which they may be violating; second,

it will give them a clear idea of the

commission’s policy.

“Our list is a list of potential pollut-

ers, and not all of them are actually

causing damage. The first replies will

develop many of those cases that are

harmless, and when we have verified that

fact, they will be removed from our list

and map.
“The man in charge of the work will

from this time on collect all of the

information possible regarding every in-

stace of pollution and properly assimi-

late it into our records. This will mean
much field work, largely of a biological

nature, and constant study of methods
of disposal. This information will fur-

nish the basis for continual action.

“Study of the map already indicates

that it will be advisable to call a con-

ference of selected industries for discus-

sion of the problems peculiar to each,

with the idea that co-operation can be

developed for clearing up the pollution

caused by each industry in the shortest

possible time. Special publications will

also be issued, devoted to successful

methods of treating particular kinds of

waste, for instance that from creameries

and milk condenseries. Conferences and
special publications or other work, will

not be undertaken unless it is first clear-

ly understood what results are to be ac-

complished and it is apparent that some-

thing definite will follow.

“The map also indicates that it will

be possible to take certain streams and
endeavor to clear each stream as a whole.

Unfortunately this cannot be done with

every stream, as the problems presented

by some industries are too difficult for

immediate solution.

“Our work so far has been directed to-

ward laying a foundation. We are just be-

ginning to approach the stage where

we expect to show concrete results. Al-

ready some definite results have been

accomplished. We have already made
recommendations for modifications in

some plants, and the recommendations

have been adopted. I am firmly con-

vinced that it is necessary only to go

ahead step by step, with absolute firm-

ness where necessary, and with co-

operation whenever it is reciprocated, to

return our streams ultimately to a con-

dition at least approximating their na-

tural purity. I am the more assured of

this because some of the biggest indus-

tries in the State have promised their

support and have given tangible evidence

of good faith by already setting their

chemists at work on their problems."
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Make the Aerothrust

Your Fishing Companion
The Aerothrust is the best fishing pal you ever had.

The Aerothrust will do all the rowing and let you do all the

fishing. Could anything be fairer than that?

Attach an Aerothrust to your boat and take all the backache

and hand-blisters out of that long pull against the wind or cur-

rent to where “they are bitin’.’’

The Aerothrust is an improvement on every other type of

detachable motor. Here’s why :

—

First, the aeroplane propeller takes no punishment from sub-

merged rocks, logs or weeds.

Second, you never have to worry about depth of water. If you
scratch bottom your propeller is in the air out of harm’s way. The
Aerothrust will take you anywhere it’s damf’!

Third, jou will get greater speed under all

kinds of conditions than with the underwater
propeller.

Fourth, you are independent of piers and
docks for landing—^just run her nose right up
on the beach.

Asl^ your dealer or write for illustrated hooklet.

» - a ^ t t

**^0 li-C ' (<i-« M

Fifth, when fishing you can navigate shal-

low streams without roiling up the water.

Canadian Boat & Engine Exchange, Ltd., Exclusive Canadian Jobbers, Wesley Bldg., Toronto, Can.

AEROTHRUST ENGINE CO.
517 Washington Street LA PORTE, IND.

A PRIZE FOR EVERY ANGLER

<1^9AA of pflueger bull-dog brand
FISHING TACKLE FOR YOUR BIG FISH

This has been by far the greatest year for Pflueger
Bull-Dog Brand tackle. More fishermen have bought Pflueger
tackle than ever before, and using Pflueger tackle means landing
the big fish. Knowing this, we are offering you anglers Two
Hundred Dollars in tackle prizes for a snapshot picture of you and your biggest

fish, or, you and your best mixed string of fish. Prizes awarded for the largest

brook, rainbow, brown or lake trout, large-mouth and small-mouth bass, pike,

pickerel, muskallonge, wall-eye pike of the fresh water game fish and strspsd bass,

channel bass, tarpon and tuna of the salt water scrappers.

Only One Condifton
rod, line reel, or bait. Some part of your tackle must be Pflueger made. This con-

dition is easy, however, as few fishermen fail to use Pflueger Bull Dog Tackle

—

the standard for excellent tackle for over fifty-five years. The fish may be caught

from the opening of the 1919 season up to November 1, 1919. All that is required

is that you send your entry, giving weight and length, where and when caught and

name the Pflueger Tackle used, with a snapshot picture of the big fish or string.

No entry considered without the picture. You can enter fish in all classes if you wish.

Now Is the Best Time for the Big Ones
September and October have the record for big fish.

Slip into a tackle store and get a selection of Pflueger Bull-Dog
Tackle to take along— this is the best kind of insurance that you will land a prize-winner. There’s a piece of Pflueger

tackle for every game fish— it is made to make the big fish strike. Get in the game fellows, send your entries direct to us.

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. THE PFLUEGERS’ Dept. 21, AKRON. OHIO
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OUT-DOOR BOOKS

FOR SPORTSMEN
The books listed herewith illustrate

the range of appeal contained in the
new forty-eight page catalogue of For-
est and Stream Books for Sportsmen

—

Catalog Free to any address anywhere.

Prices include Postage to any
address in the United States

and Canada,

FOREST & STREAM BOOK DEPT.

CAMPING AND TRAMPING
BACKWOODS SURGERY AND MEDICINE. By

Charles S. Moody. A handy book for the
woodsman in which common-sense methods of

treating ordinary wounds and accidents are de-
scribed. Illustrated $1.00.

CAMP COOKERY. By Horace Kephart. “The
less a man carries in his pack the more he must
carry in his head,” says Mr. Kephart. This
book tells what a man .should carry in both
pack and head. Illustrated. $1.00.

CAMPER'S OWN BOOK. THE. Compiled and
Edited by George S. Bryan. A handy inex-
pensive volume of information, compiled by
George S. Rryan of the Canadian Camp Club.
With contributions by Stewart Edward White.
Tarletan Hean, Edward Hreck, George Gladden.
Charles Bradford. Ernest Ingersol, F. C.
Selous, J. Horace SlcFarland. .*\. K. P. Harvey,
Henry Oldys, J. W. Elwood, Frank Bates
etc. Paper covers. $.f)0 net.

CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT. By Horace Kep-
hart. In two volumes. Vol. 1 Camping, Vol.
II Woodcraft. The old edition of this book
was the standard work on the subject for over
ten years. The new edition is enlarged, entirely
revised and brought up to date, after two
years had been spent in the undertaking. Vol.
I deals with outfits, making camp, fires, camp
cookery, etc., etc. \’ol. II “Woodcraft.” deals
chiefly with such shifts and expedients as are
learned or practised in the wilderness itself,

where we have nothing to choose from but the
raw materials that lie around us. Contains
over a hundred illustrations. The volumes
may be bought separately or in sets. Price of
single copies $2.00 net.

CAMP LIFE AND THE TRICKS OF TRAP-
PING. By W. Hamilton Gibson. Compre-
hensive hints on camp shelter, log huts, bark
shanties, woodland beds and bedding, boat and
canoe building, and valuable suggestions on
trappers’ food, etc., with extended chapters on
the trapper’s art, containing all the “tricks”
and valuable bait recipes of the profession.
Valuable recipes for the curing and tanning of

fur skins, etc. $1.00 net.

HORSE PACKING. By Charles J. Post. This
is a complete description of the hitches, knots,
and apparatus used in making and carrying
loads of various hitches and knots at each of

the important stages so that even the novice can
follow and use them. Full description is given
of the ideal pack animal, as well as a catalogue
of the diseases and injuries to which such ani-

mals are subject. Illustrated with diagrams.
$1.00 net.

OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY. By Julian A. Di-

mock. A solution of all the problems in camera
work out of doors. The various subjects dealt

with are: The Camera; Lens and Plates; Light;
Developing: Printing, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

OUTDOOR SIGNALLING. By Elbert Wells. A
method of signalling by means of wigwag, light,

smoke, or whistle which is simple and effective.

Illustrated. $1.00.

OUT WITH THE BIRDS. By H. M. Laing.
Observations among the lakes and marshes of
Western Canada on all species of birds and
their habits. Illustrated. $2.00.

PACKING AND PORTAGING. By Dillon Wal-
lace. Crowded into a compact little book are
descriptions of every kind of pack from man-
packing to horse-packing, from the use of the
tump line to throwing the diamond hitch. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

READING THE WEATHER. By T. Morris
Longstreth. Detailed account of the various
recognized signs for different kinds of weather
based primarily on the material worked out by
the Government Weather Bureau. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

SADDLE AND CAMP IN THE ROCKIES. By
Dillon Wallace. A horseback trip through
Arizona and Montana, visiting the Apache and
Moqui Indians and the j^reat game districts

gave Mr. Wallace the chance to observe the
game conditioins of that country. Illustrated.

$1.75.

TAXIDERMY. By Leon L. Pray. A discussion
of the tools and materials and methods used
for the skinning, stuffing and mounting of
ordinary birds, small animals, etc. Illustrated
with diagrams. $1.00.

TOURING AFOOT. By C. P. Fordyce. This
book is designed to meet the growing interest
in walking trips and covers the w'hole field of
outfit and methods for trips of varying lengths.
Illustrated. $1.00.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A manual of in-
structions for capturing all kinds of fur-bearing
animals, and curing their skins; with observa-
tions on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting ex-
cursions. By S. Newhouse and other trappers
and sportsmen. This is the best book on trap-
ping ever written. It gives full descriptions
of all the animals which the American trapper
is likely to meet with, tells how they live, how
to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts. No man who is interested in trap-
ping animals, whether it be muskrats or bears,
should be without this complete manual of in-

struction. Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated.
Price $1.00.

WOODCRAFT. By Nessmuk. No better or more
delightful book for the help and guidance of
those who go into the wild for sport or recre-
ation was ever written. No one ever knew the
woods better than Nessmuk or succeeded in

putting so much valuable information into the
same compass. Camp equipment, camp making,
the personal kit, camp fires, shelters, bedding,

9 East Fortieth Street, New York City

fishing, cooking, and a thousand and one kin-
dred topics are. considered. Beyond this the
book has a quaint charm all its own. Cloth,
illustrated, 160 pages. $1.00 net.

FISHING
ANGLERS’ WORKSHOP, By Perry D. Frazer.
A practical manual for all those who want to

make their own rod and fittings. It contains
a review of fishing rod history, a discussion of
materials, a list of the tools needed, description
of the method to be followed in making all

kinds of rods, including fly-casting, bait fishing,

salmon, etc., with full instructions for winding,
varnishing, etc. Illustrated. $1.00 net.

BIG GAME AT SEA. By Charles Frederick
Holder. This well-known sportsman and nat-

uralist tells of adventures with the giant tuna,
the devil fish, the mighty shark and other mam-
moth denizens of the sea. Illustrated, $2.00.

BOOK OF THE BLACK BASS. By James A.
Henshall. This edition of the Book of the
Black Bass includes also the Supplement, More
About the Black Bass, and is complete in one
volume. It covers the entire scientific and life

history of this species, and contains a practical
treatise on angling and fly-fishing with a full

account of tools, implements, and tackle. $2.00
net.

FAVORITE FISH AND FISHING. By Dr. J. A.
Henshall. The author discourses delightfully

about the black bass, the grayling, the trout,

the tarpon and other favorite fish. Illustrated.

$1.25.

FISHING KITS AND EQUIPMENT. By Samuel
G. Camp. A complete guide to the angler buy-
ing a new outfit. Every uetail of the fishing

kit of the freshwater angler is described from
rod-tip to creel and clothing. Illustrated. $1.00.

FISHING TACKLE. By Perry D. Frazer. It

tells all the fisherman needs to know about
making and overhauling his tackle during the
closed season, and gives full instructions for
tournament casting. Illustrated. $1.00.

FISHING WITH FLOATING FLIES. By Sam-
uel G. Camp. Mr. Camp has given this matter
special study and is one of the few American
anglers who really understands it, from select-

ing the kit to landing the fish. Illustrated. $1.00.

LAKE AND STREAM GAME FISHING. By
Dixie Carroll. A practical book on the popular
fresh water game fish, the tackle necessary and
how to use it. $2.00 net.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE DRY
FLY. A de luxe edition in two volumes by
Frederic M. Halford. This splendid work was
limited to fifty sets. Forest and Stream was
fortunate enough to secure for its readers fifteen

sets, of which only three remain. The au-

Continued on following page
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FISHING

—

{Continued)

thor’s experience qualifies him fully to treat

his subject in a most practical manner. The
manipulation of dressing dry flies and practical

experiences of their use is told in a comprehen-
sive manner. This work is illustrated with

colored plates that correspond with the colors

of the various paterns, and a unique feature

of this work consists of nine plates each con-

taining two to five real artificial flies. The two
volumes are handsomely bound in half leather

with guilt top. Price $50.00. Money retunded

if supply is exhausted.

PRACTICAL BAIT CASTING. By Larry St.

John. This book deals with tackle and methods

used in catching blass bass. It is based upov

wide and varied experience of the author in

the Middle West. Illustrated. $1.00.

SALT WATER GAME FISHING. By Chas. F.

Holder. A chapter is devoted to each of such

fish as the tuna, tarpon, amber-jack, sail fish,

yellow tail, sea bass, etc. The habits and habi-

tats of the fish are described, together with the

methods and tackle for taking them. Illustrated.

$ 1 .00 .

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Loudon.

In this book Professor Louden tells the story

of his 28 years’ observation of this ever game

fish. He describes its haunts and habits, how
when and where they are caught and gives

other data of intense interest to the angler.

Price $1.00.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS OF CALIFORNIA.
By Charles F. Holden. A descriptive volume

of the various sports afforded by the Pacific

Coast Islands, including a pen picture of sea-

angling for the leaping tuiia, the long-finned

tuna, the yellow fin, the white sea-bass, sword-

fish, yellow tail and other game fishes. Price

$2 .00 .

THE BOOK OF THE TARPON. By A. W. Di-

mock. Illustrated with photographs by the

author, this book is the full fruit author s

years of experience in tarpon fishing, lllus-

trated. $2.00.

THE FINE ART OF FISHING. By Samuel G.

Camp. Suggestions for expert angler as well

as beginners. The range of fish aim filing

covered includes “Casting Fine and Far Off,

"Fishing for Mountain Trout,” and

Fishing for Lake Trout.” Illustrated. $1.00.

BOATS AND WATER SPORTS
BOAT SAILING: Fair Weather and Foul. By

Capt. A. J. Kenealy. Directions are given on

practically everything connected with small

boats and sailing. The chapters include. Choice

of a Boat—Sailing in a Gale or Squall rilhng-

out—Over Hauling—Compass and Charts—

Nautical Terms—Splices, Knots and Bends.

Illustrated. New Edn. Preparing.

NAVIGATION FOR THE AMATEUR. By Capt.

E. T. Morton. An account of the simpler meth-

ods of finding position at sea by the observa-

tion of the sun’s altitude, the use of the sex-

tant and chronometer, arranged especially for

yachtsmen and amateurs. Illustrated. $1.00.

SMALL BOAT BUILDING. By H. W. Patter-

son. Build your own boat this summer: Here

are detail descriptions and drawings showing

the various stages in the building. There are

chapters on proper materials for boat building.

Illustrated. $1.00.

SMALL BOAT NAVIGATION. By Lt.-Com. F.

W. Sterling. A complete description of the in-

struments and methods used in navigating small

boats in pilot waters, on soundings, and off

shore. Illustrated with Diagrams. $1.00.

[MMING AND WATERMANSHIP. By L.

! B. Handley. Beginners will find in these

iges everv bit of information to lead them

proficiency, while the skilled waterman will

id its suggestions helpful. Illustrated. $1.00.

THE “AMERICA’S” CUP RACES. By H. L.

Stone. A complete history of the racers and

races from the time of the first race down to

the latest “Shamrock” to challenge for the cup.

Illustrated, $2.25.

THE CANOE, ITS SELECTION, CARE AND
USE. By Robert E. Pinkerton. With proper
use the canoe is one of the safest of all craft.

Here you may learn how to make it safe, what
canoe to select for your particular needs, and
how to get the greatest comfort, safety and
usefulness from it. Illustrated from Photo-
graphs. $1.00.

THE GASOLINE MOTOR. By Harold W. Slau-
son. Deals with the practical problems of motor
operation and describes in detail the motors
and faults to which they are liable. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

THE MARINE MOTOR. By Lt.-Com. F. W.
Sterling. Careful descriptions of the various
parts of the marine motor, their relation to the
whole, and their method of operation. Illustrated

with Diagrams. $1.00.

THE MOTOR BOAT, ITS SELECTION, CARE
AND USE. By Harold W. Slauson. The pros-

pective purchaser is advised as to the type of

motor boat best suited to his particular needs,

and how to keep it in running condition. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS AND
SHOOTING

AMERICAN DUCK SHOOTING. By George Bird
Grinnell. Covers the whole field of duck shoot-

ing in America. Describes the various ducks,
geese, and other water fowl, their habits, meth-
ods of hunting them, decoys, blinds, etc. Illus-

trated, $3.75.

AMERICAN GAME BIRD SHOOTING. By
George Bird Grinnell. Describes the habits

of woodcock, snipe, grouse, wild turkeys, quail

and all upland game birds followed with dog
and gun. Illustrated with colored plates by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes and numerous drawings.
A work of interest to the ornithologist as well

as the sportsman. $3.75.

GUNCRAFT. By Wm. A. Bruette. A modern
treatise on guns, gun fitting, ammunition, wing
and trap shooting. The theoretical side of the

subject has been covered with a scientific accu-

racy which makes it an up-to-date book of ref-

erence, and the practical side of wing-shooting,

gun fitting, the master eye, defects in vision

and other important questions have been treat-

ed in a way that will enable either the expert

or the amateur to determine if he is shooting

with a gun that fits him and how to decide

upon one that does. It will enable him to as-

certain why he misses some shots and is suc-

cessful with others. The secrets of success in

trap shooting as well as the peculiarities in

flight of the quail, the jacksnipe, the woodcock,
the ruffed grouse and the duck family are illus-

trated by drawings and described in a way that

will facilitate the amateur in mastering the art

of wing shooting. Cartridge board cover, $1.00

net; Cloth, $1.50 net.

MODERN RIFLE. By J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D.,

and Jno. A. Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S. The
most practical up-to-the-minute book published

on the subject: scientific, yet clear and simple.

Do your own figuring, and have the satisfaction

of knowine that you are absolutely right. -All

necessary tables. Every problem that comes up

in the life of every rifle and hunter is worked

out according to formula, so that the reader

may see exactly how to do it. Everything^ in

ballistics is served. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated. 196 pages, $1.25 postpaid.

PISTOL AND REVOLVER SHOOTING. By A.

L. A. Himmelwright. A new and revised

edition of a work that has already achieved

prominence as an eccepted authority on the

use of the hand gun. Full instructions are

given in the use of both revolver and target

pistol, including shooting position, grip, posi-

tion of arm. etc. The book is thoroughly il-

lustrated with diagrams and photographs and

includes the rules of the United States Re-

volver Association and a list of the records

made both here and abroad. $1.00 net.

RIFLES AND RIFLE SHOOTING. By Charlei
Askins. A practical manual describing variou»
makes and mechanisms, in addition to discuss-
ing in detail the range and limitations in the
use of the rifle. Illustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horace Kephart.
This book is the result of painstaking tests

and experiments. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the rifle, and
Part II with the shotgun. The man seeking
guidance in the selection and use of small fire-

arms, as well as the advanced student of the
subject, will receive an unusual amount of as-

sistance from this work. $1.00 net.

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUN. By Charles As-
kins. Part I describes the differen' types of
shotguns, with measurements and diagrams.
Part II tells all about wing shooting, the vari-

ous methods, snap versus swing, etc. Illustrated.

$2.25.

WING AND TRAP SHOOTING. By Charles
Askins. A full discussion of the various meth-
ods such as snap-shooting swing and half-

swing; the gunner’s problem of lead and range
in regard to the flight of birds, relating all

points of the discussion to the common varieties
of game birds in this country. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

GOLF AND TENNIS
HO-W TO PLAY TENNIS. By James Burns.
This book gives simple, direct instructions on
the fundamentals of the game for beginners
and the man who wants to improve his game.
Illustrated. $1.00.

LAWN TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS. By J.

Parmley Paret. This book tells in a clear lucid
fashion how to play tennis—and how not to

play it. All of the important strokes of the
game are carefully explained by an expert
player and an experienced writer. Illustrated.

$1.25.

LA"WN TENNIS FOR LADIES. By Mrs. Lam-
bert Chambers. This book takes up the matter
of the correct kind of practice for improvement,
the method of play with the strokes and rackets
best adapted for the use of women. Illustrated.
$1.50.

MODERN GOLF. By Harold H. Hilton. This
book gives the reader sound advice, not so

much on the mere swinging of the clubs as

in the actual playing of the game, with all the
factors that enter into it. Illustrated. $1.00.

TENNIS TACTICS. By Raymond D. Little. A
practical guide for good tennis playing by a

successful expert. He analyzes and appraises
net plays, the back-court and volleying game,
the twist service, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT

BOXING. By D. C. Hutchison. The writer has
had long personal experience as an amateur
boxer and as trainer of other amateurs. He
gives practical instruction for the blows and
guards as well as advice to prevent over-tarin-

ing and staleness. Illustrated. $1.00.

EXERCISE AND HEALTH. By Woods Hutch-
inson, M.D. With an as’oidance of medical
terms, the book emphasizes the rational, all

around manner of living that is best calculated

to bring a man to a ripe old age with little or

no illness. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING IN CONDITION. By H. H. Moore.
This book deals with the selection of wise exer-

cise and proper foods, sufficient rest and fresh

air. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT. By W. J. Cro-

mie. Concise presentations of the effects on
health of eating, drinking, bathing, rest, sleep

and fatigue, together with a sane programe for

living. Illustrated. $1.00.
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DOG BOOKS
THE AIREDALE. By W. A. Bruette, This in-

structive and interesting work covers the his-

tory, breeding and training of these useful

dogs. It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written articles on the

early history of the breed, family characteristics

and the strong and weak points of the important
dogs whose names appear in later-day pedi-

grees are of utmost value to the breeder. Those
who desire to train their dogs to the highest

state of efficiency either as companions or for

hunting will find easily understood and practical

instructions on the subjects of general training,

retrieving, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are
important chapters devoted to the laws of

breeding, kennel management, preparation for

and handling in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and instructions of

great value to breeders and owners. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

THE AIREDALE. By Williams Haynes. This
book is designed for the non-professional dog
fancier who wishes common sense advice not

involving elaborate preparations or expense. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

AMATEUR’S DOG BOOK. By William A.
Bruette. A popular, condensed handbook of

information concerning the management, train-

ing and diseases of dogs, including trick, guard
and watch dogs. With many illustrations, 50c.

net.

THE BULL TERRIER. By William Haynes.
A guide to the dog owner who wishes td be his

own kennel manager. A full description is

given of the best types and standards of dogs.

Illustrated. $1.00.

DOG TRAINING VS. BREAKING. By S. T.
Hammond. A splendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of

practical instruction on the training of pet

dogs; 165 pages. Price $1.00.

FOX HOUND, THE. By Rogert D. Williams.
Auth. of “Horse and Hound.’’ Discusses types,

methods of training, kenneling, diseases and all

the other practical points relating to the use
and care of the hound, etc. Illustrated. $1.00
net.

FOX TERRIER, THE. By Williams Haynes. As
in his other books on the terrier, Mr. Haynes
takes up the origin and history of the breed,

its types and standards, and the more exclusive
representatives down to the present time.

Training the fox terrier—his care and kennel-
ing in sickness and health—and the various

uses to which he can be put—are among the

phases handled. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A. Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise that has
ever been published on the training of setters

and pointers, and their work in the field. Every
phase of the subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-

cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-

ters on the .Art of Training. Setters vs. Point-

ers. Selection of Puppies. Naming Dogs, No-
menclature. Training Implement. Know Thy-
self, First Lessons, Yard Breaking, Pointing
Instinct. Backing, Ranging, Retrieving, Gun
Shyness, Faults and Vices. Conditioning,
Dont’s. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthaus
paintings. Cartridge board cover, $1.00 net;

cloth, $1.50 net.

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T, Hammond. A
most practical book for the dog fancier, based
largely nn Mr. Hammond’s observation that

dogs an-' particularly house dogs, suffer from
too much medicine. Contents—Nursing. Clean-
liness. Diet. Other Foods, Kennel and Exer-
cise. Common .\ilments. Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsv, Distemper. Eczema, Need of Proper
Care. Stomach, ermin. Ear. Mange, Nervous
System. Colic. Worms. Cloth illustrated, 161

pages, $1.0(1 net.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. A handy book
for immediate record of all events and trans-
actions, relieving the owner from risk of for-

getting important kennel -matters by trusting to

memory. Black seal. $2.00 net.

PRACTICAL DOG BREEDING. By Williams
Haynes. This book goes at length into the

fundamental questions of breeding, such as se-

lection of types, the perpetuation of desirable,

and the elimination of undesirable qualities, the

value of potency in building up a breed, etc.

Illustrated. $1.00.

PRACTICAL DOG KEEPING. By Williams
Haynes. This book covers the general field of

selection of breeds, buying and selling, care
of dogs in kennels, handling in shows and
trials, and discusses feeding, exercise, groom-
ing, disease, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

SCOTTISH AND IRISH TERRIERS. By Wil-
liams Haynes. For the owner of the dog val-

uable information is given as to the use of the
terriers, their care, the principles of dog breed-
ing, and dog-shows and rules. Illustrated. $1.00.

TRAINING THE BIRD DOG. By C. B. Whit-
ford. Mr. Whitford’s system is scientific but
yet so simple that his method of breaking and
developing the hunting dog can be practiced by
any one. Illustrated. $1.25.

WINTER SPORTS
ICE-BOATING. By H. L. Stone. History and

development of ice-boating, together with direc-

tions for building and sailing all kinds of ice

yachts, racers, etc. Illustrated with Diagrams.

$ 1 . 00 .

THE BOOK OF WINTER SPORTS. Edited by
J. C. Dier. An attempt to catch the spirit of

the keen joys of the winter season. Illustrated
with colored plates and photographs this book
will delight all lovers of outdoor sport. Illus-

trated. $1.50.

WINTER CAMPING. By Warwick Carpenter.
Discusses such subjects as shelter equipment,
clothing, food, snowshoeing, skiing, and winter
hunting, the wild life in winter woods, etc.

Illustrated. $1.00.

The COUNTRY HOME and FARM
A GUIDE TO THE COUNTRY HOME. By
Edward K. Parkinson. Advice on the country
house, grounds and their appurtenances. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

APPLE GROWING, By M. C. Bun-itt. Plant-
ing, care and marketing are all discussed. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

GARDENETTE. By Benjamin F. Albaugh. A
practical instructive guide for the amateur
vegetable grower or lover of flowers. Price
$1.75.

INTENSIVE FARMING. By L. C. Corbett.
For practical farmers on high-priced land. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

PROFITABLE BREEDS OF POULTRY. By A.
S. Wheeler. Advice is given for the man who
wants results in eggs and stock. Illustrated.

$ 1 .00 .

SUBURBAN GARDENS. By Grace Tabor.
Ideal plans for plots of various sizes. Illus-

trated. $1.00.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN. By R. L. Watts.
This book is designed for the small grower
with a limited plot of ground. Illustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING MEMORIES
FISHING AND SHOOTING FKETCHES. By

Grover Cleveland. ,\ delightful little volume
on the ethics of snort. This book of calm,

genial philosophy will be a sportsman’s creed
for many generations to come. Illustrated.

$1.25.

I GO-A-FISHING. By S. I. Prime. A person-
ally conducted fishing trip by the author. For

those who have the true angler’s spirit this
volume will prove of intense interest. Price
$1.25.

JOURNAL OF A SPORTING NOMAD. By J. T.
Studley. Mr. Studley’s experiences in the hunt-
ing of big and little game in various parts of
the world afford most pleasant reading for the
sportsman. Price $3.50.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH. By Fred Mather.
A series of sketches of character and incident
with rod and gun from childhood to maturity,
from the killing of birds and little fishes to
buffalo hunting. Full of a quaint and delight-
ful humor. Cloth, illustrated, 400 pages. $2.50
net.

MY ANGLING FRIENDS. By Fred Mather.
Sketches of notable men, Mr. Mather’s breth-
ren of the angle, as he knew them. A delight-
ful experience—taught philosophy, and a splen-
did appreciation of the innate humor of men
and things. Cloth, illustrated, 369 pages. $2.50
net.

MY FRIEND THE PARTRIDGE. By S. T.
Hamond. This delightful presentment of the
glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in
the crisp New England woods in search of the
noblest of native game birds. Price $1.00.

RANCH LIFE AND THE HUNTING TRAIL.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Perhaps the most
popular work ever written by the author. Price
$3.00.

STORIES OF THE GREAT WEST. By Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Relating the experiences of
this eminent author during the period of his
life spent on his Dakota ranch. Price $1.00.

THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN. By Elisha J.

Lewis, M.D. .\n exceptionally entertaining and
reliable manual for the practical sportsman as
well as for others who may be interested in the
literature of field sports. It presents chapters
of importance on the care, treatment and break-
ing of sporting dogs as well as instructive de-

scriptive chapters on the rifle and its use. The
haunts and habits of American game are de-

scribed truthfully. The book contains 550 pages
of most interesting matter to any sportsman.
Price $3.00.

TRAIL AND CAMP-FIRE. The third volume of

the Boone & Crockett Club books edited by
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt.

Price $3,00.

UNCLE LISHA’S SHOP. By Rowland E. Rob-
inson. Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. The
shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of

sportsman's exchange, where, as one of the fra-

ternity expressed it, the hunters and fishermen
of the widely scattered neighborhood used to

meet of evening and dull outdoor days “to

swap lies.” Cloth. 187 pages. Price $1.25.

WALL STREET AND THE WILDS. By A. W.
Dimock. The autobiography of a man whose
interest in camping, shooting, fishing, buffalo

hunting and w-ild life generally, brought him in

touch with some of the famous plainsmen of his

day. Illustrated. $3.00.

TRAVEL and ADVENTURE
ACROSS THE ANDES. By C. J. Post. A record

of wandering and experiences between the Pa-
cific Coast of South America and the head
waters of the Amazon. Illustrated. $2.00.

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALLIANT. By
Ben Ames Williams. A stirring tale of the sea

full of strange adventure, tropic love and muti-

nies. $1.50.

A YEAR WITH A WHALER. By W. H. Burns.
Mr. Purns shipped as a “greenhorn” on a

whaler going from San Francisco to the Arctic.

Illustrated. $2.00.

CAMP FIRES IN THE YUKON. By Harry A.
Auer. Covers the experiences and observations
of a big game hunter in the Yukon. A splen-

did guide for those contemplating an expedi-

tion to this section. Price $2.00.
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Is there anything more exciting than this? Doesn’t it stir your blood? Doesn’t it get you all “het up” to
get out on the cool lake where the fish are “breaking’? Don’t you want to pit your wits against the battling
prowess of the muscallonge? Don’t you want a merry scrap that will dust the cobwebs off your brain
and give you a hearty appetite?

Go to it, old man! Go get your “muskie.” Go get the scrap of your life. The “muskie” will give it to
you. So will the hardy pike or the flashing salmon. You’ll need good tools. Get

SteelFishingRods
Get “Bristol” Steel Fishing Rods for the strength that more than matches the strength of “muskie,” pike
and salmon. You’ll need it to keep a fighting fish in the water. You’ll need it to “dig” him off the bot-
tom. And “Bristol” Rods have the pliancy that let you “play” him to a finish. They “flash” you every
move that the fish is making.

Is your rod a “Bristol”? Is your reel a Meek or Blue Grass? Then you’re all set, old man. Go to it!

We recommend that you buy of your sporting goods store, but if your dealer does not have what you ask
for or doesn’t seem anxious to get promptly what you want, then we’ll fill your orders at catalogue prices.

Write for “Bristol” and Meek illustrated catalogue today. It’s free. Don’t delay; the fish are “breaking.”

The Horton Mfg. Co.
84 HORTON STREET BRISTOL, CONN.

Pacific Coast Branch
Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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HOW TO HOLD THE RIFLE ON GAME
A FEW VERY IMPORTANT RULES WHICH THE HUNTER SHOULD OBSERVE WHEN
HE GOES INTO THE WOODS THIS FALL AND MEETS THE COVETED QUARRY

By F. E. BRIMMER

There are a few simple mechanical
rules of correct aiming that will de-

termine whether you bring home
that buck deer or return empty handed.
Of course the same principles of ac-

curacy in sighting the rifle will hold as

true if you are in quest of the bear,

caribou, moose, elk, or sheep.

The Indian shooter had the better of

the modern shooter for many reasons.

First of all the Redskin never knew such

a term as trajectory and never needed

to get acquainted with it, be-

cause at every shot he could

see his arrow speed through
space and knew when he was
aiming too high or not hold-

ing high enough to hit. His

arrow’s flight told him that

fact every time. But the mod-
em hunter can’t see his bul-

let, unfortuntely for him and
fortunately for the game, so

that we have to deal with that

tricky and abstract term
known confldentially among
gun cranks and experts as

trajectory. If a man could see

every foot of the patch over

which his bullet travels from
gun muzzle to target it would
be a pretty simple thing for

him to hit his deer, for his

first shot would automatically
give him the range. I have
corresponded with the largest ammuni-
tion manufactory in this country in re-

gard to using smoke bullets on game, but
the head engineer, the superintendent,

the manager and the company’s experts

all shake their heads and say no.

You remember the aviators used smoke
bullets when shooting down enemy planes
and found them to be mighty deadly.

The trail of smoke left behind the bul-

lets told the gunner whether he was
shooting ahead or behind the speeding
target so that he just naturally corrected

his error until he got his plane. Now,
why should not sportsmen have the ad-

vantage of this same ammunition since

the war is over? The answer is, and
I believe it is a good one, that this sort
of ammunition used on game would give
the hunter too big an advantage over
his quarry. Smoke bullets would not
give the game a fifty-fifty chance for
his life and so probably would be out-
lawed as soon as put on the market.
Also the smoke bullet does not begin to

show its smoke under several hundred
yards and so the military type would
have to be modified in some way to meet

the needs of the American hunter. No
doubt it could be done, but I do not be-

lieve it will ever become used extensively
in big game hunting. However, the us«

of the smoke bullet may develop for

target work at the range, and a shotgun
shell may be invented which shows the

path of the shot for the trap shooter.

A shot shell that would show its smoke
path would be a fine thing for the hunter
—but woe to the game.
Anyhow, the Indian had the advantage

and that we can’t deny. Of course this

was all oflFset by the fact that his arm
was crude and cumbersome, lacked speed,

killing power, and was far inferior in

many ways to the modern sporting arm.

Just the same, he wasn’t bothered about

trajectory as we are today, yet he used

the same principle that every hunter

does now. Gravity pulled the Redskin’s

arrow toward the ground just as it does

the metal patch bullet and there is no

way of stopping it that has been dis-

covered. Some manufacturers claim to

turn out rifles that shoot( absolutely point-

blank for three hundred yards, but I

doubt if this could be possible. The
trajectory may be rather low

because of the high velocity

and the light weight of the

bullet, but just the same the

force of gravity is at work on

that bullet and must pull it

down several inches in three

hundred yards.

1, il-

lustrates the proper align-

ment for sights which

gets game for every hunter.

Notice that neither too much
nor too little of the front bead

shows; that it is just about

level with the top of the hori-

zontal line of the rear sight

and that the rifle is held

plumb. By plumb I mean that

the gun is gripped perfectly

straight up and down with re-

spect to its upper and lower

parts, say the lower corner of the

butt and the upper rim of the sights.

The dotted lines on this photograph show
that the rifle is held plumb, for the tops

of the sights are held in a horizontal

line while the up-and-down of the gun
is perfectly perpendicular, or at least

practically so and accurate enough for

correct field shooting. The shooter who
holds his gun like this will be pretty

sure to get his game if he does not take

too coarse or too fine a view of the front

bead in the notch of the rear sight.

Holding the gun plumb is a cardinal

principle that he who shoots and desires

results that come in the wake of ac-
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No. I. Showing open sights properly ciimeci No. 2 . Rifle tipped to right and a miss shot into circle at K
curate holding must practice by force of

habit. No rule that is taught the young
shooter is more important than that he
should hold his rifle perfectly straight up
and down for to roll it over on either side

will cause a miss that the best gun made
cannot be held to account for. Many
shooters blame a good gun for they say

that they held properly, just as they

had done many times before, still the

shot was inaccurate. Ten to one they

were not holding the barrel true and
so trajectory (that principle that the

Indian didn’t have to think about be-

cause he could see it), threw the bullet

to one side or the other when the sights

deceived the shooter into believing that

he was aiming perfectly right.

I remember once that a hunter was
offered an easy shot at a moose when
the distance was not more then fifty

yards and missed because he rolled his

rifle over to one side. He had been

hiding behind a log and the moose walked
right on top of him so that he had to

be careful not to make any noise or cause

the moose to see him, so he worked him-

self to the end of the log and quietly

thrust the muzzle of his rifle around the

end. He could not quite reach the re-

quired distance to hold the gun plumb
and anyway he aimed his sights properly,

so he said, even if the gun was tipped

way over to one side, what difference

did it make? It made enough so that he

missed an easy shot and didn’t

get his coveted moose. Photo-

graph No. 2, illustrates why
the moose was missed, because

the rifle was tipped to the

right.

Remember that when the

gun is held upright and plumb
the bullet will travel high over

the path that your eye sees

and when it reaches its target

will be on a somewhat down-
w’ard course. Then, if the

barrel is tipped over, the bul-

let does not go high alone, but

rather to one side and high.

Hence the bullet in photograph

No. 2, is a clean miss and

strikes somewhere in the cir-

cle at K. Nothing can be more
anger provoking than to miss

a deer at close range when the

sights look to be properly

aligned but such will be the case if the

gun is not held properly in an up-and-
down position, as it was sighted to be
held at the factory. The rifle was made
to be held plumb and will not shoot true

when rolled over to one side. Suppose the

sights had been at right angles to their

proper position when the shot was made.
In that case the bullet would be thrown
off to the right, the distance from the

line of vision increasing as the distance

increased. So, no matter how much the

firearm is tipped over, be it just a trifle,

the bullet is thereby caused to go a lit-

tle to the right or the left of the line

over which your eye looks to the target.

If the bullet went straight from muz-
zle to deer, then the aim shown in photo-

graph No. 2
,
would be perfectly correct.

If any company can build a gun that has
no trajectory then the aim at No. 2, will

be correct for that gun, and the shooter

can lie down on his side to shoot if he
wants to. But with the guns that I am
acquainted with you have got to hold

the barrel plumb. When someone gets

a bullet that gravity can’t pull toward
the center pf the earth in its unsup-
ported flight, then the aim illustrated will

be just as effective as that in the first

photograph. When the barrel rolls or

tips to the right the bullet will fall to

the right of the target and when it is

tipped to the left the bullet is going to

fly to the left. That’s a mechanical fact

that every shooter ought to take into

the mountains and bogs with him.

T OO much is often expected of the

rifle in field shooting and even when
results are mechanically impossible

for any gun to get, the shooter blames

his weapon and his ammunition where
the fault is all his own. At the rifle

range the mechanics of shooting are bet-

ter looked after than in the woods, for

one reason, because one has plenty of

time when target shooting, unless it be

the speed or rapid fire drill. More than

this, the shooter has opportunity to get

into a natural position when target shoot-

ing. He can select his footing, his rest,

or his position, while in the field the

shot often has to be made under condi-

tions that require quick aim, unnatural

position, and general unfavorable con-

ditions. At the rifle range the proper

position of the body and gun can be

gained by a shooter of any experience at

all, whether he is shooting prone or

standing makes no difference.

Many shooters make the mistake shown

in photograph No. 2, when they rest

the gun against a tree, over a fence, or

around a rock. Did you ever notice that

the very best and most dependable field

shots never rest a gun? They prefer

trusting to off-hand shooting and gener-

ally get results. The body just natur-

ally holds itself and gun erect when

shooting from the shoulder

without rest, while a rest in

the woods is never plumb and

so the gun is tipped over for

a miss. In the long run the

shooter who does offhand work

will go home with more re-

sults than the shooter who all

the time wants to seek a rest

when any shot is presented to

him. Getting down on one

knee might not be included in

the rest positions that were

bad because of the fact that

only the body is concerned.

The trouble arises when a tree,

log, or other external and solid

substance forms the basis of

the support for the firearm.

A hunter who has stalked a

deer or moose for many hours

through thick timber, bogs or

other rough country withoutNo. 3 . Showing relative size of sights and game
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No. 4 . The sights are as big as the deer at two hundred yards No. 5 . Showing peep sight correctly aligned

rest maybe, is not in the physical frame
of mind to make the most natural posi-

tion easy and his nerves are just

enough overstrained so that the rifle

may be tipping when it looks perfectly

upright. The result is a miss and a hard

trigger pull, poorly sighted rifle, or de-

fective ammunition will be held at fault

for the error. In many cases buck fever

is the excuse given for a poor shot which

the best marksman in the country would

have made if he had tipped his gun over

to one side. Make sure that you know
when a shot is mechanically impossible

and then don’t shoot.

In a great many cases it is necessary

to make a long shot through trees at

game. Now, suppose that there are large

overhanging limbs on these trees, but

by hugging the ground in a prone posi-

tion the shooter may be able to get a

clear view of the game and so believes

a shot possible. He shoots and misses

because his bullet had to travel higher

than his line of vision and so sped into

the overhanging limbs before it got half

way to the game. I know a certain path

deep in the heart of the Adirondack

mountains where there is a boulder pro-

jecting out several feet over the trail.

Just beyond is a beautiful beaver mead-

ow. As you walk along the trail you

seem to look through a door out across

that pretty scene. For many years it

has been the practice of old guides to put

up a target way across that

meadow and then to get a sports-

man shooting at it from several

yards back along the trail, the

target showing just beneath

the rock. Of course the bul-

let went into the overhanging

rock every time and no shooter

could hit the target. A few

misses in this position, when
the target was an easy one,

taught the shooters a good

lesson in remembering the

mechanical possibilities and
limitations of their rifles.

Many a missed shot in the

woods has been the result of a

leaning tree in the way, or

maybe an elevated log, heavy
limb, or projecting rock that

stopped the bullet before it got

started well on its way toward
the animal it was meant for.

There is another consideration about
shooting over varying distances that

make the correct aiming of the rifle

very difficult. Suppose the deer in photo-

graphs No. 1 and 2 was about fifty yards
away. Note the size of the sight com-
pared to the deer. The aiming here is

very simple because the target appears
so much larger to the eye than it would
be if the deer was one hundred yards
away. In photograph No. 3, is illustrated

the approximate size of the sights and
deer as presented to the eye. Of course

under natural conditions, as the distance

was increased, the deer would become
smaller while the sights would always
remain the same to the eye. But I am
supposing that the deer remained the

same size while the sights increased in

size as the distance was made longer.

The problem of accurate aiming will b<

the same for both cases. See how cuni-

bersome the sights show up at one hun-
dred yards compared with those at fifty

yards. Obviously the work of aiming at

the deer in photograph No. 3, is a far

more delicate job than at No. 1 or No. 2 ,

for now your sights, relatively, are so

much larger while the deer appears
smaller.

Suppose the distance from target to

rifle is increased to two hundred yards,

the result is illustrated approximately
in photograph No. 4, where the sights

are about as big as the deer. Certainly

the problem of aiming is mighty hard
here for the sights nearly cover up the

game. Then, as the distance increases,

the sights would increase, or else the deer

decrease until you have a condition where
the deer would not show up any larger

than the front bead itself, say at four

hundred yards. To consider these facts

will not make you a poorer shot, but

ought to increase your accuracy by the

full realization that distance is pretty

tricky when it comes to shooting. Many
times, too long shots are tried when it

would have been better not to frighten

the game and take the chances of getting

within range. A gun that shoots a mile

is no deadlier than the range of accuracy

of the shooter’s eye, arm, and nerve. Do
you know where your limit is? There is

some distance over which you have found

it unsafe to expect accurate work because

your sights were too big at that range

relative to the size of the game and so

no shot ought to be attempted unless you

are sure that no other will be presented

and want to take one chance in a hun-

dred.

Some men make a specialty of pulling

off long shots with open sights, but I

notice that they miss a score of shots

before they make a hit, and they only

talk about the hit. Of course that is

all right if it suits the shooter, but for

accurate and dependable work with the

rifle in the field, when it means to lose

or win game at the one op-

portunity presented, then the

range of the individual shoot-

er’s ability to hit should be

reckoned with. A man who is

a quick judge of his range of

accuracy, even if it may fall

short of another shooter’s abil-

ity, will in the long run get his

share of the game. Ability to

accurately estimate distance is

very essential, for upon it will

depend the elevation of the

sights for the shot.

O NE of the reasons why
peep sights are popular

with big game hunters is

the fact that as the distance

increases the sight does not

show up so much larger ac-

cordingly. Even at long range

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 496)
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THE ROLLING FIELDS OF SOMERSET
MEMORIES OF UPLAND PLOVER SHOOTING IN NEW JERSEY WHERE UNTIL AS LATE
AS TWENTY YEARS AGO. GOOD BAGS WERE MADE OF THIS FAST DISAPPEARING GAME BIRD

F
or the past fifty years the migratory
game birds of this country have de-

creased at an alarming rate, until

many varieties, plentiful then, are now
nearly exterminated. This has been the

sad fate of that delectable bird, the up-
land plover. In my youthful days they
were very numerous. Many, many times
in showery weather in August in early
morning, or late afternoon, have I heard
that liquid bubbling ventriloquous whistle
descending from the sky and gazing up-
ward, discovered the bird high in the
heavens, outlined against some dark rain
cloud, looking no larger than a swallow,
and then again would come rippling
down that mellow call. I have always
found them extremely shy and wary and
very difficult to approach. Many hours
have I spent stalking them on the clover

fields, or crawling low along the potato
rows, or stealing as silently as possible

through the growing com. This is the
one game bird, if any, that it is per-
missible to shoot on the ground, for it

is very seldom, be as clever as you may,
that you get closer than forty yards. In

the years of plenty, while there might be
twenty of them in a large field you would
seldom see two together and it was prac-
tically impossible to make a large bag
even under the most favorable conditions.

So when I had been successful, I would
come whistling home, as country boys al-

ways do under like circumstances, know-
ing that I had something pleasing for

Mother, who was famous as. a game cook;

for be it known that the upland plover is

a great dainty when properly prepared
and second only to that king of all table

birds, the woodcock.
Few indeed of the present generation

of sportsman know of the joys of up-
land plover shooting, for to most of them
it is but a tradition; but speak of it to

an “old timer,” and his dim eyes will

light with enthusiasm, for this sport, in

the real home and breeding ground of

the bird in the northern counties of New
Jersey, has a luxurious ease and charm
never to be forgotten by the favored one
who has once enjoyed it. For many
years it was my good fortune to spend
the opening day (the first of August)
on the rolling grass fields of Somerset
County. Here, even as late as twenty
years ago, in certain spots known to the

favored few, good bags could be made.
The method employed was unique, the

shooting being all done from a horse-

drawn wagon. The best results were ob-

tained from a canopy topped surrey
drawn by a span of horses; this, with a

careful driver and three congenial shoot-

ers, made the ideal combination. Full-

choked guns and strong loads were neces-

sary, for almost all the shooting was
at long range. Given this desired com-
bination,. with a clear August day, and
a reasonable amount of shooting, the

BY WIDGEON

riding over the expanse of rolling clover

fields, the beautiful farm homes, the

shaded nooks and roads beside the mur-
muring brooks and streams, the luncheon
hour in some secluded spot, the drive

home in the glowing sunset, made an im-

pression that would never fade from a

sportsman’s mind, if he had anything of

an artistic temperament.

At the foot of my street in my native

town, dwelt a popular member of

the medical profession, Dr. Garret
H— He had moved there with his

wife and family, then four girls and a

boy, from northern New Jersey some

The upland plover.

five years before, and a warm friend-
ship had immediately sprung up between
us for we had many tastes in common,
we were both professional men, and both
loved the rod and gun, besides we were
both members of the same fraternal so-

ciety. Many very pleasant hours have
we spent together at the traps, for we
were both fairly good shots, and usually

made the “anchor” in the club tourna-
ments that were the vogue in those days.

In summer, such hours as we could steal

from our business in early morning or

late afternoon were spent in weak fish-

ing on the beautiful Raritan Bay, and
in autumn, we could occasionally get a

day with the quail and rabbits. The
doctor had many times extolled the

charms of upland plover shooting, and
one morning in early July, as we were
fishing, he said, “Say, Neil! let’s try

the plover on the opening day.” I re-

plied, “Doc, that’s a capital idea, and I

am with you.” The first of August came
on Monday and we planned to drive out
on Sunday morning to our objective
point. We were away bright and early
over the stone road to Old Bridge, then
on through New Brunswick, for about
four miles to the little hamlet of Frank-
lin Park, which we reached in time for
church. Some four miles from this place
the Doctor was bom and grew to man-
hood. When he graduated from Medical
College, he here hung out his “shingle”
and began the practice of medicine and
in a few years married the “Belle of the
Country side,” the beautiful daughter of
one of the prosperous neighboring farm-
ers. Here he also became very popular,
as was evidenced by the “levee” he held
after church service, at which nearly
every member of the large congregation
shook his hand. I was introduced to

many of his friends, and in particular
to the gentleman who was to be our
host, Mr. Irving H— the doctor’s cous-
in, and soon we accompanied the young
man to his home. He was the only child

of a wealthy gentleman farmer, and lived

in state with his widowed mother in their

luxurious mansion near by. He was
fresh from college, and had been much
“petted” by his doting mother, but he
was a very agreeable and interesting

companion, a thorough sportsman, and a
good shot, and has made good and served
his county with distinction in the State
Legislature. After a short drive we en-

tered the H— grounds by a broad
avenue, over which grand shade trees

cast their cooling shadows, and presently

came to the house surrounded by artistic

lawns and gardens. Here, at luncheon,
“Irvey” (as he was affectionately termed
by his many friends) introduced me to

his mother, and we lunched in state,

served by the dignified colored butler.

The afternoon was spent in an interest-

ing tour and inspection of the large farm,
the stock, and kennel of shooting dogs,

and we saw and heard many plover. We
also inspected and admired Irvey’s in-

teresting collection of curios and
mounted birds. After dinner, as we sat

in the evening shadows on the broad
veranda, while Irvey and the doctor en-

joyed their after dinner cigars, the doc-

tor asked about the proposed shooting

route on the morrow.
“Why, Doc,” Irvey replied, “I think we

will start in right north of here, at the

corner, where you saw those large clover

fields, then work across the county line

into Somerset, then in a broad semi-

circle, cross the canal and river, so around
by Belle Mead to Wyckoff’s farm, where
we will have lunch, shoot there in the

afternoon and back here to an early sup-

per, which will let you reach home be-

fore midnight.”

Presently we walked out to the car-

riage house, where Irvey had his jet
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black coachman put the canopy top surrey
in perfect order and prepare all things

for an early start next morning, then to

bed to dream of whistling plover. There
was a thunder storm north of us in the

night so when we started out next morn-
ing according to program, just as day
was breaking, the air was delightfully

cool and refreshing. With Doctor and me
on the back seat of the surrey and Irvey

and the driver in front, we drove to the

main road, then to the corner. Here we
came to the clover fields and just at

sunrise, as the driver was taking down
the bars, the plaintive whistle of a plover

came to our ears. “Hear them. Doc, hear
them?” cried Irvey. And immediately he
replied with a perfect imitation. Then
we drove out over the field, eagerly look-

ing for the birds we had heard calling.

“There they are Doc, see them? Two
of them. Now, Mr. A— this is your
shot, for we are to take turns, you know,
and you are the guest of honor. See

their heads sticking above the clover,

about two hundred yards to the right.

Now Dick,

drive along
slowly to the

right of

them, as if

you were go-

ing to pass

them, not too

close. Keep
off a little,

that's about
right. Now,
Mr. A — be

ready, and
when the

wagon stops,

shoot quickly

at one on the

ground.”
Slowly we

drove as if to

pass the

birds at

about forty

yards, and
they looked

very alert

and suspi-

cious. When
we were di-

rectly opposite, the driver brought
the horses to a stop and instantly the

little Baker was at my shoulder and I

killed the first bird just as it opened its

wings to fly. Up sprang the other with
shrill whistles of alarm, to be brought
down with a quick “snap” shot from my
second barrel, and I sat back with a sigh

of satisfaction, while my companions
slapped me on' the back with many con-

gratulations, at our auspicious start, for

most shooters believe if you kill your
first bird in the morning, it brings good
luck for the day.

We found no more birds in this field,

and drove to the next one, presently

Doc excitedly said: “Irvey, see that big
one off there to the left, see him skulking
through the clover?” “Yes, I see him,
but I fear he is an educated one, but we
will try him. Dick, edge in on him a

little.” But the bird was wild and soon
took wing and flew over the field, utter-

ing the while his plaintive call. Pres-
ently two more rose from the field and

began flying around while we stopped to

watch them; finally two dropped in the

adjoining field, while one alighted on top

of a post in the fence between. Here it

stood for all the world like a young tur-

key, craning its neck from side to side.

“Now, Doc, this is your shot, and it

will be a long one, for he won’t let us

get very close and I am afraid it will

‘strain’ your old Parker.” “Don’t you
worry about the Parker,” replied the doc-

tor, “you put me within fifty yards of

him, and he is my meat.”
Carefully, Dick drove past the bird at

about forty-five yards, and when he stop-

ped the horses Doc blazed away. Up
jumped the plover, and then Doc gave
him his full-choked barrel. On went
the bird, while Doc gazed longingly after

it. Suddenly it began to falter, and then,

closing its wings dropped like a stone.

“Why, Doc,” said Irvey, “the old gun
is some good after all.” “It’s your shot

next,” said Doc, “and we will see what
you will do with your old gas pipe.”

The birds in the next field were wild

and did not give us a shot, so we drove
on about half a mile farther to another
stretch of rolling clover fields and pas-

tures. Here in an adjoining field we
saw three plover, within shot of the low
hedge row that divided the fields. We
drove along about a hundred yards from
the hedge and Irvey slipped from the

surrey and started to stalk them.
Stealthily as an Indian he crawled over

the grass, and soon was at the low hedge,

while we watched his every move. Cau-
tiously he peeped through at the unsus-

pecting birds, then sprang quickly to his

feet and made a beautiful right and left

on the nearest birds as they took wing.
As he brought the birds to the surrey,

he handed them to the doctor and said,

“There, Doc, that’s what I do with the

old ‘gas pipe,’ when I have half a chance.

There’s a big wheat stubble, one field

farther over,” he continued. “We may
find some doves on it, so we will walk
over, and meet Dick at the road again.”

Reaching the stubble field, we sep-

arated and walking about one hundred
yards apart, started across it. Soon from
in front of Doc, who was in the middle,

away went three doves with flapping

wings. Bang! went the Parker, do'wn

went a dove; bang! went the other bar-

rel, down went another. The remaining
bird crossed Irvey, going very swiftly

and at long range. Bang! Bang !—On
went the dove. Doc laughed sarcastically

and asked, “What’s the matter with your

old ‘gas pipe’ now?”—“Why you old

sinner, that dove was sixty yards away.”—“Not a foot over thirty-five and you

know it,” said Doc, “your old gun is no

good, and you never could shoot much
any way. You come down and take some
lessons at the Old Bay Side Club, and
we will try and teach you to shoot as

well as we can.”

With these two warm friends good

naturedly “chaffing” each other, we
passed on to the road and the surrey

again. Then on to other fields, picking

up a plover or dove here and there, and

so in good time to the canal, and crossed

it at the
locks. A few
yards farther

on we passed
over the
beautiful lit-

t 1 e “Mill-

stone” River
and drove
for quite

some dis-

tance beside

its shady
banks. Here
the Doctor
grew remin-

iscent and
told of his

bass fishing

on this syl-

van stream.
“There in

that shady
pool yonder
at the bend,

I took a four
pounder,” he
said, “and
you see that

0 1 d ragged
tree top, there beside that big rock

;
well,

in that old tree top I lost the biggest bass
I have ever hooked. There was a big
thunder storm coming, and I guess I

didn’t handle him just right.”—“I can
easily believe that,” said Irvey, “unless
you fish much better than you shoot.”

As the day grew on the plover grew
wilder and more difficult of approach and
the shots at a greater distance, so we
made frequent misses but the bag stead-

ily grew. After a time we passed the

great “Belle Meade” stock farm and saw
numbers of plover in the fields, but they
allowed no shooting on account of fhe

stock. It was a pleasure to see how popu-
lar Irvey and the Doctor were. The Doc-
tor had practised all over this country.

Wide swung the gates when they asked
permission to shoot on the farms, and
many of the farmers’ wives came to the

surrey side to shake the Doctor’s hand
and invite us to stop to dinner.

Just at the noon hour we arrived at

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 499)

Sportsmen used to drive to the shooting grounds behind a team of farm horses
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DICK ROCK’S ZOO AT HENRY’S LAKE
SPORTSMEN OF THE EIGHTIES MAY REMEMBER THIS INTERESTING OLD TIME
HUNTER AND THE UNIQUE COLLECTION OF WILD GAME HE KEPT AT HIS RANCH

By HENRY BANNON

H ENRY’S LAKE is located in Idaho,

about eighteen miles west of the
Yellowstone National Park. A

tributary of Snake River bears the name
of Henry’s Fork. Irving, in Bonneville’s

Adventures, is authority for the state-

ment that Henry’s Fork is “called after
the first American trader who erected a

fort beyond the mountains.” As Henry’s
Lake is not far from Henry’s Fork it

would seem that the lake was named
after the same trader. During the
eighties and early nineties, Henry’s
Lake was famous as the center of a
big game region about which the wap-
iti, deer, bear, antelope, moose and big-

horn were abundant. In their spring
and fall migrations the antelope passed
just north of the lake so it was a favor-

ite place for antelope hunters. Today
it is well known for its trout fishing in

the summer and duck shooting in the

autumn.

Even during the depth of winter there

is much fishing through the ice at Hen-
ry’s Lake, and a story is told of an old

fisherman there who uses grubs, taken
from decayed logs, for bait. During a
severe cold spell, when the mercury is

from twenty to forty below, these grubs
freeze hard and cannot be put on the

hook, so the old fisherman devised a sim-
ple plan for keeping them warm and
active. He keeps them in his mouth
until they are needed!

The postoffice bears the designation
Lake, Idaho, and at the store where the
postoffice is located there is quite a col-

lection of antlers, mounted specimens of

animals and birds, Indian relics and old

photographs of western scenes.

Two of the early settlers at Henry’s
Lake were Dick Rock and Vic Smith,
both being well known hunters. They
came to the Lake from the Yellowstone
River country about 1885, and before

that time worked
together as buffalo

hunters. Smith
doing the shooting
and Rock the' skin-

ning.

Dick Rock built

several corrals at

Henry’s Lake and
spent considerable

time and effort in

collecting
specimens of the
native game which
he kept in captiv-

ity in these cor-

rals.

He obtained two
mountain goats
near Darby in the
Bitter Roots and
brought them to

his ranch. The
time necessary to

bring these goats

Mountain goats at Dick Rock’s ranch

from Darby to Henry’s Lake was at

least from five to six days. A platform

was built in the goat corral, and the

goats much preferred even that slight

elevation to the surface of the ground.

These goats were considered by Rock to

be more dangerous than any of the other

animals kept by him. Rock finally sold

them and in all probability they are the

captive goats described by Dr. Horna-

day in “Camp Fires in the Canadian
Rockies.”

Rock also had quite a herd of buf-

falo. He collected several buffalo

calves on Warm River, a tributary

of Snake River, during early May and

brought them on sleds along the western

line of Yellowstone Park to Henry’s

Lake. From this nucleus he formed

quite a herd, some of the descendants of

which are still kept in enclosures not

far from Henry’s Lake. One of the buf-

falo owned by Rock would permit him to

mount his back and ride him; but one

day, as Rock had often been warned by
his friends, the wild instinct of the ani-

mal returned and he gored and trampled

Rock to death.

Some of the descendants of a buffalo

herd established by Dick Rock are still

kept under fence not far from Lake.

A few years ago the herd escaped end

wandered about over the prairies and

mountains without restraint. Employees

of the Yellowstone National Park, learn-

ing of the presence of some buffalo at

large in the vicinity of the Park, con-

cluded that they had escaped from the

Park, rounded them up and drove them
into the Park. But later it developed
that the herd was privately owned so

it was returned to the owner.
While these buffalo were at large, Glenn

Conklin took some photographs of them,

two of which are quite characteristic of

the buffalo. Incidentally, these pictures

will illustrate certain habits of the buf-

falo described by Audubon. In volume 2,

at pages 36 and 124 of Audubon and

his Journals may be found the follow-

ing notes made by that famous natural-

ist:

“The buffalo, old and young, are

fond of rolling on the ground in the

manner of horses, and turn quite

over; this is done not only to clean

themselves, but also to rub off the

loose old coat of hair and wool that

hangs about their body like so many
large, dirty rags When buf-

faloes are about to lie down they

draw all their four feet together

slowly, and balancing the body for

a moment, bend their fore legs and

fall on their knees first, and the hind

ones follow.”

In one of the pictures taken by Mr.

Conklin the dust
created by the buf-

falo in pawing is

shown and also the

head of the herd
with all four feet

together, the body

balanced and about

ready to fall. In

another picture the

same animal was
rolling in his
wallow, almost on

his back, -and a

shaggy foreleg in

the air.

Young antelope

were frequently

caught in the vic-

inity of H e n r y’s

Lake, but they

could only be

caught when a day

or so old. An
antelope mother

Showing the head of the herd with all four feet together and body balanced,

about ready to roll as described by Audubon
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spi’ing when the snow is deep and upon
being caught they kick viciously with
both fore and hind feet; but when strik-
ing with the fore feet the elk rears,
and the blow can be avoided easily as
the fore feet separate as the animal
comes to the ground. One ranchman
captured and kept nine elk in a corral
for several weeks. A blizzard piled the
snow up to the top of the fence thereby
affording a convenient way for them to

escape and they were not slow in walk-
ing across the snow drift.

Dick Rock was an unusually hard
worker, a fast traveler, wonderfully
adept at snow shoeing and ate but little

meat. Vic Smith did most of the hunt-
ing for the outfits that he and Rock
would take into the mountains. Smith
used a .38 caliber Winchester, Model ’73,

and was one of the best and quickest
shots that ever hunted in the west. He
could hit an empty rifle shell thrown into

the air and has been known to alight

from his horse as grouse were rising

from the ground and kill two with his

rifle before they could get out of range.

His favorite rifle was given to him by
the Marquis de Mores, who was a well-

known ranchman in Dakota. Medora
was named for the wife of Mores.

Both Dick Rock and Vic Smith were
fine exponents of that hardy race of

pioneers who pushed across the moun-
tains a half century ago and delved in-

to a region of game, the like of which
will never be seen again on this con-

tinent.

Sportsmen of today love to picture

what that land must have meant to the

men who loved the wild creatures of the

wilderness. What wonderful chances

for observation they must have had and
what a limitless field for the naturalist!

Just to have lived in that unbounded
range was indeed a glorious heritage.

WITH moose. Rock was not so suc-

cessful. At different times, cov-

ering a period of a few years, he
caught about fifty-two moose, principally

calves, but only succeeded in raising two
or three. One of these he could drive to

a sulky. Nearly all the moose he suc-

ceeded in capturing died before he got
them to his ranch.
Rock was as successful in keeping bear

and elk in captivity as with the buf-
falo. But it is well known that both
bear and elk will stand reasonable con-

finement very well.

Elk may be captured in the early

An encampment of Shoshone Indians

leaves her young lying in the grass while

she goes off to feed, but returns occasion-

ally to nurse it. By watching the doe

antelope go to nurse her young the loca-

tion of the young can often be found.

Even then it was difficult to find them as

the little ones lie close in the grass, with
ears laid back, thus rendering them quite

inconspicuous and hard to detect. When
a day or so old they may be easily

picked up, but if four or five days old

they cannot be run down, even with a

horse. When caught very young they

remain about a ranch well contented,

even to the extent of coming into the

house and climbing onto the beds.

A few years ago there were thousands
of these beautiful animals on the plains,

but civilization has crowded them from
their natural homes into the mountains.
There they cannot survive, as they are

peculiarly adapted to level land, running
with marvelous speed, but unable to jump
as does the deer. Thus in the moun-
tains they can make little progress where
gulches, rocks and down timber are en-

countered and they become an easy prey
for hunters and predatory animals.

The antelope were ruthlessly slaugh-

tered during the eighties and early nine-

ties. In one winter the Indians near
Henry’s Lake killed over three thousand
for their hides and the ranchmen for-

merly killed them for dog feed, hog feed

and coyote bait.

near Dick Rock’s ranch at Henry’s Lake

Antelope are fast disappearing from
their former haunts in the west

One of the buffalo owned by Rock would permit him to ride on his back. This
picture was taken shortly before one of these buffalo trampled him to death.
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
PART ONE OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS. CHARACTERISTICS AND
METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATER-FOWL-THE WILD SWANS AND THE CANADA GEESE

By FREDERICK A. WILLITS

T here are two varieties of wild
swans indigenous to North Ameri-
ca, the trumpeter swan and the

whistling swan. The plumage of both
birds is white; feet, legs and bill black.

They are distinguishable, however, by
their size and by the presence of a yellow
spot near the eye of the whistling swan
which is absent in the other bird. The
trumpeter swan is the larger, weighing
from twenty to thirty-five pounds; the
whistling swan weighs from ten to twenty
pounds. The plumage of the young of
both birds is gray, this changing to snow
white as maturity is reached. The
i/^.rumpeter swan is named from its voice

xwhich resembles the loud, clear note of

ai French horn.

The trumpeter swan is distinctly a
"Western bird and was formerly abundant
jfrom the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific

Ooast. The whistling swan was in past

years very plentiful throughout the

country in general and along the Atlantic

Coast, especially from Florida, north to

Chesapeake Bay.
Wild swans were formerly extremely

abundant in Southern California and

about the Gulf Coast in Texas, also in

sections of the Mississippi Valley. Here,

as elsewhere, they did great damage to

the wild-fowl feeding grounds, destroy-

ing much more grass and grain than they

consumed and thereby spoiling large

tracts which would have supported the

ducks and geese for a long time.

Many thousands were killed annually

by sportsmen and market hunters. The

swans were sold on the market and the

hordes of professional hunters found

their pursuit a very profitable occupa-

tion. There were

few game laws then

And the existing

ones were rarely

enforced. The in-

evitable result oc-

curred. Each year

the great birds
came in sadly di-

minished flocks, un-

til today the swans

are never seen in

many localities

where once they

were abundant,
and only a few
places remain
where they can be

found in anything

like their former

numbers.
Fortunately for

. the splendid birds

and the coming
generation
of sportsmen, ade-

quate game laws

were enforced just

in time to save our

largest water-fowl

A whistling swan

from certain extinction. Laws in most
of the states prohibiting the sale of

game, thereby ending the days of the
market hunters, were the most import-
ant in saving the swans as well as

many other species of our game birds.

Swans are now and have been for a
number of years protected during the
entire year throughout the country by
federal law. This law should receive

the solid support of every sportsman
and nature lover, for it was a wise
step taken to save certain species of our
migratory game birds from following the

path of the passenger pigeon, the buffalo

and others. A few swans are still to be

found on Currituck Sound, North Caro-
lina, and on other bays and sounds along
the southern Atlantic Coast, also in re-

stricted sections about the Pacific and
Gulf Coast. Under the protection afford-

ed by the government the birds are re-

ported on the increase in Texas and on

some of the southern sounds. The young
birds, called cygnets, are good to eat; the
old ones are tough.
Swans are extremely wild and shy and

their pursuit is often more difficult than
the far-famed wild goose chase. When
flying, swans are often high in the air,
far out of range, and they are ever on the
watch for a hidden enemy.

T he swans are shot from shore blinds
and from batteries or sink-boxes
anchored out on the open water, but

the latter method is now unlawful in
many states since it tends to drive the
fowl off the feeding grounds and is also
very destructive. Both live and wooden
birds are used for decoys. The live de-
coys are, of course, the more attractive,
and on some of the club grounds, where
the swan shooting was still good before
the federal law prohibited the hunting,
large flocks of swans were kept to be
used in luring their wild kindred within
range of the guns.

Pass shooting, point or flight shooting,
as the sport is variously called, is often
practised throughout the we?t. No de-

coys are used. The hunter conceals him-
self under the line of flight which the
birds have established in flying between
one feeding ground and another. At
some place in this line of flight the fowl

may be required to pass near or over
a point where there is sufficient natural
cover to conceal the hunter, and here

some good shooting is often to be had.

If natural cover is scarce, the hunter
digs a hole in the ground in which to hide.

Swans when coming to the decoys are

flying slowly preparatory to alighting,and

because of their
great size are easy
marks, but in flight

shooting the birds

are under full
headway when
they pass, often at

long range, and
the shooting then

requires skillful
handling of the
gun. Because of

their large size

and great wing
spread, they do not

appear to be mov-
ing very fast. But,

as a matter of

fact, they fly with

great rapidity, es-

timated at the rate

of one hundred
miles an hour. The
point of aim should

be yards, not feet,

ahead of a swan
passing at fairly

long range, and

this lead is all im-

portant else theA flock of Canada or common wild geese
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A pair of Canada geese swimming

hunter will surely shoot behind the bird.

Swans are sometimes shot by stalking
them as they are standing on the shore
of bay or river or in the marsh. This
calls for extreme caution and skill, and
the hunter who walks within range and
bags a wild swan has good reason to be
proud of his achievement.
Swans, like the geese and ducks, when

taking flight are compelled to rise against
the wind, and the heavy birds then have
difficulty in leaving the water. Taking
advantage of this, it was formally a cus-

tom to sail down on the birds, going with
the wind. But the shooting of wild-fowl
from sail-boats and all boats propelled
by means other than oars is now pro-

hibited by law.

The sportsman who owns several guns
may use the 10-gauge, or even the 8-

gauge, to advantage in swan shooting.

The great 4-gauge was used in this sport

years ago. The birds have great vitality,

are protected by a heavy coat of feathers
and are often shot at long range. Heavy
charges of powder and large shot are re-

quired to bring them down When so

large size shot as double B’s, F’s, or

double F’s are used in a 12-gauge gun it

is at the sacrifice of pattern, since the

12-gauge case will not hold a sufficient

number of the large pellets to make a kill-

ing spread of shot at average ranges.

Therefore, the very large shot should be

used only in the large gauge guns. The
use of guns larger than the 10-gauge
is now prohibited in many states. It is a

question if the better grade of sportsman-
ship is not confined to the use of shot-

guns no larger than the standard 12-

gauge. Swans coming to the decoys are

within range of the 12-gauge and can be

killed with a heavy duck load of number
2 or number B shot, the latter size being
about the largest that is practical in the

12-gauge. Birds out of range of the 12-

gauge are generally out of range of

any and the lighter gun is better sport.

Swans are powerful swimmers and a
wounded bird on the water can distance
the average rower.
The wild swans fly in long lines and

are very beautiful in the air and on the
water.

O NE day on Barnegat Bay, a few
years ago, a bay-man and I lay

hidden in our grass covered gun-
ning boats waiting fc-r the next flock of

ducks. The day was cold and clear, with
the sun shining brightly. Far to the
north and high in the air appeared sev-

eral small, indistinct, moving objects,

showing dimly white now and then
against the blue of the November sky.

The objects drew rapidly nearer, growing
larger, whiter and more distinct. When
still fully a mile away we could not mis-
take their identity. They were wild

swan, seven of the great birds in the
flock.

As straight as an arrow’s shaft they
streamed through the clear air, one bird

directly behind the other. In silent ad-

miration we watched them as they flew

very high over the narrow strip of beach
which separates the bay from the sea and
passed us at a half mile distant on their
long journey southward. It seemed as
if an aerial regatta was being sailed over
head on an inverted sea of azure blue.

The huge birds, each with a wing spread
of six feet or more, moved like yachts
under full canvas. Their beautiful white
plumage glistened like new snow in the
sunlight. With long necks stretched
straight out they seemed to glide through
the air to the measured sweep of the
board wings; their every movement was
one of grace and ease and confidence. It

was the most impressive sight I had ever
seen in Nature. They did not appear to

be moving swiftly, but, with all that,

they were flying with great speed, and
almost before we realized it the great
snowy forms were growing smaller and
smaller until they merged with the sky.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 492)

A flock of wild swans gathered in one comer of a lake. The young birds can be distinguished by their gray plumage.
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SOMEASPECTSOFSTREAM POLLUTION
THIS VITAL SUBJECT MUST BE APPROACHED IN ALL SERIOUSNESS AND
THE ARMS OF THE MEN WHO ARE FIGHING IT MUST BE UPHELD

By DR. CHARLES H. TOWNSEND

l^hotographed by W. F. Patterson, courtesy of the Zoological Society Bulletin.

Sawdust allowed to accumulate on banks is carried away by the water.

T he American Fish-

eries Society, at a re-

cent meeting in New
York City, lasting several

days, devoted several ses-

sions to the subject of wa-
ter pollution as affecting

the fisheries. It was
shown beyond doubt that

during recent years the

pollution of streams has
increased enormously and
that there is great need

for concerted action in

dealing with it. Corpora-
tions and individuals
should co-operate with
state and national fishery

and health boards, and a
campaign of education

should be arranged for.

The subject has many bearings: the

loss of food fishes, the destruction of

spawning grounds, the abandonment of

fishery industries, the menace to public

health, the contamination of city water
supplies, the loss of chemical by-prod-

ucts, the injury to property, the accumu-
lation of deep beds of sludge in harbors,

the unsightliness of polluted streams,

etc., etc.

The reports of various state fishery

boards are burdened with the evils of

water pollution by sewage and factory

wastes. In spite of the existence of

statutes broad enough to meet most of

the conditions, little headway is being

made. It is not our national habit to

begin reforms when serious results are

threatened, but rather after trouble has
actually arrived.

The decline of the shad fishery in the

Hudson River is attributable chiefly to

pollution caused by sewage and manu-
Lcturing wastes. From 1888 to 1901 the

catch of shad varied from three million

to four million pounds a year. For ten

years subsequent to 1901 it never reached
one million, and since 1910 has not

reached one hundred thousand pounds,
until 1918, when for some unexplained
reason there was a slight

rise.

The ruin of the shad
fishery in the Hudson has
taken place in spite of ac-

tive shad propagation by
national and state agen-
cies, and this is true of

other shad rivers where
the population is great

and manufacturing exten-

sive.

The Hudson River re-

ceives the sewage of 175
cities and towns, and the

acid wastes of innumer-
able factories. It is pol-

luted to its headwaters,
and above Albany receives

the manufacturing wastes
and drainage of 63 mills

and 120 towns. In a report of the Con-
necticut Fishery Commission it is stated

that the once famous shad fishery of the

Connecticut River has been ruined chief-

ly by poisonous wastes drained into the

stream.

The City of New York admits that it

is not prepared to embark on a sewage
disposal scheme which would probably
cost many millions.

While adult fishes of some kinds can
survive in polluted waters, the eggs and
young of most species perish. Such con-

ditions prevail in many states and our
efforts at restoring the fisheries by fish

cultural methods are unavailing.

The City of New York has recently

been described in a report of the Mer-
chants’ Association as located in the
midst of a cesspool. That there is much
truth in the statement is borne out by
the experience of the New York Aquar-
ium. A dozen years ago it was difficult

to maintain the marine exhibits of the
institution on account of the impurity
of the so-called sea water pumped from
the harbor. The collection of sea fishes

could be kept up only by constant col-

lecting and re-stocking. It was found
after careful examination that the water

was saturated with sew-

age and manufacturing
wastes, and that it would
be necessary to provide a
pure salt water system.

A reservoir was con-

structed in Battery Park
near the building, and
filled with 100,000 gallons

of pure seawater brought
in from the open ocean in

a tank steamer. When the

foul water from the Har-
bor was finally cut off, and
the exhibition tanks filled

with the clean sea water
pumped from the new re-

servoir, matters improved
at once. By the end of

the year it was evident
that the annual losses of

sea fishes and the expense of collecting
them had been reduced fully fifty per
cent. This stored sea water has been
used ever since.

The results afforded an object lesson
on water pollution as affecting the fish

life, which attracted the attention of
persons concerned over the pollution of
the Harbor. About that time the Met-
ropolitan Sewerage Commission began
investigations which were continued sev-
eral years. The general extent of the
pollution of the Harbor was ascertained
and recommendations for sewage disposal
were made, but no action was taken by
the City.

Naturalists of the past generation
studied fishes and other marine forms
from the waters about Manhattan Island,
which are not to be found there at the
present time. It is possible that with
increasing pollution, fish life will not
exist in the water of the Harbor at all,

and that the lower forms of marine life,

which assist in the disposal of waste
matter, will themselves be dispersed.

It should be borne in mind that it is

not sea water which ebbs and flows about
the City, but brackish water diluted by
the Hudson River to less than half the

saltness of sea water.
This has been demon-
strated by the daily salin-
ity observations made at
the Aquarium continuing
over fourteen years. Tests
made by the Sewerage
Commission showed tnat
sewage is not swept away
by the tides, but merely
oscillates between the Nar-
rows and the Harlem
River, gradually settling
into deep beds of sludge.
The conditions about

New York are not unique,
but are to be found ad-
jacent to all large cities

in America.

(continued on
PAGE 510)

Photoeraphed by F. Patterson, courtesy of the Zoological Society Bulletin.

Water pollution by a sawmill on the Delaware River.
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BIRD MIGRATION UNDER THE STARS
DURING LATE SEPTEMBER DAYS THE BLUE SKY IS OFTEN DOTTED WITH BIRD
MIGRANTS BUT IT IS ON QUIET NIGHTS THAT THE SQUADRONS CHIEFLY PASS

By WILMOT TOWNSEND

The laws that govern times and sea-

sons for our bird migrants are not

as yet thoroughly understood by
ornithologists.

i

There are many theories, but little pos-

itive knowledge on the subject.

Food supply is undoubtedly a power-
ful factor in bird economy, and will ac-

count for their absence in certain locali-

ties where they were formerly abundant.
The draining of large tracts of

meadow has given increased acreage to

cultivation, but the resulting scarcity of

waterfowl is owing to the destruction of

the wild rice and water plants that for-

merly supplied
I

their swarm-
ing thousands ^
with food in

these localities. ^
In other sec- wo

tions the clear-

ing of forests

and woodland
has had its ef-

fect, as seen in

the diminished

numbers of

our land birds

whose cherry

voices once

bright ened
these now des-

olate places in

spring and au-

tumn.
The migra-

tion continues

as. in ages
past, but these

local changes
affect it, de-

flecting the
travel s o m e-

what, that the

comfort and
well being of

the tourists
“en route”
may be prop-

erly provided

for. Many of

our birds mig-

as the fairy forms pass between his tele-

scope and the silver disk of the moon.
The lighthouse keeper hears a tiny thud
on the glass of his light and feels a pang
of regret that a bright little life has
dashed itself away, bewildered by the

glare.

In foggy weather he picks up many
lifeless and broken little bodies at the

foot of the tower, bird travellers gone
astray and destroyed in the misty night.

The keeper at Fire Island Light, in

speaking of this to me, many years since,

said: “Wild geese used to ‘raise ned’

round here on foggy nights. Three of

From a drawing by Wilmot Townsend. —
Wild-fowl were wheeling and weaving about in erratic flight over the dun meadows

rate by day as well as by night. Wild
geese, swans and waterfowl of all kinds

are often seen on their travels.

In late September the blue sky is

often dotted with circling hawks in every
direction while hordes of high-holders

and their kin “bound” along, clipping the

crisp morning air with swift wing
strokes, but ’tis “under the stars” on
quiet nights that the squadrons chiefly

pass. Hence the mystery and charm of

it. We have the inland flights via the

Mississippi and Ohio valleys, and a coast-

wise flight along our ocean borders.

Twice each year, as regularly as the

tides ebb and flow, the streams of bird

life pour along these ancient highways.
The astronomer sees their “silhouettes”

them once banged through the glass

screen that protects the lantern. I got

two up there, and one next morning down
below', with his neck broken and his head
almost cut off by the breaking glass when
he struck. They soon learned to steer

clear of the light, though, and now for

the most part don’t Toother me.
“I get all the ducks I want to eat every

spring and fall; they very seldom strike

the light; seem to hit the tower ’bout

twenty foot down mostly, while them lit-

tle birds always go for the light. I can
hear ’em some night spat, spat, spat agin

the glass. I mostly save ’em and sell

’em to bird staffers.

”

I knew an old gunner who told me he
had often picked up six or eight ducks

on the rocks at Execution Light on Long
Island Sound after a thick night.

Execution Light, how appropriate.

There are many such casualties at every

lighthouse on the coast. Where many
millions are travelling some are sure to

fall by the way while the majority pass

in safety.

{

WITNESSED a spring migration of

shore birds on the Virginia coast in

1894. The miles on miles of salt

marsh were very desolate in early April

of that year when I first arrived, but one

morning I awoke to find the air vibrant

with the harsh
. cackle of the

' meadow hens
that had come
over night.
There must
have been
thousands
of them scat-

tered over the

meadows, and
from then till

we left, their

noise was in-

cessant. In
spite of their

numbers we
saw but few,
so well did
they keep hid-

d e n in the
sedge. After a
few days the
balmy weather
we had so
much enjoyed
changed to

chilly easterly

winds and
howling gales
that pelted the
marsh with
driving rains
into sodden
d r e a riness.
One afternoon
the wind
changed and
off, leaving asoon the gale boomed

strange silence after the wild tumult that
had so lately raged. A lurid sunset pre-
ceded the quiet night. At 10:30 P. M.
the yacht swung peacefully to the
swirling tide. We were reading quiet-
ly in her cosy cabin when suddenly
the clear pipes of curlew rang above the
din of the meadow hen. A wild scramble
followed as we tumbled out on deck.
The night was pitchy dark, not a star

visible, but so still was the air that the
cries of the birds, whose advent had so
startled us, could still be heard as they
swept on, fainter, fainter, till the night
closed them in. Soon far to the south I

heard another party; louder grew the
(continued on page 495)
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About the year 1850, Jenny Lind,
the Swedish Nightingale, was tour-

ing the United States under the

management of Mr. Barnum. When in

Baltimore she gave a free matinee to the

advanced pupils of the city schools. On
that occasion Front Street Theatre was
filled from pit to dome with girls for

the first hour, and with boys for the next,

though the girls declared that she en-

tertained the boys for an hour and a

half. However that might have been
Johnnie and I obtained good seats in the

family circle, or first gallery or tier, of

which there were several, the theatre

being a very large one. -

Her voice was a bright and sympath-
etic soprano of remarkable compass, vol-

ume and brilliancy, which I have never
since heard equalled. She possessed, seem-

ingly, ventriloquial powers, which were
especially exhibited in her unique flute,

bird and echo songs. In the flute song
she stood between two flute players, and
at times her voice and the flutes were
so blended that it was almost impossible

to distinguish her voice from the instru-

ments. Johnnie was sure there were
three flutes, which really seemed not im-

probable, as her flute-like tones rippled

and trilled in concert with the instru-

mentation.

Recently I heard the famous and fa-

vorite soprano Amelia Galli-Curci in a -

selection from the Barber of Seville, in

which she introduced some vocal gym-
nastics with coloratura effects that re-

minded me very forcibly of Jenny Lind’s

flute song, and in a minor degree of her

bird and echo songs.

In the bird song of Jenny Lind there

were passages where one might close his

eyes and imagine himself in an aviary of

canaries and thrushes. She also sang

operatic selections and concert pieces

which were mostly beyond our compre-

hension. Then at her request several

thousand boys sang patriotic and school

songs with such verve that delighted

her so that she burst her white kid

gloves in enthusiastic applause. She

was a good, noble and charitable woman,
and died in England, universally re-

gretted.

About this time, when on my way to

school one day, I saw a great concourse

of people in front of Bamum’s Hotel

listening to a forceful and thrilling ap-

peal for liberty and freedom for Hun-
gary. The speaker was Louis Kossuth,

the Hungarian patriot, who had tried

and failed in a revolution against a

despotic autocracy. He wore an Alpine

felt hat with a small feather at one side.

This style of hat soon became very pop-

ular, and the “Kossuth hat” became the

vogue and supplanted to a great extent

the ugly tall, silk hat, which was then

the universal headgear. Kossuth was
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then preaching liberty and self-govern-
ment for Hungary, and now, after the
lapse of seventy years his dream of a
free Hungary seems about to be realized.

The American people, at all events, are
under an everlasting debt of gratitude to

Louis Kossuth, if for nothing else, for
the introduction of the soft felt hat,

which has proved so comfortable and
popular with the civilian, the soldier, the
cowboy and the sportsman.

A BOY named Andrew, a widow’s
son, who lived in my neighborhood,
was the proud possessor of a shot-

gun and its accoutrements which had

Dr. Henshall at sixty years of age

been bequeathed to him by a relative. It

was a single-barreled muzzle-loader with
a percussion lock, with a barrel about
20-gauge and thirty-four inches in

length, long enough, as Johnnie said, to

knock squirrels from the tree tops with-
out the waste of ammunition. It was
an exceptionally fine English gun, and
Johnnie and I deliberately and without
contrition broke the tenth commandment
whenever we were shown the gun, powder
flask, shot pouch and game-bag.
Andrew’s mother, "being a Quakeress,

had an inherited dislike and a natural
aversion to firearms in general and to

this gun in particular, so that the un-

fortunate lad was denied his oft-ex-

pressed desire of going a-field clothed in

the panoply and paraphernalia of a full-

fledged sportsman. To him the province

of sport was, therefore, a closed book,

and the future bid fair to be a perpetual

close season so far as he was concerned.
So, in this state of affairs, and after
due consideration of the matter from
various angles, Johnnie and I thought
it advisable to relieve the mind of An-
drew’s mother by relieving Andrew of his
inherited incubus, which she had often
said was a constant menace to her, in-
asmuch as it was dangerous without lock,
stock or barrel.

So with malice prepense we set our
sails to the favoring breeze, and tak-
ing Andrew aboard, we proceeded to in-
struct him in the methods of playing the
banjo and the accordion; the object of
this will be seen later. After several
weeks of patient and persistent instruc-
tion and faithful practice, Andrew be-
came so far advanced as to be able to
play a number of popular airs on the
accordion, and to pick Ole Zip Coon,
Juba and several other negro melodies
on the banjo. Then, by previous ar-
rangement, we went one evening to An-
drew’s residence and played our entire
^®P®rtoire for the delectation of Andrew’s

^ mother. She was especially delighted
with Andrew’s proficiency with the bel-

_
lows and the hanjo, for it was a com-

‘ surprise to her.

I then unfolded our plan, to wit: that
^ ^ would trade my banjo, accordion and

one of my cedar fishing rods for An-
drew’s gun and would continue to give
him lessons on both instruments until
he was as far advanced as Johnnie or
myself. I also agreed to take him along
when we went fishing. She said that it

was a very good arrangement, and ac-

cording to scripture, for the apostles
James, John and Andrew were all fish-

ermen, and did not care for guns or
pistols, even if they had been invented
at that time. Then Johnnie came near
spoiling it all when he said:

“If the apostles did not use guns or
pistols maybe the epistles did, for that
sounds something like it.”

Finding that Andrew was perfectly
willing to make the trade, his mother
expressed herself as much pleased and
satisfied with the deal, and was more
than glad to get the gun out of the
house. I thanked her and added that
when I got enough money together I

would buy the accoutrements. To my
surprise and delight she said:

“Oh, take them along; let the tail go
with the hide!” On many Saturdays
after that the three conspirators re-

paired to Rogers’ Woods (now Druid Hill

Park), and took turn about in .knocking
squirrels from the tops of the grand
old trees; not as Johnnie once said with
the gun barrel, for with two drams of

black powder, and three-quarters of an
ounce of No. 4 shot the long, small

bore was as deadly as a rifle.

There was a certain indefinable charm
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about the old muzzle-loader and its equip-

ment that was utterly lost with the ad-

vent of the breech-loader. There was a
subtile fascination connected with the

old powder-flask, shot-pouch and game-
bag when they were hung over the shoul-

ders that we shall never know again.

And then when a-field there was an
allurement in the reloading of the gun,

with the dogs lying at one’s feet, rest-

ing and watching with intense interest

the careful measuring of the shining

black grains, setting the wad, which may
have been a piece of the morning news-
paper, and ramming it repeatedly until

the ramrod leaped from the barrel; and
then pouring in the shot from the brass

scoop of the pouch, and pressing the

wad lightly but firmly over it; and last

of all, blowing away any chance or imag-
inary dust from the “G D” percussion

cap before placing it on the nipple; and
then with the lock at half-cock—which
was the signal for the dogs, ever alert,

to rise with eager expectancy. Then with

the gun over the shoulder to again sally

forth, while the dogs responsive to every

motion of the hand, proceeded to range
far and wide. In the meantime the

alarmed covey had become somewhat as-

sured that the danger was not so

imminent, until found again by the

unerring scent of the faithful dogs.

All this is now but a pleasant

and cherished reminiscent dream of

former joys and bygone days that

we shall never know again
;

for

with the modern breech-loader un-

der one’s arm at “safe,” and with

pockets filled with cartridges, we
must be fully awake and alert to

every movement of the dogs, while

we tramp, tramp over the deci-

mated uplands, deserted coverts

and forsaken stubble fields.

B
efore parting with banjo

and accordion in exchange for

Andrew’s gun my father had
given me a violin as a reward for

passing to the high school, but with

commendable thoughtfulness he also pur-

chased a mute or muffler for the bridge,

out of consideration and compassion for

the neighbors. I was now able to lead

the band with the violin, and as Andrew
had become quite competent and even

skillful with the accordion, the banjo

fell to Johnnie, to his great delight and
satisfaction.

During the Christmas and Easter holi-

days our “orchestra” became quite pop-

ular and was in frequent demand for

neighborhood parties and dances. We
also volunteered to play at Sunday
School exhibitions and picnics. Our re-

pertoire was now considerably augmented
and consisted mostly of dance music,

such as waltzes, polkas, hornpipes, reels

and negro melodies, taken from a popular

collection of music for the violin. Some
of the negro airs were syncopated plan-

tation jigs which were the progenitors

or stepfathers of modem rag time.

Johnnie had acquired a way of slid-

ing his fingers along the strings of the

banjo, which at that day had no frets,

with very pleasing effect, somewhat sim-

ilar to the Hawaiian ukelele now so much

in vogue. He also, by sliding his thumb
up the bass string produced an amus-
ing variation not unlike the queer slid-

ing notes of the trombone in the Jazz

band, now so popular, all of which goes

to show that there is nothing new un-

der the sun. We were wedded to our

music and practiced dilligently, for as

Johnnie, who was something of a wag,
said:

“Music hath charms to soothe the savage.

Melt a rock or split a cabbage.”

Andrew was fortunate enough to

have an uncle who owned a large

plantation on the Patapsco River
not many miles from Chesapeake Bay,
where he and his mother spent part of

the summer months each year. So after

talking the matter over with our parents,

and after the consent of Andrew’s uncle

had been gained to camp on his place,

we planned an outing of two weeks dur-

ing our school vacation in August. Our
parents were quite 'willing, having con-

fidence in our ability to take good care

of ourselves, but stipulated that we
should each take a grain or two of

quinine at night as a prophylactic against

“chills and fever,” which was prevalent

along the river. Another stipulation was
that we should not altogether neglect
our studies, especially Latin; so we
agreed to take along Csesar’s Commen-
taries, of which we were all very fond.

We arranged with our friends, the

market fishermen of Spring Garden, for
the charter of a twenty-foot catboat with
center-board, a clinker-built rowboat, a
short seine for soft crabs and terrapin,

a wall tent and other necessary articles.

We got together a lot of culinary utensils

including a Dutch oven, a supply of

groceries and a generous amount of am-
munition for the shotgun.
At the beginning of the second week

in August, Johnnie and I left our moor-
ings at Bailey’s wharf at daylight for

an all-day sail down the Patapsco; An-
drew and his mother ha'ving preceded us
a week before. As the wind held fair

and blew quite fresh we arrived at our
destination just before sundo"wn, with-
out mishap.
Andrew, anticipating our arrival, had

selected a fine camping site in a shady
grove of young trees and had collected

a large wood pile of oak, chestnut and
light-wood for the campfire. The camp

was very convenient to the outdoor

kitchen presided over by Aunt Miranda,
who brought us a pan of hot biscuits and
another of steaming corn-pone every

morning, for our breakfast. And under
her skillful tuition we soon learned to

prepare and cook fish and game, and
oysters, crabs and terrapin. She also

saw to it that we were liberally supplied •

with sweet potatoes, green corn, toma-

toes, peaches, canteloupes and water mel-

ons, which were all then in season and
very abundant.
Aunt Miranda was not only autocrat

of the breakfast table, but of the dinner

and supper tables as well. She not only

ruled the “kitchen cabinet,” but held

sway over the white folks and house

servants at the big house and was law

and gospel to the field hands. Her power
was absolute ; “From the center all ’round

to the sea her right there was none to

dispute.” Her scepter was the basting-

spoon, and woe to the culprit who fell

under her displeasure.

It has been shown in the late cruel

war that the fate of nations could be

controlled through the stomach, so in

much less degree did Aunt ’Randy con-

trol her subjects through the same sen-

sitive organ. Aunt ’Randy possessed

a commanding physique, stout and
buxom; her visage was broad and
beaming and shone like polished

ebony. Her usual expression was
pleasant and cheerful, with a mer-
ry twinkle in her large, bright eyes.

She was always neat and tidy, even
in the kitchen, and wore a red and
yellow bandana neatly coiled about
her head, a snow-white kerchief

encircling her throat and crossed

over her broad bosom. She wore
large hoops of gold in her ears,

and altogether was quite a figure.

Aunt ’Randy was very proud of

her city quality folks, as she called

us, and was always on hand, with
the white folks from the big house,

around the camp-fire at night, for
whose accommodation we had im-
provised rude seats. But Aunt ’Ran-
dy was too dignified to sit on a
log of wood, so she always brought
from the kitchen her big split-bottom

chair. She enjoyed our banjo playing
and listened with marked delight to the
recitals of the day’s adventures and
laughed immoderately and 'with the ut-

most abandon at the amusing stories of
Johnnie the racounteur. And when she
finally took her leave, with the rest of
our guests, she would say:
“Tank yo,’ my young marsetahs, Ise

had de bestes’ time eber heard of; and
soon’s yo’ heah’s me shut de cabin do’,

strike up Sugah in de Gourd, and De Ole
Coon Dawg, and by dat time I’ll be fas’

asleep and dreamin’ of de angels playin’

on dar hawps!”
Good old Aunt Miranda. She is now

in heaven where there is no distinction

on account of race or color or previous
condition of servitude. Peace to her
ashes! But her spirit, I feel sure, has
joined the celestial choir, and with the
rest of the white-winged angels she is

“playin’ on de hawp” in that happy home.
(continued on page 501 )
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FIGHTING THE FRESH WATER TIGER
SOME REMINISCENCES OF A TRIP MADE THIRTY YEARS AGO INTO THE WILDS
OF WISCONSIN AND OF A MIGHTY BATTLE WITH A GAMEY MUSKALLONGE

T he northern part of the state of

Wisconsin is almost a network of

lakes, lying isolated or in chains,

connected with one another by water-
ways, with outlets into Lake Superior or

the Mississippi River. These lakes vary
in size from a few acres to several square
miles in extent, and are filled with a va-

riety of fresh water fish. Among the

gamest of these are the black bass, wall-

eyed pike, pickerel, and that tiger of

fresh water the lordly muskallonge or

maskinonge in the Algonquin tongue.

Some contend the name is derived from
the French viasque longue or long face.

The name is certainly appropriate as the

nose is so long and the jaw slightly prog-

nathous which gives the face a sad and

almost sinister appearance. In the esti-

mation of many the muskallonge has no

rival as a delicious food fish, the fiesh

being firm, fine of grain, and sweet.

Whether old or young, small or large,

the quality is unimpaired. It is a curi-

ous fact that of the fish mentioned, the

bass, pike, and pickerel, or the bass, pike,

and muskallonge, are found in the same

lakes but never are the pickerel and mus-
kallonge found in the same water. I have

never heard a satisfactory explanation

of this but the fact remains.

The name “tiger” as applied to the

muskallonge is no misnomer for, as he

lies in wait for his prey on some shallow

bar extending into the lake, concealed by

w'ater lily pads or submerged weeds, he

exhibits the same stealthy patience as the

tiger of the jungle or plain, and woe to

the food fish that crosses his line of

vision. With a lightning like swirl he

closes on his prey and those long jaws

and needle-like teeth never let go. When
feeding, the musky, as the natives call

him, is voracious in the extreme. I have

caught more than one that had the tail

of a sucker, his favorite food, still in his

mouth, the body and head being in pro-

cess of digestion in the stomach. Like

the brook trout, the musky is absolutely

rapacious and when feeding will kill and

devour to his utmost capacity.

Since the advent of the railroads into

this north country most of the favorite

haunts of the musky have been discovered

and at the fishing resorts, which have

sprung up on many of these lakes, one

may meet sportsmen from all parts of

the country and nearly every state in the

Union. Thirty years ago the railroad

had only recently been put through, con-

necting the central part of Wisconsin

By F. H. GRAHAM

with Lake Superior. This road ran for
the greater part of the way through vast
pine forests and numerous settlements
had sprung up surrounding saw mills.

From these towns wagon roads, used by
the lumbermen, led through the woods
to numberless lakes that had never been
fished except by Indians or woodsmen.
These afforded rare sport to the lover

of the wilds.

O NE August morning, about the time
of which I write, my friend Ted
Pope and I boarded a train bound

for the north country of sport and ad-

venture. Our duffle bags were well

packed and we felt that we were due to

kill a big fish. After traveling about one
hundred miles north by train, we alighted

at a small saw mill settlement, so new
that the shingles on the houses were not

discolored. After numerous inquiries we
finally found a half breed Indian who
agreed to drive us out to Moose Lake, a

distance of about eighteen miles, although

he refused to guarantee our reception at

Jake’s, a sort cf stooping place for log-

gers and trappers. “I don’t know,” said

Twenty-eight pounds of fighting Muskie.

Joe, our driver. “Mabeso, if whiskey all

gone, Jake be good, if not, be very bad.

Say he shoot any Indian come near lake.”

We decided to chance it and were glad we
did. Our drive of eighteen miles through
those woods was an event in our lives and
something to remember. I have taken it

many times since but it never has given

me the thrills I experienced that first

time. The road was good, except in spots,

having been used for hauling supplies to

distant logging camps. The lofty pines

towered above us, interspersed with hard-

wood ridges covered with maple, elm, ash

and hickory, standing thick and quiet

and affording fine cover for the deer

which were numerous.
Then another stretch of pines, with the

road resembling a lane through them and

the ground level and covered with a coat

of brown needles. Thus does nature build

and furnish her house until man comes

along and makes of it disorder and ruin

where it was so beautiful and old and

quiet. In some of the openings the

ground was literally covered with blue-

berries, although it was August, and such

berries! The clusters were almost as

large as bunches of grapes. From the

midst of them would start up families

of partridges or Canada grouse. We
passed many small lakes and occasionally

the call of a loon would come to us, so

like -the cry of a human in distress that

we were always startled. Joe would say:

“That loon,” nothing more and what

more was necessary? We, so called civ-

ilized people, certainly waste a lot of

time merely talking. Joe’s contributions

to the conversations were not numerous

or lengthy but always to the point, such

as: “Deer crossed here last night,” or

“Bear signs here.” These brief bits of in-

formation told us all that we were most

anxious to know. We arrived at Jake’s

about sundown and found him in fairly

good form and after his man Ed. had

helped to put the horses in the log stable,

we repaired to Jake’s hotel, a log cabin of

good size, and sat do-rni to a supper of

mutton, patatoes, bread and tea. In the

woods, and out of season, venison is al-

ways mutton. If the man of the house

does not care to take a chance on the

game warden he leaves a bottle of whis-

key or a piece of bacon at some appointed

place on the trail and finds in its place

a sack of mutton. Although he may
never meet the Indian he can always be

reached in this indirect way which he

much prefers to open trading. 0%’er our
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A muskallonge, concealed by water-lily pads or submerged weeds, exhibits all the stealth and cunning of the tiger

pipes after supper, Ed. answered our

questions. Yes, we could catch plenty of

pike and bass right here but if we wanted
a big musky we had beter go over to the

big lakes several miles east. We could

canoe up this lake three miles until we
came to a tall, blasted pine on the east

shore then land and take the trail

through the timber to the big lakes.

There was no one there but we would

find a boat hidden on the shore to the

right of the trail. The boat might not

be much of a boat and the oars just made
with an ax but it would have to do, as

there was nothing better there.

N ext miming was fine and clear

and we took the birch canoe and
paddled up the beautiful shore of

the lake for three miles. In writing of

the beauties of the lake shore, I am not

writing of summer resorts where hand-

some cottages abound and where every-

thing seems hand made, but of natural

pine forests, stretching back from the

very shore line to almost infinite dis-

stance; of grass meadows, sprinkled over

with the most beautiful Christmas trees

;

of bays, where the constantly lapping

waves have made a shore line of stones as

perfectly placed, one upon another, as

if by the hand of a skilled artisan; of

islands, rising from the water level to a

mound shaped center, thickly covered

with beautiful pine trees and all out of

sound of civilization. And what a mar-
vel it is that Nature does all of this with-

out regard as to whether man, with all

his power of appreciation, may ever see

or admire.

After hiding our canoe we took the

trail, which we found fully equal to Ed’s

description, and, we thought, a little be-

yond even that. Two miles of condensed

toil and trouble, with hog backs, swamps
and windfalls to add variety, if not sim-

plicity to the route through the forest.

The trail was plainly blazed. As
our only pack was a large sack for car-

rying our possible catch and our lunch,

we could not carry rods, so had to de-

penJ on a hand line, which we carried

in a pocket. All troubles must come to

an end sometime and we finally reached

the shore of the big lake and located the

boat as directed. It had evidently been

knocked together at some saw mill and
hauled in by the longer route. Our first

attention was given to our lunch, after

that a rest under the pines until our im-

patience getting the better of us, we got

out our hand line and attached a number
eight Skinner spoon. As Ted weighed

one hundred and eighty pounds I elected

tj row and allowed him to handle the

line.

‘‘Now,” said Ted, “you row slowly past

that point where you see those weeds
sticking out of the water. A bar runs

across there and that is where he is wait-

ing for us.” As we neared the point, Ted
dropped the hook over the stern and be-

gan to pay out line but had not let out

more than fifteen feet when there was a

commotion near the hook, as if a bomb
had exploded, and, as the line straight-

ened out, a musky flew into the air, en-

tirely out of the water. He looked to me
as large as a shark. My oars remained
suspended in the air through .sheer

"mazement, while Ted with jaw set,

hung to the line. Now bear in mind that

when a musky of this size is caught with

rod and reel it takes a half hour’s nerve

racking strain to tire him out, so that he

can be shot or gaffed. Ted, however, did

not propose to take any such chance with

his hand line. He used his one hundred
and eighty pounds of weight and muscle
and in came Mr. Fish, hand over hand.

Fortunately the hooks held and he lifted

the musky right into the boat and then

the fun commenced. That fish had no

idea of remaining in that boat, being as

much alive as he ever was but we had no
idea of his doing anything else. Ted
grabbed for the revolver lying on the seat

but I yelled: “Don’t shoot, you’ll sink

us,” so we both threw ourselves on that
fish, catch-as-catch-can, and McLaughlin
in his palmiest days could not have done

' better. The bottom of the boat was wet
and that musky was as slippery as any
eel. Fore and aft we went, bumping
heads and getting hold but without being
able to hold on. My pipe went skipping
over the water and my watch crystal was
wrecked by a slap of his big tail. Final-

ly. by good luck, Ted got a hold in the

gills and turned him up while I gave him
a knockout blow with a paddle.

W E shook hands and rowed for the

shore and Ted said: “That would
be enough if it was not half so

much.” We repaired damages as well

as we could and started on the back trail.

We took turns carrying that fish and be-

fore we reached the other lake it had
grown in weight at least one hundred
pounds. When we got to -Jake’s we
weighed our prize on the steelyards and
found it to be twenty-eight pounds.
“Just the weight,” Jake said, “that

makes the best fight.” We have since

caught larger and smaller muskies but
never such a scrapper. How we got that

fish home and banqueted our friends is

snother story and, although we have
often made the trip since and have grown
older and wiser, we have concluded that,

in spite of our added wisdom, if we had
that job to do over again we would prob-

ably lose that musky, and assure our

friends that he weighed much more.

The recollection of that trip through

the untouched wilderness of Northern
Wisconsin stands out vividly among life’s

memories, and clear and distinct above

the lesser incidents there remains the

vision of that fighting fresh water tiger.
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AS TO THE WAYS OF THE PERCH
THE FOURTH INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE
SIMPLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

< < |\ /f -A-T-T-I-E,” called a voice from
the back door of the cottage,
several mornings after the cat-

fish excursion. Then receiving no an-
swer, “H-o Matt,” again sounded the
voice. “All right” came back from some-
where in the rear of the woodshed," be
there in a minute,” and shortly after he
came around through a back gate in a
perturbed condition of mind, judging
from his facial expression. He was bare-
headed, and, ae usual, barefooted. His
hair was tousled and streaks of dust cov-
ered his face. “Beats all,” he began as
soon as he faced his aunt, who had called
him, “seems ’ough somebody’s been rum-
magin’ all over our shed. Things are
gone which was there on’y a day or two

The fly net what Mr. Stillwell gave
me’s gone an’ the tin blickey’s disap-
peared too. Seen any boys moochin’
round,” h e

queried.
“No,I ain’t,”

replied the
aunt short-

ly. “For
land’s sake
wash your
face and
eat your
breakfast.
I’ve been
waiting
more than
half an
hour. Your
look like a

chimney
s w e e p.”

The aunt,
ordinarily
quite cor-

r e c t of
speech,
had a habit of dropping into the vernacu-

lar of the period when a trifle upset in

mind. “What about the fly net?” she

asked. “Well, it’s gone,” he pouted;

“don’t seem like anybody want it ’cept for

what I did, anyhow, ’twas mine.” “I

guess what’s around here will be used

for what’s thought best, without asking
questions,” said the aunt with some as-

perity; “anyhow, the net is of no use as

I can see, except where it is. I put it

over the bed you fixed for my celery

plants. If you’d looked there you’d a

seen it.” “You’ll alius mostly see things

if you look where they be,” he returned
in a semi-rebellious tone, then realizing

from the look on his aunt’s face that a

truce from his side of the firing line was
much the safer course, said in greatly

mollified tones, “we’ll fix something there

what’s as good.” “I caTlate that old net

will stay where I put it,” she returned
firmly, “and that about ends it. Cats or

pigeons would have the ground scratched

up in no time likely and the seeds with it.

Besides what on earth do you want it

for?” “Mr. Woodhull wanted to use it;

said he had been lookin’ for somethin’
like it fjr some time; wants to make
somethin’ out of it.” The boy carefully

refrained from mentioning anything
about fish or fishing at this critical

period. The truth was the two had de-

cided that if something of the sort could
be procured by splitting a sapling part
way down or find a properly branched
one, a serviceable landing net might be
constructed. That was the thing needed
when in quest of perch or pickerel, par-
ticularly when fishing from a boat. This
was what he had in view when he begged
the discarded, rather fine mesh fly net
from their neighbor. By mentioning Mr.
WoodhulTs name he thought that there
might be a chance for surrender on the
part of Aunt Mary in one way or an-
other. If so there was no indication.

judging from her manner at the conclu-

sion of the meal. Diplomatic relations,

however, must be opened. The mind of

Matt was busy and fully absorbed by it

when he took down the hoe and proceeded
to the garden to do some necessary weed-
ing.

Aunt Mary was busy with her house-

hold work and perhaps an hour had
passed when, glancing through the open
window, she saw Matt busily measuring
the ground over which the net was drawn,
and making sundry marks with the stub

of a lead penf*’’ o" handle of his rake.

She said nothing and went on with her

work, but later, needing his help for

something, she called to him without
looking out. Receiving no answer she

stepped to the door but the lad was no-

where in sight. Then with a firm step

and manner she proceeded to the shed

where Matt was wont to spend much of

his time among his much loved poles and
other trappings. He was not there and
a glance among his poles told her he had
not gone fishing; in fact, he never did

that without consulting her. But his

spirit, as well as her own, was a trifle

ruffled, and her stand about the net

should be maintained. She was about to

enter the house when, glancing down the

road which led up from the woods below

she saw Matt coming, part carrying, part

dragging something which raised quite a

dust as it trailed along. “What, for

land’s sake, have you got now?” she

queeried, as he came through the gate

trailing a stretch of chicken wire behind

him. She noticed it was close-meshed

and pretty badly crumpled up. “I’m

goin’ to nail this up to the back fence,”

he answered as he busied himself

straightening the mess out; “the’s cat

tracks all over the garden an’ they get

in where the wide slats is, what calls ’em

in there I do’ know. You can see ’em all

over,” he said, as the two walked down
the garden

path. And,true
enough, the

tracks were
plainly to

be seen in

the mellow

earth. Aunt
Mary view-

ed with sat-

isfaction,
but without

comment
the neat
work the
boy had
made ear-

lier in the

day, hoeing

the ve ge-
tables, after

which the
rake had

smoothed all. “Now, look there,” she

said, as she came to her cherished
celery plant, “something’s throwed the
net part off. Maybe it’s the wind and
she threw the disturbed portion back
to its original position. “I must lay

something on it, or if it was heavier,”

she said, “I think it would be better. I

believe a piece of that chicken wire you
have dug up from the dump heap will

be just the thing.” “T’wont more’n reach
the stretch of back fence as it is now
without cuttin’ it,” said Matt stoutly;

“don’t seem to be no sense in cuttin’ it in

two.” Aunt Mary made no reply but be-

gan taking measurements of the plot of

ground which, had she known it, was
quite unnecessary, as she would have
found by consulting the pencil marks on

the handle of the rake. It was not more
than three by five feet, just enough to

start the celery plants from the seed for

trenching later on. After which she

straightened an ample section of the wire

netting and with a heavy pair of shears

began clipping the cross section. She
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soon had a piece evidently to her liking.

Proceeding down the path, she took up
the net and handed it to Matt without a

word and the two laid the wire on, evi-

dently much to the lady’s satisfaction and
triumph. Matt going to the shed, where,

as soon as out of sight, he became con-

vulsed with laughter, bringing first one

knee nearly up to his chin then the other

and slapping them alternately with his

hands as he did so. “Gosh,” he said

under his breath, “she never once tum-

bled.”

Seldom is it, in the controversies of life

that both sides can claim a signal victory.

But, each had that piece of chicken wire

exactly where each wanted it, and Matt
had saved his precious net. Whether or

not a flaw of wind had folded back a por-

tion of the net or a deft turn of the hoe

handle had prepared it for Aunt Mary’s
observation history perhaps will

never record.

T he mid-day meal was scarcely

over when Mr. Woodhull put

in appearance. There was an
appreciable change in the man.
His step was more elastic and firm

and a tinge of tan was on his face.

Fresh milk and eggs, as well as

the country air and sunshine, were
working their silent miracle and
his soul was glad. His greeting

was pleasant and his reception

most cordial. Matt placed a rock-

ing chair for him in the shade of

the morning-glory vines, which
clambered in confusion about the

porch. “Well, my boy,” he said,

“how about the perch? I went
down to the pond yesterday and
stayed until after dinner time. I

had some worms and I caught some
grasshoppers but I didn’t get any
fish.” “Shucks,” said Matt, “no-

body can’t do nothing with perch
in the middle of the day, ’cept when
it’s rainin’ or real cloudy, ’sides

they want fishin’ for close up to

where some bushes is or close to

a bank. When you find where a

wash down comes from a field an’

the’s gravel plenty, where the water
goes off real deep, it’s the best place

ever, though why I do’ know. But to

make sure to get ’emf take a cloudy
day an’ late an’ then on to dark, usin’

worms or minnes, ’nen if you’re in the

right pond you get ’em. The’s two
kinds of perch in the pond above the

dam. Two meb’e three years ago some
men come down here with big cans and
turned a lot loose, yellow perch they said.

They’ve got black stripes on ’em run up
an’ down, not long ways. ’Tother kind,

the white ones, alius have been here I

guess. I never heard no different.” Mr.
Woodhull smiled at Matt’s quaint man-
ner of description, then said : “I met Mr.
Adams this morning and he wants to go
with us some time, as he is very fond of

this kind of fishing. They’ve been get-

ting some new lines and hooks at the

store. Mr. Adams wanted a line for his

reel and I bought this spool. There’s
enough on it for a good many lines to

use on a pole,” and he showed the lad

his purchase. Matt’s eyes went wide
open. He had never used any but the

heavier cotton lines and he looked doubt-

fully at the Slender thread-like line.

“Might’s well use a spider web,” he said.

“A big pike’d smash it quicker’n scat.”

“Try it,” said his friend. And Matt did

try, first by a pull, which he thought suf-

ficient to break it then up across his

breast, finally wrapping it around both

hands and pulling until the line was deep-

ly imbedded in the flesh, but it did not

break. “Gee,” he said, “what’s it made
of? Cuts like a wire.” Mr. Woodhull
explained that it was made from Irish

flax, the best possible material for a line.

Matt’s stock of poles underwent a

strong inspection that day. Two of the

very lightest were selected for use in

their coming “perch” excursion. The
“tin blickey,” as Matt termed the tin

pail, had been taken by Aunt Mary for

watering the chickens. It had been found

Patiently waiting for something to happen

in the little village dump-heap as a dis-

card and was of good size for a “live

bait” pail. Though battered, it did not
leak and the dents, as Matt afterward
said, were like his freckles, “while they
didn’t help none, was’nt in nobody’s way.”
The boy was by far too good a judge of

matters to raise or even to suggest, a

substitute for the pail. The net incident

had been a victory and now the least slip

in diplomacy in the way of getting his

pail when he needed it might be the sig-

nal far the verdict, to let that pail stay
right where it was.

Such decisions must not be construed
as stubborness on the aunt’s part. It

was discipline, and keeping her house in

order.

A visit to the swamp nearby had re-

sulted in finding what man and boy
had agreed would make a proper landing
net frame, in the shape of a forked birch.

It was cut and smoothly trimmed; the

two ends being brought around and se-

cured to a cross section of stick, making
a neat oval. While not as perfect as the

one seen in the tackle store, still it could

be made effective, they thought, and that

\/as sufficient. Carefully the fly net had
been gone over and a section cut which
would be ample for their purpose, allow-

ing a proper bag for the retention of

fish, once they were taken in.

Matt had sacrificed a stout line for use

in whipping the net to the frame and
their heads were close together as, seated

cn the grass, they wove the line, first

through the mesh and then around the

frame. As a boy, the man had had a love

for the great out-doors but now it was
taking hold in a different manner. Gad’s

sunshine, through woods and meadow,
was giving him life. Besides he was fast

imbibing the spirit of the healthy country
boy whose ei\thusiasm was contagious.

“This birch from the swamps is good and
tough,” said Mr. Woodhull, as the lashing

on process was finished and he was bend-

ing a little here and there on the

frame to make it a little more trim

in form. “Gosh, yes,” returned

Matt, “so tough I’ve wish’t mar’n

once’t it never’d growed. Aunt
Mary’s handed it to me sometimes

a plenty,” and looking up both saw
that personage regarding their

work in a quiet manner, her el-

bows resting on the fence. Matt
^ grinned a little. Woodhull laughed

outright and Aunt Mary said : “I

reckon you never got moren’s

what’s healthy.” While never com-

menting on it, it was a source of

pride with her to have the boy

in the company of men of clean

habits and mind and not seeking

the comradeship of coarser char-

acters. While privileged to go al-

most at will, parts of days, to the

pond and creeks, still, an all-day’s

trip such as w'as contemplated with

the perch was a different matter.

It had been decided between the

two that Mr. Woodhull was to ask

concession in the boy’s behalf. The

time seemed propitious, and the

subject was finally broached.
“Land sakes,” was the* response,

“it would seem that two grown men
might know more about such

things and not have a slip of a boy tod-

dle along to show ’em, but,” and her ar-

gument unconsciously carried a note of

pride at his accomplishments, “his work

must all be done first.” Mr. Woodhull

was far too diplomatic to argue against

any possible point of the aunt’s view of

the matter other than to show her that

the lad’s knowledge of fish and their ways

was far superior to his own.

Matt sat without a word during the

conversation, digging his toe in the

ground as was his wont when thoughtful,

and, as he afterward said : “If I’d said a

word about how I knowed where and

when fish was, mos’ like she’d said it was

owing’ to her a bringin’ me up.” With

delight the boy saw Mr. Woodhull fit up

the two poles with the fine line which he

had brought down and he promised to

see that the worms were in proper condi-

tion when the great day arrived, which

really came on the third one from the day

of the making of the landing net.

Matt had met Mr. Adams at the store

on the evening before and as it gave

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 505 )
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PURE WATER NEEDED
prOR years now the newspapers have had much to
^ say about the importance of pure food, and legis-

lative bodies have passed many laws, with the al-

leged purpose of protecting the public against foods
that were adulterated or injurious. Yet compara-
tively little is done to preserve the purity of our
waters. It is only occasionally that we hear of dis-

ease resulting from the use of impure water or of
the prosecution of men who sell milk from cows that
have drunk such water. Few things are more im-
portant to the well being of Americans than the
purity of their drinking water, yet efforts to keep
pure the streams from which this water is drawn
meet constant opposition or hopeless inertia. Twenty
years ago the late Wm. Austin Wadsworth, then
President of the New York Forest, Fish and Game
Commission, wrote about this, words forceful
enough to have stirred even a New York Legisla-
ture. He said

:

“This is a matter of vital importance and not to
be dismissed as affecting only the lives of some
fishes, the pleasure of some anglers, or the dividends
of some pulp mills. We are a water drinking people,
and we are allowing every brook to be defiled. Na-
ture provides that they should be kept pure by ani-
mals which feed on the dead matters which fall into
them, but the chemicals with which they are pol-
luted can destroy all forms of life, so that every
beast which dies on the mountain will soon roll

down into our reservoirs, pickled in acids which no
fish or bacteria can touch and live. It is not neces-
sary to destroy or hamper any industry in order to
prevent pollution of water courses. What is really
needed is to check the criminal selfishness of those
who would rather poison their fellow citizens with
their offal than to spend a few dollars to take care
of it.”

Now—after twenty years—the New York Legis-
lature has passed a bill appropriating $10,000 to
enable the State Conservation Commission to in-

vestigate the vital subject of stream pollution.

It is a matter of course that cities, tovms, mills,

factories and foundries turn their waste into the
nearest stream. This is done to save trouble and
expense and with no thought whatever of the pos-

sible consequences to the public. It is the easiest

way.
Streams polluted by receiving the waste of tovms

or of factories cannot furnish water fit for use by
human beings. The absence of fish from many
such streams shows this. If the water is unfit for

fish to live in, it cannot be fit for men to drink.

Hardly an adult man but can remember when the
waters of the lower courses of rivers with which he
is familiar were available either for drinking, for

bathing or for fishing, but today—in countries of

abundant settlement, frequent factories and large

towns—such water conditions do not prevail.

Not so many years ago the shad fishing industry
in the Hudson River was of great economic im-
portance, and every spring and summer vast quan-
tities of this toothsome fish were caught during
their run up stream toward their spavming ground

;

but, at the present day, the shad scarcely enter that
river. For many, many miles from its mouth it has
become a vast sewer, and today we even read that
the use of ice taken from its upper reaches is dan-
gerous, because frozen from polluted water.

Is it not worth the while of the American people
seriously to ponder this matter and matters of

kindred significance? The abuse will be stopped
when the public wishes it stopped and not before.

Yet people have been writing about this for a long
time!
Many years ago a number of earnest and some-

what persistent men devoted much time to writing
public exhortations urging the importance of foregt

preservation. This preaching went on for a long

time and their sermons seemed to make no impres-

sion on the public—there were no apparent results.

But suddenly, and without warning, results ap-

peared, and that fine old soldier, Gen. John W. Noble,

then Secretary of the Interior, set aside the first

public forest reservation and founded our present
system.

It is trite to say that almost anything can be ac-

complished by sticking to it. The work of fighting

this crime of stream pollution is one of the tasks

that ought to be stuck to.

We have just passed through a great war and
problems of enormous difficultj^ crowd about us on
every hand, but to be in a condition to face these

problems, and still more to solve them, we must do
everjThing in our power to guard the public health.

Nothing is more important to such preservation than
the purity of the water that we drink.

THE SPORTSMAN AND THE RABBIT
MO animal sought as game, for sport or food, has

brought about more discussion or legislative ac-

tion in the eastern states than the common gray
rabbit or cottontail. Why? Because the economic
importance of this animal is not realized by either

the sportsman, meat hunter or the farmer.
Consider first the farmer’s side of the question.

He is entitled to it, being tax payer on the territorj^

the rabbit frequents. Rabbits may damage his

young orchards by gnawing the bark and even gird-

ling the trees. Some of his field crops, especially

cabbage, may also be selected as a luxury to which
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bunny thinks he is justly entitled for services ren-

dered. But in the majority of cases recited before

legislative committees to reduce the protection now
given the rabbit, it is the smaller rodents, especially

wood and field mice, that are really responsible for

the damage to the farmer’s trees.

If rabbits are abundant and a nuisance on an oc-

casional New England farm, their market value as

meat, and the taking of them as a recreation for

the farmer’s boy or assistants will compensate for

considerable damage.
We should consider, however, a most important

point for the rabbit’s protection, and that is the fact

that they are the natural and preferred food of

foxes, weasels and other carnivorous animals, and
also of the larger hawks and owls. An abundance
of rabbits saves the lives of thousands of insectivor-

ous birds of inestimatable value to the farmer and
to all of us, to protect crops, woodlands and even
human life itself. Likewise the farm poultry is not

as likely to be disturbed by natural enemies if rab-

bits are common in pasture and woodland. During
the greater part of the year, and in fact except on
rare occasions, the vegetation devoured by the wild
rabbit is of little economic value to the farmer.
Why, then, is he so prejudiced against this animal?

There is absolutely no danger of the rabbit ever
becoming a pest in the thickly settled eastern States.

Parasitic enemies and disease do their part if cot-

tontails become too numerous in local sections, and
the law of the survival of the fittest prevents the
species from deteriorating. There is a theory among
hunters that a periodical disease affects the rabbits

every seven years, and any sudden disappearance of

this animal from sections where it was common the
season before, is laid to this cause.

During the six weeks open season of 1918 on up-
land game birds in Connecticut, hunters in all parts

of the state reported a scarcity of ruffed grouse,
and various ideas were offered as to the cause. The
shooting had been fairly good during the fall of

1917, but as many a hunter handled the army rifle

rather than the smooth bore that season, the birds
were not all shot off. Most of those who found
time for an occasional day with the shotgun, were
too busy after the season closed to give a thought
as to what was going on in the woods. The truth
is that a scarcity of rabbits was indirectly respon-
sible for the loss of the grouse.
A message had been received from Canada early

in the winter of 1917-18 to be on the watch for a
flight of horned owls and goshawks that were mov-
ing southward because of a dearth of rabbits, their

common food, in the north. These birds were re-

ported as more abundant in southern New England
than for many years. Taxidermists were working
on them everj^where, and on one pheasant farm in

Connecticut, ninety great horned owls and eighty-
four goshawks were killed during that severe winter.
Where rabbits or other rodents were unobtainable
these birds would find the ruffed grouse the easiest
victim, especially at its roosting place on the cedars
along the edges of woodlands. Pheasants and quail,

keeping more to the thick growths in lowlands and
swamps were apparently less disturbed. Many of
these larger birds of prey returned again this past
winter and the result of these invasions is that in
many a piece of woods that we tramped through
this spring, the drumming of the grouse is not to
be heard. Also an immense area of brush country
is entirely destitute of rabbits. What the loss of
the smaller and insectivorous birds amounts to is

difficult to estimate. Certainly most of them are far
easier for the hawks, owls and foxes to obtain, than
are the grouse. Naturally some will say to put a
bounty on these marauders, kill them off and save
our useful birds and game. But if this is done we
will be overrun with field mice and many other small
rodents. These will cause an immense loss in agri-

cultural products and also destroy the eggs and
young of the ground-nesting birds we wish to

protect.

A synopsis of these facts prove but one thing, and
that is, that the rabbit is a valuable resource in our
eastern states. The demand for it for food and
game is increasing, but its great economic import-
ance is to safeguard the lives of our useful birds.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GAME
COMMISSIONERS

A T a joint meeting of the Executive Committees
of the International Association of Game, Fish

and Conservation Commissioners, and the Amer-
ican Fisheries Society, held in Washington, D. C.,

June 3, it was decided to be for the best interests

of both societies that the next annual convention be
held in Louisville, Kentucky, the International As-
sociation of Game, Fish and Conservation Commis-
sioners, to be held on October 6 and 7, and the

American Fisheries Society on October 8, 9, and 10.

On account of the central location these conven-
tions will undoubtedly attract large and represen-
tative delegations from all parts of the country and
private game and fish breeders, commercial fishing

interests, officials, anglers and sportsmen should all

be largely represented.

SIGNS OF APPROACHING AUTUMN
^LEAR skies, cool breezes, straggling flocks of

robins crossing the sky, unite to remind us that
autumn is at hand. Families of bluebirds not long
from the nest, follow their parents from tree to tree

and take their first lessons in searching for food.

Across the open lots kingbirds straggle one after

another, perching now and then on the top of a coni-

cal cedar or alighting on the stem of a goldenrod,
which, too heavily weighted, swings down to earth.

Groups of young crows, inexperienced and so un-
afraid, permit the stroller in the fields to approach
close to them and then suddenly discovering his pres-

ence, fly away in noisy alarm.
The stubbles, a few weeks ago shining golden in

the sun, have changed color, for they are hidden by
a growth of tall weeds. Grass is starting anew in

the mowed hay meadows; on the tasseled com the
ears have set and are growing large ; weeds hide the

fences or fight with the crops for possession of the
cultivated fields. All vegetation is now at its fullest

luxuriance. Where drouth prevails the leaves are
dusty, dry and turning brown, but where there has
been rain, the clean washed foliage is dark and
strong looking.

The woodcock, which for weeks have been hidden
away in the thickest underbrush of the hillside re-

newing their plumage, will now soon come back to

the swamps of their nativity. The prairie chickens
and ruffed grouse by this time are well grown and
the quail chicks can fly well.

Already the blackbirds are flocking, barn swal-
lows and sand martins hold daily meetings along
the roadside, perching by hundreds on the telegraph
wires. Before we know it, the migration will have
begun again and autumn will be upon us once more.
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POLING THE TIDE FLATS FOR RAIL
SPORT WITH THE SMALL BORE SHOTGUN AMONG THE REEDS AND RUSHES
SEARCHING FOR THIS MYSTERIOUS LITTLE DWELLER OF THE MARSHLANDS

P
erhaps of all our land or water-
fowl none afford our sportmen more
agreeable amusement or a more de-

licious repast than the little bird that is

the subject of our sketch. Rail shoot-

ing is an amusement lasting only two to

three hours in the day for four or five

weeks in each year, but as it occurs
in the most agreeable and temperate of

our seasons it is attended with little or
no fatigue to the gunner and is pursued
in such places as the birds frequent with
great eagerness and enthusiasm.
Under the migratory game laws, the

open season begins on or about Septem-
ber 1, in most of the states. There is a

bag limit which is very proper as form-
erly they were slaughtered in vast num-
bers and were in danger of extermina-
tion.

The Rail or Sora belongs to a genus
of birds of which about thirty different

species are enumerated by naturalists

over almost every region of the habit-

able parts of the earth. The common
species in the order named are the Sora
{Rallus Carolinus), the Clapper Rail

{Rallus Crepitans), the Virginia Rail

(Rallus Virginianus)

,

and (Rallus Ele-

gans) the King Rail, the handsomest.

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

It breeds from Central British Colum-
bia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, south
to California, Utah, Colorado, Kansas,
Illinois, and New Jersey and winters
south, down through Central America to

Venezuela and Peru.

It has been found and identified in

Bermuda, Greenland and England. Those
who have flushed this little bird and
watched his struggle to rise in the reeds

and the painfully uncertain effort to

sustain himself for any distance by flight,

his migration from one locality to an-

other, reached only across long water and
land stretches, know him almost as a

real mystery.
The natural history of the Rail is to

most of our sportsmen involved in pro-

found and inexplicable vagueness. It

comes from they know not where; no one

can detect the first moment of its ar-

rival. All at once the reedy shores and
grassy marshes of our large rivers and
bays swarm with them, thousands be-

ing sometime found within the space of

a few acres.

I remember, when a boy, fishing on a

meadow brook on Long Island and no-

ticing dozens of little birds running down
to the stream edge on the muddy banks.

I had never seen Rail, and took my
father out the next day to identify them.
He called them Rail, and had never
known that they were there. We could

not make them fly because they ran back
in the meadow grass where the boat could

not go, so we contented ourselves with
bagging them as they ran down on the

flats at the water’s edge.

We had several delicious dishes for

the table, for they were very fat. Rail,

when forced to fly, seem to fly so feebly

in such short, fluttering flights amongst
the reeds as to make it seem almost im-

possible for them to cover long distances

by flight. At the first smart frost they

suddenly disappear as if they had never

been. Many have heard their common
note of “crek crek” from sunset to a

late hour at night, yet have never seen

a bird, so closely do they lie concealed in

the grass and reeds of almost every river

bank and marsh in the country.

Jumping from a duck blind one time,

on the shores of Shinnecock Bay, a Rail

fluttered up from the salt meadow grass

at my feet. Killing the bird I showed
it to my companion, a gunner of some
years’ experience, who told me he had
never seen one bef.;re, although he lived

An old photograph of a rail bird hunter being pushed through grass and rice rushes. Note the muzzle loading gun
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on the banks of the Connecticut River
where Rail congregate in thousands.

Early hi August when the reeds and
wild rice attain their full growth and
ripen, the Rail resort to these localities

in great numbers to feed on the seeds

of these plants. On their first arrival

they are generally thin in flesh, but on
this food they rapidly fatten and by
the opening of the season, about Sep-
tember 1, they are in excellent condition.

O NE should start for the shooting

grounds about two hours before

high water, as it is only at high

water that a boat can be pushed success-

fully over the reeds and rushes, thus forc-

ing the Rail to fly.

This pushing a heavy boat over ground
covered with grass and rice rushes, where
at times there are but a few inches of

water, is strenuous work. The pusher
must keep the boat moving to force the

birds to fly, as they are great runners
and will run away from the boat if not

crowded.

The pusher calls “mark” as each bird

rises in its short, fluttering flight, usually

one bird flushes at a time, but often a

pair rise and the gunner must shoot

quickly as they only make short flights,

dropping into the reeds to run again.

The pusher marks the killed birds by
tossing out blocks of wood, painted white,

as near as possible to where the birds

have fallen and such is their skill that
often, after having four or five down, on
retrieving tl.ey have found the wooden
markers lying across the birds.

Were it not for some sort of a marker,
many birds would be lost, as the thous-

ands of acres of rice and reeds bear no
distinguishing marks of location.

Once in a while, a King Rail or a

Clapper Rail flushes, and often a Mallard
or a Black duck breaks the cover with a

loud quacking.

At high water the shooting is fast and
furious, but as the tide lowers, the boat

is forced back off the flats and the shoot-

ing is over for that tide.

Wounded birds dive and cling to the

sunken reeds and grass and are seldom
retrieved. The constant “Kuk, kuk, kuk”
of the hundreds of Rail are heard as

they run about under the rice cover, but

the little bird is a wonderful vantri-

loquist and it is almost impossible to lo-

cate one by listening to his plaintive call.

As the bird flutters along, after rising

in a short uncertain flight, the shooting
is very easy, but as the bird must be
killed at very short distances, small

charges of powder and shot should be
used. The ideal gun is a little 28-gauge
and the load 1% drams powder, % -ounce

No. 10 shot or 20-gauge gun, 2 drams
powder, % -ounce shot. With these lit-

tle guns the shooting is ideal and a fair

shot should have no difficulty in getting

a high percentage of the birds shot at.

As a sport for women shooters, nothing

could afford a better chance for them to

get some good practice and many are

enthusiastic over the chances.

As the open season is usually during

the warm days of September, light can-

vas clothing is sufficient, and as one is

often required to step over the side of

the boat, or stand on his feet during

some of the shooting in order to keep dry

and prevent slipping, light rubber boots

are best for a foot covering.

The noted Rail grounds are those on

the James. Delaware, Connecticut and

Schuylkill Rivers, but there is scarcely a

marsh that at times does not hold them.

FURTHER NOTES ON SHORE BIRDS
THE BLACKBREAST AND THE TURNSTONE PARALLEL RATHER CLOSELY IN HABITAT,
OCCURRENCE AND NUMBERS BUT THE KILLDEER HAS MANY DIVERGENT HABITS

By JOHN T. NICHOLS

The Blackbreast Plover is one of the

largest and finest Shore-Birds
which the gunner still finds in fair

numbers along our coast-wise meadows.
Perhaps he has been lying a full half-

hour some August morning to windward
of the decoys, sheltered by a thin screen

of reeds or bushes
with his back to the

southwest breeze,
and entertained by
the chattering wrens
and skulking spar-

rows, or watching
the swallows and the

occasional flock of

little “oxcyes” which
shoots past. A big

Blue Heron crosses

his line of vision,

flapping slowly and
majestically. Then
his ear catches the

cry of a Blackbreast,

faint in the east.

Instantly alert, he

responds! The cry

grows louder and
clearer, a ringing,

musical pee - oo - ee,

and he can presently

see a bird high in

air, flying swiftly

and steadily. It cir-

cles round and round

his “ rig,” respond-

ing to his every
whistle, its black
lower parts flashing

in the newly - risen

sun; but it requires all his skill to bring
it for the necessary instant within range
of his gun. Less frequently a Black-
breast will appear among the decoys,

silently and unexpectedly, as though
from nowhere.

This species is very largely a bird of

the sand-flats and therefore found most
abundantly about inlets to bays. It

alights frequently, however, on both

meadows and ocean beach. It is abun-

dant in spring and one of the latest

birds to move north, frequently linger-

ing into June; and southbound birds,

especially, flocks of

young, are seen
north of their win-

ter grounds late in

the fall. It can be

confused only with

the Golden Plover,

than which it is a

little larger and de-

cidedly paler above

in color. Young of

both species, and
late fall and winter

adults, lack the

black under parts,

but the Blackbreast

always has a diag-

nostic black patch

under the wing. The
Golden Plover has
different habits,
often frequenting

upland pastures, as

does the Killdeer.

In the east the Gol-

den Plover was al-

ways rare in spring

and for a number of

years has been rare

at any time, no mat-

ter what the season.

(CONTINUED ON
PAGE 498)

Courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History

A KiUdeer Plover sitting on her nett
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AN OUTDOORMAN’S
REFRIGERATOR

Most of us who take to camping as

the pastime supreme have at vari-

ous times encountered stubborn prob-
lems. Of these, one of the most aggra-
vating is to find that ants and bugs
by the multitude have made a trysting
place in the unused food.

Or again, find during the heat of the
day that the butter melts, the bread dries

crisp, bacon and other materials have
softened to an unsavory pulp.

During the twenty-three years of my
experience as an ardent outdoorsman I

have experimented with about every sort

of contrivance that any one has sug-
gested, ranging the entire gamut from
tin receptacles to holes in the ground.
Some of the things I have found useful

sometimes when conditions were right,

but tide, weather and topographical ele-

ments have been encountered in my
sportsman’s life that precluded the usage
of any one device or scheme all the time.

Unquestionably the most popular
method of protecting foodstuffs is to

make a cache in the earth. This has
many disadvantages, mainly those of

moisture and earth bugs—the danger of

river or stream overflow, or the wetting

it might get from a summertime cloud-

burst. The average meat safe that will

be secure makes itself prohibitive on ac-

count of weight and, secondarily, owing
to its purchase cost.

As in other kinks which I happened to

stumble on, two primal features are al-

ways uppermost in my mind—the elimi-

nation of cost and weight. I suggest
for the benefit of campers who think

as I do, a simple, light, and practically

costless—an outdoorman’s refrigerator.

A slatted oblong wooden bushel meas-
ure, the top of an empty orange or lem-
mon ' box, a small strip of leather or

canvas, some stout cord, or small rope
and the materials are at hand for what
I consider by long experience from usage
the very best article of its kind that
has been suggested.

The bushel measure can be secured
without cost from almost any produce or

grocery firm. These boxes are noth-

ing more than a series of one-inch high
slats placed one upon the other, the ends
being fastened by a long wire running
through them from top to bottom.

Turn the box on its side, nail two
wooden cleats from front to back, one

I

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the Uni'.ed States

Amtiy; his canoe has been preserved
in the Smithsonian Institution; and
we hope that all good woodsmen
will contribute to this department
their Hints and Kinks and trail-

tested confrirances.—[Editors.]

on each side about the mid section. This
is to support the shelf. For the shelf

itself cut through the top of an orange
box, about one inch short of center. The
shorter end makes the shelf and the
cthei-, held in place by leather or canvas
hinges, supplies the top covering for the

box.

N )W turn the box on its bottom, push
the shelf against the side away from
the cleats and in the open space pack
your rations for the week-end trip. Take
two rieces of stout ccrd of the right

length, knot each end, then, just above
the knot on each lower corner, drive a

staple; another in the middle over the

cord and again one on each corner. This
gives you four loose ends to fasten the
box to a tree limb.

Where gnats or bugs or both are plen-

tiful, and they usually are, it is well to

line the box with cheese cloth or mos-
quito bar. To keep away ants and ver-

min, take one sheet of ordinary fly pa-

per, cut it into four sections and twist

cne about each of the ropes about six

to ten inches above the top of the box.

If a tree limb is not convenient, cut
four sticks with forks, push these into

the ground, loop the rope ends and place
them over the forks. In this case put
the fly paper over the sticks between the
box and the ground.

In a country where marauding ani-

mals—bears, wolves, etc., are apt to make
inroads on the larder, try this: select

two trees near each other, too small

for a bear to climb, yet strong enough
to hold the weight of the box. Bend
the tops, fasten a rope between the two
and about six feet above gpround lash

the box to this suspension rope, keeping
the receptacle equi-distant between the

trees, then peel the bark on both up
to the bottom of the box.

In the bottom of the refrigerator fold

a piece of brown or dark green oil cloth

at night. Tie this around the box leav-

ing both ends open and the food is amply
protected against storm and moisture.

The elementary knowledge of camp craft

of course suggests that salt be kept in

a wooden box.

Hanging as it does off the ground and
shaded by leaves or limbs, with a free

circulation of air, this contrivance will

keep the food cool, fresh and dry and

in another manner serve the very useful

purpose of acting as a grub box for the

trip to camp, as the wood is made of

tough material jointed with heavy iron

wire. It will stand up under terrificly

hard usage—and it costs nothing to

make. Frank Winch.

A BEACH TENT

For the benefit of those who are be-

ginning to take an interest in beach
camping I will describe a little tent that
is a modification of several that I have
made and tried during the past few sea-

sons. It is good in several respects, I

think. It requires no long poles (you
won’t find them on the beach) it re-

quires very few pegs, and is water and
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mosquito proof. It will withstand the

worst gale that ever blew up the beach;

does not exceed 4% pounds in weight
and rolls up into a bundle about 14

inches long by 5 inches through.

The material is unbleached muslin,

dyed dark green with 10 cents

worth of Putnam dyes, before

cutting up. It takes about 8

yards of material, 114 yards

wide. A card of snap fasten-

ers, for snapping the mosquito
bar along one side, may be

purchased, though I sewed the

scrim all around, and a roll or

two of inch wide tape for loops

completes the list of necessi-

ties.

In construction, cut the

goods so as to form a rectangle

(Fig. 5) EIHJ, about seven

by seven, although you must
allow about 2 or 3 inches for

seams. The rectangle com-
pleted (be sure to have seams
running up and down, as

shown by dotted lines), mark a

line AB, 2 feet from E on the

side EJ to a point B, 2 feet

from H on the side IH. Cut
along this line. Now reverse

the piece EIBA so as to put

end IB where end AE is in the

sketch. Now the line .^B will

EIF fall straight down, 1 foot in front
running to a point in the rear. In

my last season’s tent these side walls

did not appear, but I like a small wall

at the head end otherwise the slant of

the roof touches the head, unless one is

make it about a foot longer than the

height of the tent. This extra length

may be tucked in under the sill IJ, when
retiring and sand will hold it flat. If

desired, a storm curtain covering the

front may be made to snap along, AF
and AG, although I have never
found it necessary.

Thei'e is no ground cloth, as

on the sands this is not needed,

but a sod cloth or strip of mus-
lin 6 inches wide is sewn all

around the lower edge of the

tent and turns in, to pile sand
on, as shown by the dotted

lines in Fig. 4. Phis, while

not actually necessary, helps

to keep the tent fly - proof.

This practically covers the

construction of this little tent

which fills the necessary re-

quirements as to strength,

lightness and cheapness.

It has plenty of room for

one man and seems to me to

solve the shelter problem for

the hiker. It is very quickly

erected, needs only two short

poles that may be picked up
anywhere along the beach or

split from a board.

As the pitch of the tent is

steep and the muslin of close

weave I have not found it

be the ridge of the tent. Sew this run-
ning in a rope or an inch wide linen

tape, leaving loops at the ends to tie

the tent ropes to.

The little end of the tent, as shown
(Fig. 2), is merely a triangle 2 feet on
a side with a little window of scrim
cut in for ventilation. This end should
next be sewn in and the seams turned in.

The front (Fig. 1) AFG is also a
triangle, 4 feet on each side and from
F and G the little side walls GJH and

plumb in the middle of the tent.

Cut from whatever material is left

enough to make a long piece about 3

inches wide to sew all around the front
end, as shown in Fig. 1—the lower piece

4 feet long. This will give the correct
ground plan when the tent is staked out,

as shown in Fig. 4. A side elevation is

shown in Fig. 3.

The scrim mosquito bar is sewn in

the front under the 3-inch strips of

muslin. Allow it to be very loose and

neccessary to waterproof it, but if de-

sired it can be done with a liquid that
may be found in most sporting-goods
houses at a cost of about sixty centss

and will add about % of a pound to the.

tent’s weight.

With this little tent with you on your
hike along the beach you can camp in

perfect comfort and make the days and
nights you spend by the sounding sea a
present joy and a happy memory.

A. F. Westekvelt, New York.
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FROM ANOTHER PRIZE WINNER
IN FOREST AND STREAM’S

FISHING CONTEST
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
T was Sunday, fishing signs of the Zo-

diac were excellent, “moon in the

dark,” a slight breeze from the south

causing a little ripple wave across the

lake, which reminded me of the old adage,

“when the wind is in the south it blows

the bait into the fish’s mouth.” All

was propitious for a great day’s casting,

as my friend, Mr. Hord, and I pushed
out from the bank on Medina Lake. I

had fastened on a Tango No. 6, and at

the second cast caught a two-pound fryer,

much to the chagrin of my friend who
as yet had not received a strike. First

honor for me. I continued to get strikes

and land small ones, and as my friend

had not as yet had a strike, I suggested

that we run the boat over to Plum Creek,

and I would lend him a Tango. I always

carried three or four, and usually lost

one or two in the close undergrowth
of the lake, every trip, for as I told

him, I did not wish to catch all of them,

and I said I would show him where the

granddaddies lived. With the under-

standing that I was doing him a favor

by taking him there, I said: “I don’t

usually take anyone here with me, the

fish are too large. I know one man who
had a weak heart and landed an eight-

pounder here and we had to take him
back to land, it was too much for him.”

T’e ran over to Plum Creek and were
possibly 100 yards from shore, water
about fifty feet deep at the boat edge.

I made a cast or two without results.

I remarked to Mr. Hord: “See those two

tree tops sticking up out of the water
over there? That little open stretch

about ten feet wide, about 100 feet away?
Well, watch your daddy come out of

there.” I cast well over and beyond the

little lane of water and had probably re-

trieved the bait twenty feet, or less, past

the tree tops, when bing! “Snagged
again,” I thought. No, it’s a strike,

pretty weak though, little line to him,

might weigh three or four pounds.

Then a heavy set of the hook and,

“Say, Hord,” I gasped, “he is a pretty

good one; comes in nice though, gosh!

look! he wants it, doesn’t he? Well, bet-

ter let him have it, I guess, alright ol’

boy, now go to it. Got plenty open wa-

ter here, you know. That’s about enough,

ol’ boy, now this way.” Ten, twenty,

thirty feet he was reeled in, then: “Oh,

Lord! look Hord, he will weigh most

eieht pounds.”
He leaned out of the water :.nd shook

his grizzled head in a manner that any

tarpon might envy. Now, that darn fish

has just got to go down again, that’s

all; must let him go or break my four-

ounce rod. Then out and up and out.

I know he is trying to get all my line,

and he almost did, too. Can some one
tell me this: Why is it that a fish will
not take the last few feet of your line,

when if they knew that ten feet more
would mean freedom, what force com-
pels them to stop and turn? Surely, I

say, they have this to learn to their

advantage. However, I succeeded in get-

ting him within about thirty feet of the
boat, when up he went again, but I had
him well under control now, and when
he tried for another run, I checked him
and brought him close up to the boat.

As I live to tell the tale, that pesky
bass actually rammed the metal boat
with his head, probably in his efforts

to remove the bait. First time that
ever happened with me. I circled him
back and forth in figure eights till I could
slip two fingers into his gills and got
him into the boat. Hord got the scales

and said : “Bet he weighs around nine
pounds at least.” I hung him on the
scale and saw the indicator pass nine,

then ten pounds, then that blamed scale

went from ten to thirteen pounds.
I wasn’t nervous, you understand, nor
excited, just plain anxious about that
fish. “Here, Hord, you tell me how much
he weighs, I am tired trying to read it,”

I said. Hord announces, “10 and %
pounds to a hair.” I think he should

have said: “To a scale.”' “Gosh, Hord,
he is a daddy, isn’t he?” Off came Hord’s
hat and that meant something, when
Hord takes his hat off.

He measured 19 inches in circumfer-

ence, 24 inches from tip to tip—the lar-

gest fish I have ever seen taken from
Medina Lake in my six years’ experience

there. I have my doubts about any big-

ger one ever having been brought to the

wharf. Hord continued to cast and try

his luck, but I did not, it was enough
for one day for me. I have the fish

mounted, and he is a beautiful specimen.

The taxidermist got all the meat.
Medina Lake is formed by a huge dam,

forming the third side of an enormous
triangle, in the natural canyon walls of

the Medina River. It averages three

miles wide, thirty miles long and is of

various depths up to 175 feet. It is but

an hour’s run from San Antonio by auto,

and there are always plenty of perch,

bream, bass, crappie and channel cat, a

few suckers, turtles, eels, etc. There is

good hunting for deer right at the lake
side, also large squirrels, both blue and
bob-white quail, and for duck shooting
it is not excelled by any fresh water lake.

George C. Shupee, Texas.

SALT WATER FISHING
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

H aving just completed seven months
of salt water fishing it occurs to

me that it might interest the angling
fraternity to hear of some of my experi-
ences and listen to some of my con-
clusions concerning this much-vaunted
branch of the sport.

I have devoted considerable time, study,
expense and whatever mechanical ex-
pertness the Lord gave me to the sub-
ject and I believe I have fished it dry.

I have diligently read the literature on
sea fishing—all the musty old British

tomes and our more modem ones—and
I have tried out every conceivable tackle

and method, from “whiffing” for sea bass
and “paternostering” for white perch to

surf casting for shark. And the out-

standing feature of the retrospect is that,

so far as fishing is concerned, it is a

large, not to say monumental, waste of

time.

I have read charming dissertations on
surf casting, in which the author de-

cants on the glories of the rich Italian

sunsets, the colorful motion of the rest-

less sea and the age-old mystery of the

shifting sands and with all his rhapsodies

I can heartily agree, but when the ele-

ment of fishing is introduced it is the

purest bunk.
I have been surf casting from Barne-

gat to Cape May, alone and in the com-

pany of experts, with the net result of

a few dog sharks, a lonesome channel

bass unfit for food, aching muscles and
rheumatic joints. As an excuse to get

outdoors and “commune with nature” it

is excellent, but it is a misnomer to call

it fishing.

The only excitement in ocean fishing is

going after bluefish or weakfish. These

carnivora might better be hunted with

a Winchester rather than a hand line.

One joins a bunch of smelly proletariat

on a fishing launch and wanders eighteen

to forty miles out to sea. A lot of

putrescent menhaden is dumped over-

board for “chum” and presently one is

in a maelstrom of tangled lines, slip-

pery, flopping fish and perspiring, swear-

ing men. One works his utmost while

the run lasts and that is all there is to

it. It is comparable to stopping a leak

’’n a water nipe with the bare hands so

far as the “contemplative man’s recrea-

tion” is concerned.

Some of our sporting writers have

turned out reams on Santa Catalin*

and the Leaping Tuna. They have d'5
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veloped a cult which seems to me the
acme of snobbishness. The Catalina
fisherman does not admit that there
is any sport other than getting tied to
a submerged leviathan and being drag-
ged all over the ocean for seven hours.
Why not go out in the black lot, make
fast a line to a yearling calf and let

him drag one about for a few hours?
The result would be the same and the
danger of broken bones vastly greater.
I have never indulged in this kind of
fishing—and never will.

One fishes the inlets and bays of the
Jersey Coast and the catch consists prin-
cipally of plaice (incorrectly called
flounders) and a few other ugly, un-
gainly monstrosities of the croaker va-
riety. And if one fishes from piers or
near wrecks he catches tautog—a homely
little brute, few, and far from being a
fighting person.

I have fished the estuaries of the Ches-
apeake from the Susquehanna to the Po-
tomac and caught a number of white
perch and a very occasional striped bass.
The latter fish is a bass and entitled to
the respect and admiration due his fam-
ily. But he is woefully scarce and very
small. One gets a duck or two in these
waters, but the fishing is utterly unim-
portant. This is an iconoclastic state-
ment but perfectly accurate.

I might go into greater detail, but I

think the foregoing will show the inland
fisherman that he need not envy his
brother of the coast. The rumored vast
number of every sea fish that swims is a
myth, and very few of those caught are
worth going after. The only redeeming
features of salt water fishing are its ac-
cessibility and cheapness. I am not quite
in sympathy with those gentlemen who
write glowing, illustrated accounts of
the excitement and exhilarating sport in-
volved in landing huge masses of useless
and ugly flesh. One may fish for weeks
before he gets a tarpon or a channel
bass

; I know—I had it happen to me,
and the stuff he does get is trivial and
the time used is wasted.
To me, fishing is something more than

cjllecting a large number of the finny
tribe at hectic speed and at the expen-
diture of great exertion. I much prefer
to drop a fly in a quiet, reedy lake along
toward evening and spend five minutes
arguing with about three pounds of black
bass. One has time to study the game
and use a little finesse and strategy. Any
lubber can drop a dead spearing into a
school of bluefish and yank out a denizen
of the deep, but that same lubber could
not get a rise out of the wary old gentle-
man of the quiet, sweet water.

I’ve tried ’em all this side of the
Rockies and am well content to make a
yearly pilgrimage to the northern bal-
sams and the rushing mountain streams.
The ocean is supreme in its grandeur
and its mystery, and I shall hope always
to spend a few weeks of the year near
it, but when I go a-fishing I shall trek
to the home of the aristocrat of the wa-
ters—where one gets not only the beauty
and restfulness of the quiet places among
the limpid lakes and whispering pines,
but also, occasionally, a real fish.

W. T., Maryland.

ELK IN PENNSYLVANIA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
AM mailing, to you a kodak photo
taken by Mr. Dick Lane, of Ebensburg,

Pa. This, I think, is a remarkable pic-

ture to have been taken in Pennsylvania
of two wild elk. Elk were introduced

into this state several years ago.

Mr. Lane is a photographer and never
travels without a camera. On this Sun-
day a couple of weeks ago he and his

wife were out for a drive in their auto
and just as they came to this bridge,

located between Cresson, Pa., and Dun-
cansville, on the William Penn Highway,
not far from the Prince Gallitzin spring,

he saw one of these elk just coming up
over the bank onto the bridge. Of course

he got ready to shoot him with the

camera, but before he was ready the

other one showed up also and he now
has a picture he values highly.

Prospects for grouse look good now
for next fall unless they were hatched
too early and the wet weather during
May was too much for them.

Jeff Evans, Penn.

SHOT GUN ACCURACY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Your anonymous correspondent
“Gaucho,” in his anxiety to cham-

pion the double-barreled shotgun, which
most of us consider as one of our best
friends, has entirely lost sight of the

object of my letter, and as there is

hardly anything that I can add to my
letter, my experiments having been care-

fully made and fully described, I can
only now try to smoothe the ruffled feath-

ers of your Patagonian friend, who per-

haps has had more experience with bolas.

I, too, have shot continuously for quite

forty years with the double-gun as at

present in general use, principally grouse
and partridge driving in England and
Scotland where one is likely to shoot at

more game in one day than it is pos-
sible to meet in a month in this country
and my letter was not intended so much
for those who use the cylinder scatter
gun as for those who use the fullest pos-
sible choke at the trap, at either live

or clay birds or for the duck hunter.
It would be well nigh impossible to

find the exact centre of a charge of shot
from a cylinder bored gun at forty or
fifty yards.

Is “Gaucho” aware that all double
rifles, as we make them in England are
wedged apart at the muzzles and that

the barrels are laid to centre in a six

inch bull’s eye at 100 yards? Why?
If the barrels of such a rifle were

laid as shot barrels are laid, where does

he think they would shoot?

I would suggest to him to try the ex-

periment of placing two nails in a board
one and a quarter inches apart, and
twenty-eight inches from them place two
more at seven-eighths of an inch apart,

these figures representing respectively

the distance apart of the primers and
the centres of the muzzles of a 28-inch

barrel.

Attach two strings to the nails at the

breach and stretch them to touch those

at the muzzles and note where they cross,

and if these strings do not represent the

centres of the charges of a shotgun or

the bullets of a rifle, perhaps “Gaucho”
will be good enough to explain to me why
they do not?

He acknowledges that some shotguns
do shoot off centre, but he does not give

the reason.

To his statement that I never have
tried a first-class accurate shooter, I

would reply that I have, or have had
guns by Purdey, Lang, Grant, Boss,

Churchill, Westley-Richards and others,

and with some of these mv experiments

were made. He may have heard of some
of these English makers and even allow

Photograph of two wild elk taken on the William Penn Highway, Pennsylvania.
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that they have turned out good guns.

Why also is my suggestion of “casting

off” the stock to rectify the shooting of

a right barrel which shoots off centre,

“too grotesque to merit serious consid-

eration?” Surely one who has tried out

these points can be allowed to give the

results of his experiments for the benefit

of fellow sportsmen, without being

jumped all over by some one who has

never even heard of such things.

As to the “Under and Over” system,

I have known and handled many of these

guns in the past, ever since they origin-

ated, I believe in Belgium, where I saw
them many years ago, long before I ever

saw one in England; but I have never

fired a shot from one.

With the last paragraph in “Gaucho’s”

letter, I entirely agree, viz., that if my
idea is to recommend the “Under and

Over” system, a better and more straight-

forward method of doing so could easily

be found.

It is preferable to try the cooling effect

of ice on one’s head before coming out

with the statement that such cooling ef-

fect is nil!

L. Mitchell-Henry, New York.

A BABY PORCUPINE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

ONE of the few baby porcupines ever

born in captivity made its appear-

ance recently at the California State

Game Farm.
As a rule porcupines are not consid-

ered if the question of pets is under

discussion, but when a pair of the ro-

dents with erectile spines was brought to

the Farm, Ruth, the daughter of the

Superintendent, determined to tame them
as she had tamed everything else on the

place from Billy the buck that as pro-

tector of the herd of farm deer, per-

mits no intrusion on the privacy of his

charges, to Pete the quail who is so

well behaved as to be allowed once in

a while a place at the family table where

he will hop from plate to plate, daintily

picking up a bit here and a crumb there,

but always conducting himself as a per-

fect gentleman should.

Porcupines are not particularly lov-

able animals. They are sulky, sneak-

ing and inquisitive bunches of quills and

Ruth had much difficulty in making these

do anything, but try to stick her full

of their little barbed spears. Her first

step was to induce them to nibble at a

piece of apple on the end of a stick.

Then they learned to know her, to watch

for her coming and finally to stand erect

on their hind legs and beg for some-

thing to eat as will a well-trained dog.

One day the baby came, a little rat

of a fellow, but with the same nrotec-

tion of a perfect cheval-de-frise of quills

as had his parents. Now comes the

strange part of it. All animals, wild

ones in particular take jealous care of

their young. These porcupines, however,

acted as if proud of their baby and anxi-

ous that Ruth should show it attention.

The little fellow seemed to know the girl

was a friend of the porcupine family,

took readily to her and was soon climb-

ing up in her lap, eating apples from

her hand, yes, even from her mouth, all

the time using great care that none of

his sharp spines so much as scratched
her flesh. Let anyone else come near
the cage and things were different. Baby
would run into his barrel and hide while

the old ones with their war paint on
brandished their tails like claymores in

the hands of Scottish chieftains of old

and rushed to the defense of their off-

spring. All of which illustrates the wis-

dom of the wild and shows how readily

they are able to distinguish between those

whose hearts are kind and others who
perhaps are on mischief bent.

Edward T. Martin, California.

THE LENGTH OF GUN BARRELS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

vV/E have just read with interest a
VV copy of your June number. What
particularly interested us was the article

on Short Barrelled Guns by W. A. B.

on page 292, because for years past we
have advocated the use of guns with
28-inch barrels, maintaining all along

that this length is sufficient for use with
nitro powders. As a matter of fact we
have sold quite a number of highest qual-

A baby porcupine at the California State
Game Farm

ity guns to some of your sportsmen, fit-

ted with 26-inch barrels.

In 1912 there was a discussion in the

Field regarding the length of barrels and
a Mr. Snell raised the question in re-

gard to the velocity of 28-inch versus
30-inch. We append copy of a letter to

the Editor of that paper which settled

the question:

“On the question of length of gun-bar-
rels, it may be of interest to your cor-

respondents to know that quite 85 per
cent of the guns we build are with bar-

rels of 28 inches in length, and, as evi-

dence that they are favored, in many
instances where one gun was originally

supplied, orders have been subsequently
placed for a second to match. We also

frequently build for Continental sports-

men, guns with 27-inch barrels, and oc-

casionally as short as 26 inches. In no
instance have we received a complaint

of their non-effectiveness. We observe

Mr. Snell states, ‘I am told that the

short barrels do not give quite the same
velocity as the 30-inch.’

“This question was raised by one of
our customers in December, 1908, and
at his desire we sent two guns to Messrs.
Eley Bros, with the request that they
would test them for velocity. The fol-

lowing results were obtained

:

Gun With 30-inch Barrels
Riglit Barrel Left Barrel

1 1006 6 1015
2 1011 7 1058
3 1000 8 1048
4 1024 9 1062
5 1037 10 1024

Average, 1016 Average, 1041

Gun With 28-inch Barrels
Right Barrel Left Barrel

11 1024 16 1022
12 1012 17 1000
13 972 18 1025
14 1000 19 1047
15 1035 20 1058

Average, 1009 Average, 1030

“It will be noticed that the velocity

with both pairs of barrels is practically

identical.”

Joseph Lang & Son, Ltd., England.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

OUR friend, W. A. B., claims that
barrels, 26 and 28 inches long shoot

as hard and close as barrels 30 and 32
inches long. Not so, and if you have
ouick or smokeless powder it takes a

30- inch barrel for the powder to do
its best.

I’m not in favor of 32-inch barrels,

but they are still better than 30-inch
ones, at least on ducks.

We have a few sportsmen here who
claim everything for the 20-gauge, 25-

inch barrel. Now they are a sore look-

ing crowd in the marshes. At times
they wish they had air rifles for they
would be just as good. For the quick
swing that W. A. B. gets on the shorter
barrel does not make up for what he
looses in penetration and pattern. But
there are hundreds and thousands of

gunners who have gun stocks an inch

or more too long for them.
I shot many years before I got wise

to it. I am an average man, but I have
a thirteen-inch stock, recoil pad included,

and I would not shoot any fourteen-
inch stock double-barrelled or pump gun
we have.

We have two 28-inch barrelled guns in

our club but, if the owners make any
change in guns they will be to the 32-

inch barrelled ones.

I don’t doubt a bit that the manufac-
turers claim that the shorter barrel is

as good as the longer, but I do doubt
th^t they can prove it.

I will hope to hear from some more
of the boys.

Chas. F. Schafer, Fairmount, N. D.

It would seem that the last letter is

pretty conclusively answered by the one

just above, but we realize that there is

a wide difference of opinion among gun
critics and we would welcome expres-

sions of opinion from other correspon-

dents .

—

[Editors.]
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SAVE THE QUAIL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A fter reading “The Case of the
Quail” in your July number, I am

prompted to write you my idea of the
situation.

I have hunted the real Ruffed Grouse
in New Hampshire and they are a real

game bird. It requires a good, quick
shot to get one and, besides the sport-

ing value, there is some meat on a part-

ridge. But with a quail, it is a great
deal different. To be sure, they fly fast

and it takes a good shot to stop them,
but after you get your quail, what have
you? Nothing, as far as a meal is con-

cerned and you have deliberately de-

prived some farmer and the community
of something that keeps down pests, and
by so doing helps to produce your bread,

your beef, your fruit and your living.

I have heard and seen more quail this

spring than ever before. They are in

our woods, our orchards, our grain, and
our meadows. We, the farmers, raise

them; we feed them and our woods pro-

tect them. But there are few farmers
who shoot them. In the fall we see a

machine stop alongside our stubble field;

two or three men alight with three or

four dogs. They trespass our fields and
if they leave any quail it is in most cases

because they couldn’t hit them. It is an
outrage. The quail does practically no
harm. He consumes grain that would
ordinarily be wasted and controls mil-

lions upon millions of w'eeds and bugs
and worms. He is the best friend '-f the

farmer. If there were more quail the

farmer could raise more wheat per acre,

more grass per acre and could pasture

more cattle per acre. It is a detriment

to the world that men are allowed ti

shoot these beautiful birds. If you must
shoot, shoot clay pigeons. But put a

close season on quail for at least five

years.

J. E. Way, Delaware.

HAWKS IN MICHIGAN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WITH June ends the hawk-hunting
season in Port Austin, Mich. No

one seems to be able to explain their com-
ing in such great numbers every spring,

but farmers three miles from the shore

of Lake Huron say they do not pass

over their farms in flocks. John But-

tars, pioneer, declares he saw a hawk
here only occasionally in the days, when
wild pigeons darkened the sun by their

numbers. A few days ago, three flocks

of hawks passed over Port Austin, simul-

taneously. One was flying quite low and
hunters bagged a number. Those in the

layer above appeared to citizens about

the size of robins and those in a great

flock at a higher altitude appeared like

sparrows. Leslie Watt says there were
not less than 5,000 hawks in these

flocks. Port Austin is at the end of the

thumb of Michigan and, with no shore

running north to follow, the birds stop

here to get their bearings.

There is a bounty of 50 cents a head

on the birds and some hunters have

made $50 in one day. Recently one man
shot 96 in one day and another bagged
25 birds the same day.

Chas. H. Cowles, Port Austin, Mich.

WHERE THE STRIPED BASS
SPAWN

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
AM enclosing a kodak picture of four
striped bass caught near Weldon, on

the Roanoke River. And a few remarks
concerning the catching of striped bass

in this stream from year to year, think-

ing perhaps it would be of interest to

some of the fishermen who enjoy catch-

ing these fish in the surf along the coast

with rod and line. These fish weighed
52. 50, 28, and 24 pounds.

Probably you and your readers will

recall that the Roanoke River is a long

stream formed by the Dan and Stanton
Rivers uniting at Clarksville in North
Carolina and flowing from that point in

an easterly direction one hundred or more
miles and emptying into Albermarle

Striped bass caught in the Roanoke River,
North Carolina

Sound. This riv'er is composed of al-

ternately smooth stretches and rapids
above Weldon, but from Weldon to the

sound there are no rapids. This is the

only stream in this section and, so far

as I am informed, is the only stream
on the Atlantic Coast that is the natural
spawning ground of this fish.

Annually about the first of April these

fish appear in this stream at this point
and continue here up to about June first,

depending to some degree on the warmth
of the spring weather. They then re-

turn to salt water. They rarely go above
this point as the rapids here stop them
except on high water, at which times I

have known them to be caught as far

as seven mi’es above this point. When
returning, after the water falls, they
have been caught in large numbers and
of large size on a kind of slat fish trap.

put in the swift places in the rapids
above this point.

The run this year has been larger than
has been known in years and some-
what earlier than usual, due to the early
spring, though the fish are not so plen-
tiful as they were in years past, as
described by older fishermen who have
kept up -with these things for years.
The U. S. Fish Commission maintains

a hatchery here and buys all of the eggs
obtainable that are caught in a ripe con-
dition and pays $20.00 per million for
them. In this way it saves for the future
supply, millions of eggs annually, though
the amount of eggs caught in the condi-
tion to hatch is very small, as com-
pared to the amount that are unripe and
will not hatch.

The four fish shown in the photograph
contained, by conservative estimate,
twelve million eggs, none of which were
ripe and were therefore worthless for
hatching purposes. They would have
brought $240.00 had they been ripe which
would have been the case in five to ten
days had they been put back in the river
when caught. They would probably have
been taken again when ripe, or if not
would have been left to spawn in the
river.

The proportion of bucks to roes taken
is very much greater in favor of the
bucks, most of which are twelve to twen-
ty-four inches long, and are taken in

numbers ten to twenty times greater than
roes, which are generally larger, some-
times weighing more than seventy-five

pounds.

The method of taking these fish is

with a bow net, having a bow about six

feet in diameter with handle about six-

teen feet long. Attached to the bow is

7 ret with bag, extending about six feet

behind the bow. One man paddles the
boat down stream and another in the
head of a flat bottom canoe immerses the
net with handle perpendicular and the
bow at right angles to the boat. As
fish are coming up-stream they run into

the net and can be pulled in when a
strike is felt by the man holding the net.

It seems to us here, who see this fish-

ing from year to year and are interested

in the future supply at this point, and
also some who are interested in the
future supply in their natural haunts
after they leave this, their spawning
ground, that some plan should be de-

vised whereby all of the roes larger
than ten pounds could be returned to

the water when taken unripe, so as to in-

sure a larger supply of eggs for propa-
gation. As mentioned before, the same
fish that is taken unripe, if returned to

water, would more than likely be again
taken when ripe, at which time the value
would be much greater.

If you have any information contra-

dictory to what I have given as to the

natural habits of striped bass, I would
be glad to be corrected as I am not a
fish expert, but I can see that the tak-

ing of these large fish unripe is a waste
that should be stopped and can be stopped
if a little concerted effort is put forth

in the right direction.

A. C. House, North Carolina.
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AFRICAN EXPLORATION
EDMUND HELLER. ONE OF THE GOVERNORS OF FOREST AND
STREAM. HEADS EXPEDITION INTO UNKNOWN PARTS OF AFRICA

By JOHN P. HOLMAN

NEW BOOKS

Tales of Fishes
By Zone Grey

Among deep-sea fishers

Zane Grey stands out al-

most as conspicuously as he

does among novelists.

Many adventures have
been his. and most of them
are told of in these fascinat-

ing true tales, which are fully

illustrated with delightful

photographs taken on the

scene of action. Those who
have read Mr. Grey’s novels

will know with what vivid-

ness he has pictured these

episodes in a true sports-

man's life.

Elaborately Illustrated. $2.50

Percolator Papers
By Ellwood Hendric\

In an original style and
from a thoroughly modern
viewpoint, Mr. Hendrick
treats of things vital to life

here and now, handling these

themes in a manner to pro-

duce thought and discussion.

There is about his work the

scientist's exactness, plus

the whimsical turn of a man
with a right and imaginative
mind.

$1.75

How Animals Talk
By William J. Long

Do animals talk? Dr.

W. J. Long says they do and
his assertion is based on long
and scientific observation.
His book, delightfully writ-

ten, is full of valuable infor-

mation and interesting anec-

dotes, and presents a new ap-
proach to the question of

animal intelligence.

Illustrated. $3.00

Going West
By Basil King

The story of a life that ex-

tended bej'ond death and
bridged the gulf with a mes-
sage from the man who died
fighting in France to his wife
who stayed at home. Read-
ers of Mr. King’s “.ARR.A-
HAM’S BOSOM” will find in

this an even finer piece of

literary work, and a more
conclusive proof, that, as
Maeterlinck said, ‘‘There
are no Dead.”

HARPER & BROTHERS
NEW Esl. 1817 YORK

N expedition recently

sailed from New
York on the steam-
ship City of Benares,

which is probably the

largest, most complete
and best equipped ex-

pedition ever sent

forward from this
country to penetrate

the unexplored reg-

ions of the world. It

will land at Capa
Town, South Africa, and at that point

will begin an exhaustive journey through
Africa which will not be completed until

the members of the expedition emerge a

year later at Alexandria.

African exploration, halted during five

years of war, is to be resumed. In the

exploring party are scientists, motion

picture camera-men directors, and a

newspaper correspondent.

Officially this expedition is known as

the Smithsonian African Expedition in

conjunction with the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company. It is the

largest in scientific scope since the fa-

mous Stanley Expedition that went forth

in search of Livingstone half a century

ago—it is larger than that headed by
the late Colonel Theodore Roosevelt after

he retired from the presidency in 1909.

The itinerary carries the party into un-

explored parts of the Dark Continent

and has been sanctioned by Dr. Charles

Walcott, Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution. The object of the expedition
is to enrich the archives of scientific

knowledge and bring back the wonders
of natural history and anthropological
research, in vivid pictorial form.
Edmund Heller, of Washington, D. C.,

a famous naturalist and one of the Gov-
ernors of Forest and Stream, is to be
the director of the expedition, under the
authority of the Smithsonian Institution

Mr. Heller’s past experience in research
work and foreign travel has been very
extensive. He is a member of The Ex-
plorers’ Club, The Boone and Crocket;
Club, and a member of the Washington
and Philadelphia Academies of Science.

He was the official naturalist and pilo;

of the famous Roosevelt expedition into

Africa in 1909-10. In 1911-12 he was
a member of the Rainey expedition into

East Africa. He was the official photo-

grapher with Paul Rainey, attached to

the Czecho-Slovak arm.y in Siberia in

1918. Mr. Heller is the author of numer-
ous papers on animalf', describing orig-

inal investigations in unfrequented parts

of the world and was joint author with
Theodore Roosevelt of “Life Histories

cf African Game Animals.”

The complete and tentative itinerary

of the expedition is rs follows;

From Cape Town north to Victoria

Falls, and to the headwaters of the Con-
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 495)

Members of the Smithsonian African Expedition. From left to right standing: Dr.
H. L. Shontz, Dept, of Agriculture; Henry C. Raven, Smithsonian Institution; E. M.
Thierry, Newspaper Correspor'^ent; Pbny Horne and H. N. Kohler, camera men.
Sitting: Dr. J. R. Armstrong, 'William Stowell, Edmund Heller, Smithsonian Insti-

tution, in charge of expedition and George Scott, chief camera man
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The Winchester pattern, seo pellets out

of a possible 4tt. or 74% of the shot

charge, evenly distributed ; no birds get

through.

How big a bag will you bring back?

T he difference between a bulg-

ing bag and a lean one is often

a question of gun and shells

and not of shooting skill.

Make sure you have the right

game-getting combination—shells that

kill when the aim is true, and a gun

that enables the shell to make its best

pattern.

Good shell patterns are either

allowed or prevented by the character

of the gun barrel—the chamber, bore

and choke.

Faulty chamber ing even more than

faulty choking tends to mash and

“ball” the shot, making pellets fall

short or fly wild.

And if a gun is faulty in its most
vital part, the chamber, the chances

are that the bore is also carelessly

made.

From chamber to choke, the barrels

of the famous Winchester Repeaters

are bored to make the shell throw its

highest pattern. They are free from
shot-jamming defects. They let the

shell do its full work.

“Line” test the barrel

Point a Winchester barrel toward the

light and look through the bore. It

looks like a highly polished mirror. Not
a false shadow throughout the bore.

Sight through the bore at a horizontal

black line on the window. ‘This line

will throw a "V” shadow in the bore.

The “Line” test
Perfect bore of Winchester IrreirularltU»s rerealed In
barrel r e v e a led under inferior shotgun barrel un-
" Line " lest, der “ lAiie " test.

Tilt the barrel till the point of the “V”
touches the muzzle. The perfect “V”
shows absence of irregularities.

This is the “Line” test of a perfect
bore. No faulty barrel can pass this test

—the “V” will be distorted.

This mark on a. Winchester barrel

means that the gun has passed the “Win-
chester Provisional and Definitive Proof”

test, having been fired many times

for smooth action and accuracy, and
strength-tested by firing 25 to 40 per
cent excess loads. This stamp stands for

Winchester’s guarantee of quality, with

50 years of the best gunmaking reputa-

tion behind it.

Your dealer lOill show you

Winchester guns and ammunition
Before you take to the woods this fall, pet your

dealer to show you a Winchester repeater—Model
97 for hammer action, Model 12 for hammerless.
Put one to vour shoulder, try its balance, see
how beautifully it handles. Your sportsman's in-

stinct will tell vou it’s the best weapon you could
choose. Leading hardware and sporting goods
dealers in every community carry Winchester
arms ami ammunition. They will be glad to

assist you in selecting the gun best suited to your
needs. Upon request, we will mail you, free of

charge, the complete catalog of Winchester guns
and loaded shell.^^,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
Dept. 8006, New Haven, Conn,, IT. S. A.

8MP0RTANT NOTICE
Tlie chamber, bore an.i rauccle choke of all

Winchester Shotguns are reamed to mi'Tometer
measurements for the particiTa- Win hes er Shells
they are meant to shoot. You will get the high-
est and most uniform patti'r' re nits by shott-
ing Winchesier shells in Win Ivsen runs. The
two are made for each other.

MODEL 12 Hammcrless take-down repeating shotaun. Made in 12 gauge, weight
about 7 A lo gauge, weight about 6 lbs,j in 20 gauge, weight about 6 lbs —move
t'opiilar with women and new shooters, because of its lightness 'and very slight recoil'.

i^fODF.L Q7. Take down repeating shotgun. Made in J2 gauge, weight
about lbs.: m 16 gauge, weight about 7^ lbs. The favorite unth shoot-
ers who prefer a slide forearms repeating shotgun with a hammer.

TVINCHESTER
World Standard Guns and Ammunition
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Lyman Receiver Sights
bring aperture closer to the eye
without interfering with the action
of the bolt, and thus greatly in-

crease the sight radius. This makes
accurate alignment easier and the
aim doubly sure. Used with disc,

they give three sizes of aperture,
covering practically all hunting and
target requirements. The No. 21

($4.50) shown here, and its com-
panion sight No. 38, with Wind-
gauge ($6.50), are for Winchester
1895 and other models.

Send for Free Book
showing complete line of Lyman Re-
ceiver Sights, Combination Rear Sights,
Front Sights, etc., and insist on

LYMAN SIGHTS
for every purpose and every gun.

Lyman Gun Sight Corp.

110 West St. Middlefield, Conn.

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
nre so cool and yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. Tliese

'cnifiTaljle wash rovers and are SANITARY
VERMIN and WATERPROOF. Will last for

years, and when deflated can he carried in your

iHX-ket. The only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x Ifi—$2.25, 16 x 21—$2.75. li

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in L. fe. A.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.

Catalog Tree.

“METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS”
ESTAIiLISIIED 1891

Made Only By

Alhol Manufacturing Co., Athol, Mass.

AiiraclTVildDncks
• ^iu«;-'»aPtt-,'JU.Tai25flCllgwnCTO

WUd ducks naturally mi«rai. u> tU.

hest feeding grounds. Attract them
in large numbers by planting

^TERKELT.'.S wild rice, wild ceiery.

and potamogeton seeds, etc.. In lakes,

ponds and rivers.

game -I’ bs and preserves. Booklet free.

CLYJL B. TERRELL. Naturalist.

Dept H-IO. Oshkosh. Wis.

OUTING PREPARATIONS
THE EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR THREE MEN ON A
THREE WEEKS’ TRIP INTO THE NORTHERN WOODS

By C. R. MAC INTOSH

HEN a man’s vaca-

tion is approaching
he usually reads eve-

ry article that he can
find in magazines and
pores over every
sporting cat-
alogue that he can
obtain and tries to be
governed by what he
has read; whether
right

.
or wrong, he

has no means of tell-

ing and the result usually is that he

starts on his vacation loaded down with

things that are utterly useless and in

the way all the time. Let us condense

all the articles which we have read, and

add a goodly share of common sense

and equip a group of three men to

go on a three weeks’ trip in the Maine
Woods and I think that we will have

an outfit that will be all that is needed

for comfort and lightness and we will

eliminate the useless junk that remains

untouched until breaking up time.

We will assume that a guide is not

necessary, though if the three are inex-

perienced and are going into an untrav-

elled section, they should secure a com-

petent guide, and that the men are ex-

pected to pack their own outfits. Light-

ness of equipment is the thing that

counts when there are miles of weary

hill and dale to travel before the desti-

nation is reached, and we will hold our-

selves to the necessary things that will

make the trip easy, pleasant and profit-

able.

The first thing to consider is the tent.

For this an eight by ten A tent will

be about the thing. It should be made
from a six ounce drill. It is very light,

but is good for zero weather and not too

hot for summer weather, and is an easy

pack for a man. The dishes come next

and should be of aluminum. For cook-

ing, the time old frying pan still holds

it’s place. Get the long handled variety

and you will save a few burned fingers.

The rest of the cooking outfit should con-

sist of four pails of different sizes so that

they may be fitted one inside the other,

as they take up less room in the pack and

should be oval in shape. The largest

should be about 8 inches wide and 12

inches deep. This one should be used for

a water pail, the next in size for cooking

beans, and the other two for sauce or

fruits and boiling tea or coffee. These

should be made of blackened sheet iron

to hold the heat and stand the rough

usage. A couple of baking sheets should

complete the equipment. A stove is hard-

ly necessary, but one can obtain very

good collapsible stoves that are light to

lug and are not very bulky. These are

usually about a foot wide and one and

one-half feet long, with ends and sides

hinged to the bottom and a grooved top

to receive the sides and hold them firm
when set up. With the stove should
come three sections of telescoping pipe
and a tin ring to fasten to the pipe hole
in the tent so that the pipe will not burn
or char the tent when the fire is started.

A knife and fork apiece and one large
batter-spoon complete the outfit.

For provisions, we should pack at least

two slabs of bacon. It may not taste
good at first, but tramping all day will

make bacon a most satisfying food, and
three men will make two slabs look sick

at the end of three weeks. A 30 pound
sack of flour for biscuits and a can of
baking powder, dried beans and canned
pork, a pound of tea, three pounds of

coffee and ten of sugar. About ten cans
of condensed milk will last three weeks,
but more can be taken. We must not

forget salt and pepper, a box of each and
butter—a few cans. Margarine keeps

better than the real thing, but suit your-

self on this point. Get a thin tea cannis-

ter with a hole about three inches wide,

fitted with a screw cover, and fill it with
three, five cent boxes of matches. Use
these only when away from the fire and
when starting one. Pine slivers, lighted

at the fire, will start a pipe just as well

as a match and at the same time save

one. Pocket match boxes are useless.

Put the matches you wish to carry on

your person in a small bottle with a tight

fitting cork and they will be dry after

you have fallen overboard. You can light

the ordinary match on the side of the

bottle if you first roughen it with a three

cornered file.

A pair of heavy blankets to the man is

all the bed clothing needed for the most

severe weather. In summer, two light

ones will do. Make a sheet of one and

a cover of the other. There is not much
use in suggesting what the man’s attire

should be; for very few men there are

who do not have their own ideas as to

what they want to wear. A flannel shirt,

khaki trousers, coat, sweater and three

pairs of woolen socks. Shoes are what
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 504)

The real fire worshiper
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CameJs are sold everywhere tn scien*
tiBcally sealed packages of 20 cigarettes
or ten packages (200 cigarettes) in a
glas sine-paper-covered carton. We
strongly recommend this carton for the
home or office supply or when you travel.

CIGARETTES
Camels supply cigarette contentment beyond

anything you ever experienced! You never

tasted such full-bodied mellow-mildness
;
such

refreshing, appetizing flavor and coolness. The
more Camels you smoke the greater becomes

your delight

—

Camels are such a cigarette

revelation !

Everything about Camels you find so fascinating

is due to their quality—to the expert blend of

choice Turkish and choice Domestic tobaccos.

You will prefer this blend to either kind of

tobacco smoked straight.

You’ll say Camels are in a class by themselves

—they seem made to meet your own per-

sonal taste in so many ways!

Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after-

taste orunpleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels
particularly desirable to the most fastidious

smokers. And, you smoke Camels as liberally as

meets your own wishes, for they never tire your

taste ! You are always keen for the cigarette

satisfaction that makes Camels so attractive.

Compare Camels with any cigarette in

the world at any price!

R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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CATCHING BULLFROGS
THE ADVENTURE OF STALKING THIS LITTLE DENIZEN
OF THE MUD-FRINGED POOLS AND QUIET STREAMS

By JAMES MILTON BENNETT

REVEILLE LEATHER LEGGINGS
FOR ALL OUTDOOR USES

In Styles and Leathers

For the Motorist, Sports-

man, Equestrian, Police and
Others.

Dealers should get our cat-

alog, buy and make satis-

fied customers.

If not carried hy your deal-

er, write direct to

REVEILLE LEGGING CO.
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS

OUBTLESS most out-

door people do not
admire a stream
with muddy banks
but prefer a rocky,

broken shore where
there are signs of

game fish. But the

creek with mud bot-

tom and mud banks
is not without its

merits. Here is

where the bullfrog
spends his spring and summer vacation,

sitting on his cold cushion of mud by
night, demonstrating his baritone skill

but keeping almost altogether quiet by
day.

He is only semi-aquatic. If the day is

cool he stays in a hole in the ground,
sometimes several yards from the water.
Neither is he likely to come out at night
if the weather has suddenly turned
chilly. One cannot blame him for being
particular about the weather, for those

acquainted with him know that all he
wears is a thin silk suit, which, by the
way, includes a white vest, all of which
makes the little creature appear quite

fashionable.

Spring or early summer is the time to

grease the skillet, smack the lips, get in

the stream and procure the menu of an
odd but very delicious meal which many
people have never enjoyed. The calen-

dar must be consulted, for late in the

season this queer mammal slides into

his deep den in the ground which is fre-

quently under the roots of large stumps
or trees.

Who is not fond of night music? To
the nature lover the night music along
a mud-fringed stream, though not very
harmonious, has an agreeable melody
and is wonderfully resonant.

As soon as darkness has securely set-

tled over the water, the frogs, big and
little, and usually in amazingly large

numbers, come out of their hiding. They
find comfortable seats and all face the

stream in readiness to take a dive in

case of danger. Then the music begins.

They have but two words and one tune.

In deep, rolling, watery tones they sing,

“Knee-deep! knee-deep! knee-deep!” ac-

centing “deep,” with a little more than

a secondary accent on “knee.” They
surely have more than every variety of

bass known to the artists of music. First

bass, second bass, bass of every quality,

except an inferior voice which is seldom

heard, rolls out over the quiet stream in

enchanting waves.

To bag this coveted meat numerous
methods are employed. Boys who are

having their early experiences about the

water and sportsmen who do not care

for night hunting or even to get their

feet wet, creep along the bank by day
with long poles, short lines and tiny

iiooks with red fragments of cloth as

bait. When they discover a frog the

bait is carefully lowered near the frog’s

nose. He quickly leaps with open mouth
almost always making himself an easy
catch.

Others hunt by day with a small bor6
rifle.

These methods are good sport but not

so thrilling as the methods used by night

and the number of catches is far less.

Netting the frog by night with a sort

of double net is practised by some frog

hunters and the scheme is no doubt a
good one, but it is difficult for one man
to handle the device and carry a light

at the same time.

If one desires to try this sport he
should equip himself with a strong four-

tang gig having a light, straight bamboo
staff about ten feet long. This he may
invert when feeling his way along in the

water to safeguard himself as to the

depth of the water, perhaps saving him-
self a cold plunge out of sight and the

possible loss of his hat.

Upon approaching, the gig should be
slowly directed toward the frog until

it is within ten or twelve inches of him,

when a sudden thrust should be made
taking care to aim straight.

The hunter should never wear boots

as they All with water and make walking
sluggish, but thick soled shoes and heavy
wool socks securely fastened. If he de-

sires to save himself much discomfort

from chill, even if the night is quite

warm, a wool suit and wool shirt are

necessary.

A large, clear light is an indispensable

asset. Some prefer a carbide equipment
but an electric lantern filled with a

strong battery is perhaps better as it is

not so likely to be extinguished and is

less burdensome in carrying.

The darker the night and the clearer

the water, the brighter the prospects for

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 490)

Preparing a delicious meal
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Smokeless and
Fdack Powders

Exactly the same
guarantee that goes

with The Black Shells

applies also to

(^CARTRIDGES

Have you tried our

22 X. R. A. Long Rifle

Lesmok Cartridges?

They are as accurate at

250 yards as the larger

calibers are at i,ooo.

Made with solid lead

and hollow point
bullets. Cost no more
than other cartridges

of same size and style.

Send for circular C93 .

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 111 Broadway, New York
Genera! SeOin? Agents • Nation^ Lead Company. Boston. Baffalo. Cleveland, Chicago. St. T.ouis. Cin-

rinoat- United lead Company. New York, Philadelphia National Lead and OP Company. Pittsburgh: James
Robertson I^d Co.. Baltimore- .American Smelters Security Co.. San Francisco: Hingston-Smith Arm« Co..
Winnipeg: John Hallam. Ltd.. Toronto.

Get a box of The Black Shells from your dealer.

Shoot them—in the field or at the traps. If you don’t
like them, get your money back.

Just take the unused part of the box back to your
dealer. W e authorize him to refund to you at our
expense the price of the whole box with absolutely no
question or quibble.

BLACK SHELLS
Smokeless and Black Powders

The Black Shells have reached
such a state of perfection—in water-
proofing, in speed, in power and in

unilormit\—that we can guarantee
them without limit. You can get
your pet load, in smokeless or
black powders, for every kind

of shooting in The Black Shells.

Go to your dealer for a free copy
of the U. S. Game Law Book. If

he doesn't carry The Black Shells,

send us his name and address with
your own, and weTl send you the
book by mail.

Money-Back Shot-Shells
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STAUNCH as a BOOT
FLEXIBLE as a MOCCASIN
Here— Mr. Sportsman Is the boot you've been lonsins^ for—so
Hght and pliable that you can tramp all day in it without Bet*

ti'nff footsore; built to gfve you years of gruelling service-

us sells "Ike
lion

Berlin*

Madetoyourorderfrom diocotate
ehn>ni6, the bnest of waterproofed
cowhides, with flexible, long-wearing
Maple Pac Soles-
Ask your dealer for **Ike Waltons"—
if he can't supply you. write for Cat-

alog M-
W. C RUSSELL MOCCASIN CO.

WiscoiaD

THE MOST WONDERFUL LURE
In the World ! !

BITE EM BATE
MAKES EM BITE EM ! !

The BAIT Sensation of the Year !

!

The only bait that revolves in a cage, flashing
its colors to all parts of the water. It wobbles
and wiggles just enough, floats when not in

motion, revolves in action.

GUARANTEED
lo catch more fish than any
other bait on the market
or money refunded-

From your dealers or sent prepaid on receipt

95c, postoffice money order, by

BITE EM BATE SALES COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Ind., U. S. A.

It’s fun to outwit these wily birds with a

flam
^A ww ^ FREE BOOK

fitted to your .22 or .22 high power rifle.

It deaden* the report noise, reduces the

reco3. and steadies your aim. Direct from

Dealer or Factory, $5.00.

iVrite Jor Frtt Book o/ Sloria.

Maxim Silencer Co. 69 Homestead Atc., Hartford, Conn.

HUNTING THE MOOSE
SOME NOTES CONCERNING THE BUSINESS END OF GOING
INTO THE WOODS AND COMING BACK WITH A TROPHY

By PHIL. H. MOORE

HE question is often

asked by sportsmen
how it happens that

a licensed guide or

other professional

woodsmen can go out

into the wilds of Nova
Scotia and come back
with a fine bull moose
in one or two days,

but if he is hired for

the purpose of giving

a sportsman a shot at

a moose, he is often gone a week or ten

days or longer before the sportsman gets

an opportunity to either see or kill one.

Some amateur hunters even go so far

as to say that a guide purposely pro-

longs a hunt with the idea of getting

more money out of the sportsman.

Admitting that it is often a fact that

as soon as a visitor has killed a moose
he wishes to take the head and get back
to civilization so he can triumphantly

tell his friends all about it, the average

guide would rather have a moose shot

quickly and get the advertising that a

successful expedition gives him, than

to prolong a hunt and perhaps miss the

opportunity of getting one. He wishes

to avoid the possibility of bringing his

charge back, wearied, disappointed, and
sore.

Guides know from experience that a

man in this frame of mind is usually

hard to settle with and figures the cost

of the trip down to the last detail, where-

as if he gets a fine head he is usually

more than willing to slip his successful

guide quite a bonus over and above the

actual charges.

So much for that phase of moose hunt-

ing. There are many other whys and

wherefores that puzzle some returning

hunters. Most of them can be explained

if a little time and effort is spent in in-

vestigating the conditions as they exist

W HEN guides take amateur sports-
men into the woods, they have to

consider their employer’s physical
comfort; they have to avoid dangerous
situations; they have to consider the
various phases of the weather, plan to

have a good, dry camp each night with
lots of wood, consider carefully the physi-
cal limitations of their sportsman and
confine their hunting to such locality, to-

pography and methods as their employer
seems to be able to undertake.
Too much whiskey in camp saves the

life of many a fine bull.

The copious use of it induces late ris-

ing and slothful hunting.
Excessive indulgence in the coarse

greasy food served in the woods is nearly
as great a detriment as too much liquid

stimulant. Outdoor air and exercise

sharpen jaded appetites, and unless a

sportsman is wise and moderate as to

how he indulges himself, his first few
days of hunting are marred by acute

indigestion.

When a man has to sit for hours on

the edge of a cold, wet bog in the early

morning, waiting for a bull to come to

a call, it takes both stamina and patience.

If at the same time he is suffering from
heart burn, he is being truly martyred.

In still-hunting, a conscientious guide

does not wish to kill a moose where he

has to leave the meat in the woods, con-

sequently he confines his hunting to a

country where the meat can be easily got-

ten out to his canoe. When practising

the art of calling, a guide can so place

himself that the moose can usually be

killed comparatively near water trans-

portation. The guide is aware that if

his charge kills a moose it means a great

many hours of hard work to skin, dress,

cut up and carry the various parts of

the gigantic animal to water transpor-

tation, and at the same time he has to

make camp, feed and chaperon his

T!ie author on Lake Rossignol, Nova Scotia, returning from a successful hunt .
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Sport That Thrills
The scurry of quail in the thicket is music to the sports-

man’s ear. A shot at a mallard is worth hours of waiting. But
right here at home there’s a sport with a thousand thrills—all

vours for the seeking.

and try

Go out to vour local gun club today

TRAPSHOOTING
• Hundreds of gamey clay “birds’’ await your call. Each one a tanta-

lizer—hurtling away through the summer’s air at express-train speed

—

dipping, dodging in ever-changing, mystifying angles.

A few second to judge—a snap decision. Bang! goes your gun!
Man, there are your thrills—and as fast as you care to take them. There
is only one thing faster and that is

(SiJPOND

SMOKELESS SHOTGUN POWDERS
—good, old reliable time-proved powders. The choice of the Nation’s
crack shots. Look for the brand names, Dupont, Ballistite or Schultze
on the shell box when you purchase.

Write today for our free book “The Sport Alluring’’ and the name
of your nearest gun club.

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION

E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.
Wilmington, Delaware.

The Principal Du Pont Products are:

Explosives: Industrial, Agricultural and Sporting. Chemicals: Pyroxylin Solutions, Ethers,
Bronzing Liquids, Coal Tar Distillates, Commercial Acids, Alums, etc. Leather Substitutes:
Fabrikoid Upholstery, Raynite Top Material, DuPont Rubber Cloth. Pyroxylin Plastics:
Ivory, Shell and Transparent Py-ra-lin, Py-ra-lin Specialties, Challenge Cleanable Collars and
Cuffs. Paints and Varnishes: For Industrial and Home Uses. Pigments and Colors: For
Industrial Uses. Lithopone: For Industrial Uses. Stains, Fillers, Lacquers and Enamels:
For Industrial and Home Uses. Dyestuffs: Coal Tar Dyestuffs and Intermediates.

For full information address: Advertising Division, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

Wilmington, Delaware.
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ITHACA
WINS

SAM VANCE with
an ITHACA won
the amateur cham-
p i o n s h i p of all

Canada this year
for the fourth con-
secutive time.

J. A. McROBBwith
another ITHACA
won Grand Cana-
dian Handicap.

Another record which
proves that any man can
^oot an 1 rHACA better.

Double ^uns, $34.78 and
trap (TUBS,

up.

Catalog FREE,

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN
CO.

ITHACA, N.Y,

THE LOCKHART SPIRAL

SERVICE LEGGINGS, INC.

244 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FITS THE LEG, VERY SMART,
adds to APPEARANCE OF
EVERY COSTUME. Equally
adapted to wear of men and
women. All WOOL, FULLY
SHAPED, REINFORCED AT
POINT OF WEAR. ASK TO
SEE THE HOOK, MAKES IT
STAY PUT. Colors, Olive Drab,
Marine Shade, Cadet and Navy
Blue.

For sale at all Leading Sporting
Goods Establishments and all

Army Post Exchanges.

Maine Duck
Hunting Boot
Lightest wading boot raade.
Comes ainiost to waist and
when rolled will go in coat
pocket.

Very best gum rubber,
same as used in our Maine
Hunting Shoe. All widths.
A to EK and sizes 3 to 12.

Arched inner-soles and re-

p a i r outfit. (Juaranteed
not to break.

Price, Men's $8.75;
Ladies’ $8.00, deliv-

ered free. Send for
circular, guarantee
tag and sample of
rubber.

L. L. BEAN
FREEFOSZ, MAINE

ORES T AND S T II E A ]\I

“Sport” in addition to looking after him-
self. Every move the guide makes is

limited by the capacity of his employer
to take care of himself in the woods.

W HEN the professional guide or
hunter goes hunting in the Ros-
signol district of Nova Scotia, he

takes a very small, light tent, one blanket
or quilt, a kettle, small fry pan, a cup,
skinning knife, salt, bread, tea and a
chunk of pork or moose meat. He has
plenty of matches, cartridges and his

rifle and axe, burlap bag and pack strap.

He has no boxes of canned goods, no ex-

tra clothing, no dishes, camera, game
bags or fancy paraphernalia. He car-

ries the bare essentials to existence only.

He packs this in a small, light, canvas
covered canoe, and starts oT. He is hunt-
ing from the minute his paddle first

touches the water. He makes no noise.

If it is calm and frosty he will call any
time during the day or night when it is

I light enough to see to shoot. If the

i

weather is not right for calling he leaves

I his canoe at a convenient spot on the

[

shore of a lake or river, puts a chunk

j

of bread and meat into his pocket with
a pinch of salt and tea, and with his cup,

axe and rifle starts on his hunt. If

night overtakes him, and there is bad
country between him and his canoe, he
simply builds a fire and stays right where
he is until morning. If he is in a good

' moose country and the morning is calm,

I

he will call right from his camp fire,

i For supper and breakfast he will eat

I

dry bread, some pork or moose meat,

I
make strong black tea in his tin cup

I

without sugar or milk, and be satisfied.

I

I

F he kills a moose he scientifically dis-

embowels him, skins and quarters the

animal, and if far from his canoe,

cuts out a great deal of the bone and
sub-divides the quarters so he will have

less weight to carry. When he gets back

to the canoe with his first load, if it is

raining or cold he will usually put up
his little tent, gather a good pile of dry

fire wood, eat some more bread and meat
and drink some more black tea before he

goes back for the next load. He will

often spend a full day packing out moose-

meat, eating a little lunch between each

trip. By nightime he is tired and sleepy

but if the weather is calm and he wishes

to get across a big lake before a storn.

comes up, after a little rest, he will load

his canoe and start on his homeward
trip any time in the night that he feels

inclined that way. He really does not

rest or eat a variety of food until he

has his moose head, hide and meat at

some place where he can load it on a

wagon. It is quite the usual thing for

hunters to come to Lowes Landing on

Lake Rossignol where my camp is sit-

uated, at two or three o’clock in the morn-

ing with a moose, unload their canoes,

pile their cargo on the shore, turn the

canoes over their dunnage, walk twelve

miles to Caledonia in the night and walk

back with an ox team, put their load

on a wagon and walk out again wkhout
stopping anywhere to sleep.

They sacrifice all thought of sleep or

physical comfort until they have safely

landed their moose in the settlement.
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When two men go together it simplifies

the work somewhat.
If a guide should put a sportsman

through a course of sprouts such as the
above, if it did not kill him it would at
least preclude the possibility of his ever
hiring that guide again.

Luckily the average amateur sports-

man that habitually goes into the Nova
Scotia woods to hunt big game, goes to

gain health and have a good time. If he
gets a fine head he is tremendously
pleased and the guide is tickled to death.

If he does not get a trophy he usually
gets plenty of fish and small game, has
a picturesque and comfortable camping
trip, and leaves the woods with but faint

disappointment at not running down a
big bull.

CATCHING
BULLFROGS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 486 )

success. On a dark night more frogs are
out and the lantern makes a more con-

centrated illumination when there is no
moon to counteract it. If the water is

clear there is no difficulty in seeing the

target beneath the surface. Further-
more if the water is clear the banks are
in a less disturbed condition making
discovery of the game less difficult. Un-
der such conditions a frog may be seen

as far as fifty yeards away presenting as

evidence a round white spot about the

size of a silver dollar.

T he general location of a possible

catch may be determined by the

bellowing notes, “knee-deep! knee-

deep!” that are always heard on a warm,
dark night. The approach should al-

ways be made upstream, the hunter wad-
ing in the water a few feet from the

shore, keeping the light constantly re-

flected upon the bank several yards

ahead. Going downstream produces
more waves which are usually followed

by a splash some distance below and the

prize is gone. If the light is turned

away from the bank the pursued crea-

ture takes advantage of the darkness

and finds a refuge in deep water.

To conclude t«o soon that the game has

departed just because all is quiet is not

patient pursuit, as Roily may be sitting

behind an object on the bank. He in-

variably ceases bellowing when his per-

suer gets close. At times only his head

is above water. Then he can feel the

slightest wave which results in the head

disappearing. Even then if the water

is clear the gigging may be done at a

depth of several inches.

Failing in such a search it is often

only necessary to look in the trees that

lean out over the water where the croak-

er may be sitting three or four feet

above the stream ready to make a sen-

sational dive to safety.

Although silent and cautious upon ap-

proach, on the other hand the bullfrog

seems unwary and stupid. He sometimes

leaves the stream, escaping in frantic

leaps toward a hole in the ground only

to sit at his open door to be caught with

the bare hand.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 497 )
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PYRAMID
iiiliNi

'^^ADe MARK RCG %J S.

l*>ramid Solvent removes all

I'esidue of fouling smokeless

powder or black powder.

Cleanses barrel tboroucbly-

^r»mid Solvent i» not a lubricant

will it take Uie place ol 3-in One
' ptevenlintf rust

®e sure to apply 3-m One
l>elore putting arm away

Cleans Firearms

Better andEasier
Here is tlie new brother of 3-in-One Oil, put out to

meet the growing demand for a high-grade Nitro
Solvent that won’t injure firearms.

Practical gunners worked out the formula for
PYRAMID SOLVENT. Then for over a year it

was given the most exacting tests by experts in

military and civil life. And PYRAMID measured
up to every single requirement. Here is the con-
sensus of expert opinion

:

PYRAMID SOLVENT removes all residue of high
power smokeless and black powders perfectly and
easily. Loosens metal fouling. Reduces the use of

brass brush to the minimum. Contains no moisture
and therefore can be left in guns and pistols without
the slightest danger of damage.

Try PYRAMID SOLVENT today and learn how
easily and well a perfect solvent will clean your
shooting irons.

For sale by most firearm, sp,orting goods and hard-
ware dealers. 3 ounces in a convenient flat can that

fits the pocket perfectly. 30 cents per can. If your
dealer can’t supply you, send 30 cents and we will

send you a can postpaid.

Important—After using Pyramid always use 3-in-

One Oil to prevent rust.

THREE -IN -ONE OIL CO., 165 EZP. Broadway, New York City

C-212-B
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Practical W^ortn
Today more tKan for many years past, tke practical value

of a man s gfun and do^ is tlie true measure of liis pride in

tkcm. He kas a new appreciation of service— and wants it.

Xkat tkere is suck great demand for Remington UMC guns

and skells is tkerefore a more tkan ordinarily sound indica-

tion of tkeir superiority.

for Shooting Ri^ht

The most valuable recent service to skotgun skooters, in tke matter of equip-

ment, IS tbe wonderful Wetproof process of waterproofing skot skells, in-

vented and developed ky Remington UMC during tke war.

No neglect and no ordinary accident can prevent your Remington UMC
Arrow or Nitro Club Wetproof Steel Lined Speed Skells from work-

ing as smootkly and firing as perfectly as your modern Remington UMC
Autoloading or Pump G un.

Tkey will neither skrink and bake tkeir wads in kot dry weatker, nor swell

and ]am in tke gun wken it is very damp. Tkey are as indifferent to damp
storage as a water spaniel is to getting kis feet wet, and will remain in per-

fect condition in tke kardest rain or tke leakiest boat long after otker skells,

not protected ky tke exclusive Remington UMC ^^etproof process, kave

soaked and swelled tkemselves useless.

Your local dealer, tke progressive Remington UMC merckant— one of

more tkan 82,700 in tkis country— will be glad to supply you.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO., Inc.

Largest ^Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the VFor/d

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK

A MANUAL OF WILD-
FOWL SHOOTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 463)

The Canada Gei^se.

T
he Canada goose or common wild
goose is familiar to every sports-

man. Head and neck black with

I

broad white band running under the head

j

from eye to eye; back and wings grayish
brown, feathers tipped with lighter

brown; breast soiled white, gray be-

neath; rear underparts white; wing pri-

maries and tail black; feet, legs and bill

black. Average length about 38 inches.

Male and female are alike in plumage.
A mellow honk, ah-honk, ah-honk,

drifting down on the wind to the waiting
gunner brings him to sharp attention as

no other call on the bay will. He grips

his gun and earnestly scans the gray fall

sky. There they come, high in the air,

two long lines converging to a point in

front. They are hardly more than black

dots away up the bay.

The live geese decoys hear the call of

the wild birds and with heads erect honk
their welcome. The geese come steadily

on, a wise old gander leading at the point

of the feathered “V.” The hunter Ijdng

motionless in his gunning boat, with just

his head high enough above the grass

covered deck to see about, watches the

geese out of the comer of his eye. The
flock hears the calling decoys and an-

swers. Their attention is attracted by

what appears to be a flock of wild geese

resting on the water just off a point

of marsh, but which in reality are W'ood-

en counterfeits, with the exception of

the two or three live decoys.

The geese have flown far on their

journey southward, they are tired, and

they see in the decoys a flock of their kin

resting on a feeding ground. Gradually

they coast do^vn till near the water.

With sharp eyes they cover every foot

of that point of marsh; nothing but the

waving brown rushes meet their vision.

The live decoys are honking reassuring-

ly. All seems as it should be. With

wings set in graceful curves and fails

spread and lowered to check their flight,

the flock sails into the decoys against

the wind, keeping up a constant ah-runk,

ah-runk, ah-runk.

A loud report, and one great bird sud-

denly crumples in the air and splashes

into the water. Confusion reigns on the

instant. The terror-stricken geese have

sprung yards higher into the air, jostling

one another in their mad haste to get

away. The gun, aimed where two birds

are close together, roars again, and two

more geese tumble into the water. The

next second the survivors have veered

off and are out of range, going down vnnd

with astonishing speed.

The sportsman going after geese

should make an early start. The decoys

should be arranged on the water and the

hunter concealed in the blind with the

first streaks of dawn. Often the best

shooting is to be hand during the first

hours of day-light.

The location of the blind is the first

matter to be considered. It is most im-

portant to know what the geese are do-

ing—that is, what points the birds are
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A pair of swans and their newly hatched
young

using under certain wind, tide and
weather conditions. Good shooting may
be had from a certain point during a

north wind while the same place may be
worthless in a south wind. A point might
be excellent at low tide, useless at high
tide, and so on.

T he sportsman who puts himself in

the hands of a competent local gun-
ner will hardly fail to get shooting,

provided the weather is right and the

birds are there. The old bay-men who
have spent many years following wild-

fowding every season know" just where to

go for the best shooting. They are ex-

perts in their line and it is seldom that

they go wrong.
The sportsman who goes out alone must

know these things to be successful. Ad-
vice in only the most general way can
be given, since it is all dependent on a

given locality and existing weather con-

ditions. E.xperience is the best if not the

only teacher. Time spent in finding out

w'hat the geese are doing is well spent,

since a mistake in choosing a place for

the blind may mean the difference be-

tween good shooting and none at all.

Geese, like swan and other water-fowl,

are shot from shore blinds located on
points of marsh running out into the bay,

or on the small meadow islands in the

bay. Where permanent blinds are used,

these are often built of straw, rushes or

marsh grass interwoven through a light

W"ood frame inclosing on all four sides a
space sufficiently large to hold one or

more shooters. Small, one-man gunning
boats are often used to shoot from. They
are generally used on Barnegat Bay. The
boats are drawn up among the grass on
a point and the decks are carefully cov-

ered with cut grass or rushes, so that at

a short distance they cannot be distin-

guished from the surrounding marsh.
The wooden decoys, often supplemented
by live geese decoys, are anchored out on
the water just off the point, within easy

gun-shot of the blind.

A battery or sink-box is sometimes
used and this is anchored out on the open
water over a feeding ground, the decoys

being arranged on all sides in a natural
looking flock. Geese are frequenters of

the sand bars in the bays or rivers where
they consume quantities of sand and
gravel. The hunter takes advantage of

this knowledge
;
a hole is dug on the bar

and a large wooden or metal box is» sunk
level with the surrounding sand. The

box must be water tight since it is often

below w’ater level. Some of the decoys
are placed on the water nearby, while
others, mounted on sticks which serve as

legs, are put on the sand around the pit.

The hunter takes his position in the pit

with his head just level with the surface
of the sand, using a small box for a seat.

The use of the battery and also shooting
from sand-bars is now unlawful in many
states.

Wild -geese often resort to the -.fields

to feed on the grain and grass, returning
in the middle of the day and at night to

the lakes, rivers and marshes. They are
shot from a blind placed under their line

of flight. The geese often follow exafctly

the same course day after day. However,

'

the big fowl are exceedingly wary and
it does not take many days of constant
shooting to cause them to change their
line of travel through the air.

O N the wide prairies and grain fields

of the inland sections of the west,
geese are shot over decoys from a

blind, the sport being similar to that
practised on the bays and sounds about
the coasts. It is all important to know
what the geese are doing. It must be
known what fields they are frequenting
and in what part of the field they are
feeding.

When this point has been established,

the hunters go to the field in question,

after the geese have left and dig the holes

in the ground in which they are to hide.

Great care should be taken to scatter the
earth removed so it will not be noticeable.

Still more care should be used in re-ar-

ranging the stubble or grass about the
holes. Wild geese have exceedingly keen
sight and they will at once notice and be
suspicious of any change in the appear-
ance of the feeding ground.

It is well to dig the pits several days
before shooting from them and in the
meantime to leave the geese undisturbed
and to become accustomed to any slight

change their sharp eyes may detect.

On the day of the shooting, the decoys,

live birds or metal profile decoys, should
be arranged nearby and the hunters con-

cealed in the pits well in advance of the
time when the flight is expected. Often
the hunters sew small bunches of grass

on their hats and on the upper part of

their coats, so that when they are in the

pits the general outlines of their bodies

wdll be broken and less discernible to a

bird flying high over head. The color

of the hunter’s clothes should by all

means harmonize w-ith the surroundings.
Live decoys are, of course, the best.

These are either birds raised from wild

goose eggs, or wild birds which have
been wounded and which have recovered.

They are wing-clipped and tied out by a

cord from the leg to a small stake. After
a number of seasons of serving as de-

coys, \\-ild geese not only become very
tame, but they show great intelligence

and seem to know just what is expected
of them.
The professional gunners can imitate

the call of the geese, and where only
wooden decoys are used, often lure the
wild birds to the decoys by “honking.”
Some good shooting is often had dur-

ing a fog or a snow storm, since the

“f^P”PUTTEES
KEW NON'FRAV” SPIRAL

For hunters, fishermen, campers— all who enjo>
outdoor sports and pleasures—-there's no more con-
venient, comfortable and durable leg covering than
Fox's Spiral Puttees, made of the best English wool
and waterproofed* They are put on in a few minutes,
fit the leg closely and will not fray at the edges
like ordinary puttees.

FOR OUTDOOR LIFE EVERYWHERE
-Genuine Fox's have a small brass tag on each

puyee, marked with the name Fox. R for right and
L for left. They are made full length and width,
and always look trim and neat. Write for the name
of the dealer who sells them in your city.

MANLEY & JOHNSON CO., Inc,

Sole Agents

260 W. B/dadWay. New York City

You sleep right in the car on a mattress 42x73 inches.

It Is Not a Trailer

Can be quickly bolted onto any Ford roadster In a few minutes
SZIO FOB ILLCSTRATEP CIRCmjU)

Crulsei* Pfotm* Cat* C6
MADISON.WIS.

As it appears with vAmpiug
including tent, mattress, camp stools, chair, wash stand,
etove, aluminum cooking outbt, bucket, lantern, axe,

Plenty of room left for bedding and food.

Our patented Cruiser attachment oi^.Pord roadster makes A

35c
rottpald

all lubrication and
polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
la the New PerfecUoo

Pocket Package
is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and35c.Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a datidy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining ounces postpaid
for 35 cents.

VH. F. NTE, New Bedford, Mass.
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NEWTON RIFLES
AND

AMMUNITION
now made and sold by

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
Woolworth Building New York

successors to

The Newton Arms Co., Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.

"sVe"cYa\ marine canoe glue
NY puncture or leak in boat, canoe or flying boat can be repaired in flve

minutes. It is as valuable to a canoeist as a repair kit to a bicyclist

or automobilist. It is a Jolinny-on-lhe-spot article that no boatman should

be without. It does not dry up nor deteriorate in the can. but will be

found equally as ready for use in ten years as today. Priction lop emer-

geno’ cans. 35 cents each; by mail. 40 cents each. Canada. 47 cents.

Send for new booklet* ‘Marine Clue»Whatto Use and Now to Use lt**and **How te Make
Your Boat Leakproof.** At all Hardware and Sporting Goods Houses.

W. FERDINAND & CO., 152 Kneeland Street, Boston, Mass., U* S, A.

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fighting our ba‘tles.

The women and children of Fiance are left to bear the

burden.
$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the

French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day. $3 a month.
$36.50 a year; pa>-able monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.

Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally. France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. IVhen a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.

3.00
" “ “ 1 mo. 73.50

“ " *' 2 yrs.

Date

myseir I

$36.50.... for a aged .... in Its

I pledge V home for .... years

( $ for .... children in their
^ ’ homes for years

t enclose herewith $ in payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in

payments.
CROSS OUT THE PARA-
GRAPHS YOU DOX'T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish

to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address

Checks should be drawn to “THE FATHERLESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE CO^DUTTEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Treasurer, DAVID R. FORGAN, Room
741 Fine Arts Building. Chicago.

Let Us Tan Your Hide.
And let us do your head mounting, rug, robe,

ccat, and glove making. You never lose any-
thing and generally gain by dealing direct with
headquarters.
We tan. deer skins with hair on for rugs, or

trophies, or dress them into buckskin glove
leather. Bear, dog. calf. cow. horse or any
other kind of hide or skin tanned with the hair
or fur on, and finished soft, light, odorless, and
made up into rugs, gloves, caps, men’s and
women’s garments when so ordered.
Get our illustrated catalog which gives prices

of tanning, taxidermy and head mount'ng. ALso
prices of fur goods and big mounted game heads
we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester* N. Y.

Is This Worth the Price ?

Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.

Teach him what whoa! means. Xo long

trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be

worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically

— principal South American Bolas. Sent

f'ostpaid zi.nfh fttU directions for $2. Testi-

monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog,
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS

Learn How to
WRESTLE

bT«vO««B«ae
vByMail
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with bondrodi of chart* *nd aCtMi toy

Farmer Boms an^ Frank Gotcb
VoiMMi Bom*. *‘ih« rmod old «n*» ^ the nU'' tmovbt

Botch, the Worlr* COOfHpIo*, aU he know nhoot wtratlm*. roOoCCO
•••d tic will «v»w tc*ct> roa tclfitlfl* Wi**tOw*-Pfu *<i i<CoBitr’
— Soft Colonmo. Every man end bo^o Anoncs. no dif-
ference what arc. wood* tbia woodcrful coorao of of leaaona Writ*
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hrlnn »oo o«r fmo boob obooNitOty froo.— no obMgnCon of
kUMT Aaoloodld book oo wrMtUftg aao obralml csltaro. writo
t«d«r atatiiw rour ac«-

NEW PRESTON, CONN.

geese seem to become confused, are less

wary at that time and come more read-
ily to the decoys.

Great numbers of wild geese were for-
merly killed at night by market hunters.
A strong searchlight was mounted on
the bow of the gunning boat and the
hunter rowed about on the bay to locate
a flock of sleeping geese. When the pow-
erful light was turned on them the fowl
became confused and seemed to forget
themselves, often allowing the hunter to

approach within range. Large gauge
guns were used, often too large to be
shot from the shoulder, in which case
they were mounted on a stand. Many
geese were often killed at a shot, it

naturally being the desire of the market
hunter to bag the greatest number of

birds with the least expenditure of am-
munition. This form of shooting has
been absolutely prohibited for many
years. It was extremely destructive, and
of course, did not contain a vestige off

sportsmanship.

When geese are approaching, it is of

the utmost importance for the sportsman
in the blind to remain absolutely motion-
less. The slight moving of a hand or the

turning of the head will often be suf-

ficient to spoil the chance for a shot.

Geese fly with great rapidity and it is

necessary to shoot far ahead of them
when they are passing. They are large

birds and always appear to be nearer
than they really are. It is, therefore,

important not to shoot too soon, but to

let them come well in over the decoys.

Large gauge guns are often used in

shooting geese. Frequently the 10-gauge,

often the 8-gauge, is used today where it

is lawful to do so. But a strong shoot-

ing full-choked 12-gauge, loaded with 3^4

drams of powder and 114 ounces of num-
ber 2 shot, will prove very effective in

the hands of a man who knows how to

use it. Smaller gauges are used, even

as small as the 20-gauge, but with these

guns there is always the chance of

wounding birds which will not be re-

covered. Every sportsman desires to kill

his bird quickly and cleanly.

The Canada geese, with the young of

the year, come to the United States

in the latter part of October and

during November, and continue to move
southward as the waters freeze over.

They pass again in the early spring on

their long journey to the northern breed-

ing grounds. Immense numbers of geese

formerly passed up and down the Mis-

sissippi Valley in the spring and fall.

The fowl were also extremely plentiful

throughout the interior in general and

on the Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.

Enormous bags of geese were made a

few years ago, but heavy shooting by a

constantly increasing number of hunters

and the encroachments of civilization on

their feeding grounds have sadly dimin-

ished their numbers.

Goose shooting is exciting sport, and

I have spent many enjoyable days over

the decoys on the bay, hunting these wise

old travelers of the sky. Often the days

were bitter cold and stormy, but to the

lover of wild-fowl shooting the sport is

always worth the exposure to the bleak

winds and the drirtng rain or snow.
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We would lie out in our grass-covered

gunning boats, pulled up on some good
point, until thoroughly chilled through
and through. Then, when no birds were
in sight, we would crawl stiffly from
our cramped quarters, and race up and
down on the adjoining meadows to drive

the cold from the marrow of our bones

and start the blood circulating. Then
we would go to our boats again and,

lying prone on our backs beneath the

decks, with our heads just above the

rim of the cock-pits, would scan the

leaden sky and the rolling storm clouds

for a sight of the honkers from the north.

,

It was often rough work on the bay,

and a man must love the sport to be

willing to endure the exposure. It was
often on days not fit for a man to be

outside that the shooting was the best.

But when that mellow honk- ah-honk, ah-

honk mingled faintly with the moaning
of the gale, the cold, the chilling wind,

the rain or snow were forgotten in the

keen anticipation of seeing those big

geese curve their wings over our decoys.

and far into the night they are passing.

Scraps of small talk among the little

travelers tremble for an instant far

above, then drop softly, musically down,
to where I am listening below.

The marshland is deserted; the birds
are gone; how lonely it seems without
them. The arrival and departure of our
inland migrants is not so markedly no-

ticeable. Spreading over a much larger
territory they scatter by with a gradual
increase and diminution of numbers that
will scarcely attract the attention of a

casual observer.

The males of many species are the
first to appear at springtide; occasionally
weeks in advance of the females, who fol-

low more leisurely. It is charming when
the flight is on to hear them passing at
night. Tender little voices call and an-
swer through the darkness and, while
they may lack the free, wild twang of the
shore bird’s note, their calls are inex-

pressibly sweet and suggestive as they
float along on quiet rights “under the
stars.”

BIRD MIGRATION
UNDER THE STARS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 465)

wild notes as they passed over; fainter as

they receded, till they, too, faded away.
And now a jumble of bird voices came
from the far away on-rushing host. Cur-

lew, dowitcher plover, all the well-known

calls were recognized while clear, distinct,

I at intervals, the ringing phe-o-ee! of the

I

blackbreast seemed to cut its way, like

the thrust of a keen blade, among the

I

myriad bird cries in the darkness above.

“Well!” said the captain, “the birds are

here”! and he went below to turn in, leav-

ing me alone on deck. All through the

night thousands of birds dropped to the

marsh, and sunrise glinted on the breasts

of other thousands still passing. It was
nearly mid-day before the flight ceased.

What a sight the marsh presented that

morning. Look where you would, birds!

birds! wheeling and weaving about in

erratic flight over the dun meadows.
Glad voices filled the air; all was bustle

and activity for nearly two weeks, till

once more the wind backed into the east

and shrouded the marsh in mist and rain.

For days the storm raged, clearing at last

late in the night. Sunshine the next

morning soon revived the spirits of the

winged marsh folk who piped more sturd-

I

ily under its genial influence. I now

!

noted a different tone in the calls, a ques-

ij tioning, as though they asked: “Are you
U ready?” Presently an immense flock of

curlew rose and whirled over the marsh

I

in ever widening circles, mounting higher

I
I

at every turn and piping unceasingly till

Ij at last, high in air, they head north and
U float away. Thousands of birds are soon

t

. rising and swinging off while the air

rings to their plantive calls. Thin wisps

^
and bunches of migrants are outlined

r| against the sky, all bound north; all day

AFRICAN
EXPLORATION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 482)

go. From there, following the River
Luvua down as far as the River Luku-
ga, eastward to Lake Tanganyika. From
Lake Tanganyika to Ujiji. Using Ujiji

as base, they will make such trips east-

ward into the territory formerly known
as German East Africa, as advisable.

Thence northward on Lake Tanga-
nyika to Lake Kivu, from which point,

operating westward toward the Lualaba
Congo, if it is determined there is ma-
terial in that direction worth investiga-

ting and photographing, they will pro-

ceed northward to Albert Edward Nyan-
za and to the Ruwenzori Mountains.
From the Ruwenzori neighborhood the

expedition will probably travel west-
ward, following in a general direction

the course of the Aruwin River, then
returning to the Albert Nyanza and
proceeding down the Nile for some dis-

tance.

Returning to the Victoria Nyanza, the

party will proceed to Nairobi, thence
to Mt. Kenia, thence to the desert coun-

try in the northern section of British

East Africa.

The party will then probably turn
southward to Mombasa and thence to

Bagamoyo and Dar-es-Salaam, where it

will entrain for trips through the heart
of the territory formerly known as Ger-
man East Africa, provided there are in

this district points of interest worth the

journey.

At this point the party may disband,

some embarking for home, via Mombasa,
Suez Canal and the Mediterranean, and
some proceeding northward up the Nile

to Alexandria, the only route possible for

transporting wild animals.

Expression
Marks the mountings of

.

one who has devoted his *

life with love and enthusiasm J
to the art of tax dermy. He
alone can recreate in trophies the ^ laf
fierce beauty and lithe grace of the

living leopard, Lear, lion, elk, moun-
tain sheep or deer.

You will find joy and pride in trophies^
over your fireplace after Jonas Bros.

have mounted them so life-like as to ^1
embody and hr ng back to you every ^
thrill of the hunt. ^

Field Guide & 1
Big Game Book I ww 1

Contains record of North American Big
1

Game. Its 32 pages, richly illustrated,

will charm and convince you. Game
heads and fur mgs for sale to decorate

your home, den or office realistically.

Send for list todav.

inNA^RRO^ TAXIDERMISTSJUilAa DEWJO.y and furriers
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.

Branch: Livingston, Mont. f »
^

My New
Blue

Devil

Darning

Needle!

It's a Dry Fly — Trout and Bass Jump at It.

You have known the Joe Welsh Leader for years— now mal<e the acquaintance of the “ Blue
Devil."

.loe Welsh Leader in d break ng strains —

a

3-ft. length by mail. 25c.: G-ft. length. 50c.;
9-ft. for 75c.
A " Blue Devil " and 3-ft. I^eader. 75c.

JOE WELSH
Pasadena, California

Distrihutor for

U. S. and CANADA

FOR THESE

SPECIAL $2.00 OFFER
Send $2.00 for all 3 books
and get book of 75 special
plans: also Garage COCC
plans rifCC

Money hack if not satisfied

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA HOMES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability
to any climate.

^^Representative Cal.

Homes”
53 Plans, * $3,750 to
$10,500; 75 cents

“West Coast Bungalows**
72 Plans. $1,800 to
$3,750; 75 cents
“ Little Bungalows ”

40 Planii. $750 to
$3,000. 50c

E.W. STILLWELL & CO., Archls•CaliU Bldg.LOS AngfilfiS

ACCURATE GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
T. T. Pierce

Arms and Ammunition Expert
258 W. 34th St., New York City.
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GOOD
When you’re tired and your appetite is keen, you’ll appreciate the
convenience of the KampKook. No wood to gather, no delay or
trouble. The KampKook is set up and going in two minutes. Has
two burners; bums gasoline. Simple and safe, not affected by wind;
built to stand the hard knocks. No smoke or danger from flying
sparks. Compact and easy to carry.

The Ideal Camp Stove
for tourists and all who hunt, fish or go
camping. Also supplied with Kampoven for
broiling and baking.

Ask your sporting goods or hardware dealer
for KampKook or write for large illustrated
folder.

American Gas Machine Co.
807 Clark St. Albert Lea, Minn.

Sire folded
I4'/jx8x3'/2

inches.
Weighs only
8 pounds

THE

Genuine
Hildebrandt Spinners and Flies

Made Only By

THE JOHN J.
,
HILDEBRANDT CO.

LOGANSPORT, INDIANA PORTLAND, OREGON

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

GUNS

Hunting Clothing, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition
and all Fall and Winter Sporting Goods

Shown in our Catalogue No. 80 ready for mailing
also No. 78 Fishing Tackle and No. 79 Summer Sports Lists

Sdiovcrling Daly & Qale5
302-304 Broadway, New York

HOW TO HOLD THE
RIFLE ON GAME

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 457)

the peep sight bead allows a great
part of the deer’s body to show clearly
to the eye where at the same range the
open sight would have practically cov-
ered up the game entirely. In photo-
graph No. 5, is shown the appearance
of the deer through the peep sights when
properly aligned. For standing, long dis-
tance shots this is the best sight that
I know of, with the exception of course
of the telescope sight. The peep has its

limitations on running game where the
intervening trees and ground must be
watched as well as the speeding deer, but
for stationary targets there is nothing
more dependable or accurate. Since the
post of the front sight on the peep sight
combination stands out so plainly it is

easy to hold the rifle plumb. The upright
front post shows up quickly when the
barrel is rolled over to one side a little.

The peep sight is also the best possible
one for dark, cloudy days or when the
shooting is done under deep shadows be-
cause it shows up smaller than any other.

Photograph No. 6 represents the ap-
pearance of the deer seen through the
telescope sights. The cross hairs show
the correct holding to hit while the dot-
ted lines illustrate how the rifle might be
held and a miss result. Since the perpen-
dicular hair of the sight does not stand
straight up and do-wn the barrel has been
rolled to the left, as the dotted lines indi-

cate, and the shot will go wide to the left.

The telescope sight is one of the very
easiest to align because the cross hairs
show up clearly when the rifle is tipped
over to one side or the other very quick-

ly. Besides, the full body of the deer can
be clearly seen in the telescope sight and
the distance makes less difference. Of
course this sight will not do for common
use in the woods because it is practically

useless on moving game and the telescope

may be knocked out of alignment easily.

To acquire holding the gun plumb, no
matter what the type of sights you pre-

fer, is a habit that all field shooters must
make second nature. Stand before a mir-

ror and aim the rifle at your image while

your body is in a leaning position, throw-
ing the rifle to your shoulder quickly, un-

til you can put the butt plate against

your body in a perpendicular position, no

matter how cramped your phj'sical pose.

This will help you to cultivate the habit

of plumb holding under all unfavorable

conditions presented to you in the field.

The shooter who holds his rifle easily and

naturally in plumb position w’ill bring

home his trophy and his meat nine times

out of ten.
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CATCHING
BULLFROGS

(continued from page 490 )

The hams usually sold in the market
are hardly up to the standards so far as

weight is concerned. They may be taken

from frogs that are not full grown or

from places where they do not thrive

best. A muddy, isolated stream which

is seldom visited by sportsmen produces

the choicest specimens, the hams remind-

ing one of the legs of a good sized spring

chicken. The strength of such a frog

is a surprise to an amateur. He may
be holding his prize as he would a baby
chick when the strength and agility of

the captive are suddenly demonstrated,

leaving an empty hand. A strong bag

with a draw string snugly tied is the

surest way of getting home with full

compensation for the wet journey.

Another of the interesting features of

the bullfrog is his wonderful vitality.

A hard dealt blow with an oar will flat-

ten him out like a fritter, but unless one

has used about all his strength Roily will

disappoint him by leaping into the water.

A careless, unsympathetic sportsman

cuts off the hams without first killing his

game, but the frog will hang on to life

by sitting up, supporting himself by his

fore legs, and will even try to bellow.

The man who has captured his first

bag of frogs is likely to get disgusted

with the task of dressing them, however,

if the art is once learned it is far from
difficult. There is probably no better

way than to have a heavy butcher knife

well sharpened. With it the frog should

first be struck a hard blow on the head,

then beheaded immediately. If at all

convenient this should be done at the time

of gigging to avoid suffering or escape.

Following this, a slash across the back

cutting only the skin enables one to take

a tiny pair of pliers and remove the

silky suit. If the fingers only are used,

the task becomes entirely too tedious.

A sportsman does not catch frogs for

the purpose of studying their anatomy
but he will be interested to note the big

air bladder which constitutes a part of

their organism; also the very low tem-

perature of the blood which is easily de-

termined by the cool effect felt on the

hands.

If one has been successful in taking
large specimens, or if he has only taken

a small number, the whole frog may be

used as the flesh has practically the same
taste.

The sport does not cease until the lid

of the frying pan is kicked off a few
times.

The enticing odor at the time of cook-

ing and the rare, delicate flavor enjoyed
when eating, create a sufficient basis for

the fancy price which frog hams bring.

Charles Cottar^s Faith

in the

c250-3000 Savage

You know what the gorilla
is— the huge, silent un-
canny man-monkey who

glides through the dark, tan-
gled African jungle as swiftly
and easily as a shadow. You
know that gun barrels have
been bent by his black, hairy,

wire-sinewed fingers—have been crushed by his ghastly,
protruding fangs. You know his super-natural vitality,
his fiendish intelligence and his horrible vindictiveness
w hen attacked Even the lion fears him. He’s the most
unnerving problem a hunter can face.

Why was it that when Charles Cottar, the experienced
American big-game hunter, tracked the gorilla through
the dense, tropical East African bush, the rifle he deliber-
ately selected from his arsenal for this nerve-straining,
hair-raising, desperate work, was his .250-3000 Savage ?

Think it over. And remember that this same 6-shot re-
peater weighs only 7 pounds— that it has a point-blank
range of over 300 yards—that i t is accurate enough to make
“possibles” at 800 yards and that it hardly kicks at all.

See it at your dealers; get the “feel” of it in your own
hands or write us for particulars.

SAVAGE ARMS CORPORATIOM
UTICA. N. Y.
Detroit, Mich. Philadelphia, Pa.

Executive and Export Offices
50 Church Street, New York City

Manufacturers of Hi-Power and Small Calibre Sporting Rifles,
Automatic Pistols and Ammunition

,250‘3000 Savage Ri/U, take dcnvn model. 22-

inch tapered round barrel ivith integral
sight base. Checked extra full pistol grip
and forearm, checked trigger. Corrugated
steel shot gun buttpiate. Commercial silver
beadfront and flat-topped -wind-gauge sport-

ing rear sights. Weight about 7 lbs.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hunting^
Coats, Vests and Hats

Made of heavy
khaki color duck,
thoroughly water-
proof. Coat has
innumerable pock-
ets and corduroy
collar, V^est is

fitted with shell loops.

— SPECIAL —
Coat, Style D - $4.50 Vest

Khaki Trousers 2.75 Hats

Wrilefor catalogue "C" - Send 4c

- $1.75
- 1.25

postage

i
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$1
00 Volume

OR

FREE
WOODCRAFT
STORIES

in Cloth Bound Volumes

Keal fascinating- Forest, Lake and Stream stories of adventure, observation and experi-

ence, published in cloth bound (6" x 8") volumes.
These volumes present the greatest collection of writings on outdoor subjects ever
assembled in book form.
The stories contributed by Forest and Stream’s most notable writers include John James
Audubon, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Henry Ward Beecher, Charles Dixon, George Bird Grinnell,

Emerson Hough. Bret Hart, S. D. Hammond, Fred Mather, Nessmuk. George R. Phelan,
Rowland E. Robinson, Theodore Roosevelt, W. J, Thompson, and many other internation-

ally famous authorities.
A limited number of volumes 1—3—4—5—6 available. . . . Price while they last,

$1.00 each delivered anywhere in the United States or Canada.

PARTIAL CONTENTS OF EACH VOLUME
VOLUME ONE

Joe Tappan’s Reel
Rowland E. Robinson

The Big Bear of Hermosa
H. F. Ufford

Fly-Fishing for Shad
S. T. Hammond

A Wild Horse
John James Audubon

A Night Race Against Death
Nessmuk

A Swamp Htinter
George R. Phelan

The Serpent's Tongue
W. H. Hudson

The Sportsman in Esse
Charles Hallock

Opossum Hunting Before the War
R. M. Johnston

A Summer Hunt with the Pawnees
George B. Grinnell

The Bull and the Bear
Larry Yatt

The Autocrat of the Eddy
Robert T. Morris

The Amateur Fisherman
Jay Beebe

The Great Auk
Charles Dixon

The Prairie
John James Audubon

The Coverly Hunt
Joseph Addison

Trouting on the Bigosh
Fred Mather

The Story of a Cougar Skin
O. O. Smith

Some Tiger Adventures
A. Sarathkumar Ghosh

The White Goat
John Fannin

The Phantom Buck of Baxter’s
Peak E. Hough

Pete, the Dog Without a Ped-
igree Nessmuk

Raccoon Hunting Before the War
R. M. Johnston

In the Guiana Forest
James Rodway

The Big Bear of Askansas
Colonel T. B. Thorpe

The Great Swamp
George R Phelan

The Last Pennsylvania Elk
Hogan: A Dog Story

S. Fisher

VOLUME THREE
Ben and the Corn Dodger

Ivlngfisher

A Fighting Devilfish
F. T. Buller

Down in Tierra del Fuego
D. R. O’Sullivan

Beside Running Water
Maurice Thompson

Lassoing the Grizzly
T. S. Van Dyke

A Chapter on Wolves
Philip Gilbert Hamerton

The Gypsies
Erckman > Chatrian

Trout Fishing
Dr. Lyman Abbott

A Hard Time in Camp
Nessmuk

One Way to Cook Venison
Mrs. Alice D. lePlongeon

Fishing in West Africa
Mary H. Kingsley

Wolves and Wild Boars in France
Thomas R. R. Stebbing

A Drama of the Sea
Sarah Bernhardt

The Eiderduck
Henrick Ibsen

Washington as a Sportsman
G. W. P. CusUs

The Quiet of the Woods
J. E. R.

The Game Is for the People
Theodore Roosevelt

The Acme of Fishing
C. W. Smith

The Woman from Sitting Bull’s
William Jackson

Plum Duff
R. P. Coffin

A West Virginia Idyll

Bradley
In the Twilight of the Forest

G. A. Ijevett-Yeats
My First Turkey Hunt

L. J. M.
Early Days on the Missouri

Henry Maotlonald
A Florida Night Adventure

W. R. H.
in Africa with Mary Kingsley

Mary H, Kingsley
The Squaw Horse in the Snare

Wood's New England
The Dog of Ennerdale

A. G. Bradley

VDLUME FDUR
Chamois Hunting

George H. Kingslej’

The Last of the Vampires
Phil Rob nson

** How Many Fins Has a Cod? ”

T. C. Haliburton
The Musical Frogs

John Stuart Blackie
The Flying Fish Fleet

Harry Higgins
Noiraud — The Guide

Ludovic Halevy
Dn a Wet Day

Franco Saa'hetti

The Turtlcrs of the Florida Keys
J. J. Audubon

Bees *

Ransacker
That Trout

Nessmuk
Fishing Near Jerusalem

C. Hevit
Fate

Bret Harte
An Did Virginia Fox Hunter

A. G. Bradley
Wild Boars

Philip Gilbert Hamerton
Mutual Aid Among Animals

P. Kropotkin
The Indian Hunter’s Strenuous

Life John McDougall
The Blowpipe as Used in Borneo

Charles Hose
A Christmas Reminiscence

Fred Mather
Benvenuto Cellinrs Dog
A Time with a Sloth Bear
A Story of Prairie Schooner Days

Forked Deer
Among the Sea Lions and Sea

Birds Woods Hutchison
The Young Man and His Uncle

J. P. True
In Praise of the Trout

W. J. Thompson
An Arkansas Idyl

Nessmuk
Marsh Shooting

Wilmot Townsend
The Fisherman and the Turbot
Peccaries

E. W. Perry

VDLUME FIVE
An Elephant Hunt In Burmah C. Garnett

Adventures In the South Sea Frank T. BuUen
Chamois Stalking in Peasants’ Shoots

W. Baillie-Grohman

The Devil Fish in Three Chapters:
I. A Vision of the Night. .. Frank T. BuUen

II. Devilfishing on the Solidar Reefs

III. In the Lair of the Devil Fish.. Victor Hugo
Trouting Henry Ward Beecher

A Shark Story J- Cypress. Jr.

A Bear Story J. Cj'prcss. Jr.

Animals in a Florida Swamp I. Lancaster

A Shot In the Night Dan DeQuille

Br’er Rabbit Settin’ in Judgment. . R. A. Wilkinson
Admiral Coffin and the Lobster

General Jamci Grant W lson

Fishing Signs of the Zodiac Fred Mather
Vacations in Tents L F. Brown
The Ways of the Black Bass Dr. . .Tarleton H. ^an
A Night Adventure on the Levee Tnpod
About the Devil’s Blowouts Buckskin Brady
The White-Headed or Bald Eagle. Alexander Wilson
He Killed the Hog; Hog Killed Him ..O. Gumaud
The Shortened Shirt Andrew Price

Styx, a Battery Dog F. W. Carruth
Exploits of “ Did Shacklefoot."
A Case of Absent-Mindednees. .Rowland E. Robinson
Some Crocodile Tales Pyramid Hill

E. WeatherlfSaint Anthony’s Sermons F.

An Adventure in a Florida Swamp.. A. J. Cummings

CDC/^I K I The supply of these cloth bound Woodcraft Story Books is limited. Wl
Ol they last they are obtainable delivered anywhere in the United States

Canada at One Dollar a volume. Order by number.

VOLUME SIX
A Tiger at Dawn Frank A. Sweeltenham
A Shot Not Shot Jerome Burnett
The S.ory of a Trout I). D. Banta
The Castaway’s Bill of Fare.

Don Quixote and the Brayers Cervantes

A Bear of Nova Zembia.
The Brook Fever T. El Batten

Chased by a Shark.

A Gander Pull in Arkansaw Fred Matlier
The Ghost of Deadman's Landing). .IL B. Roosevelt

The Wagon Boss.
P.errot Guy de Maupassajit
Tarantulas and Their Habits John D. Leckie
The Red Cross t. .Nomad
The Crocodile as a God Humphrey H. Hipwell
In Old Sharp’s Cave H. Clay Ewing
Fishing in Forbidden Waters. .. .Charles Cristadoro
The Liberty of the Fields.

The Editor of the Border Scout ...F. R. Guernsey
Sight in Savages II. W. Hudson
My Private Covers Shadow
The Guide’s Story Cecil Clay
Chronicles of Clubfoot Alhui Kelly
Caiman Hunting in the Cienaga.
Days and Nights at Greenwood Fred Mather
Cheetah Hunting In Baroda.
Poaching Ij’Aigle Cole
in a Forest Fir*.

While
or

TO OBTAIN BOOKS FREE USE THIS COUPON
FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

For the enclosed two dollars enten my subscription to FOREST AND STREAM for

one year. Also send me free of additional expense as special premium, one Woodcraft

Story Bock, Volume No (Mention seeond and third choice.)

Money hack if hook supply is exhausted.

FURTHER NOTES ON
SHORE BIRDS

(continued from PAGE 475 )

X—Killdeer Plover

T his good sized plover, with two
black bands across its white breast,

is one of our few upland species

of the Shore-Bird group. It is rather

fond of frequenting old pastures, run-

ning about over the sod, as its relatives

do over the sands or marshes of the sea-

coast; and it lays its eggs in a slight

depression in the ground in such a situ-

ation, most frequently near some pond
or lake to which the birds resort in the

fall when the cares of housekeeping are

over. It is a noisy bird at all times, es-

pecially during the nesting season. Its

common note, a harsh high-pitched “kill-

dee,” “kill-dee,” has given rise to its

popular name.
Killdeers are abundant in the interior

but uncommon and of more or less ir-

regular occurrence near the Atlantic

seaboard. They return from the south
and nest early in the spring, and linger

until late into the fall.

XI—Turnstone or Brantbird

T he Turnstone is a medium-sized
Shorebird about as large as a Robin
Snipe. It is stockily built with

short neck and legs, and strikingly pied,

black, white, and rufus-brown plumage,
duller in fall and in young birds. In

habitat, occurrence, and numbers the

Turnstone parallels the Black-breasted

Plover on our coast rather closely. It

not infrequently associates with that

bird, and will respond as readily to an
imitation of the Blackbreast’s notes as

to that of its own calls, which are dif-

ficult to duplicate. It is a late species

to move northw’ard in the spring, when
it may be found in flocks feeding on sand

bars near the ocean; and it usually does

not return on southward migration until

August. It also occurs on coastwise

meadows, frequently associated with

flocks of Lesser Yellowlegs. Its common
flight call when flushed or in passing

is a diagnostic low cackle, but it also

has a rather loud plover-like “kik-kyu.”

Other names for the Turnstone are

“Chicken Plover” and “Horsefoot Snipe.”

According to Robert B. Roosevelt, it

feeds on the eggs of the king-crab or

horsefoot which it digs up by jumping
in the air and striking with both its feet

at once into the sand, thus scratching a

hole about three inches deep and one

and a half inches across. This interest-

ing observation has not been verified by

recent naturalists.
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THE ROLLING FIELDS
OF SOMERSET

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 459)

the Wychoff farm, where Irvey received

a warm welcome from the proprietor.

The horses were unhitched and fed by
Dick, while we tied our game in pairs

and hung them up in the cool spring

house. Then in the huge “bay” of the

barn, with the great doors swung wide
and the fragrant new mown hay for a

table cloth, Irvey prepared our luncheon.

The box was brought in by Dick and un-

packed by his master. Generous was the

quantity and wide the scope of delicacies,

am^ng them being a large jar of pickled

mussels of which I am exceedingly fond.

After our bountiful repast, Irvey and the

Doctor burned some tobacco, then we
were once more afield, working over some
large grain fields west of the barn for

doves. We found some on the stubble

but they were wild and we killed but few,

and then, while I was some distance from
my companions, they flushed three doves

out of range. They flew around but did

not leave the field, finally alighting on

the top wire of a cross fence, where they

sat apparently secure from harm.
At right angles, about fifty yards away

from them, ran another fence with a

slight growth of grass up to the bottom
rail. I was on lower ground and decided

to crawl to them, so I crouched low and
made for the grass grown fence, keeping

carefully out of sight. I crawled up to

the fence and looked cautiously through

the grass below the rail—they were still

there. It was a very long shot and very

carefully I parted the grass and put the

gun muzzle through, then taking a delib-

erate sight, I fired the full choked barrel.

Two of the doves fell from the wire and
the other hearing the report and not

knowing which way danger lay, rose and
came right over me, and I killed it with

my second barrel. “Pot Hunter?” Per-

haps so, but if I had stalked a timid deer,

peacefully browsing, with the same care

I had used to approach those wary doves,

and had shot the unsuspecting animal
dead in its tracks, it would have been
considered the very acme of sportsman-
ship. “Consistency, thou are a jewel.”

R eturning to the bam, Dick soon

had his team ready and we were
off to shoot over the near by farms.

This is one of the great charms of this

style of shooting, the constant change of

scene and surroundings. As the after-

noon drew on the plover did not seem so

timid and afforded better shots. One big

fellow allowed us to approach quite

close. It was Doc’s shot, and he missed

with both barrels. Irvey “guyed” him
unmercifully, but pride goes before a fall.

Soon after this, Irvey made a long shot

at a plover standing near a large tuft of

grass and killed it. Stepping from the

surrey, he started to pick up the bird

without putting in another shell, whist-

ling a popular air as he did so; as he
stooped for the dead bird, from the tuft

of grass almost in his face, up sprang
another that had been lying like a quail.

Irvey was taken completely by surprise

and badly “rattled.” Throwing up his

Hunting Clothes

“Old Pals”—
The trusty gun. the faithful dog and your outfit of

Duxbak clothes.

Through toughest, thickest trails, Duxbak_ takes you with-

out scratch or tear; in a cold blow or sudden rain Duxba\ is

“there” like a real old pal—to comfort and protect you.

Duxba\ is standard with all Fall game seekers. For it

has the comfort and convenient features which sportsmen
themselves have approved.

The Duxbal( Hat, Coat, Breeches and Puttees shown here

make a “regular” hunter’s outfit. Like all Duxbak clothes

they’re made of special, heavy army duck, rainproojed anJ re-

inforced.

Of course any garment may be had separately—for men
and women.

As}^ your dealer lo show you DUXBAK
and send jor aur Free 1919 Style boot;.

a

Utica-Duxbak Corporation
10 Hickory Street UTICA, N. Y.
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Big Game Along the

Canadian Pacific Railway
Get off almost anywhere along the Canadian Pacific Railway from
Nova Scotia to British Columbia, and you will soon find yoursell
in big game country. Here is the catalog—what is your desi e?

Nova Scotia—Moose, caribou, deer, bear.

New Brunswick—Moose, deer, bear.
Quebec—Moose, caribou, deer, bear.

Ontario—Moose, caribou, reindeer, deer, bear
Manitoba—Moose, caribou, reindeer, deer.

Saskatchewan—Moose, caribou, deer.

Alberta—Mountain sheep, mountain goat,
caribou, deer.

British Columbia—Mountain sheep, mountain goat,
moose, caribou, deer, bear.

TTrite to A. O. Seymour, Gev^ral Tourist Agent
Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Canada,
for full particulars

AA Wnlrnit
‘‘yl Smart Hotel

Smart People”
A hotel with all the metropolitan lux*

ury so attractive to the out of town
visitor to New York, and all the

homey atmosphere so desirable to

ever.y traveller.

Appealing especially to women visiting

New York unescorted.

THIRTY FIRST STREET
BY FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK.

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D., and Jno. A.

Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Rook
published on the subject; scientific, yet clear

and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the satis-

faction of knowing that you are absolutely

right. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader

may see exactly how to do it. Everything^ in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
F & S, Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

gun he snapped his empty barrel, then
recovering, fired the other, but scored a
clean miss. Loud and long the Doctor
laughed, and when Irvey shamefacedly
returned to the surrey, Doc sarcastically

said: “You don’t need a gun, you want a
fishing pole, or a crab net; why any
nimble boy, ten years old, could have
caught that plover with his bare hands."
Most of the plover would be located by
their mellow whistle or by seeing them
“skulking” through the clover aftermath,
but occasionally one would spring from
cover like a meadow lark, requiring quick
shooting.

Late in the afternoon we returned to

the Wyckoff farm, and taking our game
from the spring house, headed back for

our starting point, some seven miles

away. On the road we passed an aban-
doned farm, that looked very promising,
so we drove over the weed grown fields

with good results. At the back of the

farm Doc and Irvey alighted and walked
back to the road over an old w’heat field

that had quite a “volunteer” crop of

wheat standing, hoping' to find some
doves, while I stayed in the surrey, for I

am quite lame at times from an old in-

jury to one of my knees. As they were
walking along about one hundred yards

apart from between them sprang three

doves, crossing in front of Irvey. He
brought one down at a long distance, the

remaining two, flying like the wind,

passed the surrey at about fifty yards

distance. Throwing up the little Baker,

I swung about three feet ahead of the

nearer dove, and pulled the trigger; just

at that instant they crossed, and I killed

them both. Grinning from ear to ear,

Dick said, “Golly Boss, dat was a

‘scrumptious’ shot, you sholy done sur-

prised dem birds.”

'We now drove directly for Irvey’s, with

the full glory of the setting sun behind

us, and reached there as the evening

shades were falling. After a hearty sup-

per, the game was carefully packed under

the buggy seat (for Irvey generously re-

fused to keep any of it) and w’e were off

for home, with Irvey’s admonition to the

Doctor to buy a good gun before he came
again, ringing in our ears. We reached

town, a little after eleven o’clock, and

found the Doctor’s wife sitting up for

him, so I went in with him. We spread

the game out on the kitchen table, and it

made a goodly show, twenty-eight plover,

and twelve doves, all in prime condition,

truly a bag to be proud of. As we were

admiring them, the Doctor’s three oldest

little girls, with giggles of glee, came
scampering down the broad stairw’ay in

their “nighties” to see Papa’s birds, while

little Barbara and baby Fritz, slept the

sleep of childish innocence.

H OW inscrutable are the waj's of

Providence ! The good, the kind,

the lovable, apparently die young,

many just as the candle of life bursts intj

flame, others are snuffed out at middle

life when the flame is burning brightest:

while the cold, the mean, the miserly,

burn to the socket. So in a few short

years, the inexorable hand of fate beck-

oned, and the genial Dpetor, with his

lovely wife, passed from our midst, leav-

ing their little flock behind. Of the four
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girls, three are happily married, while

little Fritz, the apple of his loving

father’s eye, is a stalwart man of twen-
ty-one, wearing the Forester’s Green uni-

form of his country’s “bird men.”
Of this world’s goods, I have but small

store, but in memory’s vaults I have
hoarded a great treasure, of days like

these, by forest and stream, and marsh,
and gunning point, and rushing tide

ways, all marked with the magic red

letter and laid carefully away, more pre-

cious by far than rubies and fine gold;

and when the days of gloom descend
upon me, as come they must to all things

mortal, I take them from their wrappings
one by one and live them over again, and
then the gloom dispels, again the sun
shines brightly on life’s pathway, and
I press bravely on towards the ever near-

ing goal, the end of all declining years.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(continued FRG-I page 467 )

A new tobacco bam had just been
completed on the plantation, and
a barn-warming dance had been

arranged for the next Saturday night.

The neighbors for miles around were in-

vited and great preparations were being
made for the event. An important feat-

ure was to be a supper at the close of

the festivities. Our little band volun-
teered its services to furnish the music.
A platform was built at one end of the
room for its accommodation and a chair

placed in front of it for uncle Cyrus, the
plantation fiddler, who was to call the

figures for the quadrilles. A long table

had been built along one side of the

room, covered with a tablecloth taken
from a bolt of new muslin.

The guests began arriving late on
Saturday afternoon in carriages, wagons,
boats and on horseback and all were on
hand by early candlelight. What with
milady’s maids, drivers and boatmen, the

colored folks were well represented. On
the evening in question all of the lamps
available were placed around the four
sides of the room, and numerous sconces,

furnished with candles, were also util-

ized. Two improvised chandeliers had
been constructed with two pieces of thin

board placed crosswise which were also

furnished with numerous candles and
suspended from the roof, so that ample 1

provision had been made for a very fair
j

illumination.

As it was to be an informal affair

the guests were not expected to appear
in evening costume. The ladies were
plainly but neatly dressed, and the gen-

tlemen wore their second best. Some of

the men servants, however, who were to

serve as waiters during the supper, were
conspicuous in plug silk hats and swal-
low-tail coats of a very ancient vintage,

and probably had seen service at the

inaugural balls of Presidents Jackson
or Van Buren before being handed down
to their present owners. A group of

women servants seated in a corner of the
room were clothed in raiment glorious to

behold and of such dazzling colors that
their dark corner was thereby lighted up

l^esand Hunting Knives
Wherever you find hunters, campers, fishermen— experienced sports-

men there you will find Marble’s Axes and Hunting Knives. Quality

has made them famous the wide world over. Look for the name

“Marbles” on the next axe or knife you select — let it be your barrier

against errors in buying.

Marble’s No. 2 Safety Axe
is 11 inches long and *weighs but 20 ounces.

Has steel handle with hard rubber side plates

and nickel plated guard. Solid steel blade,

254 X 4 inches. Price $2.75

W<gni*$Ll

Lead-lined guard
folds back into

handle when axe
is in use.

No. 9 Camp Axe
A dandy little axe for camp-
ing or fishing trips; also popu-

lar with auto tourists who camp over night. Length, 14 in.; weight, 22 oz.

;

hickory handle; solid steel blade, 2^ x '4^ in. Price with leather sheath,

$1.65. Price without sheath, $1.10,

Marble’s “Woodcraft”

Hunting Knife
The biggest value ever offered

in a hunting knife. -Adapted for

sticking, cleaning, skinning, slicing, chopping bone, etc. High-grade steel—bevel

blade thick at back, tapering to a fine point. Handle of laminated leather. Absolutely-

guaranteed. Price complete with sheath, $1.65.

Other style knives for hunters and fishermen at prices from 55c to $5.50 each.

Order From Your Dealer, Or Direct

If He Can’t Supply You

I

Write For Complete Catalog

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
526 DELTA AVE. GLADSTONE, MICH.
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FUR. FEATHER AND FIN

BOOKS
Edited by A. E. T. Watson

The design of this series is to
present monographs, as complete
as they can possibly be made, on
the various birds, beasts, and fishes

which are generally included under
the head of game.

Each volume of the present
series, is therefore devoted to a
bird, beast or fish. The creature’s

origin is traced, its birth and breed-
ing described, and all the sports-

man’s methods of dealing with it

are set forth.

Price $2.00
Delivered to any address in the

U. S. or Canada.

THE FOX
By Thomas F. Dale.

This volume deals with the history, edu-
cation and mind of the fox; how to pre-

serve the fox, his home and haunts; as a

captive, an outlaw; his fur, and when
hunted. The object has been to illustrate

his manners and intelligence. There are

eight full page illustrations.

SNIPE and WOODCOCK
By L. H. De Visne Shaw. The chapters

on COOKERY are by Alexander Innes
S^nd.
Read Snipe and Woodcock. We believe

this volume should prove as instructive and
interesting as its fellows in this series.

It closes with “Why not vary the

menu with more of the woodcocks, ‘sim-

ply roasted,’ I say, for of all birds, you
can do no better than to leave him to him-
self.’’ The illustrations are by Thorburn
and Whymper.

PIKE and PERCH
By William Senior.

Mr. Senior was the editor of “The
Field’’—a notable of English sport maga-
zines. A glance at the contents of this

volume;—The Pike of fable and fancy;

of fact; fishing in lakes, in rivers, small

waters and typical days; the ancient art of

trolling; bait and tackle; make in all twelve

chapters of delightful reading. Illustrated.

THE PARTRIDGE
NATURAL HISTORY by the Reverend
H. A. Macpherson. SHOOTING by
A. J. Stuart-Wortley. COOKERY by
George Saintsbury.

This book has gone through several edi-

tions. “Our National traditions are so

clo.sely associated with this favorite game-
bird, that its presence could ill be spared
from our midst.

Few will deny the pleasure that the part-

ridge has conferred upon their rambles,
startling them with its abrupt departure
from some clover field, or breaking in

upon the stillness of a summer evening by
the iteration of its harsh, unmusical call-

note.’’ Mr. Macpherson’s history thus de-

lightfully begins and the story of the life

of the partridge goes along until we come
to Mr. Saintsbury’s “Cookery of the Part-

ridge,’’ where we may leave the partridge

on the table in the most api>ctising forms
which the science of cookery has dis-

covered. Illustrations are well placed.

ORDER FROM

FORESTand STREAM
^Book Department)

9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

^Pure Northern wool

Patrick
Outing Garments

plea.$e ^o<x3 woodsmen. Resist wind,
cold and moisture. Are cut on com.
fortable lines, with convenient pock-
ets and are made of the genuine
north country wool which has made
Patrick cloth famous.

There is no other cloth just like
Patrick cloth. It is essentially a
north country fabric, made of the
thick, warm, lon^- fibre wool of
*‘sheep that thrive in the snow."

Ask your dealer for Patrick Outing
Garments (easily identified by the
Patrick label). If he does not handle
them let us refer you to one who does.

Get the Patrick catalog and Elbert
Hubbard’s book, “Bi^feer than
Weather." Sent free.

Patrick-Duluth Woolen Mills
No. 1 Ave. O Duluth, Minn.

fromSheep that thrive in thgSnow^

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHES MANY AND
CAN SUPPLY ANY OF THE WORLD’S BEST
OUTDOOR BOOKS.

‘‘Modern Rifle^^

or any dollar book shown on pages

451-452-453 free with a year's sub-

scription to Forest .^nd Stream at

the regular yearly rate of $2.00.

FOREST AND STREAM
(BOOK DEPARTMENT)

9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

with true artistic effect; but Aunt ’Randy
declared that she would not be seen
clothed in such “Babylonish garments.”
The dance was voted a complete suc-

cess and at its conclusion Uncle Jasper,
the foreman of the plantation and the
neighborhood preacher, mounted the plat-
form and in stentorian tones said:

“I wants to notify the cullud fokes
who may be present on dis joyful and
gratifyin’ ’casion for de inner man, dat

' a ’ligious sarvis’ will be held in dis room
to-morrow momin’ at ten o’clock sharp
for de good and glorifyin’ of yo’ souls.”

Aunt ’Randy informed us that he was
a “convincin’ preachah and a pow’ful
ex’ortah.”

Supper was then announced and the
guests surrounded the long table which
groaned—that is the proper w’ord—under
a weight of oyster pies, chicken pies

baked ham, stewed soft crabs, deviled
hard crabs, Maryland fried chicken,
Maryland beaten biscuits, Sally-Lun,
shortcake, egg-bread. Johnny-cake, fruit

pies of all kinds, old-fashioned Maryland
pound cake and sponge cake, jellies, mar-
malades, hot coffee, tea and milk. Aunt
’Randy was in her element, and the way
she hustled the waiters around would
have gladdened the heart of the head-
waiter of Barnum’s Hotel. At last the

joyous affair was at an end, but never
to be forgotten. After the table had
been cleared and everything put in or-

der, the room was left to Uncle Cyrus
and the “culled fokes,” who “danced
all night till broad daylight and went
home wid de gals in de mornin’.”

O N Sunday morning at the appointed
hour a good congregation of col-

ored folks was seated on benches
and improvised stools. Some of the

guests who lived at a distance remained
over night and their servants w’ere added
to the expectant audience. We boys were
seated outside under an open window,
where we could hear everything that

transpired within. This may account for

the fact that I remember the sermon
almost word for word.

Uncle Jasper then ascended to the

platform, took a drink of water, wiped
his mouth with a red and white hand-
kerchief, coughed, and said: “We will all

stand and sing the hymn beginnin’ “Mary
and Martha has jist gon’ along.” The
hymn was sung with feeling and with

good harmony. Then the preacher be-

gan as follows:

“My deah heah’ers, we’s ’sembled dis

mawnin’ in dis sacrid ediface fo’ a breef

seas’n ob devotion. Ise gwine to show
dat a man wat is bo’n ob a woman is

as full ob sin as de spawks dat fly

upwa’d. We fin’ in de ole Test’ment de

story ob Isaac and his two sons, Esaw
and Jacob. He loved Jacob de best twell

de young man sold his birthrite fo’ a

mess o’ potash; den he say, ‘Esaw I love

but Jacob I hate ’im.’ We will now
take up de stoh’y ob tw’o udder youne
men from a chaptah ob de Axe ob de

Pos’les. Dese stohy’s is ’tended to show
how de Devil he can bring out de sin

I

dat is bawn in a man an’ leab him in a

!
los’, ruin’d an’ undun condition.

“Wunce dar was an ole Prodgigal who
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had two sons, bofe boys—fo’ bettah aw
fur wuss. De oldes’ son was a shiff’less,

lazy young man wat did nuffin but ride

all day on his long-tail boss, and loaf

’round de tav’n all de night playin’ cawds
and drinkin’ mint jewlips. De younges’

brudder wus a ha’d wukkin’, ’noligible

young man who run de plantation, dun
all de choahs, and lukk’d arter de fiel’

ban’s. He sed his prah’s reg’lah, went
to bed wid de crows and got up wid de

chickens. He sed it wus betteh to be

a do’keepah in de house ob de Lawd den

to be cap’en ob de big steamboat Poca-

hontas.

“One day de ole Prodgigal tuk de

eldes’ son to task fo’ his wickedness, but

it only med him wuss and ’vengeful. He
sed he wuz ti’ahd ob de fawm, and if

his fahder ’ud gib him his sha’h ob de

patrimoney he wud go ’way an’ seek his

fohtune in a fah off country. So de

ole Prodgigal got a bag o’ money fum
de bank fur de wuthless son, an’ he went
’way off yander. He had mo’ dollahs

den sense and soon spent his substance

in right’chus livin’. He dun loss’ all

his patrimoney in boss-racin’, cock-fitin’

and playin’ cawds and dominose. Wen
his money wus all gone his fahweathah
frien’s laffed him to scawn. At las’ he
wuz ’bliged to hiah out to a man to

feed his hawgs. He was used to high
livin’ but now he had to cum down to

coa’se food lak hog an’ hominy and hoe

cake, an’ his pomp’ed stomick rebellied

’gainst such po’ vitalls. Den he sed, ‘Oh,

shucks, Pll go back to de ole fa’hm and
hire out to my fahder.” So off he
stah’ted, clothed in rags an’ bar’footed.

along de dusty road.

“One day de ole Prodgigal saw afar
off a man ragged an’ dusty; but at las’

he med out dat it wuz his long lost son,

an’ runnin’ to neet him he fell on his neck
and like to bruk it. He tuk him to de
house, gib him a wahm bath, clothed him
in weddin’ gyarments, put a gol’ ring

on his fingah, and sot him on de front

gallery and sed: ‘dis is my son who wuz
ded but is now cum to life; dis is my
son who wuz los’ but is now foun’.” Den
he say he gwine gib a gran’ feas’ fo’

his son. Sed he gwine to kill a fat caf’

an’ hav’ a bobbycue. Den he sen’ invites

to all de quality fokes in de county, to

cum to de bobbycue to welcum his son
who wuz los’ but is now foun’.

Den de good son cum ’long, an’ wen
he see his brudder rigged out in fine

doe’s an’ a gol’ ring on his fingah, he
got mad an’ sed to his fahder, ‘I hab
wukk’d on dis fawm as man an’ boy all

my life, but no fat caf’ was eber bobby-
cued fo’ me, an’ no gol’ ring was eber
put on my fingah.’ But de ole Prodgigal
sed, ‘my son all I hab is fo’ yo’; de
fawm, de stock an’ all de hairyditaments;
yo’ has yo’ rewa’d.’

But de naybo’ahs nebber had no use
fo’ de eldes’ son, an’ dey refuse to go to

de bobbycue, an’ dey all wid one ac-

cord began to mek excuse an’ sen in dar
regrets. Den de ole Prodgigal got mad
an’ sent his servants out in de by-ways
and hi’ways an’ tol’ dem to fotsh in all

de po’ wite trash, de free niggers and
beggahs an’ brung ’em all in to de feas.’

So dey all rush’d in, rag, tag and bob-tail

M ; T7W

—the

Bait Casting Reel
with the

Five Points
1. Stfength
2. Simplicity
3. Compactness
4. Durability
5. Value

Improved

Automatic Reel

The reel with the easy Taka-
part feature. The last word
in automatics. Now ready
for distribution among dis-

criminating fishermen.

EHameter, 2% inches; width,

A inch; weight, 13 ounces;
capacity will comfortably
hold 150 feet “ G ” Enam-
eled Line.

A fish once hooked can never
get any slack line. The line

does not start with snapping
suddenness of a tripped
spring. Reel can be used
above or below hand for Fly
or Bait casting.

Send for new catalog

$1 1.00

Point 4
Durability

included

Thousands of our customers are still

using this reel after years of hard ser-
vice. It maintains its perfect balance
and is remarkable for its running and
wearing qualities. It is as strong as any
reel made, but yet its weight is only 8
ozs.

The strength on which you can rely, the
simplicity which makes cleaning easy and pre-
vents getting out of order, the compactnes.':
which gives greater line capacity for the
size, the durability which keeps thousands in
use after years of service, and .a remarkably
low price in view of its top-notch quality—all
these features recommend the TAKAPART
as the Bait Casting Reel for you.

60 War Tax
vr • included

TRIPART Reel, the TAKAPART’S little

brother, $5.50, war tax included.

“Fisherman’s luck’’ isn’t .VLL luck.
Much of it is knowing how and
buying right. Our booklet, “Fish-
ing Reels,” tells the secret of the
biggest catches—what to use and
how to use it.

Booklet, “Fishing Reels”, sent on Request.
Write For It.

All dealers handle these well known reels.

m
A. F. MEISSELBACH MFG. CO.

26 Prospect Street Newark, N. J.

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

Security in buying tackle
comes from the honor of
the house that builds it.

We serve a multitude ox

anglers who insist upon
“value received” for the
money they spend and we
have no comebacks. Our
name on a rod or reel sym-
bolizes the highest achieve-

ment of this highly developed art. Since
1867 we have made and sold Tackle. This
is surely a recommendation in itself.

Catalog No. 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

Gitcli

South Bend-Anti-Back-Lash
.

Casting Reel thumbs itself»
climmatcs back-lashes.
South Bend BASS-ORENO. Users
say best fish getting bait made**'
Twelve colors 75c eacht

FREE-THE DAYS OF
^ REALSPORT

\ A red blooded fishing story. Car*
toons by Briggs. Write for it.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
J0293 Colfax Ave., Sooth Bend. Ind.
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I HOTEL I

I

MAJESTIC!
I
COPELAND TOWNSEND, Lessee Director |

I A palatial yet homelike hostelry, |

I convenient to business and amuse- |

I ments, fronting beautiful Central Park |

I from 71st to 72d Streets, New York |

As seen from HURRICANE DECK on the Roof of the Majestic,

“Millionaires’ Row” on Fifth Avenue in the background.

I
^ I 'OURISTS will find the Majestic an ideal spot for |

I their sojourn in the city. Convenient to the I

I world’s greatest shopping and theatre centre, it is far |

I enough away for quietude. Fronting on beautiful |

I Central Park — with its 840 acres of alluring woodland,

I splendid drives and sparkling waters, it affords unsur- |

I passed accommodations— almost in the heart of the |

I city— in surroundings that breathe of the countryside |

I and the wildwood. The ROOF GARDEN ATOP |

I THE HOTEL is the coolest spot in the city and the |

I popular meeting place of tourists from coast to coast. |
I DINE AND DANCE, 6 o’clock to closing. The cuisine I

I of the Majestic is under the direction of WALTER |

I GUZZARDI, one of the best-known restaurateurs in i

I the city. 1

Bfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu^

lak a swahm o’ locusses. Den as dey
wuz nebber use to good vittals dey waste
mo’ dan dey eat. An’ aftah de bobby-
cue wuz ober dar wuz nuffin leff but two
small catfish an’ five small loaves. An’
now brudder Cyrus pass de hat wile we
stan’ an’ sing On Jurdan’s stohmy bank
I stan’ an’ cast a wishful eye.”

WHEN we rose on Monday morning
it seemed like a lull after a storm.
The guests had departed on Sun-

day afternoon, driving, riding or sailing
away amid such cheerful but regretful
exclamations as: “Good-bye,” “God Bless
you,” “Come and see us right soon.” We
boys began, wistfully and silently enough,
to make preparations for breaking camp
and returning home, to again enter school
and resume the studies which had been
sadly neglected during the interim. But
the fragrant memories of those happy
days will abide with us forever.

What with shooting shore-birds, young
ducks and squirrels; trolling for striped

bass and bluefish in the channels and
tide-rips; fly-fishing and still-fishing in

the seclusion of the sheltered bays for

weakfish, white perch and croakers by
day; coon hunting and ’possum hunting
and sitting around the campfire by night;

lecountmg the adventures of the dav;
making merry over the mishaps, and
planning for the next day—we spent,

taking it all in all and by and large,

the most enjoyable, delightful and soul-

satisfying outing that I have ever ex-

perienced
;
for it occurred at a time when

boyish enthusiasm and youthful exuber-
ance of spirits were at their highest

pitch, and when our receptive and ap-

preciative faculties were fresh and
vigorous.

OUTING
PREPARATIONS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 484 )

most of the inexperienced fail in. A good
rugged, but not heavy, cruising shoe,

coming half way to the knee, is all that

is needed for summer and early fall. For
winter, the writer has found that a com-
fortable pair of light weight shoes cov-

ered with a good, strong pair of four-

buckle overshoes make the warmest as

well as the lightest footgear. This rig

is not so bulky as arctics and are as

warm. One can also wear lighter socks,

cne pair of light cashmere and one of

cotton are enough for camp activities

with the thermometer at 20 degrees be-

low.

We will leave the selection of the gun
and rod to the camper, as he will take

the ones that he wants anyway. But he

must carry a good sheath knife and a

belt axe.

The first question of the inexperienced

camper, when he has read the above

list of necessaries, will be: “How are

three men going to carry all the stuff?”

The answer is, a pack for each, made
from drill about the same weight as the

tent. It should be fitted with both head
and shoulder straps. The head straps

take the whole weight of the pack, allow-

ing the arms free movement in climbing
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steep places. One man can carry all the

food and his blankets with gun and rod.

The second takes the tent and stove, his

blankets, gun and rod. The third should

carry the tinware, his blankets, gun and

rod. And if there are any other knick-

knacks left, they can be given to the one

who has the least awkward pack to tote.

A REPAIR kit can be made from oil-

cloth to hold needles for repairing

the tent, packs and clothes, and can be

sewed to the inside of the coat. Do not

carry thread on spools. They are too

bulky. Wind off the thread on cardboard

if you cannot buy it put up this way. A
few' extra shoelaces may go in this kit

for future use; a compass that can be

carried in the watch pocket makes the

whole.

One of the others should have a “first

aid” kit in his pack filled with several

bandages and ointment for possible and

probable emergency. If it is fly time do

not forget some skeeter netting for your

sleeping hours. Some ointments are fair-

ly good, but most of them are offensive

as well as useless. A square of oilcloth

to serve as a table cloth is nice to have

but not really necessary.

Lea\e your fishing basket at home. A
forked stick will do as well and you can

throw it away when it has served its

purpose. Among the other things that it

is well to leave at home are the gun cov-

ers—keep your gun well oiled instead,

and the extra hats and caps. An old felt

will answer all needs. Bait—-you can dig

it; alarm clocks—you won’t need one in

the woods; musical instruments—none,

except a good mouth organ. The birds

will supply you w’ith music. Water can-

teens—you will find all the water you

want and more too.

If you are going into the woods this

year, follow these suggestions as nearly

as possible and you will pass your time

with greater comfort and security than

ever before, but remember, these sugges-

tions are for three men during a period

of three weeks and make your prepara-

tions accordingly.

AS TO THE WAYS OF
THE PERCH

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 471)

promise of unsettled weather it was
agrreed, if the conditions continued, to

meet on the bridge the follow'ing morning
at an early hour. Mr. Adams was to

notify Mr. Woodhulh Matt, while doing

his evening chores came suddenly face to

face with his bait pail doing service to

the chickens. “Crickey,” he said, “it

went plum out’en my mind, now most
anythin’s good enough for chicken drink-

in’ but Aunt Mary’s Aunt Mary, an’ the’s

no tollin’ what she’ll say.” He scratched

his head reflectively.

B
efore it was fully light the next

morning she heard Matt in his room,

then going lightly down stairs. By
the time his work was done and he was
back in the house breakfast was ready,

much to his delight. “I was thinkin’,” he
began as he drank the last of his coffee.

OPEN SEASON FOR HUNTING OR FISHING IN MAINE
Together with LIST OF LICENSED GUIDES

Full information Regarding Hunting or Fishing Privileges
Can Be Obtained From Your Guide

HUNTING
BIG GAME

DEER, Oct. 1—Nov. 30
MOOSE, Nov. 21—Nov. 30

BEAR, . . . . . . No close season

UPLAND GAME
RABBIT Oct. 1—Mar. 31

SQUIRREL, .... Oct. 1—Mar. 31

QUAIL, No ojjen season
GROUSE, Oct. 1—Nov. 30

MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS
DUCKS, GEESE, BRANT, COOT,

Sept. 16— Dec. 31

BLACK BELLIED PLOVERS AND
YELLOWLEGS, . Aug. 16—Nov. 30

WILSON OR JACKSNIPE,
Sept. 16—Dec. 31

WOODCOCK, .... Oct. 1—Nov. 30
RAILS Sept. 1—Nov. 30

FISHING
Land-locked Salmon, Trout and Togue, open season is from time ice is out of the pond or lake

fished in the spring until Sept. 30th.

Open season on white perch and black bass, in lakes and ponds, from June 20th until Sept. 30th.

The law provides, however, that it shall be lawful tO' take black bass, with unbaited artificial flies

only, from the time the ice is out of the lake or pond fished in the spring until June 20th following.

Open season on land-locked salmon, trout and black bass in Sebago lake and Long pond, Cumber-
land county, is from April 1st to Sept. 30th, inclusive.

In Thompson pond, in Androscoggin, Cumberland and Oxford counties, closed season on land-

locked salmon, trout and togue is from Sept. 1st to Jan. 1st, of the following year.
In Brooks, Streams and Rivers, open season on land-locked salmon, trout and (sea) salmon is

from the time the ice is out of the brook, stream or river fished in the spring until Sept. 15th; on
black bass and white perch, from June 20th until Sept. 30th.

DIRECTORY OF LICENSED GUIDES
Licensed Guide.—Non-residents must be in charge of a registered guide during the months of

May to November, both inclusive, when camping and kindling fires upon wild lands while engaged
in hunting or fishing. No guide can guide or be employed by more than five non-residents in hunting.

REGISTERED MAINE GUIDES
Clayton K. Arho, Brownsville, Maine
William W, Atkins, Bridgton, Maine
George W. Ayer, Olamon, Maine
Walter L. Arnold, Onawa, Maine
F. T. Authier, Greenville, Maine
Ira A. Andrews, North Lovell, Maine
John M. Baker, Waterville, Maine
Gus Bernier, St. Pamphile, P. Q., Canada
Lee Bridges, Wilton, Maine
Russell H. Bethell, Norway, Maine
Geo. Arthur Babkirk, Katahdin Iron Works
Clarence Leroy Brown, Wayne, Maine
Hannibal H. Bryant, Portland, Maine
Horace C. Eriggs, Jackman, Maine
Leverett Byram, St. Francis, Maine
Ira A. Brown, Hanover, Maine
Simon Capino, Granville, Maine
William A. Carlow, Alexander, Maine
Harry James Carroll, Rumford, Maine
Edgar H. Crowell, R. F. D., 34, Oakland, Me.
John R. Clarke, Kingfield, Maine
John M. Childs, R.F.D. 32, Mt. Vernon, Me.
Freemont Samuel Chadbourne. Dexter, Maine
George William Cooper, Eagle Lake, Maine
William M. Dow, Monson, Maine
Orrin S. Dyke, Hanover, Maine
Ernest C. Dunton, Bingham, Maine
James A. Duff, Mt. Vernon. Maine
John T. Dyer, Kokadjo, Maine
Rexford F. Dam, Enfield, Maine
John H. Eastman, Exeter, Maine
William L. Farley, R. F. D., Guildford, Me.
Philip M. Everett, Norway, Maine
George F. Egan, Ashland, Maine
George E. Evans, Standish, Maine
Eben E. Elsemore, Grand Lake Stream, Maine
Owen C. Eastman, Lovell Centre. Maine
Arthur W. Eastman, Dexter, Maine

COME TO MAINE FOR

John B. Fecto, Skowhegan, Maine
Perley 0. Foster, Bridgton, Maine
Arthur G. Fox, Centre Lovell, Maine
Fred W. Fitch, East Sebago, Maine
Jean M. Field, Rangeley, Maine
Will P. Forsythe, N. Anson, Maine
Elmer A. Foss, N. Waterboro, Maine
Charles P. Gray, Freyburg, Maine
Millard E. Gleason, North Belgrade, Maine
Kenneth C. Gurney, Ctr. Lovell, Maine
Saul Gagnon, Mt. Chase, Maine
Joseph H. Gurney, Greenville Jet., Maine
Harold L. Grey, Fryeburg, Maine
G. A, Groves. Smithfield, Maine
Daniel F. Groves, Smithfield, Maine
Leon D. Haley. Rangeley, Maine
Orrie H. Haley, Rangeley, Maine
Bert Herrick, Haines Landing, Maine
Sumner Rieker Hooper, Kineo, Maine
Gustavus Hayford, Canton, Maine
Earl Linwood Hewett, Portage Lake, Maine
James Emery Haley, Rangeley, Maine
J. Sanford Hodgkins, Burlington, Maine
Lester Sprague Hill, Greene, Maine
Will W. Holman, Wilsons Mills, Maine
Thomas Hill, East Sebago, Maine
Edgar E. Harlow, Rockwood, Maine
Frank C. Inman, N. E. Carry, Maine
Willard Ireland, Newport, Maine
Ernest E. Johnson, Belgrade Lakes, Maine
Harry L. Johnson, Rockwood, Maine
Crawford R. Johnson, Rockwood, Maine
Henry T. Johnson, Rockwood, Maine
Charles H. Jordan, N. E. Carry, Maine
Richard Edward .Johnson, Vanceboro, Maine
Guildford C, Jordan, Portage Lake, Maine
George E. Nason, Wilsons Mills. Maine
Ralph M. Nesbett, Rockwood, Maine

SPORT, REST OR RECREATION

$^.00 each

^ OR AS A GIFT

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are made of
the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Nessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a
design most popular with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years with

either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.

NOTE: Canadian Orders Require SO Cents Additional

SPECIAL - S5.00 Secures a Two Years Subscription to
FOREST & STREAM Wifn Large Double-Bitted (7J( x 35<
inch) Blade. 28 inch Handle Woodsmans’ Axe-Leather
Blade Guard.
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HOTEL

Hamilt (

The House of Sunshine

The latest addition to

New York’s ultra smart

hotels (Opened in Dec-

ember) — Situated in

the mid town motor

crossways observing

Riverside Drive and

Central Park

16 Stories High 73rd Street West

Near 72nd St. Subway Exp* ess Station

Illustrated brochure with room tariffs.

Parents with children welcomed.

Special menu and attention.

BIGREDUCTION SALE
of Sportsmen's. Camper's.Tramper's and Motorcyclist's Needs
Complete outtitters and dealers in government goods —
from an army hat cord to a batUeship; 5,000 useful
articles for field service, camping, outing, etc,, in price
list 344 — sent on receipt of 2 cents postage.

Tents JS.SO up 0. D Wool Shirts S3.S0 Army Shoes $7.00

Khaki Breeches $3.00 Naay White Hals .00 Navy " 7.00

Khaki Trousers 3.30 Army Btankels . S.OO Boy Seoul Suits 4 $0

Khaki Shirts 3.00 Army Cots . 3.S0 Boy Scout Halt 1.S0

and alt other articles for camp or outdoor use.

ARMY & NAVY STORE CO„ Inc., 345 West 43nd St„ New York City

Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as ba^age, carry by
hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable ; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded ITrst Prize at
Chicago and St Louis World’s Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St, Kalamazoo. Mich.

96
^¥eedl

Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

*Ask the Fish !**
i

Jas. Heddon’s Son^
JDowagiaCp Mich.

Instructions

for

Net Making
Pish isets easily maoe uy ‘i photographs and
printed instructions. Send today and learn how.
Price ’5c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYTON
Altoona, Kansas

SEA CLIFF PHEASANTRY
We have nearly all. of the rare pheas-
ants and cranes, also white, Java and
black shouldered Japanese Peafowl.
Mandarin ducks. Eges in Season for

sate. Write for prices and particu-

lars.
BALDWIN PALMER

ViDo Screiio. Seo Clift. Long laUnd. N. T.

Member of the Game Cjuild. 6t

OLIVER Oil- Gas Burner
makes any stove or ranffe a ffas stove.
No coal or wood. Cooks aed bakes
better. No 6res to start. Yon resra-
late flame. Saves money, work. dirt.
Boms coaI->oil (kerosene). Simple,
safe, easily put lo or taken oat. No
damage to stove. Lasts a lifetime,

usands of deliebted nsers. In ase
en years. Write os for FREE

literature telifner bow 2 ^Is. kerosene
V equals 97 lbs. coal. Agents Wanted.^ '/} Oliver Oil-Gas Burner & Machine Co.

1347 N. 7th St„ St. Louis. Mo<

MakkeYi>ur SioveAGas Sfove
CATCH MORE FISH- -INSURE YOUR LUCK

Razor Sharp Hooks" is what fools Mr. Fish; he can-
it strike or bite without the point sinking home at

e slightest touch. Don’t fool youiself by thinking new
loks are sharp: for tliey are not Perfection HOOK-
ONE. 4 inches long, 75c.; Junior, 3%-inch. 45c.; gen-

ne leather case. 25c. extra. They hone hooks. Razor
larp, in a jiffy, increases your catch 50 percent. They
9t a lifetime.

Ask the man that mens
le Columbus Specialty Co., Dept. M, Columbus, Ohio

DOGS TRAINED AND BOARDED
Training from September 1st to April 1st, $16
per month. Boarding, $4.00 per month, Willard
E. Smith, Petersburgh. Indiana.

“that bein’ out all day I’d best take some
old thing to put fish in, a’m-jst anythin’ll

do. Perch scale mighty hard when they
dry out, b’sides they’re fresher if wet
moss or grass is kept on ’em. I ’spost the
old “tin blickey’’ I brought up for the

chickens would do.”

“You never brought that old tin pail

up for chickens more’n I did,” she snap-
ped back. Matt felt a tremor of doubt
about the success of his plan. “But,”
continued his aunt, “whatever you did

bring it from the old dump heap for,

goodness knows. I’spose fish are better
if kept wet. I expect I can find some-
thing to answer for a day. But,” she
added, “you aint catched your fish yet

to put in the pail.” Matt vouchsafed no
reply but put on his coat. “In case it

rains,” he said. Aunt Mary handed him
a package which was lying on the table

saying: “You’ll want a bite to eat if you
stay all day.” Gathering up his trap-i

pings he set off for the bridge with a
light heart.

He was not kept waiting as both men
were in sight of the bridge as he reached
it. Minnows were plentiful near the mill,

in shallow water, where they hovered
safe from their numerous enemies am
Matt’s “tin blickey” was at last in serv-

ice as a minnow pail, after the lad had
sorted them over as to the right “perch
size.” Mr. Adams insisted on rowing the

boat. Matt directing the course until they

were well up to the head of the stream
where snags and lily pads were plentiful.

“We’ll try once here,” said Matt, “I’ve

took good ones from around here. The’s

big ones in this pond if you’ll find ’em.

I’ll change the water on the minnies.

Don’t want ’em to turn belly up; they’re

weak when they do that.”

The boy poured a quantity of water
from the pail, then, scooping with both

hands, threw fresh water back. “I do

it that way,” he said, “seems to give

’em more air, anyhow they come to

quicker.” Mr. Adams had a lighter rod

and smaller reel than on the previous

day. The boy noticed it but said noth-

ing.

When ready to adjust their hooks, Mr.

Adams presented the other two with

snelled New York trout hooks. It was
the first the boy had ever seen and he

examined closely the neat wrappings and

tied loop. Finally he asked : “What’s

that made of?” indicating the snell.

“That is gut,” said his friend, mean-
while watching, out of the comer of his

eye, the expression which came over the

lad’s face. “Whose?” laconically ex-

claimed Matt and said not another word.

He felt he was being joked about the

matter. Both men laughed heartily and

then Mr. Adams explained the mystery

of the silk worm gut at which he seemed

first doubtful, then pleased. Mr. Wood-

hull used worm bait, the other two, min-

nows. Matt Kooking his lightly through

the lips while the older man hooked his

through the skin just under the fin

on the back. Matt contending that perch

alius took minnies head first and was

surer to be hooked his way. While bot-

tle corks were used by both Mr. Wood-

hull and Matt, Mr. Adams had a slen-

der painted float which, with the light

sinker he used, balanced nicely in the

water. Mr. Woodhull got several bites
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'Cn tlie worm bait, the cork bobbing along

Ion the water. “The’s sunnies,” said

Matt, “better fish over where the water’s

deeper.’’ “There’s a perch,” he said

'quickly, as Mr. Adam’s float went down.

'“They never nibble they jest grab it an’

’scoot. The white ones do; the yellow

feller’s are some slower, but fight hard.”

The lad watched with keen interest as

Mr. Adams worked the fish around the

boat on the slender rod and finally boated

!it without the aid of a net. It was of

about a half pound weight and nicely

silvered in the clear water. The atmos-

iphere was heavy and threatened rain.

I Both men had light rain coats with them
but Matt had but little concern for him-

self if fish would bite. Up to noon,

when they rowed tj the bank to eat

their lunch not more than a dozen fish

had been taken and all much of the

same size as the first one taken by Mr
Adams. “I’ve alius seen,” said the boy,

“that perch are ’bout the same size in

.one place. Wonder if they’re just the

same nest full goes together? Seems
j’ough it might be so. I found a lot of

stuff once looked mos’ like jelly on a

stick. Mr. Silvers, the man at the mill

said ’twas perch eggs all stuck together.”

“Perch,” said Mr. Adams, “are widely

distributed all over the world. I have

taken them from many waters and they

are a fine game fish for their size. They
will bite at a great variety of baits, but

in salt water they are partial to

shrimps.” “I never knowed they went
into salt water,” said Matt earnestly.

“Oh, yes,” responded Mr. Adams. “I have
seen tons of them that were taken in

nets in the bays at different points and
they have been found with herrings in

the open ocean. Although I have never

heard of the yellow perch being any-

where but in fresh water.

To keep our shrimp alive we get very
fine sawdust and cover them. They live

well, sometimes two days or even longer.

The Delaware River fairly swarms with

them and great quantities are taken
there every year.

Around old piling or patches of lily

pads, anywhere where the current is not
swift they are to be found. They will

bite at almost any kind of bait there,

bits of clam cut up, fish worms or

live minnows, but their favorite is al-

ways shrimp. And it is strange, when
I think of it, I have never seen as large
ones from salt water as from lakes or

ponds like this.” “Well, the’s big ones
in here if we can find ’em,” said Matt,
“an’ we’ll try ’tother side of the pond
the’s a wash down from a hill there
by the big oak an’ a gravel point runs
out to deep water.” Matt, standing up
in the boat as they went across, as he

|

said “to get the p’ints.” “The’s never i

no sense,” he said, “sloshin’ round in

the water when fishin’ for perch. They
I

scare easy. There, don’t pull no more, !

je-t ’et the boat swim in herself,” and
quietly lowering the weight overboard,

|

which served as an anchor they came
to rest. Matt had changed the water
several times on the minnows and they
were active in the pail.

F
rom where they sat they could
plainly see the gravel where it had
been washed down into the water

Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

Is

By CHESTER A. REED

a book written especially for

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPOR TSMAN

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they are to be found at different seasons

of the year.
*

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best

known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-

try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

THE MARBLE WOODCRAFT KNIFE
is the result of the ideas of many hunters and expert knife designers.
It meets every need. Adapted for sticking, cleaning, skinning, slicing, chop-
ping bone, etc. High-grade steel-bevel blade, thick at back, tapering to a fine

point. Blade inches, leather handle 3 ^. inches; weight, 6 ounces. Abso-
lutely guaranteed. Price, $ 1.50 including sheath.

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of Hunting-, Fishing, Camping and Trapping stories

and pictures, valuable information about guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp outlits,

best places to go for fish and game, changes in fish and game laws, and a thousand and one
helpful hints for sportsmen. National Sportsman teds you what to do when lost in the
woods, how to cook your grub, how to build camps and blinds, how to train your hunting dog,
how to preserve your trophies, how to start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.

No book or set of books you can buy will give vou the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that vou can get from a year’s subscription to the National Sportsman.
Special information furnished to subscribers at all times, free of charge. Yearly Subscription
Price $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER
We will send you this ilarble Woodcraft Knife and the
National Sportsman for a whole year on receipt of $2.00.

National Sportsman Magazine, Date
220 Columljus Ave.. 'Boston. Mass.

Rentlemen: -Erc'e?"^ 'rd $«.00 for whi"h send me the Woodcraft Knife and the National
Sportsman for a vhcle rear.

Address
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NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good &hing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTWAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEW FOUNDLAND

Blackwater Camp
A Summer Camp in the Rocky Mountains

for boys. Pack outfits for big game.

Hunting, fishing and camping.

B. C. RUMSEY, CODY, WYOMING

JOIN OUR COOPERATIVE
BOARDING CLUB

Camp out in tent, or room in boarding bouse;

mountains, lake, rivers, ^ave more freedom and

cut your expenses in half. Weekly rent $2.

Address Penn York Farm, 49 Henry St., Flat-

bush, Brooklyn. After July 1st, Hancock, N. Y.

Long Lake, N. Y., Adirondacks
Why go to Maine or Canada when 1 can give you

good hunting and fishing 300 miles from N. Y . City?

Lake, Rainbow and Brook Trout, Bass. Pickerel and

Muskalonge, May 1st to Aug. 31st. Deer, Oct. 1st

to Nov. 15th. Guides on application. $21.00 per

week and up. All inquiries cheerfully answered.

FRANK PLUMLEY’S CAMPS

TOGUE, SALMON, TROUT, BASS

BATHING, BOATING, CANOEING, TRAMPING
in Spring and Summer

DEER, PARTRIDGE. RABBIT, WOODCOCK
SNOWSHOEING SKATING, HUNTING

in Fall and Winter

on Clearwater Lake and in the Maine Woods.

Ask G. H. Andrews, Farmington, Me., R. F. D.
No. 2, about it.

BOOKS
FOR

The TRIP

THE RAINY DAY IN CAMP
OR

THE IDLE HOUR ANYWHERE
The Further Adventures of Jimmie Dale

By FRANK L. PACKARD
The Packard Detective Story Is distinctly in a
class by Itself, characterized by baffling plot,

breathless suspense, rapid fire action, unguess-
able denouement, and warranted to drive away
all cares, blues and worries.

CLOTH, 12MO., NET $1.50

The Life of the Party
By IRVIN S. COBB

You all know him — the merry soul who Is *' the
life of the party’* — he is humorous in himself
but under the magic touch of Irvin S. Cobb he
is the superhumorous man.

NET, 60 CENTS
Either of above hooks delivered anywhere

at prices mentioned.

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.)

9 East 40th St. N. Y. CITY

**BRYH DERWYN” CAMPS
Lake Utopia

REST— RECREATION—TROUT FISH-
ING-MOOSE OR DEER HUNTING

Write for Terms

W. J. BRINE
P. R. No. 2- Utopia, N. B. Canada

HILLSIDE RIVER VIEW
A summer resort, located in beautiful

Sullivan County, in the midst

of Nature’s splendor.

SEND FOR BOOKLET
E. B. FERDON, Prop. Roscoe, N. Y.

BEST FISHING IN VERMONT
August and September

CATCH THEM ON THE FLY
Trout! Salmon! Aureolas!

VACATION IN THE GREEN MOUNTAINS
Five lakes, miles of streams. Fine bathing, canoeing,

boating, tramping. All at COLD SPRING CAMPS.
Main camp, ten cabins. Open fires. Famous table and
mineral springs. Partridges and small game September
15. No mosquitoes: 75 miles from WTiite Mts. : 25th
season. Garage. Write for booklet and references.

H. A. QUIMBY, Manager, Averlll, Vt.

FACTS
No Hay Fever—Good Summer Home for

Families with Children—Rates
Reasonable

Fishing always good; Easy to reach; Good
roads for walking.

KOKAD-JO INN Kokad-jo, Me.
(Kokad-jol, Indian meaning. Sparkling Water.

COOPER’S CAMPS foI^^sporti^men'^^
Accommodate One To Eight Guests

Maine’s most beautiful
11 tne X. Lake and Forest Region
FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING

The Real Place For Rest, Sport or
RECREATIVE LIFE

Write For IlluslraUd Bool^U

COOPER’S CAMPS, Eagle Lake, Maine

FARM WANTED
New England preferred, on or near water.
No objection to woodland or old buildings.
Price about $2,000 (according to acreage).
Occupancy not required until Spring, 1920.

Address F. F. J., Box 5. Forest and Stream,
9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

J. KANNOFSKVcur£L

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of beads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

I and they began fishing in the deep wa-
ter near by. “The stiller we keep, the

I
better, as we are in the open here,”

I

observed Mr. Adams, “as Matt says, they
scare easily sometimes.” “I told you the
big ones was here,” said Matt, as his
float went under with a rush and the
whip-like pole went double and the line
cut the water around the boat. “G’mme
the net. But suddenly the pole went
straight again and float and hook sprang
up in the air. “Gosh a’mighty, he’s
gone,” said the boy, “he’s an’ old buster
and he examined the hook critically as
if to find some fault there. With hook
again in the water, if a close watch
had been made on his movements, it

would have been seen that he never per-
mitted his rig to be completely at rest;
just a slight movement with tip of rod
was kept up and it was not long before
“there she goes again” was heard and
again the pole was double and an ex-
cited boy was swinging first one way
then another, keeping a taut line on the
hooked fish. “Git the net,” he said and
for the first time their improvised net
was brought into use and, as Mr. Wood-
hull said, it worked like a charm.
Matt added, “good as a boughten one.”
The perch was a beauty, at least one
and a half pounds in weight and beauti-
fully marked. Matt was triumphant.
“As big as ever I catched,” he said. In
the confusion and admiration of the fish,

other tackle was for a moment forgot-
ten and of a sudden Mr. Woodhull’s reel
screeched and the light rod went over-
board with a rush but was caught just.

as the butt struck the w’ater, and such
a battle as that little rod had. Skillful
handling, however, saved the day and the
fighting fish was brought to the net, a
mate for Matt’s. “Now,” said the lat-

ter, “don’t thrash ’round in the boat
none and we’ll get some.” It was a
great catch of beautiful fish they made
that day and one long remembered by the
three and often talked over. A few
large yellow perch were taken just be-
fore dusk as they moved away from
where they had taken the white ones.
The first being taken by Mr. Woodhull
who was trolling his bait behind the
boat. They halted and fished the
grounds over. The strike could be told

easily as being slower, but the fighting
quality was equal to the one put up by
their silvery cousins. Mr. Woodhull soon
gave up the use of worms and used min-
nows, keeping his end of the boat well

represented.

Just as they were quitting, in fact
both Mr. Adams and Matt had their
tackle put up, Mr. Woodhull received
a strike which sent a thrill through them
all, the line cutting the water at all

angles and with a speed that was phen-
omenal. The pliant pole was doubled
sidewise and all shapes, as Matt said.

Then a pickerel of at least five pounds
leaped into the air and was off like a

]

flash. “Gosh a’mighty what a pike,’'

yelled Matt, “I knowed the’s big ones

j

here, pity you had on a little hook; I

I seen a man catch one right over there
one day, weighed six pounds and a half.

Applegate his name was; we called him
gentleman John. He was alius dressed
up like a dude. I’ve seen him fishin'

in the rain with a plug hat on. Say,
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AIREDALES

AIREDALES—FOUR, THIRTEEN MONTHS.
Sire, Ch. York Masterkey. Two wonderful malp,

$75, two females $50. Four female puppies, sire

U. S. \'ictory, $25 each. U. S. \’ictory Kennels,

1241 Walnut, Allentown, Pennsylvania.

AIREDALE TERRIER BROOD—BITCHES
and puppies, either sex; by world’s leading sires

and dams. H. H. Topping, Dellwood Kennels,

Reg., Arlington Heights, Illinois.

CH. SOUDAN SWIVELLER—AT STUD. THE
sire of Ch. Abbey King Knobbler and Ch. Gold

Heels and other winning Airedales. Fee $25.

Owned by Thomas Bray, 232 Clark Street, West-

held, New Jersey. Puppies and growr> stock for

sale.

FOR SALE—16 MONTH OLD AIREDALE;
grand son of Tintern Desire; fine big boned one;

home broke; pictures. Puppies alsy C. T. Wil-

son, R. D. Xo.7, Canton, Illinois.

FOR SALE—AIREDALES OF THE VERY
best breeding. Open bred bitches and puppies.

Marathon Kennels, Wausau, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE—MOUNTAIN VIEW ARGONAUT.
A. K. C. S. B., 243,409; a good 50 pound Ter-

rier that is all Airedale; a good pal and a won-

derful stud dog; he is sired by Mountainview
Rushlight, he by Ch. Bolton Woods Rush. Dam,
Throncroft Vampire, she by Ch. Brier’s Master-

piece. Good rich tan, black saddle, short back,

head and tail ahvays up, and the best feet and

legs that ever grew on an ,\iredale. Price $50.00.

L. ,\. Wohimuth, P. O. Box 67, Quay, Oklahoma.

HUGH CLASS MALE AIREDALE, 13

months old, perfect black saddle, good rich tan

color with shade darker ears. Dark eyes, won-

derful head, small ears, good front, upstanding

and full of fire. This dog is ready to show with

the best of them. No better bred and excellent

stud prospect. Price, $75; worth double. C. M.
White, Lincoln Bldg., St. Joseph, Missouri.

LIONHEART AIREDALES HAVE EARNED
a national reputation for gameness, intelligence,

and high standard of appearance. They are mak-
ing good on both fur and feathered game in prac-

tically every State in the Union and Canada.

Registered puppies that are bred to hunt and^ fit

to show, now ready for delivery. Lionheart Ken-

nels (Reg.), Anaconda, Montana. (Formerly

Washoe Kennels).

TRADE OR SELL—LARGE AIREDALE FE-
male, sprayed, three years, bear-hunting stock.

Wanted—Small wire-haired terrier, young; trained

to drive foxes from ledges preferred. C. M-
Bradford, Forkesville, Pennsylvania.

BEAGLES

MALE BEAGLE 18 MONTHS; PEDIGREED;
registered: great hunter; $35; stamp. Ask for

Fred Meyer, North Boston. Address Orchard
Park, New York.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont. Monticello. Iowa.

DOGS WANTED

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED, PUPPIES
and grown ’ stock, either sex. Must be healthy,

thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.

If you wish to buy an Airedale, write for our
sales list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue,
Ohio.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND WANTED. GROWN
or a couple of puppies. State ^ ‘ice and particu-

lars. Address Lejler, Station J, Box 33, New
York City.

GUN DOGS

A-1 SQUIRREL AND RABBIT DOG; BEAU-
tiful male fox terrier, two years old; natural
hunter; first $25 takes him, photo free. Am dis-

abled and can't hunt. Harold Mouse, Elkins,
West Virginia.

in transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

GUN DOGS

ADVERTISER WILL SELL PAIR OF SHOOT-
ing dogs. Here is splendid chance to secure a
broken three year old pointer and a four year
old setter; both are well bred and registered.

Will also sell 20 gauge Winchester. John Q.
Andrews, Rose Hill, Illinois.

A PARTRIDGE DOG WITHOUT A PEER;
price $100, or will exchange for coon and opos-

sum hound of equal value. Trial. C. W. Brad-
ford, Keller, Virginia.

BEAUTIFUL LITTER ENGLISH SETTERS,
whelped May 1st. Phenominally well bred, direct

ancestors, shooting dogs of first water. Price

$25 each. Guaranteed. A. H. Hibbard, East
Wcodstock, Connecticut.

BROKEN POINTERS, PEDIGREED AND
not. H. H. McGovney, Washington Court House,
Ohio.

ENROLLED ENGLISH SETTER PUl'PIES OF
the world’s best breeding. The dam is the great

field trial and bench setter, Theodores Sally,

handled and trained by W. I), ftilcrest. The sire,

a straight Llewellyn and a shooting dog par ex-

cellence. You can’t beat tlie combination. Lion-
heart Kennels, Anaconda, Montana.

FOR SALE—THREE MALE ENGLISH SET-
ter puppies. Just right for fall hunting. Richly
bred. AH papers. Hurry! Jack Love, Watkins,
New York.

HANDSOME BRACE OF THREE YEAR OLD
Llewellyn setter dogs, two seasons on grouse, one
on quail, none better, $150 each. Three-year-old
pointer dog as good a grouse dog as lives and
a single quail dog, fine retreiver, $175. Brace
2^ year old pointer dogs, excellent breeding,
fine retreivers, the kind we all like, $125 each
or $225 the pair. Pointer and setter bitch three
years, great shooting dogs, fine retreivers, $100
each. Native pointer dog, four years, as good
as lives except retreiving, $75 and a dozen
others. Harmon Sommerville, Box 89, Hatties-

burg, Mississippi.

HAVING PURCHASED THE ENTIRE KEN-
nel of U. R. Fishel’s Noted Pointers, Ten-A-See
Farm Kennels are now in a position to offer

you at excellent values shooting dogs, choice pup-
pies and high-class brood bitches from the
WORLirS BEST POINTERS IN STUDS. We
offer the WORLD’S BEST BIRD DOG SIRES.
Printed list free. Write us your wants, please.

W. E. Lucas, Educator. .S. Barton Lasater,
Prop. A. C. Steel, kennel manager. Ten-A-See
Farm Kennels, Box 165C, Paris, Tennessee.

TRADE OR SELL: HIGH-CLASS ENGLISH
setter bitch and five puppies. Puppies whelped
June 11th. Want Motor Boat or detachable motor
suitable for row boat. J. Wm. Good, Luray,
Virginia.

HOUNDS

COON AND RABBIT HOUNDS, TRAINED,
partly trained pups. Curtis Matz, Carmi, Illi-

nois.

“COON, FOX, RABBIT HOUNDS," SQUIR-
rel and opossum dogs, young hounds, pointers
and setters. (Stocks) Gresham’s Kennels, Wheel-
er, Mississippi.

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send- stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Georgia.

FOR SALE—FOX HOUND PUPPIES, FOUR
months old; thoroughbreds. Sire and dam fully
trained. Eight and ten dollars each. Money
back guarantee. H. W. Roe, Ligonier, Pennsyl-
vania.

HOUNDS

FOR SALE—TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
hounds. From mountain section, North Arkansas.
Address Noah King, Calico Rock, Arkansas.

FOXHOUNDS, TRAINED, UNTRAINED,
puppies, youngsters, setters, gamers. Priced
right. Topins Grove Kennels, Murraysville, W.
Va.

IF IT IS A GENTLEMAN BROKEN COON,
Skunk and Opossum hound you wish, write
Westminster Kennels, Tower Hill, Illinois.

SEVERAL COON, OPOSSUM AND SKUNK
hounds. H. H. McGovney, Washington C. H.,
Ohio,

SEVERAL WELL TRAINED VIRGINIA FOX
Hounds for sale; also Puppies. H. R. Reed,
Berlin, Pennsylvania.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale Setters and Pointers,
Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds,
Coon and Opossum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale
Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser
alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly
illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue
for 10c in stamps or coin.

TRAINED BEAGLES AND RABBIT HOUNDS,
fox hounds, coon, opossum and skunk dogs, bird
dogs, pet dogs; young stock a specialty; pigeons,
rabbits, swine; pet stock of every description;
circulars 10c. Violet Hill Kennels, York, Pa.,
Route No. 2.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers Coon, Skunk and Opossum hounds
on trial. Crackerjack Rabbit Dogs at fifteen dol-

lars (ten days' trial) ;
also puppies. Dogs just

starting to trail at ten dollars.

WOLF HOUNDS FOR SALE — OF ALL
breeds and ages. Don’t write unless interested.
Stamp for reply. Henry Benge, Lignite, North
Dakota.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEAGLES, BROKEN RABBIT HOUNDS,
puppies, coon, fox, skunk dogs, cavies, rabbits.

Trial. M. W. Baubletz, Seven Valleys, Penn-
sylvania.

DELLWOOJ) ENGLISH BULLDOGS ARE OF
highest quality and breeding. Matured dogs and
I>uppies, either sex. H. H. Topping, Dellwood
Kennels, Reg., Arlington Heights, Illinois.

HIGH-CLASS DOGS FOR ALL GAME AT ALL
times; $12.50 to $35.00. Dixie Kennels, Chase
City, Virginia.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

PUPPIES—THOROUGHBRED, WALKER
fox hound, coon hound and beagles; also broken
stock. Trial. Geo. Walter, Seven Valleys, Penn-
sylvania.

THREE MARCH PUPPIES OUT OF THE
grand bitch, Frank's Dixie Dot, she by Comanche
Frank; her dam by Champion Masterpiece; little

enrolled; no better anywhere. W. S. Hall,

Hannibal, Missouri,

{Continued on page 511)
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A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry
classified messages to our
army of readers on farms,
in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed
trails.

ANTiaUES AND CURIOS

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE, 27c;

Yi size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10. Laree cent, lOO
years old and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz,

King City, Missouri.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS RUN 34 MILES PER GALLON WITH
our 1919 carburetors. Use cheapest gasoline or
half kerosene." Start easy any weather. Increased
power. Styles for all motors. Runs slow high
gear. Attach yourself. Big profits for agents.

Money back guarantee, 30 days’ trial. Air-Friction
Carburetor Co., 550 Madison St., Dayton, Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

AGENTS MAKING $200 WEEKLY! EVERY-
one wants it. Formulas for 200 beverages to be
made at home. Book Form. Send $1.00 for copy
and territory proposition. Act Quickly. Buyers
Export Agency, Inc., 52 Broadway, New York.

CAMP FOR RENT

TO LEASE FOR THE SEASON OR SHORTER
periods, my fishing and hunting camp on upper
Tobigue River, Victoria County, New Brunswick.
Tract of ten square miles, seven lakes, comforta-
ble camp fully equipped; full information fur-

nished by -\rthur D. Weeks, 52 William Street,

New York City.

EQUIPMENT FOR ANGLERS

FOUND! ! ! THE SECRET OF SUCCESSFUL
fishing is razor sharp hooks, the HOOK-HONE
does it, see page 506.

FERRETS FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL
lots Write for prices. W. H. Campbell, New
London, Ohio. Route 2.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in young small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United
States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Connecticut.

FOR SALE

SEND 25c IN STAMPS OR COIN FOR 3

issues of National Sportsman Magazine, devoted
to hunting, fishing, camping and trapping, and
containing more for sale and exchange classified

advertisements of guns, rifles, dogs, camping and
trapping outfits, etc., than any magazine pub-

lished. National Sportsman Magazine, 221 Colum-
bus Ave., Boston, Massachusetts.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS OF
old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave.. New York City.

FOR SALE—32-40 BOLLARD SCHUTZEN
set trigger, cheak piece on stock, fine .Swiss butt,

$30.00; 88-55 Bollard .set trigger, not schutzen,

price $25.00; finest Winchester sights on both

rifles. J. W. Beeler, 320 North 12th Street, St.

Louis, Missouri.

FOR SALE—.401 WINCHESTER AUTOMATIC
receiver, near sight, ivory bead front, web sling.

Excellent condition inside and out. Leather ca.se.

Dsed one season. Make an offer. S. H. Payne,
38 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

WANTED—FINE ENGLISH, 12 BORE
feather weight hammer gun. Weight 6 pounds
or under. George D. Canfield, Peekskill, New
York.

WANTED—MAUSER OR SAUER-MAUSER
sporting rifle, 7 or 7.65 millimeter or .30 Gov’t.
’06. -\ction must be the latest. Will pay good
money if whole arm is in perfect condition; rea-
sonable price if barrel is worn but action re-
mains perfect. -Address with full particulars,
R. D. Talmadge, East Hampton, New York.

HELP WANTED

AMERICAN CITIZENS, 18 TO 60, INCLUD-
ing women, investigate immediately your rights
to Government employment. Let me send you
Form RK-2043 for free advice. Earl Hopkins,
Washington, D. C.

HINTS FOR ANGLERS

CATCH FISH—TWO AT A TIME—INDIAN
fish lure makes them bite when nothing else will.

Use it and get the big ones while your friends
are waiting for bites. Send fifty cents for bottle—lasts for months. Address, Indian Fish Lure,
Box 100, Quantico, Virginia.

STOLEN ! ! ! BY MR, FISH, 60 PER CENT.
of the natural bait use.l by still fishers; prevent
this loss; catch the nibblers; fool the bait stealers,
with a HOOK-HONE See page 506.

HINTS FOR TRAPPERS

TRAPPERS—BROWN’S FOX BOOK IS PRO-
nounced by erperts the best book on fox-trapping
ever written. Methods of making scents and sets
written out fully so no mistakes can be made.
Written promise to make everything clear to you
in back of book. Sent postpaid for only $2.00.
Address Ernest A. Brown, 24 Gillis Street,
Nashua, N. H.

INVENTIONS

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROY-
alty for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.

Louis, Missouri.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED DUCKS,
no limit. Wild Mallards $4.00 pair; English Call-
ers $8.00 pair, extra hen $5.00. Duck Book 25c.
Ferret for sale. Mail draft. E. Breman Company,
Danville, Illinois.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES FOR ME. I FUR-
nish magnificent, young thoroughbred Rufus Red
stock at $2.00 each, and buy all you raise at 30
to 60 cents per pound, live weight; send ten cents
for complete Breeder’s Instruction Booklet. Frank
E. Cross., 6433 Ridge, St. Louis, Missouri.

RAISE—BLACK FOXES, LITTLE MONEY
needed; pay by the month. Harry Solie, Barron,
Wisconsin.

LIVESTOCK WANTED

WANTED—AT ONCE, 24 YOUNG RED FOX
cubs for raising purposes; write at once if you
have any. R. C. Relihan, Douglas, Ga.

MISCELLANEOUS

BUFFALO BUSINESS MAN WOULD LIKE
to join hunting and fishing club, either in Can-
ada or New York State. Address J. R. Spraker,
64 Dorchester Road, Buffalo, New York.

CLEVELAND SPECIALTY & MFG. CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio, design or make special metal
articles to order. Tools, Models, Stampings. In-
ventions developed.

DESIGNS, ILLUSTRATIONS. CARTOONS,
Zinc Etchings, made to order at lowest prices.

.Samples for stamp. Baida Art Service, Oshkosh,
Wi.sconsin.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME. WRIT-
ing for newspapers, magazines. Exp. unnec.; de-

tails Free. Press Syndicate, 529, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—HOME GROWN CHEWING AND
smoking tobacco at 50c a pound. .Mexander &
Vaughan, Custer, Kentucky.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau. 149,

Hannibal, Missouri.

it looked funnj, ’ and Matt giggled. The
more the two men were with the lad
the more they were impressed with his
sterling worth. Uncouth as he was and
often unkempt there was ever with him
the impress of sincerity and never a
trace of vulgarity.

He was ever quick to see the humorous
side of a matter and generally had a
quaint quip to help the matter along.
“When the water cools down some

we’ll go pikin’ over these ponds some
day an’ if we don’t find ’em in one we
will in t’other. Seems tough they go
over a dam when the water’s runnin’
plenty, wonder if they do?” continued
Matt. Good nights were said, but not
until they had seen that Mr. Silvers,

the owner of the mill and boat, had a
liberal supply of fish. Then each passed
on to their respective domiciles

“ Nor let the Muse in her award of fame.
Illustrious Perch, unnoticed pass thy

claim.”

SOME ASPECTS OF
STREAM POLLUTION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 464)

T he Report of the New York
Zoological Society for 1907 con-

tained an article on The Pollution

of Streams, in which mention was made
of the widespread practice of polluting

waters with the refuse of sawmills. Two
of the pictures in this number of Forest
AND Stream show how sawdust is thrown
into the Delaware River. One of the
mills is situated at Rock Eddy, on the
East Branch of the river above Pepac-
ton. New York. The other is also on
the East Branch, above the mouth of

the Beaverkill. Year after year these,

and other mills like them, throw tons of

their waste into one of the finest black

bass and canoeing streams in New York.
It is an amazing fact that there are

over six hundred concerns of this sort

in the State. Sawdust blackens the

water and settles into the gravel beds,

making them unsafe for fish eggs and
fry. Government experiments have
shown that sawdust in the water pro-

motes the growth of fungus on fish eggs
and kills both eggs and young fishes.

There can be no more inexcusabe prac-

tice than that of disposing of sawdust
by throwing it into a stream. There are

always places on land where it can be

deposited without its becoming, a nui-

sance, and it can always be burned. The
numerous angling associations of the

United States can render a most im-

portant service to the country by form-
ing leagues for the enforcement of ex

isting laws against the pollution of

waters by sawdust and other wastes in-

jurious to fish life. At present it is al-

most impossible to prosecute offenders

owing to the existence of local sentiment

in favor of the industries which offend.

Very little can be expected from local

juries. The fight against the pollution

of angling waters must be made by pow-
erful State organizations, who can keen
up the struggle from a broad point of

view, until the justice of their side re-

sults in success and headw^n is m'^'^e.
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CONCERNING ACCIDENTS
CAUTIONARY SUGGESTIONS TO THE HUNTER WHO
CONTEMPLATES GOING OUT AFTER GAME THIS FALL

By J. G. BROWN

HE recent suggestion

of a Nimrod that real

experiences of fellow

hunters who have
had accidents or near-

accidents, should elicit

a wealth of publish-

able material, even
without taking account
of the narratives of

the “didn’t - know - it -

was-loaded” kind. For
what hunter, careful

though he may be, has

not made serious mistakes which have
resulted, or almost resulted, in tragedy?

In the course of over twenty years of

hunting on two continents, under many
different conditions, the writer has had
enough experiences of this kind to fill a

book, although he has had a scientific

training and is generally regarded as a

person of cautious and careful habits

in field as well as in laboratory.

Usually the most dangerous period

in a hunter’s life is the beginning, when
he is just finding out how easily an acci-

dent may occur with a weapon as pow-
erful as a gun. The writer’s first scare

came in hunting rabbits in a newly-

cleared field in Michigan. Bunnies were
as plentiful as flies (they are so scarce

now in the same region that they are

protected) and the procedure was to

climb on top of a brush heap, jump up
I. and down and shoot as the game scam-

(
pered forth. A younger brother was the

hunting companion, but his short, fat

legs were ill-adapted to wading through

loose brushwood, so the gun bearer,

armed with an old, bored-out Harper’s

Ferry musket, which for weight would
put a Browning machine gun in the

shade, was forced to act both as beater

and shooter. Under the circumstances,

accidental discharge of the gun was sure

to occur sooner or later. Perched with

both feet in loose brush amid the excite-

ment caused by the scurrying game, over-

balancing was easy and the fortunate

thing was the missing of the younger
boy’s head by a hair’s breadth. The les-

t son was well-learned and thereafter

someone else did the beating stunt.

What might have proved a really seri-

' ous affair once came into the experience

of the writer while deer stalking in

Northern Michigan. He had gone out on

; a gray November day with an excellent

companion, a skilled hunter. The snow
was perfect tracking snow and the hunt-

‘ ers soon found abundance of fresh sign

L just where a cedar swamp skirted a hard
maple ridge. It was decided that one

, man should take the north side of the

;
ridge, the other the south side, proceed-

) ing leisurely around to a common meet-
' ing point Half an hour later the writer

I heard two quick, consecutive shots fol-

' lowed by silence and, knowing the prow-
ess of his companion, he decided that ven-

ison was probably to be dresseu. He
therefore changed his course to cross the

ridge, meanwhile keeping alert for game.
Thus proceeding through an open, park-
like forest of virgin maple, undergrown
with the dark green, snow-laden “shin-

tang” or ground hemlock, he pursued his

way when suddenly there appeared about
a hundred yards ahead a suspicious

movement behind a large fallen hemlock.

A cautious glance disclosed what ap-

peared to be a grazing deer. Instantly

the rifle barrel was brought to bear

and the trigger finger was ready, but

the deer remained with head down so

long that suspicion was aroused. The
puzzling situation was finally cleared

when the “deer” stood erect. It was the

other hunter who had stooped to dress

the game which had fallen to his rifle.

Was it surprising that the writer lost

several good shots that day? He was
really to be complimented on his coolness,

perhaps. The fault lay chiefly with his

partner in the hunt, for he had on a

furze coat of a tan color to exactly match
a deer’s coat. The writer suffered more
intense misery that day than he has ever

known from other causes on a hunting
trip, and to this day he hates the sight

of a tan coat on a deer hunter. Had he

been a “paper target” sportsman, the

chances are that his whole life would
have been marred by a deplorable acci-

dent, largely because of another’s lack

of thought in the selection of a hunting

jacket.

An old French-Canadian woodsman
often used to repeat that an inex-

perienced hunter was sure to lose

some game and might lose his life by
over-confidence. “Always re-load, even

if your game looks as dead as a door-

nail,” he would say. It took a demon-
stration to impress the value of this bit
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e
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair «J*UU w
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipmenL Q

Mail Orders given prompt attention. Sent
prepaid, insured anywhere in U. S. A. ^ M

E Stewart Sporting Sales Co, S

Q 425 FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St.,) N.Y.

MARKET PLACE
PHOTOGRi^PHY

MAIL US 15c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six
negatives, any size, and 16c for six prints. Or
send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-
ing Co., 220 Bell Aye., Roanoke, Virginia.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5,00 DOWN; $5.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 Nortn
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

520 ACRE GAME FARM, 28 HEAD OF DEER,
will have about 20 fawns this season. Good hunt-
ing: two fine living streams on place; fine chance
for fish ponds; 110 acres in cultivation; balance
fine young timber. This place will support 1,200
head of deer. For profit and pleasure you can’t
heat it. New log bungalow costing $3,900; water
under pressure; two fireplaces; hot and cold water,
toilet, bath. One thousand dollars worth of new
furniture to go with place. A fine sporting head-
quarters; mild climate: $50 per acre. Owner,
G. I). Corns, Purdue, Oregon.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION!—WE OFFER
for sale a rare bargain, an island in Currituck
Sound, N. C., easily accessible from the main
land and unsurpassed as ducking grounds. The
island contains 400 acres, a part of which is in
cultivation, has one or two small buildings. -An
ideal place for a gunning club. For further par-
ticulars see or write R. S. Brooks, $7 Hadding-
ton Bldg., Norfolk, Virginia. Phone 1363.

TAXIDERMY

SEND ME YOUR GAME TO BE MOUNTED;
price-list free. Birds, animals, game beads and
rugs beautifully mounted, for sale; moderate
prices. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 1818
Bleecker Street, Brooklyn, New York.

WILD DUCK ATTRACTIONS
'

WILD CELERY, WILD RICE, MUSKGRASS,
etc., bring the ducks in swarms to your favorite
waters. Ready to plant now. Write. Terrell,

Naturalist, Dept. H-37, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS. HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains: hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs: puppies, males, $20; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

TERRIERS

FOR SALE—A LITTER OF EXTRA WELL
bred wire haired fox terrier puppies. Registered.
Geo. W. Lovell, Tel. 29-M, Middleboro, Mass.
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Fastidious Dogs thrive on

SPRATT’S
Little DOG CAKES (Midgets)

Take a few of these dainty, brown, crisp Biscuits

with you when on a walk or during your travels

and you will be surprised how much your dog
will appreciate your consideration.

Write for samples and send 2c. stamp for catalogue “ Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED
NEWARK, N.J.

San Francisco St. Louis Cleveland '

Factory also in London, England

Ij DENT'S CONDITION PILLS

your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. The}’^ are a time-tried formula,
that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are
all out of sorts and those that are
recovering from distemper or are
affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s
opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—

4

cents a
dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-
page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The .'\mateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,
care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10
cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

I want a few more field trial prospects to

try out. I have the country and birds to

work them in, also can take a few more
fhootlne does to train.

BERT FAWLEY, EATON, ILLINOIS

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

The Llewellin Setter JOFFHE is a white, black and
tan dog, whelped September 27, 1916. He weighs about

50 pounds. His head is of excellent size and shape;

eyes large and dark in color. Nostrils large, muzzle loii.'t

ami square. Prominence at stop. Tlie breeding a

rnmb'nation of Marse Ben. Count Whitestone and Mo-
hawk II blood, hard to equal.

An ®xtra fa«;t easy going dog with great nose and bird

finding instinct Stud ice $50.

• Addres.s and Express Office:

REG HALLADAY. Cresskill, New Jersey.

ABREDALE PUPPIES
Real high-class puppies with 17 championships in

pedigrees behind them; the class you read about

hut seldom see. Ready for delivery. Males, $30;

females, $25. Blayney, 1542 Fifty-eighth St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

of woodcraft. Just at dusk one even-
ing at the edge of a beautiful forest, the
writer came unseen upon a buck and a
doe gazing longingly into a farmer’s
clearing. He had long been without
fresh meat, for the family with whom
he boarded were pioneer settlers and far
from town. He was doubly anxious to

“make good” therefore, first because of

this fact, second, because, although he
had worn out several perfectly good pairs

of hunting boots, he had never yet

brought home any venison. He aimed
carefully for the exposed shoulder and
let go. At the shot the buck reared

and fell over sideways into an old elm top.

With a shout the hunter hurried forward
and had almost reached the stunned ani-

mal when with a bound the buck regained

his feet and, to the amazement of the

young sportsman, galloped off in long

leaps. The rifle was at length raised,

but a dull click was the only response

to the trigger pull
; no cartridge had been

pumped into the empty chamber after the

first shot. This lesson was keenly im-

pressed and probably later saved the

writer’s life, for bucks do not always
bound away when wounded. The next

time the rifle was ready. A buck and
two does stood in open hardwood on an

old, deeply-worn runway toward which

a bevy of partridges had been driven.

Quickly changing from bird shot to buck-

shot, the hunter let drive at the buck.

Immediately the animal started down
the runway toward the swamp on the

run, while the does took the opposite di-

rection and the writer mentally recorded

his score a miss. This time, however,

he placed a fresh cartridge in the cham-

ber before advancing. An examination

of saplings on either side of the spot

where the buck had stood showed clearly

that the animal must have been hit. Just

as the examination was concluded a rust-

ling sound in the leaves down the trail

announced the hurried approach of some-

thing, and the writer gazed upon an

enraged deer coming swiftly forward,

antlers lowered, neck bristling and eyes

flashing fire. No statue ever stood more

immobile than the author for a second

of time. Then when the brute was within

ten or twelve feet the shotgun barked,

—

over the deer’s head it is true, in fact at

a distance of twenty paces the buckshot

struck a tree fully thirty feet above

ground, but the deer was stopped. His

momentum was sufficient to plow up leaf

mold in narrow furrows with his sharp

fore feet. He sat down on his haunches,

then wheeled and made off, and the effi-

cient training of a previous lesson in

the hunter’s experience had been demon-

strated in a highly satisfactory manner.

The ethics of true sportsmanship require

that continuous caution be exercised.
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FUR, FEATHER ARD FIH

BOOKS
Edited by A. E. T. Watson

The design of this series is to

present monographs, as complete

as they can possibly be made, on
the various birds, beasts, and fishes

which are generally included under

the head of game.

Each volume of the present

series, is therefore devoted to a

bird, beast or fish. The creature’s

origin is traced, its birth and breed-

ing described, and all the sports-

man’s methods of dealing with it

are s6t forth.

Price $2.00
Delivered to any address in the

U. S. or Canada.

THE FOX
By Thomas F. Bale.

This volume deals with the history, edu-

cation and mind of the fox; how to pre-

serve the fox, his home and haunts; as a

captive, an outlaw; his fur, and when
hunted. The object has been to illustrate

his manners and intelligence. There are

eight full page illustrations.

SNIPE and WOODCOCK
By L. H. Be Visne Shaw. The chapters

on COOKERY are hy Alexander Innes

Shand.

Read Snipe and Woodcock. We believe

this volume should prove as instructive and
interesting as its fellows in this series.

It closes with “Why not vary the

menu with more of the woodcocks, ‘sim-

ply roasted,’ I say, for of all birds, you
can do no better than to leave him to him-

self.” The illustrations are by Thorburn
and Whymper.

PIKE and PERCH
By William Senior,

Mr. Senior was the editor of "The
Field”—a notable of English sport maga-
zines. A glance at the contents of this

volume;—The Pike of fable and fancy;

of fact; fishing in lakes, in rivers, small

waters and typical days; the ancient art of

trolling; bait and tackle; make in all twelve

chapters of delightful reading. Illustrated.

THE PARTRIDGE
NATURAL HISTORY hy the Reverend
H. A. Macpherson. SHOOTING hy
A. J. Stuart-Wortley. COOKERY hy
George Saintshury.

This book has gone through several edi-

tions. “Our National traditions are so

closely associated with this favorite game-
bird, that its presence could ill be spared

from our midst.

Few will deny the pleasure that the part-

ridge has conferred upon their rambles,

startling them with its abrupt departure
from some clover field, or breaking in

upon the stillness of a summer evening by
the iteration of its harsh, unmusical call-

note." Mr. Macpherson’s hi.story thus de-

lightfully begins and the story of the life

of the partridge goes along until we come
to Mr. Saint -bury’s “Cookery of the Part-

ridge,” where we may leave the partridge

on the table in the most appetising forms
which the science of cookery has dis-

covered. Illustrations are well placed.

ORDER FROM

FORESTand STREAM
(Book Department)

9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they are to be found at different seasons
of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best
known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-
try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.
The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Can You Throw a Single or Double Diamond Hitch?
Or a Wiman One-Man Hitch
" “ Pole Hitch
“ “ Saw Buck Saddle
“ “ Saw Buck Sling
“ " Cross Tree Hitch
“ “ Squaw Hitch
“ " Lifting Hitch
“ " Stirrup Eitch
“ " Saddle Hitch

FREE *‘“"

FOREST and

HORSE PACKING
By CHARLES JOHNSON POST

Tells you how to pack a horse for the trail—it tells you
how to make sling nets and many other things that are

necessary where a horse is used for the trail or trek,

besides showing how to throw the different hitches used

by the men who know.
200 pages, 175 diagrams and illustrations; flexible clot^

binding; price $1.00.

Year’s Subscription to Forest and Stream
at the $2.00 Yearly Rate

9 EAST 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY, N, Y.STREAM,

NY DOG BOOK PUBUSHED
Can be secured through

Forest and Stream Book Department

You can have any of the following $i.oo dog
books free with a year’s subscription to Forest

and Stream at the regular $2.00 yearly rate.

THE AIREBALE
By W. A. Bruette

MODERN BREAKING
By W. A. Bruette

FOREST AND STREAM

THE FOX TERRIER
By William Haynes

DOG TRAINING
By S. T. Hammond

9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK. N. Y.

THE FOX HOUND
By R. D. Williams

NURSING vs. DOSING
By S. T. Hammond
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YOUR LAST CHANCE
AT THESE

LOW PRICED SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS
FOREST AND STREAM Presents The Following Series of
Special Low Priced Subscription Offers—Orders For Which
Must Be Mailed Not Later Than October 31st, Uniess
Otherwise Mentioned, Magazines May Be Ordered To One
Or Different Addresses. Extra Postage Charge On Cana-
dian Or Foreign Orders.

MTOUR special offer

FOREST and STREAM

$3.00

Make Up Your Own Club
Add together the Clubbing Numbers of the

magazines wanted; multiply the sum by 5.

This total will be the correct price to remit.
For instance:

—

FOREST AND STREAil
McClures Magazine
Current Opinion

Publisher’s Price

FOREST AND STREAM
Illustrated World
McClures Magazine

Publisher’s Price

FOREST AND STREAM
Metropolitan
Outing

Publisher’s Price

FOREST AND STREAM
Metropolitan Magazine
Century Magazine

Publisher’s Price

$2.00
2.00
3.00

$7.00

1 ALL
i

FOR

[$5.00
$2.00
2.00

2.00

$6.00

1
ALL

1
FOR

j

$4.50

$2.00
3.00
3.00

$8.00

1 ALL
^

FOR

I

$6.50
$2.00
3.00
4.00

$9.00

I

ALL
1

FOR

[$6.50

FOREST AND STREAM
Outing
Garden Magazine

Publisher’s Price

FOREST AND STREAM
Current Opinion
Outing

Publisher’s Price

FOREST AND STREAM
Review of Reviews
Illustrated World

Publisher’s Price

FOREST AND STREAM
Metropolitan
Worlds Work

Publisher’s Price

•FOREST AND STREAM
•American .Magazine
•Woman’s Home Companion 2.00 ^

Publisher’s Price $6.00 J

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
Pictorial Review 2,00 !

Field and Stream 2.00 |-

Publisher’s Price $6.00 J

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00 1

Outers Book 2.00
Motion Picture Magazine 2.00 >

Publisher’s Price $0.00 J

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00 1

Outing 3.00
McClures Magazine 2.00 >

Publisher’s Price $7.00 J

FOREST AND STREAM $2,00]
Worlds Work 4.00
McClures Magazine 2.00 (-

Publisher’s Price $8.00
j

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
Review of Reviews 4,00
Metropolitan 3.00

Publisher’s Price $9.00 j

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00 1

Modern Priscilla 1.50
Boys’ Life 1.50

Publisher’s Price $5.00 J

$2.00
]

3.00
2.00

1

-

$7.00 J

$2.00
1

3.00
1

3.00 r

$8.00 J

$2.00
4.00
2.00

$8.00

$2.00
"I

3.00

4.00 !-

$9.00 J

$2.00 1

2.00 i

ALL
FOR

$5.50

ALL
FOR

$6.00

ALL
FOR

$5.75

ALL
FOR

$6.50

ALL
FOR

$4.50

ALL
FOR

$4.50

ALL
FOR

$4.50

ALL
FOR

$5.00

ALL
FOR

$6.00

ALL
FOR

$6.50

ALL
FOR

$4.00
FOREST AND STREAM

Physical Culture
Outing

Publisher’s Price

$?.00
2.00
3.00

$7.00

]
ALL

I FOR

I
$5.50

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
1

All Outdoors 2.00
National Sportsman 1.00

Publisher’s Price $5.00 J

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00']
World’s Work 4.00
Century 4.00

Publisher’s Price $10.00 J

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
1

Independent 4.00
Century 4.00

Publisher’s Price $10.00
;

•FOREST AND STREA.M $2.00 1

*Delineator 2.00
•Everybodys 2.00

Publisher’s Price $6.00 .

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
Current Opinion 3.00
Little Folks (or Boys’ Life) 1.50

Publisher’s Price $6.50 .

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
Physical Culture 2.00
Illustrated World 2.00

Publisher’s Price $6.00
,

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
McCalls Magazine 1.00
McClures Magazine 2.00
American Boys 2.00

Publisher’s Price $7.00
.

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
Youths’ Companion 2.50
Review of Reviews 4.00
American Magazine 2.00

Publisher’s Price $10.50 ,

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
All Outdoors 2.00
Outing 3.00
Baseball Magazine 1.50

Publisher’s Price $8.50 J

FOREST \ND .STRE.-\M $2.00
Century 4.00
Worlds Work 4.00
Boys* Life (or Boys*

Magazine) 1.50

Publisher’s Price $11.50
.

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00 J
Smart Set 4.00
Review of Reviews 4.00
Collier’s Weekly 2.50

Publisher’s Price $12.50

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
St. Nicholas 3.00
Pictorial Revieiv 2.00
Current History 3.00

Publisher’s Price $10.00 .

FOREST AND STREAM $2.00
Current Opinion 3.00
Outing 3.00
Electrical Experimenter 2.00

Publisher’s Price $10.00
FOREST AND STREAM $2.00

Independent 4.00
Current Opinion 3.00
Everybodys Magazine 2.00

Publisher’s Price $11.00 J

*To one address.

ALL
FOR

$4.25

ALL
FOR

$7.00

ALL
FOR

$7.50

ALL
FOR

$4.50

ALL
FOR

$5.00

ALL
FOR

$4.50

ALL
FOR

$5.75

ALL
FOR

$8.50

ALL
FOR

$7.00

ALL
FOR

$8.25

ALL
FOR

$10.00

ALL
FOR

$7.50

ALL
FOR

$7.85

ALL
FOR

$8.50

Clubbing Number 30 Forest and Stream
Clubbing Number 50 Review of Reviews
Clubbing Number 70 Scribners Magazine

150 X 5 = $7.50 (Amount
to Remit)

For magazines that dO' not have clubbing
numbers, remit the regular subscription price.

With
Forest

Clubbing Regular and
Numbers Price Stream
60 Adventure $3.00 $4.50
30 All Outdoors 2.00 3.00
40 American Boy 2.00 3.50
40 American Magazine 2 00 3.50
80 Atlantic Monthly 4.00 5.50
25 Baseball Magazine 1.50 2.75
40 Blue Book Magazine 2.00 3.50
25 Boys’ Life 1.50 2.75
25 Boys’ ilagazine 1.50 2.75
70 Century Magazine 4.00 5.00
45 Christian Herald 2.50 3.75
50 Collier’s Weekly 2.50 4.00

Cosmopolitan 2.00
Country Gentleman 1.00

80 Country Life 5 00 5.50
50 Current History 3.00 4.00
50 Current Opinion 3.00 4.00
40 Delineator 2.00 3.50
30 Designer 1.50 3.00
37 Electrical Experimenter . . 2.00 3.35
30 Etude (for music lovers) . . 1.75 3.00
40 Everybody’s 2.00 3.50
40 Fasliionable Dress 2.50) 3.50
35 Field and Stream 2.00 3.25
35 Forest and Stream 2.00
35 Garden Magazine 2.00 3.25

Good Housekeeping 2.00
Harper’s Bazaar 4.00

80 Harper’s Magazine 4.00 5.50
House and Garden 3.00

60 House Beautiful 3.00 4.50
35 Illustrated World 2.00 3.25
70 Independent 4.00 5.00
75 John Martin’s Book 4.00 4.75

Ladies’ Home Journal .... 1.75
100 Leslie’s Weekly 5.00 6.50
100 Life 5.00 6.50
80 Literary Digest 4.00 5.50
25 Little Folks 1.50 2.75
20 McCall’s 1.00 2.50
35 McClure’s 2.00 3,25
80 Mentor 4. 00 5.60
50 Metropolitan 3.00 4.00
90 Mid-Week Pictorial 5.00 6.00
27 Modern Priscilla 1.50 3.10
18 Mother’s Magazine 1.00 2.30
30 Motion Picture Magazine. 2.00 3.00
40 Munsey’s 2.00 3.50
55 National Service, with In-

ternational Military Digest 3.00 4.50
100 New Republic 5,00 6.50
30 New Success 2.00 3.00
80 North American Review.. 4.00 5.50
35 Outdoor Life 2.00 3.25
35 Outers Book 2. 00 3.25
50 Outing 3.00 4.00
80 Outlook 4.00 5.50
20 People’s Home Journal... 1.00 2.50
40 Photoplay 2.00 3.50
30 Physical Culture 2.00 3.00
40 Pictorial Review 2,00 3.50
40 Popular Science Monthly. 2,00 3.50
50 Review of Reviews 4.00 4.00

Saturday Evening Post . . . 2.00
95 Scientific American 5.00 6.25
70 Scribner’s 4. 00 5,00
60 System 3. 00 4.50
15 Today’s Housewife 1.00 2.25
70 Travel 4. 00 5.00

Vogue 6.00
40 Woman’s Home Companion 2.00 3.50
60 World’s Work 4.00 4.50
50 Yachting 2.50 4.00
50 Youth’s Companion 2.50 4.00

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

FOREST AND STREAM COMPANY
Nine East Fortieth Street, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y-

These offers are made by Special Arrange-
ment and we cannot guarantee prices for
more than 30 days. Place your order now
and take advantage of these bargains. Sub-
scriptions may commence with any issue de-
sired, each for a full year.
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DIRECTORY OF LICENSED GUIDES
I N

MAINE-WYOMING-WISCONSIN
Terms and Open Dates Furnished

MAINE
Clayton K. Arbo, Brownsville, JIaine
Walter L. Arnold, Onawa, Maine
Ira A. Andrews, North Lovell, Maine
Gus Bernier, St. Pamphile, P. Q., Canada
Clarence Leroy Brown, Wayne, Maine
Hannibal H. Bryant, Portland, Maine
Li verett Byram, St. Francis, Maine
Simon Capino, Granville, Maine
Harry James Carroll, Rumford, Maine
John R. Clarke, Kingfield, Maine
George William Cooper, Eagle Lake, Maine
\\ illiara M. Dow, Monson, Maine
Ernest C. Dunton, Bingham, Maine
John T. Dyer, Kokadjo, Maine
John H. Eastman, Dexter, Maine
Philip M. Everett, Norway, Maine
Eben E. Elsemore, Grand Lake Stream, Maine
Arthur W. Eastman, Dexter, Maine
John B. Fecto, Skowhegan, Maine
Arthur G. Fox, Centre Lovell, Maine
Jean M. Field, Rangeley, Maine
Charles P. Gray, Freyburg, Maine
Joseph H. Gurney, Greenville Jet., Maine
G. A. Groves, Smithfield, Maine
Leon D. Haley, Rangeley, Maine
Summer Ricker Hooper, Kineo, Maine
Lester Sprague Hill, Greene, Maine
Will W. Holman, Wilsons Mills, Maine
Edgar E. Harlow, Rockwood, Maine
Ernest E. Johnson, Belgrade Lakes, Maine
Harry L. Johnson, Rockwood, Maine
Henry T. Johnson, Rockwood, Maine
Richard Edward Johnson, Vanceboro, Maine
George E. Nason, Wilsons Mills, Maine
Ralph M. Nesbett, Rockwood, Maine

WYOMING
B. C. kumsey, Cody, VV'yo.

John E. Simpson, Painter, Wyo.
Earl F. Crouch, Wapiti, Wyo.
Carl Hammitt, Cody, Wyo.
W. H. Kitchens, Painter, Wyo.
L. R. Watkins, Cody, Wyo.
Orin McGhan, Powell, Wyo.
Geo. B. Green, Alta, Wyo.
D. O. Harris, Alta, Wyo.
J. C. Eastgate, Rock Springs, Wyo.
J. H. Brison, Rock Springs, Wyo.
-Markus Halle, Rock Springs, Wyo.
J. D. Livenaten, Thayne, Wyo.
W. C. \’ail, Alpine, Wyo.
Leon Livenaten, Thayne, Wyo.
I. G. Walter, Alpine, Wyo.
W. -A. Scott, Moran, Wyo.
W. Best, Pinedale, Wyo.
I. M. Lozier, Cora, Wyo.
V. E. Faler, Pinedale, Wyo.
J. W. Bloom, Pinedale, Wyo.
E. -Amoretti, Dubois, Wyo.
Edward Cole, Lander, Wyo.
Fred L. Stone, Dubois, Wyo.
Earl Nicol, Dubois, Wyo.
Evart Nicol. Dubois, Wyo.
Lester Hale. Dubois. Wyo.
Richard Hincke, Bedford, Wyo.
N. W. Frost, Wapiti, Wyo.
-T. W. Howell, Wapiti, Wyo.
Chas. Chadbourne, Valley. Wyo.
I. E. Kennedy, Wapiti, Wyo.
Simon Snyder, Valley, Wyo.
Glen Snyder, Valley, Wyo.
S. L. Thayer, Valley, Wyo.

on Request
WISCONSIN

Alfred Henry Adams, Conover, Wis.
Peter Alexander, Grandview, Wis.
Lewis .Mien, Hartland, Wis.
William Anderson, Three Lakes, Wis.
Charles .Atteberry, Minoequa, Wis.
.\rthur E. Banks, Minoequa, Wis.
George Santa, Pelican Lake, Wis.

ui.urn, Wis.
Forrest Beahlen, Weyerhauser, Wis.
Walter Beard, Lake Geneva, Wis.
August Belter, Sr., Kilbourn, Wis.
Louis Bernier, Brule, Wis.
Theo. G. Callum, Three Lakca, Wis.
Cord. Cameron. Hazelhurst, Wis.
Frank Coon, Balsam Lake, Wis.
Fred Dane. Manitowish, Wis.
George Davis, Mercer, Wis.
Charles Ellis, Eagle River, Wis.
Victor Erickson, Lac du Flambeau, Wis.
Joseph E. Foley, Eagle River, Wis.
Albert Fridley, Milltown, W is.

Frank A. George, Brule, Wis.
John Giblin, Manitowish, Wis.
F. A. Hahn. Lake Geneva, WTs.
Art Harper, Tomahawk Lake, Wis.
Paul Herman, Boulder Junction, Wis.
John Hessen, Sayner, WTs.
Charles T. Johnson, Chetek, Wis.
H. W. Kelly, New Auburn, Wis.
Fred La Coy, Lac du Flambeau, Wis.

J. A. McDonald, Three Lakes, Wis.
Reuben Miller. Brule. Wis.
David Nelson, Three Lakes, Wis.
Tom Olson. Star Lake, Wis.
Ed Reed. Hayward, Wis.

OPEN SEASONS FOR GAME
IN

THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, 1919
[Compiled by George A. Lawyer and Frank L. Earnshaw.]

THB OPEN SEASONS HERE SHOWN ARE INCLUSIVE OF BOTE DATES. When the seaeoii ie doted for a fixed period the date teiminatin^ the dosed season is given.
The county seasons of North Carolina may be had on appUcation to the Secretary, Audubon Sodety, Raleigh, N. 0. Local exceptions in Id^o,. Tenneaeee, Virginia, and Washington, wQl be published in

“Oame Laws for 1918.'*

The term rabbit indudes “hare"; quail, the bird known as “partridge** in the South; grouse indudes Canada grouse, aharp>talled grouse, ruffed grouse (teown as “partridge** in the North and “pheaaant**in the" ‘ * ......
alrie chickens, ptarmigan, and sage hens; introduced pheasant is restricted to the Old Worla r'~

—
South), and all other members of the family except prairie chickens, pi

, and sage hens; introduced pheasant is restricted to the Old World pheasants.ptarmigan, i .

PERSONS ARE ADVISED to secure from State game commissioners full text of game laws in States where hunting is contemplated, as provisions of zninor importance are omitted from this poster. “Osme
Laws for IQ 10,** and a directory of game officials may be had free on application to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. 0.

** Under the relations for the protection of migratory birds the eeason is dosed on swans, wood duck, cranes, curlew, willet, godwits, upland olover, and all the smaller shore birds in the
United States and Canada, and on band-tailed pigeons in the United States. Owing to damage to rice crops in the South, the Secretary nas ordered that bobolinks, commonly known as

reedbirds or rice birds, may be killed by shooting, between half an hour before sunrise and sunset of any day, from September 1 to October 30, inclusive, in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, and the District of ^lumbia, and from August 16 to November 15, inclusive, in Virginia, North Carolina. South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. Reedbirds so IdlJea <ihall not be sold,

shipped for sale, or wantonly wasted or destroyed, but may be used for food by the persons Idlling them or transported to hoepitals and charitable institutions for use as food

oADDITIONAI. PROVISIONS AND KXCKPTIONS.
-Moote (male), ooriftou, thtev, oorth Lat. 62*^ Aug. 1-Dec. 10.

Chrihou on Kenai Peninsula, and uutp on Kenai Peninsula east of Long.
150^, 1^1. Killing of femmes and young of mountoiin and deer,

and mouniain pooT^tdi and fawns of caribou south of Arctic Circle, pr<v

hibited. Ooat, in southeastern Alaska, east of Long. 141^, and on Kenai
Peninsula, Sept. 1-Oct. 31. Large brinen bear, south Lat. 62*, Oct. 1-

July 1: north, unprotected. Deer on Duke, Qravina, Kodiak, Kruzof,

Long, San Juan, Suemez, Zarembo, Hawkins, Hinchiinbrook, and Mon-
tague Islands, 1^1.

Arizona*

—

Bobwhue quaii, no open season.

Aideanasa.— additional open season, Mar. 1-May 1.

California.

—

Deer (male, except spike buck), in Districts 2 and 3, Aug. 1-

Bept. 14; in District 4, Aug. IS^ept. 15' in Districts 1, 1), 4^, 23, 24, 25,

and 26, Aug. 15^ct 14. Mou70a\n, vaitev, and deeert quail, in Districts

4 and 44 , Oct. 16-Dec. 31. Mountain quaU, in Districts 1, 23, 24, 25, and

26, Sept 1-Nov. 30. in State, no open season. Sage hen,

in District 4. no 6pen season For counties in each game district see
‘ 'Game Laws, 1919

Conneetieut.

—

Deer, owner of agricultural lands, member of family, oc em-
ployee, may kill with ehotgun on own lands deer destroying fruit treee

or growing, crops, but such Idlling must be reported to commisBionera
wimin nnoure. Coot {mud hen), gallinulee, Oct. 1-Dec- 31.

Delaware.—Dot>r, Newcastle County, no open season.

District of Columbia.—Hunting permitted only on marshes of Eastern

Branch, north of Anacostia bnd^, and on Virginia shore of Potomac

Georgia.—Fox sgutrref. unprotected.

Idaho.—

D

mt, mountain goat, in Adams, Blaine, Boise, Bonneville, Butte^

(Caribou, Clark, (Sister, Elmore, Franklin, Gooding, Idaho, Jefferson,*

Lemhi, Lincoln, Madison, Power. Teton, Valley, and Washington Coun-
ties, Sept. 16-Nov. 30; in game preserves and rest of State, no open season.

EH, in Ringhiun
,
Bonneville, Fremont, Teton Counties, Sept. 16-

Nov. 30; in (Clearwater and Idaho Counties, Oct. 1-Nov. 16; in rest of

Bute, no open eeasoo (Bee “Game t^aws, 1919," for local laws on upland

9»me birds.)

Indiaan.—^oo(, gallinuUe, Sept. 16-Dec. 20.

—Pox tquirrel, Sept. 1-Dec. 31; other equirreU, no open season.

Louifllaiia.—Deff. south of Vernon, Rapides. Avoyelles, and Concordia

Pariahea and Hisaimippi State line, Oct 1-Jan. 20 (deer season fixed by
commisBOD.)

HalAe.—Dear, Nov. 1-Nov. 30, and ruffed grouee^partridge, tpoodeoei, Oct. 1-

Oct 31, in Androscoggin. Cumherl^d, Kennebec. Knox, Lincoln.

Sagadahoc, ^aldo, ana Y<»k Countiea. Commisrion may make local

regulatiooa on deer. (See also “Game Lawa, 1919.")

Xaur^and.—Ro55Q, in Dorcbeater, Nov. 10-Jan. 1. Squirrele, in Allegany,

Sept. 15-Dec. 24; in Cecil. Aug. 25-Oct 25; Dorchester, Sept 1-Jan. 1;

Ftederi^, Aw- 25-Dec. 24; Anne Arundd, Calvert, Charles. Prince

Georges, and ^bot. Nov. 10-Dec. 24; in St Mary, usjirotected ;
rest of

State, Aug. 25-Oct 1 and Nov. 10-Dec. 24. Guoi/, in Frederick County,
Nov. 10, b921. Pheaeoni, grouee, in Dorchester, Harford, and Wicomico,

and tend turleg in Harfora (bounty, no open season. Ousif, tcoodeoek,

Dtfchaater Nov. 10-Jan. 1 Wooaeoek, Anne Arundel, no open aeason.

Pheamnl, Mtimara, 1920

Maaaachuaette.—Harg or white ro65tf, in Bristol and Norfolk Counties, 1920;

European haree, in Berkshire Coun^, unprotected. Quail, in Dukes,
Essex, Hampden, Middleeex, and Nantucxet, July 1, 1922, Pheaeante,
commission may open season.

Michigan.

—

Deer, io Bay^ Clare, Emmet, Gladwin, Hur«>n, Lake, Midland,
Missaukee, Newaygo, Oceana, Ogemaw, Osceola, Otsego, Roscommon,
and Tuscola Counties, 1923. north of Township 20 North, Oct
l-Mar. 1; south of Township 21 North, Nov. 1-Mar. 1. Buffed grouee, in
Upper Peninsula, Oct 1-Oct 31; Lower Peninsula, Nov. 1-Nov. SO.

Kinnesota.

—

R^edjrouee, Oct 15, 1920; wfnie-breaeted or tharp-taOed grouee,

Sept 16, 1922. Plavere, no open Boaaon.
Hontana.—

D

mt, in Custer, Dawson, Richland, Rosebud, and Yellowstone
Counties, Oct 1, 1922: desr, gtouu, proOv chicken, eage hen, in Rooeevelt,
Sheridan, and Valley (Aunties, 1921. Elk, in (Darbon, Madison, Park,
Stillwater, Sweet Grass, and parts of Beaverhead and Gallatin Counties,
Oct 15-Dec. 24; in Fergus, Mineral. Wheatland, Ravalli, and parts of

Granite, Lewis and Clark, and Powell Counties, Oct. 15-Oct 24; and in
Flathead, Lincoln, Teton, and parts of Granite and Missoula Counties,

Oct 15-Nov. 30; in rest of State, no open season.
Nebraska.

—

Plovere, no open season.

Nevada.— Valley quail, seasons fixed by county commissioners, who may also

close or shorten dove season.
New Hamnahlre.—Deg, in Coos County, Oct 15-Doc. 15; in Carroll (except

town o! Moultonborougb) and Grafton, Nov. 1 Dec. 15; in rest 01 State,

Nov. 15-Dec. 16.

New York.—When date of open or cloee eeeson falls on Sunday, season opens,
except on mimtory bi^, or cloeet on jireceding Saturday Deer, in

Adirondacks, Oct 1-Nov. 15; deer (male), in Ulster County, nine towns in

Sullivan County, and in Deer Pars. Orange County, Nov. 1-Nov 15; on
own land in Olumbia, Dutchess, and Rensselaer, with shotguns ouy,
Oct. 1-Nov. 15. Introdueed pheaeant, protected by order of commissioner
In several countiea.

North Carolina.—For local laws, apply to Secretary, Audubon Society,

Raleigh, N. C. Migratory birdt, county .season date controls when it

opens the season later or closeait earlier than the Federal Regulations.

North Dakota.

—

Wkite-breaeted and eharp-taiUd grouee, Sept. 16-Oct 16;

ruffed grouee, in Bottineau, Cavalier, Pembina, and Roulette Counties
oxily, Oct. 1-Oct. 10. Coot, gallinulee. Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Oklahoma.

—

Bear, in Blaine, Caddo, Comanche, Kiowa, and Major Counties,

no open season; rest of State, unprotected

Oregon.—East 0/ Caecadee: Deer (males), in Union and Wallowa Counties,

Sept. 10-Nov. 10. Quati, in Hamath County, Oct. 1-Oct 10. Prairie

chicken, in Sherman and Wasco Counties, Oct. 1-Oct 15 Chiruee

pheaeant, in Baker, Grant, Malheur, Um&tilla, and Union Counties,

Oct. 5-Oct 12, and in Hood River and Wasco Counties, Oct 27-Nov. S

Sage hen, in District, July 15-Aug. 31 Grouee, in Union and Wallowa
Counties, Aug. 1-Nov. 10.

Weel of Canada'. Quail, in Coos, Curry, Jackson, and Joeephine Counties
only. Oct. 1-Oct 31. (^ouee, in Jackson Coun^, Oct 1-Oct 10; eooty

or blue grouee, in Douglas County, Sept. 1-Sept. 30. Chineee pheaeant

(male), iq Jackson County. Oct 1-Oct. 10; in Coos, Curry, and Joeephine
Counties, no opw eeasob; balance of District, Oct 1-Oct. 31. Wot^owl,
coot, Wueon enipe, bloei-bellied and golden plovere, yellowlegt, Oct. 1-

Dec. 31, and raile. Sept 16-Nov. 30, in Clatsop, Columbia, Multnomah,
and Tillamook Counties.

Fennaylvania.

—

Coot, gallinulee, Sept 16-Nov. 30
Tenneeeee.—Go&5(err. also Apr. 2-24. (See “Game Laws, 1919," (or local

seasons.)

Utah.

—

Deer, nonresident not permitted to hunt deer. Waterfowl, in Kaoa,
San Juan, and Washington Counties, Oct. 1-Jan. 15

Virginia.—^D«r, in Amelia and Nottoway, Nov. 1-Dec. 31 ;
in Brunswick and

Greeneeville, Oct. 1-Feb. 1; in Chest^eld, Mecklenburg, Prince George,
^d Surry Counties, Oct 1-Jan. 1; in Bath and Highland, Nov. 1. 1921,
in Shenandoah, 19^; in Alleghany, Bland, Botetourt, Craig, Fraoklia,
Giles, Montgomery, Patrick, FSilaaki, Rockbridge, Rockir^ham, Russell,
and Wythe, 1921. Quail, grouee, wHd (urjbry, w^ Blue tUdge, Nov. 1-
Dec. 31 (For other local exceptions, see '‘Game Laws, 191^')

Waahington.—For local seasons and exceptions, see “Game Laws, 1919.”
Weet Virginia.

—

Coot, gaUinulee, Sept 16-Dec. 31.

Wlaeonain.—

D

mt, in Fierce. Barron, Trempeleau, Jackson. Wood, Marathon,
Shawano, Oconto, and hli counties noitb thereof, Nov. 21-Nov. 30; rest
of State, no open season. Squirrele, in Dodge, Kenosha, Milwaukee,
Ozaukee, Racine, Waahington, and Waukesha, no open noshod Dyeeke,
Sept. 16-Dec. 10; ana 5ra^, Sept 16-Dec. 20

Wyoming^EU, in Tiocoln, Park, and Fr«noot (except between Roaring
Fork (>eek and Big Sandy River on west slope of Wind River Mountains
in Bridge! NationiM Forest, and north of Big ^nd River and south of
Sweetwater River, no open season), Oct 1-Nov. 30; in rest of State, no
open season. Sheep (mature males), in Lincoln, Park, and Frmont
Counties only, Oct 15-Nov. 15.

CANADA.

Britlah Columbia.—Open seasons on game fixed annually ^ Order-in-
Council which will be av’ailable from Secretar>’, Game dmiser>’atioci
Board, Victoria, B. C., after August 15, 1919.

New Brunewick.-

D

mt, on Grand Manao and (^ampobello lalandt. no open
seasoD

Northweat Territories.—Additional season on eoriZicni and tkeep, Aug. 1-
Oct 1. Female caribou, mounTatn eheep, or mountain poet with young
at foot, and their young at foot no open seasons Gm-enor (Seneiml in
Council may, by relation, alter seasons.

Nova Scotia.—Big ga^, on Cape Breton Island, no open season. Caribeu
(male), in Inveraeas and Victoria Counties (^y.

Ontario.

—

Mooee, reindeer, caribou (males), south of Canadian Pacific Rail-
road, from Mattawa to Port Arthur. Oct 5-Nov. north of railroad, Oct
1-Nov. 30. Haree, also Dec. 23-Jan. 2.

Quebee.

—

Deer, bull mooee, in Labelle, Ottawa, Pontiac, and Tsmiacaming,
Oct 1-Nov. 30. Blaek'bellied and golden ploiere, yellowlege, Wileem
enipe, woodcock, in Bonaventure, Gasp5. tUmouski, and Sagnai^
Countiea, Aug. 15-Nov. 30; in districts adjacent to tidewater. Sept 1-
Nov. 30.

Saskatchewan.—Dccr, moose, axrihou (males only), north of township 34,
Nov 15-Dec. 14; south of township 35, no open season.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

Newfoundland.—Cari5ou, also Aug. l-8ept SO. Getee, osprotected.
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State.

ai3 qame:. UPLAND game:.

Deeb. Moobb. RABBrr. SatnBBEL. Quail. Gbodse. Pbaibib Cbioebn. Intbodocbd
PaEASANT. Wild Tuseet.

Nov. 15-Dec 15.

.

Dec 1-Apr. Id-..
Aug. 20-Dec. 31 <f

OcL 15-Dea 811®.
Nov.20-Feb.l... Jan. 1, 1922

6 Nov. 15-Jan.Sl... SepL 1-Dec. 31{.. Nov. IS-Jan. Sit® Sept IS^Oct H.

.

5
Oct 1, 1924 SepL 15-Octl.... SepL 15-Octl.... Noopen season...

(») Oct 8-N0V.23.... OcL 8, 1920

u Oct 1-Feb. 292®.. Nov.20-Feb. 29.

.

Nov.20-Feb. 29 d

14 Apr. Wan. 10. ...
Nov. 1. 1922 Nov.‘l-Dec 15. ..

16 Mar.X 1925 Sent 1-Jan. It® .

.

Dec. 1-Dec. 10 . .

.

No' open eeason .

.

17 Nov. 16, 1921 Nov. IS-J'an.l.... Nov. 16, 1920
Nov. 15-Feb. 29 .. Dec. 31. 1921 Nov. 15-Mar. 31 ..

Oct 1-Oct 31 ....

Nov. 10-Dec. 24®. («I Nov. 16-Doc 24®.

21 Oct.20-F6b.28® . Oct 20-Nov. 20 .

.

Oct 20-Nov. 20 0. OcL 20, 1920

22 Oct 16-Oct SIJ.. Oct 15, 1921 OcL 1-OcL 31®..

.

1921 1921
.

23 Oct 16-Mar. 1.... Oct 16-Nov. 30 .

.

Oct 16. 1920®.... SepL 16, 1922 ....

s 24 Nov. 1-Mar. 1

26 MiZIS..;.:;:'::;;::::;::;:;;: Nov. 10-Dec 31.

.

g
27

SepL 1, 1922t«....
29 Oct 16-Dee. 16®. Noopensaaaon... 0A1-Feb.».... Octl. 1924 Oct 1-Nov. 30. . .

.

Oct 1-W.30....
30 Nov. 10-Dec. 16 .

.

Nov. 10-Dec 15.

.

s
D 31 Oct 20-Nov. 5 t-. No open season .

.

Oct 26-Nov. 6...
32 No open season... OcL 1. 1920

33 Nov. l-Dec 31. .. Nov. 1-Dec. 31 d ,

t 1 T.I. ui.L

SepL 16-Oct 16t® Sept 16-Oct 18.

.

U» ....

36 Aug 20-SepL 20.. No open season...

Feb. 24. 1922 .... Met ^irinri Tinrin in 37
Aug. 15-Oct 31®.. mnamnr.

Oiegouj^^ Oct 1-Oct 31®... No open season... \ 33

39 Oct 20-Nov. 30 .. OcL 20-Nov. 30... Nov. 15“Nov. 30.

.

40 Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

41 Oct 1-Mar. 16 Oct 1-Mar. 16.... Nov.l6-Feb.l5.. Nov. 15-Apr 1 ...
42 Nov. 1-Nov. 30. .. Sept 16-Oct 16,.
43 Nov.*16-Decait.

Mar. 1-Apr. 30 d •

46 Utah Noo^neeason...
46 No open teason... Sept 16, 1921

Nov.l-Feb. 1.... Nov.l-Peb.l®...

48
;;;;

Oct 1-Nov. 16 1 .

.

Oci’iiiia
Oct l, 1926

No open aeason... No open aeason t-T
Oct l-Octl8t...

Sept l-Nov. 15tt. No open aeason t - No open season f - No open season...

No open season...
60 Nov.^l-Nov. 30®. SepL 7-Feb. If.. Oct 1, 1919
61 1926 1926 1923 61

Oct l-Nov. 14 .... 52
bS Britiah Columbia*® («) (•) («) (®) (®) S3
64 SepL 15, 1927 Noopen season...
66 1921
66

•

67 V/» /tp/ST.

68 Oct 16-Nov. 16 ®

.

0 1 Oct l6, 1920 Nov. l-Nov. 15.

.

69
80 Oct 16-Jao. 31 . .

.

81
62 Sept 1-Mar. Id.. SepL 1-Mar. 15. .. 62

63 No open aeasoo. .

.

1 63

AUakt
ArixoD*
ArkaiiM
CalilonuA
Colorado
Connoctieut
Dolairara
Diit.Columbioa.
Florid*

Oeorai*..
IdAhr..
lUiiMii..

lovm...

Kontucky..
Looiii*ii*.

.

M*ia«
M*ryUsd..

Miirhorattf,...
n

Mininyti

ModUo*
Nobraak*.
Norad*
Now HAmpohira.
Now Jenoy

Now Uozico. . ..

Now Yock
LoDg Ifl*nd.

North C^Un*o.
North I>*kot*. ..

Ohio
OklAhom*.

PonDoylraai*....
Rhodo I»l*nd....

South Corolin*. ..

South Dtkot*....
Tobdomoo
Toxao
UtAh
Vennont
Viigini*.

Woot VirginiA
Wioconsifi

Wyoming

AJbort*
Br.Columbi*. ..

llAnitob*
Now Bnmfwick.
Northwoat Ter...

Nora ScoCiA
OnUrio
Pr. Bdwajrd Iil.

.

Quebec
SoAkAtchOWAO . .

.

Yukon

(Ttw iwaiiinj bw« ibovn
MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS."n tbr tAaM vbea mifntory blrOa Q07 ba himtaO vUboot vlolottBt alUur Fcdanl rc(QlaUoo9 or Statt lain.)

Ducia. GiEtt.
Baavt. Coot,
Oaujkui.10.

Nov. Was. 31.

.

Bopt. 1-Doe. lb ..

0^. Ib^AD 31.

Nov. Wad. 31...
Oct. Ib^AO. 31...

Sopt. l^Doc. 31

.

Oct. 1-J*n. lb * .

.

Oct. Ib-JAO. 31 ..

Nov. 1-^AD. 31
Nov. 20-Jad. 31.

.

Nov. 1-Jad 31.
Sopt. la-Doe. 31

.

6^. 19-Dw. 31

.

Sopt. IS-Doe. 31 *

Sopt. 16-Doe. 31.
Sept. l^Dec. 31
Smt. 16-Doc. 31
Nov. 1-JiB. 31.

.

Sopt. 16-Dee. 31
Nov. Wad. 31.

.

Sopt. 16-Doe. 81
Sopt. 16-Doc. 31.S^ 16-Doc. 31
Nov. Wad. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Doe. 31

16-Nov. S0«
S^. 16-Doc. 81.
Sopt. 16-Doc. 31

.

Sept. 16-Doc. 31.
Oct. 16-J*n.31...

Oct. 16^ad. 31..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31
0^. 16-J*a.3L.
Nov. 1-Jab. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Doc. 1>
Sept. 16-Doc. 31.

Oct. 16-JoB. 31..

Oct. 1-Dec. 31 .

.

Oct. 16-Jab. lb«
Sept. 16-Doc. 31
Oct. 1-JOD. lb...

Blace-aalleio
AND OotDAN
PU}VE10, AND
Ybllowuo*.

Sept. 1-Doc. lb.

.

Aug. 16-Nov. 30..

Aug. 16-Nov. 30..

Sept. 1-Doc. lb.

.

Sept. 16-Oct. 16..

Sept. l^Doc. 31

.

Sopt. 1-Dec. lb.

.

Oct, 1-Dec. 31...
Oct. 16-Jab. 15 «

Sept. 16-Nirr. 30.

. Aug. 16-Nov, 30.

Nov. 1-Jad. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Doc. 31
Nov. Wab. 31. .

.

Oct. 16-Jab. 31...

Oct. 1-Doc. 31 ®.

.

Sept. 16-Doe. 31.
Nov. 1-JiB. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31 o

Oct. 1-Jab. lb...

Oct. 1-Doc. 31 «.

^pt. 16-Doc.lOa
Sept. l^Doc. 16

Sept. 1-Dec. IS .

Sopt. 16-Oct. 15.

Se^rt. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Oct. 16-Dec. 15.

No open season..
S^t. 16-Nov. SO.

Aug. 16-Nov. 30.

0^. 1-Dec. lb.

.

Oct. 1-Dec. 15...

Sept.16-Doc.14.
Sept.16-Dec.20.
Sept 16-Dec. 16.

Sept. 1-Doc. 14..
(«)

Sept. Ib-Nov. SO.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 ..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Sopt. 16-Doc. 31.
Sept. 1-Doc. 14...

Newfoundland Sept. 2(Waa. 1 Sept. 20-Jan. 1..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

(®)

Sept. 16t>Nov. 30
Aug. 16-Nov. 30 .

Sept. 1-Dec. 14..

Ai^. 16^ov. 30.

8e^. 1-Dec. 14 ..

Aug. 16-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Dec. 14 a

Sept. 16-Doc. 31
Sept. 1-Doc. 14 .

Nov.

1

-Jab. 31. ..

Sopt. 1-Dec. 10 ..

Oct. 16JAB. 31...

Nov. 1-Jab. 31...
Oct. 16^ab. 31...

Smt 16-Doc. 31..

OeV 1-Nov. 80...

Oct.l6^fti. 31...

Nov. Wad. 31. ..

Nov. 2(Wad. 31.

.

Nov. 1-Dec. 31..

Nov. 1-Dec. 31 .

.

Oct. 164ab. 31...

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Oct. 16-Jab. 3L..
Nov. 1-Jab. 31. ..

S^t. 16-Oct. 16..

Sept. 16-Doc. 31.
Oct. 16^*0.31 ..

Oct. 1-Doc. 31 ...

Oct. 16-Jab. 16®.
Sept. 16-Nov. 30 .

Oct. 1-Nov. 30...

Nov. Wad. 31...
SepL 16-Dec. 31

.

Nov. Wen. 31. .

.

Oct. 16^ab. 31...
No open iOASOQ...

Sept. 16-Nov. so.
Nov. Wan. 31...
Oct. 1-Dec. 16...
Oct 1-Dec. 15...
Oct. 16-Dec. 14...

Sept. 16-Dec. 20.

Sept. 16-Dec. 16.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept, l^ijov. 30,

Sept. l^Nov. 30
Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 ..

Sept 1-Dec 14..

Sept. 16-Nov. 30
Sept. 1-Dec. 14®
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14..

Sept. 20-Jad. 1.

Oct. 8-Kov. 23...

Nov. l^Doc. 31..

Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Nov 1-Dec. 31...

Nov. 1-Doc. 31...

July 1, 1020
Oct. 1-Nov. 30...

Oct. 1-Nov. 30...

Oct. 1-Nov. 30...
No open aeaoon...

Noopon AeAOOD...

Ort. 1-Nov. M®.
Nov. 10-Dec. 24®.

Oct 2O-N0V.2O..
Oct, 1-Nov. 26...

Oct.1, 1920
Nov. 1-Dec. SI..

Nov. 10-Nov. 30.

No open oeAoon .

Oct. 1-Nov. SO..
Oct. 10-Not. so.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Nov. 1-Dec. 31..

Oct. 1-Oct. 18.

.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30..
Nov. 1-Doc. 31..

Nov. 1-Dec. 31.,

Oct. 1-Nov. 30.

.

No open oeoaon..

No open seoaon.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30.
Nov, 1-Dec. 31.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30.

No open oeaeon.

Sept. 16-Nov, 30,

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14

.

Oct. 16-Nov. 14.

Sept. I6-N0V.3O.
Sept. 1-Dec. 14®

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Oct. 16-Nov. 30..
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

No open acaaod...
Sept 16-Nov. SO.

Sept. 12-Nov 30.
Sept. 1-Oct. SI .

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Nov. 20-Nov. 80..

Sept. 1-Nov. SO.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sopt l-Nov, 30..
Sept. 1-Nov. io .

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. SO.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Nov. Wao. 31. ..

Sept. 1-Nov. SO.

.

Sopt. 1-Nov. 1. ..

Sopt. 1-Nov. 30..
Sept 16-Nov. 30 .

S^t. 16-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Nov 30.

.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30..
Sept. 1-Nov. 30..
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.^
Sept. 1-Nov. 30..

8e^. 1-Nov. 30.,

Sept. 1-Nov, 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Sept 1-Nov. 30

.

Nov. 1-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Oct. 1-Nov. SO .

.

Oct. 16-Nov. 30®
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.
Oct. 16-Nov. 30.
Sopt. 1-Nov. 30.
No open seaeon..
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.
Sept. 16-Nov, 30
Oct. 1-Nov, 30..
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.
Sept. 7-Nov. SO.
Sept. 1-Nov, 30.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

(«)

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

Sept. 16-Dec. 31
Sept. 1-Dec. 14

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14..
Sept 1-Dec. 14..
Sept. 16-Dec. 31
Sept. 1-Dec. 14..

Oct. 16-Jab. 31..
Sept. 1-Dec. 16..

Sept. 1-Dec 16 .

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 16.

Sept 1-Oct. 31 .

.

Sept. 1 only
No open eeaeon..
Nov. 15-Dec. 16®.

No open Beeton..
Nov. 20-Jan. 31..

Nov. 20-Jab. 31...

Sept l-8ept SO .

S^t 1-Sept 30.

.

NoopeneeAAOB..,
No open aqaaob...

No open aeAAon..,
Sept 1-Oct 15..,
Sept 16-Dec 31.
NoopenABAAon..
Sept. 1-Dec. 16..

No open abaaob..

No openABAAon..
S^t 16. 1920....

Sept 16-Dec 31
No open abaaob..
NoopenABAAon..
NoopenaeAAon..
Sept. 1-Dec. 16®.
No OpenAAAAOD..
No open eeAAon..

Sept 1-Dec 16..

No open abaaob..
NoopenABAAon..
Sept 16-Dec 31.

NoopenABAAon..
No open aeaeon..
Sept. 1-Dec. 16..

Sept 1-Oct 31..
Sept 1-Oct 31..
No open abaaob..

No open abaaob..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31

.

No openeeAAon..
Sept 1-Dec. I6f.
Sept 1-Dec. 16 .

Sept. l-8ept. 30.
No open seaAon..
Sept. 1-Dec. 16..
NoopenseAAon..
No open seaeon..
No openeeasoo..
No open seaAoo..

No open eeaeon.

.

Sept 16, 1927....

Noopen abaaob..

OTHER GAME.
(Season eloseO to States not menUoneO.)

Manitoba Nov. 20-DeC. 10 J

Bear.

(Unprotected in other States.)

AlsbamA
AlAAk*
ArkABAAA
CeUfonuA
LomaUnA
MiaBUBippi *

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania—
South Carolina .

.

Waahington
Wiaconiin*
Quebec *

Nov. 1-Mar. 1.

Oct. Wuly 1.®

Nov. 10-Jab. 15.

Oct. 16-Mar. 1.

Nov. 1-Feb. 16..
Nov. imMar. 1.

No open aeaeon.®

Oct. 16-Dec. 16.

Oct 1-Mar. 15.

Sept 1-May 1.

Nov. 10-Dec. 1.

Aug.2Wune 30.

Alaak*..:
Alberta .........
Br. Columbia*...
Maaitoba
Ncvthweat Ter. .

.

Nora Scotia
Ontario
^ebec
aukatchewan ...

Yukon*
Newfoundland *

.

Aug. 20-Dec. 31.<

Nov. 1-Dec. 14.

Not. ec.lO.c

Dec. 1-Apr. 1.®

Sept.16-Oct.16d
Oct. 1-Nov.30 d *

Sept Wan. 31.

Nov.l6-Dec.l4 d
Sept 1-Mar. 1. d
Oct. 2Wan. 31.®

Idaho. . .

.

Montana

.

Wyoming
Yukon • .

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Oct 16-Dec. 24.0

Oct. 1-Nov. 30 o

Sept. l-Mar. 1 d

Alaaka ... Sept. l-Oct 31.'

Idaho.
WaAhingtoo
Alberta
Br. Columbia* .

.

Northwest Ter. .

.

Yukon •

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.'

Oct. 1-Nov. 1.®

Sept. 1-Oct. 31.

(«)

Sept. 1-Apr. 1.

Sept. 1-MW. l.d

SaBEE.

Aug. 20-Dec. 31.®
No open season.®

Sept 1-Oct. 31, d

Dec. 1-i.pr. 1.®

Sept. 1-Mar. l.d

Alberta
Br. Columbia* .

.

Northwest Ter. .

.

WaahiDgton
Alberta
Manitoba
Northwest Ter. ..

Nora Scotia
Quebec
Yukon •
Newfoundland *

.

Sept. 1-Mar. 1.

Oct. 1-Oct. 16.®

Oct, 1-Nov. 14.

Oct. 1-Oct. 20.

Sept. Wan. 1.

Aug. 16-Nov. SO.

Nov. Wan. 31.

Sept. 1-Mar. 16.

Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Bbbpbiro.**

Delaware
Dist. Columbia.

.

Florida
Georgia
Maryland
New Jeraey
North Carolina .

.

Pennsylvania . .

.

South Carolina .

.

Virginia

Sept 1-Oct 30.

Sept 1-Oct 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 16.

Augr 16-Nov. 16.

Sept 1-Oct 30.

Sept 1-Oct 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 15.

Sept 1-Oct 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 16.

Aug. 16-Nqv. 15.

SaoB Hbh.

* Califomia
Colorado
Idaho

^ Nebraska
Nevada
Oregon
Montana
Wyoming

Aug. 16-Sept. 30.®

Aug. 16-Sept. 1.

Aug. 15-SepL 30.

Sept. 16-Nov. 16.

July 16-8ept. 1.

No open season.®

Sept. 16-Sept. SO.®

A(^. 16-Sept. 1.

DAYS EXCEPTED.

All hunting prohibited on;

Sundays.—In all States and Prov-
inces east of the lOSth meridian,
except Illinois. Louisiana, Michi-
gan. Texas, WiAConsio, and Quebec.

Mondays.—For waterfowl locally in
.Maryland and North Carolina.

Tuesdays.—For waterfowl on the
Susquehanna Flats and certain

nvers in Maryland

Other daye.—For waterfowl locallv

in M^land, Virginia, and Nortn
Carolina.

Zlection day.—

I

d Allegany, Balti-

more, Cecil, Charles, Frederick,
and Harford Counties, Maryland.

Day* when snow la on the
ground.—In New Jeraey, Dela-
ware, Virginia, and Maryland.

* lAwa of 1919 not received. t Local cxeaptiona. 2 C«rt^ ipedea. ^ Males only.
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Last Call for the Best Sport
Now for the big ones, fellows! They are challenging you from clear, cool depths.

Listen! It’s the last call! There’s “Grand-daddy Muskie,” now. He’s laugh-

ing at the fisherman who went before you. So is that old pike that has put on

more weight during the past months. Yes, and the black bass, too. Every time

he “ breaks,” he flirts his tail in open defiance of human skill and strategy.

Don’t stand for anything like that. Hit the trail to the fisherman’s paradise.

Get the joy of the Great Outdoors in the crisp, fresh days of autumn and bring

home that venerable muskie, or that fighting pike, both victors in a score of bat-

tles. Or get Mr. Black Bass— his insults deserve punishment.

See the two men in the boat? They went after the big ones. They’ve got one

and they’re having the time of their life. It’s the best sport in the world. Go
after the big ones, fellows, but go prepared. Take with you “ Bristol ” Steel

Fishing Rods and Meek and Blue Grass Reels.

Say, did you ever lose a good fish because the rod or reel threw you down just

when you needed their help? What did you say? Well, if you rely on
“ Bristol ” and Meek or Blue Grass, you won’t lose your fish and you won’t lose

your temper.

“ Bristol ” Rods are light and pliant, but they have the strength that never fails.

They are the ONE rod for the big ones. And there’s nothing that compares

with Meek and Blue Grass Reels for thorough efficiency.

We prefer that you get “ Bristol ” Steel Fishing Rods and Meek and Blue Grass

Reels of your sporting goods store, but if your dealer cannot supply you

promptly or doesn’t show a desire to do so, we will gladly fill your orders by

mail at catalog prices. This is the day to write for “ Bristol ” and Meek illus-

trated catalog.

THE HORTON MFC. CO.
84 HORTON STREET BRISTOL, CONN.

Pacific Cost Branch
Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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A DEER HUNT IN THE BLACK HILLS
TELLING OF A TRIP INTO THE LIMESTONE COUNTRY OF SOUTH DAKOTA MADE
A NUMBER OF YEARS AGO WHEN FARE DAYS OF SPORT WERE ACHIEVED

By RAY FROST

Contents Copyright. 1919. by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

W ELL down toward the south-east-

ern foothills of the Black Hills

country of South Dakota is the

last remnant of what was once a bust-

ling, thriving mining camp, with a popu-

lation of perhaps 3,000 people. Stories

of three dollars to the pan at Captain
Jack’s Dry Diggings had started a stam-

pede that created it almost over night.

The presence of hundreds of rockers

lining the little stream running
through the town suggested the

name Rockerville.

The pay-dirt was hauled from
the neighboring dry gulches to

the rockers, where was extracted

the gold-dust that passed over

the bars of the saloons and
dance halls that quickly followed

the coming of the miners.

A good many years after that
when only an occassional gray-

beard, scratching and panning
around the old workings, re-

mained of the thousands of

roystering miners of earlier

days, and the old town of Rock-
erville had dwindled away to a

hum-drum mountain village, our
family was one of the score that

still remained.
In the second epoch of the

camp’s existence, an 'ample
stream of water had been
brought in an immense flume
from Spring Creek Canyon, and
the bars and gulches worked
with hydraulic monitors.
When the water began to

freeze in the flume in the fall,

and the season’s run was wound
up, we usually made preparations for a

hunt in the Limestone, and it is the story
of one of these trips that I propose to

relate.

My brother Win, our friend Ben, and
I had been partners in piping out a gulch
that summer, and when the freeze-up
came, we hitched up a pair of old mules
we had, and, loading our supplies and
guns in a heavy mountain wagon, took

the road to the higher part of the Hills.

We usually relied on an 18 foot tar-

paulin to protect our bed from the snow,
both beneath and from overhead, but on
this occasion we took along a 10 x 12

wall tent, for we expected to be out 4 or

5 weeks, and thought it might be a little

more comfortable in case of extremely
cold weather.
We stowed aboard 5 sacks of oats for

The last, lone outpost in the Black Hills

the mules, rolls of bedding, 100 pounds of

flour, a large and a small grub box, and
guns wrapped in blankets. Ben had bor-

rowed a 44 single-shot rim fire Ballard;

my brother had a 45-105 single-shot Win-
chester; while I boasted a similar arm of

40-90 caliber and 11 pounds weight, with
a single set trigger.

It was just before the laws restricting

the number of deer killed went into ef-

fect, and years after the time when they

had roamed the forest in any consider-

able numbers. Reserved as a hunting
ground for the Indians, the Hills were
not opened for settlement until 1876.

Until that time this region fairly

swarmed with game, which the primitive

methods of the Indians scarcely served to

diminish. It must not be understood,

however, that this game would exist

there today, had the Indians re-

mained in possession of the

Black Hills country and been
permitted to do unrestricted

hunting, for no white men have
ever so quickly and completely

stripped any region of game, as

have the Indian hunters of re-

cent years in many parts of the

West.
At the time of which I write,

deer were probably not much
more plentiful in the Limestone
than they are today. As today,

large parties hunted for weeks
without killing a deer. Other
men more familiar with the

ways of the game, and being
better shots, brought back their

winter’s meat.

I

N a geological sense, the his-

tory of the Black Hills is un-

usually interesting. Where
they now stand, an oval area of

a hundred miles north and
south, by a little less from east

to west, was once the limestone

bed of an inland sea. A mighty
upthrust of slate and other older

forms of rock, forced through a

weak spot in the earth’s crust by the cool-

ing contraction of the surface, lifted the

bed of limestone high in the air, and pro-

jected the slate formation, now in a vor-

tical position, through a fault extending

60 miles north and south, with an aver-

age width of 30. Inconceivable changes of

climate, and thousands of years of tor-

rential rains, have so worn down the area

of soft slate formation, that, with the ex-
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cepticn of the high bald rock of Harney’s
Peak, standing away to the south-east,

the limestone uplift lying to the west of

the fault, is now considerably the high-

est.

The limestone to the east of the frac-

ture was not elevated nearly so high as

that to the west, consequently the erosion

was all to the eastward. To the west re-

mains a comparatively smooth and level

table-land, 20 miles wide, naturally
slightly inclined to the westward from
its most eastern brim.
The western face, extending along the

Wyoming line, is broken
by numerous short, steep

canyons, filled with dense
thickets of pine, fir, and
quaking-asp. Three wind-
ing, grassy g u 1 c h e s

—

Beaver, Hell, and Gillette

Canyons— constitute the
water-shed of the greater
part of the region. So shal-

low and level are these and
their branches, that to-

ward their sources they
become a succession of
narrow park-like openings
in the heavy pine forest.

The Black-tailed deer
prefer the more open
points and ridges of the
western brakes. The
White-tails, more timid,
avoid the sunny open hill-

sides so dear to the hearts
of their cousins, and keep
back in the heavier tim-
ber. They are inclined,

however, to stay away
from large areas of dense
thickets and under-growth,
leaving that to their other
cousins, the Fantails.

The Fantail is an un-
usual type of deer, found
in fairly good numbers
along the eastern brink
of the limestone, and in

the heavier growth down
on the slate formation. It

is a miniature edition of
the Whitetail, weighing,
when full-grown, from 40
to 60 pounds. In flight, it

displays a somewhat
spreading white tail, per-
haps a foot in length, held
upright, from which it

derives its name. In the
thick cover they inhabit,

stalking them is practical-
ly a waste of time.

A S we took the road westward toward
Hill City, nobody could have
changed places with us. At Ten-

derfoot Springs, ten miles above Hill

City, we made our first night’s camp.
The next morning was cloudy and colder,

with a raw north wind, and as we took
the road to Custer Park, we glanced
often and anxiously at the sky. We were
not afraid it would snow; we were afraid
it wouldn’t. Sure enough, the cutting
wind took on a new edge of driven snow,
as we turned west across the Park, to

bear a little to the north up French
Creek. We may have been cold; I don’t

remember, but we were happy. We
would be on the hunting grounds tomor-

row, with a fresh tracking snow. We
had merely started a day late.

Crossing the summit in a foot of snow,

we reached Bull Springs, three miles be-

yond, as the storm cleared away and the

evening came on, fair and very cold. We
wanted to do our first hunting twelve or

fifteen miles to the north, and decided to

push on to Alkali Springs, about four

miles, before camping for the night.

Bright and early the next morning, in a

temperature of something like 20 degrees

below zero, with our wagon wheels sing-

ing a merry tune, we were again on our

way. After a couple of hours of hard

going, we turned off to the east for a

mile or so, and went into camp at the

north edge of a small sheltered park.

Springs are rare in the limestone, and
there was none at this camp, but we
cared little for that when there was snow
to be melted. As we hustled the harness
off the mules, and picketed them to two
small trees in the park, avoiding unnec-
essary noises in the process, we were con-

tinually looking off into the woods, half

expecting to see deer moving across the

open spaces among the snow-laden trees.

Although the sun was bright, the per-

fectly still air was somewhat sharp, as

we buckled on our cartridge belts, and
loading our guns as we walked out of

camp, started away through the soft dry
snow. Win and Ben had elected to hunt
through the country to the east for some
distance, swinging to the south. I paral-

leled them for a half mile, gradually cir-

cling to the north. When we had been
separated for perhaps a half hour, dur-

ing which not so much as a track had
crossed my path in the silent world of

white, I heard two heavy reports, with
an inter\'al of a few sec-

onds between, in the direc-

tion they had taken.

After another hour, I

saw the first break of the
level surface of the snow
in a long straight track
coming down the slope at

the right, and crossing a

hundred yards ahead. An
old mountain lion had
made it during the night,

as I ascertained where he
had passed beneath a
leaning tree. Brushing the
snow from the end of a
near-by log, I sat down to

eat my lunch, looking at

the round foot-prints of
the lion, four inches across
the pads, where he had
made them in the shal-
lower snow. There was
something business-like in

the straight course the big
cat had held across the
wide timbered flat. It was
no uncommon thing to see

these sinister-looking

tracks in the Limestone
country, but in all our
hunting we had never en-

countered one of their

makers.
I had lighted my pipe,

and was considering going
on, when two more shots

broke the stillness. Of the

events of a day’s hunting
in a wild country, not the

least thrilling is the sound
of a comrade’s gun. One
has plenty of time for

speculation regarding the

chances of the shot, and
looks forward to the story

around the evening camp-
fire with the keenest an-

ticipation.

Getting well to the

north, I was swinging back to the

west through an open country of

rolling sugar-loaf hills and islands of

timber, a little disallusioned regarding

the region, which we had never be-

fore hunted, when over a rise at the

edge of a timbered hillside, I glimpsed

the horns of a big buck, apparently lying

down. I instantly ducked, and working

over to the left a few yards, crawled up

behind a big log, which would bring me
in plain sight of the spot at a distance

of about 100 yards.

With the 40-90 cocked and at my
shoulder, I rose up very slowly behind

the snow-covered log, to see the largest

A buck and a doe moving softly through the light snow
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French Creek Roadside on the way to the hunting country

white-tailed buck I ever saw, standing
broadside, looking at me, and just about
ready to run. I knew I must shoot

quickly, and pulled the instant the bead
rose to the point of the shoulder. I could

not be sure he flinched at the shot, but,

at any rate, he and a medium-sized doe

that jumped from the ground, ran at top
speed over a ridge fifty yards farther
away, as my second bullet snipped off

some pine boughs three inches above their

backs. Almost instantly the doe returned
on the track.

Going to the point where the doe
turned back, I found the big buck had
gone down, and lay dead at the bottom
of the steep slope, nearly 100 feet below.
He would have weighed close to 200
pounds, but I managed to hang him up
after a fashion by sliding my gambrel
stick out along a half-fallen sapling.

Coming into camp at sundown, I found
the boy clearing away the snow to put
up the tent. With a big fire of pitch
logs in front, the stove going in the tent,

and a warm supper of potatoes and
onions stewed in a frying-pan, warm
dutch-oven bread, fried deer liver, with
plenty of flour gravy, and hot coffee in

big tin cups, it was a memorable occa-
sion.

The boys had come upon the tracks
of three deer in an open short-pine coun-
try, and were looking at them in an
effort to determine which way they led,

when Ben saw the deer running on the
opposite hill-side. Ben was new at the
business, and seemed unable to obtain a

satisfactory sight on the desired game.
“Shoot! Shoot!” my brother ex-

claimed, as he banged away, and shot

again, a? the last white-tail went into

the brush. Reaching the spot where the
deer disappeared, they found a small
spike buck half buried in the snow. The
heavy bullet had struck back of the
shoulder, grazing the point of the heart.

After dressing and hanging the deer to

the limb of a dead tree, they took the
track of the others. When they had fol-

lowed them for a mile, during which the

deer had not stopped running, they came
across two new tracks, which had evi-

dently been made during the night.

Working slowly along, one at either side

of the tracks, they followed the new trail.

Slipping noiselessly along for half a
mile, they found the game had gone up
the slope of a jack-pine covered ridge.

As they came to the top, a crashing
of brush told them the deer were going

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 554)

Typical Black Hills scenery. The trail led through many little forests of lordly fir trees where the Whitetail deer love to hide
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THE OLD DRUM-MAJOR OF MT. RAT
OF ALL SOUNDS HEARD AMID THE SILENCE OF NEW ENGLAND WOODS NONE IS MORE
BAFFLING OR ENTICING THAN THE DRUMMING ROLL OF THE RUFFED GROUSE

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

S
HE was one of a family of eight,

and the first time I saw her she

was in the old wood box back of the

kitchen stove. The largest pup in the

litter, she began to assert her rights

from the day she came into the world
until the day she “went over the top”
of the box and landed on the kitchen floor

in front of Old Tom, the cat. Here
came the first rough touch of her young
life, for Tom had no use for pups and
his claws were sharp. From that day
on she waged deliberate war on all cats

and her first real triumph in life came on
the day she put Thomas up the cherry
tree and kept him there while she dic-

tated terms. Thomas came back to the

kitchen saucepan in fear and trepida-

tion, but my lady met him, accepted his

sincere apologies, kissed him on both
cheeks and many a siesta thereafter they
took together, folded in each other’s arms.
We christened her Bess; she became

a part of our family; followed the horse
and the wood-shod sled to and from the

old wood lot, pointing frogs and grass-
hoppers en route! She took a beating
from the old hen who resented her in-

spection of her fluflfy family! She was
stung by the bees; she was locked in the

corn crib and lost; all the mischief a
puppy could do she did, and yet with all

she edged her way in closer to our hearts
and grew, loved by all, into much wis-

dom and many years.

The hills of old New England, the alder
swamps, the birch and chestnut groves
became her halls of learning; from them,
in unfolding the scents and trails of
grouse and woodcock she perfected her
training and be-

c a m e, in cunning
and field dog wis-

dom, the greatest

of them all. She
came from a long

line of illustrious

setters, the real,
old-fashioned stock,

sturdy, with a won-
derful square muz-
zled head and a

pair of big brown
eyes with the high

lights shining in

them—flashes from
a wonderful brain
—although in t h e

skull of a dog.

Her first trip
afield showed her
natural liking for

the game birds of

her native state
and before we put
aside the gun and
closed her first sea-

son I knew I owned
a partridge dog

—

one of those that
by foot or body

We christened her Bess

scent, in dry and shifting leaves, or

on the rocky side hills, could locate and
outwit that greatest of all American
game birds, the ruffed grouse of New
England. Back again my memory trails

to the days afield with this wonder-
ful dog. I can see her now as she
flits back and forth across the brown
leaves, suddenly to stiffen and draw
along, up to and over an old stone wall,

under a tangled grape vine, into an old

deserted apple orchard, careful as a cat
where the cover was thin—that uncanny
nose picking out the body scent; finally

to stand tense and sure, those big, brown
eyes and the twitching jaws, all signs of

life in a beautiful picture. And then

—

well, you have missed the full measure
in the glass if memory does not hold

for you a picture of one shot well made,

one grouse well earned.

And so the years went by and each

autumn as the October haze and the fall-

ing yellow tokens heralded the coming
open season, Bess would hang to my
heels, keen for the trail and the opening

day.

Down through the hills winding in and

about over a rocky bed runs the River

Shepaug—on either side brushy flats

thickly covered by alder and birch with

here and there a deserted orchard of old

apple trees, dropping its fruit—fit food

for the rabbit and partridge people. High
on either side, “rock ribbed and ancient

as the sun,” the laurel draped hills sen-

tinel the valley, and on guard at the en-

trance, camouflaged in green and gold

to hide its scars, stands old Mt. Rat.

ONE October day after a morning
tramp, Bess and I rested on the

wooden bridge midway in the val-

ley. I was lost in thought and the beau-

ties of the painted scene. The noisy river

rushed along under the bridge, carrying

here and there the red and yellow leaves

from the hills. Bess, I think, was pass-

'

ing her time in the land of dreams, when
away upon the hillside a muffled roar

brought both of us to attention, and in-

troduced us to the Old Drum-Major of

Mt. Rat. I have heard the wild bugling

of the elk, the bellow of the Canadian

moose, the sharp bark of the fox prowl-

ing in the moonlight, the call of the night

heron, but of all

wood sounds—baf-

fling, enticing—the

booming, long roll

of the drumming
grouse never loses

its appeal. Rarely,

if ever, is it the

luck of the hunter
to come upon this

wild drummer as

he peals forth his

long booming roll,

but evidence in the

shape of the drum-
ming log, bark
beaten off by the

sturdy wings, is

scattered over the

h i 1 1 s i d e s of our
northern grouse
grounds. From boy
to man—all who
are familiar with
the woods and
fields of New Eng-
land—stop at that
challenge. It’s the
one wild sound
none can imitate.

Bess acted as ifThe river flowed along under the bridge carrying the red and yellow leaves
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Bess made two or three quick jumps and froze, pointing into the grape vine

it was a challenge directed at her. She

sat up, pointing her nose in the direc-

tion of the sound, sniffing as if to get

just one faint taint of the feathered

drummer. And I, no less enthused, made

her keep in, while we waited for just

one more drum-beat that might locate

the bird more exactly. It came— the

boom boom—boom—about half way
up the hillside and directly opposite

where we stood on the bridge. Not

often, if ever, does the following up

of a drumming grouse repay the ef-

fort; many times I had tried it only to

hear the wily old cock slip away be-

yond gunshot, but, as I was not over keen

to hunt a route that led us further

from home, I gave Bess the word to

“Hie on!” The wise old dog headed off

into the wind, directly toward the sound

until we struck an old wood road which

led in the direction we were to follow.

Bess was carefully nosing out the

stony side hill just above the road, and

I, standing balanced on a big boulder,

was watching, feeling that we were
about at the drummer’s last stand

—

when she whirled and froze into as tense

a point as a dog often makes on these

birds; and then, almost from under her

nose, a big grouse jumped up on a fallen

log and hurled himself like a cannon ball

directly at my head. Swinging to shoot

—well, when Bess came up I was just

picking myself up, recovering my gun
and rubbing a barked elbow, for it was
certainly a tumble, a high and lofty fall.

Yet clear in my eye was the picture of

that old cock as he jumped up on the

log before his flight, and clear in my eye

was the vision of a half-white wing. The
day was too far gone for us to follow

his flight down the hill, so I limped home,
resolving that on the morrow I’d try the

wise old bird again.

Twice during that season Bess and I

found and flushed the old rascal, but

never a shot, and so the season closed

and summer came. One day, while we
were walking in the old orchard back
of the house, the white winged drummer
strutted out from under a fallen log,

spreading his ruff and tail almost in old

Bess’ face and was promptly charged and
chased for his impertinence.

Again, we found a nest of eggs up by
the big rock near the spring, and knew
that the hatching resulted in a flne brood
of husky ruff-necks. In early September
when they took flight, squealing off in

every direction when Bess found them
in the rank growth of ferns in the deep
woods, I could have sworn I got a flash

of a white wing, and I believe our drum-
mer was the daddy of the flock.

T he season opened again. Bess and
I took to the covers and hills of

our old stamping ground, spending
glorious days afield with varying success;

woodcock in the birches and partridge in

the swales and alder runs of the foot-

hills. But I saw no sign of our old drum-
mer and yet I knew at times that Bess
was sniffing the air hoping for the taint
of his brown feathers. I believe she
hunted his old drumming grounds more
keenly than she did other covers and her
disappointment showed clearly when we
turned from where she hoped to find him.

One day as we hit the highway, both
of us satisfied to take the short road
home, she at my heels, a partridge flicked

along through the brush, crossed the road
almost in front of us, lit on the rail of

the chestnut fence, and hopped off on the
other side, down under a tangled grape
vine on the down slope of the rocky
pasture lot. The sun, just sinking be-

hind the hills, played its golden light on
the bird as it stood on the rail for an
instant, and again the white winged
drummer held the stage. Bess made two
or three quick jumps and froze, pointing
into the grape vine, but that old rascal

clipped away without a sound—never
raised above the pasture brush, and once
again got away without my firing a shot.

Bess turned those big brown eyes up at
me with a most disgusted look and the
road home was one long wish for “what
might have been,” if we had only planned
otherwise.

Another day Bess found the old drum-
mer. I knew she had him—she fairly

quivered in every hair—but this time a
quick turn in the thick cover saved him
and I shot off a good sized birch tree as
I swung to lead his flight. I ruefully

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 561 )

One day, as we were walking in the orchard, the white-winged drummer strutted out
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A REMINISCENCE OF ROOSEVELT
THE EXAMPLE OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT’S UNQUALIFIED AMERICANISM, HIS STURDY MAN-
HOOD AND HIS SURE SENSE OF JUSTICE SHOULD SPUR US ON TO A NOBLER AND SANER LIFE

By EDWARD GILLETTE

I

N the month of September, 1891, our

survey party camped at the head of

Buffalo Fork of Snake River, about

one hundred miles southeast of Yellow-

stone National Park.
We were engaged in locating a rail-

way line from Sheridan, Wyo., to Boise,

Idaho. It being necessary to explore the

country ahead of us and to get some sup-

plies and winter clothing for the outfit,

especially overshoes (without which camp
life in winter is a failure) I got together

a pack outfit of ten or twelve horses and
with a guide by the name of Charley
Marsden and Don Hardy for cook, packer
and all around good utility man, we
started for the Old Faithful hotel in

the Yellowstone Park.

Our camps on Buffalo Fork are pleas-

ant to remember—good water, wood and
grass were abundant. The Teton Moun-
tains loomed up ahead of us in wonder-
ful grandeur; the stream at each bend
where there was still water contained
schools of trout sixteen to eighteen inches

long and there were herds of elk moving
along the trails on the opposite side of

the valley, to their bedding grounds.
At Jackson Lake we found the only

house in that country. A man by the
name of Sargent lived there and he told

us his partner named Hamilton, a New

York man, had been drowned in the lake

and that he was running the ranch.

On entering Yellowstone Park the

weather suddenly changed, snow com-
menced to fall in large flakes and pile

up rapidly, so that when we made camp
about fifteen miles from Old Faithful,

the scene presented a midwinter aspect.

The next morning everything was
covered with a thick blanket of snow,
which was growing deeper as though
the storm had just gotten a good start.

It was anything but pleasant to break
camp, brush off the snow, thaw out the
frozen canvas and pack up. The chief

incentive to do this was the fact that
the horses had no feed and that it was
possible we could get some at the Inn.

We plowed through the snow all day
breaking the trail and arrived at Old
Faithful just before dark. On looking
back at the pack train, I saw two horse-
men following our trail, one of them on
riding up introduced himself as Roose-
velt and his partner as Woody, an old-

time guide in the Park. He thanked us
for breaking a trail for them, stating

they had followed it nearly all day. We
wondered how anyone could be foolish

enough to leave camp on such a day.

Roosevelt said he was a Civil Service
Commissioner and had been wired for

from Washington and was on the way,
having left his partner Ferguson in

camp.
We secured accommodations at the Inn,

but the custodian would not sell us any
oats, as his instructions had been to lock

them up for use the next season. This
Norwegian or Swede could not be per-

suaded to part with a single sack of oats,

no matter what the price or the needs
of our stock.

Finally an Irishman named Larry, a
great character in the Park, who had
overheard my plea for the oats, gave me
a wink and later joined me in another
room. He said : “That Swede don’t know
anything, when it gets dark take a bar,

pull the staple at the barn and help
yourself.” I acted on Larry’s advice
and our stock did not lack for oats there-
after.

I

N the conversation we had that even-
ing the Teton range was declared to
be the real thing as far as rugged

mountains are concerned. The Commis-
sioner stated that they reminded him
more of the Alps than any other moun-
tains he had ever seen. To me, for the

first time they came up to my expecta-
tions of how mountains should appear,
as shown in the first geography. The

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 568)

Photographed by J. B. Stimson, Cheyenne, Wyo.

The Teton Mountains loomed up ahead of us in wonderful grandeur, coinciding exactly with the pictures in geographies
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OLD DUCKING DAYS ON CAPE COD
CONCERNING A GREAT STORM AT EEL GRASS COVE ON THE BARNSTABLE

FLATS WHEN DUCKS INIMYRIAD NUMBERS SWEPT IN FROM THE SEA

By WALTER M. HASTINGS

The marshland is threaded with narrow water-ways

Twenty years

ago, my only

black duck

shooting had been

over live decoys
from a well-ap-

pointed stand. The

old market gunners

objected to wing
shooting as not be-

i n g remunerative

enough and any-

thing except sit-

ting shots when a

flock decoyed was
severely frown^
upon. I did not

care for this kind

of sport and when
I first heard about

wing-shooting from
a boat over wooden
decoys, I was very

anxious to try it.

One Thursday aft-

ernoon in the mid-

dle of October
found me in a little town on the south

shore of Cape Cod watching my young

friend Oscar trying to get a shot at

a crippled coot on the beach. He was

sitting in an old chair well exposed

to view, waiting for the “game” to

come ashore. The coot escaped. Oscar

had been convalescing from an illness

and was now in good shape, so when I

suggested that we prevail upon a mutual

friend, William H., to take us on a duck

shooting expedition to the Barnstable

marshes, Oscar was on fire in a minute.

The more so probably because he was

soon leaving for home and school, and the

salt air, the wind in the pines, and the

smell of the marshes would be a thing

of the past in a very short time.

A word about William H. or Billy, as

his friends call him. Imagine a slight,

wiry man, a little below medium height,

brown hair and mustache, who knows by

intuition where birds and fish will be. A
noted shot, a capital cook (ducks eight-

een to twenty-five minutes according to

your preference) and a most charitable

friend—and you have him. He will ex-

cuse your poor shots and your failure to

land the big bass. He never gives advice

unless pressed for it and is then a lit-

tle shy about it for fear of offending.

We found Billy painting the east side

of the school house. And all three of us

sat on the flag pole to talk it over. The
flag pole was new and was on the ground.

Billy offered a number of objections

—

he is not however a hard man to argue
out of work if there is a prospect of a

good bag. We discussed ways and
means.

That night at 7 o’clock, Billy and
Oscar drove up to Mrs. Nye’s, where I

was staying, to pick me up. Strange to

say, the last thunder storm of the sea-

son caught us before we could get away.

Finally at eight, we started north on

the six-mile drive across the Cape to

the shack on the south side of the Barn-

stable marshes. Billy and a few friends

had built it for just this purpose.

Before the days of the automobile, I

used to enjoy the rides at night over

the sandy main roads and the wood roads

on Cape Cod. Everything as black as a

hat—I always wondered luw anyone

could find his way about. Now your

light goes with you and the roads are

as smooth as a floor. The night in ques-

tion was damp and cloudy and especially

black. We arrived in due course.

T O the uninitiated, the harbor and

marshes are curious places. At the

bottom of Massachusetts Bay, a

strip of beach and high dunes seven

miles long form the coast, broken at the

east end by a narrow entrance to the

harbor, guarded by the lighthouse. Run-
ning along south of the dunes is marsh-
land threaded with wide and narrow wa-
terways, except at the east end where
the harbor is situated. From the dunes

to the mainland is about three miles, so

there are about fifteen square miles of

territory to play over. The salt creeks

form many marsh islands and sand is-

lands and shell fish, ducks, gulls, seals,

and various kinds of fish are abundant.

To be in a well-thatched boat, decoys

out, the stars still shining and watch
the early dawn and the teeming life

around you is a worth-while experience.

A pair of blacks, talking in low duck
language, swim in from the neighbor-
ing thatch.

The drake says something and the duck
breaks into a loud call. Other and more
distant ducks chip into the game. Then

three black bullets

pitch out of no-

where and with a

long drawn splash

land in the decoys

—you cannot see
them. Presently as

the sky-line light-

ens in the east, the
gulls begin to call

—a flock of crows

come from the

mainland making
much noise. In the

half tAvilight, you
flush the ducks in

front of y o u and

get in both barrels

with success. At
once, with a loud-

quack, a duck
springs from the
thatch directly be-

hind you and is off

like a bullet. Now
small flocks that

will not decoy jour-

ney from the marsh a mile or so to west-

ward out to sea. Some cross near where

you are lying, but do not notice the de-

coys. Your duck call is usually useless

at this time. The chimes of a flock of

yellow-legs come floating down the wind.

The sun comes up, its almost level rays

producing wonderful color schemes with

cloud, blue water and golden thatch.

Sparrows take quick short flights around

your boat; meadow larks sing and in the

distance you can hear beetle-head calling.

Something scares a flock of big gulls on

a sand spit a half a mile across the

water and they look like a snowstorm in

the sunlight; a seal comes up among the

decoys and noses them. The wind is

rising-—the day has begun.

•'T'HE shack was simplicity itself. Six

I bunks, a stove, sink, table and
closet. The smell of oil skins and

tarred rope greeted one on entering and
mingled with bacon and coffee and wood
smoke in the morning. We did not make
an early start. At eleven, after over-

hauling the boats, we got away and I

took my first lesson in the new (to me)
kind of shooting.

Going in a northwesterly direction

from the open water of the harbor up a
broad creek, Billy announced that we
would separate. He said to me, as we
came to a little creek in the marsh wall:

“When the tide is high enough to float

your boat you go through here and you’ll

come out at Eel Grass Cove. Set up on
the point the way I’ve told you and
ducks’ll fly when the tide gets up near
full. I’ll come for you at sun down,
so you stay right there till you see me.
I’ll place Oscar and go to Slough Point
myself.” These names meant nothing to

me then. While waiting for the tide Pll
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explain a few things. There is a rise

of about nine feet in the tide and many
of the small creeks at low water will

not float a flat ducking boat except in

the little pools. The bottom is sandy,
the sides are a stiff mat of grass roots

.and mud rising almost straight up six

•to ten feet to the top of the marsh.
There are two kinds of marsh—high and
low—the former is fairly firm, covered
'with a low grass and is evidently older

or earlier formed. The low marsh is

aeveral feet lower and grown thick with

high reeds of thatch. It is covered

at high water, but the thatch projects

a few inches above the surface and

makes fair cover even then.

My boat, or skiff, was a flat bottomed,

narrow, high-sided abortion, decked over

fore and aft and with a cockpit and

washboards. It was about eleven feet

long. Billy has since perfected a beauti-

fully shaped ducking boat, decked over,

that will ride in a very rough sea. He
has built many of them since that day.

Presently, I got my boat into the little

Creek and walked along the bed of it

between high mud walls over which I

could not see. I experienced a shut-in

feeling. A sandy bottom covered with

a few inches of water; bright blue sky

overhead and dark brown walls. The
creek curved first one way and then an-

other and permitted no distant views,

but I contrived to make progress. As
the tide rose, I would gain a few feet

and would then sit on the bow of the

boat and wait for more water. It was
lonely and I felt a thousand miles away
from anyone. I coaxed that boat for a

good half hour.

At last, on turning a comer in the

winding creek, I could see open water
ahead. As I approached, a flock of

ducks, fifteen or twenty, that had evi-

dently been feeding on little crustaceans

on a mud flat near the mouth, rose with

a roar of wings. I forgot my loneliness

and prayed for the tide so that I could

get placed and ready.

E
el grass cove into which I now
came is a little crescent, facing open
water on the north and east. I

had approached through the marshes
from the south and from it could look

toward the entrance of the harbor and
see the lighthouse four or more miles

away. The tide that noon still had fifty

feet of flat to cover before reaching the

thatch on my point. In an hour it had
covered this. I had cut with a jack-

knife, thatch to cover the deck; had set

forked twigs, brought for the purpose,

in holes along the washboards of the

cockpit and had brushed these twigs

over with thatch. Ready for business

you see. I sat down in the boat screened

by my breastwork. Nothing happened.
Then the wind freshened as the tide rose.

It was a beautiful sunny day. I sat

patiently for an hour or more and then

all at once a flock of ducks came over my
decoys. I did not see them until they
had arrived and I poured both barrels

of my first double gun, a mongrel with
hammers, into the thick of them. I was
green in those days so, although they
were rudely surprised, they were quite

uninjured. I blush to say that this hap-
pened several times. At last a flock

came down over the decoys almost to

the lighting point, changed their minds

and rose. The last two almost wet their

webbed feet, which were sticking out to

light. Instinctively I shot first at one

and then at the other and got both. Of

course I had been told many times to

pick my birds even among a flock, but

had not sense enough to reason it out.

I could not see the holes in the flock for

ducks.

I pushed the boat out from the thatch

and like a floating farm yard poled out

and picked up my birds—they were

sprigtails and I admired them and

thought them the most beautiful I had

ever seen. I began to scan the sky line

closely and thus saw my next flock long

before it arrived. They were black

ducks and decoyed beautifully. Presently

I became aware of someone shooting a

mile across the water on my left on a

point of marsh which I afterward came
to know as Slough Point. The shooter

left shortly in his boat and I still heard

him another mile to the north on the

high marsh.
The tide was at flood. My boat was

high in the thatch on the point and
the tips of the reeds projected above

the water barely enough to cover its con-

siderable freeboard. The brushed-over
twigs must have looked like a thatch is-

land. A wide prospect now opened; to

the north the seven-mile line of sentinel

sand dunes were creamy in the sunlight,

with thickets of pine and brown scrub

oak in the valleys and patches of dull

sage greens and reds on their sides; to

the west and south, miles of golden

thatch extending to the shores and lit-

tle white specks of farm houses between
the marsh and the woods that stood along
the sky line.

My first ducks were shot after three

o’clock and at the end of the short au-

tumn afternoon, I had nine, mostly
blacks. Toward sunset flock after flock

poured into the marshes from seaward.
They came in beautiful horizontal lines,

crescent shaped, the ends bent back, those

in the center flying abreast. They passed
over, fifty yards or more high without
decoying. Billy rowed over from the

high marsh to the north, the stem of his

boat piled with a variegated bag, black
ducks, sprigs, mallards and teal. I shall

never forget that picture; the sun set-

ting red over the golden marsh grass
behind me, Billy resting on his oars, the
stern of his boat piled with ducks, my
own modest bag at my feet and the
stream of ducks flying steadily overhead
into the west.

It was dark when we got back to

the shack, tired but well satisfied with
the day. Long after supper, the door
was thrown open and a youth from the
home village stood on the threshold with
eyes popping out of his head and his

mouth open. Billy was on the floor tying
up the birds. Dodo had driven the six

miles of sandy road to see how we fared.
His first words were, “Why in thunder
didn’t I come when you asked me?” The
thunder storm had decided him. It

was too early in the season for
ducking, as we usually associate this

sport with wild weather, rough and
blowy. This had been a perfect autumn
day, mild and sunny with a light south-
west breeze. Billy, after observing the
general trend of the flight, had gone
ashore on Black Banks, the high marsh
on the north side not far from the line

of sand dunes and had put his decoys in

a pond hole. He had ensconced himself
in the thatch on the edge of a small
creek that made in there. His bag testi-

fied to his good judgment and good shoot-
ing.

WITH so many birds in the marshes,
we made an early start next
morning, Saturday. We break-

fasted at four and Oscar and I were in

place on Eel Grass Cove before day-
light. Even so the ducks went out with-
out decoying and we got a few birds for
our trouble. Later we joined Billy and
all three went over to Black Banks on
the north side to see if anything was
stirring. It was low water, about ten
o’clock, and we did not expect much. On
Little Sand Island, we stopped to see
two of the Barnstable boys, Horton and
his brother Marcus, who were digging
clams. They had guns with them and
expected to shoot when the tide drove
them out.

About noon, the tide was coming in

A strip of beach and high dunes form the coast
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and the wind was blowing hard from the

southwest. We left Black Banks and

headed for the low marshes against the

wind intending to make Eel Grass Cove.

This was across a wide stretch of open

water where the wind had full sweep.

Right here I got into trouble. My high

sided tub bucked the wind like a square

sail. I believe that if she had had a

center board, I could have steered her

across within the proverbial four points

of the wind without rowing a stroke.

My companions soon left me behind.

Presently my starboard oar broke square

off within a few inches of the row lock.

It was well worn at that point, but

would probably have lasted out a fairly

stiff blow. I was green in bay shooting

in those days, as I have said before and
needed looking after. I had picked a

dangerous boat with poor equipment.

This wind was already exceptionally

heavy. It was increasing momentarily,
although the tide was less than three

hours high. I drifted back behind Lit-

tle Sand Island and, as I expected, I

found Marcus and Horton still clam-

ming. Explaining my predicament they
said they would take me home across the

harbor late in the afternoon. Meanwhile
Billy and Oscar kept on, knowing that

I would find the boys and would be safe.

Early in the afternoon, my new com-
rades and I rowed in their dory across
the channel between the sand island and
Black Banks and climbed to the top of

the high marsh. Since my unsuccess-
ful attempt to get away, I had been in

a sheltered spot sitting on an empty
clam crate watching Marcus. He was a
wonder at digging clams, having a well
oiled joint in the middle. At once the
force of the gale became apparent to us.

From a cloudy morning, it had changed

to a sunny afternoon. A dry south-

wester was blowing and a tremendous

one at that. By three o’clock it had at-

tained the force of a hurricane. Soon

the ducks began to come and we dis-

persed ourselves in a line across the

marsh. I never saw anything like the

flight that afternoon. We stood or ra-

ther crouched with our backs to the

wind and with decoys in pond holes

watched the ducks. They came out of

the northeast from the sea interspersed

with yellow-legs—beetle-head and other

birds seeking shelter in the marshes and

waterways southwest of us. We were

in the direct line of flight, although Billy

tells me they were pouring in all along

the sand dunes. The ducks were flying

ten or fifteen yards high, making heavy

weather of it and would not stop for de-

coys. Little wisps of shore birds would
hurtle by, a few feet above the marsh
like white snow flakes before a blizzard.

We shot when birds came within range.

An hour before sundown the Barn-

stable boys began to get uneasy.

Goodness knows, I had been uneasy

for hours. We held a consultation. To go

straight across the harbor to the shack

and their home was out of the question

after looking at the sea in the harbor,

kicked up by the hurricane. We would
have been in the trough of the waves.

We were on an exposed shore running
east and west. It was decided that

rather than wait for low water, about

nine oclock, we could try rowing the

dory against the wind along shore and
try to make a lee to the westward, then,

bending south, get across. The high-

water bucking the southwester made
short deep troughed waves that terrified

me, but with two boys who had been
raised on this water, I felt that their

judgment was better than mine and
could be relied upon. We made a start,

two at the oars and one in the stern on
the pile of clams. I was on the clams.

I have since felt a kindly interest in the

special providence which watches over
children and inebriates. My coat was
full of shells. I had on a pair of hip
rubber boots that had been loaned to me,
several sizes too large, that leaked. My
last meal had been eaten thirteen hours
before. The water, torn off the tops of
the waves and striking us with force,

saturated my clothing almost at once.

Fortunately we did not upset. Someone
said afterward that we should have un-

loaded the clams before starting. I, for

one, believe that we left undone several

things that might have been to our ad-

vantage. Please do not think that I

was idle during this voyage. I baled and

baled hard. We began shipping water

at the start and I baled at no one’s

request. It was quite necessary. We
made little progress and when our breath

began to come in gasps, we entered the

mouth of the little creek barely in the

nick of time where we held another

council. Horton, the eldest of the three,

put it up to us. We could either wait

where we were for the wind and tide

to go down or foot it across the marshes
to the sand dunes, then to the head of

the marshes four miles west and so

back on the south side. That is what
we did. We started at dusk, but it

was dark before we got to solid ground.

S
OMETIME after nine that night,

three weary young fellows, one of

whom could scarce push one over-

grown, sodden rubber boot ahead of the

other, straggled into our shack. That
tramp was over eleven miles of marsh
and soft sand and took four hours. My
gunning coat, shells, and heavy gun
weighed like lead. I was dead with
fatigue and swore that I would not stir

foot again that night. However, plenti-

ful food is a wonderful restorative to

youth. Billy’s brother Joe had driven
over to get us so we started for home
that night.

Billy had spent the afternoon in the lee

of Eel Grass Cove with Oscar. He
bagged sixteen ducks and killed a num-
ber of others. Experienced bay man
that he was, the gale was such that he
did not dare to push his boat far from
the shelter of the cove for fear he could
not get back.

Next day we learned that the high
wind had set adrift and destroyed much
shipping on the Massachusetts coast and
had wrought havoc in other ways.
We did not record a tremendous bag

but for my first it was a most interest-
ing trip and even with the memory of
its hardships vividly before me, I would
like to live those two days over again.

At last a duck came down over the decoys almost to the lighting point, with wings spread widely, and I shot instinctively
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
PART TWO OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTERISTICS
AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATER-FOWL—THE WILD GEESE AND THE BRANT

Black Brant (Branta nigrans)

By FREDERICK A. WILLITS

T he Hutchins goose, length about

thirty inches, the cackling goose,

length about twenty-five inches, and

the white-cheeked goose, length about

thirty-four inches, are all practically

identical in plumage with the Canada
goose, of which they are sub-species, and
distinguishable from the latter bird only

by their smaller sizes. They are often

termed lesser Canada geese. All three

birds are found in the western portions

of the United States, the Mississippi

Valley to the Pacific Coast. They are

hunted in the same manner as the Can-
ada geese, with which bird they are often

found associating.

The Emperor goose is of little import-

ance to the sportsman, as it is extremely

rare. I believe they are seen more often

on the islands and coast of Alaska than
elsewhere. They are very handsome
birds. Back of neck and head white;

dai'k brown on forepart of neck and
throat; back and underparts bluish-gray,

feathers tipped with narrow white and
dark-brown bars; bill pale purple; legs

and feet orange. Length about twenty-
six inches.

The blue goose, another handsome bird

is also rare and but little is known about
it. It is sometimes seen in the Missis-

sippi Valley and ranges from the far

north to the Gulf of Mexico. Head and
neck white; back, breast and wings
brown

;
wing coverts and rump bluish

gray; under parts white; tail brown,
feathers edged with gray; bill pale pink
or yellow; legs and feet red. Length
about twenty-seven inches. Few pres-

ent-day sportsmen have been fortunate
enough to bag the blue goose or the

Emperor goose. I have never shot either

one, in fact have never seen them near
enough to recognize them.
The white-fronted goose is rare on the

Atlantic Coast, but abundant on the

Pacific slope and in sections of the in-

M R. WILLITS described the

swans and the Canada geese

in the September number of Forest
AND Stream. The other wild geese,

of more or less importance to the

sportsman, and the brant are con-

sidered in this article and the No-
vember number will contain a de-

scription of sea duck shooting .

—

[Editors.]

terior west of the Mississippi River. It

is often called speckle-belly, gray brant,

and has other local names. Head and
neck brown, except forepart of head at

bill which is white; back, wings and tail

grayish brown; rump grayish white;

breast light brown; underparts grayish

white marked with black blotches; bill,

legs and feet orange. Length about
twenty-eight inches.

The white-fronted geese are shot over

the stubble fields of the West. There,

when feeding on grass and grain, their

flesh is delicious; far better, as with
other water-fowl, than when they are

found on the salt marshes about the

coast. The manner of hunting the Can-
ada goose, described in a previous art-

icle, applies equally well to the speckle-

bellies. They are shot over decoys, or

from ambush as they fly from one feed-

ing ground to another. Like the other
geese, they will when not too much shot

at follow the same line of flight, and
the observing sportsman will have no
great difficulty in getting under them.
He must, however, be perfectly concealed
and remain motionless until the fowl are
within range. All the geese have ex-
ceedingly keen sight, and an approaching
flock will at once detect the smallest un-
familiar object on their feeding ground
or the slightest movement in the brown
stubble beneath as they gaze downward.

All the geese are very swift of flight,

although, because of their large

size, they do not appear to be mov-
ing rapidly. The aim, therefore, should

be well in front of a bird passing. Geese
coming into the decoys will often at

the report of the first shots spring

straight up in the air, going to a con-

siderable height before swinging off. The
second barrel is often missed because
the shooter does not aim far enough
above the swiftly rising fowl. I do not
think there is a bird whose flight is more
deceptive than that of the wild goose.

They are always flying much more rap-

idly than they appear to be. The same
guns and loads used in shooting the

Canada geese are used on the speckle-

bellies.

The greater snow goose, length about
thirty-three inches, and the lesser snow
goose, length about twenty-four inches,

are, as their names indicate, birds of

snow white plumage, with the exception
of the primaries (long end feathers of
the wings) which are black. The bill,

legs and feet are dark pink or red.

Young birds have head, neck and upper
parts grayish white. The two birds are
distinguishable from each other only by
their size.

The greater snow goose ranges
throughout North America at large, al-

though it is far more abundant in the

interior and on the Pacific Coast than
on the Atlantic. They are rare on the

Atlantic Coast north of the Chesapeake.
The lesser snow goose is more distinctly

a western bird, and is found from the
Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Coast,

and from the Arctic Ocean to the Gulf
of Mexico.

The snow geese are very beautiful

birds, and a great flock of them stream-
ing across the blue of the fall sky, like

drifting, fleecy white clouds, is a sight
long to be remembered. The abundance-
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of these birds in years gone by is almost

beyond the imagination of the present-

day hunter. In the Mississippi Valley,

on the broad prairies of the west and

in California, fields were whitened by

these fowl as by a sudden fall of snow.

In the Sacramento and San Joaquin Val-

leys, in Oregon, the Dakotas, in Texas

and elsewhere, great clouds of these

birds, during the migrations, descended

upon the grain fields. The farmers went
forth, gun in hand, to protect their crops

from total destruction; countless thous-

ands of the fowl were killed annually,

and, a glut upon the market, thousands

of them wasted. Today they come in

ever decreasing numbers, but they are

still plentiful on the Pacific Coast, in

the Mississippi Valley and in parts of

Texas.

The snow geese are often seen associ-

ating with the Canada geese, the white-

fronted, and other geese. All these va-

rieties are sometimes shot from the same
blind on the stubble fields during the

same day. Often a mixed flock of live

decoys of the different species are used
where all the birds are plentful. The
snow geese are hunted in the same man-
ner as the other geese. They are known
as white brant, wavey, and have other
local names indigenous to the locality.

Ross snow goose is identical in plum-
age with the other snow geese and is

about the same size as the greater bird.

It is not uncommon in some sections

along the Pacific Coast, but is never seen

along the Atlantic. Its habits are very
like the other snow geese, with which
it associates. The difference is inter-

esting to the naturalist, but of little im-

portance to the sportsman, since all the

snow geese are alike in appearance, are

shot in the same manner and over the

same decoys.

The Brant

There are two varieties of Amer-
ican brant or brant-geese; the com-
mon brant and the black brant.

The common brant is found throughout
Eastern North America. Although it is

met with in the interior, it prefers salt

water to fresh and is a common fowl on
the brackish bays of the Atlantic Coast.

Head, neck, breast, back at base of neck,

and tail black; small patch of white on
either side of neck near head

;
upper

parts grayish brown; under parts gray-
ish white, streaked with brown on sides;

white about and under tail; bill, legs

and feet black. Length about twenty-
six inches.

The black brant is the western rep-

resentative of the preceding species and

is very rarely seen on the Atlantic Coast.

It is about the same size as the common
brant, but easily distinguishable from
the latter bird by its much darker plum-

age. Head, neck, breast, abdomen and
tail black

;
white collar around upper

neck interrupted at rear; wings and up-

per parts dark brown; white about and
under tail; bill, legs and feet black.

The black brant are still plentiful on
the Pacific Coast. California hunters

formerly made immense bags of these

birds, but over shooting has been fol-

lowed by the usual result, and in no
locality today are the fowl so abundant
as in former years.

The common brant is familiar to

sportsmen who have shot on the Long
Island bays, Barnegat Bay, Currituck
Sound and other waters along the Atlan-
tic Coast. Here, although not nearly
so plentiful as in former years, they
still come in goodly numbers during the

spring and fall migrations.

The brant arrive along the North At-
lantic Coast in October and continue to

move southward during the remainder
of the fall and early winter. They pass
rapidly by the shores of Canada and our
most northern states, but often make
long stops on the bays and sounds of

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 563)

White-fronted geese swimming. They are often called speckle-bellies, gray brant and have a number of other local names
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACKiBASS,

FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

SIXTH PAPER

J

OHNNIE and I were now attending

the collegiate course at the high

school, and for two or three years our

sporting activities were restricted to Sat-

urdays and other school holidays. These

were devoted to fishing, shooting and

sailing along the Patapsco and upper

Chesapeake Bay. Sometimes we were

accompanied by Andrew or Robert, and

we enjoyed sport galore for fish of all

kinds; shore-birds and ducks were very

abundant at that time, and were not

far to seek.

One day we were fishing off the Laz-

aretto, opposite to Fort McHenry, and.

a stiff breeze blowing, we could hear, oc-

casionally, the snapping and flapping of

the big garrison flag. Then, Johnnie,

who was already an incipient rebel,

sang:
“
’Tis the Star-Spangled Banner,

0 long may it wave
O’er the land of the free and

the home of the slave.”

Robert called him down, and then pro-

ceeded to tell us the story of the Na-
tional Anthem.

It was during the latter part of the

war with England, in 1814, that a Brit-

ish fleet, in command of Admiral Cock-

burn, was assembled at the mouth of

Baltimore harbor, a menace to the fort

and the city as well. It was then that

Francis Scott Key, a prominent lawyer

of Maryland, with others, was selected

to visit the Admiral, and endeavor, by
using all the arts of diplomacy, to pre-

vail with him to forego a bombardment
of the city. After the conference was
ended Key and his associates were not

permitted to return, and so were com-

pelled to remain aboard the flagship and
witness the battle between the fleet and

the fort which followed.

And through the long vigil of that

terrible night, exposed to the fire of the

fort, the “rocket’s red glare,” and “bombs
bursting in air,” disclosed to their

strained vision that the flag was “still

there.”

When the sun rose from the broad

bosom of the Patapsco the next morn-
ing its new-born rays kissed the tom
flag, causing its “broad stripes” to gleam
more deeply crimson, and its “bright

stars” to shine more brightly. As the

sun rose higher through the murky at-

mosphere Old Glory waved proudly, de-

fiantly and triumphantly over the crip-

pled fleet that lay still and quiet with
broken spars, tom rigging and tattered

sails. It was during the “perilous night”

that The Star-Spangled Banner was con-

ceived and firmly fixed in the patriotic

mind of Francis Scott Key, and regis-

tered in words of fire in his loyal brain,

needing only pen and paper to preserve

it to the Nation.
Then Robert told us of the Battle of

Baltimore, on September 12, 1814, when

a British army, under General Ross, ad-

vanced against the city. He was met

by an American force, including the “de-

fenders,” or home guard. Among the

latter were two apprentices. Wells and

McComas, who as sharpshooters or

“snipers”, were ensconced amid the

branches of a tree by the roadside.

The brave but reckless General ad-

vancing at the head of his troops de-

clared that he would eat his breakfast

either in Baltimore or in Hell. When
he came within easy rifle range of the

boys two shots rang out, and the luck-

less General fell headlong from his horse,

and like the antiquarian gent of the

Stanislaus, the subsequent proceedings

interested him no more. The advance

Bringing him to net

of the foe was stayed and the city was
saved. It is presumed that the doughty

General partook of his matutinal repast

the next day in some Plutonian hostelry,

where it is hoped that the cuisine and

service were to his liking.

I

N 1852, when I was sixteen years of

age, and had just finished my studies

at the high school, my father conclud-

ed to anticipate the advice of Horace
Greeley and “go west.” There were sev-

eral reasons for his determination, the

chief one, however, was that the change
of climate might prove beneficial to my
mother’s health. Accordingly, our family

removed from the historic city of Balti-

more to the “Queen City of the West.” As
the Baltimore and Ohio railroad was not

completed farther west than Cumberland,
Maryland, we traveled by the Pennsyl-

vania railroad to Pittsburgh, thence by
steamboat to Cincinnati, Ohio.

While the journey was slow and some-
what tedious, it was not uninteresting,

as the scenes and incidents were new and
novel. Railway transportation was then
in its infancy. The rails were flat strap

iron bolted on continuous stringers, and

the rolling stock was quite primitive. I

saw a freight locomotive that was
equipped with a walking-beam, like a

low-pressure steamboat. At that time
the Appalachian mountains were not

tunneled, so that they were crossed by
means of a series of inclined-planes, by
which the cars were hauled up or let

down by stationary engines at the sum-
mit of the inclines. The car was affixed

to a heavy iron cable running on pulleys

in the middle of the track. I think there
were nine inclines between Johnstown,
on one side of the mountains and Holli-

daysburgh on the other side, so that the
passengers experienced many ups and
downs on this portion of the journey.
As the canal was also interrupted by

the obstruction of the mountains, the

canal-boats were built in sections, so that
they could be taken from the water at,

say, Johnstown and transported to Hol-
lidaysburgh, there to be again placed in

the canal, and vice versa. The inclined-

planes were furnished with double tracks,

so that while a car was ascending on one
track, a section of a canal-boat was de-

scending on the other, the weight of each
being thus somewhat counter-balanced.

In this day of rapid transit when even
the Atlantic has been crossed by sea-

plane and dirigible balloon, it seems al-

most unbelievable that such primitive
methods of transportation were in use on
one of the greatest of our railways but
sixty years ago.

At Pittsburgh the high-pressure steam-
boat was both a puzzle and a curiosity.

It was hard to imagine why, with such
a low boiler deck and so few inches of
freeboard, the boat was not swamped,
or the fires under the boilers extin-
guished. When I was informed that
some of the up-river boats, with over-
hanging guards, had a draft of but
twelve or fifteen inches, the wonder to
me was, that with such a lofty and heavy
superstructure the boat was not capsized
in a heavy blow; but when I saw the
big twin engines and the battery of huge
boilers, and the inunense deck load that
served as so much ballast, the mystery
was explained.

As we journeyed down the Ohio River
I was much impressed with its extreme
loveliness. The low, green hills on either
bank, the quiet coursing of the stream
around the bends, and the reflection of
the drifting clouds in the still reaches
formed a never-ending panorama of
beauty and delight.

O N arriving at Cincinnati everything
seemed strange and different. In-

stead of a forest of tall masts and
tapering spars of vessels, as in the har-
bor of Baltimore, there was a jungle
of smoke-stacks rising from hundreds of
steamboats that were crowded, tier after
tier, about the wharf, boats and levee.
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Above the noise and confusion, blowing
of whistles, escaping of steam, could be

heard the rhythmic refrains of negro
deck-hands and roustabouts as they
loaded or unloaded freight, sometimes
from the same boat. They were encour-
aged or abused by the mates in order
to put more speed and energy into the

hurried work.
After becoming settled in our new

home my father was quite desirous that
I should go to college, but I pleaded for

a little more time, so that I could look

about me, not having decided as to my
future course. In the meantime I was
offered a position as a proofreader in an
establishment where stereotype plates for
books were prepared. I was considered
very proficient in correct spelling, so
after a thorough trial by the superinten-
dent, who seemed to have all the hard-
est words of the English language on
the tip of his tongue, he was satisfied

that I would do, and very willingly
offered me the position, which I accepted,
temporarily, after conferring with my
father, and gaining his consent.
At this establishment books on every

conceivable subject, embracing science,
art, letters and fiction, were produced, so
that my position as proofreader was by
no means a sinecure; but on the other
hand I soon discovered that it would be
quite an education for me, possibly a
better one than a few terms at college
would provide, especially for the prac-
tical affairs of life.

As I had many spare minutes* from
my duties as proofreader, I naturally
became interested in the work of the com-
positors, and it was not long until I
learned the “cases” which held the types.
I also soon learned the different fonts,
and the various sizes of type, as long
primer, bourgeoise, brevier, minion, non-
pareil, agate, pearl and diamond; these
indeed were words to conjure with, and
they appealed to me very strongly.

Then, at my request, I was given a
daily task at composition, when it did
not interfere with my proofreading, and
for this I was given extra pay. I was
soon on familiar terms with the compos-
ing stick, rule and galley, and later with
chase, furniture, quoins, mallet and block
of the imposing stone. Beyond taking
proofs of the pages of the books there
was no printing done; it was clean, in-
teresting work, much in accord with my
inclination, and I became very fond of it.

During my connection with “the art
preservative of all arts” at this estab-
lishment I worked on books of all de-
scription, and on a multitude of sub-
jects. Among other books, which I liked
exceedingly well, was a series of school
books, comprising McGuffey’s six read-
ers, an arithmetic, an algebra and a
geometry. The type-setting of these
books required unusual care and techni-
cal skill. There were also music books
of various kinds and sheet music, in-
cluding collections of sacred music for
^urches, of secular songs for schools.
One collection of songs used “patent”
notes, the head of each note being either
round, square, triangular, diamond, etc.,
which corresponded with do, re. mi. fa.
sol, etc., and required some care in setting.

It happened that there was but one

man in the concern who could set music
type. Owing to my love of music, and
also as a matter of curiosity, and more-
over, being encouraged by the music com-
positor mentioned, I became quite famil-

iar with the many types used in music,

of which there were several hundred, oc-

cupying several cases. It happened, also,

that there was a sudden influx of music
work, and an additional music compo-
sitor not being available, I was asked if

I knew anything of music, and replied

that I had a little knowledge of it; the

foreman then suggested that I learn the

cases and set music. He was somewhat
surprised when he learned that I knew
the cases and could set music. There-
after a great part of my work was pre-

paring pages of music books and sheet
music. My wages were now double, and
I was reading proof overtime.

At that time Cincinnati was the center
of the pork-packing industry and was
known as “Porkopolis.” As the “Queen
City” it was the chief manufacturing city

Out where the big fellows are

of furniture and carriages. One-half of

the city lying north of the canal, or
“over the Rhine,” was peopled entirely

by Germans, and naturally, was the prin-

cipal manufacturing city of lager, or

cellar beer, as it was stored in cellars

during the winter and drunk the next
spring and summer. Nowadays, when it

is made at all, it is ready for consump-
tion in a week or two, owing to rapid
chemical methods. The beer that made
Milwaukee and Cincinnati famous will

never be known again.

The beautiful river on which I had
sailed from Pittsburgh to Cincinnati
dwindled during the winter to the pro-
portions of an ordinary creek, and was
being waded, near the city, by adventur-
ous boys. A cold wave occurring about
Christmas resulted in freezing the river
for hundreds of miles. On the follow-
ing Sunday I skated up to New Rich-
mond, about twenty miles.

I

HAD now formed the acquaintance of
a small coterie of congenial friends
about my own age. Four of us, being

musically inclined, formed a string
quartette and also a brass quartette
in which I played second violin and
B-flat comet respectively. We spent
most of our evenings in diligent prac-
tice, and in the course of time we were
said to produce pretty fair music. At

all events our services were often in re-

quisition for social functions, especially

as they were offered without the hope of

reward or other emolument, except the
mutual pleasure and amusement of our
friends and ourselves.

We had some friends just over the
border in Indiana, by whom we were in-

vited to attend a reception and dance
on a Saturday night. There happened
to be a wild pigeon roost a few miles
away, and our friends invited us to view
the wonderful sight on the following day.
We went in wagons and on horseback,
and on reaching the place it proved to

be, indeed, a wonderful sight.

The roost covered a space of several
miles, and the branches of the immense
trees were occupied by thousands and
thousands of nesl.= while the ground was
strewn with brok . n limbs and branches,
torn nests, cripp’^d birds and helpless
squabs, which were being devoured by
numerous hogs. About sundown we were
aware of a rushing sound, like the surf
of a heavy sea, which soon increased to
a roar, and the sky became darkened,
as with the swiftness of the wind the
old birds in vast hordes came darting
to their nests.

As the squabs were being fed many of
them were crowded out of the nests and
fell to the ground, when they were
picked up and put in sacks. Crowds of
men and boys and some women were
now flocking to the scene, and with long
poles and short clubs were knocking the
nests and old birds from the lower limbs.
Fires were kindled and lanterns lighted
and still the old birds continued to swarm
in, regardless of the tumult, turmoil and
uproar. When our curiosity was satis-
fied we were glad to leave the horrid
scene and the remorseless and merciless
slaughter.

This roost was quite a small one when
compared with those described by Audu-
bon and Wilson many years ago, which
were said to extend for forty miles and
several miles in width. It is, indeed,
sad to reflect that the beautiful pas-
senger pigeon, the most shapely and
swiftest that ever existed on the Amer-
ican continent, has, through the greed,
cupidity and wantonness of man become
entirely extinct. The millions upon mil-
lions that in days gone by winged theirway over our vast forests in countless
myriads, engapd in the peaceful pro-
creation of their species, have been swept
from the face of the earth by human
and inhuman agencies. It is a reproach
to the manhood, integrity and intelligence
of the nation.

general manager of the Cincinnati Zo-
ological Garden, for the following in-
teresting history of “Martha,” the last
and sole survivor of the once numerous
race of passenger pigeons.

“In 1878 we purchased three pairs of
passenger pigeons, which were then quite
common, paying two and a half dollars
per pair. They bred regularly in the
cages Martha was hatched on Septem-

September 1,iyi4, twenty-nine years of age. She was
presented to the Smithsonian at Wash-

(CONTINUKD ON PAGE 550)
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THE KING OF THE LILY PADS
HE CAN BEAT THE WHOLE LAKE AND HE KNOWS IT: ALL HE WANTS
IS ELBOW ROOM AND HE’LL SHOW THE PLUG A THING OR TWO

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER, U. ,S. N. R.

H E’S BOSS! he believes it himself;

he honestly thinks he owns that

whole lake, or at least his own par-

ticular section or cove of it, where he

resides! Hence, he’s fussy and partic-

ular, like some gouty old gentleman with

a bad liver, and, when anything comes
into his precincts, he wants to know all

about it—to rush savagely at it and an-

nihilate it, if an enemy; to grab it and
bolt it alive, if anything edible. Such
is the true character of that pugnacious

game fish, the black bass; and it ex-

plains why monstrous inventions, that

•wiggle and dive, rouse him to sudden
fury; and why your innocent topwater,

floating quietly on the glassy bosom of

the pond while you are profanely argu-

ing with a backlash, will be suddenly

biffed yards into the air, by a strike

from nowhere in particular down in the

dim depths below. It also explains why
a plug, slammed hard enough to go

through the shingles of a barn and hook
a cow, will not frighten him in the

least, but instead bring forth a strike

as sudden and as savage as the landing

of the lure. He can lick the whole lake,

and he knows it; all he wants is elbow
room, and the small fry to keep away,
and he’ll show that plug a thing or two

!

I have fished for black bass from Flor-

ida to Maine; casting, fly fishing, bait

fishing— depending
upon the weather

and the size of the

bass, and never yet

have I seen his

equal for spunk
and punch. The
circumstances sur-

rounding his tak-

ing; the setting of

Nature’s stage for

the drama; the

dash and nerve
with which he casts

his hat in the ring

and puts you on

your mettle as a

man and an angler

— all combine to

make him a most
popular fish for
me, one that I will

give up almost any
other date to take

on. I presume that

he is the toughest

lot that wears
scales ;

see-a-head-

The author casting for bass

and-hit-it, is his real name. His battling

pugnacity, and his wide, almost univer-

sal distribution, make him the most pop-

ular of fresh-water game fishes.

To me, bait casting for him is the

cream of all ways of taking him. That
little five-foot rod, which, to cast with,

is a fine art in itself; that jeweled quad-
ruple-multiplying reel, that will spin for

thirty seconds with one whirl of the

thumb; that fine, braided silk line, kept
down to 12 pounds breaking pressure, so

as to give him a fair show; and the

astonishing lures, each one more diaboli-

cal than its predecessor, yet each taking
its fish at certain times and seasons for

no explainable reason—all this is man’s
tackle, son, and it takes something more
than an old lady to wield it, too.

I

USE the fly rod when they are run-

ning too small to attempt conclusions

with a regular bait. It is undoubtedly
true that a bass of three-quarter pound
weight is chary of attacking a plug half

as big as himself. In clear water lakes

I’ve watched them follow such a plug,

chasing it valiantly out of their terri-

tory, but not offering to pounce on it, as

a bass of a pound or over would eagerly

do. And in lakes where they were all

small, I’ve cast for hours, with all art

and a large assortment of plugs and pork
lures, without a strike, only to go back
over the same ground with a fly rod,

a Silver Doctor and a Montreal and land
doubles every other cast! Of course I

have caught plenty of small bass on
plugs—we all have—but as a rule they’d

rather not, if something meek, like a
fly, is presented to them.
And there are days when not a bass

will touch a plug. Hot, still, muggy,
midsummer days, when the pond is a
glassy mirror, and the fish are all rock-

ing in their ham-
mocks and keeping
cool. Then is the

time that the small
frog, the helgram-
mite, the crawfish

and the nimble an-

gle-worm get into

the sketch. Are you
a wormist? Did
you ever snatch for

the d—mned things
of a summer night

—on your knees, lit

by a lantern—when
you tiptoe along
like Hamlet, watch-
ing for that glist-

ening streak of

maroon, in the

grass or on the

garden soil, that
tells you he is out

and prowling about
for his prey? But,

he can go like a

deer, son; and
wormist is he.The lily-pad domain of the most popular of fresh water game fishes
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alone, who can strike with thumb and

forefinger knuckle and get him behind

the ears every time! Are you a frog-

gist? Can you tuck your belly in above

your knees, and hover over an oozy pool,

with cupped hand, yearningly snatching

at the empty air where once passed a

green froglet, propelled by the nimble

hind legs of him? And how are you

on turning over a brook stone and nail-

ing a crawfish or a helgrammite, before

he sees you first and hooks lovingly into

thumb or toe? For, you must be all

of these to go bait-fishing for bass.

Some there be who delegate this to the

small boy of the countryside, at one

cent per each; and others, city dwellers,

who go down on West Street and buy

them, sequestered in a box of green moss.

But—at any rate—have them, boy—have

them all along, and a pail of minnows

besides, if you want bass on a flat- calm

July dpy.

The bass calendar is simple and

easily remembered. The laws open

up in mid-June or thereabouts in

most states, and you hit the trail for

your favorite lake or pond as near on

Opening Day as you can make it. The
fishing will be' fine, until about mid-

July. Then comes a slack. It falls off,

except for the little fellows, and does

not begin again until nearly September.

A sort of lethargy assails the fish. I

don’t know what they do, but they don’t

strike! I have watched three big fel-

lows, of three pounds each and over, all

contemplatively speculating over me,

wondering what sort of idiot was up
there on the rock, and what had he done

for it, and when would the hanging come
off, and so on, until it got on my nerves.

Dibble a topwater over their heads

—

they’d eye it with scorn! Drop a plug
down to them—they’d carry it gently

over to a crack in the rocks and drop
it in! Joint up the fly rod and heave a

fly at them—they’d get into an argu-

ment as to whether it was an Abercrom-
bie or a Mills, but touch it—never!

In September, however, the bass Ash-
ing gets prime again and stays so until

late in October; and down South, of

course. I’ve taken them in February,
although in the North Carolina uplands
the water gets so freezing cold that no
bass will strike and very few pickerel.

While the cream of the bass fishing is in

June, in late August and the whole of

September, is mighty fine, particularly

in the Adirondacks, and in lakes all over
the North not too heavily fished. I gen-

erally take a tent and a companion, and,

with both bait casting and fly rods in

the same canvas case, with the folding

landing net lashed to it, I hit the trail

into the mountains to some' lake that I

know of, where one can take enough to

eat and a few to throw back. Live bait

we get on the ground; plugs and flies we
take with us; also enough pork rind to

make a quantity of pork minnows and
chuks, for often this lure, hung in the
shank of a large red fly, is the best taker
of the lot. Six plugs and a dozen flies

are plenty. Something white, with a red
slash on it, seems the best formula for
general bass fishing. Most of them are

Bob Davis ready for a strike

made with a slanting front face, so they

will dive and wiggle as they are retrieved

through the water. They have three

hooks: one on each side of the throat,

to take care of a fish striking from

right or left, and one at the tail for

pike. Generally these hooks are treble,

so you will not lose a pike strike. It

is a curious superstition among anglers

that these baits are inhumane. Indeed

I have found many a dry-fly purist whose
nose was permanently dislocated in an

upward direction, from sniffing over the

shortcomings of those who use such baits.

A moment’s reffection, however, would
have shown him that they are, on the

contrary, the most humane bait there is,

for they cannot be swallowed, like a

hook with a live frog on it, nor caught

in the fish’s tongue or gullet as with

an artificial fly; in fact, the only place

they can catch is in the lip of the bass.

This lip is horny and covered with fine

rudimentary teeth, so that he has no

pain from the hook, no dragging his poor
stomach inside out, as with live bait, and
no torn gills or gullet as with flies. And,
at no time can he get more than one
hook in his mouth. The bass strikes for

the throat of his prey. That is the rea-

son the red slash is so effective; it re-

sembles gills, and so here go two hooks,

one on each side, for of course he must

come from one side or the other. A third

hook, at the tail for a pickerel or pike

who strikes from behind, or for a bass

chasing the plug—and there you are,

armed logically and effectively! And
yet many haughty anglers there be, who
wrap yards and yards of vindictive

breath around the numerous hooks adorn-

ing the agile plug!

ONE of the most effective all-around

baits, particularly in lily-pad lakes,

is a home-made contrivance, cob-

bled up out of a red Bing fly, a spoon,

two swivels, two split rings and a pork

rind minnow. This red fly is a large

one, tied on about 4/0 size of hook and
weighted with lead so it will cast well.

You could make a dozen of them for the

price of one, by buying the bare hooks,

raiding your wife’s hat for a red feather,

and tying them yourself, with a bit of

lead solder wire under the wrapping.
Split rings are a few cents a dozen, and
small brass swivels ditto. Choose a
bright nickel spoon and get a dozen of

him also, and your whole bill will not

come to a dollar, whereas a dozen of the

red flies will cost you $6 “as is,” not
counting the other elements of the bait.

And I like a dozen of him, because he
sinks beyond recall if snapped off into

the middle of the lake by a backlash, or

if hooked down deep in the lilypad stems,

or if caught in a rock crevice or snag—
anyone of a quantity of perils that beset

a bait.

Well, let’s grant, for the sake of get-

ting on with the story, that you have
got your list of commodities specified

above. Make up the bait as follows:

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 570)

I use the fly-rod when they are running too small for a regular bait
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THE NORTHERN PIKE OF LEWEY LAKE
ONCE FAMOUS [FOR [ITS BROOK AND LAKE TROUT THIS ADIRONDACK SHEET
OF WATER BECOMES THE HOME OF RAVENOUS PIKE OF HUGE PROPORTIONS

I

N these days of widespread employ-
ment of the short bait and plug-casting
rod, with the northern pike a popular

object for this form of angling activity,
it is strange that in journals devoted to
fishing, reference to Lewey Lake seldom
occurs.

Lewey lake—in Hamilton county, the
Adirondacks—is a body of water some
one and one-half miles in length and
about one-third that distance in its

greatest width. Contrary to general be-
lief this lake did not take its name from
the late “French Louie” Seymour, the fa-
mous trapper. Its present appellation
was borne long before “Louie” passed
through the locality, between thirty and
forty years ago, on his way to the old
Newton’s Corners (now Speculator) be-
fore he settled in the West Canadas.
There, as his neighbors spring and fall,

a companion and myself were wont to
steal hours from fishing and hunting to
play youthful pranks on the forest re-
cluse.

When Louis Seymour first viewed this
lake its shores were free from the stand-
ing and fallen dead timber which encir-
cle it to-day. With the high spruce-
capped peaks of the Blue Ridge rising
from its western border, and its general
wdlderness aspect, it was considered one
of the notable lesser Adirondack lakes of
that day. Nor was this reputation de-
pendent upon natural beauty alone.
Lewey Lake teemed with brook and lake
trout. And, fed as it was by the won-
derful Miami, it was thought by many
competent to judge to be the greatest
natural hatchery for these varieties of
trout in the whole North Woods.
McCormack’s little log hotel on the

east shore near the head of the lake,
typical of outlying Adirondack hostelries
of the period, entertained such anglers
as did not choose to camp out. The
widely known character of the fishing as-
sured it patronage throughout the long
open season that then obtained in the
forest preserve. Men prominent in the
affairs of the nation fished Lewey lake
in those days.

Then the dam at the foot of Indian
lake, distant ten or twelve miles north-
east, was increased in height, and Indian
and Lewey lakes became virtually one.
The flow of Indian lake in establishing
the new level in Lewey lake killed the
timber surrounding the shore line of the
latter and imparted to its borders the
desolate appearance characteristic of
flooded country.

The incoming tide of Indian lake car-
ried into the trout waters of Lewey lake
countless numbers of huge northern pike.

What happens to the menhaden school
when overtaken by the bluefish pack took
place here, and if the destruction was
longer drawn out it was none the less

complc'.c. Soon there were no brook

By TAMARACK

trout in Lewey lake. The lake trout,

however, were able to abide with the in-

vaders, and continued in reduced degree
to propagate.
As Lewey lake formerly had long been

famous for its brook and lake trout, so

in its new character as the home of big

northern pike it became prominent, and
with good reason. It is doubtful if in

the whole state its equal in this respect

existed. Prodigious tales of the voracity

of these “pickerel,” as they locally were
designated, spread about the woods. For
instance, the raising of ducks ceased

A denizen of Lewey Lake

longer to be a profitable venture with the

little hotel. Hence when big John Stur-

ges backed his boat up into the mouth
of the Miami of an early morning to en-

able his green “sport” to witness the

spectacle of “pickerel” pursuing rabbits

on the dew-laden wild meadows—“the

durn sport believed it, 'b’gosh!” as John
afterward related the circumstance.

T en or twelve years ago some friends

of mine desired to camp for a couple

of weeks during September where
they could fish and do a little ruffed

grouse and deer hunting, the season for

grouse and deer in New York at that

time opening in that month. I sent them
to Lewey lake, and they got what they

went for. I spent the last week with

them. The next season, during the last

week of September and the first week
of October they again camped in the

Adirondacks. Disliking the dismal -effect

of the standing dead timber about Lewey
lake, they selected a site three or four

miles down on Indian lake and boated

back and forth as their fancy dictated.

This time I was of the party during the
entire stay.

As many members of the bait and
plug-casting fraternity appear to have a

hankering after northern pike, I feel that
a description of fishing conditions as we
found them at Lewey and Indian lakes at

that time may prove of interest and value
to these pike pursuers.
To reiterate, it is probable that no-

where in New York were larger and more
abundant northern pike to be had than
in Lewey Lake, and certain bays and set-

backs in Indian Lake were not much in-

ferior in this regard. The taking of ten
and twelve-pound pike was so common an
event as to pass unnoticed. Beyond these
figures the fish attained a maximum size

as great as northern pike reach any-
where in this region—say approximately
twenty pounds, though if I remember
aright it considerably exceeded this fig-

ure. And they should have been larger
here than the pike of other waters, for
they had had wonderful incentive to

growth in their foraging on the nutri-

tious brook trout and the young of the
lake trout, when first the barriers of the
falls in the outlet of Lewey lake were
broken down by the inrush of Indian lake.

I recall that once a side-partner trium-
phantly held aloft for the inspection of
the hired boy at the log hotel, who was
rowing by, a pike of fifteen pounds I had
just gaffed for him. The youngster dis-

dainfully called back: “Huh, we calls that
a minnie here!” and lost never a stroke
of the oars in delivering himself of this

dictum.

The methods at that time employed by
fishermen who resorted to the lake were
chiefly skittering and trolling with two
big bamboo poles, outrigger fashion.

Fishing with live bait was also somewhat
in vogue. We tried the Nottingham cast,

bait and plug-casting, and gave the fly a
trial. One method was quite as effective

as another, but the fly, tied on a ringed
hook with gimp snell, was abandoned
after the first attempt, as the fish could
not be controlled with a light fly rod and
the accompanying rigging. When hooked
they at once made for the weeds and, be-

coming enmeshed in the rank lake vege-

tation, were practically imprisoned. The
short bait-casting rod, with plug or pork
rind, gave the most satisfactory results

on the whole, and the greatest degree of

sport.

It remained for my partner to dis-

cover a new way of catching the pike

which, while it may have been lacking in

scientific qualities, was productive of re-

sults in the number and size of fish taken.

This happened while we were camping at

Indian Lake on our second pike quest

that year.

He and I had started out from camp
early one morning; he headed for Lewey
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lake in his relentless pursuit of its deni-

zens and I bent on still hunting in the
mountains toward the head of the Kunja-
muk. Darkness had fallen that evening
as I broke out of the woods and tossed
an unusually large raccoon into the boat,

which I had left drawn up on the shore
of John Mack bay. The ’coon, shot as he
jumped for a roosting woodthrush, was
the sole proceeds of my day’s hunt in ex-

cellent deer country. While it had been
possible to work up a track until the
deer could be heard feeding and his scent
detected, the heavy foliage, still linger-

ing, rendered it impossible to obtain a
sight of the buck in time for a shot. But
then the actual killing is the least of the
pleasures derived from a day spent still

hunting in the woods. And even if re-

gret be felt, there are days to follow
when the story will be different.

Three or four miles down Indian Lake
our fire, gleaming through the trees,

served as a beacon on the row to camp.
As the boat grated on the shore the old

tropical delver strode down to the land-
ing. Excitement was in his speech, and
his discourse was of the Lewey Lake
pike: He had gone right into their front
yard and pulled them out the doorway.
True, his tackle had suffered in the en-

counter. But in the morning he would
show me the proper way of it.

N ext moming while the guide and I

got breakfast he busied himself
with preparations for the coming

fray, unheeding derisive suggestions by
other members of the party. Selecting
the heaviest fly rod in our assortment,
which had seen service with big square-
tails and land-locked salmon, he rigged it

to his fancy and cut sundry strips of

“sow belly’’ from the pork stock of the

camp larder.

A couple of hours later, as we rowed
across the foot of Lewey lake and en-

tered the chosen field of operations

among the lily beds, a boat bound to the

foot of Indian lake drew near. In the

boat were a sportsman and his wife, with
a guide at the oars.

“Good moming! Would you care to

take out a few nice pike with you?’’

hailed my partner.

“Why yes, thank you, if you have them
to spare,’’ replied the sportsman.

“Well, we haven’t got any right now,
but we won’t keep you long getting ’em,’’

was Baker’s confident response as he

prepared for action.

His assurance amused the strangers,

and they probably were impelled to wait

as much by a desire to see his self-confi-

dence shattered as to obtain the fish.

Whatever may have been their motive

they remained nearby, the guide, his face

wearing a good-natured grin, resting ex-

pectantly on the oars.

Choosing a circle of water a couple of

yards in diameter and free from lilies.

Baker drew out about six feet of line and
handling the rod in the customary man-
ner dropped in the bait, a white enameled
spoon with wire leader and a strip of

pork rind dangling from the hook. Let-

ting the bait sink three or four feet, he

raised up on the rod and commenced to

retrieve the short line. Instantly a huge

pike shot up under our very noses. Mak-
ing a half-turn, it seized the bait and
started off. He struck, at the same in-

stant easing off sufficient line to put the

full arc in the rod. And not another inch

of line did he give the fish throughout the

fight that followed.

At first the pike, as was natural,

sought bottom and fought as far below
as the tense fibers of the curved bamboo,
often swishing back and forth under
water, would permit. Then as the steady
strain brought the pike near the surface,

it raced through the lily pads and flound-

ered upon the top of the water, attempt-
ing short dives, until brought to gaff.

The contest likely was of ten minutes’
duration. Moving a couple of oar sti’okes

right or left, he twice repeated the pro-

cedure. Then our neighbors in the other

boat, who had experienced keen enjoy-

ment in the merciless handling to which
the trout-destroying pike had been sub-

jected, came alongside and received their

promised fish. As they proceeded down

The shores were fringed with dead timber

the lake, the loud laughter of the guide
was wafted back to us at intervals, and
elicited a corresponding echo in my part-

ner’s chuckle.

L
anding the pike often presented
difficulties; the fish were too large

for a net and their thick scales were
as armor-plate to the steel gaff point.

In view of these facts the treatment
received by a brother sportsman at the

hands of my side partner would appear
unreasonable and unjust. This occur-

rence took place some days after the ar-

rival of a party on its first visit to Lewey
lake. Until then he had been landing
the fish with his hands. On this occasion

he was out on the lake alone, bait casting

with a stout fly rod, when he got a mighty
strike. He hooked the fish and, being on
the edge of the weeds in deep water, had
a good opportunity to carry on the fight.

When the pike, somewhat exhausted, was
coaxed within sight its size startled the

old fisherman. Nothing daunted, how-
ever, he made ready to land it in his usual

fashion of inserting his fingers beneath
the gill covers. His efforts were not
proving altogether satisfactory, so when
old Si rowed up, drew in his numerous
poles and volunteered to aid him, he glad-

ly transferred his job to the newcomer.
But when Si reached to the bottom of his

boat and produced a patent spring-gaff to

lift the prize pike from the water, he be-

come dubious of the outcome and object-

ed.

“I don’t like the looks of that contrap-

tion, Si; it’s too much like a garden
rake,” said Baker.
“Oh! it’s all right; it’s what I gaff all

my pickerel with,” was the reassuring
answer of Si, as he caressingly entwined
the fish with his pet tool and pulled the

trigger. At the same moment he lifted

the pike from the water.

Si was just about to be felicitated on
his skill in using the implement. Reach-
ing for his club, he was on the point of

administering the quietus to the wrig-

gling form when, to his horror, the pike

splashed back into the lake. Tearing it-

self free from the hook, it made for the

bottom and was soon lost to view.

Si gazed for a moment in crestfallen

wonder into the depths whither the pike

had disappeared, and then turned to

meet a rigid glare.

“I s’pose you don’t thank me for losing

that nice pickerel,” he observed meekly.

“Oh! yes, I thank you. Si—like h— I”

was the quiet reply that came back. Si,

trustful soul, considered the incident

closed, but soon indignation found voice,

and efforts of former votaries of vituper-

ation thereabouts counted as naught.

While Si sat in awed silence, his oars bob-

bing idly in the water, the hills resound-

ed with the output.

“That old man is going to kill Si!”

came a woman’s shrill cry from the kit-

chen doorway of the log hotel; which
probability, enhanced by the sight of the

bludgeon in the “old man’s” hand, like-

wise occurring to the object of all this

wrath. Si made off with rattling fish

poles as fast as he could row. Nor was
he again seen on, his favorite fishing

grounds during the remainder of the stay

of our party at Lewey lake.

And, scandalous to relate, in the audi-

ence on the lake shore by our tents

—

gleeful witnesses to the scene enacted by
the two old men—the spectator who ai>-

parently derived the keenest enjoyment
from it was our guide, Jim Sturges, un-

regenerate nephew of Si himself

I

T is probable that the automobile has

made marked inroads on the northern

pike of Lewey and Indian lakes during

the past ten years. But if the fishing is

now even one-third as good as when we
fished there, it is well worth a visit by
anglers fond of plug or bait-casting for

these fish. For the intensive general

fishing now practised, it is doubtful if

to-day—as was the case when we were

at Lewey lake—it has an equal in this

particular anywhere in New York state.

(continued on page 552)
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RUFFED GROUSE OR NONE
’~r HE ruffed grouse, noblest bird of the eastern for-

ests, is in danger. Not only is it in danger, but

it has actually disappeared from many woodlands
where for generations it has lived and propagated
its kind. These barren areas are increasing, for the

causes that have reduced the numbers of the birds

are still operating. The conditions demand serious

consideration, and each lover of the gun should de-

termine to do what he can to add to the stock of

living grouse in his own territory. He can add to

that stock by refusing to kill a single grouse, while

the situation remains as it is!

These are some of the causes that work against

the ruffed grouse. The covers where they live have
in many places been greatly reduced in area, or

rendered unfit for occupancy. For several years
past their natural enemies have been very numerous,
and unusually large flights of goshawks and great
owls have come ^own from the north and taken a
heavy winter toll, destroying the birds left over for

breeding. The crow destroys the eggs in many a

nest and the foxes get a grouse occasionally. Then
there are the depredations of the self-hunting dog
owned by the farmer, and of the house cat, which
most people do not at all appreciate. The destruc-

tion caused among all ground nesting birds by the
self-hunting dog is great. It hunts at all seasons and
destroys large numbers of birds’ nests with their

eggs and young. Few, except ornithologists, realize

the destruction of game and songbirds caused by the

domestic cat which hunts, perhaps close to the house.

If to these causes of reduced grouse supply we add
the ever increasing number of gunners and the con-

stantly greater ease and swiftness with which they
cover ground by motor car and by trolley, it is

apparent that the prospects are gloomy for the con-

tinuance of our stock of ruffed grouse. Unless we
are all willing to do our part to aid in the work of

adding to our grouse supply, there is grave danger
that in many places the splendid bird must soon go.

The matter really is in our own hands. Have we
the will power to do the obviously necessary thing,

to refrain from killing grouse, to sacrifice our own
present gratification to the public good? The exer-
cise of self control in this matter is altogether worth
while. It is a matter cf public service. Americans
—sportsmen above all—have in recent years shown
themselves able and willing to make every sacrifice

for their fellows. What about making such a sacri-

fice as has been suggested for the gunners of a few
years hence? If enough men do it the stock of

grouse will certainly increase. The self restraint

will prove a good investment.
This is a live question. Several States have re-

cently forbidden the killing of ruffed grouse until

1920, Other States have shortened their open sea-

son or reduced the bag limit on these birds. In
States where legislative action has not been taken,
local individuals and associations should agree among
themselves that grouse are not to be shot. Many
men—though perhaps not all—would live up to such
an agreement. We recall a community where over-

shooting and hard winters had brought the quail

down to such a low point that only one or two
broods were known to have been reared in two or
three adjacent tovms. The local gunners agi’eed

that they should not be shot and none were shot,

except possibly three or four by boys, who perhaps
acted before they thought. The result was a notable
increase in quail during the next four years.

Fellow shooters, the situation is serious, and we
believe it the duty of each one of us to go abroad
next season determined that under no temptation
will we shoot a ruffed grouse—a partridge. Though
it is the bird we most love to follow, the one that gives
us the greatest satisfaction and triumph to secure,

nevertheless, for this coming season—and perhaps
for other seasons after this—the good sportsman
should be satisfied with the occasional woodcock or
pheasant that he may be able to pick up and should
save the ruffed grouse for seed.

Have we sportsmen the intelligence to see that we
ought to follow this course, and have we the will

power to do it?

ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION
"yHE Roosevelt Memorial Association has been
^ formed to provide memorials in accordance with
the plans of the National Committee, which include

the erection of a suitable and adequate monumental
memorial in Washington ; and acquiring, develop-

ment and maintenance of a park in the town of

Oyster Bay which may ultimately, perhaps, include

Sagamore Hill, to be preserved like Mount Vernon
and Mr. Lincoln’s home at Springfield.

In order to carry this program to success, the As-
sociation will need a minimum of $5,000,000, and
so that participation in the creation of this memorial
fund may be general, it asks for subscriptions there-

to from millions of individuals.

Colonel Roosevelt was the greatest American of

his generation. He blazed the trail which this na-

tion must travel. Unselfish and sincere in purpose,
unswerving in seeking the right and following it,

definite and direct in action, with his theory of per-

sonal responsibility for wrong-doing and his creed

of “the square deal” for all, he gave a lifetime of

devoted public service which must stand as an in-

spiration to the youth of this land for all time. Ar-
dently American, believing profoundly that only

through fullest acceptance of America’s privileges
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and responsibilities could the people of this country
realize their highest well-being and fulfill their obli-

gations to themselves and to humanity, he set up
ideals which it is not only a duty but a privilege to

follow.

A memorial to this man will not so much honor
him as honor America and the citizens who raise it

to him. A contribution to the Roosevelt Memorial
will be, in the highest sense, a pledge of devotion to

ideal citizenship. Checks may be sent to Albert H.
Wiggin, Treasurer, Roosevelt Memorial Association,

1 Madison Avenue, New York City.

OCTOBER COLORS
MOWHERE in the world is there spread out annu-

ally for a few brief weeks such a spectacle of

changing color as is seen in autumn over the eastern
half of North America. Each year we admire and
wonder at it and each year it seems new to us and
more beautiful.

If it lacks the striking color and variety of the
tropical flowers, its softer tones and homely beauty
make it—to most of us at least—far more attractive.

Brown cornfields, dotted with shocks of stalks

and yellow pumpkins, and wheat or rye stubbles,

above which the gray ragweed rises rank, are full

of suggestions of feeding quail, of quartering dogs,
staunch points and the tense excitement of walking
up to the birds. It is for such moments that we go
abroad with the gun, but there are joys as real as
these in the quiet contemplation of a scene in which
no birds are found.

Scarlet sumacs flame along the hedgerows and
above these stands the orange frondage of gnarled
and knotted sassafras. Back of the sumacs glow
dull red leaves of hazelnut bushes and sometimes a
dark cedar rising from the hedgerow is wreathed
with the brilliant red of the Virginia creeper or the
yellow of poison ivy or the paler foliage of bitter-
sweet.

In the swamps the soft maples have turned to
orange, to change a little later to flame color; and
then the topmost twigs will lose their leaves and
over the whole swamp will seem to lie a gray haze,
forerunner of the general bareness of early winter,
when only the green of pine and hemlock will in-
terrupt the universal gray.

In the silent woods the eye meets a confusing
maze of color. Leaves are losing their hold on the
twigs and slowly fall to earth with a wavy, spiral
motion. If a breeze stirs the branches the leaves
shower down. The quiet black pools in the brooks
are thickly dotted with yellow jewels.

Although it seems so silent in the woods, if one
stops to listen he will hear now and then the thump
of a falling nut, the distant drumming of a grouse,
the chatter of a squirre. or the faint call of some
far-off bird.

In the Rocky Mountains of the west the autumn
colors are far less vivid. Deciduous trees are few
there and the dark green conifers stand always un-
changed, save for the tamarac which each autumn
sheds its needles. Only along the streams are seen
the winding yellow lines which tell of cottonwood,
or in wet places high up on the mountainside little
patches of changing aspens shine like sunlight
against the evergreens and later turn to brown or
orange. Sometimes a shrub of mountain maple
makes a speck of vivid color, or in some forest
burning a growth of fireweed shines red among the
gray trunks and heralds the approach of winter.

FOREST AND STREAM FOR NOVEMBER
'’T’HE November number of Forest and Stream

will have a number of interesting features. The
cover will be a reproduction of one of Carl Rungius’
inimitable paintings—depicting a bull moose in the

Canadian woods. H. A. P. Smith, ex-president of

the Nova Scotia Guides Association, writes with
authority on the proper way to call moose and M. L.

Lochenour has written an account of hunting in the

little known Allenwater country of Northern On-
tario. Our old correspondent. Widgeon, has con-

tributed one of his delightful reminiscences of duck-
ing days on Barnegat Bay and Armour W. Barbour
tells of his experiences with the wild-fowl of Long
Island. Warren Miller has written an article on
quail shooting in the south and Frederick A. Willits

continues his serial on our water-fowl with an ac-

count of sea duck shooting. Mr. Willits has been
exceptionally well fitted for this work by many years
of close study and observation. His love for this

alluring sport is inherent, as his father is a well
known sportsman and at the age of sixty is still

active' on bay and marsh, while his grandfather, who
died recently at the age of ninety-two, shot con-
tinuously until his eighty-ninth year. Major C. H.
Stigand, the well known African hunter, continues
his natural history studies with an account of the
Black Rhinoceros. Dr. Henshall’s autobiography is

continued and Leonard Hulit has produced anothert*
one of his fishing tales concerning the boy Matt,
whose picture will accompany the narrative. There
will be a number of short articles of interest and
the regular departments will have their share of
practical information, including an article by Charles
Meakins on log cabin construction.

VIRGINIA GAME SANCTUARIES
WIRGINIA will soon have a system of game sanc-

tuaries, if the plans of Commissioner of Game
and Inland Fisheries, F. Nash Bilisoly, are carried
out, the result of which will keep the state well stored
without danger of depleting the supply of birds.

Proceeding somewhat upon the principle that as
the department’s activities for the protection of
game and wild life are dependent for support upon
the licenses collected from hunters. Commissioner
Bilisoly believes it to be only right and proper that
the hunters should have game to shoot. He there-
fore proposes a plan which he thinks will be a prac-
tical success and hopes to put it into effect in time
to have the coveys replenished from the new stock
he intends to put down in the preserves, scattered
throughout the state, next Spring.

It is the Commissioner’s idea to arrange with
owners of tracts of from 200 to 400 acres, situated
one in each of the 400-odd magisterial districts in
the state, to give the Commonwealth exclusive shoot-
ing privileges on such tracts, which will immediately
be posted and the mated pairs of quail, 4,000
of which he is arranging to secure from Texas, will
be placed on these farms. Each of the owners of
these game sanctuaries will be given police power
as a game warden.
The quail will be fed for the first few weeks

on the preserve but allowed to go in the outlying
territory, upon which they may be hunted. They
will speedily learn the places where they are not
disturbed and will return to them. The Commis-
sioner holds that it is safe to allow a reasonable
amount of hunting, for, until the coveys are broken
up, the birds lead a family life and do not mate.
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THE WHITE RHINO OF THE LADO
SOME INTERESTING NOTES CONCERNING ITS LIFE HISTORY AND HOW IT

DIFFERS^FROM ITS COUNTERPART OF THE AFRICAN WILDS. THE BLACK SPECIES

By Major C. H. STIGAND

I

N the old days numbers of so-called

“white” rhinoceros used to roam the

plains of South Africa. The chief

difference between this and the “black”

species is that the white rhino is a grass

eater, and has a square lip, whilst the

black rhino has a pointed and prehensile

lip, which enables it to strip the thorn

trees of their leaves. In size the two
animals are much the same, the white
rhino is perhaps a little larger and stout-

er than its counterpart. The terms
“white” and “black” seem to have been
given to the two species from the fact

that the square-lipped kind, being a grass
eater, was generally seen in the bright
light of an open plain, whilst the pointed-

lipped species was more often seen in

the shadow of thorn trees. In reality

the two are of much the same color

—

a blackish grey, when clean, and the
color of the soil, when dirty. They are
both fond of taking mud baths and in

the laterite soil, so common in Africa,
they often appear bright red in color.

The base of the anterior horn of the
white rhino is squarish in front, like the
lip, and a single horn of this species can
be easily distinguished by this charac-
teristic. A section of the base of the
horns of the two species would be some-
thing like the diagrams below.

In recent years, after the white rhino
had become practically extinct in South
Africa, it was found to exist in consid-
erable numbers in the district known
as the Lado Enclave. It is now known
to occur on the west bank of the Nile
from Shambe, just south of the sudd re-

gion, to Lake Albert, and also ranges
westward some distance into the eastern
Congo. It is strictly confined to the
west side of the Nile, no specimen hav-
ing been recorded from the east bank.

N ot long before the war Lord Kitch-
ener asked me to try to catch a
young white rhino for the Cairo

Zoo. As soon as I could find time to
leave my duties in the north of the En-
clave I went with my wife to a spot
known as rhino camp, on the upper navi-
gable stretch of Nile, not far from Wade-
lai. The country is uninhabited; there
is much game and rhino are especially
abundant there. I took with me a party
of Madi, whom I enlisted at Dufile, with
their game nets—nets made of thick
locally-made rope. On arrival at the
camp we went through a few rehearsals
of putting up the nets quickly and with-
out noise. A fallen tree or a bush was

Major STIGAND is one of the

most noted of recent African

big game hunters and explorers,

and he is also a field naturalist of

unusual powers. His studies of the

tracks of animals have been almost

unique. The only studies approach-

ing them are those about the tracks

of game of continental Europe, in

the hunting books of the seven-

teenth century. He has the keen-

est appreciation of the vivid and
extraordinary beauty of the teem-

ing African wild life and has made
close first-hand observations of the

life histories of very many species

of big game .—[Theodore Roosevelt

in foreword to Major Stigand’s

book, “Hunting the Elephant in

Africa.”]

made to stand for the rhino and the na-

tives put up the nets in a semi-circle

downwind of the object representing the

quarry. Cases of tinned milk had been

taken with us to feed the young animal
in the event of capture The next thing

was to find a suitable rhino calf. After
much hunting about and changing of

camp a female rhino and her calf were
located. I shot the mother and, as ex-

pected, the calf remained standing over

her body.

A runner was sent for the nets and
presently a crowd of Madi arrived. In

spite of the rehearsals there was a cer-

tain amount of noise and confusion and
not enough was made of the available

material, the nets being spread on too

short a frontage. As the rhino showed
signs of being alarmed there was no

a. cl^.

time to readjust the nets, so a line of

natives was drawn up on each side with
the object of shouting to stop the animal

breaking away to a fiank. We then gave

him our scent. He threw up his head

and charged, not for the nets, but for

the natives standing to one side. The
snorting young animal, about as big as

a cow, was such a good imitation of a

full grown rhino which, in its turn, is

such a good imitation of a locomotive

roaring through its funnel, that the na-

tives broke away and it went straight off.

We searched for this young rhino for

some days and sighted it three times, but

it would never stop long enough for us

to bring up the nets. Once I crawled up
within ten yards of him with a rope but
was unable to hitch it onto him. The
day before we had to leave, another rhino

and calf were sighted. The calf was
rathei* bigger than we wanted but it was
the only one available I shot the mother
and this time the nets were run up
quickly in a wide semi-circle and when
we gave the young rhino our wind he
charged straight for one of the middle
nets. He struck it and when I saw it

stretch and envelop his whole body, re-

minding one of a rabbit in a purse net, I

congratulated myself on having him safe.

The next moment, however, we saw him
careering away the other side of the net,

he had gone straight through without
even stumbling, or breaking his stride,

leaving us nothing as a souvenir except
a great hole bordered by broken strands

of rope. It was evident that one should
have either stronger nets or a double
line, or get the animal earlier in the

season when younger. I never had a

chance of going down there again.

The natives of Nyasaland say that the
female calf runs with the mother and the
male with the father, but this is not so.

The calf always runs with the mother
and stays with her until it is almost as

big as herself. If one meets with two
rhino of about equal size it is almost cer-

tain to be a female and a grown calf

and not a male and female. The male
is not often seen with the female; he
seems to graze in the same area but rests

under different trees. He is generally
not far away and probably always knows
the female’s whereabouts, partly by
scent, partly by instinct and partly by a
knowledge of their joint habits.

M any writers have remarked on a

habit the rhino is supposed to pos-

sess of tossing his dung with his

horn. I cannot help thinking that who-
ever started this story made it in all

good faith from jumping to a mistaken
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conclusion and that subsequent writers

have religiously copied this without test-

ing its truth. I have seen hundreds of

both black and white species and watched
them for hours at a time from close quar-

ters and through field glasses, but never

witnessed such a proceeding In point of

fact the rhino deposits his dung in rather

a singular manner. He is very fond

of using the same paths and in all rhino

country these well beaten tracks may
be seen. At intervals along the main
routes one notices little sidings which
they use as retiring places and they al-

most always return to one or the other

of the places. They back in stern first,

deposit their dung on the great pile al-

ready there and then go through a per-

functory scratching up of earth, by exe-

cuting a back shuffle with the hind legs.

Thus each of the little sidings to the

main track are marked by furrows, or

scratches on the soil appearing all around.

Another point on which different

writers are at variance is as to the range
of vision. From many encounters with
rhino I am convinced that they are as

short-sighted as elephant and cannot see

well beyond twenty yards or so, there-

fore that they cannot see, or charge the

hunter on sight, from distances of one,

two and three hundred yards, a perform-
ance they have often been credited with.

Either they have got the hunter’s wind,
or have been alarmed by birds and are
running away blindly in whichever di-

rection seems best. The rhino’s hearing
is only mediocre but its scenting powers
are very good. A rhino will often charge
on scent but also, owing to its habit of

rushing blindly in any direction when
alarmed, it is often accused of charges
which it never intended. For instance,

the hunter is approaching a rhino from

downwind. The rhino has no notice of

his approach until it is warned by birds.

It then gets up and looks earnestly in

several directions, seeing nothing but

perhaps bluffing the hunter that he has

been observed Then it decides on run-

ning away, it puts down its head and

gallops off downwind, puffing loudly, and
passes close to the hunter.

There is a very flat and large tick,

about the size of a dime, with bright red

markings. This tick, known as the rhino

tick, is peculiar to rhino and its presence

on the grass is indicative that these

animals are, or have been, in the locality.

The rhino is generally infested with these

and other ticks and, on opening up the

intestines, they are generally found to

contain thousands of large maggots

—

circumstances which afford a sufficient

excuse for his occasional fits of irra-

tability and rather unseemly conduct.

THREE TYPES OF CRIPPLED BIRDS
A LITTLE MORE CARE ON THE PART OF THE -HUNTER IN FOLLOWING UP SHOTS
WOULD HELP GREATLY IN THE CONSERVATIONIOF ONE OF OUR FINEST GAME BIRDS

By J. ARTHUR DUNN

L
ast season I went quail hunting
with two rabbit hunters. Perhaps
this statement isn’t quite clear. I

mean this: Two of my friends are fond
of rabbit shooting and, at the same time,

take quail hunting as a sort of side issue.

They occasionally ask me to go with
them and, although the rabbits don’t in-

terest me much, yet for the sake of com-
panionship I go with them and try for
quail; while they spend most of their

time with the cotton-tails. I have long
hunted quail without a dog, using only
my own native whistle; so there is no
fear that my friends will spoil a quail
dog through rabbit shooting.

Shortly after we had come into the
fields and had separated, I flushed a
covey of birds. * They scattered nicely
and I was getting some good results when
my friends came upon me. They saw me
working with a lone bird which had gone
to a point considerably removed from
the general expanse where the majority
of the flock had stopped. The quail arose
at my feet and I shot at him only once
with my double-barreled gun He didn’t
stop. However, I shouted to my friends:
“I got him!”
Imagine my state of mind when those

rabbit hunters hooted at me ! They
could see the bird flying, by this time
fully two hundred yards away. Of course
they thought it strange that I should
claim a monopoly on that bird.

The quail went perhaps fifty yards
farther and went down I marked him
carefully by a tree and by an unusually
high weed in the weed patch.
“Come, go with me,” I said to them.
They did; and I introduced them, with-

in four or five minutes time, to a per-
fectly good dead quail.

The fact that they didn’t know I had
hit that bird made me think that pos-
sibly the subject I have chosen might be
one of interest to inexperienced quail

hunters as well as to those who have
found out for themselves what I am here

setting down.
I want almost to say that more dead

and crippled birds are left in the field

than are taken out. That statement may
be a bit too strong. But undoubtedly
there are a great many birds left, which,

in my humble opinion, would fill the bags
of hunters almost as full as those which,

at the crack of the gun, fall stone dead.

And in this day of scarcity of game, it

behooves us to conserve to the extent of

using these cripples.

T here are three distinct types of

crippled birds. There is the wing-
cripple, the brain-cripple, and the

bowel-cripple. Each of these three types

shows unmistakable peculiarities at the

crack of the gun. It is important for

the quail hunter who wishes to conserve,

or even to keep within the limit observed

in most states, to be familiar with these

cripples.

The cripple most easily detected is the

winged bird. He goes down at once, of

course, with a peculiar side slant due to

one wing doing full duty while the other
is not working With a dog, he is easy
to find; without a dog easy to catch, if

speed and caution are observed. How-
ever, even with a dog, I have known
these cripples to be lost.

When a winged quail goes down he
hides himself, almost always under the
first cover. He doesn’t run far. If the
hunter watches where he falls and goes
immediately and quietly to the spot, he

will, in eight cases out of ten, have no

trouble in finding him. But if he delays

going, because of other birds, he may
lose the crippled bird; if he makes a

great splutter and hustle he may alarm
the bird and confuse the dog so that the

bird may be lost or great delay in catch-

ing him may be caused. In hunting for

five years exclusively without a dog, the

writer has lost but few of these winged
birds.

The quail shot through the head, the

second type of cripple I have named, is

easily bagged if he is watched. Almost
invariably, at the explosion of the gun,

he rises high. He may fly straight up in

the air for fifty yards or so, or he may
fly high up and soar, gradually coming to

the ground from a high point. He will

not be stone dead when you pick him up;

but he is past going before he hits the

ground. When you get your hands on

him, and you can in most cases easily do

so, for he is usually blinded, hold him
tight; for he may, after his rest, take

another high flight.

The most common cripple and the one

most often abandoned is the quail which

has been shot through the bowels. As
soon as he is hit, he gives a peculiar

twist of the hind part of his anatomy and,

almost invariably, drops both legs

After he has done this he may fly fifty

yards or he may stretch it out to a thou-

sand. Rest assured he’ll go just as far

from his foe as he possibly can. But
when he drops he is as dead as he’ll ever

be. For the reason that quail thus hit

fly so far, the hunter of little experience

will conclude a miss; just as my friends

did when shot only once at the bird I

mentioned at the beginning.

A bit more of patience in working with

these types will be no small item in the

conservation of one of our finest birds.

And not only that; many a hunter will

go home with a much fatter hunting-coat.
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AN INGENIOUS LIGHT

A CARBIDE light for use in spearing

fish at night has been made by Jay
Smith from an old coal scuttle, a syrup

pail, tin can and a piece of rubber hose.

The supply of water is regulated auto-

matically. It gives a fine light.

Port Austin, Mich., Herald.

THE STRENGTH OF GUT

I
T has long been my intention to find

out for myself what is the ultimate

or breaking strain of gut, such as is

used in dry-fly fishing, but, as anyone

who is familiar with the testing of ma-
terials knows, these things have to be

done in a very thorough and careful man-
ner and any idea of economy with time

must be totally disregarded.

Testing the strength of materials is

not a thing to be approached lightly or

with a spirit of levity; if the figures are

to be worth any more than the value of

the paper they are written on. The op-

erations must be performed with the

utmost care and attention to detail that

is humanly possible. Another point to

consider is this: you propose to deliber-

ately destroy a number of best quality

leaders in order to obtain certain infor-

mation, consequently, unless we are pre-

pared to take the greatest pains possible

we are not only wasting time, but also

throwing away a lot of perfectly good

leaders which are not the cheapest things

in the world or the easiest to get hold

of these days.

The accompanying table of results

gives the bare, bald figures, but without
a few additional notes, even those figures

are not of very great value.

The common loop knot

The first and most notable thing dis-

covered was, that the strongest of all

the guts was the “Treated” gut. This
gut has a strength equal to that of un-
treated and undrawn gut of an area 25
percent greater; but when once this

“treated” gut has been subjected to a

breaking strain, the initial stress seems
to have utterly destroyed the original

strength of the gut. In fact, after the

first break at 3.70 pounds the strand
broke repeatedly at about 2 pounds.
On the other hand both drawn and

undrawn gut seemed to preserve their

original strength to a great degree no
matter how often they were subjected

to a breaking strain. We must also note
that undrawn gut has a strength about
14 percent greater than drawn gut of

equal diameter.

This proves pretty conclusively that
there is a certain virtue in preserving
undamaged the extreme outer skin of the
gut, which must necessarily be removed
or destroyed in the act of drawing.

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United States
Army; his canoe has been preserved
in the Smithsonian Institution; and
we hope that all good woodsmen
will contribute to this department
their Hints and Kinks and trail-

tested contrivances.-— [Editors.]

Real gut is from 15 to 25 percent

stronger than substitute gut of the same
diameter. When we come to the knots

used for attaching the eyed hooks to the

gut I find that a knot that I shall here-

after call the “loop knot” is the best

of all.

If we put the efficiency of this knot
at 100 percent the “Turle” (not “Turtle”)

knot has an efficiency of 87 percent, and
Mr. Hall’s “Jamb Knot,” 85 percent.

The loop knot is made by first of all

tying a small loop at the end of the

leader. Slip this loop through the eye

of the hook; then put the other end of

the leader through the loop and pull

through and work the knot into position

on the hook.

The disadvantage of this knot is that

it cannot be used on very small flies, but
it can be used tj very great advantage
with flies like the green drake, large

sedge or grasshopper fly.

In the majority of cases the gut broke
at the point where it was attached to

the eyed hook, but in a few cases the
strand parted in the open, between knots.

Ultimate Breaking Strength of Gut

Description

Exact
Diameter
of an Inch

Approximate
Strength
Pounds

Medium 0.0137 6.25
Fine 0.0102 4.25
Finest undrawn.. 0.0096 8.75
Drawn * 0.0097 3.30
Drawn ** 0.0086 2.80
Drawn *** 0.0076 2.50
Drawn **** .... 0.0065 1.90

Substitute Gut
No. 5 0.0132 4.65
No. 6 0.0097 8.10

“ Treated ” Gut
Reinforce ** .... 0.0086 8.70

R. L. M., California.

BELT AXE CASE
^HIS case is for my belt axe. In-
A stead of the loop being riveted on

one side of the case I sewed on the top
open edges (there being no flap, as none
is needed) a strap and buckle, and when
buckled on the belt it forms a 4-inch loop.

Unless one takes two belts on an outing
the axe scabbard with a one-piece loop
is a nuisance. My axe case can be
buckled anywhere on my belt and when
wanted is quickly unbuckled. Around
camp the axe is always in its case hang-
ing up somewhere. I have visited some
camps where the outer would have his

knife and axe sheath on his belt and
very probably the tools stuck in a tree

or log—very picturesque, but at the same
time very easy for every Tom, Dick or

Harry to pick up and either hurt them-
selves, the axe, or some tree. To pro-

The axe case, loop and protector

tect the stitches from the axe or knife,

edge I sewed an extra piece of leather

in between. I don’t like rivets as a
stitch guard. A Subscriber.
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KEEPING WARM WITH ONE
BLANKET

A PROSPECTOR in Central Idaho

once showed me how to sleep com-

fortably in a single blanket. Find two

logs, about a foot and a half in diameter.

Place them firmly, side by side, fifteen

inches apart, and lay fir boughs between

them, at right angles to the logs.

Then cover the bed with one side of

the blanket, and throw the other side

over you, thus rolling up in the blanket.

The logs furnish protection on two sides,

and the top alone is left to be taken care

of by the blanket.

James H. Hull, California.

HOW TO CARRY CONDENSED MILK

O NE of the most annoying problems

the camper has to contend with is

the manner in which the condensed milk

can may be safely carried after it has

once been opened. The usual method of

putting little sticks in the holes which
have been punched in the can to let the

milk out is very unsatisfactory, as they

are always coming out and when the

camping kit is unpacked at the end of

the trail, most of the things have a fine

coating of milk on them. A simple way
to overcome this trouble is shown in the

accompanying cuts. Use a round nail to

punch the holes in the can so they will

be smooth and uniform and then whittle

pegs of wood to fit into them snugly.

From a worn-out inner tube of an auto-

mobile tire cut a strip about two inches

wide. You will find that this piece of

rubber will fit tightly over the can and
will hold the pegs firmly in place, thus

insuring a compact, safe and proficient

way of keeping the milk where it be-

longs. Pope.

BAIT ON ARTIFICIAL LURES
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Being a constant reader of your val-

uable paper I should very much like

to ask you if it is proper for a fisherman

to put bait on an artificial lure, mean-
ing, for instance, fishing with a spoon,

trawling or even bait casting with art-

ificial bait? I often read the articles in

your magazine and sometimes it says

to bait with pork rind or minnows and
several other kinds of live bait. That
being so why not use live bait and leave

off the other? I might say that every
fisherman cannot meet what I term, the

double expense of the two baits.

John Briggs, Montreal, Can.
It is quite unusual to use any addi-

tional baits ivhen casting with any of
the standard lures now in use. The ma-
jority of all lures being designed to act

in their own sphere, viz., “phantom min-
nows” and the various plugs, as well as

frogs, etc., are depended on to take fish

by reason of their natural appearance
and similarity to the living object. This
condition, however, is changed in trolling

tvith the bloodworm for striped bass and
some other fish by using a small metal
spinner just ahead of the worm. This
is more to attract the fish to the idea that
something is moving rather than that
they should strike the spinner, as the

worm is not bright in color and the wa-
ter is ordinarily murky where such fish-

ing is done. It would be considered ra-
ther incongruous to use any bait attached
to artificial lures such as “phantom min-
nows” or plugs.— [Editors.]

THE HANDY TROWEL

Have any of you readers ever con-
sidered what a handy little tool the

garden trowel is?

Perhaps on your last trip into the big
sticks you felt as though you needed a
small, light-weight, compact tool which
would do for digging a ti’ench around the
tent to drain off the rain, or to dig those
big, fat worms to get Mr. Bass, or per-

haps to dig a hole for burying camp,
refuse, etc., etc. It takes up very little

room and only weighs about 6 ounces.

Fred Blake.

FLY FISHING FOR POLLACK

Dr. THOMAS TRAVIS of the Forest
AND Stream staff of writers has re-

cently tried the experiment of fly

fishing for pollack while on a visit to St.

Andrews, New Brunswick.
He reports having demonstrated the

fact that this kind of fish can be taken

on a fly rod, a method which affords ex-

citing sport. The fish run in schools

and weigh anywhere from five to twenty-
five pounds, averaging about fifteen.

They are now schooling off Deer and
Campobello Islands, both in Passama-
quoddy Bay, within easy reach of St.

Andrews. Dr. Travis suggests the use
of flies imitating the shrimp in form and
color, i. e., a gray body with a point of
red in the head, including a pattern rep-
resenting an unusually large shrimp. He
further recommends trying a small
spinner and a wobbler colored to resem-
ble a small lobster.

RUBBING FOR WORMS
T HAVE not tried Mr. Seufert’s method
1 for securing earth worms but down
here in Dixie where the soil is sandy and
often extremely dry a not unusual meth-
od and one generally followed with suc-

cess is styled “Rubbing for Worms.”
It is necessary to have previous

knowledge of a locality the angle-worm
frequents, as they are not universally

distributed hereabouts. Then drive a
rather thin piece of wood, three or more
inches wide, well into the ground, allow-

ing a foot or more to project—a stout

shingle or roofing board serves well for

the purpose. Then with a piece of

heavier board, % in. to 1 in. thick,

brought down to a rather thin edge on
one side, proceed to “fiddle” or rub the

thin edge of the board across the top of
the piece driven into the ground. The
bow piece should be three or four feet

long to permit of a good draw. When
all goes well the other fellow with the

bait-box will have a lively time gather-
ing up the worms. This may sound fishy

but there are strange things in the phil-

osophy of cracker fishermen as well as

in that of the ancient wisemen.
Osceola.



FROM AN OLD SUBSCRIBER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N looking over my game records,

which go back to 1862, I thought

some of my experiences might interest

others who are gunners. What started

the notion was that 60 years ago last

October I shot my first duck; it was a

gadwall. I was shooting a double muzzle

loader, 20-gauge, given me by my father

on my fourteenth birthday. In those

days we shot an 3^hing from pheasants

to cedar birds. I had a day off from

the shop somehow, as days off were

mighty scarce for me; we worked ten

hours a day, six days in the week, and

only four holidays in the year. I had a

mixed bag and on coming down to Coop-

er’s creek, now called river, in New
Jersey, about six miles from Camden,

I saw a couple of ducks, about 300 yards

away in the water. I drew out the small

shot and put in a couple of loads of No.

1, which I carried for hawks.

At this place the meadows are below

tide water and they are protected by

high banks with sluices to control the

water. I slipped down back of the bank

and sneaked along until opposite the

birds. The ducks had seen or heard me

as they had their heads up and had

swam away from my side. They seemed

pretty far away, but as they jumped I

shot and to my great delight one dropped

near the far shore. Here was a fix,

there was no boat and the nearest

bridge was one and a half miles away.

The air and water were both cold—

I

could swim the creek, but was afraid of

cramps so I got a dry cedar rail from

a fence near, stripped and went to it.

The water was not so bad, but the cold

wind certainly made my teeth chatter.

I got the duck, put on my clothes and put

out for the woods near, where I made

a fire and soon was in good shape again.

There were in those days considerable

ducks, mostly in small flocks, stop-

ping in the creeks and marshes. I would

get a shot now and then, but could con-

nect but seldom ;
generally at teal, while

after railbirds. None seemed to know

how to shoot or get shots at the big

ducks and the few and far between

chances I had, gave me very little prac-

tice. I could kill quail and woodcock

alright, but ducks teased me. I did not

understand them. It was six years later

before I got on to them, until I went to

Rehoboth Bay in Delaware in 1874.

There was only one house on the beach,

a board and battered house, kept by a

man named Frederick. The wind used

to come through the cracks and blow

out the lights in the bedroom, also it was

cold at times—but ducks! I never saw

so many. The house was about 200 yards

from what they called the lower lake.

LETTEIS,
QUESTIOf*^S

AND ANSWEM,

consisting of about sixty acres, just back
of the sand hills on the beach and the
outlet seeped out through the sand to

the sea. The birds came in there to
feed in the fresh water, all kinds, from
geese down. I was shooting a converted
breach loader then and I soon got the
hang of their flight and habits. We
got geese, canvasback, redheads, mal-
lards, broadbills, black duck, and the
smaller duck. There was no Sunday
shooting and we used to lie in the sand
hills and watch them through the old
man’s spy glass. Sometimes there would
be several thousand, blacking the water
in places. You would have to go far to

see such a sight these days. We sailed

down the bay one day, four of us, to a
reedy point, called Fox Island, to shoot
geese. From our starting point all the
way down there was an almost continu-
ous string of birds getting up ahead,
swinging off and passing us, to alight

behind the boat. We expected to stay all

night and had a basket of grub along.

There was no cabin on the point and
we had nothing but the sail to cover us.

I guess we would have been pretty cold

before morning. We ate up all the grub
by dark so we did not stay all night
as we expected to, but came back with-

out any geese and only a few black ducks.

I have often smiled at our expedition

and crude outfit.

I have been a subscriber to Forest
AND Stream these many years, more than

I can remember, and I have had varied

experiences with guns and ammunition.

The first gun I shot was a flint lock

musket that I found in my grandfather’s

garrett. I sneaked this out and killed

a considerable number of black and reed

birds. I was 13 years old and tall and

strong, but the old gun was a good load

for me and how she did kick! On my
fourteenth birthday my father gave me
a 20-gauge nuzzle loader. I certainly

was a proud boy then. My next gun was
a 10-gauge, made to order, 9% lbs. in

weight. Everyone was using heavy guns

in those days. This gun was converted

to a breechloader by Mortimer & Kirk-

wood, Boston. Then I got a 12-bore Colt,

with hammers. Next, a repeater, 12-

gauge; then a Remington 12, hammer-
less, ejector, which I still use.

The repeater I gave up as a shooting

companion agreed with me that repeat-

ers give the game very little chance. If

I cannot kill a bird with two shots it

has a right to its life. I do not approve
of repeaters except for military purposes
or for dangerous game. Game is too

scarce now. Give it a chance. Limiting
the bag is also right as well as shorten-

ing the seasons. I have done things in

the earlier days that I am ashamed of

now. Once two of us shot 120 big bay
snipe in a morning in New Jersey and
another time at Rehoboth, Delaware, we
got 51 ducks in four hours. Now I am
well satisfied if we have birds to eat '

during the trip and four or five pairs

to bring home, or to give to some of

the people in the locality where we are

shooting. I find that they are glad to

get them, and it makes kindly feeling as

very few of them are fitted to shoot for

themselves, are poor shots or are busy
on their farms. Field sports have done
much for me. I am 71 years old, shoot

without glasses, handle my own boat

and decoys, when alone, and do my share

of the work if I am with a companion.
I have been shooting in Virginia for the

last 25 years for wildfowl and expect

to go down there this season and give the

birds another go.

Brant, Penn.

A CANOE TRIP
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
WOULD like to call your attention to

a canoe trip which few people ever

make and which is especially available

to persons residing in the eastern part

of Connecticut or Massachusetts or in

any part of Rhode Island.

I refer to the trip down the Saco; be-

ginning the trip at Conway Center, N.
H., and ending at Saco, Me. It is a

very beautiful trip and easily made.
One, moreover, which a man can take
with his wife if he wishes. Plenty of

fishing. No long portages. If any of

your readers are interested I will send
you a description of the country and an
estimate of the distance and tell you
where the falls are encountered.

Ernest A. Brown, N.H.

DUCKS AT HOOK LAKE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
ITOUR o’clock one morning found us at

a little lake, which is about twelve
and a half miles from Madison, Wis, and
which is just the shape of a fish hook;
that is why it is called Hook Lake.

It is one of the finest little lakes in

the country for wild fowl, as it contains
a great deal of grass and bull rushes,

also many patches of lily pads.

Of late years the grass seems to be
getting less and less; I think it is on ac-

count of too much water which keeps it

from growing to any great extent.
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In the center of the lake there are

about nine acres of cranberry bushes,

which do not bear cranberries on account

of low water.

Here and there are some patches of

grass among the bushes. One can jump
mallards in these patches, especially in

the early part of the season, as that is

where the young mallards like to hide

and it is where we like to see them light,

for we can row up to the edge of the

cranberries and flush them. When they

get out they go right straight up, and
a good many hunters get fooled by them,

for they will shoot under their bird eight

out of ten times.

When the water is low one can wade
all through the cranberry bushes without

much trouble.

About eighteen years ago this lake

went dry and willows started to grow.

This made an excellent place for wood
ducks, but now on account of so much
water the last five years it has killed the

willows, and one does not see any more
wood ducks.

I have one of the best dogs in the

country and he is a great retriever. He
is a cross between a spaniel and a set-

ter, and can be worked very hard all day.

He weighs about sixty-five pounds, and
some say that he is too heavy, but I have
seen smaller dogs work and notice that

they get tired out quickly.

In the early part of the season one
can go in the marsh and make all the

noise he wants to, and even shoot, but the

young mallards will not get out, but let

the dog get in there and they will move.
I had an experience a few years ago

on this strip of marsh, which is about 60

yards wide and about 200 yards long. I

had put old Sport out in this strip, and
it was not over four minutes before a

young mallard came fluttering out in a

little open space. I knocked it down
and the dog brought it to me. When I

looked it over I noticed that its body
was well feathered out, but the wings
were not feathered enough to fly. I

rowed down to the other end to try again,

but on my way down I saw that some
fellows in a boat had pushed in through
the marsh, but I thought I would put
the dog off anyway. When he saw me
put the dog off he stopped and sure
enough he hadn’t been in there long be-

fore three young mallards got up. I got

one with each barrel and the other one
went almost over this fellow and he shot

three times, but the bird was still going
the last time I saw it. Not long after-

wards I ran across this same fellow
and he was trying the same thing with
his dog.

About noon when most of the hunters
have gone home, one usually will find a

mallard or two dropping in, and sure
enough about eleven-thirty I discovered
a mallard coming in, so I said to my
partner, whom I had met in the marsh:
“Here is a good chance for me to increase

my bag limit,” so I rowed over to where
I had seen it light and it got up within
25 yards of me. I downed it with the
first shot, and then up got another which
I killed with the other barrel. This one
fell in the cranberries, so I let old Sport
get it while I picked up the first one

which had fallen right on the edge. I

went back to where my partner was, but

we hadn’t been there over ten minutes

before we saw six more mallards drop in.

They lit in a patch of open water near a

big bunch of grass. He said: “Go over

and try them.'’ I wanted him to come
too, but he said: “Oh, we can’t get near
them.” So I decided to go over and try

them. While I was sneaking back of the

patch of grass they swam up to the edge

of it and when I got to the opposite side

I looked up, expecting to see them out in

the open, but could not see them at all,

so I kept on pushing around the grass.

There was a good wind blowing and in

my favor, so they did not hear me mov-
ing around, and just as the point of my
boat went around the edge of the grass,

up they sprang with loud quacks, in fine

range, and sure enough one fell at the

report of each barrel That added two
more nice mallards to my bunch.
We waited around there for about a

half hour, but didn’t see any more drop
in. Finally my partner said he was
going to go around and see if he could

jump any more. Sure enough he hadn’t
been gone very long before I heard his

gun talking. He had gotten into a flock

of eight killed three of them, and on the

way back a blue wing teal flew over him,
but he stopped it before it got very far.

After that we picked up one pintail and
a black mallard and a gray mallard,
which made fourteen nice birds. A little

later we pulled up our boats and put them
on the cart and drove up to the farm
house, which is about half a mile from
the lake, put the boats in the corn crib

and were on our way home at dark.
Frank Lawrence, Wis.

WILD OTTER IN NEW YORK
STATE

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

S
TRANGE as it may seem two otter

were captured alive in the town of

Lewis, next town north of here, recently.

One of the otter was a large one, meas-
uring over four feet from tip to tip and
was caught by two men and a woman
while attempting to go through a corn-

field in the Stowerville section. An
empty flour barrel was put down and
the otter crawled into it.

The other otter was a kitten and was
caught in the grass on Hale Brook Park,

about five miles west of Stowerville. A
man with mittens on picked the little

fellow up easily. These two otters, a
male and a female, are in possession

of Perry A. Cole, proprietor of Pleasant
Valley Fur Farm, who intends to breed

them.

Geo L. Brown, Elizabethtown, N. Y.

A DAY WITH COAST-TROUT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

UNLIKE the ancient philosopher who
declared: “I am an old man; I have

had many troubles—and the most Oi

them never happened,” I have had m^
fishing-troubles, and all of them hap-
pened.

But along with much “Fisherman’s
luck” I have had some experiences which
I have framed and hung in the gallery

of memory; part of which I will now
give you.

Coastal fishing is fine when it is fine.

Two years ago this November I spent
a day along Chocolate Bayou, about
thirty miles below Galveston. The day
was very chilly; clouds came and passed.
A “Norther” was coming and with it

myriads of ducks. As I was bent on fish-

ing only, I only slipped half a dozen
shells in with my trusty double-barrel,
thinking that if the ducks really attacked
me I would have some defence! That’s
the time the air was, and always is

full of ducks!
Well, as luck had it, I got on the wrong

side of the water, the wind making it

exceedingly difficult to cast. Then came
a launch with half a dozen fishermen
aboard. They tied up opposite and threw
into the shoals. Every man pulled out
small mullet, sheep-head, catfish, etc.,

about as fast as he could bait. I set to
sizing up matters; if those small fish

were so plentiful in that shallow water,
they must have been chased there by
larger ones. I wished those fellows
would get out and give me a chance!”
My wish was soon gratified; they left

disgusted, little thinking that there were
“Acres of Diamonds” at their feet.

The Bayou was 16 feet deep and 250
wide. I had no boat and the water was
icy! Well, a true fisherman never hesi-
tates. With rod and bait and lunch
strapped to back, I was soon across;
found an old boat; anchored it out as
far as I could wade, and threw my line.
The shrimp must have been extra good,
as the hook no sooner disappeared when,
swish! Ah, a 1%-lb. beauty—yes, a
real speckled trout. Another shrimp,
another throw, and swish again!

Well, I kept throwing and swishing for
over two hours; simply dropping the fine
fellows into the boat before me; my
lunch on the bank less than 20 feet away
but who could get hungry under sue
circumstances?
My companions growled at me fo

swimming across; and when they saw
the white bellies flashing steadily over
my head, they put in the time growling
because I would not row over and set
them across!

I finally quit and when home that
night with my fish, counted and weighed,
it was heralded that I had made the
finest catch of trout ever taken in one
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day in that region. Around 86 pounds.

The trip taught me two things: First,

get out beyond the little tribes ;
that s

where the big ones wait for prey. Sec-

ond, do not anchor your boat to any

fixed stake or stump that’s been in the

stream any length of time. Have a stone

or some other heavy weight to throw out

from each end of your boat. Trout and

bass are shy; the least jar of any fa-

miliar thing to them will send them scur-

rying away.
The above day’s fishing did not end in

the proverbial fashion; I caught all “the

big ones,” and none got away. Hence

I could not lie after the manner of

fisherman

!

Henry S. Alkire,

With S. Troops, Mexican Border.

A TRUE OCCURRENCE

A fter reading Mr. Ben C. Robin-

son’s “Angling for the Gamey
Bass” in the July Forest and Stream, I

am reminded of something that might

interest others who are fond of bass

fishing and know their peculiarities.

With some friends I was strolling

along a pond where we knew there were

bass and seeing some lying quietly to-

gether near the bank, we watched them

for a time then decided to return home.

The writer thoughtlessly threw a partly

used cigar into the w'ater. It no sooner

struck the water than what appeared to

be a two-pounder took it. The sad part

comes now. Next day a dead bass was
found floating in the pond and, upon

being opened, the cigar butt was found

which had caused its sad death.

H. N. Homsher, Penn.

BENNETT’S LONG GUN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

YOU ask me to tell the readers of

Forest and Stream something about

the long gun showm in the accompany-

ing picture. There is very little of gen-

eral interest I can tell. The gun was
made in London, England, in 1799, as

told by a brass plate on the stock. The
barrel is five feet seven and one-half

inches long, and the gun as it stands

is seven feet in length. The gun I have

in my left hand is an ordinary 32-inch

barrel, to show the contrast in the length

of the two pieces.

The old gun was brought to this coun-

try soon after it was made and sold to

my grandfather, John Bennett, who lived

in Maryland, twenty-three miles from
Baltimore, and the same from Washing-
ton. Grandfather had it on the farm
during the War of 1812, and to keep it

from being confiscated by the British hid

it in the woods, where he also hid his

horses. When I was living on the old

homestead with my father I remember
his telling me about grandfather seeing

a flock of mallard ducks drop down into

the river one day, and of taking the long

gun down after them. Crawling up to

the bank he saw a bunch of eight ducks
well bunched and firing at them, killed

seven dead and wounded the eighth. I

have often heard my father say it would
kill game at 130 yards. I do know it

will kill at a long distance. The last

time the writer ever shot it at game was

at Glencoe, Minnesota, many years ago,

when he killed and got seven ducks at

one shot.

I have passed the gun down to my son,

A. A. Bennett, of Renville, Minnesota.
Of course it was originally a flint-lock,

but after coming to Minnesota in 1856
my father had it changed to a percussion
lock, and used it to shoot squirrels and
pheasants in the woods along Root River.

The old gun, before being brought west,
was the cause of the death of many a
canvasback duck on the Chesapeake Bay.
The following incident may be of in-

terest: In the spring of 1879, while an

The long gun compared with a fowling
piece of thirty-two-inch barrels

employee of the Government Printing
Office at Washington, I decided to make
a trip to the old homestead, just to see

how it looked, and started out not know-
ing just how to get there. I took a
B. & O. train for a point I knew could
not be far from where I wished to go,

and then went by stage a few miles.

Coming to a cross-road’s store I went
in and asked the man in charge, who
was just about my own age, if he knew
of a family of Bennett’s who used to

live in that section. He said he did not.

Then, after a moment’s thought, he said

:

“Yes, I do, too. I remember now there
was such a family, and that the old man

had a very long gun, and my father used
to say he had to go upstairs to load it.”

I said: “Mister, I have that gun.” He
replied, “Then you are on the right track,

it is about two and a half miles from
here.” I walked down to the place indi-

cated and found the old homestead, and
the old gun had helped me to find it.

C. A. Bennett, Minn.

A MISSOURI GOOSE HUNT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Many are the stories I have read in

Forest & Stream that delight the
heart of the true hunter, and bring back
pleasant memories of the past, which
may never return.

Nine years ago we built a cabin on
the Fabius River, and as we frequently
had to cross it in our pursuit of game,
we proceeded to build a boat, making
the joints tight with pitch and white lead.

We soon had one which would stand all

the high waters.
But I started to tell of a goose hunt

to the big lakes. You must understand,
at the present, a goose is something to

be proud of in the northeast part of Mis-
souri; although in the past, we had no
difficulty in bagging all we cared for.

It was early in October and snowing to

beat the band, when Doc, Ben, Clem and
I persuaded ourselves to wander out.

We awoke early in the morning before
the sun was up, filled our pockets with
food and started for the big lakes, 7

miles distant. Ben had about three feet

of sausage, Doc the bread, Clem and I

brought the trimmings, each carrying
two. live decoys. With what we had
stowed away at the cabin and with what
we could kill, we figured we were good
for two days at least.

A cold structure, this cabin was; built

by ourselves and lined with paper, but as

we had a good stove, it kept us warm as
long as we carried in enough wood. We
rustled this with an ax which was always
there. Never yet have we gone hungry,
although it was late many a night when
the last one brought in the meat for the
next day. Sometimes it looked as though
breakfast was simply going to be a mat-
ter of washing our faces.

We had been there two days and were
out of meat. It was early in the morn-
ing, and the wind was blowing a hur-
ricane of snow, making it unfit for any-
one to venture out. But as this had
come up suddenly and there had been
geese flying the day before, we decided

that it was “Root hog or die,” so we
got out our guns and sallied forth, try-

ing to pretend that each one was just

aching to get into the storm. We looked

over every lake that was within walking
distance, but nobody fired a shot, there

being nothing to shoot, not even a rab-

bit.

Finally we got to the big lakes, and a

hunter in our position only can imagine
our feelings at seeing the lakes covered

with geese and duck. Three drakes and
five hens comprised our decoys, and we
proceeded to stake a few of them. Ben
had just started with two drakes, when
six old greenheads arose within shoot-

ing distance. We just dropped the de-

coys and we all stood with our Moaths
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open. They had been in the tall grass,

and simply gave us the laugh and winged
their way to other feeding grounds.
Next, we separated, Doc and I follow-

ing the river. We tramped quite a

ways to what we call the Cross-Road
ponds, and got back about dusk, with a
total of eight ducks, thinking we had
saved the day. Brushing the snow off

a log, we sat down for awhile and tried

to locate Ben and Clem. We could see

a bunch of geese on the opposite bank, but
it would have taken a “Big Bertha” to

have ever reached them. Not being able

to locate our companions we went to the

cabin and stirred up the fire, wondering
what was keeping them. After a while

we wandered back to the lakes, and just

as the sun was getting low, saw both
of them flat on the ground, making a

crawl for the geese.

We watched them get closer and closer

until we wondered if it would be pos-

sible for them to make the stalk. I could

see the bunch plainly, and soon the old

sentinel on the watch says, “Honk-Honk.”
But the old scouts had their eye on them
and in a second were on their feet. We
could see the smoke from their guns be-

fore the sound reached us and, much
to our satisfaction, saw them bring down
the seventh goose, lay down their guns
and shake hands like two long lost broth-

ers. While this" performance was going
on, one old boy that must have been play-

ing possum, raised his wings and flew.

Then the fun started. Both grabbed
their guns and shot, but Mr. Goose just

went all the higher and said good-bye.

Then came the job of getting the six

geese. Three dead and three wounded.
Our boat leaked like a sieve. I didn’t

take my gun, for fear the boat would
sink, but I had a gallon bucket to bail

with.

I have read many a story of a moon-
light night on the water, but this pre-

sented a scene to me which I shall never

forget. It is hard to describe the feel-

ings of a sportsman, in a leaky boat, with

a gallon bucket, looking for six geese on

a lake of this size. The moon was full

and seemed to throw a direct ray on the

boat. I finally succeeded in landing five

of them and, dipping water from the

boat, paddled to shore. The trip lasted

two days more and then we broke camp.

Such trips as these will never be for-

gotten by the true sportsman. We can

sit by the fire, long after these trips are

impossible, and bring back memories of

the great wilderness, which is fast be-

coming utilized, driving the larger game
into a smaller space each year, until

finally these trips will be just memories.

J. L. Mudd, Missouri.

A WOODLAND TRAGEDY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

The deer family is usually considered

to be mild and inoffensive. They
have such a meek appearance, their ac-

tions are so cautious and timid that one

is readily led to believe that they are

perfectly harmless. This, however, is

not the case, as those w'ho have had tame
deer under their care can testify; they
not only fight savagely among themselves

but have been known to kill their mates,

even their own young, and in some in-

stances their keepers. Such incidents

have been noted with animals kept in

large enclosures, but there is ample proof

midst the deep recesses of the forest that

all the deer tribe fight savagely among
themselves. There, antlered monarchs
meet and bloody encounters occur, un-

seen, and unrecorded, save for a skull or

skeleton, which is soon covered from
view by the luxuriant shrubber5^ and
leaves. The battles often prove fatal to

one of the contestants and in some rare

instances to both.

During the mating season, all stags be-

come murderous brutes, hardly partak-

ing of any food, but rushing about just

spoiling for a fight, occasionally meeting
a rival stag which, if evenly matched
with the challenger, gives battle at once.

A fight ensues which few sportsmen have

had the privilege to witness. The only

record of these duels on which we can

rely is what is known among hunters as

the “Deadlock.”
There are few deer that possess the

rare construction of antlers, which, when

crashed together in combat become inter-

locked, and when such animals meet, a

real tragedy develops; there is no sur-

vival of the fittest, but both die a miser-

able death. At times horns are found,

worn deeply into each other, thus show-
ing the creatures parried about for a

considerable time before they succumbed.
Being held together in such a manner,
they can do no further fighting, but the

struggle is continuous until starvation
weakens one or the other.

The stronger one may remain on his

feet for a while, but after he has nib-

bled what food or foliage there is with-
in his limited reach, he, at last must
lie down and meet the same fate as his

adversary.

Robert H. Rockwell, New York.

WHERE TO GET MENHADEN BAIT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T AM a subscriber to your valuable

magazine and eagerly await its ap-
pearance every month, as I always find

something interesting in it. Could you
tell me where I can procure mossbunker
or menhaden bait? Do you know of

anyone near New York who sells such

bait?

G. Yost, Connecticut.

We know of no one who deals in men-
haden except those who supply the deep
water fishermen who grind them for
chum when in quest of the bluefish and
bonito. You could dotibtless make some
arrangement with some market stallman
in your local city if you give him, your
order in advance. At this season of the

year pound fisherman get menhaden at

nearly every lift of the nets and no
doubt would be glad to save some for
your dealer.—[Editors.]

LONG AND SHORT BARRELS
AGAIN

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
NOTED the article in the June num-
ber by W. A. B. on short barrel guns

and also the article regarding the same.

on page 480 of the September issue. W.
A. B. is in accord with my own views,

obtained from chronograph tests in a

complete ballistic department. In a test

several years ago with 28, 30 and 32-inch

barrels, all from a well known maker,
and all bored on the same plan (full

choke) with a cartridge containing 3

drams of smokeless powder and 114 oz.

of chilled shot, I did not find any differ-

ence in the results obtained with the

28 or 30-inch barrels, ten shots from
each. With the 32-inch barrel the chro-
nograph gave a slightly reduced velocity.

I have not the figures of that test at
my command. In the near future I will

be able to give you complete figures of
a test I will make, with 28 and 30-inch
barrels, both guns from the same maker
and bored alike. I will make the test

with the 3, 1%, 7% load, also with 3%,
1%, 7-chilled shot, same powder, and
give you the full data.

F. I. Fenn, 111.

(SEVERAL letters ARE HELD OVER)

Bronze miniature modeled by R. H. Rockwell, Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences
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PUTTEES
NEW NON-FRA:/ spiral (Paceoudl

For hunting, camping, fishing. Fox’s
Spiral Puttees are the best looking, most
desirable and comfortable puttees made.
They lie flat and smooth, and will not
ravel at the edge. Made of the best

English wool, waterproofed. Will last

three times as long as ordinary puttees.
Genuine Fox's have a small brass tag on

each puttee, with the name Fox and R for
right and L for left. They are full length
and width. Write for the name of the
dealer who sells them in your city.

T!i9 Manley-Jolmson Corporation

Sole Agents
260 West B’way, New York City

COMFORT CAMP PILLOWS
nre so cool and yielding that the most restful,

beneficial sleep is assured. These pillows have

icmovahle wash covers and nre SANITARY
VERMIN and WATERPROOF, Will last for

years, and when deflateil can be carried in your

pocket, llie only practical pillow for all uses.

Three Sizes: 11 x 10—$2.25, 16 x 21—$2.75. 1-

X 26—$3.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. A.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded

Catalog Free.

“METROPOIITAN AIR GOODS’
ESTABLISHED 1S91

Made Only By

Athol Manufacturing Co., Athol, Mass.

YOUR Next Hike
icu can get no end of fun with the

H/»m
pH Mm FREE BOOK

fitted to your .22 or .22 high power rifle.

It dcaderu the report noise, reduce# the

recoil, and steadies your aim. Direct from

Dealer or Factory, $5.00.

Write for Free Book, o/ Stories.

Matmi Silencer Co. 69 Homeilead Are., Hirltord, Coon.

FISHING AT MONTAUK
WHERE, WHEN AND HOW TO CAST FOR BLUE FISH
AND STRIPED BASS AT THE END OF LONG ISLAND

By Dr. H. H. THORP

AVING seen several in-

quiries about fishing

at Montauk I thought

some Forest and
Stream readers might
like to hear of con-

ditions there. Most
articles on any par-

ticular place are not

definite as to place or

exact enough as to

conditi-ns to enable a

stranger to go there

with any chance of getting fish. Here

and now I propose to remedy that as to

Montauk, so your readers who know how
to cast can get blue fish and bass there.

The writer thought he knew Montauk
thoroughly by having fished there by trol-

ling and still fishing from power boats

off the Point for three summers. At
times that kind of fishing was very good,

beginning the third week in May with

the pollack and ending in Octobet with

the run of large bluefish. Of course

there was little sport in hauling in fish

from a moving power boat with a hand
line, but once Captain L. and I landed

and sold to the dealers at Fort Pond
Bay seventeen hundred and sixty pounds

of pollack, this being for some time the

record for two men in one day. As to

leaping tuna (which never leap when
hooked) or horse mackerel they were a

nuisance. They ran from twenty to

forty pounds and there being no market
for them eight years ago, we turned them
loose. Captain L. called them “Billy-

goats” and hated them because when a

big one hit one of our trolling jigs it

was good-bye to that jig and line.

Of bluefish we caught a fair number
at times, getting most of our fish be-

tween sunrise and nine A. M., that be-

ing the time bluefish feed on the grounds
around Montauk. Occasionally by run-

ning as close to the rocky shore line as

we dared and throwing a jig on the end
of a trolling line towards the rocks we
would catch a rather large striped bass.

That was what started me fishing for

striped bass at Montauk.
Having caught these fish still fishing

and trolling at certain places, I turned
up at Montauk with what in my ignor-

ance I thought was the proper outfit,

namely a light, short butt rod and plenty
of fine shedder crabs and white worms.
From the Inn at Fort' Pond Bay where
I stopped we drove out to the Point and
started fishing at a cove called Stony
Brook. There was a heavy surf on,

which bothered me a lot when casting
and trying to keep the bait out when
cast and I didn’t get one strike.

P
RESENTLY a car stopped near
where I was fishing and two men,
G and J, who also were staying at

the Inn and whose catch of striped bass
and bluefish I had wondered at the day

before, came and after asking if I had
caught anything remarked: “Think it

will be right about one o’clock” and de-

parted. About one they returned and

I got my first surprise. Instead of fish-

ing in the nice deep cove where I had
been feeding expensive crabs and worms
to black fish and other bottom vermin
J waded out on the left hand point as

far as he could go and not drown and
proceeded to “shoot them out” using a

spring butt serf casting rod and block

tin jig and reeling the moment the jig

hit tlie water. Inside of one hour I saw
him hook and helped him land nine blue-

fish averaging seven pounds apiece. Then
that other expert G, who had been quietly

seated, smoking a cigar, remarked: “I

think I will get a bass” and proceeded to

amble out to the extreme tip of the right

hand point and then to hook and land

a striped bass of about fifteen pounds.
Then they gathered up their fish and
motored off and I sat on a rock and
“said things” to the “Cat.” The latter

I ought to explain being a Chesapeake
Bay dog whose real business in life

is to retrieve ducks but who thinks

he has to accompany me on all fishing

trips to help land fish, and does. Re-
alizing I had struck something new in

fishing, the next morning I asked G and
J to show me and taking pity on my ig-

norance they, like good sportsmen, took
me along and showed me how to catch
bass at Montauk.

Later, through the kindness of a

friend, I became possessed of a proper
casting outfit and spent odd moments all

one summer practising casting on the
beach at Southampton. I never caught
anything, much to the amusement of my
fellow townspeople who could not under-
stand why I persistently cast where they
knew there were no fish. Finally the
day came when I could get 150 feet

measured on a lawn. Then I went to

Montauk and at a place called Mor-
gan’s, caught one fish weighing 26%
pounds which, beautifully mounted by
Mulgatroid, I can see as I write, one
fish of 19 pounds and one of 12 pounds.

L
ast summer I could only get three
trips of a day each and did not land
a fish, although I hooked and played

two, one large bass and a good blue-
fish. The latter amazed me by jumping
out of the water like a small tarpon.
This I learned they do if hooked in shal-
low water. I had caught hundreds troll-

ing and chumming, but I never saw a
bluefish do this before. At last the day
came when I got even with old Mr.
Striped Bass, but the middle of October
came before I could get away. Then one
cloudy day, on the tail end of a north-
easter, the “Cat” and I started in my
auto for Bass Camp, a small shack we
have on the Point, driving the forty
miles over the new road recently built.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 575)
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Shave a New Way
— Easier, Quicker, Pleasanter

Then Compare It With the Old Way
Facts such as these convince the home shaver that harsh, slow ways are no longer neces-

sary. Shavaid, the new, soothing beard-softener, replaces annoying and harmful opera-

tions, saves time, gives new delight. To learn its merit, send for a Free Trial Tube.

H ere is a new, satisfying

way to gain a comfort

shave. A way now being

adopted by men the nation over.

This welcome offering is Shav-

aid. It is a scientific prepara-

tion, perfected after countless ex-

periments and tests.

It revolutionizes home shaving.

It turns an irksome task into a re-

freshing pleasure. Once you try

it you will never give it up.

It Saves All This

Shavaid saves hot water applications. It

saves rubbing the lather in. It saves waiting

for the beard to soften. It saves doctoring an
irritated skin with lotion afterwards. It means
a quick shave, an easy shave, a luxury shave.

It avoids discomforts in a close shave. It does

instantly what old shaving methods never

could do at all.

If all this is so, you want it. You will never
shave without it. No man abuses his face will-

ingly.

Old vs New
Simply coat the dry beard thinly with Shav-

aid, before applying lather. Note the cool-

ing, soothing effect. *

Notehow the lather remains moist and creamy.

Shavaid
At Druggists— 50c a Tube

BAUER & BLACK, Chicago, New York, Toronto

Makers of Sterile Surgical Dressings and Allied Products

This way is quicker. Yet it pro-

tects the skin. Harsh treatments
bring wrinkles too soon.

Hot water applications make
the face tender and bring the

blood to the surface. That causes
abrasions.

With Shavaid, you can obtain a

close shave without irritation.

The Shavaid way keeps the skin

firm and smooth. The razor
glides over easily.

And best of all, no lotions are

necessary afterwards, for Shavaid
is in itself a cooling, soothing, healing emolli-

ent. Its daily use keeps the cuticle in con-
dition.

See If You Agree
We realize in introducing such an innovation

that the quickest way for it to win its rightful

popularity, is to hasten its use by as many men
as possible.

So we offer here, via coupon, a Free Trial
Tube. It contains sufficient Shavaid for a con-
vincing test.

After using this Trial Tube, and agreeing
that you do not want to be without it, you can
then buy Shavaid from your druggist at 50c
a tube.

Shavaid
Softens the beard instantly

—apply to dry face be-

fore the lather.

Saves time and trouble
—no hot water, no “rub-

bing in” of the lather.

Protects the face
—skin remains firm and

smooth.

Removes the razor “pull”
—harsh ways age the

skin prematurely.

Replaces after -lotions—Shavaid is a cooling,

soothing balm.
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More Shooting

Satisfaction
Whctlicr you hunt big
game in far places, or
squirrels in a nearby
woocllot, you will get

more shooting satisfac-

tion if you equip your
rifle with
a c o m-
plete set

of

LYMAN
SIGHTS

Here is an ideal hunt-

ing set: No. i-A, Com-
bination Rear Sight

—

a clean, accurate bead
quicker; No. 6 Leaf
Sight, combination
crotch and bar—takes

place of regular crotch

sight; No. 3, a clear

,
Avhite ivory bead you
can see distinctly in any

No. 3, Ivory

Send for Free Book
showing complete Lyman line of sights for

every purpose and every gun.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP.
110 West Street Middleheld, Conn.

Tk
er-

The Boot that
SportsmenSwearBy ^
“Finest thing ever for rough, out-

door wear, “eaysanOregonsportsman—
nnd you'll echo his sentiments when ^^ vou’ve VVoBNapairof “Never Leaks.” ^

^ Nothing like them for wet ground or dry— -
^ hunting, fishing, trapping or hiking. £asy ^
» on the feet, bnt eutwear harder, stifier boots.

*

:a8 near waterproof as leather
BOOTS CAN BE MALE.

Built the Russell Way
Quality Always

Expert bootmakers make “Never Leak’* boots
by hand from black chrome cowhide, a wond-
erfully flexible leather, waterproofed in the
tanning. Patented Never Rip Seams shed

• the water— there are no “open” etitches. •

Made to your measure in anv ;

height. Soles hobnailed C
or smooth. ^
Ask your dealer to show ^
you this ideal outdoor boot ^5
—if he can’t, write for
Catalog M. ^5*

RUSSELLw
MOCCASIN CO.

...... ^

Do You Take Pictures ?
Write for free sample of our big magazine, show-
ing how to make better pictures and earn money.
AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY, 1(4 Po^e Buildinf, Boston, Mass.

ACCVR^T E Snit.on.rm. ^ ^ ^ m. WORK
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce
Arms and Ammunition Expert

?58 W. 34fh St., New York City.

HOWTO FINDTHE NORTH
SOME WAYS OF WORKING OUT YOUR BEARINGS
WHEN YOU ARE LOST IN THE TRACKLESS WILDS

By J. W. STOLLE

GREAT deal has been

written, and much
more has been said

concerning the sub-

ject of finding that in-

tangible, elusive some-

thing called North,
withouta compass,

when you have lost

your way in the big

woods. The theory

that moss always

grows thickest on the

north side of a tree is false and some-

times seriously misleading. The Indians

of the north woods used to note the di-

rection of blown down trees—not one, but

several at a time—and knowing the di-

rection from which prevailing gales blew,

they could easily find their way. But in

order to utilize this knowledge the trav-

eler must know from what direction the

sti’ong gales usually blow in that particu-

lar region.

Then there is the method of finding

South by pointing the hour hand of your

watch toward the sun. Half way be-

tween the hour hand and twelve o’clock

on your watch is south, whether the ob-

servation is taken in the forenoon or

afternoon. Provided, however, your

watch is going and at least approximate-

ly on time. This method is very reliable

and transforms your watch into a solar

compass wheyi you can see the sun. But

when the snow is falling or it’s murky

o’erhead—well, that’s different.

It is like looking for a needle in a hay-

stack—this trying to find your way once

you’ve lost it, unless you have a compass

or know the trick. Before I finish this

article I am going to convince the reader

that, no matter how badly he is lost, no

matter what kind of a forest he is in,

no. matter what the weather is so long as

it is daylight—there is no cause for

alarm or insanity. Provided he keeps

cool.

It seems unbelievable that full grown

men, more or less accustomed to the

woods, will sometimes become so hope-

lessly lost that they will not believe that

a river fiows downstream, even though

their own eyes appraise them of the fact.

Lost men have been known to throw

sticks and chips into a river to ascertain

which direction the current was flowing.

I once came upon a log cabin on a little

spruce covered knoll in a Maine cedar

swamp, and, though I had left that very

same cabin, with which I was quite fa-

miliar, barely twenty minutes before, I

did not recognize it until I opened the

door and looked in! I had been traveling

willy nilly through the woods, looking for

deer, and thought I was at least a mile

from that cabin. A cedar swamp on a

cloudy day is bad, unless as I said, you

have a compass or know the trick.

But it is not always so bad as you might

think it to be when you first consider it.

O NE of the surest signs that you are

really and truly lost is when your
compass points—south! Don’t be

a fool. If your compass pointed north

when you left camp, it still points north.

Depend upon that. Even though you
think you know better—you don’t. Of
course, if you are in an iron country your

compass might vary considerably. But
the chances are that you are not in an
iron country, and even if you are, you
can check your compass, as will be shown
later.

On a memorable occasion I was lost for-

eight hours in fiat cedar swamp coun-

try in northern Maine. I was then a

tenderfoot and did not know when I

started out from camp that morning that

I was walking deep into the bosom of the

unknown. I had taken the -wrong trail

leading off from the tote-road, to make a
short cut to the clearings on Trout Brook,
near Ashland. I had a compass and for

the first mile or so the trail led in the

right direction—southeast. But as I

traveled on I was more and more dis-

mayed to find that the trail persisted

in swinging to the right, almost due west.

At last I became disgusted with the trail

and swung off on a south-easterly course
through a dense cedar swamp, knowing
full well that the clearings could not be
more than three miles distant at the

most. Presently I struck a small brook.

By this time I was so badly lost that I

could not be sure whether it was the head
of Horse Brook, Trout Brook, or Shield’s

Brook, all of which, according to my
map, headed somewhere in that region

within a radius of five miles. I decided
upon one point, however, I would follow

that brook to its mouth, be it on the
Machias, Aroostook or Kennebec River.

I began to feel the terror of the un-
known and hurried, tearing my clothei

in the chaotic tangle of blowdowns, old

tops, alders and cedar roots which, with
the rank ground moss hid deep hollows
washed out by the creek in freshet times.

On and on I hurried, ignoring direction,

determined to follow that brook to its

mouth. There was about two inches of

snow upon the ground and the ice on the

still w’ater in the occasional beaver dams
was about three inches thick. - 1 could
have retraced my steps to the known
ground of the tote road, but a man never
retraces his steps when lost. Why should
he, when his objective is always just
ahead?

I carried a hunting knife and a rifle

but no grub. Once, long after noon I

treed a partridge which would have made
a good meal, but I had no time to waste
in shooting partridges. My one idea
was to get out of that menacing, mock-
ing wilderness before dark. I crossed
and recrossed that brook a hundred times,

always picking the side that afforded the
greatest freedom to a man in an immense
hurry. At every step I strained my eyes

' (CONTINUED ON PAGE
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I
UCKY STRIKE— it’s toasted.

j Our advertising gives you
a definite fact about Lucky

Strike—a reason for buying this

cigarette. Surely you like reasons.

Toasting Burley tobacco gives

it a delicious flavor. You get this

flavor only in Lucky Strike. And
there you are!

—which means that if you don’t like LUCKY STRIKE
Cigarettes you can get your money back from the dealer.
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Let Us Tan Your Hide.
And ]et us do your head mounting, rug. robe,

cost, and glove iiiaUing. You nevei* lose

thing and generally gain by dealing direct with

headQuarters.
We tan deer skins with hair on for rugs, or

trophies, or dress them into buckskin glove

leather. Bear. dog. calf. cow. horse or any

other kind of hide or skin tanned with the hair

or fur on, and finished soft, light, odorless, and
made up into rugs, gloves, caps, men's and
women’s garments wlicn so ordered.

Get our illustrated catalog which gives prices

of tanning, taxidermy and head mounting. Also

prices of fnr goods ami big mounted game heads

we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochsster, N. Y.

—a Great Book on Trapping. Full j

of hints of how to make big catches.
Holds you with the thrilling adventures of

'

America’s trappers— Crockett, Carson,
Boone, Kenton and others. Tells of
their skill, daring and woodcraft. It fol-

1

lows them on the trap line and carries you
down to the methods of the present day,
with a wonderful fund of secrets.

Book sent FREE to fur trappers only. Write
today. We will also keep you posted on the

.
fur market.

.CUY EXPORT CO.. 1I23M—W. 35th St.
Chicago, Ills.

U. S. A.

I

'RAPPERS
The nameSUHHERFIELD
assures you of
A SQUARE DEAL
Get the most money for your season’s

^ catch. Ship us your furs—you’ll get^ absolutely honest grading, and your
money will be sent same day.

WE CHARGE HO COMMiSSION
For 47 years square dealing has built our

reputation. Ask the oldest trapper. He’ll
tell you.
Write now for our reliable prices, supply

catalogue, and free shipping tags.
S13ION SUMMKKFlliLI) & CO.

Dept. 133 EsI. 1872 SI. Louis, Mo.

.kina or hentins Btove »
>aloil (Lero'tcnc). Cooks, bakca
chconcr. Knepshomo warmer.

fla*no. No fires tj
Sl.-nplo, safe, easily
oui. No damQ£3
a MfotJme.
GUARANTEC.
how two g3l“-
lbs. of coal.

ANTED
Burner & Mach’io
tt., Bt. I/OUI 1 . Mo.

/'VoCT I-'rUco.

JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 531)

ington. A few years ago we offered five

hundred dollars for a pair of passenger

pigeons, but without avail.”

Poor Martha! For many years pre-

ceding her death she sat in her cage,

sad, solitary and alone, amidst the many-
hued birds of the aviary; listening to

their trills and cadences, or perhaps dis-

cordant notes; reflecting possibly on the

past glory of her race, or like Rachel
mourning for her children because they
were not.

The dodo, a very large and ungainly
bird, whose habitat was restricted

to a solitary island in the Indian

Ocean, was exterminated as early as

1700. Only imperfect skeletons of this

interesting bird remain, except a foot

that is preserved in the British Museum.
The Great Auk, another very large and

unwieldy bird, that at one time was
abundant on the shores of Greenland and
the ’slands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
became extinct in 1844. A mounted speci-

men was sold in 1905 for two thousand
dollars. There are a few imperfect
skeletons in the museums.
During my first visit to Florida, in

1878, I saw a number of flocks of par-

rakeets, but not a single one was ob-

served during subsequent visits to that

state a few years later. Egrets and

other herons, pink curlews and flamingos

were abundant during my first visit, and
Indians were selling egret plumes for

ten cents each, and partial skins of

roseate spoonbills and flamingos were of-

fered for a pittance. Thirty years ago

the big black woodpecker with a scarlet

crest, and as large as a bantam chicken,

was common in Kentucky; and its con-

gener, the ivory-billed woodpecker, fully

as large, but with a white bill, was oc-

casionally seen. Now the pileated species

is very scarce, while the ivory-bill is

probably extinct. I purchased the skin

of one from a Florida plume-hunter in

1886 for ten dollars; it is now in the

museum of the Cincinnati Society of

Natural History.

That the dodo and great auk should

be exterminated with the appearance of

the human, or inhuman, specimens, is

no cause of wonder, as both were very

large birds, incapable of flight, having

only small rudimentary wings, and could

be knocked over with clubs. The dis-

appearance or extermination of the pas-

senger pigeon, the parrakeets and the

big black woodpeckers is not what might

have been expected, for these birds were

capable of swift and extended flights.

Their disappearance is to be attributed

solely to the greed, wantonness and avar-

iciousness of the market hunter and the

plume hunter.

To divert our minds for a moment
from this sad state of affairs, it might

be said that there is a remote possi-

bility that the dodo is not extinct, but

extant, in Ireland, if one may credit

a current story w’hich goes as follows:

An English landlord of a large game
preserve in Ireland sent a prospective

purchaser to view the premises under

the guidance of the Irish game-keeper,
who had received a previous tip from the
owner. Showing the gentleman over the
preserve, Pat rather overstepped the

bounds of credulity in describing the
abundance of game. The gentleman at
length began to suspect, and finally be-

came convinced, that Pat was drawing
a pretty long bow, and said, suddenly:

“Well, Pat, I am satisfied from your
account that there should be untold num-
bers of hares, partridges and snipe on
the preserve, but what about the dodo.”

“Dodo, dodo,” muttered Pat, quite puz-
zled. “Well, sor,” scratching his head,
“is it dodos, sor? Well, there’s an oc-

casional wan after a har-r-d fr-r-ost!”

After skating on the Ohio River
at its lowest stage it was but
two or three months later when

I saw it at a flood stage of more
than sixty feet. It was truly a novel
and interesting sight. The former
peaceful stream was now a raging
torrent on a furious rampage. It had
risen far above its banks and extended
for miles to the hills on either side. The
levee or public landing was completely
overflowed, the steamboats being moored
along Front street or wherever they
could find a harbor. Rat Row, Sausage
Row and other unsavory streets were
inundated, the water reaching the second
or third stories of the cheap restaurants
and disreputable groggeries, which were
undergoing their annual house cleaning.

The turbid river rushed along at won-
derful speed. ’Its channel w'as filled with
all sorts of flotsam and jetsam. Up-
rooted trees were whirled along and saw-
logs, hay-stacks, chicken coops, hog pens,
cordwood and cabin roofs and w’hat not
went madly rushing dowm-stream. Peo-
ple along the banks, with ropes and large
hooks, were dragging out drift wood and
other objects of any value. It was a
busy scene. Steamboats that ventured
out did so at their peril, and with the
almost certain result of broken paddle-
wheels, which would soon have been float-

ing along with other debris and derelicts.

The water backed up Mill Creek, flood-

ing that part of the city in the creek bot-

toms. Visiting that section of the to%vn

on the next Sunday, the river still rising,

I saw people being rescued from their

homes through the windows and from the
roof by men in skiffs. It seems that
this was an annual occurrence, and that
when the water subsided the people would
again return to their homes to repeat
the exodus the following winter, when
they would again be ruthlessly e\dcted

without due process of law. But it was
home, sweet home.

I w'as once in Naples at the subsidence

of a very active eruption from Mount
Vesuvius. As the molten streams of

lava, flowing down the sides of the moun-
tain, became cool, I saw the former oc-

cupants of the cots that had been
\vrecked or burnt, busily engaged in

building new ones or repairing old ones;

and though the catastrophe might oc-

cur again and again they wDuld again
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No birds get through his shot patterns

The successful sportsman

knows that his bag de-

pends almost as much upon

the shot pattern, or evenness with

which the shot spreads out and

covers the game, as it does upon

his gun handling.

The secret of uniform game-
getting patterns is in the control

of the gas blast from the exploding

powder. This in turn depends

upon the iK'adding in the shell.

The Winchester gas
control system

The \\ inche^tcr S y s t e m of

Wadding and Loading is the re-

sult of repeated experiments to

determine the most effective con-

trol of the gas blast.

The base wads of Winchester
shells are constructed to give

what is known as progressive

combustion to the powder charge.

The ignition spreads to the

sides, in all directions as well as

forward.

Lmder the heat and pressure of

this rapid combustion the tough,

springy driving

w a d expands
and fills the

bore snugly

completely seal-

ing in the gas

behind. In be-

ing driven

through the bore this wad offers just

enough resistance to the gas blast to

insure complete combustion of every
grain of powder, so that the full en-
ergy of the whole powder charge is

developed at the muzzle. Thus none
of the shot charge leaves the gun until

A t'atchy pattern
:)jtcn means a
iMi-'.ky, »iaH 3' times
a cripple, and
sometimes badly
mutilated game.

The hard-hitting
ll'inchester p a t-

tern is evenly dis-

tributed. Xo game
gets through, and
no game is muti-
lated

it is being driven by the maximum
energj- and velocity possible from the

load.

At the muzzle the expanded snug-
fitting driving wad is slightly checked
by the muzzle choke or constriction,

while the shot cluster travels on un-
broken by gas blast or wadding, mak-
ing the hard-hitting uniform pattern
for which Winchester shells are world-
famous.

Lnifoim shells. From primer to

crimp, Winchester shells are so bal-

anced in construction as to insure the

maximum pattern possible from any
load. The broad fish-tail flash from
the primer gives even and thorough
ignition

; the driving wads completely
seal in the gas behind the shot

;
the

stiffness of the crimp or turnover at the

shell head is varied exactly according
to different loads, great care being
taken never to stiffen it to such a de-
gree that it offers undue resistance
to the powder explosion.

In addition V\'inchester shells are, of
course, thoroughly waterproof, insuring
true shooting in damp saturating salt

air or drenching rains, and a special

lubrication of the paper fibre prevents
brittleness and splitting in dry weather.

Clean hits and more
of them

To insure more hits and cleaner hits

in the field or at the traps be sure your
shells are ^\'inchester Leader and Re-
peater for Smokeless; Xublack and Xew
Rival for black powder. Leading hard-
ware and sporting goods dealers in every
community carry f\’inchester Arms and
Ammunition. They will be glad to as-

sist you in determining the load best
suited to your purpose. L^pon request,
we will send you, free of charge,

our interesting
booklet on Win-
chester Shotguns
and Loaded
Shells.

Winchester Re-
peatingArms Co.,
Dept. 8007, New
Haven, Conn.,
U. S. A.

The ll'inchester system of wadding. The wadding expands evenly, sealing in the
gas blast all the way to the musxle, where the wadding is checked by the "choke"
or constriction. The shot cluster travels on ahead unbroken. Actual test target
320 pellets out of 43T or 74 percent of the shot charge (l’4 os. of 754 chilled)
inside a 30-inch circle at 40 yards.

WmCfI£ST£R
World Standard Cans and Ammunition
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Why Abbey & Imbrie
Tackle Never Disap~
points an Angler

There is something about the

trust reposed in his tackle by
an angler whicli has always in-

spired us to utmost vigilance for
his j)rotection. That is one of
the reasons why Abbey & Imbrie
tackle, over 99 years on the
market, has given uniform satis-

faction under all tests.

Faulty service from Abbey & Im-
bries tackle would mean more to us
than a loss of sales prestige—it would
imply a lowering of our conception
of angling ideals, a thought as in-
tolerable to the veteran craftsmen
who make our tackle as to the men
who sell it.

So the angler who buys Abbey &
Imbrie tackle gets something more
than su|)reme quality—he invests also
»n i»rotection, born of our respect for
his confidence. .Sentiment, perhaps,
but translated into tenns of quality
and reliability which the angler can
well ajipreciate.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Division of

Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

15-17 Warren Street, New York*

.Heddon
Carter- Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2- Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

‘AsH the Fish
Ja=. Heddon’s Son^

Powagiac, Mich.

Instructions

for

Net Making

Fish Nets easily made by 21 photographs and

printed instructions. Send to<lay and learn how.

Fri" ‘•at postpaid.
W. E. CEAYTON

Altoona, Kansas

return, for it was home, the only home
i they knew.

I once saw a horse led blindfolded from

I

a burning stable; and as soon as the

bandage was removed from his eyes he

broke from his tether and rushed back

into the blazing building, without heed

to the flames which enveloped him. It

was his home; his city of refuge; he

knew no other. The love of home is

firmly rooted in the breast or brain of

every living creature of the animal crea-

tion, and to a certain extent this is true

of plants concerning their environment.

THE NORTHERN PIKE
OF LEWEY LAKE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 535)

The old McCormack hotel, then operated
by Osgood, no doubt is still in existence,

and there may be other hotels as well. A
letter addressed there no doubt would
bring definite information on this point.

The fishing is equally good at any time,

from the going out of the ice until the

onset of winter. Lewey lake is reached

by railroad to North Creek, thence by
stage to Indian Lake village at the foot

of Indian lake; from here launch, private

conveyance or rowboat will complete the

journey. Lewey lake also is accessible

by railroad to Northville, stage to Spec-

ulator and livery from that village in.

The former, however, is the more desir-

able route. On our first camping trip

we used canoes taken from New York;
the second time we hired rowboats for

the stay at Indian Lake village. The
topographic maps of the Geological Sur-

vey cover the territory and will prove of

interest to anyone who visits it.

No doubt much of the standing dead

timber has by this time fallen, and with

the natural reforestation which has

taken place in the past ten years, the old

scars of flood and lumbering should to a

considerable extent have been obliter-

ated. In consequence of these changes

the lake should have regained a measure

of her pristine attractiveness.

A few yards in from the lake shores

the country becomes sufficiently wild to

satisfy the most exacting vacationist,

and beyond—east, south and west—lies

the uninterrupted Adirondack forest.

Jerking him out hand over hand

HOW TO FIND
THE NORTH

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 548)

for the first glimpse of the dry trees in

the strip of burnt land I knew lay be-

tween the green woods and the clearings.

At my back was an unbroken wilderness

at least two hundred miles long and sev-

enty-five miles deep! Ahead, just beyond

the tops of those mocking spruce lay civ-

ilization, grub and comfort. Therefore

I hurried on and on and on.

After what seemed an immeasura-
ble portion of eternity I came to a

spruce pole that crossed the brook

where it flowed through a dismal, narrow
bog, or tundra. I recognized that pole

with a shout of pure, unfeigned joy.

Early that fall I had accompanied a do-

mesticated Indian thus far into the wil-

derness on a friendly deer hunt. So this

was Horse Brook? I thought it was
Trout Brook! Sure enough, there were
the corduroy poles bridging the wet
places where the old logging road ap-

proached the brook. About twenty rods

east of the brook I would find the old

site of a burnt down logging camp. I

hurried over the alder flanked corduroy

toward the camp site. Perhaps I had
been mistaken about the distance. Twen-
ty rods, thirty rods, forty rods I ran, but

still no camp site ! Ah ! back yonder the

road forked. Perhaps I had taken the

wrong road. Back to the brook I hur-

ried and took another good look at that

familiar pole. This time I took the other

branch of the logging road. No camp
site! There was still another branch of

the old bush grown road. I tried this

with no success. For the third time I

went back to the pole across the brook,

sat down and pondered. For the first

time since I struck the brook, miles and
miles back, I looked at my compass. It

pointed due south ! This was bad. I had
been taught to believe that compasses
were trained to point north.

And then a bright idea came to my
poor over-strained mind. Which side of

the brook was I on? Right or left?

There was no perceptible current in that

dead-water section through the bog, and
as previously mentioned the iee was cov-

ered with snow. With almost human in-

telligence I conceived the idea that if the

compass really pointed north, I must be

on the west side of the brook! It seemed
absurd, but it would do no harm to test

the soundness of the hypothesis. I could
afford to walk twenty rods just to humor
the compass. I did, and there was the

familiar campsite! I was so dazed by
the astounding revelation that I refused
a shot at a fine buck as I hurried, yes ran,

the remaining two miles to the clearings.

Four years later in that very region a

young man raised in the neighborhood
became lost and ran himself to death in

one day during a heavy snowstorm.
Equipped with rifle, axe and grub he be-

came so insane in a few hours that he
neither tasted the food nor built a fire

when darkness overtook him in a laby-

rinth of his own ti’acks ! When found on
the third day following, he was lying on

(continued on P.4GE 576)
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Off the beaten track —
with the

Up the by-paths that lead to those tucked-away spots in forest or

field, along river or lake—that’s when a man feels the deep thrill of

the outdoors. Free, strong—happy with the sheer joy of living.

And the even gait of the powerful INDIAN, the comfort of its swift,

sure motion add to that wonderful sense offreedom and self-reliance.

Where neither automobile nor bicycle can reach—where feet would
grow weary .... there the INDIAN, that chummy companion, will

carry you. Certain to ‘get there’— get there in comfort as quickly

or as leisurely as you wish; certain of getting back home without
wearisome delays and tiring troubles .... that the dependable
INDIAN will guarantee. hendee manufacturing co.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.Seethe INDIAN dealertoday.
Ride your own INDIAN this
week. You’ll get more out of
these glorious autumn days
than ever before.

The Largest Motorcyle Manufacturer
in the World
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S IMPORTED DOSffiRYl
for Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear fi

M _ 1C Men's Finest Scotch Wool Golf Stock-
liU* XO insrs, in Green* Gray, Brown and

'

Heather, either plain or fancy tnmove^ t<^s*
]

with or without feet (with instep strap),

a pair
OA Women’s FinestScotchWool Stockings,

llO* £$\j in White, White with colored clocks, rt
Oxford, Green, HcatherandWhiteribbed O AA W
Cotton with colored clocks, a pair U*W CC

Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment* Q
Mail Orders given prompt attention. Sent r ^

prepaid, insured anywhere in U« S. A, X

w Stewart Sporting Sales Co. Is

Q 425 FIFTH AVE.,(at 38th St.,) N.Y. 0

Sports of

FOR “EVERY WEAR”
“EVERYWHERE”

THE PUTTEE of all NATIONS

Originated in India

Worn at the North Pole

Adopted by the Armies of

the World—A perfect Leg
Covering for Every Sport
—Golf, Flying, Hunting,
Motor Cycling, Polo,
Camping, Fishing,

the Snow and Ice

Fully shaped to fit the leg— All wool—
Reinforced overshoe •— Stays put. Ask to

see the Hook.

For sale, at all sporting Goods Stores.

Write for name of nearest dealer.

Lockhart Spiral Service Leggings, Inc.

244 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
AIjrs. to Domestic and Foreign Governments, Military Schools,

Organizations, etc.

DUCK SHOOTING
on the Susquehanna Flats, Chesapeake Bay.
Have you ever laid in a sink-hox at the
break of day when the ducks were coming
in thick? If not, don’t let this Fall pass
without a try. Last year was a poor sea-

son; poor seasons do not follow another;
all indications point for a rough winter;
ducks will want to feed and fatten up, so

you can see how easy they will decoy and
the fun you will miss if you are not on
hand. Season starts Nov. 1st. For full

information, address W. D. Sellers, 831
Prangley Ave., Lancaster, Pa.

MASSACHUSETTS
BerkshirP rminty: About 1250 acres. ^loiintain and forest

and farm Ian<ls. Elevations. loOO to 2500 feet (runs to

tof»s of two mf»untains). Many springs, two small brooks
(stocked with trout), excellent location for trout pond at
?mall - xiH-nse. Ruffed grt>use. rabbits, deer. Two houses,
oni* a gi'fKl one with a new slate roof (wouUl cost

$5,000 •. bti;id to-day), needs new kitchen addition, paint
and i»ai»f'= nl«l worthless barns. Extensive old forests.

Planiatifii 45.000 young (small) white pines. Some old
orrhf! d«. Fifty or sixty (neglected) young fruit trees

Nuni»To:is fliif v'ews. romantic walks and drives, wild
pictur«fltje scenery. Afijolns (on north) (‘state of
about 1,000 acres belonging to well known owner and
(on east) a 10,000 acre Slate Reservation. Address
C. S T».. Hox 12'1. Forest ami Stream. D East 40th
Street. New York Tity.

A DEER HUNT IN THE BLACK HILLS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 521)

down the farther side. A few seconds

later, catching glimpses of them through

the trees as they went up the opposite

slope, my brother halted them with a

subdued “Ma-af Ma-a!” Shooting

across his knee, as he sat in the deep

snow, he killed a small three-point buck

with a shot through the shoulder at 125

yards. Ben’s shot at the other, when it

hesitated at the t;op of the hill, failed to

score.

WE hunted the two days following,

without success, and decided to

move over to Gillette Canyon, five

miles to the north-west. I was to take a

mule and bring in the deer, while Win
and Ben, after scouting around awhile

where they had seen some fresh tracks

the evening before, were to load the stuff

into the wagon, and be ready to break
camp about noon.

The boys had dragged in the second

deer they had killed the first day, and,

putting a front quarter of the venison on
to boil, I harnessed my mule, and, hang-
ing a singletree and the ax on the hames,
I got aboard with my gun, and started

for the big buck. Cutting a small pine

tree, I rolled the buck upon it, and,

mounting my mule, pulled it to camp.
The other buck being a small one, I

decided to pack it in, tied across the

mule’s withers. Picking *ip the boys’

track near where they had started the

deer, I had no trouble in finding the spike

buck, and, tying it on my mule, climbed
on behind it and started away, much to

the disgust of a flock of Camp Robbers,
or Canada Jays, that had been very busy
about the scene.

The mistake I made was in leaving the

head on the deer. When we had trav-

ersed a few hundred yards, one of the

needle-like horns gouged the mule in the

ribs, and, with a sudden buck, she threw
me and my gun ten feet away into a

snow-drift.

Pitching and bawling, she plunged

through the woods in terror, trying to

rid herself of the terrible monster that

had fastened itself upon her shoulder,

and was clawing out her vitals.

I was very much afraid she might be
fatally injured by the sharp spikes of

the deer, which had turned under her,

and, getting out my knife as I ran, I

managed to come up and cut the rope.

When the deer fell, she planted both
heels inti it with a resounding smack,
and, turning quickly about, with bared
teeth and blazing eyes she rushed
viciously upon it, and, biting out a great
mouthful of hair, whirled away and dis-

appeared in the timber. For twenty
minutes the woods rang with her bray-
ing, as she made her way toward camp
and her team-mate. Recovering my gun
from the snowdrift, I took a short hitch

on the deer’s horns with the rope, and
dragged it two miles to camp.
That afternoon we pulled over to a

point on Gillette Canyon where the little

valley makes a square turn to the north.

In the angle, we had built a dog-house

a couple of years before, and had found
trood hunting to the west and south.

There was something unusual about
the horns

Here we hunted several days in mild
weather, and, though we saw deer every
day, had no luck until one warm after-

noon, when I had returned to camp
rather early, I decided to make another
little foray, a mile or so to the south,

where the heavy timber came to the edge
of a big deadening.

It was after sun-down when I reached
the border of the ancient burn. I was
standing in the open, looking about, when
I saw a good-sized white-tail buck, a hun-
dred yards to the west, walking toward
the clearing, his big antlers close to the
snow, as he sniffed at some old tracks.

I fired as he crossed an open space
through the trees. I lost him for a mo-
ment, in the flash of the heavy charge
of black powder in the gathering dusk,
and then saw him running to the sDuth
across the open, one front leg swinging
at the knee. I fired shot after shot
without result, as he swung around me
to the east, and finally dropped him as
he raised to clear a big log.

When I reached camp, an hour after

dark, the boys, who had heard my fusil-

lade, had built a big fire for my guidance,

and were walking around it, puffing at

their pipes, waiting to hear the story.

Ben had gone to the east that day,

and repoi'ted the sight of the biggest

buck that roamed the woods. The spread

of his antlers, Ben illustrated with out-

stretched arms. He had followed him
all the afternoon, shot at him running
a couple of times, and finally left the

track near where he had jumped him at

noon. The next day, Ben announced,
was the day set for the fall of the big

buck.

But the next morning a howling bliz-

zard was raging, with half a foot of new
snow already fallen. Nothing daunted,

Ben set out for the vicinity in which he
had left the big deer, while Win and I

mounted the mules and w-ent off to the

south, intending to bring in my buck of

the night before.

After a fruitless swing far to the

south-west, we came back across the

deadening and loaded the deer on one
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All Sizes

and Styles

Money-Back Cartridges
U. S. Cartridges are sold with the broadest guarantee

ever made on ammunition. It is simply this : If you don’t

like them, get your money back.

We have authorized every dealer who carries U. S.

Cartridges to refund, on demand, the price of the whole
box to anyone who doesn’t like them, and returns the

unused part of the box.

CARTRIDGES
For all itiake.r of firearmj'

There is no 22 Long Rifle cartridge

as accurate at distances from 50 to 250
yards as L. S. 22 N. R. A. Long Rifle

Lesmok Cartridges. This is 50 more
yards of accuracy than has hitherto been

possible with 22 rim-fire ammunition.

Solid bullet for target work. Hollow-
point bullet for small game. Cost no
more. Scrui for a copy of The U . S.

Game Laix Rook—Free.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 111 Broadway, New York
General Selling Agents: National Lead Company, Boston, Budaio, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Cin-

cinnati ; United Lead Company, New York, Philadelphia ; Nations' Lead and Oil Company, Pittsburgh
; James

Robertson Lead Co., Baltimore; American Smellers Securities Co., San Francisco; Hingsion-Smith Arms Co.,
Winnipeg; John Hallam, Ltd., Toronto.

VVe make exactly the

same guarantee with

BLACK SHELLS

You can get your

pet load in smokeless

or black powder in

The Black Shells and

your money back if

you want it.

Thousandsof shoot-

ers claim they take

less “lead,” shoot
closer, with The Black

Shells because they

are as quick as light-

ning. They are posi-

tively waterproof too.
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OUTING ?tanneiits that conform exactly
with the wants of men who love the ^eat
outdoors. They resist wind, cold and

moisture. Made of the same north country wool
that has made Patrick cloth famous.

There is no other cloth just like Patrick cloth.

It is essentially a north country product, made
of the thick, warm, lonfe-fibre wool from “sheep
that thrive in the snow.”

Ask your dealer for Patrick Outing Garments,
Blankets and Robes. Easily identided by the
Patrick label. If he does not handle them, let

us direct you to one who does.

Send for the
Patrick Style
Book, also for
Elbert Hub-
bard's Book,

' BiA^er Than
V/eather.”

Free,

PATRICK-
DULUTH
WOOLEN
MILLS

No. 2 Ave. O
Duluth. Minn.

4 Pure Nurtbern fhat Ihrivv in tlwSnvw^

than Weather

"

Hunting
Coats, Vests and Hats

Made of lieavy
khaki color duck,
thoroughly water-
proof. Coat lia

innumerahle pock-

ets and conluroy
collar. \'est is

with shell Iooijs.

— SPECIAL —
Coat, Style D - $4.50 Vest -

Khaki Trousers 2.75 Hats -

fitted

$1.75
1.25

Write for catalogue - Stnd 4e postage

37 West 125th St.. New York City

of the mules—not the one I had used a

few days before. It was many a day
before we could get her near one again.

When I had mounted behind the deer,

Win went ahead and we started for

camp.
We were soon in the heavy timber,

where the storm lost some of its rough-

ness, and were riding along jauntily,

when a fair-sized white-tail buck jumped
from a clump of short pines, and, after a

few bounds, stopped at about 80 yards,

no doubt puzzled at the appearance of

our unusual cavalcade.

By the time he had stopped. Win was
on the ground, one knee in the snow, his

elbow resting on the other. At the shot,

the deer jumped high in the air, and,

running swiftly for fifty yards, went
down. It was up again almost instantly,

and, after another short run, was down
again.

I had noticed something odd-looking

about the antlers of the deer, and called

to my brother not to shoot it through the

head. He also had seen something pe-

culiar about the horns, and, walking up
within 30 yards of the deer as it lay

with legs doubled under it and head

stretched out on the snow, with ears laid

back, he shot it through the neck.

When we came to examine it, we found

the head to be indeed unusual. Upon one

side was a perfect horn of four points,

while upon the other were one of four,

and another of three. My brother had

the head mounted, and still has it in his

possession. We left both deer together,

for it was no use to try putting one on

the other mule, and went to camp.
Ben had returned some time before.

He had seen the big buck again, and

he seemed bigger than before. Win
threatened to get out and get that big

buck himself, if Ben didn’t quit bragging

about it, but Ben said he would show him
tomorrow.
By bedtime the sky had cleared and the

wind had gone down. The snow was soft

and noiseless the next moi’ning, with just

the tips of the brown tobacco-like rattle-

weeds showing, but nobody killed the big

deer that day, nor the next. Although
conditions were perfect, we hunted early

and late for a week, without getting an-

other deer.

O N the eighth day, I was skirting the

wall of a rocky canyon, when I

came upon the perfectly fresh

track of a fawn. It was well on in the

afternoon of a warm day, and the track

in the snow, which was rapidly settling,

looked as if it had been made within the

last five minutes. I knew from experi-

ence that fawns are as hard to outwit as

the wiliest old buck, but he turned my
way, and I thought I might as well see

where he went.

I had proceeded perhaps a hundred

yards on the track, which paralleled the

canyon wall fifty feet from the edge,

when it was crossed by another larger

one, which looked equally fresh. I rec-

ognized it for the track of a wandering

buck, and, leaving my fawn track for a

minute, I slipped over for a look into

the canyon to see if perchance he might

be still in sight.

Standing looking down, a restless

movement in a thick clump of pin-pines

caught my eye. Partly concealed by a
large yellow pine, the buck had evident-

ly just lain down, and it was the tossing

of his antlers that I had seen. It was a

choice of a shot at the head and neck
through the closely standing saplings, or

the chance of breaking a hind leg below
the larger tree. The latter mark looked

better, and, cutting as closely to the

bark as I dared, I finally pressed the

trigger.

Through the smoke of the discharge, I

had a fieeting glimpse of the dee-r, as he
sprang from his bed and disappeared
among the trees. It looked like a clean
miss, but when I got down to the place,

I found blood on the track, and saw by
the scoring of the snow beside it, that I

had broken a leg.

There was no time to wait for the deer
to lie down, for it was already sun-

down, and I was four miles from camp,
with the track leading straight away.
A hunter hates to leave a crippled deer

in the woods, but when I had followed the

trail two miles further, darkness com-
pelled me to give it up for the night. I

was still a mile from camp, when the

boys fired a shot, which I answered, and
twenty minutes later I walked in and sat

down to the best looking supper I ever
saw.

Win had come into camp in the mid-
dle of the afternoon, and, knowing Ben
was off to the south, had gone out again
to try conclusions with the now famous
big buck.

Within a mile he found where a big

deer had jumped from a clump of pines

on a rocky point, and gone along the

bench of a densely wooded gulch. The
wind was up the canyon, so Win had
kept to the right-hand fork, coming to

the top of the low dividing ridge a mile
above. His intention was to hunt out
the bench with the wind in his favor,

thinking the buck might be loitering

somewhere along the line.

Slipping very slowly to the top, with
gun cocked and ready, he saw the buck
standing under the spreading limbs of

a stunted pine, 70 yards away, looking

back on his trail.

The deer fell in his tracks at the shot,

and, going down to him. Win found he
had Ben’s big buck. It was not really a
large deer, weighing in the neighbor-
hood of 140 pounds, but the antlers,

thrusting forward, close together, were
unusually long and heavy.
We were knocking out our pipes, and

considering going to bed, when two
horsemen rode up to our camp-fire.

They were ranchers from the Wyoming
foot-hills, going home from somewhere,
and were the first men we had seen on

our trip. They rested for an hour, be-

fore setting out on the unbroken trail,

telling us something of the grizzly bears

to be found among the rough spruce-filled

canyons of the western brakes.

A number of men had been cerribly

disfigured in encounters with these sav-

age animals, in different parts of the

Hills.

At the time we started there had been

a report that a man named Hark Mason
had been killed by a grizzly, r.'t far from

the locality in which we inten ]
' to hunt
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smokethe national

Copyright 1919 by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

ever dug out of a pipe before!

Prince Albert makes a pipe or

O use arguing about it, or

making chin music in a minor

^T^OPPY red bags, tidy red
tins, handsome pound and

half-pound tin humidors— and
— that classy, practical pound
crystal glass humidor with
sponge moistener top that keeps
the tobacco in such perfect con-
dition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

key! Ifyou’ve got thejimmy-pipe-

notion or cigarette rolling ’em

idea cornered in your smokeappe-

tite, slip in a few liberal loads of

Prince Albert! And, you’ll sign

the longest lease you can hook up
to on about the cheerfulest brand

of in-and-out-door sport that ever

did ramble up Broadway or down
Lost Creek trail!

Boiled down to regular old

between -us-man-talk. Prince
Albert kicks the “pip” right

out of a pipe! Puts pipe pleas-

ure into the 24-hours-a-day joy’us

class ! Gives smokers more fun to

the square inch than they, oryou,

cigarette a peace party at both

ends and the middle! Just hums
and hums the soothingest sym-
phony of smoke content that ever

sifted its happy way into a

man’s system! P. A. is so fra-

grant, so fascinating in flavor, so

refreshing

!

And,you run plumb-fair against
the astounding fact that Prince

Albert can’t bite your tongue or

parch your throat ! Because, our

exclusive patented process cuts

out bite and parch ! Why, you
can’t get orders in fast enough to

try to buy up the supply for a
long, long spell

!
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the rifle you asked f6r-

The New .22 Savage N. R. A. Rifle

|ER£ is the rifle that yoa have been wait-

ing for so long. And we have made it

your way—from muzzle to butt-plate.

It is the result of years of experimental work,

guided and checked by the ablest military a:id

civilian experts, and designed especially to All

the exacting requirements of National Rifle

Association small bore match shooting.

25-inch round barrel, full military stock, oil

finish, pistol grip, sling swivels. Marine Corps

type front, and wind-gauge aperture rear sights,

5-shot detachable box magazine. Chambered
for .22 Long Rifle cartridge only. Supplied in

.22 short on special order only.

And remember it’s as good for small game
shooting as for target v/ork.

iS Yards^IO Shots,
in<h bull, by Marint
Gunner J. L. Renew,
U. S. Af. C.

See it a f your dealer's, or write

us for particulars.

S.JRJVGEARMS CORPOKAflON

UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon, Pa. Detroit, Mich. Philadelphia, Pa.

EstevUve Offices^ 50 Church Slrc-:i» New York
fC yards-‘9 Shots, I-

inch bull, by Marine
Gunner J. L, Renrw%
U. S. M. C.

REVEILLE LEATHER LEGGINGS
FOR ALL OUTDOOR USES

In Styles and Leathers

For the Motorist, Sports-

man. Equestrian, Police and
Others.

Dealers should get our cat-

alog, buy and make satis-

fied customers.

If not carried by your deal-

er, write direct to

REVEILLE LEGGING CO.
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS

FOR THESE BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA HOMES
— nottnl for comfort,
beauty and adaptability
to any climate.

“RepresenlatWe Cal.

SPECIAL $2.00 OFFER
Send $2.00 for all 3 books
and get liook of 75 special

plans; also Oarage rnrc
Dians rntt

Mo7tey back if not satisfied

Homes**
53 Plans. $3,750 to
$10,500; 75 cents

*‘We$t Coast Bungalows*’
72 Plans. $1,800 to
$3,750; 75 cents

Little Bungalows *’

40 Plant-!. $750 to
$3,000, 50c

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
258 California Building, Los Angeles

( <¥ JANK MASON was a neighbor of

£ J mine,” said one of the men, in

answer to our questions, “that
is, he lived about six miles from my
place. He and his young wife settled

there this summer. They had a yoke of

steers and some other cattle, and got

up a log house and barn before it got

cold this fall. They had built a log

bridge across a narrow ravine that ran
down between the house and bam, and
one night a big Silver-tip grizzly came
down and chased one of the steers under
this bridge, and pawing away some of

the logs, ate a mess out of the steer’s

back.

“Mason heard the commotion, but it

was pitch dark and snowing a little, so

he did not venture out. When he found
the dead steer under the bridge the next
morning, he determined to kill the bear,

whose enormous tracks he could see in

the light snow-fall, leading up to the

mouth of a brushy canyon.
“With a 38-55 repeating Winchester,

he took the trail

“While no one saw what happened
afterward, it was as plainly shown in the

fall of snow, as a man could have seen

it.

“When Mason had penetrated a half

mile into the jungle of juniper, fir, and
quaking-asp that covered the sides and
bottom of the canyon, the bear suddenly
rose up in the brush before him, 40 feet

away.
“His one shot from the light rifle

wounded the bear along the upper part
of the fore-leg. As the big grizzly

charged. Mason worked the lever to eject

the empty shell, but failed to pull it far

enough, crimping the shell in the breech-

block.

“With a stroke of the bear’s paw, the

jammed rifle was knocked 50 feet away,
while Mason was struck down and bitten

several times through the arm and
shoulder.

“The man evidently losing conscious-

ness, the bear covered him with leaves

and needles, and went away.
“After a time. Mason regained his

senses, and, going back a hundred yards

on his trail, sat down on a log and took

off his coat and shirt. Tearing up the

shirt, he bandaged the injured arm, and
replaced his coat.

“Meantime the bear returned to the

spot where he had left the man buried,

and, finding him -gone, took the trail.

“Seeing or hearing the bear coming.

Mason climbed into a fir tree, getting

up as fast as he could, as the bear reared

up.

“He was not high enough, however,

for the grizzly caught the heel of one of

his boots between his teeth, and, biting

through boot and ankle, dragged him to

the ground and killed him. A large

limb broken off half-way up the tree,

showed that Mason’s despairirg hold had
not been broken.

“When her husband did not return,

Mrs. Mason took the track and found

his body, where the bear had left it for

the second time
“Some Newcastle business men, hear-

ing of the killing of Mason, offered $100

reward for the bear.

“A party of hunters secured two new-
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Make Perfect Shots Using Sights'

For All Makes

and Calibers of

Standard Rifles.

Sportsmen who desire perfect marksmanship under all conditions

should equip their rifles with Alarble’s Sights. Amateurs as well

as professionals will readily notice a difference in their use. You
know how provoking it is to have game escape you, but in most
cases it’s not your fault — the trouble lies in the sights you are

using. Don’t be discouraged and don’t throw away the gun—
ihe remedy lies in a Marble’s sight. For target shooting or hunt-

ing small or big game their use is advocated by America’s best

shots. Pick the sight adapted to your needs and surprise your
friends by your perfect marksmanship.

Marble’s V-M Front Sight Marble’s Improved Sight Marble’s Flexible Rear Sight
For All Standard American Rifles.

Disc No. 2

An improvemcnl over the bead
front sight. Object aimed at is

not coverecl up. Price $1.65.

Sheard “Gold” Hunting or

Target Sight

Gives the shooter a long look ahead. Ob-
jects aimed at can be seen over or under
bead. Makes accurate shots possible at any
range. Price $1.10.

Marble’s Duplex Sight

Shaped to reflect the light raya lor-

warU— will not blur in bright sun-

light. Shows up clear and distinct

in dark timber. Will greatly im-

prove the shooting. Price $1.65.

COARSE BEAD FOLDED COARSE BEAD UP

You can “draw a bead” in dim dawn,
hazy brush, dazzling sun or jacklight’s

flare— fine and coarse in one compact unit.

Price $1.65.

Showing exa.

size of the two
regular discs fur-
nished with each sight,

Keep Your Gun Clean —
Vour gun is too valuable to allow it to rust,

of prevention is worth a pound of cure”—invest in

economy.

Marble’s Rifle Cleaner

iAfiSISOfl PATHtr

Specially made of softest brass gauze washers on a bent, sprii^g-

tempered steel wire. They follow the twist, removing all lead,

rust, powder residue, etc. Positively will not injure the gun.

Price 55c. State caliber.

Marble’s Shotgun Cleaner
Made to fit all standard rods.

A neglected gun rusts out before it

wears out.
besides a rusty gun never shoots true. "An ounce
a Marble's Cleaner and Nitro-Solvent Oil, it’s true

Iliiilli

Marble’s Anti-Rust Ropes
Prolong the life of all guns.
Soak them with MARBLE’S
NITRO SOLVENT OIL
and draw them through the
bore of the grun when it is

laid away. For rifles and
shot guns, 55c, revolvers,
25c.

Marble’s Nitro-Solvent

Oil
cleans, jiolishes and pre-
serves—quickly dissolves the
residue of all powder. aActs

instantly, cuts out dirt and
gum. 2 oz. bottle 25c, 6 oz.

can 55c.

Anti Rust
Ropes and
Nitro Solvent

Oil

Guaranteed not to injure the bore. Brushes are composed of

twelve washers of softest brass gauze, separated by wood fibres.

Exceedingly durable, state gauge. Price 85c.

Marble’s Field Cleaner

Buy of Your Dealer
or Order Direct.

Most dealers handle Marble’s
Specialties for Sportsmen,
but if you can not procure
them at home order by mail.

Write for complete catalog.

The same as Marble’s Rifle Cleaner. Loop can be put over

some projection, gun moved back and forth, and bad s,)Ots

cleaned easily. Price 85c. State caliber.

MARBLE’S ARMS & MFC. CO.

526 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.
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Tlie Critical Veteran
No ONE IS more acute in appraising tlie true value of service

to sKooters tlian tlie veteran sportsman wlio as a business-

man keeps abreast of tbe times and bandies large affairs.

And nothing is more significant of tbe clean cut superiority of

Remington UMG than its large partronage of sucb widely
experienced, progressive and somewhat exacting men.

for Shooting Right

For an example of service wbicb earns patronage, take the famous^A^etproof process.

Invented and developed in the Remington UMC laboratories, W^etproofing is

used exclusively in Remington UMC shells—your Arrow ’ and "NitroClut
Smokeless Steel Lined Speed Shells, old favorites for shooting right.

At no additional cost to you, you receive in Remington UMC the first com-
pletely waterproof shells. Regardless how you' may expose them to wet, they

will remain firm, smooth and absolutely watertight in body, crimp and top wad.
"\A^orked through your modem Remington UMC Autoloading or Pump Gun,
they will slide as smoothly, fire as surely and pattern as well as ever.

For sale by your local dealer, whose store is your community sportsmen s head-

quarters one of more than 85.000 Remington UMG merchants in this country.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest anufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the VForld

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK CITY

ly-imported Russian •wolf hounds, and,

going to the scene, started the dogs up
the canyon, while they kept to the open
ridges. Soon a terrible commotion began
in the jungle, and shortly the big bear
came out with one of the dogs between
his jaws. The other was dead in the

brush below.

“A volley of shots killed the grizzly,

whose skin and head were mounted in an
upright position by a taxidermist, and
placed on exhibition in a Newcastle
butcher-shop. With haunches upon a

foot-high platform, the upraised paw is

10 feet from the floor.”

When our visitors had departed, we
thought the matter over carefully, before

going to bed, and arrived at the decision

that we had not lost any bears.

A FEW flakes of snow began to fall

softly down, as we prepared to

turn in, getting gradually thicker

and heavier until the air was full of it.

It looked as though there would be a
slim chance of getting my wounded buck.

In the morning there was a foot of

fresh snow. There had been no •wind, and
it lay soft and white, as it had fallen.

I had left the track away to the south-

west, near Indian Spring—a small seep

half-way up the north slope of a little

canyon, which few hunters have ever

seen—and, making a wide swing, my
brother and I came to where I had turned

back, about ten o’clock.

The tracks were mere dots on the sur-

face of the deep snow, extremely difficult

to follow when they went among other

tracks, as they frequently did. When
the trails divided again, it was necessary

to follow each for a short distance, kick-

ing up the snow, until we found blood.

In this way we had kept on the track

for perhaps a mile. Win on the trail, and
I off to the left a hundred yards, when I

saw him stop, as though he saw some-
thing.

I could see nothing but the level sur-

face of the snow, where it stretched

away between the trees, but complying
with the hunter’s law in such cases, stood

perfectly still.

He advanced slowly and carefully to

a big pine, from which I supposed he
would shoot. He passed the pine, how-
ever, and went on in a half-crouching

position, now apparently making for ^he

up-tumed roots of a fallen tree, a hun-

dred yards ahead. When he reached this

shelter, I saw him reach up, and, with

inflnite caution, take down the snow, un-

til he could rest his gun across the root.
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After what seemed a long time, he

fired. I saw a deer jump from a small

thicket, and start away to the right, to

drop when he fired the second shot. See-

ing him walking rapidly straight ahead,

I cut across, and soon saw another deer

lying in the snow, clear across on the

opposite slope. This was a small white-

tail, and had been hit back of the

shoulder, at about 200 yards. The other

deer was my crippled buck.

We decided to devote the following day

to the business of getting the deer five

of which were still hanging in the woods,

frozen hard as rocks—into camp, intend-

ing to start home the day after.

> We arose rather late that morning,

and were preparing our regular camp

breakfast, of which we had begun to be

a little wearied, having had it without

variation for nearly a month, when my
brother straightened up from the fire

where he was cooking, and looked fixedly

in the direction of the wagon. After a

moment, he strode over to it, and, climb-

ing upon a front wheel, drew a round

white object from a corner of the box.

It was a half-gallon jug of Vermont

maple syrup he had put on board the

morning we started, and forgotten until

that minute.

Never before or since have flapjacks

seemed so delicious as the ones we had

that morning. We still had a couple of

pounds of butter, and two of us turned

them hot from the frying-pans, while the

third ate. When the man at the table

—

top of our big grub-box—failed to keep

the deck clear, it was his turn at one

of the pans.

THE OLD DRUM-
MAJOR OF MT. RAT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 523)

surveyed the shot-off tree stub, wonder-

ing how this is so often done in snap-

shooting in the brush, while Bess went

back up against the old stone wall and

lay down in the sun and for the rest

of the day would not even come within

reach of my hand.

Another open season gone—winter

went by and summer came. Bess raisec

a family of wonderful babies and had

no time to spend with me afield—only an

occasional trip to and from Old Forge
Hole in the river where we went for a

swim.

But as the days grew shorter, the nip-

ping night air browned the green leaves,

shriveled the wild grape and painted the

sumac and the birch, out came the gun
again. For days Bess and I enjoyed the

sport of kings; never have I seen grouse

so plentiful—red letter days—a wonder-
ful dog—what more could one wish for?

And so, with only a few more days
left before the gun went back to the rack

and Bess to the old sofa for the winter,

we tramped the hill, only one thought in

mind—that old white winged drummer.
I almost began to believe him a shape,

protected by some magic not known by
mortal man or that he was possessed

of some power that allowed him to keep
just beyond the range of harm and baffle

us with daring flights.

LookThrough

These Barrels

No pitting.
No metal foul-

ing. Just a

clean sweep of

polished steel

that gives the

entire load
proper direc-

tion at every

shot.

Pyramid Solvent
did it all with very
little human effort.

PYRAMID
SOLVENT
easily dissolves smokeless and black
powder residue. It gets under and loosens

metal fouling. That’s why it cleans all

firearms so easily.

The action is purely chemical— but there’s

nothing to attack the gun metal— not even
moisture. Pyramid can be left in firearms

for a long time without danger from rust.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale

by most firearm dealers,

3 ounces in a convenient
flat can that fits the pocket
or shooting kit, 30c per
can. If your dealer can’t

supply you, send 30c and
we will send you a can
postpaid.

Pyramid Solvent removes all

residue of fouling smokeless

powder or black powder.

Cleanses barrel thoroughly.

Pyramid Solvenl not a lubricant

Will It lake the place of 3-.n-One

for preventing rust.

Be sure to apply 3-ir-One

before pulling arm away

^HRee.i^.qne oil company

Three-in-One Oil Company
165 EIZC. Broadway :: New York City

After Pyramid Solvent,

use 3-in-One Oil to pre-

vent rust and to lubricate.

C215
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHES MANY AND

CAN SUPPLY ANY OF THE WORLD’S BEST OUTDOOR BOOKS

OUR
FREE GIFT

YOU CAN HAVE ANY ONE OF THE FOL-
LOWING BOOKS FREE OF ADDITIONAL
EXPENSE BY SUBSCRIBING TO FOREST
AND STREAM NOW AT THE REGULAR
$2.00 YEARLY RATE.

All Books unless otherwise mentioned are cloth bound and conditions

of gift include delivery to any Post Office address

in the United States or Canada.

THE TRAPPES’S GUIDE. A manual of in-

structions for capturing all kinds of fur-

bearing animals, and curing their skins; with
observations on the fur trade, hints on life

in the woods. By S. Newhouse and other
trappers and sportsmen. It gives full de-
scriptions of all the animals which the Amer-
ican trapper is likely to meet with, tells how
they live, how to trap them and how to care
for and cure their pelts. Cloth. Illustrated.
Price, $1.00.

WOODCRAFT. By Nessmuk. No better or
more delightful book for the help and guid-

ance of those who go into the wild for sport
or recreation was ever written. No one ever
knew the woods better than Nessmuk or suc-

ceeded in putting so much valuable infor-

mation into the same compass. Camp equip-

ment, camp making, the personal kit, camp
fires, shelters, bedding, fishing, cooking, and
kindred topics are considered. Cloth, illus-

trated, 160 pages. $1.00 net.

NIGHT HUNTING. By J. E. Williams.. To
those who have experienced the thrill and
joy of hunting by night, this volume offers

many suggestions. It opens up a new field

of joy for the sportsman, unparalleled in any
other form of stalking big or little game.
It tells how and when to hunt, dogs to use,

their breeding and care, and will prove of in-

tense interest to any sportsman. Price, $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horace Kephart.
This book is the result of painstaking tests

and experiments. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the rifle, and
Part II with the shotgun. The man seeking
guidance in the selection and use of small

firearms, as well as the advanced student of

the subject, will receive an unusual amount
of assistance from this work. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A. Bru-
ette. Probably the most practical treatise

that has ever been published on the train-

ing of setters and pointers, and their work
in the field. Every phase of the subject has
been carefully covered and the important les-

sons are illustrated by photographs from life.

It is a book well calculated to enable the
amateur to become a successful trainer and
handler. There are chapters on the Art of

Training, Setters vs. Pointers, Selection of

Puppies, Training Implement, First Lessons,
Yard Breaking, Pointing Instinct, Backing,
Ranging, Retrieving, Gun Shyness, Faults
and Vices, Conditioning, Don’ts. Illustrated.

Cartridge board cover, $1.00.

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hammond.
A most practical book based largely on Mr.
Hammond’s observation that dogs and par-

ticularly house dogs, suffer from too much
medicine. Contents— Nursing, Cleanliness,

Diet, Other Foods, Kennel and Exercise,

Common .\ilments. Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Ear, Mange.
Nervous System, Colic, Worms, Cloth, illus-

trated, 161 pages, $1.00.

MANUAL OF TAXIDERMY. By C. J. May-
nard. This is considered the most practical
work on the subject published. It is a com-
plete guide on collecting and preserving of

birds and animals. Its various chapters deal
with collecting, skinning and mounting. It

is fully illustrated and gives all particulars
as to working material that contributes to the
complete art of taxidermy. Price, $1.00.

HORSE PACKING. By Charles J. Post.
This is a complete description of the hitches,
knots, and apparatus used in making and car-

rying loads of various hitches and knots at
each of the important stages so that even the
novice can follow and use them. Full de-
scription is given of the ideal pack animal, as
well as a catalogue of the diseases and in-

juries to which such animals are subject.
Illustrated with diagrams. $1.00 net.

THE AIREDALE. By W. A. Bruette. This
instructive and interesting work covers the
history, breeding and training of these useful
dogs. It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written articles on
the early history of the breed, family char-
acteristics and the strong and weak points
of the important dogs whose names appear
in later-day pedigrees are of utmost value to
the breeder. Those who desire to train their
dogs as companions or for Hunting will find
easily understood and practical instructions
on the subjects of general training, retriev-
ing, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are
important chapters devoted to the laws of
breeding, kennel management, preparation
for and handling in the show ring, diseases
and treatment and many hints and instruc-
tions of great value. In cartridge board
covers. $1.00 net.

ANGLERS’ WORKSHOP. By Perry D.
Frazer. A practical manual for all those
who want to make their own rod and fit-

tings. It contains a review of fishing rod
history, a discussion of materials, a list of
the tools needed, description of the method
to be followed in making all kinds of rods,
including fly-casting, bait fishing, salmon,
etc., with full instructions for winding, var-
nishing, etc. Illustrated; $1.00 net.

DOG TRAINING vs. BREAKING. By S. T.
Hammond A splendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of
practical instruction on the training of pet
dogs; 165 pages. Price, $1.00.

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Loudon.
In this book Professor Louden tells the story
of his 28 years’ observation of this ever
game fish. He describes its haunts and hab-
its, how when and where they are caught
and gives other data of intense interest to
the angler. Price, $1.00.

This Free Offer Is made to commemorate the rounding out of fifty years
continuous publishing in the interest of sportsmen.

Use this Coupon and realize the full benefits of this special gift.

FOREST AND STREAM,
9 East 40th Street, New York City

For the enclosed $2.00 enter my subscription to Forest and Stream for one year and in accord-

ance with your special offer send me copy of

Name

Address

S
tands there one picture of days
afield, framed in the dazzling gold
of memory’s eye, that time cannot

tarnish nor the flight of years turn dim?
Then listen to the gem of my collection,

hung on the eye line of my gallery. Pic-

ture a day in early November, the skj
as blue and the air as clear as any in

the Indian’s summer, a day of painted
shadows; the hills and dales beckoning
an invitation to the glories of their leaf

carpeted aisles where man might hold
communion with nature’s visible forms

—

and to a day with dog and gun. Natural-
ly Bess led the way, and that way to her
was to the cover that held the wily old

partridge. I never saw her hunt the
ground so closely back and forth, inves-

tigating every suspicious trail. She
seemed conscious that it was to be now
or never, as the open season was so

nearly gone.

We crossed the first birch cover into

the chestnut grove, down through the
orchard, back onto the old road bordering
Mt. Rat, and it seemed as if we were
doomed to failure Bess came out into

the road, put her nose into my hand as
if to gain some little encouragement from
my touch, then started away toward the
old apple tree in the wall corner, the last

bit of cover between us and the river.

And then the end came—a flashing point,

a whirr of husky wings, a sharp report,

and a grouse lay bouncing, drumming his

last long roll on the old wood road. Bess
was there almost as soon as the bird
fell, and as she came to me I saw the
white w'ing. We sat side by side, and
while she nosed I stroked the beautiful
feathers. Could I have given him back
life again it would have been done. But
Bess willed it otherwise; taking the bird
from my hand, what was my amazement
to see her start back with him toward
the old apple tree and the stone wall

corner, and begin scratching and digging
in the leaves.

Then placing the old drummer LAre-

fully in the grave she had made, she

Bess whirled and stiffened in a point
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covered him, pushing leaves and dirt back

over him with her nose. It was a tribute

well deserved, and was I to desecrate by

insisting that this noble bird should end

in the kitchen oven? No—Bess was right

I made the grave deeper while she sat

by, her dirt covered nose and the big

brown eyes eloquent of the tribute she

paid the fallen drummer.
And so we left him. A mound of stones

from the old wall covers him today—the

grave of the Drum-Major of the New
England hills. And now, each season,

the falling leaves cover two graves in

the corner of the wall, for when Bess

traveled away to take up the old drum-

mer’s trail in the hunting grounds be-

yond the setting sun, I made her a grave

under the apple tree, where the blossoms

of spring, the song of the wood robin,

the falling leaves, the woodcock’s whistle,

the blanket of snow, and the moonlit

gambol of Br’er Rabbit mark the pass-

ing of time for her, as she sleeps side

by side with her friend, the Old Drum
Major of Mount Rat.

And now as the years pass along,

comes with each closing season the

sad story of the disappearing

grouse. The partridge of the high brush

and the hills will soon be found side by

side on the dusty museum shelves with

the wild pigeon. You who have thrilled

at the bomb shell flush; you who have

followed the running bird only to be

outwitted by his cunning in breaking

cover at the end; you who have gloried

in the days under the red and yellow

leaves, hunting the greatest of all Amer-
ica’s game birds, stand by him now.

Help by your voice and by your trigger

finger in protecting and perpetuating

this glorious brown feathered ruff-neck

of the hills and swales.

A MANUAL OF WILD-
FOWL SHOOTING

(continued from page 529)

the Middle Atlantic States. And if the

winter is mild, they often spend this

I

season of the year on Barnegat Bay, New
Jersey, and there abouts, without flying

further south.

In the early spring they start on their

long journey to the northern breeding
i grounds. Because they make their nests

so very far north, but little is known
of their domestic affairs. It is reported

1 that they not only go to the shores of

the Arctic Ocean, but far beyond, and
that they must rear their young out on

' the great wastes of the Polar Ice Pack.

Brant are often seen in very large

flocks. I have heard the baymen speak
of “gangs” of brant, and this aptly de-

scribes their appearance. They do not
fly in long lines or in the “V” forma-
tions as do the wild geese, but in masses,
without order and without a leader.

They are noisy fowl and the continuous
“Ruck, a-ruck, a-rue, a-ruck, a-rue”
from many feathered throats can be
heard for a long distance.

A GREAT flock of brant in the air

has always been to me a splendid
sight. They seem so strongly im-

bibed with the spirit of the elements.

Desig;ned by sportsmen, developed through years of experi-

ence, Duxbak offers you utility, comfort, all-weather protec-

tion, and many handy conveniences.

The Outfit illustrated is one of the most generally worn
all-round hunting suits in outdoor America.

Duxbak cloth is a rugged army duck, yet soft and pliable.

Olive green in color and waterproofed. Cut full and roomy,
with gussets under arms for perfect freedom of movement.
Entire body of coat and upper half of sleeve full-lined with
Duxbak rainproofed cloth. Four large shell pockets, full

inside game pockets, match pockets, etc.

Styles for all occasions, for men and women.

Ask your dealer to show you Duxbak.

Utica-Duxbak Corporation
10 Hickory St., Utica, N. Y.

FOR SALE
Hunting and Fishing Resort Hotel, located

in Northern Michigan. Complete outfit,

including Hotel, Cottages, Motor Boats,

Row Boats, Decoys, Duck Boats, Horses,
Milch Cows, Chickens, Barns, Ice House,
and large stock of supplies, i8 Acres of

Ground with ample frontage on large lake

—excellent fishing and shooting.

Present owner established business eight

years ago. Business has shown steady in-

crease and present season is very satisfac-

tory. Would invoice about $15,000.00.

Deal could be handled with $7,500.00 cash.

Close investigation invited.

ADDRESS H. H. H BOX 35

FOREST & STREAM
9 East 40th Street New York, N. Y.

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
ty

J. R. Bevis. M.Sc., Ph.D., and Jno. A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet clear
and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the satis-

faction of knowing that' you are absolutely
right. All necessary tables.
Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana
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The shot pat-

terns that kill

—

every time—that
give you the results

your shooting justi-

fies—are not possi-

ble without good wads.A per-

fect wad is essential to a perfect pattern.

The Peters wad is one of the strongest features of

this shell.

Made of long cattle hair, absolutely clean, and care-

fully built up—this wad is uniformly resilient, confines

the powder gases, provides the proper lubrication on

the walls of the gun barrel and helps to impart the

full force of the propellant to the shot charge.

And the fact that this wad contains no dirt or grit

means that it cannot injure the gun barrel in any way.

Other points that give the brand shell a dis-

tinct advantage are reinforced head, locked-in battery

cup, and the water-proof crimp.

Use Peters Shells this season. The difference in
quality is distinctly shown by the better results

you will get.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

BIGREDUCTION SALE
of Spoi tsmen't, Camper’s,Tramper’s and Motorcyclist’s Needs
Complete outfitters and dealers in government goods —
from an army hat cord to a battleship; 5.000 useful
articles for field service, camping, outing, etc., in price
list 344 — sent on receipt of 2 cents postage.

Teats . U.SO up 0. D Wool Shirts SI.SO Army Shoes $7.00

Khaki Breeches $1.00 Na/y White Hats .(0 Navy ** 7.00

Khaki Trensers 2.S0 Army Blankets . S.OO Bey Scout Saits 4 SO

Khaki Shirts t.OO Army Cots . I.SO Boy Scout Hats 1.S0

and all other articles for camp or outdoor u*e.

ARMY A NAVY STORE CO., lac.. 14$ West 42nd St, New York City

Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand: safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable ; stronger than wood:
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize a'
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St. Kalamazoo. Mich.

Emperor Goose (Philacte canagica)

On calm days they fly slowly and sed-

ately, with a certain solemnity about
their movements. But in rough, windy
weather they become a very part of the
storm. The abandoned disorder of the
flock, the care-free dipping and rising
of the birds to the sudden stronger gusts
of wind, their clear calls, now low, now
high in tone, the intermittent flashing
of their white under parts as the dark
wings sweep upward, all seem to hold
the very spirit of the wild, to tell of
long air trails among the clouds and
winds and adventure without end.
High flyers and sea lovers, the major-

ity of brant do not follow the coast line

closely, but keep a straight course north
and south, often touching on only the
eastern-most points of land. At low tide
they are seen walking about on the flats

in the bays tearing up the eel-grass, and
consuming quantities of sand on the bars.
They are wild, shy birds and next to
impossible to approach. They are taken
more easily over decoys than in any
other manner.
They are shot like other water-fowl

from shore blinds and from batteries
anchored out on the open bay. They
are also shot from a sink-box placed on
a sand bar, although this method, and
the use of a battery, is now unlawful
in many places.

Brant are often shot along with the
other water-fowl from the same blind
during the same day. Often a mixed
flock of geese, brant and duck decoys,
both live birds and wooden, are used
and all three kinds of fowl bagged over
them. Of course, the sportsman goin?
after brant alone will do best with only
brant decoys. The hunter familiar with
the note of the brant often turn the birds
to the decoys by “calling.” A foot raised
and lowered quickly from the battery
will also attract the flock’s attention.

Brant do not fly very rapidly and are
not difficult marks when they come to
the decoys. Their flesh is usually ex-
cellent. I, personally, would not place a
well-roasted brant second to any other
game bird.

Brant often have well-defined lines of
flight up and down the bay or over the
marshes. As the tide begins to ebb there
comes a steady procession of big flocks
(where the birds are plentiful) all headed
for the sand bars and grass flats, where
the receding water will soon lay bare an
abundance of food. When the tide
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changes, they seem loath to leave, and

often remain feeding until the incom-

ing water lifts them off their feet. Even

then they will often stay on, provided

the water at flood tide is not so deep as

to prevent them from reaching the grass

Fy thrusting their heads and necks under

the surface. Unlike the sea ducks, the

brant do not dive for food; they never

dive except sometimes as a means of

escape when wounded.

The same guns used for geese and

ducks are used for brant shooting.

The sportsman who owns a 10-

gauge may use it to advantage, but a

full-choked 12-gauge, when properly

loaded, will, in the hands of a fair shot,

account for all the birds allowed in a

day’s bag as now limited by law in many
states. Number 4 shot will prove sat-

isfactory under ordinary conditions. If

the fowl are unusually wild, the shoot-

ing at long range and the wind strong,

number 2 shot will be more effective. I

have used number 5’s on brant and at

other times as large shot as BB’s, and

also the intermediate sizes.

The smaller sizes of shot are effected

by a strong wind to a much greater

extent than are the larger sizes. There-

fore, in very windy weather the large

shot is best, since the heavy pellets carry

straighter and maintain their velocity

and penetration at killing ranges better

than the lighter pellets. I have dropped

brant dead upon the water with B and
BB shot in a full-choked 12-gauge at

very long ranges, where, had 4’s or 5’s

been used, I believe the result at best

would have been only a wounded bird.

On the other hand, too large size shot

for the gun in question should not be

used, since a killing pattern or spread

of shot is then sacrificed. A dense pat-

tern of number 4’s, where the pellets

are evenly distributed over the area of

the spread of shot, will more surely ac-

count for a bird than will a poor pattern
of B shot, where the pellets are so few
as to leave many places in the area of

the spread of shot through which a bird

could fly unhit.

Generally speaking, BB’s or even B
shot are too large to produce an effective

pattern when used in the average 12-

gauge gun. I happen to own a full-

choked 12-gauge which shoots unusually
hard and close, and this gun handles
shot as large as BB’s with good results.

Different guns of the same gauge, and
even of the same amount of choke, often
handle different sizes of shot the best.

By shooting loads of different sizes of
shot at a large paper target, set up at
an average range at which the shoot-
ing of the birds will be done, the sports-
man can determine just what sizes his
gun handles to the best advantage. The
matter of guns, blinds and decoys, as re-
gards wild-fowl shooting in general, will
be more fully considered in the forth-
coming article on duck shooting.

I

N looking over some old hunting notes,
by way of checking up a memory that
can hardly forget days spent with the

gun, I find the account of an experience
I had with brant on the bay some years
ago which I will mention here.

A Bargain for Sportsmen
ERE is a hunting coat bargain
that is typical of the money
saving opportunities offered
sportsmen in our latest gen-

eral catalog, which is free on request.

Those who know values will appreciate

the chance to buy this high-grade coat

at the low price quoted. You can order
from this advertisement if you wish.

It is made from a specially prepared

8-ounce Army Duck Waterproofed Material. Sheds
water like a duck’s back, yet it is soft and pliable.

Double stitched and cut with extra fullness in the

armholes, elbows and throughout the skirt. Gus-

sets under arms allow perfect ventilation.

Lined with same material as is used on the out-

side. Upper sleeve lined with same material, giving

double protection. Combination High Roll Military

Collar gives a snug fit and insures a warm neck
and well-protected throat. Collar and cuffs are

faced with corduroy, cuffs adjustable. Shoulders
reinforced. Entrance to large game pockets froin

front and side. Has four large shell pockets well

protected by flaps. Four buttons.

We guarantee this coat to please you in every re-

spect or your money will be promptly refunded.

Sizes: 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46 chest measure.

State Siee when ordering.

60ZL-2830—Watershed Coat, Special Bargain. Price, $6 50

or 'Ybur Money Back IGnanan1 Satiafai

CHICAGO KANSAS CITY FORT WORTH PORTLAND. ORE.

ForThis High Grade
(||

Send Your Order to Our Nearest House

Hunting Coat H

ALBERT LEA HIDE & FUR CO.,HEADQUARTERS FOR L

k 1 eoiH
1

r <f»PHQNeil
HIDES '1; FURS lW3q|| tANning

U ’ . U
^
’U 'V. U T. U L C C L L

5^^) ^

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST
before you sell Elsewhere. We charge No Commission or

drayage and pay express charges on shipments, of Furs only.
VVe make a specialty of Tanning Hides and Furs for robes,
coats and rugs. Write us today.

AH Work

Guaranteed

WE HAVE A GREAT DEMAND FOR COON, OPOSSUM, MINK, SKUNK, MUSKRAT,
WOLF SKINS. IF YOU HAVE A LITTLE SPARE TIME, LET’S KNOW ABOUT IT AND
WE WILL TELL YOU WHAT OTHERS ARE DOING IN THE TRAPPING BUSINESS—
NOT ONLY A VERY INTERESTING BUSINESS BUT A PROFITABLE ONE.

SPECIAL!
Do You Want a Fur Coat for Your Mother, Wife or Sister? We will
Make It Up for You and Take Our Pay in Hides, Allowing Top Market
Prices for Same. We Also Make Over Old Furs to Look Like New.

TAXIDERMY WORK GUARANTEED
^

Let us preserve for you the result of your hunt
We Are Given Credit for Being the Best in Our Line. Also for Paying Top Prices for All
Hides, as Well as for Charging Less for Our Guaranteed Work.

Write Us If You Haven’t Anything to Ship Now and Tell Us What You Think You
Could Do for Us in Your Territory. We Want You to Work for Us Now.

ALBERT LEA HIDE & FUR CO. Dept. F. S. Albert Lea, Minn.

The Carbide Gas

Brilliant Search Light
To wear on the head, for Hunters, Trap-
pers, and Campers, that want the best.

Single or double lens with darkening door.
Several types from $7.50 to $9.25.

Candle Flame burns 10 hours. Flat Flame 5 hours on one filling of carbide,
costing less than 4 cents. The brilliant light is due to the S'A inch reflector.
PRESENT OWNERS PLEASE NOTE the 1919 double curve reflectors are now
ready, will be shipped to any address on receipt of $1.00; fits all models since
1908.

Ask for the Brilliant .Search Light at all dealers or direct.
Catalogue mailed free on request.

529 So. Dearborn St., Dept. 11

BRILLIANT SEARCH LIGHT MFG. CO., Chicago, III.
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‘‘Daylo Would Have Prevented This”
— “ if only you’d used a Daylo to hunt down that trouble

under the hood, this wouldn’t have happened.”

Of all the foolish uses of matches— and they are legion—
none is quite so dangerous as around your automobile.

On the road or in the garage, whenever light is required
around the engine or inside the tonneau— when tires must
be changed, side curtains fixed, or a signpost read in the dark,
Daylo is the absolutely safe light. You can safely hunt even
a gasoline leak with a Daylo.

Stop taking risks with your car; get a Daylo now— you
will want it with you wherever you go.

Look for the
Daylo ‘'Safety
First"' medal de-

sign in the deal-

er's Tjeindow; he
will have the right
Daylo for yon.

AMERICAN EVEREADY WORKS
OF NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

Long Island City New YorJ-

In Canada: Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited,

Toronto, Ont.

Accet't no subsii-
tue. Ask for the
genuine Eveready
Daylo .or the
long-lived, bright-

er-burning Tung-
sten Battery.

3661 2659 2661 4702

HERE’S A SMASHING GOOD CAMP AXE
This double-bitted camp axe—nicely balanced, is just the right weight for
speedy work in clearing a trail or cutting firewood. It is a great favorite
with forest rangers, guides, etc.—-Blades are finely polished and ground
to a keen cutting edge. Guaranteed to be absolutely perfect in quality
and temper and the handle to be strong and true.

Blade, 7%" x 3%"; weight 2V4 lbs.; handle 28"

A leather blade guard adjusted for wearing at the belt completes the
equipment. Axe and belt retails for $3.00. Subscribe for FOREST AND
STREAM now and you procure both for $2.00.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
Send us $4.00 and we will enter your subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM for a full twelve months and in addition will also send you
this double-bitted camp axe and leather blade guard. Address,

FOREST and STREAM

It was nearing the close of a week’s

hunting on Barnegat Bay, New Jersey.

The bayman and I had been unsuccess-

ful with the ducks. The weather had
been very poor for shooting, being mild

and calm, and, although there were
thousands of ducks on the bay, the fowl

refused to decoy, with the exception of

a bird which now and then came to us.

Each day as we lay hidden in our
sneak-boxes on the point, many brant
in one large flock after another would
pass our position, flying high and far

out over the open bay. For a half hour
or so in the morning there would be a
continuous procession of flocks, all

headed south. In the distance we could

see the fowl slowly nearing the water
as if about to alight. In the afternoon

the brant would come back, passing us
again. The birds paid not the least

attention to our decoys.

The bayman knew just what the brant
were doing: they were spending the

hours of low tide on a long, high sand
bar, exposed by the receding water, out
in the middle of the bay, about four
miles to the south of us. My host knew
of a box, which had been sunk on the

bar to be used as a blind, and suggested
that, as the shooting had been so poor,

I try my luck at the brant next day.

Before daybreak next morning we left

the comfortable house-boat and started

on our long row in the little sneak-boxes.

I keenly enjoyed being out on the black
waters of the bay, where the gloom
closed in thick about us, with tiny stars

twinkling over head, a faint salty breeze
coming from the sea, and now and then
the whistle of a black duck’s wings to

break the stillness of the night.

The darkness did not bother my host,

he laid our course as if by daylight. At
last, when dawn was spreading in the
east, I felt my oars scraping on bottom
and as the bayman slowed up in front
of me, he explained that we were along
side of the bar.

The tide fell rapidly and we did not
have long to wait before the bar showed
above water. My blind was to be a shal-
low, coffin-shaped wooden box, sunk vdth
the rim just level with the surrounding
sand. The box had been pitched at the
seams but now leaked badly, and as the
tide fell the water within drained out
through the cracks. We scooped out
most of the wet sand from the box, then
spread a rubber blanket in the bottom.
With my gun and a box of shells I
stretched out on my back in the box,
while the bayman, vdth both boats, rowed
away to a sufficient distance so as not
to alarm the birds.

It was not long afterwards when a
single brant came down the bay from
the north and circled the bar several
times, each time around bringing him
nearer to me. I lay motionless until
he passed well within range, then drop-
ped him with a shot. A few minutes
later a small flock of brant appeared
in the air to the north, headed for my
position. They flew straight for the bar
and, after making a circle, set their
wings in graceful curves and sailed
down to the sand. I bagged a pair of
them. The survivors swung quickly
away and started back up the bay.
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Greater Snow Goose
{Chen hyperboreus nivalis)

I was much pleased with the way the

morning^’s shooting had started and

looked forward to making a good bag

of birds. But I did not get another

shot. I waited long and patiently, but

not another brant came to the sand bar.

Although a little water was in the

box, the rubber sheet had kept me dry.

But later on, with the rising of the

tide, the water began to trickle rapidly

in through the cracks. Things became
decidedly uncomfortable, to say the

least. I signalled to the bajunan and he

came to my rescue.

S
TILL determined to get more brant

shooting if possible, I suggested that

we go again to the bar nex^ morning.

My guide, always an.xious to make my
gunning trips with him pleasant and

successful ones, was glad enough to go,

but he remarked that he had an idea

that the brant knew when I was on the

bar and that I would not get much shoot-

ing. However, we started, and after the

long row we reached the bar as ebb tide

was uncovering the sand. I concealed i

mj'self in the box and the bayman rowed
away with the boats.

I had not been long alone when, ex-

actly as on the day before, a single

brant showed himself to the north. He
came on and made several circles about
the bar, as if watchful for hidden dan-

gers. Finally he flew directly across the '

bar. It was an easy shot and, fully

confident, I led him a little and fired.

I missed him clean, then missed him
again with the second shot. I was thor-

oughly disgusted with myself, but at

least glad that no one was near to wit-

ness the bad shooting.

The brant curved swiftly off and
|

headed up the bay in the direction from
whence he had come. When that bird

disappeared from view, I felt misgiv-
ings. And in this case they were well

founded, for not another brant came to
'

the sand bar during the low tide.

This day had been very much of a

repetition of the day before, excepting
that the single brant I had just missed
played the part of the first flock from
which I had killed the two birds on the
first day. I described the experience to
my guide. He was firmly con\nnced that
the single brant, the first birds to ap-
pear on both days, were scouts coming

DRY YOUR LINES!
Every Fisher-

man needs this

light, compact

dryer. No more
tangled, rotted

lines or drop-

ping and break-

ing reels.

The “REEL
Easy’’ can be

attached to a

board or table;

spider taken
off, line washed

and dried and

extra spider

put on ready

for use.

Every turn takes up 254 ft.

of line.

Every fishing club should have one for use
of all members. Send for your
‘REEL-EASY’’ today all com-
plete with 1 spider
Extra spiders, 50c. each.

$5
Post
Paid

ll'rife for descriptive circular.

L. T. WEISS, Mfr.
282-294 TaafFe PI. Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

POCKETWATER

FILTE
.00

Assures
the Drink*

ing of Pure
Water. No

Matter How,
Nor Where

You Obtain It.

/t» Insert this PHIL-
\ m\j\lA TEUETTE into
y any brook, stream, orw xz AW/

^ jjjyQ hole, and
draw thru it in the same

manner, as you would in
drinking thru a straw. The

water at the other end will
come out as clear as crystal.

Particularly adapted to sportsmen,
campers, autumobilists. travelers,

and out-of-door enthusia.'^ts. as it

assures the drinking of pure water
everywhere.

Scientifically tested and proved efficient to
remove the general impurities found in drink.

Ing water.
Conveniently carried in one's pocket, always in
order, lasts a life time.
Sent upon receipt of one dollar. If found un-
.satisfactory, money will be refunded within 30
.lays

POCKET FILTER CO.
Dept. 8

303 Fifth Ave. New York

HOME Courses in more
than 40 subjects

OT*fTrh\r are given bycor.

^1 I I I I Y respondence.

CSthTear) Address

2^1jp finroprsitu of Clitraao
(PIT. 26), Chicago, Ul. J

$4.00MAINE HUNTING
SHOE

Send for new 1919 catalog,

guarantee tag and free sample

of leather and rubber
showing our

complete line

o f Hunting

L. L. BEAN, FREEPORT, ME.

Raise Hares for Us
Immense profits quickly and easily
made. We furnish stock, and pay

00 to S^y.OO cai.’h: also expressage.
when three moiitiAS Contract. b«x>k
on raising. FREE. Thorson Rabbit Co.,
Dept. 7, Aurora. Co!*».

Life-Like
Mountings
A lifetime devoted with

love and enthusiasm to the

art of taxidermy makes our

mountings of Elk. Deer, Moun-
tain Sheep, birds and fish ap*

proach the miracle of that ancient

sculptor who wrought with such love

that his statue breathed w th life.

A trophy worth sav ng is worth moiiO'

ing by Jonas Bro:... so that you wi

take grea‘e‘’t pride in it as it

over icur fireplace.

Field Guide &
Big Game Book A JTCC

Contains record of North American
Game. Its 3: pages, richly illustm

will charm and convince you. G;

heads and fur rugs for sale to deroi

your home, den or office realistict

Send for list tndav

JONAS BROS.,
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.

Branch: Livingston, A/onf,

I

-PFLUEGERS’-
BIG FISH PRIZE CONTEST
All entries of snapshot pictures of
your big fish must be rr.'ilcd to us
on or before Nov. 15 , 1919 , closing
date of the contest, although your
fish may be caught from the opening of
the present season up to Nov. 1st. The
only condition is that your fish must be
caught with some piece of

PFLUEGER TACKLE
either bait, rod, line or reel. In case of
duplicate weight of prize-winning fish, a
duplicate prize will be given winners.
Many big fish are caught in October

—

better make your final efforts this season
with PFLUEGER BULL DOG BRAND
tackle—it makes the big ones strike.
Mail your entry pictures with data on
weight, when and where caught and
name the Pflueger tackle used. Now’s
the time to do it.

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO.

''oHio^ The Pfluegers

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulla
for furriers and taxidermists. ^

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream’’

SEA CLIFF PHEASANTRY
We have nearly all. of the rare pheas-
ants and cranes, also white, Java and
black shouldered Japanese Peafowl.
Mandarin ducks. Eggs in Season for
sale. Write for prices and particu-
lars.

BALDWIN PALMER
Villa Serena. Sea Cliff, Lon* bland, N, T.

Member of the Gwe Guild. 6t
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589 Straight Run 589

the world’s record in competition.

5 8 9 Without a Miss 5 8 9

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why Not Now?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS. MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.
Master Gun Makers

New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.

ITHACA
WINS

SAM VANCE with
an ITHACA won
the amateur cham-
p i o n s h i p of all

Canada this year
for the fourth con-
secutive time.

J. A. McROBBwith
another ITHACA
won Grand Cana-
dian Handicap.

Another record which
proves that any man can
shoot an ITHACA better.

Double ?uns, $34.78 and
"ingle trap guns,
and up.

Catalog FREE.

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN
CO.

ITHACA. N.Y.

How Do You
Carry Your Shells?

How many of your ex-

asperating misses are

due to shells dampened
or crimp - damaged by
kicking about in a boat
or lying loose in hunt-
ing coat por'kets- Give
your straight holding a
chance to bring down
the game by seeing that
every shell goes into the
gun a.s perfect as it

came from the factor>'.

Ves-Tong Automatic

Shell Vest
10 Boivinff the problem for the "wise ones" this sea.son,

_
Shells

always protected, yet always ready for instant use. A quick pul)
• ••and the shell is in your hand! Made fur 12, 16 and 20 eauifo.
Sizes. 34 to 60.
No. 840. Olive Tan Color, $3.50. No. 70, In Olive, Tan Color,
best quality duck, $4.00-«Prepaid. Catalog for the asking.

VES-TONG MANUFACTURING CO.. Wenona. III.

COON HOUNDS
The Southern Farm Coon Hound Kennels

SELMER, TENN.

J. 11. U'lr.I.I.VMS, Proprietor

the eldest as well as the largest institution of

its kind in the world, offer coonhounds and
eomhination hunters to responsible parties on

free trial. New catalogue, highly illustrated, 10c.

WILD RICE!
WILD CELERY!
BRING THE WILD DUCKS

IN FLOCKS
Now is the time to plant
Wild Rice and Wild Cel-

ery^ Grow In shallow
fresh water lakes,

streams or marshes.
They are the natural
feeds of wild ducks and
attract them for hun-
dreds of miles. Bring the
ducks to you Instead of
going after them.
Terrell’s seeds are guar-
anteed to germinate.
Ready for shipment now.
Write for literature and
prices.

CLYDE B. TERRELL,
Naturalist

Dept. H-60

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

WING PAT.
lAPPLitiy

roR.

HADE EAS
The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize

wing shooting: no excuse for missing: game birds or

clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects

the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead you**

birds: compels proper handling of gun: puts the

shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves

the correct fitting of your gun.

Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two opening.s with center post for

alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.

Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object

must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On Qu.iitering birds lead is shown ab-

solutely — NO OITEPS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GATV,B ON1.Y. Not made

for .single-barrel or pump guns,
Price, postpaid. $2. .50. with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “ Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.*

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St.. Room 140, New York City. N. Y.

to look the bar over for possible danger.s

before the approach of the flocks. And
it certainly looked as if such was the

case.

I had killed the scout, if such he was,

on the first day so, receiving no warn-
ing, the first flock had paid me a visit.

The surviving birds of the flock went
north, and there ended my shooting. On
the second day I had missed the first

brant, he went back, and my shooting

ended at once. Every one has seen a

crow on watch in the top of a tree

while the rest of the flock fed in the

nearby field. No doubt the brant may
be credited with as much intelligence.

A REMINISCENCE OF
ROOSEVELT

(continued from page 524 )

I

Commissioner was interested in a trip

I had recently made exploring Big Horn
Canyon, about the last of our canyons

to remain unexplored.

The Commissioner said he had shot a

few elk on their hunting trip, but had
not gotten a good head in the bunch
and had not seen a bear.

I told him that at our camps on the

head of the South Fork of Shoshone River

and Buffalo Fork of Snake River, we had
been bothered by bear. At times we
would meet them on the trails and had
to make a wide detour to get around
them.

The ground around our surveying in-

struments (which we left on the line

overnight) would be found well tramped
by bear who evidently had been satis-

fying their curiosity during the night.

In crawling through some thick brush
one day I surprised two bear and fright-

ened them almost as much as myself.

One of our horses died about a half mile

from camp and bear visited it for sev-

eral nights, much to the discomfort of

the horses in camp. Roosevelt remarked
that it was always the way on going
hunting, if you had only gone some other

place you would have gotten what you
wanted.
We had a hunter named Jim IMc-

Laughlin in our survey party who kept
the camp supplied with elk and mountain
sheep. Jim said he would go on a bear
hunt a little later in the fall when the

bear fur would be better and he did so,

killing eight silver tip grizzlies.

In talking about bear, I referred to the

! remarkable exploits of Colonel William

I

Pickett, who had a ranch at the head

I
of Grey Bull River, not far from one
of our camps. The Colonel killed twenty-

I

six bear one season, killing all but two
with one cartridge each. One afternoon
he killed four bear at a certain place,

where later the Government established

I a post office named Fourbear.

The Colonel was a charter member of

the American Society of Civil Engineers

(of which I was a member) and took a

prominent part in the Civil War.
The season having closed in the Park,

the only transportation to the railroad

at Gardner was by horseback, the Com-
missioner regretted having to take the

guide with him and leave his partner

Ferguson in camp for so long a time. I
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told him he could have what horses he

needed from our outfit and I would help

him pack through the Park and lead the

horses back on the return trip. This

would enable him to send the guide and

horses back to his camp the next day.

This just suited the Commissioner and

he gladly accepted the offer. The next

morning Roosevelt and I packed one of

the horses, he being an expert with the

diamond hitch and I doing the work of

assistant. Just as we started from the

Inn, Larry shouted, “Hurray for Roose-

velt for President in ninety-six.” The
Commissioner laughed and shouted back,

“Too soon, Larry, too soon.”

On our trip through the Park we were
invited to dine with Lieutenant Pitcher

and never forgot the delicious dinner

served us. Some 15 years later, on meet-

ing President Roosevelt at Washington,
almost the first remark he made was to

ask if I didn’t remember the dinner

Pitcher gave us.

S
OME years later the P^psident had

been making a tour of the country in

a special train, which was side-

tracked at Gardner, while he inspected

the game in the Park and absorbed the

sunshine. I was superintendent at the

time of the Sheridan Division of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad and
went to Gardner to arrange the schedule

of the President’s Special over the road,

also by his invitation. As we stopped at

the various stations along the line, the

President made short speeches from the

rear platform. We finally approached the

town of Gillette, Wyo., which had been

Hamed for me on account of my having
located the railroad through that section

of the country. The President turning to

me said : “What shall I talk about to the

people in Gillette?” I told him they were
the pioneers of the country and doing a

great work in its development. “By the

way,” I said, “this reminds me that one
of the cowboys who used to work for the

101 Ranch nearby told me you had come
to their round up at a certain time and
that he had shared his bed with you.”

The President exclaimed: “That’s good,

that’s good. I’m glad you told me.”
On arriving at the to\vn the President

gave the crowd assembled a good talk

on the work they were doing as the first

settlers in the country and then asked
if there was anyone there who had
worked for the 101 Ranch. A great
many held up their hands and said, “Aye,
aye.” The President with a broad smile
shouted, “I know you boys! I know
you! I’ve slept with you on the round-
up.” A great roar went up from the
crowd and I noted at the next election

that the President got a big vote from
that district. A little further down the

road the trainmaster came to me with a

bundle of train orders, saying that the

trainmen, including the engineer and
fireman, would like to have the Presi-

dent sign them so that they could have
.something to show for having run the
President’s Special. I presented this

request to the President and he said,

“Certainly, certainly, I belong to the
Order myself.” The men were greatly
pleased to get the President’s signature
on the train orders. I kept one myself
and have it at the present time.

1 Strength
2 Simplicity
3 Compactness
4 Durability
5 Value

Point 5
Value

Improved
Automatic Reel

The reel with the easy Taka-
part feature. The last word
in automatics. Xow ready
for distribution among dis-

criminating fishermen.

Diameter 2H inches; width
7/1 B inch. Weight, 13 oz.

Capacity: will comfortably
hold l.o0 feet “G” Enameled
Line.

fish once hooked can never
get any slack line. The line

does not start with snapping
suddenness of a tripped
spring. Reel can be used
above or below hand for Fly
or Bait casting.

Send for new catalog

War Tax
Included

The equal in mechanical perfection of
high priced imported reels. Sells for

$6.60 (war tax included). No need to

pay more. The best that money and
brains can produce.

The strength on which you can rely, the sim-
plicity which makes cleaning easy and pre-
vents getting out of order, the compactness
which gives K greater line capacity for the
size, the durability which keeps thousands in

use after years of service, and a remarkably
low price in view of its top-notch quality—ail

these features recommend the T.AK.^PART
as the Bait Casting Reel for you.

$^.60 War tax
V included

TRIPART Reel, the TAKAPART'S little brother

tC CA War tax
.PO.OU included

$11.00

‘‘Fisherman’s luck” isn't .ALL luck. Much of it
is knowing how and buying right. Our booklet,
“b'ishing Reels,” tells the secret of the biggest
catches—what to use and how to use it.

Booklet “Fishing Reels,” Sent on Request
Write for it.

A'l dealers handle these well known reels.

A. F. MEISSELBACH MFG. CO.
26 Prospect Street Newark, N. J

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
lo the New Perfeclioo

Pecket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsaea have kiiowu it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. andSoC. Send ns the name
of s live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
yon a dandy, bandy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining onnees postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH. F. NTE. New BedforJ, Mus.

MARINE CANOE GLUE
WATERPROOF, BEST RLLER FOR CANVAS

-j
Any puncture or

’leak in boat, canoe or
flyin? boat can be re-
paired in five minutes.
It is as valuable to a
canoeist os a repair
kit to a bicyclist or
automobilist. It is a
lohnny-on-the-spot art-
icle that no boatman
should be without. It

does not dr>* up norBIFF, BANG! m,
‘"deteriorate m the can

but will be found equally ready for use in ten years
as today. Friction top emergency cans. 35 cents each;
by mail. 40 cents each. Canada. 47 cents each.

Send for booklds ”Marine Glue, What to me and how to use
iC and **HoW ia mal^e your boat leal^proof.” At all Hardware

and Sporting Goods Homes
L. W. FERDINAND & CO.

152 Kneelan<j Street, Boston. Mass., U, S. A.
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A complete cooking outfit no

bigger than your kodak!

You can slip it into your side coat pocket
until “hungry-time.” Then—out she comes
—and in five seconds you are ready to

cook whatever good fortune, aided by rod
or gun brings to pot.

This Kook-Kit
consists of broiler rack with
legs; a pair of frying pans with
• letachable handles (pans fit to-

gether and form an airtight

roasting or baking vessel); a
kettle for boiling and stewing
and two drinking cups with de-

tachable handles. All of these
utensils fold and nest together
so that they fit inside of the
kettle an<l still leave room
enough inside to carry knives,
forks, spoons, salt, pepper, cof-

fee, tea and sugar. Made in the very
best manner of high-grade material and
weighs less than two pounds. Retail
price $3.00.

THE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE OF FOREST AND STREAM
IS $2.00. SEND $4.00 NOW AND
WE’LL ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIP-
TION FOR ONE .FULL YEAR AND
SEND YOU THIS $3.00 KOOK-KIT,
WITHOUT EXTRA COST.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York City

each

^ OR AS A GIFT
Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are made of
the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Nessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a
design most popular with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years with

either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.

NOTE: Canadian Orders Require SO Cents Additional

SPECIAL — $5.00 Secures a Two Years Subscription to
FOREST & STREAM. With Large Double-Bitted {7% x 3^
inch) Blade. 28 inch Handle Woodsmans’ Axe-Leather
Blade Guard.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

THE KING OF THE
LILY PADS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 533)

First split ring, in eye of hook; first

swivel, in ring; second split ring, in

other eye of swivel; spoon, hung on split

ring; second swivel, rear eye on second

split ring. Cut pork minnow an inch

wide and three inches long; split tail

up 1% inches; make eyelet hole in head-

end with hunting knife, and hang min-

now in shank of Bing fly hook. The bait

is now done. You have, in succession, a

white pork minnow, a red fly, and a

shiny flashing spoon, hung in front of

it and free to revolve between the two
swivels. It casts well and accurately,

and, when retrieved through the water,

the wavering currents from the spoon

cause the minnow to wiggle in a very
lifelike manner. The bass strikes at the

red feather, folding up the minnow and
hooking himself on the big hook. If you
expect pike, hang a treble hook in the

shank of the red fly hook, and put one
of its prongs through the minnow, just

above the split of the tail. This bait is

one of my favorites. The only time it

scored a distinct failure was in a rocky
Maine lake where the bass were exceed-

ingly partial to red underwater minnows
—why, nobody knows or can even guess!

Another good bait, when the bass run
so small as to be scared off by your well-

meant attempts to bean them with a

wooden minnow, is a small Number 1

spoon, with treble hook and red-and-gray
feathers. This is skittered with a fly

rod, using the switch cast. The canoe
is manoeuvered along, about thirty feet

off shore, and you cast across it, skit-

tering back from the shore to the canoe
in lazy jerks of the rod tip, which serve

to keep the spoon revolving. When the
lure gets back quite near the canoe, it

is snapped out of water, and it then sails

overhead off-shore to the limit of the

back cast, when you snap it forward
again and land it in your chosen spot.

About twenty feet of line is all that

can be handled with this cast, but it is

very effective, for your lure is in the
water, and luring for all it is worth,
most of the time, instead of half of the
time, as is the case with plugs cast with
the bait-casting rod. A short, gut leader
two feet long is also very effective with
this spoon. It provides an invisible con-

nection between the spoon and the line,

thus imitating successfully a minnow in

distress, flashing his belly up, without
any discernible human guile back of it,

so the bass strikes, and is undone. Using
this rig on Lower Saranac, in late Au-
gust, my wife beat me six to one of an
evening’s fishing, and repeated the drub-
bing for six successive evenings. I was
using the bait casting outfit and a div-

ing minnow. Her fish were all small,

bass from 1 to 1% pounds, and pickerel

up to 214 pounds; but, when I did get a

strike, it was either a big bass or a four-

pound pike—so both of us were satisfied !

I

N rushing, rocky rivers, like the upper
Delaware and the Hoosatonic, I have
had good success vdth helgrammites,

floated out into the eddies with free-run-
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ning reel and a Number 5 braided silk

line. Your helgrammite is your true

cootie; he positively yearns to plant his

feelers in where you will yell with ap-

preciation, reacting to him by flipping

him into the middle of next week—and

his freedom! However, your thumb on

his head, and your hook through his tail,

is the story, after which he is paid out

into the current until he whirls about in

an eddy seventy-five feet away. And,

about then—some chesty specimen of the

bass tribe, in the featherweight class,

will lam him for the count!

The right places at which to cast, when

your boat or your canoe is gliding along

some forty feet outside of the lily pads

or the rocky banks of the lake, is one

of the fine points of the game worth

studying out. Hon. Bass, Esq., is as

predatory a plutocrat as ever shook fins

with a hay-rube blue-gill, and he has a

flair for opening his bucket shop under

a sunken log, a dock, a boat, a cove in

the lily pads, a crack in the rocks, a

hollow in the stumps—any place where

he can order his shell of beer at a com-

fortable table and watch the passing

crowd for suckers. And here is where

the tyro and the half-practiced amateur
fall down in bait casting, for, to hurl

the plug into his lair, accurately, and

with finesse enough not to give the game
away, requires practice in casting—about

four centuries of it, more or less. The
natural phenomenon you are to simu-

late, is that of a froglet leaping off a

lily pad and starting to strike out for

somewhere else, or a minnow making
a voyage of discovery to parts unknown.
Your lure crosses Mr. Bass’ lair, casu-

ally—and he gets het up, right off, and
biffs the intruder. I know expert cast-

ers who always start their return be-

fore the bait strikes the water, so that,

from the moment it attracts the bass’

attention it is hurrying to get away from
him. I have no such finesse myself, but

generally find that a good cast, accu-

rately placed in some likely cove or lair,

is rewarded with an instantaneous strike

if there is a bass lurking there.

> And, once hooked, what then? With
the short, five and a half foot bait-cast-

ing rod, you most truly have your hands
full! The bend of the rod is but two
and a half feet, so virtually all the play
must be done on the reel. If this is not
braked judgmatically, either it runs wild
and backlashes in the middle of the fight,

or you get too stubborn and he breaks
the line. Coolness—just when your
heart is pumping so hard you can hear
it if you open your mouth—is the grand
essential. When he rushes, give him
line, braking the reel with your thumb
against the spool cheek, or else with
your forefingers across the rod under the
reel and resting against its drum. Both
ways have their advocates. If he rushes
for the boat, reel up slack, and don’t
be in too much of a hurry to slip the
landing net under him, for he is no-
where near played out yet, and will likely

get away just as he comes over the side.

Let him go, and if he runs under the
boat, turn it with a stroke of the oar.
Twa of his favorite tactics are, dashing
for a wad of roots and tangling your
line in them, or else hiding behind a
mess of lily pads, where you cannot drag

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN SPECIAL OFFER
1* a monthly magazine, crammed full of
Hunting, Fishing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game laws, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. National
Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.
No book or set of books you can buy wdll

give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year’s subscription to the National Sports-
man. Special information furnished to sub-
scribers at all times, Free of Charge.

The eight beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown
above, are reproduced on heavy art paper, size 9 x 12,

in strikingly attractive colors, from original oil paint-
ings by well-known artists. They make appropriate
and pleasing decorations for the den, camp, or club-
room of any man who likes to hunt or fisli. Price
of pictures alone. 25c. We will send you thLs set
of pictures. FREE OP CHARGE, on receipt of $1.00
for a year's subscription to the NATIONALi SPORTS-
MAN MAGAZINE.

ORDER BLANK
National Sportsman Magazine.

2L0 Columbus Ave. . Boston, Mass.
Enclosed find $1.00 for a year's subscrlptio* to

the National Sportsman, and the set of eight

outdoor pictures.

Name
Address
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NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEW FOUNDLAND

malrntt
Smart Hotel

Smart People’*

A hotel with all the metropolitan lux-

ury so attractive to the out of town
visitor to New York, and all the

homey atmosphere so desirable to

every traveller.

Appealing especially to women visiting

New York unescorted.

THIRTY HRST STREET
BY FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

WILD FOWL SHOOTING
-\n exclusive club desires a few additional

members. Located in the Back Bay Dis-

trict of Virginia, an over night ride from
Xew York.
Wonderful Canvas Back, Red Head, and

Common Duck shooting. Also finest W ild

Geese shooting in America.
Club has fine Point Shooting, several Bat-

teries, Live Duck and Geese Decoys, and

up to date motor boats.
Address A. S. B., Box 27. Forest and Stream,

9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Own a Ford Cruiser
and travel where you please, independent of
railroads and hotels. Our Cruiser Outfit—
quickly bolted to any Ford Roadster—makes this
easy. Complete outfit includes tent, mattress,
stoves, furniture, cooking utensils, etc.—a home
on wheels for week ends and extended outdoor
tripe. Not A TbaileRv Write for illustrated
descriptive folder.

Cruiser Motor Car Co. ^IS.disSn"

Theo. Hofstetter

TAXIDERMIST

Paterson, N. J.

9 Redwood Ave.

^roiD Pstt«rDi And printed
natructione. Save cost,
<Vork Eksy. Materials fur-
jished. Also finish coata. a

Send for Catalodje *“

and pnees.

BUILD 0 STEEL BOAT

f. H. Darrow Sleel Boll Co. 611 Perry St.. Albion, Mich.

HUNTING
on Private Preserve

Plenty of Birds

Dogs and Guides Supplied

BOB ARMSTRONG
BARBER, NORTH CAROLINA

THE WOODS OF NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR DEER, BEAR, SMALL GAME

On Conn Lakes. Indian Stream and Diamond
country. Log camps, open fireplaces, spring bed,
plenty of game, easy hunting, open timber, pure
spring water, good cooking and the best of a good
time that lives long in memory. Write for book-
let and rates. Open Oct. 1 to Dec. 15, 1919.

VARNEY BROTHERS,
Registered Guides, Pittsburg, N. H.

HANDSOME DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
OF

EUSTIS, FLORIDA
Hundreds of fresh water lakes: hunting and fishing
unexcelled. Tourist and homeseekers are invited to visit

this favored section before lo<.*ating for the winter or
permanent homes. On Dixie Highway, in heart of Lake
Region section. Asphalt streets and roads — a paradise

, for motorist For free booklet apply Board of Trade,
I Eustis, Florida.

I <<BRYN DERWYN” CAMPS
Lake Utopia

REST — RECREATION —TROUT FISH-
ING-MOOSE OR DEER HUNTING

Write for Terms

W. J. BRINE
P. R. No. 2, Utopia, N. B. Canada

Blackwater Camp
A Summer Camp in the Rocky Mountains

for boys. Pack outfits for big game.

Hunting, fishing and camping.

B. C. RUMSEY, CODY, WYOMING

COOPER’S CAMPS
Accommodate One To Eight Guests

I
,., 4.LfcA Maine’s most beautifuln Lri6 1A6o.iL Lake and Forest Region
FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING

The Real Place For Rest, Sport or

RECREATIVE LIFE
Write For llluslTated Booklet

COOPER’S CAMPS, Eagle Lake, Maine

FARM WANTED
New England preferred, on or near water.
No objection to woodland or old buildings.
Price about $2,000 (according to acreage).
Occupancy not required until Spring, 1920.

Address F. F. J., Box 5, Forest and Stream,
9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

DOGS TRAINED AND BOARDED
Training from September 1st to April 1st, $15
per month. Boarding, $4.00 per month. Willard
E. Smith. Petersburgh. Indiana.

him through and must get the boat up
to him. Hold him ofT such places with

the full strength of the rod, for unless

you have set the hook very deep with

a stroke counter-strike in reply to his,

he will get slack and shake out the hook.

I have lost many a good bass who saw
the snag, or the raft of pads, before I

did! A regular stunt of his is to make
a smashing leap out of water, shaking
his head like a terrier, with the object

of snapping the bait out of his mouth.
Drop your tip and pull him down. Some-

j

times he is successful in this manoeuver,

I

particularly with a heavy wooden plug,

i

and will snitch it ten feet off and give

you the good-a-bye, John.

I

WOULD like to digress here, for a

word on the landing net. Without
this useful little tool your fate lies

in the lap of the Red Gods, up to the

very moment you have your hands on the

bass and are strangling him to death in

the bottom of the boat. Many and many
a bass have I lost, in the very last min-
ute of play, simply because the landing
net was hanging up on a tree in camp,
instead of being right there with a
smile on its face. Two ways to beat out
the lack of one I have tried, sometimes
with success. One is to take advantage
of one of his rushes toward the boat and
lift him right on over the side, with a
quick rise of the rod-tip. He usually
spins out of water and comes in over
the plate like a fade-away, and, if you
are lucky, he will land somewhere within
the confines of the gunwale, where you
can fall on him and club him to death.
But, woe to you if he hits the gunwale
first! The second way is to utterly tire

him out, and then manoeuver him along-
side, when you can dip your fingers
stealthily into his gills and yank him
aboard. A third way, that I have heard

i

of but never successfully tried, is to half-
upset the boat, and take him in on the
flood tide that pours over the gunwales.
It’s all right, if you half upset the boat,

j

and then leave well enough alone! Also,

I
if he does not feel the gunwale under

j

his belly and dart out again, snagging

j

the line around the oarlock, as a beauti-

i
ful, green, three-pounder once did to me.
As to still fishing tactics, bait fishing

j

in deep water from an anchored boat, the

,

main answer is fish-psychology. There
is a subtle message, telegraphed up the
line, that tells the true angler when
the time to strike has come. It cannot
be told in words; you must just get it,

that’s all! Anchor the boat at both ends,
in some cove where there are rocky
ledges dimly visible down in the depths,
or huge boulders with dark lairs in be-
tween them. Then put on your frog,
hooked through the corner of the upper
lip, and cast him where he will sink down
near the ledge or lair. Leave the line
perfectly free, with click off the reel.
Sooner or later the line will begin to
move off stealthily. A bass has your
frog, and is taking it somewhere before
making up his mind to swallow it.

Wait! The urge to strike is unbeliev-
ably strong, but you’ll simply get back
your frog if you do. Finally he turns
him around in his mouth, which opera-
tion takes time, until satisfactorily com-
pleted, and then he swallows him—and
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ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS
of old-time and modern firearms.^ Stephen Van

Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New lork Lity.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE 27c;

half dollar size. 53c; large cent, 1820, and cata-

logue, 10c. Norman Shultz, King City, Missouri.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

FORDS RUN 34 MILES PER GALLON WITH
our 1019 carburetors. Use cheapest gasoline or

half kerosene. Start easy any weather. Increased

power. Styles for all motors. Runs slow, high

gear. Attach yourself. Big profits for agents.

Money back guarantee, 30 days’ trial. Air-Friction

Carburetor Co., 550 IMadison St., Dayton, Ohio.

POWERENE IS EQUAL TO GASOLINE AT
5c a gallon. Salesmen and agents wanted. Ex-

clusive territory granted. Powerene is guaranteed

to be harmless, to remove and prevent carbon,

doubling life of all gasoline motors, saving re-

pairs, adcling snap, speed, power. An amount

equal to 20 gallons of gasoline sent to any ad-

dress in the United States, charges prepaid, for

SI. 0(1. \V. Porter Barnes, Santa Rosa, California.

Dept. D 10.

CAMP EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE—9 x 12 TENT, BRAND NEW,
$20. Bluegrass reel, like neiv, $8. Rayfield car-

buretor, first class condition, $12. M . R. Click,

Judson, Indiana.

CANADIAN PHEASANTRY FOR SALE

STOCK AND EQUIPMENT, FOURTEEN
varieties of pheasants, an excellent collection for

parks or private grounds. Inventory and price on

application. Robinson Bros., Aldershot, Ontario,

Canada.

DECOYS

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED DUCKS,
no limit. Wild Mallards $4.00 pair; English Cab-

ers $8.00 pair, extra hen $5.00. Duck book 25c.

Ferret for sale. Mail draft. E. Breman Comjiany.

Danville. Illinois.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOP
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Iloxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in your small-

mouth black bass commercially in the Unite'

States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-

Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. .Send for circulars. .\ddress Henry W .

Beeman. New Preston, Connecticut.

FOR SALE

100 LETTERHEADS AND ENELOPES, NEAT-
ly printed, $1.25 prepaid. Sample for stamps.

Joseph F. Sikora, 2403 South 02nd Avenue, Ci-

cero, Illinois.

BEAUTIFUL THOROUGHBRED ANGORA
cats and kittens for sale. Males, $5; females, $4.

John S. Ranlett, Rockland, Maine.

FOR SALE—ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE COM-
passes, 50c. each postpaid. .-\ddress Box 29,

Forest and Stream, 0 East 40th Street, New
York, N. Y.

FOR SALE—AN EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE
and fine -\m. prong horn antelope head, horns
over 19 inches. This is almo.st a world’s record
head. .Mso fine elk, moose, mountain sheep and
mule deer heads. .\n opportunity for club or

I>rivate collector to secure some unusally good
heads. Write for photographs and prices. John
\[. Ceddes, 331 High St., Williamsport, Penn-
sylvania.

FOR SALE—SAVAGE RIFLE. 303 HIGH
power, “kz lbs. (new), cost $44.50; sell for $38.

.Mso pair of hunting boots, finest make, genuine
elk skin, cream color, double rawhide soles, vis-

culized. water[>roof, bellows tongue, lace, rein-

forced toe. size 10)^D, 12 in. high Inever worn),
cost $18. sell for $12. Jerome Jorgensen, 90
Jack'on St.. Hoboken, New Jersey.

GINSENG—OLD SEEDS OF 1918 CROP, 60c
per thousand. Write for special prices on large

quantities. F. Gent, Rockford. Minnesota.

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our
army of readers on farms,
in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed
trails.

GOES' LIQUID POISON CAPSULES KILL
animals on spot. Goes’ Luring Bait attracts them.

Fourteenth season in market. Free circulars

when this paper is mentioned. Edmund Goes,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Station C.

RABBITS, FUR-BEARING, MODERN, Sci-

entific, intensive fur farming. The new maga-
zine, “American Fur Farmer”; circular free. Ad-
dress Dept. 4, American Fur Farmer, Drawer 777,

Oakland, California.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS TO PUT
a “razor edge” on the dullest hunting or pocket
knife in one minute. Sample only 25c. Agents
wanted. 100 per cent profit. Earl Warring,
Parkersburg, Iowa.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

FOR SALE—251 CAL. HI POWER Win-
chester rifle. 125 rounds ammunition; like new;
never been hunted with. First $40 takes outfit.

Chas. E. Huff, liellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—32-40 BALLARD SCHUTZEN
set trigger, cheak piece on stock, fine Swiss butt,

$30.00; 38-5.5 Ballard set trigger, not schutzen,
price $25.00; finest Winchester sights on both
rifles. J. W. Beeler, 320 North 12th Street, St.

Louis, Missouri.

FOR SALE—SAVAGE RIFLE, 250-3000,
model 1899, take-down, pistol grip, fine sights,

new condition, cartridges; $33.00. Want .22 Sav-
age. ^1. L. Dartt, 283G I'ranklin Ave., Cleve-

land, Ohio.

FOR SALE—WANT .32 COLT, CAMERA,
Meisselback casting reel, freespool, $4.75, used
twice; Daylo flashlight, 3 inch face, $2.00, new;
22 calibre Stevens offhand target pistol, $6.50, shot
less than 100 times; Waltham gold watch, $12.00,

20 year guarantee. E. York, E. Maiden St., Wash-
ington, Pennsylvania.

KENTUCKY FLINT-LOCK RIFLES. OLD-
time pistols, revolvers and guns. Large assort-

ment; reasonable prices. Printed list free. Stephen
Van Rensselaer, 805 Madison Avenue, New York
City.

HELP WANTED

BETTER PAY, SHORTER HOURS, EASIER
work and other advantages can be had in Gov-
ernment positions which are easy to secure now.
You owe it to yourself to find out if you are
qualified. No expense. Just send name for Form
RM 2043, free. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

HUNTING RESORTS

SHOOT GEESE AND DUCKS ON CURRI-
tuck Sound; good accommodation, prices reason-

able. Book your dates ahead. Loyd O’Neil, Sea
Gull, North Carolina.

LIVE STOCK

FOR SALE—BROWN AND WHITE FER-
rets and Belgian hares. Write for prices. Harry
Chandler, R. D. No. 5, New London, Ohio.

FOR SALE—CUB BLACK BEAR, THIRTEEN
months; frisky; trapped in mountains of New
Mexico. Address Beverly Bauer, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

FERRETS FOR SALE—BROWN OR WHITE,
large or small, either sex; only the best stock.

W. A. Peck, New London. Ohio.

FERRETS FOR SALE-LARGE OR SMALL
lots. Write for prices. W, IL Campbell, New
London, Ohio. Route 2.

RAISE BLACK FOXES—LITTLE MONEY
needed; pay by the month. Harry Solie, Barron,
V'isconsin.

FOR SALE—NINETEEN VICTOR RECORDS,
all grand opera stars, Melba, Calve, Caruso, Tet-
razzini, Homer, etc., listed at over $50; price, $35.
None of these records have been placed a dozen
times. Send for list. John M. Geddes, 331 High
St., Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROYAL-
ty for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.

Louis, Missouri.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Missouri.

STOP! LOOK! READ! We WILL MAKE
you a black fox rancher on easy *payments to

suit you. Write us for particulars, enclose stamp.
Todd & Moore, Milltown, New Brunswick,
Canada.

FOR SALE—PARTS FOR 9 M.M. LUGER
pistol; also some ammunition. Geo. M. Paulson,
4624 Filmore St., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

TRAPPERS—SEND STAMP FOR INFORMA-
tion about the best book on fox trapping ever
written. Ernest A. Brown, Nashua, New Hamp-
shire.

OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT

AN ENGLISHMAN WANTS THE MANAGE-
ment of a sporting estate; thoroughly conversant
in every branch of sport, handling of dogs, rear-
ing of game and an expert farmer. Can give ex-
cellent personal references from influential Ameri-
can and English people. E. H. I\L, care Forest
and Stream, 9 East 40th Street. New York City.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

8 X 10 ENLARGEMENTS MOUNTED AND
artistically framed from your negatives, $1.50;
enlargements unframed, 50c. Expert workman-
ship. Blake, 2512 Seventh Ave., New York City.

MAIL US 15c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints, or send six
negatives any size and 15c for six prints, or
send 3.5c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-
ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, \’irginia.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN; $5.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100,00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

TAXIDERMY

FUR DRESSING, TANNING, TAXIDERMY—
quality and prompt service; catalogue on request.

J. C. Mirguet Co., Inc., 12 Ely St., Rochester,
New York.

GLASS EYES, TAXIDERMISTS’ SUPPLIES,
Prices free. Paul Miller, Cambridge, Ohio. Men-
tion Forest and Stream.

MASTER TAXIDERMISTS ON ALL KINDS
of mounting; deer beads a specialty. H. J. Lesser
& Son, Taxidermists, Johnstown, New York.

SEND ME YOUR GAME TO BE MOUNTED;
price-list free. Birds, animals, game heads and
rugs beautifully mounted, for sale; moderate
prices. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 1818
P-leecker Street, Brooklyn, New York.

UNEXCELLED TAXIDERMY WORK—OUR
taxidermy work is unexcelled in every respect.
Give us a trial as proof of our merits. Grove
Taxidermy Shop, Humboldt, Iowa,

WILD RICE

WILD RICE—WILD CELERY—PLANTED
in lakes, rivers and ponds bring the ducks in
flocks. Now is the time to plant. Write for prices
and information. Clyde B. Terrell, Naturalist,
Dept. H-61, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

WANTED — COLLAPSIBLE OR FOLDING
boat. R. W. McLean, Bridgewater, Mass.

DECOYS

LIVE WILD MALLARD DECOY DUCKS; $10
trio. F. M. Smith, Republic, Ohio.

(Continued on page 575)
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In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

receiTed and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES WANTED

HOUNDS

HIGHLY TRAINED COON, SKUNK, OPOS-
sum, fox, rabbit hounds, shepherd and collie stock
dogs, airedales and rat terriers. All trained dogs
sold on 10 days’ trial. Enclose stamp. Clarence
Smith, Altamont, Illinois.

A NO. 1 NIGHT HUNTING DOG; $100 WILL
supply your wants. Enclose stamp. Address
E. H. Edmunds, Glenwood, West Virginia.

“COON, FOX, RABBIT HOUNDS,” SQUIR-
rel and opossum dogs, young hounds, pointers
and setters. (Stocks) (jrisham’s Kennels, Wheel-
er, Mississippi.

AIDEDALE TERRIERS WANTED, PUPPIES
and grown stock, either sex. Must be healthy,

thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.

If you wish to buy an Airedale, write for our

sales list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue,

Ohio.

AIREDALES

for sale—registered male AIRE-
dale, one year old. Wood County,' Box 76,

Nekoosa, Wisconsin.

IF IT IS ANYTHING IN AIREDALES SEND
for catalog to the largest breeders and importers.

Bar Harbor Kennels, Box 136, Bar Harbor,

Maine.

LIONHEART AIREDALES HAVE EARNED
a national reputation for gameness, intelligence,

and high standard of appearance. They are mak-

ing good on both fur and feathered gam^e in piac-

tically every State in the Union and Car^da.

Registered puppies that are bred to hunt and fit

to show, now ready for delivery, Lionheart Ken-

nels (Reg.), Anaconda, Montana. (Formerly

Washoe Kennels).

BEAGLES

BEAGLES, BROKEN RABBIT HOUNDS,
puppies, coon, fox, skunk dogs, cavies, rabbits.

Trial. M. W. Baubletz, Seven Valleys, Penn-

sylvania.

FOR SALE—WELL TRAINED BEAGLES
and beagle pups, fox terriers, rabbit hounds;

trained and untrained. Harold Evans, Moores

Hill, Indiana.

COLLIES

FOR SALE—SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS BRED
from registered stock. D. Geo. Lowry, 521 Fifth

St., N. E., Canton, Ohio.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

FOX TERRIERS

FOR SALE—A LITTER
bred wire haired fox terrier

Geo. W. Lovell. Tel. 29-M.

OF EXTRA WELL
puppies. Registered.

Middleboro. Mass.

GUN DOGS

FOR SALE—TWO MALE ENGLISH SETTER
pups, six months old; sire, Roudy B. U. K. C.

(9460), dam, Brownie Clingstone, U. K. C.

(90296). Price, $40 each. Inquire John W.
Kent, 120 South Fourth Street, Olean, New \ork.

FOR SALE—ENGLISH POINTER PUPPIES
from registered parents with best of blood and

from best hunting straines. Ralph B. Blanchard,

Eastport, Maine.

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer

dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky.. offer for sale Setters and Pointers,

Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds,
Coon and Opossum Hounds. Varmint and Rabbit

Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale

Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser

alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-

teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly

illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue

for 10c in stamps or coin.

COON, FOX, WOLF, RABBIT HOUNDS.
Pedigreed and eligible to register. Some extra
fine pups. Broken dogs sent on 10 days’ trial.

Money back guarantee. Before the hunting sea-
son advances far good full-bloods and well-broke
hounds will be hard to get. Place your order
early. Send stamp for price list. Otis Slater &
Sons, Oconee, Illinois.

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Georgia.

FOR SALE—FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS.
Bird dog, rabbit hounds a specialty. Stamp if

convenient. Stissing Stock Farm, Bangall, New
York.

FOX, COON, SKUNK, OPOSSUM, RABBIT
hounds; broke and unbroke pups. Swine and pet
stock from the garden spot of the United States.
Catalog 6c. F. Kiefer, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

RABBIT HOUND PUPS, FIVE MONTHS OLD,
$6.00; broken dogs, $18.00 up; trial. W. F.
Klinedinst, Seven Valleys, Pennsylvania.

SEVERAL WELL TRAINED VIRGINIA FOX
Hounds for sale; also Puppies. H. R. Reed,
Berlin, Pennsylvania.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers coon, skunk, opossum hounds;
crackerjack rabbit hounds, $15. Dogs just start-

ing to trail, $10. Also puppies. All broken
hounds sold on ten days’ trial.

WRITE DAD HUMPHREYS, PROPRIETOR
of Westminster Kennels, Tower Hill, Illinois, and
have him tell you about his Pride Coonersaust,
Westminster extra rabbit hounds— they are sold
on ten days’ trial. Dad makes them all satisfied
customers. Drop him a line.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOGS! DOGS! DOGS! ALL KINDS! FOX
Terriers, Bulls, Airedales, Collies, Irish Terriers,
etc., male and female pups. I handle more dogs
than any other man in the country. Quick sales
and small profits. Specify the kind of dog you
want. I will positively fill your order. Leo
Smith, 305 Varick St., Jersey City, New Jersey.

FOR SALE—ENGLISH BULL DOGS, 3
males, 1 bitch. Sired by Whitedale King; price
$25 for males, $15 for bitch. Whelped June 2.

Good big healthy pups, farm raised: well marked,
and good heads. Mr. J. Wilson, Box 34, Green
Mountain, Iowa.

FOR SALE—REGISTERED ENGLISH BULL
dogs. J. R. Mayo, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.
Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

MOORE’S COCKER KENNELS OFFERS FOR
sale two cocker bitches, solid livers; soon due in
season. Positively sure to produce show type
stock. Litter isters to Canada’s leading cocker,
Moore’s Master Key. Get in on this bargain
and be a leader. Moore’s, 1025 Davie St., Van-
couver, British Columbia.

GUN DOGS WANTED

WANTED—THOROUGHLY BROKEN ENG-
lish setter dog, two or three years old; give de-

scription and lowest price. G. E. Harbaugh, ,

Lajolla, California.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5i stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

then you strike! All of which is tele-

graphed up the line, in sundry wiggles
and twitches obvious to the experienced
angler, but is a period of high-tension
nervousness to the tyro. The rest is bass
fighting tactics

; except that I have found
that twenty minutes is long enough to
keep froggie down without drowning him.

Of fly fishing for bass I have had my
share. It seems less strenuous than wad-
ing the streams for trout, for one sits

at ease in boat or canoe, and casts some
dear-water mountain lake, with plenty
of room for one’s back-cast, and plenty
of water to play the victim in. The fly

rod is so inevitable, with its never-ending
give and take, that the fish is sure to

come to net in time, with never a chance
for his life. All that is required of you
is to keep cool and guide him off snags
and brush piles. The story would be dif-

ferent with a large bass on, say a five

pounder, but I always stoutly maintain
that the bait-casting method is quite as
sportsmanlike as, or even more so than
the fly-casting method. It certainly gives
the bass more chance 'to get away, except
in the hands of an expert caster.

T he great charm of bass fishing lies

in the moods of Nature under which
it is done. There are two times

to fish : the first in the early morning,
when the mists are still over the lake,
and its hazy shores ring with the call of
birds, and the sun is rising behind the
mountain, edging its serried flanks with
gold. One or two tours of the lake shore,
with the steady plop ! of the lure at
every likely spot, ought to yield you
your breakfast and then some. By ten
o’clock you are through and can go back
to camp for a feed and a rest-un until
four o’clock. Then is the second time
to fish, when the wind has died down and
the lake is getting its mirror ready for
the pageant of the setting sun. You
sally forth, and for two or three hours,
are casting for bass, floating in a lily
leaf, across a pearl and opal sea, while
all around you the mighty symphony of
the dying day is progressing, measure by
measure, from burnished gold to copper
red, to pale yellow with purple shadows
of the trees and mountains reflected in
the water, and, finally to a cadenza of
maroon, deep purple and dark blue, when
the lily pads are but black shadows, and
the pickerel-grass fine pencil-lines on the
deep red of the afterglow, written upon
the silent waters. And so to bed—it has
been a great day!

I

' - I I - 1 .

Calling the fishermen to supper
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FISHING AT
MONTAUK

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 546)

Reaching the shack I consulted my
friend, Captain M., keeper of the light,

one of the best men I ever knew and

a good fisherman. While no fish had

been caught recently we knew conditions

were right. What those conditions are

I will state later. Next day Captain M.

and I fished about six miles of coast from

Morgan’s to Stony Brook and did not

raise a fish. Three other rods fished the

rest of the coast from Ditch Plains sta-

tion to Morgan’s with the same result.

The prospect of fish looked poor to me
so that night the “Cat” and I went into

executive session before the open fire

place. We doped things out as follows;

The fish must be somewhere as it was
the best time of year. Casting condi-

tions were right—a heavy surf and no
wind. The tides were right—flood early

in the morning and again late in the

afternoon for, be it known and remem-
bered, bass at Montauk don’t strike much
in the middle of the day. All the con-

ditions were good, but where were the

fish?

Down here we believe that striped

bass, just before they hole up for the

winter, frequent gravel bars. Some of

the old hands say tr.ey fill up on gravel.

Suddenly we remembered that the one

place not yet fished was the Point itself

and within 400 yards of which lies a

gravel bar, south of Jones’ reef.

S
unrise next moming found us on

the shore just south of the Point.

A heavy sea and strong young flood

tide were running but no wind. Grad-

ually working along shore and casting

we did not raise a fish until we reached

a large rock at the tip of the Point. Off

shore from this rock about 100 feet is

another rock, the top of which projects

out of water at high tide. About 50

feet north of this rock and outside of

it are two rocks covered at half tide.

Between these rocks is a hole where the

flood tide makes an eddy. The moment
my jig struck that eddy I was fast to

a bass of about ten pounds and landed

him. In the next two hours we landed

8 fish whose combined wei'^ht was 79%
pounds after being out of water some
hours, so I think it fair to say they
weighed 80 pounds. The tide then turned
ebb and the fish stopped biting, so load-

ing my car up we ran to Fort Pond
Bay and sent the fish to different friends.

Returning to camp we put away a good
lunch, dried our lines and rested the

rest of the day. About 4 p. m. we went
back to the same place, the tide being
again at flood with a good sea running.
Between then and dark we landed 6 more
fish and lost three, two simply because
I was too tired to play them properly
and one fish lost because my line parted.
This was a new special 21 thread surf
casting line and had been dried and
turned but it wore out in one day by
constant casting. It is always best to
bend on a heavy piece of line to take
the friction through the guides of the
first few feet. The 14 fish weighed 140

pounds. This I believe to have been the

record at Montauk for one rod during

one day. This record, however, was
beaten about one week later by Mr. H,

who took 20 fish. Next moming I had
to return to Southampton, but I thought

I would try a few casts first and landed

one fish on the second cast weighing

16% pounds. Then I quit.

To get bass at Montauk my advice

would be, granted that you can cast at

least 150 feet, to lay aside the idea of

using any kind of bait. Use the Di-

amond 3% -inch block tin jig, a spring

butt surf casting rod and a .casting reel

arranged to disconnect the handle from
the spool, making it free running. This

reel should hold at least 400 ft. of 21

special surf casting line, also a rod butt

holder to fasten with strap around the

waist.

As to clothing I would advise you to

wear woolen underwear, a flannel shirt

and, in October, hip boots with straps at

the tops to fasten the upper parts tightly

around the thigh. Oil skin pants cut

off below the knees and worn outside the

boots and plenty of heavy socks.

F
ish the entire shore from Ditch

Plains coast guard station, about a

mile from the Inn at Fort Pond Bay
terminus of the L. I. R. R., where you

will probably stay, clear around to Mon-
tauk Point—about twelve miles. Neglect

the coves but fish the rocky points and

sides of the points. By doing so you will

probably loose many jigs, getting them
caught in the rocks, but you will catch

more bass. Practice starting to reel in

the moment the jig hits the water for

two reasons. First, because if you don’t

your jig will sink and catch in a rock,

second, because most fish strike then, al-

though sometimes a fish will follow a

jig close to the shore. You should also

bring a supply of eel skins with you.

Slip a piece of one, slightly longer

than the jig, over the latter; tying the

wider part of the skin to the swivel on
the upper end of the jig. Leave about
two inches, at the hook end of the jig,

free. This wiggles when reeling in and
simulates a fish. While fish will strike

a jig just as it comes from the store

most men at Montauk cover the jig with
an eel skin. Fish on the flood tide. A
tide table will tell you what few days
in the month tides are flood morning and
night. If you can’t go then fish the

flood tide anyway, but not during the

middle of the day.

Good bassin’ weather is after a storm
or when it is blowing hard, provided
there is a good surf running, for bass
seem to come close to the beach then.

The best time of year is from July
first to November first. October being
the best month. No guide is needed.

The fish are there. It is up to you.

MISCELLANEOUS

REGISTERED BLACK FOXES — RUGGED
pups born on the Ideal Mountain Ranch. 1919
record: 40 pups from first eight litter.s. Also Swiss
milch goats. Borestone Mt. Fox Ranch, Guild-
ford, Maine.

BEAUTIFUL THOROUGHBRED ANGORA
cats and kittens for sale; males $5; females, $4.
John S. Ranlett, Pine Tree Cat Farm, Rockland,
Maine.

BROWN’S FOX BOOK—ARE YOU ONE OF
the many trappers who think foxes are too diffi-

cult to trap? Why put in all your time cm
muskrat and skunk? One fox brings more money
than many muskrats. F'ox-trapping does not in-
terfere with your other trapping. Get a copy
of Brown’s Fox Book. You can trap foxes if you
will only follow the plain directions given in the
book. No fake. Results guaranteed. Price $2.00.
Address Ernest A. Brown, 24 Gillis Street,
Nashua, New Hampshire.

CUFFS OVER ELBOWS INSTANTLY WITH-
out unbottoning; remarkably convenient and shirt,
saver. Sells quickly to dealers and wearers di-
rect. Enormous profits for energetic real sales-
men. Sample pair, $1.00. Flexolinks Co., She-
boygan, Wisconsin.

DESIGNS, ILLUSTRATIONS, CARTOONS
Zinc etchings, made to order at lowest prices.
Samples for stamp. Baida Art Service, Oshkosh,
Wisconsin.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529
St. Louis, Missouri.

DUCK HUNTING DOG WANTED; PREFER,
ably a registered dog, either setter or spaniel, and
well broken; not over two years old. Mosh Hoard,
Fort .Atkinson, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE—ENGLISH FEMALE POINTER
4 years old; price, $25.00. Frank Buglione, Haw
thorne. New York

PUPPIES, ALL BREEDS, $5.00 UP. K. C
Bird Store, 1421 Main, Kansas City, Missouri.

HAVING PURCHASED THE ENTIRE KENNEL
CF U. R. FISHEL’S NOTED POINTERS,

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
are now in a posirion to offer you at ex 'eHent values
shooting dogs, choice puppies and h gh*'‘lass brood
bitches from the WORLD'? BTOST POINTBRS. IN
STiroS we offer the WORLD'S BEST BIRD DOG
SIRES. Printed list free.

Wri'e us your wants please.

S. BARTON LASATER. Prop.

Ten-A-See Farm Kennels, Box 165-C, Paris, Tennessee

Is This Worth the Price ?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
— principal South American Bolas. Sent
(’ostpaid with fuH directions for $2. Testi-

monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.
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Made As Only

SPRATT’S
Know How y y

The outstanding qualities of the out-
standing dog food—their wholesome
tastiness, their delightful crispness,
the unvarying quality of their “Meat
Fibrine” and cereal constituents—all

are covered by “Made as only Spratt’s
know how!”

In the sixty years they have been manufactured,

Qpn ATT^O DOG CAKES AND
OrixAl 1 O PUPPY BISCUITS \
have achieved world-wide recognition as the one perfect health-giving and
health-sustaining food for dogs, and today, wherever the canine race is found
there “Spratt’s” is a household name and “X” a sign denoting perfection in its
class of manufacture.

Spratt’s Trade Mark “X” exists for your protection. Satisfaction follows the
simple precaution of seeing it on every purchase of dog foods you make.
Write for samples and send 2c stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

DENT S CONDITION PILLS

If your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes mat-
terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him,

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,
that will pretty nearly make a dead
dog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are
all out of sorts and those that are
recovering from distemper or are
affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them. PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies
of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

If j'our dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s
opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—

A

cents a
dozen. Dent’s Doggj' Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,
care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for 10

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.; TORONTO, CAN.

I want a few more field trial prospects to

try out. I have the country and birds to

work them in, also can take a few more
shooting dogs to train.

BEHT FAWLEY, EATON, ILLINOIS

Oorang Airedale

Terriers
The 20th Century
All-Round Dog
Choice Stock for Sale

Six Famous Oorangs at Stod

Oorang Kennels
Dept. H. La Rue , Ohio

Tile Llewellin Setter JOFFRE is a white, black and
tan dog. whelped September 27, 1916, He weighs about
50 iiounds. His head is of excellent size and shape;
ejes large and dark in color. Nostrils large, muzzle long
and square. Prominence at stop. The breeding is a

combination of Marse Ben. Count WTiitestone and Mo-
hawk II blood, hard to equal.
An extra fast easy going dog with great nose and bird

finding instinct. Stud fee $50.

.\fldress and Express Office:

REG HALLADAY, Cresskill, New Jersey^

AIREDALE PUPPIES
I

* Real high-class puppies with 17 championships in

pedigrees behind them; the class you read about

but seldom see. Ready for delivery. Males, $30;

females, $25. Hlayney, 1542 Fifty-eighth St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

HOW TO FIND THE
NORTH

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 552)

his back in the snow, his rifle under his

head and the little pack containing the

untasted food thrown wearily aside in

the knee deep snow. Why had not he re-

traced his steps?

All this is unnecessary and avoida-

ble. As soon as you find that you

are lost, calmly stop to think which

side of the river, lake, or trail you are on.

Consider about how far you could have
traveled since leaving one of the above-

named landmarks. Suppose, for instance,

you are east of a river or logging road

or trail you are familiar with. You have
lost or mislaid your compass. It is rain-

ing or snowing and you cannot tell where
the sun is. If your closest friend should

ask you pleadingly, “Which is north?”

you could not tell him with any degree of

certainty. What would you do; look for

the mossy side of trees? There is no
wind blowing; if there was you could, by
remembering the direction from which it

was blowing when you left camp, easily

determine the direction of the north pole

and therefore of your camp. But not a

breath of air is stirring. You’re up
against a hard one, unless you are in a

hemlock country or know this little trick

:

Take your knife blade and rest it point

dowmward cn the flat, smooth breech of

your rifle, or even on your thumb nail.

Select a place in the forest, preferably an
open spot, where, if the sun were shining

the rays of sunlight could reach the

ground, uninterrupted by heavy growth
of branches or foliage overhead.

Turn the knife blade slowly around
and you will see the shiny reflection of
the steel on the polished surface of the
rifle, or if you use your thumb, on your
thumb nail. Look at this reflection from
every side, and you will soon find that,

while the blade shows a reflection on
three sides, there is one position in which
it will throw nothing but a shadoiv!
There’s your clue—obviously the sun is

on the opposite side. You know about
what time of day it is, and therefore you
can locate north. Try this out, practice
it and check it with your compass on a
rainy or cloudy day. I can vouch that it

is well worth while. It served me well
in Alaska.

The hemlock trick, which is pretty gen-
erally known in the north woods, is brief-

ly this: The uppermost twig or bough on
a hemlock leans or curls toward the east.

Sometimes you will find an exception to
this rule, but look at the tops of two or
three hemlocks at once, and depend upon
it, an overwhelming majority point east.

Those that do not point east are rare,
you will find upon investigation. If
you don’t understand why or how this

can be so, consider the sunflower!
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FREE
EAX fascinating Forest, Lake and Stream stories of adventure, observation and experience, published
in cloth bound (6"x8") volumes.
These volumes present the gieatest collection of writings on outdoor subjects ever assembled in
book form.

The stories contributed by Forest and Stream’s most notable writers include John James Audu-
bon, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Henry Ward Beecher, Charles Dixon, George Bird Grinnell, Emerson
Hough, Bret Harte, S. D. Hammond, Fred Mather, \essmuk, George H. Phelan, Rowland li. Rob-
inson, Theodore Roosevelt, W. J. Thompson, and many otlier internationally famous authorities.
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A MESSAGE TO OUR

sreat desir@ that Forest and Stream might 09^^=^

plete iti half--a--eentury of continuous publishing in New

York City is no longer possible.

The fight between New York City local and Intema-

tional unions which has crippled New York’s printing in-

dustry is responsible for this issue being printed in Har-

risburg, Pa.

We apologize for the lowering of mechanical stand-

ards, lateness of publication date and possible typograph-

ical errors and assure our readers that Forest and Stream

intends to maintain its reputation of being America’s

Recognized Sportman’s Authority.

THE PUBLISHERS.



Newton Rifles and Ammunition

now made and sold by

The Newton Woolwonh Building
New YorkAnns Corporation

Successors to The Newton Arms Co. Inc., Buffalo, N. Y,

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Itcid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. C. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HERE’S A SMASHING GOOD CAMP AXE
This double-bitted camp axe—-nicely balanced, is just the right weight for
speedy work in clearing a trail or cutting firewood. It is a great favorite
with forest rangers, guides, etc.—Blades are finely polished and ground
to a keen cutting e<lge. Guaranteed to be absolutely perfect in quality
and temper and the handle to be strong and true.

Blade, 7%" z 3%"; weight 2j4 lbs.; handle 28"

A leather blade guard adjusted for wearing at the belt completes the
equipment. Axe and belt retails for $3.00.

' —

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
Send IIS $4.00 and we will enter your subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM for a full twelve months and in addition will also send you
this double-bitted cami> axe and leather blade guard. ,\ddress.

FOREST and STREAM

I want a few more field trial pros-

pects to try out. I have the country

and birds to work them in, also can

take a few more shooting dogs to train.

BERT FAWLEY. EATON, ILLINOIS FOREST and STREAM (Book Dept.')

9 East 4Dth Street, New York City

i PINE BLUFF INN
PINE BLUFF, N. C.

Opens November 10th

Excellent Quail Hunting, Wild Turkey and

Wild Boar, Horse-Back Riding, Golf, Mid-

winter Canoeing.

Illustrated Booklet on request.

PAUL MacFARLAND,
Proprietor.

Nessmuks “Woodcraft”
Will he published about October 1st.

TEN CHAPTERS OF THE MOST PRACTICAL
SOUND WOOD-SENSE EVER WRITTEN.

Nesstnuk’s “Woodcraft” is the classic of the
outdoor World.

CLOTH BOUND—PRICE $1.00

Order yovr copy now and order
one or more for Christinas pres-

ents.

A NEW EDITION OF

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGE.
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC, REQUIRED

BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912

of Forest and Stream, published monthly at New
York, N. Y., for October 1, 1910.

State of New York, (

County of New York,
(

*®-'

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
J. T. Wood, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Business
Manager of the FOREST AND STREAM and that
the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc,,
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:

Publisher, Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
9 East 40th St., N. Y. City.

Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th St . N. Y.
City.

Managing Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 4 0th
St., X. Y. City.

Business Manager-^, J. T. Wood, 9 East 40th St.,
X. V. City.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad-
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of the total amount of stock.) Forest and
Stream Publishing Co., 9 East 40th St., New
York, X. Y.

;
William Bruette, 9 East 4 0th St.,

Xew York, X. Y. ; C. .A. Reed, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, X. Y.
; H. C. Mallory, 9 East 40th .St.,

Xew York, X. Y.; Xorwood .Johnson, Pittsbuigh,
Pa.; George Bird Grinnell, 238 E. loth St.. New
York, X. Y.; .lay Hall, Short Hills, X. J.; Charles
MacGordon, Michigan City, Miss.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, moitgages, or
other securities are: (If there are none, so state.)

Xone.

4. That the two pargarapbs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holder.s and security holders as they appear ujton

the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as tnistee or in

any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-
son or corporation for whom such trustee is act-
ing, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-
ditions under which stockholders and security hold-
ers who do not appear upon the books of the com-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this atfiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

J. T. WOOD, Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ISth
day of October, 1919.

[Seal.] JEAXXT: VOLLEXHOVEX.
(My commission expires Jfarch 30, 1920.)

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS

for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D., and Jno, A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Ifost Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
publi.slied on the subject; scientific, yet clear
iind simple.

Do your own figuring and have the satis-

faction of knowing that you are absolutely
right. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in
ballistics is solved. Be your own authorit.v.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
PHOENIX BLDG. BUTTE, MONTANA



irnPFQT ANH QTPFAM publishes many and can supply any oe
rv/lv£iOi xllii/ O 1 i\£4/\lu THE wnpi n’s RF<«T niirnnoR BOOKS

OUR

FREE GIFT

THE WORLD’S BEST OUTDOOR BOOKS

You can have any one of the following
Books Free of additional expense by

Subscribing to Forest and Stream now
at the regular $2.00 yearly rate.

All Books unless otherwise mentioned are cloth bound and condition of gift include delivery to any Post Office address in the LI. S. or Canada.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A man-
ual of instructions for capturing

all kinds of fur-bearing animals,

and curing their skins; with ob-

servations on the fur trade, hints

on life in the woods. By .S. New-
house and other trappers and
sportsmen. It gives full descrip-

tions of all the animals which the

American trapper is likely to meet
with, tells how they live, how to

trap them and how to care for and
cure their pelts. Cloth. Illus-

trated. Price, $1.00.
WOODCRAFT, By Xessmuk, No

better or more delightful book for

the help and guidance of those who
go into the wild for sport or re-

creation was ever written. No one
ever knew the woods better than
Xessmuk or succeeded in putting
so much valuable information into

the same compass. Camp equip-
ment, camp making, the personal
kit, camp fires, shelters, bedding,
fishing, cooking, and kindred topics
are considered. Cloth, illustrated,

160 pages. $1.00 net.

MGHT HUNTING. By -T. E. Wil-
liani.'i. To those who have experi-
enced the thrill and joy of hunting
by night, this volume offers many
suggestions. It opens up a new
field of joy for the sportsman, un-
paralleled in any other form of
stalking big or little game. It tells

how and when to hunt, dogs to use.
their breeding and care, and will
prove of intense interest to any
sportsman. Price. $1.00.

SPORTING FTREAR.MS. By Horace
Kcphart. This book is the result
of painstaking tests and experi-
ment. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the
rifle, and Part II with the shotgun.
The man seeking guidance in the
selection and use of small firearms,
as well as the advanced student of
the subject, will receive an unusual
amount of assistance from this
work. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William
A. Bniette. Probably the most
practical treatise that has ever

This Free Offer

been published on the training of

setters and pointers, and their work
in the field. Every phase of the
subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are il-

lustrated by photographs from life.

It is a book well calculated to en-
able the amateur to become a suc-

cessful trainer and handler. There
are chapters on the Art of Train-
ing, Setters vs. Pointers, Selection
of Puppies, Training Implement,
First Lessons. Yard Breaking,
Pointing Instinct, Backing, Rang-
ing, Retrieving, Gun Shyness, Faults
and Vices, Conditioning, Don’ts. Il-

lustrated. Cartridge board cover,

$ 1 . 00 .

NURSING vs. DO.SING. By S. T.
Hammond. A most practical book
based largely on Mr. Hammond’s
observation that dogs and particu-
larly house dogs, suffer from too
much medicine. Contents—Nurs-
ing, Cleanliness, Diet, Other Foods,
Kennel and Exercise, Common Ail-
m e n t s. Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Ear,
Mange, Nervous Sysetm, Colic,
Worms. Cloth, illustrated, 161
pages, $1.00.

.AIANUAU OF PAXIDER^IV. By C. .1.

Maynard. This is considered the
most practical work on the subject
published. It is a complete guide
on collecting and preserving of
birds and animals. Its various
chapters deal with collecting, skin-
ning and mounting. It is fully
illustrated and gives all particulars
as to working material that con-
tributes to the complete art of
taxidermy. Price. $1.00.

jME .IIRED.ALE. B.v W. a. Bruette.
This instructive and interesting
work covers the history, breeding
and training of these useful dogs.
It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written
articles on the early historv of the
breed, family characteiistics and
the strong and weak points of the
important dogs whose names ap-
pear in later-day pedigrees are of
utmost value to the breeder. Those

who desire to train their dogs as

companions or for hunting will find

easily understood and practical in-

structions on the subjects of gen-
eral training, retrieving, swimming
and diving, and work on squirrels,

rabbits, partridges, etc. There are
important chapters devoted to the
laws of breeding, kennel manage-
ment, preparation for and handling
in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and in-

structions of great value. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

HORSE PACKING. By Charles J.

Po.st. This is a complete descrip-
tion of the hitches, knots, and ap-
paratus used in making and carry-
ing loads of various hitches and
knots at each of the important
stages so that even the novice can
follow and use them. Full de-
scription is given to the ideal pack
animal, as well as a catalogue of
the diseases and injuries to which
such animals are subject. Illus-

trated with diagrams. $1.00 net.

ANGLERS’ WORKSHOP. By Perry
D. Frazer. A practical manual for
all those who want to make their
own rod and fittings. It contains
a review of fishing rod history, a
discussion of materials, a list of the
tools needed, description of the
method, 'to be followed in making
all kinds of rods, including fly-cast-

ing, bait fishing, salmon, etc., with
full instructions for winding, var-
nishing, etc. Illustrated; $1.00
net.

DOG TRAINING vs. BRE AKING. By
S. T. Hammond. A splendid prac-
tical volume on Dog Training to
which is added a chapter of prac-
tical instruction on the training of
pet dogs; 165 pages. Price, $1.00.

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS, By AV. .T.

Loudon. In this book Professor
Loudon tells the story of his 28
years’ observation of this ever
game fish. He describes its haunts
and habits, how, when and where
they are caught and gives other
data of intense Interest to the
angler. Price, $1.00.

IS M ADE TO ro.MMEMORATE THE ROUNDING OUT OF FIFTY" YEARS
rONTINUOI’S PUBLISHING IN THE INTEREST OF SPORTSMEN.

Use this Coupon and realize the full benefits of this Special Gift

FOREST AND STREAM,
9 East 40tli Street, New A'oik Uit.v

For the enclosed $2.00 enter my subscription to Forest and Stream for one year and in accordance with your special

offer send me copy of .

Nante

Address



HANDSOME FUR SETS MADE-TO-ORDER

From Furs of Your Own Catch

At the present high prices of ready-made furs it will pay you to

have your furs made into serviceable wearing apparel. You can

SAVE 30% TO 50% by getting your furs this way. You furnish the

skins and we tan and make them up at reasonable prices. You get

greater satisfaction by having your furs made-to-order. They are

made the vray you want them. The materials used are the best

money can buy. You get better furs than you can buy ready-made
because 3'^ou select your skins yourself and know what you are

getting.

All work is Absolutely guaranteed. Over 55 years in the

fur business is ])roof of our reliability. Located in the

center of the United States, our work goes to every,

state in the union.

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
giving many beautiful photographs, prices and interesting informa-
tion about making fur sets, coats, ca])s, gloves, rugs, robes, etc.

It is yours for the asking. Send for it today.

H.Wiilard, Son <& Company
“The Old Reliable Fur House”

30 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

Established 1864

MARSH.\LLTOWN, IOWA

This hcautifnl fur set can be
made from 23 large mink skins.

The catalog gives many other
styles that can he made from
mink and all other furs as veil.

Wild Celery Brings Ducks
nipro?es fishing. Plant n?w niulM

enjoy rt'suj.s. Grotvs in any
flowing fresh water; .'.Oc*. pound a
pounds enough to sow an dcre g

$24. Immediate shipment. Complcti©
instructions. Mail checU to a

CLYDE B. TERRELL. Naturali f |
/ Dept. H-C2. Oshkosh. Wis.E

HANDSOME DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
OP

EUSTIS, FLORIDA
Hundreds of fresh water lakes; hunting and fishing
unexcelled. Tourist and homeseekers are inritecl to visit

this favored section hefnre locating for the winter or
permanent homes. On Dixie ITighwaj', in heart of Lake
Region saction. Asphalt streets and mads — a paradi.se

for motorist. For free booklet apply Board of Trade,
Ku.stls, Florida.

THE
MOOSE BOOK

BY

SAMUEL MERRILL
For the lover of the woods, it would be diffi-

cult to find anything better than "The Moose
Book,” by Samuel Merrill. Everything that

could be gathered about the monarch of the

.American wilds is here, illustrated by many
photographs and paintings. Mr. Merrill not
only treats his subject from a scientific stand-

point but he also tells what legends the Indians
have woven about the great deer of the for

est. He believes that there is no danger that

the moose will become extinct if he continues
to have the same protection that is extended
to him today.

Profusely illustrated with si.xty reproductions of photographs, drawings, and
the masterly paintings of Carl Rungius. Price, $5.00.

FOREST & STREAM book dept.)
9 EAST 40fh STREET
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.

Magnificent Moose Painting Free
A limited edition of the colored reproduction of the Carl Rungius masterful
moose painting as sliown on FOREST AND STREAM cover for this month,
can be obtained free of anj' additional c-xpense by sending in $2.00 for a
year’s subscription to the magazine. The splendid reproduction without let-

tering other than the artist’s signature, is mounted on ii x 14 art mat ready
for framing. Retail price is 50c delivered anywhere, but as mentioned above,
this picture can be obtained free by subscribing to FOREST .AND STRE.AM
at the $2.00 yearly rate.

Address:

FOREST & STREAM (ART DEPT.) NEW YORK CITY,’n.L



STEWART & KIDD CO.

LAKE &

Publishers for

Sportsman & Angler

STREAM GAME FISHING
by Dixie Carroll

A Practical Book on Popular Fresh Water Game Fish. >

The Tackle Necessary and how to use it.

Many Illustrations from photographs. Colored Cover Jacket » - $2.00

Many Illustrations from photographs.
Jacket ...

’ LAKESfiiSTREAMgW FISHIAIG

"STREAMCRAFT”
An Angling Manual

hy Ceroge Parker Holden

Deals with the Selection,

care and rigging of the

Rod; the Art of Casting,

Trout Habits, Lures and
their use, etc.

Eight full page colored
Illustrations andMany
Black and Whites.
Handy in Size for

Pocket - - $2.00

BASS PIKE, PERCH
and Other Game Fishes of America

By James A. Henshall, M. D.

The Most Comprehensive book ori American

Game Fishes published.

Frontispiece and Cover Jacket showing Real Bass - $2.00

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN
RIFLE PRACTICE

with a Chapter on Revolver Shooting
by Col. A. J. McNab, Jr., U. S. A.

The subjects of Aiming, Position Vision and Triggerpull are all treated in

a manner both Interesting and Instructive.

Many Illustrations - - - - * • » - 75c

Gentleman’s Edition

BOCCACCIO’S DECAMERON
The First complete American Edition. With New Introduction. Printed

on India Paper with Artistic Lining Paper.

Art Cloth - - $2.00 Limp Leather ... $3.00

FISHING TACKLE & KITS
by Dixie Carroll

Fishing Facts that.make the Tyro an Expert Angler

and the Expert More Finished in the Art.

Colored Cover
$2.00

THE BOOK OF THE BLACK BASS
by Jarrtes A. Henshall, M.D.

A Complete Life History of the Bass, together with

a practical treatise on Angling and Fly Fishing.

1 40 Illustrations and three colored Cover Jacket show-
-ing Bass - _ . . . $2.00

THE YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK
by Cen. Hiram M. Chittenden

A Standard Volume. Each Revised

and Enlarged Edition finding a new
and enlarged audience. A Notably
Interesting Book.

Handeomely Illattrated - f2.O0

Camp Fires in the Yukon
by Capt. Harry Anton Auer

Adventure, Hunting and Camping in

Alaska are here spiritedly described.

Many full page illustrations, $2.00

The Above on Sale at All Bookstores or \ STEWART & KIDD CO., CINCINNATI, U. S. A

A JP Please Send Me Your Illustrated Catalog of Sport, Travel and Fishing

I EjW ^ OC • » Books. Also the Name of Local Dealer from Whom They May Be
X Purchased.

PUBLISHERS and BOOKSELLERS

CINCINNATI, U.S.A.

THe Ryerson Press, Toronto/ Canadian RepreMentativea

\
Name

Address...

P. o...,

State. .F.S.



I tf iff Iff*

To get your game on wing
you need powder that has veloc-

ity, good pattern and the power
to penetrate.

Dupont and Ballistite have tliese

qualities. Thej' are quick burn-
ing powders that leave no residue

to pit or corrode tjbe gun barreL

Ask any sportsman.

More Dupont and Ballistite are

used than all other sporting pow-
ders combined. When you buy
shells look for Dupont or Ballis-

tite on the shell box.

Write for Booklet

Advertising Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Wilmington^ Delaware



Smokeless and
Black Powders

V/aterproof

You can get your money back for The Black Shells if,

for any reason at all, you don’t like them. Just take the

unused part of the box back to your dealer, and he will re-

fund to jmu, without question, the price of the whole box.

You can get your pet load in

smokeless or black powders in

The Black Shells.

A lot of shooters claim they

take less “lead,” shoot closer,

with The Black Shells because

the primer and wide flash-pas-

sage make them so quick. They
are waterproof too.

Go to your dealer for a free

copy of the U. S. Game Law
Book. If he doesn’t carrj'’ The
Black Shells, send us his name
and address with your own, and
we’ll ^end you the book by mail.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 111 Broadway, New York
General Selline Agents: Nation?f I»ead Company, Boston, Buffalo, Clereland, Chicago, St. Lotus, Cin-

cinnati : United Lead Company, Ne\r Y'ork, Philadelphia; Kacionai Lead and OH Company, Pittsbcrgh; James
Robertson Lead O., Baltimore; American Smelters Securities Co., San Francisco ; Hingstoa-Smith Ams Co.,
Winnipez; John Hatlaio, Ltd., Toronto.

Exactly the same
guarantee that goes

with The Bla<xk

Shells appliesalsoto

There is no22 Long Rifle

cartridge as accurate at all

distances from 50 to 250

yards as TL S. 22 N. R.A.

Long Rifle Lesmok Cart-

ridges. This is 50 more

yards of accuracy than has

hitherto been possible with

22 rim -fire ammunition.

Solid bullet for target

work- Hollow-pomt bullet

for-small game. Cost no
more than ordinary cart-

ridges. Askfor circiilarC-93i.
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Say, doesn’t this picture strike a responsive chord? Don’t you feel a longing to go fishing? Go ahead!
This is the last month for Black Bass. This is the jolliest time of the year for a jolly fishing trip. It
will do you good now—a good that will last during the long months that are to pass before you get
another vacation.

You’re going? Great! Then be sure that you are well equipped. There’s nothing that equals

SteelFishingRods
to make every fishing trip a success. “Bristol”

Rods are pliant and strong. Meek and Blue
Grass Reels are more accurate than your watch.

Those who have taken their vacation would do
well to look over their equipment. If repairs are

necessary on reels or rods, send them to us dur-
ing the Winter months. Don’t wait till the

season opens.

We recommend that you get “Bristol” Rods and
Meek or Blue Grass Reels of your sporting goods
dealer, but if he cannot supply you, or does not

show he is anxious to do so, we will equip you
by mail at catalog prices. Write today for

“Bristol” and Meek illustrated catalog. It’s free.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.
84 KORTON STREET BRISTOL, CONN.

Pacific Cost Branch

The Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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MOOSE AND THE WAY TO CALL THEM
THE EVANESCENT SPIRIT OF FROSTY MORNINGS AND THE DIM LIGHT OF PINE
SCENTED WOODS SUMMON THE MOOSE CALLER TO THE DELECTABLE NORTH COUNTRY

By H. A. P. SMITH, Vice-President, Nova Scotia Guide's Association

M y first remembrance of moose call-

in®: tvas some thirty-four years ago
and at that time tlie art of suc-

cessfully calling or enticing a bull moose
to come out of the thick woods and ex-

pose himself within rifle-range in the

open, by the coaxing imitation of a cow
moose through a birch bark horn was
supposed to be beyond the power of the
V. bite man and only practised by the lied-

man. We called the Indian guides

hunters in those days. The more
modern term guide has only been
used in the Province of Nova
Scotia in recent years.

How well I remember my first

moO'C-calling trip. The procedure
in th jse days and which still exists

to a large e.xtent, v.’as to sit upon the

top of the highest granite boulder

in the vicinit3’ while youi- Indian
hunrer stood up and after first

clearing his throat, began to grunt
in imitation of a bull mcose, fol-

lowing with the cow call. .Vs likely

as net he nulled away at a refrac-

tory pipe between calls, while you
listened for the answer. If the an-

swering '-runt of a bull rewarded
ids efTcrts there was at onee a gen-

eral scramble t > take cover and
noise enough to frighten the bold-

est moose that ever roamed the

I

forest. Then, when the bull stop-

ped to listen, the Indian held his

call down to the .ground and turned
1 away from the quarry v.’hile he

called softly in a low, ,igcnizing

wail, unlike anything on earth or

sea.

We were all taught this manner

I

of moose calling by the Redman
I

and many so-called “callers” prac-

tise this method at the present
time. Do I hear some moose hunter
remark: “What is the matter with it?”

Common sense will answer j'cur ques-

tion if only j’ou reason a little. Did
you ever know of a cow moose climb-

ing up on a granite rock to call, and
then when she heard the answer she

longed for, turn her back and stick

her nose in the moss and whine? Per-

sonally I have known it to liappen

manj’ times that a hull would sneak up
and peek out at the caller, turn about
and sneak awajg or run and tear through
the woods in fright. To illustrate: Some
j’ears ago my Indian was standing upon
the top of a granite rock, about twenty
feet high, calling, while I stood on the

ground with my back against the boulder,
listening, and enjojdng the beautiful sun-
rise and longing for its rays to reach
my position and v.-arm the blood in my
veins, for it was very frostja
A slight sound caused me to turn my

head and there about a hundred yards

away were the head and antlers of a big

bull. He was intentlj' watching my In-

dian and snuffing the air, trying to get

the scent. I made a quick motion to get

m>’ rifle and in an instant and without
the slightest noise, my moose had dis-

appeared. A farewell glimpse of his

round quarters as he trotted into a dis-

tant swamp was all I ever got of him!
The first thing the modern moose-caller

looks for now, when selecting a
place to call, is a spot where he
can look in ail directions without
being- seen by a sneaking bull. My
friend, W. N. Boylston, of Prince-
ton, Mass., a noted big game hunter
and one of the very best callers I

have ever hunted with, is excep-
tionally particular about his blind.

There is a saying among our guides
when chiding anjmr.e for being too
particular that “you are as fussy
as Nick Boylston building a moose
blind.”

L
et us suppose it is late Sep-
tember or early October and
yo-.i and j-our guide are in the

forest of Nova Scotia after moose.
The westerly breeze which sprang
up at noon is now dying out in

puffs. The maple leaves no longer
rustle, only those of the poplar are
now making any fuss. .Always the
last to go to sleep are they and
when you can detect no sign of life

in them it is assuredlj’^ dead calm.
Let us walk out to our care-

fully prepared blind as we have
finished our cold supper. No fire

have we made to boil the kettle,

not wishing to scent the country
with smoke. Here we are. Do you
notice these bushes and small trees

whore the bark is rubbed off, and the
small limbs tvvisted and broken? These
are “hookings.” Now just note how fresh
thej’ lock. The air lias not yet turned
the bare spots brown. They are fresh,
and a bull has been here not more than
a few hourk ago. "We are right among

The bull strides into the open and his reckoning is up



fresri "moose works!” You are rather

pleased that you did not insist that I

make a fire, are you not? Even if you
had to swallow your grub with the as-

sistance of a dash of brook water. Look
at this place, where the moss and earth
are scraped away and roots peeled.

That is where the bull has smelled ^where

a cow has stood and then paw'ed up the

place with hugh hoofs. See, here is his

track in the black earth as plain as if

stamped with a die. A big track, too,

although it does not always follow that

a moose with big feet carries a big head.

The largest moose with the finest head
I ever killed left a rather small track.

Here is our blind. Just note how
very carefully it has been prepared. The
heart of a big bunch of white-wood has
been cut out. All dead trash removed
and the bottom carpeted with reindeei;

moss. Over this we spread our
sleeping bags and sit upon them
in comfort. In front of us is a
small meadow with a narrow dead-
water in it. On our right front a
growth of alders juts out to a
rather sharp point, with a spruce
swamp behind them. To the left of

the meadow and some fifty yards
from the still-water another sharp
point of alders, backed by a mix-
ture of spruce, fir and maple, af-

fording thick cover and also feed.

Behind us lies a small lake. It

is the surest moose bet you ever
made that if we see a bull he will

come out of one of the two points

on our front and step across the

still-water to the opposite one,

pausing to turn his head and look

in our direction where he has lo-

cated the call. Can some old

moose caller tell me why a bull

moose loves to walk through ald-

ers? He likes to stop and hook
them, too, twisting the stalks with
his antlers; the penetrating sap
of which dyes them to a rich chest-

nut. The idea I give in explana-

tion is that he drags and brushes
the moose-flies from his belly and
between his long legs. Every moose
killed in September or early Oc-
tober will be found to be infested

with these flies. We will not call to-

night. “Why not?” I fancy I hear some
one remark, and my answer is: Because
we want to kill a bull, and our chances
of doing so will be infinitely better in

the morning. Judging by all appear-
ances it looks as if a frosty morning
would greet us on the morrow. The sun,

just setting, looks clear and, although it

is hard to keep the horn down, yet we de-

sist, “What did you bring me out here

for?” you whisper. An easy answer
again: To listen! Just suppose we call

and start a bull tonight, he will, in all

probability, wait until darkness screens

him and then sneak out where we can’t

see him, keeping us up all night playing
hide and seek with him for fear he will

steal up to our blind and, catching our
scent, depart in a hurry. There is a way
to fool these cute ones, but as it was
largely responsible for the close season

in Maine and is never practised here, I

will not give the trick away; although it

reall is a great temptation for me to do so.

Bulls which have been lying up all

day in the thickest, wettest swamps will

begin to move about sundown searching
for the cows. If there are ridges in the

vicinity, they will be sure to travel up to

the tops from where they can better hear
the luring call of the cows. Here they
will stand, with their great mule ears
slowly moving, listening for the mating
call. All is still save the occasional hoot
of a great-homed owl or the soft quack-
ing of a flock of black ducks from a dis-

tant still-water. The woods appear abso-

lutely dead. It has been a hot day and
moose are not moving yet. When the

night air cools the summer heat left by
the sun we will hear them, if there are

any in the vicinity. Swamps, barrens,

bogs and ridges with granite boulders

comprise our hunting grounds, with lakes

and streams intermingled and separating
them. The sun has disappeared ’oelow

the horizon for some time and nothing
has so far attracted the trained ear of

your guide. Such noises as the hoot of
an owl, the slap of a beaver’s tail upon
the glassy surface of the lake, quacking
of ducks, or the boom of a bullfrog all go
unnoticed by him. He hears them but
does not notice them. You begin to won-
der if your hearing is the more acute!

Suddenly a smile lights up the guide’s

countenance. Cocking his head to one
side he concentrates in the direction of a
long spruce swamp off to the left of us.

You have not heard a thing over there,

but his trained ear has caught the “lock”—“lock” of a bull moose a long ways off.

Even if you had heard him at that dis-

tance there would be nothing in the

sound that would have led you to suspect

it was a moose. That far away “lock”

—

“lock” would sound very differently if only

a half mile away, and again quite differ-

ently if only a hundred yards or so dis-

tant!

Presently from the very heart of a
swamp to our right and not more than
four hundred yards away, a cow bawls;
“Ah—Ah—Ou-wahah, squealing it out in

a long dravTi sigh. Even if you have
never heard one before you know at once
it is a cow moose. There is no sound
heard in the forest like it, and—she has
a bull with her, for we now distinctly

hear the thrash of antlers on the bushes
and then his “buck”—^“buck,” as he
grunts to her. Now she begins to move
away and is not at all impressed by her
mate’s coaxing. That whining, resonant
call of hers is not the note you want to

copy and repeat through your moose call.

It is the mating call that you should
study. I speak of the amorous cow that

is tired of being alone and wishes to take

a partner for the fall. It is almost
impossible to describe this sound in

writing. Some morning or night

you may hear it and in response
the anxious grunts of a bull as he
pushes his way straight through
the forest towards it. When this

opportunity comes to you, study
the call and if you can imitate it

through your horn, you will be a
moose caller who will get results.

Have you ever tried to sit perfectly

still any length of time and listen?

If not and this is your first at-

tempt, you will find it extremely
nervous and hard work, especially

if you are excited by the noise of

big game.

UST here let me advise the tyro

to wear soft clothing, and never
anything like the canvas clothes

that you may be offered by the

clerk at the sporting goods store.

Forestry green is a good color.

Get wool clothes which will be fine

for still-hunting and for any pur-

pose where noise is a disadvantage.

Nothing will aggravate your guide

more than a hunter with a noisy

suit of shooting clothes on. Every
movement will make a noise and
when scraped against the bushes or

rubbed on the granite boulders they

will make enough racket to frighten a

moose fifty yards or more away. While

on the subject of clothing I may say

that there can be nothing better for

your feet than cowhide, oil tanned moc-

casins—the low kind that lace up to

the ankle. Have them without soles so

that you can walk in silence and feel the

sticks through them with your toes. Shod

in this manner you wdll avoid breaking

sticks which you otherwise would do.

Perhaps all these details may weary the

old moose hunter but it will be well for

the novice to know these things. It may
mean success or disappointment.

Well, we will go to our camp or tent

now and turn in. You see our little trip

out here has been the means of locating

two bulls. You drop off to sleep as hap-

py as a baby with a basket of clothes

pins. Morning co:nes and by the first

streaks of light in the east wo are ready.

It is very frosty and unpleasantly cold.

Thero is always a sort of shiver that

Moose called and shot in Digby Co., Nova Scotia



goes through nature at this hour in our
North Woods. It is a grand moose-call-

ing morning. Not a breath of air stirs.

A short walk through the frozen hard-

backs and over the mossy ground and we
are again in our blind. The guide has
brought your sleeping bag and you sit

upon it and take an easy position. Let

us listen a little while and try to hear
our bulls we located last night before

we try the call. Presently the east be-

gins to pale and soon we distinguish ob-

jects. How weird things loom up! You
can almost swear that old upturned root

at which you have been gazing so intent-

ly is the head of a bull moose. It certain-

ly seems to move! The longer one
watches an object in poor light the more
it looks alive. Presently the rising sun
makes everything clear. The day is born.

Your guide picks up his horn and, facing
in the direction of the long swamp where
we heard the nearest bull last night, and
with studied care he breathes through
the birch bark to warm it as he fits his

mouth to the slender end. No musician
ever takes greater care preparatory to

the performance of a difficult solo

through his wind instrument than the

guide does as he makes ready for the

first call. Each hand has to be placed

just right. Lips about the muzzle exact-

ly to suit the. performer. You note each
move as you hold your breath for the

challenge, thinking at the time what a
pity to disturb the deathly silence. Low-
ering his call towards the ground and
again raising it, out goes the long quav-
ering mating call, splitting the frozen air

as it caroms from rock to swamp and up
against the ridges. A masterly perform-
ance it is! All again is silence. You
wonder if ever you could learn to imitate

it. Listening more intently than ever
now, you can distinguish the rumble of

a brook in the distance, swelling, dying,

swelling. If your guide should tell you
that the tiny brook you stepped over yes-

terday was making all that noise and
fuss you would not credit it. Far within

the virgin forest here, you miss the song
birds. But there are birds and here come
the robins in flocks, lighting upon the

dead pine trees, leisurely migrating

south, loth to leave behind the luscious

blue-berries which grow nowhere so lux-

uriously as in this barren wilderness.

Yes, here are some flickers migrating

along with the robins. These birds seem
to be great friends and travel south to-

gether in perfect harmony. A moose
bird (Canadian Jay), the bird of many
names, flits from pine-top to pine-top

with slow, lazy, noiseless flight. Quack-
ing of black ducks we hear over in the

rushy lake, some half mile away, sound-

ing, in the clear thin air, as if close by.

Suddenly a sparrow hawk shoots into

sight, causing much commotion among
the robins and flickers which dart hither

and thither with frightened screech. All

disappearing over the nearby knoll and
again there is perfect silence. You are

admiring the myriads of spider webs
stretched from twig to twig and from
stunted spruce tops. The sun’s rays
bringing every minute thread into relief

as they glisten on the frosted nets. Bog,

bushes and tree tops are festooned with,

the wonderful network. The very surest

indication that the day will be fine.

Twenty minutes have passed since the
guide shattered the silence with his birch

call and again he sends forth the plead-

ing imitation of an amorous cow. Just
as he takes his seat beside you and al-

most before the sound of horn and echo
in conjunction have died away, the an-
swer comes. Bur-wah’, ka-buck! Louder
and louder sounds the answer. Straight
for us comes the bull, grunting at every
step. Suddenly the answers, that have
sounded so welcome, stop. Not a sound
can we hear. You begin to wonder what
has become of the bull. And so we sit

for some time (hours you think) with
straining ears. Like a pistol shot a
limb breaks. “That’s him,” the guide
whispers, and then with low, contented
grunts, keeping time with every stride,

on he comes. Hear his antlers drag the

bushes? Striking one upon a dead pine

it echoes loud and hollow—indicating

palms of generous width.

Something now seems to interfere with
your sense of hearing! It is the blood
pounding in your ears. The nearer your
moose comes the colder you get. Shivers

The end of the call

run and play all over you. Your throat
is dry but you try in vain to swallow.
Presently your eyes catch the twitch of

a maple-top and at the same time the

glimpse of a yellowish antler. You can.

now hear the “swish,” “swish” of the
hard hacks, as long legs are thrust
through them. A big black form comes
slowly into sight, out from the point on
our right. The moose takes a few strides

into the open and away from the friendly

shade of the bushes, smells an old moose
trail that winds across the meadow and,
raising his heavy antlered head, looks

towards jmu. His reckoning is up. Just
to keep him steady your guide gives the
bull challenge, “O’ Wach,” and whis-
pers: “Shoot!”
You no doubt have read all about how

ungainly a moose is, but somehow this

one, as he stands out there in the frost

covered meadow, with head erect and the
sunlight glinting from his polished ant-
lers gives you the impression of magnifi-
cent strength and majesty. Your rifle

sights wobble all over the bull as you
try desperately to align them upon hi*

(continued on page 614 )

On the long portage into the moose country



MY FATHER’S LAST SHOT AT DUCKS
ANYWHERE FROM ORTLEY’S TO TOMS RIVER FATHER SAID HE COULD GET
THEM WITH HIS GUN AND HE CLOSED HIS SHOOTING CAREER WITH AN ACE

AS father and I descend from the

train at Ortley’s, we found Peter

Johnson waiting for us on the plat-

form, with his honest, rugged counte-

nance wreathed with smiles. After a
heartj^ hand shake, he tossed my duffle

bag to his shoulder, as if it were a
feather, and taking one of the gun cases

in his other hand, led the way down the

track toward his cozy cottage. As I

brought up the rear, I could but note the

two men walking before me. My father

then in his eighty-third year, walked as

erect as most men of fifty, with his broad,

square shoulders, his narrow waist and
hips, six feet one inch of bone and sinew.

In his prime, his was the figure of a
Roman gladiator. Peter was a Civil

War veteran, about sixty years of age,

and but little short of a giant in stature,

rather coarse in build, but very broad
and heavy. A genuine “Two-Fisted
Man.” What a pair they made. They
do not breed that type of men these days.

Arriving at the house, and after greet-

ing Mrs. Johnson, we went to our room,
and soon came forth clad in battle array.

Walking over to the landing, we unlocked
the boathouse and soon, with Peter’s

help, had the sneak-boxes in the v/a-

ter. The decoys were then overhauled,

and placed in the racks on the stern

of the boxes; the oars and other appur-

tenances placed in them, and we were
ready for the morrow. As we walked
back to the house, we talked over the

shooting prospects with Peter. He said

there were very few ducks in the bay,

and he thought our chances were very

poor, but the shooting had fallen off so

much of late years, that we were not

surprised at the report.

As we sat around the stove that even-

ing, we talked over the good old times,

when the game was plenty, and the John-

sons had first come to the old house at

the beach, with their six children. How
time does fly. Those children were men
and women now. and all had left homo.

Then Peter grew reminiscent, and told

tales of his three years service in the

Civil War, and I said to him: “Peter,

why have you never applied for a pen-

sion?” Stretching forth his great hands
he said: “Never, while I have my health

and strength, and these to woi'k with.

Taking a pension would make me feel

like a pauper.”

E
ating our breakfast by lamp light,

the next morning, we soon walked

to the landing, and entering our

boats, rowed to Stooling Point, arriving

there before sun-rise. Our decoys were

soon placed, our sneak-box pulled on the

meadow bank, and well covered with

reeds and duck grass, then taking our

places in cur boats, father who was an

inveterate smoker, lighted his cigar, and

declared himself ready, A moderate

By WIDGEON

breeze was blov;ing from the west, and
it was not cold for October. Slowly the

sun rose from its briny bed, and cast its

golden rays over the dancing waters be-

fore us. Very few ducks were flying.

Presently a single duck came in from
the southwest; a drake mallard. He paid

no attention to the decoys, and flying

very low, disappeared behind the reeds

along the shore south of us. Father
said : “I believe he has gone on shore,

on the south side of the island. You
walk ai’ound and scare him up. You may
get a shot, and if not, he may come to

me when he comes out.” So walking

Widgeon, Senior, at eighty-three years

back from the shore, I made a wide de-

tour. Reaching the meadow bank, I

came back as quietly as possible. Just
at the water’s edge, when from a little

notch in the shore, up he sprang, at

about thirty yards distance. His green
head glistened in the morning sun-light,

as I drev/ a quick bead on him, and he
dropped dead at the report of the gun.
When I arrived at the blind, father

held the drake in his hand, and smooth-
ing its beautiful plumage, said: “I al-

ways like to kill the first bird in the

morning. I believe this will bring us

good luck.”

Before entering the blind again, I step-

ped out among the decoys, to re-arrange
them a little, where we had placed them
too thickly in the early' morning. As I

walked back toward the meadow bank,
I stopped in front of the blind to look

it over; linen adjusted a reed or a whisp
of duck grass here and there. This is

one of the great essentials in the fine art

of duck shooting. To make your decoys

and blind look perfectly natural. Your
blind must harmonize in color and struc-

ture with the shore line, without a dis-

cordant note, in these days of educated
wild-fowl.

Father, still enjoying his cigar, sat

watching me, while I arranged every-

thing to my satisfaction. “Well,” he
said, “I see you have not forgotten the

lessons I gave you as a beginner on
this very point, when you were a boj%

over forty-five years ago. Who would
have thought then, that we would still

be shooting together. Just think of the

changes on the beach since that time;
the railroad, automobiles, breech loading
pump and automatic guns, fixed ammu-
nition, etc. No wonder the game has
almost disappeared. Certainly there
were one hundred ducks fifty years ago,

where there is one now. God has been
good to me, and permitted me to enjoy
the sport at its best, and you will have
your share, and perhaps your sons may
see a little, but your grandsons will

hardly know what a goose or duck is,

unless they see them in a museum.”

About four hundred yards from the
point, along the westerly side of

the channel, a large flock of crow
ducks were feeding, making the water
fly in their diving and splashing, utter-

ing the while their peculiar feeding cry
“cruck, cruck.” As father sat watch-
ing them, he said: “Here comes another
duck hunter, and I guess he is after those

crow ducks. Looking up the bay, I saw
a large bald-headed eagle approaching.
As he came nearer, all the real ducks in

sight made a quick departure, and pres-

ently the crow ducks saw him, too. The
main bodj' of them took wing, making a
great splattering roar as they rose, for

they really run swiftly, for several yards
on top of the water before rising in the

air. A few, however, sought safety in

diving. The eagle gave his attention

to these, hovering over them high in the

air, while they were frantically diving

to escape him. Having selected his bird,

he made a feint to strike, and the duck
instantly dove. The eagle then dropped
a few feet nearer the surface of the wa-
ter and as the duck arose, the eagle

made another feint, the duck again div-

ing, and the eagle again coming lower.

This manoeuvre was repeated a number
of times wdiile the duck’s dives became
shorter and shorter, for the eagle gave
it no time to breathe. Finally the eagle

hung on extended wdngs, about fifteen

feet above the doomed bird, then one

more f(!eble dive, and the exhausted crow
duck popped up like a cork. Gracefully

the great bird swooped down, and grasp-

ing its helpless victim in its ’>owerful

talons, rose in the air, and swiftly

winged its way to its eyrie ir. tho dis-

tant pines. Twice each day during our



stay, this eagle or its mate, took toll

from this hapless flock of crow ducks,

and always secured its meal in the same
manner.

About an hour after the eagle episode,

a single mallard came to us from the
south, and lit some distance beyond the
decoys, where he swam around for some
time, but would not come in. Finally
father said: “Neil, you try him sitting,

and if you don’t kill him, I will try him
when he gets up.” I was shooting a
great favorite of mine, a twelve-bore
Baker, that I had built to order for my
eldest son in 1895. He, a boy in knick-
erbockers, was just learning trap shoot-

ing, and the gun was a combination trap
and game arm. Father was shooting an
eight-bore, weighing thirteen pounds, a
veritable cannon. Taking a very care-
ful sight at the distant mallard, and giv-

ing the little gun several inches eleva-

tion, I fired, and to my great satisfaction

killed the drake stone dead. ^Father re-

marked that I had a wonderful little

gun and said he could have done no
better.

after sun-down each day, and flying

away in the cove towards the landing,

making a circle, and coming out again
along the shore of Stooling Point, just

out of shot for us, from our present

blind. After this had occurred several

times, we determined to give them a sur-

prise, so one afternoon we moved our
boats around, to what we thought would
be the proper position, put out a few
decoys, and waited for sun-set.

The channel came quite close to the

shore at our new blind, and several grebe
or hell divers, as the baymen call them,
were feeding in front of us. Presently

one of them saw our decoys, and becom-
ing very curious, swam in to see what
it was all about. He edged in cautiously

towards the outside decoys, nervously

jerking his head from side to side, then
stopped and gave a little chirping cry.

Receiving no reply, he swam in a little

closer, ruffling up the feathers of his

neck in a very angry manner as he did

so. At last, apparently in a perfect

frenzy of rage, he swam up to the near-

est decoy and gave it a vicious peck in

the result would have been if they had
come earlier, and father could have given
them the contents of his cannon. So
ended our last full day. We decided to

try them until eight o’clock the next
morning, which would give us ample time
to put all things away, and be ready for
the train at eleven.

W E were on the point early next
morning but not a duck came our
way. The time passed quickly.

Presently father, looking at his watch,
said: “We have just five more mifiutes.”

“Yes,” I said, “and here come our
ducks.” Head on from across the bay,
as they drew nearer, we saw they were
a pair of black ducks, flying not over
five feet above the water. “Father.” I

said, “ ’guess we better raise on them
and make them flare up, to make us a
nice shot.” So when they reached the
outside decoys, we rose, but they did not
flare. This surprised me so, that I took
a quick shot at one, head on, missed it

clean, then threw myself backward and
shot at it again, as it passed over me.

We now had two fine ducks, and from
time to time added another, until our
score was eight, then about an hour be-

fore sun-down, seven came to us, four
black ducks and three mallards. They
acted well and father said: “Let’s see if

we can each make a double.” They came
in low, right over the decoys, and as

we rose to shoot, they flared up, making
a dandy shot. I raised the sight of the
little Baker, well above the head of a
climbing mallard, and at its crack the
bird wilted in the air. Quickly turning
I killed a black duck with the second bar-
rel. Now father w'as a man who never
indulged in profanity, except under great
provocation. As he covered his first bird,

the shell snapped. With an explosive
remark he pulled the other trigger, and
as ^he cannon roared, the bird fell clean

killed. This unfortunate mishap put
father a little out of humor, and he
lighted another cigar, and sat silent for

some time. Finally he said: “How many
birds have we?” I told him the last

round made eleven. “My!” he said, “I

wish we could make it an even dozen.”
The sun sank in the west and the red

glow was slowly fading out. when with
a swish of wings a duck was silhouetted

for a brief instant against the failing

light. I swung my gun up quickly with
a snap shot, and missed clean. Then
father’s cannon boomed and the duck
(another mallard) fell with a splash

among the decoys, thus wiping my eye in

great shape, and putting father in great
good humor. This made a dozen splendid

birds and we took up our decoys and
started for the house. On our arrival,

Peter expressed great astonishment at

our success and we had a happy time
that night around the old fire-place.

T
he weather continued plqasant, and
could not be considered good for

duck shooting. Still we continued

to add a few to our string from day
to day. We nad noticed a flock of about

fifty of the smaller broadbills, feeding

in the channel. They seemed to have
iormed a habit of taking wing, just

Widgeon and some ducks he hung in Nature’s cold storage— the shady side of the shack

the side. It must have jarred him for
he staggered back, and swinging his head
to and fro, had such a look of complete
astonishment, that father and I laughed
heartily, w'hen he instantly dove and dis-

appeared. Patiently we waited for the

broadbills, but they did not come. The
sun had long since set and it had become
too dark to shoot, when father said:

“Neil, I guess they have fooled us.” I

answered: “I think so,” and started to

lay down my gun, when with a roar of

wings, a big flock of broadbills came
out of the darkness, passed over the de-

coys and were gone in the gloom.

Throwing the gun to my shoulder, I fii’ed

one shell into the dark mass before

they disappeared. I heard the splash

of falling birds, saw the flip of a crip-

ple’s wing on the dark water, shot the

other barrel at that, and then over board

to see what I could find, for broadbills,

unless shot dead, “stand not on the or-

der of their going, but go at once.”

Groping around over the ink black wa-
ter, I gathered three ducks, delicious lit-

tle fresh water broadbills. How many
I shot down, I will never know, nor what

not ten feet from my head and missed
it again. Father did not shoot as they
passed over, but held his fire. After they
had passed behind us, they separated and
swung back in a circle over the water
again, one to the right the other to the

left.

As the one to father’s left came back
over the bay, it was a very long shot
away, but he put up the big gun behind
it, and slowly swung it ahead. He dwelt
so long, that I thought he never would
shoot. Then the cannon thundered, and
the duck’s sleek head di’opped back, the
strong wings folded, and it dropped like

a plumet; shot dead in the air, and at

a tremendously long distance. With a
broad smile on his face, father turned
to me and said: “Neil, anywhere from
here to Toms River I can get 'em wife
this gun.”
Dear father, it gives me a curiously

warm glov/ around the heart to remem-
ber that he hsould have ended his shoot-
ing career with this magnificent shot,

perhaps the best one of his life time.

For, while he lived to the ripe old age of

eighty-eight, he never fired a gun again.



IN THE NEW ALLENWATER COUNTRY
>*

YOU WILL APPRECIATE BETTER WHAT THIS FINE ONTARIO HUNTING
.COUNTRY HOLDS WHEN YOU FIND ONE OF THE AUTHOR’S OLD TIN CANS

By M. L. GOCHENOUR

WITHOUT doubt the most accessible

of the virgin big game country in

Ontarib lies between Hcarst and
Superior Junction on the Transcontin-
ental line of the Canadian Government
Railroad. It takes more daylight than
there is in an October day to ride on the
train betwen these two points, so you see
there is plenty of country to choose from,
once you have decided to spend a vaca-
tion in this vast North Land. When I

decided dm-ing the early summer of 1918
to spend the following October, or most
of it, somewhere in this region, I wrote
Mr. F. C. Armstrong, Chief Sportsmen’s
Guide for the Canadian Government
Railways, wdth offices at Cochrane, On-
tario. Our correspondence extended
throughout the summer and early au-
tumn of 1918. The result was that I

chose the Allenwater region of which lit-

tle was known by sportsmen, as it had
been hunted but the previous season, and
that only near Allenwater trading post.

Armstrong recommended Ed Troke,
trader, at Allenwater, as the source of
more information. Troke proved worthy
of Armstrong’s confidence. Whatever he
tells you can be depended upon. Both
Armstrong and Troke advised me to come
October 1, while the moose were yet in

the water and bear were feeding' upon
blue-berries prior to dening up. I deter-

mined to follow their advice, but owing
to unavoidable delays October had nearly
passed from the calendar when I stepped
from the train at Allenwater, just at
daybreak one crisp morning when the
cutting chill told of winter’s near ap-
proach. I had written Troke that I was
coming alone and preferred a white
guide, for few of the Allenwater In-

dians can speak English and are un-
communicative companions before the
campfire at best, though many are
good woodsmen. The night before
“Boomer” alias Thomas F. Lee, a Ca-
nuck prospector and trapper, had come
to the trading post for supplies

and Troke at once engaged him for

me. They had worked late that
night filling my order for a “grub-
stake” and supplementing it where
they thought wise. Between the
three of us nothing was forgotten.

They had everything packed in two
egg cases— the most convenient
sized and shaped box for a tump
line yet made—and had them with
the canoe, tent and folding camp-
stove at the station, intending to

load all into the baggage coach and
take me on to Harvey, only one-
half day from Boomer’s main
shack. The conductor would not
permit their plan to materialize—
because Harvey was not a regular

stop. This meant two days’ pre-

cious time and hard work paddling

^d-portaging to reach the country

PRACTICALLY all the best

hunting coimtry around Allen-
ivater can be reached by canoe vnth
sli07't portages. Our longest portage
was less than a mile. It is a height

of land region and none of it is im-
possible to negotiate like the mire
and lob-lollies, so often associated

with moose hunting. Where there

is not sufficient water to afford good
draught for a canoe, the footing is

solid and the going exceptionally

good for a new country. It is a pic-

turesque region, consisting either

of good, clear open water or solid

land, mostly rock, of sufficient ele-

vation to make good stalking pos-

sible. Finally—and what is most
impoj'tant—the game is there. The
old natives informed me that this

is the best caribou country between
Winnipeg and Quebec, altho moose
have frequented there only dmung
the last eight or ten years, and the

advent of deer has been even more
recent .

—

[Author’s Note]

into which Troke and Lee had planned
for me to hunt. The water route re-

quires one day north of the track and one
south, doubling back and recrossing the

railroad about twelve miles west of Allen-

water. In consequence, both men were in

an ugly mood toward the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railway w'hen they came up to

me, seated on my duffle bag, as the limited

rumbled on toward Winnipeg. They
quickly told of their spoiled plans and we
carried the canoe and outfit to the shore

of Lake Kawaweogama, about sixty rods

distant. It was a mile and a half to

Troke’s trading post where we had break-

fast of moose steak, pan cakes and other

good things galore—none of which got

more than a passing glance, however.

By nine o’clock my traveling clothes

were carefully reposing, with everything

I felt could be dispensed with, in my suit

case under a bed in Troke’s comfortable

cabin. Cheered by the jolly trader’s good
wishes, we shoved off down the Allen-

water River, reaching Barrington Lake
portage by noon. The first night we
pitched the tent at Heathcote Lake por-

tage, very tired from bucking strong head
winds all day. It was not yet dark when
all was ready for the night and Boomer
paddled the canoe noiselessly around the

shore of several little bayous on upper
Barrington Lake, but we were not re-

warded by the sight of any game.
Next morning on Heathcote Lake, we

were favored by still water all the way to

the Canadian Government Railway track,

and made up much of the time we lost

the day before. As the sun rose over the

rocky bluffs, carpeted with caribou moss
that form so much of the shore line of

that wonderfully beautiful lake, I felt re-

paid for my two thousand mile journey,

and every stroke of the paddle revealed

virgin scenes, seeming to surpass each
other in natural beauty.

We reached the railroad before noon.

No game was seen north of the track.

The Canadian Government Railway
crosses Heathcote Lake at the narrow
point on a fill. It was beginning to rain

when we completed the short portage
over the track, but we kept on up Heath-
cote Lake to the inlet, a small creek only

a few feet wide in places but full of rap-

ids and swift water. “Frogging” up this

creek a mile or so and unloading t« make
a two rod portage around a new beaver

dam, while it continued to rain vigorously,

took all the joy out of the morning. A
few hundred yards above this, dam the

flooded outlet of Elbow Lake, spreads out

into a flat, grassy marsh. Here Boomer
had prophesied moose to spare. Sure
enough, we saw where three large moose
and two smaller ones had crossed the

shallow channel and climbed the
east ’oank only a few moments
ahead of us. There was no time
to follow them if we were to reach
Boomer’s shack that

, night, al-

though the wind favored
,
pursuit.

Continued rain made us glad we had
kept on our way, for we arrived at

the old shack at dark. It rained
all night and did not slacken until

noon the next day. About one
o’clock the guide decided to make
a short portage to Richan Lake and
paddle around the low shore line of

this lake where he said we were
sure to see moose. The bush was
too wet for land hunting. I never
saw more promising countrj’. and
earlier in the season I am sure his

prophecy wmuld have held good, but
although we saw no game on this

little trip we noted some signs p|IThe. author and his fine trophy



moose’. Landing at an old tote road lead-

ing to a little nameless lake, we followed

the fresh track of a moose along the full

length of the tote road—about two miles.

Just before nightfall we spent an hour

or more in a big blueberry marsh that

would certainly have produced bear two

weeks before. We saw fresh caribou

signs in this marsh and came upon the

trail of one large bull caribou but did

not have time to follow it.

4 WELCOME fall in the tempera-

ture greeted us next morning. I

was tired of fruitless water hunt-

ing and argued that the moose had left

the water, so the guide conceded we
would try a burning. Eight o’clock

found us at the rapids where Eight-mile

Lake empties into Corrie. Two short

portages are necessary to get a canoe to

Eight-mile outlet and Boomer suggested

that he would bring the canoe over these

while I went ahead ov'er an old tramway
which formed a part of the old freight

route from Surgeon Lake to Lake Nipig-

on in the days before the railroad was
completed. I had gone but a few rods

when I saw three partridges. They were
very tame. As I stood watching them, a
brush snapped ahead and I set the trig-

ger on my gun, thinking to make the first

shot count most if the breaker of the
twig proved a buck or a bull. Neither
showed up and I tiptoed over fresh deer
and moose signs, to the old dam where
I was to meet the guide, forgetting in

the thrill from so much fresh sign, to re-

lease the set trigger. Boomer was wait-
ing, somewhat nervously to begin the
day’s hunt he had planned, through a
big burn on the southwest shore of Eight-
mile Lake.

Conditions were perfect for stalking
except that the ground was bare. Snow
flurries backed by a strong wind from
the direction we proposed to hunt, alter-

nated every few minutes with struggling
sunshine. If there was any game in the
promising country ahead, it would have
to see us to take fright; scent and hear-
ing were useless this morning. Within
a stone’s throw of the old dam we came
upon droppings that were yet steaming,
in a burned spruce swamp. This sign
made us as cautious as it was possible
to be, stepping through mud and water
nearly to the top of our shoepacks and
at the same time trying to avoid snap-
ping all the little limbs of the small dead
spruce which seemed to protrude every-
where.

A large cedar had rotted off just above
the ground and fallen in a way to afford
good and quiet going over the deepest
part of the “coolie” through which we
were making our way. I had walked
the length of it and stepped up on the
mound made by its roots, which had
not upturned when it fell. From this

point of vantage I was “taking my
goin’s ahead”—to borrow the guide’s

phrase

—

while he came splashing through
a few rods behind and a couple of rods to

my left. Perhaps a hundred yards ahead,

the “coolie” ended at the base of a large,

gently sloping hillside whose top was five

or six hundred yards from where I stood,

with a semi-ridge about half way up.

The wind -was blowing directly toward

me from the top of this hill. The entire

slope had been burned a few years before

and fallen twisted trees, that had been

giants in their day, lay charred and bleak

in that familiar desolation which every

big game hunter has seen.

As I stood there meditating upon the

awful destruction caused by the great fire

that had one day raged there, by some-

one’s carelessness or criminality, my eye

caught a slight movement, perhaps one

hundred and twenty-five yards ahead and
to the left of my course. There was the

outline of the hams and rear part of a

large dark grey animal, standing in a

thicket of burned jackpine. The fresh

droppings we had just seen and the grey

color of the animal, suggested caribou to

my mind, although I had never seen a

caribou in the wild. The identity of my
new acquaintance was quickly disclosed

for the next moment some noise made by
the guide, laboriously working his way
through on my left, did the trick. The
animal started to trot, quartering away
from me, toward the right and the top of

the big hill. When I saw the huge bas-

ket-shaped antlers they were suggestive

of grandfather’s hickory arm chair and
I wanted them with a hunter’s desire.

The gun came to my shoulder is if by
instinct but went off at the same instant

owing to my wool glove touching the hair

trigger, which I had forgotten to release.

This premature discharge did not strong-

ly tend to quiet my disconcerted nerves.

When I was ready with shot number two,

the moose was traveling at a lively trot

through the thickest clump of cedars on
the slope, but I took a chance. At this

shot the bull stopped. He had not seen
me but was running away from the
guide. As he stood there looking back I
could see only his nose and the movement
of his stubby tail. The remainder of his

body was hidden by a maze of dead
trees. I think he stood there till he lo-

cated me as well as the guide. Prob-
ably, the movement of working the bolt

to get the third shell in the chamber gave
him his cue. At any rate, when he start-

ed again he swerved from the quartering
course and left in earnest, going directly

away from me—straight up the hill.

This time he had concluded that whoever
we were we could not rightfully claim
kinship or friendship with him, and he
lost no time increasing the distance be-
tween His Mooseship and us.

It seems incredible that so large an
animal can cover ground as fast as this



ball made his way in no uncertain strides
through the tangled mass of burned trees
on that hillside. Somehow, I grew more
confident, now that it seemed I would
have shooting till the moose reached the
top of that big hill, so I waited till his

course had taken him above the line of
tops of the clump of small trees be-
hind which he stood until he located me.
Then I had as pretty a straight-away, up
hill shot as any hunter could wish at a
distance of about 175 yards. I missed!

B
y this time Boomer had come up with
me and climbed up behind me on the
cedar root mound. For the first

time he saw the bull and taking in the
situation with the rapid brilliancy of an
Irish mind, offered these comforting
words: “Don’t miss him, “Gosh, he’s a
damn fine bull!” Just as if I did not al-

ready know that much! Those fine

golden bro\NTi antlers on the head of that
magnificent, sleek looking bull, going up
that slope through the snow flurry with
stately stride at unbelievable speed,

looked too good a prize for me to lose.

I had just forced another cartridge

home, determined to be even more delib-

erate this shot, when the bull, now a full

200 yards away, suddenly turned to the

right, swinging almost directly broadside

on, as I afterward learned, to obtain the

cover of a little ravine which extended
diagonally across the ridge. The bull

had no sooner changed his course, when
my gun spoke for the fourth time.

Pumping in the fifth shell, I stood ready
with my last hope, but my quarry was
gone. “I saw him go down with the last

shot!” Boomer ventured cheerfully. In-

sisting that I could hear the bull running
and that he had merely crossed over the
brow of the first ridge, I waited for him
to cross what I supposed was a dip in

the hillside and show himself again, going
over the top of the big hill—all the while

cursing my luck, the set trigger and ap-

praising my markmanshlp in no uncer-

tain language. The breaking of dead
limbs, like the noise of a bull running,

continued, but the guide insisted that the

moose was down and trying to get up.

.With more haste than caution we crossed,

from where I had done the firing, toward
where the moose had disappeared. It

was necessary to travel through the
coolie a hundred yards or more ana per-
haps an additional fifty on the dry slope
before we were on ground sufficiently ele-

vated to see any considerable distance.
When about fifty yards from where the
bull disappeared, we saw a big palm
waving above the tangled windfalls of
the bum. Not until then was I con-
vinced that the guide was right.

In the meantime, I had re-filled the
magazine and now approached carefully.

About twenty-five paces away from the
big fellow I climbed upon a trunk of a
down pine four or five feet from the
ground to get a better view. The Bull’s

hind feet and left front foot, were under
his body and his right front foot ex-
tended straight in front of him seeming
to support his weight, apparently the po-
sition in which he had gone down in a
crash at his headlong gait; just the dis-

tance from where the bullet struck that
the impetus of his speed had carried him.
Another rod and he could have gone com-

pletely around the big hill under the

cover of the little ravine, to obtain which,

he had fatally changed his course. He
seemed paralyzed but aside from the ex-

pression in his eyes, which I read as pa-

thos, his position suggested that he was
just getting up from an interrupted nap.

Just then the moose made a desperate

effort to regain his feet and did manage
to rise nearly a yard from the ground on

his right front foot. This alarmed the

guide who warned me that if the moose

got to his feet he would charge, so I

carefully placed another 129 gr. .256 just

behind the point of the bull’s shoulder.

Gradually then, the fine head settled

down on the naked poles among which he

had fallen.

After taking pictures we measured the

head and looked for the results of my
first four shots. The spread was an
even four feet between the fifth points on
each side and 50 inches at the widest

place. The antlers were the most symet-

rical I had ever seen, nine even points on

each side; the corresponding points on

each antler being almost exactly alike.

while the two massive front spikes,

strongly suggesting huge crawfish nip-
pers, came out in front almost as far
from the base as the g;reat palms, each
12 x 32 inches, extended behind and had
large brown beads, covering spikes and
palms nearly to the tips of the points.

Each antler measured thirteen inches in

circumference at the base and for mas-
sive, consistent symmetry, left nothing to

be desired. Evidently the bull was not
old, for his perfect bell measured ten
inches and there was not a scratch on the

face or ears—which are so often split

and scarred from fighting.

We were back at the shack with the

head, the heart and a lobe of liver by
eleven o’colck. The afternoon was spent
quartering the meat and getting it into

camp. At the time I purchased my gun
the summer previous, I had my misgiv-
ings about the 129 gr. bullet being heavy
enough for moose. All my doubts were
set at rest when we opened the carcass
of this bull. Only my fourth shot had
taken effect. The bullet struck on the

right side six or eight inches above the

heart and perhaps half that distance back
of the shoulder, just beneath the back-

bone where the copper jacket went to

pieces, tearing the underside of the back-
bone frightfully and making hamburger
of lungs and liver. Of the bullet, only

three pieces of the copper jacket could

be found, and they were two or three

inches apart, deeply embedded in the

crushed part of the backbone.
On the paddle back across Corrie Lake

that evening we took three pickerel of

about two pounds each and a ten pound
Great Northern pike. It had been a full

day and after a supper of moose tender-

loin, et cetera, sleep came easily. The
dishes did not get washed till next morn-
ing.

There must be an end to all hunting
stories and this one has already

grown tedious enough, but to those

of us who are so fortunate as to have
these experiences they never end but live

on and on in memories, ever growing
sweeter. I could detail to you how the

next day was spent cleaning the head
and preparing the moose hams for the

long journey home; that fairyland trip

the following day to Mad Lake—a height

of land lake, clear as the air itself; how
at Lake Seseganaga portage that day,

while Boomer “biled the kettle,” made
toast and warmed up the slices of moose
heart and tongue over the coals of the

open fire, I jumped a big buck that

whistled a dozen times or more though I

could not get a shot at him; about the

next day’s trip up Eight-mile Lake when
the gruide kept in the middle of this nar-

row wonder-lake with the canoe while I

pussy-footed along the top of the high

green, timbered ridges forming its shore

line but saw no game and no fresh sign

excepting that of caribou ; about the trip

out to the trading post with the meat and
head, when we spent two hours on Rain-

bow Lake looking for Gordon Lake por-

tage; of Boomer setting a bear trap at

the moose carcass, and catching a fine

cross fox that was devoured by timbei;

.(CONTINUED ON PAGE 612.X

On the way out Lee paused and faced the camera
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
PART THREE OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTER-
ISTICS AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATER-FOWL- SEA DUCK SHOOTING

T he wild ducks are divided into two
general groups or families : the sea-

ducks and the river-ducks. The
mergansers are given in the check
list of the American Ornithological Union
as a separate family of swimmers,

i The sea-ducks are the salt water, deep
'water ducks or divers, the river-ducks

are the fresh water, shoal water ducks
or dabblers. The terms sea-ducks and
river-ducks are, however, rather mis-
leading, since the sea-ducks are not so

exclusively maritime as the name would
imply and the river-ducks are often found
on the salt water about the coasts. The
canvas-back, classified as a sea-duck, is

found throughout America from the At-
lantic to the Pacific, and they are no
doubt as abundant on the inland ponds,
lakes and rivers as they are on the bays
along the coasts. The red-head, another
sea-duck, is found on salt water, yet some
of the finest red-head shooting is to be
had about the Great Lakes.
On the other hand, the black duck,

classified as a river-duck, is plentiful on
the brackish bays along the coast. The
mallard, pin-tail and the widgeon, all

river-ducks, are shot on the salt bays as
well as inland.

A dependable characteristic looked for
to identify the sea-ducks from the river-

ducks is the difference in the hind toe of
the birds of the two groups. The hind
toe of the river-duck is without a lobe

or flap, the hind toe of the sea-ducks has
the lobe. The toes and webs of the sea-

ducks are much larger than those of the
river-ducks, and the legs are placed
further back on the body, thereby in-

creasing their facility in diving and
swimming.
The sea-ducks frequent deep water and

dive for their food. The river-ducks do
not dive but frequent shallow water
where they take food near or on the sur-
face. They also reach food on the bottom
in shallow water by “tipping up,” tail in

air, neck and head immersed.
wings of the sea-ducks are smallei;

By FREDERICK A. WILLITS

than those of the river-ducks and set

further back and their feathers are

thicker and heavier.

The ducks classified as sea-ducks are:

canvas-back, red-head, greater scaup,

lesser scaup, ring-neck duck, buffle-head,

golden-eye, long-tail duck, ruddy duck,

harlequin duck, Labrador duck, masked
duck, the different species of eiders and
the scoters or coots.

There are five principal methods of

shooting the sea-ducks
;

shooting over
decoys from shore; shooting over decoys
from a battery; point or flight shooting;

sculling for ducks; shooting from a line

of boats on the open water and the tolling

of the fowl v/ith small dogs.

Much that has been said in the pre-

vious articles on goose and brant shoot-

ing applies equally well to the hunting
of sea-ducks.

In shooting over decoys, both from
shore blinds and from batteries, the start

is made very early in the morning, often

long before dawn. The best shooting is

generally to be had during the first

hours of daylight and again near sun-

down, as the ducks are then flying about
in search of feeding grounds. The de-

coys should be placed on the water and
the sportsman concealed in his blind with

the coming of the first pale streaks of

dawn.
The shore blinds are located on points

of marsh or meadow running out into the

bay or lake, or on the small marshy is-

lands.

There are various ways of making
these blinds. Where permanent blinds

are used they are built of straw or

rushes to form an inclosure in which the

hunters will hide. It is well to build

these blinds several days before shoot-

ing from them so the dutks may become
accustomed to them and any change in

the appearance of the point. Where there

are no tall reeds or grass on a point,

a box large enough to hold one or more
hunters is sunk in the mud, the shooters

f.lius finding ample concealment within.

The Bamegat Bay sneak-box is fam-
iliar to those who have shot on that
water and elsewhere. This gunning boat
is one of the most practical ever designed
for the duck hunter’s use. It serves the
double purpose of carrying the sportsman
and decoys to the shooting grounds and
being the blind from which he shoots.

The load of decoys is carried on the
covered deck at the rear. When the
shooting place is reached, the decoys are
put out in the water and the boat pulled
up among the rushes. Save for a cock-
pit, the boat is entirely covered over with
a deck on which cut rushes and grass are
spread so that the craft will resemble
the surrounding marsh. The hunter takes
his position in the boat beneath the deck.
Lying on his back with his head just
above the rim of the cockpit, he scans
the water and sky for the ducks.

I

T is all important to know where to
locate the blind and how to arrange
the decoys. This knowledge, gained

from many seasons spent on the water
with the wild-fowl, can hardly be ac-
quired in any other manner. Advice in
only a very general way can be given,
since it is dependent on a given locality,

the habits of the fowl there and the exist-
ing weather conditions.

It is very important to know what the
ducks are doing, or rather, since the
decision as to the location of the blind
is made in the evening, what the birds
will be doing the next day. Under ob-
servation ducks will be seen “using” cer-
tain points or “trading,” as the baymen
say, over certain islands. The birds will
be seen frequenting certain parts of the
bay, lake or marsh, and passing by other
places which look equally good.
The wind must be considered and a

decision reached as to where it will be
during the coming day. Good shooting
may be had from a point during a west
wind while the same point may be worth-
less in a south wind. The observing
fiunter will soon come to know just what



places are tHe best during certain winds.
It can generally be stated that ducks

do not frequent a windward shore. To
place the blind and decoys so that the
ducks must pass over the blind before
leaching the dcoys is a poor way, as the
hunter risks a very likely chance of being
discovered. Ducks coming down wind
(flying with the wind) will always pass
the decoys, make a circle and come into

the decoys against the wind. They do
this because they need the resistance of

the wind to check the tremendous speed
of their flight and enable them to alight

on the ivater. A duck about to alight

during a strong wind will lower and
spread his tail, drop his feet and “lean
back” in the air, in order to offer the
greatest surface of resistance. Again,
in leaving the water, a duck jumps
against the wind; thus the wind tends
to lift him up as he starts to fly instead

of holding him down. On the water in

a heavy wind a duck will always float

head to the wind.

All this is taken into consideration.

The blind and decoys are placed so that
the ducks can come into the decoys
against the wind without first passing
over the blind.

Tide, too, must be considered. Ducks
will frequent certain points at low tide,

others at high tide, depending on feeding
conditions.

The wooden decoys are painted to rep-

resent the more common varieties of

ducks which frequent the locality. Each
is attached by a long cord to a weight
which serves as an anchor. The string

is fastened to the fore-part of the bottom
of the decoy so that it will float head to

the wind.

The decoys are placed on the water
just off the point within easy gun range
of the blind. They should be well scat-

tered, and considerable skill may be used
in setting them out so that they resemble
a flock of live birds feeding or resting.

The decoys should always be placed in

a conspicuous position, where they can
be seen for a long distance by the ducks
flying about. The whole scheme is to

conceal the blind and to display the de-

coys as much as possible.

I
The duck decoys are often supple-

mented by a few geese and brant decoys

to allure the passing geese or brant. A
large flock of decoys are the most ef-

fective since they make a better appear-
ance and can be seen for a long distance.

I have shot over a flock of one hundred
and fifty or more decoys when in com-
pany with other hunters. Of course

when gunning from sneak-boats and
when the decoys must be carried to the

shooting ground each moming, so great

a number of decoys can only be handled

by a party of sportsmen, or a visiting

sportsman with two baymen or guides.

A man going out alone with one boat
can take about fifty duck decoys with him
provided they are well packed on the

stem deck, with a few perhaps stowed
away under the deck. This number makes
a good showing if properly put out. The
lone sportsman can tow another boat
loaded with decoys, but this entails hard,

slow rowing, especially in rough, windy
_;weather. Many of the good gunning is-

^ %

lands in the bay are owned by private
shooting clubs, in which cases the boats
and decoys are kept on or very near
the shooting points.

Live' decoys are, of course, the best.

These are birds either hatched and raised
from wild duck eggs or wild birds which
have been wounded and which have re-

covered. They are wing clipped and
when being used as decoys are anchored
out on the water by a weight and a
cord fastened to the leg. Some of the
baymen whose homes are close to the
water keep large flocks of live decoys,

and the birds are generally kept by the
shooting clubs.

The birds soon become very tame and
seem to know just what is expected of

them. They will notice a flock of wild
ducks at a great distance, often long
before the hunter sees them, and will

lure the flock within range of the waiting
guns by calling to them.

Often the wooden decoys are supple-
mented by only two or three live decoys,

callers they are termed, but even this

number generally proves well worth the

care of the birds. Their occasional flap-

Duck shooting requires warm clothing

ping or tipping up while feeding lends

life to the wooden flock.

There are duck calls on the market
with which, after practice, the sportsman
can often call the wild birds to the de-

coys. Some of the old baymen are won-
derfully pi'oficient in imitating the differ-

ent calls of the wild ducks, even without

the use of any artificial device.

W HEN a flock of ducks notice the

decoys they will sometimes turn

and fly straight toward them but

usually circle about once or twice before

coming in. As the fowl are nearing it is

of the utmost importance for the sports-

man to remain absolutely motionless.

Should his coiKiealment be only partial

when he first sees the approaching ducks,

he .should under no condition attempt to

better it. Instead, he should remain ab-

solutely still. The fact that the ducks

have headed toward the decoys indicates

that they have not seen the hunter, but

if he lowers his head or in any way

moves to better his concealment, he will
certainly be discovered.

When the. ducks are well in over the
decoys, and not before, it is time to use
the gun and use it quickly. Ducks flying

towards you over the water often appear
much nearer than they really are. So
the hunter should wait until the fowl
have checked their flight and are hover-
ing over the decoys, preparatory to
alighting. Then is the time for the
sportsman to drop his birds. Ducks
have heavy coats of feathers which repel
shot to a surprising degree, and they
must be within easy range to insure a
“clean kill,” as the gunners say, and to
prevent merely wounding the birds.

The first shot is often an easy one
since the ducks are flying slowly and
have spread their tails and lowered their
legs in the act of alighting. The second
shot, however, is far different. At the
report of the guns the ducks spring high
into the air and in a few brief seconds
are under full headway and out of range.
The gun must be aimed far in advance
of the birds going off to the right or
left, or well over those flying straight
up.

Ducks will often alight on the water
among the decoys if permitted to do so,

where, of course, many birds may be
killed with a shot when they are floating
close together. There may have been
some excuse for the market hunter for
shooting his ducks on the water, since
his aim was to kill the greatest number
with the least expenditure of amunition,
but there is no such excuse for the sports-
man, who presumably shoots for sport
alone. No true sportsman would shoot
a duck on the water, unless it was a
wounded 'bird, nor shoot in company
with anyone else doing so.

The sea-ducks are wonderful divers
and can remain under the surface for a
considerable length of time. A wounded
bird upon striking the water will usually
dive at once and come to the surface
far out of range. Wounded ducks have
been known to dive and take hold with
their bill on plants growing near the bot-
tom, where they remained until drowned,
preferring to meet their fate in this man-
ner rather than fall into the hands of the
hunter.

When a duck falls from a good height
with his head held or turned up it is an
indication he is only wounded, and it is

both wise and humane to shoot him again
before he strikes the water.

On wild, rough, windy days the shoot-
ing is often good all day, for then the
water is too rough to permit the ducks
to remain for long on the surface, and
they are mostly on the wing where, while
flying about, they notice the decoys and
readily come to them. On such days the
shooting is often very rapid.

The sportsman must be a real lover

of duck shooting to remain throughout
the flight in his blind on the bleak

stretches of the bay or marsh, facing the

icy wind or perhaps the driving rain or

snow. But when the fowl are plentiful

and decoying fast it is a splendid sport,

one which thrills and keeps the red blood

rushing and coursing through your veiti



On stni, mild days there is often a

poor flight at dawn, which ceases alto-

gether at an early hour, and throughout

the remainder of the day until just be-

fore sunset hardly a duck will be seen

in the air. During such weather the

birds in huge flocks will float quietly on

the water far out in the middle of the

bay, where they are safe from the wait-

ing hunters.

In the Southern States the duck shooter

often has fine, clear, mild weather in

which to enjoy the sport. Some excellent

shooting is to be had in the South, es-

pecially in Southern California and about

the Gulf Coast.

T he battery may be briefly described

as a water-tight, cofiin-shaped box,

large enough to accommodate the

shooter lying dowm. It has a wide rim
v.’hich floats on the water, and the box is

made to sink to the rim by placing

weights, often iron decoys, about the edge.

A large screen of canvas on a wooden
frame is attached to one end of the box.

This floats on the windward side of the

box and serves to keep down the waves in

rough weather, which otherwise might
swamp the battery. The box is anchored

out on the water with a long cable and
anchor tied to the end on which is the

canvas screen.

The battery and decoys are carried on
board a motor boat or sail boat to the

shooting ground, usually far out on the

open water. There it is anchored over

a feeding ground and the decoys, often

a hundred or more, are arranged on all

sides nearby. The sportsman takes his

place in the battery and the baymen sails

A Bamegat sneak-box

away down wind to a sufficient distance

so as not to alaimi the ducks coming to

the decoys. There he sails about and

picks up the sportsman’s birds as they

are killed and drift toward him.

With head slightly raised above the

plane of the water, the shooter v/atches

for sight of the wary ducks. When a

flock is seen headed for the decoys he

remains absolutely motionless until the

low flying birds are almost over the

battery, then he arises to a sitting posi-

tion for the shots. The shooting is often

at close range since the ducks are over

the decoys and the hunter in the center of

the wooden .lock. But the position while

shooting is entirely new to one unaccus-

tomed to shooting from a battery, and
therefore the shots are not so easy to

other than the veterans.

A flock of ducks which otherwise mightlH

pass th6 battery without stopping

often attracted to the decoys by the shoot-

er quickly raising and lowering a leg.

The ducks, no doubt, mistake the move-
ment for that of a bird rising on end

in the water. After the ducks have once

turned toward the decoys do not attempt
to show them the boot again, for then

they will surely detect the ruse.

The use of the battery is now prohibited

in some states. The objection to this

fomi of sport is that it drives the ducks
from their feeding grounds as well as

being very destructive.

Point or flight shooting at passing

birds is often practised throughout the

West. Decoys are seldom used. The
ducks usually have a well established
line of flight which they follow day by
day when flying from one feeding ground
to another. The sportsman conceals him-
self in the natural cover at some point

under the line of flight, and there often
enjoys some excellent shooting.

This is probably the most difficult form
of duck shooting, since the shooting is

generally at long range and the ducks
under full headway when they pass.
Ducks fly with tremendous speed, various-
ly estimated in different species at eighty
to one hundred and twenty miles per
hour. The canvas-back is said to fly at

the rate of one hundred and twenty miles
an hour.

To estimate correctly the rate of speed
and the distance of a passing duck re-

quires much practice. It is all important
that the shooter aim at a point far
enough ahead of the duck so that when
the charge of shot reaches the line of

(continued on page 631 )

Photographed by John P. ffolmar..

^Sneak-boxes on Bamegat §hoved into a point and covered with sea grass and rushes, making an almost perfect bli)



DUCKS AND A DAY OF RECKONING
SHOOTERS OF TODAY MUST KEEP THE SPRINGS OF OPTIMISM WELLING CLEAR IN SPITE
OF FAILURES FOR ONLY THEN DOES FULFILLMENT BALANCE WITH ANTICIPATION

By ARMOUR W. BARBOUR

WHERE certain back-waters of the

Great South Bay thrust sinuous

fingers into the mainland, Is a

creek, navigable when one knows its

twisting channel’s vagaries. There,

crouched in its concealment, stands our

hunting shack. Grey and weather
stained, strewn about with occasional

shell monuments to departed feasts and
hedged with stiff grass clumps, it treas-

ures within that precious jumble, a riff-

raff which bespeaks an abiding-place of

the unrestrained male. An ordered dis-

array of hibernating tackle, nets and oars

stacked in far corners, rope ends coiling

from beneath bunks; this is Elysium!
Barter me a Mansion of the Avenue or
Castles in Spain perhaps, and I will

scornfully refuse you. For this is the
house of priceless content.

Hereabouts I can exchange heat swir-

ling from city pavements for tide-waves
swishing cool under a boat’s bow and a
tingling taut line cutting water when
weakfish strike; or I retreat under ma-
chine fire from apartment steam systems
to the still of fall mornings when frost

crystals sparkle under stars. Standing
sturdy under lashing wind-squalls, our
haven hunches its back a trifle as we are
sheltered under its eaves. This is our
shrine reared to the Red Gods where we
breathe incense from the great outdoors.

Seasons roll past, one upon the other’s
heels, unfolding their vivid panorama of

sport and the bittersweet of failure is

always inundated by the flooding joys of
success. Shooters and fishermen of to-

day must keep the springs of optimism
welling clear in spite of many rolling

disappointments, for only then does ful-

filment balance with anticipation. Their
gems of happiness are composed of many
small fragments set in that golden mat-
rix of imagination which holds so much
that memory loves to dwell upon.

WHEN autumn
margins bay
and marsh

with frost-browned
sedge, our shack
bustles with new
preparation.
Sweeping south-
ward from their
northland lakes,
duck hosts are
coming fast. De-
coys are plumaged
with new paint and
boats are thatched.

Snipe whistle shril-

ly from meadow
ponds and early
ducks thrill us as

they sweep across

the sky. Anticipa-

tion flames anew
^mid the burnish*

Two handfuls of happiness

ing of old memories and the furbishing
of renewed hopes.

Imagination is our steel bulwark
against the buffets of adverse fortune.

Without that armor, days lived in these

marshes, even though leavened with
some few shots, are too often almost as
bitter as their waters. Soon we will lie

close hidden while the black duck sweep
over like smoke streaming from the
meadows. Winter’s storms spin' the

wheel of fortune while we watch the fall

of days in our sport’s greatest gamble.

Despite dragging weeks passing on

laggard feet, an end comes even to close

seasons. At last, our morning came
when dawn brightened the east while we
lay at a favorite point. As if that first

melting of shadows were a summons,
serried squadrons of black ducks win-

nowed seaward without a single waver-

ing individual among their thousands.

With the sun came blustering winds
which gave fair promise of churning
their ocean playgrounds with uncomfort-
able choppy seas. We burrowed as near

as might be into the bottom planking of

our boat, and lived that day through
in vivid expectation of those ducks be-

ing driven back.

Stinging puffs bent the sedge over us
like whiplashes and sought out weak
crevices in our shell of garments. Once,
two manifestly steel-feathered broadbill

whipped out of nowhere across our de-

coys to depart unscathed. Near mid-
day, one teal proved less invulnerable

when he rocketed in and his wary way
was willed to the brothers of his kin.

A few birds traced their flight far out,

avoiding all shoreward flats.

A t sunset, the wind departed on
other business and golden tints

were mirrored in the smooth water.

Sadly we pushed out to gather our de-

coys, wondering how late those winging
thousands would return. After the last

cork duck was taken in, by mutual con-

sent, we pushed back to watch for a few
moments longer under the rising moon.
When light vanished out of western sky
and night mists were risen to screen

luminous moon-shafts, fearless of that

false brilliance, flocks came back and the

air was vibrant with velvet rustling

wings. The marsh was safe for its fur-

tive children.

Sedgy coves and shallow reaches were
suddenly peopled
with feathered
dwellers. Occasion-

ally, from near or

far, came softly

modulated, throaty
quackings which
bespeak true duck
content. Often, in

the stillness, we
heard water struck
out of its placid

quiet by flocks com-
ing in, or slashed

by the wing strokes

of singles spring-

ing into flight.

Moonlight’s soft,

broad brush sil-

vered the bay but,

outside of its
bright path, the

«ky was a piQA few live decoys were tethered to attract their wilder kindred



fiHcked feujrtain of blue-black 6onceal-

ment. Therefore, we really saw very

little. One mallard winged his way to

an engagement in our immediate vicinity,

which his lady—even husters must be

chivalrous—failed to keep for reasons

which are perhaps obvious. Had decoys

been set, he would have honofcd them
with his presence for he skittered into

the water within a score of yards, and,

more promptly, skittered out again. His

keen eyes caught some suggestion of

danger though we did not move. After

that, we poled thoughtfully homeward,
leaving the night chill for their undivided

jollification.

Unless additional evidence of wildfowl

wisdom is valuable, that day was profit-

less. However, when we are informed

that ducks have not inherited the grey-

matter needful to encompass thought or

transmit intelligence, that evening pops

into the midst of our credulity. Combat-
ting the onrush of civilization, wild ducks

appear to display cumulative erudition

which is not gained in single seasons.

There must be seminaries of higher edu-

cation somewhere in the unknown north.

South Bay ducks usually eschew shore-

ward flats and shallows, tippling there

upon luscious morsels during night’s uni-

versal seclusion. Only when adverse

winds or cold addle their instincts does

the hunter reap his harvest.

That was our season’s bitterest day,

when enthusiasm ebbed low;—yet that

dawn was near when the flocks were
tom asunder and hours were struck with

crashing gunshots. No gunner may feed

the flame of his passion wholly with vi-

brant memories, or live only in misty
dreams drawn on imagination’s mirror.

Our interest wanes even from old bay-

men’s reminisc«mces of past annihilation

unless we, too, live this our day of days.

L
ate in November, we journeyed out

for another day with those ducks

which had been so unpenitent and
persistent in lack of conviviality. The
whole season long, our luck had deserted

us, and the score, kept in secret honesty,

was woefully short. Big flights were in

the bay. We could overhear their vibrant

conversational gossipings from meadow
ponds while we packed decoys upon the

skiff. But we had ceased to build hopes
on that infirm foundation. The rafting

flocks would break up only before buffet^

ing ocean gales, and the day had been
almost cloudless, stirred by light south-

erly breezes.

Pardner waxed optimistic, encouraged
by the falling barometer and a blood-red

sunset, but, in many cases, weather has
small conscience in setting warnings. On
this occasion, our doubts were unjust. Be-
fore rattling supper dishes were cleared

away, darkness thickened outside and
stars faded under a deepening murk.
Rustlings of wind in the shingles and
the bump of a boat against dock shoring
brought welcome tidings of weather out
of the east. Our alarm was set to steal

another hour from that restless sleep

which always comes vivid with dreams of

miraculous shooting when real duck
weather blows.

^ Breakfast consumed apparent aeons oifi

time before we tumbled guns, shells and
hot-bottles into the skiff to start that

mad race for favored points which duck
days in these parts presage. During the

night, the wind had freshened and sting-

ing gusts told of sturdier strength behind
the rising sun. Our motor boat slapped
its progress through little waves rough-
ening even the usually placid creek.

Navigation under an un-moon-lan-
terned sky, streaked with cloud wrack,
was a precarious bit of tiller handling,

even though east winds drive in high
tides and mud flats lie deeper than is

their custom. Fortunately, flood tide

was making before the wind, therefore

the channelway surges were smooth.
Otherwise we might have spent that day
at the shack in an atmosphere of steam-
ing garments and maledictions instead

of at Broadbill Point.

When the creek opened out, the gale’s

powerful sweep across those broader
open estuaries among the islands warned
us to steer close to that scanty lee which
was afforded by windward mud-bars.
Bounded by limited vision, we seemed to

be axial amidst maelstroms of water

rushing past in twisting hillocks, and our
boat bounced from crest to crest, thrust-

ing its broad bow into each, sending tor-

rents of wind-flung spray on either side.

By piecing faintly familiar landmarks
together, we held our course until we
were shut off in the haven of our point

which juts, roughly crescent shaped,
into the hay. Tall sedge clumps gave
shelter from the blow and, after the tu-

mult of crashing water, banging decoys
and engine throbs, the overhead rush of

wind alone seemed comparitive silence.

I remember the taste of caked brine on
my lips and the rattle of whipping sedge
on oilskins while we smoked cigarettes

in grateful momentary rest. Then wq
poled out to set decoys.

Day broke very slowly as dark waters
and shores greyed out of the night.

Suddenly rushing wings sounded
and some ducks flashed by like phan-
toms, with only the turn of one head to

mark their reality as they flitted over the
stool. Instinctively we crouched behind
the thatch while I held my watch to

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 618 )



ON A FURLOUGH AFTER BOB WHITE
THE ARMISTICE WAS ALL RIGHT IN ITS WAY BUT THE MUCH MORE IMPORTANT
OPENING DAY FOR QUAIL IN SOUTH JERSEY OCCURRED ABOUT THE SAME TIME

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER. U. S. N. R.

T he first thing I did after the

Armistice whistle was to sand-bag

the Admiral and grab a furlough

off his unconscious body. Why this un-

seemly haste, instead of waiting to wrap
up and put neatly away the pieces of the

War? Because, while the Armistice

was all right in its way, the much more
important Opening Day occurred on

November 10th, and it was all aboard for

those who were going quail shooting in

South Jersey, or stay at home forever.

The car was waiting; so were the

quail ; so were my fellow ruffians, who, it

being a fine day, were spoiling to go out

and kill something. The car left Inter-

laken on the morning of the 12th. and

sped southward, while tents, duffle bags,

dogs and guns rattled and shook in the

tonneau. The dramatis personae of this

expedition may here be sketched briefly:

—Herman Beringer owned the Ford, so

we will put him first, (so as to wing in

on it next time). He is known as the

Rabbit Scourge of South Jersey, or “The

Scourge,” for short, and, without his ad-

vertisements for lost dogs in the fall, a

certain newspaper would have to suspend

circulation. The next ruffian on the list

is Frank Stick, the painter fellow, who
rejoices in the alias, F. Stick. And
finally there is Cap, the “Loot,” otherwise

known as The Bearded Lady. This latter

name comes out on him about the second

day at sea, and sticks and grows longer

and more camoufiagy .with each rising of

the sun, for he refrains from touching a

razor while on the war path.

We started with two dogs, a beagle

named Field, and a pointer, Mike, for

we had a roving commission on rabbits,

ducks and quail, and proposed to get in

a smash at all three if possible. The
duck idea went glimmering at Mana-
hawken, where we found the bayman
very morose and blue over the poor sea-

son, the aviators having scared all the

ducks out of the bay. The Ford rambled

on to West Creek, where we got out the

tent and camped for the night. Field

was turned adrift next morning, but with

the exception of an old settled swamp
rabbit, who kept ahead of him and at the

same time out of our reach, he did not do

much in the rabbit line. We saw rio end

of fox sign in that swamp, and concluded

that they need thinning out if the rabbit

crop is to thrive. So we packed up the

outfit and started the car on its way
again. Here Mike showed what he was
in the world for, as he picked up a bevy

of -quail right on the edge of the road.

The car disgorged itself in double time,

leaving Field yelping on the back seat.

A bevy of about fifteen rose as we crept

up on them, and two birds dropped. As
they went into a cloud of catbriers, and

our anchor was aweigh and steam up, we
did not follow them.

Breezing down the road, we soon came

to the real quail country, farm lands
around Tuckerton and points west, and
in due time we turned up a country lane

that led to Nowhere. NowheTe had one
inhabitant and twenty empty houses—

a

fine, brisk proposition for a real estate

man,—^but it was great quail country! I

have hunted for the last six seasons in

the South, traveling 700 miles to get no
better shooting than we had right there.

Nowhere produced one bevy of thirty

quail at a crack—^but more of that anon

—

suffice to say that South Carolina only

once did better, and that was at Gadsden
where a rumble-bumble of fifty of them
once got up out of bed, heaving their

blankets to the moon, and leaving six

guns standing open-mouthed, too as-

tonished to shoot.

WE came to a deserted chicken farm,
cleaned out its old pump house,

set up the camp stove and made
ourselves comfortable. There were quail

roosts all through the old wire fence
chicken runs, now grown up with weeds
and briers, and a rabbit dashed out from
under an outhouse with Field one jump
behind him and Mike scratching gravel
just a tail-length behind him. The
Scourge took off the head of the proces-
sion with a ready snap, and bowled him
over and over in our front yard,

and, when the dogs had had their say

A nice bunch of birds

about it, there was Supper, all dressed

and ready to hurl into the fry pan.

But we wanted Q-u-a-i-1, and so

grabbed up our musketry and fanned out

across the fields. A circuit around three

of them developed nothing but a pheas-

ant, which whirred up out of a lumber

slashing, spanked along with a charge of

6’s from the Scourge’s weapon,
,

Then, as dusk came on and we plodded

home, Mike found them! Right on the

rise of the hill, behind the chicken run,

he froze, and we drew up, stepping light.

Then, like the explosion of a feathered

bombshell, the covey burst for the woods,

and six barrels flashed out through the

twilight. It was a small bevy of ten, apd
Mike, now circling on his hind legs, now
standing on his head snuffing in the

grass, found and brought us three. We
pursued into the woods, but it was long'

after dark when we heard them whistling

together again.

Frank soon had a saute of rabbit, a;

mess of spuds, a pot of tea and a can of(

peas bubbling on the stove, while in the'

oven a couple of dozen biscuits were
rising. Man’s chow, it was, and we fell

all over it by the light of a couple of

candle lanterns hanging in the little

pump house.

After pipes were going, came a knock
at the door, and we had a visitor—The^

Inhabitant. A right merry fellow was he,

with stocky frame and laughing brown
eyes; and with him was a setter, bred in

the purple.

“Birdin,’ boys?” he asked, after the

usual preliminaries.

“No,” grinned F. Stick. “We’re lookin’

for a dear old lady with poor health and
a good life insurance policy.”

“Well, I got her!” came back the In-

habitant, whose name was Jeff. “She
ain’t been out’n her house in six years,

and there’s a fine bevy of birds right

in her front yard—

”

“Wow!” chorused the crowd, “Lead us
right there, stranger ! Never mind the in-

surance policy,—show us the birds!”

“Maybe she’ll need it, before you get

through shobtin’ up the place,” observed

the visitor, “but I’ll take you there tomor-
row,—and anywhere else you want to go.

Birdin ’s my long suit; I generally rake in

about forty birds a week in this season.”

That wasn’t bad for one gun, in South
Jersey, so we hired him and his setter,

then and there.

“What’s the matter with this place,

Jeff?” enquired Cap, “seems to have
stmck a blight, or potato rot, or some-
thing.”

“Wa’al, this used to be a fine neighbor-

hood,” reminisced Jeff, “Best clammin’;

best duckin’, and best birdin’ in the state;

but the politicians hogged all the clam
an’ oyster beds, an’ the boys moved out.

Me and that ol’ lady’s all that’s left. The
last man had this-yer chicken farm. His



hens wouldn’t lay; so he goes up to

Tuckerton and snoops around another fel-

low’s hen house, to see what he give them
to make ’em lay Soon he spies a bottle

marked, ‘Carbolic Acid.’ So he don’t say
nawthin’, but buys him a bottle and
puts it in the water for all his fowl.

Next day they all lay dead; so he hove

’em all into yonder pit up on the hill

—

nigh on two hundred hens, he had.
“ ‘I’m through!’ he yelps,— and pikes

out’n here for Georgy. Ye can have th’

hull place, now. Make y’rselves to hum
(we had) an’ I’ll be round, come dawn,
with Jim-dog here.”

Next moming we were off up the

road. Jim and Mike lit out ahead
in wide casts. Except for the ab-

sence of cotton fields, it reminded you
very much of the South. The same pine

uplands surrounded the brown fields; the

same patches of pea and corn stubble

formed feeding grounds for the birds.

Twice the dogs made game, but it was
early and cold, and they lost the scent.

A little later the bark of guns in those

same fields told that someone follow'ing us

had been more successful. I should say

that, in a lucky moming, one ought to

pick up ten bevies of quail in a circuit of

five miles in that country.

When we came to the old lady’s, the

birds jumped without warning out of an
old flower bed, and there was a fusillade

of scattered fire. Jeff and Stick each
knocked dowm one, and I divided my shot

between the shingles of an outhouse and
a big fat one who was zipping past its

corner. We never found him. Marking
dowm the birds, we followed up along a

border of catbrier and scrub trees that

divided the field from a salt meadow.
Then Jim came to a point, and Mike
backed him! A single got up and shot

across my front. I dropped him; and
then, in exactly the same path, a second

one flew out,—and I grassed him also!

The two birds lay within a hands-breadth
of each other, the oddest double I ever
made! Meanwhile Stick had stopped a
straightaway ahead of him, and Jeff had
hung one up in the briers. In all, there

Food for the frying pan

,
must have been ten singles in that covey,

and they gave us an exciting quarter

hour. Part of them flew on along the

border and the rest managed to cross the

field in front of our battery.

We decided to separate, and Herman
took Mike and scouted up along the bor-

der, while the rest of us crossed the field

and plunged into a dense thicket of white

cedars. Here w'as snap shooting of the

tightest variety, with birds whirring
through the bushy cedars. Stick managed
to stop another, and the double report of

Herman’s Smith told that he had taken
toll of his bevy.

We decided that this covey had been
punished enough, and so went on, crossing

an apple orchard with fresh buck tracks

in it, made that morning, and circling

do\m to the water front. This should more
properly be called the marsh front, for

endless miles of brown marsh grass led

the eye out to where sloop sails could be
descried in the bay. Here, in a big corn

field, both Jim and Mike made game. It

was warm, now, nearly twelve o’clock,

and the birds had been out feeding and
then had retired to the brush to rest and
dust themselves.

All this, the dogs told us, as they

worked over the intricate tracks out on
the field and then went into the scrub.

Again and again they froze, and we would
close up, only to have the dogs begin
reading again. Finally, after fifteen min-
utes of it, Jlike and Jim both stopped, at

opposite angles
;
canine statues that would

make a sportsman’s heart leap! The in-

tersection of the lines from each dog’s

tail to nose told us just where they were

—

right in the center of a knee-deep huckle-

berry pocket. We walked up, gingerly

—

and then!—Wheel A double bevy!

At least thirty brown feathered bullets

rose in a roar of wings and separated,

one hatch passing Jeff and Stick to the

left, while the other drove past Herman
and me to the right. I have only seen

that covey beaten once, and that was at

Gadsden, South Carolina! As with most
huge bevys, the results were meager. Two
of us doubled on one big cock bird as big
as a house; one was but wing tipped

and got off into the thick brush, and the
dogs only brought two birds to bag. Isn’t

it always so when the big covey of the day
smashes up? Boys,—am I right?

W E pushed on after the singles.

This is not the sport that one gets

in the South, where the dogs pick

them up in long-leaf pine groves and a
man can see to shoot and has his mind on
one bird at a time. This covey lit down
in knee-deep huckleberries, with scrags

overhead so dense that an angleworm
would find himself braided into a mess
of Garrick bends before he got through.
It was the toughest going I ever “seen,”

as the cowman said; and I got just one
good poke, a single that let us walk right

over him and then came on hurtling over
my head through the pines when Stick

stepped on him. The rest just lay close.

We waited half an hour for them to begin
whistling together, and, when that process

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 622)

Finally M'ke and Jim both stopped, at opposite angles; canine statues that would make a sportsman’s heart leap with joyl



CATCHING AND SPEARING SUCKERS
THE FIFTH INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE
SIMPLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

Near the town of S., in central New
Jersey, there runs a tiny stream of

water. At that point it is not more
than four feet wide but is very active,

being a spring-fed stream. Its course
is due east and runs on through what
has for generations been known as the

Great Meadow and Turkey Swamp.
Perhaps not a half mile of its course
but is augmented by other streams flow-

ing into it, until it assumes the
dignity of a creek about five

miles from its source. It com-
prises the drainage system of a
large section of wild as well as

good farming land along its

course. At the time written of
there were seven flourishing

flour and saw-mills receiving

power from the stream, supply-

ing the needs of a thrifty and
populous community. Below
these the stream broadens out
and is known as Manasquan
River, which has always been
productive of much fish life and
a favorite resort for anglers.

The little hamlet where Matt
lived with his aunt had suffered

under several rather lugubrious
names such as Spattown, Fid-
dlers Green, and Buckshutem.
There were but few houses and
one small country store and for
many years it knew no change
either in numbers or appear-
ance. The store, as in all such
places, was the meeting place

in the evenings of men as well

as of larger boys and gossip complimen-
tary and otherwise was rife concerning
neighborhood affairs.

The evening following the perch fish-

ing expedition Matt had been sent

to the store for some commodity,
carrying a small basket of eggs with
which to pay for his purchases. Seated
on a box in the store was a boy named
Southard, older and much larger than
Matt, who was at times inclined to be
quarrelsome and something of a bully.

‘‘Gettin* a little high and mighty with
your fishin’, ain’t yer. Matt?” he asked
as the boy came through the door.

“Seems if men wouldn’t want a freckle
face taggpn’ along with ’em anyhow;
ketched any suckers, yet?” “No; I

ain’t,” came the answer with some spir-

it. “I ain’t tried yet, didn’t know you’d
bite.” This witty sally was greeted with

a roar of laughter by all present except
Southard who quick as flash kicked the

basket from the hand of Matt, sending
the eggs in all directions. For a moment
the boy stood aghast, then, grabbing
with both hands the curly hair of his

tormentor, he sent his head back with
a wicked thump against the counter.

Both went to the floor snarling like a
pair of cats. Matt holding like grim

death to the locks of his antagonist.

Strong hands, however, soon separated

the combatants and Matt, crestfallen at

his misfortune, stood looking ruefully

at the wreckage.
His mental vision instantly conjuring

up Aunt Mary and her wrath, for well

he knew how hard it would be to con-

vince her of his exact part in the af-

fair. The storekeeper was naturally

angry over the melee, soundly berating

the larger boy for his attack and not

altogether excusing Matt for his pert-

ness of speech. The two boys were com-
pelled to clean up the debris.

“How many eggs did you have and
what were you sent for?” he asked a
little shortly, his mind being still in a
trifle ruffled condition. Matt told him
and counting the unbroken eggs he pro-

ceeded to tie up the articles wanted and

put them in Matt’s basket. “I’m going

to put the balance of this matter in your
father’s account,” he said, turning to the

larger boy, “an’ when he asks me about
it I’ll tell him the whole story.” “He
called me a sucker an’

” “I didn’t

call you no sucker,” broke in Matt
sharply, “I said I didn’t know if you’d

bite like one, but you did.” Here was
open rebellion again, the boys stood glar-

ing at each other. Suddenly Southard
turned on his heel and without
another word strode from the

store. Matt lingered for a few
minutes, then went out. Instead

of going the usual way he cut

across an apple orchard back of

the store, then down a hedge
which grew along a back lot and
so home; meanwhile he had kept
ear and eyes open for sight or
sound of his enemy, for well he
knew, as he expressed it, a “wal-

lopin’ was waitin’ for him an’

he didn’t know as he wanted to

be trimmed.” Before going into

the house he sat down on the

wood pile and reviewed the

whole affair. At first he thought
he would say nothing to his aunt
about it, but then he reflected

that it was sure to reach her

ears somehow and he determined

to tell her all, just as it hap-
pened. Aunt Mary was sitting

on the porch, for the evening
was warm. She had seen him
when he went to the woodpile,

but had not called to him.

“Seems like it took you a mortal

while just to go to the store,” she re-

marked, as he sat down on the edge of

the porch floor and shoved the basket

back of him. “Well,” he said, “it’s warm
an’ I didn’t hurry none.” Then after a

pause: “ ’Sides that I had a fight”

Aunt Mary’s feet came down with a

thump and she sat bolt upright in her
chair. “Matt Buckley,” she said with
energy, “has it got so you can’t go to

the store without gitten twisted into a

snarl with somebody over the land knows
what?” “I guess if somebody kicked a
basket of eggs plum’ outen’ your hand
’thout cause you’d a twisted into a

snarl, too,” he answered, “
’sides that,

’twas your eggs I fit over.” Then he
told her his story and how the store-

keeper had charged the value of the

broken eggs to Southard’s father. “I

wont have nothin’ o’ mine charged to no-

body,” she answered wrathfully, “just

Matt holding one of his monster eels up for view



account of plain onriness.” “"Well,”

’tain’t no fault of mine cause its

charged,” said Matt, “if you’d a seen

them eggs go whizzin’ all over the store

you’d athought somebody must pay for

’em ’sides me,” and the boy walked into

the house and on to bed.

4 4 T WAS up to the store this morn-

2 ing,” said the Aunt, “and found

out about them eggs,” as Matt re-

turned from an errand to a distant

neighbor just before noon the next day.

“You ain’t blamed much ’cept your ton-

gue was pert.” “I never had a sucker

bite yet that I didn’t yank,” said Matt
quietly, “an’ alius spect to.” “I seen

Mr. Woodhull in the store,” continued

his aunt, “and he said he was cornin’

over after dinner, but what he keeps tag-

gin after a boy all the time for beats

me.” “That kind o’ talk started a fight

once,” said Matt with a twinkle in his

eye. Aunt Mary laughed and the boy
giggled. “Anyways when he first come
here he looked so white and pinched up
I kind a wanted to help him and I ain’t

objected none to you goin’ with him.

I felt some out of doors would
do him good.” “Now, lissen to

that, will you?” said the boy to

himself as he went out to the

shed, “Aunt Mary’s curin’ of

him by not stoppin’ me from
goin’ fishin’. Gosh; but she’s

got notions.”

“You’ll find him out by the

shed,” she said to Mr. Wood-
hull, after a few minutes con-

versation in the afternoon, “he’s

tinkerin’ at something.” He
found the boy busily engaged in

fastening a fish spear into the

end of a maple pole about 10 feet

long. He was drivin’ a ring or

ferrule down so as to hold it

firmly in place and did not see

his friend until he was close to

him. He was perspiring freely

and his hat was on the grass by
his knees.

“The oT gig handle was ’bout

played out,” he began, “an’ so

I cut this un. I left it a little

longer’n tother, a foot or so

don’t hurt none when you’re

shinin’ suckers. You can reach

further.” The gig, as Matt persisted in

calling the spear, was a four-prong affair

of rustic build, evidently by the hand
of some country blacksmith. The prongs
were a trifle more than four inches

long with a bar cut near the points.

It had been given to him by a man
moving from the place and was a cher-

ished object. “I’ve got loads of suckers

with her,” he said, after a pause and
then proceeded to give Mr. Woodhull
a general idea of the process of gig-

gin’ suckers. “You get ’em sometimes
in the day if you’re careful an’ quick,

but you have to roust ’em out from
sods’n roots with the gig, nen hit ’em

quick but the best time is nights.

They’re on the go all night an’ if you
shine ’em right they lay right still.

Seems ough you could pick ’em up
with your hand if the water wasn’t

too deep. An’ frogs,” he went on, “is

perfec’ fools. Shine ’em right and you
can pick ’em up like a stone.” To Mr.
Woodhull, shinin’, as Matt called it, was
a new procedure and he was curious

about , it. “It’s this way,” he explained,

“this time o’ the year the suckers run
up in all these brooks from the river

where they winter bed. They lay in the

big holes in the creek in the daytime ’nen

go up the small brooks at night where
the water’s cold, to lay their eggs, seems
ough they do, ’sides I never gigged one
in the daytime with eggs. Seems if it’s

the he ones lays ’round under the bushes

an’ sods, the m.other suckers cornin’ up
from the deep water on’y nights. I’ve

seen ’em more’n once, a lot together

where grass was or meb’e a bush an’

the water’d look like milk. I never gig
’em that way, looks like murder to me,
’sides eels eats lots of their eggs. I

alius gig an eel; me an’ Aunt Mary like

’em better’n suckers, but she won’t cook
frogs. ‘Frenchies,’ she call ’em, but I

don’t know why.” Mr. Woodhull ex-

plained that the French people consid-

ered frogs a great delicacy and that
great numbers of them were sold in our

The old sawmill, scene of many of Matt’s adventures

own cities. “Could I sell ’em?” asked

Matt eagerly. “You can sell all you can

catch,” he was told, “The large ones

sell best and always bring good prices.”

“Why, the’s bushels of ’em around here,

seems ough it might pay better’n ber-

ryin’.”

Mr. Woodhull told him if he wanted to

try it he would show him how they had
them dressed in the markets and that

he knev/ of an eating house where they
made a specialty of such delicacies and
that they would probably take all he
could gather.

T’ne fish spear having been securely

fastened in the handle. Matt proceeded
to file the point to his liking then turning
it over and back, said: “She’ll do,” and
placed it to one side. “Ever try ‘asafit-

dy’ on worms?” he asked, looking care-

fully around to see if the coast was
clear. Aunt Mary alius has a little

mixed for the chickens, an I put a little

on the worms when I go suckem’, they
take them prime. But why they do the

Lord knows, it smells fit to kill ’em’stid

o’ catchin’ ’em. We’d better take poles

a little stiffer’n what we used for perch,”

and he began sorting out what he wished.

“Suckers is heavier to lift outen the wa-
ter. We might’s well be goin’,” he said,

“we’ll fish along the creek for ’em till

near dark ’nen go spearin’.” He packed
up a can of worms after dosin’ ’em a
little with Aunt Mary’s asafetida. “Bet-
ter take all the hooks we used for cat-

ties along, the 2-0 ones, as there’s roots

an’ snags and like’s not we’ll lose some.
I’ll get my shinin’ jack now,” he said,

“no use cornin’ clean back for it.” From
the shed he produced an innovation of

his boyish ingenuity. It consisted of a
section of a stove grate firmly lashed
to a forked maple with wire. On this

was to be carried the fire to do the
shinin’. Next, his hatchet, which was
one of his most cherished possessions.

He had earned it by turning a lathe for
the wheelwright at different times. With
it he cut and drove stakes for his musk-

rat traps and it was very useful
in many ways. To carry it he
had improvised a strap which
he fastened to his suspenders at
the back, so it would not be in

his way. He next brought out
a coarse bag that was not very
sightly and smelled audibly of
former trips. “They carry
easier in this than in a basket
when you get ’em,” he said.

About 3 P. M. they started for

the creek which was not the one
mentioned in former chapters.

At least a mile separated them
and they flowed in different di-

rections.

AS they passed through the
meadows the boy paused to

cut with his hatchet a long
root, blackened by fire, which
had run through the dead grass
at a previous date. As usual Mr.
Woodhull was interested and
asked what purpose he intended

it for. “Goin’ to have some
fun if I can find what I want,”
he replied and said nothing fur-

ther at the time. On coming to a
pool of dead water in the meadow the
boy began looking earnestly along the

water. “Hoi’ on,” he said, “now stan'

still an’ watch.” Stretching himself flat

on the ground, he wormed forward, push-
ing the root in front of him, weaving
the end in and out around the bunches
of grass at the water’s edge. Suddenly
a creaking “scape” came from the ground
and a large frog bounded into the air, its

long legs trailing behind and at each
leap emitted the same plaintive cry until,

finding a place evidently suited to its

purpose and far enough from its dreaded
imaginary pursuer, it plunged headfore-
most into the water where nothing was
to be seen save a roiled place where it

had quickly buried itself in the mud.
The lad rolled over on his back and gig-
gled and the man laughed outright,

^CONTINUED ON PAGE 616),
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FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

I

HAD followed and practised the art

of Guttenberg and Franklin for two
years, when I feared that the confine-

ment and leaning over the type cases

was somewhat detrimental to my health

;

accordingly, after due consideration, I

reluctantly gave it up and returned to

Baltimore, where I had been offered a

position in the counting-house of a large

mercantile firm. My new work was
quite congenial, but not nearly so inter-

esting as typography.
Johnnie was delighted to see me back

on the old stamping ground. He was
an assistant bookkeeper in a house en-

gaged in the West Indies trade. He had
enlarged the circle of his friends, and
among others, were the “Stuart boys.”

They were four somewhat remarkable
young men. Originally from Annapolis,
they resided several years in Washing-
ton City, where their father was engaged
in one of the departments, and finally

they drifted to Baltimore, where I first

knew them.
The Stuarts occupied a house on Gar-

den street, presided over by a colored

factotum who was cook and major domo.
The house was the headquarters of a
coterie of congenial young fellows who
foregathered with the Stuart boys sev-

eral nights a week. The oldest brother,

John Nelson Stuart, was a provincial
lecturer on electro-biology and mesmer-
ism, now known as hypnotism. William
Brewer Stuart, the balance-wheel of the
family, was bookkeeper for Poole &
Hunt, a large iron concern. Hem-y Wa-
ters Stuart was a printer, and the young-
est brother was a card writer.

There were eight of us all told, from
eighteen to twenty-two years of age, who
were frequenters of the Stuart domicile,
and among us we organized a dramatic
club, a glee club and a minstrel club,

which kept us pretty busy practising our
various roles. We were said, by our
friends, to have achieved considerable
merit in the several clubs. The dramatic
club eventually turned out two or three
professional actors, one of whom, Henry
Waters Stuart, became one of America’s
best eccentric commedians under the
stage name of “Stuart Robson.” Two
more from the minstrel club became
burnt cork professionals, one of whom.
Nelson Sanderson, a son of the sheriff of
Baltimore county, was afterward known
for many years as “Nelse Sejonour” of
Bryant’s Minstrels.

Henry Waters Stuart, or Stuart Rob-
son, as I may as well designate him, was
bom in the same year as myself. When
a lad he was a page in the U. S. Senate.

One of his fellow pages was Arthur Pue
Gorman who afterward became a U. S.

Senator from Maryland. While a pa?e,

Stuart Robson set up and printed a lit-

tle four-page paper called The Joker,

which circulated among the members
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of Congress. Stuart Robson was the

heavy man, or leading man, of our dram-
atic club, and aspired to melodrama and
tragedy; his favorite character was
Claude Melnotte in “The Lady of Lyons.’'

He took things very seriously, for there

seemed to be no humor in his composi-

tion; I was the commedian of .the club.

Old John Weaver, proprietor of the

Walnut Street Theater of Philadelphia,

came to Baltimore about that time, and
Stuart applied for a position in his

company, then on a provincial tour.

“What can you play?” asked Weaver.
“Juvenile business and melodrama,”

replied Stuart.

“Oh, no,” rejoined Weaver, “not with

that voice.”

That “voice” as many may remember,
was somewhat peculiar. Weaver en-

gaged him as second commedian, as it

was called at that time, and Henry
Waters Stuart as “Stuart Robson” made
good.

Shortly after this the three other

brothers went to Shreveport, Louisiana,

and engaged in the cotton business.

When the civil war broke out all three

enlisted in the Washington Artillery of

New Orleans, a famous local organiza-

tion, and all three were subsequently

killed in action.

I

WAS sometimes sent on business trips

by my firm to various southern cities.

On one occasion I was sent to Nor-
folk, Va., during an epidemic of yellow
fever in that city and Poi'tsmouth across

the bay. I took passage on the steamer
Pocahontas. Among the passengers was
an acquaintance, a young physician. Dr.
Walters, Who had recently received his

diploma. He had volunteered his serv-

ices during the epidemic and was on his

way to the afflicted cities. As I was to

be in Norfolk about a week, I said I

would be glad to render what assistance

I could, as I intended to become a phy-
sician some day, and had been reading
anatomy and physiology for a year or

two. During my stay in Norfolk I tried

to make myself useful in various ways,
mostly in the hospitals. The disease was
very fatal, the mortality being more than
four thousand in the two cities. Many
of the dead were buried in long trenches
for lack of time and scarcity of help.

I became acquainted with a young na-

val officer, an ensign, from Tennessee,

who was on leave of absence in order

to be with his fiancee, a young lady of

the city, who had been stricken down
with the dread disease end finally died

a few days before I met him. He went
to the cemetery every night to place

flowers on her grave. The cemetery was
several mi^cs from town, and thereafter

I accompanied him. It was a pleasure

to breathe the fresh air of the country

after being subjected to the pestilential

atmosphere of the city. I would sit on
a tombstone and light a cigar while he
visited the grave of his loved one. By
the time he returned my cigar was fin-

ished, and we walked back to town, si-

lently, each busy with his own thoughts.

I never saw him again after leaving

Norfolk, but in time he rose to the rank
of commander before he died.

There were frequent fires at night

during my sojourn in the city, caused by
ignorant and superstitious people setting

fire to houses where fever patients had
died, with the view of burning out the

disease. One night a hotel that was be-

ing utilized as a hospital was burned
in this way. Fortunately the patients

were removed to a place of safety, and
many of the mattresses and cots were
stored, temporarily, in a vacant fire-en-

gine house.

The next night Dr. Walters and I

were taking a stroll, and on passing
this building we discovered smoke issu-

ing through a wide crack where the

double doors met. We threw open the

doors, which were not locked, and as

the Doctor ran for the nearest fire-en-

gine I rushed into the room. The air

blowing in through the open doors fan-

ned the smoldering fire into a blaze. I

began throwing the mattresses and cots

about to extinguish the flames. The fire

had apparently been smoldering for sev-

eral hours in the beds saturated with
the perspiration and emanations from
fever-stricken patients, rendering the
dense smoke exceedingly fetid and nau-
seous, which I was compelled to breathe.

I worked fast and furiously for awhile
until I began to feel faint and dizzy and
bewildered, with a feeling akin to that

when I was smothered in the old oak
chest of childhood daj’s. I suppose I

became unconscious for a few moments,
for I found myself on the floor, where
the air was better. I began to look about
me trying to locate the entrance. Then
I saw a lighted lantern and crawled
toward it. It was in the hand of a
fireman, who with another one was drag-
ging in a hose. I was helped to my feet

and out into the open air where I found
Walters, and feeling better, though a
bit shaky, we went to our hotel.

O N another occasion I was sent to

Charleston, S. C., and when my
business was finished the junior

member of the firm took me out to see

the sights of the town.. Passing by the

market-house I was interested in the

colored venders of fish, crabs, vegetables
and fruits. But a matter of more in-

terest was a flock of twenty or thirty

buzzards perched on the ridge of the

market-house roof. Buzzards were the

Fcavangers in s'uthern cities. When any
of the market-house contingent spied

something in the street, cast aside from



the stalls, they were quick to swoop

down, pick it up, and return to their

post of observation to devour it and wait

for the next bonne bouche.

I was told that these buzzards flew

regularly from Charleston to Savannah

on market days, which were held on al-

ternate days of the week, and in this

dual capacity they did service to both

cities and with much profit to themselves.

We then wandered down to the dock

to see the vessels and incidentally to

watch the negro and white boys fishing

from the wharf. It being summer, a

number of sloops and schooners were

moored, stern on, along the wharf, loaded

with "watermelons, and in charge
^

of

negro skippers. The melons were being

loaded into carts, being pitched from the

boat to the cart drivers. At stated in-

tervals, it seemed, a small one "would be

dropped by the catcher, and as it burst

into fragments on the v/harf the youth-

ful anglers, who had been watching with

one eye on their “corks,” and the other

for just such a contingency, dropped

their lines, and emulating the market-

house buzzards in their eagerness, rushed

to the feast to the great amusement of

the crowd. Watermelons were plentiful

and not subject to war prices. Then sit-

ting on a wharf timber my friend re-

lated this story:

A diver, in his suit of submarine ar-

mor, was working on the bottom of a

schooner, and the ladder by which he

had descended was leaning against the

wharf. There was a vacant space along

side which was soon occupied by a sloop

loaded with watermelons, in charge of

a country negro. He made fast to the

wharf with stern lines near to the lad-

der. At this juncture the diver began

to ascend the ladder, and as his helmet

and shoulders appeared above the water,

he turned the front of his helmet to-

ward the negro, and as the huge goggle

eyes of the monster stared directly at

him, the negro in consternation and fear,

his eyes bulging. from their sockets, his

jaw relaxed and mouth wide open, he

emitted a howl of dismay and fell back-

ward among his melons transfixed with

terror and paralyzed "with fear,, and no

wonder.
The diver taking in the situation, and

also taking a melon from the deck, de-

scended the ladder and disappeared be-

low the surface of the water. Then the

spell was broken. The demoralized ne-

gro, with fears for the safety of his

cargo, regained his voice and the use

of his legs, and leaping to the wharf
ran yelling and shouting for help.

“Whar kin I fin’ a constabel? De deb-

biTs stealin’ mah wattermilyons and tot-

in’ ’em down to hell! Whar kin I fin’

a prechah an’ a constabel! Oh, Lawdy,
Lawdy, wat’ll Marse Dixon say when I

goes home ’doubt any money and ’doubt

any wattermilyons. He’ll skin me alive.

Oh, Lawdy, Lawdy!”
When the terrified darkey was pacified

and taken back to his sloop, the diver’s

helper had unscrewed and removed his

helmet, and with the melon still under

his arm, he said:

“What’s the matter with you, boy?

Jlere’s a quarter for your melon; I just

took it down below to cool it. Didn’t

you ever see a diver before?”

“No, sah; not a hell diver; nebber did

see sich a project. I wuz jist shuah

dat yo wuz de ole he debbil hiself, hons

tail an’ all. Tank yo fo’ de quartah,

sah, debbil or no debbil.”

The good-natured crowd which had

collected began to buy the old negro’s

melons, and soon half his cargo was dis-

posed of.

“Tank yo, gemmans,” he said, now
thoroughly restored to his usual good

humor, “tank yo-alls fo’ yor gen’rosity.

When I go home I gwine tell Marse Dix-

on how de debbil he holp’ me to sell mah
wattermilyons.”

The next day I went from Charles-

ton to Savannah, and having fin-

ished my business, one of the firm

went with me for a stroll. He seemed to

be quite a sportsman and talked of fish-
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ing and shooting. As we went through

the fish market I saw some fish that

were new to me. One he called a weak-

fish resembled the weakfish of the Pat-

apsco except that the coloration was
lighter and more silvery, and had small

dark spots instead of blotches. A fish

he called a whiting was the same as the

kingfish or barb of the Chesapeake.

There were several very large sturgeons

on the floor of the market, of which he

said the negroes were very fond. The
entire roof of the market-house was oc-

cupied by buzzards, which my companion
assured me were some, if not all, of the

birds that I saw the day before in Char-
leston, and corroborated the fact of their

flight between the two cities on market
days.

We then walked along the wharf on
the river to see the vessels, and among
ethers we came to a large batteau, on
the stern deck of which an old negro
with a grey beard was smoking his pipe,

while a mulatto boy was stowing a lug
sail. My friend accosted the old negro
with:
“How d’ye. Uncle Peter; how are you

getting along?”
“Jist tolabel, IMarse Charles, got a

touch of roomatiz in’ mah laigs yit.”

“I’m afraid. Uncle Peter, that you
cat too much catfish and rice.” This

seemed to touch a tender spot, foi? Ea

was quick to say:

“Oh, don’t Marse Charles, dat nebber

happened in de worl’. Jist a pack

lies ob dat lyin’ yaller rascal, Henry.”

“Well, good bye. Uncle Peter; go up

to the store in the morning for some

freight for the plantation.”

We passed on, and while seated on a

heavy spar “Marse Charles” told the

story of Uncle Peter, which he declared

was as true as gospel. The batteau

Uncle Peter, and the mulatto Henry

belonged to a planter up the river. Ar-

riving at the wharf, one day, just be-

fore sundown, and after mooring the

boat to the wharf. Uncle Peter went

uptown to report and purchase some-

thing for supper. He returned with a

catfish, some rice, and a pint flask of rum
in his pocket. He gave the viands to

Henry to cook for supper, and after a

smoke sat with his back against the

mast, and began imbibing the rum while

Henry was busy at the galley. Mean-

while Uncle Peter applied himself as-

siduously to the flask which he finally

emptied.

Not long afterw'ard Henry called out:

“suppah’ raidy. Uncle Petah.” But Un-
cle Peter Avas oblivious to all things ter-

restrial and there was no response but a

grunt. In due course Henry called again

and again: “Yo suppah’s raidy. Uncle

Petah and gittin’ col’,” but without avail.

Then Henry cut the catfish in two, and

divided the rice into two equal parts,

and began eating his own supper, mean-
v/hile calling Uncle Peter at intervals.

But Uncle Peter was still enjoying the

soporific effects of the generous liquor.

At last Henry had eaten his share of

the supper but was not fully satisfied

and began poaching on Uncle Peter’s

preserve. He cut off a small piece of

fish, and then scooped up a spoonful of

rice and gravy, and continuing in this

wise, almost unconsciously, he finally

licked the platter clean. He had eaten

his own supper and Uncle Peter’s as well.

Then realizing the enormity of the offense,

and not knowing what to do began wail-

ing to himself: “Oh, man, man; Uncle
Petah’ll kill me; he’ll tie me to de mas'
and whup me mos’ to deff.” Just then

a happy thought struck him. He car-

ried the empty pan and dish with the

bones, skin and some scattering grains

of rice to where Uncle Peter was snoring

like an alligator and lost to all sense

of feeling. He laid some of the bones
and skin and some rice in Uncle Peter’s

lap; then he smeared gravy and rice on
his beard, and finished by greasing his

hands with gra"vy and laying the pan
and dish close beside him, and waited
further developments while he smoked
his pipe on the after deck, in fear and
trembling. Then he rolled himself in

an old counterpane and tried to sleep.

Two hours later Uncle Peter roused
himself to partial consciousness, and
feeling a goneness and gnawing at the

pit of his stomach, and realizing the

cause of it, he called out: “Henry!
Henry! whar’s mah suppah? Yo’ bin

long time a-cookin’ it. Hurry up, Hen-
ry!” Then Henry drawing near him

^^CONTINUED ON PAGE 625)^
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GAME REFUGES IN OUR FORESTS

"MOT many years after the first forest reserves
were set aside, and while the question of their

usefulness was still under debate, a group of big
game hunters urged that the United States should
assume not alone the ownership and protection of

the forests, but also of the game found in the forests.

With various modifications the subject has since

been much discussed and several bills have been
introduced in Congress to establish in the National
forests game refuges where the wild animals shall

be wholly free from molestation. The subject is

again brought up by a bill introduced in the Senate
by Mr. Nelson to establish game sanctuaries in na-
tional forests.

The bill provides that the President of the United
States, on recommendation of the Secretary of Agri-
culture with the approval of the Governors of the
states in which the several national forests are sit-

uated, may establish by proclamation certain speci-

fied areas, as game sanctuaries or refuges. The
lands so set aside shall not cease to be parts of the
National forests and the Secretary of Agriculture is

not forbidden to allow grazing on these areas, so
far as such grazing “may be consistent with the
purposes for which such game sanctuaries or ref-

uges are authorized to be established.” Killing,

capturing, pursuing, poisoning and trapping wild
animals, birds or fish are forbidden. The Secretary
of Agriculture shall ca.rry this Act into effect and
shall make regulations under which legal fishing and
destruction of predatory animals may be carried on.

He shall cause the boundaries of such refuges to be
marked and see that the rules and regulations are
carried out. The purpose of the Act is to provide
breeding places, under natural conditions, for large

wild animals such a deer, elk and mountain sheep,

which may spread over adjacent territory to be
hunted in accordance with state laws; to establish

refuges of medium size rather than large preserves,

and. whenever possible, to establish chains of sanc-

tuaries which may restore wild animals to interven-'
ing territory.

The purpose of this bill is excellent, and all who
are interested in the preservation of our wild species
will hope for its enactment. It is somewhat loosely
draAvn and requires some amendment; especially
the insertion of a provision which shall authorize
the appointment by the Secretary of Agriculture of
employees of the Forest Service to enforce the pro-
visions of the Act. Such wardens should have the
power to arrest any persons violating the provisions
of the bill, or the regulations established under it,

and to bring such persons before any United States
court for trial. The Secretary should be authorized
to suggest to the Governors of the states in which
the game refuges or sanctuaries may be established
the appointment of the wardens of the Forest Serv-
ice to act as game wardens of their respective states
to serve without pay.

Big game hunters will do well to secure copies of
this bill—S. 2182—and study its provisions with a
view to suggesting amendments which may make
it m.ore effective.

Sportsmen have waited long for the enactment of
a bill such as this, and are looking forward to the
time when it shall become law. For Wenty or
twenty-five years men have been urging that our
national forests should in part be utilized for such
a purpose and some day Congress will act. May that
time come soon.

SHOOTING ACCIDENTS

PVERY year, during the hunting season a num-
ber of fatalities occur in the woods. The lists

that come in are full of pathos. A son shot his
father, a nephew his uncle, a young man killed his
best friend. In most cases the wounding or homicide
was caused by carelessness. Under other conditions
such an occurrence W'ould be termed criminal care-
lessness, and might mean a term of imprisonment.

These cases, however, are usually defined by the
coroners’ juries as accidents and are passed over
and soon forgotten by all except the unfortunate
persons who did the shooting. Inexcusable and
wicked as these occurrences are, their number is not
likely to be lessened by wordy condemnation of the
carelessness which causes them. They are the re-
sults of inexperience and lack of self-control—
faults of youth and of defective training. The les-

sons of life are to be learned by each one of us only
in life’s hard school. The father cannot pass on
to his son the experience that the years have taught
him ; he can only advise.

But the son is likely to remember and to profit by
the hard knocks that he himself receives. No man
who goes hunting contemplates the possibility of
shooting a man or of himself being shot, but the
apparent nearness of game seems to drive out of
the hunters’ mind every thought except that of se-
curing the quarry. So he shoots at he knows not
what and too often with the saddest results.

It is the duty of every experienced man who has
to do with young persons going into the woods for
deer, to talk to each of them about the use of his
gun and to impress on each the possibilities of
danger which lurk within the weapon, and the im-
portance of keeping this danger in mind all the time.
If the experienced hunter would strive harder to
make the inexperienced hunter realize that in care-
less hands the gun is a constant source of danger, the
number of such accidents might be greatly lessened.



n EARLY SHOOTING DAYS i

(| p EAUTIFUL as are these Indian summer days,

'

j

^ lovely as are the woods with changing colors, or

hillsides dotted with the bright green of low cedars,

the dark hue of bayberry or the red of huckleberry

bushes, these are not the best days for shooting.

The sun shines warm and bright, a haze is in the
‘ air, and he who goes abroad with gun feels more like

sitting down, on the hillside and dreaming over the

beauty of the landscape than |jUstily tramping for

birds.

Besides that, the prairie chickens have packed
and are wild, the ruffed grouse are in the midst of

the “crazy season,” and the quail have not yet set-

tled down to their winter feeding grounds. True it

is that the squirrels are active and if one finds a
piece of woods where nuts are plentiful he may get

many shots; true it is that many ducks have come
on and that along the seaboard they are even plen-

tiful, yet the warm weather takes the energy out of

man’s muscles and he cannot put into his day afield

the drive which in these times of game scarcity is

needed to secure even a few birds.

A little later, when a storm has washed the haze
' out of the atmosphere and tom the leaves from the

trees, and when keen frosts harden the ground each
night, driving before them from the north wild-

I fowl in numbers and woodcock not a few, then it

• is that the gunner, filling his lungs with the cool,

crisp air, can start out early and tramp long and
‘ late, ransacking cover after cover and returning at

,

night with a weight in his pocket which shall lighten
and comfort his homeward way.

In the Middle Atlantic States October and Novem-
ber, as open seasons for upland birds are much

! better for the birds than they are for the gunner.
' And yet we cannot complain of this, for in these

days the favors should be sho\\Ti to the game and
I not to the man who hunts it.
I

NO TRESPASSING ALLOWED

I
T is a Well-Known tact that the words which are
contained in the title of this editorial, or their

equivalent in meaning, are becoming more and more

j

common on the fence posts which border our farm

I

lands. It is also a truth that the words carrj’’ a
meaning of considerable importance to those inter-

ested ; and those interested are all who love the free-

dom of the woods and rivers. They are interested
in these words because the rapidity of their multipli-

' cation in the past few years points to the fact that
soon there will be very few farms from which sports-

j

men are not barred.
The meaning of the words is evidently clear ! Al-

though there may be an occasional word misspelled,

we infer, upon beholding the sign, that we are not
wanted on the premises. And the questions at once
arise: Is this farmer or owner unusually hard-
hearted and brimful of cussedness, or has somebody
given him a reason to so plaster his fence corner
with this hideous reminder?

Probably only one owner in every hundred puts
a sign on his land because there is hatred for the
sportsman in his heart. Ninety-nine owners have
posted their land because they have been forced to

do so on account of the annoyance they have suffered

at the hands of people who have trespassed.

The man who maliciously destroys property, the

one who destroys it unwittingly and at the same time

is not man enough to confess to the o’wner and make

it good, and the boy who wantonly destroys, are
making it necessary for the farmer to post his land
to-day. There is plenty of evidence, sadly enough,
to show that the sign-post is justifiable. The evi-

dence ranges all the way from “chicken killed” to

“horse shot.”
Those who maliciously do damage, those who do

damage and do not make the loss good, those who
fail to leave the floor of nature clean for the next
beholder, are harming not only themselves in the
eyes of the farmer; they are throwing suspicion
upon, and doing harm to the true sportsmen who are
out for the love of God’s handiwork, who believe in

fair play, and who leave the camp clean.

So the clean sportsman must bend all his energies
against the irresponsible person who would cheat
him of his heritage. He must teach his children and
other children about the property rights of the other
fellow. Otherwise it will soon happen that there
will be but few places, and very few at that, where
he may worship at the shrine.

The average farmer is very glad to ^ve permis-
sion to responsible people to go over his fields. In
fact, he seems to know that responsible people, if in
doubt as to their bearings, usually ask permission.
But unless the responsible sportsmen use their ener-
gies to help the farmers protect their lands against
invaders, the time is not far off when all our farms
will be adorned with no trespassing allowed.

TIN HATS AND THE DEER SEASON
'T'HE New York Sun printed the following con-

versation which was overheard in a railway train

in New York State recently:

First Man : I saw a lot of cots, blankets, surgical

supplies, etc., consigned to a hospital in Utica. They
must expect a rush in business.

Second Man: Yes; you see we have no buck law
in New York now. You don’t have to see horns.
Bang away at anjffhing. So I guess the up-State
hospitals are getting ready for an influx of wounded
hunters.

Don’t throw away the old tin hats, boys. They
may come in handy during the deer season.

BAG LIMITS
OPORTSMEN who are inclined tO be proud of

their skill seem to feel that if they bring home
any number of birds below the number proscribed
by law, it is in a way himiiliating to them and two
or more vie with each other in a friendly way.
When, as with wild-fowl, the number is twenty-five
per day, in some States, and a party shoots for sev-
eral days and each member brings in the limit every
day, the intended effect of the law is lost. In short,
if every man who shoots is generally successful in
bagging the limit, then that number must be re-
duced until the bag limit really means something.

Let us all think of game preservation first and
of big bags afterward when we have opportunities
to make high scores. The best way is to regard the
limit as a reminder to count heads when the bag
grows hea\’y and then stop if the number is ample
for all our needs. The law is intended to restrain
the greedy, not to remind good sportsmen that they
must kill just so many in order to maintain their
prestige among their neighbors.



THE BLACK RHINO OF THE LADO
SOME INTERESTING NOTES CONCERNING ITS LIFE HISTORY AND HOW IT
DIFFERS FROM ITS COUNTERPART OF THE AFRICAN WILDS, THE WHITE SPECIES

Ey Majcr C, H. STJGAND

T he black rhino, unlike the white,

is widely distributed over Africa.

It used to be common in South
Africa but is now scarce south of the

Zambezi river. North of that river it

is plentiful in such parts of norther’’.

Rhodesia, Nyasaland and Portuguese ter-

ritory as are thinly populated, but it does

not like the neighborhood of man. Owing
to the thickness of the bush country it

inhabits, and consequently the difficulty

in locating it, the rhino appears to be

less common than it actually is.

British East Africa and part of what
was until recently German East Africa

are par excellence the country for rhino.

These countries have been lately so much
settled over thUt the game has been

thinned off in most of the healthy uplands

but rhino still occur in numbers in the

thicker and more unfertile and unhealthy

parts. They are found in the Sudan and
Ugauay on the east side of the Nile, from

the Sudd region southwai’ds, but do not

appear on the west bank where the white

rhino take their place.

In Somaliland it is only when one

reaches as far south as the Webbe Shebeli

that this pachyderm is met with. It does

not occur in the highlands of Abyssinia

but is found in the thorny bush country

which lies below the upland plateaux.

Its chief food is the leaves of thorn

trees of the acacia type, although it does

graze on other plants. Therefore it is

generally met with in the hot and rather

sterile areas w'hich favor the growth of

such trees, although it usually keeps to

the thick bush it is also seen in the

open plain and desert. Especially is this

so in East Africa where rhino can be

recognized miles aw’ay, as dark patches

moving across the vast, open prairies

called the Athi and Kapiti plains and in

the northern desert regions cn the

Abyssinian border.

A casual observer, seeing them in such

spots and furthermore noticing them
grazing and, if near enough, seeing their

jaws actually moving, would be willing to

stake his all that they were feeding on
grass, like the other game of the plains

around them, but he would lose his

money. If one looks closely at the place

in which a rhino has been grazing one

finds a number of tiny thorn shoots and

it is these it has really been eating.

On being disturbed the rhino will gen-

erally gallop off but does not always go

in the opposite direction to the threatened

danger. In rhino-infested country one is

[^nstantly being scared by animals

T\/fAJOR STIGAND is one of the

most noted of recent African
big game hunters and explorers,

and he is also a field naturalist of
unusual powers. His studies of the

' tracks, of animals have been almost
unique. The only studies approach-
ing them are those about the tracks

of game of continental Europe, in

the hunting books of the seven-
teenth century. He has the keen-

est app^'eciation of the vivid and
extraordinary beauty of the teem-
ing African wild life and has made
close first-hand observations of the

life histories of very many species

of big game.—[Theodore Roosevelt
in foreword to Major Stigand’s

book, “ Hunting the Elephant in

Africa.”]

dashing past too close to be pleasant. I

remember an occasion on which one came
up from behind my caravan and careered

up our path from rear to front. Every
porter had to throw down his load and
skip out of the way until finally I myself,

marching in a dignified way at the head
cf the procession, looked round at the

scene cf commotion just in time to make
a bolt for it. It appears to me that the

rhino, befoi-e lying down, maps out its

line of retreat and charges off in this

predetermined direction quite regardless

of whether it is towards or away fi'om

the threatened danger. It is this habit

which makes him so often come to close

quarters with the hunter, cr blunder

through a caravan of porters. Of course

they will also charge with every intent

to do injury, generally following up the

wdnd or, occasionally, charging for the

sound of a rifle. When the animal really

means business it will, instead of

thundering past, turn quickly when it

finds that it has missed its objective, cr

when it gets a new indication cf dii'ccticn

from sound, or scent. Being very short-

sighted it has to come very close before

it can charge on sight. It is astonishing

how quickly this ponderous beast can

w’heel round on such occasions and also,

when disturbed whilst lying down, how it

can spring up and break straight into a

gallop—apparently requiring no time to

get up steam. The pace at w’hich

elenhant and rhino move appears much
greater than it really is; a good runner

could probably outdistance them, or be

able to dodge them, on a racing track but

one docs net n.e^t on such favorable
ground. One meets them in thick grass
and bush, through which one can only
force a way with difficulty, whilst under
foot are roots, stones and ant-bear holes.
When one tries to run races with them
under such conditions one always loses,

unless one has sufficient start to get out
of the wind before one is sighted.

M any years ago, in Nyasaland,
whilst following an elephant path
through thick country, I cut the

fresh spoor of two rhino who had crossed
the track and were ljung down, unknown
to me, thirty yards, or so, away. On
getting my wind they both came for me.
Owing to the thickness of the grass I

could not see them until they were but
a few yards distant. I then fired in the
face of one of them and jumped aside to
try to dodge the second. This one whipped
round, as quick as lightning, kicked me
over and then tossed me high in the air,

ripping a large gash in my chest with
its horn. I reached the ground just in
time to get a glimpse of its hind quarters
as it was rushing away. Probably the
one I fired at had retired on receiving a
bullet in its head and the other, finding
its companion gone, had hastened to fol-

low it, instead of waiting to finish me off.

Some people think it particularly low
down for the rhino, and other dangerous
game, to molest the innocent hunter in

this way without provocation. They con-
demn them as ‘savage’ and ‘ferocious’

beasts not worth a moment’s considera-
tion and cnly fit to be exterminated.
Such an attitude is unjust—w'orse still

it is lacking in a sense of humor. Firstly
one never know’s if the animal was really

unprovoked. It may have been shot at
by some other sporteman and be unable
to discriminate bctw'een the scent of the
hunter who has already wounded it and
the hunter who has not yet done so. Again
it may consider the hunter’s presence in

its particular haunt is, of itself, a
c'eclarati''n of war. The hunter spends
his life in stalking game, trying to come
on them unawares and then attempts to

murder them wth a weapon calculated to

kill them before they have a chance to

retaliate. When the quarry steals a
march on the hunter and catches him
first it is ridiculous to consider that there
is ruAdil’ing rnfair. or unsporting, in its

beba^'-icr. The Mohammedan dees not
consider it law’ful to eat the flesh of an
animal which has not been killed by a co-

religionist in the authorized way—by



cutting its throat. So when, with moslem
followers, one shoots anything, someone
generally rushes forward with a knife to

kill the animal before it is quite dead.

When one shoofS a rhino, however, no
gallant man rushes forward to perform
this rite whilst the animal is still kicking.

Either the throat is cut after death, or

it is not cut at all. In the latter event

they eat the meat all the same saying that

the rule doeS' not apply, as the rhino has

no neck to speak of.

O NCE, whilst marching some distance

ahead of my caravan, I shot one of

these animals. After ascertaining

that it was quite dead I went up to it,

caught hold of its horn and then called to

my men to come and finish it. Some of

them, seeing me close to the body, came
up with knives prepared to go through
the farce of cutting the animal’s throat

and pretending that it was still alive. As
they came near I jerked the head up and
let it fall back on the ground calling out
“Hurry up, I can’t hold him much longer.”

Whereupon they retired hastily.

The anterior horn is curved backwards
and is much longer than the posterior. I

have, however, seen a rhino on which the

back horn stood some inches higher than
the front and must have been about
twenty inches—a most unusual length.

The horns of the female are much more
slender than those of the male and some-
times attain great length, although more
often this slender horn gets broken—it

then wears down into a short and stumpy
one giving little indication of having been
once much longer. The broken part of

the horn is gradually worn into a point,

sometimes by being systematically ground
on a stone.

The rhino has on each foot three toes.

each provided with a hoof, or broad nail,

which cuts into the surface of the ground
and makes the spoor very distinctive. The
middle toe faces forward and the side toes

outward. The whole spoor looks like

the outline of the top of a man’s head
with large ears on each side. The track
of the hind foot is, like that of nearly all

animals, narrower than the fore. The
spoor is much the same size as that of a
hippo but cannot be confused with it as
the latter has pointed toe nails.

Some African natives are wonderful at
tracking and bushcraft in their own par-
ticular localities but, as their skill is the
result of instinct rather than conscious

thought and effort, they are quite hopeless

if taken out of the country they know.
In Uganda proper, that is the part of
the Uganda protectorate in which the
Baganda live, there are no rhino. I took

(CONTINUED ON PACE 626)

ROOSEVELT AS A STUDENT OF BIRDS'
FEW MEN HAVE POSSESSED HIS BREADTH OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE HABITS
CHARACTERISTICS AND LIFE HISTORIES OF OUR MANY FEATHERED FRIENDS

By JOHN M. PARKER
,

I

I

Theodore roosevelt was, and
had been from early boyhood, a
close student of bird life. He was

an indefatigable reader of books about
birds, and what he thus learned he veri-

fied and supplemented by personal ob-

servation. He was amazingly well-posted
as to their life habits, the manner of
their nesting, the forms of the nests and
the way the feathered creatures reared
their young. Few men I have ever met
have had his breadth of knowledge of
the habits and characteristics of birds,

and he never lost an opportunity of ad-
ding to that knowledge, carefully jot-

ting down in a memorandum book for
future reference
any details which
interested him.
On one of the

numerous occasions
when it was my
privilege to have
him for a guest we
were making a
camping trip along
the Gulf Coast of

Mississippi
andLouisiana. Here
there was a wealth
of bird-life which
offered to the Col-

onel free scope for

his hobby and kept
him as delighted as
a boy with a new
toy. I remember
well his tremend-
ous enthus-
iasm over what
was, in truth, a re-

markable sight—

a

colony of Royal
Terns we encoun-
tered one day
which must have
embraced, I should

fay, as many as

100,000 nests. Some of the small islands

or shell-keys were so thickly covered with
bird nests that it was a difficult matter
to walk without stepping on them. Yet
in spite of the vast number of these

birds, each old one seemed able to in-

stantly identify not only its nest, but its

young birds.

All of this section is now under Gov-
ernment protection, and about the mid-
dle of June, either late in the evening
or early in the morning, one may see

the air filled with the white-winged gulls

feeding their young on minnows, and
even more wonderful, during the heat of

the day see some of these small islands.

looking at a distance like a white sheet,

since, when the birds are young, the old

ones stand over them with outspread

wings to protect them both from the

sun and the rain.

VERY early one morning we were’
walking over the divided end of the

Chandaleur Islands, and the Col-!

onel stopped suddenly and said, “ByJ
Jove! What is this?”

'

Captain Spreckle, the warden of the
bird islands, told us they were two coon
traps. A very large coon had been
caught by its foreleg in the trap and had
chewed the leg off in order to escape. In

the other trap a
second large coon
had been caught
and had chewed its

hind leg off in or-

der to escape from
the trap. The Cap-
tain told us that

these two coons
were the only ones

left on the island,

and while their
tracks were very
pilainly visible, the
keepers had never
been able to retrap
them or get a
chance to shoot

them before they
slipped into the

marsh grass and
brush which sur-

rounded the place.

He was very proud
of the fact that

they had succeeded

almost completely

in freeing the

island of one of the

worst pests for

(CONTINUED ON
PAGE 627)jJohn M. Parker and Theodore Roosevelt on their way to the bird sanctuaries



LOG CABIN BUILDING
By CHARLES MEAKINS

T his article makes no pretentions of
clashing with recognized authorities,

for while having read most of them
on log cabin building it has never been my
experience to quite adjust the authority
with the practical construction of the
cabin :—^namely, with the help of two com-
petent lumbermen I tried to build one
some years ago by the standard authority
and found it to the best of my endeavors,
out of the range of possibility to make the

building commensurate with the approxi-
mate cost, plus the authority—the cost

being so much greater in the actual build-

ing than when written for the amateur
builder to try and carry out.

I will attempt to make clear to the
lover of outdoors that it is possible for

an amateur to build a log cabin in a
workmanly way, in the back of beyond,

far removed from rail or steamboat trans-

port, cheaply and with every comfort.

My intention in writing this article is

to show each step in the construction of

a cabin 18 feet by 24 feet, built eighteen

miles, from the nearest road, where all

material except the logs had to be trans-

ported by canoe, carried over two port-

ages and a lumber dam—which, with the

help of an experienced woodsman I com-
pleted in ten days.

This locality may be more inaccessible

than the average and the difficulty of

bringing in the material greater, but to

any nature lover, the very charm of a
wilderness home lies in its being off the

beaten track and therefore necessarily

inaccessible.

Should your preferred site be on Gov-
vemment property it may be obtained
through the State Dept, of Lands, Forests

and Mines, for a small consideration. Care
is to be taken regarding timber licenses,

if any. In my own application to the
Ontario Dept. I located a point of two
acres, on an inland lake, through the

local government surveyor at the county
Beat, at five dollars an acre—“water
frontage on any one location shall be ap-

proximately one half the depth” (Gov-
ernment Statute). State and Provincial

Depts. are practically the same with
minor rulings.

In selecting your plot for building,

it is advisable to locate as near as pos-

sible to the timber where you are to

obtain your logs. This will not be found
difficult, as in most sections the “second

growth” timber is from 8 to 10 inches

on the “butt.” From 50 to 55 logs will

be required, varying in number accord-

ing to the size of the logs. This

TJ7E are depending upon the
r r friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them vnth quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United States
Army; his canoe has been preserved
in the Smithsonian Institution; and
%oe hope that all good woodsmen
will contribute to this department
their Hints and Kinks and trail-

tested contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

can be figured only on the spot, but a
little calculation will assure the builder

as to the number needed for a 9 foot

wall. In my own case it required 52

logs at an average of 8 to 10 inches on
the butt. In cutting logs make certain

of having enough, better a few over, to

avoid possible shortage during construc-

tion. Special care should be used in

getting the straightest trees.

Cut all your side timber 23 feet and
your front and back 29 feet—this leaves

a margin of 5 feet in the log. This is

suggested as it is sometimes necessary
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seven required of 5 to 6 men outt and
23 feet long, hemlock or pine preferred.

These must be selected particularly for

their straightness, as they must be
trimmed and flattened without losing too

much of the timber. Then the poles for
your rafters and joists. These should
be about 4 to 5 inches on the butt and
23 feet long, small cedar or pine if ob-

tainable. The rafters should be selected

with the same care as the floor sleepers

and for the same reason. The joists

mean very little and need not be as care-

fully chosen, as in some cabins only a
middle one is used. Personally I prefer
one every four feet, making five in all.

This strengthens the cabin and enables
it to withstand the snow load in the
winter. They also improve the appear-
ance of the interior, as well as being a
convenience for hanging articles when
the cabin is completed.

After felling all the trees, engage a
man with horse and woods tackle—i. e.

harness, whipple-trees and logging-chain
for hauling of logs, which should not
take more than one day at most. Place
all front and back wall timber directly

in front of proposed site, facing what is

to be the front wall. Pile on two logs

placed at right angles to pile—this is

known as a “skid-way.” Then place all

side logs facing one of your side walls,

the reason for which will be explained

in construction.

Next remove bark from all logs.

This should be done as soon after felling

as possible; the bark is easily taken off

while the sap is in the tree, but if left

for awhile it adheres closely and makes
a great deal of unnecessary labor. I

have found it an excellent idea for one
man to fell and top the tree while the

other removes the bark as soon as felled.

To do this chip a strip of bark with a
draw-knife or axe, the entire length of

the log.

Then make what is known as a “spud,”

with a piece of hard wood 24 inches long

and sharpened flat like a chisel, with

face 1 to 2 inches wide. Insert sharp

end of “spud” under the bark from the

butt to the top, and pry up. In this

manner it will be found that the bark
will come away without much labor.

to trim the ends to the middle for the

log to lay flat on its mate.
If possible get four • dry, dead cedar

trees to form the first round of your
walls. Cedar, placed close to the earth

will withstand the weather better than
any other timber.

Logs for floor sleepers come next

—

WITH the logs in position the build-

ing begins : First, with a builder’s

measuring tape, adjust your front

two comers and place pegs in position,

then from these line the back square.

Next place four large flat stones at peg-

ged corners and add other stones to level

as necessary. It is preferable to have first



round of logs six to twelve inches above
the ground. After the stone foundation
is leveled, slightly flatten the ends of

effort, roll on your side logs. Pull up
two logs, then saddle and place in posi-

tion front and back;—now, turn your
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logs selected for front and back and with

a “cant hook’ or “peavy,” place both in

position on stone foundation, then true

them with care to see that they are

squared. Next, cut a round notch in

your two side logs to fit over the front

and back logs and lay them on the two
already placed—and again square your

entire round.

It may be well to explain the different

comer notching used in building the

cabin. There are three styles, “Round,”
“Saddle,” and “Tenon” as illustrated.

No. 1, 2 and 3. All are good. I prefer

the “Round” as it is simple and having
no cut on the upper side, it withstands
the weather better than the others, there

being no surface to hold water.

After the first round is laid and
squared, and your side logs in place, you
will have your two piles of timber, one
parallel with the front and the other

with the side wall, as explained in draw-
ing the logs. The method by which two
men can place the logs is this: Have
two lengths of 1 inch hemp rope and
tie one end round your two side logs,

behind where you have saddled them,
to the front logs. Take the loose ends
and put under and over the ends of a
log on your front pile, bringing rope
back to corner. Then place small pole

on your front log, three feet from each
end and directly in front of your pile

of timber. Now, each man taking a
corner and straddling the side logs, take
loose ends of rope and pull. You will

find by each pulling evenly, the logs will

come up the “skid” and with hardly an

Now that building the walls has been'

explained, we will go back. When rounds^

are laid as high above the ground as you-

wish the floor to be, notch logs for your'

floor sleepers, 3 feet apart, front andj

back, (as illustrated). No. 5. Not less

than 18 to 24 inches should be allowed

from the ground. Dig no cellar, as it^

becomes only a water-hole.

Next select the position for your fire-’

place and build a rough box, from the
earth to the floor level, 6 inches larger

than your proposed hearth. Fill this in

with stones and earth, to the level of the

floor joists and pack well while filling.

Leave in this state until cabin is com-
pleted. Now that floor sleepers are laid,

continue building your walls, and when
the desired height for the top of your
doors and windows has been reached,

notch the top log partly through with
axe or cross-cut saw. This is to insert

cross-cut saw, after walls are finished, to

make the opening for the doors and
windows. Line both sides of window
and door space with plumb-line chalk
line and nail a straight edged plank
flush with this line. Then outside of
plank drive a wedge between each log;

this is to hold logs in place after win-
dows and doors have been sawed through
and until the frames are built in.

If you are to have a veranda, for your
last two side logs select two logs the
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ropes and “skids” to side pile and repeat
the operation on the two side logs—and
so on till your wall is built, (as illustrat-

ed) No. 4. It is of the utmost importance
to true each round as laid and also plumb
the corners true with plumb-bob line.

width of your side wall plus the widtH

you wish your veranda and lay with top

ends overhanging the front wall. This

will constitute the first supports of your

veranda roof (details explained later).

Next lay front and back top Jogs,
Jtm. -Zi



(known as rafter plates) and flatten

these to hold notched rafters.

When entire walls are built, take your

1% inch auger and bore through your

top logs into your next round below,

four* holes to a side, close to the comers

and drive wooden pins through the two

logs, to insure stability.

After figuring the pitch of your roof,

select your rafters and notch them to

fit rafter plates, as per illustration.

Notches should be placed leaving butt

end of log with an overhang of at least

24 inches. The woodsman has a simple

and accurate way of cutting the rafters

:

—take one of your extra logs and bore

two 1% inch holes in the sides, put in

wooden pins, four feet from butt of log;

then, two feet below these pins place

another pin, directly in the middle of

your log. After you have figured the

length of rafter required, nail two boards

on each side of the log and saw the

boards, making a mitre the bevel of

your gable points. Placing the hewn
notch of the rafters tightly against peg

in middle of log, saw the poles in the im-

pro-vnsed mitre box. The entire sixteen

poles will then be accurate (see illustra-

tion) No. 6.

I

N putting up rafter, first slightly

flatten your front and back plates,

then, nailing a pair of rafters to-

gether, place notches in position on flat-

tened plates, as in illustration No. 7.

Standing on side top log, raise rafters in

position at end of plate. Prop in posi-

tion temporarily by nailing pole to side

logs, then repeat at other end. Place a

ridge pole between the extremes of the

two gable points, then, after nailing all

gable bevels together, place all rafters

in position three feet apart, nailing se-

curely each notched rafter to the plates.

Take roofing lumber and start 8 to

10 inches below the eave and lay your

roof up to gable. Next lay your patent

roofing, or tar paper, lengthwise of the

roof, to gable points, folding three or

four inches over gable top.

Finish with a “Saddle board” i. e. a

long pole entire length of roof, hollowed

in a V, invert and nail V to fit gable.

Now saw out your doors and windows.

Remove one handle of your cross-cut saw

and put saw through notch or saw mark,

made when building walls. After re-

placing handle, saw, using board as

straight edge guide. It is possible to

build your ovm door and window frames

and sashes, but as those Sought at any

lumber mill are better and just as reason-

able, I would advise purchasing them.

They are stronger and add greatly to the

appearance of your cabin.

It is unnecessary to explain putting

,

them in, as it is apparent from their con-

struction. After putting them in and

before removing the wedges and plank

holding the logs in place, spike each log

with 6 inch spikes through the side piece

of the frames of both doors and windows

and into ends of logs.

Flooring can be of any material the

builder desires. I used 4 inch tongue

and groove bass wood, which, with a

coating of oil allowed to dry in and then

painted, makes a floor which will wear

like iron and is much easier to keep clean.

The veranda is next built. The floor-

ing which is placed on long stringers,

running parallel with front of cabin,

can be on the level with the interior or

some inches lower, as desired. Build

up foundation of flat stones at each cor-

ner of veranda and place log stringers on

these stones. Nail your flooring one-

half inch apart across stringers; this

Of , Kf)Tfr

half inch opening enables the veranda
floor to be kept clean, as sand and dirt

can be swept through.

Now comes the veranda roof. Cut
four holes 6 inches on the butt, for up-

rights; place one long pole underneath
your projecting top side logs (left long

as described in building) and cutting

your four uprights to fit snugly under
the pole, nail securely to floor and pole,

at outer edge of veranda. Next, take

4 small poles, 4 to 6 inches on the butt

and round notch them, 24 inches from
butt, to fit pole supported by uprights.

These poles should be long enough to

rest on the roof of cabin, 4 feet above

the eave and must be beveled on the same
side as the notch to lay flat on the roof.

(v88. siDf F'lRB'PL^ce

Aft«r nailing rafters securely 8 feet

apart, to veranda pole and roof, lay

your roofing, starting 6 inches from the

butt of the rafters; this will leave an

18 inch overhang.

T O complete the building, fill the

space between the logs; this is call-

ed “chinking.” To di this, take

a small cedar pole if obtainable, or small

straight grain pine, 3 to 4 inches, on the

butt. Split lengthwise in quarters and

according to irregularity of openings be-

tween logs, cut your quartered poles to

fit as closely as possible, then drive the

V of the quartering securely between the

logs and nail in place. As the logs are

green and it takes six to eight months to

season or dry, during which time there

is shrinkage, do not plaster the cabin

the first season. When logs are sea-

soned and cabin has “settled,” gather

moss which is found on the rocks or

fallen trees and after leaving in the

sun to thoroughly dry, pick apart and
with a “spud,” caulk the crevices be-

tween the “chinking” and the logs. Then
if lime is convenient make mortar and

plaster over “chinking,” inside and out,

between the logs. Blue clay if obtain-

able, can be used in place of mortar.

The fireplace is then to be built. First,

directly behind where you have already

left hearth box, nail planks to the height

of 5 feet, to the back wall, across the

entire width of fireplace. Nail only to

upper end and do not drive nails fully

home. Then take large flat stones for

hearth, (the larger and flatter the bet-

ter) and lay them, as level as possible,

in the foundation already in place, in a

thin bed of cement and bring hearth one

inch above flooring. Lay stones with

tops exposed. Next, build a rough box,

the shape and size of proposed opening

of your fireplace, leaving space in top of

box, for the flue and place on hearth

stones in position, 6 inches from the

temporary planks on back wall, directly

in centre of hearth. Next lay stones all

around the back and sides of box, cement-

ing as laid, just touching it, but not

close enough to displace it. When sides

and back are flush with the top of the

box, take two flat pieces of % by 4 inch

iron and wide enough to be laid with 6

inches resting on the stone sides. Lay
your top stones on these irons, leaving

space for flue, behind the iron supports.

These top stones of fireplace should be

selected with care; about 4 inches thick

and oblong. After covering the entire

top, begin to build your taper for chim-

ney around the flue. The chimney can be

built of graduated stones to roof. Per-

sonally I prefer it away from the wall

and straight up from the top of the

flue. After cementing the main part

of the fireplace, up to the taper for chim-

ney and allowing the cement to set, draw
the nails of the planking behind the fire-

place and remove planks
; this will leave a

space of one inch between the back wall of

the fireplace and the logs. This insures

safety and when stones are heated,

radiates more heat than a fireplace which

is cut through your log wall, as is usually

done.

F
INALLY, a word about tools used,

materials and mode of transporta-

tion. My own experience in trans-

porting material do\\m a 12 mile stretch

of lake, a 4 mile haul up a small stream,

including two short, but difficult portages

and “a carry” over a lumber dam, into

the Lake upon which the cabin is built,

was accomplished in this way; Two
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 630)



SHOTGUN ACCURACY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
NOTE in the September number of

your magazine that Mr. L. Mitchell

Henry, of New York, has honored your

anonymous correspondent “ Gaucho ”

—

“ the man from Patagonia who knows
more about Bolas than shotguns, etc.,

etc.”— so while I quite freely admit the

utter hopelessness of prolonging the

agony by further correspondence on shot-

guns with Mr. Henry still I beg permis-

sion in their further defense to state

as follows:

In your issue for May, 1919, Mr.

Henry broadly and flatly asserts that

“Double guns do not shoot true to the

line of aim along the rib,” and in sup-

port of this misleading, inaccurate state-

ment goes on to give your readers the

reason for having come to such a wild

and absolutely untenable conclusion.

As I understand the case it resolves

itself into this

—

i. e., is Mr. Henry just-

ified in making the unqualified statement

that double shotguns do not shoot

straight, or on the other hand am I cor-

rect in maintaining,that any and every

perfect shotgun must shoot to the centre

from both barrels in order to rank as a

first class fowling piece?

Mr. Henry seems to lay particular

stress on having been fitted and meas-

ured by foreign gunsmiths, also to hav-

ing shot a great deal of game abroad,

and while such experiences may add a

superficial depth of glamour to the gen-

eral tone of a magazine article, yet it

is palpably irrelevant to the case in

point, and, incidentally, I might mention

that we have in this country many men
who have never seen a try-gun, or an
animated gun fitter, yet at any kind

of shooting with rifle, pistol or shotgun,

easily stand on a par with any the world

over. Perhaps Mr. Henry does not know
that, so I mention it enpassant as it

were, as an humble offset to what he is

pleased to attribute to my knowledge of

“Bolas.”

Mr. Henry admits having tried an al-

leged fine gun the left barrel of which
at forty yards put the centre of the

charge over two feet to the right, also

resents my stating that to correct the

shooting of an offshooting barrel—cast-

ing “off” or “on” the stock is “too gro-

tesque to merit serious consideration.”

Has any practical sportsman ever heard
of casting off the stock of a gun to rec-

tify, mind you, the shooting of one of its

barrels? How about the other barrel?

Perhaps Mr. Henry has his gun stocks

hinged at the grip, so that he may wig-
gle-waggle them according to the way he
desires them to shoot. (Hapny thought
that!!!)

To sum up the whole question, I will

ask Mr. Henry to produce one single

first class double gun-maker and ask him
whether all of his guns shoot off centre

—also to come out publicly and state that
casting the stock “off” or “on” to rectify

a defective shooting barrel is not too

grotesque and absurd to merit serious

consideration.

Hoping Mr. Henry will pardon the

nom de plume which I have used for

almost forty years in writing to Amer-
ica’s foremost sporting papers, and by
which I am far more widely known
than under my name, I again respect-

fully subscribe myself,

Gaucho.

CONCERNING THE COTTONTAIL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

Having found quite a little differ-

ence of opinion among our local

hunters regarding the habits of our
Iowa wild rabbits or commonly called

cottontails, I am writing to ask if you
will kindly answer the following ques-
tions through the columns of your paper:

1. About what month do they usually
start to breed?

2. Where do they usually make their

nests—in grass or brush, on high ground
or in holes in the ground? Concerning
this latter place, there has been some
heavy argument.

3. About how many litters of young
do they have in one season?

4. How old are the young before they
are out and scurrying about for food?

5. Just what causes the grub or hard
knot sometimes found near the skin of

our cottontails in the breeding season
and nearly always found in Jack Rabbits
at any season?

E. E. W., DesMoines, la.

Our correspondent has asked several

questions about the natural history of
cottontail rabbits tvhich we' will attempt
to answer in so far as our available in^

fromation goes, with the idea that read-
ers of Forest and Stream may be able

to add to our knowledge of the subject.

There are a number of races and spe-

cies of cottaintails found in the United
States, all very much alike and with sim-
ilar habits. Technically they are all

small hares and differ from the European
ra.bbit, which is a burrowing animal, in

that they make their, nest in grass or.

brush on the surface of the ground. It ia

true that cottontails sometimes enter bur-

rows, and it would not surprise us to

hear of a nest being found below ground,

but so far we know of no such case. One
first sees young cottontails out and scur-

rying about, scarcely as large as a man’s
fist, the beginning of May, and they are

probably bom in April. The chances are

that there is, at least sometimes, a second

brood, but the very small ones are gen-

erally seen only in the spring. A grub
found under the skin of rabbits, especial-

ly jack rabbits, but also cottontails, is

the larva or maggot of a peculiar fly.

One need not go so far from the For-

est and Stream office as Iowa to find

things about rabbits which are not well

known. On Long Island, New York,

there occur two distinct species of cot-

tontails, but ^ve do not know whether
both are generally distributed, whether

one is more partial to woodland, and
which is the more common. The skulls

of the two are sufficiently unlike to be

told apart, and if sportsmen who kill rab-

bits on Long Island the present open sea-

son ivill send their heads to the Natural

History Editor of Forest and Stream,

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, vjith a statement of the exact

locality and type of country where they

were killed, ive ivill thereby get some in-

teresting scientific information.

—

[Edit-

ors.]

LEAD POISONING IN
WATERFOWL

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A FEW days ago I was handed copy
of a professional paper of the De-

partment of Agriculture, Bulletin No.

793, contributed by the Bureau of Bi-

ological Survey, and dated July 31, 1919.

Its title is “Lead Poisoning in Water-
fowl,” by Alexander Wetmore, Assistant

Biologist.

As I read over the pamphlet’s 12 pages

its contents seemed familiar and a little

effort of memory recalled an article in

Forest and Stream of twenty or twenty-
five years ago and then a book, American
Duck Shooting. In the book I found
copied the earlier account from Forest
and Stream, which contains essentially

all that the Biological Survey pamphlet
has, though Mr. Wetmore has spread out

his information very thin, taking a dozen

pages to express what might have been
said as well—or better—in four.

Mr. Wetmore appears to regard him-
self as the discoverer of these mysteries,

though he gives credit to Mr. Bowles and
Mr. McAtee for accounts of the trouble

published in the Auk in 1008. Mr. Wet-
more may not have known of the rather
detailed account of lead poisoning given

in Forest and Stream—perhaps in 1894



or 189o“but if a student of wild fowl

habits he might have known of the book.

Perhaps, however, the Biological Sur-

vey takes the position ^aid to have been

assumed in old days by the London Times
—that no news had been published until

it had appeared in the columns of the

Times.

Mr. Wetmore’s account used a few
technical anatomical terms, but except

for these words, and for its verbosity,

does not differ markedly from the one

published t?^cnty odd years ago.

However,. he must be given credit for

some original research. Thus (1) he

fed captive birds some No. 6 shot through

a funnel and singular to relate this diet

after a time poisoned the birds; (2) he

sifted the mud beneath the water about

commonly used ducking blinds and found

shot in the mud!
We must all bow the head before sci-

ence and even if these are days of

strikes, high prices and—for some peo-

ple—hard times, I am sure the taxpay-

ers are glad to pay out their money to

manufacture a pamphlet containing such

nuggets of wisdom.
Old Gunner, New Jersey.

HENRY’S LAKE TODAY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

After reading the fine article by Mr.
Bannon in the September number of

Forest and Stream, it occurred to me
that possibly some of the aspects of the

present conditions and attractions of

that wonderland around Henry’s Lake
might be of interest to your readers.

The marvels of the Yellowstone Na-
tional Park are attracting tourists from
every part of the country and each year

the number of people traveling in their

own cars and camping as they go, is

increasing tremendously. But there are

very few who knov/ of the wonderful
places for the sportsman and sightseer

which lie just off the main traveled

roads and which are as well worth seeing

as the Park itself.

Henry’s Lake is truly a paradise for

the present day tourists just as it was
a center for the big game hunter of ear-

lier years. I thinle no other stream in

the west can boast of the number, size

and variety of trout as are found in the

Madison River. No lakes in the coun-

try can surpass the chain of Cliff Lakes
in wildness, beauty, depth or game fish.

No other section is richer in relics and
traditions and reminders of the very ear-

liest pioneers. So if tourists and travel-

ers can become acquainted with these

wonder places through the agency of a
magazine such as yours, the pleasure of

the trip can be increased many fold and
our natural attractions will become as

well known as those of other countries.

Less than a score of years after Lewis
and Clark had toiled up the Missouri

River on their wonderful pilgrimage in-

to an unknown country, and had stopped

at the point where three rivers meet to

form that greatest of natural highways,

Andrew Henry left the trading post of

the Missouri Fur Company at the Three

Forks of the Missouri and with two com-

panions as brave and hardy as himself.

struck south along the river named by
Captain Lewis, the Madison. Just where
he was going he did net know, but he
knew that any place was better than the

hunting ground of the Blackfeet. It

was a beautiful country he passed
through. A valley many miles wide shut
in on the east and west by towering
mountain ranges; smooth, sloping mesas
covered with rich grasses and dotted

with herds of buffalo and antelope, and
down the center of the valley flowing a
wonderful stream. Where the river

turned abruptly to the east and cut its

way through a mighty range of moun-
tains, he left the stream and crossing a
low, rolling divide which separates the
waters of the Atlantic from those of the
Pacific, he came to a lake set like a gem
among the surrounding mountains and
meadows.
And so, Henry’s Lake was discovered

and named. And we, almost exactly a
century later followed this same beauti-

ful valley, crossed the same broad mesas.

On the way to Henry’s Lake

covered now with fertile fields and dotted

with herds of white faced cattle; saw
the river whose rippling surface and

deep pools and hurrying rapids v/ere a

constant invitation to stop and fish;

looked at the same lofty peaks whose

towering summits pierced a sky of in-

comparable blue. And we came to the

Lake. It was just the same as when
Henry saw it a hundred years ago ex-

cepting that now, the meadows around

its southern and western shore are

marked with stacks of hay made from
the luscious grasses, and here and there

may be seen a z’ancher’s cabin or hunter’s

lodge along the shore of the lake.

We drove into the yard of the famous
Bower’s Ranch and were met by the own-

er of that truly typical western moun-
taineer’s home. He helped us to unload

our car and conducted us to the cabin

which had been reserved for our party.

“And nov/,” said our host when we had
made ourselves comfortable, “I reckon

you are ready for something to eat. The

bell will ring in about ten minutes."

And such a dinner. Vegetables in pro-

fusion of variety freshly gathered from
the garden near the house; milk and
cream ice cold from the milk house built

over the mountain stream; great rain-

bow trout baked to a turn and best of

all, appetites sharpened and stimulated

by a day of riding in the crisp mountain
air.

In the glow of such a sunset as can
be seen only in the high altitudes of the

Rockies, we follov/ed a trail through the

pines and aspens down to the margin of

the lake. Jack snipes darted from the

little grass covered stream which tum-
bled down the slope, and a mother grouse
with her brood of almost full grown
birds scurried into the trees at our pass-

ing. As we came through the willow
screen which borders the lake we could

scarcely credit our senses at seeing such
myriads of water-fowl. The lake, which
at this point is shallow and full of moss, ,

was literally covered with ducks, of ap-
parently every known variety, larger
birds which we took to be loons, pelicans,

and riding majestically on the water
farther out, were two swans. Here and
there in this shallower part of the lake

were little islands, some covered with
tules and rank grass, others having dense
clumps of willows—ideal places for the

duck hunter. Farther out the lake

stretches in unbroken miles of deep
water, the home of the largest and
gamiest trout found in the west.

“See that bunch ef pines off there to

the north?’’ said Raymond Bov/ers.

“That is Lavinger’s Island. He built a
cabin there longer ago than anyone can
remember and trapped and hunted on
the lake. His idea was to protect himself
from the Indians and I guess he was
about right.” Later in our sojourn at

Henry’s Lake we rowed across the mile
of water smooth as glass and visited

Lavinger’s Island. In the center of a
grove of pines Centuries old and sur-

rounded by a dense growth of aspens,

willows, kinikinick, "wild raspberries and
wild roses were the remains of the old

trapper’s cabin. The logs were decayed
and crumbling; the dirt roof had fallen

in and large trees were gi’owing out of

it; almost obliterated blazes on the pines

showed where frames had been built on
which to hang the deer or elk he had
killed or to stretch the skins of beaver,

otter or bear caught in his traps. The
trail leading into this deeply hidden
rendezvous was entirely overgrown and
lost, but we found the remains of a
corduroy road he had built to bring his

ponies across from the mainland when
the water of the lake was low.

An hour spent in the museum at Sher-
wood’s store half a mile from Bower’s
Ranch showed us almost every species

of animal and bird in this section of

the west. The specimens had been
mounted by Mr and Mrs. Sherwood and
exhibited a high degree of skill in taxi-

dermy as w'ell as showing years of in-

cessant and careful work in collecting.

A gi'oup of mountain goats, which the

boy who was our guide informed us
came from the Bitter Roots, made us
think that here, perhaps, w'as the last



Hoys^ to Soften Your Beard
Yet Avoid Slow, Harsh Ways

The Facts About Shavaid
To men who find shaving exasperating, we offer here a new freedom.
A better, quicker, simpler way which, once tried, you will never
abandon. And we back our statements with a Free Trial Tube, so
that you may be completely convinced. The coupon brings it*

T his is to urge you to try—
for your own sake— a new
shaving’ method. A way

which has already won the friend-

ship of thousands of men the
country over.

Your trial of Shavaid, we
promise, will be a revelation.

For most men have come to the
conclusion that shaving would
always be a task.

Read here what Shavaid does;
then— if these things appeal to

you— let actual proof decide
whether you can be content with
the old tedious way.

Saves Time and Trouble
Merely apply a thin coat of cooling Shavaid

to the dry face. Then the lather which needs
no rubbing in. Then shave with real comfort.

No need to copy the barber’s preparations.
He uses hot water, hot towels. He rubs the
lather in. Yet, when he is through, there is

irritation. So he applies lotions.

Harsh, harmful ways of treating the face
should be avoided. They age the skin. Wrin-
kles come too early. The -skin becomes
leathery.

The Shavaid way is the comfort way. It is

scientific, the result of countless experiments
and tests.

More Than a

Time Saver
Shavaid, of course, appeals

chiefly because it saves time. But
it does more than that— it saves

the skin. While softening the
beard instantly, it also forms a
protecting layer over the cuticle.

The skin remains firm and
smooth.

The razor glides over without
pulling, without scraping the
skin. Abrasions are not so fre-

quent.

The closest shave causes no
discomfort.

When you use Shavaid, you can discard the

after-lotions, for the sources of mistreatment
are gone.

Try This Luxury
Shaving Method

The coupon below brings you a Free Trial

Tube. Send for it now. Then see if you want
to adopt Shavaid.

We are sure it will delight you, amaze you,

and that you will never shave again without it.

And you Will tell your friends of this better

way.
Shavaid, only recently introduced nationally,

brought orders from dealers everywhere. Get
it ait your nearest druggist for 50c a tube.

Shavaid
Softens the beard instantly

—apply to dry face before
the lather.

Saves time and trouble

—no hot water, no “rub-
bing in” of the lather.

Protects the face

—skin remains firm and
smooth.

Removes the razor “pull”

—harsh ways age the skin
prematurely.

Replaces after-lotions

—Shavaid is a cooling,
soothing balm.

Shavaid
At Druggists—50c a Tube

BAUER & BLACK, Chicago, New York, Toronto

Makers ofSterile Surgical Dressings andAlliedProducts

I BAUER & BLACK, Chicago, UL

I
Mail free trial tube of Shavaid to

I Name I

I Street Address
jj

8 City Stale P

I
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Harper Books
THE RIDER OF THE KING LOG

By Holman Day
Holman Day is at his best in
this tense storj’ of love and
loyalty, treachery and intrigue,

set against the background of
the Great Woods. The reman-
tic adventure of life itself

stands out stark, clean, allur-

ing; the tang of the pines is in

its pages, the spume of the
churning forest streams, ihe
zest of keen forest air, the lure
of danger. Illustrated. $1.75.

THE YELLOW TYPHOON
By Harold MacGrath

'Ifjie Yellow Tj-phoon is a
woman, a strangel}' wicked
woman who, it develops, has a
double as good as she herself
is' wicked. There are stolen
papers, a breathless chase
across the Pacific from San
Francisco to New York, and
one thrilling incident after an-
other, before the story reaches
its astounding denouement.

$1.60.

THE FIRST PIANO IN CAMP
By Sam Davis

Everyone in the West knew
Sam Davis and his story that

is now put into book form for
the first time has made for it-

self a position almost like that

of Bret Harte’s “The Luck of
Roaring Camp.” It has been
translated into many foreign
languages. Thousands have
laughed and cried over it.

Illustrated. i6mo. 7Sc.

I

TALES OF FISHES
By Zane Grey

. Among deep-sea fishers Zane
Grey stands out almost as con-
spicuouslj- as he does among
novelists. Many adventures
have been his, and most of
them are told of in these fas-

cinating true tales, which are

,
fully illustrated with delightful

I

photo^aphs taken on the scene
of action.

Elaborately Illustrated. $2.50.

HOW ANIMALS TALK
By William J. Lon”,

Do animals talk? Dr. William

J. Long says they do, and his

assertion is based on long and
scientific observation. He be-

lieves in the common spiritual

inheritance of animal and man,
and he shows us the great af-

finity between them by show-
ing us the real selves of the

animals. Illustrated. ?3.oo.

BILL SEWALL’S STORY OF T. R.
By William Wingate Sewall

With an introduction by Hermann Hagedorn
Bill Sewell, the guide, who was
Colonel Roosevelt’s friend for al-

most a life-time, has made, in his
own way, a record of this wonder-
ful friendship. This quiet, simple
man from the Maine woods saw an
entirely different side of T. R. to

that which he handed down to his-

tory. IHu.'tratcd. Post Svo. Half
Cloth. 25.

HARPER & BROTHERS
Established 1817

resting place of the famous mountain
goats owned by Dick Rock many years

ago.

“Have you ever seen Cliff Lakes?”
Bowers asked one morning. No, we had
not seen Cliff Lakes nor had we ever
heard of such lakes. “Well,” continued

our genial host, “there is a place you
don’t want to miss. There aint one per-

son in a hundred who comes here who
ever heard of Cliff Lakes, but I’ll tell

you there aint anything to equal them
in Yellowstone Park or anywhere else.”

So we went to Cliff Lakes. A drive of

eleven miles across the rolling hills on
a road smooth as a boulevard, a short

climb through a gently sloping canyon,

a glide down a long dugway into a little

valley, down which a beautiful' mountain
stream went tumbling into the lake, and
there we were.

I shall not attempt to describe these

lakes, nor can I give any explanation of

the geology of them. They are inexpress-

ibly wild; in places they are immeasur-
ably deep; excepting at the point where
we came in, they seem to be almost in-

accessible. Quartzite cliffs rise sheer

from the water’s edge hundreds of feet.

The peaks of submerged mountains ap-

pear here and there on the lakes making
little cone shaped islands. The water
is so clear that trout may be seen swim-
ming about at a great depth. We were
informed that soundings had been made
to a depth of over nine hundred feet at

one point and no bottom found. There
are three lakes in this chain, the two
lower ones smaller and shallower than
the upper one, but deeper in the moun-
tains and more densely wooded along
their shores. An afternoon of rov/ing

on this wonderful body of water, lunch
on the gravelly beach of a little cove in

the rocks, revelling in such beauties of

nature as it is given few mortals to

behold, the row back in the deep shadows
of the towering cliffs, an hour's ride back
to Bower’s Ranch and we had the mem-
ory of a day which will stand out among
all other days as the most wonderful

—

the greatest of all.

T. R. Kelly, Montana.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION

T he following changes are proposed
in the Racing Rules of the Ameri-

can Canoe Association:

Rule II, Sec. 4. I.ast paragraph to

read, “Not over three-quarters of the

sail area shall be carried by one mast.”
Rule XII, Sec. 1. Second line, change

to permit “Sailing Canoes” to compete
for the “Record.”

Rule XIII. Add to the present Rule,

the following: “Sailing and Cruising

Canoe Trophy races to be scheduled to

be sailed, weather nermitting. as follows:

Sailing Cange Trophy
First Heat on Thursday afternoon of

first week.

Second Heat on Monday morning of

second week.

Third Heat on Tuesday morning of

second veek.

CRTUSTNG trophy
Fir®* IHat cn Tl.u.sd. merning of

first week.

Second Heat on Monday afternoon of
second week.

Third Heat on Tuesday afternoon of

second week.
Proposed Amendment to By-Laws

Chapter I, Section 1.

—

Membership.
Application for active membership shall

be made to the Treasurer, and shall be
signed by the active member proposing
same and accompanied by the endorse-
ment of the Vice-Commodore, Purser, and
one member of the Executive Committee
of the Division in which the applicant
resides, and by the sum of three dollars

($3.00)—one dollar for entrance fee and
two dollars as dues in advance for the
current year. If the Treasurer also en-
dorses the name of the applicant he shall

be declared elected and a certificate and
card of membership shall be issued by
the Treasui-er; if not, the Treasurer shall

return the applicant’s three dollars to

the Vice-Commodore with his reasons for

non-endorsement and the Vice-Commo-
dore shall send the refund to the appli-

cant, accompanied by an appropriate no-

tice concerning the Association’s action.

The remainder of this section not

changed.

Section 2.

—

Dues. Each subsequent
annual payment shall be two dollars and
shall be payable January 1. The re-

mainder of this section not changed.
Samuel B. Burnham,

Secretary.

IN THE NEW ALLEN-
WATER CO-UNTRY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 590)

I missed getting more than a goodbye
shot and failed to score on a big buck
wearing the finest antlers I ever saw, al-

though he stood in an old trail less than
fifty yards ahead and waved me adieu

with his proud flag, as the guide, who,
seeing his grey statue, was in the act of

directing my attention; and then how the

very next day another chance shot

through a windfall filled my license when
it dropped a fat little spike buck; about

the almost daily catches of pickerel and
jackfish, many of them large enough to

deserve stories of their own; the feasts

of boneless pickerel with hashed browned
potatoes and moose and venison cooked

every way known to sp:rtsman or Cana-
dian guide; or I might undertake to de-

scribe the thrill of the call of a cow
moose a few rods up wind from me as

I came plodding along under the weight

of my little buck, over a portage on the

last trip out with the last installm.ent of

game and outfit; or about the evening I

shot the brush wolf, when I had- tarried

too long '’u’-in - the late afternoon play-

ing hide-and-seek with a big bull moose
and his consort, trying to photograph
them, as usual, without success. Verily,

each of these incidents alone would
take a whole chapter; but this is a maga-
zine story, not a book. It was a distinct

prhnlege to be the first sportsman to

hunt this small section of Ontario’s big

"•ame paradise. You will be able to ap-

what I have written wher vou

ihere and find one of iv. Ic tin



A stringing shot that let four birds get by

Almost every hunt-

er has had his sliarc

-of “unaccountables”
>— those unbelievable

misses where aim was
true but bird got by.

Real bona-fide “unac-
countables” are due to

faulty, patchy patterns or

bad stringing. The insert

shows how a bad stringing

shot can miss four big birds flying

in close formation.

Bad stringing and patchy pat-

terns always go together. They
lose more birds than an}' other

gun faults.

Where weak, stringy patterns

persist regardless of the high

quality of shell used, the trouble

can be traced to defects in the

gun barrel, the chamber, bore and
choke.

Faulty chambering even more
than faulty choking tends to mash
and “ball” the shot, making the

pellets fall short or fly wild. And

The aim is just ahead of the leading bird. Only 10% of the
chargi* there merl the bird irhen it flies into the pattern.

20% or 30% of (he charge crus.^es the bird's line of flight after
i* has got by. The two center birds arc flying too high for the
bulk of this shot, and get hv through the holes in the thin pat-

tern. Only a sprinkling of shot falls around the near bird.

if a gun is faulty in its' most vital

part, the chamber, the chances
are that the bore is also careless-

ly made.
From chamber to choke, the barrels

of the famous Winchester Repeaters are
bored to make the shell throw its high-
est pattern. They are free from shot-

jamming defects. They let the shell do
its full work.

“Line” test the barrel

Point a Winchester barrel toward the
light and look through the bore. It looks
like a highly polished mirror. Xot a false

shadow throughout the bore. Sight
through the bore at a horizontal black
line on the window. This line will

throw a “V” shadow in the bore. Tilt

the barrel till the point of the “V”

touches the muzzle. The per-

fect “V” shows absence of ir-

regularities. This is the “Line’'

test of a perfect bore. No
faulty barrel can pass this test

—the “V” will be distorted.

What 0 meant
This mark on a Winchester

barrel means that the gun has

passed the “Winchester Pro-
visional and Definitive Proof”
test, having been fired many
times for smooth action and

accuracy, and strength-tested by firing

25% to 40% excess loads.

Your dealer will show you Winchester
guns and ammunition

Before you take to the woods this

fall, get your dealer to show you a
Winchester Repeater—Model 97 for

hammer action, ilodel 12 for hammer-
less. Your sportsman’s instinct will tell

you it’s the best weapon you could
choose. Leading hardware and sport-

ing-goods dealers in every community
carry AVinchester arms and ammuni-
tion. They will be glad to assist you in
selecting the gun best suited to your
needs. Upon request, we will mail you
free of charge, a complete catalog on
Winchester Guns and Loaded Shells.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Dept. 80C3 New Haven, Conn,| U. S* A

MODEL Ji. Hatnmerless take-tioum repeating shotgun. Made in 12 gauge, weight
about 7 \i lbs.; :n l6 gatiae. weight about 6 lbs.; in 20 gauge, weight about 6 lbs.—more
popular with women and new shooters, beeau.w of Us lightness and very slight reeoil

MODEL p7 . Tahe-down repeating shotgun. Made in 72 gauge, weight
about 754 lbs.; in i6 gauge, weight about TVi lbs. The favorite with shoot*
ers who -prefer a slide forearm repeating shotgun with a hammer.

’WINCHESTER
World Standard Cans and Ammunition



The two tLin^s tlie American wooJsman Las always teen

most particular about are bis axe and bis rifle.

For more tban a hundred years, to bim tbe name Remington
bas stood for a good rifle. And tbe world over, rifles bave

never bad a better fudge.

for Shooting Right

Your woodsman friend or guide, wbom you would depend upon to pick you
out a good axe, will respect your choice of a modem Remington UMC
Autoloading or Sbde Action Repeating Rifle.

In fact, you are very apt to find bim proudly cradKng the mate of it in bis

arms, when be meets you tbis fall, ready for tbe deer trails.

Made in .25, .30, .32 and .35 Remington cabbers. Abundant power and

finest accuracy, combined witb Lgbt Weight, excellent balance, handsome

appearance and fastest action.

RemingtonUMC big game cartridges develop maximum penetration and shock-

ing energy, mushroom perfectly and bave highest dependabdity and accuracy.

Ask your dealer, tbe live Remington UMC merchant whose store is your
community sportsmen s headquarters— one of more tban 85,000 in this country.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO., Inc.

Largest JAanufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the 'World

^^oolwo^th Building New York City

MOOSE AND THE WAY
TO CALL THEM

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 585)

great shoulders. Heeding the guide’s

warning to shoot low, you press the trig-

ger. While the wicked whip of smokeless
powder tears the frosty air asunder and
goes jostling about from rock to rock and
up against the far away ridges with a
roar, your moose makes a quick flinching
jump, a couple of long strides, stumbles,
and comes crash upon his nose and horns.
“Good shot!” chuckles the guide, “right
through the heart, shake.”

Much has been written about the
sportsmanship of moose calling,

pro and con. Personally, I con-
sider it the acme of sport. Let those who
have decried it make a long trip after
moose during the calling season and be
unlucky enough to have the weather
stormy and windy; perhaps not a still

evening or morning fit for calling, and
their opinion upon the subject will mate-
rially change. The slightest breeze is

nearly always fatal to success. Moose
invariably take advantage of the wind
to scent you. A moose may sometimes
stand and gaze at you with wonder and
surprise to satisfy his curiosity. Just
one faint sniff of the “man smell” and
away he goes. It is astonishing at what
a distance he can locate you with his

wonderfully accurate nose.

A word about calls and a few DONT’s.
My friend, Mr. Boylston, introduced the
-papier mache horn here in Nova Scotia.
I have one and like it. Ed. Sullivan, one
of our best guides, uses one and if he
could not get a duplicate would not part
with it. The very clear bore seems to
send sound to a great distance. Celluloid
is said to be even better but requires
more care as it is easily broken. Nearly
all Nova-Scotia guides use the birch bark
call. It is easily made and will stand any
amount of wet and rough usage. Some
use a longer horn than others and the
size of bore also varies with individual
tastes. A long horn seems to send sound
better. A man with a coarse voice gen-
erally has a preference for a long horn
with a small bore and -vice vena.

Don’t select your calling place near
running water, the rumble and babble
of which will interfere with your hear-
ing. Don’t call from high ground at
night time, as a moose will always ap-
proach from low ground at night and if

you look down at him it is almost impos-
sible to see plainly enough to shoot with
accuracy against a back-ground of woods.
Lastly, don’t insist upon your guide call-

ing when he decides not to. He knows
when it is or is not fit to call.

Here’s good luck to all real sportsmen.
May you be fortunate in having a good
guide and frosty mornings during the ap-
proaching “calling season” and may you
come back with a higher appreciation of

the art and sportsmanship of moose
calling.
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WHERE automobile, bicycle and wagon
fail, the INDIAN succeeds. Over forest

paths, right through those densely wooded
stretches that lead to your favorite stand—there

the INDIAN will speedily carry you in perfect

comfort.

The sturdy INDIAN rides smoothly, evenly at

any speed you wish—and you'll enjoy sensing

the power behind its engine, controlling it with
the utmost ease.

And the INDIAN’S finely equipped side-car

affords comfortable space for your companion
and all the outfit for a day’s good sport.

The INDIAN adds to the joy ofoutdoor life—and
it solves the puzzling problem of “getting there”

and getting back. See your INDIAN dealer today

Dept. 10, Springfield, Mass.

77ie Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer cn thm World



How you make up that hour?

Do you need it for work ?

Do you want it for play?

The answer to the ever-pressing need
for more hours in a crowded day is

Daylo — the light that makes daylight sav-

ing a year ’round actuality.

'All leading hardware,
sporting goods, and
drug stores can sup-

ply you. Always
ask for the long-

lived, bright-burning

Eveready Tungsten
Battery.

Get 100% value out of your precious

hours of pleasure and profit. Daylo makes
you master of the clock by making night

as safe and light as day.

If you have an idle “ flashlight ” put it

on the job now with a new Eveready Tung-
sten Battery— there’s one for every Daylo
or flashlight.

633

AMERICAN EVER READY WORKS
of National Carbon Company, Ine.

36C1 2637 6992 2657 4702 2619

Join the
National Cj-pw Shoot

It’s fun to outwit these wily birds with a

fitted to your .22 or .22 high power rifle.

It deaden* the report non*, reduces the

recoil, and steadies your wm. Direct from

Dealer or Factwy. . .
Wrile for Ftu Book of Slorla.

Silencer Co. - *9 Homestead Are., Hartford, Conn,

REVEILLE LEATHER LEGGINGS
FOR ALL OUTDOOR USES

In Styles and Leathers

For the Motorist, Sports-

man, Equestrian, Police and
Others.

Dealers should get our cat-

alog, buy and make satis-

fied customers.

If not carried by your deal-

er, write direct to

REVEILLE LEGGING CO.
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS

I
CATCHING AND
SPEARING SUCKERS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 599 )

“Thought a blacksnake was after him
sure,” he said. “If you get ’em headed
away from the water they’ll jump clean

across a field cryin’ like babies. Gosh,
didn’t he go? Frogs is nachul bom fools

anyway,’’ he continued, “you can ketch
'em with a little red rag tied to a fishin’

hook an’ swing it in front of ’em. The
first time it passes they’ll stretch up an’

their eyes’ll bulge out ’nen when it comes
back, plop! an’ you got him. They alius

comes with both forefeet holdin’ tight

to the sides of their heads like an old

woman with the headache. Gosh, but
they look funny.”

B
efore reaching the place where
they were to begin fishing they
crossed a small brook on a log. As

they did so, several fish of nearly a

foot in length went swiftly upstream,
their backs making a decided wake in

the shallow water. “Are they trout?”
asked Mr. Woodhull excitedly as he
watched them go. “Naw,” said Matt in

disgust, “them’s on’y chub suckers

—

chubs we call ’em. They’re no good ’cept

to throw sticks at an’ see ’em go. You
alius see ’em in shoal water ’nen they
dodge an’ hide. Two men who was
fishin’ here las’ summer called ’em ‘stone

rollers’; what for I don’t know. They
said you could take a red raspberry and
put it on a small hook an’ thread an’

float it down-stream just ’fore dark an’

the fish would grab it; meb’ they was
stringin’ me. But,” he added, “if you
did you would on’y be swappin’ good ras’-

berries for nothin’ but bones.” The lads

similes were sometimes crude and usually

quaint but always wholesome and carried

points for reflection. “This is where I

gen’ly ti'y first for ’em. Sometimes
they’re here but they change about a lot;

there’s holes all down-stream from here.

You alius find ’em where the water don’t

run swift an’ where it just turns round’n
round, washin’ in the things they feed

on, I guess. I don’t put the hook clean

through the worm, just loop it through
’bout twice an’ let the end hang down
an’ wiggle. They see it better; ’nen I

move my cork a few inches at a time ’till

the hook swims clear of the bottom.

Suckers is alius feedin’ there, you never
find ’em near the top.” The two seated

themselves on the grass, which was
flecked here and there with patches of

cow-slips and violets. Across the creek,

clusters of primroses nodded in the gen-

tle summer breeze. All nature seemed
at rest and the soul of the man cried

aloud for joy. He was living close to

nature’s heart now and she was paying
him in coin richer far than mined gold

in the way of returning health. He was
seeking no sensational catch of scaled

beauties that early summer afternoon.

He was only in quest of the humblest

of fishes; yet a very Paradise of beauty

and repose was all about him. Besides

the boy was there, a cheerful setting of

enthusiasm and freckles. “I’ve got a

nibble of something,” he said quietly, and

the attention of the lad was drawn from
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•where it had been riveted on the gyra-

tions of a large hawk above the ad-

iijacent swamp. “That ain’t no nibble,”

;he said quickly, “that’s a sucker bite.

iPull up! They never bite no more’n

that.” When he raised his pole he re-

jalized a fish was hooked. Then he saw

a gleaming side flash the length of the

lipool, then round, slowly back and forth

' and come to the surface. Not a very

game fish for one of two pounds, still

it was catching fish and a kind he had

never caught before. He examined with

a good deal of curiosity the peculiar

mouth which was under its chin and very

small for such a sized fish. It was heavy

with spa'wn which exuded when held

in the hand. “That fish would be up

the brook tonight layin’ her eggs,” said

Matt, “an’ if all the eggs should hatch

an’ grow the brooks couldn’t hold ’em;

must be a lot wasted somehow.” Two
more fish were taken from the same pool

and when no more seemed to be there

they moved on do"wn the stream to where
the brook ran in, where, as Matt said,

they would go “giggin’.” Here a large

pool was formed by the action of the wa-
I ters meeting and several large fish w'ere

taken. Mr. Woodhull, getting foul of a
snag or root, lost a hook and later on
Matt had the same experience.

“What do you use for making your
light when spearing fish?” asked his

companion, as night was drawing on.

“That’s what I brought the hatchet for,”

was the answer. “Right across from
where we are is an oT pine stump, many
a lot of fat I’ve got from her,” and go-

ing over on a log which lay across the

creek he was soon at work splitting such
pieces as he needed. Returning he then
worked them up finer and when satisfied

with the result put the fat pine in the

bag, after shaking out a pair of dilapi-

dated shoes he had put in at the shed.

“Keeps my feet from gittin’ snagged
when wadin’,” he said.

WHEN all v’as ready they leaned
their poles against a tree and
then crossed over the creek, going

to where the brook emptied and then
Matt made his fire on the jack, using
small splinters to start with and larger

ones as the fire took hold. “Don’t ha%’e

to have a big fire, he said, as he stepped
in the brook, “just enough to keep it

bright. You walk along the bank an’

hold it just so the light is in the center.

Keep it a little ahead of me an’ when
I say ‘hoT on,’ why stop. There’s some
bushes all along, you’ll have to go round
’em an’ I’ll ketch up.” They had not
proceeded far when Matt gave his sig-

nal, “The’s two right ahead,” he said,

“stan’ still with the light,” and he moved
with caution through the water. Sud-
denly he poised the spear and plunged it

sharply into the water. There was a
splash and a good sized fish was thrown
out on the bank. “Kin you see ’em?”
asked Matt eagerly, as more fish moved
out into the light. “When you do, keep
it right over ’em an’ they’ll stop.” Fish
after fish was taken and Mr. Woodhull
grew enthusiastic over the sport, fully

as much as when taking them on the
hook. The excitement of spotting them
jrith the light and then seeing them
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struck with the spear was exhilarating.^Hi

Here was a man who only a few short^B •

weeks before was almost invalid, now^B i

threshing around in the night, shouting^B i

like a schoolboy over success or failure^! <

of a stroke of the spear at a brook™ <

sucker. At Matt’s suggestion each fish," ^

when thrown out, received a sharp rap * i

over the head. “So it will be where we •

leave it when we come back,” he said, * t

“as we can only gig upstream, the wa- '
f

ter is too riley to work back, ’sides the '<

fish would be working the wrong way.” '
t

While arranging the light, Mr. Woodhull I t

asked the boy what use he could make f
of so many fish at one time. “Why, I ;

alius get somthin’ outen ’em from some- '

body who wants fish at this time of the

year. Before the water gets too warm >

they are good and they will tak ’em at i

some price. “HoP your light right still *
|

now. See that big frog? I’ll pick him_ i

right up, see?” and suiting the action (

to the word he held up an immense frog, i

struggling hard to get free. “Ain’t they •

the dummies ough?” he asked. In shal-

low water the reflection of a bright light
j

on the back of a fish gives off a bluish

glare and makes a prominent mark for
|

•

the spear. “I guess we’ve got enough,” ‘

!

Matt remarked, “the goin’ is harder on '
]

up, ’sides we won’t want to carry any
\

more. Bet we’ve got fifty pounds now.
The’s no eels around tonight much,” he

i

added, “ain’t seen but two and they were
|

small ones. Sometimes the’s plenty. I

So back they went on the same course, I

gathering the fish in the old bag, their
|

jack giving plenty of light for the pur- i

pose. Matt had crossed the creek in ad-
;

vance, carrying the fish and had put them i

down when Mr. Woodhull heard a star-

tled scream from the boy and he threw
up the light in time to see Matt’s body
disappear from view in the murky wa-
ters and an indistinct form go scurrying
across the meadov,'.

(TO BE continued)

DUCKS AND A DAY
OF RECKONING

(continued from page 595)

catch the faint light. It told of thirty

more endless waiting minutes; so we se^ )

tied ourselves with shells in places con-

venient for a quick blind snatch.

Morning’s dusk, under the cloud man-
;

tied sky, faded as imperceptibly as mist

from a breathy mirror; and only the as-

surance of watches corroborated sunrise, i

One string of flying ducks, risen high up
from some inland water hole, showed
plainly that the going overhead was
heavy, fighting their progress slowly I

with ranks tossed out of formation very
;

often. Our eyes followed them eagerly,
J

hopeful of stragglers falling out; but

they flew apparently tireless into specks

vanishing into the grey east.

With lightning suddeness, whirring

wings whistled close over and we writhed

about to see three black ducks flaring

wildly among the deco3's, when their

sharp eyes caught our movements. I

shot hastily into what I hoped was their

general direction without the satisfaction (

of a single feather. This was certainly I

an evil beginning! Wq tossed out emptl )



i

bhells with' sad reflections concerning

that vigilance which finds its only divi-

dends over decoys. The advice of my old

guide, Bill, recurred to me, “Gun over

cl stool, lad, you can’t look ’em out o’ the

J sky.” It had been oft repeated, and his

i| interest was fully as keen as ours. Every
il moment of that first morning flight was
I tense with fresh expectancy drawn from

I

new flocks in sight Most were strug-

I gling into the east, but scattered birds,

westward bound, clearly indicated that

demoralization had already wrecked the

day’s even tenor of duck plans.

Both of us gave warning of that first

pair simultaneously as they swept up
,
from the left. “With eager necks bent

to decoy and red feet extended water-

ward, they dropped swiftly in on set

wings. Double crashes of smokeless

powder stopped both in mid-air to fall

. heavily in upshooting geyser splashes.

Out of the corner of my eye, as I reached

for the shoving oar, I saw Pardner whirl

to shoot again at a single, flying wide,
.1 which had been coming—unnoticed to

/ join those first incomers. At forty yards,

Joe managed to pattern one pellet and
t| that bird fell wing-broken on the island

1
' behind us. I pursued and despatched

j him as gently as might be,—though that

I humane cruelty aways was bitterly dis-

; tasteful. Meanwhile our first two had
|l drifted a surprising number of yards.

Pushing out to them was easy, sailing be-

fore the wind, but fighting back was a
< breathless struggle which left us spent,

1 though gratefully warmed. Three blacks

I were these glossy fellows whose rumpled
i feathers were smoothed and shaken free

t of clinging drops before being stowed
1 away.

i

X T EXT came a single broadbill, exceed-
ingly anxious to swim among our

' company, for he flashed out of no-

t where and splashed among the decoys be-

< fore we could shoot. Up I came to cover
i him, waiting for his jump. But that
a mad broadbill paid no heed to my sudden
I appearance. He even found occasion to

% peck his displeasure upon a stool which
{ blew against him, while my muscles be-

] gan to ache with tense preparedness. Joe

j- thumped the boat. Instantaneously the

I duck realized that I made a most un-
wholesome bit of perspective. Away he

ij shot and I punctuated his going with two
»| wicked exclamation points, shot slashing
I under and after, constituting two abso-
1, lutely perfect misses. I felt inclined to
! hurl the gun behind him, too, when cer-

: I tain sarcastic comments heaped insult

upon injury. Joe had not even bothered
1

1

to get ready until too late.

I

Ducks either flew owing to mere feath-
il ered discomfort, or, perhaps, east winds
' work madness in wild-fowl minds. At
I any rate, that blustering gale banished
’ wisdom of hunter’s ways out of duck in-

stincts. Before the sun was two hours
old, flocks commenced to appear out of
that same east in which, on other winds,
they tarried whole days through; this

time to pay toll to waiting guns. Hard-
ly a moment passed without hollow rever-
berations booming from distant shots, or
the sharp cracks of nearer ones. Singles

I and small bunches were constantly in mo-
tion. yiQ enjoyed ^ succession of shots
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at wild bifas passing close over at faB

speed. Driving like bullets before the

gale, ducks whisked past often without

warning from behind, leaving us staring

in open mouthed astonishment. Mental

calculations of lead and swing were for-

gotten in quick flashing snap shots at

whistling shapes which tarried not upon

the order of their going. Out of six

chances, we found occasion to push out

but once for two redheads which fell as

our guns rang out together.

Towards noon, five pintails swung in

our direction, from the west. Twice they

traced nerve racking great circles far

out of reach before deciding to come

within gunshot. Twice we gave them up

for lost only to have expectations re-

vived. We were muscle bound with ten-

sion while peering through the thatch,

before they made a third decisive circle

and bent to decoys, long necks out-

stretched. As two leaders crossed my

sights, I snatched consolation for former

bungling by dropping both with one shot

and killed a third towering away. Re-

venge was especially sweet because Pard-

ner missed once and cut only an unsatis-

factory tuft of feathers with a second.

Midday brought its usual slackening of

flight, though we killed two more singles

at widely spaced in'tervals. Occasional i

drifts of broadbill swung over the bay, or

shifted in swift streamers, close above

the waves. Low tide left shallow water

which lay quieter and less uncomfortable

on the flats. Hardier birds found refuge

there.

Battery shooting -was wind-blown im-

possibility and no machines were set to

drive them. Gulls circled high and wide,

in apparently aimless manoeuvres, plum-

meting down, occasionally upon some un-

suspecting morsel. We took this oppo^

tunity to stoke the inner furnaces -wita

lunch.

i
' _ - — .1

WITH the tide shift, birds flew again,

driven from shallows by new flick-

ering whitecaps. Scurrying bands

of broadbill flashed by at intervals, but

their chosen courses carried them wide to

other gunners, whose luck had placed

them under the line of travel. Speeding

down wind, those bevies of broadbill vol-

leyed across those other decoys without

thought of stopping. From where we lay

some hundreds of yards distant, we com

see vanishing smoke flashes and hit birds

paraboling down, before the salvoed re-

verberations echoed across.

Our en'vious watch was interrupted

when a weaving rabble of brant sent

us do'wn, hidden low, as they waver^

toward our blind, chanting boasts of their

species. Hot pulses of excitement waved

over me and the cold wind-whip vanished.

The flock, coming straight for our bob-

bing decoys was lowering. Larger they

came until lighter undertrimming marked

clear against darker plumage. I gath-

' ered my knees under me as the leaders

down-bent necks betrayed a bit of rash

inquisitiveness. Then gun-fire from

those shooters below us crashed out. Our

brant wheeled up and off, bearing no fur-

ther injury than stinging stray shot rat-

tling off hard feathers. While our eyes

followed them into vanishing distance, we

'found' Scant solace' in saying harsh things
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about shooting courtesy and sportsman-
ship in general.

Black duck, in large numbers, stirrea

from one point to another, restless in

that heavy chop and stinging salt spray.

All afternoon, passing birds kept us tense

and thrillingly warm, as they flew close.

One pair and a single came to crumple in

mid-flight when our guns cracked, adding

three plump bodies to the bag stowed
under the bow. Larger flocks swung
around us, only to veer away under the

urge of cumulative subtile instinct. We
lived about fifteen tingling minutes when
five lit in a small cove some ninety yards

distant and commenced to work closer,

kicking their stubby stems heUvenward
and exploring subaqueous food supplies

en route. Unfortunately they decided to

accompany some intimate acquaintance
elsewhere.

With a slight slackening of wind, about
three o’clock, came a fine driven, misty
rain that quenched with its all pervading
wetness even the glow kindled in the tin-

der of excitement by close flying birds.

We had mutually decided to call it a day
when a fitting climax came to frame its

close. Far our against the sky, a smudge
showed, too steady for drifts of wind
tom smoke, yet very like it. Quickly
growing more distinct, it dissolved into

separate dots, an oncoming swarm of

hurtling atoms, swift growing into out-

stretched duck shapes, as they sped as

only broadbill going down wind can. Di-

rected upon an unseen path, they flew

straight on while we held close. Then,
by the fraction of a point, the leaders

swerved to our decoys and we rose to

meet them. I covered one rocketing

shape and pulled. Upon my mental pic-

ture was registered astonishment when a
bird behind grew limp in its fall. Three
times I fired and snapped a fmitless

fourth at one who limped a bit in his go-

ing. Joe, too, was firing with lightning

speed. I counted five doM\Ti as we jumped
to the business of retrieving. Pardner
jammed his gun with a damp shell while

reloading. He grabbed mine just in time
to shoot-over one sturdy fellow reviving

from his shock"bf shot. These blue billed

chaps all dive too cleverly. In spite of

my herculean thmsts with the oar, one
escaped our fire, kicking his sudden way
under, to rise with no more than a black
bill-tip showing, invisible in that choppy
sea. How wholeheartedly I admired his

iron courage, and my regrets with regard
to his escape, were chiefly because he was
hit at all. We could afford generosity.

WE gathered our decoys and chugged
home through driving rain squalls

to a crackling fire, doubly grate-

ful after that drowned world. There,
while we puffed contentment before the
green flares of burning drift, our day of

days in the marshland was lived again
with happiness untempered by even
those flagrant misses. Fortune may
withhold such another all our lives, yet,

while we muse in the quiet hours, we
have that day to build our dreams upon.
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Single or double lens with darkening door.
Several types from $7.50 to $9.25.

Candle Flame burns 10 hours. Flat Flame 5 hours on one filling of carbide,

costing less than 4 cents. The brilliant light is due to the 3}4 inch reflector.

PRESENT OWNERS PLEASE NOTE the 1919 double curve reflectors are aow
ready, will be shipped to any address on receipt of $1.00; fits all models since

1908.
Ask for the Brilliant Search Light at all dealers or direct.

Catalogue mailed free on request.

529 So. Dearborn St., Dept.11
BRILLIANT SEARCH LIGHT MFC. CO., Chicago, III

ITHACA
WINS

J. B. FLOYD,
born in Ken-

ucky, fol-
lowed the
Stars and
Stripes to the
Orient and
won fh
champion-
ship of the
Philippine

Islands with
a borrowed
ITHACA.
Any man can

break more targets
with an ITHACA
single.

Sincle barrel trassnas
$64.34 and up.

Double runs, $41.00
and up.

Catalog FREE.
Address Bos 25

. Instructions

for

Net Making
Fish ^ets easily made by 21 photographs and
printed instructions. Send today and learn how.
Pric^ ‘'5c postpaid.

W. E. CLAYIOM
Zaast*

ITHACA GUN CO.
Ithaca, N. Y.



Highest Prices
Promptly Paid
Check by retum mail! Ship your

furs —all kinds—today while market
is active! Experts grade everypelt and
give you top prices. Write for F'REE
Book of Trapping, Shipping
Tags, Market Reports, Etc.

Taylor Smoke Toi^edo
Gets every ekunk in the den. Drives animals
cat. Price* postpaid* $2.00*
No. 1 traps $1.35 a doz. Others
just as low. Get price list. Writel

F.C.TaylorFnrCo.
Intomallonal Fur Cxehanco

78 FarExchange Bldg.
St. lionls. Mo.

fmsjo
^0^

[The Sign That Gnldeo BOO.OOO
J .

Trappers to MORE: MONElYll
I
rlign grading by experts, soot-cash payment and I

f
market prices always when you ship to

*

TNSTE
2^^ Weneedmillionsof skins—sknnk,coon, musk-

1

fJtt, mink— furs of all Kinds. Send ua yourl
today. Wrte for fro© Trappers' f

Guide and Shipping Tags. I

^!i;^Fmisten Bros.& Company!
^ International Fur Ezchang* *

IIP
453 Fun.ton

St. l<oals. Mo.E

Get the moat money for your season’s
catch. Ship us your furs—you’ll get
absolutely honest grading, and your

money will be sent same day.

WE CHARGE NO COMMSSSION
For 47 years square dealing has built our

reputation. Ask the oldest trapper. He’U
tell you. "S

I

Write now for our reliable prices, supply
catalogue, and free shipping tags.
SIMON SCMMEKFIEED & CO.

D.pl. 133 St. Louis, Mo.

MARBLE’S
JOINTED

RIFLE ROD
The clean gun is the sure gun— the gun Uiat

lasts fo r years.

l^farble's .Tainted Pifle Tlod made of bra.ss
with steel joints— can’t wobble, bend or break.
Stronger than a one-piece rod. Sv.-ivcl in end
.'lectlon prevents joints unscrewing — rives whirl-
ine movement tlmt rleans tl'o»-ouphly. Com-
plete wiih olotli bag, $1.10. State calibre.

Solid Rods in brass and steel. 65c.

MARBLE ARMS & MFC. CO.
526 Delta Ave. Gladitone. Mich.

J” Set
MOdaottf ^

Send Yonr Name and We’li
Send You a Lachnite

l^eod u.»2.SO®mooih otth efa 78

“

Write Today ^pr numo now. T.ll u« which of thn

•faroioLechmenCo. i12N. Michigan AT..P.pt XhlcMO
,

SPECIAL $2.00 OFFER 53 pian”°“‘ $3,750 to
1-end $2.00 for .sH .T books $10,500; 75 cents
I ml get lioo'v rf 75 siUM-lal *'Wo^l Bunve^owa'*
flans; nNo Garr're i«-*'«*f-i :•» SJ.nOO lo
pliins k" Ai/’i $R,750: -i f-en’s

" LiU 2 Bunonlows "

3l/o?z<?3> bac.\' if not satisfied
qq(J’'Vq(,

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
£59 California Building, Los Anccles

ON A FURLOUGH
AFTER BOB WHITE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 597 )

began, it was far to the left of where
we had marked them down. Just one
more bird was kicked up and poled over
out of that whaling covey; where the
rest went to— ask the huckleberry
hushes under which they probably hid!
It was too hot for the dogs to wind ’em.

“Well, when do we eat? enquired Her-
man at length, “The front of my belly’s

right down on my backbone!”
“Same here!” agreed Cap. “Mine’s

shrivelled up to golf-ball size.

“Chow!—Oh you chow wagon!” sighed
Stick, with the cavernous emptiness of a
lost soul, “Lead on, Jeff—I could eat a
raw loon!” ,

It seemed pretty well established that

the party was in a mood to eat Jeff him-
self, if he didn’t do something about it

right danged sudden ! So he led us to his

cabin, where his pretty wife set out won-
derful coffee, bread, eggs, canned peaches

—oh, you famished huntsmen! We had
done about five miles since sun-up, not

counting time out for hunting dead birds,

walking up on bevies and general

scouting.

“Well, men,—up and at ’em!” ex-

claimed Cap. at length, after an hour of

loafing and smoking in Jeff’s cabin, “Jeff,

lay us your course to wind up at our

camp by nightfall.”

“I know a good chain of fields that’ll

take you right there!” said Jeff, “and

there’s at least four coveys in ’em; not

counting the one back of your place,

which we will save for the last.”

He started off down the road, and

presently we were lined out across the

fields, with the dogs galloping ahead.

Along the pine borders of one, under-

grown with thick, bare oaks, both dogs

The white streak is Jitnl



dropped to tbe crouch that means their

nostrils have struck quail scent. We ran

up on the double. A long period of

ro&ding followed, for these quail had done

feeding long ago and were dozing some-

where in the thicket. Then—out of no-

where, up jumped a single and lit out

for a clump of catbriers. Herman
blazed away and missed, and then Stick

and I let go as one gun,—and there

hung the bird,—what was left of him.—
pinned neatly to a catbrier thorn! Just

why a bunch of rabbit-gobbling gunners

consider this an occasion for elaborate

laughter is not perceivable, but we yelled

with Berseker hilarity—a double wipe

for poor Herman’s eye! And, just then,

the covey took a hand and jumped up in

a whizzing bunch—and Jeff’s gun was the

only one that said anything!

Herman set out after them, hotfoot,

determined to achieve a double by way of

revenge. Stick and I went after a couple

of singles which had soared across the

field, finding Jim staunch on one, which
w'e nailed. Meanwhile Herman’s gun
boomed, and after considerable time he
and Jeff rejoined us, and “dar wuz quail,”

in his bulgy pockets. But, if we were
to eat that night, the Scourge felt it his

duty to produce the needful rabbit, so

he set out for camp, where Field was,
no doubt, yelping out his soul, in

durance vile in the pumphouse.

I
T was now well on towards mid-after-
noon, so we got the cameras to work

recording the events of this shoot. Mike
had a bad attack of modesty about this

time—in fact, did you ever know a dog
to pose v/hen you wanted him to? The
white streak is Jim, who wanted that
quail more than he did any picture of

himself, however beautiful!
Half a mile further on we got into

another field with a bevy in it. Jim
stood in a beautiful setter point, frozen
solid, his eye glaring, his nostrils
quivering. It was a hot scent, and there
was some class to Jim, so I risked a
picture. The birds were good; in fact,

they didn’t get up then, or any other
time! Such is quail shooting! Instead,
out popped a bunny rab, and we keeled
him over amid shouts of laughter. We
had one on the Scourge, no matter what
befell.

But Jim-dog wasn’t satisfied. There
1n'd been birds hei'e. somewhere, some-
time, and he was going to see about it!

Over in some pines he ducked again, and
the Bearded Lady went over for a look-
see. Presently the welcome cry, “Here
they are!” brought the rest up on the
run, and we edged up on them, guns at
ready. It was a small bevy; about ten,
but we took four birds out of it.

Circling through more fields and
patches of woodlot, we finally arrived at
the old chicken field near camp. As
the dogs showed no signs of game, the
Bearded Lady pushed on into the pines,
in the hope that they might be in there.
Stick and Jeff remained outside. Five
minutes later there was a spank of guns,
and pellets of lead rained all about me
cn the leaves. Then came the birds,
whirring through the Avoods on every
side. One threw up his wings and started
<0 light in a low bush. I planted tha

An /Ideal Hunting Set
These sights, designed for quick
shooting in varying lights, make an
ideal hunting set for most popular
sporting rifles. Made with that
painstaking accuracy that for forty
years has characterized.

LYMAN SIGHTS
No. lA, Combination
Rear Sight, helps you to

get a clean, accurate
bead QUICKER; No. 6
Leaf Sight, combination
crotch and bar, takes
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sight; No. 3 or No. 26
Front Sight, gives you a
clear, white Ivory Bead
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any light. Send for

FREE
BOOK

Shows and
prices complete
Lyman line of
sights for
every purpose
and every gun. No. G

$1.50 and

Lyman Gun Sight Cerp.
110 Wcsl Street

Middletieid, Conn.
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Life-Like
Mountings
A lifetime devoted with
love and enthusiasm to tho
art of taxidermy makes our ^
mountings of Elk, Deer, IVIoun*

tain Sheep, birds and fish ap-
proach the miracle of that ancient
sculptor who wrought with such lova ^
that his statue breathed with life. W
A trophy v^orth saving is worth mount*
Ing by Jonas Bros., so that you will %
take greatest pride In it a.s it hangs a
over your fireplace. i

Field Guide & 1

Big Game Book & ACC
Contains record of North American Big
Game. Its 32 pages, richly illustrated,

will charm and convince you. Game
heads and fur rugs for sale to decorate

your home, deii or ofllco realistically.

Send for list today.

JONAS BROS., and^fu^ierI
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO*

Branch: Livingston, Mont,

Boy’s are you going'
after them? —

IMUSKRATSS
Sportsman, Hunters and Trappers:
This will be America's greatest fur
year. They are higher than ever.

Buyers are advertising everywhere for
them. "Ten 'Kat Catching Muskrat
Sets." is tho most complete, concise
practical giiido there is published on
muskrat trapping. Written by a trap-
per who has mad© good on the lakes,

rivers and marshes and tells you how
to do the same. Price. $i, postpaid.
You will double your catch by getting
i’ All onlers promptly filled.

PERCY H. TUCKER. Peace Dale, R, I.

IndiMi Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

Made of Genuine Moose Hide
to 11, at $5.00

’ or Boys’ Sizes,

3 to 6 at $3.75.
Sent prepaid on

receiiJt of price.

Money_ refunded if
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We make the nnest Buckskin Hunting
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est assortment of Snow Shoes in the country.
Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-
hide Cloves and Mittens. Our Wisconsin
Cruising Shoes have no superior as a hunting
shoe. Send for Free Catalog fo-rlav.
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marine canoe glue
A NY puncture or leak in boat, canoe or flying boat can be repaired in five !

minutes. It is as valuablo to a canoeist as a repair kit to a bicyclist
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|

c->' can.s. cents cadi: by mail. 40 cents each- Canada, 47 cents,

ml lor nevy booWet"M:.rine c;ue--Whatto Use anrt How to Use 't”and ‘‘Howto Make I

Veur Scat Leakproof." At ah Hardv/are anJ S,.orLius Goods Houses* I

W, FERDINAND & CO., 152 KneeUnd Street, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.



It’s just what you've b^en
lookinff for.

“
u MUi. I,r, L.-r m THE ART OF

M TitAPFING” Is the best and

n U rnostcomplclc Trapper’s

•rJSW' iy Guideever published—prepared

/'r'iftii"® fi‘'‘^3t e.\pensc—by experts. It* a complete and accurate de-

i»[|^ scription, pictures and tracksof the
different Fur-bearers of North Am-W erica; it tells when and where to

j trap; the best and most successful
1 trapping methods; the right kind of baits and
' scents; the sizes of traos to use; the correct way

of skinning and handling the different pelts to
make them worth the most money; the trapping
laws of every state.

WITHOUT OBLIGATION SEND ME
THE ART OF TRAPPING-*

THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE TRAPPER’S GUIDE EVER PUBLISHED
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of hints of how to make big catches.
Holds you with the thrilling adventures of

’

America’s trappers— Crockett, Carson,
Boone, Kenton and others. Tells of
their skill, daring and woodcraft. It fol-(
lows them on the trap line and carries you
down to the methods of the present day.
with a wonderful fund of secrets.
Book Bent FREE to fur trappers only. Write
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, fur market.

.^CUY EXPORT CO., I123M-W. 35ih St.
Chicago, Uls.

U. S. A.
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Made Only By

Alhol Manulacluring Co., Alhol, I

tubes on him and blew him clear |

through the bush, just to help him along.

By the time he was found and pocketed,

Stick’s gun barked, over to my left, and
a dead quail tumbled through the tops

of a scrub oak. Pushing on, we soon

came clear through the patch to the

marsh, \vithout putting up any mors
singles. I opined that they were hid

in back behind us, and so lay down in

a pine grove to w’ait, while Stick went
back to camp. In a quarter of an hour

came the hen whistles; here, over to the

right; there, in that thicket to the left.

They were all around me! I got up and
poked along slowly. Mike and Jim-dog
had gone back with Stick, so it was go

it alone.

Then, up jumped a bird, with tho

suddenness that they are capable of.

He gave me a snap in the twilight,

and that started the rest. Picking up
the slain, I browsed on home—the end

of a perfect day!

W E decided to go on to Wading
River on the morrow. I have
canoed down it several times. It

is a pretty trip, through about 60 canoe

miles of wild pine and cedar country,

with never a house and only a few
bridges. In November a few years ago,

where the bulge in the river at Wading
River bridge makes a lake several miles

long and a mile wide, it was full of

ducks and lily pads. Now, as Stick was
duck hungry, we decided to trj' for ducks

there, and it only needed Herman’s vote

to make it unanimous.
Soon there came a yell out in the

gloaming, and I dashed out madly with

the fry pan—and, lo and behold, the

Scourge held up a bunch of quail, instead

of the well-known molly that we ex-

pected !

“That will do for you!” said I, “Next
stop. Wading River for ducks. Are you

on?” He was.

Wading River proved somew’hat of

a disappointment. It was as wild as

ever, but although we scouted the whole

east shore of the bulge, not a single

duck did we see, nor any flocks trading

up and down the river. Where they all

went to that year, is beyond me. On the

way back to camp, which we had left

“as is” in Nowhere, we got another

rabbit out of a deserted farm yard.

Field ran him in the classic manner, in

and around the deserted buildings grown
up with weeds and shrubbery, and finally

he dashed across an open space, where
the Scourge reduced him to possession.

Him we ate, that night in camp, and
next day sent the car rolling northward,

for it was Sunday and the furlough was
up and the rest had to get back to their

various greasy grinds. As a quail coun-

try, South Jersey was an agreeable sur-

prise to me. I have gone further,

—

much further,—and fared worse!



JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 601 )

said: “Yo’ dun eat yo’ suppah, Uucle

Petah, long time ago.”

“Cum heah yo lyin’ yaller rascal; bring

me mah suppah.”

Then Henry approached cautiously,

with his knees knocking together like a

culprit who expected and deserved con-

dign punishment, said:

“Uncle Petah, yo dun eat yo sup-

pah, I cross mah breff; luk at de bones

in yo lap, and de gravy and rice on yo

whiskahs and de grease and de skin on

yo ban’s; and yo didn’t leff nuthin’ fo

me. Gib me a quartah, Uncle Petah, so’s

I kin go ashore and get sum suppah.”

“Pll give yo de mos’ torn down lickin’

yo eber had in yo life, yo yaller rascal.”

Then partly convinced by the evidence,

but still skeptical and not entirely sat-

isfied as to the cause of the qualms of

his stomach, he said:

“Heah’ a quartah and hurry back;

hit don’t seem’s I had anytin’ to eat fo’

a month o’ Sundays; git plenty.”

During the next winter I made a

business trip to Rome, Ga. Al-

though a small town, then, there

was no lack of enterprise, and Georgia

was always considered a wide-awake
state. A strap iron railroad had been

built along the bank of the Coosa River

from Rome to Kingston, which was on

the “State Road,” running from Atlanta

to the south. A small locomotive had
been built in the local machine shop,

which with a passenger coach and a com-
bination baggage and freight car con-

stituted the train which made a daily

trip to Kingston and return.

Having finished my business, several

passengers and myself started on a Sun-
day morning on the little train bound
for Kingston and the North. Among
the passengers was a son of John James
Audubon, the father of American Ornith-

ologj'. He was soliciting subscriptions

to his late father’s magnificent w’orks.

The night before we started w'as quite

cold for Georgia, with rain and sleet,

which rendered the track very slippery

in exposed places. The small engine not
being equipped with a sand-box, our
wheels often whirled around without pur-
pose or benefit, so that our progress was
exceedingly slow. A good deal of chaff

and fun was indulged in by the passen-
gers at the expense of the good-natured
conductor and engineer.

“Why don’t you have a cow-catcher
on your engine?” asked one.

“Never saw a cow on this road I could
catch,” replied the engineer.

“Ought to have one on the rear end
to prevent the cows from running into
the train,” said another.

“Will we have time to do a little fish-

ing in the Coosa?” asked one.

“This must be a tri-weckly train,”
volunteered a big man, “if it can’t go
one week it will try to go the next.”
Then a negro with a bundle on a stick

over his shoulder overtook us, and the
engineer, who knew him, shouted:

^ “Hello, Sam ! don’t you svant to ride?’-

**Clean As
AWhistle”
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day I bought it.”
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The Greatest Novel Ever Written—by th

Most Popolar Author in All the World

Vibrant with the local color of
the mystic, enchanted Ozarks

—

the Shepherd of the Hills country.
Brian Kent, Auntie Sue, Judy and
Betty Jo are more than creations
—they are actual, human realities.

Illustrations by J. Allen St. John

Other Novels by Harold Bell Wright—Over Eight Million Sold
lil

That Printer of Udell’s—The Shepherd of the Hills—The Calling |i|

of Dan Matthews—The Winning of Barbara Worth—Their j!.

Yesterdays—The Eyes of the World—When a Man’s a Man
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i

Mr. Wright’s Allegrory of Life T Tin Cloth
A literary gem that will live X llC U IlCrOW nCQ 60 Cents

First Printing—Forty Carloads—750,000 Copies

THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT carries a message that will
strengthen human faith to happiness: “The foundation principles of life

—

honesty, courage, fidelity, morality, etc.—are eternal facts. Life must and
will go on. You can neither stop it nor turn it back.’’ In the author’s
inimitable, fascinating style this message is like a heaven-sent blessing that
will cheer and give courage to millions of weary, storm-tossed souls that
have all but gone down in these recent years of world chaos. “The Re-
Creation of Brian Kent” is a delightful Ozark story of life and love, sweet
and appealing with pathos, rich in philosophy, masterful in character
analysis, charming in description and intensely dramatic, not with physical
combat, but with skillful visualization of the clash and conflicts of the in-
visible forces of life. ,

Full Cloth, 12mo., $1.50^
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other publishers. We supply the largest number of public, private and school libraries
and individuals with all their books. Our service is quick and satisfying. Write for
catalog today. A post card will bring it.

THE BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY. Publishers and Booksellers
E- W. REYNOLDS, President 231-233 West Monroe St.. CHICAGO

HipE^];;fURS J:iW IpANNiNG

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST
before you sell Elsewhere. We charge No Commission or

drayage and pay express charges on shipments, of h'urs only.

We make a specialty of Tanning Hides and Furs for robes,

coats and rugs. Write us today.

WANTED

All Work

Guaranteed

SPECIAL!

WE HAVE A GEEAT DEMAND FOR COON, ‘OPOSSUM, MINK, SKUNK, MUSKRAT.
WOLF SKINS. IF YOU HAVE A LITTLE SPARE TIME, LET’S KNOW ABOUT IT AND
WE WILL TELL YOU WHAT OTHERS ARE DOING IN THE TRAPPING BUSINESS—
NOT ONLY A VERY INTERESTING BUSINESS BUT A PROFITABLE ONE.

Do You Want a Fur Coat for Your Mother, Wife or Sister? We Will
Make It Up For You and Take Our Pay in Hides, Allowing Top Market
Prices for Same. We Also Make Over Old Furs to Look Like New.

TAXIDERMY WORK GUARANTEED
Let us preserve for you the result of your hunt

We Are Given Credit for Being the Best in Our Line. Also for Paying Top Prices for All

Hides, as Well as for Charging Less for Our Guaranteed Work.

I
$1.00 tube of Trappers’ Triumph Bait with each $5.00 shipment

A AxlZa JLj • of Furs, or each Robe or Coat we make up for you.

ALBERT LEA HIDE & FUR CO. Dept. F. S. Albert Lea, Minn.

rrom Pmttems and print«d
n^tnjetione. Savo co«t.
fVork Eiasy. Materials fur*
liched. Also finish coats. -•

S«nd for Catalocue ^
bod price*.

BUILD STEEL BOAT

f. H. Darrvw Steel Beal Ce. Cll Perrj Si., Albion, Micb.

“No, tank yo Cap’n,” said Sam, “haint
got time; got to mek c’nection wid de
State Road. Yah! Yah!”
Sam passed on and was soon out of

sight around one of the many bends of

the river and railroad. When at last

we arrived at Kingston Sam was stand-
ing on the edge of the platform and
shouted

:

“I dun tol’ yo, Cap’n; if de State Road
wuz on time yo’d bin leff, shuah. Yah!
Yah! Yah!”

I arrived in Atlanta that night, and
the next morning I started north for
Baltimore through the valleys of East
Tennessee and Virginia. Late in the
afternoon our engine broke down beyond
the possibility of immediate repair.
There was no prospect of pursuing our
journey until the arrival of the train
next morning, so we were compelled to
make the best of it, and best it proved.
The accident happened near a small sta-
tion known as Max Meadows, where
there was a freight depot.

In the meantime the people of the
neighborhood became aware of our
plight, and with characteristic southern
hospitality resolved to make our forced
stay as pleasant as possible. The word
having gone out, the farmers and their
wives and daughters came riding or
walking to the station from several miles
around. They brought with them cooked
pro\nsions, bread, rolls, cakes, butter and
milk. The ladies soon had pots of steam-
ing coffee and tea on the station stove.
A long table was improvised which was
soon filled with a really tempting sup-
per, of which we all partook liberally.

After supper and 'when everything was
cleared away and packed up, some ne-
gro fiddlers were requisitioned and the
floor was cleared for dancing. Every-
one entered into the spirit of the oc-
casion, and Ave danced until broad day-
light, and only gave up the merry rout
when the whistle of the approaching
train was heard. Then the aged
preacher of the neighborhood, who had
been very active in promoting good
humor during the evening, offered up a
prayer of good will for all, and closed
by saying: “Inasmich as ye did it unto
one of these, ye have done it unto me.”

(TO BE CONTINUED)

THE BLACK RHINO
OF THE LADO

(continued from page 605)

a party of Baganda porters over the Nile
and into the Congo where we met many
rhino and saw their tracks everyw’here.
We w’ere there a couple of months but
none of the porters ever leanit to dis-
tinguish either the animal itself, or its

spoor, but always reported them as
elephant.

S
OME of the rhino found in East
Africa have on their flanks deep
grooves alternating with ridges.

There is a good specimen of this kind now
in the London Zoological Gardens. At
first sight it appears as if the animal is

emaciated and that his ribs are sticking
through his hide. In point of fact these

hard ridees are not immediately over t-k-



NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of
Hunting, Fishing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game laws, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. Nationai,
Sportsman' tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.
No book or set of books you can buy will

give you tbe amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year’s subscription to the National Sports-
man. Special information furnished 'to sub-.,
scribers at all times. Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
The eight beautiful outdoor sport pictures, ehown

above, are reproduced on heavy art paper, size 9 z 12,
In strikingly attractive colors, from original oil paint-
ings by well-known artists. They make appropriate
and pleasing decorations for the den, camp, or club-
room of any man who likes to hunt or flsh. Pries
of pictures alone, 25c. We will send you this set
of pictures. FREE OF CHARGE, on recript Of Jl.OO
for a year's subscription to the NATIONAL. SPORTS-
MAN JIAGAZINE.

H W6Ef{'"mmr
i Nalionaf Sportsman Magazine.
= 220 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass,
= Koclosed find $1.00 for a year's subscription to
I tho National Sportsman, and the set of eight
E outdoor pictures.

I Xame
I Address

I

ribs but run at an angle to them; yet

each one is as hard and stiff as if it were
actually encasing a bit of bone. As far

as is known at present this is peculiar

to animals found in one particular part of

British East Africa.

In spite of their thick skins rhinp often

suffer from terrible gashes and wounds.

§ The former are probably rips from the

!i
horns of their kind, made whilst fight-

! ing. The wounds and sores which are

I
nearly always found, especially on the

I softer underside, are probably due to

I numerous tick bites and the birds pecking

I

and tearing them out. I once met a rhino
' that had a gash extending almost from
the spine to the belly—nearly half the
circumference of the animal. It is diffi-

cult to imagine how it could have got
such a gash as this, even from the most
vicious rip of a horn.

Numbers of scarab beetles are found in
rhino country and when one is killed and
the intestines cut out one generally hears
the booming of large scarabs, doubtless
attracted by smell, approaching in quan-
tities. They alight near the body and im-
mediately busy themselves making up and
rolling away balls of dung. There are an
immense variety of these with different
numbers and shapes of horns, or with
crowns, or crests, of spikes. There is one
particular beetle which has a horn which
is a miniature facsimile of the anterior
horn of tho rhino itself.

ROOSEVELT AS A
STUDENT OF BIRDS

(CON-nNUED FROM PAGE 605)

Interferring with bird-life of various
kinds.

On this same morning, as we walked
up to one of the sections of the island,
that was more or less covered with sand
and grasses, I turned to the Colonel and
told him to follow us. We went some .30

or 40 yards away, where we told him
to get busy digging. He looked up with
a quizzical expression and said that of
course he was soldier enough to obey
orders immediately, although he didn’t
know what we were after. Still he would
do his best. It was a rather comical
sight to see him digging away in the
sand with both hands, and after he had
gone down some distance, to see his arm
slip into a cavity and see him open up
a turtle’s nest with eighty-four fresh
turtle eggs which came as a real deli-
cacy for our table.

The large green sea-turtle nests on
these islands and is very careful to
smooth over the sand and to eliminate,
as far as possible, all of its tracks in
order to prevent discovery of its nest,
but in place after place, we found where
the same old coons to which I referred
before, had discovered and robbed the
turtle nests, as well as the bird nests.

ON three different occasions, we saw
some birds which some of us were
unable to identify promptly, and in

one instance, a pair of birds which one of
us had never seen before. The Colonel im-
mediately reached into his pocket, got out
his memorandum book, noted the circum-
stances and the varieties of the birds, but

puttees
NEW NON'FRAar SPIRAL (PaUatedi

For hunters, fishermen, campers— all who enjoy
outdoor sports and pleasures — there’s no more con-
yenient, comfortable, and durable leg covering than
Fox's Spiral Puttees, made of the best English wool
and waterproofed. They are put on in a few minutes,
fit the leg closely and will not fray at the edges
like ordinary puttees.

FOR OUTDOOR LIFE EVERYWHERE
Genuine Fox's have a small brass tag on each

puttee, marked with tho name Fox, li for riglit and
li for left. They are made full length and width,
and always look trim and neat. Write for the name
of the dealer who sells them in your city,

© The Manloy-iohnson Corporation

Sole Agents ^0“^/
280 W. Broadway. New York City

COON HOUNDS
The Southern Farm Coon Hound Kennels

SELMER, TENN.
J. E. WILLIAMS, Proprietor

the oldest as well as the largest institution of
Its kind in the world, offer coonhounds and

jcombination hunters to responsible parties on
j

free trial. New catalogue, highly illustrated, 10c. (

THE GLORY
OF THE

OPEN FIRE
Chase the gloom with Norman’s

Collapsable Tent
Fireplace

After the day at hunting or fishing, what
is more glorious than evening around
the open fire. Fine for rainy weather.

Fine for cooking. Safe, healthful, out

of the ^va3^ Attaches to rear of tent.

Can be set up in five minutes. Size 4x4
ft. Fireplace opening 2x2 ft. Hand-
somely finished in Japan and bronze.

Sportsmen and campers are delighted.

In convenient box. Weight boxed 67
lbs. Price each, complete with pipe,

$20.00

THE W. F. NORMAN SHEET
METAL MFG. CO.

Nevada, Missouri



Sid not say mucH in regard to them. When
we returned home, in looking over his

memoranda he remarked that he wished
very much he could find a copy of “Au-
dubon,” as he felt certain these birds

were strangers and for some unknown
reason, had merely stopped on their long
journey to the far north. I told him
I had a complete set of “Audubon” and
took him into the library. In a few
minutes he was as triumphant a^ a school

boy. “I w^as right,” he said. “I knew
it, and it was very remarkable to have
seen anything of this kind in this coun-
try and especially these birds, which
older hunters and experienced men had
never seen before.”

On another occasion my sons were
running around on a little island and
presently began waving for us to come
ever. We immediately answered. When
we got close to them, we saw them
pointing to a bird on the ground, blended
so well with oyster shells and debris

that it was almost invisible unless you
watched unusually closely. They mo-
tioned to the Colonel to step up to the
bird, and as he did so, it flew off its nest,

fluttering along the way a great many
birds do, simulating being badly wounded
or crippled in order to lead us away
from its nest. It was a Bull Bat or
Nighthawk, and as the Colonel glanced
at the nest, he remarked, “By Jove!
This bird is hatching now.”

Herbert K. Job, the nearest and pos-
sibly the most famous bird photographer
in the world, came in answer to our call,

and fixed up his old green shade from
which he made some wonderful pictures
both of the bird returning to the nest,
and then how we scared her off the nest.

He made pictures of the two little Bull
Bats breaking the shell of the egg, and
to see the eggs divide was wonderful and
interesting. Mr. Job photographed them
with patience and a total disregard of
mosquitoes or other conditions.

$^<*>.00 each

^ OR AS A GIFT

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years with

either Hunting Knife or Camp As with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.

NOTE: Canadian Ordera Require SO Centa Additional

Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are 'made of

the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Nessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a

design most popular with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40lh St., New York, N. Y.

A Walrott
Smart Hotel

/*' Smart People”
A hotel with all the nietropplitan lux-

ury ao attractive to the out of town
visitor to New York, and all the

homey atmosphere to desirable to

aver^ traveller.

Appealing especially to women visiting

New York unescorted.

Own a Ford Cruiser
and travel where you pleaee. independent of
railroads and hotels. Our Cruiser Outfit—
Quickly bolted to any Ford Roadster—makeethis
easy. Complete outfit includes tent, mattress,
stoves, fnmiture, cooking utensils, etc.—a homo
on wheels for week ends end extended outdoor
tripe. Not a Tbail£XU Write for Ulustrated
descriptive folder.

CruiaeT Motor Car Co.

THIRTY HRST STREET
BY RFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

The evening we returned to Pcss
Christian, the Colonel went around
my yard with a great deal of in-

terest, and announced that he had found
nests of twenty-seven varieties of birds.
One in particular interested him very
much—^the Crested Flycatcher. I told
him that the bird had nested there since
I had had the place, and that only a few
days before, had raised an entire brood
of young ones which were now flying
around the yard. He immediately asked
me whether I had ever investigated the
nest carefully myself. I told him no,
and asked why. He stated that he had
never found a single nest of the Crested
Flycatcher that did not have in it a
shed skin of a snake, and said, that he
would like very much to see whether this
nest, way down on the Gulf of Mexico,
could be an exception. We got a ladder,
and I took the nest out. Instead of hav-
ing one skin in it, there were two, to
|iis very great delight and joy.

t My boys raised practically all the
thickens w^e needed, and at the time of
the Colonel's visit, we probably had 600
or more in the yards. Nearly all of these
were hatched in incubators, and then
given to capons because we found that
the capon was a very much better mothes

MASSACHUSETTS

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St.; Brooklyn, N. Y.

Berkshire Countr: About 1250 acres. Mountain and fora
and farm lands. EleratloDs. 1500 to 2500 feet (runs
tops of two mountains). Many springs, two small brod
(stocked with trout), excellent location for trout pond
small expense. Ruffed grouse, rabbits, deer. Two house
one a good one with a new slate roof (would co
$5,000 to build to>day), needs new kit(Aen addition, pai
and paper. Old worthless barns. Extensive old forest

Plantation 45,000 young (small) white pines. Some o
orchards. Fifty or sixty (neglected) young fruit tree

Numerous fine views, remantio walks and drivea, wl
picturesque scenery. Adjoins (wi north) estate
about 1.000 acres belonging to well known owner ai

(on east) a 10,000 acre State Keserration. Addr(
C. S. D., Box 123. Forest and Stream. 9 East 40
Street, New York City.

HOME
STUDY

(28th Year)

Courses inmore
them 40 subjects

are given bycoi^
respondence*

/Address

HttntrrBitu of dhtrasa
(PIT. 26). QilcAgo, HI. J

* tives of dogs, September loth, m
Schraft’s, 37th Street, Broadway, or on Broadway
surface car. Ten dollars reward. Address
J. A. A., Box 65, Forest and Stream, 9. East 4Uth
Street, liew York City,



imm M^iEHSJETr
SITUATION WANTED—MALE

ADVERTISER WISHES AN OUTDOOR Po-
sition as poor health compels giving up indoor
emplo3mient. Was formerly assistant manager in

Bufialo plant employing over five hundred men.
Age 29. Was connected with former employers
twelve years. Address Harold B. North, Mah-
wah. New Jersey.

TAXIDERMY
’

FUR DRESSING, TANNING, TAXIDERMY—
quality and prompt service; catalogue on request.

J. C. Mirguet Co., Inc., 12 Ely St., Rochester,
New York.

MASTER TAXIDERMISTS ON ALL KINDS
of mounting; deer heads a specialty. H. J. Lesser
& Son, Taxidermists, Johnstown, New York.

TAXIDERMY

PHEASANT SPECIALIST—TAXIDERMY IN
all its branches. C. E. Frost, Taxidermist, 257
Conklin Ave., Binghamton, New York.

“WIGGINS” FOR GAME HEADS. YOU
pull the trigger

—

we’ll do the rest. General Taxi-
dermy, Antwerp, New York.

TRAPPING

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE A MANUAL OF
instructions for capturing all kinds of fur-bearing
animals, and curing their skins; with observations
on the fur trade, hints on life in the woods, nar-
ratives of trapping and hunting excursions. By
S. Newhouse and other trappers and sportsmen.
This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It gives full descriptions of all the animals which
the American trapper is likely to meet with, tells
how them live, how to trap them and how to care
for and cure their pelts. No man who is inter-
ested in trapping animas, whether it be musk-
rats or bears, should be without this complete
manual of instruction. Ninth edition. Cloth.
Illustrated. Price $1.00. Forest and Stream.
Book Department, 9 East 40th St., New York
City.

TRAPPERS—CATCH MINK, MUSKRATS
and other fur-bearing animals in large numbers,
with the new steel wire net. Write for catalog
today. Bait free. The Western Mfg. Co., 200,
Hannibal, hfissouri.

TRAPPERS—GET A FREE COPY OF THE
o4-page guide “Trapping Tricks.” Shows photo-
graph illustrations of sets and animal catches.
Triumph Trap Co., Dept. E., Oneida, New York.

TRAPPERS’ POISON

—

GOES’ LIQUID POI-
son capsules kills animals on spot. Goes’ luring
bait attracts them. Fourteenth season in mar-
keL Free circulars when this paper is men-
tioned. Edmund Goes, Station C, Nlilwaukee,
Wisconsin.

TROPHIC

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry
classified messages to our
army of readers on farms,
in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed
trails.

ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS
of old-time and modern firearm-s. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Aye., New York City.

CALIFORNIA GOLD, QUARTER SIZE 27c;

half dollar size, 53c; large cent, 1820, and cata-

logue, 10c. Norman Shultz, King City, Missouru

BOOKS ON CAMPING

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOB ME. I FUR-
nish breedeis cheap, and buy all you . raise at 30

to 00c. per pound alive. Hundreds make big

money. Send 10c for Breeders’ Instruction Book-
let, contract, price, list, etc. Frank E. Cross,

€407 Ridge St., St. Louis, Missouri.

STOCK AND EQUIPMENT, FOURTEEN
varieties of pheasants, an excellent collection for
parks or private grounds. Inventory and price on.

application. Robinson Bros., Aldershot, Ontario,
Canada.

CAMP LIFE AND THE TRICKS OF TRAP-
ping. By W. Hamilton Gibson. Comprehensive
hints on camp shelter, long huts, bark shantie.s,

woodland beds and bedding, boat and canoe build-

ing, and valuable suggestions on trappers’ food,

etc., with extended chapters on the trapper’s art,

containing all the “tricks” and valuable bait

recipes of the profession. Valuable recipes for

the curing and tanning of fur skins, etc. $1.00
net. Forest and Stream Book Department, 9

East 40th St., New York City.

FERRETS
FERRETS FOR SALE—BROWN OB WHITE,

large or small, either sex; only the best stock.

W. A. Peck, New London, Ohio.

FOR BALE — FINE BUFFALO HEAD,
mounted; price $100. Inquire W. A. Barker, 4549
Ellis Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

SEND ME YOUR TROPHIES TO BE
mounted. Good work, moderate prices. Mounted
heads, rugs, birds and animals for sale. Natural
and artistic, hi. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 9S9
Gates Avenue. Brooklyn. New York.

WILD CELERY

WILD CELERY BRINGS THE DUCKS, IM-
proves ^fishing. Plant now and enjoy results.
Grows in any slow flowing fresh water. 60c lb.
60 lbs. enough to sow an acre, $24. Immediate
shipment. Complete instructions. Mail check to
Clyde B. Terrell, Naturalist, Dept. H-61, Osh-
kosh. Wisconsin.

WILD RICE FOR EATING

A NEW TABLE DELICACY—NO GAME
dinner is complete without it. Has a rich, nutty
flavor and makes a splendid addition to a game
or fish dinner. Can be prepared in a score of
ways—delicious dishes that are unusual and ap-
petizing. Terrell’s wild rice is machine cleaned.
Parcel post package, $1.00. Send one dollar for
one pound package, postpaid. Enough for twenty
servings. A dozen recipes sent with each package.
In larger quantities. 75c per pound, postpaid.
Clyde B. Terrell, Dept. H-50, Oshkosh, Wiscon-
kiA

MISCELLANEOUS FERRETS—YOUNG STOCK, $5.00; YEAR-
CUFFS OVER ELBOWS INSTANTLY WITH-

out unbuttoning; remarkably convenient and shirt

saver. Sells quickly toi dealers and wearers di-

rect. Enormous profits for energetic real sales-

men. Sample pair, $1.00. Flexolinks Co., She-
boygan, Wisconsin.

lings, $6.00; sacks, 75c. Walter Soldan, Seven-
teenth St., Wheeling, West Virginia.

FISH FOR STOCKING

CHOICE BROOK AND RAINBOW TROUT
fingerlings for immediate delivery. Plymoudl
Rock Trout Co., Plymouth, Mass.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 629,
St. Louis, Missouri.

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR.'
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N, F,
Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

MAIL US 15o WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints, or send six
negatives any size and 15o for six prints, or
send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-
ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in your small-
mouth black bass commercially ia the United
States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerw
lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small*
Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-
vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W«
Beeman, New Preston, Connecticut.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,
Hannibal, Missouri. GUNS AND AMMUNITION

FOR SALE—.22 SAVAGE REPEATER, MOD-
el 1914; good condition, $12. J. Gibbons, R.FJ?.,
No. 1, Parma, Ohio.

HORSE PACKING. BY CHARLES J. POST.
This is a complete description of the hitches,
knots and apparatus used in making and carrying
loads of various hitches and knots at each of the
important stages so that even the novice can fol-

low and use them. Full description is given of
the ideal pack animal, as well as a catalogue of
the diseases and injuries to which such animals
are subject. Illustrated with diagrams. $1.00 net.
Forest and Stream Book Department, 9 East 40th
St., New York City.

TOR SALE—ONE DOUBLE BARREL PUR-
dy gun; center fire; in the very best condition;
price $350.00. W. P. Stymus, King St., Port
Chester, New York.

FOR SALE—PARTS FOR 9 M.M. LUGER
pistol; also some ammunifion. Geo. M. Paulson,'
4024 Filmore St., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

PATENTS KENTUCKY FLINT-LOCK RIFLES, OLD-
time pistols, revolvers and guns. Large assort-

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROYAL-
ty for ideas.

_
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.

Louis, Missouri.

ment; reasonable prices. Printed list free. Stephen
Van Rensselaer, 805 Madison Avenue, New Yorle
City.

HELP WANTED—MALE
ARE YOU AMBITIOUS FOR BETTER PAY,

shorter hours, easier work, etc? Perhaps you
can get just what you want in the Government
Service, which needs immediately thousands of
men and women over 18 for all kinds of work.
Y’ou really ought to investigate. Just send name,
address, and the number RN 2043 for free in-
formation and advice. Earl Hopkins, Washing-
ton, District of Columbia,

8 X 10 ENLARGEMENTS MOUNTED AND
artistically framed from your negatives, $1.50;
enlargements unframed, 60c. Expert workman-
ship. Blake, 2512 Seventh Ave., New York City.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ATTEN-
tion. Send your films to the Foster Studio, Elk-
hart, Indiana. First roll and prints free.

BETTER KODAK FINISHING. FILMS DE- HUNTING PRESERVE
veloped free; prints from 2 to 8 cents; glossy if

requested. Roush, Box 404, tong Beach, Cali-

fornia.

WHITE’S GAMES PRESERVE, WATERLILY
P. O., Currituck Sound, North Carolina. For
yellow legs and plover, September and October,
Ducks, geese, quail and English snipe, November,
December and January. Points, ponds, islands

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN; $5.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North

and battery shooting engagements must be made
in advance, as we only take a limited number
and always have.

Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas. LIVE DECOYS

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

S20 ACRE GAME FARM, 28 HEAD OF DEER,
will have about 20 fawns this season. Good hunt-
ing; two fine living streams on place; fine chance
for fish ponds; 110 acres in cultivation; balance
fine young timber. This place will support 1,200

head of deer. For profit and pleasure you can’t

beat it. New log bungalow costing $3,900; water
under pressure; two fireplaces; hot and cold water,
toilet, bath. One thousand dollars worth of new
furniture to go with place. A fine sporting head-
quarters: mild climate; $50 per acre, Owner,
C. D, Gorus, Purdue, .Oregon

iuxe oajL.£.

—

a, jciiSJa JvUX Oi TRAINED
English call ducks (Live Decoy). Best decoy
ducks in the world. Our ducks have been used
with great success for nearly a quarter of cen-
tury, are small and tame and easy to handle.
Write for prices. Wallace Evans Game Farm,
St. Charles, Illinois.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING "

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED DUCKS,
no limit. Wild Mallards $4.00 pair; English Call-
ers $8.00 pair, extra hen $5.00. Duck book 25c.

Company*



la transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has beer

received and found to be satisfactory.

DOGS—FOX, COON AND BABBIT DOGS FOE
sale. Satisfaction guaranteed. R. F. Looker,

Elkton, Virginia.

EIGHT IRISH SETTER FUPPIES, THREE
dogs, by Mike ^IcICnight—Luttrell s Patsey ^ ^
lone: whelped June 10; a'l' ^^rk red and of the

best in Irish setters; dogs $20; females $15, all

papers sent with puppies. P. R. Luttrell, Alluwe,

Oklahoma.

AIREDALES WANTED

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED—MALE
or female, young or grown. Whole litters or

bitches in heat or whelp. Must be healthy, thor-

oughbred and priced sensible. Can_ use any num-
ber. A. Kennel, Bound Brook, Xew Jersey.

AIREDALES

FOR SALE—TWO YOUNG MALE AIRE-
dales from registered, show and hunting stock. J.

Kilsson, 42 Madison St., South Manchester, Con-
necticut.

EIONHEART AIREDALES HAVE EARNED
a national reputation for gameness, intelligence,

and high standard of appearance. They are mak-
ing good on both fur and feathered game in prac-
tically every State in the Union and Canada.
Registered puppies that are bred to hunt and fit

to show, now ready for delivery. Lionheart Ken-
nels. (Reg.), Anaconda, Montana. (Formerly
Washoe Kennels).

NURSING VS. DOSING. BY S. T. HAM-
mond. A most practical book for the dog fancier,

based largely on Mr. Hammond’s observation that
dogs and particularly house ddgs, suffer from too

much medicine. Contents—Nursing, Cleanliness,
Diet, Other Foods, Kennel and Exercise, Common
Ailments, Diarrhcea, Convulsions, Epilepsy, Dis-
temper, Eczema, Need of Proper Care, Stomach,
Vermin, Ear, Mange, Nervous System, Colic,
V/orms. Cloth, illustrated, 161 pages, $1.00 net.

Forest and Stream Book Department, 9 East 40th
St., New York City.

SNAPPY AIREDALE BITCH PUP—HIGH-
ly bred; pink of condition; bargain at $15. Papers
furnished. Box 175, Ashland, Wisconsin.

AIDEDALE TERRIERS WANTED, PUPPIES
and grown stock, either sex. Must be healthy,
thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.
If you

,
wish to buy an Airedale, write for our

sales list. Airedale' Exchange, Box M, La Rue,
Ohio.

BEAGLES

CHESAPEAEES

COCKER SPANIELS

COLLIES

GUN DOGS

than the ordinary hen usually does.

We have been conducting quite a num-
ber of interesting experiments by having

bantam capons take care of and raise

not only broods of chickens, but guineas,

and in one instance, turkeys, which was
merely a joke. We then tried the ex-

periment of raising pheasants with them
because the guinea and the pheasant

both follow the parent until the follow-

ing spring. Not only was the Colonel

deeply interested in watching these birds,

but carried a number of photographs

home with him. He also took one of

the little bantam capons with a varied

fam ily, consisting of a Brahma chick,

a Plymouth Rock and a white Leghorn
and three little bantams.

FOR SALE—HOUNDS AND BIRD D()03,

broken and unbroken; 20 head fine 6 to 8 and 12

months: long-eared, white, black, tan hound pup-

pies. $10.00, $12.00, and $15.00 each. One big
)

black and tan coon, opossum and skunk hound;

4 years, $75.00. Wm. L. Lockart, V andalia, Illi-

nois.

,, FOR SALE—WELL TRAINED BEAGLES
and' bMgle pups, _.f9x terriers,, rabbit hounds;
trained' and untraJned. Harold Evans, Moores
Hill, Indiana. '

]

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer

dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York. Pennsylvania

RABBIT DOGS, $5 UP. FINE BLOWING
horns, $1 up. Free trial. Photos, testitnonials.

Stamp. Kaskaskia Kennels, F8, Herrick, Illinois.

FOR SALE—GOOD ENGLISH, IRISH AND
Llewellyh setter pups and dogs; also Irish water

spaniels, Chesapeake Bay retrievers and pointers

in pups and grown dogs. Good stock, prices rea-

sonable: enclose stamps for descriptions. Inor-

ouglibred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa.

FOR SALE—POINTERS BY HAL KENT, 6

months old. The world’s best breeding Nomi-

nated and enrolled.
_
Richmond Pointer Kennels,

Hampton, Mississippi.

FOR SALE—POINTERS, SETTERS AND
wire-haired pointing Griffons. Some thoroughly

trained, high class field dogs. Young stock for

sale. Vinton W. Mason, Cambridge, Massachu-

setts. I

FOR SALE-^WELL TRAINED ENGLISH
setter dog, 26 months old; worked by a profes-

sional dog man. Fast and wide; very obedient;

extra good nose; not spoiled in any -way; $35.00

or offer. He’s a beauty; weighs 62 lbs. L. E.

Durand, Collinsville, Oklahoma^

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky.. offer for sale Setters and Pointers,

Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer H^n^ds,

Coon and Opossum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit

Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale

Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser

alone to judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-

teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly

illustrated, interesting and instructive catalogue

for 10c in stamps or coin.

GUN DOGS 'WANTED

WANTED — A THOROUGHLY TRAINED
shooting dog that retrieves, breeding no object.

D. Ross Capps, Amite, La.

FOR SALE—FOUR LITTERS PURE BRED
Chesapeakes of the dead grass strain. Barron &
Orr,' Mason City, Iowa.

HOUNDS

COCKER SPANIELS. HIGHEST QUALITY
Eiiglish and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, \ males, $20; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

“COON, FOX, RABBIT HOUNDS,” SQUIB-
rel and opossum dogs, young hounds, pointers

and setters. (Stocks) Grisham’s Kennels, Wheel-
er, Mississippi.

COON, MINK, OPOSSUM, SKUNK, FOX,
squirrel and rabbit hounds. Large list sent free.

W. P. Burrow, Pocahontas, Arkansas.

FOR SALE—BLACK COCKER SPANIEL
puppies, whelped April 25th; out of a Midkiff
.Joan bitch, sired by Weber’s Don Juan, winners
•at Chicago, 1919. Either sex $25.00. Frank M.
Brady, Worthing, South Dakota.

FOR SALE—AT ALL TIMES. HOUNDS FOR
any game. Trial allowed. Send stamp for list.

Mt. Yonah Farm Kennels, Cleveland, Georgia.

TACONIO KENNELS OFFER A FEW HIGH
class Cocker Spaniel puppies from registered,
prize winning stock. Mrs. H. A. Knapp, Chatham
Center, New York.

FOR SALE—BLOODHOUNDS, BEST ENG-
lish stock. Trained and untrained hounds. Will

tell you what I have on request. M. C. Morri-

son, Rocky Mountain Kennels, 1241 High St.,

Boulder, Colorado.

yrHITE COLLIES. BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

FOR SALE—BROKEN BEAGLE AND RAB-
rit hounds. $25.00 each. Broken coon hounds,
$50.00 and $75.00 each. Broken fox hounds,
$25.00 up. Hillside Kennels, Box 56, Tough-
kenamoii. Pa.

BLUE BLOODED POINTER AND SETTER
'shooting dogs, brood bitches and pups. Trained
^wherft there are birds to be killed over them and
'by a man that knows his business. Wildfield

rarms, Amite, Louisiana.

FOR SALE—FEMALE RABBIT HOUND,
fair trailer; not gun shy; price $12.00; also pups.

McClellan Leinaweaver, Newport, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE—FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS.
Bird dog. rabbit hounds a specialty. Stamp if

convenient. .Stissing Stock Farm, Bangall, New
York.

LOG CABIN BUILDING
(continued from page 608)

canoes are placed far enough apart so

the lumber can be laid across tbem,

similar to a catamaran. If piled until

gunwale is about 4 inches from the sur-

face you will find it is possible to carry

1000 feet of lumber, allowing space in

the stem of each canoe for a man to

paddle. We made three trips taking

one and a half days, carrying on the first

trip 1000 feet of lumber, on the second

819 feet and all doors, window frames,

and sashes complete and on the third

trip, brought in cement, patent roofing,

tools, etc. If you have all material at

head water before building is started,

you can select any day, wind and weather

being the only factors, to bring the

material in.

Tools

2 broad axes

2 peaves or cant-hooks

1 draw knife

1 three foot rule

1 spirit level

1 chalk line

1 auger 1% or 2 Inches

60 feet 1 inch hemp rope

1 cross-cut saw (6 feet)

1 hand saw

1 tape line

1 steel square

1 plumb-bob

1 brace and bits %, %, IVi inches

1 whet stone

Materials Used and Costs

619 feet matched bass wood (floor

and gable ends) at $25 per M..$17.80

200 feet pine veranda flooring,

dressed one side 4.50

1000 feet hemlock roof sheeting.. 17.00

4 windows, 2 door frames at $3.00 18.00

2 doors (solid—not panelled) at

$3.00 6.00

4 window sashes and glass at $1.20 4.80

5 bags Portland cement at .80 4.00

13 rolls 2 ply patent roofing at

$ 1.75 2^75
Nails, spikes and misc. hardware. . o.OO

Labos

1 man 10 days at $3.00 $30.00

1 man and horse 2 days at $5.00. . . 10.

Camp supplies, food for labor, etc. 15.

Entire cost $154.85

This table shoivs the actual costs of

building ray cabin several years ago. Add

considerably to these prices nowadays.



FOX, COOX, SKUNK, OFOSSUM, BABBIT

A MANUAL OF WILD-FOWL SHOOTING
(continued FEOil PAGE 593)

flight the dnck will into the charge.

The point of aim should be yards, not

feet, ahead of a duck passing at fairly

long range. Very few birds indeed are

missed by “leading” them too much,

many are lost by shooting behind them.

Sculling for ducks is an interesting

form of sport to»those who prefer pursuit

to ambush. A small, light boat is used.

The decks are covered with rushes or

grass to conceal it and hunter within

from the sharp eyes of the ducks. The
hunter propels the craft by working an

oar from the stern. Much skill is often

required to get within range of a flock on

the open water. Although this method

is not productive of as many birds as

shooting over decoys, it is exciting sport,

nevertheless, where experience plays

a large part and where there is oppor-

tunity for healthful exercise.

The shooting from a line of boats and

the tolling of ducks with dogs will be

described in connection with the birds

so taken.

Sailing after ducks was a method used

on the Long Island bays and elsewhere,

but this form of pursuit was found to

drive the fowl away. It is now generally

prohibited.

S
EA-DUCK shooting calls for warm
flannels, heavy corduroys, rubber

boots and water-proof coats and caps.

The clothing should by all means resemble

the marsh grass or other natural cover

in color.

It was the fashion some years ago to

use large gauge guns and large shot in

hunting ducks. The guns and sizes of

shot used today are generally smaller.

8-gauge and 10-gauge guns were the

popular bores in the past. Even the

mighty 4-gauge was used at ducks, as

well as in swan and goose shooting. It

is admitted that these big guns, loaded

with heavy charges of powder and

large shot did do wonderfully effective

work on the wild fowl. But there were

many more ducks then than there are

now. Sportsmen did not consider game
conservation then, nor did there seem any

need for it as there is today.

The 4-gauge is practically never seen

today The 8-gauge is generally con-

fined to a few blinds on the bays and

sounds in shooting geese. The 10-gauge

is more often seen but even this gun is

fast giving ground to the standard 12-

gauge. There are now laws in some
states prohibiting the use of guns

larger than the lO-gau.ge.

The 12-gauge is large enough for gen-

eral purposes. A strong shooting, full-

choked gun of this bore will, in the

hands of a good shot kill enough ducks
to make the bag limit as now provided

by law in many states. Smaller gauges

than the 12 are sometimes used in shoot-

ing ducks but with the use of these

guns there is always the chance of wound-
ing birds which may not be recovered

and a sportsman wishes to kill outright

every bird shot at if possible.

Number 4 or 5 shot is the proper size

<or the sea-ducks. Where the snooting

is at unusually long range or when there

is a very strong Vv^ind blowing, number
2 or 3 will prove more effective. The
velocity of the heavier pellets is greater,

they are less effected by a cross-wind,

and the Idliing range is increased.

On the other hand, the smaller pellets

make a better pattern and the chances

for striking the duck in a vital spot is

increased. I have used B B shot and
2’s on the sea-ducks, and at other times

as small shot as number 7. From 3^/i

to 3% drams of powder is used in the

12-gauge, and as much more as the gun
will shoot to advantage in the 10-gauge.

A retrieving dog is sometimes used in

duck shooting. The Chesapeake Bay dog
is the best for this purpose. This breed

is a powerful water-dog, able to stand

the roughest weather and coldest waters,

and to find a wounded duck or goose in

the thickest rushes. These dogs are own-
ed by some who shoot on Chesapeake
Bay, Currituck Sound and elsewhere.

They are trained to remain motionless

in the blind until ordered to retrieve.

The wild ducks pass through the United

States in the early spring on their way
to the North where they build their nests

and rear their young. In the West many
ducks breed within the northern boundary
of our states, while many more go far

within the Arctic Circle.

It v/as formerly lawful to shoot ducks

in the spring, hut this practice was ex-

tremely destructive and unsportsmanlike

and has been prohibited throughout the

country. With the stopping of spring

shooting, the number of ducks which
bi'eed within our borders is increasing

each year.

In the fall the ducks, with the young
of the year, return to the United States

and move on southward with the advance

of winter and the freezing over of the

waters.

The number of ducks which formerly

came to the bays and sounds along the

coasts is almost beyond belief. Flocks

of countless thousands were a common
sight and there were often acres upon

acres of birds resting on the water. In

the West, in the great marsiies and lake

regions of the interior, the ducks were

as plentiful as they were along the coasts.

Today they come in sadly depleted num-
bers. but they are still abundant in cer-

tain sections. With the passing of wise

game laws and, what is more to the point,

with the ever-increasing willingness of

American sportsmen to give these laws

their full co-operation, the ducks have a

fair chance to hold their own, if not to

I’e-attain their old numbers.

Jn the forthcomino articles the differ-

ent varieties of seo-dacks icill he con-

sidered. [Editoks]

KENTUCKY’S PRIDE KENNELS OF FAL-
moiitli, Ky., offers for sale fox, cat, wolf, deer,

bear, lion, coon, opossum, -varmint and rabbit

hounds. Also youngsters, all of the best breeds.

All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser to judge
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded.

TWO FINE RABBIT HOUNDS, $15 EACH.
Also young hounds that are trailing, $10 each.

II. C. Sparks, West Union, Ohio.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers coon, skunk, opossum and rabbit

hounds on ten days trial. Dogs just beginning
to trail ten dollars. Choice pups. We take Lib-

erty Bonds and War Savings Stamps.

MISCELLANEOUS
’

SIX LLEWELLYNS, 3 to 9 MONTHS OLD,
choicest of breeding, close up to Mohawk II and
Count Whitestone; large, healthy, farm " raised
puppies, nicely marked; sure to please and sold
on approval. V. J, Miclialek, Victor, Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEAGLES, BROKEN RABBIT HOUNDS,
puppies, coon, fox, skunk dogs, cavies, rabbits.
Trial. M. W. Baubletz, Seven Valleys, Penn-
sylvania.

FOR SALE—RABBITS, ALL KINDS; PEDI-
gieed stock. Thoroughbred coon and fox hound
pups. John Julius, Norman Station, Indiana.

FOR SALE—REGISTERED ENGLISH BULL
dogs. J. R. Mayo, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.^

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 5^ stamps. Eookwood Ken-
nel s. Lexington. Kentucky.

TERRIERS
FOR SALE—IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES,

three months old, by Balleymooney Fireaway ex
a Chilmark Mrs. Feely bitch. Excellent specimens.
Strong and healthy. $50.00 and up. C. A. Long,
Barrington. 111.

Ten-A-Scc Farm Kennels
The Home of

U. R. FISHEL’S NOTED POINTERS
The World's Best Bird Dogs,

offer hich-rlass shooting clogs, brood bitches end
rliolce puppies. In Studs I offer the World's Best
Bird Dog Sires. Kvery dog is better than repre-
sented and satisfaction guaranteed. Am in a posi-
tion to board or train your dog in the best manner
possible. Please write for terras and information.
N'ew catalogues will be ready for raailing about
November ISth.

Ten-A-See Farm Kennels, Bex 16S-C, Paris, Tennessee
W. E. Lucas, Educator 5. Barton Lasater, Prop.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

SPORTMEN’S HEAD-QUARTERS
T>/->D'uo-ci-mxT Amo.-io., -urin Ho ^nd manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, a*ji*

S
lORlbMEN all over AmeilCd will be manufacturing purposes a Bpecialtr.

interested in the unique “Sports- Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skull*

men's Headquarters” which has just for furriers and taxidermists. ^
been opened in New York, on ^fth STREET NEW YORK
Avenue at 40th Street. It provides a

Please mention “Forest *ad Stream’*



HAVE YOU TRIED
SPRATT^S
F I B O

S P R AT T ’ S

The most appetizing granulated
dog food on the market.

Owners of Pekingese, Toy and Shy
Feeders will find that this food, as a

change of diet, has no equal.

Write for samples and send 2c.

stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture”.

PATENT LIMITED
NEWARK NEW JERSEY

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Maas.

Tel. 29-M.

SEA CUFF. PHEASANTRY
W* have nearly all.of the rare pbeaa.
ants and eranas. also white, Java and
black shouldered Japanese Peafowl,
Mandarin duoks. Epos in Season for
sale. , Write for priQes and partiou-
iars. -•

BALDWIN palmer
flBs Unm, 5« CWi, Um bUnd, If, T.

Mrmhrr^ the G^e HniM dt

CHAMPIONS AGAIN

213 Feet is the New World’s Record Jump
Made on Northland Ski, Afarch U, 1919, at
Dillon, Colo.

Write for Catalog—Free.

NORTHLAND SKI MFC. CO.
mis and Hampden Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

i
DENTSXOmmOiS^PILLS

your dog is sick,

all run-down, thin and unthrifty, if his

coat is harsh and staring, his eyes rnat-

terated, bowels disturbed, urine high
colored and frequently passed—if you
feel badly every time you look at him
—eating grass won’t help him.

DENT’S CONDITION PILLS
will. They are a time-tried formula,

that will pretty nearly make a dead
clog eat. As a tonic for dogs that are

all out of sorts and those that are
recovering from distemper or are
affected with mange, eczema, or some
debilitating disease, there is nothing
to equal them, PRICE, PER BOX,
50 CENTS.

If your dog is sick and you do not
know how to treat him, write to us
and you will be given an expert’s

opinion without charge. Pedigree
blanks are free for postage—4 cents a
dozen. Dent’s Doggy Hints, a 32-

page booklet, will be mailed for a two-
cent stamp. The Amateur Dog Book,
a practical treatise on the treatment,

care and training of dogs, 160 pages
fully illustrated, will be mailed for lo

cents.

THE DENT MEDICINE CO.
NEWBURGH, N. V.; TORONTO, CAN.

Raise Hares for Us
Tmniense profits quickly and easily
made. We furnish stock, and pay
$‘100 to cafh: also expressajre.
when three months oM. rontnmt. h-'ok
on ralRlnR. FRER Thorson Ribbit Co.»

Dept. 7, Aurora, Colo.

national meeting place and exchange for

all sportsmen, trap shooters, anglers, gun
club members, hunters and guides, in

fact, all who are interested in the great

outdoors.

Sportsmen in planning their future

trips are invited to call upon Sportsmen’s
Headquarters for any information they

may desire on such topics as where dif-

ferent kinds of fish and game are to be
found, the best routes to take, the best

hotels in the localities selected, the best

places to secure guides, the sporting

equipment they will inquire, the ammuni-
tion or tackle best adapted to all kinds

of fish or game, regulations of the dif-

ferent states on hunting licenses, game
laws and restrictions, the character of

various game countries, the seasons for

hunting and fishing in different sections

and any of the thousand and one bits of

information they may desire.

Whether the Sportsman calls person-
ally or writes, he will be furnished with
the desired information. Sportsmen’s
Headquarters is to be the national
quarters that all sportsmen may regard
as theirs, a place to drop in and make
themselves at home and a place to utilize

to the full for their information and as-

sistance. It is prepared to render them
complete service along the line of all

outing equipment.
Mr. Thomas A. Davis, widely known

to sportsmen throughout America, is in

charge of Sportsmen’s Headquarters. He
will be assisted by Mr. J, H. Cameron,
who has had a long experience with
sporting goods, and by Mr. R. H. Boyd,
an authority on all subjects pertaining to

the great outdoors, who was for ten years
with one of New York’s leading sporting
goods houses and who is an out-of-doors

man of long experience. These men know
the sportsmen’s needs and how to satisfy

them and they are at Sportsmen’s Head-
quarters expressly to do that to the ut-

most.

AVIATORS SPOTTING FISH
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

HE aeroplane as a means of spotting
a school of fish is no longer a pos-

sibility. Actual tests have met with suc-
cess. Operating from the Naval base,

near Norfolk, the fliers go out and flying

at a height of 500 feet find that they
can see a school of fish anywhere within
a radius of half a mile. The Navy is

now working in co-operation with the
Department of Commerce and the idea
is to help make fishing more certain
not only as a sport but as a means of
increasing the nation’s food supply.
The plan will be put to commercial

uses just as rapidly as the Navy is able

to increase its enlisted personnel to au-
thorized strength for enlisted men. Of-
ficers will be used for observers on these
fish hunting flights.

Flying of this kind will be carried out
according to a systematic schedule. For
those who love the air and the sea it

will offer great sport.

After acting as guides for the fisher-

men, the aviators could also give warning
when storms were approaching and in

other ways serve the fishermen.

Edwin J. Heath, Maryland.
;
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OUT-DOOR BOOKS

FOR SPORTSMEN
The books listed herewith illustrate

the range of appeal contained in the
new forty-eight page catalogue of For-
est and Stream Books for Sportsmen

—

Catalog Free to any address anywhere.

Prices include Postage to any
address in the United States

and Canada.

FOREST & STREAM BOOK DEPT.
9 East Fortieth Streeti New York City

BACKWOODS SURGERY AND MEDICINE. By
Charles S. Moody. A handy book for the
woodsman in which common-sense methods of
treating ordinary wounds and accidents are de-
scribed. Illustrated. $1.00.

CAMP COOKERY. By Horace Kephart. “The
less a man carries in his pack the more he must
carry in his head,” says .Mr. Kephart. This
book tells what a man should carry in both
pack and head. Illustrated. $1.00.

CAMPER’S OWN BOOK, THE. Compiled and
Edited by George S. Bryan. A handy inex-
pensive volume of information, compiled by
George S. Bryan of the Canadian Camp Club.
With contributions by Stewart Edward M'hitc,
Tarletan Bean, Edward Breck, George Gladden,
Charles Bradford, Ernest Ingersol, F. C.
Selous, J. Horace ^IcFarland, A. K. P. Harvey,
Henry Oldys, J. W. Elwood, Frank A. Bates,
etc. Paper covers. $.50 net.

CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT. By Horace Kep-
hart. In two volumes. Vol. 1 Camping, Vol.
II W'oodcraft, The old edition of this book
was the standard work on the subject for over
ten years. The new edition is enlarged, entirely
revised and brought up to date, after two
years had been spent in the undertaking. Vol.
I deals with outfits, making camp, fires, camp
cookery, etc., etc. Vol. II “Woodcraft.” deals
chiefly with such shifts and expedients as are
learned or practised >n the wilderness itself,

•where we have nothing to choose from but the
raw materials that lie around us. Contains
over a hundred illustrations. The volumes
may be bought separately or in sets. Price of
single copies $2.00 net.

CAMP LIFE AND THE TRICKS OF TRAP-
PING. By W. Hamilton Gibson. Compre-
hensive hints on camp shelter, log huts, bark
shanties, woodland beds and bedding, boat and
canoe building, and valuable suggestions on
trappers’ food, etc., with extended chapters on
the trapper’s art. containing all the “tricks”

and valuable bait recipes of the profession.

Valuable recipes for the curing and tanning of

fur skins, etc. $1.00 net.

HORSE PACKING. By Charles J. Post. This
is a complete description of the hitches, knots,

and apparatus used in making and carrying
loads of various hitches and knots at each of

the important stages so that even the novice can
follow and use them. • Full description is given
of the ideal pack animal, as well as a catalogue

of the diseases and injuries to which such ani-

mals are subject. Illustrated with diagrams.
$1.00 net.

OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY. By Julian A. Dl-
mock. A solution of all the problems in camera
work out of doors. The various subjects dealt

with are; The Camera; Lens and Plates; Light;
Developing; Printing, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

OUTDOOR SIGNALLING, By Elbert Wells. -A

method of signalling by means of wigwag, light,

smoke, or whistle which is simple and effective.

Illustrated. $1.00.

OUT WITH THE BIRDS. By H. M. Laing.
Observations among the lakes and marshes of

Western Canada on all species of birds and
their habits. Illustrated. $2.00.

PACKING AND PORTAGING. By Dillon "Wal-
lace. Crowded into a compact little book are
descriptions of every kind of pack from man-
packing to horse-packing, from the use of the
tump line to throwing the diamond hitch. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

READING THE WEATHER. By T. Morris
Lougstreth. Detailed account of the various
recognized signs for different kinds of weather
based primarily on the material worked out by
the Government Weather Bureau. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

SADDLE AND CAMP IN THE ROCKIES. By
Dillon Wallace. .A horseback trip through
.Arizona and Montana, visiting the Apache and
Moqui Indians and the great game districts

gave Mr. Wallace the chance to observe the
game con<litioins of that country. Illustrated.
$1.75.

TAXIDERMY. By Leon L. Pray. A discussion
of the tools and materials and methods used
for the skinning, stuffing and mounting of
ordinary birds, small animals, etc. Illustrated
with diagrams. $1.00.

TOURING AFOOT. By C. P. Fordyce. This
book is designed to meet the growing interest
in walking trips and covers the whole field of
outfit and methods for trips of varying lengths.
Illustrated. $1.00.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A manual of in-
structions for capturing all kinds of fur-bearing
animals, and curing their skins; with observa-
tions on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting ex-
cursions. By S. Newhouse and other trappers
and sportsmen. This is the best book on trap-
ping ever written. It gives full descriptions
of all the animals which the American trapper
is likely to meet with, tells how they live, how
to trap them and how, to care for and cure
their pelts. Xo man who is interested in trap-
ping animals, whether it be muskrats or bears,
should be without this complete manual of in-
struction. Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated.
Price $1.00.

WOODCRAFT, By Nessmuk, No better or more
delightful book for the help and guidance of
those who go into the wild for sport or recre-
ation was ever written. Xo one ever knew the
woods better than X'essmuk or succeeded in
putting so much valuable information into the
same compass. Camp equipment, camp making,
the personal kit, camp fires, .shelters, bedding.

fishing, cooking, and a thousand and one kin-

dred topics are considered. Beyond this the
book has a quaint charm all its own. Cloth,
illustrated, 160 pages. $1.00 net.

FISHING
ANGLERS’ WORKSHOt, By Perry D. Erazer.
A practical manual for all those who want to
make their own rod and fittings. It contains
a review of fishing rod history, a discussion of
materials, a list of the tools needed, description

of the method to be followed in making all

kinds of rods, including fly-casting, bait fishing,

salmon, etc., with full instructions for winding,
varnishing, etc. Illustrated. $1.00 net.

BIG GAME AT SEA. By Charles Frederick
Holder. This well-known sportsman and nat-

uralist tells of adventures with the giant tuna,
the devil fish, the mighty shark and other mam-
moth denizens of the sea. Illustrated. $2.00.

BOOK OF THE BLACK BASS. By James A.'
Henshall. This edition of the Book of the
Black Bass includes also the Supplement, More
About the Black Bass, and is complete in one
volume. It covers the entire scientific and life

history of this specie*, and contains a practical

treatise on angling and fly-fishing with a full

account of tools, implements, and tackle. $2.00
net.

FAVORITE FISH AND FISHENG. By Dr. J. A.
Henshall. The author discourses delightfully

about the black bass, the grayling, the trout,

the tarpon and other favorite fish. Illustrated.

$1.25.

FISHING KITS AND EQUIPMENT. By Samuel
G. Camp. A complete guide to the angler buy-
ing a new outfit. Every uetail of the fishing

kit of the freshwater angler- is described from
rod-tip to creel and clothing. Illustrated. $1.00.

FISHING TACKLE. By Perry D. Frazer. It

tells all the fisherman needs to know about •

making and overhauling his tackle during the
closed season, and gives full instructions for
tournament casting. Illustrated. $1.00.

FISHING WITH FLOATING FLIES. By Sam-
uel G. Camp. Mr. Camp has given this matter'
special study and is one of the few American'
anglers who really understands it, from select-

ing the kit to landing the fish. Illustrated. $1.00.

LAKE AND STREAM GAME FISHING. By
Dixie Carroll. \ practical book on the popular
fresh water game fish, the tackle necessary and
how to use it. $2.00 net.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE DRY
FLY. A de luxe edition in two volumes hy"
Frederic M. Halford. This splendid work was
limited to fifty sets. Forest and Stream was

^

fortunate enough to secure for its readers fifteen

sets, of which otily three remain. The au-

Continued on following page
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thor’s experience qualifies him fully to treat

his subject in a most practical manner. The
manipulation of dressing dry fiies and practical

experiences of their use is told in a comprehen-
sive manner. This work is illustrated with

colored plates that correspond with the colors

of the various paterns, and a unique feature

of this work consists of nine plates each con-

taining two to five real artificial flies. The two
volumes are handsomely bound in half leather

with guilt top. Price $50.00. Money refunded

if supply is exhausted.

PEACTICAL BAIT CASTING. By Larry St.

John. This book deals with tackle and methods
used in catching blass bass. It is based upon
wide and varied experience of t\, author in

the Middle M’est. Illustrated. $1.00.

SALT "WATEE GAME FISHING. By Chas. F.

Holder. A chapter is devoted to each of such

fish as the tuna, tarpon, amber-jack, sail fish,

yellow tail, sea bass, etc. The habits and habi-

tats of the fish are described, together with the

methods and tackle for taking them. Illustrated.

$ 1 .00 .

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Lottdon.

In this book Professor Louden tells the story

of his 28 years’ observation of this ever game
fish. He describes its haunts and habits, how
when and where they are caught and gives

other data of intense interest to the angler.

Price ?1.00.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS OF CALIFOENIA.
By Charles F. Holden. A descriptive volunie

of the various sports afforded by the Pacific

Coast Islands, including a pen picture of sea-

angling for the leaping tuna, the long-tinned

tuna, the yellow fin, the white sea-bass, sword-

fish, yellow tail and other game fishes. Price

$2 .00 .

THE BOOK OF THE TAEPON. By A. W. Di-

mock. Illustrated with photographs by the

author, this book is the full fruit ^

years of experience in tarpon fishing. Illus-

trated. $2.00.

THE FINE AKT OF FISHING. By Samuel G.

Camp, Suggestions for expert angler as \ve.l

as beginners. The range of fish and fi^'”‘S

covered includes “Casting Pine and lar Ufi,

“Fishing for Mountain Trout.’ and

Fishing for Lake Trout.” Illustrated. $1.00.

BOATS AND WATER SPORTS
-BOAT SAILING; Pair Weather and Foul. By

Capt. A. J. Kenealy. Directions are given on

practically everything connected with small

boats and sailing. The chapters include. Choice

of a Boat—Sailing in a Gale or Squall rilling-

out—Over Hauling—Compass and Charts—

Nautical Terms—Splices, Knots and Bends.

Illustrated. New Edn. Preparing.

NAVIGATION FOE THE AMATEUE. By Capt.

E. T. Morton. An account of the simpler meth-

ods of finding position at sea by the observa-

tion of the sun’s altitude, the use of the sex-

tant and chronometer, arranged especially for

yachtsmen and amateurs. Illustrated. $1.00.

SMASL BOAT BUILDING. By H. W. Patter-

son. Build your own boat this summer! Here

are detail descriptions and drawings showing

the various stages in the building.

chapters on proper materials for boat building.

Illustrated. $1.00.

SMALL BOAT NAVIGATION. By Lt.-Com. F.

W. Sterling. A complete description of the in-

struments and methods used in navigating fa'all

boats in pilot waters, on soundings, and oti

shore. Illustrated with Diagrams. $1.00.

SWIMMING AND WATEEMANSHIP. By L.

de B. Handley. Beginners will find in these

pages every bit of information to lead thein

to proficiency, while the skilled waterrnan will

find its suggestions helpful. Illustrated. $1.00.

THE “AMERICA’S” CUP EACES. By H. L.

Stone. A complete history of the racers and

races from the time of the first race down to

the latest “Shamrock” to challenge . for the cup.

Illustrated. $2.25.

THE CANOE, ITS SELECTION, CAEE AND
USE. By Robert E. Pinkerton. With proper
use the canoe is one of the safest of all craft.

Here you may leani how to make it safe, what
canoe to select for your particular needs, and
how to get the greatest comfort, safety and
usefulness from it. Illustrated from Photo-
graphs. $1.00.

THE GASOLINE MOTOR. By Harold W. Slau-
son. Deals with the practical problems of motor
operation and describes in detail the motors
and faults to which they are liable. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

THE MARINE MOTOR. By Lt.-Com. F. W.
Sterling. Careful descriptions of the various
parts of the marine motor, their relation to the
whole, and their method of operation. Illustrated

with Diagrams. $1.00.

THE MOTOR BOAT, ITS SELECTION, CAEE
AND USE. Ey Harold V/. Slauson. The pros-

pective purchaser is advised as to the type of
motor boat best suited to his particular needs,
and how to keep it in running condition. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS AND
SHOOTING

AMERICAN DUCK SHOOTING. By George Bird
Grinnell. Covers the whole field of duck shoot-
ing in America. Describes the various ducks,
geese, and other water fowl, their habits, meth-
ods of hunting them, decoys, blinds, etc. Illus-

trated, $3.75.

AMERICAN GAME BIRD SHOOTING. By
George Bird Grinnell. Describes the habits
of woodcock, snipe, grouse, wild turkeys, quail

and all upland game birds followed with dog
and gun. Illustrated with colored plates by
Louis Ag.assiz I'uertes and numerous drawings.
A work of interest to the ornithologist as well

as the sportsman. $3.75.

GUNCEAFT. Ey Wm. A. Bruette. \ modem
treatise on guns, gun fitting, ammunition, wing
and trap shooting. The theoretical side of the

subject has been covered with a scientific accu-

racy which makes it an up-to-date book of ref-

erence, and the practical side of wing-shooting,
gun fitting, the master eye, defects' in vision

and other important questions have been treat-

ed in a way that will enable either the expert

or the amateur to determine if he is shooting
with a gun that fits him and how to decide

upon one that docs. It will enable him to as-

certain why he misses some shots and is suc-

cessful with others. The secrets of success in

trap shooting as well as the peculiarities in

flight of the quail, the jacksnipe, the woodcock,
the ruffed grouse and the duck family are illus-

trated by drawings and described in a way that

will facilitate the amateur in mastering the art

of wing shooting. Cartridge board cover, $1.00

net; Cloth, $1.50 net.

MODERN RIFLE. By J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D.,

and Jno. A. Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S. The
most practical up-to-the-minute book published

on the subject; scientific, yet clear and simple.

Do your own figuring, and have the satisfaction

of knov/ing that yon are absolutely right. All

necessary tables. Every problem that comes up
in the life of every rifle and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader

mav see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is served. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated(’'196 pages, $1.25 postpaid.

PISTOL AND REVOL'VER SHOO'nNG. By A.

L. A. Himmelwright. A neiv rnd revised

edition of a work that has already achieved

prominence as an eccepted authority on the

use of the hand gun. Full instructions are

given in the use of both revolver and target

pistol, including shooting position, grip, posi-

tion of arm. etc. The book is thorouelily il-

lustrated with diagrams and photographs and
includes the rules of the United States Re-

volver Association and a list of the records

made both here aad abroad. $1.00 net.

RIFLES AND RIFLE SHOOTING. By Charlei
Askins. A practical manual describing various
makes and mechanisms, in addition to discuss-

ing in detail the range and limitations in the
use of the rifle. Illustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horace Kephart.
This book is the result of painstaking tests

and experiments. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the rifle, and
Part II with the shotgun. The man seeking
guidance in the selection and use of small fire-

arms. as well as the advanced student of the
subject, will receive an unusual amount of as-

sistance from this work. $1.00 net.

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUN. By Charles As-
kins. Part I describes the different types of
shotguns, with measurements and diagrams.
Part II tells all about wing shooting, the vari-

ous methods, snap versus swing, etc. Illustrated.

$2.25.

•WriNG AND TRAP SHOOTING. By Charles
Askins. A full discussion of the various meth-
ods such as snap-shooting, swing and half-

swing; the gunner’s problem of lead and range
in regard to the flight of birds, relating all

points of the discussion to the common varieties
of game birds ia this country. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

GOLF AND TENNIS
HO-W TO PLAY TENNIS. By James Burns.

This book gives simple, direct instructions oa
the fundamentals of the game for beginners
and the man who wants to improve his game.
Illustrated. $1.00.

LA’WN TENNIS FOE BEGINNERS. By J.

Parmley Paret. This book tells in a clear lucid
fashion how to play tennis—and how not to
play it. All of the important strokes of the
game are carefully explained by an expert
player and an experienced writer. Illustrated.

$1.25.

LA-WN TENNIS FOR LADIES. By Mrs. Lam-
bert Chambers. This hook takes up the matter
of the correct kind of practice for improvement,
the method of play with the strokes and rackets
best adapted for the use of women. Illustrated.

$1.50.

MODERN GOLF. By Harold H. Hilton. This
book gives the reader sound advice, not so
much on the mere swinging of the clubs as
in the actual playing of the game, w-ith all the
factors that enter into it. Illustrated. $1.00.

TENNIS TACTICS. By Raymond D. Little. A.

practical guide for good tennis playing by a
successful expert. lie analyzes and appraises
net plays, the back-court and vollej-ing game,
the twist service, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT

BOXING. By D. C. Hutchison. The writer has
had long personal experience as an amateur
boxer and as trainer of other amateurs. He
gives practical instruction for the blows and
guards as well as advice to prevent cver-tarin-

ing and staleness. Illustrated. $1.00.

EXERCISE AND HEALTH. By ’W^oods Hutch-
inson, M.D. With an avoidance of medical
terms, the book emphasizes the rational, all

around manner of living that is best calculated
to bring a man to a ripe old age with little or
no illness. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING IN CONDITION. By H. H. Mcore.
This book deals with the selection of wise exer-
cise and proper foods, sufficient rest and fresh
air. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT. By VT. J. Cro-
mie. Concise presentations of the effects on
health of eating, drinking, bathing, rest, sleep
and fatigue, together with a sane programe for
living, illustrated. $1.00.
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DOG BOOKS
THE AIREDAXE. By W. A. Bruette. This in-

structive and interesting work covers the his-

tory, breeding and training of these useful
dogs. It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written articles on the

early history of the breed, family characteristics
and the strong and weak points of the important
dogs whose names appear in later-day pedi-

grees are of utmost value to the breeder. Those
who desire to train their dogs to the highest
state of efficiency either as companions or tor

bunting will lind easily understood and practical

instructions on the subjects of general training,

retrieving, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are
important chapters devoted to the laws of

breeding, kennel management, preparation for

and handling in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and instructions of

great value to breeders and owners. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

THE AIREDALE. By Williams Haynes. This
book is designed for the non-professional dog
fancier who wishes common sense advice .not
involving elaborate preparations or expense. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

AMATEUR’S DOG BOOK, By William A.
Bruotte. A popular, condensed handbook of

information concerning the management, train-

ing and diseases of dogs, including trick, guard
and watch dogs. With many illustrations, 50c.

net.

THE BULL TERRIER. By William Haynes.
A guide to the dog owner who wishes to be his

own kennel manager. A full description is

given of the best types and standards of dogs.
Illustrated. $1.00.

DOG TRAINING VS. BREAKING. By S. T.
Hammond, A splendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of

practical instruction on the training of pet

dogs; 1G5 pages. Price $1.00.

FOX HOUND, THE. By Rogert D. Williams.
Auth. of “Horse and Hound. ' Discusses types,
methods of training, kenneling, diseases and all

the other practical points relating to the use
and care of the hound, etc. Illustrated. $1.0O
net.

FOX TERRIER, THE. By Williams Hayr.os. As
in his other books on the terrier, Mr. Haynes
takes up the origin and history of the breed,
its types and standards, and the more exclusive
representatives down to the present time.

Training the fox terrier—his care and kennel-
ing in sickness and health—and the various
uses to which he can be put—are among the
phases handled. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A. Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise that has
ever been published on the training of setters

and pointers, and their work in the held. Every
phase of the subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-

cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-
ters on the Art of Training. Setters vs. Point-
ers, Selection of Puppies, Naming Dogs, No-
menclature, Training Implement, Know Thy-
self, First Lessons, Yard Breaking, Pointing
Instinct, Backing, Ranging, Retrieving. Hun
Shyness, Faults and Vices, Conditioning,
Dont’s. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthaus
painting.s. Cartridge board cover, $1.00 net;

cloth, $1.50 net.

1IUR3ING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hatnmond. A
most practical book for the dog fancier, based
largely an Mr. Hammond’s observation that

dogs anu particularly house dogs, suffer from
too much medicine. Contents—Nursing, Clean-
liness, Diet, Other Foods, Kennel and Exer-
cise, Common Ailments, Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Need of Proper
Care, Stomach, ermin, Ear, Mange, Nervous
System. Colic, Worms. Cloth illustrated, 161
pages, $1.00 net.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. A handy book
for immediate record of all events and trans-
actions, relieving the owner from risk of for-

getting important kennel matters by trusting to

memory. Black seal. $2.00 net.

PRACTICAL DOG BREEDING. By Williams
Haynes. This book goes at length into the

fundamental questions of breeding, such as se-

lection of types, the perpetuation of desirable,

and the elimination of undesirable qualities, the

value of potency in building up a breed, etc.

Illustrated. $1.00.

PRACTICAL DOG KEEPING. By Williams
Haynes. This book covers the general field of

selection of breeds, buying and selling, care
of dogs in kennels, handling in shows and
trials, and discusses feeding, exercise, groom-
ing, disease, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

SCOTTISH AND IRISH TERRIERS. By Wil-
liams Haynes. For the owner of the dog val

uable information is given as to the use of the

terriers, their care, the principles of dog breed
ing, and dog-shows and rules. Illustrated. $1.00

TRAINING THE BIRD DOG, By C. B, Whit
ford. Mr. Whitford’s sy.stem is scientific hut
yet so simple that his method of breaking and
developing the hunting dog can be practiced by
any one. Illustrated. $J.25.

WINTER SPORTS
ICE-BOATING. By H. L. Stone. History and

development of ice-boating, together with direc-

tions for building and sailing all kinds of ice

yacht^, racers, etc. Illustrated with Diagrams.

$ 1 . 00 .

THE BOOK OF WINTER SPORTS. Edited by
J. C. Dier. .\n attempt to catch the spiru of

the keen joys of the winter season. Illustrated

with colored plates and photographs this book
will delight all lovers of outdoor sport. Illus-

trated. $1.50.

WINTER CAMPING. By V/’arwick Carpenter.
Discusses such subjects as shelter equipment,
clothing, food, snowshoeing, skiing, and winter
hunting, the wild life in winter woods, etc.

Illustrated. $1.00.

The COUNTRY HOME and FARM
A GUIDE TO THE COUNTRY HOME. Ey
Edward K. Parkinson. Advice on the country
house, grounds and their appurtenances. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

APPLE GHOV/ING. By M. C. Burritt. Plant-
ing, care and marketing arc all discussed. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

GARDENETTE. By Benjamin F. Albaugh. A
practical instructive guide for the amateur
vegetable grower or lover of flowers. Price
$1 75.

INTENSIVE FARMING. By L. C. Corbett,
For practical farmers on high-priced land. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

PROFITABLE BREEDS OF POULTRY. By A,
S. Wheeler. Advice is given for the man who
wants results in eggs and stock. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

SUBURBAN GARDENS. By Grace Tabor.
Ideal plans for plots of various sizes. Illus-

trated. $1.00.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN. By R. L. Watts.
This book is designed for the small grower
with a limited plot of ground. Illustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING MEMORIES
FISHING AND SHOOTING SKETCHES. By

Grover Cleveland. A delightful little volume
on the ethics of sport. This book of calm,

genial philosophy will be a sportsman’s creed
for many generations to come. Illustrated.
$1.25.

1 GO-A-FISHING. By S. I. Prime. A person-
ally conducted fishing trip by the author. For

those who have the true angler's spirit this
volume will prove of intense interest. Price
$1.25.

JOURNAL OF A SPORTING NOMAD. By J. T,
Studley. Mr. Studley’s experiences in the hunt-
ing of big and little game in various parts of
the world afford most pleasant reading for the
sportsman. Price $3.50.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH. By Fred Mather.
A series of sketches of character and incident
with rod and gun from childhood to maturity,
irom the killing of birds and little fishes to
buffalo hunting. Full of a quaint and delight-
ful humor. Cloth, illustrated, 400 pages. $2.50
net.

MY ANGLING FRIENDS. By Fred Mather.
Sketches of notable men, Mr. Mather’s breth-
ren of the angle, as he knew them. A delight-
ful experience—taught philosophy, and a splen-
did appreciation of the innate humor of men
and things. Cloth, illustrated, 369 pages. $2.50
net.

MY FRIEND THE PARTRIDGE. By S. T.
Hamond. This delightful presentment of the
glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in

the crisp New England woods in search of the
noblest of native game birds. Price $1.00.

RANCH LIFE AND THE HUNTING TRAIL.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Perhaps the most
popular work ever written by the author. Price
$3.00.

STORIES OF THE GREAT WEST. By Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Relating the experiences of
this eminent author during the period of his
life spent on his Dakota ranch. Price $1.00.

THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN. Ey Elisha J.

Lewis, M.D, An exceptionally entertaining and
reliable manual for the practical sportsman as
well as for others who may be interested in the
literature of field sports. It presents chapters
of importance on the care, treatment and break-
ing of sporting dogs as well as instructive de-

scriptive chapters on the rifle and its use. The
haunts and habits of American game are de-

scribed truthfully. The book contains 650 pages
of most interesting matter to any spoiffsman.

Price $3.00.

TRAIL AND CAMP-FIRE. The third volume of

the Boone & Crockett Club books edited by
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt.

Price $3.00.

UNCLE LISHA’S SHOP. Ey Rowland E. Rob-
inson. Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. The
shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of
sportsman’s exchange, where, as one of the fra-

ternity expressed it, the hunters and fishermen
of the widely scattered neighborhood used to

meet of evening and dull outdoor days “to

swap lies.” Cloth. 187 pages. Price $1.25.

WALL STREET AND THE WILDS. By A. W.
Dimock. The autobiography of a man whose
interest in camping, shooting, fishing, buffalo

hunting and wild life generally, brought him in

touch with some of the famous plainsmen of his

day. Illustrated. $3.00.

TRAVEL and ADVENTURE
ACROSS THE ANDES. By C. J. Post, A record

of wandering and experiences between the Pa-
cific Coast of South -America and the head
waters of the Amazon. Illustrated. $2.00.

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALLIANT. By
Ben Ames Williams. stirring tale of the sea
full of strange adventure, tropic love and muti-
nies. $1.50.

A YEAR WITH A WHALER. By W. N. Burns.
Mr. Burns shipped as a “greenhorn” on a
whaler going from San Francisco to the Arctic.

Illustrated. $2.00.

CAMP FIRES IN THE YUKON. By Harry A.
Auer. Covers the experiences and observations
of a big game hunter in the Yukon. A splen-

did guide for those contemplating an expedi-

tion to this section. Price $2.00.
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A complete cooking outfit no

bigger than your kodak!

Vo;i can slip it into your side coal pocket

until “hungry-time.” Then—out she comes
—and in five seconds you are ready to

cook whatever good fortune, aided by rod
or gun brings to pot.

fee, tea and .eugar.

best manner of high-grade m.ateria! and
weighs less than two pounds. Retail

price ?3.00.

consists of broiler rack with

legs; a pair of frying pans w.th

detachaale handles C; ar.s S; to-

gether and fcnn an a.'rt'ght

roasting or baking vessei) ; a

kettle for boiling and stewing
and two drinking cups with de-

tachable handles. All of these

utensils fold and nest together

so that they fit inside of the

kettle and still leave room
eno-.igb inside to carry knives,

forks, spoons, salt, pepper, cof-

Made in the very

OUR SPECIAL OFFER

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York City

This Kook-Kit

THE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE OF FOREST AND STREAM
IS $2.00. SEND $4.00 NOW AND
WE’LL ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIP-
TION FOR ONE FULL YEAR AND
SEND YOU THIS $3.eO ^rOK-KIT,
WITHOUT EXTR.\ COCT.

AMERICAN GAME BIRDS
Sy CHESTER A. REED

cation of game birds to be found in this country. Over one hundred species

of game birds are faithfully depicted by the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their habits and tells where they are to be found at

different seasons of the year. These illustrations are reproduced from water-

color paintings by the author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the

largest sale of any ever published in this country. They are made by the

best known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the country

and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book. The cover

is a very attractive and unique one, a reproduction of leather made from the

back of a boa constrictor with set-in pictures of game birds. Price, 50 cents.

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.)

EAST 40th STREET NEW YORK CITY

FUR, FEATHER AND FIN

BOOKS
Edited by A. E. T. Watson

The design of this series is to

present monographs, as complete
as they can possibly be made, on
the various birds, beasts, and fishes

which are generally included under
the head of game.

Each volume of the present
series is therefore devoted to a
bird, beast or fish. The creature’s
origin is traced, its birth and
breeding described, and all the
sportsman’s methods of dealing
with it are set forth.

Price $2.00
Delivered to any address in the
U., S. or Canada.

THE FOX
By Thomas F. Dale.

nils volume deals with the historv. edu-
cation and mind of the fox; how to pre-
serve the fox, his home and haunts; as a
captive, an outlaw; his fur, and when
hnnted. The object has been to iUustrate
his manners and intelligence. ITiere are
eight full page illustrations.

SNIPE and WOODCOCK
By L. H. De Visne Shaw. The chapters on
COOKERY are by Alexander Innes Shand.

Read "Snipe and Woodcock.” We believe
this volume should prove as insdnietive and
interesting as its fellows in this series.
It closes with “Why not vary the menu
with more of the woodcocks, simply
roasted.’ 1 sav, for of all birds, you ran
do no better than to leave him to himself.”
The illustrations are by Thorburn and
Whymper.

PIKE and PERCH
By William Senior.

Mr. Senior was the editor of “The Field”
•—a notable of Ene-lish sport magazines.
A glnnee at the contents of this volume;—
The Pike of fable and fancy; of fact; fish-

ing in lakes, in rivers, small waters and
typical days; the ancient art of trolling;

bait and tackle; make in all twelve chap-
ters of delightful reading. Illustrated.

THE PARTRIDGE
NATURAL HISTORY by the Reverend

K. A. Macoherson. SHOOTING by
A. J. Stuart-Wortley. COOKERY by
George Saintsbury.

Tins book ba<? ?ono 4hroneb several e<li-

'‘Ohp Xatiopnl tr.*>diHons are too
r^o«ely associated ^ith tbis favorite srame-
hird, that presence could ill be spared
from our midst.
Few will deny the pleasure that the part-

ridge has conferred upon their rambles,
startling them with its abrupt departure
from some clover field, or breaking in

upon the stillness of a summer evening bv
its iteration of i^^s har.sh, unmusical caM-
note.’* Mr. ^faepherson’s history thus de-

li'rbi fully bccrins and the stor>* of (he life

of the pnrtridffc ?rocs alone until we come
to Mr. S'«intsbury*s **rookery of the P^rt-

ridcre.’* where we may leave the partridge

on the table in the most appetizins: forms
which the science of cooVery has dis-

covered. Tllustrations are well placed.

Order From

FOREST and STREAM
(Book Department)

9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.



THE FIRST OUTDOOR JOURNAL PUBLISHED
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NOTICE
To Our Readers

•

The demoralized condition existing in the

printing industry in New York has again made
it necessary for us to ^rint FOREST AND
STREAM on a newspaper press,*

This issue while itshows some improvement

over our November number is not by any means

satisfactory.

While we are obliged to ask the further in-

dulgence of our readers for apparent lowered

mechanical standards, it is gratifying to be able

to state that inproved printing equipment now
being installed promises an early elimination of

* present mechanical difficulties.

The Publishers of

FOREST AND STREAM



OUT-DOOR BOOKS

FOR SPORTSMEN
The books listed herewith illustrate

the range of appeal contained in the
new forty-eight page catalogue of For-
est and Stream Books for Sportsmen—
Catalog Free to any address anywhere.

Prices include Postage to any
address in the United States

and Canada.

FOREST & STREAM BOOK DEPT.
9 East Fortieth Street, New York City

BACKWOODS SURGERY AND MEDICINE. By
Charlss S. Moody. a 1kuk1>' book i'or tlie

'.voodiman in which common-sense methods of
treating ordinary wounds and accidents are de-
scribed. Illustrated. SI.00.

CAMP COOKERY. By Horace Kephart. “The
less a mail carries in hi.s jiack the more he must
carry in his head,” says Mr. Kephart. Thi.-
book tells what a man should carry in both
pack and head, lllu-trated. $1.00.

CAMPER S OWN BOOK. THE. Compiled and
Edited by George S. Bryan. A handy inex-
pensive volume of information, compiled hy
George Is. P.ryan of the Canadi'n Camp Club.
With contribution' by Stewart Edward White.
Tarletan Bean, Edward Brcck, Georje Gladden,
Charles Bradford. Ernest Iiigersol, F. C.
Selous, T. Horace McFarland, A. K. P. Harvey,
Henry Oldys, T. W. Elwood, Frank A. Bates,
etc. Paper covers. $.50 net.

CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT. By Horace Kep-
hart. In two volumes. Vol. 1 Camping, \'ol.

II Woodcraft. The old edition of tins book
was the stamlard work on the subject for over
ten years. Tlie new edition is enlarged, entirely
revised and brought up to date, after two
years had been spent in the undertaking. Vol.
1 deals with outfits, making camp, fires, camp
cookery, etc., etc. \'ol. II “Woodcraft. “ deals
chiefly with such shifts and expedients as are
learned or practised in the wilderness itself,

•where we have nothing to choose from but the
raw materials that lie around us. Contains
over a hundred illustrations. The volumes
may be bought separately or in sets. Price of

single copies $2.00 neL

CAMP LIFE AND THE TRICKS OF TRAP-
PING. By W. Hamilton Gibson. Compre-
hensive hints on camp shelter, log butt, bark
shanties, woodland beds and bedding, boat and
canoe building, and v.cUiabte suggestions on
trappers' food, etc., with extended chapters on
the trapper's art. containing all the ‘tricks’’

and valuable bait recipes of the profession.
Valuable recipes for the curing and tanning of

fur skins, etc. $1.00 net.

HORSE PACKING. By Chatles J. Post. This
is a complete description of the hitches, knots,

and apparatus used in ma'iti-'g and carrying
loads of various hitches and knots at each of

the important stages so that even the novice can
follow and use them. Full description is giver,

of the ideal pack animal, as well as a catalogue
of the diseases and injuries to which such ani-

mals are subject. Illustrated with diagrams.
$1.00 net.

OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY. Bv Julian A. Di-

Tnock. A solution of all the prrl,iem= in camera
work out of doors. The v.crious subjects dealt

with are: Tbe Camera; Lens and Plates; I.is'ht:

Developing: Printing, etc. Illustrated. SI. 00.

OUTDOOR SIGNALLING. By Elbert Wells. A
method of signalling by means of wigwag, light,

sm.oke, or whistle wliicli is simple and effective.

Illustrated. $1.00.

OUT WITH THE BIRDS. By H. M. Laing.
Observations among the lakes and marshes of

Western Canada on all species of birds and
thc-ir hahits. Illustrated. $2.00.

PACKING AND PORTAGING. By Dillon Wal-
lace. Crowded into a coinjiact little hook are
de.'criptioiii of every kind of pack from man-
packing to horse-packing, from the use of the
tump line to throwing the diamond hitch. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

READING THE WEATHER. By T. Morris
Longstreth. Detailed .-lecount uf the various
lecognized signs for differem kinds of weather
based primarily on the material worked out by
the Goveri.meiit W'eather Bureau. Illustrated.
$1.00.

SADDLE AND CAMP IN THE ROCKIES. By
Dillon Wallace. horseback trip through
.•\ri.-’ona and Montana, visiting the Apache and
Moqui Indians and the great game di.'tricts

gave Mr. Wallace the chance to observe the
game conditioiiis of that country. Illustrated.
$1.T5.

TAXIDERMY. By Leon L. Pray, A discussion
of the tools and materials and methods used
for the skinning, stiifliiig and mounting of
ordinary birds, small animals, etc. Illustrated
with diagrams. $1.00,

TOURING AFOOT. By C. P, Fordyee. This
hook is designed to meet the growing interest
in walking trips and covers the whole field of
outfit and methods for trips of varying lengths.
Illustrated. $1.00.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A manual of in-
structions for capturing .-.ll kinds of fur-hearing
animals, and curing their skins; with observa-
tions on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting ex-
cursions. By S. Newhouse and other trappers
and sportsmen. This is the best book on trap-
ping ever written. It gives full descriptions
of all the animals which the American trapper
is likely to meet with, tells how they live, how
to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts. No man who is interested in tra('-
pirg animals, whether it be muskrats or bears,
should be without this complete manual of in-

struction. Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustratei
Price $1.00.

WOODCRAFT. By Nessnuik. No better or more
delightful bock for the help and guidance of
those who go into tbe wild for sport or recre-
ation -A-as ever written. No one ever knew the
Wi'ods better than Nessmtik or succeeded in

P’jttit.g so much v.-lualde information into the
.'aine compass. Camp eq'iinment, camp making,
tiie per'onal kit, camp fires, 'hellers, bedding.

fi.shing, cooking, and a thousand and one kin-
dred topics are considered. Beyond this the
hook has a qi:ai;it charm all its own. Cloth,
illustrated, 1(U) pages. $1,00 net.

FISHING
ANGLERS’ WORKSHOa. By Perry D, Frazer,

practical manual for all those who want to
make their own rod and fittings. It contains
a review of fishing rod history, a discussion of
materials, a list of the tools needed, description
of the method to be followed in making all

kinds of rods, including fly-casting, bait fishing,

salnioti, etc., with full instructions for winding,
r-arnishing, etc. Illustrated. $1.00 net.

BIG GAME AT SEA. By Charles Frederick
Holder. This well-known sportsman and nat-
uralist tells of adventures with the giant tuna,
the devil fish, the mighty shark and other mam-
moth denizens of the sea. Illustrated. $2.00,

BOOK OF THE BLACK BASS. By James A.
Henshall. This edition of the Book of the
Black Bass includes also the Supplement, More
-\hout the Black Bass, and is complete in one
volume. It covers the entire scientific and life

history of this species, and contains a practical
treatise on angling and fly-fishing with a full

account of tools, implements, and tackle. $2.00
net.

FAVORITE FISH AND FISHING. By Dr. J. A.
Henshall. The author discourses delightfully

about the black bass, the grayling, the trout,

the tarpon and other favorite fish. Illustrated.

$1.25.

FISHING KITS AND EQUIPMENT. By Samuel
G. Camp. .A complete guide to the angler buy-
ing a new outfit. Every uetail of the fishing

kit of the freshwater angler is described from
red-tip to creel and clothing. Illustrated. $1.00.

FISHING TACKLE. By Perry D. Frazer. It

tells all the fisherman needs to know about
making and overhauling his tackle during the
closed season, and gives full instructions for
tournament casting. Illustrated. $1.00.

FISHING WITH FLOATING FLIES. By Sam-
uel G. Camp. Mr. Camp has given this matter
special study and is one of the few American
anglers who really understands it, from select-

ing ike kit to landing the fish. Illustrated. $1.00.

LAKE AND STREAM GAME FISHING. By
Dixie Carroll. .V practical book on the popular
fresh water game fish, the tackle necessary and
how to use it. $2.00 net.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE DRY
FLY. A de luxe edition in two volumes by
Frederic iM. Halford. This splendid work was
limited to fifty sets. Forest .and Stream was
fortunate enough to secure for its readers fifteen
sets, of which only three remain. The aa-

Cantinued on following pago
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OUTDOOR BOOKS AT PRE-WAR PRICES
Prices Mentioned Include Delivery Charges to Any Address in the United States or Canada

FISHING—
thor’s experience qualifies him fully to treat

ills subject ill a most practical manner. The
manipulation of dressing dry flies and practical

experiences of their use is told in a comprehen-
sive manner. This work is illustrated with,

colored plates that correspond with the colors

of the various paterns, and a unique feature

of this work consists of nine plates each con-

taining two to five real artificial flies. The two
volumes are handsomely bound in half leather

with guilt top. Price $50.00. Money refunded

if supply is exhausted.

PRACTICAL BAIT CASTING. By Larry St.

John. This book deals with tackle and methods
used in catching blass bass. It is based upon
wide and varied experience of t*., author in

the Middle West. Illustrated. $1.00.

SALT WATER GAME FISHING. By Chas. F.

Holder. A chapter is devoted to each of such

fish as the tuna, tarpon, amber-jack, sail fish,

yellow tail, sea bass, etc. The habits and habi-

tats of the fish are described, together with the

methods and tackle for taking them. Illustrated.

$ 1 .00 .

SKALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Loudon.

In this book Profes.sor Louden tells the story

of his 28 years’ observation of this ever game
fish. He describes its haunts and habits, how
when and where they are caught and gives

other data of intense interest to the angler.

Price $1.00.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS OF CALIFORNIA.
By Charles F. Holden. A descriptive volume

of the various sports afforded by the Pacific

Coast Islands, including a pen picture of sea-

angling for the leaping tuna, .the long-finned

tuna, the yellow fin, the white sea-bass, sword-

fish, yellow tail and other game fishes. Price

$2.o0.

THE BOOK OF THE TARPON. By A. W. Dl-

mock. Illustrated with photographs by the

author, this book is the full fruit of the author s

years of experience in tarpon fishing. Illus-

trated. $2.00.

THE FINE ART OF FISHING. By Samuel G.

Camp. Suggestions for expert angler as well

as beginners. The range of fish and fi^mg
covered includes “Casting Fine and Far OR,

“Fishing for Mountain Trout,’’ and “Autumn
Fishing for Lake Trout.’’ Illustrated. $1.00.

BOATS AND WATER SPORTS
BOAT SAILING: Fair Weather and Foul. By

Capt. A. J. Kenealy. Directions are given on

practically everything connected with small

boats and sailing. The chapters include. Choice

of a Boat—Sailing in a Gale or Squall—Filling-

out—Over Hauling—Compass and Charts-

Nautical Ter.ms—Splices, Knots and Bends.

Illustrated. New Edn. Preparing.

NAVIGATION FOR THE AMATEUR. By Capt.

E. T. Morton. An account of the simpler meth-

ods of finding position at sea by the observa-

tion of ibe sun’s altitude, the use of the sex-

tant and chronometer, arranged especially for

yachtsmen and amateurs. Illustrated. $1.00.

SMALL BOAT BUILDING. By H. W. Patter-

son. Build your own boat this summer! Here

are detail descriptions and drawings showing

the various stages in the building. There are

chapters on proper materials for boat building.

Illustrated. $1.00.

SMALL BOAT NAVIGATION. By Lt.-Com. F.

W. Sterling. A complete description of the in-

struments and methods used in navigating small

boats in pilot waters, on soundings, and oR

shore. Illustrated with Diagrams. $1.00.

SWIMMING AND WATERMANSHIP. By ti-

de B. Handley. Beginners will find in these

pages every bit of information to lead them

to proficiency, while the skilled waterman will

find its suggestions helpful. Illustrated. $1.00.

THE “AMERICA’S” CUP RACES. By H. L.

Stone. A complete history of the racers and

races from the time of the first race down to

the latest “Shamrock” to challenge for the cup.

Illustrated. $2.25.

THE CANOE, ITS SELECTION, CARE AND
USE. By Robert E. Pinkerton. With proper
use the canoe is one of the safest of all craft.

Here you may learn how to make it safe, what
canoe to select for your particular needs, and
how to get the greatest comfort, safety and
usefulness from it. Illustrated from Photo-
graphs. $1.00.

THE GASOLINE MOTOR. By Harold W. Slau-
son. Deals with the practical problems of motor
operation and describes in detail the motors
and faults to which they are liable. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

THE MARINE MOTOR. By Lt.-Com. F. W.
Sterling. Careful descriptions of the varioua
parts of the marine motor, their relation to the
whole, and their method of operation. Illustrated

with Diagrams. $1.00. .

THE MOTOR BOAT, ITS SELECTION, CARE
AND USE. By Harold W. Slauson. The pros-
pective purchaser is advised as to the type of
motor boat best suited to his particular needs,
and how to keep it in running condition. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS AND
SHOOTING

AMERICAN DUCK SHOOTING. By George Bird
Grinnell, Covers the whole field of duck shoot-
ing in America. Describes the various ducks,
geese, and other water iowl, their habits, meth-
ods of hunting them, decoys, blinds, etc. Illus-

trated, $3.75.

AMERICAN GAME BIRD SHOOTING. By
George Bird Grinnell. Describes the habits
of woodcock, snipe, grouse, wild turkeys, quail
and all upland game birds followed with dog
and gun. Illustrated with colored plates by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes and numerous drawings.
A work of interest to the ornithologist as well
as the sportsman. $3.76,

GUNCRAFT. By Wm. A. Bruette. A modem
treatise on guns, gun fitting, ammunition, wing
and trap shooting. The theoretical side of the
subject has been covered with a scientific accu-
racy which makes it an up-to-date book of ref-

erence, and the practical side of wing-shooting,
gun fitting, the master eye, defects in vision
and other important questions have been treat-

ed in a way that will enable either the expert
or the amateur to determine if he is shooting
with a gun that fits him and how to decide
upon one that does. It will enable him to as-

certain why he misses some shots and is suc-

cessful with others. The secrets of success in

trap shooting as well as the peculiarities in

flight of the quail, the jacksnipe, the woodcock,
the ruRed grouse and the duck family are illus-

trated by drawings and described in a way that

will facilitate the amateur in mastering the art

of wing shooting. Cartridge board cover, $1.00

net; Cloth, $1.50 net.

MODERN RIFLE. By J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
and Jno. A. Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S. The
most practical up-to-the-minute book published

on the subject: scientific, yet clear and simple.

Do your own figuring, and have the satisfaction

of knowing that you are absolutely right. All

necessary tables. Evep' problem that comes up
in the life of every rifle and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader

may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is served. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages, $1.25 postpaid.

PISTOL AND REVOLVER SHOO’TING. By A.

L. A. Himmelwright. A new and revised

edition of a work that has already achieved
prominence as an eccepted authority on the

use of the hand gun. Full instructions are

given in the use of both revolver and target

pistol, including shooting position, grip, posi-

tion of arm, etc. The book is thoroughly il-

lustrated with diagrams and photographs and
includes the rules of the United States Re-
volver Association and a list of the records

made both here and abroad. $1.0() net.

BIFLES AND RIFLE SHOOTING. By Cbarlef
Aikins. A practical manual describing various
makes and mechanisms, in addition to discuss-

ing in detail the range and limitations ia the
use of the rifle. Illustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horses Kephart
This book is the result of painstaking tests

and experiments. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the rifle, and
Part II with the shotgun. The man seeking
guidance in the selection and use of small fire-

arms, as well as the advanced student of the

subject, will receive an unusual amount of as-

sistance from this work. $1.00 net.

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUN. By Charlsi Ai-
klnt. Part I describes the diflferent types of
shotguns, with measur<emeDts and diagrams.
Part II tells all about wing shooting, the vari-

ous methods, snap versus swing, etc. Illustrated.

$2.25.

WING AND TRAP SHOOTING. By Charlst
Askins. A full discussion of the various meth.
ods such as snap-shooting, swing and half-

swing; the gunner’s problem of lead and range
in regard to the flight of birds, relating all

points of the discussion to the common varieties

of game birds in this country. Illustrated.

$ 1 . 00 .

GOLF AND TENNIS
HOW TO PLAT TENNIS. By James Bums.

This book gives simple, direct instructions on
the fundamentals of the game for beginners
and the man who wants to improve his game.
Illustrated. $1.00.

LAWN TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS. By J.
Parmley Faret. This book tells in a clear lucid
fashion how to play tennis—and how not to
play it. All of the important strokes of the
game are carefully explained by an expert
player and an experienced writer. Illustrated.
$1.25.

LAWN TENNIS FOR LADIES. By Mrs. Lam-
bert Chambers. This book takes up the matter
of the correct kind of practice for improvement,
the method of play with the strokes and rackets
best adapted for the use of women. Illustrated.

$1.50.

MODERN GOLF. By Harold H. Hilton. This
book gives the reader sound advice, not so
much on the mere swinging of the clubs as
in the actual playing of the game, with all the
factors that enter into it. Illustrated. $1.00.

TENNIS TACTICS. By Raymond D. Little. A
practical guide for good tennis playing by a
successful expert. He analyzes and appraises
net plays, the back-court and volleying game,
the twist service, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT
BOXING. By D. C. Hutchison, The writer has
had long personal experience as an amateur
boxer and as trainer of other amateurs. Hr
gives practical instruction for the blows and
guards as well as advice to prevent over-tarin-
ing and staleness. Illustrated. $1.00.

EXERCISE AND HEALTH. By Woods Hutch-
inson, M.D. With an avoidance of medical
terms, the book emphasizes the rational, all

around manner of living that is best calculated
to bring a man to a ripe old age with little or
no illness. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING IN CONDITION. By H. H. Moore.
This book deals with the selection of wise exer-
cise and proper foods, sufificient rest and fresh
air. Illustrated. $1.00.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT. By W. J. Cro-
mie. Concise presentations of the effects on
health of eating, drinking, bathing, rest, sleep
and fatigue, together with a sane programe for
living. Illustrated. $1.00.
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OUTDOOR BOOKS FOR SPORTSMEN
Prices Mentioned Include Delivery Charges to Any Address in the United States or Canada

DOG BOOKS
TH£ AIHESAIX. By W, A, Bruette. This in-

structive and interesting work covers the his-

tory, breeding and training of these useful
dogs. It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written articles on the
early history of the breed, family characteristics
and the strong and weak points of the important
dogs whose names appear in later-day pedi-
grees are of utmost value to the breeder. Those
who desire to train their dogs to the highest
state of efficiency either as companions or for

hunting will tind easily understood and practical

instructions on the subjects of general training,
retrieving, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are
important chapters devoted to the laws of
breeding, kennel management, preparation for
snd handling in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and instructions of
great value to breeders and owners. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

THE AIREDALE. By Williams Haynes. This
book is designed for the non-professional dog
fancier who wishes common sense advice not
involving elaborate preparations or expense. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

AMATEUR’S DOO BOOH. By William A.
Bruette. A popular, condensed handbook of
information concerning the management, train-

ing and diseases of dogs, including trick, guard
and watch dogs. With many illustrations, 60c.

net

THE BULL TERRIER. By William Haynes.
A guide to the dog owner who wishes to be his
own kennel manager. A full description is

given of the best types and standards of dogs.
Illustrated. $1.00.

DOG TRAINING VS. BREAKING. By S. T.
Hammond. A splendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of
practical instruction on the training of pet
dogs; 165 pages. Price $1.00.

rOX HOUND, THE. By Rogert D. Williama.
Auth. of “Horse and Hound.’’ Discusses types,
methods of training, kenneling, diseases and all

the other practical points relating to the use
and care of the hound, etc. Illustrated. $1.00
net.

FOX TERRIER, THE. By Williams Haynes. As
in his other books on the terrier, Mr. Haynes
takes up the origin and history of the breed,
its types and standards, and the more exclusive
representatives down to the present time.
Training the fox terrier—his care and kennel-
ing in sickness and health—and the various
uses to which he can be put—are among the
phases handled. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By WiUiam A. Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise that has
ever been published on the training of setters

and pointers, and their work in the field. Every
phase of the subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-
cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-
ters cn the Art of Training. Setters vs. Point-
ers, Selection of Puppies, Naming Dogs, No-
menclature, Training Implement, Know

_
Thy-

self, First Lessons, Yard Breaking, Pointing
Instinct, Backing, Ranging, Retrieving, Gun
Shyness, Faults and \'iccs, Conditioning,
Dont's. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthaus
paintings. Cartridge board cover, $1.00 net;

cloth, $1.50 net.

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hammond, A
most practical book for the dog fancier, based
largely on Mr. Ham.mond’s observation that

dogs and particularly house dogs, suffer from
too much medicine. Contents—Nursing, Clean-
liness, Diet, Other Foods, Kennel and Exer-
cise, Common Ailments, Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Need of Proper
Care, Stomach, ermin. Ear, Mange, Nervous
System. Colic. Worms. Cloth illustrated, 161
pages, $1.00 net.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. A handy book
for immediate record of all events and trans-
actions, relieving the owner from risk of for-

getting important kennel matters by trusting to

memory. Black seal. $2.00 net.

PRACTICAL DOG BREEDING. By Williams
Haynes. This book goes at length into the
fundamental questions of breeding, such as se-

lection of types, the perpetuation of desirable,

and the elimination of undesirable qualities, the
value of potency in building up a breed, etc.

Illustrated. $1.00.

PRACTICAL DOG KEEPING. By Williams
Haynes. This book covers the general field of

selection of breeds, buying and selling, care
of dogs in kennels, handling in shows and
trials, and discusses feeding, exercise, groom-
ing, disease, etc. Illustrated. $1.00.

SCOTTISH AND IRISH TERRIERS. By Wil-
liams Haynes. For the owner of the dog val-

uable information is given as to the use of the
terriers, their care, the principles of dog breed-
ing. and dog-shows and rules. Illustrated. $1.00.

TRAINING THE BIRD DOG. By C. B. Whit-
ford. Mr. Whitford’s system is scientific but
yet so simple that his method of breaking and
developing the hunting dog can be practiced by
any one. Illustrated. $1.25.

WINTER SPORTS
ICE-BOATING. By H. L, Stone. History and

development of ice-boating, together with direc-

tions for building and sailing ail kinds of ice

yachts, racers, etc. Illustrated with Diagrams.

$ 1 . 00 .

THE BOOK OF WINTER SPORTS, Edited by
J. C. Dier. An attempt to catch the spirit of

the keen joys of the winter season. Illustrated

with colored plates and photographs this book
will delight all lovers of outdoor sport. Illus-

trated. $1.50.

WINTER CAMPING. By Warwick Carpenter.
Discusses such subjects as shelter equipment,
clothing, food, snowshoeing, skiing, and winter
hunting, the wild life in winter woods, etc.

Illustrated. $1.00.

The COUNTRY HOME and FARM
A GUIDE TO THE COUNTRY HOME. By
Edward K. Parkinson. Advice on the country
house, grounds and their appurtenances. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

APPLE GROWING. By M. C. Burritt. Plant-
ing, care and marketing are all discussed. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

GARDENETTE, By Benjamin F. Albaugh. A
practical instructive guide for the amateur
vegetable grower or lover of flowers. Price
$1.75.

INTENSIVE FARMING. By L. C. Corbett.
For practical farmers on high-priced land. Il-

lustrated. $1.00.

PROFITABLE BREEDS OF POULTRY. By A.
S. Wheeler. Advice is given for the man who
wants results in eggs and stock. Illustrated.

$ 1 .00.

SUBURBAN GARDENS. By Grace Tabor.
Ideal plans for plots of various sizes. Illus-

trated. $1.00.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN. By R. L. Watts.
This book is designed for the small grower
with a limited plot of ground. Illustrated. $1.00.

SPORTING MEMORIES
FISHING AND SHOOTING SKETCHES. By

Grover Cleveland. A delightful little volume
on the ethics of sport. This book of calm,

genial philosophy will be a sportsman’s creed
for many generations to come. Illustrated.

$1.25.

I GO-A-FISHING. By S. I. Prime. A person-
ally conducted fishing trip by the author. For

those who have the true angler’s spirit this
volume will prove of intense interest. Price
$1.25.

JOURNAL OF A SPORTING NOMAD. By J. T.
Studley. Mr. Studley’s experiences in the hunt-
ing of big and little game in various parts of
the world afford most pleasant reading for the
sportsman. Price $3.50.

MEN I HAVE FISHED "WITH. By Fred Mather.
A series of sketches of character and incident
with rod and gun from childhood to maturity,
from the killing of birds and little fishes to

buffalo hunting. Full of a quaint and delight-
ful humor. Cloth, illustrated, 400 pages. $2.50
net.

MY ANGLING FRIENDS. By Fred Mather.
Sketches of notable men, Mr. Mather’s breth-
ren of the angle, as he knew them, A delight-
ful experience—taught philosophy, and a splen-
did appreciation of the innate humor of men
and things. Cloth, illustrated, 369 pages. $2.50
net.

MY FRIEND THE PARTRIDGE. By S. T.
Hamond. This delightful presentment of the
glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in
the crisp New England woods in search of the
noblest of native game birds. Price $1.00.

RANCH LIFE AND THE HUNTING TRAIL.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Perhaps the most
popular work ever written by the author. Price
$3.00.

STORIES OF THE GREAT WEST. By Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Relating the experiences of
this eminent author during the period of his

life spent on bis Dakota ranch. Price $1.00.

THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN. By Elisha J.

Lewis, M.D. An exceptionally entertaining and
reliable manual for the practical sportsman as
well as for others who may be interested in the
literature of field sports. It presents chapters
of importance on the care, treatment and break-
ing of sporting dogs as well as instructive de-

scriptive chapters on the rifle and its use. The
haunts and habits of American game are de-

scribed truthfully. The book contains 550 pages
of most interesting matter to any sportsman.

Price $3.00.

TRAIL AND CAMP-FIRE. The third volume of

the Boone & Crockett Club books edited by
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt.

Price $3.00.

UNCLE LISHA’S SHOP. By Rowland E. Rob-
inson. Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. The
shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of
sportsman’s exchange, where, as one of the fra-

ternity expressed it, the hunters and fishermen
of the widely scattered neighborhood used to

meet of evening and dull outdoor days “to

swap lies.’’ Cloth. 187 pages. Price $1.25.

WALL STREET AND THE -WILDS. By A. W.
Dimock. The autobiography of a man whose
interest in camping, shooting, fishing, buffalo

hunting and wild life generally, brought him in

touch with some of the famous plainsmen of his

day. Illustrated. $3.00.

TRAVEL and ADVENTURE
ACROSS THE ANDES. By C. J. Post A record

of wandering and experiences between the Pa-
cific Coast of South America and the head
waters of the Amazon. Illustrated. $2.00.

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALLIANT. By
Ben Ames Williams. A stirring tale of the sea

full of strange adventure, tropic love and muti-

nies. $1.50.

A YEAR WITH A WHALER. By W. N. Burns.
Mr. Burns shipped as a “greenhorn” on a

whaler going from San Francisco to the Arctic,

Illustrated. $2.00.

CAMP FIRES IN THE YUKON. By Harry A.
Auer. Covers the experiences and observations
of a big game hunter in the Yukon. A splen-

did guide for those contemplating an expedi-

tion to this section. Price $2.00.
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LAST SUMMER
Remember how j'ou got up in the half-light of the early morning, went out on the misty lake and heard the

“plop” and “splash” of the hungry bass? Remember the thrill you got in the first “strike,” the vibrations that came
along line and rod like electric currents from a living dynamo?

Great, wasn’t it? Didn’t you feel bully when the bronze-backed beauty was YOURS—a prize worth winning?
Going out again next Summer? Right-o! Another treat in store for you.

Meek and

SteelFishing Rods
Will be ready for you. The up-to-date fisherman, who
w'ants the best there is in tackle, gets “Bristol” and
Meek. You want the rod of super-strength and pliancy,
the reel of super-accuracy.

Say, what if your wife should get you “Bristol” and
Meek for a Christmas present? Wouldn’t that make
you love her a little bit more? It’s just like a woman
to be so thoughtful.
Perhaps you are already equipped for next Summer’s

fishing, but your tackle needs some repairs. Send it in

to us during the winter months, when immediate atten-

tion may be given it. Don’t wait until Spring to order
repairs or buy tackle.

When you want “Bristol” Rods and Meek or Blue
Grass Reels, we x-ecommend that you buy of your sport-

ing goods dealer, but if he cannot supply you, or
doesn’t seem anxious to do so, we will equip you at

catalog prices. Accept no substitutes. “Bristol” and
Meek illustrated catalog, mailed free on request, will

show you there’s nothing as good.

THE HORTON MFC. CO.
84 HORTON STREET BRISTOL, CONN.

Pacific Coast Branch

Phil. B. Bekeart Company, 717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.



HOW POMP SAVED OUR CHRISTMAS
THE NO ’COUNT YELLOW HOUND WHICH STEATS INTO CAMP TURNS OUT
TO HAVE A NOSE AFTER ALL AND TAKES HIS PLACE AMONG THE IMMORTALS

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

H e wandered up to the door one day,

and with a grunt of half apology

and satisfaction dropped down. He
had a sort of “I’ve come to stay and to

leave you never more expression. Yellow,

gaunt and ungainly, he was a sorr}' speci-

men of a hound, and but for the fact that

there was no place to bid him begone to,

hg surely would have gotten the “right

about.’’ We made him acquainted with a

pan of cornmeal bread, which disappeared

with a gulp and a half sigh at the quan-

tity.

“Henry,” said I, “what is it, and what
are we going to do with it?” “Well,

’

said Henry, “it’s a dog. and a ‘no ’count’

one at that; but let him stay and we’ll

use him to catch hogs.” So we christened

him Pomp, and let him stay.

At this time Henry Carter and myself
were living on a ciaim in Turnbull Ham-
mock, Florida. . We had put up quite a
comfortable cabin and had trapped and
hunted with varying success all winter.

-A.bout a week before Christmas we
made all preparations for an extended
tour up country after otters, and we had
decided to visit Bull Island, a place much
talked of as a wonderful game country
and but little visited, as it was decidedly
difficult of access.

The day before we started Henry took
Pomp down to Titusville, where w’e went
for provisions, and gave him away, for he
had proved himself decidedly worthless
as a hunting hound, and did not appear
to know a deer track from a ’possum’s.

How well I remember the morning we
started. Henry mounted on a little rat-

tailed scrub pony of great endurance, his

pommel hung with otter traps, frying
pans, a Dutch oven and other jangling
camp fixings, while tied on at his back
was a sack of oats and blankets. I rode
a gray pony of greater size, whose saddle
was decorated with traps, bags of pro-

visions and other necessaries.

And all was made merry by the mouth-

ings of our hounds. We prided ourselves

on our dogs: Bragg, Sherman and Troop,

cold trail deer hounds wuth the Birdsong
strain strong in their pedigree, and whose
music was joy to a hunter's soul.

We rode straight across through the

pine woods to Aurantia Station, where we
arranged to have another sack of oats left

for us by the train from Sanford. From
Aurantia Station we rode to 'Turkey

A sure enough Christmas diinner.

Hammock and here we stopped for our
noonday rest. The ride thus far had been
through half-submerged pine woods and
grass ponds, and the horses were already

pretty tired, so we made good long stop,

making coffee and enjoying several pipe-

fuls before starting. However, we at last

got under way, and, after another two
hours’ ride through the worst sort of saw
palmetto, we made camp for the night on
the edge of a little hammock through
which ran a sweet water branch. We
gave the horses a good, generous feed of

cats, put up our mosquito bars, cut a good
supply of wood and made everything
ready for the night.

I proposed to Henry that we take a look

around the hammock for turkey and deer

signs, but after an hour’s walk we didn’t

find anything at all interesting, so re-

turned, built up a fire and made a pone
of bread and some coffee After dinner we
lit our pipes and somehow got talking
about Christmas and what a great day it

was for a good dinner, and I remember
Henry’s remark: “We’ll have a big buck
for our Christmas dinner up on Bull
Island,” and then he crawled under his
bar, and with a good-night left me sitting

by the fire.

H enry carter was one of the best
fellows in the world, a Georgian by
birth and an enthusiastic sports-

man, and our idea was, if the ground
looked promising, to make a permanent
camp up in this island country and trap
it thoroughly through the winter. It was
a glorious night, and as I sat by the fire

I wondered if we were going to have good
luck and if there were big bucks up there,

and I got a little sleepy and nodded and

—

what was that? The full notes of a hound
on the trail—coming nearer—^“Henry,” I

called, “get out of that, here cornea a
hound running—perhaps there’s a deer in
front of him”—and we ran out, guns in

hands, ready for the fray, just as that

mean, no ’count, yellow hound Pomp ran
out into the moonlight and opened his

mouth in one long howl of welcome. But
he didn’t get it—Henry was mad at being

waked up by that “low-born hound,” and
our other dogs all met him with hair re-

versed and a series of threatening growls.

Still Pomp didn’t mind, he crept up to the

fire and fell asleep as one who has faith-

fully attained his end.

Next morning found us on the road

again, and at night we made our fire on

Cements Copyrighted 1919, by Forest and Stream Fublishing Cot
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tlie e(5ge of the Blue Cyprus, across which
lay our jouruey's eud. We diiiu't dare
;acl;[i- iJie pacsage at uiglit, as it was

dark wheu reached the edge,

and iliwiigh the chance of a good dry

camp looked auythiug but inviting, we at

last found dry ground enough around an
old pine to sleep and make a fire on.

The next day we made the attempt at

the Cyprus swamp, and finally rode out

on to a good-sized pine island. But, oh,

the vexations that lurked among those

cypress tress! I remember once seeing

Henry wedged in between two .trees, his

knees tangled up in the trap chains, one
hand clutching the bag of oats which was
just slipping off, and that restive steed of

his receiving in fanciful word pictures a

complete history of himself and ancestors.

Well, we found a beautiful place to camp,
high and dry, and soon had a "lean-to”

tip, wood cut and blankets spread, and in

the afternoon of our arrival put out most
of our otter traps. Never had we found

so many signs, and on the morning of the

following day we put five big dog otter

skins on our stretchers. Christmas was
two days away. That day we jumped a
deer and our hoimds ran him out of hear-

ing and did not come back—all but
Pomp, he stuck to our horses’ heels. Next
day, in the afternoon, the hounds re-

turned, starved, lame and miserable. No
more hunt in them. That night we
supped, as usual, on a pone of cornbread
and fried bacon. Henry wanted to know
it I knew when Christmas was, and I

told him yes, but we didn’t mention din-

ner. We had fourteen otter skins

stretched, and that made us feel pretty

good, but you can’t eat otter, and we
needed meat for the dogs, and we could
not afford to feed them cornmeal bread;
if we did we’d have to go back soon for

more provisions. But up to Christmas
morning we hadn’t killed a thing for

meat, not a deer could we start—not
even a quail could we find—not a coon
put in an appearance.
We didn’t say much on Christmas eve

about dinner, the big buck, or anything
else calculated to arouse the appetite. It

was a forlorn outlook.
^

N ext morning I wished Henry, A
Merry Christmas, and we both
threw what few scraps there were

left from breakfast to the “good dogs,’'

abusing Pomp for coming along. As
usual, Henry saddled up and started on
the rounds of his traps. I started out
with Pomp at my heels to get meat for

dinner. Really I didn’t^ know what to do
or which way to turn, the country seemed
deserted, not a sign of life. Usually
quail could be found, but we hadn’t seen
a bird this trip. Riding listlessly along
I took the direction of a small hammock
where I had seen some turkey scratches
a few days before, the visions of past
Christmas gobblers urging me on. For
the first time that morning I noticed now
that Pomp was running ahead of the
horse, and really acted as though trying
to pick up some cold trail. He appeared
full of business, nose close to the ground,
Blov/ly working along, and once I heard

him grunt his peculiar note of satisfac-

tion. 1 became quite uiterested, for it

might bo a ’coon and that would be some-
tbiug. 1 said nothing, but followed
slowly on, as he picked out the trail

across a small grass pond, but just as I

rode out on the other side there stared

me in the face, fresh on the soft sand, the
biggest buck track I had ever seen. To
say 1 was interested would be drawing
it mild. My heart put in an extra thump,
and the whole earth looked more invit-

ing, more like Christmas Day.
But I can’t quicken your pulse with

cold pen and ink. You need the actual
experience, the sight of that “sorry
hound” following each capricious wind-
ing of the big deer, as he had fed through
the night before. We followed the trail

at least two miles to a small clump of

palmetto trees^ and here I felt the end
would come. Pomp was quickening
his pace, anid once or twice he had
voiced his mind in a short exultant

note, and I could see that he wms
sure of jumping his game. Hastily dis-

mounting I threw the bridle over the

horse’s head, and holding it on my arm,
faced the trees. Pomp was out of sight,

but I heard once or twice his “voice so

sweet,” and then the quick- sharp, hair-

raising, incessant notes of heavenly mu-
sic, and I knew the deer had jumped.
"With a rush he came out of the thicket,

his head like a brush heap bouncing high

at every jump like an India-rubber baP,.

Holcliug well on his glisteriug shoulder.

1 saw at the rejjort the flag come clown,

and on the next jump he stopped turntug
his head from side to side, until Pomp's
urgent music started him on. Jumping
on the pony I sat ready for a ride to head
him off, but there was no need. Trotting
slowly, but majestically the big buck
came straight to where I stood, and when
within ten feet of the pony, staggered,
fell and died. Pomp got to him about as
soon as I did, and we both made merry
over him; that no ’count hound coming
in for his share, wondering, I suppose, at

the new; treatment he received.

WELL, we got the buck to camp

—

Pomp and I—and woke Henry up.

He was a changed man, the smile

froze on his face and stayed there all

Christmas Day. We let no grass grow
under our feet. Dinner was soon under
way, and we sat down to the following

menu: Fried backstraps of venison, roast

ribs of venison; a beautiful pone of white
bread, black coffee and hominy. And
Pomp sat at dinner with us—to the ex-

clusion of all other dogs. After a sooth-

ing pipe, we felt at peace with all the
world. Strange, but we were never out
of meat again, and Pomp became our
pride—but he never jumped a deer that

I did not think of the old buck at Bull

Island, and how he saved our Christmas.

Hfi cam&^oul; of ths thicket Kith & rush.
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TRAPPING IN SOUTHERN PENNSYLVANIA
SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIENCES WHILE FOLLOWING A TRAP
LINE FOR THE COMMON FUR BEARERS IN THE TUSCARORA V^iLLEY DISTRICT

M ost trappers during the last sea-

son experienced much keener com-
petition than formerly. At least

this was the case in that part of Pennsyl-

vania where I trapped. Due to the ad-

vance in prices of pelts, country men and
boys in countless numbers and here and
there even girls went after the fur bear-

ers.

Notwithstanding the fact that hundreds
of trappers were serving the colors, it is

the opinion of fur dealers that more peo-

ple trapped during the season of 1918-19

than ever before.

It is a significant fact, however, that

even with this increase in the number of

trappers, only the skunk collection seemed
to equal that of former years.

All other.s, particularly muskrat, mink,
coon and red fox were smaller and, as

compared with five and ten years ago,

showed a very marked decrease.

With prices as they have been during
the past two seasons it is probable, how-
ever, that trapping is as profitable and
perhaps more profitable than formerly,

when the catch was larger.

But it is more necessary now than ever
before for the trapper to know his trade.

The harder a district is trapped the
scarcer and warier become the animals
and consequently more skill is required
of the trapper if he would succeed.

The great majority of those who trap,

the country boy, the farmer, and the out-

doors man, do so on a small scale near
their homes. As a class they use very
little science and obtain only mediocre re-

sults.

But in most districts where trapiung is

worth white one will liiid men wlio go at

the things in real earnest. They are thor-

oughly familiar with the game and fur-

h'-nrers in their seclion and depend on
their catch of the latter for partial sup-

port.

These are the professional trappers of

the more settled states, and it is to thnni
we look for informannn as to the best

methods of trapping in their respective
sections.

As the habits of animals vary under dif-

ferent conditions so do the methods em-
ployed for their capture.

In the North, for instance, where foc-1

i.s scarce in the cpld weather, bait sets are
very successful.

In the South food is nio,"e plentiful at
this season and bl'iid sets are usually hot-

ter,

^'ountaln trapping Is different from
that of the plains: western from casten.
and that of the wilderness from that of

the settled districts.

ilardships to I).-' encouTitered in Ihe
foriU'W are not met with in the latter,

while many vexations ami annoyances
v/hlch go to hamper success are encoiin-

by t. mac THRAITE.

John B. Miller, a veteran on the trail.

tored much more frequently in civilized

parts than in the wilderness.

Take ihe trapper who has always
worked in one dislrict, put him in an-

other where conditions are totally differ-

ent, and he will probaltly, for a v/hile at

least, make a mighty poor sliowing.

Every district should be thoroughly un-

dersiood to get good results.

A beginner sliould try to get some good
man to tcaeh him. If he can go along
will! an experienced trapper mi his trap
line and see how he works during the
diffc-rent seasons and get him to explain

(ho various sets and the seasons for using
them and can .get him to point out tracks
and signs which are encountered, he vvill

learn more in one seasn than years of in-

dividual experience vronld teach him. But
very few traiipers would care to do this,

and particularly so where competition is

keen. ^

It is deplorable, but nevertheless a fact,

Oiat trap thievin.g in niany liistricts is one
of the mo.st serious iiandicaps to success
that the trapper has to eimeunter. I'^or

Ibis veaseu lie I'm.eioys every precaution
I'ossible to Ic'cp the location of his line a
rccret. ,Au inadvertent remark by his

most infimaue friend might ruin his sea-

son's pro: l)ect«,

Tt seems remarirafale that such an iin-

l.'ortant industiyr as Irapolug m not .given

the protection it has a right to command.

I trust the day is not far-distant when
trapping licenses will he required in ev-

ery state. I should also like to see special

laws made to protect the trapper.
|

Licenses and just laws would place

trapping on a staple basis.

Present conditions, however, are what f

we have to consider. ,

WITH the idea in view of explain-
'

ing conditions and trapping meth- ^

ods used in a specific district I

shall endeavor to give some personal ex-

Iieriences and observations while follow-
|

ing a trap line during the past season in

the Tuscarora "'/alley district in Southern
Pe^-nsylvania.

The state in this section is rolling and
mountainous. The valleys are cultivated. t

The mountains and ridges are mostly cov-

ered with second growth timber of consid-

erahle size. Small saw-mills are scattered

throughout the district and cutting paper
wood and making railroad ties constitute

,;

an important sourse of revenue.

From an eastern standpoint game Is '

plentiful. It consists of deer, rabbit,

squirrel, tmkey, pheasant and some f

quail. The fur heavers are red and gray f

fox (mostly the latter), skunk, coon,

muskrat, mink with an occasional bay
‘

l.\'ux, opossums up to two years ago were
plentiful. The past two seasons they

,;

seemed to he very scarce for some reason. v

During the open season almost all the :

natives hunt. Besides, many non-resi- i

dent hunters came into the district. It is
is

therefore inadvisable to put out the full i-

line until the season is over. But many
carefully placed sets, particularly blind ;

sets, will not he observed and may be ?

handled successfully while bunting is on.

During (his period the trapper, particu- ''!

larly if he is a stranger, can put in his
'

spare time to good advantage prospecting
and preparing locations for sets. I will

give a word of advice to those who have
not had such ex- 'idence: In going into a

strange district it is absolutely necessary
to take along some sort of note or form of

endorsement or introduction. If one does ,'

not he will almost invariably he regarded
with suspicion, perhaps “sized up" as a

game warden or some sort of an officer

of the law.

This was my experience, alihough T had
a note of introduction to a prominent citl- ^
zen. A

Game wardens are not usivally ipnpuiar

and in some localities their lot is a de-

cidedly risky one. Southern Fulton C

County, for example, as attested 1o by
the experience of the last two who eu- 'y

deavored to patrol that district too thor-

otighly.

If a stranger, you will nrobahly get vi

more infoT-inatiou from the ho^'s than any
other source. There is a world of infer* y

a''*

h.
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latter as they follow them down from
their dens in the rocks in search of food.

Muskrat is not found in Allens Valley

proper. However, to the west o& the valley,

where the stream runs through cultivated

sections and in the mill pond they are
quite plentiful but remarkably trap-shy.

Of course mink signs are likely to be seen
anywhere along the stream, as these little

travellers cover such great distances.

Skunk are found throughout the val-

ley and are well distributed over the
district generally. They have been
trapped hard for years and their dens
destroyed in reckless fashion but they
still seem to hold their own.
With the exception of the skunk all

the common fur-bearers in this district

seem to be well “educated." It takes skill

and patience to get satisfactory results.

I decided on Allens Valley because it

had not been trapped for years, was too
far away for boys to bother with and
the preserve afforded protection for the
wild creatures.

As there were more runs from the
mountain on the south side of the valley
than the north and as the forest pre-

serve lay mostly in that direction, I de-

cided to lay my line so as to trap these
runs going out and return along the
stream. The circuit covered about ten
miles.

The muskrat district lay so close to
habitation or the “boy zone" as I call it,

that some sort of a deal was necessary in-

order to protect myself against the trap
thief. This was found by forming a sort
of partnership with the miller. This
worked out well. He was very popular
and influential in the district generally.
Although both catches and traps could
have been stolen the worst boys feared to
try it

We only lost one trap during the entire
season and seemed to “clean up” the rats
completely in that section of the stream
where we worked.

U NTIL snow fell I depended mostly
on bait sets for skunk. The first

tracking snow, however, disclosed

the location of several good dens. Hole
sets and plug hole sets were made and
added to (he line.

While prospecting I would prepare
places for various sets particularly for

mink and fox so as to let them become ac-

customed to them before setting the traps.

There is no close season for mink,
muskrat, or skunk, at the present time,

in Pennsylvania. (There are rumors,
however, that changes in the laws are

shortly to be made.)
Coon is protected from January 1st to

September 1st.

Therefore, after the first of the year
the trapper must alter his campaign to a
considerable extent.

Sets made exclusively for coon would
have to be lifted and in their place more
mink, fox and skunk sets made.

In this district it paj'S to pay particular

attention to skunk. The better grade.s

seem to be greatly in the majority and
bring more than foxes, unless one gets a
red, which is rare as grays predominate.A well used muskrat slide, taken from the stream.

The entrance to a splendid muskrat burrow was found under the bank about a foot

beneath the surface of the water.

mation you must get. You should know
where most of the trapping is done and

by w'hom; where the professionals, if

there are any, are working; what luck

they are having; what sort of men they

are; who in the community, if anj”, you
might expect to find hostile, etc., etc.

If a trapper attends to his own busi-

ness, however, and is courteous and civil,

he will soon make friends and will usu-

ally have little trouble anywhere.

I
X almost every section one will find

dstricts w'hich are wild and unfre-

quented, parts too far from the settle-

ments and farms to be trapped much by
the amateurs. Such a district is Allens

Valley between Sydney’s Knob and Tusca-

rora mountain in Southern Pennsylvania.

It was here I located my trap line. The
valley, which is eight miles long by one
to two wide, lies within a state forest re-

serve of thousands of acres. There are

no restrictions against trapping on this

preserve, but no timber of any kind can
be cut nor can one remain on same after

sundown without special permit.

The valley is mostly densely timbered
and a trout stream runs throughout its

length. Numerous runs from the moun-
tains on either side feed the stream.

Signs of animal life are plentiful and
probably the amateur would overestimate

the amount of game.
Deer, fox and turkey signs are encount-

ered frequently and along the stream one
will see signs of mink and coon. Also,

along the runs will be seen tracks of the
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In prospecting a district I wear cloth-

ing that is light and easy to work in and
carry nothing but my hunter’s ax for

these first few days of strenuous walking

and climbing usually go hard with me
and there is no use carrying unnecessary

weight.

Like some other unfortunates, I am
aflBicted with a good “forgettery” and
sometimes am infernally absent-minded.

A note book and pencil of convenient size

to fit the hip pocket is therefore part of

my regular equipment.

As a reminder it is invaluable and I use

It to note signs, directions and locations,

I find it does away almost entirely with

any necessity for blazing, making marks,
etc.

During the season I keep In this book a
complete list of my sets, how made, baits

and catches made.
The information derived from these

notes is almost invaluable.

In placing my line I don’t attempt to

hurry. By the time hunting season is

over many sets will have been placed.

For the balance, the rate of eight or ten

a day satisfies me, in this sort of country.

The “easy installment plan’’ has the ad-

vantage of familiarizing one with his

route as he goes along.

Under separate heading I will try to

explain the hal/its, tracks and signs of the

several fur-besirers and the various bait,

land and water sets found most .suoceissful

for their capture.

Muskrats.

M uskrats, as found in our streams,

are known as “bank rats,” that is,

their method of housing is by

burrowing into the bank from under the

surface of the water, usually about a

foot, and then up above water level so

their living quarters will be safe from
inundation. These burrows sometimes

run back from the stream twenty feet or

more. <

It is the general impression that any-

one can catch a muskrat. In many dis-

tricts the only reason 'his is true is be-

cause of their gregarious nature.

Throughout the past season the banks of

our streanus were literally strung with

traps.

Considering the great number of sets

made, the relatively small percentage of

rats caught shows conclusively that, here

at least, they were trap-shy, and much
warier than commonly supposed to be.

In fact, taking into consideration the

number of both kinds of animals which
frequent our streams and the number of

sets made for each, the percentage of

mink caught was far greater than musk-
rat.

I don’t wish to convey the impression

that our muskrats are warier than the

crafty mink. I only wish to emphasize

the fact that an “educated rat’’ won’t

walk into any old trap just because a

piece of parsnip or apple is stuck on a

stick above it.

Those who trapped for mink used very
special care in placing and makinsr their

sets. On the contrary the muskrat sets

Ssere usually crude and poorly placed.

Muskrats become prime in early spring
and at that season command best prices.

Winter pelts are next best and fall least

valuable. Black muskrats, of which we
have a few here, bring a premium.
(iame laws iu some states prevent fall

trapping altogether. This is an excellent

idea because the fall catch shows a large

percentage of kits and small rats.

The tracks and signs of this animal
are familiar to mosi country people but
for the benefit of those who have not had
the oppm tunity of studying them, I will

describe the most contnion.

Along the stream where the banks are
muddy or sandy or in the snow one will

see tjieir tracks.

The hind foot of this animal is two and
three-quarters to three inches long from
heel to tip of center toe and is about

five times as large as the front foot.

The print of the hind foot shows five

toes. The outer ones are about five-

eighths and the center are about one
inch long, well spread out; the distance

between the outer ones being about two
inches from tip to tip. A track picture of

ibis animal working along a bank seems
to be very irregular. The impressions of

the bind feet will predominate. Being
so much larger than those of the front

they will obliterate many of the smaller

impressions. Among these tracks will be
seen .several lines made by the dragging
tail. The track of a muskrat walking
straight along, however, shows a regular

stride of five to six inches. The impres-

sion of both front and hind feet will be

(Continued on page 672)

Muskr^ droppings on a fallen tre«b
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THE RIFLES OF OUR FOREFATHERS
CONCERNING A FIND COLLECTION OP OLD-TE\IE GUNS AND A MAN WHO
USES THEM IN THE FIELD IN PREFERENCE TO THOSE OF MODERN JMAKE

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER. U. S. N. R.

, T~\ HE romance of the Winning of the

I West revolves around the pioneer,

his rifle, and his coonhound,—the

Man, the Dog and the Weapon. By this

doughty trio the land was cleared of sav-

ages, so that the husbandman could come
after in safety, and to them we owe this

broad continent that is our heritage to-

day. Like a fine violin, or a fine axe, the

rifle of that period is a poem of symmetry
and beauty, and in fitness for the purpose
for which it was used. One handles a
Kentucky rifle w'ith a feeling of reverence,

for this was the weapon that gave us our
country. Mingled with this reverence is

sure to be a rifleman’s admiration for its

perfection in form and workmanship, for,

it is far more perfect than a casual glance
would reveal. It differs in many points

from the modern rifles which we have
come to consider the last word in fire-

arms, but in the essential, the great es-

sential, of getting game it is a more
perfect device than anything that we use
now.

This may seem a strong statement for

a man who has known rifles and used
them for years, hut consider that our
pioneer forebears lived by the game that
they shot, and owed their personal safety

to the accuracy and reliability of the rifle

to keep hostile Redmen at bay, and you
will readily see that such a weapon as
they used had to be a survival of the fit-

test, and embody perfection in every good
point that a rifle should have. For the

pioneer, his rifle should combine flat tra-

jectory with cheap and easily carried am-
munition, all of which (but the powder)
could be home-made, and should have
accuracy as great as that of any modern
rifle, up to one hundred yards. Beyond
that, the pioneer rarely had to aim, for he
would be a poor woodsman indeed who
could not get that close to his game, even
if he could see that far in the woods.

The sights must he hunter’s sights,

Bomething that would give the greatest
visibility on the dim forms of game in the
woods, and must be of a design that
could not be broken, nor deranged, nor
clogged up with dirt and needles when
going through thick brush. The ammuni-
tion must be cheap, for accuracy does
not come by wishing for it but by assidu-

ous practice, and rifle practice was one
of the principal recreations of our pion-

eers. It must also be light, as often they
undertook long wilderness campaigns,
when a fresh supply was out of the ques-

tion, and even thus replenishment often
had to be done in the backwood.s, where
a bar of lead, a bullet mould and some
beeswax served to cast a new supply of

bullets. The pioneer’s rifle had to be easy
to aim, and lie steady on the mark, for

one had neither powder nor lead to lose

Loading an old-timer.

on misses, and each shot had to count;
wherefore the barrel was heavy, the heav-
iest part of the rifle, with the balance
was up near the end of the forestock.
Such a weapon, weighing from nine to

fifteen pounds, will lie as quiet as a solid
bar of steel in one’s hands, with the sights
hanging steadily on the mark. Finally,
to take advantage of this property, the
trigger was made double, the set trigger
being pulled as the sights swung into line,

and then, during that instant when they
hung steady on the mark, a mere touch
on the hair trigger released the load.

With such a rifle you can shoot!

T oday we have none of the.se things.
In exchange for more shots and a
greater range, our ammunition costs

ten times as much; is four times as

heavy; is impossible to replenish, once
away from a gun store; our sights are a
joke, meant principally for paper targets;

our barrel has no stability and wabbles
about like a cane; and the actions of our
rifles are so complicated that there is

little reliability in them, and a visit to the
gunsmith’s necessary in case they do
break. It’s a safe bet that the old-timer

of 1840 would, if handed a modern rifle,

be delighted with the toy for perhaps a

week, after which he would begin to

scratch his head about carrying two hun-
dred rounds of its ammunition into the
woods for the season, worry about what
had become of all his good shooting, look
askance at his empty pocketbook, and
finally sneak back to his old Trjmn or
Krider,—and that would be the rifle he
would take into the woods with him!

I know at least one man who has done
this very thing, in modem times, a man
who really prefers the old-time muzzle
loading rifle for his big game shooting.

He is M. Ingo Simon, the French-English
opera singer, famous in England as an
archer. Like most Englishmen he has a
hobby, and, like most of them, he rides it

thoroughly. His hobby is firearms, and
his specialty is a collection of Kentucky
and Pennsylvania hunting rifles. Unlike
most collectors, who are content to keep
the rifles in some gun cabinet, to be
looked at only, M. Simon uses every rifle

in his collection, of some thirty of them.

They are all in first-class working order,

just as they were when used by the

original pioneers, who hunted and fought
Indians with them. Deer and turkey
rifles of the eastern states, percussion

nippled, and with rather short thirty-two

inch barrels; old Kentucky rifles of 1812,

with flintlocks and long barrels that reach

up to a tall man’s chin; buffalo guns of

the ’60s; old Sharps—one and all, they
shoot and shoot well.

Naturally, I was intensely interested in

all this, for the art of the old-time muzzle
loader rifleman is nearly all forgotten

nowadays, and I seized eagerly the oppor-

tunity to put down in print the whole
story of our pioneer’s weapon, and how it

was loaded and used. Simon and I went
out for several matches together, on old

Cape Ann, for he loves to spend an after-

noon with one of his old rifles, firing at

a bobbing Stero alcohol can adrift on the
waves. That is not an easy mark to hit,

for it is small, 2% inches in diameter,

and it bobs exasperatingly up and down
on the waves. But we hit it, time and
again, at ranges from forty to eighty

yards, and once I sunk one more than
100 yards off that was getting away down
the tide.

One of Simon’s pets, a Tryon .43 calibre

of 1860 will do to describe, as a t3T)© of

the lot. It weighs nine pounds, has a 31%
inch barrel and a curly maple stock,

stained dark, and oil polished. The stock

length is 14 inch, drop 3% inch, 1% inch

at comb. Like all of them, the rifle has

two triggers, the rear one a set trigger

which is pulled just before firing, and the
forward one a hair trigger, which just

needs a touch of the finger at the right mo-
ment. The butt-plate is a poem, with a
beautiful swallow-wing curve, made ta
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'exactly fit the snoulder, not just a half

round as in modern “Swiss” butts, not

at all bald flat, as with many of our mili-

tary rifles and their sporting copies. In

the stock is a patch pocket of chased

steel, the cover 1% inches wide by 4%
inches long, holding two hundred round

patches of waxed linen, very tough and

thin, and about % inch diameter. On the

Inside of the stock is a cheek piece 5

Inches long, 2% inches from the butt and
thinning away to the tang, which tang has

no pistol grip but is well checked. The
breech block screws into the end of the

barrel, and carries a percussion nipple

and a square projection on its rear end,

which fits into a recess in the stock, of

plate steel. Two lugs, on the under side

of the barrel, are engaged by rectangular

German silver bars passing through

mountings in the fore end, which can be

pushed out by the thumbnail so that the

rifle can be dismounted as quickly as one

takes down a breech loading shot gun.

The ramrod is of hickory, 31^,4 inches

long, and is tapered from the top end to

about 3-16 inch diameter at the lower end,

where it terminates in a steel screw

socket, which carries a worm for swab-

bing out the barrel. The rod is stained

dark red and polished, and is shod at the

big end with a collar of German silver.

The rifle shoots 65-round balls to the

pound, and uses I”! drams of powder per

charge. 1\'e set out with two of these old

rifles, almost identical in design, the

Tryon, and a Krider. Simon carried a
small, flat, white powder horn, with a

snap measure and brass base. It held

about forty charges of powder. To load,

after the powder charge is poured in, the

butt of the rifle is rested across one’s moc-
casin to keep it from being scratched and
soiled, and a patch is taken out of the

butt pocket and centered over the muzzle.

The round ball is next put in place, with
the casting tit facing up. It is then
started down the bore with a small

wooden bullet starter, a short stick of

black walnut, with a round ball at the
upper end to take the blow of one’s palm.
The bullet can, of course, be started with
the ramrod, but it is rather more awk-
ward. After driving in with the starter,

the ramrod comes into play and the bul-

let is forced down with one stroke, or else

with a series of shoves if the rifleman is

not strong enough, and then the bullet is

driven home on the powder. When the
ramrod bounces out an inch or so, it is

home, and this generally occurs at the
third blow. Do not seat too hard, lest

you flatten the bullet. A percussion cap
is then put on, and the rifle is ready.

Naturally I concluded from the
performance of such rifles as our

I
modern .44 calibre and .32-20 black

powder, with their 3U-iuch mid-range rise

at 100 yards, that the trajectory of the
Kentucky rifle would have a high mid-
range elevation. Such is not the case.

Testing it out with a rest, I found that
the rifle hit where held at virtually all

ranges up to 100 yards. At 50 it made a
1%-inch group, the shots being one above
the other in a vertical line, due to slight

^Yariations in drawing the sights. The

Comrades three.

reason for this flat trajectory is the large

charge of powder, 1% drams, driving a
round bullet of about 120 grains. Simon
has made 3%-inch groups, frequently, at

100 yards with Krider, Tryon, Derringer
and Piper rifles alike.

The sights of the old-timer consist of a
hard brass, long, whaleback, front sight,

mounted on a movable slot, and a steel

V-notch bar sight, placed well forward
on the barrel sixteen inches from the
eye. The focus of both sights and the
mark are remarkably clear, and the rifle

hits were held when the point of the front
sight cone is level with the bar of the V.

The rear end of the front sight slants

back, so as to reflect overhead light back
into the eye, and a bright bead shows at
the top of its cone. It does not shoot off

the light, but it does show one side of the
cone dark and the other light, in cross
sunlight, which is apt to fool the begin-
ner. Naturally the personal equation of
such a sight is high, one man shooting
low and the other high with the same
holding, but it gives very fine definition

on dim marks, such as game or a small,
weathered block of driftwood, set up on
a rusty bar sticking up out of a wreck,
which was one of our marks. A worse
sight, for a white paper target with a
black bull, could hardly be imagined. A
faint luminosity seems to edge the front
sight, making it stand out sharp on dim
marks, but when held on white paper,
even at thirty-five yards, the mirage was
so strong that the bull seemed to roll

over the sight, and again it would disap-

pear altogether in a swirl of air current
through which one could not see. This
was in rest shooting, when the sights
hung perfectly still under the bull and
it seemed to move. But, for game it made
a fine sight combination, and a mark like

a bobbing tin can on the waves could be
picked up quickly and showed well. I

personally found I did best when I held
well under and fired as the can slid down
a wave onto the sights.

After each shot Monsieur Simon swab-
bed out the barrel with a rag on a worm,
which he kept in his pocket and screwed
into the small end of the ramrod when
used. We had several pleasant after-
noons shooting a match with the old
rifles, more fun and far less expensive
than a like holiday with the modern rifle,

for there was time between hits, when
loading, in which to chat and yarn over
hunting experiences, and, once loaded,
you were careful to do your very best with
the one shot that you had at command.
And, a finer shooting, more accurate tool
I never used on a mark, than these prod-
ucts of the gunsmiths of the great game
hunting epoch of our country.

After the match, the rifles were taken
home and cleaned. This was no longer a
process than one would take with a
breech loader. In a few moments the bar-
rel was off, simply pushing out the hold-
ing bolts under the barrel in the for©
end. A can was filled with hot water, and
the barrel set in it, nipple end down. A
rag on a cleaning rod made a sort of pump
plunger when run down the barrel, and,
after a few vigorous strokes, black clouds
of water shot out of the nipple. The bar-

ffhe tools of the pioneer—rifle, pistol, wd powder honx.
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rel vw OieD lifted out of the can and the
rod ahored down for a final time, when a
squirt of water, eight feet long, shot out
of the nipple. The old frontiersmen must
have had plenty of horse;)lay with those
nipples when cleaning their rifles for they
make a fine hose nozzle; The hot barrel

then dries out, and a thin film of oil is

run down the rifling with a swab on the
cleaning rod, and the rifle is ready to put
away.

M SIMON has shot big game both
here and in India with, his muz-

* zle loaders. In Nova Scotia he
went on two trips, getting his caribou

both times with a single shot from the

Tryon .43 at 80 yar-’ • and, in India black

buck, sambur and other Asian game have
come to bag, to the sharp bark of our

American frontiersmans rifle in his

hands.
Among the gunsmith’s of that period

may be mentioned Tryon, Krider, Der-

ringer, Piper and Goulchcr of Philadel-

phia; Lewis, the famous barrel maker of

Troy, N. Y. ; Geo. O. Leonard of Keen,
N. H., who speciialized on the target bar-

rels; the great 'Western Gun Works of

Pittsburgh, establishpd in 1860 and still

making muzzle loading rifles of the old

school, and Hawkins of St. Louis, the

best-known rifle-smith of the old West,
Josh Goulcber, of Philadelphia, later es-

tablished the firm of Goulcber & Butler,

who made the first percussion cap rifle

taken West by Kit Carson,

The workmanship of them all is superb,

BO that the purchaser of any rifle bearing
the names of any of thc.sc old gunsmiths
will find that he has a great shooting

weapon in hand. The barrels were all

made here, the lock.? at first came from
England, and later were made iierc also.

The majority of these locks are with for-

ward plate, in preference to tang plate,

with the spring facing backwards, no
doubt to give more strength in the tang.

The stocks were all heavily ornamented,
with inset brass deer, turkeys and orna-

mental figures, and the bult plate strap

came np over comb and heel for a con-

siderable distance, beside which the steel

ornamentation of the pat( h pocket eovcre l

a large part of the outer side of the sioek,

-while the cheek piece filled the inner.

'Am the heel was very narrow, from 4"

to 4%", and the drop very sharp, never

BKich less than inches, the old stocks

had a qnaiutness all their own, and gave

the gunsmith considerable latitude in

which to spread himself in the matter

of ornamentation.

Of the long Kentucky rifles, M. Simon
has two examples in his collection, both
accurate-shooting nail drivers. The first

is a flint lock, .43 calibre, with 44 inch

barrel, weighing twelve pounds. The
tiiarge explodes a noticeable interval after

the flint has set fire to the priming in the

pan, and the report is a long

requiring holding on the mark while the

piece Is firing, but it.s penetration is

ireatCT than that of the lab-r percussion

UBem with short barrels, which is some
fcwa Inches in hard oak. 'The sights are

iptXrpDt aad notched bar rear, the latter

set 19^2 inches from the eye, .'K) that the

definition of rear notch, bead, and mark
are all good. Holding one’s arm well out

on the long barrel, even tve puny moderns
can manage to hold well on a mark and
make good scores. The drop of this

rifle's stock is 4’' at heel and 2
"

at comb,
and tlic Elociv length 13 inclies.

The other Kentucky rifle is a “pea”
rifle, .31 bore, weighing twelve pounds.

It was originally as tall as the other,

ft. 2", but about six inches had been sawed
off the barrel. The rear sigiit i.s set

13*-; inches from the eye, and is the usual

bar notch, with leaf front, very long and
low, not over a sixteemh. inch high. The
heel of this rifle is only 4 inches wide,

and it has the usual deep drop of the

early guns. Both of these Kentucky rifles

date around 1812.

The ilississippi Rifle came in later, the

’Tryon example in Simon’s collection dat-

ing 1844. 'I'he pioneers had now crossed

tlie Mississippi, ar.d were n'.ouulcd oii

ponies as they ranged the prairies, and a

short, heavy-hitting rifle with shoulder

sllr.g-strap was wanted. This Tryon is of

.30 calibre, shooting a I'.alf ounce bullet,

and has a 30-inch barrel, wiih military

ran.skct hammer and percussion cap, and

tile rear sight is set only 10" forward from

the eye, evidently a rc.auhitio!’. .".ruiy

scheme, on regulation musket barrel, with

no ihought of what is required in good

definition in the rear notch.

Anoti'er interesting rifle is the imme-

diate successor of the Mississippi rifle, the

'Whitney, .31 caliiirc, used extensively all

over the Y'est in the carl.v days. It shot

a Millie hall, conical, wi:h expanding

base, and had a Govenunent ladder rear

sight witli point blank' a iiundred yar’<

when the sight lay flat, and a inuximnr.’i

range of 900 yards when the notch -wa i

raised to the top of the ladder. The

Yfihituoy was the first rifle to he made
with interchangeable parts.

Next in chronological order in the col-

lection is the Sharps buffalo rifle. This

was exceedingly heavy, 17 lb«.. and was

carried to the hunting grounds on a led

I'cny. It is ph'"’’’ an! ‘io hy. wi^h I’;.'

military hn't plate and 3l i;u.h harre',

l.reeth loading, shooting I’le liing. heavy

.1.3-110-300 cartridge wiih paper patch

huilet. The hroeeh dreps down in deep

groove.s by the. pull of the trigger guard

lever, much like a modern single-shot

Y’iuchester, but the hammer, instead of

being centered behind the firing pin, is

a huge, musket type affair, mounted on
liie right side and striking a rolling firing

pin in the breech block, which tumbles
forward under the blow, its firing pin
jutting out through a hole in the breech
block behind the primer. The front sight

is a plain leaf; the rear a tang peep on
a long ladder, sighted up to a thousand
yards. The drop of the stock is 3U
inches; length, 131 o;—short, for prone
fiirii’.g. The buffalo hunter, according to

Buhalo Jones, lay in concealment before

a herd with his Sharps and half a ton

of the long, powerful cartridges, and
picked o.*! the loading cow to right and
left of the herd, keeping them milling

uncertainly all day long, until the entire

lierd was exterminated. No wonder the

Indians went on the war path! l"uc only

trouble is that they did not succeed in.

scalpittg all of these old hunters, until

the Government had time to appreciate

all that the country has lost in its im-

mense herds of bison. I am glad, how-
ever. to have been able to describe here

the Sharps rifle, for it played its part in

our history, and is fast becoming but a
name to the present generation cf sports-

men.

* 7.IONG curious old-time rifles, two by
/-V Josh Goulcber in M. Simon’s col-

lection will hear a brief description.

The first i.s an over-and-under gun, date

about 1840, both barrels .45 calibre, one

rifled and the o:h.er smooth bore. It was
undoulitedl; used for bear, for ii gave

two ehot.-; nu:c’.:. The barrtls art 30"

Iciiv. and levclvcd at the bare hv a hair-

line fit against the steel face of the front

of the tang. A side catch locks either bar-

rel in position when it comes uppermost,

and both barrels have percussion nipples,

even the upside down one holding its

nipple because of the tight fit of the cap.

To use the second barrel takes about a

second to re-cock, spring the catch, and

turn the under barrel uppermo-t. AVe

reasoned that the hunter used the rifled

’oarrcl for long range, and the smooth cne

for close up, after the hear had ihayged.

O.'. otie would he used for deer and the

rmooth bore for potting grouse, as at

that date they were as unafraid of man as

they are, even now, in parts of the Rock-

ies, and vo’dd sit in a tree, looking air

him and waiting to be shot.

The other rifl'> is a Josh Goulcber tar-

get rifle, for cl l-'ini“ tuikey head shoots.

Tt is a flint loyk. weighin.g 13 Ihs.. with

heavy octagonal barrel l'*j inches thick

and 32" long. It is .38 calibre, and both

front and rear sights are mounted in

long steel tubes, about half inch in

diameter by about three inches long.

Inside the rear tube is a peep sight, and

i -1 the front a fine, pinhead sight, both

t'-hith g've fine d^riuition in all liglus.

-rp„ yrg'i'r oi’P’' h'”.ilvyr sights arc un-

der t1'*' t''^''"s and c.an be vsud in pbiue uf

them l‘v sir.m'y sighting iiud''r the tnlK-s.

'fibis T'fie shools vnrv accurately at U'O

yards, and, like all flint locks, is slow in

j[Continued on pa^ 672X
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A BIG GAME HUNT IN NEW BRUNSWICK
THE RECORD OP A TRIP INTO THE SILENT LAND OF THE MOOSE AT THE TIME
OF THE YEARS’ DECLINE WHERE MANY INTERSTING THINGS ARE OBSERVED

By E. L. pope.

A fter a twenty-four hour trip from

Boston, I met my guide, Robert

Craig, of Zionville, at Taymouth

Station, eighteen miles from Frederick-

ton and on a two-horse wagon holding

our supplies, we rode five miles to his

house.

The next morning the supplies .were

taken six miles to one of the camps in the

Cain’s river, south branch section,

abounding in plains of many sizes, also

medium and heavy growth. As there

were but two of us, we selected a small

log camp, pleasantly situated near a

brook.

We started through the silent forest

each morning before daylight, ate our

lunches beside noonday fires and returned

after darkness, the last quite enjoya*)le,

when the brilliant moon, reflecting on

the snow, made it surprisingly light.

Of moose we saw twelve bulls, eight

cows and three calves, and of deer fifteen

bucks and eight does, or over nine tons,

live weight. As the law for the first time

forbade the killing of caribou we did not

go to the camps near the plains on which

they roam. Nine bull moose and eight

bucks were close enough to afford fair

shots.

Spirited action began, when I fired at

my first buck on high ground, one hun-

dred and fifty yards across a valley.

Away he went, while we slid down one

hundred feet, then scrambled up the

steep bank and ran k quarter of a mile

to the brink of the main valley. We had

no time to admire the mile-long view to

the right of the river, sparkling far be-

low us in the bright sunlight, so wheeled

and dashed along the edge, until beyond a

growth that had obscured our view^ Two
hundred and fifty yards across, the buck

leisurely climbing the opposite side, ap-

])eared just then above the line of the

tops of the trees in the valley.

Three quick shots made him dance

about but at the fourth he turned a great

somersault far down the slope, landing

on his back dead and sliding on the snow
crust until a hind leg caught in a small

tree. It was a long job to pick our way
down the steep rough slope, cross the

river on a seventy-foot slippery log and
lower him to 'the valley bottom. He was
quite large, weighing probably two hun-
dred and forty on the hoof.

After dressing him, a fast three-mile

walk completed a busy da3*. We had an-

other task a few daj's later, when we took
the buck across the river w'hich had
frozen just in time and then hauled him
to the top ready for the sled. We walked
two hundred and seventy-six miles in

twenty-six days, or ten and one-half a day.

Covering so much ground in a well-

stocked game section, was bound to bring

good results, but a sportsman who fin-

The author wearing his imusual sweater.

ished his trip with the guide, just before
I began mine, walked short distances, yet
got a moose, two deer and a bear and the
year before got the same amount plus
another bear.

WE started on a buck track at eight

o’clock one morning and wound
across the great plains, down into

valleys, up the steep sides, for deer and
moose are fond of climbing, and into the

pretty ridges of conifers and hardwoods,

many of the latter being of great size. A

big cow moose lying in full view did not
see us, owing to a small, snow-laden
branch across her eyes. Her great jaw
moved as she chewed her cud, until I had
crept closely, with camera ready. She
looked formidable as she took a couple
cf steps towards me, onto a little rise, her
neck upstretched and the tips of her
“windmill” ears, about eight feet above
the ground.

I had given my rifle to the guide, who
finally said, “Don’t go any nearer.” I

took two snaps before she trotted away.
When we resumed the buck track, we
were surprised to see a calf moose jump
to its feet and disappear. This is the
only time I have seen a calf fail to keep
close to its mother; on one occasion, a
little one was pressing against the side of
the cow so persistently that the latter was
compelled to go very slowlj%

As the buck track led us to the river,

in the valley, Bob removed his socks and
took me across on his back. After a stiff

climb, we entered the big growth and
three hours from our start on the trail,

we came upon a big buck hooking bushes.
As he swung sideways to resume his wan-
derings, I fired as soon as his neck ap-

peared, instead of waiting for his broader
shoulder and only caused him the loss of
a bunch of hair and one drop of blood
from the top of his neck.

ONE afternoon, we came upon a bull

moose in a swamp, carpeted so
thickly with moss, that we made

no noise. He did not go far, as the sec-

ond shot sent him lifeless to the ground,

(Continued on page 685)

One of the twelve bulls seen on the trip
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ON AN ELK HUNT IN THE OLYMPICS
INTO A WONDERLAND OF THE NOKTHAYEST BEFORE IT WAS IN-

CLUDED IN THE FOREST RESERVE AND UNCLE SAM SAID FORBE.UI

FUOM boyhood 1 have been au ardeut

sportsman and have had many red-

letter days with rod and g^in. My
enthusiasm in this direction has led me
to endure many hardships, but the tough-

est time 1 ever had was in the fall of '91,

when hunting elk in the Olympic moun-
tains, in* the State of Washington.

On the 15th of September of that year,

in company with II. M. Swartout, of Hart-

wick Seminary, N. Y.. and Geo W. Driver,

of South Prairie, Washington, I left Ta-

coma. by steamer, and CO hours later

landed at Port Crescent, on the straits of

.Tuan Dc P'uca. We had arranged for

transportation to Lake Crescent, 6 miles

inland, where we lingered for a day, lured

by the magnificent trout fishing. We then

pushed on to our permanent camp at the

hot sulphur springs, at the head of the

Solduc river. We w'ere transported to

the head of the lake, 9 miles, by a small

steam launch. Here we were met by our
guide, Charles S. Jones, w'ho was ))ro-

vided with packherses to carry our camp
outfit to the springs, 17 miles distant,

while we had to w’alk.

It began to rain almost immediately on
our arrival and kept up for three days
and nights. About 12 o'clock the third

night of the storm we were awakened by
a rush of water througli our tent, flood-

ing everything. The rest of the night we
put in standing under a big sycamore-
tree, but we had gotten used to being wet
and scarcely . felt conifortahle unless our

clothing was sticking to us like porous
plasters.

It was too wet to hunt, so we put in

our time bathing in the hot springs, cool;-

Ing, lingering around the camp-fire or

fishing for trout in the Solduc. We kept

our larder well supplied, for trout were
there in schools and eager for tiio fly. Vvo

were followed inio the mountains by our

iiiends, i\Ir. K. A. Spaulding, of Tacoma,
and Mr. G. H. Kingsbury, of Rochester,

X. Y., eik-hunters like ourselves,

They reached our camp safe and on
Monday, September 29th. our entire

party, with the guidt', started out for our

f.r.d. real hunt. The result was a fine

hull elk. v.hich was started by Spaulding
and killed by Kingsbury, (i miles from
the springs. The folloying day Jones
and 1 were passing near whore the elk

had l)cen kilhvl, when Jones’ dog trcecl

a i)Por That had l>'>en feeding on the car-

cri;;:‘ of the elk ! tsruiinateJ hi - career

!)v iiutting a hail through hi- he:irt. He
Cl nm nlr.mpina re rhe ground and was
ao'iu relieved of his skin and choicest

cut'-.

Swar'ont and I 1 a<’ nugie nretty tlior-

riue’n ''areh for gaiu“ through at! Ilm r.s-

viups within a radiu.s of .'i or 'I miles o."

camp, except the Valley of Veu>'e creek.

By W. a. STERNBERG.

We had one day climbed a high peak and
from its ci’est had discovered some grassy

parks at the head of this creek. A few
days later we determined to se,e what we
could find in them, for they promised
well for elk.

We concluded to dispense with our
guide, as he seemed more anxious to dis-

suade than to go with us. V.’e had pro-

ceeded up the creek valley barely 20 min-
utes v.'hen we got into a well-traveled

elk trail and struck fresh signs by the
score.

Delighted beyond measure, we quick-

eued our pace, for we had a good open
trail, and silently but swiftly forged
ahead.

We quickly covered several miles, the
signs showing we were fast coming up
with the herd, Avheu, on rounding a sharp
bend in the creek, wc suddenly came upen
a sight that brought our rifles to our
shoulders aud set our hearts thumping.

Right in front of us, was a magnificent
band of elk, numbering at least To. There
were a numljcr of young l)ulls but we only

saw two fully-aiitiered ones, one being of

enormous size. They were slow in start-

ing off, first bunching up, but the oldest

hull was on the farther side and close to

the edge of a hemlock thicket. Moved
by a common impulse, both Swartout and
I took a shot at him, both shots taking
effect. He went staggering into tlie brush
and was out of sight in a moment. Th
oihci" big ’mil in the rneantinie had dis-

appeared in the thicket.' I concluded to

kill one of the smaller ones for meat, but
not to shell the herd, for we were not in

the slaughtering business. I fired a single

sl.iot. At the crack of my gnu I saw the

elk 1 had aimed at fall dead and ro-

marked that I “lind dropped him neatly.”

Swartout said: "Why. my dear boy, you
(Icn’t Ihinl; you killed that bull?”

“Certainly,” I replied. “I had a bead
on him, and he went all in a heap at my
shot.”

“Why. he dropiied at my shot!” said

Dick. “1 did not know you fired.”

“Neither did 1 hear your shot,"’ said T,

“however, no matter who killed him, wc
v.ill have fresh meat in our camp to-

night,” and started towards the bull, iu-

t:'ading to cut his tl;roat as soon as i)os-

sible. Ii was ih''n discovered wo had each

Icilled one, having s’.mt at the same mo-
ment, I'.either knowing ihc oth^r had
shot, and each supposing t’m other was
ciaiming his elk. iUeanwhile herd
b.a:l gnn-' u i ike st '>p momitaiii side with
iiuredii)!'' ;-:wift”‘'w. Swartout. feeling

tired, .saiii im would stay and dress th-'

two slain animals; hut 7 wu.i bound to

liave the antlers ef ono of the big Imlls

and s'arted in )iursnit of the band that

had headed for one of the highest jieaks.

I
T. was an easy matter to follow the trail

and I walked as fast,^ as I could. It

v.as terribly hot work climbing the
mountain on the run, and 1 soon dis-

carded my coat and threw open my flan-

nel shirt at the, neck. ,Wet with perspi-

ration and nearly exhausted I cautiously

approached a small park tliat was nearly

a mile high. Peering through the bushes
I could see that, as 1 had hoped, the elk,

well over their fright, had stopr>od and
resumed feeding. A heavy cloud envel-

oped the mountain-top and it commenced
to snow. Creeping softly forward I finally

reached a clump of bushes, from behind
which I could see a numlier of the elk,

some within short rifle shot.

I knew at least one bull was with the
hA'd, for I could hear him whistling. Tho
fog by this time enveloped everything,
and though very near, I could not get
sight of the bull.

I •was getting cold, wet and over-

heated as I had been, this sudden halt

on the mountain top, in fog and sno'w',

was chilling me through and' through.
My teeth began to chatter so loudly that
I thought the elk must hear the strange
noise and stampede; but thew didn’t. Cot\'

after cow passed at close range, but the
hull never came in sight. For nearly an
hour I maintained my cramped position,

tv'hen I heard a cautious whistle coming
up the mountain-side, nearer and nearer.

I kne'w it e\’as pick, in search of me
and giving our signal Avhistlc. I dared
not reply or move I w'as so close to the
elk, and co\ild only hope' his whistle
would crack or that he would give up the
search and go hack to camp; -hut there
was no such kick in store for me. On he
came, repeating his ca!l every few min-
utes, and my chance for getting a fine

i:air of antlers w.as fast being ruined.
Finally I saw- the elk nearest me prick
up their cars and listen. ThtU' bad caught
the strange sound, 'rhen the bull gave
a shrill whistle. He had scented danger,
had sounded tho alarm for a’ stampede,
and in a moment they were crashing
throti.gh the bushes and out of sight.

The jig was up for that day and T was
free to answer Dick’s call. Crestfallen

and frozen I crawled fgqni' cover and
soon met my solicitous friend. To add to

my woe. in 20 niinute.s thvi fog lifted, ex-

posing the whole mountain to view, and I

would have had ah easy shot, tt'earily we
dragged ourselves back to camp, which
wo reached long after dark, and vouM
have had to spend (ho nigl'.t i:i the woods,

in the rain, hut for Spaulding hearing onr
signal-'=hots and coming to onr relief with
n lantern.

When Jones heard we had .found this

band of elk he was angry. He evidently

looked upon them ns his own property.
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I was by no means deterred from my
purpose to get a pair of antlers, so early

next morning started out to take up the

trail. I had no difficulty on reaching the

mountain-top in following the elk through

the snow down across the range into the

valley of the south fork of the Solduc. I

followed the trail all day through a

steady down-pour of rain, drenched to

the skin. Late in the afternoon I came
up with them. They were feeding in an

open bottom near the creek. I came on

them so suddenly I feared I had been

discovered- I dropped on the ground and
removed my hat Cautiously I raised my
head and peered about There was but

one large bull with the herd and he was
a splendid specimen. He was devoting

himself to gathering the laggards of the

herd and he was full of importance with

his new honors. Slowly the herd passed

by me, feeding as they went. Finally

the old bull came within close range. The
rifle was raised, careful aim taken, and
following the gun’s report the leader fell

dead with a bullet through his heart.

The others bunched around him and
had I been so disposed I could, with my
rapid-fire "Winchester, have killed and
wounded a number of them; but I had
won my trophy; and did not fire another
shot. When I showed myself the herd
moved off slowly. I felt happy in spite

of the fact that I would have to spend the
night in the woods, in the rain.

There were no terrors in this for an
old hunter. I could get a fire started.

broil some elk-steaks and as early as I

could see to travel, start for camp, for

some one to help me carry out the head.

It had been raining for ten days, almost
continuously, and everything was com-
pletely saturated. In spite of my utmost
care I could not succeed in getting a fire

started. There was nothing to do but
take my medicine, dispense with fire and
elk steak and console myself as best I

could with my lonesome water-soaked
sandwich. While there was still light

enough to see I busied myself in skin-

ning the neck and head, according to di-

rections obtained from a taxidermist, be-

fore starting, and in carefully removing
the brain and flesh from the skull. When
this was done and the trophies securely
fastened up in a tree, darkness had set

in and my long vigil commenced. It was
too cold to sleep and I put in the night
beneath a big pine tree sv^inging my arms
and feet to keep up circulation. Once
during the night there was a flash of
lightning and then I heard the mournful
cry of a panther. The sensation produced
on mj' nerves was not agreeable.

A S soon as it was light enough to see
I started out for camp; but instead
of taking the back track, which

meant climbing a high and difficult moun-
tain, I concluded to follow the south fork
to its junction with the Solduc, as it would
be down-grade all the w’ay and along well-

traveled elk trails.

Jones had told me this branch emptied
into the main river twelve miles below his

cabin. I started out at a brisk walk.
After tramping steadily until 11 a. m.,

and finding I was still going due west in-

stead of north, the creek not turning in

that direction, as I had expected it would,
I concluded to climb to the top of the
steep mountain on my right and get my
bearings. It took two hours of hard work
to get to the top where I at once discov-

ered the south fork still ran many miles
westward before it turned toward the
main stream, and that the nearest way to

camp was to take the back track. The
six hours’ tramp was worse than wasted
for it would take me all day to get back
to where I started in the morning, which
meant another night in the woods. I was
under the impression I was on the cre.st

of the mountain dividing the north and
south forks and that by following its

backbone I would be saved the fatigue
of climbing it again, the dread of which
had deterred me from going that way in
the morning. There was an elk trail along
the crest which made traveling easy, but
this trail would suddenly lead down the
mountain side and in a short time the
crest would narrow to a veritable saw-
tooth not more than two feet in breadth.
To climb over these organ-pipes was dan-
gerous and slow work. After they were
passed I would soon come into the elk
trail again, and I had climbed two of
these narrow places before I realized that
the elk trails left the crest to skirt these
impassable points. Much valuable time

(Continued on page 683)

Cow after cow passed at close range but finally a bull hove in sight
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A MANUAL OF WILD-FOWL SHOOTING
PART FOUR OP A SERIES OP ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTER-
ISTICS AND METHODS OP HUNTING OUR WATER-FOWL — THE SEA DUCKS

Bt FREDERICK A. WILLITS.

F
amous is the canvas-back. Sports-

men are wont to regard him as the

king of ducks. Epicures never tire

of singing his praise. He is a splendid

bird, both in the air and on the table, but,

never-the-less he is inclined to be over-

rated. It is admitted he is a fine bird

but not always the finest.

The canvas-backs feed chiefly on aquatic

plants and their favorite food is the
z'aUisncria. This plant is popularly

termed wild celery, although it is no cel-

ery at all, but an eel grass growing en-

tirely beneath the water and found in

some of the bays and sounds along the

Atlantic Coast and in some sections of

the interior. On the Pacific Coast the

canvas-backs feed when possible upon a
water plant called wapato (sapellaria

‘variaiilis)

.

When feeding on this wild celery and
wapato the canvas-backs are worthy of

high praise, for then their flesh is tender,

delicately flavored and truly delicious.

But the flesh of the red-heads feeding on
the same plants is equally delicious. And
the canvas-back shot on waters where no
celery or wapato grow is no better than
many of the other ducks there.

Epicures claim that the canvas-backs
of the Chesapeake are the best. The wild
celery was once very abundant on that

bay and the canvas-backs fed exclusively

upon it so, naturally, they were excellent.

But, as a matter of fact, the canvas-backs
shot in the vast celery beds of Wisconsin,
for example, are equally good, as are also

the red-heads and widgeons on that

ground.

Not one person in a thousand can tell

a canvas-back from any other duck on
the table (ducks whose diets are largely

fish excepted) when the other duck in

question was eating the same food as the
canvas-back. After all it is the food upon

Male Canvas-back (Aristonetta Talisneria)

which a duck feeds, rather than its

species, that is responsible for its flavor.

The canvas-back is one of our largest

ducks, length about twenty inches, and he
is also very handsome. In the male bird

the head is dark chestnut red and black

on top. The back and sides are white
with narrow waved black lines which
give the back the light gray appearance
that suggested the bird’s name. The
upper part of the back, chest, upper and
lower tail coverts, tail and rump are

black. The under parts are white, the
legs and feet gray, the bill black and
sloping gradually from the outline of the
head. In the female bird the head, neck,
chest and upper part of back are dark
brownis’h-red. The rest of the back and
sides are brown. Bill, legs and feet the
same color as the male bird.

The canvas-backs have an immense
range and although classified as a sea-

duck, are found throughout North Amer-
ica from the Atlantic to the Pacific. They
were formerly extremely abundant in the

Dakotas, about the Great Lakes and in

other sections of the interior, as well as

on the Gulf Coast, Chesapeake Bay, Cur-

rituck Sound, and other waters along the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

A few years ago these birds came each
season in immense numbers to Chesa-

peake Bay, The abundance of the wild
celery was the attraction. But excessive

shooting by sportsmen and market hun-
ers and the partial disappearance of the
wild celery have greatly reduced the num-
ber of the birds. The shooting-grounds on
the Chesapeake formerly brought ex-

tremely high rentals, nearly all the points
being held by clubs, but today many of

the points are far less valuable since there
is little or no shooting to be had. When
one considers the high prices which the
canvas-backs commanded in the markets
and, therefore, the activity to which the
market gunners were stimulated, it is a
wonder that a single bird remains today.

I

The canvas-backs are nowhere as abund-
ant as they were in former years, but
there are a few localities where good
sport may still be had with these splendid
birds. It is reported that the birds are
still very plentiful in certain places on the
Pacific Coast.

Many states now have wise game laws
protecting the ducks. With the stopping
of all spring shooting, the shooting from
batteries on the feeding grounds, the use
of the big guns, and with the limiting of
the bag, the canvas-back will no doubt
remain in suflScient numbers to exclude
the probability of the extermination of
the species.

The canvas-backs are fond of deep
water and whether on the salt bays along
the coasts or in the inland lakes they
will be found diving to a considerable
depth for their food, while the river-
ducks are dabbling in the shallow water.
Canvas-backs are generally very wild

and shy and before coming in to the de-
coys often circle the point several times
while watching for hidden dangers. They
are more successfully hunted with a flock
of decoys painted to represent their kind
than with decoys of different varieties.

I regard the canvas-backs as among the
wildest and most wary of ducks, but pos-
sibly because I have shot them only
where they were the least plentiful.

I
recall an experience on the bay some
years ago. A friend and I were shoot-
ing from a little marshy island a

few square yards in area, a short distance
from the main shore. We were after

«ed-heads, this being a good place forRed-head—Male and female {Aethyia Americana'^
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Photo by Lloyd O’L'eal.

Cauvas-back shooting on Currituck Sound

those birds at that time of year, and

had a small flock of red-head decoys out

on the water within easy gun-range of

our blind. The flight, however, was poor

that day and by late afternoon we had

bagged only a few red-heads that had

decoyed singly or in pairs.

An hour had passed without our using

the guns when we noticed v/hat we
thought to be a single red-head a long

ways off and very high in the air but

flying towards us. The duck came
straight on and passed directly over our

little Island at a height many times too

great for a shot. We were perfectly con-

cealed and remained absolutely motion-

less.

WTien almost out of sight the duck
turned and came back and passed over

us again, still far too high for a shot.

Again he went but not so far this time,

and again he came back, flying over us

low enough for us to see that lie was a

canvas-back but too high to be sure of a

shot. For the fourth time the duck
turned and this time circled our island

out of range. We knew ho wanted very

much to join those decoys, so we waited
patiently.

Finally, after circling us several times,

the wary bird, evidently .seeing nothing
suspicious in the brown rushes of the

little island, came for the decoys as if

about to alight among them. But when
still just out of range he suddenly went
straight up in the air and swung off with
the wind. We thought he was gone for

good this time, but to our surprise back
he came and flew very slowly toward the

decoys as if watching that island for all

he was worth. Then suddenly he seemed
to decide that all was safe for he dropped

close to the water and with wings set in

graceful curves, sailed in over the decoys.

My friend bagged him.

On the Pacific Coast the canvas-back is

reported a foolish and easily captured

bird. That may be true in the far west,

but the canvas-back of eastern waters,

where they are “educated to the gun,” is

anything but a foolish bird.

The canvas-backs are expert divers and
can remain under the water for long pe-

I

riods at a time. A wounded canvas-back

I upon striking the water wUl dive at one*

and often come up far out of gun range.

Canvas-baciis are sometimes taken by a

method called tolling. A small dog is

trained to run about on shore near the

water after small sticks or stones tossed

to him from the blind. The shooters are

perfectly concealed. The canvas-backs

have a great curiosity and a flock feeding

on the water a distance from shore soon

notice and are attracted by the perform-

.ance of the dog. After watching him a

short time the birds will often swim
toward shcre to satisfy their curiosity,

until finally within range of the guns.

Some of the other ducks are sometimes
shot along with the^ canvas-back from the

same blind. The red-head particularly is

often bagged with the canvas-back, since

(he two birds are so much alike that the

decoys of cue species will attract the

other bird equally well.

THE RED-HEAD.

I
X table qualities, si^e, beauty and hab-

its the red-head is in no sense inferior

fo its more famous relative, the can-

vas-back. lYhcn the red-head is feeding

on the wild celery, wild rice or wapato

How^ever, the identification of the two
species is an easy matter. The grayish
back of the red-head is darker than that
of the canvas-back and the black waved
lines are wider and more like those of the
scaup. The plumage of the head and neck
is a brighter red, without any black. The
bill is shorter than that of the canvas-
back and is a dull blue with black band at
end, whereas, the bill of the canvas-back
is black. The females may be distin-

guished by the difference in their hacks,
the red-head being a grayish brown whei*a
the other bird is a darket brown.

However, the surest means of identifi-

cation is the difference in the shape of
the heads of the tw'o birds. The head of
the canvas-back is decidely long and nar-
row and slants gradually backward froni

the bill. The head of the red-head rises

abruptly from the bill, which gives the
bird a round, full forehead and crown.

The red-heads have a v/ide range, cov-
ering the country in general. They were
formerly extremely abundant about the
Great Lakes and the red-head shooting in
that region was probably as fine as any-
where. Some excellent shooting is still

to be had there. The red-heads are still

plentiful on some of the sounds and bays
(Continued on page G80)

Photo by .C». E, Whitehiuti^
Chooting -wild-fowl from a batterj

its flesh is delicious and second in value

to no other duck, but when lacking these

delicacies it often has a sedgy taste, and
then may be said to resemble that of the
scaups or broad-bills and others.

The red-head is about the same size as
the canvas-back, or perhaps an inch
shorter. In color of plumage both birds

are so much alike that the amateur
hunter often mistakes one species for the
other. Marketers not up in ornithology
often have the red-head palmed off on
them, at a fanej- price, for canvas-hack.
But the victim of these unscrupulous
dealers suffers only in pocket book, since

the red-head which has fed on the best of

duck food is, w-hen served up well roasted,

as fine a fowl as one could desire.
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I
T -was the custom of Johnnie and I to

attend a performance at one of the

theatres on Saturday evenings, but we
[.referred the Baltimore Museum, then un-

der the management of John E. Owens,

one of the best comedians of his day.

The “Museum” was popularly and fa-

cetiously known as the “Methodist Thea-

tre,” inasmuch as many people who would
not patronize a regular “theatre” felt no
compunctions of conscience in attending

the “Museum,” though the play might be

the same, in either case. This may serve

to show that there is something in a name
after all. However, it made no difference

to Johnnie or me, as we each had his con-

science under perfect control.

All theatres at that time employed a
stock company for the entire season.

EIGHTH PAPER

we call the soubrette and the ingenue.

Among others of the stock company was
Joe Jefferson, then playing small parts,

one of which, the dumb slave in “Alad-

din,” I remember very well. His brother-

in-law, Charles Burke, a comedian, used
to play the title role in the old version of

Rip Van Winkle, which he made a low
comedy part. It is very likely that Jef-

ferson’s predilection for the character of

“Rip” caused him to have the play re-

written and improved by Dion Bouci-

cault. At any rate he adopted the char-

acter as his own, and his own it surely
was.

Jefferson was a good angler, was very
fond of fishing, and indulged in the sport
whenever an opportunity offered. In 1877
soon after the death of Samuel Phillippe,

Along the Little Miami River near Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tragedians and other stars played weekly
engagements, usually with a different play

each night; from which it is apparent

that the position of a stock actor was no
sinecure, inasmuch as he was compelled

to study and play a different part each
night, or at each performance. Now-a-
days an actor may personate a single

character during an entire season.

We always looked on the stock com-
pany of the Museum as a happy family,

,and we were quite familiar with the capa-

bilities of each and every one, and withal

felt a kind of proprietary interest in the

entire company. We were in love, ' of

course, with the “l-ady’s maid” and the

^iJi^usemaid,’.’ ^hich in .modern parlance

the inventor of the split-bamboo fishing

rod, Jefferson visited his home in Easton,

Pennsylvania, and purchased from the
daughter one of Phillippe’s split-bamboo

rods. He also gratified his natural taste

and artistic temperament by painting very
meritorious landscapes. He and my
friend, the late C. T. Webber, of Cincin-

nati, one of the modern masters of paint-

ing and sculpture, used to spend consid-

erable time painting and fishing at Jef-

ferson’s ^winter lodge in the Lousisana

lowlands.

The auditorium or theatre was situated

in the top stories of the Museum building,

v/hile the lower rooms were occupied by
collections of natural history, and also by ^

various living human freaks such as

giants, dwarfs and fat women. Naturally,

there occurred occasionally some amusing

and unlooked for incident during a play.

One of the most laughable happened one

evening during a hard fought melee be-

tween some sailors and pirates on the

deck of a vessel. The leading man was
supposed to be shot in the forehead, and
falling face downward would again rise to

renew the combat with his face streaming

blood. For this contingency there were

several holes in the floor at one side of

the stage, and the wounded actor stagger-

ing toward the place, would fall with his

face over one of the holes, through which
a stage hand would thrust a brush satur-

ated with a red liquid.

On the night in question the combatant,

unfortunately, fell with his face over the

wrong hole, while the brush appeared at

another one near by, wagging furiously

in plain sight of the audience. The actor,

in his agony, wormed and wriggled his

body to the right hole, but, alas! the

brush popped up at the other hole again.

Then “Gallagher” did the right thing in

the circumstances. He sat up, and seiz-

ing the brush he proceeded deliberately

to smear his face with the crimson gore,

and then thrust the brush through the

hole, and leaping to his feet he again en-

tered the thickest of the fight. This

brought down the house,” and the de-

lighted audience yelled and laughed long

and boisterously, crying “encore; en-

core;” while Johnnie shouted “Let ’er go,

Gallagher.”

Another amusing affair happened one

evening during an engagement of Gus
Adams, a heavy tragedian and a contem-

porary of Edwin Forest, and like him,

possessed of a fine physique and an admir-

able stage presence; and on this account

he played Jack Cade, Metamora, and
other copyright plays of Forest. Unfor-

tunately, Adams had one besetting sin.

He was addicted to an occasional indul-

gence in too much red liquor, usually

ending in a fit of jim-jams. On the even-

ing referred to, Adams, during the play,

Rolla I think, was to appear on the stage

leading a child by the hand, and as his

pursuers gained on him he was to rush

up onto a slender bridge spanning a

chasm; and from there, while brandishing

his sword in one hand, and holding the

child above his head with the other, his

bare, brawny arms showing to great ad-

vantage, and gesticulating wildly he
hurled defiance and obloquy to the sol-

diers below.

On this particular occasion Adams was
just recovering from the effects of one of

his periodical sprees, and was in a very
irritable state of mind. It so happened,
that at the last moment, it was ascertained

that the little child who had taken part
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at the rehearsal was suddenly taken ill

and could not appear. Here was a quan-

dry. It would not do to inform Adams
in his excited and nervous condition, and

no other child was available.

At last a bright idea, or rather an in-

spiration was suggested by some one.

Among the freaks on exhibition in the

rooms below was a dwarf about the size

and weight of a five year old child, but

he was adorned with a full beard, and

possessed of a deep bass voice. But any

port in a storm. The dwarf was hastily

dressed in the absent child’s clothes and

a kerchief wound about his neck and

shoulders to conceal his whiskers. His

appearance was well calculated to de-

ceive, and at the right time he was de-

livered to Adams, who taking him by the

hand led him up the stage speaking the

lines of the play.

Then the enemy appeared, and catching

up the "child” with his left hand, and un-

sheathing his sword with his right, he

rushed up onto the frail bridge, holding

the child aloft and shaking him vigor-

ously, and gesticulating wildly with his

sword he hurled deflnance at the foe.

Meanwhile the ’kercrief had become dis-

arranged disclosing the flowing whiskers.

The dwarf viewing with fear and alarm

the wild, glaring eyes of the actor who
seemed about to dash him down to the sol-

diers below, said in a deep, gruff voice:

'Here, Mr. Adams, don’t let me fall.”

Then Adams, surprised at hearing the

hoarse voice, looked up at the supposed

child, and seeing the whiskers, rushed

madly off the bridge, down to the stage

and through the wings threw the dwarf
into the lap of the fat woman who was
looking on, and exclaimed in a loud voice:

"Got ’em again. By Heel”

ONE evening at the Fair of the Idary-

land Institute, among other inter-

esting things on exhibition, was a

sewing machine, the first of its kind ever

exhibited to the public. It was the in-

vention of Elias Howe. The stitch was
the lock stitch, the same as used to-day,

though the needle worked horizontally

while the cloth was held vertically. This

was changed afterward by other inventors

to the vertical needle and horizontal ma-
terial. The most vital and most essential

feature, however, and without which the

machine would have been useless, was the

eye in the point of the needle, which was
the invention of Howe, and from which
he amassed a fortune in royalties alone.

An old colored woman, having in charge
a little white girl, was greatly interested

in the demonstration of the machine by
an attendant. The child said:

"How does he do it. Mammy?” to which
the nurse replied:

"He duz it wid ’is feet; cum along
honey, its cunjah wuk. Somebody mus’
a unchain’ ole Satan an’ tun’ ’im loos’;

le’s go an’ see de funnychuah and de man
blowin’ glass bubbles.”

MTienever a minstrel show came to
town Johnnie and I were sure to be
on hand near the front row of seats.
While we laughed heartily at the "nigger
•ccentrlcitles” of such, old-timers as Eph,

Horn, Luke West and Harry Lehr, we
greatly enjoyed the vocal and instrumental

features, and most of all the ever fra-

grant and undying melodies of Stephen
Collins Foster. Undying-, indeed! For as

long as genius, originality and true har-

mony are appreciated his matchless and
immortal melodies will never, never die.

And sometimes on spare evnings,when the

air was balmy and redolent with honey-

suckle and jessamine, and the soft moon-
light filtered down through the quivering

leaves, we would pick up cur banjos and
repair to the porch where we played and
sang Foster’s masterpieces, "Old Folks at

Home,” "Old Black Joe,” and "Old Ken-
tucky Home;” an in the pauses between
the verses of the plaintive old songs we
would be encouraged and rewarded by the

handclapping of our neighbors.

Bowling was the favorite and popular
game in those days and bowling alleys

were numerous. The game of billiards

was just being introduced. The tables

were very large with six pockets and the
game was played with four balls. The
small ivory spheres did not appeal to us

then, our preference being for bowling.

We did not fancy, however, the full frame
of ten-pins but greatly preferred the

game with three balls, known as “cocked
hat.” Johnnie declared that rolling a
large ball among ten pins was much like

shooting into a flock of birds, while the

game with three balls was more like

shooting at single birds, and therefore
more artistic and sportsmanlike; and
Johnnie was nearly always right.

We devoted two or three evenings each
week to bowling, playing three games out
of five for the oysters and wine. At
"Shamburg’s,” a first-class restaurant,

one could get a half dozen large fried

oyters, Maryland style, with bread and
battel^ cold slaw, pickles for a

"levy'—twelve and a half cents, and a
claret punch oi a port wine sangaree for

a “fip”—six and a quarter cents, and a
genuine Havana cigar of good quality for

the same price—a ‘‘fi’ penny bit” Do-
mestic cigarettes were unknown. The
remembrance of those happy, humdrum
and halcyon days seems more like a pleas-

ant, reminiscent dream than an actuality,

in contrast and comparison with the pres-

ent strenuous and demoralized, if not de-

generate, days of inflated prices, free-

booting and profiteering.

The time had now arrived when it

became advisable and necessary for

me to apply myself seriously to the
study of medicine. Therefore, in due
time, I reluctantly gave up my pleasant
position and bid farewell forever to mer-
cantile affairs. Johnnie, also, was soon
to go to St. Louis to accept a business po-

sition in that city, where he had relatives.

It would have been better for him had he
remained there; but of that more anon.

I made my second trip to Cincinnati
via the Baltimore and Ohio Railway,

which had then been completed to "Wheel-
ing, West Virginia. It proved to be quite
an improvement on my former journey
over the Pennsylvania Railway, as in-

stead of passing over the mountains by
means of inclined planes I now passed
under them through tunnels. The trip
was also shorter, being entirely by rail, i

After leaving Cumberland, Maryland,
some gentlemen seated near me were con-
versing about fishing, and naturally I be-
came an interested listener. Their con-
versation was mostly about a fish they
called black bass, and they were very en-
thusiastic regarding its gameness and its

desirability as a food-fish. I had never
seen nor read of the fish, nor even hear^

^Continued, on page «
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BOBBING FOR EELS AND SELLING FROGS
THE SIXTH INSTALLMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE
SIMPLE JOY OF PISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OP YOUTH

Bt LEONARD HULIT, Associate Ediitor of FOREST AND STREAM.

M r. WOODHULL was thoroughly
alarmed when he saw Matt take
his involuntary plunge in the

creek as it was at the spot where they had
fished during the afternoon and he knew
the water was deep, besides he had no
knowlelge as to whether the lad could

swim or not. There was also the danger

that he might strike a snag or other ob-

struction in the water. He kept the jack-

light thrown on the water as he crossed on

the tree trunk and was delighted to see

the lad come to the surface and strike out

vigorously for the bank, apparently unin-

jured. He gave him a helping hand as he
scrambled tip the bank v.'here he stood a
minute, a picture of righteous wrath and
disgust. “I do’ know,” he began, as soon

as he had cleared his throat of mud and
water, “who done it. I just set the bag
o’ suckers down by the tree, when, quick’s

a flash he grabbed me by the neck an’

one leg an’ when I yelped he ducked me
in. Gosh, I didn’t know’s anybody was
so mean, ’sides Aunt Mary’l meb’e stop

my fishin.’ ” The night air was cold and
as the boy soon gave evidence of being

chilled, they hurried their departure, walk-

ing as rapidly as the traps which they had

to carry would permit and reached the

cottage before Aunt Mary had retired.

That personage W'as horrified and. as usual

somewhat critical. “It comes along of

your’re gettin’ into a fight,” she said ex-

citedly. “Good lands, you’re wet as a

rat. I'll make a cup o’ tea and you go

change your clothes while I do it.” While

Matt was upstairs Mr. Woodhull gave a

full .statement of the affair, assuring the

aunt that there had been no dispute, and

that neither had been given opportunity

to see who the assailant was. ‘T know
well’s I want to who done it,” she replied,

“so does Matt, but he wont say so till he

knows for sure. Ned Southard’s mean as

pizen, pickin’ on smaller boys. The’l be

another ruction sure next time they

meet.” The boy came down stairs with

dry clothes on while his aunt was still

busy around the stove fixin’ a warm bite

as she termed it, and he looked but little

the worse for his experience. Aunt Mary
had formed a great liking for T\Ir. Wood-
hull whose pleasant manners appealed to

her, besides she had a sort of paternal

feeling toward the man His marked im-

provement in health as a result of the out

of door life he was leadin.g iu company
with Matt was doing him good. But one
thing she could not tmdcrsland: why a

man of refinement and education should

take such a fancy to her chimsv, unlettered

boy. Aunt Mary had never gone “fishin’
”

ner Lad been initiated into its soulful

mveterie«. The answer to her would

ferve for manv, miany thousands of

others w'ho do not understand the strange

triendshius which snrina: ud and crow
k

between what seems like strong opposites
in the many walks of life. “What’ll you
ever do with all them suckers?” she asked
as Matt and his companion regaled them-
selves with the luncheon. “The’s more’n
half a bushel.” “The’s never been a time
when any was wasted,” said Matt. “Some-
body alius wants ’em at some price. I

aint worryin’ none ’bout that. What beats
me is who soused me in the creek.” “As
if you didn’t know well’s as you need to,”

said the aunt. “The's only one who
would do it and he’s forever picking on
you for no reason s I knovy of.” “The’s
a lot o’ difference ’tween thinkin’ an’

knowin’,” returned ]\Iatt. “I know who
kicked the eggs, ’cause I seen him. I

don’t know who soused me ’cause I on'y
felt him, but,” he continued, “the’s vrays

o’ finding out things' thout makin’ any
noise. Let’s go bobbin for eels to-morrow
night,” he said, as his friend was prepar-
ing to leave, “I’m goin’ to dress the gar-

den over an’ get plenty of worms. You
don’t have to wash or moss ’em to make
bobs” “Good land,” broke in Aunt Mary,
“I should think you’d got bobbin ’plenty

for once, while maybe Mr. Woodhull had
best not be out nights nor around the
water so much—but,” she added in a
lighter vein, “somethin’ seems to bo
agreein’ with you.”

Mr. Woodhull agreed to be over the fol-

lowing afternoon prepared for the trip

and expressed a great desire to see eels

taken in the manner described by the boy.

M att was around early the follow-

ing morning, had the chores done
and was' washing his fish when his

aunt came down. She paused a moment,
looking over his catch and remarked:

“They run big, don’t they?” “They’re

mos’ all spawnin’ ones,” was his answer.

“The's plenly for us, I guess,” he said, as

he threw two large ones to one side. At
breakfast he told his aunt he intended
building a frog pen down by the well

drain some day. “What do you want o’

frogs?” broke in the aunt, and as was her
custom, dropping her knife and fork and
looking at him curiously. “Well,” said

Matt, “the’s no more plantin’ ’mong the
farmers: it’s all done an’ it’s too early

for berrin’, ’sides Mr. Woodhull says he’ll

sell all the big fro.gs I can catch at a good
price. The’s lots of ’em along the brooks
an’ places I know.” “Well.” said the aunt,

“when folks want frogs to eat they can
have ’em for all- o’ me.”
Matt divided his catch of fish, taking

one-half in a lar.ge basket and put a wet
towel over them to keep them fresh, then

started out. In less than half an hour
his aunt -was surprised to see him come in

the yard swinging his emitty basket. “T

had good luck right off,” he said. “I met
klr. Baker down the road. He’s got some
mas makin’ fence an’ cleanuu; ud. said tlia

fish’d come handy—but he held me down
in price—gave me half a dollar, that’s

all,” and be handed the money to his aunt

who took it without comment. The bal-

ance of the fish was then put in the basket

and he again started out. While in one

of the houses that he stopped at, a boy

of about his own age said: “Got ducked
las’ night, didn’t ye, Matt?” “Who said

so?” asked the latter quietly. “Ned
Southard tol’ me an’ he tol’ others too,

said he heard it first thing this mornin’
how you slipped off’n the bank clean over

your head.” Here was evidence of sub-

stantiating quality. Matt had told no one
hut his aunt and from Mr. W’oodhull no
word could have reached that point so

early in the day, besides he would not
have given out that Matt had slipped in

through accident.

He had sold to the wheelwriight the last

of his fish and was seated on a bench

talking when who should drive up but

Southard himself with some repair work
to be done for his father. Giving a signal

to his friend to keep mum klatt dodged
behind a stairway when Southard en-

tered the shop and seated himself w'here

Matt had sat a moment before. “Did you
hear how Matt Buckley got ducked las’

night?” he asked the first thing. “No,”

said the wheelwright and he paused in his

work to get t'ne story. “Well, ’twas like

this, him an’ that sick dude what’s fishin’

with him all the time went out spearin’

suckers an’ Matt gettin’ too close up, slip-

ped an’ went in clean over his head.

Didn’t hurt him none though I guess.

Washed some of the freckles off meb’e.”

Matt could stand no more. “You’re tellin’

a plum lie,” he excairned, as he Tvalkcd

from behind the stairway boldly, well

knowing his friend the wheelwright
would protect him. “You grabbed me by
the neck an’ one leg an’ heaved me in, not
carin’ if I drowned or not; nen you
scooted like a skunk.” Southard jumped
to his feet on hearing his voice and the

two stood glaring at each other savagely
for a moment when the older of the two
seated himself on the light saw-bench
with his back to Matt and a look of con-

tempt on his face. I\Iatt stood leaning

against the work bench at the side of the
shop when his quick eye took in the fact

that the wheelwright had thrown some
shavings and blocks of wood into the old

stove to warm the glue in the pot on the
toj). Like a flash he grabbed a le.g of the
light bench on which Southard was seated
and with a savage yank dropped him
heavily to the floor, at the same instant ho
grabbed with the other hand the brush
which was in the Warm ghie and burled
it deeply in the curly hair of his enemy,
leaving a fiooci of the sticky substance
wiiere it wouici ao the most good, or dam-
age, ami before uie esasperatea Souiti»
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ard could regain his feet Matt Vv'as

through the door with his basket, pipiug

back to the wheelwright; "Charge ine

glue to his father.”

When he entered the gate at his home
his aunt knew by a glance at his flushed

appearance that something was on foot,

but she said nothing, knowing that the

story would come out in good time, what-

ever its nature. He gave her the balance

of his money, amounting all told to but

little more than one dollar. Small as the

sum was it helped out by just that much
in providing table necessities. He took

down his hoe and rake and went to the

garden where he worked until noon,
‘ dressin’ the garden,” as he called it,

meanwhile gathering a can of w'orms for

making the bobs.
,

During the dinner Matt said in his

quiet droll way: ‘‘.Seems ‘ough Ned
Southard's gittin’ mighty stuck up lately,

seen him in the wheelwright shop this

mornin’ an—”
“I should think he wmuld

feel proud of last night’s work,” broke in

the aunt, “I know he done it most as if

I’d seen him.” “I know' it too now',” Matt
rejoined. Then he related how' he heard
Southard telling the wheelwright how he
had slipped from the bank and the sub-

sequent wetting. ‘Td a faced him right

there with his ’bomnible lie,” said Aunt
Mary with an unusual degree of warmth.
“I did,” said Matt,

“ 'Xen I upsot his

bench an’ sloshed his hair ful o’ hot glue.

Gosh; but I’d like to see him com’in’ it

out.” Again Aunt _Mary laid her knife

and fork down anfl sat with one elbow
resting on the table looking at him In

mute astonishment. ‘‘He’ll never get it

out ’till the cra(*k o’ doom,” she said,

when she could find words. "The crack o’

doom wont help him none,” said Matt, as

he shoved back from the table. "He’ll

have to have his head shaved,” and the boy
chuckled as tb4 picture returned to him.

M r. 'V\’'00DHULL w’as around as

agreed at three o’clock, anxious

as a school boy to be initiated in

the secrets of eel bobbing. Matt had two
large sewing needies and a supply of linen

thread ready and was waiting his friend’s

coming. Threading the needle with a six-

foot length he doubled it and tied a knot

in the end. He next proeeeded to string

the w'orms on, using the eye end of the

needle as it would follow the channel

through 1,he worm and not pierce

through so readily as the point, then pass-

ing the worm on down to the knot in the

end of the thread. Each worm was
treated in the same manner and just

touched the end of the preceding one. He
continued until the thread w'as full, then,

knotting another thread to the first the

process w'as continued until a string of

fully twelve feet was made. Mr. Wood-
hull was a most interested spectator until

he caught the idea then he set about mak-
ing a second string and while not so

handy at the job as Matt, he w'as soon
v.'orking it well.

"Did you take any cold from your wet-
ting last night,” he asked as with their

heads close together they threaded the
worms. “Have you any idea as to who
it was who would play so dangerous a
trick?” “No, don’t seem to have got any
cold, but I sure felt chilly like goin’ home,
’sides ’twasn’t any trick at all, ’twas clear

spite.” The boy related the egg episode
which amused his companion greatly and
then added: "’Sides I told him this

mornin’ I knowed who done it an’ I hot-

glued his hair for him.” On hearing the
adventure of the morning Mr. Woodhull
lay over on the grass convulsed with
laughter. "I am much afraid though,” he
said, “he will do you some great injury.”

"Not if I see him first he won’t, he’s big-

gern’ me an’ stronger but he can’t eaten
me in a foot race,” replied Matt, smiling.

Before it was time to start for the

lower mill basin where Matt said their

chances were best for getting good eels,

their friend of their former trips stopped

at the gate. He had been away on a busi-

ness trip and had just gotten back. He,
like Mr. Woodhull, was much Interested

in the construction of a bob, which after

being strung was looped back and forth

until it was not more than four inches in

length and making a bunch of consider-

able thickness. This was wound with
thread quite loosely so as to not cut the
worms too much. Matt remarking: “The
more thread you get on the better you
get the eels.” “How do yon fasten the
hooks in this mess of worms?” Mr. Adams
asked as the bobs w'ere pronounced done.
“We don’t use no hooks,” replied the boy,
“eels has got a row of fine teeth along
their mouth edge an’ when they take holt
an’ pull w'e just yank ’em out on the
ground” Both men seemed incredulous
but as Matt had made good with so many
things he had told them of in relation to
the ways and kinds of fish in the neigh-
borhood they did not openly dispute his
assertions about eels getting the thread
fast in their teeth. Mr. Adams was not
prepared to go with them that evening
but had come over to have a talk about a
trip extending over a w'eek or more down
the river later in the season. Aunt Mary
W'as called in consultation and the plan
talked over. Mr. Adams would furnish a
shelter tent and provision, then they
would take a boat from below the lower
dam on the river and go down to salt wa-
ter, getting such fish as were to be had
on the route. Matt of course was all en-
thusiasm, but Aunt Mary, with her usugi
diplomacy, reserved her decision.

(To be continued)

IPie gifiherman fares forth to
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HEALTHY THOUGHTS FOR THE HOY.

'n''0 eveiy healthy lad there comes at a certain age the
J- desire to learn all that he can about what is going on
in the world outside the limited range of his experiences,

and thousands of writers are ever striving to supply the

boys’ demand for literature. The bcj’ reads for enter-

tainment, not, consciously, for instruction; yet he is

informed and instructed by his reading. He wants
stories that tell him what people do in distant lands, or

at least under conditions that differ widely from those

with which he is familiar; yet these stories must be ex-

citing, must appeal to his imagination. What he reads

should be so chosen as to give him an interest in some
healthy subject.

There is no more wholesome reading for a boy or

young man than the columns of Forest and Stream.
Wliether you look at it from tlie physical or the moral
side, there are no more wholesome topics in wliich to in-

terest those approaching young manhood than those to

which Forest and Stream is devoted. Outdoor life,

shooting, fishing, nature studj'—if a boy takes an inter-

est in these or in any one of them—arc anchors -which

will tend to hold him steady -when he is brought face to

face with the thousand temptations which must come to

every young man during the formative period of his life

;

temptations which no amount of care or coddling can
keep from him.

Parents who are wise enough to recognize the best

way to keep their son strong, wholesome and clean in

thought and life, will make every effort to encourage in

him an interest in some wholesome pursuit
;
something

that he may think and dream about, and which, by fill-

ing his mind with interesting and improving thoughts,

will leave in it less room for other thoughts, not viru-

lent nor helpful, that may tend to harm him.
Above all things then, strive to give your boy an active

interest in something wholesome. If he enjoys shooting,

ta$Uice him to share your interest in the pursuit of game.

The lad is imitative, he will want to do what his father
does, whether it be shooting, fishing, camping or sailing.
Take him out with you when you go. When he is old
enough, give him a gun—or a fishing rod, or a boat or
a tent or a microscope, as the case may be—and teach
him how to use it. We believe that the things mentioned
will help the boy more than most other things, becau.se
the boy is naturally an outdoor creature; but if he has a
mechanical turn of mind, then get him a box of good
tools or a simple engine.
Above all, give the boy something to do, interest him

in something, and you will perform for yourself, for
your son and your country services whose worth cannot
be measured.

V

FORESTRY FOR THE NATION
^.A^IONAL POLICY of forestry seeks the protec-
tion and beneficial utilization of our pre.sent forest

resources, the renewal after cutting of forests on lands

^

not needed for agriculture and settlement, the stability
of forest industries and of satisfactory conditions for
forest workers, and the restoration of forest gro-wth on,'

lands now unproductive and idle.

The public interest in the continuance’^ of ’forests
justify and require direct ownership of extensive areas,

I

and also participation by the public in working out
the problem of protection and renewal of private forests.!
A program of forestiy for the Nation should include'
action by the public through the Government and the'
States, action by land o-umers and operators, and the*
means of uniting the efforts of all for the achievement!
of a common purpose.

The sei’vice of forests is not alone local;* it is national]
as -\vell. For the products are widely distributed with-
out reference to State lines, the industries are engaged,
in interstate bu-siness, and the protective benefits of
forests often extend far beyond the localities where they
are situated. It is the function of the Federal Govern-'
ment to take the Icadei’ship in formulating a national
economic policy that gives consideration to the relation-
ship of all forests to the industrial life of the countrv.'
The central Government alone can bring about con-
current and harmonious action within given regions.
Its research and educational work may be directed to
the problems of the Nation and of regions that comprise^
more than one State. Representing the whole Nation,!
the Goveimment can stimulate and guide local action’
where individual States by their owm efforts would fail.

The Government can act to organize all agencies af-
fected by the forest problem in a united undertaking to
inaugui-ate and carry out a program of forestry.
The States have not only the function of handling',

the_ public forests owned by them, but they have also,

a direct responsibility in the protection and "continuance
of private forests. In this, the Federal Government:
should take part to meet interstate and national prob-j
lems, to stimulate action by the States, and to bring!
into harmony the efforts of the different States. In the^
problem of private forestry, the Government would!
work through and in co-operation Avith the States. The!
legislation affecting the private o-wner in the matter of
protection and continuance of forests should be by the
States. The Government should help the States in
formulating plans and developing methods and by di-

rect assistance in carrying them out. The assistance

offered by the Government should be contingent upon
the States taking legi.slative and administrative action

to provide for the protection and renewal _of forests.
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A national policy mnst recognize the problems of the

private owner of forests. Greater security of forest

property from fire, better returns from timberlaud in

the long run, and more stable industrial conditions must

be sought. A program in which the public participates

and recognizes industrial problems, like taxation, would

enable private proprietors to handle their forests in a

way not to be a public injury but to sem'e in building

up the localities in which they are situated.

There should be an extensive program of public for-

ests, owned by the Nation, by the States, by municipali-

ties, and, too, by quasi-public institutions and organiza-

tions. The public forests to-day comprise about 2.3 per

cent, of the total forest area of the country. They
should be extended to include ultimately from 40 to

50 per cent.

Adequate funds should be provided to enable the

Government and other public agencies to carry on in-

vestigative work needed in carrying out a national policy

of forcstrJ^ This would include investigations on a

larger scale than at present in determining the best

methods of forest practice, and also research in forest

products.

A program for the Nation must be an aggregate of

local programs adapted to different conditions, and
correlated and standardized through the Federal Gov-
ernment to meet the broader requirements of the whole
country. A national program cannot be put into effect

in its entirety at once. Local programs will also prob-

ably have to be worked out by steps. Some States are

already able to go forward more rapidly than others,

partly because of their financial strength an’d partly

because experience has already demonstrated the meth-
ods of protection and forestry required to secure re-

sults on the ground.
The initiation of a national policy of forestry requires

as one of the first steps the passage of a Federal law that

recognizes its objectives and j)rovides authority and
means for the Government to extend co-operation with
the States in the protection and perpetuation of the

forests under their juri.sdielion along the foregoing lines.

At the same time. Federal appropriations for the pur-

chase of forest lands should be greatly increased.

^luch can be accomplished pending such a law. Thus,
there should be at once a joining of hands in a mo.st

vigorous campaign for fire protection, that will educate
the public to the dangers from fire and lead to more
effective action in all forest regions. Individual States

should go forward with plans for better legislation and
larger support of forestry. But the passage of a basic

Federal law with the aid that the Nation can offer

would make possible the inauguration of a policy that

Avould secure results impossible without national action.

GEORGIA GA3IE LAWS

^EORGIA has taken a step forward, in that she
has put '‘teeth” and sharper and more teeth into

her game laws. The act now clearly defines the pen-
alties for violation of the game laws and provides that
the penalty cannot be less than $10.00 nor more than
$100.00 and all of the court costs, or in lieu of the
fine, violators must work upon the public Avorlcs. which
in this State means the chain-ga^ig. not le^s than 10
days nor more than 90 days. The iinpr&ssion prevails

throughout part of the State that violation of the

game laws is a misdemeanor and that the court may
impose a fine as low as $1.00. The penalty for the vio-

lation of the game act is treated as a misdemeanor but

provides also that the punishment mentioned above

must l>e inflicted so that no fine Avill be less than $10.00.

There has been in the past a good many fines in tho

State for violation of the game laws, 'he great majority

of them being purely nominal,—$1.00 or $2.00 or maybe

$5.00, many people care little about the fine, but

the law reads now, the court must impose a very sub-

stantial penalty.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FIELD NATURALISTS.

The Bureau of Biological Survey has just published

a circular entitled ‘“Suggestions for Field Studies

of j\Iammalian Life-histories” Avhich contains some inter-

esting hints for the field naturalist.

For many years leading museums have been acquiring

exhibit and study material representative of different

groups of birds and mammals, until at present the Amer-
ican collections are in many respects unsurpassed by
those of any other country of the world. This relative

completeness of research collections permits increased

attention to the study of life histories.

Equipment of field investigation of habits of mammals
need not be elaborate and will often be at hand where
needed. Pick, shovel, ax or large hatchet, trowel or large

spoon, brusheutter, grasscutter, tapeline, sketch pad,

coordinate paper and writing materials usually suffice

for ordinary work. A bump of resourcefulness on the

part of the investigator is perhaps the most important

item of initial equipment.
The study of mammalian life-histories opens a field of

activity for any sincere student with an enthusiasm

for closer acquaintance with wild life. No human being

and no book, but Nature herself, is the supreme author-

ity in natural histor3^ The beginner may make as im-

portant an observation as the veteran investigator. The
ctTorts of all arc needed if our fund of information is ia

any sense to be complete.

Any department of natural histoiy, if pursued in the

proper spirit, is replete with interest. But none, per-

haps, promises a greater return in real satisfaction than,

tlie .study of the home life of wild mammals and birds,

Tiic Bureau of Biological Survey’’, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, solicits correspondence from any indi-

vidual or institution planning woi’k of this nature, and
will be glad to assist with advice or suggestions as op-

portunitj' may be given.

IMPORTING QUAIL FR03I MEXICO
T TNDER authority of law, notice has been given by^ the Secretaiy of Agriculture, that until f'urther

order, permits issued or which may be issued under
the “Regulations Governing the Importation of Quail
into the United States from Northeastern iMexico, ” ap-
proved and effective November 13, 1916, will authorize
the entrA^ of such quail onlj^ between November 15 and
iMarch 31 of the folloAving year, inclusive.

In order to reduce the danger of introduction of quail

diseases, applicants Avill be required to show that they
are qiAalified to handle quail in captivity and are pre-

pared to care for them under approved sanitary con-

ditions during the period of quarantine. The right is

reserved to issue permits onh' to those wlio are prop-
erly qualified and haA'e facilities to care for the birds

I’x accordance Avith the regulations.

Tills is entireh' just and proper and "will tend to

eliminate the careless and inhumane treatment attend-

ed birds on such movements throughout the eomitg^
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SOME INTERESTING NOTES FROM DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
CONCERNING THINGS OF INTEREST TO THE LOVER OF OUTDOOR LIFE

Bob-White versus Dove

T he dove and the bob-white (alias

quail in the north, alias partridge

in the south) are not dissimilar

birds. They are both of the upland, not

unlike in size, seeking their food on the

ground. One does not see them dabbling

in the creek like a black duck, stalking

fish like a heron, climbing trees like a
woodpecker, darting about over the fields

like a swallow, or flitting among the

branches and leaves after the manner of

a host of insectivorous birds. Natural-

ists used to consider the two rather

closely related, and, from force of habit,

many still classify them in adjacent cate-

gories. Both are swift flyers, though the

dove doubtless excels in speed as it ob-

viously does in distance flying.

Though not gifted with the voice of the

thrush, the calls of both species are

among the most pleasing of nature’s

sounds. That of the dove, which has a

mournful cadence to most ears, would per-

haps be missed the least, and also the

bob-white is the more destructive to in-

sect enemies of the farmer’s crops.

From the point of view of domestic

economy dove and bob-white are in

marked contrast. The’ former lays but

two eggs, and its squabs are at first per-

fectly helpless end dependent on their

parents in every way. The bob-white

lays sometimes as many as eighteen eggs,

and the little quails are wide-awake and
“on their toes” from the very first. While
they still have the appearance of small
fuzzy chickens, they can fly like bumble-
bees for a short distance.

It Is plain then, that compared to the

more or less stable year to year abund-

ance the annual production of doves is

email, that of bob-whites enormous.

Query: "What becomes of the bob-white?
In a limited degree the foxes, the weasels
and the birds of prey can answer this

question. By no means every quail con-

sumed is served on toast and eaten with
knife and fork. Probably these agencies

about compare with legitimate shooting

In the number of birds they account for,

but more than shooting, are constantly

eliminating the weaker or less alert indi-

viduals, and improving the race. They
become very destructive only when the

birds are weakened by cold or hunger.

It Is In hunger and exposure that one
should look for the chief drain on the

supply of bob-white. When food runs
low or shelter is distant one sees the

iove hurtling through the sky In search

of either or both, but the bob-white stays

in one general locality no matter what the

conditions—to live or perish.

Though writing in a natural history col-

umn it will not be out of place to call at-

tention to how some of these facts effect

the availability of the two species as game
birds. The natural production of doves

is so low that they can not be expected to

stand up against any considerable shoot-

ing. When they seem to do so, we sus-

pect the shooting is at some favorable

point where they concentrate from a wide
area, and the hunters are shooting out
somebody else’s birds. However swift

of wing or good to eat, the dove is not

suitable for game. The natural produc-
tion of bob-white is so high that legiti-

mate shooting should never threaten their

existence. Let the sportsmen help solve

the." food and shelter problem (conserve
the thickets, plant small evergreens, and
plant strips of buckwheat to furnish food

through the winter) and he will have the

satisfaction of saving as many birds as he
destroys.—J. T. N.

A Gopher Above Ground

O NE afternoon I met a gopher out
on the desert grass. This was in

northern Arizona several years ago.

He seemed dazed and out of his element

for gophers generally spend their time

underground building sub-ways, and gen-

erally messing up the landscape. When
I touched him with my foot he turned on

me peevishly and seemed entirely un-

afraid, making no attempt to run away.

Presently he turned his round back on me
and commenced going south. He dug
frantically with his large forepaws until

he had accumulated a double handful of

earth when he suddenly whirled about

and pushed the earth away with his head

and forepaws. Then he resumed digging

and again pushed the accumulated earth

back. This kept on until he was lost to

sight and only a hole remained.

Dwight Franklin, New York.

/y ,
Bay Ducks of Genus Marila

T he five species of ducks included in

the genus Marila are the canvas-

back, red-head, scaup, lesser scaup

and ring-necked duck Four of these birds

are unquestionably well known *o all

lovers of duck-shooting, but nevertheless

there are several things of interest about

the group as a whole which are worth
pointing cut.

Ducks are divided by general consent

into two great groups, the fresh-water,

non-diving, river or pond ducks, and the

salt-water, diving, sea or bay ducks, to

which among others belong the Marilas.

Every sportsman knows that a mallard

or black duck “tips” fer its food, v.'l ile a

redhead or scaup dives. This is about

the only real distinction, however, as far

as names go. Everybody knoivs that

cnnvasback, and in fact the whole Genus
Marila is more abundant in the Central

West, where there is no salt-water, and
who has not seen black ducl:s go out to

sea in the North Atlantic States while on

the Gulf Coast of Florida all the “fresh-

water” ducks spend the whole day at sea.

The distinction in feeding habits is un-

doubtedly good, but let no one suppose

that a “non-diving” duck is incapable of

diving. He does dive, especially when
wounded.

What, then, are the real differences, if

any? One will be labelled by my readers

as a pure technicality, and they will be

right. The hind toe in all ducks is placed

high up, and has ceased to be of the least

use. In the “fresh-water” ducks it is a
normal toe, but in the “sea” ducks it is

flattened out and looks just like a disk of

thick skin. Hov/ this ever came about
the writer has not the faintest idea, as it

cannot account for any differences in

life-histories or habits. During this hunt-

ing season some reader may kill a black

duck and a scaup on the same day and
he might be interested to see for himself.

Fortunately, however, there are much
better differences, which are purely mat-
ters of close observation. How is it that

an experienced duck-hunter can tell pretty

accurately just what a flock of ducks is

that gets up off the water a quarter of a
mile away? He will probably name the

species, hut can certainly tell to which
group they belong. It is obvious that the
ralinity of the water has nothing to do
with the case, nor can he see their hind
toes! The fact is that the two groups
can be separated by their shapes. “Fresh-
water” ducks are comparatively slim witJi

«lender. long necks and a comparatively
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The Canvas-back

narrow head. Marilas are stockilv built,

with a short neck and a rounded head. In
“fresh-water” ducks the wings are long
and slender, tapering gradually to a point,

while in Marilas the wings are compara-
tively shorter, broader, and either com-
ing abruptly to a point or what is loosely

termed rounded. In flight, another ex-

cellent character is the way the wings are
used. Marilas flap their wings much
more rapidly than most “fresh-water”
ducks, and always the tip of the wiug
describes a narrower arc in space. This
is a somewhat difficult point to follow,

and in figures the statement amounts to

this, that if we assume that a black duck
flaps its wings 100 times in a minute, a
canvasback would flap its wings 150
times, as each flap takes less time. This
Is the explanation of the rapid flight

of a green-winged teal which can outfly

even the large and powerful canvasback.
It flaps its wings just as rapidly, but over
a greater space as in other “fresh-water”

ducks, thus getting extra power and speed.

There is one other interesting point

about the Marilas that is connected with

their ranges and migration habits. Why
i.s the scaup common on the coast of Mas-

sachusetts and the canvasback rare? Per-

secution is not an absolutely conclusive

answer. The true answer is a difference

of breeding range and of migration route.

The nesting area of the Marilas is, gen-

erally speaking, the central prairie lake

region of the continent from the Dakotas
north through Canada. From this com-
paratively small area the migrating birds

scatter in a huge fan embracing nearly

the whole of the United States. As far

as the Atlantic States are concerned it is

obvious that the migration route is a diag-

onal to the south-east. But as the coast

runs northeast to southwest, it is appar-

ent by glancing at the map that Virginia

and Long Island are almost equidistant

from the breeding grounds. This is the

reason why canvasback arrive in Chesa-
peake Bay and Curritick Sound at about
the same time or even earlier than they

appear on Long Island, a fact which has
caused astonishment to many. As a mat-
ter of fact, there is more to it even than
this. Flathead Lake, North Dakota,

V and Western New York are twm excellent

places for canvasback, both nearer the

breeding grounds than Long Island or

Currituck Sound. But they do not reach
there any earlier either. This can be ac-

counted for by the habits of the bird. Its

migration is purely a question of cold

weather and open water, and it does not
leave its breeding grounds in any large

numbers until the season becomes unfa-

vorable. With comparatively few excep-

tions each canvasback has its particular

winter feeding grounds. It is highly un-

likely that a canvasback wintering in Cur-
rituck Sound one year will winter in

Western New York the next. So when
the time comes for it to leave its nesting

The Red-head

grounds it makes for its winter feeding

grounds, and in most cases gets there,

with no stops on the way. So now we can
see why the canvasback is so rare a bird

except in places v/hich answer its tastes.

The scaup duck breeds much farther

north in numbers. Its southeast diagonal
consequently brings it much farther north
along the Atlantic States in numbers.
Here we have the answer to our question

about the comparative abundance of the

tv/o birds on the Massachusetts coast If

w'e go still farther north to Labrador, we
get entirely outside the normal diagonal,

with the result that all Marilas are casual

stragglers to that coast. The ringnecked
duck’s migration route is the most south-

erly and the least easterly of them all, so

that with the exception of a very few
birds from Virginia southward it never
reaches the Atlantic Coast at all except a
few stragglers which clubs take pride in

mounting and pointing out to visitors.

Ludlow Geiscom.

Bills of drake lessen and
iiatural size

Pliolofirnijiii; courtesy of American Museum of Natural Histori
;rcr.:er staups (known also as little and big broadI)ill or bluebill), and riagnecked duck (left to right).
These thri-e species have black heads. The scaups differ from the ringueck in having a
white itripe in the wing, and from another in size, especially of the bill.
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lUKIXG DUCK DECOYS
By D. W. O’Neil, Jr.

WITH the cost of decoys ranging
from twenty-three dollars a dozen
for the best grade of cork stool

down to seven for the lowest grade of the

wooden variety and the prices still going

up, not to mention the taxes and all the

bother of fitting them up with weights and
cords I made up my mind to try the ex-

periment of making a set of cork stool

myself and if successful to let the other

members of the Duck Hunting Clan in on

the secret.

We live in the heart of New York City

and get all our shooting out on Great

South Bay and in the adjacent swamps,
getting in Saturdays and holidays during

the season at very little expense because

we know our ground and waters well af-

ter years of experience.

I have my own home-made duck boat

and set of stool that came from a mail

order house several years ago at the rate

of $3.49 per dozen but times have changed
and now the price of stool with glass

eyes is at least triple that amount.
How well do I remember the first flock

of five stool that I had. They were just

blocks of wood sawed out and painted

black with blocks of smaller wood nailed

on for heads, with no shape or any par-

ticular liking to a duck, but they served

the purpose for a whole season.

The birds seemed to know that there

•was only a single barrel gun there to

guard the stool for I got some wonderful
chances at big flocks, capped off with the

time fifty came in at once and by quick

Fig. L

work I managed to get my first double.

My, how happy I was that day. Then
father promised to get me the long tcased-

for new gun for Christmas.

Christmas came with the new gun and
I sold the old musket for eight dollars

to a country boy I knew and sent by the

Bixt post for the above-mentioned stool.

The bay froze over before they got to me,
however, so it was not until the next year

that I was able to use my new rig which
I had completed by the making of a
dandy hunting boat for myself.

F
or tools you v/111 want the following

list of implements to best proceed

with the work at hand, but substi-

tutes may be be made if imperative.

Hammer, screwdriver, wood rasp (flat

on one side round on the other), gimlet,

sand-paper, saw, jacknife, whetstone,

pencil, rule and a one-half inch chisel.

Procure from a lumber yard a five foot-

length of clear white pine or cedar, one

and a quarter inches wide by three inches

deep and have it dressed on four sides

as the marks will show better (for black-

E are depending upon the

friende and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United States

Army; his canoe has been preserved

in the Smithsonian Institution; and
we hope that all good woodsmen
will contribute to this department
their Hints and Kinks and trail-

tested contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

duck you will want at least seven feet).

Mark out your heads on the side of the

pieces according to the style of duck you

are going to make. I shall speak of

imitating a broadbill entirely in this ar-

ticle and changes in the measurements

given for other varieties of ducks will bo

easily figured out from the ones given

here.

The head should be about four inches

long over all and the details on cut No.

I. will give you the proper dmensions to

draw to, also the first step in sawing the

cuts as marked. My advice is to saw out

one head at a time and then do the split-

ting later.

After having made the saw-cuts as per

the diagram you must be very careful in

splitting not to split off too much but

work off a half inch at a time.

You now have your heads cut out in the

rough and the next step is to snlit and

whittle the blocks out to the rough shape
of the head. First make two saw cuts
at the neck three-eighths of an inch deep,
then splitting the head out roughly.
Now take the rasp and knife and work

the heads down to the desired shape, first

M'orking the bill to the shape shown in

I. Then work the neck and the back of

the head to the desired shape, finishing
off with sand-paper to smooth out the
rough spots.

Drive in two furniture tacks for eyes,
and j’ou have your heads completed and
the hardest part of the job done.

NOW for the bodies of these Imitators.

Procure from some dealer in rough
cork some slabs of two-inch cork

five and a half by eleven inches. It is usu-

ally sold by the pound. I used twenty
pounds for my set and I had especially

thick stock. Fifteen pounds should cover

two-inch stool and to spare. Cork is

worth twenty cents a pound just now and
if you do not know of a dealer the Pad-
dock Cork Co., 1209 De Kalb Avenue,
Brooklyn can furnish what you require.

Cedar can be used in place of the cork
but is much heavier and harder to work,
and the finished stool is not so lively as

the cork ones.

As in Fig. II mark your body shape but
not on the smoothest side of the cork,

with white chalk, then saw the corners

off as indicated. Next trim the block,

making the tail about one inch thick at

the end. Take your rasp and smooth out

all the rough corners, rounding the body
into the desired shape.

The third unit of the complete duck is

the keel. This should be of white pine.

£ •• Tmes

Fig. II.

three-quarters of an inch square and
seven inches long, taking a piece seven

feet long to do the job.

In the center of one side of this piece

cut with your chisel as in Fig. HI, being

sure to dovetail the cut on the ends in

order to hold the lead. Make this cut on^
half inch deep and four inches Ions



Drill two holes with the gimlet about

an inch away from the cut as shown in

Fig. III.

Now procure some old lead and melt
It up so that it can be run into the cuts

in the keels, bringing the lead even with
the outside of the keel. Then, taking

your knife carve your initials on the side

of the keel and screw a brass eye into the
end of the keel to hold the anchor*and we
are ready to assemble our ducks.

Procure twelve brass screws about one-

half Inch thicker than your cork and after

boring the holes in the right places with
the gimlet, drive the screw through the

cork from the bottom side and be careful

to drill out the screw holes in the necks
BO they wont split, screw the heads fast

to the body as in Fig. IV.

With the gimlet bore the holes for the
copper wire through the bodies at the

proper place to meet the holes in the keel

and using old telephone wire, stripped

of the insulation, fasten the keels to the

body as in Fig IV.

Your duck is now completely assembled
and should resemble closely the living

bird in shape.

Painting comes next and here the indi-

vidual taste of the gunner must come in.

My own method is to paint eight males
and four females out of the dozen, but
some differ.

I make the black and white marking of

the male broadbill and the brownish red
and white markings of the female. The
bills of both sexes are painted a bluish

Fig III.

gray and I put some rough splashes of

white on the back of the male birds for

the grayish marking of the live bird of

that sex.
|

Attach to each stool a six foot length
of cord with a weight of about six ounces
to hold your stool in its place in the flock

when jmu are hunting. I used lead sink-

ers but a brick split in half serves ad-

mirably if you are not too particular.

The work is now completed and all you
have before you is the thorough enjoy-

ment of knowing ihat if you don’t get

your share of ducks in the future it will

be the fault of the man who points the

gun.

Take your rig the first chance you get

and go to that favorite point of yours

and as the day is breaking place your
stool twenty-five yards off shore and be

careful not to shoot your stool because
they will look very natural if you fol-

low the above directions.

Go to it, old timer, and the youngster,
as well, and let’s create some new decoys
this winter so that next year the birds,

being more plentiful because of the Fed-
eral Law we will get glorious days on the
rivers, lakes and marshes.

A HAND POWER ROW BOAT

T here is untold pleasure in gliding

about in a hand-power row boat,

taking it easy and enjoying the

scenery, fishing or sociabilities on a

placid lake or cove at twilight, or the

pleasure extends itself throughout the

full day. This idea was born of love for

the open and at the same time it is

healthy and a novelty.

The rear seat may be fitted with the top

half of a strong arm chair and cut out

so as not to interfere with the tiller. A
cane seat is advisable as it is strong and
tough and permits of a pillow, or cushion
being placed in the seat for the further
comfort of the boatman. It is especially

adapted to quietly nosing in here and
there with your rod and line and with the
axles, chain, and crank well greased,
there is practically no noises as the boat
approaches.
The chain and sprocket wheel are out-

side the gunwhale^ so as not to soil hands

or clothes with oil. At night it is well to

throw a piece of canvas over the chain

and sprockets as the rain or dampness
rusts the chain. Use an application of

good heavy automobile grease and it will

stick for a long while

N OW, as to building the power boat,

proceed as follows: Use a regula-'

tion, good condition row boat,

thoroughly clean, scrape and overhaul it

and make it tight and sound for the sea-

son. Then measure the outside or rear

(or stern) and let this figure govern the

size of the paddle wheel frame.

This frame is made of pieces of ordi-

nary flat iron procurable, cut, bent and
drilled at any local blacksmith for about

one dollar. The frame is made of 3/16"

X 1
" or 1%" iron and connecting bolt or

rivet holes should be 14"- Make 2 pieces

for extreme bottom, 2 for middle or shaft

hangers, and 2 for braces which come
down from top edge of seat to outside

edge and bolt in place. Use heavy gal-

vanized or brass screws in attaching irons

to wood and if bolts are used In frame
construction instead of rivets, provide

them with lock washers. Make 2 more
pieces, one for top rear and the other for

bottom rear of the frame which then
makes a box-like enclosure Inside of

which the paddle wheel revolves. To the
top and bottom rear pieces drill hole
in each in center, for holding the rudder.

The best way to go about the construction

is to block the boat up about 14" from the
ground near the water edge and In such
a position that the boat can bo skidded
sideways or endways into the water with-

out fear of harming or bending the iron
frame, although it will stand some hard
knocks without distortion, due to Its novel
bracing. Make the rudder of heavy gal-

vanized sheet iron, the same as is procur-

able at any plumber’s shop; cut to shape
and rivet to it at bottom and offset hook

iContinued on page



A TVIUD TURKEY INCIDENT.

To the Editor of Fokest a;kd Sxeeam:

R eading- the story about wild turkey
hunting as told by Mr, H. H. Shel-

don in Fokesx akd Sxeeam, started a
reminiscent mood and I thought perhaps
the readers of Foeesx axu Sxeeam might
be interested in what I might have to tell

along this line. Although the incidents

happened more than half a century ago,

they are fresh in my memory yet.

' The fall of 1864 found the writer at

Fort Rice, in what is now North Dakota,

aome forty miles below where Bisunarck

now is, in the service of Uncle Sam. For
some unknown cause, appareutl}', a large

number of the boys were taken down
with typhoid fever after the command
had returned to the Fort from a raid

after the Sioux through the Bad Lands
and Yellowstone River country, and when
the march was resumed down the river

from Sioux City, four of us young boys
were left behind in the hospital, being

too sick to be taken along. Some of

the 30th Wisconsin Regiment who had
been doing guard duty at the Fort were
ordered home, and instead of marching
down they built several large flatboats,

or scows, and made the trip down the

Missouri River in them, and we four

men were invited to accompany them, so

we went down with Company F.

Some of the old boys are living yet,

and I hope this may catch the eye of

one of them, mainly because 1 am go-

ing to digress a little and remind them
of the baked beans we had. Did you
ever eat beans baked in the ground? If

you have not you do not know what a

good baked bean tastes like. IVc were
three weeks making the trip from Rice

to Sioux City, a distance placed at some
nine hundred miles, and we had baked
beans for breakfast nearly every morn-
ing during that time. The beans were
boiled during the day on a stove on the

boat. The boats were always tied up
for the night about sundown, and as .soon

RS we landed two men were always ready

to dig a hole some three feet deep in

the soft earth. There was plenty of dry
wood, and a fire w’as kept burning in

the hole until it was full of live coals.

Half of these coals were then scooped
out with a long-handled shovel, the ket-

tle of beans set down in the hole and
the coals shoveled back and then dirt

thrown on top. In the morning the ket-

tle was dug out and we had—hot don’t

talk about it

One night we tied up at a point some
half a mile above the then small village

of Vermillion, on the opposite side of

the river, and fortunately right where a

^
large flock of ;wild turkeys were just

going to roost, and when it had gotten

too dark to see to shoot, the Wisconsin
hoys had bagged, with their Springfield

rifles, thirteen fine birds, and we feasted

on turkey for several days.

After considerable delay at Sioux City

we four Minnesota boys finally got

started by mule team for home. Before

starting, the writer learned that one of

the mule drivers had a shotgun, and we
asked him if we might use the gun if

wo got some ammunition, and he said,

yes. We left Sioux City in the after-

noon, our route being up Ihe Floyd creek.

After we bad gone some six or seven

miles we left the wagons, crossed the

creek and followed np on the east side

where there w-as not much timber, ex-

pecting to find some ducks. Just as we
rounded a bunch of brush and a bend
in the creek, there, in plain sight, and
but a few rods away, was a fiock of

turkeys running across a beaver dam.
The gun was brought to my .slioulder,

but instantly lowered again, for the ques-

tion was: arc they wild turkeys or not?

The other three boys yelled; “Shoot,

shoot.” So I brought the gun up again,

and without really taking aim pointed

it at the string of birds and fired one

barrel, and one fine bird fell over. The
others rose and flew off into the woods.

The boys retrieved the bird and we. stood

looking at it and adiniiing it when we
noticed two men st:irt out from a bouse

that stood on a rise of ground some
quarter of a mile away, and come di-

rectly for us on the run. We were scared,

and did not know just what to do. Some
were in favor of running, but I said: “No
use in running. If we should reach camp
they can come and get us, so lei us stand

right where we are until they come up,

and if we have committed a wrong take

our medicine.” When the men were a few

rods from us the. leader said: “Well, you
got oue, did you?” “Yes, I said, we got

one.” “How many were there?” he asked.

We knew, for we had counted them as

they flew awav. “Tl’.irtcen.” T answered.

“The same flocic my brother saw this

morning and tried to drive home, thinking

they were my tame turkeys.”

Perhaps there were not four relieved

boys. Thus, I killed my first and last

wild turkey, but had I known they were
wild I could just as w'ell have had three
or four with the two l;arrels.

C A. BexxexT, Minn.

THE RABBIT AGAIN.

To the Editor of Foeesx axd Sxeeam:

I
N the July number of Forest axd
Stream there is an article on the use
of ferrets which seems to me unfair.

First I must say that the statement
that tha rabbit does "no harm to trees”
is simply not so. The rabbit is a browser
and lives mainly on trees and bushes
during a large part of the year. It is

only in comparatively rare instances that
it does damage to any other tree and
bush crops. In nurseries it is an un-
mitigated nuisance. Three or four rab-
bits c.-uised about two hundred dollars
damage in my nursery a few years ago.
The trees were none of them killed but
were simply barked so as to be unsalable.

Here, as in most parts of New' York
State, it is impossible to take cottontail

rabits in any way except by the use of
ferrets: that is, except for the occasional
one which may happen to be killed by a
snap shot as it starts for the nearest
hole. No rabbit will run more than a
few' hundred yards without taking refuge
under ground. This makes it impossible
to hunt them with dogs unless we can
develop a breed of dogs small enough
to follow them into the holes. If hunting
rabbits with ferrets is prohibited it

should also be made unlawful to hunt
birds with dogs. The rabbit driven out
of a hole by a ferret has fully as good
a chance as the bird flushed by a reason-
ably good shot before a dog. A good
many years ago 1 had spent nearly the
w'bclc hnnling season with much enjoy-
ment trying to get some ruffed grouse
wliich lived in various patches of woods
near home. One day I very foolishly

toolc a neighbor and his dog over the
ground and he killed the five birds in

five shots. Not one of them iiad the
lease chance for life. The whole business
was mechanical. The dog would mark
down the bird, the man w'ould come up
until he was about a rod away. The
bird would fly and come down within a

few seconds. It was. almost as much
sport as it would be for me to kill a

chicken for dinner. I am a poor wing
shot or I might have killed possibly three

of thes 1 birds durin.g the fall under cir-

cumstances that would have been worth
remembering. IMany times I have flushed

them, shot, missed, marked down, figured

which way the bird went after it got out

of sight, flushed again, etc. A whole half
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day or more after one bird, but if I had
killed it, it would have been because I

knew enough about its habits. In the

same way, I prefer to hunt rabbits with-

out a dog. I had a dog once who was
a wizard on' rabbit trails but here we
needed a ferret to help him out.

I feel that I am speaking reasonably

when I say that there are hundreds of

rabbits on our farm but it is doubtful

if any group of men with the help of the

best rabbit dogs in America could kill

three rabbits on this place in any one

day. With skillful tracking or a good
dog two or three men by the aid of a
ferret could get four or five rabbits in the

same time under favorable conditions

such as usually come three or four times

a season.

There is another side to the question

of rabbits which is prominent under our
system of game laws. As our laws are

now administered it is a very serious

matter for the owner of the land if the

game animals get too numerous. If every

game protector in the state had a beat

say two miles square so that he could

hear any shooting that might be done
there and so that he could know the

boundaries of each man’s land and then

if he were required to arrest and prose-

cute every person found hunting on the

land of another without written permis-

sion from the owner our present laws
might really protect the game and tend
to make it more plentiful.

Since I have aready written at length

I might as well make it a little longer

and present part of the cat question as

it appears from the point of view of the

farmer. It is already beginning to seem
that the cat agitation is likely to cost the

country large sums of money in the loss

of crops due to the increase of mice. It

is safe to say that a very large number
of mice are killed by the wild ranging cat

for every bird so destroyed. The well

fed cat of the suburbs will often kill

large numbers of birds but the cat onq
sees in the fields far from buildings is

likely to catch more mice than birds

simply because they are more numerous
and. easier to catch.

There is also the question of the real

economic status of the song bird. We
may count the ragweed seeds in the
stomach of a tree sparrow and figure

how many millions of such seeds that bird

would have eaten if it had stayed here
all winter. The whole makes a stag-

gering total but when we come to count
the seeds on a single plant of ragweed
and figure how many weeks it would have
fed the bird and realize that one or two
of these seeds are all that would come to

maturity in any case we are not sure of

the correctness of our statements.

I am as vigorous in the desire for the
protection of song birds as any one but
it seems to me that we are on a perilous-

ly unsafe foundation when we make such
statements as the common one that “with-

out the birds agriculture would be im-
possible.” Taking an average over the
whole year and •ver the whole country
the robin may do more good than harm
f)ut in certain fruit growing sections at

certain times the reverse is most de-

cidedly true. The similar case of the

bobolink has been recognized by the ad-

ministrators of the Migratory Bird

Treaty Act.

It is to be hoped that I have been fair

in this statement. It may seem to be a

large collection of objections but in the

final analysis the protection of our game
rests with the landowner and he is not to

be won over by statements which he can

see are not just iu accord with the re-

corded facts or with a just application

of those facts.

Alfebd C. Weed, New York.

ON TRAPPING.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
T has been a puzzle to me all my life

why trapping is looked upon as un-

sportsmanlike and why most people

regard a man who takes fur bearing ani-

mals in traps as being necessarily cruel

and unfeeling.

I am very sure that much of this feeling

arises from lack of understanding of the

art of the trappers in taking the game
and lack of appreciation of how thorough

a knowledge of the nature and habits of

the fur bearing animals is absolutely

necessary to anyone wishing to be a suc-

cessful trapper.

I am sure that any man who makes
even an ordinarily good showing at trap-

ping must possess an amount of wood-

craft superior to the man who, often de-

pending on hired guides, goes out and
brings in his allowance of deer or other

game. The trapper must also possess

powers of observation far above the

average and be able to read all the signs

left by his game, no matter how faint

and indistinct, if he wishes to have even
fair success. He must be able to shift

for himself at all times. He must rely

on his own jud.gment as to proper places

to set and methods to use. It is a far

different proposition to shoot a fox, for

instance, driven by a hound than to

catch the same animal in a trap.

Pit your wits Mr. Fox Hunter against

the fox when he is not driven, when his

time is all his own and see how many of

you can so far outwit him as to cause

him to place his foot on a space, which
you must select for yourself, which can-

not be over three inches square. He has
his nose to protect him from all your
wiles, and he will fool you many times.

The mink, while not by any means as

wise as the fox, will also elude you and
cause you to wonder if you understand
his nature at all, 'in many instances. The
coon, skunk, and muskrat are all easily

trapped but a good working knowledge of

their nature and habits is necessary if you
would secure enough of either to pay for

your trouble. As to the cruelty of the use
of the steel trap I have never been able to

see where it led to any more suffering

than the use of firearms. We all know
that much game is wounded and escapes
each season to suffer and die or get well,

as the case may be, by those using fire-

arms. That is an accepted fact and is

unavoidable.. Any trapper who is at all

expert will place all his muskrat traps
where the rat on being caught will at
once plunge into deep water and be
drowned—no suffering there.

The same applies in nearly every case
to mink, otter and beaver. This leaves
us only the fox, coon and skunk and the
laws of nearly all states require that
traps be visited once every twenty-four
hours so you will readily see that most
animals are in reality seldom held In

traps for any great length of time.

I will venture to state that any hunter
who will take the trouble to learn the art
of trapping and follow a trap line for
three seasons to get a thorough under-
standing of the subject will admit that it

is not as cruel as the use of firearms and
also that it brings one into closer touch
with nature.

Ernest A. Brown, N. H.

A FEW REMARKS.
To the Editor of Forest* and Stream?

I
N the first installment of Mr. P. A.
Willits’ most ably written “Manual of
Wild-Fowl Shooting,” he has stated “a

few swans are still to be found on Cur-
rituck Sound, North Carolina.” Mr. Wil-
lits has in all probability not had oc-

casion to travel over much of Currituck
during recent years perhaps.
Mr. E. H. Forbush in his work, “Game

Birds, Wild Fowl and Shore Birds,” has
this to say on page 199:

“The great swan shooting ground
today is Currituck Sound. Here the
birds find open water, food is plen-

tiful and they are far less harried
than on Chesapeake Bay. This is

the secret of their increase there,

and they will probably continue to

maintain their numbers there for
years, provided the conditions re-

main favorable.”

This was written In 1912. Last sea-

son when coming away from Currituck
I will testify there were plenty of whist-

ling swan there then. From a bluff

overlooking the Sound on my property

I stood one day with Mr. Jasper B.

White than whom, as a life-long resident

and sportsman, there is no one better

informed, ^ to fowl .conditions in tho
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Sound country. He stated then that he
would istimate the number of swan with-

in range of the naked eye and what we
i-ould pick out beyond with the aid of

binoculars as many thousand.

The birds are in bad repute among
the natives for like a drove of veritable

water-pigs a flock of swan roots up and
destroys a dozen times the amount of

good duck food it consumes. In the old

market hunting days they were never

:nuch harried by the professionals since

a swan only brought $1.00 to $2.00 while

red-head and canvasback, much easier

to shoot both as to number and species,

sold $3.00 to $5.00 the pair. A swan
was only shot if he happened to come
along or when one was perhaps wanted
for the holidays or the women folks

desired a new feather tick from a few
of them.
Anent the discussion regarding long

and short barrels your humble servant

rises for a few remarks.
After 30 years of play with the gun

I recently had my flrst experience with

a length of barrel deviating from the

orthodox length of 30 inches.

By a strange mischance my favorite

weapon became lost and 1 found myself
gunless in the game country and the

season but just begun.

A visit to the nearest city of size dis-

closed in the window display of a dealer

an exact duplicate, as luck would have
it, of my former arm as to make, grade,

engraving and .stock measurements. On
picking the gun up I became aware at

once that the barrels were somewhat
shorter than the conventional 30-iuch.

The dealer informed me theye were of 28-

Inch length which he no doubt believed

at the time they were, as did I myself.

This gun possessed a right half choke
and a left full choke barrel; a combina-
tion excellent for use upon wild fowl

and I so used it heavily during the re-

mainder of the season. As my former
arm had been equipped by the manufac-
turer with a one trigger system, at the

close of the season I sent in the new
acquisition to be so altered and learned

for the fir.st time that the gun possessed

barrels of but 2C-inch length.

Now T\'. A. B. in the June number
comes out to champion strongly the

shorter length of barrels and from my
own experience I must approve his judg-

ment. While admitting my score with

the 26-inch was not what it would have
been had I been swinging my old 30-inch,

the length of barrel did not enter into

the case, but from the fact that after 15

years use of a one-trigger gun I was sud-

denly essaying to manipulate two trig-

gers again and tw.. stock lengths, vary-

ing an inch in the same arm, with the

re.s'jlt that things got somewhat tangled

at times.

Jfy norm.'il stock length is 1?AA inches.

By installifig a single-trigger mechan-
ism in this 2n-inch gun the st.ock length
v,ns redimed to 13-lneh fiat, which of

course better balaiucs with the sliorfer

length of b;irrel and I may say that a

better shooting and handling little arm

1 have never possessed In the past and
scarcely hope to in the future.

To sum up, given like chokes, penetra-

tion or pattern does not suffer one wit

because of the few inches lopped off,

smokeless powder being used. That one
gets on his bird quicker by reason of a

lighter muzzle is not to be doubted, in

fact I often found I was on my bird

and leading almost before I realized it,

which, when one considers the universal

tendency of shooting behind, is a good
fault to err in.

Since having the 26-inch refitted with
single trigger I have made equally as

long and I do not know but longer, shots,

and fully as intricate ones at black duck
as were ever executed by my former
30-inch.

We may state that the 30-inch swings
a little steadier and smoother in wild-

fov,T work, perhaps, which is more strictly

within its province than in the covers.

And in the longer lengths of stock a
more elegantly proportioned, appearing
and balanced arm results from their use,

but right here permit me to state that

Mr. C. P. Schafer in your September
issue is jolly well right when he says

“thousands of gunner's are tramping
afield with gun stocks an inch or more
too long for them.”

If the average man would seek a gun,

at once beautiful in its symmetry and
marvelously quick in action I could do
no better than commend him to arms
fitted with the shorter length of barrels

and stocks.

Chakles B. Morss, Mass.

LOST!—ONE PERFECTLY GOOD BASS!

To the Editor of Forest axd Stream:

W HILE the incident is fresh in my
mind, I would like to put on rec-

ord an experience that I had re-

cently which has left me in a distinctly

unnerved state of mind from which I

fear I will never recover. It was this

way: A tentative “strike” of an hour be-

fore, left me with the impression that I

had mis.sed a big fish. As is customary
in the ethics of a bass fisherman, I

deemed it wise to drop the matter then
and there and wait an hour before at-

tempting to offer my bait to this par-

ticular bass. I waited anxiously for the

sixty minutes to drag away and then got

into position for another try. Carefully

rewinding my reel, that my cast might be
a perfect one, I selected the spot where I

thought my bass might be biding—

a

bunch of underwater weeds—and let’er

go. Bang! Smash! I hooked him first

essay. My! how that bass performed.
As the water was shallow, he didn’t at-

tempt to break water, but cut circles

around my boat. Fearing that he might
get entangled in my anchor rope—for I

had dropped the “killick” so I wouldn’t
drift, I kept a taut line, wilh thumb on
the reel.

I edged up the weight, taking in slack

with iny foot find then paid attention

to my prospective victim. Just then Mr.
Bass choso to dive bend down into the

uceds and I was beginning to drift. I

couldn’t budge the fish and I couldn’t
stop drifting. Finally, in a last emergency,
I picked up an oar with one hand and
sort of poled back just over the bass.

With a steady hand on the line, I lifted

and, lo and behold, the fish gradually rose

to the surface and floated on top of the
water out of reach of my hand; but the
hook was exactly in the fish’s side and I

noticed that it was nearly tom out. Of
course there was nothing to do but use the
net. Carefully keeping the fish in posi-

tion, I put the net under him, squarely,
and lifted. The fish was too long and too
stocky to sag in the middle as I supposed
it would, and laid stifliy across the wire
top of my scoop.

Gently dropping the net, I attempted
to “head” the fish, hoping he would tum-
ble into the net foremost. All this time
the enormous fish (the biggest I ever
saw, and I have caught at least one bass
weighing eight pounds) lay flatly on top
of the water without a motion, just out
of reach of my itching fingers ready to

clutch him by his gill apparatus, and lift

him into the boat in triumph.
All this time a friend of mine was near

by watching proceedings and, with true
sportsmanship instincts offering no sug-

gestions. Too proud—or foolish—to ask
for advice as to what to do in my di-

lemma, and wishing to capture the fish

all by my lonesome, I gave another stab
with my net and Mr. Bass slid off into

the water with a sort of “ha ha” at my
clumsy methods.
Even my friend conservatively agreed

that this fish as he was exhibiting him-
self on top of the water would weigh six
pounds. Of course, as the interested
party, I set it much higher and I would
be ready to swear that eight pounds
w'ould come nearer to his majesty’s fight-

ing weight.

What would you have done in such a
situation as mine? Would you have
taken the oar and hit him over his head
and ended the suspense? I thought of

that; but, with a 'fishing competitor look-

ing on, I thought—like lightening—that

such a procedure would forevey class me
with the “pot-hunter” crowd, so I didn’t.

Anyhow, I have the satisfaction of

knowing that I fought this fish to a point

of exhaustion.

I enlist your sympathy in my distress,

and I hope that the next time 1 hook a
big bass you will be there to offer such
suggestions as will enable me to get re-

sults.

Arthttb T. Boxd, Mass.

AN EXPERIENCE WITH A “GOOSE”
HAWK

To the Editor of Forest a>t) Stream:

D O j’ou remember how your imagina-
tion usecl to present to your boyish

mind the appearance and attributes

of birds and animals of which you had
heard hut had never seen? Also, how
those creatures of the world of nature
took on exaggerated forms, habits and
powers?
Well do I remember that at an early

age I first heard stories of the “Goose

I
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Hawk.” I had not knowingly ever seen

the bird, and it is probable that those

from which I received my impressions of

him had never consciously seen him, or,

having seen him, had never observed his

habits and were unfamiliar with £is

actual characteristics. He was merely a

hawk and, to them, “all hawks looked

alike.”

The “Goose Hawk” as presented to my
young mind was a fierce monster of the

air whose chief business in life was at-

tacking and killing the great wild goose,

either in flight or when resting on terra

firma or peacefully feeding in field or

marsh; destroying him in terrific combat
and bearing the body aw’ay to distant

aerie in tree or rocky ledge, to be de-

voured at leisure. Later I came to know
the bird by his popular proper name of

goshawk and learned to admire him for

swiftness of flight, indomitable courage
and perseverance. My Condensed Ameri-
can Cyclopedia says:

“Goshawk, a bird of prey of the family

falconidae, sub-family accipitrianac, and
genus astur (lacep). The only species

in the United States is the American gos-

hawk (A atriettpillus. Wils.), found all

over North America, but most abundant
in the north and northwest. The adult

female is about 2 ft. long; extent of

wings, 4 ft.; weight about 3 lbs.; the

male is smaller; the sexes are alike in

plumage. This is one of the boldest and
most rapid of the genus, and follows with
untiring wing the flocks of wild pigeons
and ducks; it seldom lights unless to de-

vour its prey, and when thus engaged
^ands veiT erect.”

It will be seen from the reference to

“flocks of wild pigeons” in the foregoing

extract that my cyclopedia is of some-

what ancient vintage, or (not an un-

usual thing) has not been edited up to

date. Had the goshawk followed the

flocks of wild pigeons he would not now
be a terror to the ducks.

Once, when shooting wild-fowl from a

stand upon a line of flight in the Missouri
river bottom, in Iowa, I had an illustra-

tion of the courage and persistency of

this bird. We did not shoot from float-

ing blinds in those days, nor seek es-

pecially the shores of lakes or streams;

the mere proximity of such was sufficient.

The bottom lands of the Missouri ex-

tending along the greater portion of the

w’estern boundary' of Iowa, and varying

from three to twenty miles in width, were
dotted with lakes, ponds and sloughs or

marshes, embracing in area from a single

acre or less to several square miles. In

these grew wild rice, wild celery, and
rushes or reeds, the succulent roots and

shoots of which afforded excellent feed

for water-fowl, to which the latter were

wont to resort for food and wherein,

sometimes, they spent their hours of rest

from long migratory flights. Their route

in journeying between the north and
south lands followed this chain of swamp
and slough—not the actual course of the

river—and their flight was usually not

so high as to be out of the ordinary' shot-

gun range in the proximity of these feed-

ing places: so a stand, almost anywhere,

on the 'land along the line (preferably

between two of the larger bodies of open
water) was entirely satisfactory, and a

few bunches of long slough grass, care-

fully arranged so as to avoid the ap-

pearance of an actual structure, served

as a screen or “blind” for the conceal-

ment of the sportsman, his trusty muzzle

loader and his good retriever. I do not

mean by this the kind of dog now bred

in sporting kennels, as we did not have
them, but just any kind of dog that w'ould

“fetch.”

On an occasion in early fall when shoot-

ing from a “blind” such as described

above, on a favorite ground a few miles

north of Council Bluffs, having been
rather successful in my morning shoot.

I had looped together my “bag” prepara-

tory to returning to camp for the noon-

day rest, the birds lying in front of me
and not a yard away, some of them of

the brightly' colored varieties of duck,

when there came a rush of air accom-

panied by a swish of wing, and a“Goose
Hawk” swooped down upon and grappled
the string of game. Of course he could

not lift the entire lot and he dashed
away with feather-filled talons. Circling

about for a moment he came again, and
I struck at him with my cleaning rod

as he drew near enough, driving him
away'. He screamed as he flew away'

and soon again made a dash for the

quarry'. I waved my arms and suc-

ceeded in driving him off, but still he re-

turned, approaching within ten feet of

me. I waved the rod at him and he
poised in air almost perpendicularly,

with beating wings, claws e.xteuded and
eyes gleaming, screaming or whistling

most angrily and viciously. Again and
again he returned to the conflict, until at

last I was compelled (most reluctantly on
account of his courage) to shoot him at

short range, blowing him to fragments.

Chas. H. Babbitt, Washington, D, C,

A CANOE TRIP SOUVENIR.

To the Editor of Forest akd Stream;

S
ouvenirs of an outing trip always

enhance the pleasure of retrospect.

The cowboy of wild west days used to

cut a notch in his rifle stock for each live

Indian converted into a “good” Indian.

The accompanying picture reproduces my
canoe paddle and has helped me visualize

to my friends my last trip.

The following procedure w'ill enable the

reader to map his route and record the

salient features of a trip. Assuming one

has available (or is able to make) a map
of the water-way traversed, this base map
is readily enlarged on engineer’s cros
section paper, giving only such details

as it is desired to reproduce, keeping in

mind the limitations of space that are de-

manded by reason of the breadth of the

paddle blade. If your route covers other

than a tolerably' straight line course,

such as may well . obtain where you are

in a glaciated lake-studded region, it

may be necessary to distort the relations

of the compass by changing the direction,

as shown in the above illustration where
the dotted line quadrant indicates this.

With the map prepared on a proper

scale, it is transferred to the paddle blade

in the following way': Remove the varnish,

from the blade by sandpapering same;

then sprinkle chalk dust from a used

blackboard eraser over surface to prevent

ink from running. Lay a carbon paper

over blade; then the prepared map, and
with a blunt pencil trace the outlines of

rivers, lakes, and salient points you wish

to preserve. Then finish map by tracing

with India ink on the blade, using black

for the map outlines, and water proof red

ink for the cane# course.

Portages should be designated In chain

lengths; falls in feet; camp sites may be

noted by triangular tent-like locations

giving dates occupied. Big game seen

such as moose I have marked with a letter

within a circle. A roster of the party

and necessary dates should not be omitted.

Finally varnish and you have a perma*
nent record of your outing.

'

H. L. Russell, Wisconsin-

A canoe paddle srith the map of a memorable trip etched on its surface.
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ARLINGTON-GOOSE TOWN
WHEREIN THE HUNTER DISCARDS DECOYS AND GUNNING
PUNTS AND CLIMBS TO A ST.RANGE HUNTING GROUND

By W. R. MacILRATH.
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Enjoy Winter Sports in Comfort

mth

Taplex Warmers
RTien off in the distance you sight a covey of

wild-ducks, warm hands will help you to steady
your aim, or when you are waiting on these
cool, cyisp days for the “musky” and the perch
to take your bait, what you want is a TAPLEX
HANDY "warmer to keep your hands comfort-
ably warm.
When you He down on your cot at night, the

wonderful TAPLEX BED WARJIER and BODY
WARMER will hold off the snappiest, coldest
winds, and let you sleep with all the comfort of

your rteam-heated home.

THE TAPLEX STICK DOES THE TRICK

This is a most wonderfully ingenious fuel
composition that is smokeless, flameless, a 1

odorless. Its many thousands of users represent
individual attestors to its absolute safety, econ-
omy, simplicity, and efficiency.

LIGHTS WITH A MATCH

This phrase symbolizes Taplex all-a-round
simplicity. Just place a Taplex Fuel Stick in
the container, touch it with a lighted match,
and in a few mVnites a soft, soothing, pleasant
glow of heat will be generated, and which will
radiaie warmth for from six to eight hours
without requiring attention.

This space forbids the detailing of the
countless number of useful purposes that Taplex
•erves so efficiently in camp and home.

TAPLET BED WARMER,
asbestos lined, wrapped in
sanitary flannel napkins—

»

$1 .00.

TAPLEX BODY WARM-
ER, asbestos lined, with
spring holder for the fuel
sticks, in flannsl bag—

•

$1 .00 .

TAPLEX HANDY WARM-
ERS, from 35o to $1.00.
TAPLEX FUEL, 12 com-

pressed sticks in a box

—

35o. (A single stick lasts
six to eight hours.)

If you cannot obtain at your druggist or sport-

ing goods dealer, drop us a card giving ns his

name and address, and wo will see that you are

anpplied.

TAPLEX CORPORATION
B7 35!h Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

and

THE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTING CO.

591 St. Catharine Street, West Montreal, Canada

I
F you will look at the map of Oregon,

about the middle of the state from
east to west, on the Columbia, not far

from Pendleton of round-up fame, you
will see the little town of Arlington. A
small dot and small type suffices. Be not

deceived. Arlington has importance out

of all proportion to its size.

Its one main street, running up a side

canyon from the Columbia, not so many
years ago was the center of a great cattle

industry; and after the cattle were
crowded out by the wheat growers, and
the cattle kings, themselves reluctantly

started raising wheat, Arlington was the

market place and shipping point to which
wheat was freighted in wagons drawn by
from six to twelve horses, from all the

high, rolling, semi-arid country to the

south. This was before the railroad

which now taps the wheat country of

Gilliam County was built.

But with the coming of better trans-

portation much of Arlington’s grandeur

vanished. Her trade has fallen away
from her. The wheat barons now go to

Portland or to San Francisco when they

want to celebrate, and even to trade,

when the local merchants in the little

towns all up the wheat country do not

have what they want. But while the lit-

tle town in the canyon has lost some, of

its local patronage, it still has an asset

for which sportsmen come from hundreds
of miles around to enjoy, and that is the

goose shooting. It is a sort of specialty.

Not waterfowl; geese! Very few ducks
come there. Not even all kinds of geese,

there being comparatively few Canadas.

But brant are there by the thousands. In

this inland, semi-desert country, the

specialty is goose shooting.

Above the Cascades the river changes
radically in character. The lofty moun-
tain shores, covered w'ith evergreen trees

and practically evergreen grass, which ex-

tends from the Cascades to the sea, give

way to bluffs of drab monotony. Instead

of leaping cascades and cataracts flowing

into the Columbia are dry canyons filled

with rocks and stunted soapweed.

The sight of ferns, and the smell of

green growing things give way to a con-

sciousness of dust and heat (if it is in

summer), and the consciousness that one
is entering a country of volcanic forma-

tion. Great black and chocolate volcanic

rocks stick up out of the river and
threaten the little steamers as they strug-

gle with the increased speed of the cur-

rent. The bluffs are of the same material.

The narrow bottom between the bluffs

and the river is studded thickly with

chocolate and black lava boulders, among
which some little grass grows and a few
cattle graze. When a canyon opens up a

view of the country beyond it is dry and
sear sage country that doesn’t look as if

it was worth ten cents a township. Yet

here is the home of bumper crops of %2

wheat.

The Columbia above the Cascades is a
game preserve and no shooting is permit-

ted on the river itself. So great flocks of

brant gather there and remain all winter.

They stay on the river at night and fly

out on the great empire of wheatfields in

the daytime. The preserve insures pro-

tection and the vast fields food. There is

a famous feeding ground some ten miles
south of the river known as Shutler

Flats, a vast flat wheat country, and
about the first large’ body of wheat land
south of the river. The geese are very
partial to this tract; the majority of them
going .there- to the exclusion of thousands
of acres of Wheatland all over that part
of the state, of -Ore^n. 'That gives the
geese a definite local habitation which is

all the better foi’ the gunners.

In the town where gamblers aad rioting

cowboys were wont to foregather in .time

agone, there now collects a more sober
and circumspect aggregation of goose
shooters, which in the minds of some
people are no less "crazy” than their

predecessors. "What does anybody want
to shoot geese for, anyhow? I don’t see

no fun going out aud settin’ in a hole in

the ground all day and freezin’ to death,”

said one old woman to me. "I do wish
my boy could get enough of it for onct.”

With comfortable quarters in the little

town, the nights are spent around the
usual gathering places where yarn spin-

ning is the order of the day and the

“old timers” hold forth. Retiring to bed
in a regular house, the tourist shooter

can have choice in the morning of shoot-

ing on the bluffs of the river, or taking an

auto to Shutler Flats. The shooting at

Shutler Flats is over decoys and in no
essential way different from shooting on

the grain fields anywhere, except the

4 full-fledged Christmas dinner.



The iiard-hitting Winchester pat-
tern is evenly distributed. A a
game gets through, and no game
is mutHucd.

Repeater

A patchy pattern often means
a miss, many times a cripple, and
sometimes badly mutilated game.

A-

I pr»dcr

GAME-GETTERS
T

he stead}- game-getting quali-

ties of Winchester Loaded
Shells have made them the fa-

vorite shells of experienced shooters.

Under all weather conditions they
play true to form, shooting a strong,

even spread of shot. Ti;e Winchester
waterproofing process prevents them
from swelling from dampness

; special

lubrication of the paper fibres pre-
vents brittleness and splitting in dry
>veather.

The secret of the famous Winches-
ter game-getting, even spread shot pat-

tern is in the control of the gas blast

from the exploding powder. This in

turn depends upon.the wadding in the

shell.

The Winchester gas

control system

The Winchester system of wadding
and loading is

the result of re-

peated experi-

ments to deter-

mine the most
effective control

The base wads of Winchester Shells are
constructed to give what is known as pro-
gressive combustion to the powder charge.
The ignition spreads to the sides, in all

directions, as well as forward.

Under the heat and pressure of this rapid
combustion, the tough, springy driving wad
expands and fills the bore snugly, com-
pletely sealing in the gas behind. In being
driven through the bore this wad offers
just enough resistance to tlie gas blast to

insure complete combustion of every grain
of powder, so that the full energy of the
whole powder charge is developed at the
muzzle. Thus none of the shot charge
leaves the gun until it is being driven by
the maximum energy and velocity possible

from the load.

At the muzzle, the expanded, snug fitting

driving wad is slightly checked by the

muzzle choke or constriction, while the

shot cluster and travels on unbroken by
gas blast or wadding, making the hard-
hitting uniform pattern for which Win-
chester Shells are world famous.

of the gas blast.

The JVinchester system of wadding. The wadding expands evenly, sealing in the
gas blast all the way to the muscle, where the wadding is checked by the "choke”
or constriction. The shot cluster travels on ahead unbroken. Actual test target
yeo pellets out of 4yi or of the shot charge fi'A os. to YVi chilled) inside a
SO-inch circle at 40 yards.

wmemsTM
World Standard Cans and Ammunition

Uniform shells. From primer to crimp,

Winchester Shells are so balanced in con-

struction as to insure the maximum pattern

possible from any load. The broad fish-

tail flash from primer gives even and thor-

ough ignition; the driving wads completely

seal in the gas behind the shot; the stiff-

ness of the crimp or turnover at the shell

head is varied exactly according to differ-

ent loads, great care being taken never to

stiffen it to such a degree that it offers

undue resistance to the powder explosion.

Glean hits and more
of them

To insure more hits and clo.nef hits in

the field or at the traps, be sure your shells

are Winchester Leader and Repeater for

smokeless; Nublack and New Rival for
black powder. Leading hardware and
sporting goods dealers in every community
carry Winchester Arms and Ammunition.
They will be glad to assist you in determin-
ing the particular load in any of these Win-
chester ShelU best suited to your pur-<

pose. Upon reqne-st. we will send yon,
free of charge,
our interesting

booklet on Win-
chester Shotguns
and Loaded Shells.

Winchester Re-
peating Arms Co.,

Dept. 8009, New
W-aven, Conn.,
U. S. A.

Ti
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fRi^FURS
^ We pay the HIGHEST prices, grade fairly

•nd liberally, and GUARANTEE you satis-
£action« Here is a typical letter:

/ wish to thank you for sending payments
so promptly for shipments I have made. J
got more than I expected and am glad to ad-
rsie ofyour rcliabtlity and fine treatment. I
am shipping to you exclusi^vcly from now on.

Send today for Grading Sheet,

. 'FREE, Quotations and Shipping Tags.

^<hSt DEpiT: 312 N.VlCtfaf,

47 years of square dealing has
earned us the confidence of

trappers all over America, Canada
and Alaska.

WE CHARGM^ COMMISSION
If fair, honest grading,’ prompt returns,
and top market price aro -what you want,
then you will make no mistrike in shipping
to the old reliable bouse of Summerfield.

Write now for our reliable prices, supply
catalog and shipping tags.

Simon SummGrfiGld 6^ Co.

Oapi
133

ST. LOUIS. M0.J

We Will Tan Your Hides

OR BUY YOUR

RAW FURS

Old Furs Remodeled

SEND FOR PRICES

Send for

BIG FUR COAT CATALOG

and our

FUR PRICE LIST

FREE— Every Trapper Needs It

—

A $1.00 Tube of TRIUMPH BAIT
with each $5 shipment of Furs and Hides

to be tanned.

ALBERT LEA HIDE & FUR CO.

707-09 West Clark St. ALBERT LEA, MINN.

Flats have a rather widespread local rep-

utation of being A1 shooting at all times.

If the weather is bright and clear, and
there is uo fog, the shooting on the bluffs

is liable to be poor. But foggy days are

numerous, and then the bombardment
along the bluffs reminds one of defending
a mountain pass from Invasion. Besides
being a specialty, it Is different from any
goose shooting I ever saw or experienced.

U sually one associates goose shoot-

ing in his mind with sandliars, and
reedy water, and decoys set in

stubble; with wide sheets of water or

spreading fields. Here it reminds mo of

nothing so much as shooting wild goats

on Catalina Island. A peculiar combina-
tion of natural causes go to make up this

effect.

The bluffs are high and steep, and the

lava rock mostly black, giving a stem,
forbidding appearance to the landscape;

great douse gray fogs come off the river

and roll up over the bluffs, so dense that

it would seem one could reach out and get

haiidsfull of them. Tlio ground is in-

tensely dry under foot, unless there is a
snow, for there is very little rain in that

country. If the fog is thin enough so

the river can be seen from the top of the
bluff it looks like a pale silver ribbon at

the bottom of a black gorge. At one's

feet nestles the quiet little town witli

smoke curling from its chimneys, tlie milk
wagon on its morning route, and a switch-

erigino lazily shunting box-ears over in

the railroad yards on tlio river front.

There is nothing that by the rcn^olest

stretch of the imagination rosemblcS cat-

tails, or a marsh, (not even along the

river) or a wide-spreading wheatiield.

(For the ground is too rough and stony

for wheatfields right at Arlington.) As I

said bcfoi’e, it is more like Catalina »"'at

hunting. It is as if one went goose hunt-

ing on the River Styx according to the

rendering of Dore.

A ssuming there is one of those

dense fogs (the kind you can cut

w’ith a knife) and that you are

sitting on a ledge with a sort of blind of

bouldere, and you can see arouud you for

some twenty yards Imt in your mind’s eye

the whole terrain lies in perspective as it

does on clear days. Suddenly, from down

in the river, comes a bewildering pipe-

organ chorus of aliunks as a bunch of

geese rise, circling like airplanes to get

high enough to clear the bluffs, and set

off for the wheatfields.

You grip the old gun and crouch down.

(For you arc a goose hunter by instinct,

and instinct says “crouch.”) But you had

just as well stand up on the top of a

boulder. On this particular morning they

will be almost close enough for you to

feel the wind from their wings before you

can see them or they can see you. You

can count pretty well on them clearing

the bluff with little space to spare. You

might knock one' down with your gun

barrel if you were a good acrobat. But

—

you are an ordinary goose hunter; some-

what subject to buck ague; a little ner-

vous to say the least; so you grip the

/
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stock of the old gun almost hard enough
to make the prints of your fingers in It,

hold your breath, tell you heart to go
back down your throat where it belongs,

and wait.

Another flock leaves the river and
starts spiralling upward, mingling their

ahunks with those of the first bunch, and
then still others rise—all ahunking at the
top of their voices, answering and re-

answering and the echoes clamoring back
and mingling in with the real voices in

and grand brass-band of nbunks.
Your attention is jerked back to busi-

ness liy the srund of wings in the fog and
a now burst of Iinnking about fifteen

yards over your Iiead. They have seen
you and are scattering temporarily in

fright. Yes, there they arc! All around
your head like bumble-bees. You cut
loose and empty the old gun at the flock

of barns so close to you, forge.tting how
small is the pattern of your gun at such
clc'e range. Result: One or two geese
come down. One falls with a thud and
lies dead against a black lava rock near
you. Another flops off down the hill. You
can hear him in the fog but you cannot
see him. You start to chase him down
and retrieve him. but another brass-band
chorus of ahunks drawing near makes
you go belter skelter back to your station.

Perhaps these pass to one side of you
and the other fellows who have been wait-

ing turn loose a bombardment. So it goes
until the jnorning flight is over. The
evening is more apt to be clear so the
shooting from the bluffs is done mainly
in the mornings. On clear days all the
geese seek a canyon to fly out, keep well

over the middle of it, and high up. At
least it would seem they do. These geese

at Arlington have become “educated," and
they can tell how far a shotgun can kill

about as accurately as a man can, and
then they allow themselves 100 to 200 per
cent, for margin.

ON such days the rifle is the only so-

lution to the problem of shooting

from the bluffs. (A man who wants

geese goes to Shutler Flats on clear

days.) The rifle isn't a very effective

solution for the reason of the average

man’s lack of ability to make hits. Also,

most of the rifles are rim-fire 22s. I have

long dreamed of a rifle for geese, both on
the wing and sitting and I mean to have
one for a tryout, at least, as soon as I

see time ahead when I can have suflicient

leisure to make the investment worth
While. This is it: A 25 auto, with a

wicle-ficlcl telescope attached. About 3x.

Rifle sling, and loading tools. I may use

an 87 grain bullet to get more velocity.

The theory being that it is more fun to

get them when they are hard to get. Also,

that such a gun may often make the

difference between a goose for supper and
no goose at all. I am giving yon the idea

for what it is worth.

But If the weather forecasts are for fair

weather, and fogs have been infrequent

for a while, the gunner at Arlington will

do well to take an auto and go to Shut-

ler Flats where the shooting is of the

typical goose hunting pit and decoy kind.



Up forest paths to^the camp

—with your
The smooth-riding, powerful INDIAN will ride you right

to your forest camp—swiftly and comfortably. It is strong

—knolls and ruts of woodland paths can’t harm it. And
its Cradle Spring Frame protects you against the jars of

the roughest roads.

Mecbanicall}^, the INDIAN is the simplest, safestand most dependable
machin e-—the easiest to handle. And the spacious and finely equipped

INDIAN Side Car will carry your companion in perfect comfort, leav-

ing plenty ot room for all your camping outfit.

The trusty INDIAN has solved the problems of many a hunts-
man and camper. Get acquainted v^nth it yourself. Call on
your INDIAN dealer today for an immediate demonstration.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
Dept. 10

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the IVorId

A Dollar for every
accepted photo
Motorcycle friends :

Mail us interesting,

snapshots of your
INDIAN hunting
and fishing trips—

\

with a little story of^
the picture. A dollar
bill will be sent you
at oncefor every^
accepted photo.

I
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The Rider of the

King Log
By HOLMAN DAY

AVouldu’t you like a holiday in the open—to
sniff again the air laden with the tang of the
pines, "to feel tlie tliiiil of wide spaces, tlie

lure of danger? You will find them all in this
book—a story big m thrilling maments, eager
in interest, and with the freshness and bigness
of the Great Woods in its pages." Its heroine,
Clare Kavanagh, is like a woman out of your
dreams. There is struggle, intrigue, adventure,
a very gante of life and death with her happi-
ness as the pawn. Even better than "King
Spruce,**

The Soisi Scar
By ARTHUR B. REEVE

This is a detective story in which the scien-
tiSc detective, Craig Kennedy, solves a romantic
nryst'ery through the psycho-analysis of the
dreams of a beautiful wotiran. Illustrated. Post
Svo. $1.60 net.

Tales of Fishes
By ZANE GREY
Among deep-sea fishers Zane Grey stands out

almost as conspicuously as he does among novel-
ists. Many adventures have been Ids, and luo.tt

of them are told of itj lliese fascinating true
tales, which are fully illustrated with delight-
ful photegraphs taken on the scene of action.
Elaborately illustrated. $2.50.

How Animals Talk
By WILLIAM J. LONG
Do animals talk? Dr. William J. Long says

they do, and Ins assertion is based on long
and scientific ohseivatioii. lie believes in the
common spiritual inheiitance of aidniul and man,
and he shows us the great allinily between
them by showing us the i-eal selves of the aid-
nials. A book in a thousand. Illustrated.

$3.00.

What Outfit? Buddy
By T. HOWARD KELLEY
Jimmy says: "Ma and 0. D. are you an’

your Buddy, an’ take it from me. ron’Il wanta
go along if you start on the A. \t'. O. L. we
went on! It sure was TIIK iitlle ol’ personal
conducted tour of Franca!” Which is jimmy’s
own modest invitation to take a llior in a rare
good piece of humor. Illustrated. $i.."5 net.

Bill SewaU’s Story

of T. R.
By WILLIAM WINGATE SEWALL

First as the Maine guide to lioosevelt, the
boy, and then as manager of his Western ranch,
Sewall knew T. li. intimately, ami the picture
be gives adds new luster to the Hoosevelt tra-
dition. Sewall tells his story in his own de-
lightful, inimitable waj-. Jlany illustrations,

$1.25.

The Young Russian

Corporal
By CORP. PAUL lOGCLEVITCH

Tills story tells of the thrilling part (dayed
by a boy in tlie great Kussian upiicaval. Of
how he gave up his career as a hrillinnt violin-
ist and ran away to enlist in the llussian Ai’niy.

Illustrated. Cloth, $1.35 net.

Yankee Ingenuity in

the War
By FRANK P. STOCKBRIDGE
From the lank to tlie latest discovery in

mirgery, this iiuercstini? book covers the amaz-
ing^ contributions made by Anu'rican iiTvontivc-

ness tov.ard winnin;; tiie war. Ilbislrnted,

$ 2 . 00 .

Hcirper & Brothers
Elstablished 1817

A HAND POWER ROW BOAT
(Conlinuod from page G61)

lyhicli Is diametpr and has a 1" long
hook with cotter pin hole drilled

as near the end as sat'd (about %").
Make another for top rudder hin'ge and
lila.wise attach. Use washer and heavy
cotter pins. Then run a %" or round

The rod projects at ends and fits into a
clamp of 3/16" x 1" iron bent one-half

round in shape of shaft hanger; 2 rivet

holes on each side and 1 oil hole top cen-
ter. Provide a large brass washer at each
end on inside to prevent side thrust as

iron rod up the side and bent over the
seat to make a tiller. Flatten this round
iron at its conjunction with rudder plate

and drill holes 3/16" diameter through
both and rivet together. Bend the rod
so it will clear the seat and body while in

use as the tiller. A wooden handle may

any great amount of this will tend to
throw the chain off.

Procure a bicycle rear and front
sprocket, crank and pedal and chain.

Use one or more chains until right length
is found. The driving crank hanger on
fore end has elongated holes so it may be

he glued on, or the end wound with wire
tape. Tlie easiest way to get the right

bend of the rod is to use a long piece of

light wire and hold it up alongside rudder
(after rudder is in position on frame)

and bend it this way and that way until

the correct bends are all in. Then fol-

low this as a pattern to make it from.

moved up or back, thus increasing or de-

creasing the tension on the chain, which
should he a little tighter than that of a
bicycle. Attach the rear sprocket to

rod by filling out with piece of pipe riv-

eted to rod, after which thread the piece

over and provide two lock nuts, one for

each side of sprocket Cut out for key

77z

JVJ EXT make the paddle wheel by
’ using a round iron rod •’j" diame-

ter ami 4 pieces of heavy galvanized sheet

iion; holes 3/16" drilled ('very 4" at bot-

tom and riveted to the 4 cross strips

which in turn are riveted to the iron rod.

ill sprocket which holds it and gives it the

power to pull. Have the threaded piece

long ('iiougb so that the s])rockcts can be

accurately ali.giied and centered.

This will give you plenty of power and
allow ample room for its manipulation.
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Mother Nature^s Appeal

I
s as wide as the world itselL Throughout the ages, master minds have sought
her instruction. \NTiy? Because Natiue gladly unfolds her wonders and mys-
teries to any one. She doesn’t hold anj-thing back. It is the nature lover

among your acquaintances who really gets the most out of life. Tlmmigh his

knowledge of the birds, butterflies, wild-flowers and trees, he interprets Nature’s

message. This brings him true happiness and contentment.

^otfeet'J^atuW.l-i'tirarp
The *jOpen Sesame^*- to a Wonder World

Four delightful little books, attract-

ively boimd in flexible covers. Intimate

and interesting life stories of the birds,

butterflies, wild-flowers and trees, writ-

ten by the greatest authorities, in a clear

understandable manner. No technical

language is used. Children as well as

grown folks can derive great benefits

from this helpful series. Perhaps the

most imusuaJ thing about the books is

that the illustrations are in nature’s true

colors—^brilliant birds and flowers, but-
terflies and even the trees in natural

colors. Make friends with Nature’s
Wonders. Use this little set. You’ll

learn to recognize the fascinating sub-
jects quickly with the plates in colors.

Decide now to get more from the time,

spent in the open air. Read our approval
plan and remember Wordsworth’s good
counsel: “Come forth into the light of

things, let Nature be your teacher.”

Four Pocket Size Books—961 Pages of Interesting Text-
789 Illustrations—566 in Nature*s True Colors

There is no other series to be compared v-ith the "Pocket Nature Library.”
They are known wherever books are known as the true guides to four of Nature’s
most fascinating subjects. Send for a set to-day.

. Ideal for the Holidays
Consider this*splcndid series for gUt purposes.

Young and old ore equally enthusiastic about
them. Send for a set on our Approval Plan,
Satisfy yourself it is an appropriate rift. .\U
tractive holly-covered boxes supplied FREE.

Sent on Approval
Send no money now. Merely the eonpon

with your name and address. 5lail it to-oay.
W'e will send the set immediately. E.xamine it,

and if you arc pleased send us a remittance of
$5.00—otherwise send_the books back.

Clip This Coupon and Mail It To~day

MESSRS. DOUBLEDAY* PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City, New York

Plea5e send me a ^t of the *T*orket Nature Library." I agree to examine it immediately and
tf 1 am satisfied 1 will send yon $5.00. Otherwise I will return the books within five days.

Name...

Address

.

U you wish the holly-covered box, please put a cross here.

C 13

DOUBLEDAY» PAGE & COMPANY GARDEN CITY. NEW YORK

i

A
•]

‘i

'.j

i
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Send.Skins to the

Have your fur e»p,
glOTPs or other gar-
ment made in Milwau-
kee, the tanning head-
Quarters of the middle
west. Our experts will

give you a splendid
job and you will

Save 50%
through our improred method. Thirty yeti»*
succes.^ful experience tanninf? for customer*
throughout the United States and Canada.
Ask your bank about \ia, Write for our
book of Style Snpgestione and instruction*
for preparing hides for tanning.

JOHN FIGVED ROBE & TANNING CO.
29SS Forest Home Are. Milwaabect Wia.

—a Great Book on Trapping. Full
“

of hints of how to make big catches.
Holds you with the thrilling adventures of

‘

America’s trappers— Crockett, Carson,
Boone, Kenton and others. Tells of ,

their skill, daring and woodcraft. It fol-^
lows them on the trap line and carries you
down to the methods of the present day,
with a wonderful fund of secrets.
Book cent FREE to fur trappers only. Write

today. We will aJso keep you posted on the
,
fur market.

.CLAT EXPORT CO., II23M—W. 35th St.
Chicago. n!s.

U. S. A.

I

PAYS
10% TO 30%
MORE FOR

Hides, Pelts and Tallow than you can get Bell-
ing at home. Wo charge No Commission. Check
for lOOS value sent at once. Write today for
our latest price list and particulars of cur

HUMTEBS’ AND TRAPPERS’ GUIDE
S 1 0,000. Book, 450 paces, leather bound,
illustrating all Fur Animals. Tells all about

Trappers' Sec*
rets. Decoys,
Traps, Game
Laws, How to
Kaise Skunk, Foz,
Mink. Price $2.00
—to oor costomerOp
$1.60. 11*8 a regular
encyclopedia and
should be in tbe
hnnda of every trap-
per. Pays for itself
over and ov'cr again.
Don't sell a singio
ekin until von get oar
prices, W*ite TO»
DAY. Address—

-

HIDES TANNED INTO

ROBES, S2.5QtoS7.50

We Sell Leather, also
tan Furs. Buy Fox
and V/olf Poison also De-
coy of DR. We are the
largest Hido and For
House in theN. W. Estl.
over 23 years.

pnvnrzra
ANDERSCH BROTHERS

Dept. 36 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

S
ET the forward sprocket In place by
using a bearing made of %" x IVi"
flat iron bent down on inside of

boat and screwed fast thereto. Then
make a smaller clamp bearing, with ad-

justment for chain tightening, made by

jCeo SJs^-jS£xrryo./>e—C-^
S/SRCC/CMT-.

slotting the holes IVi* long. The “crank

hanger” should be what is known in

“bike talk” as a one-piece hanger. Re-

move all parts except crank and sprocket

and hack-saw off the outside pedal crank
(the one near sprocket). Provide a
wooden handle or cut away the frame of

the bicycle pedal and wind the remainder
with tire tape. This maks a ball-bearing

handle and worP- fine. Make the clamp
bracket, which holds the sprocket crank
axle in place very nice in its fit with 2 oil

holes. Give the entire apparatus 2 coats

of red iron enamel and touch up the rivet

and holt heads with aluminum paint and
it makes a very neat and mechanical-look-

ing job. Put a pair of foot-rests in front

of operator in a convenient position as

this helps a lot when any speed or hard
pulling is needed.

To locate the fi’ont driving sprocket

center, sit naturally in position and
stretching right arm forward find the de-

sired points.

The total cost should not exceed $10.00

as nearly all the material can be bought
second hand and is just as good as new.

Tlie Rifles ' of Our
Forefathers

(Continued from page 646)

going off. Three-iu-one oil, it may be
mentioned, cannot be xised in oiling a flint

lock rifle. The old-timers used deer fat,

but the other ingredients in the modern
oil soak, into the steel in tbe priming pan
cover, so that thej’ ruin tiu' flint and it.

ha.s to be ground down again before it

will stril:c sparks.

All these rifles, it should be mentioned,
without exception have both set and hair

triggers, it being the favorite with our

old riflemen who did not have ammuni-
tion enough to study trigger release and
had to make their one shot count.

Another rifle of Simon’s that will bear
mention is a Johnson of 1865, .38 cal. very
light, about 8 lbs., and with short, 27i/i

Inch barrel when long barrels were the

usual thing. This rifle had the rear sight

set 15" from the eye, in spite of its short

barrel, and this rear sight was a pet of

Johnson’s, a plain semi-circle, about 3/16
diameter, in which you centered the front

sight by eye. The sides of the rear sight

were horn, much like buckhom of today.

As I said before, it was an unusual piece

of good fortune to be able to really load

and shoot the old Kentucky and Pennsyl-
vania rifles of our pioneer forefathers. iL
Simon has preserved for us all the
methods and accoutrements used by them,
and it Is a privilege to set down here in

print the actual experiences we had with
them. For they are now but a memory,
to even the oldest of us, and little was
written at the time about how these rifles

were used, by the men who used them.
We have fables, in plenty, of remarkable
shots made at unheard-of ranges, but it

is safe to say that beyond a hundred yards
these old timers made variable groups;

but also, inside of that range, they made
exceedingly accurate ones, with a very
flat trajectory. Where, at a hundred
yards, a modern .44 will merely flatten its

bullet against a rock, the Kentucky rifle

shot so hard as to split it to powder, and
game, shot with its big .43 cal, ball, went
dead and stayed dead at the first shot

Trapping m SoutLern
Pennsylvania

(Continued from page 643)

seen; the former about two inches ahead
of the latter. The tracks of the right aud
left feet will he 2^^ to 314 inches apart
with the mark of the tail between them.
Along the stream where the banks are

steep one will see places leading up from
the water to the top which have a used
appearance and whei'e the ground, roots

and grass are worn. These are their

slides. It is hard for a muskrat to walk
down a steep embankment.
He prefers to slide. He therefore starts

at the top and toboggans, so to speak.

At other places one will see where they
have gone up the hank to eat roots. Often
times no tracks can be see but a general

used appearance tells the tale.

Under the surface of the stream one
will sometimes find holes in the bonk.

Often these are under roots of trees and
difficult to find. Back from the stream
you will often find where the surface of

their burrows have caved in.

Sometimes one will find well-defined

trails leading from the stream back to a
field where they go in search of food.

On partially submerged logs and rocks

will be seen their black oblong droppings,

tiiree or four in number aud about the

size of a navy bean.

Muskrats will often travel long dis-

tances in search of food. While doing so

they will swim along the bank and ot>*
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Books on Bungalow Building

REPRESENTATIVE CALIFORNIA HOMES Price 75c

Fifty-four houses with 53 plans of six to ten rooms costing $3,0(X> to

$10,000. One-half are either two stories or story and a-half.

WEST COAST BUNGALOWS Price 75c

Fifty houses with 72 floor plans of five and six rooms costing $1,800

to $4,000. These are one-story bungalows, some having attic stairways.

LITTLE BUNGALOWS P rice 50c

Forty one-story bungalows with floor plans of four, five and six rooms,

costing $750 to $3,000.

BOOK OF SPECIAL PLANS Price 50c

This is a book with plans for 23 two-story houses, 23 part two-story

houses (two or more rooms in the second story) and 40 one-story houses.

The book is illustrated with artist’s pen-and-ink perspectives, mostly of

a small size. Complete working plans of all these houses for construc-

tion in various parts of the United States are carried in stock. Costs

of construction based on 1918 prices, are given. Some plans and ex-

teriors are adaptatioiis of houses in Representative California Homes
and West Coast Bungalows, but many are original designs. This is

our very best collection of plans.

Forest and Stream Book Department
9 East 40th Street, N. T. City, N. Y.
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Let Us Tan Your Hide.
And let 1:3 do y^nr head mountlnff, nig:, robe,

coat, and gloro maklnq. You never lose any-
thing and generally gain by dealing direct with
headquarters.

W'e tan deer shins with hair on for rugs, or
trophies, or dress them into bucUskin glovo
leather. Bear, dog, calf, cow, horse or any
other kind of hide or skin tanned with the hair
or fur on, and finished soft, light, odorless, and
made up into rugs, gloves, caps, men's and
women's garments when so ordered.
Get our illustrated catalog which gives prices

of tanning, taxidermy and heed mounting. Also
prices of fur goods and big mounted game heada
we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester^ N. Y.

Sktssnk Bringing
Highest Prices!
Right now Is the time to get
the BIG MONEYl Don't take

chances. Ship to the largest,
strongest fur bouse in the busi'
ness^ Funsten ~ established 33
years—known all over America
for fairest grading and highest
prices. We receive more furs in
a week than most houses do in a
season. SHIP TO

FUNSTEN BROS. & CO.
flTFUNSt*EN"^SSr“®* ST. LOUIS, MO.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A muskrat half cased.

serve everything as they go. They have
good eyesight and power of scent.

"When caught in traps they will invari-

ably attempt to amputate the member
that holds them or will try to twist out.

T he most successful methods for trap-

ping muskrats usually get them by
a front foot or leg. As these are

delicate, the jaws of the trap will often

break them. In that case, if the animal
is not guided into deep water, and held

there by some drowning device, as will

be explained later, he will pretty surely

gnaw off, from the under side, that part

of the leg which is in the trap and with a >

few struggles free himself.

All animals which free themselves
through amputation usually do so in this

manner, because that part of the leg

which is in the trap becomes numb. How-
ever, an animal will not gnaw off unless

the bone is broken.

But as stated before muskrats will often

twist off their feet and thus free them-
selves. I am a great believer in traps

which take a high grip on the leg. This
is particularly necessary in the case of

this animal when caught by a front leg.

The ankle and claw of this member is

so delicate, the flesh so tender, and the

skin works so freely over the bone, it will

often, if caught by a low grip, in shallow

water or on the hank, twi.st and tare

loose, leaving its foot in the trap.

The first impulse a muskrat has when
caught is to make for deep water. Taking
advantage of this trait the trapper en-

deavors to use some sort of a drowning
device. A common method is to stake the

chain in deep water. The weight of the

trap will be sufficient to drown it. If the

chain is too short an extension chain or

wire should be used. It may he fastened

to a stone and the latter thrown into

deep water.

Another method is the sliding pole.

This common device consists of a pole

over which the ring is slipped, the smaller
end being run into the bottom of the

stream or into deep water and the larger

secured to the bank.
A couple of short pieces of branch are

left at the small end so as to preve/it the

ring slipping off. A few twigs should also

be left on the pole to prevent any possi-

bility of the ring being pulled up again
by the animal.
But a sliding pole is conspicuous. I

strongly recommend the following method
In its place.

Slip the chain ring over a wire (old

baling wire answers the purpose splen-

didly), and anchor in deep water by
means of a stone or weight of any kind.

Fasten the other end to a small .stake in

the water close to the bank, or to a stone.

Submerge everything.

Now conceal trap and chain with a

light covering to conform to the bottom

of the stream and you have a set that will

cause no suspicion to an animal and will

not be discernable from the bank.

The wire should be twisted in a couple

of places so as to premit ring to slide only

\ downward.
Number I traps are generally used

for muskrat They are heavy enough to

hold the animal under water and usually

have a sufficiently strong grip.

^Tiere you can use drowning devices

the cheaper grades answer as well as the

more expensive.

Number ones won’t break the hones as

often as a larger trap would and are

cheaper—an advantage in these settled

districts where you are likely to lose some
through theft

It is most advisable, however, for you

to have a sufficient number of webb-jawed,

double-jawed, or gnaw and twist proof

(Continued on page 688)

Jracks of a muskrat
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HANDSOME FUR SEIS lADE-TO-ORDER

From Furs of Your Own Catch

At the present high prices of read3'-made furs it v.-ill pay you to

have 3’our furs made into serviceable vvearing apparel. You can

SAVE 30% TO 50% by getting 3'our furs this M'a3'. You furnish the

skins and we tan and make them up at reasonable prices. Y'ou get

greater satisfaction by having \’Our furs made-to-order. They are

made the \va3'’ 3’ou vcant them. The materials used are the best

mone3’' can bu3’. Y"ou get better furs than 3'Ou can bu3* read3"-made

because you select 3'our skins 3murseif and know what 3mu are

getting.

ALL WORK IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. Over

55 years in the fur business is proof of our rcliabilit3a

Located in the center of the United States, our work goes

to every state in the union.

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
giving man3" beautiful photographs, prices and interesting informa-
tion about making fur sets, coats, caps, gloves, rugs, robes, etc.

It is 3'ours for the asking. Send for it today’.

H.Wiiiard, Son & Company
“The Old Reliable Fur House’’ Established 1864

30 SOUTH FIRST STREET, MARSII.A.LLTOYY’N, IOW.\

This beautiful fur set can be
made from 23 large mink skins.

The catalog gives many other
styles that can be made from
mink and all other furs as %vell.

Like thousands upon thousands of others,
you too can be a satisfied Fur shioperif you will ship
your Furs direct to “SHUBERT.”' Prices are higher

than ever before.

It’s up to you to get the full mar-
ket value for every skin you ship.
Don’t be misled by high quotations.
It’s not tlie prices quoted in a price
list that count—it’s the amount of

the check you receive that either makes
you smile or swear. “SHUBERT” checks

will make you smile. That’s why Fur ship-
pers never change after they have once given
"SFIUBERT” a trial. Join the happy crowd
of satisfied Fur shippers. Ship your Furs direct
to “SHUBERT.” You take no risk. “The
Shubert Guarantee” protects you absolutely, j

Why not give “SHUBERT” a trial today?

A.oB . SHUBERT, ino.j
Larg'est House in theWorld

Dealind Exclusively in

AMERICAN RAW FURS
25-2T Wl aUSTIX AV8.DSPT.70CHICAGO

I

X

BIG GAME HUNTING IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Eig horn sheep— goats— moose— dear and bear
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Kennon B. Moore
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FOX’S
PUTTEES

NEW UOH-TAICf SPIRAl tP*uotc<;>

For men, women and boys have long- been
the linest made in England and have a woild-
wiile reputation.

They do not fray. They possess great dur-
ability. They are easy to put on in tlat, neat
spirals. Two weights— quality through and
through. Ideal for sports.

Only the genuine FOX’S have a small Brass
tag on each puttee, marked with the name
FOX and with It for right and L for left.

Genuine FOX’S Puttees are always full length
and width. Write for the name of the dealer
who sells them in your city.

Regulation Heavy Weight $4.00
Extra Fine Light Weight 4.50
Extra Fine Light Shade.* 5.00
Sent direct on receipt of price.

Manley & Johnson Co., Inc.

Sole Agents

260 W. Broadway, New York City

You Need
“THE COMPLETE ANGLER AND

HUNTSMAN/’
a profusely illustrated, highly inter-

esting and instructive

Sportsmen’s Reference Book,
coutaining over 2G5 pages of valu-

able “dope” for the Angler and the
Hunter whicli answers every ques-
tion that can possibly puzzle the
outdoorsmau. It takes the reader
progressively from the Genesis of

Angling all the way to the Revela-
tions of Huntei'craft; beyond all

doubt the best value in books ever
offered the American Sportsman.
The book was written by Stanley
Blake, the well-known owner of the
Blue Grass Farm Kennels, and
Thomas Hubert Hutton, the outdoor
writer; by reading their book yon
secure in one volume the combined
experience of these two men. Printed
in large clear type on fine quality
papei’, handsomely hound in cloth
and stamped in gold, this book is fit

to grace a King’s library.

Price, postpaid, $2.00

FOREST & STREAM, Book Dept,
New York, N. Y.

k.

Jim H^don 2-Piece Rods

Baby Crab and Other Minnow*

*‘AslC the Fish f”

Jas. Heddon’s Sonsx^BB
FUch.

JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
(Continued from page 653)

of it before. The gentlemen were soon
joined by the conductor of the train who
also proved to be a great admirer of the

fish in question. I learned from their

conversation that a few months pre-

viously two or three dozen black bass, of

small size, had been taken from a tribu-

tary of the Ohio river, near Wheeling,
placed in a perforated tin bucket, and
then immersed in the water of the tank
of the locomotive, and in this manner
carried to Cumberland, Maryland, where
they were planted in the canal basin at

that place, from which they would have
free egress to a branch of the Potomac
river.* My curiosity was aroused in re-

spect to the matter, and I resolved to

make the acquaintance of the fish at the
earliest opportunity, as I was assured by
the conductor that it was common in the
upper Ohio river, and abundant in all the
tributaries.

When I arrived in Cincinnati medical
lectures were about to begin and I matric-
ulated at once. I had been reading anat-
omy and physiology for two years and
my preceptor, a prominent surgeon, ad-
vised me to continue to devote myself,
principally, to those studies, with the addi-

tion of pathology and the principles of
medicine. He said further, that so far as
the lectures on theory and practice of
medicine were concerned, that I would
better honor them more in the breach
than in the observance for a year or two,
and to apply the time to therapeutics and
the laboratory, inasmuch as with the fun-
damentals firmly established in my mind
I would be fully prepared to form my
diagnosis and to define my own practice,
and not ha dependent on the opinions of
others whether embodied in books or not.
In after years I found this advice to be
sound and trustworthy, and it would be
well for medical students to pin the same
advice in their hats, and not begin, as
many are inclined to do, by reading books
of practice, neglecting to some extent the
more important and essential basic
studies.

I might clinch this advice by referring
to an incident that occurred one day dur-
ing a lecture on physiology. The subject
of the glandular system was under con-
sideration, and the professor was quizzing
the class on the lecture of the day before.
Adverting to the spleen, which has no
visible duct or outlet, and the functions of
which is not well understood even at the
present day, ho addressed a student who
had given more attention to lectures on
practice, as follows:

“Mr. Smith, where does the duct of the
spleen empty?”
Mr. Smith, evidently puzzled, replied:
“The duct of the spleen empties—ah

—

ah—ahem, why, why the duct of the

•Previous to tliat lime ilie small-moutlied blaclv-
hnss did not inhabit the Potomac river, but from
that small plant the tipper I'otomac and its
tributaries became well-stocked with this desirable
rame fish, end in a few years thereafter furnishecl
excellent fishirig, wkicb continues to the present

spleen empties, why, why, Professor, I

did know, but for the moment I have for-

gotten.”

Then the Professor addressing the class,

said solemnly and impressively:

“Gentlemen, it is very much to be re-

gretted that the only man who ever knew
has forgotten!”

Owing to my knowledge of anatomy I

was appointed demonstrator to one of the

small classes in the dissecting room. Our
first “subject” was a tall, stalwart Irish-

man whom we dubbed the Irish Apollo

owing to his almost perfect form and fine

physique; evidently he died .suddenly as

he was not at all emaciated. His teeth

were remarkable for their whiteness and
regularity, and closed like a lid of a

tight-fitting box; but their most peculiar

feature was a perfectly round hole, one-

half being between two molars of the

lower jaw, and the other half between the

two corresponding molars of the upper

jaw. There was some speculation as to

the cause or use of the small opening. I

happened to observe that the inner sur-

face of each tooth was as black as ebony,

and defined the cause; he was an inveter-

ate smoker, which accounted for the dis-

coloration; I had seen the same thing

among some of my old sailor friends. I

promised to explain the meaning of the

dental hole at the next session.

When the class assembled on the fol-

lov/ing evening I took from my pocket a

short-stemmed clay pipe and inserted the

stem into the hole in the teeth which it

fitted exactly; the mystery was explained.

The poor fellow, without doubt, was a

slave to the pipe, and held it between his

teeth constantly except when eating or

sleeping. Later, when we came to dis-

sect his heart, we found certain and con-

clusive evidences of extensive organic dis-

eases, and his death, as surmised, was
very sudden, and the cause, no doubt, was
said to be heart failure, whatever that

may mean.

M y interest respecting the black

bass had not relaxed, and with
that matter in view, and in my off

hours, I looked up a former friend whom
I knew to be fond of fishing. He con-

firmed the enthusiastic opinions I had
heard concerning the gameness of that

fish, and of its abundance in neighboring

streams. He also expressed his willing-

ness to assist me by giving a practical

demonstration at the waterside of the

valor, bravery and general good qualities

of the fish in question, which I knew only

by hearsay. It was to be my novitiate,

or first experience, and luckily it "was to

happen on Independence Day.

My companion showed me the tackle

he used to conquer the famous warrior.

It consisted of a long pliable natural cane
reed, a single-action reel, a sea-grass line

of small caliber and a cork float; the

hooks, as I now remember them, were
Kirby-bend Limerick about size number
three. This comprised the outfit in gea»
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Golf Daily
at the Chamberlin
The Hotel Chamberlin at Fortress Monroe,

Virginia, is one of the finest holiday
hotels in the Western Hemisphere

YOU golf enthusiasts—come down to the Chamberlin
—we’ve got one of the most interesting courses
you ever played on; its just over 5100 yards around;

bogey, 78. And after the game, a shower in the cozy
club house and a lounge in the cheery living room—or on
the commodious porch. Great!

And the famous Chamberlin Southern cuisine!

Well, you will look forward to every meal when once
you lyiow it.

The Medicinal Bath Department
'(under authoritative medical direc-

tion) duplicates every bath and treat-

ment given at European Spas.
Ask for literature and Aeroplane

map of the Chamberlin golf course

—

the first of its kind every published.
Address

GEORGE F. ADAMS, Manager

Fortress Monroe Virginia

'Neio York Office:

BERTHA RUFPXER HOTEL BUREAU
1270 Broadway : New York City

Cook’s Tours
or

“Ask Mr. Foster” at any of Ills offices
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^tock and iiay taxes. Upwanls of 45.000 white
j»ine trees planted live years ago, and are a fi-ature

or the place.
(m aecount of the altitude ami i?n igorelii'.g

cllmnie this (ilaee should apl'cal to anyone desiring
lo eNiahli<h a camp or homo for the summer willi-

<au a large outlay of ca[-itai. f'roporly ca»i be ob-
laii'od lor $l7..'i00 on mro;t liberal terms. roni»
plete d<*tail.s will be* furnl-ehed oti jor;uest.

PLASE & ELLIMAN
340 Madison Avenue NEW YORK CITY

Telepboue ilurray Hill 0200.

$5.75 $5.75
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you pay upon reeci' i rt tlie knife (C. O. D.).

DEFENDER POCKET KNIFE CO.

Deot. 10. 46 Broadway. PROVIDENCE. R. I.
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eral use at that time for black bass fish-

ing. When 1 exhibited, with some pride,1

my home-made eight-foot cedar rod and I

click reel, he expressed his admiration for ,

the little rod, but doubted its capability
|

to manage and overcome so game a foe as

the black bass if of fighting size. But l!

felt no apprehension on that score as Itl

was the victor in many a hard-fought
struggle with the striped bass and blue-

fish of the Patapsco.

On the Fourth of July, 1855, we took
the train for the little town of Morrow,
on the Little Miami river, some thirty

miles from Cincinnati. My companion
carried a small minnow bucket and a six-

foot minnow seine as part of his fishing

equipment, and we both carried rubber
boots. Proceeding up the bank of the

stream we soon came to a tributary brook
where we captured a supply of lively min-
nows with the little seine. I resolved to

watch my friend awhile before wetting
my own line, in order to gain some knowl-
edge of a method of fishing of which I was
totally ignorant.

Adjusting his float to the proper depth,
he carefully hooked a minnow just under
the dorsal fin and tossed it into a deep
eddy near some rocks. After waiting a

few minutes, and meeting with no re-

sponse, he cast the minnow into a ripple

near a patch of driftwood. The bait had
scarcely time to sink ere it was seized

and the float disappeared from view as

the line went racing through the water,

cutting erratic angles and curves in a

way I had never seen before, while the

rod bent and swayed with the strain,

when—Ye Gods and little fishes—out

leaped a wriggling form of a greenish-

bronze with wide open mouth, red and

cavernous, that seemed to hurl a defiant

challenge as with a graceful curve it dis-

appeared beneath the surface.

“You’ve lost him.” I cried.

“Oh, no,” he rejoined, “not yet!”

And then amid a shower of water the

brave fish bounded out again, and yet

again, with scarcely a moment between.

Jily eyes seemed bulging out of my head

as I tried to follow him in his eccentric

courses as the line went hissing through

the water, now here, now there, with an

audible swish as he rushed toward the

rocks, then toward a patch of weeds; but

foiled by the spring of the rod he again

leaped out, but scarcely above the surface,

and with a last defiant wave of his power-

full tail, he disappeared below. Finally he

lowered his crest and turned up his ar-

mored side to the summer sun in sheer

desperation, and as he was being slowly

reeled in he seemed to exhibit his defiance

and to protest against his undue defeat

by slapping his broad tail on the shim-

mering surface.

When the hook was removed from his

lip, and a sharp knife was thrust through

the s))inal cord just back of his head,

he lay still and quiet “like a warrior tak-

ing his rest.” While gazing on the limp,

lifeless and tranquil form it was hard to

realize that, but a few moments before.
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The Wilderness of the Upper Yukon
By CHARLES SHELDOX. i

The thrilling experiences in pursuit of the big game, sheep, caribou,

moose, bear, etc., the delightful descriptions of magnificent scenery,

the keen and sympathetic observation of the life of the smaller animals

of the region form a rare and valuable narrative.

With four illustrations in color from paintings by Carl Rungius,
with seventy illustrations from photographs. New edition with new,
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Life Histories of African Game Animals
By THEODORE ROOSEVELT and ED3IUND HELLER,

This important scientific work is based on the joint ob-
servations of Colonel Roosevelt and Edmund Heller, one of the

naturalists who accompanied him on the Smithsonian African
Expedition, of the Game Mammals of Africa—an almost un-
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form, so that to both the sportsman and the scientist the
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With illustrations from photographs, and from drawings by Philip R.
Goodwin

;
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Life Histories of Northern Animals
By ERNEST THOMPSON SETON.

A book of popular natural history on a strictly scientific basis,

treating of some sixty quadrupeds, taking up also the intimate side

of their lives. Illustrated from drawings and maps, showing the

animals, tlieir homes, different stages of growth, etc.
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The Arctic Prairies
By ERNES THOMPSON SETON.

Tells of a journey—practically one of discovery—into the
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there v/as pent up within it so much vim,
vigor, valor and vitality, and bo much re-

Bcurceful power and nervous energy. It

was my first view of a black bass. His
capture was a revelation. My curiosity

was appeased but not satisfied. More was
to follow. It was but the spur, the in-

citement, the incentive to future endeavor
and performance.

So far I had only an impersonal con-
ception cf the finesse and strategy of a
fish that seemed to possess unlimited
power, resistance, fortitude and endur-
ance. I was yet to experience a personal
encounter in which my skill, with the
help of rod and reel, would be tested and
exerted against his innate and indomit-
able bravery, courage and adroitness. t

A Manual of Wildfowl

Shooting
(Continued from Page 651)

along the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf Coasts
and in sections of the interior.

The red-head usually arrives from the
South iu March and many of them for-

merly bred within the boundaries of our
Northern tier of States. But the shooting

in the spring resulted in practically all of

our ducks going far into Canada to nest.

Spring shooting has now been abolished

and with that wasteful and unsportsman-
like practice at au end the red-heads,

along with many other species of ducks,

will no doubt breed again within our bor-

ders in better numbers.
The red-heads start south wiih the

freezing over of the northern waters, but
they usually arrive in our middle states

later than some of the other species.

The shooting of red-heads is similar to

that of canvas-backs. They are hunted in

the same manner, come to the same de-

coys and present about the same marks.

O NE fall, late in the huntjng season,

a report came into town that there

was a flight of red-heads on in the

upper bay. The duck shooting had been

good that fall, but the red-heads had been

a scarce variety, in fact they had been so

during the last few years. Now the birds

were reported plentiful on the river and
in the locality where the river emptied

Into the hay.

A “dry” north-easter had beat and
howled along the shore for two days as if

furious because it could not let down a
deluge of rain with the gale of the wind.

Then the storm partly subsided, followed

by a cold snap of real winter weather.

This storm was reported to be the cause

of the sudden flight of red-heads.

Hardly had we received news of the

red-heads than my friends and I were pre-

paring for the trip. .4.bout two o’clock

In the morning we packed guns, shells,

sandwiches and thermos bottles filled

with hot coffee into the automobile, and
climbing in, were off in the black behind
the glare of the head lights. It was very

cold and a keen wind was blowing. The
heavy sweaters and overcoats and caps
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with the flaps fastened down over the ears

felt none too warm.
In less than an hour we reached the

head of the bay. The car was left at the

side of the road and we tramped over to

the bay shore where lay our sneak-boxes

with their loads of decoys. Taking only

the red-head decoys we each pushed out

in a boat. The night was intensely black

and we lay our course solely by knowl-

edge of the locality—when one instinct-

ively travels right by night as well as by
day.

The splash of our oars and creaking of

oar locks were lost in the moaning of the

cold damp wind that drove the wav'es

slajiping and spraying against the sterns

of our boats. Y,’e almost ran into a flock

of ducks that were resting upon the open
water. The startled fowl would leave the
water with splashing of many wings and
feet. They would beat into the wind
toward us until directly over our boats,

then swing to the right and left, the

whistle of their wings suddenly hushed
as they speeded off. At times there were
many ducks about our boats, all effectu

ally hidden by the bl.ackness of the night.

An hour or more of steady pulling at

the oars and we had crossed the bay to the

western shore and were abicast of the

river's mouth, a mile or so to the south

cf our starting point. At first we missed
the little island, tiie jdace from which wo
intended to shoot, but soon we ran into

the tall reeds that lined the marshy shore.

The island was only a few square yard.s

in area but it was important to know on
which side or end to maim our blind and
put out the detoys. A consultation was
held. The wind v.’as considered. It was
blowing strongly and steadily from the

north-cast and it vas hardly likely to

change during the coming day. A de-

cision was reach'd, based on pa.'^t oxiieri-

ince in that locality under similar

weather conditions.

We poled down to the south-east point
of the iuiau.l r.ml threw out the decoys
just a little off to the south of the end
rushes. Then, while my companion
worked the sneak-bo.xcs well in among
the tall reeds and settled them side by
: Me, sterns towaid the wat: r, T got out
tile jack knife and groping my way about
iii the darkness cut armfuls of brown
rushi'3. These were carefully spread over
tl’.e dcciis of the boats and draped over the
sriuare sterns.

\Ve got out our pipes and had a smoke,
.nnd for all our bundling up the raw, cold
winds made us shiver as we stood there
watching the east for signs of the coming
day.

A change, almost imperceptrole at first,

was gradually taking place. Where a
half hour before night had cnvelon>-d us,
bleck and injpenetrabl'', a dim gray was
now mystcrioiuly Eurcading through the
,ict. Slowly hut steadily the gray iu-

creusad. unt.l the wavin.g brown rushes
nearby were outlined and the little island
.seemed to rise phamom-like to view. The
nearest decoys .showed faintly, bobbing
among the waves, and a gray sky was
dimly disclosed over head. Far to the

No. f
American Sportsmen
Series, l^aintcd /?r
Remington (JMC by
Fo A'. Lcyendecksr

Tke Knows
TTHERE 13 CO more practical jucl^c of a and sliella

^ tkan tke American farmer or rancliman.
f

Tt was from tKc farms and randies tnat tke wonderful
Remington UMG Wetproof improvement in snot sliells

*'

received it.s first [treat ovation.

for Shooting KigKil

Men to wliom it is oflcn most convenient to hunt on rainy days loiow
how to aiipiecinte sliells that arc' nnnle complefel.v water[)roof.
And to yon too, in these times when you as a |>caetical hunter are more
than ever iiiient ui>oii making every opportunity count. Wetproof is equally
important.

-NO matter how “wet” yon ma.v get them from rain, spray, or a leaky bo.at,
your Uoniington t.Mt' Wetproof Speed Shells will work as siiioothl.v as
yoni' modem Itemington I MC .\utolaading or Ikimp (lun, and siioot
V itii their usual superior pattei-ii and penefrati('ii.
.Tnst huy your old favorite “Anow,” “Xitro Clnb” or “Xew Club” brand,
"i r.u get the V. ctproof improvemcr.t at r.o e.xtra cost to you.
.»sK .your dealer, the live lieininufon lAlC incrrhant whose store is ymur
( onimiin;ty sportsmen's iicadquarters—!;nc of more than 8.’>,000 in titis
I ounlry.

THE REMiNGTON ARMS UNION METALUC CARTRIDGE CO., Ipc.

Laraest J^lanufacturerif cf Firearms and J\mmunition in the \Vorld

^Voolwortb £uildir>^ New York CJtjJ
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Theodore Roosevelt’s
Adventure Books

Uniform library edition in six volumes. Illustrated. Set boxed, $15;

separate volumes, each $2.50 net

AFRICAN GA:ME TRAILS. Two volumes. '

THROUGH THE RRAZILIAN WILDERNESS
OUTDOOR PASTIMES OP AN AMERICAN HUNTER
A BOOK-LOVER’S HOLIDAYS IN THE OPEN
THE ROUGH RIDERS

It is now possible for the first time to have a uniform edition of

these remarkable volumes in which Colonel Roosevelt expressed the

joyous adventures which, from youth to the end, paralleled his p^rcat

public career. Flere is the vigorous, manly, outdoor sportsman who
made a remarkable appeal to all men no matter what their politics

;

in these six volumes are his great adventures which will continue to stir

the hearts of young men everywhere. Here is the leader of the Rough
Riders who was idolized by his men

;
th.e hunter of bears and mountain-

lions in our West and South the naturalist studying and hunting the

great game of Africa through the heart of the unknown continent
;

the

explorer discovering to the world “The River of Doubt”—called for-

ever after “Rio Roosevelt.”

As years go by these records, hundreds of pages of which were writ-

ten by his own hand in the midst of the wild regions he describes, will

take their place among the classics of adventure. No man who ever

reached his eminence in public life left such a record of what would

have been a full life in itself without his activities as statc.sman.

Another Roosevelt Book
Your affectionate father,

Theodore Roosevelt’s
Letters to His Children

The great Christmas book—for fa-

thers, mothers, and children of all ages.

“What a father, what lucky childre’i.

What fun in store for other fathers and
children.”—Ak Y. Sun.

Illustrated. $2.0!)

The great book of

fall.

“The sensation of the hour;
there is nothing else like it

in the Enghsh language.”

—

X. V. Herald.

“These letters lift Roose-
velt at once to a higher level

of literary atta uinent than
any otlier of his published
writings.” — N. V. Evening-
Sun.

“I am afraid that nobod,,’

who may liappen to dislike
Itlr, Roosevelt will ever ho
able to do so again after

reading these pages.”—Chi-
cago Post.

“Many books have been
written by and about, Theo-
dore Roosevelt and tltis col-

lection of Ids letters will

stand at their head.”—Ros-

loii Transoiii»t.

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.) Y'orci.fi?V.

east and lov/er over the dark sea a
stronger gray was spreading in long

streaks. With the coming of the day we
settled ourselves in the sneak-boxes and
slipped the loads of Number 5’s in tae
guns.

A S the light increased the wild ex-

panse of bay and marshland was dis-

closed. Rough, gray water, islands

of brown rushes swayed and bent before

the stronger gusts of wind; heavy gray
clouds milling in a leaden sky. Far to

the east lay the long, narrow stretch of

beach with undulating sand dunes, a har-

rier betw cn bay and sea. To the west the

thick dark woods backed the marshes, and
parted at the river, the turbulent waters
of ^'hich narrowed into the distance be-

tween the sv.’aying pine trees.

Flocks of ducks could bo seen battling

their way into the face of the strong
wind or scudding before it at a tremend-
ous speed.

Suddenly two ducks, seemingly from
nowhere, pitched into the water among
the outside decoys. For a moment they
Eat there still, and in the wan half-light

they were hardly distinguishable from
the wooden counterfeits. Suddenly they
.lumped and swung off down the -wind. We
both fired and one of them splashed into

the water. The first duck of the day
proved to be a handsome male red-head.

The reported Sight of red-heads had
been true. Our island lay in the bay op-

posite the mouth of the river and about
a hundred yards from the mainland.
The lately arrived ducks were trading up
and down the river and cut over the bay
and we lay directly in their line of flight.

During the first few hours we enjoyed

some excellent shooting. The ducks came
rapidlj’, they were all red-heads with the

exception of two or three flocks of scaup

or broad-bills. Our decoys had been placed

when it was yet night but past seasons

on the bay had stood us in good stead

and they were well put out. The
hand at the game will throw out his de-

coys before dawn and then nine times out

rf t-n w’ll find thrt v.’ith the romhig of

day-light the flock does not look in the

lea-t as he intended it to. The decoys

may be much too far off shore or entirely

too near. They may be grouped too

closely or stru;!g out in a straggling line

far loo long. In 'the latter case a duck
coming to them would cff-.T the poorest

'-ort of a shot, if any. The beginner must
first learn to put out his d'coys properly

by daylight. Later on with patience he

v/ill acquire the knack of putting them
out by night when distances on the water

are difficult to estimate and the surround-

ings seem strange and confusing.

Our decoys were so placed that dheks

headed for them and flying -with the wind

would not have to pass over our blind be-

fore swinging into the counterfeits. Also

birds coming against t’nc wind would

come straight in to the decoys without

passing over the blind. Yet the decoys

were slightly to leeward of the point,

where they were out of the full sweep o£

the wind and in calmer water.
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Th« red-heads came to ns hy slnglea,

sometimes two or three and often small

flocks, and they decoyed beautifully.

Nearly all of them came from up the

river and as they reached the bay, fight-

ing their way Into the wind, they would
^otice the decoys. Down they would
sweep, close to the water, and come
straight in. The shooting was largely at

ducks coming head on against the wind,

and they offered splendid targets as they

spread their tails, dropped their legs and

set their wings in curves preparatory to

alighting. The first shots at the hover-

ing birds were easy, the second ones difiQ-

cult as the startled red-heads swung oft

in a flash and raced down wind.

Some shots were missed, others went
true to the swiftly flying marks, as proven

by the goodly number of fine birds be-

neath the boat decks. Often the fowl

came so rapidly that many chances were

lost because of one of us being out from

shore in a boat picking up dead birds,

thus frightening an incoming flock.

As the birds shot fell into the water

they at once started to drift rapidly

away from our island. It was easy

enough to reach them, going down wind
in a boat, but the row back to the island

was slow and required hard pulling at

the oars. Some wounded birds were diffi-

cult to recover since they dove upon strik-

ing the water and would often come up

far out of gun-shot, and would dive re-

peatedly before the approaching boat

would carry one of us within range. Often

while one of us was down wind retriev-

ing a duck, a flock would pitch to the

decoys and the man in the blind would
have some fast, exciting work.

There were many gunners out that

morning and the booming of the guns
flown the bay told of the fine sport that

some were having.

It was ideal weather for duck shooting

and the birds should have been on the

wing and decoying throughout the entire

day. But the best "of rules in hunting are

often broken by a whimsical Nature. Our
shooting was practically over by ten

o’clock in the morning and very few

ducks came to us during the remainder
of (he day. But those >“arly gray hours

on the little island with the red-heaus

streaking in before the north-easter will

long be rememembered.
The next article xoill concern other seor

iluclis.

An Elk Hun t in the 01ympics
(Continued from page <5191

was lost before this dawned on me. My
attempting to return along the divide was
another mistake. I should have returned

along the way I came. I tramped and
ciawled along the mountain-top for hours

and just before dark came' to a place

whrrc the mountain seemed to literally

br^ak in two—a small stream cutting

Ihrough .and making a frightful .gorge.

1 coulii not s))cnd tb.e night on the moun-
tain for 1 was getting weak from hunger
and exertion. The aii’ was cold and the

ground c^cred with snow. It did not

It’s small, light, unobtrusive. You don’t notice it in the pocket or
on the belt.

But when the diamond-back rattler buzzes or the copper-head
squirms—when there’s a bear jn the trap or a bob-cat in the tree

—

when the rare chance of human violence threatens in the wilderness
—or when the stinging wind on the North .shore of Superior brings
the blood chilling yell of the man-hunting wolf-pack nearer and
nearer—the little Savage proves the closet, truest friend.

Its barrel—length and locked breech gives more power and accur-
acy than other pistols of the calibre—its ten shots and one-hand
reloading permit faster and more continuous fire—and the lines of

its celebrated grip make you point it and shoot it straight in an
emergency'—as straight and as instinctively as you point your finger.

Its monkey-wrench simplicity makes it always ready and always
sure-fire, because like the best military pistols, you can cock and
uncock it w’ith your thumb.
Your dealer w'ill show you—can supply you. For complete de-

scription write us.

SAVAGE ARMS CORPORATION
. Utica, N. Y. Detroit, Mich,

Executive and Export Offices, 50 Church Street, New York City

32 calibrtp3-}i inch bam»t J9 ounctSt

380 calihrc, 4-M inch barrel, 2 J ounces,

IKANNOFSKYciLT^flr

ana manufacturer of artincial ejes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a apecialtj.

Send for prices. -Ml kinds of heads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
rieaie msatioa tad

Maine Hunting Shoe
Light as a moccasin with

protection of heavy hunting
boot. ^Iade on swing last
in five widths, so as to fit any
width foot from A to EE.
Tan, Water Elk top, red
rubber vamps, white rolled
edge sole and leather inner'
Boles^ For men and women,
PRICE: 5 inch $4.00, €%

inch $5.25, 8 inch $7.50, 10
inch $9.00, 12 inch $10.75,
Arched Innersolcs and Re-

pair Outfit free. De-
livered free any-
•where in the United
States. Send .for

1919 catalog, guaran-
tee ta^ and free
sample of rubber
and leather.

V* L# BEAN| Mfo. fr^sDort, Main*
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Newton Arms and Ammunition

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
WOOLWORTH BUILDING. NEW YORK
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wing shooting; no excuse for missing; game birds or

clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap

and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;

will increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects

the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead your

birds; compels proper handling of gun; puts the

shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves

the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, elamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with centcT post for

alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.

Any object seen by the shooter througli this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD—as such object

must be at the time in shot pattern When gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-

Bolutely—.VO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUCE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, po.stpaid, $2.50, with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St., Room 140, New York City, N. Y.

PINE BLUFF INN
PINE BLUFF, N. C.

Opens November 10th

Excellent Quail Hunting, Wild Turkey and

Wild Boar, Horse-Back Riding, Golf, Mid-

winter Canoeing.

Illustrated Booklet on request.

PAUL MacFARLAND.
Proprietor.

Indian Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

Made of Genuine Moose Hide

Men’s Sizes, 6 to 11, at $5.00
Ladies’ or Boys’ Sizes,

2 to 6 at $3.75.

Sent prepaid on
receipt of price.

Money_ refunded if

not satisfactory.

T7e make the finest Buckskin Hunting
Shirts in America. Carry in stock the larg-

est assortment of Snow Shoes in the country.

Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-

hide Gloves and Mittens. Our Wi.sconsin

Cruising Shoes have no superior as a hunting
shoe. Send for Free Catalog to-dav.

Metz& Schloerb, “ slJkoshfwu
*

Owis a Ford Cruiser
and travel where you please, independent of
railroads and hotels. Our Cruiser Outfit—
quickly bolted to an.v Forcl Roadster—makes this
easy. Complete outfit includes tent, mattress,
stoves, furniture, coi -ag utensils, etc.—a home
on wheels for week euds and extended outdoor
tripe. Not a Tbail£I», Write for illustrated
descriptive folder.

Cruiser Motor Car Co. 2016 E. Johnson St«
Madison, Wit.

Knit yoor

own fish

nets

All kinds of fish nets, hammock?, etc., m.iy be

easily and quickly made, with my illustrateil instruc-

tions before you. 21 photographs show yon how. .Also

rives more information about the use of nets than
has ever been published. Complete instructions, wire

netting needle, mesh blocks and 4 balls of twine,

for $1.60 postpaid.

W. E^Uytos N. Male SL^Altoana, Kana,

i.

DARROW’S STEEL BOAT.S
Spventeoii slUos. ligluy si.-.o.s, up lo twenty-four

feet in leiigUi, including liglit, niediuin ami heavy
<Iuty Motorboats, OutlioanI Motor .Siieciais, How-
l)oats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WOliLD FAMOUS
.SECTIO.VAL BOATS. Write for Catalogue and
prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,
6U Eria Straaf ALBION. MICH. .

seem possible to descend that precipitous
mountain side in the half-light remaining,
let there was nothing to do but try; so,

in desperation, 1 started on the descent,
and it was the most terrible experience
of my life. Once started I could not stop.

The undergrowth was too shallow-rooted
to support me and several times I found
myself sliding down pell-mell, as it

seemed to death, clutching at every bush
and projection of rock as I passed in that
wild descent. My hands were soon ter-

ribly lascerated and I was constantly
pelted by the stones I had dislodged in

passing.

Almost unnerved; with bleeding hands
and bruised body, I finally came to where
it was less precipitous and then to where
trees were growing. After that it was
safe going but was fast getting too dark
to see. I soon found three fir trees grow-
ing so close together that the space be-

tween afforded secure footing and some
shelter. Here I spent the second night
and it required the exercise of consider-

able will power to keep up the necessary
exercise to prevent perishing from the
cold rain that chilled me to the bone.

As soon as it was light enough to see,

the weary tramp was again resumed and
about 8 o’clock I came to the spot where
I had killed the elk.

We had been nearly a month in the
mountains and my shoes were in shreds,

the last slide had finished them; when
1 reached the elk, I was practically bare-

footed. I decided the elk should furnish
me a pair of boots: I cut the hind hoofs
off at the pastern joint, and cutting around
the leg above the lioch, or gambrel, peeled

off two good boots, the hair inside; the

curve of the gambrel making the heel;

the hair enabled me to slip them on
easily; the open end at the toe was drawn
together and fastened back with a thong
to prevent stubbing; I found I had as
comfortable a boot as I had ever worn,
for it soon adapted itself to the shape of

my foot, and when it had become dry it

retained its shape.

With a glance to see that the head-skin
was undisturbed, I ))ushed on and late in

the afternoon reached camp which I

found deserted. They were in the hills

hunting for me. I had ceased to be
hungry and had only one sensation—that

of exhaustion. Crawling into bed I drew
the blankets about me and went to sleep.

At supper the boys awoke me. I took some
food and went to sleep again. At break-

fast I was again aroused, took some
nourishment and returned to bed, sleep-

ing unljl noon. After a bath in the hot

sulphur spring, and a good dinner, I felt

as good as new, except for the bruises and
lacerated hands, although I had lost

seventeen pounds in weight.

The following morning, with Mr. D. C.

Coyner, to help pack, we started back for

the antlers, to secure which I had under-

gone so much exposure. The head was
found undisturbed. After a hasty lunch
we started for camp, Coyner carrying the

horns and I the cape. They made a heavy
load and the steep mountain sides being
covered with pine-needles, making the
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footing insecure, our />rogreSs was much
/slower than anticipated. We were over-

taken by night and had to sleep out

again, but the rain having ceased, we had

no diflBculty in getting a good fire started

and took turns catching sleep. We got

through the night without much discom-

fort. Camp was reached early next morn-

ing and the following day we started for

home.

T hese elk-pastures have now been

included in “The Cljunpic Forest

Reserve,” and the splendid hunting

they afforded is now only a memorj’—ex-

cept those who hunt w'ith a kodak. The
elk have multiplied and frequently range

beyond the confines of the Reserve, a fact

the settlers are quick to take advantage

of. The Solduc Hot Springs is now a fa-

mous resort, boasting a fine hotel. The
Solduc river still is full of trout and

Lake Crescent is far-famed for its Bear'’

ley trout; they attain unusual size—ten

and even twenty pounders not being un-

common.

Hotel accommodations are good, mak-
ing life easy for the angler; the Olympic

mountains equal the Alps in beauty;

beautiful roads connect this scenic para-

dise with Seattle and Tacoma; numer-

ous tents dot the shore of Lakes Crescent

and Cushman, sheltering for a night, or

an outing, fishing parties or autoists who
prefer a taste of tent life to the comforts

of the hotels. It is all very fine, but when
I gaze at the elk-bead nicely mounted,

above my desk, my thoughts go back to

those days, when the grassy parks of

Mount Oljnipus were the elk-hunters’

paradise, and I rejoice that I got a

"record” head as a souvenir of my hunt-

ing prowess, before Uncle Sam said “For-

bear.” It also reminds me of the tough-

est experience of my life.

A Game Hunt in New
Brunswick

(Continued from page C47)

while a big cow trotted swiftly away.

The head was an unusually even twenty-

pointer. After dressing the bull, we tip-

ped him over and back until he rested

well above the ground on small logs. Bob
was doubly pleased, for the seven hundred
pound animal was within fifty yards of

an old logging road to which we cut a lane

the next day.

I had been looking toward the bull, so

that the first swing of his great neck
enabled me to see plainly that his head
had far more than the three points on
each horn required by law, so that there
was not the hesitation necessary on an-

other trip with the guide, when owing to

the dull light and thick growth, we could
not for some time tell the sizes of the
heads of three bulls in one herd. We saw
three together on this trip also.

"IMiile we were seated on the bull, tho
day after he fell, a large hawk swooped
almost up to us and then away with
great speed. Coming out of a ridge one
morning we saw a buck in the open. The

GUNS

Hunting Clothing, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and all

Fall and Winter Sporting Goods
Shown in our Catalogue No. 80 ready for mailing

Send 10c. to partly cover cost

I* Fkl Or*l 302-304 Broadway
ochoverlmg Ualy & ualcs New York

ITHACA
This is the
Editor of “ Rod
and Gun in

Canada” with

his ITHACA
gun. Most
editors of
shooting
magazines
choose an
ITHACA for

their personeJ

use and they

do know guns.

Catalog FREEl.

Single barrel trap

gun*, $64.34 and
up.

Double gunc,
$41.00 and up.

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN
CO.

Ithaca. N. Y.

The Boot that %^ SportsmenSwearBy ^
“Finest thing ever for rongh, ont- '

door wear, **8ay§aa Oregon sportsman—
and you’ll echo his sentiments when

S’ you've WoBNapairof “Never i/eaks.** %
5“ Nothing like them for wet ground or dry— :

; hunting, fishing, trapping or hiking. Easy '

• on the feet, but outwear harder, etifier boots.
Art NEAR WATERPROOF A3 LEATHER
BOOTS OAN BE HADE.

Built the Russell Way
Quality Always

Expert bootmakers make “Never Leak** boote
by nond from black chrome cowhide, a wond-
erfully flexible leather, waterproofed In the
tanning. Patented Never Kip Seams shed
the water— there are no *'open“ stitches.

^Mado to your measure in anv ;

heignt. Soles hobnailed i

)

1

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leak? or repairs; check as baggage, cany by
hand; safe for family: all sizes; non-sinkable; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
^fotors. Catalog.

King Folding Canvas Boat Co.» 428 Harrison St, Kalamazoo^ MIeh.

REVEILLE LEATHER LEGGINGS
FOR ALL OUTDOOR USES

In Styles and Leathers

For tho Motorist, Sports-
man, Equestrian, Folios and
Others.

Dealers should eet our cat-

alor. hu7 and make satls-

Ced custoiacrs.

If not carried by your deal-
er, write direct to

REVEILLE LEGGING CO.
LEAVENWORTH. KANSAS

35c
Pcttpald

For all lubrication and
polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New PerlsctMO

Pocket Packa(S

(• Q matchUo comblnatloD.
RporUaett have known It for

ye«n. Doalers sell NYOIL at

ICc. and35c.8end na the nama
of a liva one who doesn't aeU
t^OIL with other neceaiarlei

for gportsmon and we will lend
yon a dandy, bandy Dew can
(crew top and screw tip) con*
Mnlng •mseei pM^ald
for 85 eentt.
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*A Great and Amazing New Poem
-By-

John Masefield

Reynard the Fox
John Masefield*s New Narrative Poem

“A brilliant and masterly pictni-e of

English life .... a remarkably bean-

tifnl and powerful work. l\Ir. i\Iase-

field never did anything better.”

—

Philo. Ledger. “One of the gayest

scenes ever iiainted. Never, not even

in Chancer, was there anything like

this.”—iV. Y. Glohe.

Second Printhuj lirady 'Koic <it All Jlaoloslorrs. Jl.Cfl.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

DO YOU KNOW
floU for just 10 cents a day you can

give a child to France?
flwmen of France Lave died figliting our liatlles.

The women and children of France are left to

bear the burden.
$30.50 a tear, adderl to the small allowance

of the French GoverntiienI
,
will save a cliild for

the new France. Will j-ou suhscrilre 5.10 a day,

$3 a month, $.36. .10 a year; payable monthly,
quarterly or yearly?

Every penny of the money collected goes to
file children. Exiienses are paid from a separate
fknd.

Prove your patriotism by helping immediately,
paactically and j)ersonally, our ally, Fiance.

Ten Cents a day means little to you. When a

Kteful letter conics from some little child in
nee you will know how much it means tlicre.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day
3.00 1 mo.

36.50 “ “ “ 1 vr.

73.50 " “ “ 2 yrs.

Date
I pledoa i $36.50 . , . for a girl aged ... in its

myself > boy
to give J own home for .^. years

$ for . . . children in their
own homes for . . . years.

part
I awploa a herewith $ in total paymort for

the above and pledge rpyself to give the re-

mainder in jiaymeiits.

CROSS OFT THF, PAR.t-
GR.tlMIS VOr DON’T .tt.’CFl’T

I BTSmlse to give the same amount next year. I

wtah to know the name and address of the chilo
or children.
Slraed
Address

Checks should be drawn to “The Fatherless
^Idren of France Committee” and ,m.iilcd to
the Clucago Trea.surer, David R. Forgan, Room
Til Fine Arts Building, CShicago.

Is This Worth the Price?
stop yoiii- (log breaking shot and wing.
Teach liiin wliat whou! means. Xo long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can he carried
ill pocket and attached instantly to dog’s
collar. lYog can't holt. Fast dogs can he
worked in close ami toniig ones field

broken in a tveek. Works automatically
— principal South American Bolas. »N'cnf

poatpaid icilh full directions fur $2. Testi-
monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTOX, COXX.

FOR THESE

SPECIAL $2. CO OFFER
Send $2.00 for all 2 hooks
mill get book cf T3 special

plans; also Garage CD p p
plans . .

r tt t u

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA HOMES— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability
to any climate.

“ReprcsentalWc Cal.

Homes’*
5.1 Plans. $1,750 to
$10. "OO; 75 cents

*‘Wc»t Coast Bungalows”
72 Dans, Sl.SOO lo

$3,750; 73 cents
“ Little Bungalow* **

40 iVam*. $750 to
$J.000. 50c

Money hack if not satisfied

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
260 California Buildina. Liis Anaalaa

second shot ended his career, while he
was at the full height of a great leap.

Then we descended a short distance into
a fairy dell where amid the great green
trees, a purling brook formed a series of

tiny silvery falls, hanked by remarkably
thick masses of vivid red and green
mosses.

Beside a fire we had a lunch of Graham,
raisin biscuit.s, sardines, checae and des-

sert of sweets, such as chocolate, cocoa-
nut cakes, maccaroons, candied orange
peel, cake, popcorn sticks and figs. The
cake contained powdered eggs, which we
found to he a good substitute for the or-

dinary kind, which composed one-half
of our supply. The Graham flour keeps
Ihe bread soft longer in cold weather.
One afternoon we sneaked up to a big

bull and heard plainly the noise made by
his teeth in crunching the w'illow-tops.

This sound can be heard a long distance
as one may judge when the great size of
the teeth is realized, one of which I pos-
sess is one and five-eighths inches in
both length and width, three-quarters of
an inch thick and weighs seven-eighths
of an ounce.

I have been within nine paces of a feed-
ing cow moose. I took a picture of the
bull, but when I advanced to get a sec-

ond snap away he went, bewildered by the
guide’s magic. The hull’s movements w’ere
very erratic and his groat hell swung
from side to side like a towel. When I

lurned hack. Bob had his face to the sky,
laughing at the spectacle presented of the
huge wild creature being driven like a
barnyard inhabitant.

During fourteen trips to this section I

have seen two hundred and twenty-nine
moose, sixty-nine eSrihou, and one hun-
dred and oi,ghly-one deer, a total of four
hundi-(‘d and sevent.v-niiie, an average of
thirty-four. The small number of caribou
seen is due to our selection of camps
some distance from those nearest their fa-

vorite grounds. But moose and deer also
abound in the latter section and a sports-
man with a guide from a caribou camp
shot two big bucks from a remarkable
herd of six bucks and one doe. Moose
and deer have incrca.':ed in all of the
guide's grounds, the former averaging ten
seen by me each trip for fhe first five

years and twenty for the next nine.

Only three deer were seen in my first

five seasons here, followed by one hun-
dred and seventy-eight in the next time,
or an average of twenty. During one trip

her(‘, 1 shot a big moose, a thirty-three
point caribou, and two deer, one of the
last being very large as the forequarters
and neck weighed one hundred and ten
pounds, the hindquarters eighty-two and
the head and hide thirtj’-four, or live

weight of probably two hundred and sev-

enty-five. The nose was abnormal in

width. The other deer was a thirteen

point red and white freak, with black and
white tail and with numerous markings
almost exactly duplicated.

I
T amused me to tost the guide’s ability

to recall the game seen, for he could
reel off a remarkably long list of days,

animals and localities with ease. Of the
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seventy-six partridges that we saw, a

number flew from almost under our feet,

startling us with the roar of their flight.

One day we heard something ahead, and

Bob cried “run.” While at full speed ho

called “left” and we swung out from

among the trees onto a plain, where fifty

yards away two great bulls were trotting

broadside to us, until the guide caused

them to stop. After loafing around, they

walked slowly av/ay, one of them later

even coming two steps towards us. Thus
about fourteen hundred pounds disap-

peared from a spot, close to a road and to

which horses could have been brought

without cutting even a bush. But I had
already secured my bull, so Bob took my
rifle and tried “dry” shooting on their

sides as they stood, forming such unusual

targets because of their great size and.

contrast to the sky beyond. One bull had.

a fair head and the other a good one.

Another day a similar performance was
enacted. A bull stood in the road a half-

mile from camp and when the guide tried

his usual game another bull emerged
from the trees and blanketed the first.

They moved off slowly and as we passed
along, we saw one standing among the

trees, which was an unusual proceeding.

Two young men from Memphis, Tennes-
see, who had read a magazine account of

one of my former trips here told the guide
jokingly at first that I could not have wit-

nessed as many as I described, but at the
end of their trip, they said that they had
seen about as many as I had. They saw
a buck so fat that he could not run fast

and were almost on top of a bull moose
so big in body and horns that one of them
while aiming lowered hisj^ifle in astonish-
ment more than once.

For an outside garment I wore a

sweater made to order, with a great

cape collar of double thickness, ten

and one-half inches deep behind and
twelve inches down the inverted V front

opening. It afforded wannth and the
heaviest rains could not wet the shoulders
of the sweater beneath. Perhaps a sepa-

rate collar of this kind or w'ith no open-

ing would make a great protection from
sudd°n changes in the v.’eather. In the
coldest days I wore inside the sweater,

a sieveless addition extending to the

lower rib and with a high close collar.

Five snov.’falls, aggregating eighteen

i'^ohes, opened many pages of the Book
of Nature and enabled us to realize the

activities of animals all about us that

bare ground could not record. Nearly
every, morning we found a great number
of fresh moose, deer, fox and wildcat
tracks; many,»that were mingled with our
tracks, had been made after we had gone
to camn in the darkness of the night be-

fore. We also saw tracks of beaver, mink,
otter, marten and black cat or fisher. All

hut a few of the numerous bear were
tucked away in their winter beds.

One day a moose had encircled our
camp after following the road for over a
mile that we had used that morning.
From the great tracks, long spacing and
the many times it returned to the road

After short swings Into the trees, as

Superb
Christmas

Gifts

Surprise her with a beautiful fur rug—Give him
trophy which ho will prize above all other Xmas gifts.

Donate to your own den a mounted game head that v/ill

be a joy forever.

trophies, game heads and fur rugs for sale
Game Heads include Buffalo Bull Heads, Mountain

Sheep, Elk, Deer and many others, each one a splendid

work of art.

Fur Hugs, rich in beauty, of Mountain Lion, Black;

Bear, Grizzly Bear, Timber Wolf, Leopard, and many
other smaller animals.

BEAUTIFUL CATALOG FREE
Its richly illustrated, beautifully printed pages will

charm and convince you. It is chock full of splendid

suggestions for decorating your home, den or office real-

istically and beautifully. Gives full description and
prices.

SEND FOR IT TODAY

JONAS BROS. AND^FURRIERS

1010 Itroadwav
Branch: Livingston, Mont.

For Xmas Give
Lyman Sights
0 HOW your thoughtfulness and

originality by giving your gun-
loving friend a set of’ Lyman Sights
for Xmas.

If you plan to give your boy a
rifle, have it fitted with Lyman
Sights. They will double his pleas-
ure and better his aim. Send for

FREE LYMAN BOOK

Rear Sights which shows and prices

FrVnf°SiBhU ®'Shts for every pur-

75c Up pose and every gun.
Your dealer will sup-
ply you, or w'e will
send direct.

LYMAN
GUNSIGKT CORP.

110 West Street

Middlefield, Conn.

No. lA No. 3 No. 36

Sale Army Goods

—

Purchased from Quartermasters Dept. Offersd at
prlcei far below goremment cost.

A FEWr SPECIALS
Overseas Caps.. $1.00 Army Poncho. . .$3.50
Army Shirts ... 3.50 Wool Sweaters,. 4.75
Blankets 0. D., 66xS4 7.00
Leather Jerkins, wool cloth lined 7.00
Army Raincoats $5.00 and 8.50
Army Socks .35o pr., 3 prs. for 1.00
All Wool Underwear Garment 2.50
Red Rubber Bools 7.00
Hunting Coats 4.50
Hunting Caps, reversible red lined 2^50

Send 4c postage for catalog ''C-T6”
illustrating hundreds of other articles

West I25tb St.. New York City

Virgil Rice
UCENSED GUIDE

MACHIAS
WAkSHINGTON COUNTY

MAINE

Book Your Outing No’w

MOUNPS
The Southern Farm Coon Hound Kennels

SELMER, TENN.
J. E. WILLIAMS, Proprietor

the oldest as well as tho largest institution «f -

its kind in the world, offer cooahounds and
combination hunters to responsible parties' on
free trial. New cataloBruo, highly illustrated, XOc/ - '

i
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Outdoor Books for

Children

Books on Camping, Hiking,

Wookcraft, Etc.

B«ard, Dan C.
SHELTERS SHACKS AND SHANTIES.

Scribner. $1.35
Otct fifty plans and pictures and iull direc-

Ifcms for making everything in the line of shel-

ters lor Boy Scouts.

OUTDOOR HANDY BOOK. Scribner. $1.75
Among other things, tells how to make an

umbrella canoe and all kinds of kites and stilts,

how to build the “get-there” sled and double

mnners, how to play tipcat, munibly peg, hockey,

Indian games and all kinds of ball games.

FIELD AND FOREST HANDY BOOK.
Scribner. $1.75

A book lor the benefit of all who are living

idose to nature in field or forest.

HANDICRAFT FOR OUTDOOR BOYS. Every

Boy’s Library. Urosset. 75o
Jost about everything to make is suggested.

Designs by the author with simple directions.

BOAT BUILDING AND BOATING.
Scribner. $1.35

A book for hoys who would like to know
bow to build craft in which they might navigati?

the ponds, lakes and streams near their liomes.

HANDBOOK FOR BOYS.
Boy Scouts of America. 35o

Official handbook. Boy Scouts of .\tncrioa.

Treats of scoutcraft, woodcraft, catjiiicratt.

health and eaidnrance, chivalry, patriotism, aiul

good citizenship. Fine reading for any boy,

even if he is not a Scout.

Grinnell & Swan
HARPER’S CAMPING AND SCOUTING.

Harper. $1.50
Show.? boys how to prepare for camping, what

they should wear and cat and select as outfit,

how to live in c.iinp and take care of canip,

how to cook, make and put up tents and other

shelters, how to fish, handle a canoe, and how
to deal with accidemts and illness.

THE BOOK OF V/OODCRAFT.
Macmillan. $1.50

Some of the chapters (23 in all) have to

do with path-finding, use of compass, route

sketching packs, marksmanship in the woods,
axemanship, sholt'ers and cabin building, knots,

lashings, etc., pelts, lantdng, edible plants, acci-

dents and emergencies, etc.

Kephart, Horace.
THE BOOK OF CAMPING. Slacmillwii. $1.50

'fells of all types of tents and kinds of camp
equipment, provisions and camp cookery, nearly

half the book of 400 pages being devoted to

that subject.

Brunner, Josef
TRACKS AND TRACKING. Macmillan. $1.00

Shows bow to follow iutelligently even the

most intricate animal or bird tracks.

Cave, Edward
THE BOY SCOUT’S CAMP BOOK.

Houbleday. 60c
Mr. Cave has told all the interesting iliings

in a way to make one long to test his advice.

THE BOY SCOUT’S HIKE BOOK.
Doubleday. 60o

Gives advice on walking, outfit, emergencies,
tents and tent making, rations, etc.

Corsan, G. H.
AT HOME IN THE WATER.

Associated Press. $1.00
By means of scores of illustraiions it demon-

strates how to become an e.vpert swimmer.

Eastman, C. A.

INDIAN SCOUT TALKS. Little. $1.25
From this book one may learn how to make

friends with wild animals; how to build Indian

canoes; how to make and to follow a blazc-d

trail; how lo start a fire without matches and
cook without pots. There is good advice about
fishing and trapping, the camp-site and portage
and the language ot footprints, and other phases
of Indian woodcraft.

CAMP COOKERY. Macmillan. $1.00
Every step is traced—the selection of yjro-

visions and utensils, with llie kind and quantity

of each, the preparation of game, the building

of fires, the cooking of every conceivable kind
cf food that the camp outfit or woods, field or

streams may provide.

Miller, W. H.
CANOEING, SAILING AND MOTOR BOATING.

Doran. $2.50
Divided into three parts it discu.sses sailing

and boat building, canoeing and cruising and
motor boat management ami construction. 'I be
building, rigging and sailing directions arc clear

and adequate and the many illu.strations lielfi

the directions.

Bertell. Luigi
THE PRINCE AND HIS ANTS. Holt. $1.35
A remarkably successful child’s science book.

Information about ants, wasps, bees, etc., in the

guise ot a fairy tale. Usually authors who try

to do this sort of thing fail miserably.

Cheney, C. E. B.
FEATHERS, FURS AND FINS. Page. $2.00
Many slioit stories of common animals.

Comstock, A. B.

THE PET BOOK. Comstock. $2.00
A good book Idr every family of youiig chil-

dren. How 10 house, leeii and care lor cvciy

sort of I'cl.

Dole, C. F.

CRIB AND FLY, a tale of two terriers.

Heath. 32o
About two dogs who were very clo.-c I'riend.s.

Jackson, Helen Hunt
CAT STORIES. Lillie.. $2.00

Tliroc stories: “I.cttrrs From a Cat. •‘.Mammy
'I'ittlebaek and Her Family, I'hc lluntor Cals
of Comiorioa.”

May. G. M. (C.)
SO-FAT AND MEW-MEW. Heath. 2Eo

Adventures of a cat and a dog.

Miller, 0. T.

FIRST BOOK OF BIRDS. Uouglilon. $1.50
Simiile accounts of bird life and habits.

LITTLE FOLKS IN FEATHERS AND FUR.
Dutton. $3 00

Nearly one hundred true stories of the smaller

aniniaks.

Complete Catalogue of Childrens Out-
door Books Sent Free on Request

ORDER FROM

FOREST AND STREAM
Cook Department

9 E. 40th Street, N. Y. Citv N, Y.
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though making slow progress therein, we
judged that it was a bull with a great

spread.

We found wildcat tracks around the

partly devoured carcass of our first por-

cupine which had been turned on its back
by the cats in order to avoid the quills.

It is a mystery why many dogs other-

wise intelligent will repeatedly altack

porcupines and fill jaws, tongues and
gums full of quills in biting the back.

With pincers I once extracted nearly

four hundred quills from one of a pack
of twenty-three dogs in Colorado and
while thus engaged another victim crept

up and sheepishly rested his muzzle on
my knee in mute appeal. If extraction

is delayed about a half hour, many of the

quills break off aj]d the barbed tips move
internally.

Despite the two dollar bounty, wild-

cats, which kill deer are increasing for

they are harder to trap than lynx, which
can be caught by almost any amateur.
Bob is an expert moose caller but it

was too late in the season to afford op-

portunity to show his skill. Some guides

call bulls from a distance, but fail to

bring them closer when the latter become
suspicious. Sometimes the guide has de-

cided the problem of selecting the big-

gest hull from among two or more that

wore coming to the call at the same time.

To get the big one without causing

starlled smaller hulls to frighten him
away requires skill, quick thinking and
versatilUy, for conditions are seldom
alike.

On the da}' that we came out of the
woods, the driver of the able team
arose at four drove seven miles to

camp and arrived back at Bob’s house at

seven P. M. Upon reaching his home, the

driver did all the choi’cs, as there was
sickness in his family and thus compIet(-“d

an eigliteen hour day, one-half of which
was in darkness.

As the hunting season had closed.

Bob's work as a guide was ended -for the

year, hut in a short time lie was back
again in the great wilderness engaged in

felling trees, instead of big game.

Trapping in Soutliern

Pennsylvania
(Continued from page G74)

traps of the same size as yo'.ir number
ones for use where the water is 'oo shal-

low to drown the animal.

The greiit advantage of these models It

the fact that even if the animal should

amputate his leg front below the trap still

has a firm grip on what renwins.

Tltn hist ’wn model t iiirniioned have

file additional Hlvaufage if not being

likely to break the liones ar.d they take a

li’gh grip cn the ’.eg.

In all thi’O’.' nod’'! 'hut pari of th^

leg tJ'.nt remain-: ;ii 'ho (’’ap will swril

and " ill irakc ’b" grip iluit uiueh surrr.

A doulile-jtiwcd trap I’au stand ami

rho"hl a stronger voi'inrr tpan ibe

eorrcapondiiig sized single .spring trap.

Unfortunately they do not always Irave

(.ills. Springs vary in strength in the
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same make and size of trap. When buy-

ing it is a good idea to te.st each trap and

discard the weak ones.

It i.<i certainty better to have too stroiuj

than too ueak springs in ail cases.

A LL trappers, even where they have

used twigs and wool under the

jaws, have experienced having

their lieav-y sets (those made for the

larger animals) sprung by small animals,

such as weasels, rabbits, squirrels and

also by birds. They have seen hovz the

pow'erful jaws, although they would crush

the bones to splinters, w’ould hold the

creature firmly against fiercest struggles

by the ligament, tendon or skin that re-

mained in the trap.

Where sets have to be made where the

water is too shallow for drotvning, place

an additional trap off to one side about

ten inches from the main set. In flound-

ering around the animal will more than

likely get one of his other legs caught.

As stated before, improved models of

traps shall be used under such circum-

stances.

A common and one of the. very best sets

for muskrat is to place the trap at the

foot of a slide. The trap should be placed

two or three inches under water and con-

cealed by a light covering to conform to

surroundings and some drowning device

used. If this is not feasible, the addi-

tional trap must be used.

Bait sets placed at convenient landing

places and consisting of a submerged trap

w’ith bait above it on a pointed stick is

the other method in common use. Per-

sonally I prefer blind sets to bait sets but

will alw'ays try out the latter and keep

doing so throughout the season.

If I use bait, I prefer to cut it into small

pieces and scatter it on the bank oppo-

site the trap. This answers as well, if not

better, than the common method, and does

not make the set so conspicuous.

Parsnips seem to give best results, prob-

ably due to their strong odor, but apples

are very good. Carrots, turnips, corn,

cabbage and various vegetables should be

tried.

A little rivulet running into the stream
make a fine place for a blind water set.

Place the trap up the rivulet a foot or
two and arrange to drown the rat in the

main stream.

A few <Jtd sticks stuck carelessly into

the mud may be used to help guide the

animal over the trap. Cover the trap and
chain carefully. Nothing should show to

cause suspicion.

Whefe tracks show that muskrats

,
travel along the edge of the stream be-

^ tween the water and a bluff, place some-
thing on the bank so as to force the ani-

mal into the water in order to get around.
Place a trap in the water at this point

and sticks (old ones) or a stone in the
stream next to the trap as guides. Some-
times a natural location is found.

Partially submerged logs or rocks which
offer a convenient landing, are used a
great deal by these animals. Look for
droppings on such places.

Place a trap on them, under the jrater

WEISS Alpine Binoculars
strong, ligiit, compact

C'opper-aUoyetl, aluminum
frame, cast ill one piece.

Fine sole-lcaiher case with
each rnir.

Type used by U. S. Signal Carp.

So powerful they bring the object within ap-
parently one-eighth of the actual distance. Invalu-
able for hunters, yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-
finders, mounted police, cattlemen, army oflicera.

“The Telephone of Sight”

tVEISS ALPIXE BIXOCULARS have the following features of
superiority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into braish at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Weiss Instrument Co. Denver, Colo., U.S.A.

SALE U. S. ARMY GOODS
From QUARTERMASTER’S DEPT.

Complete outfitters and dealers in govtrmnent goods—;froni an army hat cord to a battleship. Our
catalog 3-14 containing over 1000 illustrations oi articles for field service, camping, outing, etc.,

mailed on receipt of 10 cents postage.

THE WAR IS OVER—BUY NOW
Army Sweaters $5.50 Sheepskin Vests .......$6.50
Hunting or Shell Bags 75
Army Gray Wool Blankets 6.00
Army Olive Drab Wool Blankets 7.50
Wool Shirts (Olive Drab) 4.50 and 5.50
Army Shoes 8.00

Army Horsehide Leather Gloves l.(X>
Army Wool Socks .35
Army Officer’s Raincoats ....10.00
Officer’s Sheepskin Coats ....12.00
Rubber Boots

ARMY & NAVY SHOE CO., Inc., 245 West 42nd St., New York City
Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all kinds
of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon and Trout
fishing, also Caribou barrens. .Vmcrieans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there
is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and wi^ such
case as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated Booklet and Folder, «-)ieprfiilly

forwarded upon apidieation to

F. E. PITTMAN, Geieral Passenger Agent
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

Giant Bronze Turkeys
Young stock for pale from our wonderful 55.
pound tom — BLOO.MFIELU -KING— Buy
our Turkeys and improie your flock.

Pullets and liens . $20.00 to $25.00
Cockerels and Toms 25.00 to 50.00

Order eggs now for spring delivery from
RING NECK PHEASANTS
WILD MALLARD DCCK.S
GIANT BRONZE TURKEYS
RHODE ISLAND REDS

Write Icr Plies Lul sod free

dneriptiTS Booklet of iostrac-

tiom.

Bloomfield Farms
America's Larscst Game Farm
1720 Penobscot Buildins

Detroit) Mich.

ON
YOUR Next Hike

You can £et no end of fun with the

Maxim Silencer FREE BOOK
Send
for
It

Sited to your .22 or .22 high power rifle,

ft deaden* the report nohe, reduce* the

rccoU. and iteadie* your aim. Direct frooi

Dealer or Factory, $5.00.

tyrtU /of f/« Boot o/ Simla.

$nssc«T Co. ... (9 Uomeotead Ato., Hutford, Cobs,

M

The
Small-Mouthed

Bass
By W. J. LOUDON

Tells the story of this ever game
fish—it tells you ho-sv and ’where

it can be caught, in addition to

describing its haunts and habits.

PRICE $1.00
• With a YeaPo Subsorlptlon

t
‘forest and Stream at tha

ular $2.00 Yearly Rate.

Forest and Stream
9 East 40th Street New York City

HUNTING
on Private Preserve

Plenty of Birds

Dogs and Guides Supplied

BOB ARMSTRONG
BARBER)

, ^^ORTH OAROUXA
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FOREST STREAM. 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are made of
the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Xessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a

design most popular -with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years vnth

either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.

NOTE: Canadian Orders Require SO Centt Additional

$^.00 each

^ OR AS A GIFT

A marvelous Ionic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, tlun and unthrifty, wiih harsh

staring coat, materated eyes and high colored unne. There is nothing to equal them for distemper,

mange, eczema eind debilitating diseases. You will notice the difference after a few dotes.

the dent medigne company
A practical treatise on dogs and their training(60 pages fully illus. Imailed foi* lOcto «U customers

SPORTSMEN’S PARADISE
Hyde Point, North Carolina. Finest quail shoot-

ing in the South. Twenty thousand acre preserve
of W. Gould Brokaw who has offered his preserve
and bis. house to be used as a club house this year.

Open only to sportsmen of recognized social eJubs.

As this year is the first year the club has been
open, there will be no charge for initiation or dues.

For information, apply to .

BRUCE E. CARTWRIGHT
P. 0. Trlnily, Randolph County, North Carolina

HANDSOME DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
OF

EUSTIS, FLORIDA
Hundreds of fresh water lakes; hunting and fishing

unezcelled. Tourist and honle.seekers are invited to visit

this favored section before locating for the winter or

permanent homes. On Dixie Highway, in heart of Lake
B^on lection. Asphalt streets and roads — a paradise
for motorist For free booklet apply Board of Trade,

Eustls, Florida. t

TH£ WOODTOF'TORTHERNnNEW^HAMMHI^
FOR DEER, BEAR, SMALL GAME

On Conn Lakes. Indian Stream and Diamond
country. Log camps, open fireplaces, spring bed,

plenty of game, easy hunting, open timber., pjure

spring water, good cooking and tfie best of a good
time that lives long in memory. Write for book-
let and rates. Open Oct. 1 to Dec. 15, 1919.

VARNEY BROTHERS
Rsgitfered Guides, Pittsburg, N. H.

1920 Old Fisherman^s Calendar

Gives FISHING SIGNS For 1920

Send one to that fishing friend. Price, 25 cents

O. F. CALENDAR
Box 1479 H. SUu SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

FOREST & STRE.DI BACK NUMBERS

Advertiser wishes to dispose of back numbers ot

FOREST AND STREAM covering period that dates

from 1883 to 1908. All issues have been kept free

tom dust and are in good condition.

Address Mrs. E. W. Raymond,

Past Mills. Vermont.

Target and Trap Shooting

13lh Annual Mid-Winter
Handicap Tournament

January 19lh to 24th, 1920.
$10,000.00 in Money and

Trophies
Weekly Trap - Shooting

Tournaments start Dec. 2nd,

919. Legget Ideal Traps.

Events scheduled foe profes-

sional and amateur.,
GOLF: 1 18-liolc cliarn.

pionsliip courses. . Fair
ens are better than ever

oer'.

RACING: Flat races.

ITan e-s races. Steeplecbaso.
Weekly purse events the

season through.
TENNIS, MOTORING
RIDING and DRIVING

Carolina Hotel Nov/ Open
Special Rates Until

January 15th
Iim.r.Y INN ami BERK

Sini’E ('Tien early in .Ian

uary. For resenatio-is ad-

dress

GENERAL OFFICE
Pinehurst, N. C.. or

LEONARD TUFTS
2S2 Congress St., Boston

Attract Wild Discks
Plant wild rice and other attractive

feeds. I specialize in developing nat-

ural feeding grounds that attract wild
game. Write for literature.

CLYDE B. TERRELL, Naturalist

Dent. H-81 Oshkosh, Wis.
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at the landing place, and if it’s a log aud^
the water is deep at this point fasten »-

chain to its side. If a rock, use some
sort of drowning device, usually an ex-

tc 'sion chain anchored in deep water
suits the case best. In the case of a log

it is usually best to cut a seat in it for
the trap to rest in.

If the water is too shallow for drown-
ing use the two trap method, staking or
fastening the chain of the main trap so aa
to compel the animal to go to that side of
the log which has another trap.

A trap placed at the entrance to their
burrows is a sure catch if used with
drowning device.

At places where muskrats land on the
bank, in order to eat the roots, place sets

similar to those placed at foot of slides.

Musk scent should be tried with some
of the sets.

It is done by placing a few drops upon
a dry stick or leaf on the hank close to

and above the set.

Animal scents are usually more effec-

tive in the spring than any other time.

Muskrat scent can he obtained by remov-
ing the scent glands from the carcass

of either male or female (I believe female
musk is slightly the stronger) and put-

ting in a bottle with a little alcohol.

The glands, two in number, are located

on the lower part of the belly, one on each
side. They are about one and a half

inches long by three-eighths wide and are

fatty in appearance. A novice would
probably take them to be fat.

In the fall trapping, conditions are best

and at that time most of the catch is

made. In winter you have ice to contend
with and in the spring the frequent
changes of water level makes lots of addi-

tional work. However, these seasons of-

fer tw’o advantages. First, less competi-

tion as most amateurs quit trapping when
winter sets in, second, a higher price for

the pelts.

'T' O sum up, trapping muskrats in a

district like this I would say: Try
all the aforesaid methods and any others

you may hear of that seem to suit the

conditions under which you are working
and use those which' give best results.

But do not get into a rut. Changes are

necessary as the season progresses. Sets

At the end of a trap linn

0
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I

and baits which, are successful in the fall

sl will in many cases be of little use in the

I winter or spring. So keep experiment-

j;
ing.

•j
The beginner will probably over-esti-

{I mate the number of rats that are “work-

;|
ing” from the signs he sees.

'! After trapping a certain section of the

stream hard and when it is not payingly

productive any more, move the traps to a

;; totally different section, to another

stream perhaps. A change of scene may
bring a change of luck.

]

The main stream rats seem to have mi-

grated this s])ring to the back creek. The

li
back creek in this case is simply a branch

s of the main stream.

Let us emphasize the necessity of using

care in placing and making your sets. It

Ji is a good plan to grease our muskrat

j,
traps. Tallow or any saltless grease

I, that will protect them from rust will an-

il
swer. It will prolong their life.

:
AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

I To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I

I
T desire to avail myself of the privi-

;

1- leges of a member of the American
Canoe Association, and formally object

^1

to, and make a point of order against the

j!
proposed amendment to the By-Laws of

(I the American Canoe Association, as pub-

j

lished in the November issue of Forest
AND Stream, as an unconstitutional pro-

ccdure.

Without questioning the power of the

1 Executive Committee to amend (he By-

Laws in the manner prescribed therein,

j

the proposal to levy an increase in dues on

the present memberships in the Associa-

tion, without the consent of the holders of

' such memberships, would sever the con-

' tractual relationship entered into, between

f the Association and the member, at the

f
time such member joined, and constitutes

! in itself something more than mere
I amendment to the By-Laws,

f The officers of the Association have

j

failed to show that the Association affairs

j

cannot be run on the present income,

I

when properly administered, and the pur-

j)Oses of the use of the anticipated addi-

tional funds are not disclosed. From the

circular letter addressed the A. C. A. mem-
bers by a former Commodore, the assump-
tion is that the additional funds are to

constitute an anticipated benefit for those

members who are able to attend Sugar
Island Camps.
To levy an increase in duos on all the

memberships in tlie As.sociation, to create

a fund to be used for the benefit of the

2(y 'r of the members who can avail them-
selves of the privile.ges at Sugar Island,

places a burden on the reniainin.g 80% of

the members of the Association, of a na-

ture devoid of participating benefits, and
as such becomes an assessment on those
members.
The project of levying the proi>osed in-

crease in dues, is not therefore a consti-

tutional function of the Executive Com-
mittee to decide, but must be decided by
the members themselves by a unanimous
yote of the Association.

Sizes, Washington, D. C.

fffsup^o S<? Gin m
^djourJ^f^

I
A “Fox Single Barrel Gun” |
always does its fuil share.

Its strength, beauty _and |
simplicity of action put it in §
a class without a peer.

|
Guaranteed not to shoot

|
loose.

I

Send for iUiislratcd caialor,. |

A. H. Fox Gun Company
j

4674 No. 18lh Si., PhiIa.,Pa. I

Guaranteed for Life

Do You Take Pictures ?
Write for free sample of our hig magazine, show-
ing how to m.ake better pictures and earn money.
AMERICAH PHOTOQRAPHY, U4 Poyt Bundini, Besleg, Mau

hardest conditional Made oi
Olltvo Green Khaki or Red Flaa-
nel, btis rubberized lining, whlcM
makes It absolutely waterproof.
Cap has Fur or Flannel Insids
band to be pulled down over

ears In cold weather. Outside rim alao
can be turned down, preventing water or
enow running down back of neck. ThIjR
is the best and most practical .cap evee
made for autoist and all who are much out-
doors. See them at your dealer’s. It be
will not supply you we will send prepaid
on receipt of Express or P. O. Monof
Order for $2.60. Write for bookleB <9
Other styles, including Auto Capo,'

Do not send
personal
cherk.
Mention sizo
wanted anA
yovif dealcJ'a
name*

PRICE

$2.50
Dept. S

JONES HAT COMPANY

Raise Hares for Us
Tmmense profits Quickly and «islly
made. We furnish fitock» and pay
$*2 00 to $7i.00 each: also eiprossaie,
when three months old. Contract, book
on raising. FRKEl Thorsoa Rabbit Cf«»

Dept. 7, Aurora, Colo. _

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a Tndnthly magazine, crammed full of
Huntiftg, Fishing, Cnmf'infi^ ar.d Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvcr.s, flsliing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and Kame,
changes in ti.sh and game laws, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. a>.ational
Sportsmak tells you wliat to do v/hou lost in

the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, bow to train your liuntin.g

dog. liow to preserve your trophie.s, how to
start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.
No book or set of books you can buy will,

give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year’s subscription to the National Sports-
ICAK. Special information furnished to sub-
scribers at all times. Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
The fiRht beautiful outdoor sport pictures,

^
shown

abore, are reproduced on heavy art paper, size 9x12,
In .strlkinirly attractive colors, from original oil paint-
ings by well-known art.ists. Tlicy make arpropriato
and pleasing decorations for the den, camp, or club-
room of any man who likes to hunt or flsh. Price
of pictures alone, 25c. TVe will send you this set
of pictures. FPEB OP CHAROR, on rec^pt of $1.00
for a year's snhserlpticn to the NATIONAIi SPOBTS-
MA-V .MAOAZfNR.

: ORDER BLANK
|

= National Sportsman Magazine,
i 220 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
1 Knclosed find $1,00 for a year'.s subscription tO
I the National Sportsman, and the eet ot edcbl i

I outdoor pictures.

I Name

I
Address
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AVTIQrES AND Ct'RIOS

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL
sorts of old-time and modern firearms.
Stephen Van Rensselaer, kOo Madison
Ave., Xew Tork City.

FISH FOR STOCKING

CHOICE BROOK AND R.VINBOW
trout flngerlings for immediate delivery.
Plymouth Rock Trout Co., Plymouth,
Mass.

PISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK
trout for stocking purposes. Eyed eggs
in season. N. F. Hoxie, Plymouth,
Massachusetts.

SMALL-.MOVTH BLACK BASS, WE
have the only establishment dealing in
your small-mouth black bass commer-
cially in the United States. Vigorous
young bass in various sizes, ranging from
advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch tingerlings
for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-
Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspond-
ence invited. Send for circulars. Address
Henry W. Beeman, New Preston, Con-
necticut.

FOR S.CLE

1 CCFFS OVER ELBOWS INST.CXTLY
without unbuttoning: remarkably con-
venient and shirt saver. Sells quickly to
dealers and wearers direct. Enormous
profits for energetic real salesmen.
Sample pair, $1.00. Flexolinks Co., She-

. boygan, Wisconsin.

DUCK C.CLLS— FOR .\LL GRAI.N
feeders. Ask John R. Taylor. Price,
$3.00. Fred Harlow, Newark. Ohio.

FOR S.XLE—.VBSOLUTELY RELI.CBLE
compasses, 50c each postpaid. Address
Box 29, Forest and Stream, 9 East 40th
Street, New Tork.

FOR SALE—

A

RANGER MOTORBIKE.
equipped with famous Stormey-Archer
three-speed coaster brake; has high, low
and intermediate gears. Good running
order; cost $75.00. First $35.00 takes it.

Forty dollar taxidermy course, including
14 pair glass eyes and set taxidermy tools,
$20. Seneca vest pocket camera, $6.00,
nearly new. Cecil Hanson, Nevada, Iowa.

FOR SALE—DECOYS, BEST GR.YDE,
hollow, wooden duck decoys. Four dozen
Red Heads, three dozen Blue Bills (never
used) and a few Canvassbacks, Pintails
and (solid) Canada Geese. F. B. Gaylord,
The Lakeside Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE—EUREKA FOLDING CA-
noe. Winchester 25-20 like new, 26-inch
open barrel for Remington Automatic.
Fred J. Ernst, Washington, Jlissouri.

FOR SALE— PARKER BROTHERS
hammerless, 12 gauge, 30-inch, Vulcan
steel barrels, like new, $50.00. Parker
Brothers hammer, 12 gauge, 30 nch. Da-
mascus barrels, in good condition. $45.00.
Two Remington hammer, 10 gauge. 30-
Inch, Damascus, $25.00 each. Remington
Automatic, 12 gauge. ribbed barrel,
standard grade, $45.00; Remington 28
gauge, semi-hammerless, single barrel,
$12.00; The Leader, Id gauge, double ham-
merless, like new, $22.00; 30 caliber and
35 caliber Standard, gas operation rifie.s,

never shot, $35.00 each; Winchester 22
caliber automatic, perfect, $22.00: Win-
chester .45-00, model 1SC3, $9.00; Smith &
Wesson revolver, 44 caliber, double action,
6 shot, 6-inch barrel, brake up. with
holster, $12.00; Belcher loading machine
for shotgun shells, $12.00; Winchester re-
loading tool, 32 caliber, W. C. F. ; Win-
chester bullet mold, .32, W. C. F.. $2.50
each; two clarinets. B high pitch. 15 keys.
2 rings, $16.50 each; a fine light single
driving harness, like new, $22.00; Cheva-
lier Paris field glass, power six times,
$8.00: late model Singer sewing machine,
$15.00: Del.avell cream separator. $30.00;
Blue-bell cream separator, $22.00. Every-
thing 1n perfect condition. George Hager,
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin.

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry
classified messages to our
army of readers on farms,
in the towns and cities,

and at the end of bleized

trails.

fOR SALE

“INSYDE" TIRES — INNER ARMOR
for automobile tires; prevent punctures
and blowouts; double tire mileage; liberal
profits: details free.” American Acces-
sories Company. Cincinnati. Ohio, Dept. 81.

GUNS .VND AMMUNITION

‘•BAKER SINGLE-SHOT TR.AP GL.N,
Sterling grade, genuine leather case;
Remington .22 repeating rifle, Lyman
sights; Colt .25 automatic pistol. All like
new. Harry Suehr, 3528 Walnut Street,
Chicago.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—20 GAUGE
Parker hammer gun engraved and in fine
condition; reloading set, 25 brass shells:
.22 Savage hammerless repeater, box
magazine, good condition. Want ham-
merless 12. George P. Freyer, R. D. 4.

Pottstown, Pa.

I WILL PAY GOOD PRICES FOR IN-
teresting old guns, revolvers and pistols.

Dr. O. W. Ferguson. Mattoon, 111.

ITHAC-A NO. 6. E. SINGLE TRAP GUN;
34-inch barrel; Lyman ivory .sights; stock
l%xl®ixl4%: Jostam Antl-Flinch pad;
weight about 8'J lbs.; practically new;
best condition; $150.00. J. E. Eudey, Ruth.
Nevada.

KENTUCKY FLINT-LOCK RIFLES,
old-time pistols, revolvers and guns.
Large assortment: reasonable prices.

Printed list free. Stephen Van Rensselaer,
805 Madison Avenue, New York City.

“NITP.O CLUB’’ SHELLS; l,0(k». $34.7.'$

12’s all loads; fresh. American Ammuni-
tion. Oak Park, III.

W ANTED—CH ANGEABLE POM ER Bi-
nocular; also 20 gauge double barrel shot-
gun. W. O. Watson. Charlottcvillc, Va.

WINCHESTER TAKEDOWN. 32 SPEC-
ial repeating rifle, $35.00. Want Win-
chester 30-30 and 33. Wm. Reeves,
Ridgewood, New Jersey,

HELP W.ANTED

DISSATISFIED AAITH YOUR PAY',
hours or work? Perhaps you can get
just what you want in the Government
Service, which needs immediately thou-
sands of men and women over 18 for all

kinds of work. You owe it to yourself
to investigate. Just send name, address
and this number, RP 2043, for free in-
formation and advice. Earl Hopkins,
Washington. D. C.

RAILAA’.AY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS)
splendid pay and expenses; travel if de-
sired; unlimited advancement: no age
limit: three months’ home study; situation
arranged. Prepare for permanent posi-
tion. Write for booklet {2M 98. Standard
Business Training Institute. Buffalo, N. T.

LIAE DECOYS

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED
ducks, n olimit. Wild Mallards, $4.00
pair: English Callers, $8.00 pair, extra
hen $5.00; Duck book, 25c; ferret for sale.
Mail draft, E. Breman Company, Danville,
llllnola.

LIVE DECOYS

FOR SALE—A FINE LOT OF TRAINED
English call ducks (Live Decoy). Best
decoy ducks in the world. Our ducks
have been used with great success for
nearly a quarter of century, are small and
tame and easy to handle. Write for
prices. Wallace Evans Game Farm, St.
Charles. Illinois.

LIVE STOCK

BEAUTIFUL THOROUGHBRED AN-
gora cats and kittens for sale. Males
$5.00; females. $4.00. John S. Ranlett!
Rockland. Maine.

DETROIT BIRD STORE, DETROIT
Michigan, mails free Canary Book to your
address. Our specialties, pheasants, pea
fowls, wild ducks, fancy pigeons, fancy
fowls, tame monkeys, cub bears, broken
rabbit hounds, ferrets, hares, cavies. An-
dreasberg roller canaries, talking parrots,
pets all kinds. Largest bird store in
America.

FERRETS FOR SALE—BROWN OR
White, large or small, either sex; only the
best stock. W^ A. Peck, New London, O.

FOR SALE—BROW’N AND WHITE
ferrets and Belgian hares. Write for
prices. Harry Chandler, New London,
Ohio, R. D. No. 5.

FOR SAI-E—LIVE WHITE HARES)
twenty years’ experience. H. H. BlaisdelL
East Orland, Maine.

MINK FOR SALE—SIXTY CHOICE
Nova Scotia ranch-bred mink, none better.
David A. McRae, West Middle River, Nova
Scotia.

PEDIGREED NEW ZEALAND REDS
for sale. Some breeders and young stock
five months old. AVrite today for prices.
The Rabbitry, 1207 28th Street, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin.

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I
furnish breeders cheap, and buy all you
raise at 30 to 6oc per pound alive. Hun-
dreds make big money. Send lOc for
Breeders’ Instruction Booklet, contract,
price, list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407
Ridge Ltreet. St. Louis, Missouri.

RAISE MAGNIFICENT THOROUGH-
bred Belgian hares for me. I furnish
stock reasonable and buy back all you
raise at $1.00 per pound alive. Also ex-
pressage. Booklet, 10c. Walter Bassler,
Trenton. 111.

LIAE STOCK W’AXTED

WANTED—LIAE AVILD DUCKS,
geese, brant and swans, except Canadas
and gray mallards. E. H. McCleery, Kane,
Pa,

MISCELLANEOUS

E.ARN $25 AAEEKLY', SPARE TIME.
writing for newspapers, magazines. Ex-
perience unnecessary; details free. Press
Syndicate, 529, St. Louis, MissourL

SHORT STORIES, POEMS. PLAY'S, ETC.*
are wanted for publication. Literary
Bureau, 149. Hannibal. Missouri.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPORTSMEN

S.ALAION FISHING .AND SHOOTING
To let, at Anticosti Island, Gulf of St.

Lawrence, several rivers with right of
shooting for the season 1920; rent from
$1,000 to $15,000, according to Importance
of rivers: dwelling houses, guides and
boats in each river; sailing ports. Quebec
and Gaspe. Apply to A. Gagnon, Chief
Guard, care Anticosti Agency, 29 St. Peter
Street, Quebec,
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPORTSMEN

SPORTSMKX AND CLUB S—F I N E
1 Club-site on Barnegat Bay, Jersey coast;

3 ducks come by the thousand; wild geese;

i small game and deer oh mainland; great
1 fishing, sailing and boating; cottages for

I all year; grand, summer and winter,
i Berkeley Improvement Company, 912

Liberty Bldg., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

TEN GENTLEMEN SPORTSMEN TO
spend their hunt with me this season.
Plenty birds, good dogs and modern
hotel; everything furnished, including

' guns and ammunition, if desired; 3%.
months’ open season, beginning Novem-
ber 15. Inquiries solicited. C. S. Ridge.

' Ashboro, North Carolina.

WHITE’S G.\MES PRESERV E, VV.VTER-
!lly P. O., Currituck Sound, North Carolina.
For yellow legs and plover, September
and October; ducks, geese, quail and Eng-
lish snipe, November. December and Jan-
uary. Points, ponds, islands and battery
shooting engagements must be made in

advance, as we only take a limited
number and always have.

P.VTENTS

l.NVEXTIONS W.lN’rED—C A .S II OR
royalty for ideas. Adam Fisher Manu-
facturing Company, 195, St. Louis. Mo.

PHOTO ACCESSORIES

HYPONO—-V FOUR-OUNCE UO'I'TLE
of Hypono will eliminate hypo from 1,000

plates, films or prints in 3 minutes. 50c
per bottle, postage prepaid. Liberal dis-

count to photographic dealers. Tom
Hadaway, formerly of Allison & Ilada-
away, 235 Fifth Avenue, New York, Dept.
F.

M.ML US l.Vc WITH .A..W SIZE FII.M
for development and six velvet prints, or
send six negatives any size and 15c for six
prints, or send 35c for one 8x10 mounted
enlargement. Prompt, perfect service.

Roanoke Photo Finishing Company. 220

Bell Avenue, Roanoke, Vlrginia^^

REAL EST.VTE

CALIFORNI.V LI'TTI.E F.VRMS NE.VR
Los Angeles for sale. Easy terms. Write
E. R. Waite. Shawnee. Oklahoma.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSME.N

$5.00 DOWNj $5.00 MONTHLY; SI.V

acre fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front;
Ozarks; $100.00: hunting, fishing, trapping.
1973 North Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

SITU.YTION W.A.NTED

ADVERTISER WISHES .YN OUTDOOR
position, as poor health compels giving
up indoor employment. Was formerly
assistant manager in Buffalo plant em-
ploying over five hundred men. Age 29.

Was connected with former employers
twelve years. Address Harold B. North,
Mahwah. New Jersey.

TAXIDERMY

FUR DRESSING, TANNING, T.VXI-
dermy—Quality and prompt service; cata-
logue on request. J. C. Mirguet Co., Inc.,

12 Ely Street, Rochester, New York.

MILW.YUKEE’S LEADI.NG T.YXIDER-
mlst and furrier. Animals, game, heads,
rugs, tanning. John F. Thielen, 419 12th
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

PHE.YS.YNT SPECI.YLIS T—T.YXI-
dermy in all Its branches. C. E. Frost,
Taxidermist. 257 Conklin Avenue, Bing-
hamton, New T’ork.

T.YNNING WITH H.YIR ON OR OFF.
All kinds of furs and hides. Pontiac Tan-
nery, 44 South Parke, Pontiac, Michigan.

•’WIGGINS’’ FOR G.YME HE.YDS. YOU
pull the trigger—we’ll do the rest. Gen-
eral Taxidermy, Antwerp. 2Ierw York,

TR-YPPERS* SUPPLIES

TR.VPPERS—GET A FREE COPY OF
the 64-page guide 'Trapping Tricks.”
Shows photographs, illustrations of sets
and animal catches. Triumph Trap Co.,

Dept. E., Oneida, New York.

TR.VPPERS! MY BOOK TELLS HOW
to grade each and every fur-bearing ani-
mal in the United States and Canada for
size and color, when and where to market
them, gives the names of the dealers that
buy them (they are not the de.v.lers that
advertise), tells what each skin is worth.
Don't be fooled by free fur books, they
only tell you to sell to themselves and not
to other people. Book 50c, names 60c,

both for $1.00. F. Gent, Rockford, Minn.

TR.YPPER.S NOTICE! FURS WILL BE
high, but you wiil want a trap that will
hold ’’’em.” I am still on the job with
the genuine Blake and Lamb jump traps.
Order early. Prices below others. “Enuff
sed.” Peter H. Fennell, Danbury, Conn.

TRAPPERS’ POISON—GOES’ LIQUID
poison capsules kill animals on spot.
Goes’ luring bait attracts them. Four-
teenth season in market. Free circulars
when this paper is mentioned. Edmund
Goes, Station C. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLIES

TRAPPERS—SEND FOR BIG ILLUS-
trated catalogue of traps and supplies.
We will save you money. Raw furs
bought. Barr-Wight Co., Inc., 14 Oxford
Street, Boston, Mass.; 60 State Street,
Bangor, Maine; Athens, Michigan. Ad-
dress nearest office.

TRAPPERS—WRITE FOR INFORM.Y-
tion about the best book on fox trapping
ever written. Ernest A. Brown, 24 Gillis
Street. Nashua. New Hampshire.

WILD CELERY

Al'TR.VCT WILD DUCKS—P L A N T
wild celery and other attractive feeds. I

speciaiize in developing natural feeding
grounds that attract wild game. Write
for literature. Clyde B. Terrell, Dept.
H-81, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

WTLD RICE

WILD RICE TO EAT VERY SCARCE;
sell little; forty cents pound. John
Thundercloud, care of Ole Henderson,
Remer, Minnesota.

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD
rice seed. Write Robert Campbell, Keene,
Ontario.

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not to

be transferred until the deg has been re-

ceived and found to be satisfactory.

.\IREDALES
HERE IS THE BIG CII.YNCE TO PRO-

cure high clas.s .-Viredale puppies; cham-
pion stock. Edward F. Freese. 3605 Jamaica Avenue
brooklyii, N. Y.

LIO.NHE.VRT .YIRED.VLES HAVE
earned a national reputation for game-
ness. intelligence and high standard of
appearance. They are making good on
both fur and feathered game in practi-
cally every state in the Union and Canaaa.
Registered puppies that are bred to hunt
and fit to show, now ready for delivery.
Lionheart Kennels (Reg.), Anaconda,
Montana. (Formerly Washoe Kennels).

FOR S.YLE—LITTER OF REGISTERED
Airedales bred from hunting parents;
none better; males, $15.00; females. $10.00.
For particulars write F. W. Aikins, Viro-
qua Wisconsin.

FOR S.YLE OR TR.IDE—A P.VIR OF
Airedales three and two years old. Will
hunt everything; pedigreed and regis-
tered: also litter of pups, pedigreed.
Would trade the bunch for car but would
rather sell. C. E. Klawitter, 621 Cass, La
Cross, Wisconsin.

MOUNT.YIN-BRED .YIRED.ILES, BIG.
husky pups from imported and American
bred hunters and fighters. Ozone Kennels,
Box 401, Fort Collins, Colorado.

ST. VRAIN MOUNT.YIN RAISED AIRE-
dales. From big game hunters. Sired by
Imp. Soo Performer ex Glenn King
OOrang bitch. Pups $15.00 to $25.00. St.
Vrain Kennels. Longmont, Colorado.

AIRED.YLE TERRIERS W’.YNTED

—

Male or female, young or grown. Whole
litters or bitches in heat or whelp. Must
be healthy, thoroughbred and priced
sensible. Can use any number. A- Ken-
nel. Botmd Brook, New Jersey.

AIREDALES

-YIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED

—

Puppies and grown stock, either sex.
Must be healthy, thoroughbred, reason-
able. Give full particulars. If you wish
to buy an Airedale, write for our sales
list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue,
Ohio.

BE.AGLES

ENGLISH BE.YGLES, TRAINED ON
rabbits, for sale. Stamp for reply.
George Rothley, Lowell, Ohio.

FOR S.VLE—THOROUGHBRED BE.4-
gles from A-1 hunting stock; the kind
that has the staying qualities. C. C. Bre-
genzer, K. K. K., Illinois.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, IN-
telligont, refined and useful; pairs not a
kin for sale. The Shomont, Montlcello,
Iowa.

GUN DOGS

.$SO T.YKES MY ENGLISH SETTER
bitch No. 39080, and three bitch puppies,
whelped September 7, 1919; sire’s number,
3 4123. J. M. Mallach, Zuma, Wisconsin.

BEAUTIFULLY MARKED POINTER
bitch, out Girlie Cash by Comanche Prank,
2(4 years, not thoroughly broken, not
spoiled about fifty pounds. $250; living in
city no place to keep her. J. A. Slaughter,
Bristol, Virginia.

FOR SALE—A R.YRE OPPORTUNITY
to secure a pair of beautiful English set-
ters, four months old, bred for field and
bench show, evenly marked black heads,
blue belton bodies; sire. Champion Sir
Allister; dam. Dixie Girl; both noted win-
ners; price $100,00 for pair. James Cole,
5434 East 11th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE—ENGLISH POINTER PUP-
pies from registered parents with best of
blood and from best hunting strains.
Ralph B. Blanchard, Eastport, Maine.

FOR S.VLE—ENGLISH SETTER, 2
years old; broken on quail, grouse and
woodcock: $100.00 takes him, R. B. Blalr^
South Orrington, Maine.
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GUN DOGS

FOK SALI:: GOOD E.XGDISH, IRISII
nnd Llewellyn setter pups and dogs; also
Irish water spaniels. Chesapeake Bay re-
trievers and pointers in pups and grown
dogs. Good stock, prices reasonable; en-
close stamps for descriptions. Thorougn.
bred Kennels. Atlantic, lov.a.

Hr.A'TING DOGS, RABBIT HOODS,
fox hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squir-
rel, bear, deer dogs, setters, pointers,
farm, pet dogs. Browns Kennels. York,
Pennsylvania.

I OFFER FOK SAl.i:: SORE EXTRA
good tree dogs; also a few choice fox-
hounds. Ray Isbell, Fillmore. Illinois.

IRISH SETTER, DOG OR BITCH, REG-
Istered or eligible so papers can be fur-
nished: broken or untrained puppy ready
to start; good color and conformation;
advise express rate from your shipping
point. H. II. Gunter, Columbus. Miss.

OXE PAIR POIXTERS THOROUGHLY
broken; one eighteen months pup; nicely
started pup. $S5.00. D. H. Walters. Box 1,

North Randall, Ohio.

POIXTER .\XD LLEWELLEX SETTER
degs, three years, tine lookers, no better
quail dogs, fine retrievers, $250 each, $450
the pair. Brace pointer dogs, and a Lle-
wellen setter dog all three years, nice
quail dogs, nice retrievers, $150 each.
Pointer and Llewellen setter bitch, nice
brood bitches, nice conformation, excel-
lent grouse and quail dogs, fine retrievers,
$125 each,' and a dozen others, all eligible
to registration, and being shot over daily.
Try the dog six days, if not satisfactory
return prepaid in as good shape and con-
dition as when shipped and I'll return
your money. Harmon Sommerville, Hat-
tiesburg, Mississippi.

GUN DOGS

.STIt.\lG!IT-HBED LLEAVELLI.X PUP-
pies-sire. Uncle Nat by Count Whitestone.
Dam, Iowa’s Queen by Mornoney II; ex-
cellent conformation and health; males
$35.00 females $30.00; enrolled. E. L.
Sherrod, Perkins Oklahoma.

THE BLUE GRASS F.VRM KEXXELS OF
Berry, Ky.. offer for sale Setters and
Pointers, Fox and Cat Hounds. Wolf and
Deer Hounds, Coon and Opossum Hounds.
Varmint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear and
Lion Hounds, also Airedale Terriers. All
dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to
judge the quality. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. Sixty-eight
page, liighly illustrated, interesting and
instructive catalogue for 10c in stamps or
coin.

AV.ATSO.X FARR KEXXELS OFFERS
for sale fancy broken rabbit and fox dogs.
Shipped on ten days’ trial; money refunded
if not as represented. W. H. Hosier, Box
7, Watson, Illinois.

GUX' DOGS AA’AXTED

AVAXTED—.V WELL BRED SEIWER
or pointer bitch to handle on puppy basis.
W’. V. Taylor, Greensboro. Georgia.

AVAXTED—HIGH CLASS QUAIL DOGj
must be finished shooting dog. Dr. F. V.
Clarke, Roanoke, Virginia.

HOU'XDS

COOX, AIIXK, OPOSSUM. SKUXK, FOX.
squirrel and rabbit hounds. Large list

sent free. W. P. Burrow, Pocahontas,
Arkansas.

FOR SALE—P.AIR OF AVELI, BROKEX-
hounds. guaranteed for coon opossum,
skunks. $300. George Tindall, Greenfield,
Indiana.

HOUNDS
FOUR FOX AXU COOX HOUX'D PUPS

eight months old; exceptionally fine.

Breeding American Walker Bluestlck. it.

A. Smith, Canal Winchester, Ohio.

FO.X, COO.X, SKIXK, Ol'OSSUM,
Rabbit hounds; broke and unbroke pupa.
Swine and pet stock from the garden spot
of the United States. Catalog 6c. F.
Kiefer, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

KENTUCKY'S PRIDE KE.XXELS OF
Falmouths, Ky., offers for sale fox. cat.
wolf, deer, bear, lion, coon, opossum, var-
mint and rabbit hounds. Also youngsier.s.
all of the best breeds. All dogs shipped on
trial, purchaser to judge quality. Satis-
faction guaranteed or money refunded.

L. C. ECKERT OF XO'l'TI.XGIl.A >1, P.A..
offers fox hounds, rabbit dogs, coon and
skunk dogs, also puppies. State your
wants with a stamp. Will exchange.

MISCELL.AXEOUS

DOG.S! DOGS! DOGS .AI,L KINDS
Fox Terriers, Bulls, Airedales. Collies.
Irish Terriers, etc., male and female pups.
I handle more dogs than any other man in
the country. Quick sales and small
profits. Specify the kind of dog you want.
I 'will positively fill your order. Leo
Smith, 305 Varick Street, Jersey City. New
Jersey.

FOR S.ALE—.A PEDIGREED GREAT
Dane proven bitch. Fernheim Farm, Mont-
rose, Pennsylvania.

HOUXDS .AND HU.XTI.XG — MOXTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample
free. Address Desk F. Hounds and Hunt-
ing, Decatur, Illinois.

M.AXGE, ECZE.MA, EAR CANKER,
goitre, sore eyes cured or no charge; write
for particulars. Eczema Remedy Com-
pany, Dept. F., Hot Springs. Arkansas.

XORAVEGI.AX* BE.AR DOGS — IRISH
Wolf Hounds, English Bloodhounds. Rus-
sian Wolf hounds. American Fox Hounds.
Lion, Cat. Deer, Wolf, Coon and Varmint
Dogs; fifty page highly illustrated cats.,
logue, 5c stamps. Rookwood Kennels,
Lexington. Kentucky.

RUSSI AX AVOLFHOl .XD, G R E .A T
Dane, and Irish Terrier puppies for sale
bred from Champion stock. Pennwood
Kennels. Reg., Sparrows Point. Maryland.

AVE.STAIIX'STER KEXXELS. TOAA ER
Hill, Illinois, offers coon, skunk, opossum
and rabbit hounds on ten days’ trial. We
are going to sell crackerjack rabbit
hounds at fifteen dollars as long as they
last. Our pride cooners are worthy of the
name given them. It sure puts the pride
in a hunter to own one of them. Write
us your wants.

FOR S.ALE—TWO LI’RTERS ESPEC-
lally fine thoroughbred Chesapeake Bay
retriever puppies, dead grass also red
sedge color waterproof and burr proof
coated, farm raised. bright, healthy;
papers. H. B. Davidson. Clarinda, Iowa.

THOROUGHBRED CHESAPEAKE BAA'
puppies cheap. Hy. Rieman. St. Michaels.
Maryland.

SPANIELS

COCKER SPAXTELS, HIGHEST QUAL-
Ity English and American strains; hunt-
ing. attractive auto and family dogs: pup-
pies. males. $20; females, $10. Obo Cocker
Kennels, “Englewood.” Denver. Colorado.

TERRIERS

FOR SALE—BOSTOX TERRIERS
brood bitcli; registered; two pedigreed
males; dark brindle screwtail, good beads.
L. Halv.arson, 2957 Devonshire Street.
Duluth. Minn.

W.AXTED TO PURCH.ASE
.ADA ER'FISER AATSHES TO PURCHASE

several good rat terriers; prefer black and
tan: small sized stock, not over one year
old. Address with full particulars cover-
ing breed, age. color, size and price. D.
T. Crosland, Bennettsville, South Carolina.

Have you a copy of “Dog Culture’* in your honte? Every Dog Owner should possess this hook.

We make a Biscuit for every breed.

SPRATT’S DOG CAKES
AND

PUPPY BISCUITS
are used all over the globe from the tropics to the poles.

The best is the cheapest in the long run, refuse substitutes—ask for SPRATT’S

For Full- Grown Dogs

COD LIVER OIL BISCUITS
PLAIN ROUND CAKES
I.MPROVED MIDGET BISCUITS
PET DOG CAKES
FISH AND ME.AT CAKES
GREYHOUND CAKES
TERRIER CAKES, etc., etc.

Send 2c Stamp for the most up-to-date treatise on feeding ever issued.

‘ DOG CULTURE”
SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LTD., NEWARK, N. J.

and SPRATT’S only,

For Puppies

MILK FOOD
ORPHAN PUPPY FOOD
PEPSl.MATED PUPPY MEAL
PLAIN PUPPY MEAL
BONE MEAL
MALTED PUPPY FOOD
IMPROVED MIDGET BISCUITS
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A BOAR HUNT IN FRANCE
WHILE WAITING TO BE SHIPPED HOIME TIME

IS FOUND FOR SOiME RARE DAYS OF SPORT
By william D. LEETCH.

A fter the armistice was signed, we
were billeted in a little town named
Chatonrupt, in the Haute Marne

district in France. It is a beautiful coun-

try. The hills come right down to the

east bank of the Marne; well wooded, and

full of small game. I spent the majority

of my time in tramping over the country

in the vicinity, and was delighted with

the scenery and the people, though the

climate was not all it might have been. I

flushed numerous flocks of quail, and

there seemed to be a great many rabbits

in the brush.

One afternoon Chris Dyne, a soldier, and

myself were walking through the woods

above the little town. It was a drizzly

sort of day and raw cold. Everything was

soaked and the numerous little paths

through the brush were slippery with

mud. We noticed hog tracks in the trail

we were following, but thought nothing

of them, supposing they belonged to some

domestic pig which had broken out of its

pasture. They were distinct and evi-

dently quite fresh, so we decided to track

him down if possible and return him to

his owner.

The trail let out into a little pasture

with a garden at one end, and there we
saw where Mr. Hog had played havoc

with some Frenchman’s rutabagas. We
were a long way from any farm house,

and thought it strange that the pig would

have made such a bee line away from civi-

lization, when suddc-nly the thought

dawned on me. I'ly early memories of

natural history hit me in the head, and I

exclaimed: “Chris, it’s a wild boar.’’

We nosed around a while, looking over

the signs, and found where the hog had

entered a big thicket of scrub trees at the

end of the pasture. His trail ran cut here

in the dead leaves, so we decided to back

track, and find out where he had come
from. We were all excited now, and made
sure that our Colts were in working order.

Neither of us were passing up any chance

to get a whack at a wild boar.

We tracked that pig for over a good

English mile through the woods, and
finally came right on to a wallow in a

little dip in the ground. Rain water set-

tling here made an ideal place for a hog
to bed down, and we found holes where

some enormous hogs had spent the night

in the red mud. The trees were smeared
with mud as high as three feet off the

ground, and several small saplings had
been ridden completely down by the ani-

mals straddling them, while scratching

themselves. We scouted around and found
two or three more pools where the hogs

had been, and a regular maze of tracks.

You could even smell hog. We counted
seven large beds and four small ones. Ev-
idently it was a favorite wallow for them.

It was nearly dark now, and we made
our way back to town through the falling

mist, and climbed into our billet to talk

things over. I was sure that the tracks

were those of a wild boar, but to make
sure I asked our “landlady” in my imper-

fect French, and she said that there were
“Beaticoup clcs sanglicrs dans les hois"

and it was permitted to hunt them, they

being very destructive to crops. ’Nough
said. What we didn’t know of the habitsi

and haunts of the animals would have

made a book, but we sure were going to

find out if possible. Our hostess also told

us that one man in tlie town had been

badly mauled and permanently crippled

by a big boar two years before, while home
on a furlough. The element of danger

of course gave additional spice to our

I'lans, and we spent the rest of the even-

ing oiling up a captured “Erlich” rifle,

and our Colts, turning in early to dream
of the morrow’s sport. t

WE got up before dawn, and going

down to the mess shack, w'heedled

Che mess sergeant to grub stake

us. When he saw us and our guns he
surely gave us the raz, asking us if we
didn’t know the war was over, and there

never had been any Germans in that lo-

cality anyway. We kept mum with a

great effort, and talked him out of a steak,

some potatoes, bacon, salt, pepper, coffee

and sugar and a bit of flour. This wo
packed in half of an old haversack and
proceeded to climb up through the church
yard to the hilltop above.

We located the wind direction, and
making all speed, quartered around to-

ward the wallow we had located the day
before. Wo had to wait about a half an
hour before it got light enough to see to

shoot, and then making our way up wind
with as much stealth as our heavy trench
shoes permitted, proceeded to the Avallow.

The hogs had been there during the
night, but had left for the hills before we
arrived, so there was nothing for us to do
around there. We followed hog tracks all

the morning through some of the rough-
est wood country I have ever been in,

but not a sight of a boar did we get.

We saw tracks everywhere we went. The
woods were full of runways, and there

were many places where the boar had been
rooting during the night. About noon we
cooked our grub, and it sure tasted good.

We must have covered seven or eight
miles during the morning, and we were
hungry. We saw two flocks of quail, and
one rabbit but didn’t shoot at the latter.

After lunch we held a council of war,
and decided to knock off for a few hours,

and then to locate in the trees near the

wallow, and trust that some hog would
stray our way. So we made our way
slowly back to the wallows, and climbing

Ten-A-See Farm Kennels
The Home of

U. R. FISHEL’S NOTED POINTERS
The World's Best Bird Doge,

Offer high class dogs, brood bltcbes and choice puppies.

In Studs 1 offer theWORLD’S best bird dog Sires. Every
dog is better than represented and satisfaction guaranteed.

Am in a position to board or train your dog in the ^t
manner possible. Please write for terms and infonnatioo.

New Sales Sheets ready for mailing now.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
W. E. Lucas, Educator S. Barton Lasater, Prop.

Box 165C Paris, Tennessee

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS

A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middloboro, Masa*

Tel. 29-Af.

SEA CLIFF PHEASANTHY
W. h.ve nearly all. of the rare pheas-
ants and oranos, also white, Java and
black shouldered Japanese Peaiowl.
Mandarin ducks. Epgs In Season for
sale. Write for prices and partiau-
lars.

BALDWIN palmer
VBa Ssnai, Ssa difl. Leaf tifauid, N, T.

MmnheT of tfan Gam Guilds

Al.Fbss Pork Rind Miimoi^

Oriental Wiqgler $12® /

Little Egypt Wiggler

Mf^ Strips 35^jar.

Al. fbss^/li^-17J6Q>luinbiisM,,Cwdani
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The best ever~-~
[|

designe<i especially F

for cleaning troud I

but is creat for clrcssiiig any tl^n.
|

Made of finest surgical instrument 1

steel, 5% in. long. Is in. thicl,, fits »

your pocket. Insert little finger m Vj
ring, remaining fingers and tliumu

back of blade and against curve ol F
shank. Use it' once-;-you'U never be

without it. Price, including metal-

bound leather sheath, T,7\ rents. .\t your

An ideal Game Preserve far Sale

(IN ORDER TO CLOSE AN ESTATE)

St, Vincent’s Isl.\nd, Florida

The only perfeet and complete Hunting and

I'ishing Preserve left in this country. Situated

in the Gulf, eight miles from Apalachicola, Fla.

Contains 11,290 acres. It' is nine miles long, and

four miles wide, about onc-half coveredd with

original forest, grant pines and palmetto, and

beach as fine as Ormond’s. There are five large

fresh water lakes, connected by deep creek, which

(lows by manor house to sea. A dozen other ponds

afford fresh water for deer, wild boar, wild cattle,

turkey, great numbers of all species duck, and some

alligators, as well as great quantity of large 'and

email fish. Contains at a low estimate 1,000 deer,

200 head of cattle (wild), perhaps a thousand wild

pigs. There are a half dozen bungalows, a sulphur

water spring, a C 5-foot yacht and a launch. Ford

anto, mules and milch cows go with the place.

Address B. IV. Pierce, So. 663 Main Street, Bufialo,

X. Y.

COOPER’S CAMPS
Accommodate One to Eight Guests

»_ s-l- — ¥ T jj, -...-t- of Maine’s Most Beautiful
**» Lake and Forest Region

FISHING - CANOEING - BATHING
‘The Real Place For Rest, Sport or

Recreative Life
IVrite For Illustrated Booklet

CXX)PEK’S CAMPS, Kagie Lake, .TIaine

' I want a few more field trial pros-

pects to try out. I have the country

and birds to work them in, also can

take a few more shooting dogs to train.

BERT FA'WLEY. EATON, ILLINOIS

ACCUKATE &mcN
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce
Armi aa( AuauaiLaa Expert

fa W.

trees, settled ourselves for the long wait.

We v.ailed all ri.ght. We sat there until

nearly nine o'clock that niglit, but no boar.

So vve wended our way liomo to our liillet

in disgust, but thoroughly convinced that

the saying “Hog wild'’ had originated in

France.

We tried it day after day, with no suc-

cess. It leaked out finally what we were
after, and you ought to have heard the

laugh we got. But I had more than one
man ask to go along with us during the

succeeding weeks. It was great sport

tramping around the country, and the
time flew by. I was busy in the evenings
all this time though, and finally got

wliat I wanted. We determined the first

week that the only successful way to get a

shot at the boar was to employ dogs to

drive them. Twice avo saw boar at a dis-

tance, but ncA'er managed to get close

enough. They are the shyest animals I

ever ran across. So I worked myself into

the good graces of several of the French-
men iu the tow’n, and finally got myself
and Chris invited to hunt with a pack^ of

Airedales.

T he next Sunday we were off about
nine o’clock,—eleven of us,'- with
three Airedales and a couple of ter-

riers at our heels. The day w'as beauti-

ful, sunny, cool and clear, with a heavy
frost on the ground. We made our way
up into the hills in a long line abreast of

each other, and at about nine-thirty the

dogs gave tongue, and we were off. We
surely had a merry morning. Most of the

Frenchmen carried smooth bore rifles that

shot a sort of home-made cartridge of

slugs. It was a mystery to me how they

ever managed to hit anything, and I

found out that they lived up to my expec-

tations.

Apparently the dogs had cornered all

the wild boar in France in that one patch
of woods from the noise they were mak-
ing. Chris and I wanted to go in with
them, but nothing doing. Too much
chance of shooting the dogs one French-

man told me. So we surrounded the woods
on all sides, and w’aited to see who would
get the first shot. Meantime there was an
awful racket in the woods. Three or four

of the men had horns, and of all the toot-

ing and yeling and tally-ho-ing I ne\’er

heard the like. My nerv'es were all keyed

up in no time, and I just prayed for a

shot, hut the Gods decided otherwise, for

the noise worked away from me, and
pretty soon I hoard two shots on the other

side of the woods, and a lot of yelling. I

ran as fast as I could and arrived at one

corner of the forest just in time to see

four wild boar pass at about five hundred
yards, going like the wind into the next

strip of woods. I threw a shot into the

leader, a gigantic boar, but he was going

so fast and Avas so far off that I didn’t

stand a chance and came mighty near

hitting one of the dogs, Avho was close on
the heels of the herd. I ran on, and by
the time I got to the spot found that four

other men had superseded me. The
Frenchmen had that £pat ii^d killed

a young boar, and there was' wild jubila-
tion. jluch liaiid linking and putting on
the back, and a ivgular cloud of smoke
going up from the pipes of the four of
them. 1 joined in on the congraulaiious,
but found out afterwards that, much to
his disgust, the man had missed the big
boar at close range, and had sniped the
little fellow, who ran next with his second
shot. He was carrying a double barreled
shotgun of antique design, loaded with
buck shot, and must have gotten an attack
of the ague to haA’c missed so close. He
couldn't have been more than fifty feet
off when they passed.

M’'e stood around until the rest of the
party came up, and it was decided to leaA’e

the boar there, slung in a tree, and go on
to another jiatch of Avoods, for the French-
men said that it was no carthl.v use to try
and follow the rest of that herd.

The dogs were well trained and seemed
to understand what their limitations were,
for with the exception of the one dog who
followed the herd, the rest were easily
called off, and we were on our way again.
This dog didn't show up again for nearly
an hour, and was scA’erelj' whipped when
he did, though I didn’t blame him for
keeping on after the game.

'W’'e struck our next bunch about tAAo
miles further on, and I witnessed a battle
royal between the dogs and an old boar,
whom they had bayed. It didn’t last long,
for he played out soon, having been se-
verely wounded by one of the French-
men. This was an enormous beast, stand-
ing nearly four feet off the ground, and
had great tusks. I would haA-e liked to
have been the one to haA-e done for him.
That ended the hunt and we proceeded

home in triumph, bearing the two boars,
slung on poles in the most approved an-
cient style. I helped eat part of the little

one, but cannot say that it made much in
the way of a treat.

We went out seA’eral times after this,

and though we got our boar every time, I

never landed one myself, and when we
pulled out for Bordeaux the day after

_ Christmas on our way home, I was almost
sorry that 1 could not spend some time
more with the good friends that I had
made there in pursuit of “fe sanglicr.”

THE MUSKALLONGE.
To The Editor of Foacsx and Stbeam:

I
N the article on the muskallonge in the
September number Mr. Graham has
some comment on the origin of the

fish’s name. Last season in Northern
Quebec I had an Indian guide who told

me that he was of the “Tite de Buii’
tribe, a name that he pronounced so rap-

idly that it sounded like some bovine
phase of Teddy Bearl His people lived in

between the Montaignais and (I think)

the Abitibi and in the old days were Avell

nigh exterminated by the Iroquois. This

man's name for the fish AA'as mijaski

kinonge (grass pike).

yujTAM Q Dobxix, New York.
V
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AMERICAN

BIRD GUIDE
WATER BIRDS GAME BIRDS
—BIRDS OF PREY—IN COLORS

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for sportsmen as a concise

guide to the identification of water birds, game birds

and birds of prey to be found in this country. About
three hundred species of birds are faithfully depicted

by the colored pictures, and the text gives considerable

idea of their habits and tells where they are to be found
at different seasons of the year. These illustrations are

reproduced from water-color paintings by the author,

whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest

sale of any ever published in this country. They are

made by the best known process by one of the very first

engraving houses in the country and the whole typog-

raphy is such as is rarely seen in any book. The cover
is a very attractive and unique one, a reproduction of

leather with set-in pictures.

NEARLY
THREE HUNDRED

BIRD PICTURES
IN NATURAL COLORS

PRICE $1.00 Delivered Anywhere in

the United States, Canada or Mexico

—

$1.50 Elsewhere.

EVERY SPORTSMAN OR BIRD LOVER WILL
FIND THIS A MOST DESIRABLE BOOK.

SEND YOUR ORDER IN NOW

Forest and Stream
BOOK DEPARTMENT ^ wi • V-T

9 EAST 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

MONEY BACK
IF SUPPLY IS

EXHAUSTED



SUBSCRIBE NOW TO FOREST AND STREAM
AT THE REGULAR YEARLY RATE OF $2.00 AND SECURE A
MAGNIFICENT 1919 COLORED CALENDAR FREE

1919 CALENDAR
Here’s a splendid opportunity to secure large colored reproductions of the magnificent paintings that

have been used bv F'OREST & STREAM for covers.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
Send in a year’s subscription at the regular $2.00 rate and you may have your choice of the miniature

colored plates shown on this page, or any one of the titles listed below; without extra cost. These
reproductions (8" x 9") mounted on (11" x 14") art board are finished with 1919 Calendar pad and tied

with silk cord ready for hanging.

No Extra Charge For Canadian Orders
Present subscribers can take advantage of this offer by sending $2.00 now; and their subscription will be extended one year

beyond the present prepaid period.

SELECT YOUR CALENDAR FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST
ORDER BY NUMBER AND TITLE

Flying Grouse
Moose

WILD-LIFE SUBJECTS
No. 1

No. 2

DOGS
No. 7 Pointer By Maud Earl

English Setter By Maud Earl

No. 3
No. 4

English Partridge
Covey of Partridge

No. 5
No. 6

Wild Ducks
Wolf

No.
FISH

8

No. 9

No. 10

Gordon and English Setter By Th. Blinks

Pointer Puppy By “Osthaus”

Choice of four famous “Driscole” fish pictures. No. 11 BROOK TROUT. No. 12 A Double Strike (see miniature above). Nos. 13 and 14 Com-
panion Bass pictures. One calendar only with each yearly order. To obtain both pictures add fifty cents to yearly order.

NOTE—Pictures mounted ready for framing (without calendar pad) may be substituted for calenda' if desired. Extra calendars or pictures fifty cents each.

FOREST AND STREAM 9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY



SEND THE COUPON
THE POCKET NATURE LIBRARY and theand we will send you

POCKET GARDEN LIBRARY. Two fine sets-tellmg you all

about the Birds, Butterflies, Wild Flowers and Trees, also all

about the Garden Flowers of each of the four seasons.

SEE THESE BOOKS
Greatest Guides to the marvelous life of all outdoors,

your eyes to the beauties and wonders of Nature,

about the prettiest garden flowers, too. Both excell*

sent to you, for a short time only, on a very specie

—at a worthwhile saving. Read the coupon.

POCKET NATURE
LIBRARY

POCKET GARDEN
LIBRARY

/ four volumes.l which will

help you to identify, classify

gm and know a great amount of

authoritative facts about the

W Birds, Wild Flowers, Butterflies

and Trees. Unusually accurate
' text matter, by the best known

Nature Experts in the Country.

Splendid pictures—800 in full

natural colors. Same size as

those here shown.

four volumes, devoted to com-

informaplete and first hand

tion, about the prettiest old \

fashioned garden flowers. More \

than 800 varieties, beautifully \

illustrated in their natural colors. \

Authentic text matter and cul-

tural facts prepared by men and

women who love the subject. Edited

by Mr. Leonard Barron, Editor of

the Garden Magazine.

CONVENIENT AND COMPANIONABLE VOLUMES
E^ch book measures 5 '4 by^3l4 by inches. Approx-
imately 200 pages to each book. Bound in flexible style.

Fits the pocket or Handbag. V'ery handy for field use.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

SPECIAL OFFER
Merely check the plan you prefer. See the coupon. Write your name and

address Mail it today., We will send your selection, delivery charges / T
prepaid. The books are yours for ten days. Elxamine each volume. ^ «

See the beautiful and charming pictures. Read the instructive and

absorbing text. Let the children see and feel the books too. If you feel

that you can get as much pleasure, satisfaction and fascinating infor- f--

mation, about the birds, wild flowers, butterflies, trees and garden /
flowers, without these boo'is, then send them back. The arrival of /
the books will close the transaction. You will then owe nothing.

But if you recognize the merit and value of these fine sets—if you A ^
feel that the unusual pictures in pretty colors and healthful

text will bring you added happiness cuid pleasure through

your subsequent intimate acquaintance with the wonderful
creations in the great outdoors, then keep the volumes and pay
on our liberal and easily met monthly plan. If you prefer you can take

advantage of the Special Cash discount. See the coupen. Send it Now,

me. prepaid, for a ten days* inspection, the books covered in this offer,

e checked the plan I prefer.and will abide by the terms of the agreement.

Eight volumes, regularly $10.95.

-rPockel Nature

J Pocket Garden Library ]
?• ®',oo “<;*>

*' ror y months. Lower than usual

ICASH PRICE $9.00.

]

fFour volumes only, price $4.95 pay-

Pocket Nature Library J ^5c at once and $ l .op a month
' 1 for 4 months. SPECIAL CASH

‘ PRICE $4.50.

( Four volumes only, price $6.00 pay-

Pocket Garden Library-^ J'
oo »> °nce »nd $i .m each

'
1
month for five months. SPECIAL
ICASH PRICE $5.50.

It is understood that if I am not satisfied, I may return the books. I will owe
nothing. Otherwise 1 will send in the payments regularly as above specified

Nam'*

SENT ON APPROVAL
SEND NO MONEY—ONLY THE COUPON, marked wi.h your choice of offer. Mail it to-day before w-
are obliged to withdraw this offer. Be prompt. Take advantage of this opportunity, it may never occur again.

Order the pretty little sets now and use them as Christmay Gifts. Both are ideally suited to that purpose.
|

The pIeasure,satisfaction and happiness they bring to the possessor insure your being remembered for years.

But don't delay. Fill in the coupon and mail it NOW. You will n st regret it. Remember you are not obliged to keep the
j

sets if they don't please you. Send them back if they are not satisfa;|tory. Pay only when you are pleased. Use the coupon

_PQjjgj^^AYj^PAG^^pOMPANY_ OUTDOOR gC DEPARTMENT GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

vCTi
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jy<- -^AKING awkward
vl/ angles out of the

early Christmas morn-

ing atmosphere

!

'’ORINCE albert is

) also sold in hand-

some pound and halj

pound tin humidors, in

tidy red tins and in toppy

red bags—woherenser you

buy tobacco.

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salero» N. C.

Copyright 1919 by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

7 /OW that low-on-luck feeling

tj will peel off his mind when
the happy-handout-happens

Christmas morning; and, his keen

eye sights the stage all set with the

pound crystal glass humidor of Prince

Albert tobacco gowned in the glories

of a radiant holiday rainbow! Turkey
takes to the tall timbers compared
with the all-star-feast you spread so

temptingly before his smokeappetite!

“pRINCE ALBERT, for Christ-

) mas, lands on a man’s tank-of-

thanks like a spill-of-snow when the

sleigh-bells are rusty from lack of

jingles! P. A. as a man gift is the

high-sign, the last word, the directest

route to his comfort, his contentment,

his smoke-happiness! It’s the touch-

that-lifts-the-lid; that takes the awk-
ward angles out of the evergreen-and-

holly atmosphere and makes the

whole family on both sides think and
talk in one language!

yqV’LL enjoy seeing him fuss„ hini

his old jimmy pipe, all-brimful

with Prince Albert! Or, getting his

‘‘rolling his own!” Never was such a

delightful makin’s cigarette as P. A.
supplies. He can smoke the limit

with Prince Albert for it cant bite his

tongue or parch his throat! Our ex-

clusive patented process fixes that!

He’ll justwant toget thirty-six-smoke-

hours out of the legal twenty-four,

that's all!

^ILL his smokecup to overflow-
. } ing! Prince Albert is the glad-

gift, the holiday-hunch that will hum
him a smoke te-de, te-dum long, long
after Christmas is but a merry memory!

PRINCEALBERT
^ the natmnal Oiristmas joy smoke

\

^teasuk

J

flon’t dela>

f they don’t s

nni)BL£DAY. PAGE.& company. OUTbOOft bkpARTMEN-l OAKUElN Cl 1 V ,
tr.
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Cameh are sold every-

where in scientifically

sealed package of 20
cigaretUs; or ten pach-

as {200) cigarettes in

glassine - paper - cot>-

ered carton. We strong-

ly recommend this

carton for the home
or office supply or

when you travel,

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO.

Winston - Salem, N. C.

for quality, for refreshing flavor

and fragrance, for smooth,
delightful Mellow-mildness, for

“body” and for real and true

satisfaction !

You have only to get acquainted

with Camels to realize the ab-

solute superiority of the Camel
blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobaccos.

And, how you will prefer the

Camel blend to either kind of

tobacco smoked straight! We
tell you it is a revelation !

Camels are so unusual, so un-

like any cigarette you ever

puffed on ! They meet the ex-

acting requirement of the most
fastidious smokers

!

No matter how liberally you
smoke Camels they will not tire

your taste! And, it will delight

you to discover personally that

Camels leave no unpleasant

cigaretty aftertaste or unpleas-

ant cigaretty odor!

Compare Camels with any ciga-

rette in the world at any price !

You’ll forget all about coupons,
premiums or gifts

!

Camels certainly do
answer your keenest

cigarette desires

—

The Telegraph Printing Co. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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